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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

Case No. 39576

_________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)
STATBOFIDAHO'SPOST-TRIALBRIEF

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through the undersigned deputy attorney general
and submits the STATE OF IDAHO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF in the above-entitled matter in
accordance with the ORDER SETTING DEADLINE AND CLOSlNG ARGUMENT entered on
March 13, 2007.
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I.

STATEMENT OF TIIB CASE

i.

The Nature of the Proceedings

1bis controversy relates to the determination of the water rights of the City of Pocatello,
hereinafter the "City," acquired under state law.
11.

Course of the Proceedings

The City filed 38 claims to water rights acquired under state law. Eighteen of the claims
requested that each of their points of diversion be recognized as an alternate point of diversion for
the other eighteen claims, because they were part of an interconnected well system. In addition, the
City requested that two other claims at the airport be recognized as an alternate point of diversion
for the other claim. Later, the City amended three other claims to add them to the list of water rights
that were part of the interconnected well system. These three claims were changed in 1999 in
Transfer No. 5452.
The Director, hereinafter the "Director," of the Idaho Department of Water Resources
recommended each of the thirty-eight claims and included a condition restricting the diversion of
water for those claims for which an alternate point of diversion had been claimed. The Director
revised this condition several times since the filing of the Director's Report. The most recent
version is found in the Amended Director's Reports filed on February 27, 2007.
The City filed an Objection to the Director's Recommendation for each of these thirty-eight
state water right claims. The State ofldaho filed a timely Response to each of these objections.
The Director filed a Supplemental Director's Report Regarding City of Pocatello's Basin 29
State-Based Water Rights on April 13, 2006, hereinafter referred to as "Supplemental Director's
Report," which included a variety of maps and exhibits. The Supplemental Director's Report stated
in part as follows:
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Three water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375, located within the city proper
have 12 points of diversion recommended because transfer no. 5452 dated June 28,
1999, only recogniz.ed 12 points of diversion for those three water rights. Because
there was a post-1987 final administrative action on these three water rights, the
Department recommended them as transferred.
Supplemental Director's Report at 13 . 1
The Surface Water Coalition, hereinafter referred to as the "SWC," filed a Joint Motion to

Participate in March 2006. The district court granted this motion on April 25, 2006.
The

district

court

entered

its Seventh

Amended Trial Scheduling Order on

September 11, 2006 and set this matter for five days of trial commencing on February 26, 2007.
The City filed the City of Pocatello 's Motion for Swnmary Judgment on Municipal Purpose

of Use, Interconnection, and Injwy under LC. § 42-1425 with supporting papers on
November 30, 2006.
The SWC filed the Surface Water Coalition's (SWC) Motion for Summary Judgment with
supporting papers on November 30, 2006.
The State of Idaho filed its Response Memorandum in Opposition to City of PocaJello 's

Motion/or Summary Judgment on December 12, 2006.
The district court entered its Second Order on Summary Judgment on February 16, 2007.
The Court stated:
This water right [referring to water right 29-7770] was licensed in 2003 for
irrigation purposes. Pocatello seeks a municipal ptupose and a place of use as the
city's 'service area'
Licenses are persuasive proof of the elements of a water right, but are not
conclusive proof. Changes occurring after the license may provide evidence to
support a change in the elements. Typically, the post-licensing changes are a valid
transfer or accomplished transfer.
There is no evidence of record that an
administrative transfer occurred. Io order to overcome the licensed elements,
Pocatello must show a valid accomplished transfer under LC. § 42-1425.
1 The

Supplemental Director's Report states that 12 points of diversion were recognized in Transfer No. 5452. My
review of Transfer No. 5452 indicates that thirteen points are listed. Thirteen points are listed in the
recommendations for these three water rights.
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The statute allows SRBA claimants to assert water rights with changes to
·elements if three factors exist:
1.
The change was made prior to November 19, 1987;
2.
No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured;
and
3.
The change did not result in an enlargement of the right
Under the wrique procedural history of this case, Pocatello cannot show a
valid accomplished transfer.... Since the license was issued in 2003, any change
after the license would not comply with the statutory deadline of 1987. A valid
accomplished transfer could not be alleged.
Therefore summary judgment is granted as to 29-7770.

Id at 11.
The Surface Water Coalition and the City filed on February 26, 2007, a Stipulation and

Agreement Between Pocatello and the Surface Water Coalition in Pocatello 's SRBA Subcases
29-271 et seq., hereinafter "SWC Stipulation," which was introduced into evidence as IDWR
Exhibit 41. Paragraphs 1 through 3 of the SWC Stipulation stated as follows:

I.
2.

3.

Water Right No. 29-7118: SWC and Pocatello agree that the water right
shall be changed and conditioned as described on Exhibit B attached.
Water Right No. 29-7119: SWC and Pocatello agree that the water right
shall be changed and conditioned as described on Exhibit C attached.
Water Right No. 29-7770: SWC and Pocatello agree that the water right
shall be changed and conditioned as described on Exhibit D attached.

IDWR Exhibit 41, at 1. Exhibits Band C changed the season of use from the irrigation season to
the entire year.
The SWC Stipulation also included two remarks in Exhibit E to the SWC Stipulation that
related to the issue of alternate points of diversion for the City's water rights. The first remark
related to the ground water alternate points of diversion and stated in part:
The exercise of this water right at any of the 23 alternate points of diversion listed
below, by itself or in combination with the other listed water rights, will not exceed
the respective rate of diversion at each diversion listed below, unless pursuant to an
approved administrative action, including, but not limited to, a section 42-222
transfer.
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IDWR Exhibit 41, Exhibit E, at I. The second remark was proposed to be included in the four

surface water rights and stated in part
Exercise oftbis water right from October I through September 30 at the 23 alternatepoints of diversion will be limited to the amount of water delivered from these
surface water sources to the Portneuf River after that water has been diverted in
priority, at the original point of diversion (on Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creek) and
which is delivered past any intervening water users during the period from October l
through September 30. Pursuant to the settlement in the SRBA proceedings on these
subcases, the City, conditioned upon and pursuant to an agreement between the
parties and IDWR, could implement an administrative mechanism that would permit
the City's diversion entitlement to be measured in Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creek
and delivered past other water users on those creeks.
IDWR Exhibit 41, Exhibit E, at 2.

The trial began on February 26, 2007 before the district court When the trial did not
conclude on the scheduled date of March 2, 2007, the district court set tbis matter for an additional
day of trial on March 8, 2007. The trial concluded on that date. The transcript of the trial exceeds
1, I 00 pages.
The district court entered its Order Setting Deadline and Closing Argument on March 13,
2007, wbich set the date of April 27, 2007 for lodging of Post-Trial Briefs and the date of
May 4, 2007 for oral argument.
ll!.

Statement of Facts

The following four issues were unresolved at the time of the commencement of trial: (!) the
purpose of use for water right nos. 29-07118, 29-07119, and 29-07770; (2) the priority date for
water right nos. 29-13558 and 29-13639; (3) alternative points of diversion for four surface water
rights; (4) issues related to ground water rights with alternative points of diversion for the
inter connected well system. The State will summarize the evidence presented regarding each issue.
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Purpose of Use for Water Nos. 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770
David Tuthill, the Director of the IDWR, testified about IDWR's response to the resolution
proposed in the SWC Stipulation regarding water right nos. 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770. He
stated tha1 "[t]o the extent tha1 biosolids had been applied on the subject property prior to the
commencement of the adjudication, November 19, 1987, we would agree with this stipulation" for
water right no. 29-7118. Tr. Vol. II, p. 277, L. 20 through p. 278, L. 5. He repeated tha1 statement
for water right no. 29-7119. He further testified that the IDWR would not agree to the resolution
described in the SWC Stipulation for water right no. 29-77770, because the IDWR had issued the
license for water right no. 29-7770 after the commencement of the adjudication. Tr. Vol. II, p. 279,

L. 5 throughp. 280, L. 15.

Mr. John Herrick was the City's primary witness regarding operation of the wastewater
treatment plant by the City of Pocatello. He began working for the City in 1981. Tr. Vol. II, p. 365,

L. 11 through L. 1981. He testified that the two wells associated with water right nos. 29-7118 and
29-7119 have been used for biosolids application since he began working in 1981. Tr. Vol. II, p.
401, L. 22 through 24. However, Mr. Herrick provided no details about the operation of the biosolids program prior to November 19, 1987. Specifically, he did not describe the season of use of
the water for the bio-solids program. Tr. Vol. II, p. 365, L. 7 through p. 413, L. 2.
The City offered City Exhibits 106, 157, 158, 159, 168 and 169 into evidence regarding its
biosolids land application program.

City Exhibit 106 is a map that illustrates location of the

biosolids facilities and water rights. City Exhibit 157 is a copy of the New Sludge Rules, dated
November 25, 1992.

City Exhibit 158 is the City's Biosolids Management Plan, dated

February 2, 1998. City Exhibit 159 is the City's Crop Management Plan. Exhibits 168 and 169 are
copies of two different farm leases applicable to its biosolids program. City Exhibit 158 states:

·--a'"""
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ID.

LAND APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS

G.

Management Practices
The following management practices sh.all apply to Pocatello's land
applied biosolids:

H.

1.

Biosolids shall not be applied to flooded, frozen, or snow covered
ground so that sewage sludge enters wetlands or other waters of the
U.S. unless authorized by the permitting authority.

2.

Biosolids shall not be applied at rates above agronomic rates, with
the exception of reclamation projects when authorized by the
permitting authority.

Land App~cation ofBiosolids
Although biosolids are produced on a daily baiss year-round by the
wastewater treatment process, the handling and processing of biosolids
follows a seasonal cycle. Pocatello has a large sludge storage lagoon that is
capable of storing six months of accumulated biosolids. In late summer
(usually about August 151\ after the contract farmers complete their crop
harvest, an intensive biosolids hauling and application period begins that
typically lasts no more than eight weeks....
A second intensive application period occurs for up to eight weeks beginning
in early May.

Priority Date for Water right Nos. 29-13558 and 29-13689
The City identified City Exhibits 146 through 154 as being relevant to the issue of the
correct priority date for water right numbers 29-13558 and 29-13689. Tr. Vol. I, p. 177, L. 21
throughp. 178, L. 19. City Exhibit 147 is an excerpt from an early history of Pocatello. It recounts
the fact that the year of 1924 was a very dry year and that "[i]ndirect pressure was placed on the
villages of North Pocatello and Fairview immediately north of Pocatello. The two villages
consolidated, effective July 31, to form the village_ Alameda The principal purpose at that time

_ to secure means to purchase the Fairview water system, owned by the Pocatello Realty and
Investment Company." Id at Bates number 1624. City Exhibit 148 is a copy of a newspaper article
from the Pocatello Tribune dated July 17, 1924. The normal and enlarged copies of the article are
both difficult to read. The article appears to confirm the consolidation of the villages of North
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Pocatello and Fairview on July 31, 1924. The transcription of the article provided by the City
describes the effective date of the consolidation as being July 21, 1924. If the City's 1ranscription is
correct, then City Exhibit 147 conflicts with City Exhibit 148. City Exhibit 150 is a copy of a
newspaper article from the Alameda Enterprise, dated July 20, 1952, which describes the history of
the City of Alameda's water system as follows: "[T]he speaker [Mr. A. Y. Satterfield] pointed out
that the first well was dug to the depth of 65 feet, providing a good supply of water, but during the
term of Mr. Freckleton, Alameda's first mayor, the well was dug down to I 00 ft. and another 65 ft·
well was dug later." The newspaper article concluded by stating: "Mr. Satterfield, who came to the
area in 1905, was introduced by his son, Homer Satterfield."
City Exhibit 154 is a copy of License file 29-2324, which is in the name of the City of
Alameda The application for a permit to appropriate ground water, which is dated October 22,
1952, describes the water supply for the City of Alameda as "three wells, drilled and in use for
varying periods of time past, all in corporate limits of Alameda and serving as source of supply for
the City owned and operated municipal water system, and constitute the only sources of supply for
said system." Id. at unnumbered page 7 of City Exhibit 154. City Exhibit 154 describes the amount
of water produced from the three wells as 6 c.f.s. City Exhibit 151 is an excerpt from Polk's
Poca~llo City Directory 1962, and it describes the growth of the City of Alameda as follows: "The
population in 1940 was 2,100. By 1950 it had increased to 4,705. The present population, from the
census of 1960, is 10,587. The rate of growth has been about 12 per cent per year, or over 125 per
cent over ten years. Alameda is presently the ninth largest city in the State of Idaho." Id. at I.
Ms. Beeman examined Mr. Carter Fritschle, IDWR water agent, regarding the information
contained in City Exhibits 148 through 154.
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Q.
So there is nothing in these documents that you feel would lead to
your reconsideration of the recoIDIJlendation of the priority dates? I can withdraw
the question if the Department would like to take a look at these materials.

A.
Based on what you bad me read, I did - the only thing I can say at
this point was instead of October 22nd, the date of the license, since the wells were in
place at the date of October 22nd , 1952, I believe, that yes, I could probably go the
day abead of that. I could recomID.end October 21 '", 1952, for - well, I'm not going
to remember the number. But anyway, the water right that was recommended with
the Oct.ober 22nd, 1952 priority date.

Tr. VoL I, p. 196, L. 14 through p. 197, L. 3.
Alternative Points of Diversion for Four Surface Water Rights
Toe City's primary witnesses concerning the surface water system was Tommie Dekker and
Harold Gene Hargreaves. Mr. Dekker began working as an Engineering Tech with the City's water
department in 1969-1970; he was promoted to Water Superintendent in about 2001. He retired in

2002. Tr. Vol. ID, p. 423, L. 8 through p. 424, L. 20. Mr. Dekker authenticated the water diversion
records for the City contained in City Exhibit 111. City Exhibit 111 described the amounts diverted
by the City for selected months as follows:
• Month and Year

Anril 1985
Mav 1985
June 1985
March 1986
Aoril 1986
Mav 1986

Amount diverted and used in
gallons per month from City
Exhibit 111
326, 044, 000
470,617,000
726,157,000
• 248, 126, 000
23 9, 878, 000
·
424,916,000

I.

Amount diverted and used
converted to cubic feet per
second
16.8
23.5
37.4
12.4
12.4
21.2

'

Mr. Hargreaves started with the City's water department in 1988. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 646, L. 510. Mr. Hargreaves descn'bed the interconnected water system of the City as follows:
Q [DEAN TRANMER].
Would you describe for the Court how
Pocatello's w.ver distribution is set up?
A.
It's rather complex ... As fur as we have multiple wells in the valley
floor which supply our water, they all enter in to a connected distribution system.
2 The third

column and the conversions to cubic feet per se;;ond were added by the author.
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Within that distribution system we have other connections, booster stations,
wbich are connected that supply the tanks on our benches.
As demand requires, tank levels drop, boosters are activated. When they're
activated, they withdraw water from that interconnected distribution system to
supply the tanks.
But they also - we have wells on the valley floor that remain running
continuously to supply the demand in the valley floor also.
We kind of have two systems. We have the areas that supply the benches,
which do not run down - with one exception - into the valley floor. So they're
closed systems. Each tank supplies a closed system.
Q.
And would you estimate what percentage of the City citizens are
supplied with the closed system?
A.
I would say an estimate between 40 to 50 percent, because of the
expansion on the benches.
Tr. Vol. IV, p. 649, L. 25 through p. 650, L. 25. He provided history about the addition of wells to
the interconnected system. He testified that the City added well no. 34 in 1988 and added well nos.
36 and 44 in that same time frame. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 691, L. 4 through 12. He later testified that the
present source of the water for the City's water system was all well water. He further stated that the

use of surface water supplies ceased in March of 1993 because ofregulatory requirements. Tr. Vol.
IV, p. 664, L. 23 through p. 665, L. 8; Tr. Vol. 1V, p. 672, L. 19 - L. 22.
Although culinary use of the surface water sources has ceased, some use of surface water
sources continues to the present for irrigation of golf courses. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 665, L. 21 through p.
666, L. 2.

The infrastructure for the surface water diversions still exists and could continue

diverting water with minor modifications .. If the City did not divert the water from Gibson Jack
Creek and Mink Creek, the waters from those creeks would flow into the Portneuf River. Tr. Vol.
IV, p. 671, L. 3 through p. 676, L. 25.
Alternative Points of Diversion for Ground Water Rights
The City has claimed three different groups of its 'rights to divert ground water as having
interconnected wells as follows:
Group
No.

Water Right
Numbers

Interconnected Wells
In Use

STATE OF IDAHO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF
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13, 16, 18
. 27
26

1
1
1
1
1

29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07322
29-11339

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

29-11348
29-1355B
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13639
29-02274
29-02338
29-07375
29-07450
29-13638

2B

1
1
1
1
1

33
21
23
14
29
31, 32

30
Alameda 6
Alameda 7
Alameda 1
Alameda 2
1
4
6

2, 3

7
22
10,44
12, 13

B9
15
15

35
39

City Exhibits 118 and 181; Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 513, L. 12 through p. 515, L. 22.
The first group involves eighteen water rights with eighteen interconnected wells. Some of
the water rights in this first group, such as water right no. 29-2401 have three wells originally
developed for this water right

Other water rights in this first group, such as water right no.

29-11339, have no original wells in service. The City seeks to remove the condition described in
the Amended Director's Reports filed on February 27, 2007. The City also requests the addition of
well No. 44 as an alternate point of diversion for all eighteen water rights. Currently, well no. 44 is
listed as a point of diversion for only water right nos. 29-02274, 29-2338, and 29-7375.
The second group involves three water rights that were the subject of Transfer No. 5452.
The City's objection requests that the eighteen interconnected wells in the first group be added to
this second group.

The third group involves two water rights with two interconnected wells that serve the
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rurport.

The City seeks to remove the condition described in the Amended Director's Reports filed

on February 27, 2007. City Exhibit 118.
Toe City presented evidence regarding the conditions imposed on alternative points of
diversion for two inter-connected ground water rights at the Pocatello aiiport, and on alternative
points of diversion for eighteen inter-connected ground water rights. Toe City's evidence was
intended to show its compliance with the provisions of accomplished transfer statute, Idaho
Code§ 42-1425.

More specifically, the evidence addressed the primary disputed factual_ issue:

Would the accomplished transfer for the ground water rights injure other water users, if the water
rights did not include the condition imposed by IDWR?
The City's primary expert witness was Mr. Gregory K. Sullivan, P.E. He was qualified as
an expert in the fields "[w]ater resource, water resources engineering, and water rights engineering."
Tr. Vol. IV, p. 643, L. 21 through p. 644, L. 10. Mr. Sullivan does not claim to be an expert,
however, with respect to the subject of geology. He had only one basic geology course during his
college. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 774, L. 8 through p. 776, L. 7.
Mr. Sullivan relied, in part, on papers authored by Professor John A. Welhan with the Idaho
Geologic Survey for his understanding of the geology of the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer,
hereinafter referred to as the "LPRVA." City Exhibit 131, Welhan, J.A. Meehan, C, and Reid, T.,
1996, The Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer: A Geologic/Hydrologic model and Its Implications

for Wellhead Protection Strategies; City Exhibit 132, Welhan, John, 2006, Idaho Geologic Survey
Staff Report, 5-6, Water Balance and Pumping Capacity of the Lower Portneuf River Valley

Aquifer. Mr. Sullivan described these reports as follows:

MR BARBER:
Do you have any disagreement with the conclusions
reached by Mr. Welhan in this document?
THE WITNESS:
Well, I - I - I can't say that I have gone back and
reviewed every single part of this report. I mean, there are certain things in this
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report about wellhead protection and various subjects that were not the focus of my
studies, so I wasn't reviewing the report from that standpoint
But I was looking at it more from the description of the aquifer, the sources
of water for the aquifer, some water balance work that he did in looking at the
sources of the aquifer. So I have no reason to disagree with those parts of the report
MR BARBER:
Okay. And when you say you have no reason to
disagree, let me turn that around.
Do you agree with his conclusions with respect to those aspects that you rely
- that you looked at this report for?
TIIB WITNESS:
Yes. Yes. I find them reliable. I think they're the
best available information on those subjects.
MR.BARBER.
Mr. Sullivan, do you - I'm going to ask you the same
questions.
Do you agree with all the conclusions of Mr. Welha.tl in Exhibit 132?
WITNESS:
Again, it's - it's - I think it's reasonably reliable. It's the
best available information. ... But it's the only work that I'm aware of on the water
balance and water supply of the Portneuf River Valley Aquifer.
And with respect to that subject area, it's the best
MR. BARBER:
information available, sir?

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

Tr. Vol. IV, p. 778, L. 20 through p. 779, L. 16; Tr. Vol. IV, p. 780, L. 19 through p. 781, L. 8
(emphasis added).
City Exhibit 132, Welhan, John, 2006, Idaho Geologic Survey Staff Report, 5-6, Water

Balance and Pumping Capacity of the Lawer Portneuf River Valley Aquifer, summarized its
conclusions as follows:
A detailed water balance of the southern portion of the lower Portneuf River
valley (LPRV) aquifer, completed in 1993-94, has been updated to reflect new
information on potential recharge sources, to evaluate recharge potential in the
northern valley, and to provide a baseline for evaluating the aquifer's future response
to drought conditions and increased demand.
Toe water balance results, derived from a period spanning 510 days in 1993
and 1994, reflect near-normal hydrologic conditions....
These results indicate that total demand was already at 100-115 percent
of system capacity more than a decade ago. During 1993-94, municipal pumping.
(Pocatello and Chubbuck) accounted for 6.5 billion gallons of total demand, with the
remaining 0.8 Bgal per year tapped for non-municipal uses.
Agricultural
withdrawals accounted for 5-10 percent of total demand, with domestic and selfsupplied industrial withdrawals each at about 5 percent; non-metered golf course
irrigation accounted for 2 percent

3J'/3
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Aquifer recharge in a below-normal year may be as much as half that of a
normal water year. Storage (water level) in the southern aquifer has declined by
more than 10 feet since about 1975, and represents direct evidence that long-term
demand has exceeded long-term capacity for more than two decades.

Id at 1-2. This report further describes the LPRVA as follows:
Because the LPRV is a geographically small watershed its principal aquifer,
which supplies all municipal water needs, is prone to large annual pwnping-induced
storage fluctuations (i.e., large seasonal swings in ground-water level).

Id. at 3.
The City submitted City Exhibit 116, Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. Expert Report Dated

September 29, 2006 Prepared for the City of Pocatello, which was ·prepared by Gregory K.
Sullivan. 1bis report addresses the factual issues as follows:

2.3

Well-to Well Interlerence Impacts

Water Level Measurements
Average pumping and static water levels were calculated for each well for the period
of record through 1987.

0-4 feet
Well JO
Well 12
Well 21 .
Well22
Well 28
Well30
Well 31
Well35

Average Measured Pumping Drawdown
As of 1987
Citv of Pocatello Wells
4-10 feet
10-19
feet
Well 2
Well29
Well 7
Well 31
Well 16
Well 18
Well 26
Well 27

No Data
Well 13
Well 14
Well 15
Well 23
Well 33
Well 34
Well 39
Well 44

Hydrogeology
Tue City Wells, with the exception of Well 32, withdraw water from the LPRVA
[Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer], which extends from the Portneuf Gap,
through the City to the City of Chubbuck.

3~';'4
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The LPRVA within and north of the City is comprised of multiple, confined silty
gravel and sand layers, and appears to consist of a least two major water-bearing
zones which include a shallow, confined gravel aquifer and a deep confined gravel
aquifer.
The LPRVA is considered to have little direct hydraulic connection to the Portneuf
River in the reach extending through the City during periods of normal and low
flows. The lack of direct hydraulic connection is attributed to the approximately 50
feet thick layer of clayey silt underlying the bed of the Portneuf River. In addition,
the PortneufRiver flows in a concrete lined channel through portions of the City.
3.4
Hydraulic Connection between Surface Water Sources and the LPRVA

In addition, information reviewed indicates that the LPRVA [Lower PortneufRiver
Valley Aquifer] is in hydraulic connection with the surface water system at two
locations: (1) generally along the Bannock Range, where tributaries to the Portneuf
River, including Mink Creek and Gibson jack Creek, emerge from the foothills and
comprise a source of recharge to the LPRV A, and (2) north of the City. Based on
that information, it is my opinion that the City's surface water diversions and ground
water diversions are from the same water source.
3.5
Effect on Other Water Rights
PortneufRiver and Snake River Water Rie:hts
The City's use of the surface water rights diverted at the City's interconnected
municipal wells will be generally the same as it was historically, except that water
will be diverted from the interconnected City Wells rather than from the diversion
structures on Mink and Gibson Jack Creeks.
Local Impacts
It is unlikely that Pocatello's municipal wells had any significant impact to
neighboring wells prior to November 19, 1987 as a result of diverting its surface
water rights at alternate points of diversion for the same reasons as described in
section 2.
City Exhibit 116, at 7-19. Mr. Sullivan described the extent of his field work for preparation of City
Exhibit I 16 as follows:
Q [MR. BARBER]. Okay. So when were you up in Mink Creek before
September 29, 2006?
A.
I don't recall the exact date, but, you know, we have been working
for the City since the early '90s. And I've had occasion to go examine the flow of
those creeks, you know, as I looked around the city.
Q.
Okay. So is it fair to characterize these visits that were undertaken
prior to September 29, 2006, as windshield visits out of an automobile?
A.
Well I got out of the car on occasion to look - to look around. But
some of the observations were made from within the car.
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Q.

Okay. Did you make any measurements of stream flows during

those visits?
A.
I did not?
Q.
Okay. Do you have any estimates of how many windshield visits
you undertook prior to September 29, 2006?
A.
Two or three.
Q.
Okay. And what was the duration of these - of each visit,
approximately?
A.
A few hours.

Q.
Okay. So if I understand your answer, you're essentially saying that
this report is more than just an editorial summary, it reflects your independent
analysis of other documents and data that you have collected; is that a fair statement,
then?
A.
Yes, that's generally fair.
Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1076, L. 4 through p. 1077, L. 21. Mr. Sullivan drew during cross-examination a
diagram, which was introduced as State Exhibit 303. This diagram depicts (I) the ground surface,
labeled GS; (2) a City well; (3) two private wells, labeled as PW! and PW2, and two static water
levels, labeled as SWl and SW2. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1083, L. 8 through p. 1093, L. 12. He explained
that private well, PWl, was being interfered with by the City well, because it was within the cone of
depression of the City well. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1088, L. 12 through L. 22. He further explained that
private well, labeled PW2, is completely dried up if the static water level is at static water level 2.
Tr. Vol. VI, p. I 093, L. 13 through L. 19. State Exhibit 303 is copied in Figure I on the next page.
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State Exhibit 304 was offered and admitted into evidence. State Exhibit 304 consists of a
more legiole copy of Table 4 and Figure 5 from City Exhibit 133: CH2M-Hill, 1994, Hydrogeology

and Assessment ofTCE Contamination in the Southern Portion of the Pocatello Aquifer - Phase I
Aquifer Management Plan. Mr. Barber exam.ined Mr. Sullivan about Table 4, which is a domestic
well inventory. He was not aware of the inventory prior to Mr. Barber's examination. Tr. Vol. VI,
p. 1114, L. 7 through L. 9. Table 4 identifies domestic wells that have been abandoned provides
information about the depth to the static water level. Mr. Barber asked Mr. Sullivan· whether he
knew why the well was abandoned. He did not know. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1117, L. 18 through p. 1118,

L. 3. Mr. Barber asked whether he knew the present depth to static water level for several of the
wells. He did not Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1118, L. 4throughp. 1119, L. 14.
David Tuthill, Director of the IDWR, testified about IDWR's concerns regarding alternate
points of diversions as follows:

Q [GARRICK BAXTER].

So why was the condition created specifically

here?

A.
So our understanding of our responsibility through the adjudication is to
appropriately condition a water right so that it cannot be expanded over time
inappropriately....
Q.
So, Mr. Tuthill, when you say 'expanded inappropriately,' do you
mean injury?
·
A.
That's correct
The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one, well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at
wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion
from one location as compared with diversion from another location.
Tr. Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24 through p. 232, L. 25 (emphasis added). David Tuthill explained the
concerns about well interference as follows:

Q [GARRICK BAXTER].
Are there specific examples under which that
you think - you can think that injury could arise with regards to alternate points of
diversion as recommended here in the - in the Department's recommendation here
and as to neighboring water rights?
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Yes. As an example, if this is a municipal well, let's say, for
example, the priority date of this well is June 1st, 1970, as an example, and let's say,
for an example, historically this well was pumped for an average of 12 hours per
day. And let's say, for example, that this well is - bas been drilled next to another
existing domestic well with a priority date of 1950. And let's say, for example, that
the history of this municipal well is to have been pwnped for 12 hours per day
without problem and the system bas reached an equilibrium in the area and the
domestic well bas never been injured as a result of pwnping of this junior municipal
A

well.
Let's say, for example, that this well is combined through the adjudication
process with another well, which it's interconnected with, that has a priority date of
6/1/1930. And this well is pumping 12 hours per day.
·
.
As the city is small, say, in the year 2006, this bas not been a problem for the
they've reached equilibrium.
domestic user. All of these wells are in a system
There bas been no local interference problem. Each well bas - creates its own drawdown of the aquifer. But with the existing pumpage, there's really - we have never
seen a problem with local interference.
Let's say in the year 2010 the pumpage of this well increases to 24 hours per
day. As the system has- as the city has grown, there's a greater need for water, and
this change from 12 hours per day to 24 hours per day bas increased the draw-down
in this well.
And for the first time now the domestic user experiences a local interference
problem. And the domestic user historically in experiencing this problem would
have bad an option to go to the City and to say, 'Hey, your 1970 well is interfering
now. It hasn't historically. But now that you're pumping 24 hours per day and
there's no recovery of the system, this well now is interfering with my 1950 well.'
So the domestic user might say, 'Help me out, provide some remedy
municipal well.' Which if this well were by itself and not interconnected to other
wells, it would have a 1970 priority date. The 1950 could possibly seek some
compensation, could seek some help.
However, if through the adjudication process we've identified another well
that's - that's on this system, what the municipal well provider could say is, 'Well,.
wait a minute, We're actually not diverting our 1970 priority date at this location.
We're diverting our 1930 priority date at this location. So actually, domestic user,
while you have a 1950 priority date, we're declaring that we're diverting our 1930
priority date from this location so we're senior relative to well interference.'
So the condition that we crafted was, in part, to address this situation. In part
the condition states - the intended statement is that relative to local interference, as
in this situation, the priority date for this well would be 6/1/1970, and not 6/1/1930.

where

Tr. Vol. II, p. 236, L. 5 through p. 239, L. 12.

David Tuthill explained his concerns about

conjunctive administration as follows:
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Q [GARRICK BAXTER].
Mr. Tuthill, the Department's concern about
conjunctive administration, currently does the Department have a boundary for the
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer?
A.
Yes.

Q.
Does the City of Pocatello have wells outside the boundary of the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer?
A.
Yes.

Q.
Okay. Can you describe a situation in which you see injury arising,
given the one well inside the ESPA boundary and series of wells outside the ESPA
boundary?
A.
Yes. As an example, in the example I've depicted here, if dependirig on at any given time where that line is drawn - and that line cari change it there's a well inside tlie line - and there is one right now on where it has drawn that has a junior priority date, then - and if there are wells outside the line with
senior priority dates, then the City of Pocatello -for example, in this case - could
argue that they could continue to pwnp the well that's inside the boundary under a
senior priority date water right, thus not being equitable to other wells that are within
the ESP A boundary, wherever that is drawn.
Q.
Mr. Tuthill, can you explain that? I don't A.
In other words, I'll state it another way. Within the Eastern Snake
Plain Aquifer there might be a call on water rights of a certain date. Let's say, for
example- let's say, for example there's a call for water rights prior to 1975.
If this call were to occur within this area, then water rights junior to 1975
would have to either cease pwnping or be part of a mitigation plan. Water rights
senior to 1975 wouldn't be curtailed in the same way.
So if the City of Pocatello were able to say, 'Well, the priority date that
we're using today at well No. I is 1960,' then that well could continue pwnping
even though it was originated as a 1975 priority water right.
MS. BEEMAN:
Yeah.
Mr. Tuthill, the 706 report refers to the ESP A transfer guidelines.
Is your statement about injury at all related to an analysis under an existing
rule-making or is it, as you represent in your 706 report, that it's the ESP A
guidelines? What is the foundation?
THE WITNESS:
I identified the ESPA as an example of what might
· come in the future. Our - the reason for the condition is not for the ESPA. It's for
any kind of coryunctive administration that might occur in the future, whether it be
on the PortneufRiver, on tributaries of the PortneufRiver, on the ESPA.
Tr. Vol. II, p. 244, L. 14 through p. 245, L. 4; Tr. Vol. II, p. 250, L. 19 through p. 252, L. 2; Tr. Vol.
II, p. 255, L. 20 through p. 256, L. 10.
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Mr. Sullivan testified near the end of the trial and responded to the concerns identified in the
Supplemental Director's Report and in the Director's testimony as follows:
Q [MS. BEEMAN]. How do you interpret the revised condition for
purposes of water right administration?
A.
Well, I - it's my opinion that the condition essentially neuters the
City's claim, because during times of water rights adminimation that the City would
most - it's most important that the City be able to exercise its alternate points of
diversion.

Q.
Yes. If you .could on Exhibit 119 tum to page 14. This is the
Department's 706 report.
A.
Okay.
.
Q. At the middle of the page, two lines up from the final paragraph on page
14, could read the language beginning with 'Other wells'? I believe the sentence
begins, 'This description.'
A.
Yes. 'This description is important because many other wells could
have been drilled nearby before or after the City-owned well was drilled or used.'
Q.
Has IDWR provided any evidence to the Court on the existence of
wells near the City's intercollllected wells?
A.
No, they have not
Q.
If I may, Mr. Sullivan, what you're referring to, in your prior
testimony you indicated that one of the 23 intercollllected wells does divert from the
ESP A, is that correct?
A.
Yes....
A.
Right. And so as I understood Mr. Tuthill's concern - and the City
had a junior well- well, the City had a junior well located inside the boundary, and
it was attempting to exercise different priority, a more senior priority, from one of its
interconnected wells as it's claimed under the alternate-points-of-diversion theory,
just as we've described:
·
·

I think that would - that type of operation by the City would be entirely
legitimate, and the neighbor should have not concern about that ...
We're just talking about a situation where the neighbor looks over his fence
and sees that the City's pumping a well and its not being shut off while his well is
being shut off because he doesn't have any senior priorities.
Tr. Vol. V, p. 900, L. 7 through p. 904, L. 8; Tr. Vol. V, p. 990, L. 10 through p. 993, L. 6.
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ARGUMENT

I.

THE CITY BEARS THE BURDEN OF PRODUCTION AS WELL AS THE
ULTIMATE BURDEN OF PROOF FOR EACH ELEMENT OF A CLAIMED
WATER RIGHT.
A claimant "bears both the burden of production as well as the burden of proof as to each

element of a claimed water right." State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736,
742, 947 P.2d 409, 415 (1997). Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1411(4), the Director's Report "is

prima facie evidence of the nature and extent of the water rights under state law." Clear Springs
Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 764, 40 P.3d 119, 122 (2002). Claimants,
as the objecting parties, have ''the burden of going forward with evidence to establish any
element of a water right which is in addition or inconsistent with the description in a director's
report." Idaho Code § 42-1411(5); see also State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130
Idaho 736, 746, 947 P.2d 409, 419 (1997) ("The director's report is presumed to be correct until
such time as a water claimant produces sufficient evidence to rebut that presumption.")

II.

THE CITY'S WELLS DO NOT QUALIFY AS ALTERNATE POINTS OF
DIVERSION FOR ITS SURFACE WATER RIGHTS FROM MINK CREEK AND
GIBSON JACK CREEK IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO CODE§ 42-14~5.
Idaho Code§ 42-1425 (2006) (2) states in part as follows:
AIJ.y change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning land to
which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the
provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, [1] prior to November 19,
1987, ... may be claimed in the applicable general adjudication even though the
person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided
[2] no other water rights existing on the date of change were injured and [3] the
change did not result in an enlargement of the original right.

Id. (emphasis added). The City's claim for alternate points of diversion for its surface water
rights fails for the following three reasons: (1) the change in the point of diversion occurred after
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November 19, 1987; (2) the change in point of diversion as it was implemented by the City
injured other water users, and (3) the change is an impermissible change in source.
The evidence regarding the timing of the change in point of diversion is straight forward.

Mr. Hargreaves testified that the City ceased using the surface water sources for culinary water
in March 1993 because of regulatory reqnirements. Statement of Facts, hereinafter "SOF," at 10.
Notwithstanding these facts, the City claims that the change from the surface water
sources to wells occurred for short periods prior to November 19, 1987.

The two periods

claimed are from April 1985 through June 1985 and from March 1986 through May 1986. City
Exhibit 116 at 16. City Exhibit 111, a compilation of monthly water reports, confirms the factual
statement that the City did not divert any surface water during the two short periods of time.
However, the total diversion by the City was in all cases less than 38 c.f.s during this period and
at least half of the time it was less than 18 c.f.s. SOF at 9. City Exhibit 125 tabulates the
cumulative rate of diversion from the City's various ground water rights. The City has ground
water rights with 18 c.f.s of water with a 1936 or earlier priority date and 38.6 c.f.s of water with
a 1948 or earlier priority date. There was no need for the City to divert its surface water rights
from the City's wells. The City had sufficient water rights for its diversion of ground water from
its wells. Therefore, the record fails to establish a change in point of diversion for the surface
water rights prior to 1987.
State of Idaho Exhibit 301 is a compilation of partial decrees entered for persons who
divert surface water from the Mink Creek watershed, and from the Gibson Jack Creek watershed.
This compilation shows that junior users exist on both water courses. If the City diverted the
entire surface water flows of Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek as the senior water user,
downstream junior surface water users on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek would have no
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source of surface water supply until the watershed increased sufficiently in area to provide
surface water flow in the respective watercourses. If the City did not divert its surface water
rights, that water would be left in the respective streams and diverted by persons who otheIWise
may not have had a sufficiently senior water right to divert the water. Obviously, it is a benefit
to the junior water right holders on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, but it is also a big
detriment Ifwe look at the entire water system, we have added a water demand that the priority
system would have otherwise cut-off during the drought. That additional demand will operate to
the injury of some water user downstream of the City.
This same concern may also be analyzed as an impermissible change in source. Idaho
law has long held that 'Junior appropriators have a vested right to a continuance of the conditions
existing on the stream at and subsequent to the time they made their appropriations, and that no
proposed change in place of use or diversion will be permitted when it will injuriously affect
such established rights." Crockett v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497, 504, 277 P. 550, 552 (1929). The
City's water rights from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek have early priority dates back to
before 1900. Much has happened since those rights were initially developed. Mink Creek and
Gibson Jack Creek are small surface water tributaries of the Portneuf River.

Small surface

watersheds may have widely fluctuating flows during each year, and from year to year as
droughts come and go. What the City is attempting to do by this request is to transform an
unreliable surface water supply to a ground water supply that will always be there. Junior water
rights were developed with the impact of a very early and large water right now held by the City
from an unreliable water supply. If the change is allowed, those water rights will then divert
from a very reliable water supply. The total volume of water diverted will thus increase and
operate to the injury of other water users.
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Even Assuming the City actually did divert its surface water rights from the City's
various wells prior to November 19, 1987, the SWC Stipulation must still be processed as a
transfer. The settlement agreement provides:
Exercise of this water right from October 1 through September 30 at the 23 alternate
points of diversion will be limited to the amount of water delivered from these
surface water sources to the Portneuf River after that water has been diverted in
priority, at the original point of diversion (on Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creek) and
which is delivered past any intervening water users during the period from October 1
through September 30. Pursuant to the settlement in the SRBA proceedings on these
subcases, the City, conditioned upon and pursuant to an agreement between the
parties and IDWR, could implement an administrative mechanism that would permit
the City's diversion entitlement to be measured in Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creek
and delivered past other water users on those creeks.
Statement of the Case, hereinafter "SOC," at 5. The objective of this provision is to eliminate
injury issue by requiring the continued diversion of surface water and its injection into the
Portneuf River channel within the City, which would prevent the identified problem, or by
providing for delivery of this water past the existing diversions on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek and for the injection of water into the Portneuf River at the confluence of the respective
creeks and the Portneuf River. 3 This provision of the settlement agreement was not implemented
prior to November 19, 1987. Therefore, injury occurred as explained above. If the City wishes
to pursue this proposal descri):,ed in the SWC Stipulation, it needs to. file a transfer application
and let the IDWR evaluate it.
Accordingly, the City's claim that the interconnected ground water wells should be
recognized

as alternate points of diversion for the four surface water rights fails for three

independent reasons: The change in point of diversion occurred after November 19, 1987; the
3

The first alternative of continuing to divert the water and iojecting the water iota the Portneuf River channel within
the City probably creates its own iojury problems. The problem is that City Exlnl>it 116 concludes that the Portneuf
River channel is disconnected from the LPRVA io this reach of the PortneufRiver. What you are doiog is imposiog
another oemand on the LPRVA by diverting the surface water rights from those ioterconnected wells. The diverted
surface water does not replenish the LPRVA because of the disconnection. Fwther comment on this proposal is
unnecessary because IDWR would have jurisdiction to evaluate it io a transfer proceediog. It is not properly before
the district court
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change_ would have caused injury to downstream water users; the change is an impermissible
change in source.
ill.

THE CITY DID NOT ESTABLISH FACTS SUFFICIENT FOR ENTRY OF
JUDGMENT FOR WATER RIGHT NOS. 29-7118 AND 29-7119 AS SET FORTH
IN EXIIlBITS BAND C OF THE SWC STIPULATION.
Exhibits B and C of the SWC Stipulation changed the season of use for these two water

rights from the irrigation season to the entire year. David Tuthill testified that "[t]o the extent
that biosolids had been applied on the subject property prior to the commencement of the
adjudication, November 19, 1987, we would agree with this stipulation." SOF at 6. He repeated
this statement for water right no.29-7119. SOF at 6. Thus, the resolution of water right nos. 29 718
and 29-7119 is dependent upon what the City proved. Mr. Herrick testified that the biosolids
program had been in place since he began working for the City in 1981. But, the City offered no
specific information about the season of use for the biosolids program prior to November 19,
1987. SOFat6-7.
The City did offer exhibits about the present management of the biosolids program. The
present biosolids management plan prohibits the application of sludge to the ground when it is
flooded, frozen or snow covered. In addition, it describes the two primary application periods as
beginning in early May for eight weeks and in late summer around August I 5th for· no more than
eight weeks. SOF at 7.
Accordingly, the City is entitled to judgment for water right nos. 29-7118 and 29-7119 as
described in Exhibits B and C, except that the season of use should be the irrigation season.
IV.

THE SECOND ORDER ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT CONCLUDED THAT THE
IDAHO CODE § 42-1425 DID NOT AUTHORIZE THE PROPOSED CHANGES
IN PURPOSE OF USE FOR WATER RIGHT NO. 29-7770.
The Second Order on Summary Judgment concluded as follows:
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Under the unique procedural history of this case, Pocatello cannot show a
valid accomplished transfer.... Since the license was issued in 2003, any change
after the license would not comply with the statutory deadline of 1987. A valid
accomplished transfer could not be alleged.
Therefore swnmary judgment is granted as to 29-7770.

Id. at 11. The City presented nothing at trial that changes this conclusion.

V.

THE DIRECTOR CORRECTLY DETERMINED THE ELEMENTS FOR
WATER RIGHT NOS. 29-2274, 29-2338 AND 29-7375.
The City wants all points of diversion for the interconnected well system to be listed as an

authorized point of diversion, for water right nos. 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375, since the points of
the diversion for these three water rights are part of the interconnected well system. The City argues
that they are authorized under Idaho Code§ 42-1425.
The Second Order on Summary Judgment concluded as follows:
Licenses are persuasive proof of the elements of a water right, but are not
conclusive proof. Changes occurring after the license may provide evidence to
support a change in the elements. Typically, the post-licensing changes are a valid
transfer or accomplished transfer....
lbis right was licensed in 2003. Pocatello may not collaterally attack that
license in the SRBA. The only way to change the elements from the license would
require a valid post-licensing change to the water right

Id. at 11.
Here, Transfer No. 5452 was issued in 1999 for water right nos. 29-2274, 29-2338 and
29-7375. The Director's reco=endation here followed Transfer No. 5452. City Exhibit 163.
Simply put, if the City cannot collaterally attack a license in the SRBA, it cannot also attack a valid
transfer of those water rights either. The Director correctly applied Transfer No. 5452 in the
definition of water right nos. 29-2274, 29-2338 and 29-7375.

VI.

THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED JUSTIFIES ONLY A MINOR CHANGE IN THE
PRIORTY DATE FOR WATER RIGHT NOS. 29-13558 AND 29-13689.
The IDWR reco=ended a priority date of July 16, 1924 for water right no. 29-13558

and a priority date of October 22, 1952 for water right no. 29-13689. The evidence presented
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justifies advancing the priority da1e for water right no. 29-13689 to October 21, 1952. The
evidence does not justify any other changes.
The City claimed a 1905 priority date for water right no. 29-13558. Tbis claim was based
on the following facts:

A Mr. A. Y. Satterfield moved to the Pocatello area in 1905.

Subsequently, Mr. Satterfield recited in speech about the early history of Pocatello that the first
well was dug, at an unstated time, to the depth of 65 feet and that it was deepened during the
term of the ·first mayor of the City of Alameda SOF at 8. The City also presented newspaper
articles that explained that the City of Alameda was formed from the consolidation of the
Villages of North Pocatello and Fairview, which were located north of the City of Pocatello. The
article explained that the primary purpose of the consolidation was to provide the financial
ability to purchase the Fairview water system owned by the Pocatello Realty and Investment
Company. The date of newspaper article was July 17, 1924. IDWR recommended a priority
date of July 16, 1924 for water right no. 29-13558.

Mr. Fritsch!e did not consider the

approximate date of I 905, when someone moved to the Pocatello area, as being sufficiently
specific to recommend a water right with that priority. SOF at 9.
The City claimed a priority date of December 31, 1940 for water right no. 29-13639. The
City presented evidence that the City of Alameda grew from a population of 2,100 persons to
4,705 persons in 1950. The City also presented License file no. 29-2324, which included the
application for permit to appropriate water. The application described the water system as "three
wells, drilled and in use for varying periods .... " SOF at 8. Mr. Fritschle concluded that he
could advance the priority date one day to October 21, 1952, since the wells were in existence at
the time of the filing of the application. SOF at 9. He concluded that the information was not
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sufficient to make any other changes in the priority date for water right no. 29-13639. The
population figures offered by the City do not justify any further change in priority date.

VII.

THE DIRECTOR HAD THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE THE CONDIDON ON
THE EXERCISE OF THE ALTERNATE POINTS OF DIVERSION
CHALLENGED BY THE CITY UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF IDAHO CODE
§ 42-1411.
Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2) (2003) states, in part, as follows:
(2) Toe director shall determine the following elements, to the extent the
director deems appropriate and proper, to define and administer the water rights
acquired under state law:

G) such remarks and other matters as are necessary for definition of the right,
for clarification of any element of a right, or for administration of the right by the
director.
(3) The director may include such general provisions in the director's report, as
the director deems appropriate and proper, to define and to administer all water
rights.

Id. (emphasis added). Thus, the statute grants the director discretion in defining water rights
acquired under state law, as necessary to provide for proper administration.
Here, the Director outlined two major concerns about the proposed alternate points of
diversion. First, the Director was concerned about well interference that could occur between a
shallow domestic user and a City well. He posed the situation where a change in operation of a City
well in the future, such as increasing the number of hours per day that the well was diverting water,
caused a nearby shallow domestic well to dry up. The alternate points of diversion would allow the
City to claim it was exercising an earlier priority date than was originally associated with a specific
city well. This claim would preclude any remedy for the domestic water user. SOF, at 18-19.
Second, the Director was also concerned about a similar claim by the City for a well that was
subject to a priority call in the Eastern Sna!ce Plain Aquifer, hereinafter the "ESPA." The City could
claim an earlier priority date when call was made than was originally associated with the specific
we11. This claim under the alternate points of diversion provision would thus avoid the ESP A call.
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SOF at 20.
Toe City's response was two-fold. First, the City stated that IDWR had not provided any
evidence on the existence of wells near the City's interconnected wells. SOF at 21. Second, the
City argued that it was a legitima1e exercise of its water rights. SOF at 21. Toe City offered a
general conclusion that no injury would occur to other water users. Exhibit 116 at 11, 13.
Ultimately, the Court is left with Director's Report, the Supplemental Director's Report, and
the testimony of David Tuthill and of Carter Fritscble that the inclusion of the alternate points of
diversion for these water rights would cause injury in the absence of the condition recommended by
the Director. The Court also has the opposing documentary and testimonial evidence of the City
that the condition recommended by the Director impairs the legitimate exercise of their water rights.
Toe Director is granted discretion to determine the elements of water rights, "to the extent the
director deems

appropriate

and proper."

Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2).

Toe Director's

recommendations for the City's water rights are within this grant of discretion.

VIII. THE DIRECTOR HAD THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE THE CONDITION ON
THE EXERCISE OF THE ALTERNATE POINTS OF DIVERSION
CHALLENGED BY THE CITY UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF IDAHO CODE
§§ 42-1425.
A.

The Citv failed to provide sufficient proof to analyze the claimed accomplished

transfer.

·

·

Idaho Code § 42-1425 (2006) (2) states in part as follows:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning land to
which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the
provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, [1] prior to November 19,
1987, ... may be claimed in the applicable general adjudication even though the
person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided
[2] no other water rights existing on the date of change were injured and [3] the
change did not result in an enlargement of the original right

Id. (emphasis added). The primafacie elements for an accomplished transfer under Idaho Code
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§ 42-1425 are as follows: (1) the change was made prior to November 19, 1987, (2) no other

water rights existing on the date of the change were injured, and (3) the change did not result in
an enlargement of the right.
Here, the description of change, i.e. the addition of alternate points of diversion, is poorly
defined by the evidence presented at trial. The lack of evidence makes a meaningful analysis
most difficult. A hypothetical example should suffice in explaining the problem. Assume that
water right no. 29-4225 with a priority date of August 15, 1956 historically diverted water from
well no. 23 for a period two hours a day for each day of the year and that a close-by senior
domestic well user has a priority date of August 31, 1953.

The City then created its

interconnected water system with various storage facilities, and the City begins using well no.
23, originally developed under water right no. 29-4225, for a total of three hours a day by
November 19, 1987 and diverts this water under water right no. 29-11348 with a priority date of
September 1, 1953. No well interference occurs to the close-by domestic well user, and the
domestic well user remains the senior water user in this area. The City grows in population, and
some of its existing wells go off line. The City then begins using well no. 23, originally
developed under 29-4225, for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and diverts this water under water
right no. 29-2274 with a priority date of June 15, 1948.

Well interference to the close-by

domestic well user occurs; the domestic well dries up. The City's position in this matter is that
the domestic well user is the junior water user, since the City was diverting under the June 15,
1948 priority date. The difficulty for this domestic well user is that he had no information on
November 19, 1987 that a well interference problem would occur under the City's alternate
points of diversion.

The domestic well user had no basis to complain under Idaho Code

§ 42-1425, and even if he did, the complaint would have been denied for lack of proof of injury
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on November 19, 1987. If you examine what the City actually did, it would be entitled to
recognition of alternate points of diversion to the extent that it occurred on November 19, 1987,
which would have been a diversion under a September 1, 1953 priority date with a total of three
hours a day of total diversion. It would not be entitled to divert from well no. 23 twenty-four
hours a day under a priority date of June 15, 1948.
Here, the City has not identified the date or dates that the interconnected water system
was constructed, other than to claim that it occurred prior to November 19, 1987. The City has
not described for its beneficial use water rights the use from each well prior to incorporation into
the interconnected water system. Toe City has not identified what occurred at each well after
incorporation into the interconnected water system and prior to November 19, 1987. The parties
and the Court needed that information to evaluate this claim and to determine whether there was
a basis to recognize the alternate points of diversion without the condition imposed by IDWR.
Since the City did not offer that information, the Court does not have the information to evaluate
this claim by the City. Toe Court should deny the City's request regarding alternate points of
diversion because of failure of proof.
B.

The evidence before the District Court establishes that the City did not investigate
whether injury would occur to domestic private wells that divert from the

LPRVA.
The State of Idaho began the regulation of ground water in 1951, except that "[t]he
excavation and opening of wells and the withdrawal of water therefrom for domestic purposes
shall not be in any way affected by this act" Ground Water Act of 1951, 1951 Idaho Sess.Laws,
ch. 200, § 2, p. 423. Toe Ground Water Act was soon modified in 1953 to make a significant
modification of the prior appropriation doctrine as it applied to ground water. Section 1 of the
Ground Water Act was amended to add the following: "[W]hile the doctrine of 'first in time is
first in right' is recognized, a reasonable exercise of this right shall not block full economic
STATE OF IDAHO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF
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development of underground water resources, but early appropriators of underground water shall
be protected in the maintenance of reasonable ground water pumping levels as may be
established by the state reclamation engineer." Act of March I 2, I 953, I 953 Idaho Sess.Laws,
ch. 182, § I, p. 278.

In 1978, the Ground Water Act was again amended to change the

exemption for domestic well users by making them subject to the reasonable ground water
pumping levels but by retaining the exemption from the permit requirement. Act of March 29,
1978 Idaho Sess.Laws, ch. 324, p. 819. Therefore, domestic well users whose priority date
precedes March 29, 1953, are not subject to the determinations by IDWR of reasonable ground
water pumping level. Rather, they are protected in the ground water pumping level when they
developed their water right. Parker v. Wallentine, 103 Idaho 506,650 P.2d 648 (1982).
The State of Idaho introduced into evidence State Exhibit 303, which is reproduced as
Figure I, supra. It illustrates a City well that is interfering with the diversion of water from a
private well, labeled PW!, because the private well is located in the cone of depression of the
City well. State Exhibit 303 also depicts a second private well, labeled PW2, and two different
levels of the static water level, SW! and SW2. When the static water level falls from SW! to
SW2, Mr. Sullivan testified that the second private well is dried up .. SOF at 16. Mr. David
Barber, deputy attorney general, examined Mr. Gregory K. Sullivan about his on-the-ground
investigation for his expert report. City Exhibit I 16. Mr. Sullivan testified that he made 2-3 auto
tours of the City of Pocatello and vicinity, that each tour lasted a few hours, and that he got out
of the vehicle some of the time on the tours. SOF at 15-16. Nonetheless, he described his report
as more than just an editorial summary of various scientific journals. Rather, it reflected his
independent analysis of other documents and data SOF at. 16.

Mr. Sullivan was asked to review the domestic'well summary that is contained in City
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Exhibit 133. He stated that he was unaware of the summary, and had no knowledge about a
number of the domestic wells listed in the domestic well summary. SOF at 18. Nonetheless, Mr.
Sullivan concluded in his expert report that "it is unlikely that Pocatello's alternate point of
diversion operations had any significant impact to neighboring wells prior to November 19,
1987." SOF at 15, City Exhibit 116 at 11.
The City's own exhibits provide plenty of warning about potential problems from
lowering of static water levels. City Exhibit 132, Welhan, John, 2006, Idaho Geologic Survey Staff

Report, 5-6, Water Balance and Pumping Capacity of the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer,
summarized its conclusions as follows:
A detailed water balance of the southern portion of the lower PortneufRiver
valley (LPRV) aquifer, completed in 1993-94, has been updated to reflect new
information on potential recharge sources, to evaluate recharge potential in the
northern valley, and to provide a baseline for evaluating the aquifer's future response
to drought conditions and increased demand.
The water balance results, derived from a period spanning 510 days in 1993
and 1994, reflect near-normal hydrologic conditions....
These results indicate that total demand was already at 100-115 percent
of system capacity more than a decade ago. During 1993-94, municipal pumping
(Pocatello and Chubbuck) accounted for 6.5 billion gallons of total demand, with the
remaining 0.8 Bgal per year tapped for non-municipal uses.
Agricultural
withdrawals accounted for 5-10 percent of total demand, with domestic and selfsupplied industrial withdrawals each at about 5 percent; non-metered golf course
irrigation accounted for 2 percent·
Aquifer recharge in a below-normal year may be as much as half that of a
normal water year. Storage (water level) in the southern aquifer has declined by
more than 10 feet since about 1975, and represents direct evidence that longterm demand has exceeded long-term capacity for more than two decades.
Because the LPRV is a geographically small watershed its principal
aquifer, which supplies all municipal water needs, is prone to large annual
pumping-induced storage fluctuations (i.e., large seasonal swings in groundwater level).
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SOF at 13-14, City Exhibit 132, at 1-3. Mr. Sullivan described this report as "the best information
available." SOF at 13. Mr. Sullivan also documented that the City's wells cause substantial
pumping drawdown, as stated in the following table from his expert report:

0-4 feet
Well 10
Well 12
Well21
Well 22
Well28
Well30
Well 31
Well35

Average Measured Pumping Drawdown
As of1987
Citv of Pocatello Wells
4-10 feet
10-19
feet
Well2
Well29
Well31
Well 7
Well 16
Well 18
Well26
Well27

No Data
Well 13
Well 14
Well 15
Well 23
Well 33
Well 34
Well 39
Well 44

SOF at 14, City Exhibit 116 at 9. The ten foot drop in static water levels described above in City
Exhibit 132 and the pumping drawdown documented by Mr. Sullivan suggest that an
examination of the impact of the City's diversions on domestic wells was warranted. Tbis is
especially true when pre-1978 domestic well users are protected in the pumping levels existing
on the date that the water right was developed.

Despite the existence of a domestic well

summary, the City did no such examination. The City's response was simply that the IDWR had
not identified any domestic wells of concern. SOF at 21. The City forgets that the City bears the
ultimate burden of persuasion. It was the City's responsibility to make a showing of lack of
injury. That showing required the City to at least look at domestic wells. Because it did not do
so, the Court should reject the City's challenge to the condition on alternate points of diversion
for ground water.
CONCLUSION

For all the reasons stated, the district court should enter a judgment for the City of Pocatello
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for water right nos. 29-7118 and 29-7119 in conformance the description in the SWC Stipulation. In
addition, the district court should also enter a judgment that advances the priority date for water
right no. 29-13639 to the date of October 21, 1952. In all other respects, the district court should
affirm the recommendations of the Director for the 38 water rights acquired under state law.

RESPECTFULLY SUB:MIITED this 27th day of April 2007.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CHIE , ATURAL RESOURCES D

SION

D
Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief

This brief addresses all of the issues presented in the Court's six-day trial of Pocatello's
38 state-Jaw SRBA claims. Perhaps the most consistently recurring theme is that the Idaho
Department of Water Resources (IDWR) has changed its position with respect to Pocatello's
municipal water rights from IDWR 's prior investigation and reco=endation of similar
municipal water rights in the SRBA. The change in position resulted in the conditioning of water
rights for Pocatello's in town culinary system and aiiport culinary system.1 This change of
position is detrimental to Pocatel!o2 and counter to the positions of the State and IDWR in their

1

IDWR's condition language states, ''To the extent necessary for administration between points
of diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from Pocatello Well" listing
wells and cfs. See IDWRExhibits 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 9, 25, 26, 27, 28, ;19, and 10.
2

The condition limits the use of Pocatello' s earliest priority dates and causes the loss of almost
10,000 acre feet of diversions, both during times of priority administration. Pocatello's expert Greg
Sullivan testified that "it's my opinion that the condition essentially neuters the City's claim, because it's
during times of water rights administration that ... it's most important that the City be able to exercise its
alternate points of diversion .... divert its water rights in the order of priority that they were established
from any of its interconnected wells." Tr. Vol. V, p. 900. During times of administration, "the City needs
to be able to operate that priority out of the other wells in its interconnected system in order to exercise that
POCATELW'S PosT-TRIALBRIEF-PAGE I
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successful outcomes in the 1996 Idaho Supreme Court decision addressing "accomplished
transfers" and the March 2007 Idaho Supreme Court decision upholding the conjunctive
management rules.' Pocatello respectfully notes that IDWR's change in position bears the indicia
of an unlawful rulemaking.

priority." Tr. Vol. V, p. 904. Mr. Sullivan testified that "All of the City's wells would be subject to
administration under a downstream call from a surface water user." Tr. Vol. V, p. 920; Pocatello Exhibit
125.
The condition also constrains the use of some of the City's recommended water rights. Harold
Hargreaves testified that part of the reason for Pocatello' s interconnected, system is to be able to handle
continued water delivery when any of the City's interconnected wells must be taken offline for
contamination or collapse. Tr. Vol. N, p. 677. Jay Ulrich testified that the "redundancy and backup" in
Pocatello systems guarantees that "[i]f you lose a well for whatever reason - power outages, maintenance,
contamination, what have you, that you can still supply the entire town with the rest of the operating
wells." Tr. Vol. ill, p. 488.
Instead of approving these claims, IDWR conditioned these claims in a manner which does not
protect the historic practice and in fact nullifies the historic practice. The alternate point of diversion claim
would confirm bow Pocatello bas operated its water system. Pocatello bas wells that pump into a central
distribution system and it can operate its water rights in their order of priority regardless if a particular well
is out of service; therefore, Pocatello is able to operate its interconnected water system to provide a
dependable supply to its citizens. In addition, Pocatello's oldest water rights are its most valuable water
rights because those are the water rights that would be more protected from a potential delivery call. Thus
it is important that Pocatello be able to continue to exercise those priorities even if the original well under
which that appropriation was developed is out of service. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 882-883 (Gregory Sullivan
Testimony). Moreover, IDWR identified wells that are no longer in existence, specifically Alameda well 6
(29-11339) and well 7 (29-11339), Pocatello well 4 (29-13561), well 5 (29-13560), and well 6 (29-13562),
and under the condition these water rights would not be able to be diverted because the wells do not exist.
Tr. Vol. ID, pp 517-519 (Jay Ulrich). The condition would prevent other interconnected wells in times of
administration from pumping the nonoperable well's water; thus, the water right amount associated with
the non-operable well would not be usable. Tr. Vol. ill, pp. 504-505 (Jay Ulrich).
3

First, for the claimant of an accomplished transfer under Idaho's accomplished transfer statute,
42-1425, there is no automatic assignment of the burden of proof as to injury. This was the state's
position, and the decision in the 1996 Idaho Supreme Court upholding the constitutionality of 42-1425.
Both IDWR and the State now maintain that Pocatello has the burden of proof to disprove injury. Second,
the March 2007 Idaho Supreme Court decision in AFRD#2 specifically rejected the presumption of injury
from exercise of junior priority ground water use. IDWR' s position as to Pocatello' s accomplished
transfer claims presumes injury. Third, IDWR's consistent position (in its briefing and the decision in
AFRD#2) is that the SRBA proceedings do not include a factual determination of the specific
interrelationships or the degree of connectivity between specific water rights; however, these complex
factual determinations were exactly what Pocatello addressed at trial as a result ofIDWR's "change of
position" in the recommendation of Pocatello's accomplished transfers for the water rights for the City's
culinary systems.
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I.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

The City of Pocatello filed 39 SRBA claims to confirm and protect the water rights that
the City owns and operates for the benefit of its citizens and to satisfy attendant public health and
safety requirements.

4

The SRBA court considered, but declined, a stay of the City's 38 state-law

claim proceedings pending determination of Pocatello's legal entitlement under the City's federal
5

law claim. Pocatello's state-law SRBA claims for the water rights serving the City's integrated
culinary system 6 and the water rights serving the City's Biosolids Program were the focus of

4

The City of Pocatello filed 38 state-law SRBA claims and one federal law SRBA claim to
document and obtain a judicial decree for the City's municipal water right(s) as November 19, 1987, the
date of the commencement of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA). The federal law claim is an
alternative to the 38 state-law claims. A decree of the federal law claim would replace the City's state-law
priority water rights with a single senior priority federal law water right In this respect, the federal law
claim and the 38 state-law claims overlap; however, they are not claims for "the same water" because the
federal law claim includes more sources and more water than the state-law claims.
Pocatello's Motion to Stay Its State Law Claims (dated December 23, 2004) explained that the
38 state law-based claims are "dual-based" claims because the state law-based claims are for water also
claimed by Pocatello under federal law in subcase 29-11609. The motion also stated that the federal claim
(29-11609) is broader than the state-based claims, because Pocatello has claimed its federal water right
consistent with the Act of September l, 1888, e.g., from "the waters of any river, creek, stream, or spring
flowing through the Fort Hall Reservation in the vicinity of said town [of Pocatello] ... as may be necessary
to provide said town with proper water and sewerage facilities." See '14 and Remark #15 of Pocatello' s
federal claim 29-11609. See Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief,
Exhibit 4. These sources include, without limitation, the Blackfoot River, Portneuf River, Snake River,
Bannock Creek, Jeff Cabin Creek, Mmk Creek, Lincoln Creek, Rattlesnake Creek, Ross Fork Creek, Sand
Creek, and Toponce Creek. Another difference, cited in Pocatello's memorandum in support of the motion
for stay, is that the federal law claim was filed in compliance with LC. § 42-1409(l)(c)(ii) which requires
that the quantity of water claimed for water rights established under federal law shall describe for each and
every purpose the rate of present and future water diversion or, in the case of an instream flow claim the
rate of flow in cubic feet per second or annual volume of present and future diversion in acre-feet per year
or both.
' Litigation and trial of the Pocatello's 38 state-law claims has proceeded on a parallel track with
the federal law claim, which is presently on appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court Issues common to the
City's federal law appeal and the trial of the state-law claims are noted in the post-trial briefmg.
6

The "integrated culinary system" is a reference to the City's two culinary systems. The City has
two distinct service areas to which it supplies municipal water. The larger service area is for the 'city
POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF- PAGE 3
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Pocatello's recent six-day trial at the SRBA court.7
The trial addressed the operation of the City's culinary supply systems (a larger one in
town and a smaller one at the Pocatello airport), 8 the municipal purpose of the City's Biosolids
Program, and the priority dates of two water rights which serve the City's main culinary system
•

m town.

9

Ultimately, Pocatello's claims for its integrated culinary system show the City's
knowledge of and compliance with the SRBA's "accomplished transfer" statute, Idaho Code
42-1425 .10 However, IDWR's recommendation of these accomplished transfers with a

proper' which is often referred to as the 'city system.' The other smaller service area is for the municipal
use at the noncontiguous city-owned airport, which is in the city limits and is often referred to as the
'airport system.' IDWR April 2006 Supplemental Director's Report (IDWR Exhibit 1), pp. 5-6.
7

The "elements disputed at triaf' [Pocatello Exhibit 181] document the settlement ofnmnerous
issues prior to trial: The Bureau of Land Management objections to Pocatello's place of use were
dismissed in Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss Objections issued on November 22, 2004; Pocatello's
objections seeking remarks related to storage were settled based on a stipulation filed on September 21,
2006; Pocatello' s objections as to general provisions on separate streams/ separate administration were
withdrawn and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections and Responses with Prejudice,
dated July 14, 2006. Pocatello' s Swan Falls objections were incorporated into the SRBA' s ongoing BasinWide Issue 91-13 (see SRBA District Court Order Designating Basin-Wide Issue RE: To What Extent, if
any, Should the Swan Falls Agreement be Addressed in the SRBA or Memorialized in a Decree, dated
August 23, 2004). In addition, on the first day of trial, February 26, 2006, the City of Pocatello and the
Surface Water Coalition filed a Stipulated Settlement with the Court [JDWR Exhibit 43], and the Surface
Water Coalition did not participate in the trial. The Settlement addressed the water rights and points of
diversion for the City's integrated culinary systems, and the municipal purpose of use for three water rights
serving the City's Biosolids Program.
• The following issues are included in the operation of the City's integrated culinary systems: the
conditioning of the City's accomplished transfers, the specific water rights and wells that serve the intown
culinary system, and whether the City's interconnected system of wells serving the intown culinary system
are alternate points of diversion for the City's swface water rights which also serve the intown culinary
system.
9

Water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639 were initiated by the City of Alameda prior to Alameda's
annexation by the City of Pocatello in 1962.
10

On April 25, 2003, Pocatello filed 32 amended SRBA claims; Pocatello amended 22 of these
claims to include additional points of diversion. (See Timeline in Appendix to Pocatello' s post trial brief.
See discussion infra page 10.
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"condition"II is inapposite to the State's position in the 1994 Idaho Supreme Court briefing and
decision which affirmed the constitutionality of the accomplished transfer statute. 12 Also, during
the trial of Pocatello's state-law claims, IDWR obtained a favorable decision from the Idaho
Supreme Court in American Falls Reservoir Dis. No. 2 v. The Idaho Dept. of Water Resources
2007 Idaho (33249), _

P.3d _

(March 5, 2007). (AFRD #2) What IDWR argued in obtaining

that favorable decision is consistent with what Pocatello has argued and is inapposite to what
IDWR has recommended for Pocatello and testifi~ at trial regarding Pocatello. 13 What the
Idaho Supreme Court decided is exactly opposite to what IDWR is seeking here.
The "municipal" nature of the City's Biosolids Program and the identification of the four

11

IDWR has changed the remark for this condition three times. On July 11, 2003, IDWR issued
its Basin 29 Directors Report for Irrigation and Other Uses, which included the recommendation of
Pocatello's 38 state-law SRBA claims, 20 of which were recommended with the condition language. The
condition language in the first director's report stated "to the extent necessary for administration, water was
first appropriated or used from:" listing wells with priority dates and cfs. IDWR submitted its
Supplemental Director's Report regarding the City of Pocatello's Basin 29 state-law SRBA claims on
April 13, 2006. The condition was revised to account for replacement wells and modify the administrative
language to state 'To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for ground water.
and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources, water was
first appropriated at or used from:" listing wells with priority dates and cfs. See IDWR Exhibit 1. During
the recent trial IDWR filed amended director's reports for 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224,
29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-11339, 29-11348, 2913558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13367, and 29-13639. The 2007 amended report revised the conditioning language to state 'To
the ex:tent necessary for administration between points of di version for ground water, and between points
of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources. ground water was first diverted
under this right from Pocatello Well" listing wells and cfs. See IDWR Exhibits 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 9, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 10. The potential impact of the condition on the use of
Pocatello' s interconnected system, the lack of facts to support the condition, and the changes in how
IDWR administers the accomplished transfers, 42-1425, which did not to comply with the Administrative
Procedure Act, will be discussed later in this brief.
12

Freemont-Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129 Idaho 454;
926 P.2d 1301(1996). This case is also referred to as the SRBA Basin-Wide 4 Decision. See discussion
infra pages 20-25.
13

See discussion infra pages 20-25.
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ground water rights that serve the Biosolids land application sites are not in dispute.

14

It is also

not in dispute that three of these water rights were developed for and have only been used in the
City's Biosolids Program and that IDWR licensed each right for irrigation, rather than a
municipal purpose of use.

15

The irrigation purpose of use is an error of law that the SRBA court

can correct.
The priority dates for the two Alameda water rights are subject to the reasonable evidence
standard and should be decreed as claimed.

B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

The water rights at issue are owned by the City of Pocatello, a municipal corporation.
The City filed its initial SRBA claims in April 1990.

16

The recommendations of the City's state-

14

The four biosolids water rights are 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770, and 29-11344. Dave Tuthill
testified that to the extent that biosolids water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 were applied to the land prior to
the commencement of the SRBA on November 19, 1987, he would agree with the stipulations entered into
by Pocatello and the Surface Water Coalition. Tr. Vol. II pp.276-280. Those stipulations include a
municipal purpose of use for29-7118 and 29-7119. Regarding water right 29-7770, Dave Tuthill testified
that IDWR did not agree with the proposed language in the stipulations because "[t]he license for this
water right was issued after the commencement of the adjudication." Tr. Vol. II p 280. However, the
evidence shows that water rights 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770 are exercised for identical purposes of
use. John Herrick testified that water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 have always exclusively been used for
biosolids applications. Tr. Vol. II p.401. Water right 29-7770 has also been used for a long period of time
for the biosolids application. Tr. Vol. II p. 403. Jay Ulrich testified that 29-7770 has always been used for
biosolids. Tr. Vol. ill p. 563. See IDWR Exhibits 1, 6, 7, 8, and 38; Pocatello Exhibit 106.
15

See IDWR Exhibits 1, 6, 7, 8, Pocatello Exhibit 106. Mr. John Herrick's testimony established
that the water rights associated with the biosolids program have always exclusively been used for land
application ofbiosolids. Pocatello's biosolids program is a requirement under the EPA National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and is subject to other federal regulations under C.F.R. 40 §503.
The primary purpose of these water rights is not for irrigation. Irrigation would imply that the crops are
being watered. The biosolids are not directly applied as food for the plants. They are applied to break down
Pocatello' s municipal waste as a part of the federal requirements. Sometimes, crops cannot be grown for
over a year after application. The purpose of irrigation is to supply water to growing plants, so this fact
alone makes Pocatello use of the biosolids incongruous with irrigation. Tr. Vol. II, pp. 375-380.
16

Water right numbers: 29-00271, 29-00272, 29-00273, 29-02274A, 29-02274B, 29-02274C,
29-02324, 29-2354, 29-02382, 29-2401 (split and recommended as 29-2401 and 29-13636), 29-02499,
29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226, 29-02499, 29-07106, 29-07118 (split and
recommended as 29-7118 and 29-07119), 79-07222, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07431, 29-07450,
POCATBLLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF-PAGE 6
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Jaw claims to the SRBA court occurred in July 2003.

17

In the 13 years between the City's initial

SRBA filings and the recommendation of the City's water rights to the SRBA court, a number of
broadly significant events occurred that also affected the City's claims and their ultimate
recommendation to the SRBA court. The adjudication statutes were revised,
Supreme Court issued 32 decisions on matters arising from the SRBA,

19

18

the Idaho

and the State of Idaho

29-07770, 29-11339, 29-11342, 29-11343 (split and reco=ended as 29-11367, 29-11368, and
29-11369), 29-11344, and 29-11348.
17

On July 11, 2003, IDWR issued its Basin 29 Directors Report for Irrigation and Other Uses,
which included the reco=endation of Pocatello's 38 state-law SRBA claims. On April 13, 2006, IDWR
submitted its Supplemental Director's Report Regarding City of Pocatello' s Basin 29 State-Based Water
Rights. IDWR Exhibit 1. The third and final version of the Director's Report for Pocatello 38 state-law
SRBA claims is represented by IDWR's Exhibits 2-39 at trial.
18

I.C., 42-1401A am 1994, ch. 454, Sec 2, p. 1443; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 1, p. 584; am. 1997,
ch. 374, Sec 2, p. 1192. 42-1402 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 5, p. 1443. 42-1403 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 6, p.
1443. 42-1404 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 7, p. 1443. 42-1405 am. and redesig. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 10, p.
1443. 42-1406 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 12, p. 1443. 42-1407 am. and redesig. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 13, p.
1443. 42-1408 am. and redesig. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 14, p. 1443. 42-1409 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 12, p.
1443; am. 1994, ch. 455, Sec 1, p. 1478; am. 1997, ch. 374, Sec 3, p. 1192. 42-1409A am. 1994, ch. 454,
Sec 16, p.1443. 42-1410 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 17, p. 1443. 42-1411 am.1994, ch. 454, Sec 18, p.
1443; am. 1994, ch. 455, Sec 2, p. 1478; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 2, p. 584;
1997, ch. 374, Sec 4, p.
1192; am. 2002, ch. 12, Sec 1, p. 14; am. 2002, ch. 13, Sec l, p. 17; am. 2002, ch. 306, Sec 3, p. 870; am.
2003, ch. 167, Sec 1, p. 472. 42-1411A added 1994, ch. 454, Sec 19, p. 1443; am. 1994, ch. 455, Sec 3,
p. 1478; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 3, p. 584. 42-1412 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 20, p. 1443; am. 1994, ch. 455,
Sec 4, p. 1478; am. 1997, ch. 374, Sec 5, p. 1192; am. 2002, ch. 13, Sec 2, p. 17. 42-1413 am. 1994, ch.
454, Sec 21, p. 1443; am. 2003, ch. 167, Sec 2, p. 472. 14-1414 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 22, p. 1443; am.
1994, ch. 455, Sec 5, p. 1478; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 4, p. 584. 42-1415 1994, ch. 454, Sec 23, p. 1443.
42-1417 1994, ch. 454, Sec 25, p. 1443. 42-1420 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 26, p. 1443; am. 1996, ch. 186,
Sec 5, p. 584. 42-1421 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 27, p. 1443; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 6, p. 584
42-1422 am. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 28, p. 1443. 42-1423 added 1994, ch. 454, Sec 30, p. 1443. 42-1424 am.
and redesig. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 8, p. 1443; am. 1997, ch. 374, Sec 6, p. 1192. 42-1425 added 1994, ch.
454, Sec 31, p. 1443; am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec 6, p. 584. 42-1426 added 1994, ch. 454, Sec 32, p. 1443; ·
am. 2000 ch. 311, Sec. 1, p. 1048. 42-1427 added 1994, ch. 454, Sec 33, p. 1443; am. 1994, ch. 455, Sec
6, p. 1478. 42-1428 am. and redesig. 1994, ch. 454, Sec 29, p. 1443.

am.

19

Idaho Department of Water Resources v. United States, 122 Idaho 116 (1992); Musser v.
Higginson, 125 Idaho 392 (1994); Idaho Conservation League, Inc. v. State, 128 Idaho 155 (1995); State
v. United States, 128 Idaho 246 (1995); Twin Falls Canal Co. v. Idaho Department of Water Resources,
127 ldaho 688 (1995); Fort Hall Water Users Ass v. United States,129 Idaho 39 (1996); Fremont-Madison
Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129 Idaho 454 (1996); State v. Hagerman Water
Right Owners, 130 Idaho 718 (1997); State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 727 (1997);
State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736 (1997); A & B Irrigation District v. Idaho
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began conjunctive administration of ground water and surface water rights.

20

The City of

Pocatello participated actively in these developments 21 and has consistently supported the state's

Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411(1997); State v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12 (1998); United States v. State,
131 Idaho 468 (1998); State v. Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 329 (1998); Riley v. Rowan, 131
Idaho 831 (1998); United States v. City of Challis, 133 Idaho 525 (1999); State v. United States, 134 Idaho
106 (2000); State v. United States, 134 Idaho 940 (2000); Potlatch Corp. v. United States, 134 Idaho 912
(2000); Potlatch Corp. v.. United States, 134 Idaho 916 (2000); McCrary v. Rosenkrance, 135 Idaho 509
(200l);United States v. State, 135 Idaho 655 (2001); Clear Springs Foods Inc. v. Clear Lalces Trout Co.,
136 Idaho 761 (2002); North Snake Ground Water Dist. v. Gisler, 136 Idaho 747 (2002); U.S. v. State,
137 Idaho 654 (2002); Lu Ranching Comp v. United States, 138 Idaho 606 (2003); Clear Lake Trout Co.,
Inc. v. Clear Springs Foods, Inc., 141 Idaho 117 (2003).
20

Musser v. Higginson, 871 P.2d 809 (1994), 11/01/1994, IDWR adopted the Rules for
Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources. 37-0311-9302, Final Rule, Bulletin
Vol. 94-10, 12/03/1997 Water Management Rules 37-0313-9701, Negotiated Rulemalcing Bulletin Vol.
97-12, 10/07/1998 Proposed Water Management Rules 37-0313-9701, Proposed Rule, Bulletin Vol. 9810, 10/25/2000 IDWR published notice of intent to promulgate rules for the Eastern Snalce Plain Aquifer
Water Management Rules 37-0315-0001, Negotiated Rulemaking, Bulletin Vol. 00-12.
21

During the 1990 to 2003 period, Pocatello participated in the following SRBA cases and
conjunctive management matters.
SRBA cases: State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, 130 Idaho 718 (1997), State v. Hagerman
Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 727 (1997), State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho
736 (1997), A & B Irrigation District v. Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411(1997), United States
v. City of Challis, 133 Idaho 525 (1999), Potlatch Corp. v. United States, 134 Idaho 916 (2000), and
United States v. State, 135 Idaho 655 (2001).
Conjunctive Management Rulema!cings: Comments to the Idaho Department of Water Resources
for Docket No. 37-0311-9301: Negotiated Rulemalcing Governing Conjunctive Management of
Interrelated Water Sources within the Snake River Basin, November 8, 1993, submitted by the City of
Pocatello and Basic American Foods, Comments to the Idaho Department of Water Resources for Docket
No. 37-0311-9301: Negotiated Rulemaking Governing Conjunctive Management of Interrelated Water
Sources within the Snalce River Basin, July 15, 1994, submitted by the Water Resource Coalition, which
includes the City of Pocatello.
Conjunctive Management Plans filed at IDWR: In the Matter of the Application of the City of
Pocatello for Approval of a Mitigation Plan, June 23, 1995; Interim Stipulated Agreement for Areas
Within and Near IDWR Administrative Basin 36, October 12, 2001; Interim Stipulated Agreement for
Processors and Municipalities Areas Within and Near IDWR Administrative Basins 35 and 36, March 27,
2002; Interim Stipulated Agreement for Processors and Municipalities Areas Within and Near IDWR
Administrative Basins 35 and 36, May 21, 2003; Interim Stipulated Agreement for Processors and
Municipalities Areas Within and Near IDWR Administrative Basins 35 and 36, December 30, 2004.
Safe Harbor Agreements: Interim Stipulated Agreement for Areas Within and Near IDWR
Administrative Basin 36, October 12, 2001; Interim Stipulated Agreement for Processors and
Municipalities Areas Within and Near IDWR Administrative Basins 35 and 36, March 27, 2002; Interim
Stipulated Agreement for Processors and Municipalities Areas Within and Near IDWR Administrative
Basins 35 and 36, May 21, 2003; Interim Stipulated Agreement for Processors and Municipalities Areas
Within and Near IDWR Administrative Basins 35 and 36, December 30, 2004.
POCATEJ,.1..O'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF-PAGE 8
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conjunctive administration of ground water and surface water rights within the prior
appropriation doctrine.

22

During this period from 1990 to 2003, the City of Pocatello, which has state-law ground
water rights that are junior in priority to surface water rights downstream on the Snake River, 23
24

engaged in further examination of its water use
amended its initial SRBA claims

25

and filed additional SRBA claims and also

to document more accurately the priority dates for the City's

22

SWC delivery call at JDWR (In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights
Held By or For the Benefit of A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley
Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls Canal
Company (Water Districts No. 120 and No. 130), January 14, 2005); Water Resource Coalition (which
included the City of Pocatello) Amended Application for Approval of a Mitigation Plan, May 5, 2005.
Challenge to the Conjunctive Management Rules: American Falls Reservoir District #2 v. Idaho
Department of Water Resources, Gooding County, Case No. CV 2005-600, and American Falls Reservoir
Dis. No. 2 v. The Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, Idaho Supreme Court Docket Nos. 33249/33311/33399
(2007).
23

Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan testified that "All of the City's wells would be subject to
administration under a downstream call from a surface water user," Tr. Vol. V, p. 920; Pocatello Exhibit
125.
24

Tom Dekker testified that the City of Pocatello produces monthly water production reports
which are kept as official records. Tr. Vol. ill, p. 425. Jay Ulrich testified that (1) every well bas a flow
meter, (2) the City uses the meters to take daily records of withdrawals in order to monitor well efficiency,
output, and changes over time, (3) these measurements are used as a planning tool for the city, (4) the City
wells are routinely taken offline for routine testing and maintenance, and (4) water quality testing is
conducted bimonthly. Tr. Vol. ill, pp. 487-489.
25

On April 25, 2003, the City of Pocatello filed both additional SRBA claims and amended SRBA
claims for its ground water and surface water rights: Water right numbers: 29-02274 (amended), 29-02338
(amended), 29-02354 (new), 29-02382 (amended), 29-2401 (amended), 29-02499 (amended), 290422l(amended), 29-04222 (amended), 29-04223 (amended), 29--04224 (amended), 29-04225 (amended),
29-04226 (amended), 29-07106 (amended), 29-07118 (amended), 29-07119 (amended)), 79-07222
(amended), 29-07322 (amended), 29-07375 (amended), 29-07431 (amended), 29-07450 (amended), 2907502 (new), 29-07770 (amended), 29-07782 (new), 29-l 1339(amended), 29-11343 (amendedRecommended as 29-11367, 29-11368, and 29-1136), 29-11344 (amended), 29-11348 (amended), 2913558 (amended), 29-13559 (amended), 29-13560 (amended), 29-13561 (amended), and 29-13562
(amended). See IDWR Exhibits 11, 12, 32, 33, 14, 15, 16, 5, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 6, 7, 34, 22, 13, 35, 30,
36, 8,37,23,29,31, 10,38,9,25,26,27,and28
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water use. 26 The investigation also documented that the City's integrated culinary system has
always been operated as a single delivery system with sufficient "redundancy and backup" to
guarantee fire protection and the delivery of drinking quality water throughout the City even
when the City was not able or is not able to divert from some of its ground water wells or surface
water sources that supply the culinary system.

27

The City has done this by always operating its

culinary system so that water from every point of diversion can be delivered anywhere in the
system. In other words, each well which supplies water to the City's integrated culinary system
operates as a point of diversion for each of the water rights for the City's culinary system.
The City amended its SRBA claims to list each of these wells as points of diversion for
the 21 ground water rights and four surface water rights that, as of November 19, 1987, were
providing water for the City's integrated culinary system in town. 28 These claims for "alternate
points of diversion" were filed in accordance with the accomplished transfer statute, Idaho Code
42-1425. 29

26

Only the priority dates for two Alameda water rights remain at issue.

27

Jay Ulrich testified that the "redundancy and backup" in Pocatello systems guarantees that "[i]f
you loose a well for whatever reason - power outages, maintenance, contamination, what have you, that
you can still supply the entire town with the rest of the operating wells." Tr. Vol. ID, p. 488.
28

Pursuant to I.C. 42-1425, the City of Pocatello claimed alternate points of diversion for 21
ground water rights and four surface water rights that serve the City's culinary uses in town. The alternate
points of diversion include 22 wells that were interconnected as of November 19, 1987 and one
replacement well. The City of Pocatello also claimed alternate points of diversion for two ground water
rights that serve the Airport's culinary uses under I.C. 42-1425. The alternate points of diversion include
two wells that were interconnected as of November 19, 1987. At trial it was established that this is still the
operation of the system in 2007.
29

Pocatello' s expert Greg Sullivan testified about the necessary elements of an accomplished
transfer under 42-1425. In his opinion, Pocatello has not enlarged its w_ater rights through operation of
alternate points of diversion. Tr. Vol. V, page 890. Furthermore, Pocatello has stipulated with the SWC
that the City will ensure that there will be no enlarged use of its water rights by operation of the alternate
points of diversion. Tr. Vol. V, p. 892. Mr. Sullivan analyied the potential for injury as a result of the
City's alternate points of diversion and found no claims of injury raised by other water users as of
POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF-PAGE 10
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In accordance with the accomplished transfer statute and IDWR's prior practice in the
SRBA for municipal water rights with alternate points of diversion,

30

Pocatello's alternate points

of diversion should have been recommended as claimed. Instead, IDWR changed its position
and recommended the alternate points of diversion with a condition that nullifies the
accomplished transfer statute and is detrimental to the City's operation of its integrated culinary
system. 31 At trial, IDWR explained that it purposefully changed its position in 2003 because the
Department had evolved in its understanding of conjunctive administration since the

November 19, 1987. Tr. Vol. V, p. 894-896. Mr. Sullivan's injury analysis was completed in light of the
fact that IDWR has not developed any standards or criteria by which potential injury to local ground water
rights can be evaluated and has not quantified the amount of aquifer water level drawdown that is
injurious. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 925 - 928. His ultimate conclusion provided: "In my opinion, there would have
been no injury as of 1987 or even as of [2007] based on the operation of these wells." Tr. Vol. V, p. 960.
'" See Director's Report for 36-7115, Director's Report for 36-7656, Director's Report, for 367862 Director's Report, for 36-15488 Director's Report, Director's Report for 36-15489 (City of Rupert),
and Director's Report for 36-2518 (City of Jerome). Pocatello Exhibits 174-179. These recommendations
prior to IDWR's recommendation of Pocatello's accomplished transfers are consistent with the plain
language of Idaho Code § 42-1425 which anticipates that IDWR will initially recommend the accomplished change if no injury is apparent A hearing is necessary if, after the Director's recommendation, an
objection as to injury is filed by another party who is not the claimant of the accomplished transfer. The
burdens of proof in an objection under 42-1425 are clear and unambiguous. The statutory language
"envision that the party aggrieved by the Director's recommendation after the hearing, whether tbat be the
party claiming an accomplished transferor the party claiming injury, has the burden of proof." Fremont
Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 926 P.2d 1301 (1996).
31

The problem with the condition language is threefold: First, IDWR's condition language has
changed three times. See footnote 10 infra; See Spronk Water Engineers Comparison of "Other Provisions
Necessary" Language in appendix to Pocatello' s post trial brief. Second, the condition constrains the use of
certain Pocatello wells. Pocatello' s expert Greg Sullivan testified that "it's my opinion that the condition
essentially neuters the City's claim, because it's during times of water rights administration that ... it's
most important that the City be able to exercise its alternate points of diversion .... divert its water rights
in the onier of priority that that they were established from any of its interconnected wells." Tr. Vol. V, p.
900. During times of administration, "the City needs to be able to operate that priority out of the other
wells in its interconnected system in order to exercise that priority." Tr. Vol. V, p. 904. Thin!, the
condition constrains the use of some of the City's recommended water rights. Harold Hargreaves testified
that part of the reason for Pocatello' s interconnected system is to be able to handle continued water
delivery when any of the City's interconnected wells must be taken offline for contamination or collapse.
Tr. Vol. IV, p. 677.
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rnid-1990s. 32
This change of IDWR's position, supported by the State, involves positions that are in
apposite to the 1996 decision regarding the accomplished transfer statue, the 2007 Idaho
Supreme Court decision upholding the Conjunctive Management Rules, and the State/IDWR
briefing that successfully supported each of those decisions. Two points are important here.
First, AFRD#2 specifically rejected the District Court's decision that a presumption of injury was
necessary as to junior ground water use. IDWR's position as to Pocatello's accomplished
transfer claims presumes injury. Second, IDWR's consistent position (in its briefing and the
decision in AFRD#2) is that the SRBA proceedings do not include a factual determination of the
specific interrelationships or the degree of connectivity between specific water rights. 33 IDWR
specifically identified the highly complex factual issues, "that are necessary for determining
specific interrelationships and connectivity in administration and are not adjudicated in the
SRBA." 34 IDWR's basis for the condition on Pocatello's accomplished transfers for its culinary
system water rights involves these same complex factual questions that IDWR maintains are

32

Pocatello fmt learned of the condition when on July 11, 2003, IDWR issued its Basin 29
Director's Report for Irrigation and Other Uses, which included the recommendation of Pocatello's 38
state-law SRBA claims, 20 of which were recommended with the condition. See Timeline in Pocatello's
Appendix to Post Trial brief. On April_13, 2006, IDWR submitted its Supplemental Director's Report
Regarding City of Pocatello's .Basin 29 State-Based Water Rights with a revision to the condition. See
Timeline in Pocatello's Appendix to Post Trial Brief and IDWR Exhibit 1. During the trial IDWR filed
with the Court amended Director's Reports that contained the third revision of the condition, See IDWR
Exhibits 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29. These final amended
Director's Reports were formally served on Pocatello on March 20, 2007.
33

''The scope of these proceedings should not include a factual determination of the specific
interrelationships of the degree of connectivity between specific water rights ... " The Idaho Department of
Water Resources' Reply Brief, dated November 20, 2006, in the case of American Falls Reservoir District
#2, et al. and Rangen, Inc., et al. v. IDWR and IGWA, Sup. Ct. Nos. 33249/33311/33399, pp. 26-27.
34

The Idaho Department of Water Resources' Reply Brief, dated November 20, 2006, in the case
of American Falls Reservoir District #2, et al. and Rangen, Inc., et al. v. IDWR and IGWA, Supreme
Court Nos. 33249/33311/33399, p. 16.
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necessary for administration and not to be adjudicated in the SRBA: "the timing and amount of
impacts, distances, local hydrology, aquifer characteristics, spatial variation, ground water levels,
hydraulic gradients, aquifer boundaries, confining layers, stream bed hydraulic connectivity, and
the timing and amount of return flows." See Tr. Vol. I, pp. 79-80, 88; Tr. Vol. II, pp. 230,237,
240,259, 244-247, 252, 288-289, 294, 328-329, 347-348; Tr. Vol. III, pp. 485-486, 603-609;Tr.
Vol. IV, pp. 624-629, 672, 731-737, 747-752, 778-787, 792-797, 803-805; Tr. Vol. V, pp. 845847, 899-904, 945-952, 959-961, 971-987; Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1045-1057, IDWR Exhibit 1, and
Pocatello Exhibits 116 and 117. IDWR invoked these factual matters without investigation and
without any basis in fact.

35

Following its objections36 to these conditions and other matters, also addressed at trial,

" See Tr. Vol. I, pp. 79-80, 88; Tr. Vol. II, pp. 230,237,240,259, 244-247, 252, 288-289, 294,
328-329, 347-348; Tr. Vol. ill, pp. 485-486, 603-609;Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 624-629, 672, 731-737, 747-752,
778-787, 792-797, 803-805; Tr. Vol. V, pp. 845-847, 899-904, 945-952, 959-961, 971-987; Tr. Vol. VI,
pp. 1045-1057.
36

On November 18, 2003, the City of Pocatello filed objections to all 38 state-law water right
recommendations contained in the Basin 29 Director's Report for Irrigation and Other Uses, and filed
amended objections on November 19, 2003. Pocatello's objections included objections that pertained
generally to all the recommendations to all 38 water rights and also included objections that pertained to
specific-fact based elements on a small number of the 38 water rights. These are summarized in Pocatello's
objection chart that is attached to Pocatello Exhibit 116: the Spronk Water Engineers Report Dated
September 29, 2006, prepared for the City of Pocatello.
On November 13, 2003 the United States of America acting through the Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) filed objections that were later dismissed.
On January 15, 2004, the State ofldaho filed responses to Pocate!lo's Objections. And, on
January 16, 2004, the BLM filed Responses to Pocatello's Objections.
On January 16, 2004 Pocatello filed responses to the BLM' s Objections.
On April 25, 2006, the Court issued Order Granting Motion to Participate, which granted the Surface
Water Coalition's (SWC) Joint Motion to Participate. Following their admission as parties, the members of the
SWC filed responses to Pocatello' s objections. The SWC members are A&B Irrigation District, American Falls
Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North
Side Canal Company, And Twin Falls Canal Company.
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Pocatello filed two summary judgment motions during 2006 directed to IDWR's conditioned
recommendation of water rights for the City 's integrated culinary systems. 37 The State of Idaho
and the Surface Water Coalition participated in both summary judgment proceedings. Discovery
was completed. The issues remaining at the time of trial were:
•

The 'OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY'' remark recommended for 20
ground water rights associated with the City's interconnected culinary system.

•

The recommended denial of the City's interconnected culinary wells as

37

On May 4, 2006, Pocatello filed City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on IDWR's
Authority Under l.C. § 42-1425.
On May 25, 2006, the SWC filed Joint Response to City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary
Judgment. On the same day, IDWR filed a Response Memorandum in Opposition to the City of
Pocatello' s Motion for Summary Judgment.
On August 18, 2006, Order on Summary Judgment was issued. The Order granted Pocatello' s
Motion for Summary Judgment, in part, and ordered that certain subcases are "remanded" to IDWR for the
purpose of allowing Pocatello to present additional evidence and information regarding the condition. A
stay was entered.
On January 26, 2007, the parties filed Parties' Stipulation Regarding Idaho Code § 42-1425
Remand in which the parties agreed to waive any and all objections to the hearing, or lack thereof, required
by Idaho Code§ 42-1425 and that the determination ofldaho Code§ 42-1425 issues would proceed in
accordance with the existing trial schedule.
On November 30, 2006, Pocatello filed City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under J.C.§ 42-1425. This second summary
judgment request was based on the discovery completed among the parties. Also on November 30, 2006,
the SWC filed Surface Water Coalition's (SWC) Motion for Summary Judgment.
On December 11, 2006, the State ofldaho filed Response Memorandum in Opposition to City of
Pocatello 's Motion for Summary Judgment.
On December 12, 2006, the SWC filed Response to the City of Pocatello' s Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, & lnjury Under l.C. § 42-1425.

On February 16, 2007, Second Order on Summary Judgment was issued. Special Master Bilyeu
granted summary judgment on the issue of interconnection, and on the issue of an accomplished transfer
under water right 29-7770. All other summary judgment motions were denied.
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alternate points of diversion for the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
surface water rights.
•

The irrigation purpose of use recommended for Water Rights 29-7118,
29-7119, and 29-7770.

•

The priority dates for Water Rights 29-13558 and 29-13639.

A six-day trial was held on the disputed elements in Twin Falls, Idaho on February 26
through March 2, 2007 and March 8, 2007. The State of Idaho and the City of Pocatello were the
only parties who participated in the trial. IDWR functioned in its statutory capacity as the expert
for the SRBA court.

II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
The District Court has free review over the special master's conclusions of law, 38 and the

Court shall accept the master's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. 39 Under 42-

38

When reviewing the special master's decision the Idaho Supreme Court held, "the special master's
conclusions of law are not binding upon the district court, although they are expected to be persuasive." North
Snake Ground Water District v. Gisler, 136 Idaho 747, 40 P.3d 105 (2002) (citing State v. Hagerman Water
Right Owners Inc., 130 Idaho 736, 740, 947 P.2d 409 (1997)). To the extent the district court adopts the
special master's cooclusions oflaw and findings of fact they are considered to be the conclusions and findings
of the district court. A & B Irrigation District v. Aberdeen-American Falls Ground Water District, 141 Idaho
746, 118 P.3d 78 (2004). See I.R.C.P. 52(a).
39

When reviewing the special master's 'findings of fact' the Court held, in an action to be tried
without a jury the court shall accept the master's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. State v.
Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736,740,947 P.2d 409 (1997). SeeI.R.C.P. 52(a). The trier
of fact has the primary responsibility for weighing the evidence and determines whether the required burden of
proof on an issue has been met. Sowards v. Rathbun, 134 Idaho 702, 706, 8 P.3d 1245 (2000). It is the
province of the trier of fact to weigh conflicting evidence and testimony and to judge the credibility of
witnesses. State v. Hart, 142 Idaho 721, 723, 132 P.3d 1249 (2006).
Challenges to the special master's findings in nonjury actions are governed byl.R.C.P. 53(e). See I.C.
42-1422. Rule 53(e)(2) provides that in an action to be tried without a jury the court shall accept the master's
findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. To determine whether the special master's findings are
clearly erroneous, the court must independently review the evidence to determine whether the findings were
supported by substantial evidence. McCrary v. Rosenkrance, 135 Idaho 509,515, 20 P.3d 693 (2001) (citing
Seccombe v. Weeks, 115 Idaho 433, 435, 767 P.2d 276 (Ct.App.1989)). The trial court's findings offact in a
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1411, the claimant bears both the burden of production as well as the burden of proof as to each
element of a claimed water right. 40 The prima facie status given to the director's report in J.C.
§ 42-1411(4) constitutes a rebuttable presumption.

41

When rebutted the presumption disappears

and the party with the benefit of the presumption retains the burden of persuasion on the issue.
The objector must present substantial evidence to overcome the presumption. However, the
burdens of proof applicable to the detennination of injury in an accomplished transfer are
determined by the procedures of I. C. 42-1425 addressed by the Idaho Supreme Court in Fremont-

Madison and discussed infra pages 20-25.

court tried case will be upheld if they are supported by substantial and competent evidence, even if the
evidence is conflicting, and will be liberally construed in favor of the judgment entered. Hart at 723.
40

The weight to be given a director's report is set forth in Idaho Code§ 42-1411, which provides:

The director shall file the director's report with the district court, and the director's report shall
be a part of the record. Upon filing with the court, the director's report, except for the
explanatory material .... shall constitute prirna facie evidence of the nature and extent of the
water rights acquired under state law.
I. C. § 42-1411(4).

Additionally, Idaho Code provides:
Each claimant of a water right acquired under state law has the ultimate burden of persuasion
for each element of a water right. Since the director's report is prima facie evidence .... , a
claimant of a water right acquired under state law has the burden of going forward with the
evidence to establish. any element of a water right which is in addition to or inconsistent with
the description in a director's report. Any party filing . an objection to any portion of the
director's report shall have the burden of going forward with the evidence to rebut the
director's report as to all issues raised by the objection.
LC.§ 42-1411(5).
41

As the Court explained in Hagennan, the director's report is prima facie evidence and the facts
contained therein are presumed to be correct until such time as a water claimant produces sufficient evidence to
rebut the presumption. The director's findings may be rebutted with the party objecting to the recommendation
bearing the burden of proof that the recommendation is in error. Hagennan at 745-46; A & B Irrigation at
750. The objector is required to present substantial evidence in order to overcome the presumption created by
the director's report. Bongiovi v. Jamison, 110 Idaho 734, 738, 718 P.2d 1172 (1986). In this regard,
substantial evidence is defined "as such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to support a
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ARGUMENT

ill.

A. IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO CODE 42-1425, THE "ACCOMPLISHED
TRANSFER" STA TOTE, THE CITY OF POCA TELLO APPROPRIATELY
CLAIMED ALTERNA TE POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR THE GROUND
WATER RIGHTS AND SURFACE WATER RIGHTS SERVING THE CITY'S
MUNICIPAL CULINARY SYSTEMS AS OF NOVEMBER 19, 1987.
The procedures underI.C. 42-1425 were established by the legislature and confirmed by
the Idaho Supreme Court in 1995. 42 Pocatello fits the legislative intent behind these
procedures. 43 Pocatello followed those procedures and met its burden of proof under the plain
language of 42-1425 and the Idaho Supreme Court's 1995 "plain language" interpretation of 421425.44
Pocatello complied with J.C. 42-1425 when it filed SRBA claims seeking alternate points
of diversion for its ground water rights that serve the city's intown culinary system, the surface

conclusion; it is more than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance." Evans v. Hara's, Inc., 123 Idaho 473,
478,849 P.2d 934 (1993).
42

Fremont Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 926 P.2d 1301
(1996), the decision on Basin-Wide Issue 4 arising from the SRBA court. The case is referred to as
Fremont-Madison or the Basin-Wide 4 decision.
43

The legislature's intent was to allow the SRBA District Court to decree current water use
patterns without worrying about compliance with the mandatory transfer statute unless an objection is
filed. IDWR's condition thwarts that intent. The SRBA court has decreed many accomplished transfers
without the proposed condition. It belies the notion of settled real property rights and equal treatment in the
SRBA if IDWR can now start adding new condition on water rights differently than other
recommendations that the court has decreed.
44

''The [accomplished transfer] statute allows SRBA claimants to assert water rights with
changes to elements if three factors exist:
1.
The change was made prior to November 19, 1987;
2.
No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3.
The change did not result in an enlargement of the right."
Second Order on Summary Judgment, at 11.
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water rights that serve the intown culinary system, and the ground water rights that serve the
airport culinary system. 45
The City's SRBA claims represent a reasonable mechanism to reflect the historical
operation of the City's central distribution system for delivery of culinary water. Water for this
central distribution system came initially from only surface water supplies in the 1800s, but has
been supplied by both surface water and ground water since early in the 20th Century. The City's
surface water culinary rights and the City's ground water culinary rights have provided water to
the City's central distribution system from which water is provided throughout the City's service
area. Tr. Vol. N, pp. 650-652, 660-663, Tr. Vol. V, pp. 882, 873-874, Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 10201021, 1050-1051.
The City appropriately claimed its interconnected culinary wells as alternate points of
diversion for the ground water rights that supply the culinary system. The City has operated the
interconnected well system from early in the 20th Century through today. Each time a new well
was drilled and added to the interconnected system, this resulted in a new alternate point of
diversion for the City's existing ground water rights for its culinary system. This operation of an
interconnected system has resulted in the City using water from its various interconnected wells
to meet all the uses of its culinary system. Water pumped from the City's interconnected wells
goes into a central distribution' system and is used by all the City's customers. Each time the City
constructed a new well or added capacity to an existing well, this resulted in a claim for a new
water right for the increase in pumping capacity that was added to the system. Tr. Vol. II, pp.

45

Twenty-one (21) ground water rights and four surface water rights for the intown system with
23 wells as alternate points of diversion; two ground water rights for the airport culinary system with two
wells as alternate points of diversion.
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334, Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 678-685, Tr. Vol. V, pp. 887-890.

Pocatello also appropriately claimed its wells

as alternate points of diversion for the

City's four surface water rights in the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer, Mink Creek, and
Gibson Jack Creek because the surface waters are hydrologically the same source.

46

Most of the

ground water in the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer originates as surface water from the
Bannock Range, and most of that surface water comes from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek.

47

The alternate points of diversion are also appropriate because prior to November 19,

1987, the City had to replace some of its surface water supply with ground water that otherwise
would not have been pumped had the surface water been available.

48

46

The Basin Wide 5 decision relied on by the Idaho Supreme Court in AFRD#2 and by IDWR in
its briefing in AFRD#2 provide that interconnection is presumed for purposes of the SRBA. The
following discussions by this Court and IDWR in Pocatello's state-law claims are appropriate subject to
reexamination based on AFRD#2. The standards IDWR seeks to apply are also subject to reexamination
based on indicia of unlawful rulemaking. · ''The degree of the interconnectedness is what is significant In
these subcases, for example, the crux of the disagreement is whether the surface water rights (Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek) are so closely connected to groundwater sources, such as the Eastern Snake Plan
(sic)Aquifer, that wells may be added as alternative points of diversion. A determination of general
connectedness is insufficient to support such a finding.'' Second Order on Summary Judgment, at 6. ''In
addition, IDWR declined to add the wells because it requires a showing of an 'immediate and direct
hydrological connection' between the source and the wells. ld. at 11-12; IDWR Transfer Processing Memo
No. 24 (OcL 30, 2002). IDWR also requires the existing point of diversion (surface) and the proposed
point of diversion (groundwater) to be so closely connected that "diversion and use of water from the
proposed point of diversion would have substantially the same effect on hydrologically connected source
as diversion and use of water from the original point of diversion." Supplemental Director's Report at 12."
Second Order on Summary Judgment at 6.
47

Under AFRD#2 and IDWR' s briefings in AFRD#2, Pocatello bas shown a sufficient
interconnection for a decree. The issues of injury and ultimate points of diversion under 42-1425 are
addressed by the precedent in Fremont-Madison which affirms the procedure and criteria from which
IDWR deviated in Pocatello' s recommendation. Pocatello notes that the statutes plain language, Fremon/Madison, and AFRD#2 support Pocatello on the injury issue and the alternate points of diversion for the
City's surface water rights. ''It is understood that this general interconnectedness does not resolve the issue
of injury or prove the Pocatello wells may be added as alternate points of diversion." Second Order on
Summary Judgment, at 12. ''That is because J.C.§ 42-1425 does not authorize an accomplished change of
source." Second Order on Summary Judgment at 6.
48

Pocatello agrees with this statement and proved this at trial. ''Therefore, Pocatello may provide
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The alternate points of diversion claimed for each water right serving Pocatello's
interconnected culinary systems exemplify the express legislative findings in the accomplished
transfer statute. 49 The legislative findings have been in place since the statute's enactment in
199450 and were cited in the Idaho Supreme Court's 1995 decision upholding the

evidence of a pre-1969 transfer, a valid LC.§ 42-222 transfer of a valid LC. § 42-1425 accomplished
transfer showing a change occurred after the Smith Decree." Second Order on Summary Judgment, at 9.
49

42-1425. ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFERS. (1) Legislative findings regarding
accomplished transfers and the public interest.
(a) The legislature finds and declares that prior to the commencement of
the Snake River basin adjudication, and the northern Idaho adjudications,
many persons entitled to the use of water or owning land to which water
has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state changed the
place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use, or period of
use of their water rights without compliance with the transfer provisions
of sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code.
(b) The legislature finds that many of these changes occurred with the
knowledge of other water users and that the water has been distributed to
the right as changed. The legislature further finds and declares that the
continuation of the historic water use patterns resulting from these
changes is in the local public interest provided no other existing water
right was injured at the time of the change. Denial of a claim based
solely upon a failure to comply with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho
Code, where no injury or enlargement exists, would cause significant undue
financial impact to a claimant and the local economy. Approval of the
accomplished transfer through the procedure set forth in this section
avoids the harsh economic impacts that would result from a denial of the
claim.

(c) The legislature further finds and declares that examination of these
changes by the director through the procedures of section 42-222, Idaho
Code, would be impractical and unduly burdensome. The more limited
examination of these changes provided for in this section, constitutes a
reasonable procedure for an expeditious review by the director while
ensuring that the changes do not injure other existing water rights or
constitute an enlargement of use of the original right.
50

Amendments to I.C. 42-1425 following its enactment in 1994, have only addressed to clarify
that purpose of use and nature of use refer to the same water right element, am. 1996, ch. 186, Sec. 7, p.
584, and the Northern Idaho Adjudication, am. 2006, ch. 222, Sec. 3, p. 661.
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constitutionality of 42-1425 and 42-1426. After a review of these legislative findings, the Idaho
Supreme Court concluded that the purpose of the accomplished transfer statute is to streamline
the adjudication process and to protect existing water ri!!hts which were the result of past
transfers. 51
Pocatello's evidence shows that its accomplished transfer claims meet the stated
legislative intent of 42-1425 and the procedural requirements of the plain language of 42-1425.
An examination of the evidence shows that the changes in point of diversion occurred
with notice to other water users; 52 (2) the water has been distributed through the alternate points
of diversion; 53 (3) the continuation of the historic water use patterns resulting from these changes
is in the local public interest; 54 (4) no other existing water right was injured at the time of the

51

'The purpose of I.C. Section 42-1425 is to streamline the adjudication process by providing a
substitute for tbe transfer process required by I.C. Section 42-222 and to protect existing water uses which
were the result of past transfers, regardless of compliance witb statutory mandates." Freemont Madison
Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129 Idaho 454,458; 926 P.2d 1301, 1305
(1996).
52

See Pocatello Exhibit I 47

53

The City's alternate points of diversion for ground water claims were operated prior to 1987.
Tr. Vol. V, p. 887. As Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan testified: The water pumped from a particular well
is not used in a particular area of the city. Once water is pumped into the interconnected distribution
system, "there's no real way to control which of those molecules pumped out of a particular well - where
they will go. They just go in response to the demands in the various parts of tbe system." Tr. Vol. V. p.
889. As further explained by Jay Ulrich: "We have 18 active wells. They are essentially all interconnected
through piping and valves. You can describe our water system as this: as a network of piping that is all
looped and interconnected." Tr. Vol. III, p. 487.
54

As a municipal water supplier serving over 50,000 residents, the City has an obligation to the
public to provide potable water on demand 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Pocatello has developed an
interconnected water system "to provide a dependable supply to its citizens," including fire protection. Tr.
Vol. 5 p. 882. (Testimony of Greg Sullivan) Instead of protecting the water rights that have these
accomplished transfers, IDWR' s condition hurts the very public interest that is served by the historic
operation oftbe City's alternate points of diversion for the ground water and surface water rights !bat serve
its interconnected culinary system.
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change;

55

(5) approval of the accomplished transfer through the procedure set forth in this section

avoids the harsh economic impacts that would result from a denial of the claim;

56

(6)

examination of these changes by the director through the [statutory transfer procedures of LC.

42-222] would be impractical and unduly burdensome; 57 and (7) the more limited examination of
these changes is a reasonable procedure for an expeditious review by the director.

58

55

There were no objectors to the City's claims which included these alternate points of diversion.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) objected to the place of use of these water rights and whether or
not this designation includes federal lands. These objections were ultimately rejected.
56

Instead of approving these claims, IDWR conditioned these claims in a manner which does not
protect the historic practice and in fact nullifies the historic practice. The alternate point of diversion claim
would confirm how Pocatello bas operated its water system. Pocatello bas wells that pump into a central
distribution system and it can operate its water rights in their order of priority regardless if a particular well
is out of service; therefore, Pocatello is able to operate its interconnected water system to provide a
dependable supply to its citizens. In addition, Pocatello's oldest water rights are its most valuable water
rights because those are the water rights that would be more protected from a potential delivery call. Thus
it is important that Pocatello be able to continue to exercise those priorities even if the original well under
which that appropriation was developed is out of service. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 882-883 (Gregory Sullivan
Testimony). Moreover, IDWR identified wells that are no longer in existence, specifically Alameda well 6
(29-11339) and well 7(29-11339), Pocatello well 4 (29-13561), well 5 (29-13560), and well 6 (29-13562),
and under the condition these water rights would not be able to be diverted because the wells do not exist.
Tr. Vol. ill, pp 517-519 (Jay Ulrich). The condition would prevent other interconnected wells in times of
administration from pumping the nonoperable well' s water; thus, the water rights amount associated with
the non-operable well would not be usable. Tr. Vol. ill, pp. 504-505 (Jay Ulrich).
57

Instead of using the accomplished transfer procedure, IDWR used the same examination as it
does for 42-222 transfers. The Supplemental Director's Report also reco=ended that the condition
remark language be applied to rights claimed under 42-1425 and 42-222. See IDWR Exhibit 1. However,
Section 42-1425 explicitly states that "all requirements of section 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho code are
hereby waived in accordance with the following procedures: If an objection is filed to a claim for
accomplished change of... point of di version the district court shall remand the water right to the director
for further bearing to determine whether the change injured a water right existing on the date of the change
or constituted an enlargement." IDWR used its 42-222 procedures counter to the express intent of the
legislature. Whatever the scope ofIDWR's authorityunder42-1425 to condition accomplished transfers, it
does not allow a re-opening of transferred rights that were decided under 42-222. See Order on Challenge
(consolidated issues) of "facility volume" issue and "additional evidence" issue, SRBA subcase nos. 3602708 et al. (December 29, 1999).
58

This reasonable procedure was not used. IDWR's 706report and its testimony at trial confirm
that IDWR examined Pocatello's accomplished transfers for its culinary systems pursuant to the more
burdensome standards it uses for 42-222 transfers and pursuant to standards it bas explicitly identified as
necessary for conjunctive administration and not appropriate for examination or reco=endation of water
rights in the Snake River Basin Adjudication.
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Pocatello also met the procedural requirements of 42-1425. It claimed the alternate points of
diversion in the SRBA and demonstrated that the alternate points of diversion were in operation
prior to November 19, 1987. It also demonstrated that the claims do not constitute an
enlargement of any of the water rights serving the City's two culinary systems. Pocatello
specifically agreed to limit pumping of its interconnected wells to the well capacities that existed
in 1987. See Stipulation and Agreement between Pocatello and Surface Water Coalition in
Pocatello's SRBA subcases 29-271 et seq, February 26, 2007.
Finally, no other claimant objected to Pocatello's alternate points of diversion, and IDWR
testified that it could identify no injury as of November 19, 1987, as of the time it recommended
Pocatello's state-law claims in 2003, or as of the time of trial in 2007. 59

No injury'was

apparent.
Pocatello met its burden of proof under 42-1425. As the claimant of accomplished
transfer under 42-1425, it did not have to "prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the
change ... did not injure any other water right which was in existence as of the date of the
change." 60 The court in Fremont-Madison specifically rejected this interpretation as counter to

59

IDWR' s testimony at trial confirmed that IDWR intended for the condition to operate only in
the future. Dave Tuthill' s testimony: '[11he reason for the condition is . . . for any kind of conjunctive
administration that might occur in the future, whether it be on the Portneuf River, on tributaries to the
PortneufRiver, [or] on the ESPA.' Tr, Vol. TI page 256. Page 233 of the transcript discusses how
municipal water rights are unique in their ability to expand over time. IDWR inserted the condition
because 'our responsibility through the adjudication is to appropriately condition a water right so that it
cannot be expanded over time inappropriately. Tr. Vol. II, p. 233. The condition is inserted because 'the
full impact of that accomplished transfer might not be seen for many years. And that's unique really, to
municipal wells.' Tr. Vol. II, p. 240. 'If at some time in the future, the City increases the pumping
capacity of a well within the City's interconnected system and it reduces that amount of water available to
another water user, this condition preserves that ability of a water user to protect their water rights.' Tr.
Vol. II, p. 291.

"° The 1995 Idaho Supreme Court decision in Fremont-Madison specifically rejected this part of
the SRBA Court's decision on the recently passed 42-1425 statute.
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the plain language of 42-1425. 61 Instead, someone other than the claimant must first come
forward and object to the accomplished transfer. The procedure for opposition to an
accomplished transfer requires at least two parties: the claimant of the accomplished transfer and
an objector to the accomplished transfer, specifically an objector claiming injury. This is what
the State argued in Fremont-Madison

61

62

and the Idaho Supreme Court agreed: Only at that point,

VII. Burden of Proof Under the Amnesty Statutes.

The district court concluded that a party claiming entitlement to a transfer under
section 42-1425 or an enlarged use under section 42-1426 bears the burden of proof to
·show the transfer or the enlargement will not cause injury. Once again, where a statute is
clear and unambiguous the Court must follow the law as written. Sweeny, 119 Idaho at
138, 804 P.2d at 311. It is the Court's duty to effectuate the legislature's intent when
interpreting statutes.
Section 42-1425(2)(a) of the Idaho Code states that if an objection is filed to a
claim for an accomplished transfer "the district court shall remand the water right to the
director for further hearing to determine whether the change injured a water right existing
on the date of the change or constituted an enlargement of the original right." J.C. Section
2-1425(2)(a). The statute provides that a hearing will then be conducted, and the director
shall submit a supplemental report to the district court setting forth his findings or conclusions. Id. The statute then provides that, "[i]f the claimant or any person who filed an
objection to the accomplished transfer is aggrieved by the director's determination, they
may seek review before the district court." Id. (emphasis added).
This language envisions that the party aggrieved by the director's recommendation, whether that be the party claiming an accomplished transfer or the party claiming
injury, has the burden of proof under section 42-1425.

Fremont-Madison, at 461-462.
62

The State ofldaho got the decision that it wanted; this is a quote from the State's brief] ''The
SRBA was incorrect to interpret 42-1425 as requiring the party claiming an accomplished transfer to
''prove by a preponderance of the evidence that [the accomplished transfer] did not injure any other water
right in existence as of the date of the [transfer)." R. Vol. ill, p. 475. Rather than assigning burdens of
proof to specific parties, section 42-1425 anticipates that IDWR will initially recommend the change if no
injury is apparent. . . . Thus a hearing is necessary only if an objection is filed." Further, the objection
must be by another claimant: ''The only procedure actually contemplated by 1425 is the procedure to be
followed when there is an objection to the accomplished transfer of another claimant. The court must
adhere to the procures in 42-1425(2)(a)." Again, from the State's brief in this case, "[T)he district court's
interpretation of section 42-1425 ... assigns burdens of proof that are inconsistent with the plain language
of the statute."
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with two parties, could there be an assignment of the burden of proof. 63 There was never an
objector claiming injury because of Pocatello's state-law claims for accomplished transfers for
the points of diversion of its culinary water rights. Thus, Pocatello was never in a position to
have the burden of proof to show whether its accomplished transfer "injured a water right
existing on the date of the change."

64

Nevertheless, Pocatello demonstrated an absence of injury.

When IDWR recommended Pocatello's state law claims in 2003, it added condition
language to every water right recommended with alternate points of diversion under the
accomplished transfer statute. IDWR's inclusion of the condition provision is a change in
position that it instituted in 2003.
From 1994 until Pocatello's recommendations in 2003, IDWR complied with the "plain
language" procedure of the accomplished transfer statute I.C. 42-1425. See footnotes 30 and 31
and accompanying text. Pocatello's SRBA claims were IDWR's first recommendations under
this new procedure. IDWR attached the condition to the 20 accomplished transfer claims that it

63

The two parties are: "The party claiming an accomplished transfer" and "the party claiming
injury." Freenwnt-Madison at 462.
64

The context of the statute and the limited inquiry allowed by the Legislature, as confirmed by
Fremont-Madison, provide that the only objections that can result in initiation of 1425(2)(a) burden of
proof procedures are objections to the accomplished transfer claim on the basis of injury or enlargement of
use. Such injury objections were not filed to Pocatello' s accomplished transfers for the interconnected
points of diversion for its culinary water rights. Pocatello had no burden of proof on the injury issue.
IDWR was without authority to condition the accomplished transfers. fu Memorandum Decision and
Order, allowing presentation of additional evidence regarding enlargement, etc (SRBA subcase 655033C, March 24, 2005), SRBA Special Master Booth states thatIDWR may investigate any 42-1425(a)
issues as part of its initial Director's Report. However, f the statute's plain language was interpreted
otherwise in Fremont-Madison, especially as to the burden of proof regarding injury. The recent decision
in AFRD#2 underscored that the investigation in the adjudication does not include a factual determination
of the specific interrelationships or the degree of connectivity between specific water rights. Although
IDWR did not actually investigate these facts, it raised them as the basis for conditioning Pocatello's
culinary water rights.
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recommended for Pocatello because IDWR wanted to address conjunctive administration.
IDWR's examination and recommendation of these accomplished transfers did not follow the
procedures set out by the legislature, affirmed by the Idaho Supreme, and supported by the State
in Fremont-Madison (the basin-wide 4 decision). Instead, because IDWR was engaged in
rulemakings that were not completed, it appears that IDWR used the substance of the
uncompleted rulemakings to change its procedure and recommendation of accomplished
transfers in the SRBA. 65
As a result ofIDWR's change in position, and its detrimental impact to Pocatello's
accomplished transfers, the City filed objections to the condition language. IBtimately, counter
to the "plain language" provisions of 42-1425, and despite the City's two summary judgment
motions and a settlement with the senior priority Snake River diverters, Pocatello proceeded to
trial where it proved "lack of injury" for its accomplished transfers for the City's culinary
systems.
In its expert reports tendered during discovery and admitted following extensive expert
testimony and documentary evidence at trial, Pocatello's showed by its analysis of potential
injury from ground water alternate points of diversion that Pocatello's alternate point of diversion
pumping as of November 19, 1987 was not causing injury either in the local66 or regional areas.67

65

The timeline in the appendix to the brief illustrates that subsequent to the adoption of the Rules
for Conjunctive Management of Swface and Ground Water Resources in 1994 IDWR was engaged in
further rulemakings regarding conjunctive ad.ministration. The rulemakings were not completed.
66

The analysis of potential well-to-well interference (local) impacts showed that is was unlikely
that Pocatello' s operation of the alternate points of diversion for the ground water rights serving the City's
culinary systems had any significant impact to neighboring wells prior to November 19, 1987. Thus, the
City's pumping of its culinary ground water rights at these alternate points of diversion in 1987 was not
causing injury.
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Pocatello also provided evidence before and during trial that the exercise of Pocatello's
surface water rights at alternate points of diversion (the City's 23 interconnected wells) did not
cause injury to other water rights. 68
There was no evidence of injury prior to trial nor was any evidence of injury adduced at
trial. In fact, IDWR testified that it could identify no injury as of November 19, 1987, as of the
time it recommended the condition in 2003, or as of the time of trial in 2007.

The State's cross-

examination of Pocatello' s expert related to the water balances and hydrogeology of the Lower
Portneuf River Valley Aquifer are not relevant to the issue of injury and are an example of the
facts which are not for determination in the adjudication process in Idaho. There were no
objectors.
Pocatello's accomplished transfers should be decreed as claimed, without IDWR's
conditioning language: Twenty-one (21) ground water rights and four surface water rights for the
intown system with 23 wells as alternate points of diversion; two ground water rights for the

67

The analysis of potential regional impacts to downstream surface water users showed there is no
material difference in the depletions that would occur with the City's pumping at its original well locations
versus pumping at the alternate points of diversion. With no significant change in the City's depletions, there
would not be potential injury to downstream senior surface water rights during a priority call.
68

The decision in AFRD#2 contradicts the presumption of injury discussed in both of the Special
Master's Summary Judgment orders: "The injury IDWR discusses is to the priority of rights on a given
source. Injury to a water right would occur when another right talces precedence. For example, if a change
in the point of diversion of Pocatello's wells allows a portion of its water rights to be delivered before
existing water rights, those existing water rights are injured. Depending on conditions such as precipitation
and weather, the damages may not appear immediately. Immediate injury to priority resulting in future
damages appears to be just what IDWR was trying to prevent with the condition." First Order on Summary
Judgment, at 5.
"It should be pointed out that if there are intervening rights appropriated by other users from the
same source after Pocatello appropriated its surface right but before drilling its wells for the alternate
points of diversion, injury to junior rights is presumed." Second Order on Summary Judgment, at 8.
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airport culinary system with two wells as alternate points of diversion.

B.

THE "OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY" LANGUAGE LISTED ON
THE RECOMMENDATION OF 20 OF POCA TELLO'S SRBA CLAIMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE CITY'S DELIVERY OF CULINARY WATER
MUST BE STRICKEN AS A MATTER OF LAW.

In 2003, IDWR changed its 42-1425 procedure, counter to the plain language of I.C.
42-1425 and the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court in Basin-Wide 4. This change in position
is also counter to the favorable Idaho Supreme Court decision which IDWR received during the
trial of Pocatello's state law claims. The change in position also bears the indicia of an unlawful
rulemaking, counter to the requirements of Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act. Pocatello's
SRBA claims were IDWR's first recommendations under this new procedure. IDWR conditioned
20 of Pocatello's SRBA claims for the City's interconnected culinary systems.
Pocatello filed objections to the condition language. It also filed two summary judgment
motions to address the legal and factual infinnities of the condition. Prior to trial, Pocatello also
'

settled with the major water user parties consistent with the City's legal and factual arguments
presented before and during trial. Pocatello maintained in its trial brief that the imposition of the
condition was an administrative action that does not belong in the SRBA. This was confirmed by
AFRD#2 which was decided just before Pocatello's last day of trial. At trial, and although it was
not the City's burden under 42-1425, Pocatello proved "lack of injury." In doing so, Pocatello had
to engage in the manner of cumbersome proceeding which 42-1425 was passed to avoid, and the City
had to address the complex facts which IDWR and the AFRD#2 court agreed belong with the
conjunctive administration of water rights and not the adjudication of water rights.
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This could have been avoided had IDWR complied with the "plain language" of 42-1425
and recommended Pocatello's accomplished transfers consistent with IDWR's position and
favorable result in AFRD#2. IDWR's actions in recommending the condition also are problematic
under Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act.
1.

The Condition Is Counter To the Plain Language of
Idaho Code§ 42-1425.

IDWR lacked the authority under 42-1425 to include the condition. 69 The language was
included on IDWR's recommendation for 20 water rights which Pocatello claimed appropriately
with multiple points of diversion under the accomplished transfer statute, IC 42-1425. The 20
water rights should be recommended without the condition.
These actions by IDWR are counter to the procedure from Fremont-Madison: The
accomplished transfer statute "establishes a procedure for evaluating claims based on an

----------

-·-

·- ---

--·--·-··---·-·------···------·--·

69

This issue was addressed in Pocatello's first motion for summary judgment The State's
reliance on§ 42-1411 does not withstand analysis. By its terms, Pocatello's claims under§ 42-1425 are
not "decrees, licenses, or approved transfer applications," but instead are informal transfers made outside
of the formal transfer process. If the legislature had intended for the Director to have the same broad
authority to condition accomplished transfers, it would not have adopted the amnesty statute under §
42-1425 which, by its terms, limits the discretion of the Director to condition accomplished transfers.
Although licensed, the wells Pocatello claims under§ 42°1425 do not reflect the changes in point of
diversion made informally prior to November 19, 1987. To treat them as any other licensed rights, and
ignore the effect of§ 42-1425 to provide "amnesty" to what otherwise would have been informal and
unapproved transfers, frustrates the pUipose of the accomplished transfer statutes.
Furthermore, nowhere in the language of§ 42-1411 is there mention of the Director's authority to
condition amnesty rights under§ 42-1425. This absence isn't surprising:§ 42-1425 establishes specific
limitations on the Department's ability to approve, deny, or condition accomplished transfers. In other
words, § 42-1425 is a specific statute vis-a-vis the broad authority provided to the Director under
§ 42-1411. Under rules of statutory construction, specific statutes control over general statutes. See City
ofSandpointv. Sandpoint lndep. Highway Dist., 126 Idaho 145,149, 879 P.2d 1078, 1082 (1994) (stating
that when there are specific statutes addressing an issue, those statutes control over more general statutes);
Christensen v. West, 92 Idaho 87,437 P.2d 359 (1968). See also Nampa Charter School, Inc. v. DeLaPaz,
140 Idaho 23, 28, 89 P.3d 863, 868 (2004).
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accomplished transfer: 'If an objection is filed to a claim for accomplished change of place of use,
point of diversion, nature or purpose or use or period of use, the district court shall remand the water
right to the director for further hearing to determine whether the change injured a water right existing
on the date of the change or constituted an enlargement of the original right. After a hearing, the
director shall submit a supplemental report to the district court setting forth his findings and
conclusions. If the claimant or any person who filed an objection to the accomplished transfer is
'

aggrieved by the director's determination, they may seek review before the district court. If the
change is disallowed, the claimant shall be entitled to resume use of the original water right,
provided such resumption of use will not cause injury or can be mitigated to prevent injury to
existing water rights."' (Emphasis added by Special Master Bilyeau). First Order on Summary
Judgment, at 4.
Idaho Code 42-1425 requires that a water user allege injury from Pocatello's accomplished
transfer; IDWR' s recommendation of the "other provisions necessary" language for 20 of Pocatello's
SRBA claims does not change that requirement under I.C. 42-1425. There were no allegations of
injury from other water users, including the State of Idaho; In fact the SWC settled with Pocatello
based on the only concern expressed in the 706 report. Neither IDWR nor the State of Idaho
f.

•

produced any evidence of injury as of November 19, 1987 or even as of the time of trial, almost 20
years beyond the date that Pocatello proved its alternate points of diversion. IDWR admitted that it
did not investigate the very bases for the condition and only relied on possible future events.
IDWR's 706 report identified "increase in rate of diversion" at the City's interconnected
wells as the basis for IDWR's concern of injury from the City's accomplished transfers for its
two culinary systems. Pocatello addressed this concern in its stipulation with the Surface Water
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Coalition to maintain November 1987 pumping rates for all of its interconnected wells. At trial,
and counter to its 706 report and the established precedent in Fremont-Madison, IDWR claimed
that its concerns about injury were based on enlargement of the City's culinary water rights.
IDWR explained that enlargement meant an increase in volume without an increase in rate of
diversion. This is directly counter to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in Fremont-Madison and
the State's briefing in support of the decision. In its briefing, the State argued that, "lltimately,
if the legislature had intended to include annual diversion volume as prohibited conduct under
42-1426, it would have done so."

70

The Idaho Supreme Court decision concluded, "42-1426

does not touch on an increase in the volume diverted. The court cannot engraft a provision that
does not exist in the legislation."71

70

The State is looking beyond 42-1425 in the Pocatello recommendations, This is counter to its
position specifically with respect to its position on 42-1425 and 42-1426 in the BW4 decision: 'The
legislature did not use the term 'expanded use' or 'expansion of use' in 42-1426. It is the legislature's job
to define the terms that it uses. By looking beyond the amnesty statutes, the district court contradicted it's
own emphasis on reading statutes in their statutory context" Opening Brief of Respondent-Cross Appellant State ofldaho in Fremont-Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Growul Water Appropriators, p. 17.
The district court looked to "expanded use' found in the 1986 Adjudication Code's critical ground
water area provision. By equating "enlargement" of water rights with "expanded use," the district court
fundamentally changed the meaning of the amnesty statutes. The legislature did not use the term
'expanded use' or 'expansion ofuse' in 42-1426. It is the legislature's job to define the terms that it uses.
By looking beyond the amnesty statutes, the district court contradicted it's own emphasis on reading
statutes in their statutory context. The district court's analysis destroys the meaning of the word
'enlargement.' 42-1426 grants amnesty for certain enlargements provided those enlargements do not (1)
constitute an increase in rate of diversion, or (2) cause injury. There is no authority for inserting an
increase in the annual volume of a given diversion. Opening Brief of Respondent-Cross Appellant State of
Idaho in Fremont-Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, pp. 16-18.
IDWR' s =ommendation of the condition on the ground that "we have evolved" interferes with the
legislature's definitions and the plain meaning of the statute a successfully advocated by the state in BW4:
"Historically, most water rights are not quantified in annual diversion volume. Quantification by rate is
sufficient Ultimately, if the legislature had intended to include annual diversion volume as prohibited
conduct under 42-1426, it would have done so." Reply Brief of Respondent-Cross Appellant State of
Idaho in Fremont-Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, p. 9.
71

Quotes from the Basin Wide 4 Idaho Supreme Court Decision:

"Under 42-1426(1}(a), enlargement refers to any increase in the beneficial use to which an existing water
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IDWR maintains that the 'condition is necessary to prevent future injury' but we are already
20 years into the future. Furthermore, the alternate points of diversion have already occurred under
42-1425. Thus, Pocatello has already been implementing the alternate points of diversion for more
than 20 years. During this time, Idaho has experienced years of unparalleled drought. But yet, even
with such a drastic water shortage, there is still no injury. There are no complaints for other users.
There is no evidence of unavailable water.
IDWR's condition found in its 706 Report that it recommends be applied to rights claimed
under 42-1425 and 42-222, is in excess of its authority under 42-1425:

To the extent necessary for administration between points ofdiversion for groundwater and
between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected su,jace sources, water
was first appropriated at or used from:
This condition does not deal with avoiding injury to rights at the time of the transfer. 72
Instead, it is a prospective condition: "Without the condition, the Department would not have
recommended the multiple, alternate points of diversion because injury to other water rights was

right bas been applied, through water conservation and other means. (ie: an increase in the # of acres
irrigated, an increase in the rate of diversion or duration of diversion.)" Fremont-Madison Irrigation
District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129 Idaho at 458.
"42-1426 is clear and unambiguous. There are only 2 limitations on obtaining a waiver for an
enlargement: (1) the rate of diversion for the original water right cannot increase, (2) no injury as of the date of
enlargement." Fremont-Madison Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129 Idahoat460.
"42-1426 does not touch on an increase in the volume diverted. The court cannot engraft a
provision that does not exist in the legislation."' In Freemont Madison, the State's briefing on
'enlargement' and burdens of proof contradicts what IDWR has argued in the Pocatello SRBA
proceedings." Id.
72

In its 706 report and in its testimony at trial, JDWR never alleged 42-1426 enlargement of use as
to the City's accomplished transfers.
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likely." Furthermore, the condition effectively nullifies the accomplished transfer: the City may
operate its wells at the transferred location under the earlier priority date, but if a delivery call is
placed or administration is otherwise required, IDWR will use the date when water was first
appropriated or used from each well (a junior date) to determine whether depletions from the wells
are causing injury to senior rights.
Finally, the "other provisions necessary" language is an impermissible collateral attack on
Pocatello's 1999 approved·transfer and· an unlawful constraint on Pocatello's exercise of its water
rights at the points of diversion recommended to this Court.
The condition imposes a restraint on IDWR's 1999 administrative action. Dean Tranmer
questioned Harold Hargreaves regarding the 1999 Transfer No. 5452. Water rights 29-2274, 292338, and 29-7375 were affected by the transfer. IDWR Exhibit 11 was reviewed by Mr. Hargreaves
to establish which City wells correlate with the points of diversion set forth in the transfer. IDWR
Exhibit 11 is a copy of 29-2274, including the director's report that lists 13 points of diversion.
Those same 13 points of diversion are reflected in the transfer, which are the last two pages of IDWR
Exhibit 11.
The chart below is the list of City wells associated with the points of diversion identified by

Mr. Hargreaves. Mr. Hargreaves also noted if the wells were part of the City's interconnected well
system and if they were stiil in operation.
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Point of Diversion

Well
Number

Notes

T6S R33E S IO NESE
Power Countv
T6S R33E Sl2 NESE
Power Countv
T6S R33E SI 5 SWNE
Power County

35

Part of the Airport System

11

Currently not owned by Pocatello

39

10

Part of the Airport System
Wells 35 and 39 are interconnected only
with each other
Not active
Not Dart of interconnected svstem
Part of interconnected system

9

Not in operation and is discontinued

12

Part of interconnected system

12

7

POD is the same as# 7u, POD. According
to Mr. Hargreaves there are two PODs but
not different wells
See condition 11 of transfer
No longer in existence.
Not Dart of interconnected svstem
Not in operation and is discontinued
Not Dart of interconnected svstem
Part of interconnected system

13

Part of interconnected system

44

Part of interconnected system

T6S R34E Sl5 NWSW
Bannock Countv
T6S R34E S26 NENW
Bannock County
T6S R34E S27 NWSE
Bannock County
T6S R34E S35 SENE
Bannock County
T6S R34E S35 SENE
Bannock County

T6S R34E S35 NWSE
Bannock County
T6S R34E S35 NWSE
Bannock County
T6S R34E S35 NWSE
Bannock County
TIS R34E Sl SESE
Bannock Countv
TIS R35E S16 SWSW
Bannock County

8

4
6

Five of the points of diversion, wells 7, 10, 12, 13, and 44, listed in the transfer are part of the
City's interconnected well system in town , as denoted by the bold font. Accordingly, these five
wells are points of diversion for the 21 water rights for the City's intown culinary system; 18 of those
water rights were recommended with conditioning language. 73 Wells 7, 10, 12, 13, and 44 do not

73

29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322,
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, and 29-13639. "If
other subcases relating to Transfer No. 5452 are identified at trial, the court may consider facts and
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have the condition when they are listed as points of diversion for 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375.
Also, well 39, which is one of the two wells for the airport culinary system, is unconditioned in
transfer 5452, but is conditioned on the recommendation for the two water rights for the airport
culinary system, 29-7450, 29-11344, and 29-13638. "Pocatello points out that adding a material
change to a water right subject to a formal transfer decision is an impermissible collateral attack on
an administrative decision. The SRBA disfavors such collateral attacks." First Order on Summary

Judgment, at 3.
Finally, the condition also contradicts IDWR's recommendation of 22 alternate points of
diversion for the 18 water rights. Thus, although each of the 18 rights has the same 22 alternate
points of diversion, in times of priority administration, the condition language does not list all 22
wells and in fact lists other wells that Pocatello has not used in years and cannot use. Specifically, in
times of priority administration, IDWR's condition language lists the following wells that are no
longer in existence, specifically Alameda well 6 (listed in the condition for 29-11339) and Alameda
well 7 (listed in the condition for 29-11339), Pocatello well 4 (listed in the condition for 29-13561),
Pocatello well 5 (listed in the condition for 29-13560), and Pocatello well 6 (listed in the condition
for 29-13562). The portion of these water rights associated with those wells would not be able to be diverted
because the wells do not exist Tr. Vol. III, pp 517-519 (Jay Ulrich). In times of administration, the condition
would prevent other interconnected wells from pumping the non-operable well's water; thus, the water right
amount associated with the non-operable well would not be usable. Tr. Vol. ill, pp. 504-505 (Jay Ulrich). 7 4

argument relating to Transfer No. 5452 at that time. However, there are insufficient facts of record
supporting a summary judgment ruling pertaining to Transfer No. 5452." First Order on Summary
Judgment, at 6.
74
See Appendix to Pocatello' s Post-Trial Brief, Section C - Spronk Water Engineers Comparison
of "Other Provisions Necessary" Language.
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2. The Language Is Counter To Idaho Supreme Court Precedent (And
IDWR/State Positions In Obtaining That Precedent).
The "other provisions necessary'' language invokes presumptions that are counter to the Idaho
Supreme Court decisions in Fremont-Madison and AFRD#2, and to the .positions of the State and
IDWR in obtaining both favorable decisions. The condition also invokes factual matters that IDWR
and the Idaho Supreme Court agree do not belong in the SRBA.
IDWR has just obtained a favorable decision from the Idaho Supreme Court in which it
argued the following in obtaining that favorable decision:
On the issue of interconnection, IDWR's position in the AFRD#2 case is that interconnection
is presumed for purposes of the adjudication.75 This is precisely Pocatello's position. IDWR
opposed the interconnection of Pocatello's surface water sources and its ground water sources, as did
the State on behalf of IDWR.
On the issue of highly complex factual issues not appropriate for the SRBA, IDWR's position
in AFRD#Z is that it is only later "in subsequent conjunctive administration of individual rights in
response to a delivery call" that the Director must determine the highly complex facts that relate to
the specific interrelationships or the degree of connectivity between specific water rights. [This is
precisely Pocatello's position.]

The Idaho Supreme Court agreed, stating that "water rights

adjudications neither address, nor answer, the questions presented in delivery calls."76 These
questions include "information on how each water right on a source physically interacts or affects

75

"Adjudicating a water right is not the same as administering a water right, and while the
presumption of interconnection applies to adjudicating water right claims in the SRBA, it does not provide a
sufficient factual basis for the subsequent conjunctive administration of individual rights in response to a
delivery call, as the SRBA court recognized." IDWR Reply Rrief in AFRD#2, p. 32.
76

Order, p. I 8.
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other rights on that same source." They also include "how the various ground and surface water
sources are interconnected, and how, when, where and to what extent the diversion and use of water
from one source impacts the water flows in that source and other sources. A & B Irrigation Dist. V.

Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411, 422, 958 P.2d 568, 579 (1997)."

The Court's

conclusion was, "That is precisely the reason for the CM rules and the need for analysis and administration
by the Director."77
IDWR's position as to the accomplished transfers for Pocatello's SRBA state law claims is directly
opposite to IDWR's position and the decision in AFRD#2. 78

3. The Language Is Counter To Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act And
Bears The Indicia Of An Unlawful Rulemaking.
The Department testified that the imposition of the condition language arises from
IDWR's "evolution" regarding conjunctive administration. In describing its evolution and the

77

"Additionally, the water rights adjudications neither address, nor answer, the questions presented in
delivery calls." P. 18, Order For example, the SRBA court determines the water sources, quantity,, priority
date, point of di version, place, period and purpose ofuse. I.C.42-1411 (2)( a)-(j). *** Moreover, a partial decree
need not contain information on how each water right on a source physically interacts or affects other rights on
that same source."(opinion p. 19) "Conjuctive administration 'requires knowledge by theIDWR of the relative
priorities of the ground and surface water rights, how the various ground and surface water sources are
interconnected, and how, when, shere and to what extent the diversion and use of water from one source
impacts the water flows in that source and other sources."' A & B Irrigation Dist. V. Idaho Conservation
League, 131 Idaho 411,422, 958 P.2d 568,579 (1997). That is precisely the reason for the CM rules and the
need for analysis and administration by the Director. (opinion p. 19)
78

IDWR's position, based on the decision in Basin-Wide Issue 5, is that the SRBA proceedings do
not include a factual determination of the specific interrelationships or the degree of connectivity between
specific water rights. IDWR's condition raises these highly complex factual questions that IDWR itself
asserts should not be adjudicated in the SRBA. However, IDWR did not investigate these facts, nor did it
develop any standards for evaluating these facts in the SRBA. Tr. Vol. I, pp. 79-80, 88; Tr. Vol. II, pp.
230,237,240,259, 244-247, 252, 288-289, 294, 328-329, 347-348; Tr. Vol. m, pp. 485-486, 603-609;
Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 624-629, 672, 731-737, 747-752, 778-787, 792-797, 803-805; Tr. Vol. V, pp. 845-847,
899-904, 945-952, 959-961, 971-987; Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1046-1065, 1080-1081, 1096-1133, 1146-1152.
For example, Pocatello' s expert, Greg Sullivan, explained that IDWR has not developed any standards or
criteria by which potential injury to local ground water rights can be evaluated and has not quantified the
amount of aquifer water level drawdown that is injurious. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 925 - 928.
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bases for the condition, IDWR testified about criteria that were part of uncompleted rulemakings
that followed IDWR's 1994 adoption of Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and
Ground Water Resources.79 Counter to Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act, IDWR began
using the ESPA transfer guidelines to evaluate accomplished transfers in the SRBA, instead of
completing the rulemaking it had begun. As a result of the summary judgment motion Pocatello
filed on November 30, 2006, and the SRBA hearing on summary judgment January 17, 2007,
IDWR and the State have acknowledged that the guidelines are not applicable law. 80
The Transfer Guidelines are a guidance document, unadopted pursuant to the Idaho APA,
that the Department has used since October 2002 to make determinations on applications for
formal transfers under Idaho Code § 42-222. To the extent that has informed the Department's
change in practice regarding conditioning of accomplished transfers in the SRBA, there is no
basis for the Court to grant any deference to the agency. In addition to being an unadopted
guidance document, the Transfer Guidelines are-by their terms-devoted to determinations

regardingfonnal transfers under l.C. 42-222 and are unrelated to I.C. 42-1425 accomplished
transfers. 81

79

A timeline of the uncompleted rulemakings is included in the appendix to Pocatello' s post-trial
brief. The timeline also includes IDWR's filings and IDWR's testimony regarding Pocatello' s state-law
claims.
so On January 17, 2007 hearing on summary judgment before Special Master Bilyeu, David Barber
made the following statements regarding the applicability of the Transfer Processing Memo: "The transfer
processing memo is not a regulation. It's not enforceable like a regulation .... they're [Pocatello] is
certainly right, the memo by its own terms does not directly apply to an accomplished transfer under 421425." (Hearing Tr. p. 48) "My perception of that memo is that is provides a more lenient standard than
what the common law provides in the state of Idaho. And I was simply cutting the City of Pocatello some
slack here." (Hearing Tr. p. 49) 'The City of Pocatello in its brief said or argued that the Transfer
Processing Memo was not a rule or regulation adopted in accordance with I.D.A.P.A., and I agreed with
that." (Hearing Tr. p. 75) Garrick Baxter further stated that "the transfer memo is guidance" and these rules
are "intended to guide agency actions." Hearing Tr. p.74.
81
The Transfer Processing Memo expressly states that it applies to formal transfers under J.C.
Section 42-222. IDWR Exhibit 1, Exhibit E, page I.
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The change in procedure requires a rulemaking under the AP A. As a matter of law,
IDWR's ESPA transfer guidelines, nor any of the other uncompleted rulemakings of the
Department [included in the timeline in the appendix], can be applied in the SRBA because "an
agency action characterized as a rule must be promulgated according to statutory directives for
rulemaking in order to have the force and effect of law." 82 Asarco listed six specific
characteristics that indicate when agency action amounts to a rule: (1) wide coverage, (2) applied
generally and uniformly, (3) operates only in future cases, (4) prescribes a legal standard or
directive not otherwise provided by the enabling statute, (5) expresses agency policy not
previously expressed, and (6) is an interpretation of law or general policy. 83
IDWR has applied the standards in the Transfer Processing Memo and the condition
remark language as a rule under Asarco. First, the condition has wide coverage - IDWR "now
[applies] this condition to other municipal water rights as they are recommended in the SRBA." 84
The condition applies generally and uniformly to all municipalities. 85 The condition operates only
in future cases because "the full impact of the accomplished transfer might not be seen for many
years." 86 The condition prescribed a legal standard that is not otherwise provided by enabling

82

Asarco v. State of Idaho, 138 Idaho 719, 723, 69 P.3d 139, 143 (2003).

83

Asarco v. State of Idaho, 138 Idaho 719, 723, 69 P.3d 139, 143 (2003), citing Woodland Private
Study Group v. State of New Jersey, 533 A.2d 387 (N.J. 1987).
84

Testimony of Dave Tuthill, Tr. Vol. II p. 295.

85

Dave Tuthill testified to the following: (1) IDWR's intent is to apply the condition ''uniformly in
the SRBA beginning with Pocatello." Tr. Vol. II p. 303, and (2) the condition "has now become IDWR' s
standard condition for municipalities that request alternate points of diversion on groundwater rights under
42-1425 or 42-222." Tr. Vol. Il p. 304.
86

Testimony of Dave Tuthill, Tr. Vol. Il p. 240.
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statute, and expresses agency policy not previously expressed. 87

MUNICIPAL PURPOSE OF USE FOR WATER RIGHT 29-7770. 88

C.

Water Right 29-7770 is appropriately claimed in the SRBA pursuant to LC. 42-1420. 89
Water Right 29-7770 has only been used for the City's biosolids program. It has the same use as
Water Rights 29-7118 and 29-7119, which IDWR stipulates are municipal purposes of use. This is
an admission that legally the wells associated with Pocatello's bioso!ids program have municipal
purposes of use.

Mr. Herrick's testimony established that water rights associated with the biosolids
program have always exclusively been used for land application ofbiosolids. This application is
quite distinct from irrigation of the land. 90

87

Dave Tuthill testified that the policy of imposing the condition language has "evolved over
time" and is a part IDWR's "evolution on how it handles claims under the accomplished transfer statutes'.''
Tr. Vol. Il pp. 269, 294.
88

These rights have never changed from their original municipal purpose of use. "It is possible
that the water use relating to 29-7118 and 2977119 could fit within the broad statutory and common law
definitions of 'municipal use,' since the rights are owned by a municipality and because the defmition of
municipal use if fairly broad. Pocatello may offer proof at trial that the puxpose of use changed after the
rights were licensed." Second Order on Summary Judgment at 4.
89

Under Kelso, this statement is wrong as a matter of law. "In order to overcome the licensed
elements, Pocatello must show a valid accomplished transfer under I.C. § 42-1425." Second Order on
Summary Judgment at l 1.
90

Specifically, the following information was established by Mr. Herrick's testimony:
a.

Mr. Herrick is very familiar with the history of the plant.

b. The biosolids plant was already fully operational when he arrived in 1981. Water rights 7118
and 7119 have always been exclusively used for biosolids application since he arrived.
c. The airport wells and application sites were subject to pre-approval by the EPA- which was
passed after a public notice and hearing period. These sites were specifically selected for the
Biosolids program.

s
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Jay Ulrich's testimony establishes that at the time 29-7770's application for permit was
submitted, the biosolids plant was already in operation. Pocatello requested the irrigation designation
in order to expedite the long-overdue licensing of 29-7770.

91

A review of the EPA online NPDES database revealed several documents discussing the early
operation of the Pocatello wastewater treatment plant and (therefore) usage of29-7118, 29-7119, and
29-7770. These documents establish that Pocatello's biosolids plant was operational well before the

d.

The plant is federally regulated by the EPA and state-regulated by DEQ. Pocatello submits
annual reports for compliance and is subject to inspections.

e.

The 'primary purpose' of these water rights is NOT for irrigation. Irrigation would imply that
the crops are being watered. The biosolids are not directly applied as 'food' for the plants they are applied to break down the waste. Sometimes, crops cannot be grown for over a year
after application. This is incongruous with the very definition of 'irrigation,' which is, 'the
artificial application of water to sustain growing plants.'

f.

The primary purpose of these rights is for the biosolids program.

g.

Pocatello does not irrigate the land. The farmers are the ones who actually irrigate the crops.
The farmers also sell the crops.

The City works with the farmers in select the type of crops that will accommodate the City's
biosolids program and the city monitors the land to ensure the farmers are not adding additional fertilizers
which will hlnder the program or contaminate the ground water.
91

Specifically, the following information was established by Mr. Ulrich's testimony:
h. Water right 29-7770 was put into operation in the ·~ct 1980's' for the biosolids program.

i.

Water rights 29-7118 and 7119 were used for the land application ofbiosolids prior to
1987.

j.

At the time of 29-7770' s application for permit was submitted, the biosolids plant was
already up and running. The well for 29-7770 was already dug and in use. It has always
been used for biosolids.

k. The long delay in licensing 29-7770 was caused by Swan Falls and the moratorium on
groundwater wells.
Pocatello ultimately requested the 'irrigation' designation because 'IDWR twisted its arm' and the
delay in licensing had been so long that Pocatello 'was not going to :fight' with IDWR any longer.
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November 19, 1987 SRBA commencement. 92

IDWR' s error of law in licensing 29-7770 for irrigation use is not binding on the SRBA
court or the City of Pocatello. The state and its agencies cannot be estopped by the mistakes of
law or fact of its agents. 93 Furthermore, "a prior decree is not considered 'conclusive' because it
cannot insulate the water right from re-examination of subsequent use." 94 Because a prior decree
or license is not conclusive evidence of the first use of a water right, this court is not estopped
from correcting an error of law in a license. 95

92

This information is publicly available on the EPA website at the following link.
http://oaspub.epa.gov/envira/pcs_det_reports.detaii_report?npdesid=ID0021784. Pocatello's biosolids plant
NPDES permit number is ID0021784. This link to theEPA's official website contains a published compilation
of all the data collected by the EPA during site visits and compliance sampling of the biosolids plant. Internet
publications of governmental documents and reports on an official website constitute an "official publication"
within Federal Rule of Evidence 902(5) (official publications are self-authenticating.) See Sannes vs. Jeff
Wyler Chevrolet, Inc., 107 Ohio Misc.2d 11, 736 N.E.3d 116 (1999); Elliott Assocs., L.P. v. Banco de la
Nacion, 194 F.R.D. 116, 121 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
Here is a brief timeline predating the SRBA.
a.

August 2, 1974: The original NPDES permit was issued for the plant.

b. June 21, 1978: The EPA commences annual compliance sampling of the
facility.
c. November 15, 1984: The EPA conducts a pretreatment audit of the facility.
d. April 18, 1985: TheNPDES permit was modified.
e. . November 13, 1985: Pocatello submits its first annual report for the facility.
f.

November 14, 1985: An enforcement plan is drafted for the facility.

September 15, 1987: The first pretreatment performance summary is completed.
93

See Kelso & Irwin, P.A. v. State Ins. Fund, 134 Idaho 130, 138, 997 P.2d 591, 599 (2000). See
also, Sagewillow, Inc. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, 138 Idaho 831,845, 70 P.3d 669,683 (2003).
94

Memorandum Decision and Order On Challenge and Order Disallowing Water Right Based
on Federal Law at 12-13, subcase 29-11609 (October 6) (emphasis added); citing State v. Hagerman
Water Right Owners, 130 Idaho 736, 741-42, 947 P.20 409, 414-15 (1997).
9
'

"Prior decrees have long been treated in the SRBA as persuasive evidence of the elements of a
water right. The court has repeatedly ruled that the SRBA is not an appropriate forum for collaterally
attacking a license or prior decree. The appropriate forum for asserting a prior decree is in error is an
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LC. 42-1425 applies to accomplished transfers not to errors of law. The operation of
Pocatello' s biosolids plant, the municipal purpose of use for the other three wells associated with this
biosolids plant (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-113??), and the corroboration that 29-7118, 29-7119, and
29-7770 have never been used for any other purpose, demonstrates that the municipal purpose of use
is correct as a matter of law and is not a function of Pocatello having changed the use of these wells
under an accomplished transfer theory. 96

D.

THE PRIORITY DA TES FOR ALAMEDA WELLS #1 AND #3.

Municipal rights must be proved by the same quantum of evidence as any other water right:
substantial evidence.

97

Substantial evidence is "evidence that a reasonable mind might accept as

adequate to support a conclusion."

98

Reviewing courts defer to an agency determination so long as

appeal of that decree. However, prior decrees are not conclusive proof of the elements of a water right. The
SRBA court has consistently recognized that change of use or failure to use a water right can sometimes
~hange a right after it is decreed. Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge and Order Disallowing
Water Right Based on Federal Law (Subcase No. 29-11609) (Oct. 6, 2006). For example, a decree can be
forfeited or abandoned. The elements of a right can be changed by an administrative transfer under I.C. §
42-222 or an accomplished transfer under l.C. § 42-1425." Second Order on Summary Judgmem at 9.
96

29-7770 is distinguished from River Grove Farms because the issue raised in River Grove did not
address an acknowledged error of law; here, IDWR acknowledges the municipal purpose of use for 29-7770.
River Grove addressed a condition (subordination remark) attached to licenses and the claimant in the SRBA
and IDWR did not agree about the condition. Correction of an error of law is not a collateral attack on the
license. 29-7770 is appropriately claimed under 42-1420, and IDWR' s error of law is not binding on this
Court or Pocatello. The filing of an SRB A claim for 29-7770 pursuant to Idaho Code 42-1420 and the
established law in Kelso, etc provide for this Court's authority to decree 29-7770 with a municipal purpose of
use, thereby correcting the error of law in 29-7770.
97

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that an appellate court will not disturb a lower court's
finding in respect to a water right priority where there is 'substantial evidence' in the record to support the
lower court's finding. Muir v. Allison, 33 Idaho 146, 191 P. 206 (1920). See also, Peck v. Sharrow, 96
Idaho 512,531 P.2d 1157 (1975), (requiring proofofwaterrightpriority by 'substantial and competent
evidence.')
98

Black's Law Dictionary 7u. Ed. 1999
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upon examination of the whole record, there is substantial evidence upon which the agency could
reasonably base its decision. 99
Pocatello provided substantial evidence that would allow a reasonable person to conclude
that the wells in question were undeniably in existence prior to the dates recommended by IDWR.
Pocatello has met its burden of proof by providing substantial evidence on priority. Carter
Fritschle's testimony shows that IDWR did NOT base its priority recommendation on the
substantial evidence provided by Pocatello. Pocatello provided sub?tantial evidence that would
allow a reasonable person to conclude that the wells in question were undeniably in existence
prior to the dates recommended by IDWR. The evidence in the timeline below constitutes
substantial evidence that a reasonable person would conclude (and Carter Fritschle did conclude)
that each well had been in existence prior to IDWR' s recommended dates. Everything in the
timeline is taken directly from the evidence and was admitted by Mr. Fritschle in crossexamination.

Timeline of water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639. (29-13558 claimed 1905 priority
date; IDWR recommended 7/16/1924. 29-13639 claimed 12/31/1940; IDWR recommended
10/22/1952)

1. 1905: Mr. A. Y. Satterfield, a pioneerresident of Alameda, settles in town.
(Alameda Enterprise, Pocatello Exhibit 150)

99

Under the Substantial Evidence Rule, "a reviewing court should uphold an administrative
body's ruling if it is supported by evidence on which the administrative body could reasonably base it
decision." Black's Law Dictionary 7th Ed. 1999, see also State v. Hagennan Water Right Owners, Inc.,
130 Idaho 727,947 P.2d 400 1997.
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2. Before July 17 th 1924: The 'first well' was dug to a depth of 65 feet and
provided a good supply of water. (Alameda Enterprise, Pocatello Exhibit
150)
3. July 17 th, 1924: North Pocatello and Fairview consolidate to form
Alameda. The Fairview water system was already in existence at this
time and was already extensively developed because it was purchased
for $30,000 in the consolidation. (Pocatello Tribune, Pocatello Exhibit
148)
4. after July 17 th , 1924: The 'first well' was drilled an additional 35 feet
and 'another well' was dug to 65 feet. All of this was done during the
term of the first mayor of Alameda. Alameda was consolidated on July
17th , 1924. (Alameda Enterprise, Pocatello Exhibit 150)
5. 1940: Alameda's population was 2,100. (Pocatello City Directory, 1962,
Pocatello Exhibit 151)
6. 1950: Alameda's population was 4,705. (Pocatello City Directory, 1962,
Pocatello Exhibit 151)
7. October 22nd , 1952: The water right application covers three wells
which were already 'completed and in use' on the date of application.
These wells were 'drilled and in use for varying periods of time in the
past, all in corporate limits of Alameda.' (City of Alameda Application

for Permit, Pocatello Exhibit 153)

' .4
4 .Ji.~
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Water Right 29,13558 should be decreed with a priority date of 1905. Water Right
29· 13639 claimed should be decreed with a priority date of 12/31/1940.

4 .}:~5
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V.

CONCLUSION
The Surface Water Coalition, whose members unquestionably have significant numbers

of water rights senior to many of Pocatello's state-law water rights, settled because they had no
fear that Pocatello's wells would injure their water rights. The settlement with the SWC is in
accordance with the facts and legal principles set forth in this Post-Trial Brief. Pocatello
respectfully requests that the decree of this Court accord with that settlement. The only
remaining issue is the 1905 priority date for 29-13558 and the 1940 priority date for 29-13639
which are supported by the substantial evidence before this Court.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 301h day of April 2007.

BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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Class Mail unless indicated as faxed or hand delivered:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Proceedings
On March 21, 1995, the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) district court issued its

Memorandum Decision and Order on Basin-Wide Issue No. 4; The Constitutionality ofLC. § 421425, LC. § 42-1426 and LC. § 42-1427, As Written ("Basin-Wide 4 Decision'1-

In that

decision, the SRBA district court ruled that Idaho Code §§ 42-1425, 42-1426, and 42-1427 are
constitutional "as interpreted.," rather than as written. R. Vol. ill. p.483. Although the SRBA
district court correctly held these three statutes, commonly referred to as the "amnesty statutes,"
constitutional, the district court applied an incorrect rule of statutory construction in its review of
the amnesty statutes.
·... )

The SRBA district court should not have examined the amnesty statutes in an effort to
derive a "core meaning." All that the district court needed to do was to apply the plain meaning
ofthe statutes as they are written. By adhering to the plain meaning of the amnesty statutes, the
SRBA district court could have avoided inserting additional language into the statutes affecting
their interpretation and implementation.
The State urges this Court to affinn the district court's determination that the amnesty
statutes are constitutional. However, this Court should also apply the proper rule of statutory
construction to its review of the amnesty statutes so that the intent of the legislature can be
preserved.

1
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B.

Course of the Proceedings
The SRBA district court designated Basin-Wide Issue No. 4 on December 7, 1994. The

parties were directed to address:
a.

The constitutionality of Idaho Code section 42-1425 (Supp. 1994), as written;

b.

The constitutionality of Idaho Code section 42-1426 (Supp. 1994), as written;

c.

The constitutionality of Idaho Code section 42-1427 (Supp. 1994), as written.

R. Vol. I. p.14. On March 21, 1995, the SRBA district court issued its Basin-Wide 4 Decision.
See R. Vol. III. p.471-483.

A number of parties filed motions for reconsideration and motions-for permission ·to· ..
appeal following the SRBA district court's decision. Because the State agreed with the district
court's ultimate conclusion that the amnesty statutes are constitutional, the State elected to

)
J

respond to the other parties' motions as opposed to joining those parties filing motions for
reconsideration.
On April 25, 1995, the State filed its Response to Motions for Rec_onsideration and in the
Alternative For Interlocutory Appeal. See R. Vol. ill. p.561-570. In its Response, the State

raised the same issues regarding the interpretation and implementation of the amnesty statutes
that are the subject of this appeal. On April 26, 1995, the district court ordered that the State's ·
response to the motions for reconsideration be stricken because, "despite the way it is framed and
captioned," the motion was "in effect a motion for reconsideration" filed outside the fourteen-day
time limit. R. Vol. III. p.577.
The appeal process following the Basin-Wide 4 Decision was complicated by confusion
regarding whether the decision was an interlocutory order, as prior Basin-Wide decisions had

2

been treated, or whether it was a final order that could be certified for appeal urider I.RC.P.
54(b). The SRBA district court initially granted a number of the parties' motions for permission
to appeal. See Order Denying Motions for Reconsideration, Granting Permissive Appeal, and

Granting, in part, Motion to Correct Errors, R. Vol. III. p.574 (discussing the standards for
allowing an immediate appeal from an interlocutory order). Subsequently, the SRBA district
court determined that the Basin-Wide 4 Decision was a final order. See Supplemental Order

Denying Motions for Reconsideration and Denying Permissive Appeal, R Vol. III. p.579 ("It
was the intent of this court that the [Basin-Wide 4 Decision] be a final, appealable order").

However, the Supplemental Order did not provide the certification required for an immediate
appeal of a final order.
On May 17, 1995, the SRBA district court issued its Revised Memorandum Decision and

Order on Basin-Wide Issue No. 4; The Constitutionality of J.C. § 42-1425, LC. § 42-1426 and
LC. § 42-1427, As Written ("Revised Basin-Wide 4 Decision"). R Vol. ill. p.600-610. The
district court issued the Revised Basin-Wide 4 Decision for two purposes.

First, the court

provided the rule 54(b) certification required for an immediate appeal of the decision as a final
order. R. Vol. III. p.609. Second, the district court wanted to "omit any ruling on the procedures
to be followed to implement" the amnesty statutes. R Vol. III. p.60 I.
The existence of two Basin-Wide 4 decisions prompted the parties to file a variety of
motions before this Court. Some parties had filed motions for acceptance of appeal in response
· to the district court's prior granting of motions for permission to appeal. Others immediately
filed notices of appeal, reflecting the district court's designation of the Revised Basin-Wide 4

Decision as a final order. On July 31, 1995, this Court clarified the appeal process by dismissing

4.)55
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all the notices of appeal. It also granted the motions for pennission to appeal in case nwnbers
99323, 99325 and 99326. See Order Re: Pending Matters, dated July 31, 1995.
On August 7, 1995, Pioneer Irrigation District and Sinclair Oil Corporation d/b/a Sun
Valley Company (the State will refer to these parties collectively as "Pioneer'') filed a Notice of
Appeal with the SRBA district court. R Vol. III. p.650-52. On August 14, 1995, Fremont-

Madison Irrigation District and Mitigation Group ("FM/MG") filed a Notice ofAppeal. R. Vol.
III. p.654-56. The State filed its Notice ofCross-Appeal on August 22, 1995. R. Vol. III. p.664-

67.
On September 6, 1995, this Court consolidated Pioneer's appeal in Case No. 22355 and
FM/MG's appeal in Case No. 22354. See Order Consolidating Appeals for the Appeal Record
and Oral Argument, dated September 6, 1995.
C.

Statement of Facts

The only issues presented by this case are questions of statutory interpretation. These
issues can be resolved by adhering to the plain meaning of Idaho Code §§ 42-1425, 42-1426 and
42-1427. As a result, there are no additional facts that will assist this Court in its consideration
of this case.

4

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
1.

Did the SRBA district court err when it altered both the meaning and application of the

amnesty statutes in an attempt to derive a "core meaning" rather than following the unambiguous
language of the statutes as written?
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
While the SRBA district court correctly held the amnesty statutes to be constitutional, it
misinterpreted those statutes based upon a perceived need to derive a "core meaning." The
district court's errors can be separated into two conceptual categories. First, the district court
misinterpreted certain aspects of Idaho Code§§ 42-1425, 42-1426 and 42-1427. In particular,
the district court changed the legislature's definition of the word "enlargement" as it is used in
the amnesty statutes. The legislature elected to describe "eb.largenielif' of water rights in relation

J

to the limits of that conduct authorized by the amnesty statutes. By contrast, the SRBA district
court defined "enlargement" by referring to the tangentially related concept of "expanded use."
By equating "enlargement" of water rights with "expanded use," the district court fundamentally
changed the meaning of the amnesty statutes. Second, the district court used its "core meaning" ·
review to adopt "procedures to be followed in implementing" the amnesty statutes that are
inconsistent with the language of the statutes. See R Vol. III. pp.477, 480, 482. The SRBA
district court subsequently deleted these "procedures" in its Revised Basin-Wide 4 Decision.
This Court should affirm the district court's decision that the amnesty statutes are
constitutional. This Court should reverse, however, those portions of the district court's BasinWide 4 Decision that conflict with the plain meaning of the statutes. Lastly, this Court should

'
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vacate the district court's sua sponte rulings on the procedures to be foUowed in implementing
the amnesty statutes.

ARGUMENT
The overriding principle that should guide this Court's review of the amnesty statutes is
that the legislature has broad power to control the appropriation of water without violating the
prior appropriation doctrine set out in the Idaho Constitution.

The SRBA district court

:-:nmmari7.ed that power in its Basin-Wide 4 Decision:
The legislature may control the means and methods of
appropriating water. The 1994 Idaho legislature's determination to
benefit certain water users who did not comply with the laws
governing appropriation is a policy matter over which the courts
have no jurisdiction, unless the action is otherwise
unconstitutional.

R. Vol. III. p.475.
This Court reached the same conclusion in

Big Wood Canal Co.

y.

Ch§pman, 45 Idaho

380, 401-02 (1927):
It is settled law in this state that the legislature may by proper
legislation regulate the appropriation and use of public waters.

This power is properly retained by the legislature because "deti,rmining how our scarce water
resources will best serve the State .•. is a matter peculiarly within the legislative and executive
branches."

I.

Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 640, 778 P.2d 757 (1989).

The SRBA District Court Applied The Wrong Rule Of Statutory Intemretation To Its
Review Of The Amnesty Statutes.
The SRBA district court ruled that it would uphold the constitutionality of the amnesty

statutes as long as "persons of reasonable intelligence can derive core meaning" from the
'!,<C'

,,f')
,:.-

statutes. R. Vol. ill. p.474. The district court explained that a core meaning exists when there
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are "sufficient legal standards so as to avoid the impossibility of ascertaining, by any reasonable
test, that the legislature meant one thing rather than another." Id. The court concluded that each
of the three amnesty statutes contain a core meaning that "can be determined through a
constitutional interpretation." Id While the district court was correct to hold that the statutes are
constitutionally valid, it should not have used the "core meaning" test to evaluate them.
In Olsen y. J.A. Freeman Co,, 117 Idaho 706, 791 P.2d 1285 (1990), this Court explained
that the "core meaning" test is generally limited to "void for vagueness" challenges to civil
statutes:

.. ·.

Although most decisions invoking the constitutional "void for
vagueness" doctrine have dealt with criminal statutes and
ordinances, this doctrine applies equally to civil statutes . . . .
However, greater tolerance is permitted when addressing a civil or
non-criminal statute as opposed to a criminal statute under the void
for vagueness doctrine .... A civil or non-criminal statute is not
unconstitutionally vague if persons of reasonable intelligence can
derive core meaning from it.

)

:: ...

,Olsm, 117 Idaho at 716, citing Cotton States Mut. Ins. Co, y. Anderson, 749 F.2d 663 (I l th Cir.

1984).
When reviewing a statute under the "core meaning" approach, courts should only nullify
allegedly vague statutory language when it is so unclear that it poses a threat to the due process
guarantees contained in the Idaho and United States Constitutions:
A statute denies due process of law and raises a constitutional
question only when it is so vague that men of common intelligence
must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its
application.
Olsen, 117 Idaho at 716. Thus, this Court's precedent anticipates a two-part test in order for the
"core meaning" test to apply.

First, the reviewing court must determine that some of the

statutory language in question is vague or ambiguous. Only after· this· determination is '"nlade· ·
7
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should the reviewing court proceed to rule on whether the statutory language is so lacking in a
"core meaning" that it offends the constitutional guarantee of due process. Stated this way, it is
apparent that "core meaning" review is an exceptional approach that should only be used in
limited situations.
In order for the SRBA district court to have properly applied the "core meaning" test to
its review of the amnesty statutes, the court had to conclude that some of the language contained
in the statutes is ambiguous. Yet, the district court's opinion does not identify the portions of the
amnesty statutes that it deems ambiguous. In fact, almost none of the actual text of the amnesty
statutes is cited in the Basin-Wide 4 Decision. The district court simply announced its intent to
search the entirety of the amnesty statutes for a "core meaning." Rather than engaging in an
open-ended effort to rewrite the amnesty statutes, the district court should have followed the

.)

familiar rules that apply to judicial review of statutes. When there is no indication that the
language of a statute is ambiguous, this Court has announced that a court's focus must be on the
actual language contained in a statute:
Statutory interpretation always begins with an examination of the
literal words of the statute .... In so doing, every word, clause and
sentence should be given effect, if possible.

Matter of Permit No, 36-7200, 121 Idaho 819, 823,-828 P.2d 848 (1992).
Judicial review focusing on the actual words of a statute is the only way to ensure that the
intentions of the legislature are preserved:

.

···''')·
.

The most fundamental premise underlying judicial review ... is
that, unless the result is palpably absurd, the courts must assume
the legislature meant what it said. Where a statute is clear and
unambiguous the expressed intent of the legislature must be given
effect

8
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Sweeney

y. Otter, 119 Idaho 135, 138, 804 P.2d 308 (1990), quoting State, Dept. of Law

Enforcement v. One 1955 Wi11ys Jeep. 100 Idaho 150,153,595 P.2d 299 (1979).. Furthermore,
when "the language is unambiguous, there is no occasion for the application of rules of
construction." Sweeney. 119 Idaho at 138. The SRBA district court did not adhere to these
fundamental principles in its analysis of the amnesty statutes.

Therefore, this Court should

reverse the district court's interpretations of the amnesty statutes that are not based on the actual
language of the statutes. This Court should also vacate the district court's sua sponte ruling on
the procedures necessary to implement the amnesty statutes.

II.

The Amnesty Statutes Reflect The Legislature's Desire To Incorporate Currently Existing
Water JJse Practices Into The SRBA,
Unlike real property, water rights are not subject to a neat metes and bounds description.

)

Rather, a water right is defined in terms of how it is used. The use of a water right is influenced
by factors such as the lands owned by the claimant, technological advances in both water
delivery methods and production equipment, and the type of crops grown. Unfortunately, water
rights' records have not been kept current with these changes. The challenge that confronts the
State in the SRBA is how to appropriately incorporate these changes that have occurred
gradually over time into a water rights decree.
In many instances, it is difficult to identify when the changes occurred or produce
evidence to support the changes. Because changes have occurred without objection by affected
water users, and because undoing these changes would impose significant hardships on water
users and local economies, the legislature determined that fairness required that these changes be
reflected in the SRBA decree unless someone could prove injury to an existing water right. The

· •• -:I
.. ,!
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amnesty statutes do not reflect an abandonment of the prior appropriation doctrine. They are a
means to develop a uniform baseline for the definition of water rights.
The SRBA district court's Basin-Wide 4 Decision purports to interpret the meaning of the
·amnesty statutes.

Completely absent from the opinion, however, is any discussion of the

legislative findings of fact found in the amnesty statutes. This Court has ruled that legislative
findings and declarations are "normally afforded great deference." Idaho Water Resource Board
v. Kramer, 97 Idaho 535, 559, 548 P.2d 35 (1976). Such findings "will not be overturned ...
unless [they are] found to be arbitrary or unreasonable." Id. Implicit in that observation is that
reviewing courts should also be reluctant to completely disregard the legislature's factual
findings.
Current water use practices within the Snake River basin are the product of well over 100
·/

I

years of evolving technology and changing irrigation practices. Some of this evolution took
place in the interim period between the initial enactment of the mandatory licensing statutes
(1963 and 1971 for groundwater and surface water, respectively) and the commencement of the
SRBA in 1987. During this time, the perspective on what is necessary to define a water right has
also evolved. As a result, the description of water rights in Idaho varies greatly.
A primary goal of the SRBA is to "establish, through an adjudication a uniform
description for surface water rights, ground water rights and water rights which include storage."
Idaho Code§ 42-1427(1)(a). As new elements are added to the existing water rights, however,
the description of the elements must reflect historic water use patterns to the extent they are
consistent with the prior appropriation doctrine.

The amnesty statutes are designed to

incorporate three relatively common scenarios into the compilation of water rights taking place
within the SRBA.
10

In some cases, water use constituting the transfer of a water right occurred years ago
without objection. In others, water users have improved irrigation delivery methods that have
allowed an increase in the number of acres irrigated under the existing diversion rate. This, too,
has occurred for years without objection.

Finally, many water users who are actually

appropriating water for beneficial uses hold decrees and licenses that do not adequately describe
the elements of the water right they are exercising. Indeed, there is no way for some of the
holders of these rights to provide proof regarding the missing elements of their rights. In these
three cases, the legislature determined that it is the best interest of the public to incorporate these
historic practices into the SRBA. In order to achieve the legislature's intent, the exemptions
provided by the legislature through the amnesty statutes must be preserved as they are written.
a.

·)

Idaho Code § 42-1425 Prev!l!Lts The Denial Of A Water Right Claim Based So]e)y
On A Failure To Comply With Statatmy TransferPmcedures,

The SRBA district court correctly held that the ''meaning of J.C. § 42-1425 is that it
allows a party holding a valid decreed, licensed or constitutionally appropriated water right to
claim an accomplished change to that right in the SRBA." R. Vol. III. p.475. The district court
was also correct to hold that the "claimed change can be .only as to place of use, purpose of use,

point of diversion, nature of use or period of use and must have been completed prior to
November 19, 1987." Id The legislature's intent in authorizing "accomplished" transfers was to
prevent the denial of a water right claim "based solely upon a failure to comply with" statutory
transfer procedures when there is no injury to other water users and the transfer does not
represent an enlargement of the water right. Idaho Code § 42-1425(l)(b). This process was
enacted to streamline the adjudication by providing a substitute for the transfer process required

(f)

by Idaho Code § 42-222.

II
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The SRBA district court was incorrect, however, to interpret section 42-1425 as requiring
the party claiming an accomplished transfer to "prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
the [accomplished transfer] did not injure any other water right which was in existence as of the
date of the [transfer]." R. Vol. III. p.475. Rather than assigning burdens of proof to specific

\<.J
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parties, section 42-1425 anticipates that IDWR will initially recommend the change if no injury
is apparent:

If an objection is filed to a claim for accomplished change of place
use, purpose of use, point of diversion, nature of use or period of
use, the district court shall remand the water right to the [IDWR]
for further hearing to determine whether the change injured a water
right existing on the date of the change . or constituted an
enlargement of the original water right After a hearing, the
director shall submit a supplemental report to the district court
setting forth his findings and conclusions.

·)

Idaho Code § 42-1425(2)(a). Thus, a hearing is necessary only if an objection is filed. In those
cases, the assignment of burdens of proof should be consistent with the burdens established by
Idaho Code § 42-222. If either party is unsatisfied with IDWR's determination, that party may'\<]
seek review of the IDWR determination before the district court. Id.

As the district court

observed, a "court is not authorized to substitute its judgment for that of the legislature." R. Vol. ·
III. p.473. Therefore, the dispute resolution process that is actually contained in section 42-1425
should be given effect

b.

Idaho Code§ 42-)427 Requires IDWR To Recommend The Elements Of Each
Water Right That Are Necessary According To Idaho Code § 42-1409. ·

Idaho Code § 42-1411 sets out a uniform list of elements for each water right to be
decreed. Section 42-1409 requires each claimant to describe every element as part of a "notice of
claim" in order for the claim to be complete. In many cases, "it is not possible to establish with

·)

any degree of certainty" all of the elements qf a particular water right that are anticipated by
12
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section 42-1409. Idaho Code § 42-1427(l)(b). Many decrees simply do not describe each
element because they were-wmecessary at the time or because such elements were not previously
required.
Rather than allow holders of "ambiguous" decrees and licerues to be placed at a
disadvantage, section 42-1427 requires IDWR to "include recommendations [in each Director's
Report] for those elements not defined by prior license or decree based on the extent of beneficial
use of the water right as of the date of the commencement of the adjudication." Idaho Code
§ 42-1427(2). However, section 42-1427(l)(b) plainly states that a claimant cannot attempt to

exceed "any previously determined and recorded element of the decreed or licensed water right"
merely because one or more elements of the water right are ambiguous.

Once again, the

legislature determined that it was in the "public interest" to require IDWR to update and
)

standardiz.e the "elements of existing water rights based upon conditions existing on the date of
commencement ofthe" SRBA. Idaho Code§ 42-1427(l)(b).
The SRBA district court's interpretation ofsection42-1427 is, frankly, confusing. See R.
Vol. III. pp.481-83. The district court does cite the language of section 42-1427 and does not
acknowledge the problem that the section attempts to solve. Instead, the district court ruled that
the "core meaning" of section 42-1427 "prohibits it from being used to assert a claim to any
expanded, enlarged or changed use of a water right." R. Vol. III. p.481. This holding illustrates
two important points.
First, it demorutrates the flaw in examining an unambiguous statute, such as section
42-1427, for a "core meaning." Preventing water right claimants from achieving "expanded,
enlarged or changed" water rights is obviously not the primary focus of section 42-1427. The

J
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legislature sets out the reasons for the enactment of section 42-1427 in unmistakable terms. The
district court cannot ignore statutory language under the guise_ of searching.for "core meaning."
Second, as the discussion below points out, the SRBA district court's concern over the
legislature's policy decision to allow certain "enlargements" of water rights clearly distracted the
court from its examination of sections 42-1425 and 42-1427.

III.

This Court Can Clarify The Meaning: Of The Amnesty Statutes
Meaning Of"BoJargement" Found In The Statutes.

By Adhering To Ihll.'\<:]
~

Both Idaho Code § 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute, and Idaho Code
§ 42-1426, the enlargement statute. refer to the "enlargement" of water rights. Many of the flaws

in the SRBA district court's interpretation of the amnesty statutes revolve around its analysis of
the word "enlargement." As the district court explained, its "interpretation of 'enlargement' will
control. in part, the core meaning of the amnesty statutes." R. Vol. III. p.476.
During its discussion of section 42-1425, the district court observed that section 42-1425
"uses the term 'enlargement' but the term does not define it."1 R. Vol. III. p.476. Rather than
examining the remaining text of the amnesty statutes for the legislative guidance on the meaning
of "enlargement," the court simply announced the following definition of the word
"enlazgement":
It must be concluded, therefore, that an "enlargement," as used ~ the amnesty statutes, cannot include any increase in the amount o
water originally decreed, licensed or constitutionally appropriated.
·
~ No increase in the amount of water means, at a minimum, no
increase in either the rate of diversion or the annual volume of
water diverted.

'S?s'.J

(fu1J

Without explanation, the SRBA district court elected to interpret the meaning of the term
"enlargement" as part ofits discussion of section 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute,
rather than interpreting "enlargement''. during its discussion of section 42-1426, the enlargement
statute. R. Vol. III. p.476.
14
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R. Vol. III. p.476.

The district court went on to apply this definition of enlargement to

§ 42-1426. R. Vol. Ill. p.478 n.4.

The district court's definition of "enlargement'' is not contained anywhere in the amnesty
·· statutes. The district court recognized as much· when it·refurred- to- its- analysis as a "baseline
interpretation." Id Since it is the legislature's job to define the terms it uses, not the SRBA
district court's, this Court should reverse the district court's interpretation and give effect to the
plain meaning of the term "enlargement" to the amnesty statutes.

a.

Idaho Code § 42-l 426 Defines "Enlargement" By Estabijshjng The Parameters Of
Authorized Additional Water Use,

Idaho Code § 42-1426(l)(a) describes the water use practice commonly referred to as
enlargement:
[P]rior to the commencement of the [SRBA] and subsequent to the
mandatory permit system provided in sections 42-201 and 42-229,
Idaho Code, persons entitled to the use of water or owning any
land to which water has been made appurtenant by decree, license
or constitutional appropriation have, through water conservation
and other means, enlarged the use ofsaid water without increasing
the rate of diversion and without complying with the mandatory
permit system adopted by the legislature (emphasis added).
In addition, the statute explains that many claimants have exercised their water rights in
conjunction with the enlarged use of other water users:
Enlargements have been done with the knowledge of other water
users, and water has been distributed based upon a water rights
system that reflected these enlarged uses.
Idaho Code § 42-1426(l)(a).

Finally, section 42-1426(l)(a) summarizes the public interest

values that the legislature is attempting to protect by providing amnesty for certain "enlarged"
uses:

/I -, .~
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It is in the public interest to waive certain statutory provisions for
the appropriation of water that has been diverted and applied to
beneficial use to insure the economic and agricultural base in the
state of Idaho as it existed on the date of the commencement of the
[SRBA] and to maintain historic water use patterns existing on that
date.

)

Idaho Code§ 42-1426(2) correspondingly provides amnesty for enlarged uses of water by
exempting water right holders from the mandatory permit requirements contained in Idaho Code
§§ 42-201 and 42-229 as long as two conditions are met. First, the combination of an "original
water right and the separate water right for the enlarged use, combined, shall not exceed the rate
of diversion authorized for the original water right." Idaho Code § 42-1426(2). Second, the
"enlargement" cannot cause injury to "water rights existing on the date of the enlargement of
use." Id If the enlargement does not violate either of these two parameters, it has a ''priority
date as of the date of the enlargement." Id Completely absent from the prohibitions set out in
section 42-1426 is an increase in either consumptive use of water or total volume of water
diverted that is not causing an injury to another water user.
b.

The SRBA District Court Incorrectly Transformed The Meaning Of Enlargement
Contajned In Section 42-1426 Into "Expanded Use" As That Phrase Is Used In
Idaho Code Section 42-14J 6B(.5)(a),

Rather than referring to the description of "enlargement" contained in section 42-1426,
the SRBA district court looked to the phrase "expanded use" found in the 1986 Adjudication
Code's "critical ground water area" provision:
"Expanded use" means an increase in the number of acres irrigated,
or other additional use, under a valid ground water right without
any increase in the rate of diversion or volume of water diverted.

4.)G8
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R. Vol. III. p.476, quoling Idaho Code§ 42-1416B(S)(a). Toe district court found this definition
to be appropriate because it "comports with Idaho ca.~e law defining 'injury' but is by no means
inclusive as

to what constitutes 'injury."' R. Vol. III. p.476.

This ruling is incorrect for two

reasons.
First, the legislature did not use the phrase "expanded use" or the phrase "expansion of

use" in granting the exemption contained in section 42-1426. Likewise, section 42-1426 does
not refer to section 42-I416B and there is no suggestion that the policy goals of the two
provisions are similar. Indeed, the SRBA district court's election to look beyond the amnesty~ ~
statutes to determine the meaning of"enlargement" is contrary to the district's court emphasis on \ } ;
the importance of reading statutes "in their statutozy context to give meaning to discreet [sic]
sections which may be challenged." See R. Vol. III. p.473-74, quoting City of Sandpoint Y,

•

··)

Sandpoint Independent Highway District, 126 Idaho 145, 879 P.2d I 078 (1994).
}

s:con~e district court's analysis destroys the meaning of the word "enlargement."

~

As the State explained above, section 42-1426 grants amnesty for certain eolargements provided

those enlargements do not constitute an increase in the rate of a diversion or cause injury to

2

The SRBA district court also referred to a prior district court decision where the concept
of"expa.a.sion of use" was discussed:

[Expansion of use] does not mean an expansion of the amount of water to which a user is
entitled. To hold otherwise would be contrary to existing law. Such a change in Idaho water law
is so significant that it is presumed the legislature would have clearly stated such an intention if it
existed.

R. Vol. Ill. p.476. As the State has consistently maintained in appeals arising from the SRBA
district court, the district court's rulings on other matters, and its perception of the arguments
presented to it in other matters, have no relevance to its rulings on the facial constitutionality of
the 1994 Amendments to the SRBA code. Reference to decisions ba.~ed on earlier statutes is
particularly inappropriate because the amnesty statutes represent "a change in Idaho water law."

;:_ J ·
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another water user. Without any statutory authority, the district court inserted the additional
element that an enlargement cannot increase the annual volume of a given diversion. R. Vol.

m.

p.476.

c.

The SRBA District C011rt Incorrectly Ruled That Its Interpretation Of The Word
"Enlargement" Was Necessacy To Avoid Violating The Prior AJ;!proprlatfon
Doctrine,

The SRBA district court justified its "baseline inteipretation" of the term "enlargement''
on its conclusion that such an interpretation "avoids violation of the prior appropriation
doctrine," R. Vol. III. p.476, as that doctrine is set out in the Idaho Constitution:
Decreeing a priority date as of the day of completion of the
enlargement will not violate article XV, § 3 of the Idaho
Constitution if the claimant has met the burden of proving an
absence of any injury and if the enlargement does not include any
increase in the rate of diversion or annual volume of water
diverted.
R. Vol. ill. p.479. The implication in the quoted passage is that a literal application of the

amnesty statutes will violate certain limits on the appropriation of water protected by article XV,
§ 3 of the Idaho Constitution. The district court has confused the requirements established by the

Idaho Constitution and the subsequent conditions enact¢ by the legislature.
There is no question that article XV, § 3, of the Idaho constitution provides certain
guarantees that cannot be compromised by legislative, executive or judicial action.

The

legislature, like the judiciary, must act in conformity with the Idaho Constitution. However, it is
equally clear that the legislature has plenary power to make changes to existing Jaw as long as
those changes do not offend the Idaho Constitution.. This Court has recognized the distinction
between the minimum requirements contained in article XV, § 3, and the subsequent conditions
placed on the appropriation of water by the Idaho Legislature:

18

Prior to the enactment of [the permit and license procedure
established by Idaho Code § 42-20 I] in 1971, there were two
distinct and equally valid methods whereby a water right could be
acquired: the constitutional method and the statutory method.
Parlee v, Bell, 97 Idaho 67, 69, 539 P.2d 995 (1975). Historically, there was no requirement that
appropriators comply with mandatory permit and licensing procedures. Those procedures are a
relatively recent product of the legislature, not the Idaho Constitution.
The unambiguous language of section 42-1426 demonstrates that its purpose is to provide
an exemption from specific statutory procedures, not bypass the requirements of the prior
appropriation doctrine found in the Idaho Constitution.

The descriptive heading of section

42-1426 states that the provision concerns "[wJaiver of mandatory permit requirements."
Subsection (2) states that section 42-1426's only effect is to ensure that the "mandatory permit
requirements of sections 42-201 and/or 42-229 ... are waived." An exemption from mandatory
j

statutory permit requirements has absolutely no relevance to the protections contained in article

XV, § 3. Therefore, the Idaho Constitution provides no shelter for the district court's election to
change the meaning of the amnesty statutes.

IV.

The SRBA District Court Has No Authority To Unilaterally Mandate Procedures For
Implementing The Amnesty Statutes
As part of its "core meaning" review, the SRBA district court engaged in what it tenned

· "constitutional interpretation of the procedures" necessary to implement the amnesty statutes. R
Vol. ill. p.477.

The result of this "constitutional interpretation" is that the district court

completely ignored the procedures developed by the legislature in the amnesty statutes. When
the SRBA district court issued the Basin-Wide 4 Decision, the remainder of the 1994
Amendments to the adjudication code had been hel_d to be unconstitutional.

19
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Since that time, this Court has upheld the constitutionality of the vast majority of the
1994 Amendments. See State

of Idaho v. United States, 95.18 ISCR 816 (1995).

In particular,

this Court recognized the legislature's power to enact "special procedures" in order to conduct
the SRBA. Id. at 819. As a result, the SRBA district court cannot ignore the procedures set out
in the amnesty statutes in favor of its own judgment regarding the implementation of the amnesty
statutes.
The SRBA district court's procedural rulings are set out verbatim below. The State urges
this Court to vacate those portions of the Basin-Wide 4 Decision. Where the amnesty statutes
actually include procedures for their implementation, the legislature's intentions must be
followed. 3 Where the amnesty statutes are silent as to implementation procedures, the SRBA
district court should work in coordination with IDWR and the parties to the SRBA to develop

.)

additional procedures.
For section 42-1425, the district court mandated the following'procedures:
Further inteq,retation of this section requires a discussion
of the procedures to be followed in implementing the statute.
1.C. § 42-1425(a) contemplates an affirmative remand of
Notice(s) of Claim for a "hearing" to determine issues of injury or
enlargement and, thereafter, the court receives a "supplemental
report" consisting of the director of IDWR's "findings and
conclusions." The following constitutional interpretation of the
procedures is necessary for this process to work.
A court is incapable of effectuating "remand" of a pleading
to an executive agency. A Notice of Claim is a pleading, just as
the director's report is a pleading. I.C. § 42-1412(4) (1990).
Claimants who previously filed a Notice of Claim in reliance on
I.e.§§ 42-1416 or 42-1416A should be allowed to amend their
previously filed Notke(s) of Claim to assert a "change" from the

.J

3

Uncodified section 34 contains some additional procedures intended to facilitate the differences
between the presumption statutes and the amnesty statutes.
20

original use of a water right. Toe claimant must decide if the
original Notice of Claim needs to. be amended in order to fully
state the claim for the change in the use. Foil owing amendment,
IDWR shall file a "Supplemental Director's Report for Amended
Notices of Claim" in each of the three test basins and make its
"recommendation" to the court as to how the changes should be
decreed. An objection and response period will follow this filing.

..')·
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Claimants in Reporting Areas I, 2 and 3 who choose to
amend their Notice of Claim pursuant to LC.§ 42-1425, as
interpreted by this court, shall file an "Amendment to Notice of
Claim for Water Right No. _ _ _." Toe amended Notice of
Claim shall distinguish the "original" water right from the
"changed" water right through specific description of each element
of the water right as specifically set out in LC.§ 42-1409 (1990)
for the original use arid fcir the change. Claimants who originally
filed a Notice of Claim in reliance on I.C. § 42-1416 or 42-1416A
and who had deviated from the use of their water right as originally
decreed, licensed or registered should already have filed their
Notices of Claim .for the change with the specificity necessary
here. It will be left to the discretion of the claimant to decide if the
original Notice of Claim provided the information necessary for
proceeding under LC.§ 42-1425.
Claimants in Reporting Areas I, 2 and 3 shall file any
amendment based on the amnesty statutes within 60 days from the
date of notice of this order. Ninety (90) days after the close of the
amendment period, the State of_ Idaho shall file a Supplemental
Director's Report for Amended Notices of Claim in each of the test
basins. Since IDWR has already conducted an investigation of the
water right as originally claimed in the SRBA and the
recommendations in the director's reports filed with the court were
based on that investigation as required by I.R.C.P. 11, there is no
need for further investigation. Toe original investigation should
provide the necessary basis for any modification to IDWR's
recommendation.
Claimants in Reporting Areas I, 2 and 3 shall be advised
that pursuant to LC.§ 42-1412(11) (1990), the objection and
response periods for this Supplemental Director's Report for
Amended Notices ofClaim are 30 days each.

'>:.J

All other claimants in the SRBA who originally filed
Notices of Claim in reliance on J.C.§ 42-1416 or LC.§ 42-1416A
shall also have 60 days to file an Amendment to Notice of Claim
21
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for Water Right No. ____ with IDWR. The director shall
include the recommendation for the amended Notice(s) of Claim in
the director's report to be filed in the remaining reporting areas.
Notice shall be by personal service on all persons who filed
Notice(s) of Claim in reliance on, or where rights were
recommended by the State of Idaho under, LC.§ 42-1416 or
I.C. § 42-1416A.
The core meaning found and the procedures set forth above
shall govern IDWR's recommendations and the judicial decree of
water rights.
· ··R. Vol. m. pp.477-78.
There is no support in the actual language of section 42-1425 for any of the procedures
created by the district court.

Indeed, the only procedure actually contemplated by the

accomplished transfer statute regards the procedure to be followed when there is an objection to
the accomplished transfer of another claimant. See Idaho Code § 42-1425(2)(a); supra, section
II.a. The SRBA district court must adhere to the procedures set out in section 42-l 425(2)(a). All
other procedures should be developed in a cooperative manner by the district court, IDWR and
the parties.
The SRBA district court also mandated "the procedures to be followed in implementing
LC. § 42-1426":
All persons in the SRBA who previously filed a Notice of
Claim in reliance on I.C. §§ 42-1416 or 42-1416A will be allowed
the opportunity to amend their previously filed Notices of Claim to
claim an "enlargement." These claimants shall be given an
opportunity to file an Amendment to Notice of Claim for Water
Right No. ____ within 60 days from the date of notice of this
order. The amended claim shall distinguish the "original" right
from the "enlarged" right by describing each element of the right
for both the original and enlarged use. I.C. § 42-1409 (1990). It is
possible that claimants who originally asserted an enlarged claim
under a predecessor statute will forego amending their Notice of
Claim. .This order does not compel the filing of an amendment to
22

the original Notice of Claim. The claimant can decide the
necessity of such a filing. Since the "investigation" of the original
Notice of Claim was completed prior to the director's reports being
filed in Reporting Areas 1, 2 and 3, there is no need for further
investigation. The original investigation should provide the
infonnation necessary on which IDWR can base a
recommendation.
Within 90 days of the close of the time for filing an
amendment in Reporting Areas l, 2 and 3, IDWR shall file a
Supplemental Director's Report for Amended Notices of Claim in
each of these reporting areas. An objection and response period
will follow the filing of the Supplemental Director's Report for
Amended Notices of Claim. Claimants shall be advised that
pursuant to I.C. § 42-1412(11) (1990), the objection and response
periods for the Supplemental Director's Report for Amended
Notices ofClaim are 30 days each.
Following the filing of the Supplemental Director's Report
for Amended Notices of Claim, IDWR shall publish a "Notice of
Water Rights Recommended by the State ofIdaho as Enlarged," in
accordance with LC.§ 42-1426(3). Within 120 days from the last
publication of notice, those persons who are not parties to the
SRBA because they did not file a Notice of Claim, but who have
filed an application for a water right prior to July 1, 1994, must file
a Motion to Participate, accompanied by an objection, in a water
right subcase to assert a claim of "injury." An applicant or a
permittee of a water right for which no Notice of Claim was filed
in the SRBA must seek leave of court to participate in a water right
dispute pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1. The court will
allow a non-party to become a party, therefore binding them to the
decree, through application of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
and rules of the SRBA.
All other claimants in the SRBA who originally filed
Notices of Claim in reliance on I.C. § 42-1416 or 42-1416A shall
also have 60 days to file an Amendment to Notice of Claim Water
Right No. _ _ _ with the State of Idaho. IDWR shall include
its recommendation for the "amended" Notice of Claim in the
director's report for the remaining reporting areas.
Procedures for service of process under I.C. § 42-1426 shall
be as previously set forth. IDWR shall file ilile. Supplemental
Report for Amended Notices ofClaim in each of the three reporting
areas that includes recommendations for claims asserted under I.C.
23

§ 42-1425, I.C. § 42-1426 or J.C.§ 42-1427. The court does not
intend that a separate supplemental report be filed for each amnesty
statute. One supplemental report with one controlling objection
and response period will be less confusing and less costly. It is
further intended that one notice be given to all claimants who
originally filed a Notice of Claim in reliance on I.C. §§ 42-1416 or
42-1416A. Economy and due process are served by a single notice
and supplemental report in a reporting area, followed by one
objection and response period.
This core meaning shall govern the State of Idaho's
recommendations and will govern judicial resolution of disputes.

R Vol. ill. pp.480-81.
.

'

Once again, there is no support in the actual language of section 42-1426 for any of the
4

district court's procedural rulings.

Subsection (3) of section 42-1426 contains the procedures

anticipated by the legislature for the implementation of the enlargement statute. The language is
plain and the goals are straightforward. The district court must adhere to the procedures created

)

by the legislature.
Finally, the SRBA district court ruled that the "procedures governing [section 42-1427]
'

shall be consistent with the procedures described for I.C. §§ 42-1425 and 42-1426." R. Vol. ill.
p.482. The district court also mandated the following additional procedures:
All that may be necessary is a supplemental
recommendation by IDWR which is consistent with the law of the
case. However, the court will allow 60 days for filing of
amendments.
All procedures governing amendments and a
supplemental report shall be consistent with the procedures
described for I.C. §§ 42-1425 and 42-1426.

4

j

The SRBA district court also ruled that the "separation of powers doctrine" does not allow it to
"mitigate any injury to a water right existing on the date of enactment of this act." R. Vol. III.
p.479. This Court has already held that the 1994 Amendments to the adjudication code do not
give rise to a separation of powers problem. Slate ofidaho Y, United States. 95.18 ISCR 816.
Furthermore, the SRBA district court can easily determine the procedure for the "mitigation of
injury," by following the plain language of Idaho Code § 42-1426(2).
24

In the three current reporting areas for water rights
previously claimed pursuant to J.C.§ 42-1416(3)(a-b) (1990),
IDWR shall include its recommendation for these amended claims
in the Supplemental Director's Report for Amended Notices of
Claim to be filed in each. The same objection and response period,
30 days respectively, will be allowed. Service of notice of the time
periods shall be as described as to I.C. §§ 42-1425 and 42-1426.
All other claimants in the SRBA shall also have 60 days to
file an Amendment to Notice of Claim for Water Right No.
- - - - and IDWR shall include its recommendation in the
director's reports to be filed. The core meaning, as interpreted,
shall govern the recommendation and judicial resolutions of
disputes.
R. Vol. III. pp.482-83.
There is no support in the actual language of section 42-1427 for the procedures created
by the district court. Subsection (2) of section 42-1427 sets out a very simple process that IDWR
must follow in developing recommendations for the elements of water rights covered by the

)
ambiguous decree statute. See, supra section Il.b. The SRBA district court must adhere to the
procedures enacted by the legislature.
CONCLUSION

The policy choices made by the legislature in the amnesty statutes are essential to ensure
that the goals of the SRBA are met. This Court should uphold the constitutionality of the

25

amnesty statutes as they are written, not as they have been interpreted by the SRBA district

Court
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INTRODUCTION
The State of Idaho ("State") submits this reply brief to respond to the issues raised by
-·· · - -Idaho· Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA'') and· the United States in their opening briefs.
The State agrees with the interpretations of Idaho Code §§ 42-1425, 42-1426 and 42-1427 (the
"amnesty statutes") advanced by Fremont-Madison Irrigation District and Mitigation Group
("FM/MG"), Pioneer Irrigation District and Sinclair Oil Corporation, d/b/a Sun Valley
Company, 1 in both their opening and reply briefs.
The initial round of briefing in this appeal has produced general agreement on many of
the issues raised by the Memorandum Decision and Order on Basin-Wide Issue No. 4; The

Constitutionality ofl.C. § 42-1425, LC.§ 42-1426 and LC.§ 42-1427, As Written (''Basin-Wide
4 Decision").
)

In fact, there are only two disputed issues befure this Court. The first issue

revolves around the meaning of Idaho Code § 42-1426 (''the enlargement statute"). The State,
FM/MG and Pioneer agree that the unambiguous language actually contained in Idaho Code
§ 42-1426 should govern its meaning. IGWA and the United States, on the other hand, advance

two different interpretations of section 42-1426 that are not based on the language of the statute.
The second disputed issue ip this appeal is whether application of the plain meaning of
Idaho Code§ 42-1426 violates the Idaho Constitution. The State, Pioneer and FM/MG agree
that the legislature's decision to grandfather certain water use practices that did not fully comply
with statutory permit requirements does not offend any portion of the Idaho Constitution. IGWA
and, to a lesser degree, the United States believe that the interpretation of section 42-1426
advanced by the State will violate the prior appropriation doctrine and retroactively damage
I

The State will continue to collectively refer to Pioneer Irrigation District and Sinclair Oil
Corporation, d/b/a Sun Valley Company as "Pioneer."
I

. u'i.•
4 '")::,

vested rights.

IGWA further argues that a literal application of the enlargement statute

constitutes a "taking" of property. IGWA and the United States. make these arguments despite

i

the fact that section 42-1426 contains safeguards that protect other water rights.

• I

I

ARGUMENT

'i

I.

All Partie.5 Agne On The Majority Of The Issues Raised

By

The Basin-Wide 4

Decision.

a.

The District Court Was Wrong To Use The "Core
Review Of The Amnesty Statutes.

Meaning" Test In Its

The SRBA district court's decision to rewrite 1he amnesty statutes in a search for a "core
meaning," rather than giving effect to 1heir plain meaning, is the reason for the State's crossappeal. Opening Brief of State of Idaho at 6-9. The State's opening brief demonstrated that
Idaho courts only use the "core meaning" test when a civil statute is challenged as being
-

)

unconstitutionally vague. Id The State also argued 1hat when there is no suggestion that the
language of a statute is vague, it is inappropriate to go beyond the actual language of a statute to
determine its meaning. Id
None of 1he parties to this appeal have argued that any portion of the amnesty statutes is
unconstitutionally vague. IGWA makes this point in its opening brief:
The oft-quoted "core meaning" language ... addresses the narrow
question of whether a statute is void for vagueness under the due
process clauses of the federal and Idaho constitutions.... IGWA
has not contended, nor did the District Court rule that the amnesty
statutes are unconstitutionally vague.
Opening Brief ofIGWA at 28-29. Indeed, IGWA denounces any party who may argue that the
amnesty statutes are unconstitutionally vague as possessing a "fundamental misunderstanding of

4JS5
2

what this case is about." Opening Brief of IOWA at 28. Finally, IOWA unequivocally declares
that "this is not a vagueness case." Id. at 30.
The State agrees with IGWA on this point. Yet, the standard that the SRBA district court
used to review the amnesty statutes is not, as IGWA suggests, "a side issue in this case." Id. at
29. The district court's erroneous selection ofthe "core meaning" test is what allowed it to look
beyond the language of the amnesty statutes for their meaning.

Since there appears to be

universal agreement that the "core meaning" test is not the proper test for determining the
meaning of the amnesty statutes, this Court should uphold the constitutionality of the amnesty
statutes as they are written, not as they have been interpreted by the SRBA district court.

b.

ldal1o Code§ 42-1425 Is Constitutional As It Is Written.

The State, Pioneer and FM/MG all agree that this Court should uphold the

. ''')

.··.-'.':

.

• ...:

constitutionality of Idaho Code § 42-1425 (the "accomplished transfer'' statute) as it is written.
Opening Brief of State of Idaho at 11-12; Opening Brief of Pioneer at 9-10 and 17-22; Opening
Brief of FM/MG at 8-10. Neither IGWA nor the United States challenge these arguments in
their opening briefs. See Response Brief of IGWA at 1 ("IGWA did not address [section
42-1425] at the District Court, and does not do so here"); Opening Brief of United States at 4
("this brief largely addresses only the facial propriety ofl.C. 42-1426").
The only remaining issue raised by the SRBA district court's interpretation of section
42-1425 is its assignment of burdens of proof that are inconsistent with the plain language of the
statute. Since no party has objected to the State's argument that the procedure set out in section
42-1425(2)(a) should govern the establishment of "accomplished transfers" in the SRBA, this
Court should uphold the constitutionality of section 42-1425 as it is written.

3
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c.

Idaho Code § 42-1427 Is Constitutional As It Is Written.

The State, Pioneer and FM/MG all a/¥ee that this Court should uphold the

r
I

I

constitutionality of Idaho Code § 42-1427 (the "ambiguous decree" statute) as it is written.

I

Opening Brief of State of Idaho at 12-14; Opening Brief of Pioneer at 14 and 26-28; Opening
Brief of FM/MG at 17-18. The United States, as the State demonstrated in section I. b., did not
address the "facial propriety" of section 42-1427. IGWA also supports the constitutionality of
section 42-1427 "as long as it continues to be read as allowing no enlargements." Response
BriefofIGWA at 27.
Section 42-1427 does not, by itself, authorize the enlargement of a water right. The
statute simply creates the following presumption:

if a water user "is not exceeding any

previously determined and recorded element" of a decreed or licensed water right, then the
_ /)

present beneficial use provides a reasonable basis for decreeing the previously undefined
elements.

If it is shown that a water right claimed under section 42-142 7 is actually an

enlargement of a water right, then the enlargement statute, not the "ambiguous decree" statute,
controls. Therefore, IGWA's qualification of section 42-1427 is unnecessary. As a result, this
Court should uphold the constitutionality of section 42-1427 as it is written.

d.

The Procedural Rulings Contained In The Basin-Wide 4 Decision Should Be
Vacated As Moot.

There are two opinions addressing the constitutionality of the amnesty statutes. The first,
the Basin-Wide 4 Decision, dated March 21, 1995, R. Vol. ill. pp. 471-87, is the subject of this
appeal. The second, the Revised Basin-Wide 4 Decision, dated May 17, 1995, R. Vol. III. pp.
600-10, deletes most of the "procedural" rulings contained in the earlier decision. In its opening

4;)

brief, the State set out those procedural rulings verbatim. See Opening Brief of State of Idaho at

4

..........
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19-25. Chief Justice McDevitt advised the parties that challenges to procedural rulings that are
not part of the Revised Basin-Wide 4 Decision are "moot." Letter from Chief Justice McDevitt
to Counsel of Record of 12/21/95. Therefore, this Court should clarify that those portions of the
earlier Basin-Wide 4 Decision that the State identified in its opening brief are vacated. See

Moon v. lnv Bd. of State of Idaho, 102 Idaho 131,627 P.2d 310 (1981) (vacating lower court
decision when issue became moot on appeal); State ex rel. Idaho State Park Bd. v. Cjty of Boise,
95 Idaho 380,509 P.2d 1301 (1973).

e.

Ik "Mitigation Of Injury" Provision Contained In Idaho Code § 42-1426
Does Not Violate The Separation Of Powers Doctrine,

All parties to this appeal agree that the legislature's direction in Idaho Code § 42-1426(2)
to allow the SRBA district court to impose conditions on enlarged water rights in order to
prevent potential injury to other water users does not violate the separation of powers doctrine
contained in the Idaho Constitution. Opening Brief of State of Idaho at 24, n. 4; Opening Brief
~

of Pioneer at 25; Opening Brief of FM/MG at 8-10; Opening Brief ofIGWA at 24-25; Opening
Brief of United States at J6-22. This unanimous position is consistent with this Court's holding
in State of Idaho v. United States, 95.18 ISCR 816 (1995).

II.

The Interpretations Of Idaho Code § 42-1426 Proposed By IGWA And The United

States Conflict With The Plain Meaning Of The Statute.
IGWA's essential objection to the enlargement statute is that other water users may be
injured at some unidentified point in the future by the legislature's decision to exempt certain
ongoing water use practices from the mandatory permit requirements contained in Idaho Code
§§ 42-201 and 42-229. IGWA offers no proof in support of this assertion. Instead, IGWA
invites this Court to base its interpretation of section 42-1426 on a hypothetical set of facts. See
Opening Brief of IGWA at 9-10. The United States, on the other hand, argues that the plain

5

language of section 42-1426 prohibits enlarged water uses that result in an increase in the annual
volume of water diverted. Opening Brief of United States at 13-14. Both of these approaches

'

! -

ignore the actual language of the enlargement statute.

a.

JGWA's Attempt To Rewrite Section 42-1426 Cannot Be Reconciled Wjth
The Plain Meaning Of The Statute,

IGWA argues that section 42-1426 should be read as assigning all enlarged water rights a
priority date that is junior to every other water right in the basin:
[A]ny new right decreed on the basis of the amnesty must take a
priority no earlier than the effective date of the statute (or one day
later than the most junior right in the system), unless the enlarger
can prove that his or her enlarged use·is· isolated· :from··all post~ ·
enlargement rights, and could have no direct or indirect effect on
them.
Opening Brief of IGWA at 22. 2 There is absolutely no support for this interpretation in section
42-1426. Indeed, there is no reason to rewrite the statute when section 42-1426 contains a simple

·)

scheme for the ordering of enlarged rights within the priority system that both recognizes
existing water use practices and prevents i.ajuries to other water users.
Section 42-1426 properly recognizes that there are two classes of water right holders that
could be affected by the amnesty provided by the enlargement statute.

2

.

·'"}.

,"''

·,.,.;,

The first class of

IGWA suggests that the State agreed with this theory before the SRBA district court.
Opening Brief of IGWA at 21-22. Many of the statements made during the district court briefing
in tlris case were made in response to the "core meaning" arguments made by the United States
and the conservation groups. Other statements were made in response to hypothetical examples
raised by IGWA and others. There now appears to be agreement among the parties before this
Court that it was a mistake to engage in a debate over the "core meaning" of an unambiguous
statute before the district court. As a result, it is not productive to take statements from the
district court briefing in this case out of context. Lastly, the State presented its position on the
interpretation of section 42-1426 in its opening brief. See Opening Brief of State of Idaho at
14-18. It should be apparent that the State and IGWA do not agree on what the plain language of
the enlargement statute means.
6

,
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water right holders are those who have "water rights existing on the date of the enlargement of
use." Idaho Code § 42-1426(2). In other words, these water rights are senior to the enlarged
rights authorized by section 42-1426. The second class of water right holders is those with a
"water right existing on the date of enactment of this act" but established after the claimed
enlargement. Idaho Code § 42-1426. Therefore, they are junior to the enlarged water rights.
Section 42-1426 prevents any enlarged water right claim from injuring either class of water right
holders.
First, for senior water right holders, section 42-1426 only allows an enlargement to be
decreed if the enlargement, which is a junior right, does not injure water rights existing on the
date of the completion of the enlargement. Idaho Code§ 42-1426. This condition recognizes that
a junior enlarger cannot take actions that will impair the exercise of senior water rights. Indeed,
the holder of a junior water right recognized through the enlargement statute is in the same
position in relation to a senior water right holder as any other water right holder in the system
who is junior to a senior.
Second, as protection for water rights that are junior to an enlarged right, section 42-1426
only allows the enlargement to be given a priority date

as of the date of completion of the

enlargement "if conditions directly related to the injury can be imposed on the original water
right and the new. water right that mitigate any injury to a" junior water right. Idaho Code
§ 42-1426(2). If "injury to another water right later in time cannot be mitigated, then the new

right for the enlarged use is advanced to a elate one (l) day later than the priority date for the
junior water right injured by the enlargement." Id. Therefore, a junior will be protected in one of
... two ways by the enlargement statute.· First-,-the enlarged water right will only be given a· higher ·
priority when mitigating conditions can be placed on both the original and the enlarged water
7

4):)0

right. If such mitigating conditions are not possible, the enlarged water right's priority date is
made junior to the affected junior right by one day.
The State's analysis of the enlargement statute is based on a verbatim repetition of the
actual language of section 42-1426. It is not vague or ambiguous. Yet, IOWA disagrees with
this interpretation of section 42-1426(2).

IOWA argues that "the existence of any post-

enlargement right in the same system itself would be enough to require the assignment of such a
'one day later' priority" to every enlarged right.
interpretation of the "mitigation"

Opening Brief of IOWA at 21. IOWA's

and "one day later" concepts is not based on the actual

language of section 42-1426. IOWA must either live with the enlargement statute as it is written
or demonstrate that it is unconstitutional.

b.

-

)

The United States' Interpretation Of Section 42-1426(J)(a) Is Incorrect.

The State's opening brief demonstrated that, in addition to avoiding injury to other water
right holders, the rate of diversion for both the original and the enlarged water right cannot
exceed the rate of diversion for the original water right. Idaho Code § 42-1426(2); 0 pening Brief
of State of Idaho at 16. The State also argued that the SRBA district court was incorrect to add
the additional prohibition against increasing annual diversion volume because that prohibition

was not included in the enlargement statute. Id at 16-18.
The United States argues that the SRBA district court's prohibition on increasing annual
diversion volume should be upheld because the "express legislative findings in" Idaho Code
§ 42-1426(l)(a) are consistent with the district court's holding:

[1Jhe enlargement of use [cannot] reduce the quantity of water
available to other water rights existing on the date of the
enlargement in use.

8

'
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Opening Brief of United States at 13. The legislative finding in section 42-1426(1 )(a) is nothing
more than a restatement of the "no injury" limitation on enlargements found in section
42-1426(2) ("and further provided, that the enlargement in use did not injure water rights
existing on the date of the enlargement of use"). By contrast, any limitation on increased annual
diversion volume is conspicuously absent.

'4

The United States' focus on annual diversion volume demonstrates a lack of familiari\A

with Idaho water law. Historically, most water rights have not been quantified in terms of annual~
diversion volume (acre-feet per year). That is because quantification by diversion rate (cubic feet
per second) was sufficient to resolve conflicts over the distribution of wate,_ Obviously, the
legislature could not have intended to prohibit increases in annual diversion volumes when most
water rights do not specify an annual diversion volume from which to measure a subsequent

-

)

increase.

Ultimately, if the legislature had intended to include annual diversion volume as

prohibited conduct under section 42-1426, it would have done so. This Court should honor the
actual intentions of the legislature.
In its attempt to support the SRBA district court's ruling on the annual diversion volume
issue, the United States unnecessarily blurs the line between the distinct concepts of "annual
diversion volume" and increased "consumptive use";
If a claimant were able to enlarge a water right by increasing the
annual consumptive volume used, the enlargement would "reduce
the quantity of water available to other water rights existing on the
date of enlargement in use," at least in times of water shortage.
The statute does not permit a waiver of the mandatory permit
requirements to achieve that result.
Opening Brief of United States at 14 (emphasis added). This argument is further proof that the
United States does not understand Idaho water law.

9

The SRBA district court withheld any ruling on the effect of claimed increases in
consumptive use until such a ruling is part of a specific contested case:
Any increase in the annual volume of consumptive use as a
consequence of an asserted "enlargement" will be considered and
ruled on in the appropriate factual setting raising the "injury" issue.
R. Vol. III. p. 479. The SRBA district court's approach to consumptive use is consistent with the

legislature's decision to limit the role of consumptive use to "a rebuttable presumption in a
decree only for the purpose of transfers pursuant to" Idaho Code § 42-222.

Idaho Code

§ 42-1401A(2). The extent to which an increase in consumptive use may or may not affect the

transfer of a water right is well beyond the issues presented in this appeal. Therefore, this Court
should reject the consumptive use argument raised by the United States because it is both
incorrect and irrelevant.

i
I

·!

'

-·

Finally, a water user who is injured by an enlarged water right in "times of water

)

. -: r

shortage" has an opportunity to demonstrate that injury to both the Idaho Department of Water
Resources and the SRBA district court. Idaho Code§ 42-1426(3) sets out a simple process for
every water user to protect their rights. The United States' failure to refer to, or even cite, the·
procedure set out in section 42-1426(3) undercuts the force of its arguments intended to
demonstrate the "inequity" of the enlargement statute. See Opening Brief of United States at 16.

III.

A Literal Application Of Idaho Code § 42-1426 Will Not Violate Any Portion Of
The Idaho Constitution.
Both IGWA and the United States justify their attempts to rewrite the enlargement statute

by arguing that an application of the plain meaning of section 42-1426 would violate one or more
parts of the Idaho Constitution. Opening Brief of IGWA at 3 (plain meaning of enlargement
statute "would violate three constitutional provisions"); Opening Brief of United States at I 4

'"4093.
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(plain language of enlargement statute "cannot be squared with" the Idaho Constitution).
· Regardless of the particular constitutional provisions that IGWA and the United States rely on,
all of their constitutional arguments suffer· from two flaws.
The first flaw is a failure to distinguish between the requirements of Art.IS, sec. 3 of the
Idaho Constitution and subsequent requirements enacted by the Idaho legislature. The second
flaw is an effort to attenuate the concept of "injury" to a point where IGWA and the United
States are asking this Court to make a prospective finding that certain water users may be injured
by the application of the enlargement statute. Ultimately, the constitutional arguments advanced
by IGWA and the United States complicate what is, in reality, a very simple statute: the only
purpose of Idaho Code § 42-1426 is to grandfather certain water use practices from legislatively
enacted permit requirements. If that retroactive exemption causes actual harm to other vested

water rights, then the statute provides that the enlarged right will be either modified or
disallowed to protect vested water rights.

a.

The Actual Language Of Idaho Code § 42-1426 Does Not Violate The
Constitutional Guarantee Of "Prior Appropriation" And It Does Not
Retroactively Impact Vested Rights.

IGWA and the United States argue that the enlargement statute will violate both the prior
appropriation doctrine found in Art. 15, sec. 3 of the Idaho Constitution, and the prohibition of
retroactive impact to vested rights found in Art. 11, sec. 12. The State will respond to these
arguments together because they both raise the same question. IGWA frames the issue in terms
of prior appropriation:
Even without an immediate shortage [of water], will vesting the
illegal enlargement with a back-dated priority in any way dilute, or
impair the function of, an existing right's priority?

·II
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Opening Brief of IGWA at 12. The United States raises the identical issue in terms of vested
property rights: .
Retroactively providing senior priority to illegal diversions as
against legal water rights established later is a ~ ~ diminishment
of the vested property right.
Cross-Respondent Brief of United States at 3.
In its opening brief, the State demonstrated that there is a difference between the

requirements of Art. 15, sec. 3 of the Idaho Constitution and any subsequent requirements that
may be enacted by the legislature. Opening Brief of State ofldaho at 18-19. Neither IGWA nor
the United States have recognized that distinction. In fact, both parties make a remarkably
similar argument that demonstrates their misunderstanding of the scope of Art. 15, sec. 3 of the
Idaho Constitution. First, IGWA argues as follows:

-·.·)'
'·'

Reading the enlargement statute in a way that validates illegal uses
retroactively IDld grants them priorities that leapfrog those of laterestablished rights would be tantamount to rewriting Article 15,
section 3 to state that "first in time, leial or not, is first in right.
This would violate the constitution.
Opening BriefofIGWA at 14 (emphasis in original). Next, the United States argues:
[L]egally established water rights are afforded constitutional
protection from injury by Article 15, section 3 of the Idaho
Constitution. • . • This provision must mean that !awful
appropriations have priority under the constitution, not that "first in
time, even if illegal, is first in right." Otherwise the amnesty
statutes themselves would be superfluous, at best, because Idaho's
prior appropriation rule would be construed to give priority to
unlawful appropriations.
Cross-Respondent Brief of United States at 3 (emphasis in original). The State objects to the
interchangeable use of the words, "illegal," "legal," "lawful," "unlawful," "legally,"

:/i.1
"'

"constitution" and "constitutional" by IGWA and the United States. The legislature has pie~

·- 4 0l:J 5
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power to determine what is "legal" and "illegal." The only issue before this Court is the

\

I

constitutionality of an unambiguous decision by the legislature to grandfather certain water use
practices.
Both FM/MG and Pioneer cite the language of Art. 15, sec. 3 of the Idaho Constitution in
their reply briefs. Reply Brief of FM/MG at 8; Response/Reply Brief of Pioneer at 15. Nowhere

.

in that provision is there any suggestion that permit requirements are mandated by the Idaho

,
;

Constitution. Indeed, the word "permit'' does not even appear in Art. 15, sec. 3. 'This Court has

i,

provided a very clear description of the alternate methods of water appropriation that existed in
Idaho before the enactment of the mandatory permit statutes:
., iI

..
_)

A person desiring to appropriate the waters of a stream may do so
either by actually diverting the water and applying it to beneficial
use, or he may pursue the statutory method by making an
application to the Department of Reclamation for a permit, and
fulfilling the requirements of the permit.... By actually diverting
and applying water to a beneficial use, a legal appropriation is
made, notwithstanding application was not made to the State
Reclamation Engineer to prosecute such appropriation.

Cantlin v. Carter, 88 Idaho 179, I 86, 397 P.2d 761 (1964) (emphasis added).
In fact, both of the cases cited by IGWA as recognizing the exclusivity of statutory
appropriation also make the distinction between the requirements of Art 15, sec. 3, and

i

subsequently enacted legislative requirements. See State ex rel. Toppan v, Smith, 92 Idaho 451,
455, 444 P.2d 412 (1968) ("Historically, we have recognized two methods of appropriation of
the waters of this state, and have held that either of these methods may be followed at the option
of the appropriator"); R,T.

Nahas Co, v. Hulet, 114 Idaho 23, 26, 752 P.2d 625 (Ct. App. 1988)

("Until the law was changed in 1971 ... a person desiring to appropriate the water of a stream
.. i
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could do so either by actually diverting the water and applying it to a beneficial use or by
pursuing the statutory method").
The "legal" requirements brandished by IGWA and the United States are a product of
legislative action, not the Idaho Constitution. The legislature retains the power to change those
legal requirements it establishes. The enlargement statute represents an unmistakable desire to
do just that. See Idaho Code § 1426(2) ('The mandatory permit requirements ... are waived').
.. . . . .... _This change is only unconstitutional if either IGWA or the United States can demonstrate that - -.
their vested rights will be injured.

b.

The Plajn Language Of Idaho Code § 42-1426 Prevents Enlarged Water
Rights From Injuring The Rights Of Other Water Users.

The common element of Art. 15, sec. 3, and Art. 11, sec. 12, is that both provisions are
intended to prevent actions that would create injuries to vested property rights. The objections of
IGWA and the United States to the enlargement statute are based on their insistent belief that
section 42-1426 will harm other water users.

See, e.g. Opening Brief of IGWA at 7

("enlargements ... reduce the available water in the system, and impair the ability oflegitimate
water right holders, particularly juniors, to fill their rights"). As a result of these injuries, IGWA
and the United States argue, section 42-1426 must be judicially re-written in order to be
constitutional. IGWA and the United States are wrong. Idaho Code§ 42-1426 provides ample
opportunity for potentially affected water users to both prove and prevent injury as a result of an
enlargement.
Subsection (3) of section 42-1426 gives water users two opportunities to demonstrate that
they will be injured by the decreeing of an enlarged water right. IDWR publishes a list of all
':.)

claimed enlargements before they are incorporated into a Director's Report. Parties wishing to

14

"assert any claimed injury from the enlargement" have six months to file a petition with IDWR
setting forth the nature of their injury.

Idaho Code § 42-1426(3).

Generally, IDWR will

consider these petitions during the preparation of the Director's Report for a given basin. If the
petitioner is not satisfied that the recommendations in a given Director's Report will prevent an
enlarged water right from injuring them, the petitioner can still intervene in the SRBA and file an
objection to the recommendation in the Director's Report. Id If the SRBA district court finds

I-

that the enlargement injures another water right, the remedies contained in section 42-1426(2)

'

(either mitigating conditions or advancing the priority date) will ensure that the enlarged right
does not injure that right.
IGWA and the United States argue that this procedure is inadequate because it is not
always possible for a water user to demonstrate injury. For example, IGWA states that "it is
_

··1

.,

likely in many cases that the impact of [an] enlargement was never apparent to other rights."
Opening BriefofIGWA at 18. See also Opening Brief of United States at 16 (potential "injury

I

may have occurred in the distant past or may not be appreciable until some future time"). The

II

essence of these statements is that IGWA and the United States want this Court to make a finding

lI

that every enlargement will injure every junior water right per se. IGWA and the United States
seek such a fmding despite the fact that they cannot provide any proof of the injuries they fear.

I -

ll
I -

Instead, they rely on hypothetical fact patterns intended to show injury.

Th.is Court has determined that "[f]limsy or transparent contentions" and "theoretical
questions of fact which are not genuine ..• do not create genuine issues." Petriceyich v.

River CanaJ Co., 92 Idaho 865, 871, 452 P.2d 362 (1969).
anchored in something more than speculation."

.

-

Salmon

In addition, a litigant's "case must be

G & M Farms v, Funk Irr, Co,,

119 Idaho 514,

517,808 P.2d 851 (1991). These principles can be readily applied to the concerns ofIGWA and
15
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§ 42-1426 are applied as the State has set out above, the alleged injuries that IGWA claims will

result in a "taking" will never occur.
CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, this Court should uphold the constitutionality of the
amnesty statutes as those statutes were written by the legislature.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED This 29th day of December, 1995.
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IV

I.

SUMMARY OF REPLY

Defendants 1 by this appeal seek to overturn the district court's erroneous ruling
that the Rules as a whole are unconstitutional for the assumed absence of certain
procedural components of the prior appropriation doctrine and the erroneous ruling
regarding the Rules' provision for reservoir carryover storage. 2 The Plaintiffs' briefs
devote relatively little discussion to these issues and fail to answer the arguments that
Defendants have raised.

j
;··1
9

The Plaintiffs' briefs, instead of supporting the district court's rationale, assert
over and over again that the CM Rules sanction or permit the Director to re-adjudicate
and "take" decreed water rights, ignore the decreed elements of a water right, and
generally give the Director unfettered discretion to distribute water according to any

J )

rr

scheme he choses. Absent from their briefs, however, are citations _to corresponding
language in the Rules supporting these ad nauseam assertions. The fact of the matter is
that nothing in the language of the CM Rules authorizes or allows the Director to take
such actions. The Plaintiffs' challenge is predicated on the argwnent that the Director
must mechanically distribute the full decreed quantity of water under a water right on

~

!
I

demand solely on the basis of priority, without considering how much of the decreed.
The parenthetical naming conventions defined in the Defendants-Appellants' Opening Brief on

Appeal are incorporated into and continued in this brief. Thus, for example, the term "Defendants" is
understood to refer to the named Defendants-Appellants, "Plaintiffs" is understood to refer to the named
Plaintiffs-Respondents as well as the Plaintiffs-Interveners (and also amicus curiae Nampa & Meridian
Irrigation District), "Order" refers to the Order on Plaintiffs' Motion on Summary Judgment, "CM Rules"
or"Ru!es" refers to the Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources,
IDAPA 37, Title 03, chapter 11, etc.
2
Plaintiffs assert Defendants have waived the right to appeal the district court's holding that the
Rules' provision for the exemption of domestic ground water rights is unconstitutional. This contention
must fail because the exemption is based on the factual question of whether such regulation would provide
any water to a senior water right holder. Thus, the validity of the provision must be determined in the
context ofan as-applied challenge as opposed to a facial chaUenge.

I
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quantity of water is needed to fully achieve the authorized beneficial use, or whether
curtailing junior rights would provide the water needed by the senior right.

This

argument is contrary to the district court's decision and more than a hundred years of
Idaho water law.
Let there be no mistake, the Director cannot change or ignore decreed priorities
and the other elements of water right decrees when administering water rights. 3 The

l

Plaintiffs' alarmist arguments that the Rules all ow the Director to ignore decrees and
priorities mask the real issue in this case: whether the prior appropriation doctrine, as
established by Idaho law, limits the Director to considering priority and decreed quantity
alone when a water right holder requests the Director to curtail junior water rights. The
district court, the SRBA district court, and this Court have all answered no to this

j )

question.
Contrary to the Plaintiffs' assertions, the Director's consideration of a senior

1

water right holder's actual need for water at the time of the delivery call, and whether
curtailing a junior right would provide the water needed under the senior right, relates to
how the water right is exercised and does not constitute a re-definition of the right. Such
factual determinations are necessary incidents of determining the extent to which a senior

t

j

I

right holder is entitled to administration under the circumstances existing at the time of
the call. Idaho law is clear that a water right holder is not entitled to demand delivery of
the full decreed quantity if the authorized beneficial use is being achieved with a lesser

3

Indeed, the Director has advocated for the completion of the SRBA liecause decrees are necessary
for the subsequent administration of water rights through water districts in accordance with the prior
appropriation doctrine. See ldaho Code § 42-604.

2
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amount. Idaho Code § 42-220; Briggs v. Golden Valley Land & Cattle Co., 97 Idaho
427, 435 n.5, 546 P.2d 382, 390 n.5 (1976). If a senior right holder does not need the
decreed quantity to achieve the beneficial use, "either for the season or for any specific
time, his right to cut off or interfere with the flow of the stream for the time lapses."

Hutchinson v. Watson Slough Ditch Co., I 6 Idaho 484, 495, IO I P. I 059, I 063 (1909).
Idaho law-and that of other western states-recognizes that water rights administration
under the prior appropriation doctrine is a dynamic and ongoing process that must protect
· senior priority rights, but must also insure that the resource is put to beneficial use and
that the rights of all water users are equally guarded.
Adjudications and the resulting decrees establish the boundaries and framework
for subsequent administration of water rights under the prior appropriation doctrine as
i.

,) )

established by state law, and do not, as the Plaintiffs argue, conclusively make all factual
determinations necessary for administration of the decreed rights. Decrees were never
intended to tie the Director's hands in this way, and it is not necessary for the protection
of vested rights and priorities. :Factual detenninations made under the rules do not
· conflict with or alter decreed rights in any way. Rather, they relate solely to whether the
senior right holder is entitled to have a junior water right holder curtailed under the
circumstances existing at the time of the call.
The Plaintiffs' briefs argue as if the district court held that the substantive content
of the CM Rules is unconstitutional, when in fact the opposite is true: the district cowt
determined that the substantive factors and policies of the Rules "survive a facial
challenge," see Order at 90, but held the CM Rules are facially unconstitutional on a

]
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different basis, the perceived "absence" of certain "procedural components" of the prior
J

appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. Order at 90. 4

While the Plaintiffs

nominally take the position that they support the Order in this appeal, their briefs
continue to make arguments the district court rejected and that are directly contrary to
holdings in the Order that the Plaintiffs have not appealed. As Defendants demonstrated
in their opening brief, the district court was wrong in concluding that the CM Rules are
unconstitutional, and Plaintiffs have failed to show otherwise.
II.

THE STANDARD OF REVIEW THE PLAINTIFFS ADVOCATE IN THIS
CASE IS INCONSISTENT WITH IDAHO LAW

A.

The Exhaustion Exception Of Idaho Code § 67-5278 Does Not Authorize A Court
To Consider Disputed Facts In A Facial Challenge.
The Plaintiffs contend it was proper for the district court to review and decide, for

:;

....

·)

purposes of their facial challenge to the Rules, disputed factual matters that remained at
issue in their unexhausted administrative challenge to the Relief Order on their delivery
call, because Idaho Code § 67-5278 provides an "exception for declaratory judgments
'
The Plaintiffs have suggested that the Defendants are misrepresenting the proceedings in the
district court on this point because the Plaintiffs argued that the Rules impem:ussibly shift burdens and
presumptions..in a delivery call, but the record is clear: the Plaintiffs never claimed or argued that the Rules
are invalid due to the perceived absence of the "procedW'l!I components." The portions of the record the.
Plaintiffs cited on this pojnt contain arguments that the substantive factors and policies of the Rules
affirmatively shift the.presumption of injury and burdens of proof, but no assertions or claims of fatal
"absences" from the Rules. See Plaintiffs' Brief at 2 n.4; Idaho Power Brief at 21. The question of
whether the Rules are fadally invalid due to perceived absence of the procedural components-of which
burdens and presumptions are only a subset-ls analytically distinct from the question of whether the
affirmative language of the Rules is facially defective, especially when the district court determined that the
perceived "absences" are fatal largely on the basis of the district court's view of the proper administrative
procedure the Director should use in responding to a delivery call. See generally Defendants-Appellants'
Opening Briefon Appeal at 17-28.
The Plaintiffs are also incorrect in suggesting that the district court's brief queries to Defendants'
coW1Sel ngarding the Rules' provisions, or lack thereof, regarding burdens and presumptions properly
raised the issue of the "absence" of the "procedural components." See T. Vol. I, pp. 189-91, 2.52-53, 26465. These were isolated questions that counsel apparently answered to the district court's satisfuction. Toe
dislrlct court did not further explore the issue or request any briefing on it.

4
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regarding agency rules." Asarco Inc. v. State, 138 Idaho 719, 725, 69 P.3d 139, 145
(2003). This exception is available only for purposes of a purely legal challenge to the
validity of an administrative rule, however. Any litigation of disputed facts is still subject
to the exhaustion requirement under Idaho Code § 67-5277. See Defendants-Appellants
Opening Brief on Appeal ("Defendants' Brief') at 43-46.; The Plaintiffs' briefs fail to
address this point.
Further, the "threatened application" language of Idaho Code § 67-5278-which
was adopted from a provision of the Model State Administrative Procedure Act 6-was
only intended to satisfy the justiciability requirement and thus provide "'for advance
determination or declaratory judgments on the validity of administrative rules"' without
waiting for an agency to actually apply or enforce the rules. Conoco v. State Dept. of

Health, 651 P.2d 125, 130 n.22, 131 (Okla. 1982) (quoting Report of Committee on
Uniform Act on Administrative Procedure, Handbook of the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 228 (1940) (emphasis in Conoco). 7

It is widely accepted that actions under this provision may not encompass or

'
As discussed in the Defendants opening brief in this appeal, none of the reported Idaho cases
applying Idaho Code§ 67-5278-includi.ng Asarco-involved disputed issues of material fact, or held that
the statute authorizes a court to consider disputed factual matters. Defendants-Appellants' Opening Brief
on Appeal at 43-45. To the contrary, in Rawson v. Idaho State Bd. of Cosmetology, the Court of Appeals
held that the district court had acted "prematurely'' in "reaching a factual question the agency had not yet
decided, and thus improperly "took the issue from the Board and decided it de nova." 107 Idaho 1037,
1041, 695 P.2d 422,426 (Ct. App. 1985), rejected in part on other grounds by Golay v.Loomis,118 Idaho
387, 797 p.2d 95 (1990).
'
See Idaho Code§ 67-5278 (identifying chapter 273 § 7 of the 1965 Sessions Laws as source);
1965 Idaho Session Laws, ch. "2:73, p. 701 (S.B. 238); Minutes of the House State Affairs Committee,
March 12, 1965 (referring to S.B. 238 as "in regard to a Uniform Administrative Procedure Act").
7
Conoco contains a rather lengthy discussion of the hlstory of._ the "threatened application"
provision of the model administrative procedure act. See generally Conoco, 651 P2d at 129-32. See also
Rocco Altobelli, inc. v. State, Dept. of Commerce, 524 N.W.2d 30, 34 (Minn, Ct. App. 1994) (describing
declaratory judgments under the threatened application statute as "pre-enforcement challenges").

5
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address disputed factual issues-such matters are strictly reserved to judicial review
proceedings. See, e.g., Riley v. State, 506 N.W.2d 45, 50 (Neb. 1993) ("the [threatened
application provision of the] Administrative Procedure Act is limited to judicial
determination of the validity of any rule or regulation of a state agency and does not
confer jurisdiction for judicial resolution of a factual question pertaining to the merits of a
controversy").
Specifically, a petitioner may not use a declaratory judgment action under the
I

'I

"threatened application" provision as a vehicle for litigating the agency's application of
the rule to the petitioner. See Miller v. Geor$ia Dept. of Public Safety, 453 S.E.2d 725,
728 (Ga. 1995) (dismissing appeal when the appellant was "using the declaratory
judgment action as a method for attacking the decision of the DPS to suspend his

,J.J

license"); Missouri Health Care Ass'n v. Missouri Dept. of Social Services, 851. S.W.2d

.~1

567,570 (MoApp.1993) (ordering dismissal of a declaratory judgment action in which

,.
'

the appellant "attempt(ed] to camouflage the true purpose of this suit ... [but] ... the real
nature of the suit comes through in the allegation" that the agency had not paid the
appellant). 8 Thus, the Asarco exception is narrow and does not, as the Plaintiffs argue,
allow a party to bypass factual development in agency proceedings.
B.

The Plaintiffs' Facial Challenge Arguments Misinterpret Moon. JWP And Korsen.
The Plaintiffs incorrectly contend that the district court's consideration of alleged

facts concerning the application of the Rules to their delivery call was permissible in this

See also Ricks Exploration Co. v. Oklahoma Water Res. Bd.• 695 P.2d 498,502 (Okla. 1985)
("Declaratory relief may not be invoked as a substitute for an appeal by one who has been aggrieved by an
adverse agency ruling").

6
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facial challenge under Moon v. North Idaho Farmers Association, 140 Idaho 536, 545, 96
P.3d 637, 646 (2004), cert. denied, 543 U.S. 1146 (2005), Idaho Watersheds Project v.
State Bd. of Land Comm 'ners, 133 Idaho 64, 982 P.2d 367 (1999), and State v. Korsen,

138 Idaho 706, 69 P.3d 126 (2003). This argument misinterprets these cases.

In Moon, this Court acknowledged that a court could, in a facial challenge to a
statute, review facts offered to challenge "either the sufficiency or the motivation behind
the Legislature's findings." Moon, 140 Idaho at 545, 96 P.3d at 646. Moon does not
authorize using factual allegations of the actual or threatened application of a statute or
rule, as occurred in this case. Further, the district court incorrectly read Moon as meaning

;,,j
,:,_·:·

that "a strict 'facial' analysis is not proper" when a partial administrative record is
available. Order at 23. Moon did not so hold or imply, but drew a clear distinction

L)

between the facts relevant to an as-applied claim and the facts presented in a facial
challenge to attack the legislative findings and judgment underlying a statute. Moon does

7

not stand for the proposition that the facial challenge standard need not be applied simply
because some allegations or facts regarding the application of the Rules in a particular
case are available.
The Plaintiffs also incorrectly argue that under !WP, the mere possibility of an
unconstitutional application is sufficient to render a statute or rule facially defective.

!WP made no such holding, and contrary to the Plaintiffs' characterization of the case,
this Court did not find the statute in IWP unconstitutional because the statute "allowed"
an unconstitutional application. Plaintiffs' Brief at 5. Rather, the Court held the statute
unconstitutional because its plain language irreconcilably conflicted with an express

·.)
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constitutional mandate: the statute attempted to promote maximum financial return on

·'

endowments lands "for the schools and the state," IWP, 133 Idaho at 67, 982 P .2d at 3 70
(emphasis in original), while the constitution requires securing such returns for "the
institution to which [the lands were] granted or the state." Idaho Const. art. IX § 8
(emphasis added).

The Plaintiffs have not identified any such conflict between the

language of the Rules and the Idaho Constitution.
The Plaintiffs also argue that State v. Korsen, 138 Idaho 706, 69 P.3d 126 (2003),
merely disapproves of "a limited review of facial validity." Plaintiffs.'. Brief at 7. This
assertion ignores one of Korsen's central holdings: that a facial and as-applied challenge
analyses are "mutually exclusive" and may not be combined in a "hybrid analysis."
Korsen 138 Idaho at 712, 714, 69 P.3d at 132, 134. That is precisely what the district

court did in this case, however, by resolving the question of whether to use a facial
analysis or an as-applied analysis by concluding that it would "apply both," and relying
on the actual and threatened application of the Rules to ¢e Plaintiffs to decide their facial
challenge. Order at 25. The Korsen violation could not be clearer. 9

,J
~

I

Finally, the Plaintiffs rely on the district court's holding that this case was "simply
not conducive" to a facial challenge analysis because the Plaintiffs raised both a true
facial challenge and an unexhausted as-applied challenge. Order at 23. This reasoning
simply failed to recognize the distinction between a facial challenge-which hinges on
the plain language of the Rules-and an as-applied challenge, which hinges on how the
cotnt also held the Rules facially unconstitutional ''to the extent that the Director's
'applicationTheofdistrict
the CMR's diminish proper administration of the senior's water right." Order at 97. This is
precisely the type of"Iimited review of facial validity" that even the Plaintiffs concede is a Korsen
violation. Plaintiffs' Brief at 6-7.

8
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Director interprets and applies the Rules. The issues are entirely different and could
easily have been segregated, as is routinely done.
III.

. CONTRARY TO THE PLAINTIFFS' ASSERTIONS. Tiffi RECORD IS
CLEAR THE DISTRICT COURT IMPROPERLY CONSIDERED DISPUTED
FACTS.
The Plaintiffs assert, in the face of a clear record to the contrary, that no disputed

issues of material fact were considered or "resolved" in the course of their facial
challenge to the Rules. This is simply incorrect, as the Defendants' have documented,
. I

j

~

see Defendants' Brief at 40-43, and as a few examples will illustrate. For instance, the

district court reviewed selected portions of the Director's Relief Order and concluded that
the ''threatened application" of the "reasonable carryover" to the Plaintiffs' delivery call
was inconsistent with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho Jaw. See
Order at 111-15. Similarly, the district court concluded that the Director's reliance in the
Relief Order on historic water supply and use data has no rational basis in fact, and that
the Director had failed to administer junior ground water rights in a timely fashion.
Order at 116-17. The Plaintiffs' facial challenge arguments throughout the district court
proceedings were inextricably interwoven with their as-applied claims and factual

c:..i

§

contentions and argument. See Defendants' Brief at 41-42.
These and other matters remained pending before the Director and yet were
considered and resolved by the district court, on an incomplete administrative record and
without any proper evidentiary development in court. Indeed, the Plaintiffs continue to
assert disputed facts in this Court, asserting that the Relief Order was inadequate and that
they are still short of water, see, e.g., TSWUA Brief at 5-8, an unexhausted as-applied

9
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claim that was not properly before the district court, and for which there is no properly

developed evidentiary record. The Plaintiffs' contentions that no disputed issues of fact
were considered or "resolved" in this case are demonstrably wrong.
IV.

THE PLAINTIFFS HA VE FAILED TO SHOW THAT THE RULES ARE
FACIALLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

A.

The Plaintiffs Have Not Shown There is A Vested Right To A Specific
Administrative Procedure In Response To A Delivery Call. That The Rules Fail
To Incorporate The "Procedural Components." Or That The Rules Could Not Be
Constitutionally Applied Even IfThe "Procedural Components" Were "Absent."
The Defendants pointed out that Moe v. Harger, 10 Idaho 302, 77 P. 45 (1904),

does not establish _a vested right to have the Director follow a specific administrative
procedure in responding to a delivery call, citing, among other authorities, State v.

,.
.i .
.J ,)

Griffith, 97 Idaho 52, 539 P.2d 604 (1975). See Defendants-Appellants' Opening Brief
on Appeal ("Defendants' Brief') at 21-23. The Plaintiffs contend the rule that no one has
a vested right in a particular mode of procedure for the protection of their rights does not

~-Fl.- I
apply outside of the facts of Griffith. This is incorrect because Griffith relied on a United
States Supreme Court case and an Idaho water Jaw case that enunciated the "no right to
procedure" principle.

See id. at 58 n.19, 539 P.2d at 610 n.19 (citing Boise City

Irrigation & Land Co. v. Stewart, 10 Idaho 38, 77 P. 25 (1904). A Nevada water law

l

case also relied on ·Stewart for the same principle. See Vineyard Land & Stock Co. v.
District Court of Fourth Judicial Dist. of Nevada in and for Elko County, 171 P. 166,
174 (Nev. 1918) (''No person has a vested right in any rule of law; neither can any one
assert a vested right in any particular mode of procedure") (citing Stewart) (citations

10
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omitted). Thus, the rule that there is no vested right in a particular procedure is well
established and applies in this case.
Idaho Power argues, however, that the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act does
not provide a constitutionally adequate remedy for a water right holder claiming the
Director has not properly administered a water right. Idaho Power Brief at 27. Idaho
Power provides no support for this rather extraordinary assertion other than the holding in
the Sagewillow case that the SRBA district court has exclusive jurisdiction to review a
determination by IDWR that there has been a forfeiture. Idaho Power Brief at 27 (citing

..r'l

'
;,.!,

Sagewillow, Inc. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, 135 Idaho 24, 13 P.3d 855 {2000).
This argument confuses forfeiture, which permanently modifies a water right, with the
administration of a water right in response to a delivery call, which does not involve
forfeiture or make any permanent change in the water right, and only determines the
extent to which a senior water right holder is entitled to administration of junior ground
water rights.
Likewise, the Plaintiffs' argument that the contested case provisions of the Rules
create an impermissibly burdensome procedure is also incorrect because, as the
Defendants pointed ?ut in their opening brief, the Rules provide for the prompt issuance
of a relief order or emergency relief order without imposing adversarial contested case
proceedings when the call is within a water district. See Defendants-Appellants' Opening
Brief on Appeal at 26-27. The Plaintiffs have not challenged this point but rather argue
that the contested case requirements in the Rules' provisions for areas outside water
districts-Rules 30 and 41-renderthe Rules incapable of constitutional application.

11
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This argument fails because most of the Snake River basin encompassing the

. 'i

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer is either in water districts created pursuant the Idaho Code or
soon will be. Most delivery caJls under the Rules therefore fall under the Rule 40, not the
contested case provisions of Rules 30 and 4 l.
In any event, the procedures set forth in Rules 30 and 41 are important and

necessary to protect vested rights in areas where priorities and decreed quantities have
not been broadly adjudicated. In the absence of a decree, the Director must conduct

I
q

hearings to ascertain the facts necessary for administration. See Idaho Code § 42-604
("this section shall not apply to streams or water supplies whose priorities of
appropriation have not been adjudicated by the courts having jurisdiction thereof').
Finally, the Plaintiffs attempt to diminish the significance of the Rules'

'.)
. , .. ,;,,

incorporation by reference of all elements of the prior appropriation doctrine as
established by ]daho law. The fact is that this provision-CM Rule 20.02-means there
simply are no gaps in the Rules, and the Plaintiffs have not shown why such an
incorporation by reference is facially deficient, or why the mere failure to list the
· "procedural components" renders the Rules invalid. See Defendants' Brief at 23-25.

B.

The Plaintiffs' Arguments Are A Collateral Attack On The District Court's
Decision.
Instead of supporting the district court's rationale, the Plaintiffs engage in a subtle

collateral attack on the district court's decision by arguing Idaho Jaw bars the Director
from considering any facts in administering water rights until after curtailing junior water
rights and even then only if a junior water right holder mounts .a challenge to a delivery
call. The district court rejected this argument and expressly held the Director can--and

12
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must-<::onsider the circumstances existing at the time of a delivery call and employ an
administrative process that allows for application of tenets of the prior appropriation
doctrine other than just the rule of priority.

See Order at 98-103 (describing the

procedure). The Plaintiffs' principal argument in this appeal completely fails to
acknowledge this central holding in the district court's summary judgment order, and
argues as if the district court adopted arguments that it actually rejected in no uncertain
terms.
The Plaintiffs continue to argue that substantive components of the Rules the
district court specifically upheld as facially constitutional and consistent with the prior
appropriation doctrine-such as the delivery call and "material injury" provisions, the
principles of reasonable diversion and use under an appropriative right, the policies of
maximum 'beneficial use and full economic development of the state's water resources,
and the constitutionally enunciated policy of promoting the optimum development of the

"l
'I

state's water resources in the public interest-are "new" law that is inherently repugnant
to Idaho law. See, e.g., Plaintiffs' Brief at 16-18, 21, 25-28; TSWUA Brief ~t 2, 6-11, 22;
Idalia Power Brief at 1-2, I 0-28; NMID Brief at 2-3, 10-14. 10 All of these arguments are
predicated on the contention that the substantive factors and policies of the Rules are
affirmatively unconstitutional on their face. The district court express)y and correctly
rejected this proposition, see Order at 3, 83-90. 11 Rather, the district court held that the

••
"Plaintiffi;' B:rief' refers lo the Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' and IGWA's Opening
Briefs; "TSWUA 's Brief' refers to Thou.sand Springs Water Users Association's & Rangen, Inc.'s
Response Brief; "Idaho Power's Brief' refers to Plaintiff-Intervener Idaho Po)Ver Company's Brief in
Response to Defendants' and !GWA's Briefs; and ''NMID's Brief' refers to Nampa & Meridian Irrigation
District's Amicus Curiae Brief.
11
See a/sa Defendants-Appellants' Opening Brief on Appeal at 17-21.
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Rules are unconstitutional as a whole on the quite different basis of what the district court
perceived to be missing-"the absence of any of the concomitant historically and
constitutionally established procedural components" of the prior appropriation doctrine as
established by Idaho Jaw. Order at 90 (emphasis added).
The Plaintiffs also argue that the water distribution statutes of chapter 6, Title 42;
Idaho Code are self-executing and require automatic curtailment on the basis of priority
alone, and that the decreed diversion rate or quantity of a water right establishes an
absolute. entitlement that bars the Director from considering whether additional water is
needed to fulfill the beneficial use authorized under the right at the time a delivery call is
made-unless a junior water right holder subsequently challenges the curtailment. See,
e.g., Plaintiffs' Brief at 23-24; Idaho Power Brief at 24-26; TSWUA Brief at 3, 23;

NMID Brief at 7. The district court rejected these argument, holding that the decreed
quantity is a "peak" limit and that "a senior has no right to divert, (and therefore to
>'

f
·.1·

'call,') more water than can be beneficially applied," Order at 87 (internal quotation
marks and citation omitted), and that the water distribution statutes are not self-executing.
Order at 98.
The Plaintiffs' arguments thus are largely an attempt to re-write or re-interpret the
district court's summary judgment order to mean the Director must act as a mere agent of
the senior water right holder and curtail junior rights when a senior is not receiving the
decreed quantity of water under a water right, without considering how much of the
decreed quantity of water is needed to achieve the authorized beneficial use at the time of
the delivery call, or whether curtailment would provide the water needed by the senior

14
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priority right. This argument is inconsistent with the nature and extent of an Idaho water
right, and the Director's statutory duty to ad.minister a water right in accordance with the
prior appropriation doctrine.
C.

Idaho Law Does Not Support The Plaintiffs' Assertion That The Director Must
Respond To A Delivery Call By Ad.ministering Water Riehts On The Basis Of
"Strict Priority".
The linchpin of the Plaintiffs' challenge to the Rules is that Idaho law requires

administration based strictly on priority. Priority is indisputably a central tenet of the
prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. The Defendants_ have never
argued otherwise. Moreover, and contrary to the Plaintiffs repeated contentions, the
Defendants have never asserted that the Rules allow or authorize the Director to ignore or
diminish priority. Indeed, the facial language of the Rules requires administration in
accordance with priority-this is the central and most :frequently repeated principle in the
)
Rules. See, e.g, CM Rules 000, 001, 10.07, 10.15, 10.18, 20.02, 20.04, 30.07(:f)-(g),
30.09, 30.10, 40.0l(a), 40.02, 40.02(a), 40.02(e), 40.05, 41.01, 41.02(c), 41.04, 43.03,
43.03(k) (recognizing or implementing the rule of senior priority).
Rather, the Plaintiffs and Defendants part ways on the separate questions of
whether priority and decreed quantity are the only relevant legal principles and priority
date and decreed quantity the only relevant facts in a delivery call, and whether the
Director is obligated to apply other equally important prior appropriation principles, and
consider other legally relevant facts, when a senior seeks to invoke the state's
administrative authority and process to curtail vested junior rights.
"phantom" issue that the Defendants

a.""e

This is not a

"shadow-boxing," as the Plaintiffs assert. It is

15
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the pivotal issue in this case and the heart of the Plaintiffs' challenge to the Rules.
;
I

A water right is a property right regardless of whether it is senior or junior in
priority to another water right, and both senior water rights and junior water rights are
entitled to protection in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by
Idaho law. As then-Judge Burdick stated in the SRBA district court's order on basinwide issue 5, "[t]he prior appropriation doctrine as developed in Idaho does not require
that water rights sharing a given source be administered according to strict priority. The

!

prior appropriation doctrine also recognizes various principles that protect junior. water
rights which should be incorporated into the administration of water rights." Order on
Basin-Wide Issue 5 at 30. 12
The Plaintiffs carefully avoid characterizing the administrative system they

I'.

>

envision as one of "strict priority," 13 but their arguments leave no room for anything else.

J ,)

n
I

This is illustrated with particular clarity by Idaho Power's Brief, which argues that under
Article XV, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution, only "priority of appropriation" has
"constitutional status," while beneficial use principles lack constitutional stature and have
simply been "incorporated over time into Idaho's version of the prior appropriation
doctrine." Idaho Power Brief at 10. Idaho Power reaches this startling conclusion even
though Article XV, § 3 expressly recognizes "(t)he concept of beneficial use." State v.
12

A copy of this order is included in the Defendants' opening brief in this appeal at Appendix F.
Contrary to tbe Plaintiffs' suggestions, the Defendants did not invent tbe term or the concept of
"strict priority" administration, as the above-quoted passage from the SRBA district coUrt's Order on
Basin-Wide Issue 5 demonstrates. The SRBA district coUrt has consistently held that Idaho law does not
provide for "strict priority" administration. See also In re SRBA, Subcase No. 92-00021-37 SW (Suiface
Water), Order Granting Motion for Interim Administration for Basin 37 Part I Surface Water (5th Jud.
Dist, Dec. 13, 2005) at 6 (stating that Idaho water rights are "administered according to the prior
appropriation doctrine as opposed to strict priority"). A copy of this.order is included in the Defendants'
opening brief in this appeal at Appendix E.
13
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Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736,743,947 P. 2d 409,416 (1997).

Idaho Power's argument that Article XV, § 3 adopted only the rule of priority and
excluded the rest of the prior appropriation doctrine is contrary to this Court's decisions.
Article XV, § 3 was included in the Idaho Constitution to confirm that a water right
acquired by appropriation "gives the better right to the use of such waters as between the
appropriator and a riparian owner." Hutchinson, 16 Idaho at 490, I 01 P. at 1061 (1909).
This constitutional provision was simply an enactment into the organic
law of the state of a rule that had been enacted by the territorial
Legislature and recognized by the courts of the territory.

Id.
The original "rule" of prior appropriation referenced in Hutchinson has always
been interpreted by Idaho courts as including a beneficial use component that is an
!. ::·

._;·:,

)

ongoing limit on the exercise of all water rights. See Drake v. Earhart, 2 Idaho 750, 756,
23 P. 541, 543 (Idaho 1890) ("the frrst appropriator shall not be allowed more than he
needs for some useful purpose . . . he shall not, by wasting or misusing it, deprive his

i .

neighbor of what he has not actual use for"). "When the appropriator is no longer using
the water either for the season or for any specific time, his right to cut off or interfere
with the flow of the stream for the time lapses," regardless of priorities. Hutchinson, 16
Idaho at 495,101 P. at 1063.
Idaho Power's argument that Article XV, § 3 requires water rights administration
based solely on priority is the product of a narrow and restrictive interpretation of the
provision. Idaho Power reads the phrase "(p]riority of appropriations shall give the better
right" in isolation, and views it as meaning that Idaho adopted only the priority rule rather

17
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than the whole of the prior appropriation doctrine. Such an approach is inconsistent with
this Court's practice of avoiding an unnecessarily narrow reading of the provision. See
State Dept. ofParks & Recreation v. Idaho Dept of Water Resources, 96 Idaho 440, 443-

44, 530 P.2d 924, 927-28 (1974) (interpreting Article XV,§ 3, as allowing an undiverted,
in-stream appropriation for a purpose other than the beneficial uses recognized in the
provision) (emphasis added). 14
The "priority alone" argument is not limited to Idaho Power, however. All of the

l
''.",.l
l,c

Plaintiffs argue (1) that seniors should not have to make a delivery call to obtain
administration; (2) that Idaho's water distribution statutes are ''self-executing"; (3) that
water right decrees conclusively establish an entitlement to receive the full decreed

!.

quantity of water regardless of actual beneficial use or needs; (4) that upon the SRBA's

I

detennination that certain sources are interconnected sources constitutes a determination

,J .·.)

that such sources are a single source; (5) that when the Director responds to a delivery
call, the SRBA interconnected sources determination precludes the Director from
investigating the nature or extent of the actual hydraulic intercoruiection between the
senior surface right and the junior growid water rights in .question to determine whether
or to what extent the junior ground water diversions are actually diverting from a source

I

that interferes with the senior's surface water supply, or to make any administrative
inquiry into whether curtailing the junior ground water rights will provide water to a
senior surface water right; and (6) that the Idaho Constitution requires immediate
"
Idaho Power's view that priority governs water rights administration to the exclusion of all other
considerations was also necessanly rejected by this Court in the Swan Falls case. See generally Idaho
Power Co. v. State, By and Through Dept. of Water Resources, 104 Idaho 575, 588, 661 P.2d 741,
754 (1983) (failure to include a subordillation clause ill the state water licenses does not render those rights
unsubordinated).
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curtailment~with no allowance for mitigation or replacement water to offset the injury
to the senior in lieu of curtailment-in order to keep crops "green." See, e.g., Plaintiffs'
Brief at I, 10, 12-14, 20-24, 31; Idaho Power Brief at I, 7-12, 15-17,.19-20; TSWUA
. l

Brief at I, 3, 23-24; NMID Brief at I, 6-13.
Under Plaintiffs' regime, priority date and decreed quantity are all that matters,
and strict priority administration is the only option. Indeed, Plaintiffs' counsel made it
clear in the district court that under their theory of administration, the Director's response
.

.

to a delivery call should only involve a comparison of the decreed quantity to the actual
supply, and then the Director should take action "accordingly," on the basis of priority:
And what happened with the call, Your Honor-or our expectation of
what happens, is there would be a comparison of the decreed rights with
the water delivery to those rights, and action would be taken accordingly.
T. Vol. I., pp. 30-31.

.J

The Plaintiffs' arguments belie their assertions that they do not seek "strict

"'r·"1

priority" administration and are not asking for large scale curtailment of ground water use
on the Eastern Snake Plain. The Director simply has no other option under the Plaintiffs'
arguments. The fact Plaintiffs avoid the term "strict priority" and make their argument in
a roundabout or piecemeal fashion does not change the outcome. The end result is still a
system of administration based solely on priorities and decreed quantities.
The Plaintiffs' position is squarely at odds with the district court's decision,
which described a procedure providing for the development of relevant facts and
consideration of other tenets of the prior appropriation doctrine before the Director takes
action.

Order at 98-103.

Indeed, under Idaho law water rights are "administered

.')
19

according to t:Jie prior appropriation doctrine

as opposed to strict priority."

In re SRBA,

Subcase No. 92-00021-37 SW (Surface Water), Order Granting Motion for Interim
Administration for Basin 37 Part I Surface Water (5th Jud. Dist., Dec. 13, 2005) at 6.
Th.is is the ultimate reason the Court should reject the Plaintiffs' argument. It is
rooted in an extreme and simplistic form of water rights administration that is not
consistent with Idaho law. As discussed in the following section, accepting the Plaintiffs'
arguments in this case would amount to a judicial endorsement of a novel and foreign
the9ry that would reduce water rights administration in Idaho to a mechanical function

:.,.!'~""l

based on decreed priority dates and decreed quantities alone. Administration of the prior
appropriation doctrine in Idaho would be transformed into a rote ministerial exercise
inconsistent with the legislative requirement that the Director be a licensed civil or

.,l )

hydraulic engineer, Idaho Code § 42-1701 (2), and would transform him into a mere agent
for the senior water right holders, rather than an executive officer charged with "guarding
all the interests involved," Idaho Code § 42-101, and administering a water code enacted
largely "to further the state policy of securing the maximum use and benefit of its water
resources." State v. Hagerman Water Righi Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 727, 735, 947 P.2d
400, 408 (1997) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
D.

Idaho Law Requires The Administration Of Water Rights In Accordance With
The Prior Appropriation Doctrine As Established By Idaho Law.
The Plaintiffs' arguments rely on cases that stand for general rules that are

undisputed and that do not significantly illuminate the issues in this case. For instance,
the Plaintiffs argue that a water right is a real property interest, tl;iat a decree is conclusive
as to the nature and extent of the water right, and that the Director must honor the decree.

20
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See, e.g., Plaintiffs' Brief at 21-25. There is no dispute on these points. The dispute,
rather, is whether the "nature and extent'' of an Idaho water right entitles a senior water
right holder to demand curtailment of junior rights regardless of whether the decreed
quantity of water under a water right is actually needed to achieve the authorized
beneficial use at the time of the delivery call, or whether curtailment will actually provide
the water needed by a senior right. As discussed below, Idaho law is clear that the
answer to this question is "no."

I
~

I.

An Idaho water right does not entitle the holder to demand the curtailment
of junior rights to deliver the full decreed quantity of the water riimt if the
full decreed quantity is not needed to achieve the authorized beneficial use

The Plaintiffs contend that an Idaho water right decree carries an absolute
entitlement to receive the decreed quantity of water in response to a delivery call because

,., ')

all questions of beneficial use that are relevant to and necessary for administration are
conclusively adjudicated on entry of a water right decree. This assertion is wrong as a
matter of law, because Idaho law only authorizes a water user to divert the quantity
actually necessary for the authorized beneficial use, "regardless of the amount of [the]
decreed right." Briggs, 97 Idaho at 435 n.5, 546 P.2d at 390 n.5. Beneficial use is a

.J

~

"continuing obligation," even after a decree is entered. Hagerman Water Right Owners,
Inc., 130 Idaho at 735,947 P.2d at 408.
This principle is not, as the Plaintiffs suggest, a mere footnote to Idaho water law.
It is a fundamental tenet of the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law.

The Idaho Code provides that regardless of the decreed or licensed quantity, actual
beneficial use is the legal limit of the entitlement under a water right "at any time":
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neither such licensee nor any one claiming a right under such decree, shall
at any time be entitled to the use of rnore water than can be beneficially
applied on the lands for the benefit of which such right rnay have been
confirmed[.]
Idaho Code § 42-220.
Ibis statute codifies a principle that has always been the Jaw in Idaho: an
appropriator's decreed or licensed quantity is an upper limit on the appropriation, and
actual beneficial use and need defines the legal entitlement at any particular point in time:
It is against the public policy of this state, as well as against express
enactments, for a water user to take more of the water to v.hich he is
entitled than is necessary for the beneficial use for which he has
·appropriated it.... Public policy demands that, whatever be the extent of
a proprietor's right to use water until his needs are supplied, his right is
dependeni upon his necessities. and ceases with thern.

l
'·1
H

Glavin v. Salmon River Canal Co., 44 Idaho 583, 589, 258 P. 532, 534 (1927) (emphasis

added). An appropriator "is only entitled to such water, from year to year, as he puts to a

~l'.

beneficial use." Conant v. Jones, 3 Idaho 606, 6 I 3, 32 P. 250, 251 (1893). 15

i

A corollary principle is that a senior water right holder may not demand
15

·/
-·......
~

This principle is well established in western water law. "[E]very decree includes an implied
limitation that diversions cannot exceed that which can be used beneficially.... Despite the diversion rate
set forth in a decree, diversions are limited in quantity and time to those amounts that can be put to use for
the decreed purpose at the water right's place of use." Santa Fe Trail Ranches Property Owners Ass 'n v. ·
Simpson, 990 P.2d 46, 54, 58 (Colo. 1999). "The extent of beneficial use is an inherent and necessary
limitation upon the right." Twin Falls Canal Co. v. American Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2, 59 F.2d 19,
23 (9"' Cir. 1932), cert. denied, 287 U.S. 683_ (1932). "It is settled that beneficial use expresses a dynamic
concept, which is a variable according to conditions, and therefore over time." U.S. v. A/pine Land &
Reservoir Co. 697 F.2d 851,855 (9 th Cir. 1983), cert. denied by Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians v.
Truckee-Carlson Irr. Dist., 464 U.S. 863 (1983) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).

It is well settled in this jurisdiction that the law which is read into every decree awarding
priorities limits it to sufficient for the pU!J)Oses for which the appropriation was made,
and does not authorize a waste or excessive use, regardless of the fact that the maximum
amount awarded may, at times, be more than is needed for the purposes for which it was
decreed.
Fort Collins Mill & Elevator Co. v. Larimer & Weld Irr. Co., 156 P. 140, 143 (Colo. 1915).
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curtailment of jllllior rights when the full decreed quantity of the water right is not needed
to achieve the authorized beneficial use. When the appropriator is no longer using the
water either for the season or for any specific time, "his ril!ht to cut off or interfere with
the flow of the stream for the time lapses." Hutchinson, 16 Idaho at 495, 101 P. at 1063
(emphasis added).

"[W]hatever. the dignity of his right. [a senior right holder] can

withhold possession from another only when and so long as he has need". Griffiths v.

Cole, 264 F.- 369, 372 (D. Idaho 1919) (emphasis added).

Thus, the district court

correctly held in this case that the decreed quantity of a water right is a "peak" limit on

'l
~I

future diversions rather than an absolute entitlement, "further limited by the quantity that
can be used beneficially at any given point in time":

..:

')

1

the quantity element in a water right necessarily sets the 'peak' limit on
the rate of diversion that a water right holder may use at any given point in
time. In addition to this peak limit, a water user is further limited by the
quantity that can be used beneficially at any given point in time.... The
quantity element is a fixed or constant limit, expressed in terms of rate of
diversion (e.g. cfs or miners inches), whereas the beneficial use limit is a
fluctuating limit, which contemplates both rate of diversion and total
volume, and takes into account a variety of factors, such as climatic
conditions, the crop which is being grown, the stage of the crop at any
given point in time, and the present moisture of the soil, etc.... Finally, it
is a fundamental principal of the prior appropriation doctrine that a senior
water right holder has no right to divert. (and therefore to 'call.') more
water than can be beneficially applied.
Order at 87 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
Similarly. under the futile call doctrine. a water right does not include the right to
the curtailment of junior rights if such would not provide a "sufficient quantity for [the
senior water right holder] to apply to beneficial use." Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Idaho 735, 739,

'. i
23
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552 P.2d 1220, 1224 (1976). 16 It is also well established that a water right does not
include the right to waste water. A & B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Conservation League, 131
Idaho 411, 415, 958 P .2d 568, 572 (1997). These principles define the nature and scope
of all Idaho water right.
2.

The consideration of relevant facts such as whether a senior ri!!ht holder
needs the full decreed quantity of water to achieve the authorized
beneficial use at the time of a delivery call is consistent with the nature
and scope of an Idaho water ri!!ht and does not constitute "looking behind"
the decree.

In Squaw Creek Irr. Dist. v. Mamero, 214 P. 889 (Or. 1923), the Oregon Supreme
Court was presented with essentially the argument the Plaintiffs makes in this case, that
administration "is limited to measuring out and distributing to plaintiff and other water
users upon the stream the maximum quantity of water to which each is entitled under the

L.J

priorities specified in the decree," and rejected it.

Id. at 893.

Rather, the court

recognized that "[t]he volume of water to which an appropriator is entitled

a!

any

particular time is that quantity, within the limits of the appropriation, which he can and
does apply to the beneficial uses," and that administration "is for the purpose of
regulating the quantity from time to time to which an appropriator is so entitled ... so as
:c.,.I

!#l.

to prevent waste of water, and to secure to prior appropriators the quantity of water to

16

The Plaintiffs argue that CM Rules' futile call provision, CM Rule I 0.08, conflicts with Gilbert.
TSWUA Brief at I 0-11. The contention is flawed because it assumes that the term "waste" as used in Rule
10.08 refers only to the natural seepage and evaporation losses described in Gilbert. 97 Idaho at 739, 552
P.2d at 1224. The Rules do not so limit the definition of "waste," which is a broad term and refers to,
among others, situations wherein an appropriator calls for and diverts more water than necessary for the
authorized beneficial use and allows the excess to drain off, even though it would otherwise have been
available for junior right holders who need the water and are prepared to put it to use. See, e.g., Felsenthal
v. Warring, 180 P. 67, 73 (Cal.App. 1919) C'A diversion over and above what is reasonably necessary for
the uses to which he devotes the water cannot be regarded as a diversion for a beneficial use. He cannot
waste.") Rule 10.08 is not facially invalid simply for recognizing this established prior appropriation
principle.
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which they are entitled." Id. The court held that the watermaster' s "acts in so doing are
temporary, and the quantity may and should be changed from time to time as the needs of
an appropriator require." Id.
Similarly, in the Fellahuer case, the Colorado Supreme Court stated: "The more
we have perosed the testimony and the briefs, the more we have been impressed with the
fact that in dealing with the ground waters of the Arkansas Valley and the many
complexities involved, intelligent administration requires the collection of further
information and the further analysis of information already collected." Fellhauer v.

People, 447 P.2d 986, 994 (Colo. 1968). Such "intelligent administration" does not reorder priorities, re-adjudicate decrees, or "take" water rights, however:

,

,___i

1

)

[The water commissioner] is not authorized to determine priorities. But in
regulating the distribution of the water it may become incidentally
necessary for him to ascertain for that purpose alone whether, and to what
extent. a prior appropriator is injured by a diversion above him on the
same stream or a tributary. The only object of his inquiry is that he mav
justly and fairly make a temporary distribution of the water in conformity
with the adjudicated priorities. We perceive nothing in the statute or in the
nature of his duties that renders a decision on his part in the premises a
permanent adjudication of the matter, or that even prevents him from
changing his decision when again called ·upon to perform similar duties,
should he conclude that he had previously acted erroneously.

Ryan v. Tufty, 78 P. 661, 664 (Wyo. 1904) (emphasis added); see also Enterprise Irr.
Dist. v. Tri-State Land Co. 138 N.W. 171,182 (Neb. 1912), error dismissed, 243 U.S.
157 (I 917) ("The only object of his inquiry is that he may justly and fairly make a
temporary distribution of the water in conformity with the adfudicated priorities'')
(quoting Ryan) (emphasis in Enterprise).
These cases recognize a principle this Court has explicitly announced:
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"Administering a water right is not a static business." A & B Irr. Dist., 131 Idaho at 414,
958 P.2d at 571.

The prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law is a

,practical doctrine developed by practical people attempting to deal with a dynamic
physical environment and changing needs.

While the prior appropriation doctrine as

established by Idaho law protects the priority of a senior water holder to divert up to a
decreed maximum, it does not allow a senior to prevent juniors from using water the
senior does not actually need, or would not receive in usable quantities even if the junior
rights were curtailed. It is fully consistent with the nature and scope of an Idaho water
right for the Director to make factual determinations on these issues when responding to a
deli very call.
This is particularly true with respect to the conjunctive administration of surface and
::' :~
' ,.,l

.

ground water rights in the Snake River basin, which raises a number of highly complex

-~._J

factual questions that are not adjudicated in the SRBA. 17 The SRBA district court made
this point in its order on basin-wide issue 5:
the scope of these proceedings should not include a factual
determination of the specific interrelationships or the degree · o{
connectivity between specific water rights· ... Legally, the Court also
does not need to adjudicate the specific interrelationships between water
17

As J.ustice Johnson's dissent in the A & B case pointed out:
Findings on the nature and extent of the interconnection in order to determine the impact
of one right on another, is a detennination reserved for the time when a call is made on a
source or where the Director determines, as a part of his statutory duties, to administer
conjunctively. The varying degrees of interconnection may be determined by resolving
such issues as the timing and amount of impacts, distances, local hydrology, aquifer
characteristics, spatial variation, groundwater levels, hydraulic gradients, aquifer
boundaries, confining layers, stream bed hydraulic conductivity and the timing and
amount of return flows. Then the issue of how to respond to a call or the necessity and
manner of IDWR conjunctive administration may be resolved ·by the Department.

Id

at 425,

958 P.2d at 582 (Johnson, J., dissenting).
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rights. IDWR is charged with the duty of administering water rights in
accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine and determines specific
interrelationships based on information not necessarily contained in the
partial decree.

)

Order on Basin-Wide Issue 5 at 19.
The above-quoted statement demo!}Strates the flaw in the Plaintiffs' argument that
the general presumption of interconnection of surface and ground water that applies in
the SRBA controls for purposes of ongoing administration. Adjudicating a water right is
not the same as administering a water right, and while the presumption of interconnection
applies to adjudicating water right claims in the SRBA, it does not provide a sufficient
factual basis for the subsequent conjunctive administration of individual rights in
response to a delivery call, as the SRBA district court recognized.

3.

The Plaintiffs err in relying on the Hagerman case because it dealt with
forfeiture and a permanent change to a water right rather than the
administration of a water right.

The Plaintiffs' reliance on the Hagerman Water Right Owners case is based on a
misunderstanding of the difference between water right adjudication and water right
administration. The issue in Hagerman was not, as the Plaintiffs suggest, whether IDWR
can "micromanage" a water right. The issue was whether the Director could enter a
recommendation in the SRBA that a water right claim be decreed for a lesser quantity of
water than had previously been decreed in a private adjudication. 130 Idaho at 738-40,
743-44, 947 P.2d at 411-13, 416-17.

This Court held that the Director's SRBA

recommendation was not bound by the quantity set forth in the private decree, but could
not recommend a lesser quantity without making a finding that there had been a forfeiture
as defined in Idaho Code § 42-222. Id.

)
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Hagerman was an adjudication case dealing with the determination of the

elements of a water right decree, and no issues of ongoing administration under a decreed
right were raised or discussed. It did not, as the Plaintiffs suggest, hold that a water right
holder is entitled to received the full decreed quantity pursuant to a delivery call unless
there has been a formal finding of forfeiture or abandonment, and did not deal with any
claims that IDWR was "micromanaging" a water right via administration. 18
Priority is of course crucial and must be protected.

But water right

administration statutes are not intended, as the Plaintiffs appear to believe, to simply
provide a means to execute on water right decrees in the same way that a civil litigant can
enlist the sheriff to execute on a judgment for damages. Rather, they provide the basis,
not the end point, 19 for administration in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine

i .· .)

under the statutory framework the Legislature has provided, which is intended to protect

·~-j

seniority of rights while at the same time "further[ing] the state policy of securing the
maximwn use and benefit of its water resources." Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc.,

130 Idaho at 735, 947 P.2d at 408 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted); see
also Enterprise Irr. Dist. v. Willis, 284 N.W. 326, 328-29 (Neb. 1939) ("One of the main

vJ

l:'l

objects of the system of administration of public waters prescribed throughout the arid

18
Contrary to what the Plaintiffs appear to suggest, see Plaintiffs Brief at 23, the tenn
"micromanagement" does not appear in the Hagerman opinion, nor do any derivative tenns. In the district
court, the Plaintiffs relied heavily on Hagerman and argued that it was controlling. See, e.g., R. Vol. Vlll,
PJ'" 1949-52. The district court ignored this argument and did not even mention Hagerman in the Order.
See Tudorv. Jaca, 164 P.2d 680,686 (Or.1946), rehearing denied, 165 P. 770 (Or. 1946)("The
court, having established the priorities, should not attempt to anticipate exigencies which may arise in
administration of the decree, but should leave such matters to the water master, whose duty it is 'to
preserve the priorities and the quantities consistently with the highest duty of. water, as applied to all

concerned").

·

·')·
.,
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regions is to restrain tlllllecessary waste, and to provide for an economic distribution of
that element so necessary to the very existence of agriculture in those regions").

4.

The state's sovereien interest in protecting priorities and promoting
maximum beneficial use requires the state to Emard both senior riimts and
junior ri!!hts in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine

Indeed, the state has a sovereign interest in both protecting priorities and in
securing the maximurnbeneficial use of the state's water resources. Poole v. Olaveson,
82 Idaho 496, 502, 356 P.2d 61, 65 (1960). These principles of priority of right and

I

beneficial use have always existed side by side, and the Plaintiffs' view that priority
overrides beneficial use once a water right is decreed is contrary to a hundred years of
Idaho law.

,,J

B

It is certainly unnecessary for us to suggest that it was the evident intent of
the framers of the Constitution to so husband the water of the state as to
secure the most beneficial use thereof; that is, that it should always be so
used as to benefit the greatest number of inhabitants of the state. They
were careful to provide who should be enti tied to the preference right to
the use of the waters flowing in our natural streams. Nearly every session
of our Legislature has attempted to improve upon its predecessor by so
legislating as to improve the former use of water, and an inspection of the
various acts plainly shows that the guiding star has always been to so
legislate as to protect all users of water in the most useful, beneficial way,
keeping in view the rule existing all over the arid region, 'First in time
first in right.,,,
Hard v. Boise City Irrigation & Land Ca., 9 Idaho 589, 594, 76 P. 331, 332 (1904).

l

This duality in the prior appropriation doctrine arises in large part from the fact
that a water right is not one of fee ownership, but rather is a qualified right to use a scarce
resource "that is the lifeblood for much of the state's economy and quality of life." Lu
Ranching Ca. v. United States, 138 Idaho 606, 608, 67 P.3d 85, 87 (2003). The Idaho

Constitution only guarantees the right to divert water "for beneficial uses," not to own it.
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Idaho Constitution Article XV § 3; see also Idaho Code § 42-103 (similar). "A water
right differs from other species of property, in that the owner does not own the water
itself or have any property right in the corpus of the water; all the right which he has is to
use the same." Albrethsen v. Wood River Land Co., 40 Idaho 49, 59, 231 P. 418,
421 (1924).20
5.

The Director is statutorily authorized to consider all relevant facts and
apply all tenets of the prior appropriation doctrine in responding to a
delivery call.

l

The foregoing principles are so wen established that even the Plaintiffs are

q

eventually forced to concede that the prohibition against waste and the futile call doctrine
operate to limit the amount of water a senior is entitled to demand pursuant to a delivery
call. See, e.g., Plaintiffs' Brief at II n. 25, TSWUA Brief at 4, Idaho Power Brief at 21,

,..,.

r.1

!

')

NMID Brief at 9, 14. The Plaintiffs attempt to reduce the importance and effect of this
concession by asserting that only the junior can raise waste or futile call questions, and
then only as a defense in an adversarial proceeding pursuant to a delivery call. The
Plaintiffs argue that the Director has no independent legai authority to consider concepts
such as waste and the futile call-which are in essence simply aspects of the beneficial
use principle-unless a junior acts first.
There is nothing in the water distribution statutes of chapters 6 and 2 of Title 42

20

"Under the Constitution and laws of the state, the ownership of the corpus of the water is in the
state." Bennett v. Twin Falls North Side Land & Water Co., 27 Idaho 643,650, 150 P. 336,338 -39 (1915).
"In Idaho one does not own water. He can acquire only the right to a use for beneficial pUIJJoses."
Griffiths, 264 F. at 372. To the extent that the Plaintiffs suggest that they "own" the water they divert
under Idaho Code § 42-110, this statute so provides only when water is ''physically controlled" by the
appropriator, and after the diverted water returns to a natural channel is the ''property of the state." Idaho
Code § 42-101. In short, diverted water is at all times burdened with the state's interest even during the
diversion, and therefore the appropriator does not "own" diverted water free and clear as private property.
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that conditions or circumscribes the Director's authority" in this manner. The Plaintiffs'
argument views the Director as an agent of the calling right, which is contrary Title 42,
which entrusts the Director with "the primary responsibility for a proper distribution of
the waters of the state." Keller, 92 Idaho at 283, 441 P.2d at 732.

In addition to

protecting senior rights, the Director has the duty and authority "to prevent wasteful use
of water by irrigators." A & B Irr. Dist., 131 Idaho at 415, 958 P.2d at 572.
In addition, the Director is statutorily directed to distribute water not simply by

I
q

priority but "in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine," Idaho Code § 42-602,
which "recognizes various principles that protect junior water rights which should be
incorporated into the administration of water rights.'' Order on Basin-Wide Issue 5 at 30.
Idaho Code § 42-101 also directs that the Director "equally guard all the various interests
involved" when administering water rights, and thus he may not automatically curtail
vested junior rights in response to a delivery call without any consideration of whether,
under the circumstances at the time of the call, the senior right holder has an entitlement
to the curtailment of juniors. See also Ryan, 78 P. at 663.
E.

The Rules Do Ncit Confer "Unfettered Discretion" On The Director But Rather.
Recognize Tenets Of The Prior Appropriation Doctrine As Established By Idaho
Law That Provide Clear Standards For Administration Of Water Right.
The Plaintiffs argue that because the Rules include provisions authorizing the

Director to make determinations under a "reasonableness" standard, the Rules give the
Director "unfettered cliscretion" to re-examine and micromanage vested rights and subject
a senior's diversion and use of water to withering scrutiny and arbitrary administrative
action.·

,:_)
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Nothing in the Rules justifies such an extreme characterization. As the district
court recognized, the Rules' substantive factors and policies regarding reasonable
diversion and use of water and "material injury," are well established in the prior
appropriation doctrine. See Order at 85-90. This is evident in the plain language of CM
Rule 20.03, which provides that the "reasonable use of surface and ground water"
includes the rule of priority in time, and other principles and policies that come directlyoften verbatim-from the Idaho Constitution, Idaho Code § 42-226 and case law. 21

I
~

These principles and policies are not, as the Plaintiffs argue, open-ended authorizations
for the Director to re-allocate water according to vague notions of what constitutes the
"best" or "most reasonable" use of water.
Likewise, CM Rule 42.01 lists a number of objectively measurable and verifiable
factors to guide the Director's detenninations regarding "material injury" and reasonable

r7

diversion and use of water, including considerations such as amount of water available,
the effort or expense involved in diverting, the individual or cumulative effect of junior
ground water diversion on senior surface rights, the rate of diversion, the acreage
involved, and other similarly quantifiable factors.

CM Rule 42.01. Contrary to the

Plaintiffs' arguments, these factors do not constitute a roving mandate for the Director to
micromanage water rights or subject them to some form· of strict scrutiny.
21

To the

CM Rule 20.03 provides as follows: "Reasonable Use Of Surface And Ground Water. These
rules integrate the administration and 11Se of surface and ground water in a manner consistent with the
traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface and ground water. The policy of reasonable use includes
the concepts of priority in time and superiority in right being subject to conditions of reasonable 115e as the
legislature may by law prescribe as provided in Article XV, § 5, Idaho Constitution, optimum development
of water resources in the public interest prescnbed in Article XV, § 7, Idaho Constitution, and fuU
economic development as defined by Idaho law. An appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of
large volumes of water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the
public policy ofreasonable 11Se of water as descnbed in this rule."
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contrary, they are rational and routine considerations in water rights administration
pursuant to a delivery call, and expressly setting them out in the Rules aids the Director
and water right holders in analyzing and reviewing a delivery call.
Further, "reasonableness" is "one of the essential attributes of an appropriation."

Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Co., 224 U.S. 107, 118 (U.S.1912). Senior water
rights must be "exercised within reasonable limits":
the right of the first appropriator, exercised within reasonable limits, is
respected and enforced. We say within reasonable limits, for this right to
water, like the right by prior occupancy to mining ground or agricultural
land, is not unrestricted. It must be exercised with reference to the general
condition of the country and the necessities of the people, and not so as to
deprive a whole neighborhood or community of its use, and vest an
absolute monopoly in a single individual.

Id. at 121; see also Tudor, 164 P.2d at 686 ("The use must not only be beneficial to the
lands of the appropriator, but it must also be reasonable in relation to the reasonable

r1

requirements of subsequent appropriators").
This Court's cases provide clear sideboards on the Director's authority under the

'

Rules. See CM Rule 20.02 (incorporating the prior appropriation doctrine as established
by Idaho law). 22 Further, the Director's actions are-subject to judicial review. Thus, there
is no "unfettered discretion."

22

See, e.g., Hidden Springs Trout Ranch, Inc. v. Hagerman Water Users, Inc., IOI Idaho 677,681,
619 P.2d 1130, I 134 (1980); Glenn Dale Ranches, Inc. v. Shaub, 94 Idaho 585, 588, 494 P.2d 1029,
1032 (1972); Glavin v. Salmon River Canal Co., 44 Idaho 583, 588-90, 258 P. 532, 533-34 (1927); Munn
v. Twin Falls Canal Co., 43 Idaho 198, 207-08, 252 P. 865, 867 (1926); Union Grain & Elevator Ca. v.
McCammon Ditch Co., 41 Idaho 216,223,240 P. 443,445 (1925); Basinger v. Taylor, 36 Idaho 591, 596600, 211 P. 1085, 1086-87 (1922); Clark v. Hansen, 35 Idaho 449, 455-56, 206 P. 808,810 (1922);
Beasley v. Engstrom, 31 Idaho 14, 17-18, 168 P. 1145, 1146 (1917); Washington State Sugar Co. v.
Goodrich, 27 Idaho 26, 43-46, 147P. 1073, 1079-80 (1915); see also Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water
Co., 224 U.S. 107, 120-21 (1912); Vineyard Land & Stock Co. v. Twin Falls Salmon River Land & Water
Co., 245 F. 9, 22 (9~ Cir. 1917); Idaho Code § 42-226. The Director is legally obligated to adhere to these
standards. See Idaho Code § 42-602 (providing that the Director shall distribute water "in accordance with
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In the broader sense, it should be remembered that while integrating the
administration of surface water rights and ground water rights is just beginning in Idaho
and the concepts and policies in the Rules may appear new, they are in reality well
established in Idaho law, and are simply being applied in a new context. The Nevada
Supreme Court has observed that in such situations, "the average lawyer becomes
alarmed and at once brands [what appears unfamiliar] as unconstitutional." Vineyard
Land & Stock Co. v. District Court of Fourth Judicial Dist. of Nevada in and for Elko
County, 171 P. 166, 172 -13 (Nev. 1918).

We are too prone to view legislation as unconstitutional, unmindful of the
fact that, unless a statute violates the letter or spirit of some portion of the
Constitution, it should be upheld. We think every lawyer and judge in the
land could profit by a reading of the magnificent address of Geo. B. Rose,
which appears in Case and Comment for October, 1917, in which he says:

v.)
~.r-.:1

'Ifwe undertake to make the Constitution a dam to stem the tide ofhwnan.
progress, we may be sure that it will be swept away. It should not be an
obstruction. It should be the broad channel, with high and well-defmed
banks, between which the stream of progress may flow on forever in calm
and majestic strength. *** These hidebound constructions are
unnecessary, and they imperil the existence of constitutional government.
The constitutional guaranties must be maintained; but the only way to
maintain them is to mold them to the requirements of modem civilization.
They must be reins to guide the chariot of progress in the road of safety,
not barriers across its track.'
Id

Indeed, the Plaintiffs' arguments would not simply preserve vested water rights,
but would significantly expand their scope and nature by making them largely immune to
the very type of reasonable state administration and oversight that has been an inherent

the prior appropriation doctrine). These standards are also incorporated into the Rules by reference. CM
Rule 20.02.
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part of the prior appropriation doctrine from its inception. This would have the effect of
largely transforming an Idaho water right fr_om a right to use a scarce, publicly-owned
resource into a right of absolute ownership of the decreed quantity of water.

The

Plaintiffs' arguments would affect a dramatic change in the prior appropriation doctrine
as established by Idaho law. As Professor Grant, a former professor of water law at the
University of Idaho, pointed out that while conjunctive administration will be complex,
the prior appropriation doctrine does not require the form of strict priority administration

'

I

the Plaintiffs advocate. See generally Douglas L. Grant, The Complexities of Managing

'i
'I 17

Hydrologically Connected Surface Water and Groundwater Under the Appropriation

! P'J

Doctrine, 22 LAND & WATER L. REv. 63, 63 (1987).23 See Appendix Din Defendants'
Opening Brief.
-.;;;i

)

7

F.

Administration Under The Rules Does Not Constitute A Talcing Or Violate The
Principle Of Separation Of Powers.
State supervision of the exercise of water rights is necessary "not only to ascertain

rights, but also to regulate and protect them. Regulation, however, is not confiscation."
Humboldt Lovelock Irr. Light & Power Co.

i:r1

11.

Smith, 25 F.Supp. 571, 574 (D. Nev.

1938). As the Colorado Supreme Court has observed, "[w]hile security for water rights

19

largely depends upon the sound exercise of. the engineer's diversion curtailment

l

enforcement power, see Simpson, 917 P.2d at 1248, the engineer's administrative
decisions do not determine the property rights of appropriators." Santa Fe Trail Ranches
· Property Owners Ass'n, 990 P.2d at 58.

A copy of this article is attached the Defendants' opening brief at Appendix D .
.1

. I
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The important duties imposed upon such officials could not be effectually .
performed, except with authority over headgates and other diverting
works, and the power to regulate them. By such supervision no rights of
private property are invaded, but, under the police power of the state, in
the interest of the public welfare, and for the protection of private as well
as public rights, property intended to be used for no other purpose than
that of diverting public waters is regulated; and it is a mistaken notion that
through such regulation private property is taken for either public or
private use, within the meaning of the constitutional provision prohibiting
such taking without just compensation..
Hamp v. State, 118 P. 653,662 (Wyo. 1911).
Even if the Director were to make an erroneous factual determination or distribute
Jess water than the senior is entitled to receive in response to a call, these actions are by
definition executive or administrative, not judicial, and do not re-adjudicate or diminish
vested rights. "All administrative officers are called upon at times to exercise judgment
and to decide questions, but, when the judgment is exercised as a means of administering
the Jaw, the act is administrative rather than judicial." Speer v. Stephenson, 16 Idaho 707,
718, 102 P. 365,369 (1909); see also Hamp, 118 P. at 661-62 ("The fact that a water
official, when engaged in the discharge of his duties pursuant to the statutory provisions,
makes or may make an erroneous distribution of water ... is no reason for holding the
statute to be unconstitutional").
· Idaho Power's contention that the Rules violate the separation·ofpowers principle
is similarly incorrect. The SRBA district court is charged with the duty of defining the
elements of water rights, while the Director is charged with the duty of administration.
Each action being mutually exclusive of the other, the executive authority of
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administration does not violate the separation of powers doctrine by encroaching on the
domain of the judiciary.24

V.

THE REASONABLE CARRYOVER PROVJSION IS CONSTJTUTIONAL.
The Plaintiffs argue that the "reasonable carryover" rule "empower[s] the Director

to require the use of the storage water of each Plaintiff to mitigate diversions by junior
· priority ground water rights," Plaintiffs Brief at 32, and "takes the use of a senior's
storage right in violation of Idaho's constitution and water distribution statutes," and
gives it to a junior instead. Plaintiff's Brief at 41. These assertions mischaracterize the
Rule, which contains no such provisions. Rather, the plain language of the "reasonable
carryover" rule provides that in responding to a delivery call, the Director may consider
the extent to which a senior right holder's needs could be met with the senior's existing

J)

facilities and water supplies,
provided, however, the holder of a surface water storage right shall be
entitled to maintain a reasonable amount of carry-over storage to assure
water supplies for future dry years. 1n determining a reasonable amount of
carrycover storage water, the Director shall consider the average annual
rate of fill of storage reservoirs and the average annual carry-over for prior
comparable water conditions and the projected water supply for the
system.

'1

Rule 42.01 (g).
Nothing in the Rule requires a storage right holder to provide mitigation for junior
24

This question was settled many years ago not only in ldaho in the Speer decision, but also in
several other states where similar separation of powers challenges were brought against comprehensive
water codes that gave the state engineer (or some other executive officer) authority over the permitting and
administration of water rights. See, e.g., Farm Inv. Co., 61 P. at 258; Enterprise J". Dist., 138 N.W. at
171; Ormsby County v. Kearney, 142 P. 803 (Nev. 1914). Idaho Power's brief attempts to revive a longdiscredited argument. "The fact that human judgment is liable to err will. not justify an assumption in
advance that it wiII err in all or any cases. Assuming, however, that errors will be made by the state
engineer in determining the amount of time of an appropriator's right, such right would not thereby be
taken from the appropriator without due process oflaw." Ormsby County, 142 P. at 806.
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diversions or purports to "take" a storage right or control the use of storage water. The
Rule does not limit a storage right holder's right or ability to fill available space in a
storage reservoir to its maximum extent for future use in accordance with the beneficial
uses authorized under the water right whenever water is so available. Nor does the Rule
prohibit the right holder from carrying over any particular amount of storage water from
one year to the next. Rather, the Rule authorizes the Director to consider, as part of his
determination as to whether the senior right holder has a right to seek curtailment, the
amount of storage water available to the senior right holder to achieve the authorized
beneficial use.
The reasonable carryover provision expressly recognizes the right of the senior
storage water right holder to carry over water that is not presently needed to reduce the
risk of shortage in the future. It also recognizes that junior ground water rights should
not be curtailed when the senior has an adequate water supply to achieve the authorized
beneficial use in the current and future irrigation seasons. These principles are in accord
with the tenets of the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law.
The rule is also consistent with the nature of a storage right. This Court has, on a
number of occasions, dealt with the question of the nature of the property right in storage
water. In Washington County Irrigation District v. Ta/boy, 55 Idaho 382, 43 P.2d 943
(1935), this Court stated:

•
After the water was diverted from the natural stream and stored in the
reservoir, it was no longer 'public water' subject to diversion and
appropriation under the provisions of the Constitution (article 15, § 3). It
then became water 'appropriated for sale, rental oi- distribution' in
accordance with the provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3, art. I 5, of the
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Constitution. The waters so impounded then became the property of the
appropriators and owners of the reservoir, impressed with the public trust
to apply it to a beneficial use. A subsequent appropriator claiming a part or
all of such waters would be the only person who could question the lack,
extent, or nature of its application to a beneficial use.
55 Idaho at 389, 43 P.2d at 945 (emphasis added). 25 The "reasonable carryover" Rule
simply authorizes the Director to consider whether curtailment of junior right holders is
consistent with the principles of the prior appropriation doctrine. This is particularly
relevant when a storage right is supplemental to a primary flow right, a point that the

J

Plaintiffs attempt to finesse but ultimately fail to address. See also U.S. v. Alpine Land &
Reservoir Co., 919 F.Supp. 1470, 1476 (D.Nev. 1996) ("The State Engineer could

"1

't;?-

properly find that the Dresslers used Mud Lake to supplement their irrigation of parts of
their decreed irrigation acreage, and that the waters of Mud Lake were supplemental to
)

direct diversion rights").

'"-•j

Contrary to the Plaintiffs' characterization of the Glavin and Rayl cases, this

n

Court did hold therein that a storage right holder is entitled to carryover the full decreed
or licensed quantity of a storage right, much less that a senior storage right holder is
entitled to the curtailment· of junior rights to achieve a full reservoir for purposes of
carryover into the next season. While these cases recognized a right to carryover, their
extensive discussions of the facts and circumstances in determining the allowable
carryover quantity demonstrates that this quantity is not necessarily the same as the
decreed or licensed storage quantity in all cases. See generally Glavin v. Salmon River

25

•

This Court also made it explicitly clear in Ta/boy that stored water diverted "from a natural
stream" is not the "unqualified private property'' of the storage right holder, contrary to what the Plaintiffs
appear to suggest. Id at 389, 43 P.2d at 946 .

j
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Canal Co., 44 Idaho 583, 587-89, 258 P. 532, 532-34 (1927); Rayl v. Salmon River River
Co., 66 Idaho 199, 216, 157 P.2d 76, 83 (1945). The Plaintiffs are also incorrect in
characterizing the Glavin decision as being limited to its facts, because the Court
explicitly decided it on ground of "public policy." 44 Idaho at 588-89, 258 P. at 533.
The courts of other prior appropriation doctrine ~tes have similarly recognized
that the owners of storage water rights are required to put stored water to beneficial use.

Handy Ditch Co. v. Greeley & Loveland Irr. Co. 86 Colo. 197, 199, 280 P. 481,481-

I

482 (Colo.1929) (right to the use of water is a usufructuary right, and it would be absurd

,,

to suppose that water could be used for irrigation by permanently storing it in a

'"l

p

reservoir); Tudor, 164 P .2d at 688 (amount of water which can be put to beneficial use in
one season is ail that respondent is entitled to store in his reservoir in any one year, the
}

flow of the stream being sufficiently constant to obviate the necessity for carrying over a

1,.,I

reserve against a dry year); U.S. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 919 F.Supp. 1470,
1476 (D.Nev. 1996) (pure storage rights with no other manner of use, the storage of water
alone, apsent an underlying beneficial use, is not a valid appropriation and water right).

;.J

VI.

0.

THE RULES DO NOT VIOLATE EQUAL PROTECTION.
An equal protection analysis begins with a review of whether or not persons in

like circumstances are receiving the same benefits and burdens under the law. Olsen v.
. J.A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 791 P.2d 1285 (1990). The district court correctly
determined that surface water rights and ground water rights are not similarly situated in
all relevant respects.
A.

Holders of Junior Ground Water Rights And Holders of Junior Surface Water
Rights Are Not Similarly Situated.
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Plaintiffs state that the disparate treatment of ground water rights and surface
water rights violates equal protection. Plaintiffs' Brief at 24. Junior-priority ground
water right holders who divert water from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESP A"), are
not in the same or like circumstances, however, as junior surface water right holders who
divert water from the surface stream. The difference in the source being diverted places
ground water users and surface water users in a legitimately different class. The effects
of diverting water from the ESPA on senior surface water rights and the effects of
~

diverting water from a surface source differ in many relevant respects, including, timing

.

of when the senior's water supply is affected, and the amount of water pumped from the
ground verses the amount of depletion in the surface source. See Fellhauer, 447 P.2d at
992 (discussing when a stream begins to be affected by a ground water diversion and the
extent o( the quantity of water affected depends on a number of factors.)
When a senior surface water right holder makes a call on a stream, curtailing
junior surface water right holders generally has an almost immediate effect on the amount
of water made available for the senior-priority user to apply to beneficial use. When a

,)
t#l

senior-priority water right holder makes a call against junior-priority ground water right
holders, however, the effect of curtailment is more attenuated because of the diffuse
nature of groundwater and the transmissivity of the aquifer. See Grant, The Complexities

of Managing Hydrologically Connected Surface Water and Groundwater Under the
Appropriation Doctrine, 22

LAND

& WATER L. REV. at 63, 73-84. 26

As even the

Plaintiffs acknowledge, "determining the effect of ground water diversion on senior water
26

A copy of this article is attached the Defendants' opening brief at Appendix D.
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rights is often, but not always, more complex than determining the effect of junior surface
water diversion on a downstream senior." TSWUA Brief at 4. 27
Because ground water users and surface water users are not similarly situated, any
further equal protection analysis is unnecessary. See Nettleton v. Higginson, 98 Idaho 87,
92-93, 558 P.2d 1048, 1053-54 (1977). A brief discussion, however, on how the CM
Rules are rationally related to legitimate state purposes is provided.
The CM Rules Are Rationally Related to Legitimate State Purposes.

B.

A classification will survive a rational basis review if the "classification is

rationally related to a legitimate government purpose." Hart, 135 Idaho at 830, 25 P.3d
at 853.

"Under the 'rational basis' test, equal protection is offended only if the

classifications 'are based solely on reasons totally unrelated to the pursuit of the State's
r.~,f -

)

goals and only if no ground can be conceived to justify them.'" City of Lewiston v.
Knieriem, 107Idaho 80, 85,685, P.2d 821,826 (1984) (emphasis added).

The purpose of the Rules is to "prescribe procedures for responding to a delivery
call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right against the
holder of a junior-priority ground water right in an area having a common ground water
'

i-.i
Fl

'

supply." IDAPA 37.03.11.001. The Rules only apply to delivery calls againstjuniorpriority ground water rights and do not apply to delivery calls against junior-priority
surface water rights. This classification is based on the Director's authority to distribute
the waters of the state in times of scarcity, Idaho Code §§· 42-602 and 42-607, to
27

.,, )

The Idaho Legislature also set up a separate classification and treatment for ground water rights by
enacting the Ground Water Act. See, e.g., ldaho Code § 42-237b. The Rules simply recognize the
Director's authority under the Ground Water Act and Title 42, chapter 6 Idaho Code to distribute water in
accordance with these statutes and other components of the prior appropriation doctrine as established by
Idaho law.
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supervise and control the use of ground water including the relationship of the ground
water rights to senior surface water rights, Idaho Code § 42-237a(g), and to promulgate
rules and regulations that will implement these powers. Idaho Code §§ 42-603 and 421805.
The Rules are rationally related to the legitimate state purpose of providing for the
efficient administration of water rights. Since surface water to surface water delivery
calls do not involve the complex hydrologic issues involved in ground water calls, they
proceed mtich more quickly. To transform every delivery .call into a call against any
interconnected junior-priority water right, including any junior-priority ground water
right, would upset a century's worth of settled expectations regarding surface water
delivery practices. An additional purpose is to provide due process to junior ground
1

,.J

)

water right holders and senior ground or surface water right holders by providing a
systematic framework to manage complex issues involved in administering hydraulically

7

connected surface and ground water rights. Thus, treating junior surface water right
holders differently than junior ground water right holders diverting from interconnected

...I
F:l

I

sources relates to important government purposes of honoring private property rights by
affording due process to all water right holders.
VIL

THE PLAINTIFFS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO ATTORNEYS FEES.

This Court should deny the Plaintiffs' request for costs and attorney fees pursuant
to Idaho Appellate Rules 40 and 41 and Idaho Code§ 12-117. As demonstrated by the
record and by Defendants' brief in this appeal, there is substantial legal authority and
factual support for the Defendants' arguments and positions in this appeal and in the
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district court proceedings. See e.g., Order on Basin Wide Issue 5. Regardless of this
Court's decision on the merits of this appeal, it is clear that the Defendants have a
reasonable basis in law and fact for their arguments and positions.
VIII.

CONCLUSION.
Defendants respectfully request this Court to reverse the district court's holding

that the CM Rules are unconstitutional for the perceived failure to include the
"procedural components" and to find that the Rules are facially constitutional as written.
Defendants also respectfully request that the district court's holding that the CM Rules
are unconstitutional be reversed. Finally, Defendants request that the case be remanded
to the district court with instructions to dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint and the PlaintiffInterveners' Petitions in their entirety.
. I

..)

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 20 th day ofNovember 2006.

Natural R urces Division
Chief, Natural Resources Division

• Phillip J assier
Deputy Attorney Ge era!
Idaho Department of Water Resources

~~

Michael C. Orr
Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division
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tN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

Ident. Number: A29-11609
Date Received: 12/29/1993
Receipt No:
C029363
Received By:
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER FEDERAL LAW

AMENDED

1. Name:
'CITY OF POCATELLO
Address:
C/0 DEAN TRANMER
CITY ATTORNEY
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID

AMENDED

83205

JUN 14, 1867

2. Date of Priority:

.•. j ' . Source: ALL SURFACE

&

GROUND WATERS Trib. to: SNAKE RIVER

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
33E

34E

Section
9
10
12
15
16
7
12
15

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
SW
NE
SE
NE.
SE
NE
SE
SW
NE
SW
NW
NE
NE
SW
NE
NW
SE
NE
NW
NE
NW

NE
NE

16
23

NW

SW
SE

..:;,')
·"'.!_·':.;

NE
NE

NW

SW
SE
NE
NE
NE

NW

NE

SW

26

NE
SW

NW

35

. NW

NE
NE

,.~,,..-:

SE
A2 g -i!,~981!'S REPORT FOR 29-11609

Page

1

Lot

SE

Date:

E~

County
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK·
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANN0CK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK

18.

iJJftROFILME
~

01/0

,,,. ·

APR 1 4 1994
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'

'

4. Point of Diversion: Continued
Township
06S
07S

Range
34E
34E

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
· SE
NW

Section
35
l

NW

NE

SW

NW
NE

NE
SE
SE
SW
SE
SW

SE

NE

NE

SE

NE

35E
OBS

SE
SE

24
6
7
18
13

34E

Lot

County
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK

5. Description of divert"ing works:
31 WELLS, 2 DAMS W/ HEADGATES, VARIOUS RESERVIORS & TANK STORAGE
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01
04/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31
10/15

C:F.S

(or)

A.F.A.

111.138
28. 83 0

Total Quantity Appropriated is:
139.968 C.F.S. (and/or)

A.F.A.
5000.0 Acre Feet Per Annum.

8. Total consumptive use is
9. Non-irrigation uses:
MUNICIPAL, CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other Water Rights Used:
CITY OF POCATELLO STATE LAW WATER RIGHTS
14. Remarks:
3. SOURCE OF WATER SUPPLY:
(A) ALL SURFACE WATERS AND GROUND
WATERS FLOWING THROUGH OR UNDER THE FORT HALL RESERVATION IN THE
VICINITY OF THE CITY OF POCATELLO, WHICH ARE TRIBUTARY TO (B)
THE SNAKE RIVER.
4. POINTS OF DIVERSION: THE EXISTING POINTS OF DIVERSION ARE AS
SET FORTH ON THE CITY'S TWENTY-NINE (29) STATE LAW WATER RIGHTS
CLAIMS FILED CONTEMPORANEOUSLY HEREWITH. THE CLAIMANT RESERVES
THE RIGHT TO ADD ADDITIIONAL POINTS OF DIVERSION AS ITS MUNICIPAL
A29-11609
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14. Remarks: Continued
NEEDS INCREASE IN THE FUTURE.
5. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING DIVERSION WORXS: THIRTY-ONE (31)
WELLS, TWO (2) DIVERSION DAMS WITH HEADGATES, AND VARIOUS STORAGE
RESERVOIRS AND TANK STORAGE FACILITIES AS SET FORTH ON THE STATE
LAW WATER RIGHTS CLAIMS FILED BY THIS CLAIMANT CONTEMPORANEOUSLY
HEREWITH.
6. WATER IS CLAIMED FOR THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES:
FOR MUNICIPAL/
DOMESTIC PURPOSES FROM JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 111.138 C.F.S.
PLUS SUCH ADDITIONAL AMOUNT AS SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE COURT
TO BE REASONABLY NECESSARY TO MEET THE FUTURE MUNICIPAL/DOMESTIC
NEEDS OF THE CITY IN THE FUTURE. FOR MUNICIPAL/IRRIGATION
PURPOSES FROM APRIL 1 TO OCTOBER 15, 28.83 C.F.S. PLUS SUCH
ADDITIONAL AMOUNT AS SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE COURT TO BE
REASONABLY·NECESSARY TO MEET THE FUTURE MUNICIPAL/IRRIGATION
NEEDS OF THE CITY.
7. TOTAL QUANTITY CLAIMED: 139.968 C.F.S. PLUS SUCH ADDITIONAL
QUANTITY AS SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE COURT TO BE REASONABLY
NECESSARY TO MEET FUTURE MUNICIPAL NEEDS OF THE CITY.
B. TOTAL CONSUMPTIVE USE CLAIMED IS 5,000 ACRE FEET PER ANNUM AT
PRESENT, TOGETHER WITH SUCH ADDITIONAL CONSUMPTIVE USE AS SHALL
BE DETERMINED BY THE COURT TO BE REASONABLY NECESSARY TO MEET
FUTURE MUNICIPAL NEEDS OF THE CITY.
9. DESCRIPTION OF NON IRRIGATION USES: THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY
.)
OF THIS USE IS TO MEET THE DOMESTIC NEEDS OF THE 46,000 PEOPLE
WHO CURRENTLY RESIDE IN THE CITY OF POCATELLO AND SUCH ADDITIONAL
PEOPLE AS MAY RESIDE THERE IN THE FUTURE.
IN ADDITION, THE
CITY'S MUNICIPAL WATER SYSTEM SERVES THOSE INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL USES WHICH CURRENTLY EXIST IN THE CITY AND WHICH ARE
REASONABLY EXPECTED TO BE NEEDED IN THE FUTURE.
10. DESCRIPTION OF PLACE OF USE: WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO AND
VICINITY. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES.IRRIGATED: 1,962
11. THE LANDS LISTED ABOVE ARE LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
COUNTIES.
12. THE CITY OWNS THAT PROPERTY FOR WHICH IT CLAIMS IRRIGATION
USAGE, SUCH AS FOR THE AIRPORTS, THE GOLF COURSES, THE WATER
POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT GROUNDS AND THE CITY PARKS. THE CITY
DOES NOT OWN MOST OF THE REMAINDER OF PROPERTY SERVED BY THE CITY
WATER SYSTEM.
13. ALL OF THE OTHER STATE LAW WATER RIGHTS PREVIOUSLY CLAIMED BY
THE CITY IN THIS MATTER ARE USED AT THE SAME PLACE AND FOR THE
SAME PURPOSE DESCRIBED ABOVE. THE FEDERAL RESERVED WATER RIGHT
CLAIMED HEREIN IS IN THE ALTERNATIVE TO, AND NOT IN ADDITION TO,
WATER RIGHTS CLAIMED BY THE CITY UNDER STATE LAW.
15. BASIS OF CLAIM: SECTION 10 OF THE FEDERAL POCATELLO TOWNSITE
ACT, ACT OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1888, CH. 936, 25 STAT. 452, SECTION 10.
15. Basis of Claim: RESERVED
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DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
1301 North Orchard Street, Boise, ID 83706 - P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 327-7900 Fax: (208) 327-7866 Web Site: www.idwr.state.id.us
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DlRK KEMPTHORNE
Governor
KARL J. DREHER
Director
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Re: · Continued Negotiation of General Water Management Rules
IDAPA Docket No. 37-0313-9701

,;:·

Enclosed with this letter is a copy of the latest draft (Rev. 2.4, dated 07/10/2001) of the
Statewide Water Management Rules. The Department of Water Resources completed this draft
after thoroughly reviewing and considering the comments submitted by various entities on the
previous draft (Rev. 1.6, dated 0ll24/2001).
While I believe the draft rules are much improved, the rules are by no means final. To
provide an opportunity for you to offer comments and suggestions and participate in the
continued negotiations on these rules, a meeting will be held in Idaho Falls on Wednesday,
August 15, 2001, as follows:

9:00 am - August 15, 2001
University Place
1776 Science Center Drive

Idaho Falls, Idaho
At the Idaho Water Users Association Summer Water Law and Resource Issues seminar
in Sun Valley, I had announced that this meeting would be held on August 10 rather than
August 15. However, an unforeseen scheduling conflict developed, requiring that this meeting
be rescheduled.
I encourage you and/or your representative to attend this meeting and actively participate.
However, if you are unable to attend, please send any written comments or suggestions you have
within the next 60 days to Mr. Norm Young at P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, 83720-0098.
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THE FOLLOWING IS WORKING DRAFT TEXT FOR
NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING BY THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
IDAPA DOCKET NO. 37-0313-9701
(July 10, 2001)

IDAPA 37
TITLE03
Chapter 13
37.03.13 - STATEWIDE WATER MANAGEMENT RULES

.. )
...

000. LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).
These rules are promulgated pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52,
Title 67, Idaho Code, and Section 42-1805, Idaho Code, which provides that the Director of the
Idaho Department of Water Resources is authorized to adopt rules to implement the powers and
duties of the Department. The powers and duties of the Department include acting on behalf of
the State ofldaho to control the appropriation and use of all surface and ground waters within the
state in accordance with statutory authority including but not limited to Sections 42-101, 42-220,
42-226, 42-237a.g., and 42-351, Idaho Code, and without regard to whether the waters are
located within water districts created pursuant to Section 42-604, Idaho Code. Rules herein
relating to water districts are also promulgated pursuant to Section 42-603, Idaho Code, which
authorizes the Director to adopt rules for the distribution of water from the streams, rivers, lakes,
ground water, and other natural water sources within water districts as necessary to carry out the
Idaho law in accordance with the priorities of the rights of the water users.
(
)
001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).

01.
Title.
Management Rules."

These rules may be cited as IDAPA 37.03.13, "Statewide Water
(
)

02.
Scope. The rules are applicable statewide to the use of the waters of the state. ·
The rules provide direction to the Idaho Department of Water Resources and its appointed
watermasters in the enforcement of laws prohibiting unauthorized uses of water, administering
diversions by priority, governing the use of supplemental water rights, providing standards and
procedures for measuring and reporting water diversion and use, and addressing other water
delivery issues. Additional rules may be promulgated for a particular administrative basin or
(
)
water management activity as needed to specifically address unique conditions.
--~-
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002. WRITTEN INTERPRETATIONS (RULE 2).
Written interpretations of these rules, if any, in the form of explanatory comments accompanying
the notice of proposed rulemaking, the review of comments submitted in the adoption of these .
rules, and any declaratory rulings issued subsequent to adoption of these rules are available from
(
)
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098.
003. ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS (RULE 3).
Challenges to these rules may be filed pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code, or actions
taken under these rules may be appealed pursuant to Section 42-1701A, Idaho Code.
(
)
004. IDAHO LAW AND PRIOR APPROPRIATION DOCTRINE (RULE 4).
These rules are intended to further implement and apply Idaho Jaw. Nothing in these rules shall
be construed to be inconsistent with or limit the application or requirements of Idaho law,
including the prior appropriation doctrine as implemented in Idaho law.
(
)
005. OTHER AUTHORITIES REMAIN APPLICABLE (RULE 5).
Nothing in these rules shall limit the Director's authority to take alternative or additional actions
(
)
relating to the management of water resources as provided by Idaho law. .
006. - 009.

(RESERVED)

010. DEFINITIONS (RULE 10).
For the purposes of these rules, the following terms are used as defined below.

(

)

01.
Benefieia I Use Claim. A notice of claim to a water right established through
diversion and beneficial use of public water filed in accordance with Section 42-243, Idaho
Code, or Section 42-1409(2), Idaho Code, and not established by the permit and license
(
)
procedure of Chapter 2, Title 42, Idaho Code, or previously decreed by a court of law.
02.
Conjunctive Administration. The combined administration of water rights from
hydraulically connected surface and ground water sources under the prior appropriation doctrine
as set forth in Idaho Jaw recognizing the priorities of the rights, physical characteristics and
significance of source connectedness, and the differences in impacts occurring from surface
water diversions versus impacts from ground water diversions.
(
)
03.
Critical Ground Water Area. Any ground water basin, or designated part
thereof, not having sufficient ground water to provide a reasonably safe supply for irrigation of
cultivated lands, or other uses in the basin at the then curre~t rates of withdrawal, or rates of
withdrawal projected by consideration of valid and outstanding applications and permits,
designated in accordance with Section 42-233a, Idaho Code.
(
)
04.
Department. The Idaho Department of Water Resources created by Section 42170 I, Idaho Code.
(
)
05.

Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources appointed as
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provided by Section 42-1801, Idaho Code, or an employee of the Department who has been
(
)
delegated authority to act for the Director as provided in Section 42-170 I, Idaho Code.
06.
Diversion Rate. The volume of water moving past a point in a diversion system
during a unit of time, most often stated in cubic feet per second (cfs).
(
)
07.
Idaho Code.

Domestic. A water right or water use that is within the limits of Section 42-111,
(
)

08.
Elements. The elements of a water right include the source of water, date of
priority, the maximum quantity of water that may be diverted, point of diversion, purpose of use,
place of use, extent of use, period of use, and conditions on the exercise of the water right
included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application.
(
)
09.
Exchange. A change in the use of water under a surface water right approved in
accordance with Section 42-240, Idaho Code.
(
)
10.
Expansion. Any increase in one or more of the elements of a water right that
increases the extent of beneficial use defined and authori2ed under a valid water right.
(
)

,)

11.
Ground Water. Water under the surface of the ground, whatever may be the
geological structure in which it is standing or moving, as provided in Section 42-230(a), Idaho
Code.
(
)
12.
Ground Water Management Area. Any ground water basin or designated part
thereof which the Director has determined may be approaching the conditions of a critical ground
water area and designated in accordance with Section 42-233b, Idaho Code.
(
)

· 13.
Hydraulically Connected Ground Water and Surface Water. A ground water
source and a surface water source physically interconnected such that a portion of the ground
water can become surface water, or a portion of the surface water can become ground water, and
changes in water levels within the ground water source affect the amount of water exchanged
between the ground water source and the surface water source. The common ground water
supPIY in an area designated in accordance with Section 42-23 7a.g., Idaho Code, is deemed to be,
(
)
and shall be managed as, hydraulically connected ground water.
14.

Idaho Law. The Idaho constitution, statutes, case law, and administrative rules.
(

)

15.
Injury. Injury to a senior priority water right occurs when water diverted under a
junior priority water right diminishes the amount of water that otherwise would have been:
(I) physically and legally available under the senior water right; (2) diverted withoui waste; and
(3) applied without waste to the beneficial use authorized under the senior water right. The
extent of injury equals the amount of water diminished.
(
)
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16.
In-Kind Mitigation. Mitigation in the form of replacement water provided by or
for the benefit of the holder of a junior priority water right to prevent injury to a senior priority
water right.
(
)
17.
Mitigation. The result ofan action taken by or for the benefit of the holder of a
junior priority water right to prevent injury to a senior priority water right, or to provide
compensation acceptable to the holder of a senior priority water right for injury caused by the
diversion and use of water under the junior priority water right.
(
)
18.
Mitigation Plan. A document submitted by or for the benefit of the holder of a
junior priority water right and approved by the Director, as provided in Rule 43 of the "Rules for
Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources" (IDAPA 37, Title 03,
Chapter 11), that identifies actions to provide mitigation.
(
)
19.
Person. Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental
subdivision or agency, or public or private organization or entity of any character.
(
)
20.
Power Consumption Coefficient (PCC). A parameter used to estimate the
volume of water pumped during a period of time. It is the number of kilowatt hours of electricity
(
)
required by a system to pump one(!) acre foot of water.
21.
Presumptive Depletion. The quantity of water depleted from a surface water
source resulting from the diversion and use of water from a hydraulically connected ground water
source or the quantity of water depleted from a ground water source resulting from the diversion
and use of water from a hydraulically connected surface water source, as determined by the Director
based on any available information which may include simulations from mathematical models.
(
)
22.
Presumptive Injury. Injury presumed by the Director to occur to a senior
priority water right because of the diversion and use of water under a junior priority water right,
as promulgated by rule, or adopted through issuance of an order by the Director as provided in
Rule 20 of these rules.
(
)
23.
Reasonable Pumping Lift. A limiting ground water level established by the
Director pursuant to Sections 42-226 and 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, either generally for an area or
aquifer or for individual water rights on a case-by-case basis, for the purpose of protecting the
holders of senior priority ground water rights against unreasonable lowering of ground water
levels caused by diversion and use of surface or ground water by the holders of junior priority
surface or ground water rights under Idaho law.
(
)
24.
Response Zone. An area within which unit depletions or unit recharge of ground
water in the underlying aquifer causes similar responses in a hydraulically connected surface water
source, or portions thereof, as determined by the Director based on any available information which
may include simulations using mathematical models.
(
)
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25.
Rotation Agreement. A voluntary agreement among water users in a delivery
system to provide for a more efficient use of water among the users that allows the water
delivered to be used for specific periods of time on different places of use while other places of
use under the delivery system do not receive water. The agreement quantifies the amounts of
water and times available for use under the water rights of participating water users and converts
the amounts and times of use into equivalent quantities and times for exclusive use from the
delivery system without regard to the legal place of use or the relative priorities of the rights.
(
)
26.
Stockwater. A water right or use that meets the requirements of Section 421401A, Idaho Code.
(
)
27.
Surface Water. Rivers, streams, lakes, and springs, when flowing above ground
in their natural channels as provided in Sections 42-101 and 42-103, Idaho Code.
(
)
28.
Unauthorized Use. Diversion or use of water without a right or in a manner not
)
in conformance with the elements, terms, or conditions of a valid water right, or Idaho law.(
29.
Waste. That amount of water diverted in excess of the amount of water needed
for, and put to beneficial use under, a water right. Water for conveyance and application losses
included in the total diversion rate and annual diversion volume authorized under a valid water
right is not waste unless the losses are not reasonable considering-all applicable circumstances,
including local or community customs or standards.
(
)
30.
Water District. An instrumentality of the State of Idaho established by the
Director as provided in Section 42-604, Idaho Code, for the purpose of performing the essential
governmental function of distribution of water among appropriators under Idaho law.
(
)
31.
Water Management. The control and regulation of the rights to the use of the
surface and ground water resources of the state under the constituion and laws of the state in a
manner consistent with the prior appropriation doctrine and the full economic development of the
water resources of the state. Water management includes provisions for the administration of
rights to the use of surface water, provisions for the administration of rights to the use of ground
water, and provisions for the conjunctive administration of rights to the use of hydraulically
connected ground and surface waters, all in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as
implemented under Idaho law.
(
)
32.
Watermaster. The person elected and appointed as provided in Sections 42-605
and 42-801, Idaho Code, to distribute water within a water district.
(
)
33.
Water Measurement District. A district created in accordance with Section 42706, Idaho Code.
(
)

,,
.·

::--~J

34.
Water Measurement Guidelines. The current version of a document entitled
"Guidelines for Measuring and Reporting Water Diversions and Ground Water Levels in Idaho,"
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published by the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

(

)

35.
Water Right. The legal right to divert and use or to protect in place the .public
waters of the State of Idaho where such right is evidenced by a decree, a license, or permit issued
by the Department of Water Resources, a beneficial use claim, or a right based upon federal law.
(
)
36.
Waters of the State or Public Water. All surface and ground waters, as defined
herein, located within the boundaries ofldaho or in boundary streams, rivers, and lakes. (
)
011. - 019.
020.

(RESERVED).

PRINCIPLES FOR WATER MANAGEMENT (RULE 20).

01.
Authorized Uses. All diversions or uses of public water in Idaho are to be made
only in accordance with valid water rights, provisions of applicable laws, rules, orders of the
(
)
Department, or orders of a court having competent jurisdiction.
02.
Unauthorized Use. Unauthorized uses are prohibited. The Department will take
one or more appropriate actions to enforce the law by issuing instructions to a watermaster for
curtailment, issuing a notice of violation pursuant to Section 42-l 701B, Idaho Code, issuing a
cease and desist order pursuant to Section 42-l 701B, filing an action seeking injunctive relief
pursuant to Section 42-351, Idaho Code, or by taking other lawful action. The action taken will
seek appropriate remedy for the unauthorized use of water including restoration and mitigation
measures and civil penalties, in accordance with these rules, Section 42-l 701B, Idaho Code, and
other applicable law.
(
)
03.
Regulation of Diversions. The diversion and use of water in Idaho will be
regulated to protect and enforce water rights. Measurement and reporting of water diversion is
required for all water rights, except those for domestic or stockwater uses, in accordance with
these rules and other applicable law.
(
)
04.
Ground Water Management. Rights to use ground water will be managed and
conjunctively administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of hydraulically
connected surface water in accordance with Idaho law. Rights to use ground water will also be
managed and administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of ground water
from the same source, including the maintenance of reasonable pumping lifts, in accordance with
Idaho law. Additionally, rights to use ground water will be managed and administered to prevent
depletions in excess of the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge m
(
)
accordance with Idaho law.

.i)

a.
When ground water diverted from a Common Ground Water Supply, as
designated in accordance with Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, is determined by the Director to
cause injury to senior priority water rights from hydraulically connected surface water or to
senior priority water rights to ground water from the same source, such ground water diversion
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under a junior priority water right within a water district shall be curtailed by the watennaster,
unless approved mitigation is provided in accordance with Rule 20.13 of these rules.
(
)
b.
When data gathered by the Department or otherwise submitted to the Department
show to the satisfaction of the Director that the diversion of ground water under any water right,
which is not included in a water district, causes injury to a senior priority surface water right or to
a senior priority ground water right, such junior priority diversion shall be curtailed under the
provisions of Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, unless approved mitigation is provided in
accordance with Rule 20.13 of these rules.
(
)

05.
Surface Water Management. Rights to use surface water will be managed and
administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of water from connected surface
water sources in accordance with Idaho law. Rights to use surface water will also be managed
and conjunctively administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of
hydraulically connected ground water in accordance with Idaho law.
(
)
a.
When the diversion of surface water is detennined by the Director to cause injury
to senior priority water rights from connected surface water sources or to senior priority water
rights from hydraulically connected ground water, such surface water diversion under a junior
'priority water right within a water district shall be curtailed by the watenriaster, unless approved
(
)
mitigation is provided in accordance with Rule 20.13 of these rules.

)

b.
When data gathered by the Department or otherwise submitted to th\! Department
show to the satisfaction of the Director that the diversion of surface water under any water right,
which is not included in a water district, causes injury to a senior priority surface water right or to
a senior priority ground water right, such junior priority diversion shall be curtailed under the
provisions of Section 42-351, Idaho Code, unless approved mitigation is provided in accordance
with Rule 20.13 of these rules.
(
)

06.
Use of Surface Water First. To minimize depletions from a ground water source
and to maintain incidental recharge to the ground water source, when water rights exist from both
a natural flow surface water source and a ground water source for the same irrigation use, the
water rights for surface water shall be used before water rights for ground water to the extent it is
available, except as provided in Rule 25 of these rules. The combined rate of diversion and the
annual volume diverted from the combined sources shall not exceed the amounts reasonably
necessary for the beneficial use.
(
)
07.
Reuse and Drainage of Water. Water remaining after its use under a water right
may be recaptured and reused, prior to such water becoming public water, for the same use
authorized by the water right and the reuse shall not be considered to be an expansion of the
water right associated with such use. Water may also be diverted for drainage purposes to
improve or preserve the utility of land without a water right provided the water diverted is
returned to a source of public water without application to beneficial use and provided the
drilling of wells therefor shall be subject to the licensing provisions of of Section 42-238, Idaho
Code.
(
)
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08.
Establishment and Use of Response Zones. The Director may establish
response zones to assist in managing ground water depletions and recharge in any area .of the
state. The response zones shall encompass recharge sites and the points of diversion and places
of use for rights to the use of hydraulically connected ground water. Response zones shall be
established through rulemaking or adopted through issuance of an order by the Director. When
response zones are adopted through issuance of an order, the Director shal.l provide notice as set _
forth in Rule 20.11 of these rules.
(
)
09.
Establishment and Use of Presumptive Depletions. The Director may establish
presumptive depletions in a surface water source resulting from the diversion and use of
hydraulically connected ground water, or in a ground water source resulting from the diversion
and use of hydraulically connected surface water. Presumptive depletions are not presumptions
of injury but may be used as part of the basis for establishing presumptive injury. Presumptive
depletions shall be established through rulemaking or adopted through issuance of an order by
the Director. When presumptive depletions are adopted through issuance of an order, the
Director shall provide notice as set forth in Rule 20.11 of these rules.
(
)

]:)

10.
Establishment and Use of Presumptive Injury. The Director may establish a
presumption of injury to one or more senior priority water rights resulting from the diversion and
use of surface or ground water under a junior priority water right. The presumptive injury may
be established based upon some or all of the following: streamflow measurements, measurements
of ground water levels, measurements of water discharged from springs, the Department's
determination of consumptive irrigation· and field headgate requirements, the amount of water
actually diverted and put to beneficial use under the senior priority water right, the amount of
stored water controlled by the holder of the senior priority water right and available for the
beneficial use under the senior priority water right, presumptive depletions, and other
information determined by the Director to be pertinent. Presumptive injury shall be established
through rulemaking or adopted through issuance of an order by the Director. When
presumptions of injury are adopted through issuance ofan order, the Director shall provide notice
(
)
as set forth in Rule 20.11 of these rules.
11.
Notice.
Upon adoption of response zones, presumptive depletions, or
presumtions of injury through issuance of an order, the Director shall publish notice in two
consecutive weekly issues of a newspaper of general circulation in the area of the affected water
right holders. Any person holding affected water rights objecting to or contesting the order shall
have twenty-eight days from the date of the second newspaper notice to file a petition with the
Director initiating a contested case under IDAPA 37, Title 01, Chapter 01, seelang to challenge,
modify, amend, or stay the order.
(
)

t'iJ

12.
Challenge to Response Zones and Rebuttal of Presumptions. At any time, a
water right holder affected by the Director's adoption of a response zone, presumptive depletion,
or presumptive injury, may initiate a contested case through the filing of a petition with the
Director under IDAPA 37, Title 01, Chapter 01, seekin·g to change the response zone or rebut a
presumptive depletion or presumptive injury. The petitioner must describe the factual or legal
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basis for the rebuttal or change sought and provide any representative data or other information
that the petitioner believes supports the change or rebuttal.
(
)

13. Use of Mitigation. The Director will allow the out-of,priority diversion and use of
surface or ground water that would otherwise cause injury to a senior priority water right when
approved mitigation is provided. Approved mitigation must be in-kind mitigation, unless other
compensation is agreed to by the holder of the senior priority water right. Approved mitigation is
provided by implementation of an approved mitigation plan or by implementation of conditions
on the exercise of the water right included in any decree, license, or approved transfer
application.
(
)
Primary Enforcement Through Water Districts.
The enforcement of
14.
limitations on water diversions and use in accordance with Idaho law will be primarily through the
establishment and operation of water districts, including the appointment and supervision of
watermasters by the Department. However, such administration shall not preclude an individual
water right holder from seeking other enforcement measures provided under Idaho law.
(
)

021. AUTHORIZED AND UNAUTHORIZED DIVERSION AND USE OF WATER
(RULE 21).

)

01.
Use in Accordance with a Water Right. Water diversion and use may occur in
accordance with a water right evidenced by a court decree, a license or permit issued by the
Department, a beneficial use claim to a right filed in accordance with Section 42-243 or 42~1409,
Idaho Code, an enlarged use in accordance with Section 42-1426, Idaho Code, an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, an accomplished transfer in accordance with Section 421425, Idaho Code, an approved exchange pursuant to Section 42-240, Idaho Code, a temporary
permit issued in accordance with Section 42-202A, Idaho Code, or a temporary change approved in
accordance with Section 42-222A, Idaho Code.
(
)
02.
Other Authorized Uses. Diversion and use of water may occur without a recorded
water right or not in conformance with a recorded water right under the following circumstances, or
as may otherwise be provided by Idaho law:
(
)
a.
Water may be diverted and used from a ground water source for domestic purposes
in accordance with Section 42-227, Idaho Code;
(
)
b.
Livestock may be allowed to drink directly from a surface water source in
accordance with Section 42-113, Idaho Code, and from water diverted for other authorized uses;
(
)
c.
Water may be diverted and used for firefighting purposes from any public water
source in accordance with Section 42-201(3), Idaho Code;
(
)

,)

d.
Impoundment of water in a tank, pond, or reservoir having a capacity less than or
equal to the volume that can be diverted during a 24-hour period under the diversion rate authorized
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under one or more water rights may occur as part of the delivery and use of the water without a
storage component being included in the description of the right or rights;
(
)
e.
Water may be diverted and used in accordance with a rotation agreement as
described in Rule 22 of these rules;
(
)

f.

Water may be recaptured for reuse as recognized in Rule 20.07 of these rules; (

)

g.
Water may be diverted for water quality remediation and research .projects m
accordance with Rule 23 of these rules; and
(
)
h.
Water may be diverted to prevent potential loss of life or property damage during a
(
)
flood emergency in accordance with Rule 24 of these rules.

03.

Unauthorized Diversion and Use of Water.

unauthorized diversions and uses of water:
a.

The following constitute
(
)

Diversion and use not in compliance with Rule 21.01 or Rule 21.02 of these rules;
(
)

b.
Diversion and use of water under a beneficial use claim in a water district when
the watermaster is delivering water in accordance with priority of rights;
(
)
,..)

c.
Use of water in conflict with any order or designation by the Director of a Ground
(
)
Water Management Area or a Critical Ground Water Area;
d.
Diversion and use of water resulting from tampering with or changing any
headgate or diversion control structure setting by the watermaster, as determined by the Director;
(
)
e.
Out of priority diversion within a water district under the supervision of a
watermaster, a critical ground water area, a ground water management area, or any other area for
which the Director or a court of competent jurisdiction has ordered a reduction in diversion in
accordance with applicable law, provided the diversion and use is not in accordance with
approved mitigation;
(
)

f.
Director;
g.

Diversion or use of water under an exchange that has not been approved by the
.
(
)
Water rotation that is not consistent with Rule 22 of these rules;

(

)

h.
Diversion or use of water that the Director has determined constitutes waste, as
defined by Rule I 0.25 of these rules, and as set forth in an order with opportunity for hearing
under Section 1701A, Idaho Code; and
(
)
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i.
Use of water under a ground water right when adequate water is available under a
natural flow surface water right for the same beneficial use, except as provided in Rule 25 of
these rules.
(
)

022.

ROTATION AGREEMENTS (RULE 22).

(

)

01.
Purpose and Form. A rotation agreement is a voluntary agreement among the
holders of water rights from a shared water delivery system entered into for the purpose of
maximizing the beneficial use of a limited water supply by al lowing one or more of the users on
the system to divert the total available water supply for a scheduled period .of time during which
the other users on the system temporarily forego their right to divert water. Because a rotation
agreement involves rights to the use of real property, the agreement should be in writing and
identify the water rights subject to the agreement, the ownership of the water rights, the schedule
of rotation, a procedure for enforcing compliance with the agreement, and a process for opting
out of the agreement.
(
)

02.
Basis for Use of Water in Excess of Recorded Right. A rotation agreement
allows the holder of a water right to use water in excess of the amount authorized under the right
on a temporary basis in accordance with the rotation schedule. A copy of the rotation agreement
shall be submitted to the Director or to a watermaster to confirm the basis for a water right holder
to use water at a rate in excess of that authorized under the holder's water right. However, if the
rotation occurs within an irrigation district or canal company a copy of the rotation agreement is
not required, and the rotation of rights to the use of water shall be subject solely to the procedures
or limitations applying within the water distribution entity.
(
)
023. WATER QUALITY REMEDIATION AND RESEARCH PROJECTS (RULE 23).
A water right shall not be required for the purpose of diverting surface or ground water for the
sole purpose of removing contaninents or suspended sediments from the water or for the sole
purpose of conducting water quality, hydrogeologic or geophysical research, and testing provided
the following requirements are satisfied with respect to the remediation or research project:
(
)
01.
The remediation project is conducted pursuant to an order or plan approved by a
court of law, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, or the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency; and
(
)

02.
The remediation or research project operator enters into a memorandum of
understanding with the Department for a fixed period of time descibing the remediation project
and providing that certain conditions of approval be satisfied, which conditions shall included
(
)
but not be limited to the following:
a.
The remediation or research project operator shall obtain any needed
drilling permit(s) from the Department as required by Section 42-235, Idaho Code, prior to the
(
)
construction of any wells;
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b.
The remediation or research project operator shall curtail diversion activity
or shall provide appropriate mitigation if the remediation activity injures existing water rights as
determined by the Director;
(
)
c.
The remediation or research project operator shall hold the Department
harmless from any liability due to the operator's negligent discharge of water; and
(
)
d.
The remediation or research project operator shall submit periodic and
final reports to the Director regarding the remediation or research activity upon request of the
Department.
(
)
024. DIVERSION OF WATER DURING FLOODING (RULE 24). A water right shall not
be required for the purpose of diverting flood waters from a natural water course during periods
of a flood emergency designated by the Director, the Board of County Commissioners, or the
Governor, provided a primary reason for diverting the water is to reduce the potential risk to life
or property located downstream. Any flood waters diverted in accordance with this provision
may incidently be applied to a recognized beneficial use provided other water rights are not
injured thereby.
(
)
025. ENFORCEMENT OF THE USE OF WATER RIGHTS FROM SURFACE
WATER SOURCES PRIOR TO USING WATER FROM GROUND WATER SOURCES
(RULE 25).
(
)

)

-~

01.
Surface Water First. Water shall not be diverted and used for irrigation under a
ground water right unless the amount of water available for use from a natural flow surface water
(
)
right for the same irrigation use is physically or legally unavailable under the right.
Surface Water Unavailable. For the purposes of this rule, water will be
02.
considered to be unavailable under a natural flow surface water right if one (I) or more of the
following conditions exist:
(
)

a.
The surface water source does not have a sufficient supply or the supply is
physically unavailable to the right holder.
(
)
b.
The natural flow surface water right becomes legally unavailable for use prior to
(
)
the effective date of this rule.
c.
The facilities necessary for diversion, conveyance, and application of the natural
flow surface water right were removed or made permanently inoperable, as determined by the
(
)
Director, prior to the effective date of this rule and have not been replaced.

,
,·

03.
Existing Uses Exempted. This rule shall not be applied to require water users,
who prior to the adoption of this rule have initiated a practice of using ground water in preference
to surface water, to revert to the use of natural flow surface water unless otherwise required to
comply with conditions of the ground water right.
(
)
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026. -- 029. (RESERVED).
30.
ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS (RULE 30).
The Department will implement the principles set forth in these rules, within the resources
provided to the Department by the legislature, through the creation and operation of water
districts, the creation and operation of water measurement districts, the adoption of management
plans for designated critical ground water areas and ground water management areas, through
additional rulemaking, or through other administrative actions in accordance with applicable law.
(

)

031. - 039, (RESERVED)

·1

040. CREATION, MODIFICATION, AND OPERATION OF WATER DISTRICTS
(RULE40).
Whenever a court of competent jurisdiction has adjudicated the rights to the use of water from
any public stream or other public water supply, or entered an order for the interim administration
of water rights pursuant to Section 42-1417, Idaho Code, the Director shall establish or modify a
water district as appropriate, pursuant to Section 42-604, Idaho Code, for the purpose of
supervising the distribution of water from the public water supply in accordance with the prior
appropriation doctrine. Before entering an order creating or modifying a water district, the
Director shall provide notice of the proposed action and conduct a hearing thereon in accordance
with the notice and hearing requirements of Section 42-604, Idaho Code. Each water district
created by the Director shall be considered an instrumentality of the state of Idaho for the purpose
of performing the essential governmental function of distributing water among appropriators
under Idaho law.
(
)
01.
Separate Districts. The Director shall divide the state into water districts in such
a manner that each public stream and its tributaries, or other source of water supply, shall
constitute a water district, provided:
(
)
a.
Any stream or water supply, when the distance between the extreme points of
diversion thereon is more than forty (40) miles, may be divided into two (2) or more water
districts;
(
)
b.
Any stream or water supply tributary to another stream or water supply may be
constituted into a separate water district when the use of the water therefrom does not affect or
conflict with the rights to the use of the water from the main stream or other water supply; (
)
c.
Any stream or water supply may be divided into two (2) or more water districts,
irrespective of the distance between the extreme points of diversion, where the use of the waters
of such stream or water supply by appropriators in one district does not affect or conflict with the
use of the waters of such stream or water supply by appropriators outside such district;
(
)

., I
.

,

d.
The Director in creating or modifying a water district may organize the district
into two (2) or more divisions or subdistricts based upon hydrologic, geographic, or other
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considerations, if the Director determines that such organization will result in a more efficient
administration of the rights to the use of water from the stream or other source of water supply;
(
)
e.
The Director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or
combine two (2) or more water districts or subdistricts by entry of an order if such action is
required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource;
(
)
f.
The Director shall cause copies of any order issued under this rule to be served by
(
)
regular mail upon all holders of rights to the use of water affected by the ord_er.
02.

Operation of Water Districts.

(

)

a.
The holders of water rights within a water district shall meet annually in
accordance with law to elect a watermaster, set a budget adequate to carry out the responsibilities
of the district, and provide for its collection. The Director will appoint a watermaster, set a
budget, and provide for its collection if the holders of rights in the district fail or refuse to do so.
(
)
b.
The holders of water rights within each water district shall adopt and submit for
approval of the Director bylaws providing for the operation of the district in accordance with law.
The bylaws shall provide procedures for calling and conducting annual and special meetings,
setting budgets, determining assessments, collecting the assessments, disbursing district funds,
financial accounting procedures, duties and responsibilities of the watermaster, and other district
officials including an advisory board, and procedures for filing budgets, reports, audits, and other
information with the Department.
(
)
041. GENERAL DUTIES OFWATERDISTRICT WATERMASTERS (RULE 41).
Under the supervision of the Director, a watermaster when duly elected and appointed shall
perform the following duties:
(
)
01.
Distribution of Water Supplies. Distribute water by priority of right, taking into
account the provisions of approved mitigation, during times of scarcity as directed by the
Department.
(
)
02.
Monitoring of Water Diversion and Use. Monitor diversion and use of water
from public water sources throughout the year as directed by the Department.
(
)
03.
Regulation of Diversions. Adjust, lock, and post headgates and other diversions
as necessary to prevent unauthorized diversion and use of water, including stored and
commingled water.
(
)
04.
Record Keeping. Measure and record in daily record books the rate of flow
diverted under each right at each point of diversion in the water district.
(
)
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05.
Natural Flow and Stored Water Diversions. Determine and record in the
district records in a form approved by the Department the amount of natural flow by water right
and stored water taken by each water user at each point of diversion in the district.
(
)
06.
Stored Water and Commingled Water. Convey stored water or commingled
water from the point it is injected into the natural stream to the diversion points of those entitled
to its use, as directed by the Department.
(
)
07.
Annual Report. Prepare and submit an annual report in a form approved by the
Department of the diversions of natural flow water or ground water under each right and the
(
)
volume of stored water taken by each water user at each point of diversion.
08.
Proposed Budget and Annual Work Plan. Prepare and submit the proposed
budget for the next year in accordance "with Section 42-615, Idaho Code. The budget shall
include a work plan for the upcoming year for approval by the Department.
(
)
09.
Ownership Changes. Advise the Department of changes of ownership of water
rights and refuse delivery of water under the right until the change is properly recorded with the
Department.
(
)
10.
Documentation. Monitor the availability of water in the public water sources
within the Water District and maintain documentation that the available water supplies have been
distributed by priority of right.
(
)

)
11.
Ground Water Levels. Monitor ground water levels in the water district as
directed by the Department.
(
)
12.
Inventory of Diversions. Inventory all diversions from public water sources
(
)
within the water district and notify the Department of any changes.
13.
Other Duties. Perform other duties, as instructed by the Director, that are
necessary to monitor, inventory, and regulate public water supplies within the district and to
document that public water supplies available within the district have been diverted and used
under the rights thereto in accordance with applicable Idaho law and these rules.
(
)
042. ENFORCEMENT DUTIES OF WATER DISTRICT WATERMASTERS
(RULE 42). Under the supervision of the Director, a watermaster shall perform the following
enforcement duties:
(
)
01.

Enforcement of Diversion Rate and Volume.

a.
Diversion and use of water shall not exceed the diversion rate and annual
diversion volume authorized under the water right.
(
)
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b.
The rate of diversion from surface water sources shall be based upon a twentyfour (24) hour average, provided that the instantaneous rate of diversion shall not exceed the
authorized rate if the use of any other water right is injured.
(
)
c.
The rate of diversion from ground water sources shall be based upon a seven (7)
day average, except as provided in Rule 43 of these rules, provided that the instantaneous rate of
diversion shall not exceed the authorized rate if the use of any other water right is injured. (
)
d.
The rate of diversion authorized by the water right shall be measured at the point
of diversion from the public water source or as near as practicable to the diyersion as determined
by the Director, and not at the field headgate or other place of use unless otherwise provided by
the terms of the water right.
(
)

02.

Enforcement of Priority. Junior priority water rights shall be curtailed in order

of priority from the most recent priority date whenever such regulation is found necessary to fill a
senior, unsubordinated water right, unless continued out-of-priority diversion is allowed under
approved mitigation.
(
)

03.

'\)

Enforcement of Point of Diversion. Diversion of water shall occur only at the

point or points authorized by the water right; provided however, diversion from a point other
than the point or points authorized by the water right will not be prohibited if the following
conditions are satisfied: ( 1) the point of di version is claimed on an accomplished transfer made
in accordance with Section 42-1425, Idaho Code; . and (2) there is no information available to
show that the claimed point of diversion is erroneous, that such use will cause injury to or has
(
)
injured other water rights, or that it constitutes an expansion of the water right.
Enforcement of Place of Use. Use of water shall occur only at the place of use
04.
authorized by a water right except as otherwise provided under this rule.
(
)
a.
Use of water at a place other than the place of use authorized by a water right will
not be regulated to prevent such use if:
(
)
i.
The new place of use is claimed as an accomplished transfer made in accordance
with Section 42-1425, Idaho Code, and there is no information to show that the claimed place of
use is erroneous, that the change will cause injury to or has injured other water rights, or is an
(
)
expansion of the water right;

. :
1

ii.

The water right is the subject of a valid rotation agreement; or

(

)

Ill.

The water right is the subject of a valid exchange approved by the Director. (

)

b.
Measurement Accuracy. In determining whether an expansion in place of use has
occurred, the Department will consider the accuracy and precision of acreage measurements.
Generally, an expansion in acreage under a right will not be considered as having occurred if the
acreage found to be irrigated does not exceed the authorized amount by more than five percent (5

.- •• 1
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percent) for any forty (40) acre subdivision or government lot, unless irrigation has been
expanded to include parcels not previously irrigated under the right.
(
)

05.
Enforcement of Period of Use. The period of use for a water right is the period
described by the water right within which water may be diverted for the authorized uses or the
period ordered by the Director if the water right does not describe a period of use. Diversion and
(
)
use of water under the right shall occur only during the authorized period of use.
06.
Criteria for Enforcement of Nature of Use. A wateruser shall not use a water
right for a use that is not authorized by the right; provided however, \\'.ater diverted for any
authorized purpose may be incidentally used for stockwater purposes, and water under any water
right may be used for firefighting purposes, as provided in Section 42-201(3), Idaho Code. (
)
43. DIVERSION RATE FROM GROUND WATER SOURCES (RULE 43).

)

01.
When Totalizing Flow Meter Required. The rate of diversion under a water
right for the use of ground water shall be measured using a totalizing flow meter installed and .
maintained to measure flow rates within ten (10) percent of independent field measurements
conducted periodically using calibrated test equipment. A request to use an alternate method of
measurement, including use of the power consumption coefficient (or PCC) method, may be
submitted by the holder of a ground water right or on behalf of the holder of such right as
provided in Rule 90.03 of these rules. However, when ground water is diverted using a pump
driven by means of internal combustion or as part of either a compound system or a complex
system, the requirement to install and maintain a totalizing flow meter will not be waived unless
the requirements set forth in Rule 43.03 are satisfied. A compound system, as the term is used in
this rule, means a system where one or more electrical devices are operated from the same
electrical power meter connected to the pump used to divert ground water under the right. A
complex system, as the term is used in this rule, means any system where the total dynamic head
at the pump used to divert ground water under the right varies due to multiple discharge locations
in a pipeline, or where the method of delivery will vary between open discharge, gated pipe, or
sprinkler system during a single irrigation season, or where multiple wells discharge into a
common pipeline.
(
)
02.
Monthly Average Diversion Rate Allowed. Measurement, reporting, and
enforcement of the diversion rate under a water right to divert and use ground water will be based
on diversions averaged over a period of seven (7) days, unless the waiver condition set forth in
Rule 43.03 is satisfied. When this waiver condition is satisfied, the measurement, reporting, and
enforcement of the diversion rate under a water right to divert and use grourid water may be
based on diversions averaged over a period of thirty (30) days, provided that the instantaneous
rate of diversion shall not exceed the authorized rate if the use of any other water right is injured.
(

)

03.
Waiver Condition. When use of the PCC method under the conditions of
minimum discharge pressure (maximum yield) for any system configuration of ground water
diversion, delivery, and application under a water right demonstrates that ground water can not
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physically be diverted using the system at a rate in excess of the diversion rate authorized under
the water right, the requirements of these rules subject to this waiver condition will be modified
as set forth in these rules. Continuance of this waiver condition is subject to confirqiation
annually by the holder of a ground water right or on behalf of the holder of such right that the
inability to divert ground water at a rate in excess of the authorized diversion rate remains intact.
(
)

044. - 079. (RESERVED).
080. MEASUREMENT AND ENFORCEMENT OF WATER RIGHTS NOT IN A
WATER DISTRICT (RULE 80).
01.
Measurement and Reporting. Measurement and reporting of the diversion and
use of water under water rights not within a water district is required in accordance with Rule
90.02 of these rules.
(
)
02.

Enforcement Outside of Water Districts.

(

)

a.
If the Director finds, on the basis of available information, that a person is
diverting water or has diverted water from ·a natural watercourse or from a ground water source
without having obtained a water right to do so or is applying water or has applied water not in
conformance with the elements of a water right, then the Director shall take appropriate action
against such person to prevent continued unauthorized. use.
(
)
b.
The Director will issue a Notice of Violation (NOV) to a person who is diverting
public water without a water right, is applying water or has applied water not in conformance
with the elements of a water right, or is otherwise making an unauthorized use of water as
described in these rules.
(
)
c.
As appropriate, the Director will file an action seeking injunctive relief or
commence an administrative enforcement action in accordance with Section 42-1701B, Idaho
Code.
(
)
d.
As appropriate, the Director will seek criminal enforcement in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 43, Title 18, Idaho Code.
(
)

081. - 089.

(RESERVED).

090. MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING OF WATER DIVERSION AND USE
(RULE 90).
01.
Measurement and Reporting Procedures. Unless a written waiver is received
from the Director, the holder of a right to divert water meeting one (!) of the circumstances
described in Rule 90.02 below shall instaU, calibrate, and maintain a suitable measuring device in
a manner approved by the Director. The holder of the water right, or a water district or water
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measurement district on behalf of the holder of the water right, shal.l measure and report water
diversion and use to the Department in a manner approved by the Director. The Department shall
publish approved measurement procedures in the water measurement guidelines as defined in
Rule I 0.34 of these rules.
(
)
02.
Diversions Subject to Measurement and Reporting. Any diversion subject to
one (I) of the following circumstances shall be measured and reported as required by Rule 90.01
of these rules.
(
)
a.
A diversion located within a water district or a water measurement district, unless
(
)
the diversion is used solely for domestic or stockwater purposes.
b.
Idaho Code.

A diversion required to be measured by an order issued under Section 42-701,
(
)

c.
A diversion required to be measured by a condition of a permit, license, transfer,
(
)
exchange, or other approval or order of the Director.

)

03.
Alternative Methods. Where the installation and maintenance of a measuring
device would be unnecessarily burdensome for the holder of a water right, except as required by
Rule 43 of these rules, the Director may allow another method as requested in writing by the
holder or on behalf of the holder of the water right and approved by the Director to estimate the
amount of water diverted. For ground water diversions, the Director will allow use of the power
consumption coefficient (or PCC) method, except as required in Rule 43 of these rules and
subject to the following accuracy requirement. Use of any alternate method shall be in a manner
approved by the Director, and the approval for the use of an alternate method may be revoked if
the Director determines that the alternate method does not provide a sufficiently accurate
estimate of the amount of water diverted. For the purpose of this rule, a sufficiently accurate
estimate of the amount of water diverted shall be within ten (10) percent ofan independent field
measurement made using calibrated test equipment.
(
)
091.
91).

MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING OF GROUND WATER LEVELS (RULE

01.
Measurement and Reporting Procedures. The depth to ground water shall be
reported at each well from which water is authorized to be diverted in accordance with an order
issued pursuant to Section 42-701, Idaho Code, or in accordance with a measurement plan
submitted by a water district or water measurement district and approved by the Director. The
Department shall publish approved measurement procedures in the water measurement
guidelines as defined in Rule 10.34 of these rules.
(
)

02.
Measurements by Right Holder. The holder of a water right required to report
pursuant to an order issued under Section 42-701, Idaho Code, or Rule 91.01 of these rules, shall
measure and report in a manner approved by the Director.
(
)
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03.
Measurement by Districts. A water district or water measurement district shall
measure and report the depth to water in a network of wells in a measurement plan approved by
the Director.
_(
)
092. - 099.

(RESERVED).

100. MANAGEMENT OF WATER USES IN CRITICAL GROUND WATER AREAS
AND GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREAS (RULE 100).
01.
Management Plan. When infonnation is available for the Director to detennine
that the use of water in a critical ground water area or a ground water management area exceeds
the average rate of future natural recharge, that one or more holders of ground water rights are
having to pump from a level that exceeds the reasonable pumping lift for the area, or that senior
priority surface water rights are being deprived of water to which they are entitled, the director
will enter an order providing a management plan to balance water use with supply and to protect
senior priority rights.
(
)
02.
Notice of Management Plan. Notice of the management plan shall be given in
the same manner as notice for the designation of a Critical Ground Water Area in Section 42233a or for the designation of a Ground Water Management Area in Section 42-233b, Idaho
Code. Any person objecting to the order adopting the plan is entitled to a hearing and judicial
review in accordance with Section 42-1701A,Idaho Code.
(· )
. ·..·.)

101. - 999.

(RESERVED).
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PROPOSED RULES WITH COMMENTS

)

THE FOLLOWING IS WORKING DRAFT TEXT FOR
NEGOTIATED RULEMAKlNG BY THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
·
IDAPA DOCKET NO. 37-0313-9701
(July 6, 2001)

GENERAL COJ\.1MENTS

SIMPLOT:

•

i•

,:)
.:;;

i
i •

Ensuring that !he "Prior Appropriation Doctrine" is not eompiomiscd through !he Rules.
The •cope of the Ru lea ,hould povide 1hc: "bas;c~ foundation for edminima1ion. IDWR
may amend the Rules in the future.

i • 111c Rules should not eddre,s 10pics that rcqwc legislation 10 implement.
•

'The administntive co•ts and capabmties 10 implcma,t the Rules need to be carefully

cvaluat<d.
=

•

Use pilot projeru or other tool5 tn "tr:.<r i1rivr;;• proposed changes: prior to formally
adoptin; lhc concepts in lhc Rules.

CREAMER:

.,')
··,\

JGWA remains seriously concerned about the apparent abandonment of the wellconsidered process contained in the existing Conjunctive Management Rules in favor of a topdown, Department-initiated process. IGWA is opposed to any approach to conjunctive
m•n•gement that does not involve a rigorous factual review of the interrelationships between
surface and ground water sources, and of the actual nature and extent of the effects of ground
water withdrawals on surface water supplies. This review must occur before any presumptions
can be made about depletive effects of ground water pumping or about whether injury to senior
water rights is occurring. Also of concern is the fact that the Draft Rules, the Department's
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recent actions designating GWMAs, and the current conjunctive management discussio.n,
appears to have skipped over important policy considerations.
For example, rather than looking at how to manage the entire interconnected water
resource to meet Idaho's current and future water needs and thereby implement ''full economic
development of the water resources of the state," the Draft Rules would lock water users into
increasing reliance on a chronically limited and uncertain surface water supply, and remove
incentives and opportunities to use or further develop the state's prolific ground water supply.
All but the uppermost portions of the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") are at risk of
becoming a ~ facto wilderness area under the Dcpnrtment's current approach. As the
Department knows, even if one hundred percent of any identified effects of ground water
pumping were accounted for by approved, operating mitigation plans, surface water users still
will remain subject to drought-induced shortages. YeL the several hundred of million ncre-feet of
water in the ESPA are slated to be placed off limits to future appropriation and beneficial use,
including, presumably, use as an emergency supplemental supply by surface water users.

•

This approach appears to be driven by the single goal of maintaining the ESPA at an
artificially high level. But it perpetuates drought's adverse, cyclic effects on surface water users,
and now visits them on ground water users as well. The Draft Rules should not congeal as law
without any serious discussion of how they fosfer the policy of full economic development of our
water resources in a way that minimizes the adverse impact of drought on l!ll Idaho water users
and our economy.

)

RIGBY: NONE

The Districts remain firm in their position that the prior appropriation doctrine is the law
of the State ofldaho. Any potential infringement on that doctrine must be carefully scrutinized.
On a positive note, the Districts' concerns regarding the First Draft's effect on the prior
approprialion doctrine have been alleviated somewhat. Specifically, the Districts are pleased with
the language that:
Toes~ ru~es are intended to further implement and apply Jdaho law.
Nothmg m these rules shall be construed to be inconsistent with or
lir~t the appli_ca!ion or requirements ofldaho law, including the
pnor appropnatton doctrine as implemented in Idaho law.
•·.))

(Rule I.ODS). The latter part of the language, in particular, mirrors the general provision to which
the parties in SRBA Subcase No. 91-00005 have stipulated.
DRAFT STATEWIDE WATER MANAGJ:MENT RULES - Page 2
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•

.. ROSHOLT:
'
Overall in light of developments since the initial draft rules released in January 2001, the
comprehensiv;ness of the rules should be evaluated and minimized. Current developments and
progress in regards to mitigation agreements and designation o~ ground wat~ management areas
in various parts of the State provide a different background for implementation of these Ru_les.
Jnitially,-when the first draft of rules was released in_J~uary,_ progress _had not been made m
regards to a conjunctive administration general prov1s1on. Smee that time, ground and sui:face
water users have attempted to mutually resolve differences with the development of agreem~ts
in certain basins that provide for some mitigation. Implementation of rules that are far-reaching
and broad in scope may inhibit the progress of such agreements. Drafung rules that are general
in nature provides the parties with flexibility in designing options to resolve differences.
Additionally, the scope· of the Department's rulemalcing authority to include in the Rules
such concepts as presumptive injury and presumptive depletion is unclear. An administrative
agency, such as the Department, only has such powers as a statute or ordinance confers. See
Beker v. Georgetown lrrig. Dist., 101 Idaho I 87 (1980). The Departmeni is authorized to
promulgate rules implementing the powers and duties of the Department. J.C. 42-1805(8). As a
result, administrative rules have to derive from this legislative delegation of authority. The
directive of the legislature and the courts is that the Director is to administer water rights
, according to the prior appropriation doctrine. Idaho Const. Ari. XV. §3; Musser v. Higginson,
)25 Idaho 392 (1994). Therefore, these rules are to be in accordance with administration
pursuant to the prior appropriation doctrine.
It is permissive for an agency to develop administrative rules, when given general
rulemaking authority, to provide more specific requirements to general statutory phrases or
terminology. J.C. Neuman, Beneficial Use, Waste, and Forfeiture: The Jnejficienr Search for
Efficiency in Western Water Use, 28 Envtl. Law 9 I 9, 958. However, rules that the legislature
has delegated authority to promulgate must comply with the legislative intent of the enabling
statute. Mead v. Amell, I 17 Idaho 660, 668 ( I 990). The scope of the draft Rules goes beyond
the statutory framework and intent of the ldnho Code. The Code is not ambiguous or general in
how the Department is to administer water rights and the Director's authority. See J.C. 42237ag. Until the legislature provides more explicit direction to the Department, beyond what is
already included in the Idaho Code, then the draft Rules should reflect the existing statutes and
Idaho la"{,
The optimum development of water resources is a constitutionally mandated goal.
However, the decision as to how the optimum development of water resources can best be
achieved is within the province of the legislature. Parkerv. Wallentine, 103 Idaho S06, 512
(1982Xthe Ground Water Act was the legislature's choice for implementing that policy). The
Department can 1101 implement rules that violate the legislature's directive.
The retroactive application of new standards and definitions raise a question oflegality.
The development of rules that impose new factors, when considering such things as "injury,"
upon already vested water rights is not permissive. The Department does not have authority or
the power to interfere with vested rights. Cant/in v. Carter, 88 Idaho I 79, 186 (I 964). The
implementation of rules that do not adhere to and reflect current Idaho law results in different
standards being applied to water rights. Retroactively applying the rules to water rights already
existing would reljuire legislative approval,

41 S 4

Overall, the scope of the draft Rules should remain broad to avoid questions of
infiingement upon the separation of powers doctrine. The draft Rules re-define Idaho law and
the prior appropriation doctrine. This type of action is not permissible by an administrative
agency. To permit and encourage on-going discussions regarding mitigation, the draft Rules
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LING: NONE
BEEMAN:
Hydraulically Connecied Ground Water And Surface Water Source.~

•

The term "hydraulically connected" appeared for the first time in ldaho statutes in 2000.
The only other reference to "hydraulically connected" in Idaho case law is in the 1982 Parker v.
Wallentine decision which addresses a well interference case and not the conjunctive
management issues addressed by the Draft Water Management Rules.
A review of case law reveals that in other western states, including Arizona and
Colorado, the term "hydraulically connected" represents a threshold standard to detennine
whether rights are subject to administration. "Hydraulically connected" does not determine
injury, nor does it presume that injury exists. Rather, this threshold standard simply represents a
political or policy decision, albeit n factually-informed decision, as to which ground water users
will be subject to administration with surface water users. It is imponant that this distinction is
reflected in JDWR 's water management rules. Hydraulic connection is only the first step. Once
that threshold standard is met, then conjunctive administration begins with a fact-based analysis
of whether a senior appropriator is injured. Once injury is establisbed, then mitigation options
are evaluated .

.)

Case law also demonstrates the imponant difference between determining injury to a
senior appropriator under the prior appropriation doctrine and the allocation of water within the
interstate compact context. 1n the interstate compact context, the allocation of water to a state
speaks to the amount of water to which.a state is entitled regardless of the manner in which the
state uses the water. 1 If the source of water allocated in the interstate compact has "hydraulically
connected" ground water, "as a matter of law, [the] compact restricts and allocates as pan of the •
. . water supply, any ground water that would become pan of the stream flow in the basin if not
previously depleted through an activity of man such as pumping."' In other words, the existence
of hydraulic connection, as a matter of law, means that the allocated water supply includes any
ground water that would become pan of the stream flow. Thus, the calculation of "depletions"
from ground water is appropriate in the context of an absolute physical allocation of surface
water. Such a calculation, however, is not an appropriate basis for determining injury to a senior
surface water user.
The Draft _Water Management Rules' reliance on presumptive depletions and
presumptive injury to administer "hydraulically connected ground water and.surface water
sources" might be appropriate in the interstate allocation of water context, but it is not a
framework which should guide water management in Idaho. Rather, the Idaho Constitution
adopts the prior appropriation doctrine and also seeks to maximize the economic use of the
state's water resources. At the core of these constitutional principles is a recognition that each
water user is only entitled the amount of water they can put to reasonable beneficial use. A

1

See Memorandum from J. R. Ritter to S. 0, Harper III (May 21, 1941) cited at page 28 of the First Rcpon of the
Special Master, S1are of Kansas v. Siar, of N,braska and Stott of Colorado, U.S. S.CL No. 126 (Jan. 28, 2000).
2
Fir,t Rcpon of the Special Master, Srat, of Kansas v. Srar, of Nebraska and Srar, of Colorado, U.S. S.Ct. No. 126
/Jan. 28. 20001.

at 34.
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water user is not entitled to an absolute physical allocation of water. Thus, it is not axiomatic
that depletion to a source by a ground water user causes injury to a senior surface water user.
As ground water and surface water users work collaboratively over the next two years,
they will be and should be guided by the prior appropriation doctrine and its standards of
reasonable use and beneficial use. A beginning analysis that treats a wat.er right under the prior
appropriation doctrine as an entitlement or allocation of physical flow is inappropriate and deemphasizes the prior appropriation doctrine standards of reasonable and beneficial use.

.::)

We recommend the Water Management Rules do not include at this time definitions or
implementation of "presumptive depletion" or "presumptive injury". We further recommend the
Rules include a statement in the definition of "hydraulically connected ground water and surface
water sources" to explain that a factual standard or process for detennining injury, over and
above the st~dard of hydraulic connection, will be established in the sub-basin components of
the roles (e.g,. the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer or the Boise River Basin). Since conjunctive
administration under the prior appropriation doctrine is not the allocation of waters within nn
interstate compact, the State of Idaho and its water users have the opportunity to decide the
extent of administration that is appropriate for ground water users, balancing economic and legal
considerations .

.y,..,_,..
:· :'

Response Zones Do Nut Account For Priority Date Among Ground Water Users
The response zones have been created as part of a ground water modeling effort which
does not include priority date analysis. Such an analysis is important because surface use is not
unifonnly senior to ground.water use. For example, in the Thousand Springs area, large surface
water users have priority dates junior to extensive up-gradient ground water development. In
addition, many surface water users in the state with pre-1900 water rights have acres with 1994
priority dates due to expansion of their early priority date water rights. Response zones do not
serve the prior appropriation doctrine when they are developed and administered without specific
priority date information.
Conjunctive Administration Authorities
NSGWD has supported the formation of water districts in Basins 35 and 36 to facilitate
interim administration of ground water and surface water users. The mechanisms by which
critical ground water areas and ground water management areas are formed do not fit the
conjunctive administration paradigm. Both designations have historically been used by IDWR

e:-J
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as establishing de facto moratoriums on the processing of new ground water right permits. Our
review of IDWR records indicates that IDWR designated eight critical ground water
management areas prior to the passage of the ground water management area statute in 1982.
Since that time, nine ground water management areas have been established. Although a (ew of
the ground water management areas have been designated based on depletion of surface water
caused by ground water, the primary impact of those designations was to control additional
ground water development and gather additional data.
Administration of existing ground water rights to protect senior surface water rights is
addressed in Idaho Code 42-237(a)(g), not 42-233a (the critical ground water area statute) or
42-233b (the ground water management area statute). Statutes addressing administration among
ground water users are not the appropriate vehicles for conjunctive administration of existing
ground water and surface water rights. lmponantly, the existing Conjunctive Management Rules
in Idaho establish the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer as a "common area of ground water supply"
consistent with the language in 42-237(a)(g). As discussed above, priority ~ates among ground
water users are an imponant pan of conjunctive administration in Idaho because there is no clear
divide in priority date between all surface water users and all ground water users. The "common
ground water supply" provided for in 42-237(a)(g} conieinplates evaluation of all ground water
use and priority dates. Since recent extensive ground water level measurements of the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer indicate that the aquifer is not being mined and that, in general, ground
waler levels arc stable throughout the aquifer, the criteria for establishing a critical ground water
area (insufficient ground water to provide a reasonable safe supply for irrigation) or a ground
water management area (approaching the conditions of a critical ground water area) are not
present. NSGWn recommends Rule 100 be removed on the basis that it exceeds the Director's
authority under ·I/Z-233a and 42-233b.
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TITLE03
Chapter 13
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37.03.13- STATEWIDE WATER MANAGEMENT RULES

000. LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).
These rules are promulgated pursuant to the ldaho Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52,
Title 67 ldaho Code, and Section 42-1805, ldaho Code, which provides that the Director of the
Depart~ent of Water Resources is authorized to adopt rules to implement the powers and duties
of the ldaho Department of Water Resources. The powers and duties of the Department include
acting on behalf of the State of Idaho to control the appropriation and use of all surface and
ground waters within the state in accordance with statutory authority including but not limited to
Sections 42-101, 42-220, 42-226, 42-237a.g., and 42-351, Idaho Code, and without regard to
whether the waters are located within water districts created pursuant to Section 42-604, Idaho
Code. Rules herein relating 10 water districts are also promulgated pursuant to Section 42-603,
Idaho Code, which authorizes the Director to adopt rules for the distribution of water from the
streams, rivers, lakes, ground water, and other natural water sources within water districts as
necessary to carry out the laws in accordance with the priorities of the rights of the water users.
(

)

ROSHOLT:
The "legal authority" section specifies particular statutes in which the Director is
provided the power to appropri;ate ground and surface water. Rather than listing statutory
sections, it should be stated that such powers and duties are in accordance with Idaho Jaw.
Limiting the identification of the Director's authority to that which is identified in the statute
eliminntes duties specified or clarified in
law. For eitamph; see Musser, 12S Idaho at 394-

case

95.

The last paragraph of this section specifies that rules relating to waler districts are also
promulgated. The necessity of such rules is questionable since the Idaho Code already indicates
the guidelines for ~11\er districts. The Department should clarify the need for additional rules.
This clarification is sought especially since the rules reiterate the specifications in the statutes.

4188
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LING:
O - LEGAL AUTHORITY.
In attempting to identify the
statutory authority of the Department to control the appropriation and use of surface and ground waters within the State of
Idaho, you have either intentionally or inadvertently omitted
statutes which are part of the laws of the State of Idaho which
control the appropriation and use of surface and ground waters,
whether or not such statutes are viewed as favorable to the
Department.
You should include Sections 42-227 and 42-228,
Idaho Code. It is also suggested that the appropriation and use
of surface and ground waters is also controlled by the Constitution of the State of Idaho and case law, including the prior
app,::oprii'.ltion doctrine a~ ncted in Section 42-601, Idaho Code.
Finally the rules should apply only to surface and ground waters
of the state, not within the state.

RULE

SIMPLOT, RIGBY, CREAMER, CAMPBELL AND

BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.

001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).

01.
Title.
Management Rules."

These rules may be cited as IDAPA 37.03.13, "Statewide Water
(

)

02.
Scope. The rules are applicable statewide to the use of the waters of the state.
The rules provide direction to the Depanment of Water Resources and its appointed
watermasters in the enforcement of laws prohibiting unauthorized uses of water, administering
diversions by priority, governing the use. of supplemental water rights, providing standards and
procedures for measuring and reporting water diversion and use, and addressing other water
delivery issues. Additional rules may be promulgated for a panicular administrative basin or
water management activity as needed to specifically address unique conditions.
(
)
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01. Thie. These rules maybe tiled as JDAPA 37.03.13. "StateWide Water

Management Rulei;." {)

l

O?. Scope. The rules arc ,ppllcable statewide io the use oflhe watm oflhc: state. The
rules provide diree1ion lo Ille Idaho Department of Water Resources and i.ts 11ppoin1cd
watmnastcn: in the enfon:emenl oflaws prohibiting unaulhorized us.es of water
administering diversions by priority, governing the nsc: of SllPJllanental waler righ,s,
providing standards ill!d procedures for measurlng and reporting waler diveision lllld llllC,
and addressing other water delivery issuc:s. Additional rules may be promulgated feH
J!"'lie1tl111 udmi,.;Sl<flliuo easift er W•leF A1a1J;agemern a&ti•·i4)' u needed 10 spec:i.fi,:;aJJy
address unique coooitions. ()

CREAMER: NO COMMENT

RIGBY:.
:Rule 1.02 • Scope of Administration {Page l ).

Our clients are concerned !hat the last scn\cm:e refers lo additional rules without addressing how they
will be created. We would suggesi 1hc fo11ov.1ng sentence be added to the end qfRule 1.02: "Any
additional rules must be consistent with the powers and limitations placed on the Department of
Water :Resources yv\thin the ldaho Code and the Constitution ofthe State ofldaho."

ROSHOLT:

•

Rule 1:02. Scope.

)

The proposed Rules are specified to be applicable to the "use of the watcn. of the state."
1f this is the case, then Rule 20.07 (Reuse and Drainage of Water} should be eliminated. This
rule applies to the recovery and recapture of water before it becomes part of the "public water."
The recapture of such water is nol part of the water.; of the state but could be considered as part
of lhe original project water. See J.C. §42-228. As a result, these rules would not be applicable
as such water being recovered is not part of Ole waters of the State.

LING: NO COMMENT

BEEMAN:

02. Scope. This sect.ion should include a statement that the ruJes do not address
water quality issues.
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CAMPBELL: NO COMMENT
002.

WRITTEN INTERPRETATIONS (RULE 2).

Writte~ interpretations of these i:ules, if any'. in the form of explanatory comments accompanying
the nol!ce of proposed rulem_ak.in~, the review of comments submitted in the adoption of these
rules, and any declaratory rulmgs issued subsequent to adoption of these rules are available from
(
)
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098.

NO COMMENTS.
003.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS (RULE 3).

Challenges to these rules may be filed pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code, or actions
taken under these rules may be appealed pursuant to Section 42-1701A, Idaho Code.
(
)

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT

••••
.

)

04.

IDAHO LAW AND PRIOR APPROPRIATION DOCTRINE (RULE 4).

These rules are intended to further implement and apply Idaho law. Nothing in these rules shall
be construed to be inconsistent with or limit the application or requirements of Idaho law,
including the prior appropriation doctrine as implemented in Idaho law.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
004. IDAHO LAW >,1>1~ l'RlOR APPROPIU,•,TIOIII t>OCTJUNE (RULE 4), ···-.
These rules an: intended to furthc, implemo:nl and apply Idaho law. Nothing in·tJii:sirulcs
shall be consD'lled 10 be inconristent with OJ 1imit the application or requirement, or
Idaho law~ding lbe pi·imr Q,JJJU:<'pf.latioe deGt'Ree R5 heple11ieD\l!d Ml JaMlfll )RJu. ()

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT
ROSHOLT:
The necessity for this rule is unclear in that ldaho law does incorporate and is based upon
the prior appropriation doctrine. The inclusion of such a statc,ncnt indicates that these rules
could be construed as contrary to the prior appropriation doctrine as defined in Idaho law. Such a
guiding stntement should logically be unnecessary.

I·\)

LING:
RULE 4 - IOABO LAW.AND PRIOR APPROPRIATION DOCTRINE.

should be incorporated into Rule 0.

This rule

4191

•

005.

OTHER AUTHORITIES REMAIN APPLICABLE (RULE 5).

Nothing in these rules shall limit the Director's authority to take alternative or additional actions
(
)
· relating to the management of water resources as provided by Idaho law.

NO COMMENTS.

Rev. 2.2
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006. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

DEFINITIONS (RULE 10).

For the purposes of these rules, the following terms are used as defined below.

• .

(

)

GENERAL COMMENTS:
')

CAMPBELL:
Jn their comments to the First Draft, the Districts stated that the definitions section of the
Draft Rules could be the most critical pan of the Draft Rules. The Districts reaffirm that position.
Jt is absolutely imperative that the definitions be clear.

BEEMAN:
A general comment applicable to the entire definitions section: Where a term has already
been defined in existing statutes or rules, the definition of the same term in these rules should
either restate the original definition using the exact language, or simply refer to the citation
where that term is already defined. To define terms even slightly inconsistently with existing
definitions may cause uncertainty, and thus lead to disputes, as to the meaning of certain terms.

4192

01.
Beneficial Use Claim. A notice of claim to a water right established through diversion
and beneficial use of public water filed in accordance with Section 42-243, Idaho Code, or
· : Section 42-1409(2), Idaho Code, and not established by the pennit and license procedure of
Chapter 2, Title 42, Idaho Code, or previously decreed by a court of law.
(
)

t

"

'

SIMPLOT:
01. Btndidal Un Claim. means as that 1cnn js defined in
• A notice of
claim to a water right utablished througb_divcrsion and beneficial u•c of public water
filed in accordance with Section 42-243, Idaho Code, or Section 42-1409(2), Idaho Code,
and not establi,hcd by the pennit and license procedure o{biapter 2,.Title 4:Z., Idaho ·
Code, or previomly decreed by a court of law. () ( This shnµJd he the cl<ect dcfiniliOJJ
0111 of the stotute.)

LING:

.... ,._

-

. .

01. Beneficia1 Use C1aim.
It is unclear as to the need ·
for a reference to Section 42-1409(2), Idaho Code, as this
refers only to an amendment of a notice of claim, whereas the
entire Section 42-1409 deals w1th the f·iling -of. a notice of
claim in an adjudication proceeding.

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, ROSHOLT, BEAMAN:
COMMENT

•

NO

_.',~)
. ,"

,I

4193
--~,,,~.

''

.,._.

02.
Conjunctive Administration. The combined administration of water rights from
hydraulically connected surface and ground water sources under the prior appropriation doctrine
as set forth in Idaho law recognizing the priorities of the rights. physical characteristics and
jgnificance of source connectedness, and the differences in impacts occurring from surface
water diversions versus impacts from ground water diversions.
(
)
. ··~ '

STh1PLOT:
01, Coojuuctive Admiuidnrion. The eeRlbifted administration of water rights from
hydraulically connected surface and ground water sources. C.:mjunctivc adminis1rn1ion
will involve several aspects of a WAtcr right. including hut not limited to U1e 1111der lhe
~PJ)repfiat\e~ d_eetfina ~s ~ fenli in Idaho Jew ,eeegruei,ig priorities of the rights,
physical charactensucs and s1gmficance of source connectedness, and the di!fcrO'lces in
impacts occumng from surface water diversions versus impacts from ground water
diversions. { )

CAMPBELL:
The definition now provides that "Conjunctive Administration" (formerly "Management'')
is:
The combined administration of water rights from hydraulically
connected surface and ground water sources under the prior
appropn'ation doctrine as set forth in Idaho law recognizing the.
priorities of the rights, physical characteristics and significance of
source connectedness, and the differences in impacts occurring
from surface water diversions versus impacts from ground water
diversions.

t

(Draft Rule l 0.02) {emphasis added). The Districts agree with the emphasized language.

However, they believe that the remainder of the definition is a qualifier which might serve to
diminish the prior appropriation doctrine, notwithstanding the language in Draft Rule 10.04.
Consequently, the Districts recommend the definition end after the words "Idaho law." That
should be sufficient.

ROSHOLT:
The tenn "conjunctive administration" differs from the worrling in the existing RM/es for
Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources ("Conjw,ctive Managem t
Rulesj, lDAPA 37.03.11. In the Conjw,ctive Management Rules, the term "conjunctive en
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management" is defined differently than "conjunctive administration." The inconsistencies
between the umbrella statewide rules and !he Conjunctive Management Rules result in the use of
multiple terms that essenti&lly have the same meaning. The differences between the two resull in
inconsisrent and confusing administration. The Conjunctive Management Rules are applicable in
!he case of a "delivery call" by a senior in priority water user. The Rules al hand are lo apply to
the administration of water by the Department in general. The result is that this definition should
be eliminated or broadly defined in on:ler to avoid such inconsistencies b~tween existing and
proposed rules.

The conjunctive "administration" definition should be modified as the "administration of
the diversion and use of hydraulically connected water as a single source recognizing the
relative priorities of the water rights." This defmition is consistent with other definitions of
"conjunctive administration" prev'iously adopted by !he Department and with the directives of
!he Jdaho Supreme Court. Please refer to IDAPA 37.03.12, Idaho Department of Water
Resources Water Distributio11Ru/es- Water District 34, Rule 10.05; A& B irrigation District v.
Idaho Conservation League, 13] Idaho 41 ], 422 (1997).

) LING:
02.
Conjunctive Administration. I would suggest that this
definition be expanded. Conjunctive administration occurs when
there are separate surface water rights that are hydraulically
connected and separate ground water sources that are hydraulically connected, as well as hydraulically connected surface and
ground water sources. It is difficult to identify all of _the
factors which must be considered in administering connected
water sources. It does not seem to be appropriate to attempt to
identify these factors in the definition.

BEEMAN:
02. Conjunctive Administration. Rule J0.31, defining "Waler Management" confirms that
administration will be done "in a manner consistent with the prior appropriation docttinc and lhe
full economic development of the water resources of the slaie." The same language ~hould be
included in Rule 10.02's definition of"Conjum:tivc Administralion." Suggested changes:
,

The combined administration of water rights from hydraulically
connected surface and ground water sources jn amrumer com;is1em wjtb

~,mirn· appropriation dort:cin£· und the fuH tt2n°mic deve)onment of th; water
n:sourg;5 of the ::lul!u, under the prio'I' El:Jlf>l'Oprietien deet:rine as set rerth
in Idehe law recognizing the r.uiorities of lht 1 ights, physical
characteristics and significance of source connectednes11; and the
differences in impacts occurring from surface water diversions versus
ground water diversions.
.ifflpeets
. . .. , &em
.
.
. .
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CREAMER, RIGBY: NO COMMENT .
03.
Critical Ground Water Area. Any ground water basin, or designated pan
thereof, not having sufficient ground water to provide a reasonably safe supply for irrigation of
cultivated lands, or other uses in the basin at the then current rates of withdrawal, or rates of
withdrawal projected by consideration of valid and outstanding applications and permits,
designated in accordance with Section 42-233a, Idaho Code.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
03. Critical Ground W•t•r Arra. As that 1erm is defined in lhe s1an1te
. An~• Ci·suRii Waler basin~ er ~esigna~·ea pQfl
1h0,eor, AB\ ha>•ing suffieieA\ gr:ou1ui W.ltBJ te pre••jd~ a Jeaseftal,J~ safe strpply fer
iffigelien efGHlti:i.1oted lands.. er etbe.r \lsea is Iha basje at tffe thee euneat mtes of
wilfld,e1,vt1:l, et rale& efwilfldrawA~eoted fly eeHsjderotien ef '.'elid eed. Fttt 1,standin.g
Sf'l='~itrndens ttAtl puuu;~:J, e~ignttt~t:! in t1:t.u1:mltt1Jct: "itlt St:t:titM 42 2J~tt; l.tltlhe Cetle. ()
'
.

ROSHOLT:

•

This definition is not necessary as a "critical ground water area" is already defined by the
legislature in J.C. §42-233a. lf a definition i6 to be included, to permit further modifications of
the stntutory definition be included in the rules, the definition should be: "Any ground water
basin, or part thereof. identified and designated pursuant to J.C. §42-233a."
.I

LING:
03. Critical Ground Water Area. It seems that a reference
to the statute would be sufficient •.. This would allow the rule
to automatically change should the statute be changed,

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
04.
Department. The Idaho Department of Water Resources created by Section 421701, Idaho Code.
(
)

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, ROSHOLT, LING,
BEEMAN: NO COMMENT
05.
Director. The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources appointed as
provided by Section 42-1801, Idaho Code, or an employee of the Department who has been
delegated authority to act for the Director as provided in Section 42-1701, Idaho Code.
(
)
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•

ROSHOLT:
· The current definition could be interpreted to mean that an employee can be identified as
the director pursuant to J.C. §42-1701. This portion of the definition should be eliminated. J.C.
§42-1701 states that the director may delegate to an employee duties that arc imposed upon the
director. The employee is not then acting for the director but undertaking delegated duties.

NO COMMENTS FROM THE OTHERS.
06.

Diversion Rate. The volume of water moving past a point in a diversion system during a

unit of time.

(

)

BEEMAN:
06. Diversion Rate. Rule 42.01 .d provides that the rate of diversion '"shall be measured at
the point of diversion from the public water source or as near as praclicable to the diversion as
determined by the Direc1or, and not at the field headgatc or other place of use unless otherwise
provided by the terms of the water right." This language should be included in Rule 10.06's
definition of "Diversion Rate" to make clear that the diversion measurement occurs at the
diversion from the water source and not at just any "point of diversion." Suggested change:

•

The volume of water. moving past a peiHt in a cli·ve:rsfon s:;si;em

~

noin1 Of djvl.. \SiOO from the PUb]iC wnter source, or as near as practicable tO the
diversion as deJennined by the Director.. during a unit of time, most often
stated in cubic feet per second (cfs).

NO COMMENTS FROM THE OTHERS.
07.
Idaho Code.

Domestic. A water right or water u_se that is within the limits of Section 42-111,
(
)

NO COMMENTS
08.
Elements. The elements of a water right include the source of water, date of
priority, quantity of water diverted or used, point of diversion, purpose of use, place of use,
extent of use, period of use, and conditions on the exercise of the water right included in any
decree, license, or approved transfer application.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
QR. J;lemeel!i. The elefneRls ef a wutet rigln iftelnde the sea,:Ge of water, dote ef
prieri1)', l-he mo:r ian.tm ~UaRtity efwo1er 1k:at ma-y be di1,•e11ed, peiRI eftti•torsien;. JttlfPOSd
ei\=t6e, plaee e(ltSe, e~ueBt ef\1se, perie~ er use. and oontiirieft5 en 1he e•effjse ef l:se
wa\er fight iBel\¼tied iE u.:jy deere.e, lkense. a, app1e 1ed \iansfer epplieatioR. ( )NP.I
1

necessary.
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NO COMMENTS BY OTHERS.
CAMPBELL:
Jo. 08 are largely those

The Districts recognize that the elements set forth in Draft Rule

·
·
f
contained in Idaho Code section 42-1409, However the phras "
,
e maxunum quantity o water that
may be diverted" as an element of a water right is extremely troubling. Certainly,
holder cannot divert and use more than the quantity stated in

.

8

water right

his water right . B uI b y 1emung
h
· ·
t e

quantity element of a water right the "maximum quantity" the poss"ib"ility b
•
ecomes ~ven more real
that a water user will be required io re-prove the amount ofwater 1o which he or she is entitled
before junior users ar'e cunailed, even if the water right itt question has been decreed 0 ·r recently
licensed. The Districts maintain that the element should just be "quantity." The Idaho Code does
not provide otherwise.

ROSHOLT:

•

,J

An element of a water right is not defined lo include "extent of use." As specifieiby
statute, I.C. §42-1411, the elements ofa water right to be identified by the director does not
incorporate "extent of use." Inclusion of this factor as llll element is an extension of the
director's authority and duties in e'o'aluating a water right. Thus, this portion of the definition
should be deleted.

LJNG:
08,
i;lements. lt seems that this definition should follow
Section 42-1411, Idaho Code.
The quantity of water can be
defined as the rate of diversion, the rate of flow instream, or
the annual volume of diversion, The "extent of use'" is unclear
and .should be deleted, There should be added, "other Matters as,
are necessary for definition of the right or for clarification
of any element of the right."

BEEMAN:

-

.

..

.

08. ElemeDt&. Rule J0.08 does not include all of the waterrighl clements defined in the
JdahoCotle as appropriate for inclusion in a decree. Specifically, Rule I 0.08's list lacks the
elements included in ldaho Code sections 42-1411(2)(k) and 42-1411(3). Sections 42-1411(2)
and (3) list the water r:igbt elements to be included in tbe Director's Report, and Section 421412(6) provides that each of the elements in 42- 1411 (2) and (3), as applicable, shall then be
i_ncorporated into the decree. Rule J0.08 should include the entire list of water right elements
defined in the Idaho Code 115 appropriate for inclusion in a decree, or, alternatively, the rule
should simply state:
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The elements of a water right include ilie _!~)emepts Hsted i11~ctions 4'>J41 H2) and 131,.Jsjabg__Cpde,the sottree of oater, date efprierity, the
mait:imttm qt1antity of water that may be ei~ertee, peint ofeiversior:t,
pt1rpese efuse, Jttaee of use, extent of use, period efuse, afta cenditions
on the exe1 eise of the v,·etei right incl t1dee in any decree, license, er
eppro•, ea t, ansfe1 application.

CREAMER, RIGBY: NO COMMENT.
09. ·

Exchange. A change in the use of water under a surface water right approved in
(
)
accordance with Section 42-240, Idaho Code.

ROSHOLT:
An expansion of a water right is not authorized and cannot result in an increase in the
"extent ofbeneficial use" as specified in the definition. For additional comments, see letter of
February 26.

a--:n.1-01 C1mvYJ,_l'JUU),
I 0.09. Expansion. The proposed definition considers not only if there has been an
increase in an element of a water right but also in ari increase beyond the defined
beneficial use. This definition expands IDWR's authority to re-consider beneficial use
and is not consistent with the definition of an 'expansion' in Idaho law. An increase in
the number of acres irrigated, rate of diversion, or duration of diversion would not be
allowed pursuant to J.C. § 42-1425. Fremont-Madison I1Tig. Dist. and Mitigation Group
v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., 129 Idaho 454 (I 996). Therefore, expansion
should be defined as "any increase in one or more of the elements of a water right."

LING:
09. Exchange.
It seems that "rotation" is a
•exchange" and should be so noted in this definition.

form of

BEEMAN, CAMPBELL, RIGBY, CREAMER, SIMPLOT:
COMMENT..

NO

10.
Expansion. Any increase in one or more_ of the el_ernents of a water right that
increases the defined beneficial use authorized under a valid water nght.
. (
)

•

STh1PLOT:
10, Expansioa. /uly increase in one or more of the elements ofa water right that
increases the extent of beneficial use defined and authorized under a '¥6lid-watcr right. ()

4139

f

-•

CREAMER:
l.

I I

The Draft Rules continue to use the tenn "expansion," rather than "enlargement"
to describe an increase in the beneficial use under a water righL See Rule 10.10.
In contrast, Idaho Code sections 42-222 and 42· 1426 use the word "enlargement."
So do the several Idaho Supreme Court opinions addressing the subject. The
closest Iduhu l~w currently comes to dclining an "expansion" is in Idaho Code
42-1416B. B.ut that definition is different from the definition in the Draft Rules.
Also, by its terms, the definition in 42- l 416B applies only for purposes of that
section, which governs claims to "expundcd use" in a critical ground wnter nrea.
The term used in tile Draft Rules should be "enlargement" or the definition should
make it dear that "expansion" for purposes of the water management rules is
5)11\onymous with "enlargement."

CAMPBELL:
ln the First Draft, "expansion" was defined as "[a]ny increase in one or more of the
elements ofa water right or an increase beyond the defined.beneficial use under a valid water
right." The Districts-expressed the concern that the definition was too broad, and could operate
to prohibit an increase in the diversion rate with a decrease in the period of use (which would lead

•.

to no net increase). The definition is now:
AJTy increase in one or more of the elements of a water right that
i,icreases the extent of beneficial use di!finedp.nd authori:eil
under a valid water right.

)

(July 10 Draft, Rule IO.JO (emphasis added)). The Districts believe that dennition is more
accurate, and allows for more flexible use of a water right. Cme must be taken to ensure,
however, that the phrase "authorized under a valid water right" does not result in debate, during

times of shortage, over what use is "authorized."

RIGBY, ROSHOLT, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
11,
Ground Water. Water under the surface of the ground, whatever may be the
geological structure in which it is standing or moving, as provided in Section 42-230(a), Idaho
Code.
(
)

LING:
11. Ground Water. ~lthough the definition is consistent
with section 42-230(a), Idaho Code, does this mean that if one
desires to build a drain to capture ground water to improve the
utility of his land, it cannot be rediverted and used unless
there is an appropriation under Section 42-229, Idaho Code?

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, ROSHOLT, BEEM~200
NO COMMENT.

Rev. 2.2
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12.
Ground Water Management Area. Any ground water basin or designated part
. thereof which the Dire~tor has determined may be approaching the conditions of a critical
(
)
ground water area and designated in accordance with Section 42-233b, Idaho Code.

ROSHOLT:
This definition is not necessary as a "ground water management area" is defined in the
Idaho Code, §42-233b. The definition is also inconsistent with the "ground water management
area" definition provided in the Conjunctive Management Rules. See IDAPA 37.03.11, Rule
10.09. If a definition is included, it should be: "any ground water basin, or part thereof.
identified and designated pursuant to LC. §42-233b."

LING:
12. Ground Water Management Area.
I would a~ain sug~e~t
that reference to the statute would be the appropriate definition, eo that' if the statute is changed, the definition automatically changes.

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN:
COMMENT.

•

NO

13.
Hydraulically Connected Ground Water or Surface Water. A ground water
) source and a surface water source physically interconnected such that a portion of the ground
. water can become surface water, or a portion of the surface water can become ground water and
changes in water levels within the ground water source affect the amount of water exchanged
between the ground water source and the surface water source. The common ground water
supply in an area designated in accordance with Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, is deemed to
(
)
be, and shall be managed as! hydraulically connected ground water.

SIMPLOT:
13, lJ,adrawHe1Jly Ceuneeled G,ouad ,~zaaer aed s;rfa'ee 't\later. J, gFe~_Ad ,,1,•1:118f'
a1er se1:1R'ie pl=a:)ss:ieaUy i111eu;enieeeled: sr.&.h \hat a por1:lefl efllte
6 :.,tdfa.,;s
gte\md \\ ater eaft beeem e stH·faee wateF, er a ~eni en ef the surfe:ee water ean flecon,e

~eU;J'e,e hl:d

a;nnmd "R~tH, aF18 clumg~s iR "a\ef levels ;,1itmf\ ihe gF&ti:nd waler se1uee affeel lhe
ameunt 8 f11snter ettshoagetl \Jee,, eea tlte g;,eutid n•ater seu,ee imd tlu 5'dtf&ee NalDt

SfHH"Ee. Tue cemmBft grouad v 1aler supr,ly in 8B Dfta dcsigeat.ed ifl aeeorde1:1se w!t:h.
SeslieB 42 237a.g., ldel.ie Cede, is aem1ed le It•, aed sllall be maooges es, .l>ydRluheal~

~ n d - w o l ... ()

CREAMER:
2.

The definition of "hydraulically connected ground water and surface water'' at
Rule I 0.13 also should include the situation where "changes in water levels in the
surface water source affect the amount of water exchanged with the ground water
source."
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CAMPBELL:

t

The definition contained in the July 10 Draft is clearer than the original definition.
However, the Districts wonder whether requiring that "changes in water levels within the ground
water source affect the amount of water exchanged between the ground water source and the
surface water source" in order for ground and surface water to be hydraulically connected is too
narrow. It might be better, instead, to change the "and" to "or" between the just-quoted phrase

and the one preceding it. The definition would then read:
A ground water source and a surface water source physically
interconnected su~h that a portion of the ground water can become
surface water, or a portion of the surface water can become ground
water, or changes in water levels within the ground water source
affect the amount of water exchanged between the ground water
source and the surface water source ...

ROSHOLT:
P1ease refer to comments ofFebroary26, 2001.

____
10_.12.• Hydraulical~y Connected C:,.~_ound W~~e~. ,. The proposed defi~iti~n is li~ited·t~ the...

I . ).situation
circumstance in which surface water can become ground water and does not indicate the
in which the level of ground water is dependent upon the level of surface water.

To eliminate confusion and accurately define such a connection, the definition should be ·
modified as follows: "Ground water in an aquifer which is physically connected to a
surface water source such that changes in water levels within the aquifer or within the
surface water source affect the exchange of water between the aquifer and the surface
water source."

LING:
13. Hydraulically Connected Ground Water and Surface
water.
This definition is incomplete and, to some extent,
inaccurate. Clianges in water levels within the ground water
source may affect the flow of the ground water to the surface
water source, but doee not necessarily change the flow of water
from the surface water source to the ground water source. Such
waters would still be interco~nec~ed~

BEEMAN:

•..

)

This

13. Hydraulically Connected Ground Water and Su:rface Water.
rule
should · incorporate a "materiality" standard so that some threshold of
interconnection is present before the injury analysis or other administration begins.
For example, the state of Colorado has adopted a standard of 1/10 of 1'l'o impact in
100 years to demonstrate "material interconnection." Likewise, the Department's
reliance on response. zones must be preceded by a material interconnection

. ··-•.thr~i;bgl_g,._,_ - .,,___ _
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RIGBY: NO COMMENT
14.
Hydrographer. The official elected by the members of a water measurement
district and appointed by the Director to measure water and perform the other duties provided in
Section 42-709, Idaho Code.
(
)

NO COMMENT
15.

Idaho Law. The Idaho constitution, statutes, case Jaw, and administrative rules.
(

)

Cb-MPBELL:
The Districts support this definition. However, it is important to remember that:

•··

.. )

While the power to make law lies exclusively within the province of
the legislature, "the legislature may constitutionally leave to
administrative agencies the selection of the means and the time and
place of the execution of the legislative purpose, and to that end
may prescribe suitllblc rules and regulations." Administmtive
agencies do this by enacting rules and regulations. However, while
these rules and regulations may be given the "fora and e.ffect of
law," they tlo nor ris.- to the level ofstatutory law. Only the
le~slarure can make law.
Meadv. Amell, I 17 Ida.ho 660, 664, 791 P.2d 410,414 (1990)(cmphams added) {additional
citations omitted). No administrative agency can rewrite the Jaw or expand it beyond the limits
contained in the Idaho Constitution and the Idaho Code.

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT
16.
Injury. Injury to a senior priority water right occurs when water diverted under a
junior priority water right diminishes the amount of water that otherwise would have been:
(1) physically and legally. available under the senior water right; (2) diverted without waste· and
(3) appli~d. without waste to the beneficial .us~ authorized under the senior water right.' The
extent of mJury equals the amount of water d1mmished.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
lS, ln;iury·. lftjwy to a seJJier 131iefity wale, Fig)ll aeeklFS r••hes wotet Si118Red under a ·

j:1nier pAerily 1+Ya~er tight dimit1isfles the ameant ef v. ater lftat oOterv. ise "10t11d have
lieOH: (1) )lh)'Sita!ly e11d le::elli· a•,ailahle 'llflllet 1l1e S~Rier .,a1erfit:l,ti ~) di,•Me<l
wilfieut 1'1'1l51e; and Q) oppliod v•iUlattl ,,,aste le the tsene'°eia~ wu ~ke,iced under 11w
&esierwatcr:rigel, The eftlenl efii,jt!fj' el}\!als lb• am&l:!IH ef•.·,•at.w dimi1Jiseef:I. ()
l would delete ,11y drr1111rlon or iniury. We ,ho\Jld eUow Ibis ddi11ltlon to evolvt and

apply on • cage bv ca•• buls..
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CREAMER:
3.

1n previous rulemaking sessions, you indicated that use of the term "injul}"' in the
water management rules was not in1ended to be inconsistent with use of the term
"material injury" in the Conjunctive Management Rules. I.e., there is no "injury"
unless the adverse effect is ..material." Absent a specific statement to that etrect
in these rules, it easily could (and almost certainly will) be argued that a different
standard is intended under the different rule sets. As written, without a cross•
reference to the Conjunctive Management Rules or a statement that injury
contemplates materiality, the draft rules are ambiguous and will only breed future
disagreement. Use ·of the lenn "material injury" is the most direct way to deal
with the problem.

RlGBY:
11 is our assumption that the phresc "physically and legally available" would encompass 1hc "Futile Call"
doctrine. 1f not, that issue must be addressed.
While we recogniu: that this definition may represent a good compromise because none of the pnrties
wm be completely satisfied, it is complicated by difficulty in proving injury and the definition of waste
in Rule 10.29. Simply put, we believe injury is a reduction of one's water right that could result in n
compensable consequence.
Nevertheless, we are prepared to accept your proposed definition of injury with one exception. We
would propose that the very last sentence of Rule )0.15 be revised so that the word "waler" is replaced
with the term "beneficial use." As a result oflhal change, that last sentence of Rule 10.15 $110uld read as
follows: "The extent ofinjury equals the ~mount of beneficial u,c dimini>hed."

CAMPBELL:
This definition is important, particularly if the concept of injury ultimately plays a
significant role in determining when curtailment is to occur. The Districts previously expressed
detailed concerns regarding the definition of injury, which has not changed signilicantly for the
Districts' purposes since the First Draft. Therefore, the Districts will re-state their previous
comments:
The Districts oppose the definition of injury set forth in the
Draft Rules, and disagree that it is an accurate statement of the law
as set forth in the Idella Constitution. the Idaho Code, md as
interpreted by the Idaho appellate courts. Once again, it is
important to remember that the Idaho Supreme Court held, nearly
20 years ago, that "[p]rlority in time is an essential part of western
water law and to diminish one's priority works an undeniable injury
to the! water right holder." Jenkins v. State. 103 Idaho 384, 388,
647 P.2d 1256, 1260 (1982). TheJenldns court was considering
the injury that would result to junior water right holders if a senior water right holder could return to his or her place in the priority line
DRAITSTATEWJDE WATER MANAGEMENT RULES-Page 18
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ifhe or she had abandoned or forfeited that senior water right. lf
injury would result under that circumstance, it seems beyond
argument the.I injury will occur if a senior water right holder does
not receive the water to which he or she is entitled under the
pertinent water right, w)tlle juniors continue uncurtailed.
The Idaho Supreme Court discussed injury in the context of
one seeking to appropriate new water under the permit system:
'This Court has long held the.I the State Reclamation
Engineer has no right, power or authority to interfere with
vested rights or to grant a permit for the 11pproprie.tion 11nd
diversion of the water of a stream where the same has
already been diverted and applied to a beneficial use.
Nielson v. Parker, 19 ldaho 727, l I 5 P. 488; Youngs v.
· Regan, 20 ldaho 275, 118 P. 499.
A subsequent appropriator attempting to justify his
diversion has the burden of providing that it will not
injure prior appropriators. Moe v. Harger, 10 Idaho
302, 77 P. 645. Josslyn v. Daly, 15 Idaho 137, 96 P.
568, Jackson v. Cowan, 33 Idaho 525, J96 P. 2 J 6;
Silkeyv. Tiegs, 54 Idaho 126, 28 P.2d 1037. In
Josslyn v. Daly, supra, at 15 ldaho 149, 96 P. at
571, this court stated:

.)

"• • • 11 seems self.evident that to divert
water from a stream or its supplies or
tnbutaries must in large measure diminish the
·· volume of water in the main stream, and,
·where an appropriator seeks to divert water
on the grounds that it does not diminish the
volume in the main stream or prejudice a
priori appropri11tor, he should, ... produce
'clear and convincing evidence showing that
the prior appropri11tor would not be injured
or affected by the diversion.' The burden is
on him to show such facts."
It is a fundamental concept that under our constitution,
water which has 11lready been appropri11ted is not subject to
appropriation by another, unless it has been abandoned by
the original appropriator or his successor in interest.
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Cant/in v. Carter, 88 Idaho 179, 186-87, 397 P.2d 761, 765-66 (1964).
That case stands for the proposition that protection of priori
appropriators should be or paramount importance in the permitting
or appropriation process. There is no reason to think that the
standard should be any different during day to day administration.
Indeed, consistency would demand nothing less. Moreover, prongs
two and three of the proposed test for injury contemplate a burden
on the part of the senior appropriator to prove a negative. That is
contrary to the law. While a senior should not be allowed to waste
water, as that term is used in the Idaho Code and cases
interpreting it, the proposed definition invites microscopic
examination int a senior water right holder's irrigation practices,
while a much-junior water right holder might continue to merrily
divert water.
It is certainly true that under Idaho law, a water right holder
is not entitled to waste water under his or her water right.
However, "waste" is defined in the Draft Rules as "[t]hat amount of
water diverted in excess of the amount of water reasonably needed
and actually used for the beneficial use under a water right." (Draft
Rule 10.25). The definition of injury, combined with the definition
of waste are contrary to Idaho Supreme Court precedent. In a case
pitting a junior appropriator against a senior, the Court held:
Under the facts involved in this case, the court's
conclusion that the best use of the water was the use
made ofit by defendant, is immaterial and lends no
support to the judgment. The policy of the law
against the waste of irrigation water cannot be
misconstrued or misapplied in such a manner as
to permit a junior appropriaJor to take away the
water right of a prior appropriaJor. So long as the
water from the springs and swamps, flowing in its
natural channels, would reach Spring Creek in
usable quantities, plaintiffs are entitled to enjoin
defendants's interference therewith.
MartiTl)'v. Wells, 91 ldaho 215,219,419 P.2d 470,474 (1966)

(emphasis added).
Even more clearly, the Court held that:

•·:)
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It -is the unquestioned rule in this jurisdiction that priority of
appropriation shall give the better right between those using
the water. Art. 1S, sec. 3, Const. As between
appropriators, the first in time is the first in right. [Citations
omitted]. Each junior appropriator is entitled to divert
water only at such times as all prior appropriators are
being supplied under their appropriatiom under
conditions as they existed at the time the appropriation
was made. [Citation omitted]. The same rule applies
whether the appropriator is above or below other
appropriators. When water has once been decreed and
becomes a fixed right, the water must be distributed as in
the decree provided.
Beecher v. Cassia Creek I". Co., 66 Idaho 1, 10, 1S4 P.2d 507,
510 (1944) (emphasis added). That is the law in ldaho, plain and
simple. Injury occurs when a senior water right holder is not
receiving the water to which he or she is entitled under his OT her
water right.
(Districts' Comments to First Draft). See also Gilbert v. Smith, 97 ldaho 73S, 739, S52 P.2d
1220, .1224 (1976) (stating that, "As a rule, the law of water rights in this state embodies a policy

·····)
....

against the waste of irrigation water. Such policy is not to be construed, however, so as to pennit
an upstream junior appropriator to interfere with the water right of a downstream senior
appropriator so long as the water flowing in its natural channels would reach the point of
downstream diversion.").
In addition to those previously filed comments, the Districts are concerned about the
phrase "legally available." ls the phrase intended to allow further examination into a senior water
right holders' use? It would be very helpful, if not mandatory, to define "legally available." It is
critical that senior water right holders, in particular, know when water will be deemed "legally"
available OT unavailable.
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The use of the phrase "diverted without waste" is also inappropriate. The Districts are not
aware of any Idaho statute or ldaho Supreme Court decision which defines this phrase or
incorporates it into a definition of injury. Additionally, the general prohibition under ldaho Jaw
against waste does not mandate that Jack of waste constitutes a pre-condition to existence of
injury. Interjection of these two "waste" concepts as pre-conditions to a definition of injury is
entirely unsupported under ldaho law. lnjury and waste are two separate concepts under ldaho
law. The Department's misguide~ attempt to combine the two concepts in this ru\emaking
exceeds the Departm_ent's authority and constitutes an invalid intrusion into the law-making area
of the Idaho Legislature.

ROSHOLT:
This definition is not necessary as "injury" is defined by case Jaw and this rule re-defines
it. For additional comments, see February 26 letter.
"Waste" is not incmporated as part of the definition of"jnjury" in ldaho Jaw. As
specified by the courts, the Jaw of water rights embodies _the policy against waste of irrigation
water. Gilbe,1 v. Smith, 91 Idaho 735, 739 (1976); Martiny v. Wells, 91 ldaho 215 (1966).
However this policy is not to be construed to permit a junior appropriator to interfere with a
senior in ;mority. Martiny, 91 ldaho at 219. Inclusion of "waste" within the definition of injury
misconstrues the definition !)f injury and permits the Department to use "waste" es a means of
limiting a senior appropriator's water right.
To be consistent withldaho Jaw, the definition of''injury" should be: When water
· diverted under a junior priority water right diminishes rhe amount of water that otherwise would
have been legally and physically available under the senior priority water right.

FEB 26 LETTER COMMENTS
I 0.14. Injury. ls IDWR contemplating, with the draft Rules, that a waterrnaster would:
(1) determine what water is physically or legally available; (2) revisit each element of the
water right; and, (3) review the existing practices of the water right holder? Then, if the
watennaster concludes that injury has occurred based upon that evaluation, the
watennaster will determine the local market value for that injury. If this is the proposed
administrative scheme, then lDWR should be more specific in how this type of
evaluation will take place (i.e. the time period it would take to administer under this
proposal, what authority this is based upon, and at whose expense such determinations
will be made).
DRAIT STATEWJDE WATER MANAGEMENT RULES-Page 19
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This proposed definition of "injury" is inconsistent with Idaho law as it: (I) permits
tDWR to make ad hoc legal determinations regarding _a senior water right; (2) permits
IDWR to reconsider efficiencies in water use; (3) includes "waste" in defining injury; and
•
. (4) permits JDWR to take the role of a judicial fact finder in evaluating the "extent of
• · ) injury." Injury as defined in ·existing law is a consideration of whether or not the user is
being deprived of the amount of water delivered under the appropriation. Beecher v.
Cassia Creek Irr. Co., 66 Idaho I, 8 (1944).
To include "waste," as defined in the draft Rules, in detennining if "injury" has occurred
permits IDWR to continually re-examine a water right to determine if water from a prior
water right is actually being beneficially used before administration by priority. Idaho
law, as has already been discussed herein, does not permit this continuous re-evaluation
of a water right. The finality of a decree will be disregarded by applying such a variable
definition of"waste" that is dependent upon IDWR's standard of what is efficient.
The proposed Rules allow IDWR to measure the "extent of injury" as being equal to ''the
amount of water diminished or the equivalent local market value for the diminished
amount." Requiring compensation for injury in terms of money rather than water is
beyond IDWR's authority and a violation of the constitutionally protected right of a
senior water right holder having water delivered "first in time, first in right." Facility
Volume, at p14 (mitigation is voluntary, IDWR has no authority to compel mitigati_on).

JDWR is not permitted to "'define the extent of- beneficial use' for purposes of
mitigation." Id. Because lDWR does not have authority to compel such mitigation, the
court concluded it could not be a legal basis for including a facility volume remark. Id.
This same conclusion applies in regards to rulemaking as !DWR does not have legal
authority to require such mitigation and, thus, cannot include rules extending that
authority.
Inclusion of a monetary standard involves a "reasonable community standard." That
appears to be a variation of the "local public interest" standard that is applicable when a
water right is initially applied for with IDWR. The local public interest can not be
considered _in respect to vested water rights. Marter ofHidden Springs Trout Ranch, Jnc.,
102 Idaho 623 (198 J). The reasonable community standard; similarly, is not applicable
to a finally decreed water right. The definition of "injury" in Idaho law does not
incorporate such a subjective standard that is dependent upon the varying views of
society or other market variables.
Therefore, to be in· compliance with Idaho law, the definition of "injury" should be
amended as follows: "Injury to a senior priority water right occurs when water diverted
under a junior priority water right diminishes the amount of water that otherwise would
have been available, diverted and beneficially used under the senior water right. The
extent of injury equals the amount of water diminished."

42<.:,9
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T.TNG:
. . Jj. Injury. Rather than describe when an in"~
inJury should be ~efined as a diminishment in th~ im:ii:rl!lf
0
water that otherwise would have been
h s•
available under a senior water right as pt6e i~:;;ft a;d t~egally
~fa third par~y, including but not limited to junioroappr~p:1;~
_ors. Th 7re is no reason to discuss waste. If unlawful waste
is ?ccurring, the water being illegally wasted i"s n 0 t 1
11
available.
.
ega Y

BEEMAN:
1gj;,. Injury. A standard of substantially or materially should be added to this rule. Further, as
"umbrella" rules encompassing the existing Conjunctive Management Rules, these rules must be
consistent with Lhe Conjunctive Management Rules' provisions relating to injury. Suggested
changes:

Injury to a senior priority water right occurs when water diverted
under a junior priority water right materiaj]y_diminishes the amount
of water that otherwise would have been: (1) physically and legally
available under the senior water right; (2) diverted without waste; and
(3) applied without waste to the beneficial use authorized under the
senior water right. The extent of injury equals the amount ofwater
diminished. l::!\ctPJ:s the Direct9r may consider in detennin,ing
whetherjpiuzy exists are set forth in R,we 42.0l pf the "Rules for

•

··1
·/

17.
in-Kind Mitigation. M1t1gauon m the tonn ot replacement water prov1deel by or
for the benefit of the holder of a junior priority water right to prevent injury to a senior priority·
water right.
(
)

. -ISIMPLOT:
..
16.111 KiRd ~litigation, l41tiga1ie11 iH l-tie f.orRl ef1eplee1Jme1:1l , atet p1 c, • i.!od l:,1 or
fur lh.a ~ aneflt of rhe he1dor afajtmier twje,ity •,, ater righ11e pFa•,renl IBjuf) te.a senier
~Fierily v•aler rigs!. ( )This is already jpcJu<led in Mitjgatjon. No reason lo separately set
this O\ll.

\.

LING:
16.
Ia-Kind Mitigation.
It is immaterial as to w~o
provides in-kind mitigation.
In-kind mitigation should mere Y
be defined as:
"Replacement water provided to or for ~he
benefit of the holder of a seni_or _priority w~ter right w.hich
prevents injury to the senior priority water right holder.

CAMPBELL:
The definitions of"in kind mitigation," "mitigation," and "mitigation plan" are new in the
July IO Draft. The "in kind mitigation" definition is acceptable to the Districts. As to the
definition of"rnitigation," the Districts agree that any offered compensation must be acceptable to

• _J

the senior water right holder. Under no circumstances should a senior water right holder be
forced to accept mitigation which is not acceptable to that seriior user.

BEEMAN:
· 16. In-Kind Mitigation. Suggested change:
1fitigation in the form of replacement water provided by or for the·
benefit of the holder of a junior priority water right to lessen Qt prevent
iniur:v to a senior priority water right.
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ROSHOLT, CREAMER, RIGBY: NO COMMENT
18.
Mitigation. The result of an action taken by or for the benefit of the holder of a
junior pri~rity water right to prevent injury to a senior priority water right, or to provide
c?rn~nsation acceptable to the holder of a senior priority water right for injury caused by the
diversion and use of water under the junior priority water right.
(
)

STh1PLOT:
17. Mitigation. The rc:sull o(au action lakenB)' er llilf ! h e b e l ! & ~
juJ>ier pfiefily '• •01e, l'igm-1<>- minimize-or prcvcn1 injYr)' to a senior priority waler right,
or 1o provide_cotnpC11sation acceptable to the holder of a senior priority water right for
injury caused by lhc ~ h a l c f i r i a l w;c of water under the junior priority water

righl. ()

ROSHOLT:
lnclusion of a definition of mitigation is contrary to the purposes of mitigation. By
including specific definitions of mitigation, water right usera are inhibited and may be precluded
from discussing other alternatives to mitigation than what is specified in the rules.
,

Additionally, the Department's Jurisdiction and authority to oversee mitigation plans is

·

unclear and not provided for in existing legislation. Please refer to In Re SRBA Case No. 39576,
Subcase Nos. 36-02708 et al., Order an Challenge of ..Faciliry Volume" Issue and "Additional
Evidence" Issue ("Facility Volume'')() 2/99). The Director has a duty to administer water rights
in accordance wi1h lhe prior appropriation doctrine. Please refer to Musser. By regulating
voluntary mitigation plans that permit junior users to not be curtailed or administered pursuant to
the prior appropriation doctrine violates the constitution and laws of Idaho. Water users are

p~itted to mutually and voluntarily agree to mitigate end develop agreements detailing such
acuons.

If a definition of "mitigation" is to be included, it should be broadly defined to permit
parties to detennine what would be considered appropriate mitigation for that particu)er case.
There is no need to distinguish between ·~n-kind mitigation" and ''mitigation." "Mitigation"
incorporates "in-kind mitigation." Therefore, "Mitigation. An action taken by or for the benefit
ofa junior prioriry water righr to prevent injury too senior priority water right."
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BEEMAN:
17. Mitigation. Again, as "umbrella" rules encompassing the existing Conjunctive
Management Rules, these rules must be consistent with the Conjunctive Management Rules'
provisions relating to mitigation. The existing Conjunctive Management Rules provide factors
the Director may consider in deciding whether proposed mitigation is "acceptable" to
compensate the senior water right holder. Suggested changes:
The result of an action taken by or for the benefit of the holder of a
junior priority water right to k§ll.l'iu!t.Prevent injury to a senior
priority water right, or to provide compensation aeeeptable to the
holder of to the holdgc_Jli.a senior priority water right for injury caused
by the diversion and use of water under the junior priority water right
pL..12...,;.Qmply witb_thg_ternl.s and conditions of an approved mitigati.Qn
plan.

CREAMER, RIGBY, LING: NO COMMENT

•

·

19.
Mitigation Plan. A document submitted by or for the benefit of the holder of a
junior priority water right and approved by the Director, as provided in Rule 43 of the "Rules for
<.'i
. . Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources" (IDAPA 37, Title 03,
i\)i Chapter 11 ), that identifies actions to provide mitigation.
(
)

STh1PLOT:
18. Mitigation Plan. A document 5altmiue~ by e1 fe, ll,e llenefil of11,e haMer efe
j\Jnior priefil) .. 010, ,;b~·ISpproved by the Di,ec;tor, as provided in Ruic 43 of the

"Rules for Conjunclive MaJJagcment of Surface and Ground \\'.ater Resources" (IDAPA
37, Title 03, Chapter l l), that identifies ae1ions to provide mitigation. ()

I

ROSHOLT:
The definition of mitigation plan incorporates the ability of the Director to approve the
plan as specified in Rule 43, Conjunctive Management Rules. As previously discussed, the
authority of the Department to approve such plans is questionable end not clearly provided for by
the legislature. In tenns of permits for application, the Department in its Water .Appropriation
Rules has indicated that ifa proposed application for permit results in injlll)' to other water right
holders, said application could be approved based upon appropriate mitigation. Thus, a permit
may be conditionally approved upon sufficient mitigation. However, this guideline bas not hem
carried-over or explicitly provided for in the administration of water rights. The prior
·
appropriation doctrine is 1he guiding framework for administering water rights.
The issue that remains to be clarified by the rules or legislatively is the Department's
ability to enforce mitigation plans or agreements. Arguably, if the parties mutually submit an
approved mitigation plan, pursuant to the Director's authority to administer water rights, such a
· plan could he enforced. Th.is authority should be clarified in the rules or pursued with the
legislature:
DRAFf STATEWIDE WATER MANAGEMENT RULES - Page 22
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The other comp0nent of the definition of a "mitigation plan" specifies that it is a
document submitted as provided in Rule 43, Conjunctive Management Rules. The applicability
of the Conjunctive Management Rules criteria is not authorized. The Conjunctive Management
Rules identify procedures for responding to a delivery call made by a senior priority water right
holder against a junior priority water right holder. See IDAPA 37.03.1 I, Rule I. The section
pertaining to mitigation plans then would only be applicable if developed in lieu of a delivery
call. Rule 43 does not have general applicability to any mitigation developed between water
usm. The courts have already specified that the Conjunctive Management Rules do not apply to
the administration of interconnected ground and surface water. A&B Irrigation Dist, 131 Idaho
at 422. Therefore, Rule 43 can not be applicable to an WTangement that is not within the realm
of the Conjunctive Management Rules. Incorporation of the Conjunctive Management Rules
into the general water management rules expands the applicability of those rules in contravention
ofldaho law.

a

Overall, the definition of mitigation plan is not needed at this time. The flexibility and
ability for parties to freelv design a mitigation plan is the intent berund such a concept. Until the
Department clearly has established authority to oversee and enforce mitigation, the definitions
and rules relating to mitigation are premature.

CAMPBELL:

•

)

As to the definition of"mitigation plan," the Districts question the need for the phrase ''by
or for the benefit of the holder of a junior priority water right." Mitigation plans might, in some
instances, be submitted by a senior priority water user, and all mitigation plans should be for the
benefit, not only of the junior water right holders, but seniors as well.

LING:
18. Mitigation Plan.
A mitigation plan should not be
merely a document that identifies actions to provide mitigation,
but must be a plan in writing that provides the method by which
mitigation for the injury to a senior priority water right by
the acts of a third party, including diversions by a junior
priority water right holder, will be provided. It is doubtful
that the Director has the authority to approve such a plan
unless it is mutually agreeable or is •in-kind mitigation."

CREAMER, RIGBY, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
20.
Person. Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental ·
subdivision or agency, or public or private organization or entity of any character.
(
)

NO COMMENT
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21. .

Power Consumption Coefficient (PCC).

A parameter used to estimate the
volume of water pumped during a period of time. It is the number of kilowatt hours of electricity
required by a system to pump one (1) acre foot of water.

(

)

NO COMMENTS ·
22.
Presumptive Depletion. The quantity of water depleted from a surface water
source resulting from the diversion and use of water from a hydraulically connected ground water
source or the quantity of water depleted from a ground water source resulting from the diversion
and use of water from a hydraulically connected surface water source, as determined by the Director
based on any available information which may include simulations from mathematical models.

SIMPLOT:
21. PHs11111p1i,·e llepletie11. 1ll<! 1j1Jll!'.!tly efwMer de_ple1ed lfetll a Sllrfaee weler
S&llfOO ,eoullmg Ii-em !he tliYOl'$io" ""d 11&e efw111er £em a fi:)'!hll"llieall)' eeBBeeted
gtel!lld wale, sollfE<e er !'Ile Ej!la..lil)' efwa1er Eleple1ed fm111 a tl"flllR& .,,..,.., seuree
re,mllil'l& !fem il,e di•·-ie1, anil ,ise efwalei fh,m II hy!lreliliMl!y e~R,.~01ed s~eaee
--a,., .......... dolem,inee by !he Dh-.ie1er based Ml "'"' e••eilable illfel'llll>li8R ,,>A,iel,
may ieel...Je siffll!lo1ie11& l;em mo1hemeliul l'ftedels, () Na nulhnrltyta define.

CREAMER:

•

·)

4.

The definitions of "Presumptive Pepletion''. and ''Presumptive Injury" are
inconsistent to the extent that injury is to be presumed through the mechanism of
a rule or order, but depletion is not. Also a depletion is presumed on the basis of
"any [reliable, currently available?] information" including computer models, but
injury is not. If there is a reason for these differences, they should be explained.
If there is . no reason for different language, the basis for. establishing a
presumption should be consistent. The same holds true for the language
concerning mechanisms and standards for establishment of Response Zones in
Rule 10.24.
In any event, presumptions must be based on substantial, reliable information-information that at least makes what is being presumed more likely to be true than
not. There should be a process In which affected parties are invulvt:d 1U1\I Liu:
Department determines whether substantial, reliable information exists to meet
this standard. Because of the effect these presumptions will have on vested rights,
that process should be invoked in a timely way (i.e., involve water users early in
the process). The recent experience with the Department's GWMA designation
order, which was issued without prior discussions with water users, and which
imposed an almost impossible deadline for water users to obtain meaningful
review bears this out.

•

,.f)
~

:::_/
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RIGBY:
Our clients may be able to live with these definitions if there was mm-e clarity about the effect of the
presumptions set forth in both Rule 10.21 and Rule 10.22. !n order lo make clear that these are not
irrebutable presumptions, and the standard that would be required in each case, we would suggest that
language substantially similar to the following be added at the conclusion of both sections: To be added
at the conclusion of Rule 10.21 • "A depletion presumed herein may be rebutted by substantial
evidence and prindpals of equity." To be added at the conclusion of Rule 10.22 • "The injury
presumed herein may be rebutted by substantial evidence and by principals of equity."

ROSHOLT:

•

The authority of the Department to define administration pUl'SUant to the prior
appropriation doctrine to include ''presumptive depletion" is not well founded. lnclusion of this
concept in rolemaking rather than the legislature first identifying this as a component of water
rights administration in Jdaho is in error. Even states, such as Colorado, that have implemented
administration using presumptive depletions or injury have done so statutorily and supplemented
with rolemaking. For example, see CRSA 37-92-502. The Department delegating authority to
itself to make such determinations is not clearly identified in its enabling statutes. Prior to
adoption of such roles, the Department's authority to administer water rights pursuant to
presumptive depictions or pres:umptive injury shpuld legislatively be decided.
)

Nonetheless, the proposed definition needs further clarification. The definition
distinguishes depletions from surface water due to ground water and vice versa. The need for
such distinction is unclear. To eliminate exclusion of some water right connections, the
definition should not differ between such connections.
The definition also specifies that the Director can make such determinations "based on
any available information which may include simulations from mathematical models." As
previously indicated, a more definite standard should be specified that guides the Director's basis
. for making detenninations regarding presumptive depletions. As used in other administrative
regulations, the standard of"best available science" is applicable as an appropriate guideline.
See, Clean Water Act.
This definition should be consistent with other docwnen!s provided by the Department
discussing such concepts. In the Director '.I- Response lo Opening Briefs, Basin-Wide Issue 5, a
presumptive depletion "is the amount of depletion to connected surface water sources calculated
to occur using a ground water model for II specific use of ground water. When depletions reduce
the quantity of water needed to satisfy earlier priority water rights, injury may occur." Response,
pl l. In this report, correlation is made between injury and depletion. In Rule 20, the remaric is
inserted specifying that presumptive depletion is not presumptive injury but may be used as a
factor in deteimining presumptive injury.
Therefore, the definition should be changed as follows: "The quantity of water depleted
li:om one water source resulting from the diversion of water from another water source as
determined by the Director based on the best available scienc.e."
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ROSHOLT:

•

J 0.17. Presumptive Depletion. The Director will make such determination based upon
. "any available information." Pursuant to this definition, the Director is given broad
J discretion to determine depletions. The Rules should clarify the standard the Director
will rely upon in evaluating the depletions, such as use of the best available science. It is
also unclear whether or not this presumptive depletion standard is applicable to other
hydro_logic relations besides a surface to ground water situation.

CAMPBELL:
The Districts' main concern about this definition is that the temi "depleted" is not defined.
This may seem at first glance like an unfounded concern, but a clear understanding of what it
means for a quantity of water to be '"depleted" is essential in understanding "presumptive
depletion." The Oxford American Desk Dictionary (1998) defines "deplete" as ul. reduce in
numbers or quantity; 2. exhaust."_ lf"depleted" means "reduced in quantity" or "depletion" means
"reduction in quantity," the Districts agree with the definitions of depletion and upresumptive
depletion." A quantity of water need not be "exhausted" before it is depleted.

LING:
21. Presumptive Depletion.
If the rules are to provide
authority to the Director to make a finding of "depletion• i t
must be based on· something other than •available information."
There must be some standard of proof, the minimum of which would
be a •preponderance of the evidence.•

BEEMAN:
21. Presumptive Depletion. See general comments in cover letter regar<ling use
of presumptive depletion standards. Moreover, the rule is too broad in that it does
not include any technical standard by which the Director may determine
presumptive depletion, such as commonly accepted engineering practices.
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23.
Presumptive Injury. Injury presumed by the Director to occur to a senior
· • ) priority water right because of the diversion and use of water under a junior priority water right,
as promulgated by role, or adopted through issuance of an on::ler by the Director as provided in
Rule 20 of these rules..
(
)

SIMPLOT:
22. J'r':11mplin J:.j11ry, lf\illl')'?"'&umed b~ lh.e Direeler le aeewr l'3 a sBAie, )'rforily
Y•lller Aght beoo,.se efth• d1¥m,en a,id \ilse ef "ale, 'tfflllor ejllftie, prierii, Willl!f right,
llo J!F8F1Julgel•d hy A.tlo, er o<leple!I lhR!ugl, iss..,.uee ofM eF<led~j' Ille Di,~eler 85
f!1"!'.'idee i11 J\ide 2G ef tll••e f~les. () No authority to define.

ROSHOLT:
This Rule is not necessary at this time as the determination of"' • -"'
• •
•
. •
lnJu,., occurs on a case-by-case b · n 1
•
!ISlS... e er:.1mng presumptlve lnJUty on}he basis of the definition of "injury'' that
mcorporates waste mto evaluating whether or not another water user is injured is erron
This. promulgation
Jdaho Jaw and. also 1·s con-=
eo~.
.
by th D of the definition ofinjury violates
.
__ ,, t 0 prevlOUS
det1s1ons
e epartmenL Please refer to discussion herein, section J0.29 Waste.

CAMPBELL;
The Districts agreed with theDirector's previous definition ofpresurnptive'fujury.
However, the Districts also believe that the definition contained in the July 10 Draft is even better. ·
Once again, presumptive injury is appropriate in order to avoid delays in managing water in times

of shortage, and also to a~oid effective but impermissible reallocation of burdens in times of
shortage. The Districts also concur it is appropriate 10 utilize the rulernaking process, or at least
. the administrative procedures available when a[! order is issued, to establish .presumptive injury.

LING: .
22.
Presumptive Injury.
Again, the definition must
include some standard of proof. In view of the definition of
•injury,• a "presumptive injury" would be established when the
preponderance of evidence shows that the amount of water which
would have been physically or legally available under the senior
water right was diminished by the'diversion of a junior priority
water right holder.

BEEMAN:
22. Presumptive lllju:ry. See general comments in cover Jetter regarding use of
presumptive injury standards. Moreover, the rule is too broad in that it does not
include any technical standard by which the Director may determine presumptive
injury, such as commonly aceepted engineering practices.
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RIGBY: NO COMMENT
24.
Reasonable Pumping Lift. A limiting ground water level established by the
Director pursuant to Sections 42-226 and 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, either generally for an area or
aquifer or for individual water rights on a case-by-case basis, for the purpose of protecting the
holders of senior priority ground water rights against unreasonable lowering of ground water
levels caused by diversion and use of surface or ground water by the holders of junior priority
surface or ground water rights under Idaho law.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
23. Ruson1bl, Pumping LIR Level._-A li1:,,irill!l gro\lnd water level established by the
Director pumiant to Sections 42-226 and 42-237a.g., Idaho Code;, eit-ller general!~· fer &11
1400 e, a~aifer er fer iRei:>,•idool we1er righ~ 011, e!IS8 b)' sase b11sis, fer lh• Jllfl1!B>• e,f
~re1ee1iag lhe l!eltlef6 a( senier fll,~AI) gi-ettnd walM ri.,-b!s e g a i n . , 1 ~

le,..ecing efgr1Y.;ftfl wo1er le>t·ele ee11sed e)' dh•ef5ie'I and us• afswfaeo er greued waler·
'h:,• lhb 'A elders efj ttoier J3tierity :Slfrface a, gt atlflEI '''t1icr ti~s •uult9 Jilahe la,,. ( )

RIGBY:
As a matter of drafting, we are concerned about defining the term "reasonable pumping lift" by saying·
that senior priority ground water owners are protected "against unreasonable lowering of ground
water ••." To define what is "reasonable" by basing it on a standard of what is "unreasonable" causes
confusion and ambiguity in the definition.

)

ROSHOLT:
The use of the term "lift" is inconsistent with authorizing statutes pennitting the
Department to impose "reasonable pumping levels." 1.C. 42-226. For consistency end
compliance with legislative guidance, the term should be modified to state "level" instead of
"lift." Additionally, the inclusion of a specific definition is not necessary as the legislature has
previously defined and penr,itted the Director to identify a reasonable pumping li=vel.
,
:aJ. , . . . aiu1bl• 1uapin9 Lift.
This daUnltion doea not.
: address t.l1• concern& th•t. thru~ Dir•ct.or 11ohould •ddre•• in the
entorc1111IIM!nt 0:f Gec:Uon .«2 ... 2:,U:i, ldaho Code. A •rea•on.,,ble 1j1ro11nd
l wat.l!!lr pumpin,i le'Y411 or l•Y•l•"' My condat of nUS'!Orou• hct.or•,
i i0n.ly one o.f which would 1.lo t.ho lUt.
EYen if t h lift. i•
I re•aonable, econolll.lc•lly, it IMY not provlde th• wet.er t.hat. was
•v•il•bl•
prJ.cir
to
the
lQ'llflll'ing
of
th•
ground v.et.er bbl••
1
; Therefore t.he term bctin9 daUnad 111:hollild be tha •rc.uaneble
t ground wa.t.er pumping le"fel• •"'

i

LING:

CREAMER, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
25.

Response Zone. An area wilhin which unit depletions or unit recharge of ground

water in lhe underlying aquifer causes similar responses in a hydraulically connected surface water
source, or portions !hereof, as determined by lhe Director based on any available information which
may include simulations using mathematical models.
(
)

STh1PLOT:
21. :Rupe11se Zelle. AR ilfea will!ift wliieli llllil dl!jlle!iefls e1· \\ftH ,eeharge efg?OW!d
water i11 !he -uedefl)'ill8 a1111lfer ellllS&S similar teSf1e1!5e& i11 e. h;,bi!tiiisally 00flfteel6d
•11Reee .,,..,er $&ane, e, i,o!'lies !h11Fea:f, llS <lelelf!UReEl II)· tile BifoGtar besee e11 aey
euailalile ief<:iffl'.laliee WAiell may i11ellide si111ule1ief}ll 11si11g llla!heR1111ieal ,nedel6. ()
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RIGBY:i

After close review, our clients arc concerned that the. definition contained in proposed R~lc l~.25 may be
inconsistent with Rule 42.0l(c). Rule 42.01 (c) indicates that the "instantaneous rate of divcrnon shall
not exceed the authorized rate.• The definition in Ruic 10.25 appears lo be in conflict with that because
there is no limitation under the definition of rotation agreement.
Our clients prefer to sec rule 42.0l(c) modified so that ii is consistent ~ith the dcfi~i~ion that is
acceptable to us in Ruic 10.25. Perhaps this could be done by ,cfcrencmg the dcfimtion ofRulc 10.25
into Ruic 42.0l(c).

ROSHOLT:
l 0.20, Resnonse Zone. This zone is defined as encompassing an area of "unit
depletions" but this term is not defined. Similarly to the "presumptive depletion"
definition, the Director is permitted to make determinations based upon "any available
information." The standard applicable to this "information," i.e. best available science,
should be clarified.
The draft Rule should not preclude determinations judicially or legislatively of such
zones. The definition should be clarified to include areas determined by the Director as
well as pursuant to judicial or legislative proceedings or findings.
The Rule, as proposed, defines the response zone as an area that "results in similm
responses." The terms "similar" and "responses" are vague and need further definition.

LING:
24. Response Zone.
Again, the standard should be something· mere than •available information.• Available information
may consist of nothing more than hearsay. If nothing more, the
standard should be the "best evidence available.•

CREAMER, CAMP1;3ELL, BEEMAN: NO COMENT
26.
Rotation. A voluntary agreement among water users in a delivery system to
provide for a more efficient use of water among the users that allows the water delivered to be
used for specific periods of time on different places of use while other places of use under the
delivery system do not receive water. The agreement quantifies the amounts of water and times
available for use under the water rights of participating water users and converts the amounts and
times of use into equivalent quantities and times for exclusive use from the delivery system
without regard to the legal place of use or the relative priorities of the rights.
(
)

SWPLOT:
1,i:rt:e111eet. ,1, ~llll!lary agFel!lllent 11me11g waler 1l!lefS ifl a ileli¥11f3'
sys1e1 8 le pro.,jee fer a l!IOU eRleieRl 11&e ef waler llffl&nl!; Ille tislll'll lll!III 1WIE1•.1•s Ole v.-ater
Eloli•.•l!foEI 1e he 11soo fer spooilie poFfoes aflim• e11 aufel'<!tllplaees 9f11H •Athile elllw
fJlRees efuoe tmder lhe tfe\i•Jet=)I syst:em ee aet Hee!We wa101-. The egf@ement quantifies
i&o 8,.,e!lllSS efw!ller 1JtJII limes 11¥atlahle fer 11se 11utler 11!e waleuigl!IS efpl!l'lieipaftllll
miler ll&ef& ed eowl&as ~e wafttnns imd iime:s ef11ee inu:1 t1Efttt'..tah:t1t ttl•dities eed
lilllee ·fef e!le!!l5i>'e ll5e &em Ille deli•'llfY a;,slem 1'11he11t AlPfd te Ille legal plaee ef:115e
e~ lheIBlatin pfierities eflhe l'jgllts.Js !hie :ilieady de,6ned and do we need tmc1

i!§. Relalien
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ROSHOLT:·
A definition is riot necessary as this is a voluntary agreement between water users

CREAMER:
5.

A "Rotation Agreement" is a private agreement, enforceable only by and against
parties. The rules should clarify that non-party waler users and the Department
are not hound or affected by a rotstion agreement.

BEEMAN:
25. Rotation Agreement. The role slates that the rotation agreement will "provide for
more efficient use of waler" without slating how it would be determined whether rotation is more
efficient or not. lndeed, such a detennination is especially difficult, if not impossible, in
irrigation districts or canal companies which are exempted by Rule 22.02 from providing a
written rotation agreement for IDWR review.

RIGBY, LING,
27.
Stockwater. A water right or use that meets the requirements of Section 421401A, Idaho Code.
(
)

·)·'

NO COMMENTS.
28.
Surface Water. Rivers. streams, lakes, and springs. when flowing above ground
(
)
in their natural channels as provided in Sections 42-1 OJ and 42-103, Jdaho Code.

LING,
27. Surface Water,
Reference to Section 42-103, Idaho
Code, should be deleted, as this section of the Code provides no
definition whatsoever of "surface water.•

SIMPLOT; RIGBY,
COMMENT.

ROSHOLT,

CAMPBELL,

BEEMAN; NO

29.

Unauthorized Use. Diversion or use of water without a right or in a manner not in
conformance with the elements, terms, or conditions of a valid water right, or Idaho law. (
)

SIMPLOT:

28,
Unautbori:ed Use,
The "elements• of a water right
include the terms or conditions included in the right, and it is
redundant to again refer to the terms or conditions of a valid
riqht.
·
.
D"'Fwater
.Arl T :n·AT.t;Vr J1lb. n /\. c,A ,nru'lln.ULl.'fl:.l'..l". AUi,;£,.:, - rugt: .)U
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CREAMER, ROSHOLT, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.

t

)
30.
Waste. That amount of water diverted in excess of the amount of water needed
for and put to the beneficial use under a water right. Waste does not include the amount of water
for conveyance and application losses included in the total diversion rate and annual diversion
volume authorized under a valid water right unless some portion of such losses are not
reasonable considering all applicable circumstances, including local or community customs or
standards.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
29, Wene. Thlll llAlettfl! efw111er di•ifll'led if!. ei.eess efQle _ , afv•eler aeeilod lilr
end p~ te bcn~tlial ttse and~e,, u_wete, right V.ta1at rt, een•,•eycmee taid a13Plieetiet1 '
Jee:nis tRc:lvdnS

tTJ

~ 1hyEP.1:t0n :Nile f,th:ft atmtui! di-. eroies •eluwc: u1:21:heri~ Wider a

¥alid •Naler Rgll\ is ne1 waste unless Ille laG$e5 !!l'e l!i!l rease1>11"1e eeHSi<lenng 1111
eppi;..01,1., ei!'E\!m&lal,,es, mel-..ding leeal er E&l'flffll!!ul:,' 1n1~!e111~lil!
necessity lo define. Allow it to t!!lnlimJe tc, devc]op under ldgho law. .

ROSHOLT:

•

.,.,'.)
'

The concept of"waste" is already included in the law applic.able to water rights. Gilbert
v. Smith, 97 ldaho 735 (1976). A definition is not necessary and should not be included in the
Rules. Inclusion of such a definition pennits the Department to incorporate this concept into the
evaluation of"injury." As previously discussed, the re-evaluation ofbeneficial use and waste
nfter a water right has been decreed is questionable, The Department does not have authority to
re-condition a water right durjng the administration process based upon its evaluation of waste
and "reasonable" conveyance and application losses. The inclusion of this definition within
"injury" pennits the Department to consider ''rr-,asonable conveyance losses" in evaluating the
extent ofinjury. This analysis is contrary to the Department's own application of"injury."

In evaluating permit applications, the Department has restricted approval of such an
application due to injury that is real and,actual even if minimal. See In the Maller of
Applications for Transfer No. 5174 in the Name ofDennis M. Baker and No. 5175 in the Name
ofHuf-N-PufTrust, Final Order (I J/25198). This analysis did not consider the eii;tent of use the
existing water right users or the "waste." Permitting a junior appropriator to pump from an
adjacent aquifer hydraulically connected to a river when downstream senior water rights are
cur1ailed is inconsistent wilh Jdaho law. id. at p3. Inclusion of"waste" in evaluating injmy
pursuant to these Rules is contrary to the policies and existing precedent of the Department.
Inclusion of"conveyance and application losses" in !he definition of"waste" results in,
arguably, the incorporation of these losses into the analysis of waste. Idaho Jaw does not define
waste to include such losses and the
Rules.should
be carefull.l"..!!rafted
to avoid such an
--··
... ..--,.__
.

---

interpretation. Furthermore, the concept of''waste" is already included in the definition of
"unauthorized use" defined in Rule 10.28 •

,,',•1
•

'"../-,;.!/
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CAMPBELL:
The changes to the definition ofwaste are certainly a step in the right direction. ln their
comments to the First Draft, the Districts expressed the concern that the "reasonably needed" and
"actually used for the beneficial use under a water right" might allow or invite an over-reaching
inquiry into use of a water right in time-sensitive periods of shortage. The concerns bear
reiteration here:
[After citing State v. Hagennan Water Right Owners, 130 ldaho
727, 947 P.2d 400 (I 997) and Village ofPeck v. Denison, 92 Idaho
747,450 P.2d 310,314 (1960), and the principles regarding waste
stated therein:)
·
,/

)

The Districts are also concerned that the definition of waste
contained in the Draft Rules will lead to intense inquiry into
agricultural practices in the name of detennining what is
"reasonably needed." For example, the way that the rule is
currently drafted, the Department could question a farmer's
decision to grow a water-intensive crop over one which requires
less water. Or, the Department could find itself in the business of
micromanaging a farmer's irrigation practices, questioning whether
that farmer's system of changing water and the length ohime of
each set is "reasonable.n
·
The Districts note in discussing Idaho Code section I 84302, which criminalizes the waste of water, the ldaho Supreme
Court held that:
[t]he rule instead has been that some loss of water through
seepage or evaporation is considered a prerogative of the
appropriator, so long as the loss is reasonable. [Citation
omitted). The senior appropriator retains his right to all of
the water, including that which is lost tlu-ough reasonable
seepage, and thus may reclaim it, for instance, by improving
his transmission system.

Hidden Springs Trout Ranch, Inc. v. Hagerman Water Users, Inc., 101
ldalio 667,671,619P.2d1130, 1134 (1980). An inquiry into the
reasonableness of seepage is very different than an inquiry into "reasonable
use."

)

Certainly, the law is clear in Idaho that a water user may not
waste water, and it is in everyone's interest to make wise use of
water. However, it is equally clear that the Department should not
rewrite Idaho law pertaining to waste of water via the Water
Management Rules. Exarninlllion of water rights under the
"reasonably needed" and "actually used" standards goes far beyond
an examination of beneficial use.

4223
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(Pioneer Irrigation District and Settlers Irrigation District Comments to Draft Water MBllagemcnt
Rules, pp. 13-14).
The July 10 Draft definition of waste is an improvement. At the least, the definition
acknowledges that conveyance and application losses are not considered waste, Subject to these
limitations, the Districts also agree that the amount of water in excess of the amount put to
beneficial use is waste. Certainly, no water user should be allowed to use water in excess of the
amount tlµlt can be beneficially used under a valid water right, conveyance and application losses
included. ldaho's water is far too precious a resource to waste. However, concepts of waste
cannot be used to allow never-ending inquiries into a long-established senior water right during
times of shortage.

'BEEMAN:

•.-:)

29. Waste. The 1enns "reasonably needed" and "actually beneficially used" should be reincluded in the definition. The concept of reasonable use as a basic principle in ldaho law and
policy is well described in Ruic 20.03 of the Conjunctive Management Rules:
These rules integrate the administration and use of surface and ground water in a
manner consistent with the traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface
and ground water. The policy of reasonable use includes the concepts of priority
in time and superiority in right being su\:!iect to conditions of reasonable use as
the legislature may by Jaw p1escribc as provided in Article XV, Section S, Idaho
Constitution, and full economic development as defined by Idaho law. An
appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety oflarge volumes of water in
a surface or gmund water soUJCe to support his appropriation contrary to the
public policy of reasonable use of water as descn"bcd in this role.
Further, the newly-addedprovision-"Water for conveyance and application losses
included in the total diversion rate and annual diver13ion volume authorized under a
valid water right is not waste unless the losses are not reasonable considering all
applicable clrcwnstances, including local or community customs or standards" should be removed. This statement potentially creates a separate burden of proof to establish
waste of conveyance and 11pplication water that is unsupported by !he common law iii tenns of
what constitutes waste. The fast statement of the rule, as redrafted below, adequately defines
waste for all uses of water. Finally, the "local or community customs or standards" is not an
appropriate measurefOJ detennination of waste. Certain water use may be acceptable between
neighboring canal companies but should not be the standard when injury is being examined in
· the contel<.t of a call between surface and ground water user.;. Rather, what constitutes waste
should be determined by !he customs or standards for the aiea in which a call operates.
Suggested changes:

42:24

That amount of water diverted in excess of the amount of water
rn;,sonably needed for, and actually put to beneficial use under, a
water right. ',Vat-er fer con•teyan.ee an.cl !tpplieatie11 lesses i:acl't'lded in
the total ii:h·ersion rate and anntial di :e:2 sion ···elttme atttherized under
s valid ·.·,"Bter I"ight is net ,vaste anless the lesses are ttet reasenable
eoBsidering aH applicable eire!lmstanees, ineltiding leeal er eemm't'lniliy
ettetems 5l st:and8l"ds.

•

CREAMER, RIGBY, LING: NO COMMENT.
31.
Water District. An instrumentalfty of the State of idaho established by the
Director as provided in Section 42-604, Idaho Code, for the purpose of perfonning the essential
governmental function of distribution of water among appropriators under Idaho law.
(
}

SIMPLOT:
. 30. W111er District. An instrumentality of the Stale oridaho est•blished by the Director
as -provided in Section 42-604, Jdoho Code, for u,e puTJ>o•c of p"1forming the coocntial

goven:>menlal function of distn'bution of water among appropriators under Jdllho law. ()

ROSHOLT:
No need for definition when the entity is already defined and governed by statute. See
l.C. §42-604 .

••

LING:
)

·: t

•

30. Water District. Is a water district an "instrumentality of the State" or is it a political subdivision with established boundaries, established by the Director for the purpose
of performing the essential government function of distribution,
under state law, of the state's water among appropriators within
that district? (It is the distribution that occurs under state
law, not the appropriation, such as federal reserved water
rights. J

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
32.
Water Management. The control and regulation of the rights to the use of the
surface and ground water resources of the state under the constituion and laws of the state in a
manner consistent with the prior appropriation doctrine and the full economic development of
the water resources of the state. Water management includes provisions for the administration of
rights to the use of surface water, provisions for the administration of rights to the use of ground
water, and provisions for the conjunctive administration of rights to the use of hydraulically
connected ground and surface waters, all in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as
implemented under Idaho Jaw.
·
(
)
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SIMPLOT:
31. Water Ma11ageme111. The control and rcgula1ion oflhe .righls to the use oflhc
surface and grou:nd waler resources of the state, 11t1der tse eeRslitl>ieB ..,d t.,,.,, ef the
sW!e u, 11 mww e!.lllsislent "*II the pfior Oj!j)l'OjlRRliell !loel!'i11e !llltl tlie .ail1 ~seaeniie
1h,•,•elr,p!fle!lt efll!e waler resovnes ef!he .slale. Water m:magemenr include,: provision•
for the administration of right£ to the use of surti,c:e water, ptovisions for the
administration of rights to the use of ground water, and provisions for the conjuncti~
administration or rights to ll11: use of hydraulically connected l?l'0Und and surface walers.
all in aeoordllllCe with !he-prier "l'fl•e,Jfi&tiel!l ilesllille es imJJll!llleftled 1111der Idaho law.Q

ROSHOLT:

'

This definition should be eliminaled in that it violates the constitutional guidelines and
requirements of water administration in Idaho. The prior appropriation doctrine is the governing
doctrine. Implementation of the "full economic development of the water resources of the state"
indicates that the full economic development concept is equally applicable to administering
water rights as is the prior appropriation doctrine. This concept is contraiy to Idaho law. Full
economic development is applicable to the development of ground water resources and resulted
in the implementation of"reasonable pumping levels." Baker v. Ore-Ida Foods, 95 Idaho 575
(1973); Stale Water Plan, IH.
·

•

•

To be consistent with existing ldaho law, the definition should be limited to state that:
"'The control and regulation ofthe rights to use surface and ground water resaurces ofthe state
in accordance with Idaho law. " This definition pennits the Department to flexibly alter its
administration pursuant to and in compliance with the legislative and judicial modifications to
the prior appropriation doctrine.

J' CAMPBELL:
The Districts simply note that the word "constitution" is misspelled.

LING:
31. water Management', It ap~ears that the "prior appropriation doctrine" and the " econornic
development of the water
resources of the state• may be inconsistent. It seems that the

CREAMER, RIGBY, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
33.
Watermaster. The person elected and appointed as provided in Sections 42-605
and 42-801, Idaho Code, lo distribute water withln a water district.
·
(
)

I·.)
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,ROSHOLT:
Toe definition ofwatennaster refers to J.C. 42-801. Reference to this provision is
inappropriate in defining a water master as that is the provisio? permitting
appaintment of e.
special deputy to distribute stored wnter unless a watermaster IS already appointed to do so.

th:

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, LING, BEEMAN: NO
COMMENT
34.
Water Measurement District. A district created in accordance with Section 42706, Idaho Code.
(
)

NO COMMENTS.
35.
,vater Measurement Guidelines. The current version of a document entitled
"Guidelines for Measuring and Reporting Water Diversions and Ground Water Levels in Idaho,"
published by the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
(
)

•

NO COMMENTS .
36.
Water Right. The legal right to divert and use or to protect in place the public
. ) waters ·of the State of Idaho where such right is evidenced by a decree, a perm.it, or license issued
by the Department of Water Resources, a beneficial use claim, or a right based upon federal law.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
35. Water JUgbt The legal right to t\i,•en Mil. bcnefidllllyuse or to protect in place lhe
public_waten. oftbe State of}daho whc:re sucb right is mdenced by a decree, a license,
or pcnnit issued bylhe Dcpanmcnt of Water Re.soun:cs, a beneficial u•e. cl:iun. or a rishl

balled upon fcde!Til law. ()

ROSHOLT:
A definition of this right should be broadly construed to refer to Jdaho law rather than
enumerate lhe various bases for establishing a water righL With the: resolution o!the
·
adiudication, defining a water ris}lt. bas_ei!_ UP,On 1?,1:m~ficiaJ u~e "!ii! not b.e viable.

LING:

•.

35. water Right. I would change the words •a right based
upon federal law• to "a water right reserved under federal law.•

_:")

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
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. CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
37.

Waters of the State or Public Water. All surface or ground water, as defined

herein, located within the boundaries of Idaho or in boundary streams, rivers, and lakes.

(

)

ROSHOLT:
J.C. §42~101 ide~t!fies "waters of the state." Additionally, the definition of"waters of
the state or pubhc water' 1s already provided for by case Jaw d · th
I f
·
en 1s e resu t o a case specific
· · B · l ·
I
ana ySJs. 1e. o,se mg. and Land Co. v. Slewart, IO Idaho 38 {l 904)· Rabido v F;
56 0_9~0); Jvf_aher_v. Gen11y\ 6_7 Idaho 559(1947)(water from natural s~ng and tlia~~;;~.,.3:fi,daho
premises upon which are located are public waters). The Rule should generaliy
to those
waters identified by ldaho law as ''water., of the State" or "public water"

refer

RIGBY:

·

We arc concerned that this definition is misleading. Dascd upon our reading ofldaho Code § 42-221,
dealing with natural channels that arc not diverted, and other similar references in the Code, we arc not·
convinced that "waters of the State" are synonymous with "public water." We believe the term "waters
of the State" is much broader than the term "public water."

LING:
36. waters of the state or Public Water.
Should be
defined as surface or ground water, as herein defined, that has
not been appropriated and diverted and retained in private
ownership.

•
I

SIMPLOT, CREAMER,
COMMENT.

on. -- 019.
020.

CAMPBELL,

BEENib\N:

NO

(RESERVED).

PRINCIPLES FOR WATER MANAGEMENT (RULE 20).

GENERAL COMMENT:
CREAMER:..
:

6.

~

The Department should review the use of the words "will," "shall" and "may" in
Ruic:, o nnd 25 to ~sure .that they do not improperly restrict or expand the
agency s enforcement discretion.

7

@.)

01.
Authorized Uses. All diversions or uses of public water in Idaho are to be made
only in accordance with valid water rights, provisions of applicable laws, rules, orders of the
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02. UHlllhorlud Un. Unaulhori:zed w;es a.re proh\bitcd..!Rie Depan..-ae111 will !Ake
ane er mer-e upprepARte aetiens le eRfon:e lhe l9AV I)' issving ins1Ne•i011$ M a
W-Q\oefmG5tff~(tl'r--WF1e.i:'ln~Cffl, jHuia.; 11 l'lf'itiee e f, iel&lic,u put:,tt'5:tlt le Si!!etleft 12 1791'8
Idelle CO;le, is!n!ilig e telk5e ma desist 11,dtor l'llfSIIMl le See1ie11 42 l'".ll>l.9 • .ilieg-M
ao1ie11 saelaAg i11janeliYe ,elio,l'J">l''\IMI le Seelioo 12 351, Tll,aae Gede, or D)' 1aldn9
ether Jawlill ~&!lee., The &elia". !ale"" •,iii! ~el~ "'Jll'F•priele ••mei:y.fer lt!e ~~!hen~
use ef Wll!o!F mdt1~111g !'e&leRhen and mmga1.10e meas1ires aad ewiJ peaan,as, 111
aoearde11ee will> lbese mies. Seetien q2 l'JQl'B, 11\alie Ee~e, and ether llf'!!lieuble li!W. E)

SIMPLOT:

1

BEEMAN:
· 02. Unauthorized Uae. The first sentence should be changed as follows:
Unauthorizecl

CAMPBELL::

djyeuions and uses of wnter are prohibited.
The Districts agreed with the previous version of this Rule. However, the addition of

I

/ specific examples of the types of actions which may be taken is helpful, because it provides notice

.

'

i of the consequences of unauthorized use.

LING, CREAMER, RIGBY: NO COMMENTS.

•

03.
Regulation of Diversions. The diversion and use of water in Idaho will be
regulated to protect ancl enforce water rights. Measurement and reponing of water diversion is
required for all water rights, except those for domestic or stockwater uses, in accordance with
these rules and other applicable law.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
)

03. Regulation ofDiversio11s. The dh•e,sien Md beneficial use of waler in Idaho will be
regulated to protect and enforce water rights. Measum:m:nt and reporting of water
diver.non is required for all water right!. except those for domestic or slockwau:r uses, in
accordance with tbese rulcund other applicable law. ()

ROSHOLT: i

This rule is not necessary as Idaho Code already indicates the Dc:partmcnt is to regulate

I and impose measurement devices in administering water rights.

CAMPBELL: ,
~

J.C. 42·1805.

The July 10 Draft has omitted the idea that water u5e will be requ~ed to be measured and
.

· \ reponed. Instead, only diversion will be measured and reponed. The Districts agree with that

\

: change.

CREAMER, RIGBY, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
· 04.

Ground Water Management. Rights to use ground water will be managed and

conjunctively administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of hydraulically
connectecl surface water in accordance with Idaho law. Rights to use ground water will also be
managecl and administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of ground water
from the same source, including the maintenance of reasonable pumping lifts, in accordance with
Idaho law. Additionally, rights to use ground water will be managed and administered to prevent
depletions in excess of the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge in
accordance with Idaho law.
{
)
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a.
When ground water divened from a Common Ground Water Supply, designated
in accordance with Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, is determined by the Director to cause injury
to senior priority water rights from hydraulically connected surface water or to senior priority
water rights to ground water from the same source, such ground water diversion under a junior
priority water right within a water district shall be cunailed by the watermaster, unless the
diversion is in accordance with a mitigation plan previously approved by the Director to prevent
or address the injury.
(
)
b.
When data gathered by the Depanment or otherwise submitted to the Depanment
show to the satisfaction of the Director that the diversion of ground water under any water right,
which is not included in a water district, causes injury to a senior priority surface water right or
to a senior priority ground water right, such junior priority diversion shall be cunailed under the
provisions of Section 42-237a.g., ldaho Code, unless the injury has been mitigated in a manner
approved by the Director.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
04, Grouad Water Management. Rights 10 u•e ground wat"' wiU be managed Aa<I

.)
.·,.

••f.\itinefil•llly adrninis1e,e" IO minimize or prevent injury IO •cnior priority rights.-l<Hbe
»so efh)'ilmalisally eeftlleeteil SIIJ'f.aee waler in asee,danee v,·i!h ldahe law. rughts to use
ground water will also be managed and admmisleFed to minimize or prevent injury to
senior priority rigbts to the use: of ground waler from the same source, including the
maintenance of reasonable pumping,..lt&.lm.la.. if! aesafflagee ·Hilh Jilaho la ....
Additionally, rights to use ground water will be managed mid adrninistered to pre\'eDI
depictions in excess of !be reasonably anticipated aver.age raie of fururc natUJ"al recbarge,,
in o<leer<!Ms• will! lilohe )am. (}

I

.

a, When ground water divcned from a Common Ground Water Supply, as
designated in accordance with Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, is dctennined by the
Direi:tor to cause injury lo senior priority water rights from hydraulically connected
surface water or 10 senior priority water rights to .e:round water from the ume source,
such ground waier diversion under a junior priority waler right within a water district
shall be cunailcd by the watennastcr, unless approved mitigation is provided in
accordance with Rule 20.13 of these rules. ( )What )s the process?

b. When d&10 gathered 'ey tlie B8Jl3RmCfll er elboFWise submilleJ le Ifie
DepartmeAt s1,e,, le 11!0 sa1isras1ie» ofllie ~irector determines that the div=ion of
gro1U1d water Wider any water right, which is not included in a water district, caw:es
injury to a senior priority surface water right or to • senior priority ground water right,
such junior priority diversion shaU be cunailcd under the provisions of Section 422371.g., Jdaho Code, unless appro\'ed rni1igarion is provided in accordance with Rule
20.l 3 of those rules. ( )Whal js the pIO£css?
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CREAMER:
7.

In Rules 20.04 and .05, there again is an inconsistency that should be explained or
eliminated. As drafted, where management of ground or smface water is under a
water district, curtailment of a junior water right to fill an injured senior surl"ace
water right would occur after injury is "determined by the Director." For rights
outside a water district curtailment would occur "when data gathered by the
Department or otherwise submitted to the Department show [injury] to the
satisfaction of the Director...." If there is a reason for different language in
these two situations, it should be explained. A reason for the difference is not
apparent. In either case, the language begs the following questions: What
process is to be used to get at the injury question? ls that process different from
the process to be used to determine presumptive injury?

ROSHOLT:
The distinction between administration of ground water hydraulically connected to
surl"ace water versus ground water to ground water connection is unnecessary. Idaho law
requires the prior appropriation doctrine to apply in administering all water rights. Idaho Const.
Art XV, § 3. The additional guidelines applicable in administering two ground water souroes, as
indicated in the rule as reasonable pumping "lifts," are specified in statutory law. 1.C. §42-226.
To remain consistent with existing law, this additional clarification is not necessary and is not
always consistent with terminology of these statutes.

••••••.)

The rule additionally differentiates between water being administered in an area of
common ground water supply versus an area not incorporated in a water district. This distinction
is not necessary in that the code already indicates that if a water district exists, the watermaster
would have authority to curtail water rights. R~i~20'.M(b) ~pe;c;ifies that the D"irectcir will have
authority to curtail pursuant to J.C. 42-237ag unless mitigation is provided.
Ground Water Management. Rights to use ground water will be administered lo prevent
·in.i'!TY to senior prioriry water rights in accordance with Idaho law.
. .;,

.

.

.

.. .

·-

CAMPBELL:
. ,,

'

'·

~ ~

The Districts agree with this Rule in large part. Specifically, the Districts approve of the
reference to Rule ~0.13, which requires in kind mitigation unless the senior water user agrees
otherwise. Senior water right holders should not unilaterally be forced to accept money or other
mitigation in lieu of water.
The Districts also agree that water need not be in a water district in order to be managed
in priority. To that end, Rule 20.04(b) recognizes, as we saw in 2001, that ground water
· ··--···· · -- ..Jlli\!msement areas are.,a tool which .~_b:l used to manage water outside of a water district
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BEEMAN:

•.

04. Ground Water Management. Under this draft rule, the director may determine that a
ground water use causes injury to a senior priority water right, but there is no indication that a
hearing may be held regarding whether the ground water use does in fact cause injury. Under
Idaho Code 42-237(e) and 42-1701A, an APA hearing is required upon request. These statutes
should be referenced in this rule. Further, the rules need to address the basic steps underlying the
principles for water management: (I) determination of injury; and (2) adoption of approved
mitigation or curtailment. lf IDWR's intention is to address the process that will lead to these
determinations in a sub-component of these rules (i.e. in the ESPA or the Boise ruver Basin),
then these rules should state so .

)

RIGBY, LING: NO COMMENT.
OS.
Surface Water Management. Rights 10 use surface water will be managed and
administered 10 prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of water from connected surface
water sources, in accordance with Idaho law. Rights to use surface water will also be rn_anaged
and conjunctively administered to prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of
hydraulically connected ground water in accordance with Idaho law.
(
)
a.
When the diversion of surface water is detennined by the Director to cause injury
to senior priority water rights from connected surface water sources ~r to senior priority water
rights from hydraulically connected ground water, such surface water diversion under a junior
priority water right within a water district shall be curtailed by the watermaster, unless the
diversion is in accordance with a mitigation plan.previously approved by the Director to prevent
or address the injury.
(
)

•

:-~)

b.
When data gathered by the Department or otherwise submitted to the Department
show to the satisfaction of the Director that the diversion of surface water under any water right,
which is not included in a water district, causes injury to a senior priority surface water right or
to a senior priority ground water right, such junior priority diversion shall be curtailed under the
provisions of Section 42-351, Idaho Code, unless the injury has been mitigated in a manner
approved by the Director.
(
)

-:,;~.,
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SIMPLOT:
.)

05. Surface Water Management. Rights to use surface water will be managed and
administered to minimize or prevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of waler
from connected surface waier source, ;,. aeeerda.Aee whl1 iaai.e law, Rights to use surface

water ~11 ~ls~ be ~aged and eeaj1ms'.i•,•el_y administered to minimize or prevent injury
to_seruor pnonty nghts to the use ofhydrauhcally connected ground water ill aeeerd..,ee
wuh ldal!e law. ()
·
.
L When the diversion of surface water is detcnnmed by the Director to cause
injury to senior priority water rights from connected surface water sources or to senior
priority wata righu froro bydraulically connected ground waler, such ~urfacc waicr
diversion under a junior priority water right within a waler district shall be curtailed by
the watc:nuastcr, llllless approved mitigation is provided in accordance with Ruic 20.13 of
these rules. ( )What is the pn>ccss?
b. When data ;;Mhered Ii)• the D9f!at1me1n er elherwise Sllbm.illed !e !he
Pel'amnenl sl,e"' !a Ille sa1isfue1iell efthc Director ddennines tbat the diversion of
surface water W1der nny wotcr right, which

e not UJcludcd in a waler djzilricl, causes

injury to a senior priority surface water right or to a senior priority ground water right,
such junior priority diversion shall be curtailed UDder the provisions of Section 42-35 I,
!d:iho Code, unless approved mitigation is provided in accordance with Rule 20.13 of
these rules. ( )Whot is the process?
ROSHOLT:
.··

•

c,:)

Similarly to the comments herein to Rule 20.04, distinction between water rights within or
outside a water district is unnecessary. The director still has authority to administer water rights
and curtail pursuant to the prior appropriation doctrine.

·-·~ CREAMER:
8.

Rules 20.06 1mtl .07 raioc obvious questions about enlargements. WhRt happens
when a surface water right and ground water right are, at least on paper,
appurtenant 10 the same ground, but water under the surface water right has not
been diverted· or beneficially used on the ground for five years, or twenty-five
years? What if the surface water also has not been used on other ground? What if
it has? What if the surface water that used to have a "home" on those acres has
for many years continued to be diverted from the rivi:r, nm through the delivery
system, and spilled back to the river as waste water? Can that surface water use
lawfully be resumed on the original ground? If so, how will the unavoidable
effects on junior intervening rights in the surface water source be addressed?
Where a water right is to be reused and the initiation of reuse increases the
historical consumptive use, how are other right holders protected. Who, if
anyone, is then responsible for "making up" the loss to the common water supply?
Junfor water users? Junior ground water users? Especially where a "reuse" might
be proposed to be accomplished by pumping shallow ground water, the rules
should make clear how it will be determined that the water has' not already
become part·ofthe public water supply.
These rules, and the questions they raise about enlargement would benefit from
the addition uf II qualification that they apply only when the priority use of surface
water over ground water, or the reuse, would not "injure water rights existing on
the date" of the priority use of surface water or initiation of reuse.
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BEEMAN:
05. Surface Water Management. "Connected surface water sources" needs to be
defined. This term and the term "hydraulically connected" are used inconsistently
throughout this rule and should be made consistent. Additionally, the first two
sentences should be changed as follows:
Rights to use surface water will be managed and administered to
~e.Il..2!:Jlrevent injury to senior priority rights to the use of water
from connected surface water sources in accordance w:ith Idaho law.
Rights to use surface water will also be managed and conjunctively
administered to ~prevent injury to senior priority rights to the
use of hydraulically connected ground water in accordance with Idaho
law.
·

CAMPBELL, RIGBY, LING: NO COMMENT.
06.
Use of Surface Water First. To minimize depletions from a ground water
source and to maintain incidental recharge to the ground water source, when water rights exist
from both a natural flow surface water source and a ground water source, under· a priority junior
to the surface water right, for the same irrigation use, the water rights for surface water ·shall be
used before water rights for ground water to the extent it is available, except as provided in Rule
26 of these rules. The combined rate of diversion and the annual volume divened from the
combined sources shall not exceed the amounts reasonably necessary for the beneficial use.(
)

SIMPLOT:
06. u.., of Surlaee Watr.r Firit. To minin,j:ze depletions from• ground wnicr sout<>e

and to maintain incidental 1cchargc to the ground Wala source, when water rights mist
from both a nntural flow smfnce water source and a ground water •ource for the same
irrieation use. the water right• fnr ,rurfacP. water shall be use<! before water rlgh1" for
ground water to the extent it is available, except as provided in Rule 25 ofthc:.se rules.
The combined rate of d.ivenion and the annual volume diverted from the combined
s.ourccs shall nol :eNeeeA ~e amauRl5 reaseaMll!i' 111eee:-~ ~4he--he beneficial~ us.e4. (

'
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RIGBY:
Our clients firmly believe that the policy set fonh in Rule 20.06 and Rule 25.01 is a bad policy and
should be removed entirely from the proposed rules.
In the era of the E.S.A. and other environmental concerns, ··de-watering" streams first seems
counterproductive. Also, diversion effects of ground water withdrawals arc normally time delayed and
time extended. For example, I e.f.s. diversion from a stream would diminish the flow in a stream by
exactly I c.f.s. That same water pumped from a well may not impact the stream flow at all for many
days. Then the impacts would range from zero to a maximum less than 1 c.f.s. The I c,f.s. impact from
the sunace diversion for JOO days would impact the stream by 1 c.f.s. for that entire period. A l c.f.s.
diversion· from ground water may not impaet the stream at all during tl,e irrigation season, when the
demand for surface water is greatest, lt may cause a decline in stream flow for the next year by an
average of 0.25 c.f.s. Thus the impact on surface rights would actually be reduced by 75% simply by_
moving the diversion to a well.
·

•

lfRules 20.06 and 25,01-.03 arc adopted by the Depanment, the exemptionssct forth in Rule 25.03 need
to be clarified. The bending for 25.03 says "Existing Uses Exempted." However, the body of the rule
indicates that "this rule shall not be applied to require water users, ..." By wording it as such, the
practice exempted may only apply to current water users, and not their heirs and successors. If a fanning
operation has been utilizing this process before the rule was adopted, that farming operation should be·
allowed to continue such practices in the future. lfthis was 1ruly intended lo be a grandfather clause,' it
should be consistent with the heading which exempts "uses" and not just "users" •

····)

ROSHOLT:
20.06 Use of surface water first.
The rule could be construed to indicate !hat surface water only has to be used first "to
minimize depletions from a ground water source and to maintain incidental recharge to the
ground water source." The requirement to use surface water first is not limited to specific
purposes or situations. This is a general guiding principle applicable to all water rights.

CAMPBELL:
The Districts appreciate that tile July IO Draft version of this Rule attempts to explain why
the use of surface water first will be m81ldated. However, the Districts are still concerned that the
requirement places an additional condition on the use of an established right. and

still oppose this

Rule.
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BEEMAN:
06. Use of Surface Water First. Minimizing depletions from and maintaining
incidental recharge to a ground water source are not legal bases for determining
injury under the prior appropriation doctrine.

LING: NO COMMENT.
07.
Reuse and Drainage of Water. Water remaining after its use under a water right
may be recaptured and reused, prior to such water becoming public water, for the same use
authorized by the water right and shall not be considered to be an expansion of the water right
associated with such use. Water may also be diverted for drainage purposes to improve or
preserve the utility of land without a water right provided the water diverted is returned to a
source of public water without application to beneficial use and provided the drilling of wells
shall be subject to the licensing provisions of of Section 42-238, Idaho Code.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
07. Reust aud Drainage of Water. Water remaining after its use uuder a water right
may be recaptured and reused, prior to such watt:r becoming public water, for th• sam•
use authorized by the water right and the reus• shall not bt: considered to ht: an expansion
of the water right associated witb such use. Wa1er may also \>e diverted for drainasc
purposes to improve or prc:scrve the utility of land witbout a water right provided the
water .diverted is returned to a source of public water without application to bt:r1eficial us•
and provided the drilling ofwt:lls therefor shall be subjcc:t to the licmsing provisiom of
Section 42-238, Idaho Code. ls this pcc:~ssory and how docs it comply wjth Idaho law?

RIGBY:
Proposed Rul• 20.07 appears 10 be inconsistent with Tdaho Code § 42-228, which allows wt:lls to be dug
to reclaim seepage water. Idaho Code § 42-228 dot:s not contain the sam• restrictions on use which the
proposed Ru!• 20.07 contains.

ROSHOLT:
The first sentence oflhis rule is not necessary as it is a restatement ofldaho law. For
furlher comments, please see F~bruary 26 lener.
-

~&-01

.
20.07. Recovery and.Reuse ofWater. The rules should be clanfied to allow ground water
recovery only pursuant to l.C. ·§ 42-228. Perhaps a separate section dealing with the
recovery of surface waste water would also be more appropriate.
The statement that reuse of this water would not constitute an expansion is conclusory
and could constitute a violation of Idaho law.

·'-:UThe draft Rule pennits recovery of water until commingled with the public water supply.
Once the water enters the ground water system, isn't it commingled with the public water
supply? If not, then under what conditions is it not commingled? How is such a
tleterminatiQJ) m.;,.d~?

-

•

CAMPBELL:
Th~ second part ofthis section is not acceptable. It is directly contrary to the concept of
recapture and the expression of Legislature that drainage within an irrigation district do not

LING:

require new water rights.I

07. Reuse and Drainage of water.
The second sentence of
this proposed rule is contrary to the laws of the State of Idaho
and should not be adopted in its present form, as there is no
legal authority for such a rule.
There ie no legal basis by
which the reuse of drain or waste water (ground water) diverted
for· drainage must be returned to a source of public water.
(Under the definitions provided, ground water is water under the
surface.)
If the water diverted for drainage is used by the
original diverter, it is being returned, in part, to a source·of
public water, i.e., .ground water.
In any event, if the water
drained ie ,from the irrigation of the land, it is not public
water, but private water and a part of the wate_r originally

4:237

f

diverted for the irrigation of the land.
Under thl.s prov1.s1.on,
any water diverted and applied to • be,:ieficia~ use such as
irrigation becomes public water once it 1.s applied_to the.land
and sinks into the ground, whether or not it sinks_ in one.inc~,
one foot, or 300 feet.
This is not the law.
This section s

-..;.J

cf

also inconsistent with section 42-228, Idaho Code.
It is clear
under this Idaho law that when water is diverted for drainage
purposes to improve or preserve the utility of the land, such
water may be used on the project which brought the foreign water
to the lands that resulted in a need for drainage.
It is also
impossible to meet the provisions of this rule,-even if it were
lawful, as in some instances, the water diverted from a drain
cannot be returned to a public water source without application
to beneficial use.
Evidence exists that establishes that in
some instances the application of drain water for irrigation is
the best means by which the water can. be returned to the source
of public water, especially where the original water applied to
the land is ground water, and there is r,o natural drainage to
any other public water other than the ground water from which i t

-":,':~.--£!.~~~~~.,._
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Aberdeen-_Springfield Canal Corr1pany_
144 South Main
PO BOX 857

•

,_;)

Aberdeen, ID 83210
Tel (208) 397-4192 Fax (208) 397-4510

Email: ascc@ida.ne\

The Board of Directors of Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Company wishes to lodge an
objection 10 the Draft Statewide Water Management Rules (Rules) §020.07. - Reuse and
Drainage of Water. This section states, "Water may also be divened for drainage
purposes 10 improve or preserve the utility of the land without a water right provided the
water diverred is rerumed tu a source of public water without applicarion to beneficial
use ..•" (italics added).

It is Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Company's opinion that this rule is in direct
contradiction to ldaho Code_ §42-228 which clearly states, " ... there shall be excepted
from the provisions of this act the excavation and opening of wells and withdrawal of
water therefrom by canal companies, irrigation districts, and other owners of irrigation
works for the sole purpose of recovering ground water resulting from irrigation under
such works/or Jurrher use on or drainage of lands to which the established water rights
of the panics constructing the wells are appunenant; ..." (italics added).
The draft Rules thus create confusion as to when water divened under a water right for
beneficial use on appunenant lands becomes public water. Idaho Code is very clear that
ground water resulting from the irrigation of lands under a valid water right may be
withdrawn by wells and re-used for the same beneficial purposes for which it was
originally divened.
Thank you for you consideration of our objection.

For the Board of Directors

Steven T. Howser
General Manager

42.:;8
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; CREAMER, BEEMAN, NO COMMENT:
08.
Establishment and Use of Response Zones. The Director may establish
response zones to assist in 111anaging ground water and recharge in any area of the state,
including in such zones recharge sites and the points of diversion and places of use for rights to
the use of hydraulically connected ground water. Response zones shall be established through
rulemaking or adopted through issuance of an order by the Director. When response zones are
adopted through issuance of an order, the Director shall provide notice as set forth in Rule 20.11
of these rules.
(
)

SWPLQT:.
•.

08. Enabllsbment and Use of Response Zones. The Director 1nay eslablish response
zones to ossist in managing ground water depletions ond recbargc in any area of the stnlc.
The response zones shall encompass recharge sites and Ilic points ofdivmion and pieces
of use for rights lo the use ofhydraulically connected ground water. Response zones shall
be established through rulemaking or edoptcd through issUaDcc of an order by the
Direclor. When response zones arc adopted through issuance of an order, the Dirc;ctor
shall provide notice as set forth in Ruic 20.1 I of these rules. ( )Rc.spoosc Zones must be
consistent with the prior tmrnorrriation docttinc, Can we use µi)ot projects to .. lest rtm"
the Response Zone manogcmrn1 conccn1?

•

.)

'
CREAMER:·
9.

If the Department intends the end re~lt of implementing Rules 20.0~, .09 and . I 0
will be a final order that will be implemented by a watermaster m day-to-day
administration, then there logically should be one process by which the evidence
· needed to support findings and conclusions on each component can be produ_ced
and evaluated. IGWA outlined what it believes would be the most efficient
process in iis March 7, 2001· written comments.
process are:

•
•
•
o

•
·

UK.Ar 1 ~ll\1.C.1"t'J.U.J::i H1'A a:,..._

•

·,

)

,

The key components of this

Timely notice to persons in affected basins/river reaches;
Opportunity to produce and rebut evidence in a formal or informal
proceeding;
Defined reaches/zones based on a reasonable threshold level of
interrelationship;·
Final determinations based on substantial, reliable information;
. Conclusive efft:<:l of the outcome obsent a showing of excus.able
mistake or inadvertence or the existence of new information.

,.urw:.,......,. ___ ·-

:.
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CAMPBELL:
1

The Districts agree that response zones should be established through rulemaking or
through an administrative proceeding after notice and an opportunity to be heard. The first option
is preferable.

RIGBY, ROSHOLT, LING, BEEMAN, NO COMMENTS.
09.
Establishment and Use of Presumptive Depletions. The Director may establish
presumptive depletions in a surface water source resulting from diversion and use of
hydraulically connected ground water, or in a ground water source resulting from diversion and
~s~ of hydraulically connected surface water. Presumptive depletions are not presumptions of
mJury_but may be used ~s part of the basis fo~ establishing presumptive injury. Presumptive
deplet~ons shall be established ~hrough ru~emaking or adopted through issuance of an order by
the Director. When presumptive depletions are adopted through issuance of an order, the
Director shall provide notice as set forth in Rule 20.11 of these rules.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
09, I;scab.~~l'tmtR& _and _use,..of :P:,::es11mpU••e I>epletieas, 1=1=10 'Difes\or may ~s,al31ish
pres'tf1Jl1;'ftve d~lehoBs m a sw:Klee wafer S1:H1ree Jesnking fi:em the divei=oi 09 afld ttSe ef
J,~'.~,e~lisAII~· ~01lnee1e~ g,~~m! wn1e,, 8{ in a gretmd wa1er seu,ee ,eoohi9g &em !he
tlb ers1eA aREI_ tl:Se ef~~ c-h=attheaUy BOF1Ree1ed snrfaee water. Presltfflpth•e dep)e:lieHs ail!
1101 p1>es11~•.fl~e~s ef11!j~ hu~ ma:; he ~ea as poN eflhe hasis fer eslablishing
pl'esumpl!
,e 111ju,y.
thre,•cnil rule 1ec1ngor
l'I I •
d,
~
• l'fesnn>flli'· • deplolleRS shall lie eslablislaee
s•
e optc1. tb:rc~.sh !:i:i1:utnec afitlt a1tlt11 b) tl~e Dii:eetaf. '1¥hoo presumf)li'l'e d~Je~ief\5 are
e0epted llnellg)-.: 1ss11aAee efrm eNM, the Diree~ar &I.all 1310 ,,.-jEJe netise as set funb jn

.Rule ~O.l 1 eflhese flll-..BI.cgjslRtive function.

ROSHOLT:

Both this rule and the following rule, io.l'o, Esiiiblishment and Use of Presumptive
Injury, raise questionable issues regarding shifting of burdens of proof. In implementing either
presumptive depletion and/or injury, by additional rulcmaking or administrative order, the .
. burden of proving injury shifts io the junior or senior in priority depending upon the outcome of
the Department's conclusions. However, in Idaho law, the argument has been made that whom
has the burden, junior or senior priority water users. is unclear. D.L. Grant, The Complexities of
Managing Hydrologically Connected Surface Water and Groundwater Under the Appropriation
1
Doctrine, Land and Water Law Review, vol. XXII, no.I, 63, 92-3 (1987). The implementation
of such rules appears to resolve the question through rulemaking rather than legislatively or
judicially. 1bis violates the separation of powers principles in that rulemaking can not be used to
establish Jaw and is not given the weight of statutes. Meadv. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660 (1990).
Rulemaking is a delegation of authority to an executive from the legislature and is not a
constitutional grant of power to the executive. Id. at 669. By implementing the concept of

the

1 Arguably, as indicated in
article, once it is established to be probable that the junior diver,;ion interferes with
the senior right jfthe ,enior source is fully appropriated by the junior user, then the junior in priority must
demonstrate that the particular water docs not cause interference..

•

·,. ';;)·.,t._
.. ,·r:
,·'-

-.
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presumptive dep1etions and presumptive injury, the Department is und~ly shilling the burden of
proof without the necessary authority and guidance from either the 1egis1ature or courts.
These roles should not be imp1emented now or defined as the following:

Establishment and Use ofPresumptive Depletions. The Director may establish
presumptive depletions based upon the diversion and use ofground water. Presumptive
depletions shall be established through rulemaking Initiated pursuant to the Idaho
Administrative Procedures Act, J.C. §67-5201 et seq.

LING:

•

09, Establishment and use of Presumptive Depletions.
It
is difficult to ·understand how a depletion by a junior
appropriator, whether actual or presumptive, would not establish
"injury" to a senior appropriator who is thus denied the right
to divert the depleted portion of the water source.
On the
other hand, if the depletion in the surface water source caused
by the diversion and use of hydraulically connected ground water
does not cause injury, why would there be a need to determin~ a
"presumptive depletion"?
In the same vein, a presumptive
depletion should not be established where the diversion and use
of the conn~cted ground water is based upon a senior right,

.) BEEMAN:
09 •. Establishment and Use of Presumptive Depletions.
See general
comments in cover letter regarding use of presumptive depletion standards.

CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL,
10.
Establishment and Use of Presumptive Injury. The Director may establish a
presumption of injury to a senior priority water rights resulting from the diversion and use of
surface or ground water under a junior priority water right. The presumptive injury may be
established based on some or all of the following: streamflow measurements, measurements of
ground water levels, measurements of water discharged from springs, the Department's
determination of consumptive irrigation and field headgate requirements, the amount of water
actually diverted to beneficial use under the senior priority water right, the amount of stored
water controlled by the holder of the senior priority water right and available for the beneficial
use under the senior priority water right, presumptive depletions, and other information
determined by the Director to be pertinent. Presumptive injury shall be established through
rulemaking or adopted through issuance of an order by the Director. When presumptions of
injury are adopted through issuance of an order, the Director shall provide notice as set forth in
Rule 20.11 of these rules.
(
)
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SIMPLOT:
~ablislimeHI ud \lse of l'resumpti\•e lnjury, Tho Di,eeleflllftY establish a
J)rasumpt-ien af inj\:l::~' te eet3 er me,e &Mier prierity \VAier rights re!iUhieg fi:e:FS llte
di••fi11Aiiie:R .md uee afS1.J1--f~-or;;ro•..lftJ •,, otcr u2ul01 ajliftie1· priorit~ ,,•wlar Fig-ltl. Toe
prssllmfJfive injur;• FR~)' he eslal:ilished 'b0sed 1:1p,&1rseme er a-11 ef1he ren~v.~Rg:
stfetlmflow fllBOStlfem&Rts, measuremeRlS efg,au.F.id wa.-er le, els, ftlCftS\H'ements ef water
eiseberg80 f:'te1fl 5J'tings, \he Derar:.mesl's Eletefl:ll:i.netieH ef s01tsurnpth•e iffigaiieA afld
field ftee~gote reliuiFenhm\s, \f;lie ameunt efv,•ater as.:;l1:1al1y diYefled aA~ JJat le 'heneftottff
me \nuler lhe seniGr prierit, =r.1,•a1:er right, the MlOU:E:i af Eiloud •,•f ater ee8'rol1ed hy lhe
holder ef1he se11iAr 13Ror:ity maier :Fight m:ad .U.l\•u.ilal:!11 fer the \ieRciteial use ,uule,· \he
seRior prierity water r=igh\, 13,~sumptive dDfJie1ie1'l'.S,. a!"ld ether infemwHeR detefffliaod hy
\he Bireeler ~a be per1::i0eat. P,esumpliYe iEjYI)• sbaJ) ~ e ootB:e~sht'ld lli,uugh. ro1eme\1is~
er a,de:131eel tflJetjgh iss:wanee ofan ertfor 'hy IRA Pir:l"eleF. l>tll lA p1·w1rmpti1:r1& etinju~-are
adepled lh!~mgh i98aa,,se ofae e1de,, !lie Di,es1e1 shall ~re.,ido ll81iEo as sel fefll\ ie
RHle 20.11 ef 1hese mies. ( )Legislative function.

RIGBY:
Creation of presumptions, which tend lo have a legally binding effect, ore o very serious matter. They
greatly impact and potentially change the existing rights of water users. Idaho Depanment of Water
Resources should be diligent in establishing substantial criteria before making any type of presumption.
Those criteria should be set forth within the rules.

t .:.v') ROSHOLT:

The inclusion of factors in evaluating inj!Jry is contrary to Idaho Jaw and to the
Department's own analysis 6fjnjury undertaken in contested cases. Idaho law does not define
"injury" to incorporate such considerations as proposed by the rule. In general, the courts have
specified that injury to another water users must be the result of being "substantially injured, not
merely a fanciful injury, but a real and actual injury." Beecher v. Cassia Creek lrr. Co., 66 Idaho
·1 (1944). The Department's application of this definition results in a consideration of the
depletive effect of water use and does not consider the factors enumerated in this rule. ,. ·
Implementation of such a rule results in inconsistencies between appropriating water or
evaluating transfer applications and administering water rights. There should not be such a
distinction as the Department is required to adhere to the prior appropriation doctrine in
completing its duties. The prevention of injury to other water rights is part of that doctrine and
the definition does not differ depending upon what duty the Department is undertaking.
As has been recognized by other courts, the determination ofinjury is dependent on a
factual analysis, case-by-case. See CityofRo:swellv. Reynolds, 522 P.2d 796 (N.M. 1974).
lmplemcntation of rules pennitting the Director to establish presumptive injury does ·not permit
for a case-by-case analysis.
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LING:
10. Establishment and Use of Presumptive Injury.
It is
impossible to understand how the Director or any other person
could establish a "presumption of injury" resulting from the
diversion and use of surface or ground water under a junior
priority water right by looking at only stream flow measurements
or measurements of ground water levels.
It would be the cause
of any reduced stream flow or ground water level that would
presume injury by a junior diverter. It is also impossible to
understand how the amount of stored water controlled by the
holder of a senior priority water right can relate to injury.
Stored water has a value, whether or not it is required for use
in that particular year, and the reliance upon storage when not
otherwise required constitutes injury, It is also unlawful for
the Director to establish a presumptive injury by rulemaking,
rather than through a due process hearing if sufficient evidence
is not otherwise available, Under the presumptive depletion and
presumptive injury proposed rules, would a watermaster be
prohibited from administering the distribution of water under a
priority system if the Director has not made a presumptive
depletion or presumptive injury rule? It is also clear that the
...........

-----

•

----···-······ .. ····-···--

Director has no authority to alter an established water right
through his rulernaking authority by reviewing consumptive
irrigation and field headgate requirements, actual diversions
and other sources of water to establish injury •

)

BEEMAN:
10. Establishment and Use of Presumptive Injury. See general comments in

cover letter regarding use of presumptive injury standards. Moreover, this rule should
acknowledge the statutory provisio~s in ldal10 Code 42·237(e) and 42·1701A which provide for
an APA hearing to determine injury.

CREAMER, CAMPBELL,.

•

11.
Notice.
Upon adoption of response zones, presumptive depletions, or
presumtions of inj\jry through issuance of an order, the Director shall publish notice in two
consecutive weekly issues of a newspaper of general circulation in the area of the affected water
right holders. Any person or entity holding affected water rights objecting to ·Or contesting the
order shall have twenty-eight days from the date of the second newspaper notice to file a petition
with the Director initiating a contested case under ID APA 37, Title 01, Chapter OI, seeking to
challenge, modify, amend, or stay the order.
(
)
. I

•• •• J
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SThiPLOT:
~1: Notice. Up~m·ndoption of response zones. Jlfe,il!llJlli'Je d'flle1iens, ar JlfeSl!ll'ljlti6ns of
,..,...,. through 1Ssuance ofan order, !he Director shall publish notice in two consecutive

weekly issues of a newspaper of general cin:ulation in the area of the affected w;itcr right
holdcro. Any person holding affected water rights objecting to or contesting the order
shall have twenty-eight days from the date oftbe second newspaper notice to file a
petition with the Director initiating a conlc•tcd """c und,::r lDAPA 37, Title 01, Chapter
01, seeking to challenge, modify, amend, or stay the order. ()

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSHOLT, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN:
COMMENT.

NO

12.

Challenge to Response Zones and Rebuttal of Presumptions. At any time, a
water right holder affected by the Director's adoption of a response zone, presumptive depletion,
or presumptive injury, may initiate a contested case through the filing of a petition with the
Director under IDAPA 37, Title OI, Chapter OI, ~eeking to change the response zone or rebut a
presumptive depletion or presumptive injury. The petitioner must describe the factual or legal
basis for the rebuttal or change sought and provide any representative data or other information
that the petitioner believes supports the change or rebuttal.
(
)

I

)

SIMPLOT:
..
12. Cballtni:e to Response Zoou ... nd Re~l!Ual of Presumptff>BS. Al any time, a water
right holder affected by the Director's adoption of a respoJ1Se zone, presw..pti,•e
d0j1lelie11; ar pFeSllmflli,•e iejtif)', may initiate a contested case through the filing ofa
petition with the Din>ctor w,der IDAPA 37, Titlo 01, Chaptar 01, s0<>lcing to change the .
response zone er rebt:11 d pres:u1Bpli-.•e lleJJlel::ien ar pfe.S\Hfffl-ive i~. The pelitiona

must descn"bc the factual or legal basis for the rebuttal or change sought and pTOvidc any
representative data or other infonnation that the petitioner believes supports the change or
1ebuttal. ( )ls this consistent wi1h the •flminis1n11ive procedures ?Cl "A'PA''? Sec comment
fil1!fil.

CAMPBELL:
The Districts agree that parties should be permitted to challenge response zones and
presumptions if they are affected by them.

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSHOLT, LING, BEEMAN:
COMMENT.

NO
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13. Use of Mitigation. The Director will allow the out-of-priority diversion and use of
surface or ground water that would otherwise cause injury to a senior priority water right when
approved mitigation is· provided. Approved mitigation must be in-kind mitigation, unless other
compensation is agreed to by the holder of the senior priority water right. Approved mitigation
is provided by implementation of an approved mitigation plan or by conditions on the exercise of
the water right included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
13. U.e of Mitli:atlon. The Direclor will allow lhe e..i ef 11fiefit~· di· ·e,..io11 a,ul
b~neficial use of_surface or grnund water that would olhcrwise cause injury to a &enior
priority water right when appmved mitigation is provided. -~!'!'•eves Jlliligllliee mllSI ba
in kind mitigation.; \:lt'!less ether sempet1s1t1ien i:s agreed te by the heldef efthe &elBar
JlABAty waler right. Approved mitigation is provided by implementation of an approved
mitigation plan or by implementation of conditions on the exercise of the water right
included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application. ( )

CREAMER:
10.

.)

The Draft Rules talk about "approved mitigation" and they crooo-rcference to the
criteria in the Conjunctive Management Rules for evaluating proposed mitigation,
but they do not indicate how or when a mitigation plan should be "teed up" for
consideration and approval.
Logically, a mitigation plan should be as
contemporaneous as possible with any final determination of "presumptive
injury." Any final order involving presumptive depletions and/or presumptive
injury ought to include approval (or disapprovals) of mitigation plans proposed to
address identified injury. The process for mitigation plan approval should have
the same timing and characteristics described in item 9 above.

ROSHOLT:
The specification that "approved mitigation" is allowable should be clarified. The rule
should clearly state that the Director would allow mitigation when approved by all parties. The
required approval is that of the parties affected, as the Director docs not have authority to impose
upon a party mitigation rather than curtailment
In referencing approval of a mitigation plan in accordance with Rule 43, Conjunctive
Management Rules, is not consistent with eurrent actions by the Department Even in orders
pertaining to new applications or transfers, reference to Rule 43 in evaluating mitigation or
requiring mitigation is inconsistent. The applicability of that rule in administering water rights,
in general and not pursuant to the Conjunctive Management Rules, is questionable.
The rule should be modified to state:

The Director will allow out-ofpriority diversion and use ofswface or ground water that
would otherwise cause injury to a senior priority water right when mitigation approved by all
parties is provided. Approved mitigation is provided by implementation ofa mitigation plan,
approved by all parties, or by implementation ofconditions on the exercise ofthe water right
included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application.
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CAMPBELL:
The Districts agree that mitigation must be in kind unless the senior water right holder
agrees otherwise. Money cannot take the place of water, and to require that someone accept
money when their senior water rights are not being filled is unacceptable.
However, the Districts are concerned about the last sentence in Rule 20.13. The sentence
seems to state that "[a)pproved mitigation is provided ... by implementation of conditions on the
exercise ofa water right included in any decree, license or approved transfer application," which
would arguably allow someone to.take the position that they cannot be curtailed or need not provide mitigation because they have fulfilled the conditions on their water right, even if none of
the conditions pertain to mitigation. The Districts suggest that the last sentence be amended to
read: "Aprroved mitigation is provided by implementation of an approved mitigation plan or by

•

implementation of conditions regarding mitigation on the exercise of the water right in any decree,
license or approved transfer application."

)
RIGBY, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENT.
14.
Primary Enforcement Through Water Districts. The enforcement of water use will primarily
through the establishment and opera1ion of waler districts, including the appoinunent and supervision of
waterrnasters by the Department. However, such administration shall not preclude an individual water right holder
from seeking other enforcement measures provided under Idaho law.
(
be

SIMPLOT:
14. Primal':!' Enforcement Throui;h W•ter Di.tricts. ru.Dcoanrucnt enforcc:ment of
liml1atl00& on waler ~!i,•lll'Sje.,5 Hild uze ln accOTda.ncc witb Idaho law will be pFim11Alf
through the mabJishmc:nt and operation of water districts, including the appointment and
supervision ofwa1.mnastcrs by lhc Dcpanment. However, such administration shall t!DI
p:n:cludc an individual water right holder fi:om seeking othet r:nforccment measura
provided under ldaho 1-w. ()

•:i
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This rule should be modified to indicate that the Department is not precluded from
enforcing limitations on water diversions until the formation of water districts. See prior
comments, February 26, 2001. The last sentence of the rule should state:

·•

ROSHOLT:

..-

llowever, such administration shall npr preclude an individual water right holder or the
Depar/meni from seeking other enforcement measures provided under Idaho law.

J. - 2.li, ~o I
20. I 2. Primary Enforcement Through Water Districts.
Although IDWR plans to
adminis\er water primarily with water districts, such administration shall not preclude an
individual water user from seeking other enforcement measures. This rule shall not be
construed to permit lDWR to delay administration until water districts are formed.Administration by priority is not dependent upon existence of water districts. Musser, 125
Idaho at 395

CREAMER, RIGBY,
COMMENT.

CAMPBELL,

LING,

BEEMAN:·

NO

021. AUTHORIZED AND UNAUTHORIZED DIVERSION AND USE OF WATER
(RULE21).

•

01.
Use in Accordance with a Water Right. Water diversion and use may occur in
accordance with a water right evidenced by a decree of the court, a license or pennit issued by the
Department, a beneficial use claim to a right filed in accordance with Section 42-243 or 42-1409,
Idaho Code, an enlarged use in accordance with Section 42-1426, Idaho Code, an approved transfer
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, an accomplished transfer in accordance with Section 421425, Idaho Code, an approved exchange pursuant to Section 42-240, Idaho Code, a temporary
) pennit issued in accordance with Section 42-2O2A, Idaho Code, or a temporary change approved in
accordance with Section 42-222A, Idaho Code.
(
)

SIMPLOT:

01, Use ln'Ac~ordanct w_itb • Water rugbt. Water tlh•ersio11 a11d use may occur in
accordance w11h a water nght evidenced by a coun dcace, a license or permit issued by
lhc Deparonenr, a beneficial use claim to a right filed in accordance with Section 42-243
or 42-1409, ldaho Code, an enlarged usc in accordance with Section 42-1426, Idaho
Code, an approved 1ransfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, an accomplished
1ransfcr in accordance with Section 42-1425, Idaho Code, an approved cxchaugc pursuant
to Section 42-240, ldoho Cooe, a temporary pc:nnit is:suc:<I in accordance with Section 42202A, Idaho Code, or• temporary change approved in accordance with Section 42-222A,
Idaho Code. ( )

ROSHOLT:
The en11IJ1erated exceptions and specifics as to the uses to be made in accordance with a
water right and authorized uses should be eliminated. There arc factors that arc not included in
this list that would result in interpretation of the rules to mean that it is permissible for other
actions to occur that would result in injury to senior water rights. Refer to comments of February

2~

.

21.03. Unauthorized Diversion and Use of Water. The uses specified in subsections (b),
(c), and (d) are already codified as criminal actions. To be in compliance with_ldaho Jaw
and consistent with management of ground and surface water, another subsection should
· be included to specify that uses causing "injury" to senior water right holders are
·• . '' , unauthorized. Another unauthorized use that does not appear to be addressed is
:.} continued water diversion and use pursuant to a l!!~Pl!"!Q'. permit 2; ch!UlgCJ; _tha3; h8;&-.,
1
·
expired, i.e under I.C. § 42-222A. (or\lt C'.Or>\Wicf{L.w- ~.__ ;uJ_ zCLi"-'51°<:· ~ 'Z./ /
ll.- 01
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CAMPBELL:
As with the First· Draft, the Districts largely agree with the specifically-listed authorized

uses. They particularly appreciate the clarification that diversion for water quality purposes is for
remediation and research projects. This helps alleviate the concern that Rule 21.02(g) could be
used to support an argument that water users could be forced to divert water for water quality
purposes.

LING:
01, Use in Accordance with a water Right. This rule could
be substantially simplified if i t referred to the diversion and
use o_f waters of the State,

CREAMER, RIGBY, BEEMAN: NO COMMENTS.
02.
Other Authorized Uses. Diversion and use of water may occur without a recorded
water right or not in conformance with a recorded water right under the following circumstances, or
as may otherwise be provided by Jaw:
(
)
a.
Water may be diverted and used from a ground water source for domestic purposes
in accordance with Section 42-227, Idaho Code;
·
(
)
b.
Livestock may be allowed to drink directly from a surface water source in
accordance with Section 42-113, Idaho Code, and from water diverted for other authorized uses;
(
)
.
c.
Water may be diverted and used for firefighting purposes from any public water
source in accordance with Section 42-201(3), ldaho Code;
·(
)
d.
Impoundment of water in a tank, pond, or reservoir having a capacity Jess than the
volume authorized under a water right or rights to be diverted during a 24-hour period is included
within the delivery and use of ~e water and shall not require that the description of the right or
rights include a storage component;
(
)
e.
Water may be diverted and used in accordance with a rotation agreement as defined
(
)
in Rule 22 of these rules;

f.

Water may be recaptured for reuse as recognized in Rule 20.07 of these rules; (

)

g.
Water may be diverted for water quality remediation and research projects m
accordance with Rule 24 of these rules; and
(
)
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•

h.
Water may be diverted to prevent potential loss of life and property damage during a
(
)
flood emergency in accordance with Rule 25 of these procedures.

SIMPLOT:
02. Other Authorized Uses. Di~e,:sian and Beneficial use of water may occur without a
tc:cordcd waler right or not in couforrnancc with a recorded water right under the
following circumstances, or as may otherwise be provided by Idaho law; {)
1. Water lll2Y be ~hencfictany used from a ground water •o=c for
domestic_pulJK)scs in accordance with Section 42-227, Idaho Code; ( )
b. Livestock may be allowed to drink dirc:ctly from a surface watc:r soun:e in
accordance wilh Section 42-113, Idaho Code, and from wati:r divencd fo1 other
authorized usc:i: ( )
c. Water may be di"'efled aHd bcncliciolly nscd for firefighting purposes from any
public watcr.•uun.'t: in accotdaucc with Section 42-201(3), Idaho Code; ( )
d. lmpounS:meRt afwat"er ie e ltir¼h, peod. er 1eseNoir )laving a eapae~1~• 1ess !hB:R
er el}ual te the •.1eh1me lfl:al sun he divetted E1uring a 24 lie1:1:r perieEI l:Hldl!r l\:te a.i::.1ersiaa
FOid' atitbe.r:ieed lmder ene er ,nar:e we~cr rights ma:)' eseUf as p8Ft eflh,a Seli,,•eQ' and use
efthe we~er wi1he~U a s1erage eempflRent heing tllGhuled iR 1he rie~riptiee efthe Aght er

righls: ( l js lhis C<1nsjstcnt with )daho law ?
c. Water mny be divmcd and used in gccord~cc with a rotatioc ggreement,i
ilasoFieed ie Rlllo 23 eflhese ,...les; {)

•

H

f. Wa~r may be recaphlTcd for reuse as recognized in Ruic 20.07 of these rules;()
g. Wntor mlillybe di 1f11'1 uced for water quality remediation and resean:.h projects
in accordance with Ruic 23 of these rules; and O
h. Waler maybe diverted to prevent potential loss oflifc or propeny damage
dU1ing a flood emergency in ac.cordancc with Rule 24 of these IUles. ()
21

f
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LING:
02. Other Authorized Uses. The Director has no a~thority
to eliminate the right of recapture for reuse provided by
Section 42-228 1 Idaho Code, by referring to only Rule 20 • 07,
which fails to address the full import of Section 42-228, I.C.
The rule should recognize that certain ground water is not
waters of the State of Idaho, where it is recaptured by the
diverter of the water within a project and the water recaptured
from the ground is clearly water from project diversions.

BEEMAN:
02. Other Authorized Uses. The following should be added to the list of "Other
Authorized Uses":

i.

Water. may be used in accordance with approved mitigation.

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSHOLT, CAMPBELL: NO COMMENTS.

•

03.
Unauthorized Diversion and Use of Water.
unauthorized diversions and uses of water:

··_)

a.

The following constitute
(

)

Diversion and use not in compliance with Rule 21.01 or Rule 21.02 of these rules;
(

)

b.
Diversion and use of water under a beneficial use claim in a water district when
the watermaster is delivering water in accordance with priority of rights;
(
)
c.
Use of watef in conflict with any order or designation by the Director of a Ground
Water Management Area or a Critical Ground Water Area;
(
)
d.
Diversion and use of water resulting from tampering with or changing any
headgate or diversion control structure setting by the watermaster, as determined by the Director;
(

)

e.
Out of priority diversion within a water district under the supervJS1on of a
watermaster, a critical ground water area, a ground water management area, or any other area for
which the Director or a court of competent jurisdiction has ordered a reduction in diversion in
accordance with applicable Jaw or the diversion and use is not in accordance with an approved
mitigation plan;
(
)
f.
Diversion or use of water under an exchange that has not been reviewed and
(
)
approved by the Director;

. ·,J.-:
• r."-\·'
,-·

g.

Water rotation arrangement that is not consistent with Rule 22 of these rules;
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h.
Diversion or use of water that the Director has detennined constitutes waste, as
defined by Rule I 0.25 of these rules, and as set forth in an order with opportunity for hearing
:under Section 1701A, Idaho Code; and
(
)

i.
Use of water under a ground water right when adequate water is available under a
natural flow surface water right for the same beneficial use, except as provided in Rule 26 of
these ~Jes.
(
)
. . >. i. ~ ~ l .

SIMPLOT:
..
03. Uoautborlzed Diversion and Use of Water. The following constitute unauthorized
diVersions and uses of water:
a. Divmion and use not in compliance with Ruic 21.01 or Rule 21.02 of these

•

)

rules;()
.
b. Diversion and use of water under a beneficial use claim in a water district when
the watcnnastcr is delivering water in accordance with priority of rights; ()
c. Use of water in conflict with any order or designation by lhe Director ofa
Ground Water Management Area or a Critical Ground Water Arca; ()
d. Diversion and use of water resulting from tampering with or changing any
headgate or diversion control structure setting by the watcnnastcr, as determined by the
Director, ( )
c. Out of priority diversion with.in a water district under the supervision ofa
watcnnutcr, a cri1ical growid water area; a ground water managc1Dcnt area, or any olher
area for which the Director or a court of compe1ent jurisdiction h11!1 ordered a reduction
in diversion in accordance with applicable law, p,ovidcd the diVCJliion and use is not in
acco,dancc: with approved mitigation; ()
f. Diversion or use of water UDdcr an exchange that has not been approved by the
Director; ( )Do exchanges requjrc Direclor approval?
g. Wutcr ,otation that is not consistent with Rule 22 of these rules; ()
h. DivCJSion 01 use ofwatc:r that the Director bas determined constitutes waste, es
ilelinee B)' Rule J 9.35 eflhese roles, and as set forth in an 01dCJ wi1h oppommlry for
hcarinii: under Scc1ion .l 701A, Idaho Code; and ()
i. Use of water u11dcr a g,.ound water right when adequate waler is available uodcr
beneficial use, except as provided in Ruic
2S of these IUles. ()

a natural 0ow surface water right for the

•=•

CAMPBELL:

·r

Rule 21.03(h) provides that "[d]iversion or use ofwaterthat the Director has determined
constitutes waste, as defined by Rule I 0.25 of these Rules, and as set forth in an order with
opportunity for hearing under Section 1701A, ]daho Code." In response, the Districts
incorporate by reference their comments to Draft Rules l 0.1 S and I 0.29, defining "injury" and
"waste," respectively.
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CAMPBELL CONT:
Rule 21.03(i) provides that "[u]se ofwater under a ground water right when adequate

i
water is available under a natural flow surface water right for the same beneficial use, eitcept as
provided in Rule 25 of these Rules" ls an unauthorized use. The Districts reiterate their position
that requiring use of surface water first illegally places a new limitation on a water right not found

in the license, decree or statutes. This approach violates fundamental constitutional principles of
due process.

BEEMAN:

03. Unauthorized Diversion and Use of Water. l.}.) There is no hearing provided
for 1he fonnatiori of a ground water management nren nnd yet a person can be deemed to have an
unauthorfaed diversion because they are in conflict with the designation of a ground water
management area. This rule should acknowledge the statutory provisions In 1daho Code 42237(c) and 42-l 701A which provide for an APA hearing.
-!'

... ,

..

~

~

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSHOLT, LING: NO COMMENTS.
022.

I
)

ROTATION AGREEMENTS (RULE 22).

(

)

01.
Purpose and Form. A rotation agreement is a voluntary agreement among the
hold~rs. ~f wthaterberlghefits.alfrom afshar. e~ wdater delivery sbyste m e~tered into for thfe purpose of
max1m1zmg e n 1c1 use o a 11m1te water supp1y y a 11owmg one or more o the users on
the system to divert the total available water supply for a scheduled period of time during which
the other users on the system temporarily forego their right 10 divert water. Because a rotation
agreement involves rights 10 the use of real property, the agreement should be in writing and
identify the water rights subject to the agreement, the ownership of the water rights, the schedule
of rotation, a procedure for enforcing compliance with the agreement, and a process for opting
out of the agreement.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
01. :Purpose aod Jror111. A rotation agrc1:1m:ot is a volllll.tary agreement among the
holdm ofw1tc:r rights from a 5ba:rcd water delivery system entered into for the pmpoz
of maxim.izing !he beneficial use of a limited water supply by allowing one or mon, of the
uscn; oo the syst,,m to divert the total available water suJ)'Ply for a scheduled period of
time during which the other usm on the system temporarily forego their right lo diven
water. Beeause a relation ag,:eement inr•et .. os ri;in:ts te lhe ~se efrefY piF8pffl)J. the.
"8'eeme,,1 £1,e.,Jd l!e i" ·'lfitiftg imEI lee111i.fy !he wam rights s~ajea le Ille agfeeme111, !he
&\1'fll!f5hitJ eflhe water rights, ,he :;&heSttle effotflf:ie~, a.,me&d\iH fer ~eieg

ea111pliooee ·,,ill,; !he ftl:R'fflltffl; 11Ad a pl"OedSS li>r epli9!'! uut ef Ille ag,,eenuml. ( } ~
!he Deportment making rcquil'J'ments for vo)un1a:ry Al!reern?Pt(/
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ROSHOLT:
')
This rule is not necessary as these are voluntary agreements bctwcc:n parties and the
Department docs not be.ve authority of such agreements. Please see comments of February 26.

-;i.(p~ot As P;eviously discussed h_erein,. the Director's authority over such agreemen~ is not
perrmtted or necessary. This section appears to be outside the scope of the rules.

CAMPBELL:
The Director made significant changes to this Rule between the First Draft and July l 0
Draft. The Districts support this version of the Draft Rules.

CREAMER, RIGBY, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENTS.
02.

Basis for Use of Water In Excess of Recorded Right. A rotation agreement

allows the holder of a water right to use water in excess of the amount authorized under the right
on a temporary basis in accordance with the rotation schedule. A copy of the rotation agreement
shall be submitted to the Director or to a watermaster to confinn the basis for a water right holder
lo use water at a rate in excess of that authorized under the holder's water right. However, if the
rotation occurs within an irrigation district or canal company a copy of the rotation agreement is
not required, and the rotation of rights to the use of water shall be subject solely to the
procedures or limitations applying within the water distribution entity.
(
)

SIMPLOT:

02 • Bisi, for Use of

Waler 'Iii' ticeu of Recorded Right. A rotation agreement allows

!he holder of a water right to use water in excess of tbc amount auihorizcd undet the right
on a temporary basis in accordl!llce with lhc rotation schedule. A copy of the approval
$hall be submitted to the ID the Director or to a watcrmaS'lt:1 to confirm the basis for a
water right holdCI' to u,1: water at a rate in txcess of !hat llU\horizcd under the holder's
water right. However, iflhc rotation occurs within an irrigation district or canal company
a copy of the rotation agreement is not required, and the rotation of righta to tbe use of
water ,hall be: subject solely to the procedum; or limitations applying within the watc:r
distribution entity. ( )ls this. consistent with Jdoho law?

BEEMAN:
02. Basis for Use of Water In E:i:cess of Recorded Right. Irrigation districts and canal
companies should.not be e,:,empted from IDWR review of rotation agreements. IDWR must
ensme the agreements actually do not provide for the use of more water than would otherwise be
used without the agieements.

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSH~LT, 'CAMPBELL, LING:.
COMMENTS.
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) CREAMER, R~GBY, ROSHOLT, CAMPBELL, LING:
COMMENTS.

NO

024. WATER QUALITY REMEDIATION AND RESEARCH PROJECTS (RULE 24).
A water right shall not be required for the purpose of diverting surface or ground water for the
sole purpose of removing contaninents or suspended sediments from the water or for the sole
purpose of conducting water quality, hydrogeologic or geophysical research, and testing
provided the following requirements are satisfied with respect to the remediation or research
project:
(
)

SIMPLOT::·
A water right shall not be required for the purpose of divertlng surface or ground
water for the M>le-pwpoae of removing containroentS or suspended sedirnentll from lhc
water or for the .e!&-purpose of conducting waler quality, hydrogcologic o:r geophysical
rcocarch, and testing provided the following requi1cmcnts an: satbflcd with respect to lhe
remedia1ion or research project: ()

ROSHOLT:
.
. . . . .,..,
•,

~

The Department's authority to permit the development of water quality projects without a
water right is not valid. A water right is required for an uses of water unless legislatively
excepted. Additionally, the Department of Environmental Quality has jurisdiction over water
quality issues. These rules should be deleted.

CAMPBELL:
The Districts simply note that "contaminants" is misspelled in the first paragraph.

CREAMER, RIGBY~ LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENTS.
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. J

01.The remediation project is conducted pursuant to an order or plan approved by a court of law,
the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, or the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;
and
(
)

SIMPLOT:
'
'

)

'

01. The remedialion project is conducted punuant to an order or plan approved by a

court oflaw, )he Jdaho Department ofEnvi1onmental Quality, or the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency; and ( )

CAMPBELL
While the intent of this pr(!vision is very good, the Districts point out that court d ecr~s
(such as the Payette !liver Basin Adjudication Decree) contain provisions related to the diversion
of water in flood situations. To the extent this Rule attempts to modify or change a court decree,
the Districts oppose the Rule. Moreover, the last sentence of the Rule makes little sense. If
water is being diverted during a flood emergency, to help those downsueam, it. is difficult to see
how putting that water to a beneficial use could injure other water rights.

CREAMER, RIGBY,
COMMENTS.

ROSHOLT,

LING,

BEEMAN:

NO

02.
The remediation or research project operator enters into a memorandum of
understanding with the Department for a fixed period of time descibing the remediation project
and providing that certain conditions of approval be satisfied, which conditions shall included
but not be limited to the following:
(
)
a.
The Temediation or research project operator shall obtain any needed
drilling permit(s) from the Department as required by Section 42-235, Idaho Code, prior to the
construction of any wells;
(
)
b.
The remediation or research project operator shall curtail diversion
activity or shall provide appropriate mitigation if the remediation activity injures existing water
rights as determined by the Department;
(
)
The remediation or research project operator shall hold the Department
c.
harmless from any liability due to the operator's negligent discharge of water;

and

( )

d.
The remediation or research project operator shall submit periodic and
final reports to the Director regarding the remediation or research activity upon request of the
Department.
· (
)
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SIMPLOT:

02, The remediation or research project operator enters into a memorandum of
undemanding with the Department for a fixed period oftimc describing the ,c:mcdiation
proje<:t and providing lhal cerlain conditions of 2pproval be setisfiod, wrucb conditions
. shall included but not be limited to the followiDg: ()
a. The remediation or research project operator shall obtain any needed drillillg
permi1(s) from the DcpanmenT o..< required by Section 42-235, Idaho Code, prior 10 the
constni"1iOD of any wells; ( )

b. The remediation or research project operator shall curtail diversion activity or
shall provide appropriate mitigation if the remediation activity iajures existing water
rights as deiermined by the Director: ()
"· The rca>od.iation OT reocarch project opuator ohall hold tbc Dcpnruucnt
hannlcss from any li~bi_lity due to the operator's negligent discharge of water; and ()
d. The rcmedfahon or research project operator shall submit periodic 1111d final
reports lo the Director regarding the remediation or ,esean-ch a.c:tivity upon request of the
Department. ()

.,
1

.

;:.• .. ·'\.--t.

CREAMER, RIGBY, ROSHOLT, CAMPBELL, LING, BEEMAN:
NO COMMENTS.
024.

•

..

)

DIVERSION OF WATER DURING FLOODING (RULE 24). A water right shall

not be required for the purpose of diverting flood waters from a natural water course during
periods of a flood emergency designated by the Director, the Board of County Commissioners,
or the Governor, provided a primary reason for diverting the water is to reduce the potential risk
to life or property located downstream. Any flood waters diverted in accordance with this
provision may incidently be applied to a recognized beneficial use provided other water rights .
are not inju red thr..reby.
(
)

.. .
•

:

-.:

••

;

p

·-

. ·\"

---··'-'•

\,

SIMPLOT:
·... .·.. ' ...
024. DIVERSION OF WATER DURJNC FLOODING (RULE 24). A w2ter risht
shall nol be required for the purpose of diverting flood waters from • natural watirr counc

during periods of a flood emergency de&ignated by the Director, the Board of County
Commissioners, or the Govcmor, provided a primary reason for diverting lhe Waler is to
reduce the potential risk to life or propeny located downstream. Any flood walcn
diverted in acco,dance with this provision may incidentally be applied to • recognized
beneficial ns~ pravitled other water rights: are not illjured thereby. ()

ROSHOLT:
/. f· _. .. :.·.
. . .. :;
This rule is not necessary as Idaho Jaw already provides for authority to do flood control
projects. See I.C: §42-3601 lo 42-3604.

•

CREAMER, RIGBY, LING, BEEMAN: NO COMMENTS:

'')
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025. ENFORCEMENT OF THE USE OF WATER RIGHTS FROM SURFACE
WATER SOURCES PRIOR TO USING WATER FROM GROUND WATER SOURCES
(
)
(RULE 25).
01.

Surface Water First. Water shall not be diverted and used for irrigation under a

ground water right unless the amount of water available for use from a natural flow surface water
right for the same irrigation use is physically or legally unavailable under the right.
(
)

.~ '": ;:.

SIMP.L<;)T:
\

.,

' '

01. Sutfacc W_nter Fint. Water ,hall not be divcncd and used for irrigation under a
ground water nght unless the, amount of waler available for use from a natural flow
surl'a,cc water right for 1bc samcirrigation use is pbys;wly or legallyunavail:able under
thenght()
.

CREAMER:
11.

•
.

.

'·'

..:..
···.-)

\,?::

The Department should discuss with participants in the next rulernaking meeting
what should become oh surface waler right that is appurtenant to lands currently
irrigated with ground water and from which the surface water diversion and
conveyance systems _have been made permanently inoperable. If someone elects
to come under the exemption that Rule 25 ,02.c provides from the "surface water
first" requirement, there should be some accounting for the surface water right
that is not, and no longer will be, benefici~lly "!se~ on the land .

.....

';.•

ROSHOLT.:J::.
;;,··
The proposed Rule specifies that w111c:r under a ground water right only shall be used if
"natural flow" surface water is unavailable. The basis for specifying ''natural flow" is unclear.
The rule should eliminate this distinction end merely stale that water not be diverted under a
ground wate.r right unless foe amount of water available for use from a surface water right is
physically or legally unavailable. Otherwise, those users whose surface water right is being
supplied by storage water have an unwritten e:xception to this rule.

CAMPBELL: . ..,:

.,

This Rule has not been significantly changed from the First Draft, and the Districts
continue to have concerns. Specifically, requiring the use of surface rights prior to ground water
places IUl additional condition on the use of rights which did not exist when the rights were first
obtained. The Districts continue to believe the Department has no authority to unilaterally place
such conditions on decreed rights, or on those which have been licensed without that condition. ·
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,, -

The Districts also have a specific concern about Rule 25.02(a). The Rule provides that
surface water is unavailable when, inter alia, "f.t]he surface water source does not have a
sufficient supply or the supply is physically unavailable to the right holder." The questions are
"sufficient supply for what?" ls it a sufficient supply to fill the water right in question? That term
should be.clarified. In addition, how much of the surface water supply must be physically

.

unavailable? lfa portion of the surface water is unavailable, may the water right holder obtain
that amount from a ground water source? Again, this should be clarified.

t,J

BEEMAN:
01. Surface Weter First. Suggested changes:

Water shall not be diverted and used for irrigation under a ground
water right unless the amount of water available for use from a
natural flow surface water right for the same irrigation use is
physically or legally unavailable jn 1iming. Jocntjon. or arnoum under the
right,. or unJc:.s~ the ero,µpd water js divened and used jg nccprdapce wjtb
;1ppr9ved mitjgaJjgq.

..
;

LING: NO COMMENTS.

I

f

•,

02.
Surface Water Unavailable. For the purposes of this rule, water will be
considered to be unavailable under a natural flow surface water right if one (1) or more of the
following conditions exist:
(
)
a.
The surface water source does not have a sufficient supply or the supply is
physically unavailable to the right holder.
(
)
b.
The natural flow surface water right becomes legally unavailable for use prior to
the effective date of this rule.
(
)
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c.
The facilities necessary for diversion, conveyance, and application of the natural
flow surface water right were removed or made permanently inoperable, as determined by the
Director, prior to the effective date of this rule and have not been replaced.
(
)

BEEMAN:
For the purposes of this rule, water will be considered to be
unavailable under a natural flow surface water right if one (1) or more
of the following conditions exist: a. The surface water source does not
have a sufficient supply or the supply is physically unavailable to the
rie:ht holder in 1iming Joc:u1ion. or amount. b. The natural flow surface
water right becomes legally unavailable for use prior to the effective
date of this rule. ·
(b.) Is the effective date of I.his rule the temporary rule date or the final rule date?

.\ Ptor1 CREAMER, RIGBY, LING: NO CUMMENTS.

··;_)

03.
Existing Uses Exempted. This rule shall not be applied to require water users who have
initiated prior to the adoption of this rule a practice of using ground water in preference to
surface water to revert to using natural flow surface water unless otherwise required by
conditions of the water right for ground water use.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
03. Exlsling Uses Enmptc:d. This rule shall not be applied to requite w.icr user.;,
who prior to !he adoption of Ibis rule have initialed a pracrico of\lSing gnrund w•t~ in
pn:fcn:ncc to surface wa11:r, to rc:vcn to tbc use of natllnll !low su:rfaco water unlc:os
olberwisc required lo comply with conilitions oflhc grollild w11tc:r righl {)

CREAMER, RIGBY,
COMMENTS.

CAMPBELL,

LING,

BEEMAN:

NO
I

026. •. 029. (RESERVED).

END OF ROSHO!ICCQMMEijTS.
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ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS (RULE 30).
The Department will implement the principles set forth in these rules within the resources
· ·i provided to the Department by the legislature through the creation and operation of water
districts, the creation and operation of water measurement districts, by adoption of management
plans for designated critical ground water areas and ground water management areas, additional
ru)emaking, or through other administrative actions in accordance with other applicable Jaw.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
The DepeAmBRt w:in iMptem&il the 1:rFieciples set fel:lfl. in these rul.es, •.-.~d~H the
resourees p,o ..ide!I 10 1he Depiltlmen! b) the Jegislahtf.e, 1l11011gl, the eFeatien and
epeFalion ef•••a\er distrisls. ll1e erealiaa a:ad 8f'tlFDtion efn a1er measaRmeat di1a=riGtS, lhe
adeptiea '1f.raanugo.m.~nt plaes re, desig:aaled efirioal grektf:111 waler a,eB5 end g.:Q11nd
watei• managemeflt Meas 1htaugh ieditienal ntlemaliing, er through, e1her ntlmiflir1lroti t'I:
aetiens iA aeeordaeee wilh llJlpl:ieabla lo• r. ()
1

1

1

031. - 039, (RESERVED)

•

040. CREATION, MODIFICATION, AND OPERATION OF WATER DISTRICTS
(RULE40).
Whenever a court of competent jurisdiction has adjudicated the rights to the use of water from
any public stream or other public water supply, or entered an order for the interim administration
) of watedr. rig_hts pursuant to_ Section 42-14 17, ISdah? Co d e, the Didreahctorcshald1 esftabl ihsh or modify af
j
water 1stnct as appropnate, pursuan1 to ecl!on 4. 2 -604 , 1 o o e, or 1 e purpose o
supervising the distribution of water from the public water supply in accordance with the prior
appropriation doctrine. Before entering an order creating or modifying a water district, the
Director shall provide notice of the proposed action and conduct a hearing thereon in accordance
with the notice and hearing requirements of Section 42-604, Idaho Code. Each water district
created by the Director shall be considered an instrumentality of the state of Idaho for the
purpose of performing the essential governmental function of distribution of water among
appropriators under the Jaws of the state.
(
)

NO COMMENTS.
01.
Separate Districts. The Director shall divide the state into water districts in such
a manner that each public stream and tributaries, or other source of water supply, shall constitute
a water district, provided:
(
)
a.
Any stream or water supply, when the distance between the extreme points of
diversion thereon is more than forty (40) miles, may be divided into two (2) or more water
districts;
(
)
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b.
Any stream or water supply tributary to another stream or water supply may be
constituted into a separate water district when the use of the water therefrom does not affect or
conflict with the rights to the use of the water from the main stream or ot-her water supply; (
)
c.
Any stream or water supply may be divided into two (2) or more water districts,
. irrespective of the distance between the extreme points of diversion, where the use of the waters
of such stream or water supply by appropriators in one district does not affect or conflict with the
use of the waters of such stream or water supply by appropriators outside such district;
(
)
d.
The Director in creating or modifying a water district may organize the district
into two (2) or more divisions or sub-districts based upon hydrologic, geographic, or other
considerations, if the Director determines that such organization will result in a more efficient
administration of the rights to the use of water from the stream or other source of water supply;
. (
)
e.
The Director may create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or
combine two (2) or more water districts by entry of an order if such action is required in order to
properly administer uses of the water resource;
(
)
f.
The Director shall cause copies of any order issued by the Director under this rule
to be served by regular mail upon all holders of rights to the use of water affected by the order.
(
)

CREAMER:
12.

Because designation of response z.ones ~nd subsequent administration should be
based on a reasonable "threshold" level of interrelationship between the surface
and ground water, .Kule 40.01.b and c should provide that a stream or WBter
supply may be divided into separate water districts "where the use of the waters..
. in one district does not appreciably affect or conflict with the use of the waters
[in another]."

SIMPLOT, RIGBY,
COMMENTS.
02.

CAMPBELL,

Operation of Water Districts.

LING,

BEEMAN:

NO
(

)

a.
The holders of water rights within a water district shall meet annually in
accordance with law to elect a watermaster, set a budget adequate to carry out the responsibilities
of the district, and provide for its collection. The Director will appoint a watermaster, set a
budget, and provide for its collection if the holders of rights in the district fail or refuse to do so.
(
)

·~

b.
The holders of water rights within each water district shall adopt and submit for
approval of the Director bylaws providing for the operation of the district in accordance with
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·.

law. The bylaws shall provide procedures for calling and conducting annual and special
meetings, setting budgets, determining assessments, collecting the assessments, disbursing
'
J district funds, accounting procedures, duties and responsibilities of the watermaster, and other
district officials including an advisory board, and procedures for filing budgets, reports, audits,
and other information with the Department.
(
)

LJNG:
a.
This provision is contrary to state law. A watermaster is elected by the waterusers of the district, who is authorized to employ such other regular assistants as the waterusers
shall deem necessary under Section 42-605 ( 3), -Idaho Code.
If
that elected waterrnaster is appointed by the Director, the
watermaster shall be responsible for distribution of water
within said water district. If the waterrnaster is not appointed
by the Director, it would appear that the watermaster elected
would not be responsible for distribution of water within the
water district.
If the watermaster is not elected or his
compensation is not fixed at the annual meeting of the
waterusers, then,. the Director is authorized to appoint a
waterrnaster and fix the watermaster's compensation. I can find
no provision in· the law which allows the Director to set a
budget or collect assessments.
b.
I can find no authority by which the bylaws of the
water district are subject to the approval by the Director.

SWPLOT, CREAMER, RIGBY, CAMPBELL, BEEMAN:
COMMENT.

NO

041. GENERAL DUTIES OF WATER DISTRICT WATERMASTERS (RULE 41).
Under the supervision of the Director, a watermaster when duly elected and appointed shall
perform the following duties:
·
(
)
01.
Distribution of Water Supplies. Distribute water by priority of right, taldng into
account the provisions of approved mitigation plans, during times of scarcity as directed by the
Department.
(
)

02.
Monitoring of Water Diversion and Use. Monitor diversion and use of water
from public water sources throughout the year as directed by the Department.
(
)
03.
Regulation of Diversions. Adjust, lock, and post head gates and other diversions
as necessary to prevent unauthorized diversion and use of water, including stored and
commingled water.
(
)
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04.
Record Keeping. Measure and record in daily record books the rate of flow
diverted under each right at each point of diversion in the water district.
(
)

•

05.

Natural Flow and Stored Water Diversions. Determine and record in the
district records in a fonn approved by the Depanment the amount of natural flow by water right
and stored water taken by each water user at each point of diversion in the district.
(
)

06.
Stored Water and Commingled Water. Convey stored water or commingled
water from the point it is injected into the natural stream to the diversion points of those entitled
to its use, as directed by the Department.
(
)
07.
Annual Report. Prepare and submit an annual report in a fonn approved by the
Depanment of the diversions of ·natural flow water under each right and the volume of stored
· (
)
water taken by each water user at. each point of diversion.
08.
Proposed Budget and Annual Work Plan. Prepare and submit the proposed
budget for the next year in accordance with Section 42-615, Idaho Code. The budget shall
(
)
include a work plan for the upcoming year for approval by the Depanment.
09.
Ownership Changes. Advise the Department of changes of ownership of water
rights and refuse delivery of water under the right until the change is properly recorded with the
Depanment.
(
)

•

10.
Documentation. Monitor the availability of water in the public water sources
) within the Water District and maintain documentation that the available water supplies have been
· distributed by priority of right.
(
)
11.
Ground Water Levels. · Monitor ground water levels in the water district as
directed by the Depanment.
(
)
12.
Inventory of Diversions. Inventory all diversions from public water sources
within the Water District. Notify Department of any changes.
(
)
13.
Other Duties. Perfonn other duties as instructed by the Director necessary to
monitor, inventory, and· regulate public water supplies within the district and document that
public water supplies available within the district have been diverted and used in accordance
with the rights thereto, state Jaw and these rules.
(
)

CREAMER:
13.

••

Rul~ 41 09 directs the watennaster to refuse to deliver v.:at~ under a ~ater ri~~
that has ·passed to a new owner until a change _of ownership 1s proymy rec~rded
with the Department. Given the backlog m the Depanment s procesSIJlg of
Notices of Change of Water Right Ownership, the waterrnaster should refuse to
deliver water under the water right only until the Notice has been "filed" with the
Depanment.

--.)
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04.
Record Keeping. Measure and record in daily record books the rate of flow
·
(
_)
diverted under each right at each point of diversion in the water district.
05.
Natural Flow and Stored Water Diversions. Determine and record in the
district records in a form approved by the Department the amount of natural flow by water right
and stored water taken by each water user at each point of diversion in the district.
(
)
Stored Water and Commingled Water. Convey stored water or commingled
06.
water from the point it is injected into the natural stream to the diversion points of those entitled
to its use, as directed by the Department.
(
)
07.
Annual Report. Prepare and submit an annual report in a form approved by the
Department of the diversions of natural flow water under each right and the volume of stored
(
)
water taken by each water user a~ each point of diversion.
Propo_sed Budget and Annual Work Plan. Prepare and submit the proposed
08.
budget for the next year in accordance with Section 42-615, Idaho Code. The budget shall
(
)
include a work plan for the upcoming year for approval by the Department.

•

09.
Ownership Changes. Advise the Department of changes of ownership of water
rights and refuse delivery of water under the right until the change is properly recorded with the
Department.
(
)

IO.
Documentation. Monitor the availability of water in the public water sources
within the Water District and maintain documentation that the available water supplies have been .
distributed by priority of right._
C )

·-)

11.
Ground Water Levels. Monitor ground water levels in the water district as
directed by the Department.
(
)

· 12.

Inventory of Diversions. Inventory all diversions from public water sources

within the Water District. Notify Department of any changes.

(

)

13.
Other Duties. Perform other duties as instructed by the Director necessary to
monitor, inventory, and regulate public water supplies within the district and document that
public water· supplies available within the district have been diverted and used in accordance .
with the rights thereto, state law and these rules.
(
)

CREAMER:
'

_.... ,. . ..

13.

-~
~-

Ruie 41.09 directs the watermaster to refuse to deliver ":at~ under a :ater righ.~
that has passed to a new owner until a change of ownership 1s properly rec~rded f
with the Department. Given the backlog in the Department s processing o
Notices of Change of Water Right Ownership, the watermaster should refuse to
deliver water under the water right only until the Notice has been "filed" with the
Department.

.

,!s',: .
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By. !Rule 41.03 - Regulalion of Diversions (Page 15).
RIG • /Rule 41.06. Stored Waler and Co-Mingled Waler (l'age 15).
i'

!These rules appear to conflict with the language in proposed Rule 20.07 (Reuse of Drainage Water). The
language in proposed Rule 20.07 would appear lo prohibit co-mingling after this water becomes "public:
i waters." lfpr?Jlosed Rule 20.07 is ~rrccted as indicated above, that should resolve this issue.
J

CAMPBELL:
The concerns which were previously raised by the Districts regarding this Rule (which was
Rule 43 in the First Draft) remain. Therefore. the Districts summarize those concerns and reemphasize them here:
• "-r.·:r,·~.·

•

.. )

··

~-...i _..,.....,.._..,.._ _ __

l.

The document whi!=h is used by the watermasters to deliver water should
list the priority date and the amount of water to which a water right holder
is enritled under a det:ree or 11cense..

2.

The phrase "as directed by the Department" in Ruic 41.01 could be read as
allowing the Department to order delivery of water by some means other
than priority in times of shortage.

3.

Rule 41.03 should be clarified to reflect that ail means of diversion,
including wells, are subject to adjustments, locking, and posting, just as
surface water rights:

4.

Rule 4 l.04 and 41.05 seem redundant.

5.

Rule 4 J .09 is unrealistic and not in accordance with Idaho Statutes. Idaho
Code section 42-248 requires only that notice of a change of ownership be
provided to the Department, and gives a new property owner 120 days to
provide that notice. However, Rule 4 l.09 makes it entirely possible that a
watermaster could refuse to deliver water to a new property owner the day
after the transaction is completed. The Districts advocate a change to this
Rule which oorrectly reflects the Idaho Code and the realities inherent in
property transfers and administrative necessity.

The Districts also have .a concern about Rule 41.04, concerning record keeping. If r=d
books are to be maintained daily, then all water right diversions should be measured daily, in
contrast to Rule 42.0l(c). In Rule 41.08, a watennaster is directed to develop a work plan. The
Di~c:ts do not see that Idaho Code section 42-615 provides for a "work plan." Co~uently,

such ~n addition may constitute an administrative attempt to legislate. At a mirumum, the "work
plan" concept should be defined and the regulatory impact of such a plan must be expressly stated

in the Rules.
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1

BEEMAN:
The following should be added 10 Lhe list of a watermaster's duties:
01.
Administration of approved mitigation. Administer water in accordance
wilh approved mitigation.

SIMPLOT, CREAMER, LING: NO COMMENTS.
042.

ENFORCEMENT DUTIES OF WATER DISTRICT WATERMASTERS (RULE 42).

Under .the supervision of the Director, a watennaster shall perfonn the following enforcement
duties: (
)

CAMPBELL:
The Districts continu~ to believe that the rate of diversion measurement, from whatever
source, should be based upon the same time period. The Districts agree with the Director's
refusal to use a thirty-day average by which to measure groundwater diversions; such a long
period of time would simply allow over-diversion to continue well past the time that the damage
has been done. However, it is unfair and constitutionally indefensible to have different
measurement time Periods.for ground water and surface wa\er rights.

SIMPLOT, LING: NO COMMENT.
01.

Enforcement of Diversion Rate and Volume.

.
a.
Diversion and use of water shall not exceed the diversion rate and annual
diversion volume authorized under the water right.
(
)
b.
The rate of diversion from surface water sources shall be based upon a twentyfour (24) hour average, provided that the instantaneous rate of diversion shall not exceed the
authorized rate if the use of any other water right is injured.
(
)
c.
The rate of diversion from ground water sources shall be based upon a seven (7)
day average, provided that the instantaneous rate of diversion shall not exceed the authorized rate
if the use of any other water right is injured.
(
)

•

o,)

The rate of diversion authorized by the water right shall be measured at the point
d.
of diversion from the public water source or as near as practical to the diversion as. detennined
by the Director, and not at the field head gate or other place of use unless otheiwise provided by

NO COMMENTS.
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•

the terms of the water right.

(

)

'CREAMER:
•

14.

Rules 42.01.a and b should include an additional qualification that the historical.
annual diversion volume will not be eitcceded.

RIGBY:
After carefully considering this controversial issue, our clients believe that enforcement should
ultimately be based upon the annual volume of diversion. Except in ve,y limited special circumstances,
significant haT!ll can be immediately detected. Satellite technology can also verify whether the water is
being used or expanded impcnnissibly. Pumpers, without weekly reporting who would be subject to
these restrictions. A,e typically not configured to diven water beyond the licensed rate. Providing total
diversion volume on a weekly basis would require the collection of massive amounts of data, a ve,y
significant amount of paper work, and will likely provide little, if any, information of value. The key
determination is not the periodic diversion, but the annual rate of diversion. This rule also could
potentially be in conOict with proposed Rule 22 (Rotation Agreements). Presumably, rotation
agreements could allow use in excess of the liccnccd volume for short periods of time if the overall
average was consistent with !he licenced flow rate and volume.

•

BEEMAN:
)

01. Enforcement of Diversion Rate mid Volume. (c.) A seven-day average
may not be technically-feasible for accurate ground water measurements.
02,
Enforcement of Priority. Junior priority water rights shall be cunailed in order
of pri.ority from th~ most recent ?riority date whenever such regulation is found necessary to fill
a senior, unsubordmated water nght, unless continued out-of-priority diversion is allowed under
an approved mitigation plan: ·
(
).

CREAMER:
15.

Rule· 42.02 should clarify that a junior priority water right will be curtailed in
order of priority whenever, and only to the extent. necessary to prevent iniurv to a
senior, unsubordinated water right, unless the junior is operating under an
approved mitigation plan.

BEEMAN:
Junior priority water rights shall be curtailed in order of priority from
the most recent priority date whenever such regulation is found
necessary to lessen w prevsnJ iniuo: to fiH-a seniors unsubordlnated
water right, unless continued out-of-priority diversion is allowed
under approved mitigation.
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TE FROM GROUND WATER SOURCES (RULE 43).

•

(

)

01.
When Totalizing Flow Meter Required. The rate of diversion under a water
right to the use of ground water shall be measured using a totalizing flow meter installed and
maintained to measure flow rates within ten ( I 0) percent of independent field measurements
conducted periodically using calibrated test equipment. A request to use an alternate method of
measurement, including use of the power consumption coefficient (or PCC) method, may be
submitted by the holder of a ground water right or on behalf of the holder of such right as
provided in Rule 90.03 of these rules. However, when ground water is diverted using a pump
driven by means of internal combustion or as part of either a compound system or a complex
system, the requirement to install and maintain a totalizing flow meter will not be waived unless
the requirements set forth in Rule 43.03 are satisfied. A compound system, as the term is used in
this rule, means a system where one or more electrical devices are operated from the same
electrical power meter connected to the pump used to divert ground water under the right. A
complex system, as the term is used in this rule, means any system where the total dynamic head
at the pump used to divert ground water under the right varies due to multiple discharge locations
in a pipeline, or where the method of delivery will vary between open discharge, gated pipe, or
sprinkler system during a single irrigation season, or where multiple wells discharge into a
(
)
common pipeline.

. l BEEMAN:
/

01. When Totalizing Flow Meter Required. The timeframe by which "independent
field measurements" must be conducted should be defined to state how often the flow meters
will be calibrated; "periodically" is too vague. Such measurements should be conducted every 24 years unless obvious problems occur with the meter.

02.
Monthly Average Diversion Rate Allowed. Measurement, reporting, and
enforcement of the diversion rate under a water right to divert and use ground water will be
based on diversions averaged over a period of seven (7) days, unless the waiver condition set
forth in Rule 43.03 is satisfied. When this waiver condition is satisfied, the measurement,
reponing, and enforcement of the diversion rate under a water right to divert and use ground
water may be based on diversions averaged over a period of thirty (30) days, provided that the
instantaneous rate of diversion shall not exceed the authorized rate if the use of any other water
right is injured.
(
)

CAMPBELL:
The Districts disagree completely with Rule 43.02, allowing a monthly average diversion
rate for ground water under certain circumstances. If surface water rights must be based on a 24.hour average, even a seven-day average for ground water rights is pushing the envelope. A
thirty-day average is simply unacceptable.
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•
03.
Waiver Condition. When use of the PCC method under the conditions of
minimum discharge pressure (maximum yield) for any system configuration of ground water
diversion, delivery, and application under a water right demonstrates that ground water can not
physically be diverted using the system at a rate in excess of the diversion rate authorized under
the water right, the requirements of these rules subject to this waiver condition will be modified
as set forth in these rules. Continuance of this waiver condition is subject to confirmation
annually by the holder of a ground water right or on behalf of the holder of such right that the
inability to divert ground water at a rate in excess of the authorized diversion rate remains intact.

RIGBY:
Rule 44 - Presumption of lDnocence.

We propose that an additional rate be included, which would read es follows:

•

Any water user accused of violating any of these rules shell be presumed innocent of any
said violation until subslantial competent evidence establishes otherwise.

SIMPLOT, LING: NO COMMENTS .
)

(

)

045. -- 079. (RESERVED).
080. MEASUREMENT- AND ENFORCEMENT OF WATER RIGHTS NOT IN A
DISTRICT (RULE 80).
(
)
01.
Measurement and Reporting. Measurement and reporting of diversion and use
of water is required in accordance with Rule 90.02 of these rules.
(
)

02.

Enforcement Outside of Water Districts.

(

)

a.
If the Director finds, on the basis of available information, that a person is
diverting water or has diverted water from a natural watercourse or from a ground water source
without having obtained a water right to do so or is applying water or has applied water not in
conformance with the elements of a water right, then the Director shall take appropriate action
against such person to prevent continued unauthorized use.
(
)
b.
The Director will issue a Notice of Violation (NOV) to a person who is diverting
public water without a water right, is applying water or has applied water not in conformance
with the elements of a water right, or is otherwise making an unauthorized use of water as
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(

described in these rules.
·1

)

c.
As appr.opriate, the Director will file an action seeking injunctive relief or
commence an administrative enforcement in accordance with Section 42-170 IB, Idaho Code.
(
)
d.
As appropriate, the Director will seek criminal enforcement in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 43, Title 18, Idaho Code.
(
)

CAMPBELL:
The Districts maintain that water rights should be administered in priority, whether in a
water district or not (considering, of course, the finile call doctrine). The Districts question
whether we can have meaningful conjunctive management and administration if some water rights
are allowed to continue out of priority.

SIMPLOT, LING, NO FURTIIER COMMENTS FROM BEEMAN.
081. -- 089.

··)

(RESERVED).

090. MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING OF WATER DIVERSION AND USE
(
)
(RULE 90).
01.
Measurement and Reporting Procedures. Unless a written waiver is received
from the Director, the holder of a right to divert water meeting one (l) of the following described
circumstances shall install, calibrate, and maintain a measuring device in a manner approved by
the Director. The holder of the water right, or a water district or water measurement district on
behalf of the holder of the water right, shall measure and report water diversion and use to the
Department in a manner approved by the Director. The Department shall publish the approved
procedures in the Water Measurement Guidelines.
(
)
02.
Diversions Subject to Measurement and Reporting. Any diversion subject to
one (l) of the following circumstances shall be measured and reported as required by Rule 90.01
ci~re~~
(
)
a.
A diversion located within a water district or a water measurement district, unless
the diversion is used solely for domestic or stockwater purposes.
(
)
b.
Idaho Code.

•

~)

A diversion required to be measured by an order issued under Section 42-701,
(
)

c.
A diversion required to be measured by a condition of a pennit, license, transfer,
(
)
exchange, or other approval or order of the Director.
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03.
Alternative Methods. Where the installation and maintenance of a measuring
device would be burdensome for the holder of a water right, as detennined by the Director, the
1
• Director may allow the power consumption coefficient (or PCC) method or another method
suggested in writing by the holder of the water right and approved by the Director to estimate the
amount of water diverted. Use of the PCC method or other alternate methods shall be in a
manner approved by the Director.
(
)

CAMPBELL:
The Districts continue to believe that all diversions should be measured, not just those
which fall within the categories set forth in Rule 90.02. The "Alternative Methods" of
measurement may be acceptable, as long as the Director truly does require that the alternative.
method be accurate. ,

SIMPLOT, NO FURTHER COMMENTS FROM LING.

.•

091.
91).

MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING OF GROUND WATER LEVELS (RULE
(
)

Measurement and Reporting Procedures. The depth to ground water shall be
reported at each well from which water is authorized to be diverted in accordance with an order
issued pursuant to Section 42-701, Idaho Code, or a measurement plan submitted by a water
district or water measurement district and approved by the Director. The Water Measurement
(
)
Guidelines shall be published and maintained by the Department.
01.

·.)

02.
Measurements by Right Holder. The holder of a water right required to report
pursuant to an order issued under Section 42-701, Idaho Code, or Rule 91.01 of these rules shall
(
)
measure and report in a manner approved by the Director.
03.
Measurement by Districts. A water district or water measurement district shall
measure and report the depth to water in a network of wells approved in a measurement plan
approved by the Director.
.(
)

092. ·- 099.

(RESERVED).

100. MANAGEMENT OF WATER USES IN CRITICAL GROUND WATER AREAS
AND GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREAS (RULE 100).
(
)

e::\)

01.
Management Plan. When information is available for the Director to detennine
that the use of water in a critical ground water area or a ground water management area exceeds
the average rate of future natural recharge, that one or more holders of ground water rights are
having to pump from a level that exceeds the reasonable pumping lift for the area, or that prior
surface water rights are being deprived of water to which they are entitled, the director will enter
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)

an order providing a management plan to balance water use with supply and to protect prior
rights.
(
)

02.

Notice of Management Plan. Notice of the management plan shall be mailed to

the holder of each water right included within the critical ground water area or ground water
management area and to holders of other rights the director determines to be affected by use of
ground water in the area covered by the plan. Any person objecting to the order adopting the plan
is entitled to a hearing and judicial review in accordance with Section 42- 1701A, Idaho Code.
(
)

SIMPLOT:
01. Manai:,emont Plan. When information is available for the Director to determine
tbal lhc use of water in a critic~) ground water area or a growid water management area

cxcced3 the average rate of lutwc m>IUJal recharge, lhal one or mon: hold= of ground
water rights arc having to puinp from a level that exceeds the reasonable pumping lift
lr.vd for the uca. or that senior priority .urfaeo water right< an being depriv,:d ofwator
to which they arc cnti.tled, the director will enter an order providing a management plan
.to balance water use with supply and lo protect senior priority rights. ()

I·

NO FURTHER COMMENTS FROM CAMPBELL.
101. -- 999.

(RESERVED).
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THE DISTRICT i;:'.OURT OF TliE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE S'.rATE 01" IDAHO,
IN AND FC·R THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

I dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-00271
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO,. ID

83205

FEB 26, 1869

2. Date of Priority:

3. Source: MINK CREEK

Trib. to: PORTNEUF RIVER

4. Point of Diversion:

Township
OBS

Range
34E

Section
13

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE

LOt

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
DIVERSION DAM, HEAOGATE, PIPELINE TO SYSTEM ..

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3.220 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
3.220

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

ll. Place of use in counties:
l2. Do you own the .. p..c.o.perty list.ad above as place of use! NO
A29-00271

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

4273

[t,

'
1a:
Other Nater Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14 . Remarks:
P/U IS CITY OF POCATELLO ANO VICINI.TY, LOCATED IN B~NNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: DECREED
case Number:
court
Decree date:
SMLTH ADMIN., ET. AL.
Decree Plaintiff

vs

CITY OF POCATELLO, ET. AL.
Decree Defendant

16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
( b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copieso! the docliet;sheet.

Number of attachments:

For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
· Title
,-----,,,--.....---,,...,--=--------' that I have signed the foregoing
l
Organization
)document in the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agenc
Title and Organization
Da e

A29-00271

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

......
4.;. ( q

,!

state of Idaho

)

County of

)

) ss.

.··l}Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) belore me this - - - 'day
19
of
Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires
17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

fa_+r,(<l.b.
Cn.sfe!lo
Print Name

wi11 be

··)

.-.-

~.

A29-00271

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

:')

4275

''
''

•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

)

tvHCHOF(Ll\iicJ
NOV 1 3 1:i~z

4276

,.:•

i . . J:N
J

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
I dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-00272
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIREO UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, IO

83205

OCT 01, 1901

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: MINK CREEK

Trib. to: PORTNEUF RIVER

4. Point of.Diversion:
Township

OBS

Range
34E

Section
13

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
DIVERSION DAM, HEADGATE, PIPELINE TO RESERVOIR, STORAGE TANKS
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
0.560 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
0.560

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO

10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-00272

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

4277

13: tither water Rights Used:

SEE ATTACHMENT

14. ·Remarks:

- .,If

, ,

P/U IS CITY OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES .
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: DECREED
case Number:
court
:
Decree date:
SMITH ADMIN., ET. AL.
Decree Plaintiff

vs

CITY OF POCATELLO, ET. AL.
Decree Defendant

16. signature(sJ
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesci't the doc~sheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:

r do solemnly swear or affirm that I am ------,T=""i"'"t,..l_e________

of

- - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
.. \
Organization
{ "~:;)document in the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the
oi:gan1zat1on
foregoing document ai:e true and correct.
signatui:e of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

A29-00272

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

42'78

•

1:(tate of· Idaho

)

) ss.
County of

)

)) subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

day

19

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

n

17. Notice of Appearance:

I

· ,-...

_ / _ ,;
c.nsr-c.!lo

ltl....--n--1'( ,L -Ll.
---='-'-p-'--r-1-i_._n..,.t'-==N_a_m_e--==...,_-==-"-"=-- will be
a ct in gas attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
s~gning a b o ~ J r f u l ~ - - ~ o me at the address listed below.

Notice is hereby given that I,

a:]: (].

Signature
Address
Date

\f(i:JJ..L[)J_.fA_,/- '---.)
'J,+h 8o,'50 Th

-</ 'G _ 'q_ 0
I

..• ' 1
( '' .

A29-00272

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4279

.'.
•

e

J)

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci 1 ities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

lvilGHOFIU.,icJ
NOV I 3 l!l!lZ

42SO

\iN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
l
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-00273
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

OCT 01, 1917

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to: PORTNEUF RIVER

3. Source: MINK CREEK

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
08S

Range
34E

Section
13

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4'
NE
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
DIVERSION DAM, HEADGATE, PIPELINE TO SYSTEM
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
1.218 C.F.S. (and/or)

a.

C.F.S
(or)
1.218

A. F .A.

A.F.A.

Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
I

(@

A29-00273

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

13. other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

'

.14. Remarks:
P/U CITY OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
COUNTIES.
j
FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS, SEE ATTACHMENT.
I

15. Basis of Claim: DECREED
case Number:
Court
Decree date:
SMITH ADMIN., ET. AL.
Decree Plaintiff

VS

CITY OF POCATELLO, ET. AL.
Decree Defendant

16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.)
I/We do _ _ do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the doc~sheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Title
) - - - ~ - - ~ , - - , - ~ - - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
{ :,:;:)
Organization
,,. document in the space below as
of
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and organization
Date

A29-00273

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4282

state of Idaho
A

ss.
county of
lsubscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

-------

---

day

19
Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)
;)

A.29-00273

i
(

Page

.3

Date:

04/16/90

)
'

''

•

.·.''

REMARKS

. The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and

tank storage faci 1 ities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water ·Claim asserted herein.

)

lvitCHOFf Lhic:J
NOV 13 1~~2

\

,

lIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02274A
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

DEC 31, 1926

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib.

to:

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

Range
34E

Section
1

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
NE
SW
NE

Lot

county
BANNOCK
BANNOCK

5. Description of diverting works:
2 WELLS (i2 & 13), PUMPS, PIPE

6. water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
To
01/01, 12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
7.110 C.F.S. {and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
7.110
A.

8. Total consumptive use is

A.F.A.

F.A.

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
A29-02274A

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

4235

'\
12. Do you own the.property listed above as place of use? NO

....

~

13. other Water Rights used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK ANO
POWER COUNTIES.
THESE TWO WELLS WERE COVERED IN WATER RIGHT CLAIM #20611 AND ;q.Ji11/
LICENSE G-27631.
THE CLAIM HAD AN INCORRECT PRIORITY DATE. THE
LICENSE REFERENCED DIVERSION AMOUNT OF 2.61 CFS. THIS WAS NOT
AN EXPANDED USE, BUT RATHER A CORRECTION OF AN INACCURATE
MEASUREMENT OF AN EXISTING USE.
FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS, SEE ATTACHMENT.
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
water Right Number: 20611

,7q.7.,fol

16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b. l I/We do _
do not
wish to receive and .pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docfitsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
)I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am - - - - - - =....~ - - - - - - - - of
Title
,,~~"-i---===-r=-::.:CT-::-:::--------' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in·the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
~

Title and Organization
Date

l
.

A29-02274A

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

·.)

4236

'

..

)

St<'.lte of Idaho

) ss .
)

County of

)Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that

n

/

r,_~11'.=q~tic..;,...~!~C~l.-..~])~~C~D~~~+e._-'-"'~/-'-D_

wi 11 be
Print Name
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
signing abo~ryhould b e - m o me at the address listed below.
Signature
Address

r::t;{ 0 ~

7'75

n.

9;-0--

Baise

TD

Date _ _'-l---'-'-'-/;~'-'/-'-q_Q_ _ _ _ _ _
' _

)

)

I
.')

A29-02274A

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4237

~ '

'

'

.' II•

.

'

'

•

'.
'.
'

II

REMARKS

''

'I'
'

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of al1 of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci 1 ities,

which are capable of being fuily

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

ivHGHOFIU~ic~.I
NOV 1 3 l~~Z

4238

iTN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02274B
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

DEC 31, 1930

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3. source: GROUNDWATER

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
35

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
1 WELL (17), PUMP, PIPES
6. water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
01/01

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
2.340 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
2.340

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO

'

A29-02274B

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

.ii
4239

13. Other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

'''.,

14. Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED WITHIN BANNOCK
I
AND POWER COUNTIES.
THIS WELL WAS ORIGINALLY CLAIMED UNDER CLAIM 20611, WITH AN
ERRONEOUS PRIORITY DATE. ORIGINAL CLAIM ALSO DESCRIBED SEVERAL
WELLS; THESE WELLS WILL BE FILED SEPARATELY OR HAVE BEEN
ABANDONED.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR OTHER REMARKS.

/

15. Basis of claim: BENEFICIAL USE
water Right Number: 20611
16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled ''How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Title
- - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
J
organization
document
in the space below a s - - - - - - - , = = - - - - - - - of
)
Title
and that the statements contained in the
Organ1zat1on
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
state of Idaho
ss.
County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

day

19
Notary Public
Seal
Residing at

. ·.•

,\

A29-02274B

Page

My Commission Expires
2
Date:
04/16/90

. I

4230

:1

I

I!
17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

n

c...k. ])

_/ _ 1J

1
t:::a1:Y~
ll}S1"'(.,/(0
will be
-~~.-=p~r...1~n,.t=-..N""a-m'-e'-'----""""-"'"-'-="--

~y
yo;t:), a ~

ac ting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
signing abore) sh~uld be
at the address listed below.
Signature
Address
Date

r/'75

n.

i-rh

!3,i s.e.J Ib

t.J/[f.o FJ{)
1

A29-O2274B

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

.· .. )
.•

4291

.I

· 1 I ·.
'
"

:!' '
~

••

~

'

"

I: .

•

l

I

·I)

REMARKS

p
The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci1 ities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein .

.•.. l J
./

c1··0·
··· ·
'I I··-,LrVIC,)

1 1

11i/1'

NOV 1 3 1~~2

42~2

\ IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
. I

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02274C
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

2. Date of Priority:

83205

JUN 15, 1948

3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:

l.
_)5.

Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
26

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
NW

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
1 WELL (#10), PUMP, PIPES

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
5.040 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
5.040

A. F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-02274C

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

42D3

·,1

13; other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
I

14. Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED WITHIN BANNOCK
I
AND POWER COUNTIES.
ORIGINAL CLAIM ALSO DESCRIBED SEVERAL
WELLS; THESE WELLS WILL BE FILED SEPARATELY OR HAVE BEEN
ABANDONED.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR OTHER REMARKS.
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
Water Right Number: 20611

,-i

16. Signature ( s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docketsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of

Title
that I have signed the foregoing
organization
document in the space below as
I

of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

)f---~O...,r_g_a_n~i-z-a·t~i-o""'n,-------f ore going document are true and correct.

signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

ss.

County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires
A29-02274C

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4284

:I-:
l
I

17s Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

Poch1, lz._ b.
Print Name

co s+e !lo

wi11 be

. acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
/all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
1s~gning abovry~l~ . b ~ ~ ~ e at the address listed below.
.

_,u'--"'M~_~}.-~'------==----7~-~'-"-.c;...:'------

S1gnature _
Address

'7'75

r'\. :i+-h

60,se, ID

Date _ _~...J_J_/_,_/....11/oc.L.,f,_q_,_,Q"'--------·
I

)

)

)

A29-02274C

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

,,

•

':
i.
!;
I '

iI Ij
I

I

il

REMARKS

I
i

The claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci 1 ities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

ivilGHOFrU1.ic~I
,_··_J
~J

NOV 13 1:J~Z

4~06

/

,

\[N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02324
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

OCT 22, 1952

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3. Source: GROUNDWATER
4. Point of Diversion:
Township
065

Range
34E

section
23

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4·
SE
NW

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (#22), PUMP, PIPES
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3.000 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
3.000

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-02324

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

4287

13~ Other water Rights Used:

SEE ATTACHMENT
14 . Remarks:
\
P/U CITY OF POCATELLO & VINCINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
. :
COUNTIES .
. --.::J
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

,,

15. Basis of claim: LICENSE
water Right Number: 23171
16. Signature(s)

(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled ''How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesot' the doclte'tsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Tl e
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as-------=,-,-,...-------- of
Title
and that the statements contained in the
)
Organization
l
regoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent

";\)o

Title and Organization
Date
state of Idaho
ss.
County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

of _ _ _ _ _ __ 19
Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-02324

Page

2

Date:

--------04/16/90

4208

i1·.

N!;Jtice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that

/J /

,

/

-,__

·

./

//

will be
Print Name
,acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
)all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
.· .•signing abov s rp ld be ni!liled o me at the address listed below.
t

I

I {'

Signature
Address

)J

--.. '/

_,,,'I.~- ;

11:S r\. ffh

I,_...;r..1<tal.,.Jtr~1,,.C.,:}..:::;.,..L=..J,)""'-'-.-"'Lo=,,,S..,_~.c..:C,__,_u.::::tO::,__

(::::..,

f::>015(

Tl)

t.J_,_f~f~.._{.,....q~-D~----;--

Date _ _

A29-02324

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4209

.'

•

_. 1

RE.MARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies _includes various reservoir
and

tank storage faci 1 ities,

which are capable of being 'fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources o'f water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water ·Claim asserted herein.

··· ·
' c1··0F
IV/i
'I
I L!'-.IC,)
1 1

1

NOV 13 1~~2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

I dent. Number
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

J_tf - ;;2..3 ~

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1.

Name of Claimant(s)
CITY OF POCATELLO

Phone:

(208)232-4311

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID USA 83201

"'''\)
l;~

2.

Date of Priority: August 27, 1954

3.

Source: GROUND WATER

4.

Point of Diversion:

Township Range Section

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot

County

Type

See Attachment A

5.

Description of diverting works:
32 WELLS

6.

Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

7.

From
Jan 1

To
Dec 31

C.F.S.
0.28

(or) A.F.A

Total Quantity Appropriated is:
0.28 C.F.S.

8.

l ~ 9.

Total consumptive use:

Non-irrigation uses:

MUNICIPAL, CITY OF POCATELLO

.4301
29-

1

10.

Place of use:

Township

11.

WITHIN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S MUNICIPAL
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM AS PROVIDED FOR UNDER IDAHO LAW.
Range Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

Place of use in counties:
Bannock and Power

12.

Do you own the property listed above as place of use?

13.

Other Water Rights Used:

14.

Remarks:

Yes and No

[LIST/ATTACH CITY'S MUNICIPAL WATER RIGHTS]

More precise mapping shows original irrigated cemetery grounds cross slightly
into 7S 34E §1 NENE where grounds border the road, approximately 2 acres.
29-2354: This water right and water right no. 29-7502 irrigate 19 acres within
the described permissible place of use, 7S 35E §6 NWNW (17 acres) and 7S 34E §1
NENE (approximately 2 acres).
15.

.

.

Basis of Claim:
License

·)

.)

4302
29-

2

16.
(a.)

Signature(s)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and understand

the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River Basin

Adjudication." (b.) I/We do ___ do not ___ wish to receive and pay a small annual
fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet.
Number of attachments:
For organizations:

I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am the City Attorney of the city of Pocatello, a
Municipal Corporation, that I have signed the foregoing document in the space below
as the City Attorney of the City of Pocatello and that the statements contained in
the foregoing document are true and correct.

Signature of Authorized Agent:
Title and Organization:

City Attorney, City of Pocatello

Date
STATE OF IDAHO
SB •

. ·,·) County of Bannock

")

Subscribed and sworn to before me this __ day of April, 2003.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at
My commission Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..• I

.,)

43·j3
29-

3

' N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02382
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
· ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

DEC 21, 1956

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3 . Source: GROUNDWATER
4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

(

Range
34E

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
SE

Section
12

Lot

County
BANNOCK

5. Description of diverting works:
WELL (HIGHLAND GOLF COURSE), PUMP, PIPELINE
6. water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
IRRIGATION

From
03/15

To
11/15

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3. 8 2 0 C. F, S. (and/or)
8. Total consumptive use is

C.F.S
(or)
3.820

A.F.A.

A. F. A.
800.0 Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
10. Place of Use:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
12

1/4 of 1/4
NE
NE
NW
NE
SW
NE
SE
NE

,<;

I'~.:,

Use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

Section Acres

I

l -

Lot

A29-02382

Page

1

Date:

Acres
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
160.0
04/16/90

4304

' '

,

10. Place of Use: Continued
Township
06S

Range

35E

Section
7

1/4 of 1/4
NE
NW
NW
NW
SW
NW
SE
NW

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

Acres
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

Section Acres

160.0

Total Acres

320.0

11. Place of use in counties: BANNOCK
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other Water Rights Used:
NONE
14. Remarks:
Basis of Claim: LICENSE
water Right Number: 26676

A29-02382

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4305

I
·: 1,6. Signature ( s J
(a. ) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
)nderstand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
<·-asin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
.' small annual fee for monthly copies of the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
of

I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

Tit e
, that I have signed the foregoing

---o=r-::g:-:ac:n:--:1'"'z=a"t'1-:o:-:n:--------d o cume n tin the space below as

of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

organization
foregoing document are true and correct.

Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

ytate of Idaho

ss.

(i];~unty of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this - - - - day
19
of
Notary Public
Seal

Residing at
My Commission Expires

)

~~!£0)

A29-02382

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

( .:;;,

4306

.

n

l 7. Notice of Appearance:
J
• /,
"t-. r" . . I. /
Notice is hereby given that I, t"tl..TiiGM..- V, \...DS-t,q_/ 6
will be
·
Print Name
.
.
)acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
·•11 notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
I .igning abov
~oulcy e m iled to me at the address listed below.

rc1~

Signature

~

11:5 {). <g+h b)j $e'. =r:D 9376;J..J

Address
Date

/;,r,,

:{}/ /off{)

.,

'

)

A29-02382

Page

4

Date:

011/16/90

:

'"

IIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02401
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

2 . Date of Priority:
"

83205

OCT 16, 1958

3 . source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion,

!,

,.I
)

Township
06S

Range
34E

... .. ~- .

Section
7
15
26

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
NE
NE
NW
SW
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK

. ..

~

5. Description of diverting works:
3 WELLS (lll6, 1118, #19) , PUMPS, PIPES
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
12.130 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or).
12.130

A.F,A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
A29-02401

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

12: Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
13. other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

,14. Remarks:
P/U IN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
THE DIVERSION RATE HAS BEEN DECREASED FROM THE AMOUNT IDENTIFIED
ON THE LICENSE BEGAUSE ONE OF THE WELLS HAS BEEN CLAIMED
SEPARATELY DUE TO HAVING A DIFFERENT PRIORITY DATE (THAT
WELL, #3,
IS CLAIMED AS A29-02274A).
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS,
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
water Right Number: 27631
16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do _ _ do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Title
---,_,.,-,:-c-._.....,..-:-.::---r::c::---------' that I have signed the foregoing
•
Organization
document in the space below as
- - - - - - -Title
~ - - - - - - - - of
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent

I

·.· ... ,;..i

Title and Organization
Date

A29-02401

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4309

I

..

state of Idaho
ss .

county of
)subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

.)

day

of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19
Notary Public
seal
Residing at
My commission Expires
17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

Pq±:r, e L

b. LD.s:f e-1&:i

Print Name

wi11 be

Address

I

A29-02401

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

,.)

4:!1.0

,,

•

REMARKS

The claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and

tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

) }

ivHCHOF/Lh-ic~i

,"'. l
.

.....

NOV 1 3 l:l~t
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\ IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
1
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
!dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-02499
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

DEC 10, 1964

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:

Range
34E

Township
06S

,s.

Section
15

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
NE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (127), PUMP, PIPELINE

6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
01/01

To
12/31

C.F.S
(or)
A.F.A.
4.100
725.00

?. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
4.100 C.F.S. (and/or)

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-02499

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

'•

4312

13. Other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14. Remarks:
P/U CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
water Right Number: 32175

16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies""""cir the docketsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of

Tit e
that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as

of
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the

Organization
)foregoing document are true and correct.

Signature of -~,•.ithorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

State of Idaho

ss.

County of
subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-02499

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4213

,17.

Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that

t')

/

J

'1'

//

J

,/.

I, -~~"'=p:-:r~1,,.nc.,t,-------;cN"'"'a:--:m=-e~-~~~--ca...trr\_)C lJ. LDC.tc/t,t::,

will be

acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
signing abowJuld. bnai~ed,,;o me at the address listed below.
Signature
Address

r&Jf._~ () ~
'/12J (). )1-l+i l::>oi,se, Tl) '?37W

Date _ _
~_,_//'-"ba...i..../q.__,,0..___ _ _ _ _
, __

)
.,)

)
.

,._

A29-02499

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

)

. --~

4314

..'

.•'.

..

•

'II

RE.MARKS

I <

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein .

.·

·;}
..

lvllGFiOFILh·ii:::.J
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•
1tN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE use: OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-04221
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATE:LLO, ID

83205

JUN 01, 1943

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3. Source: GROUNDWATER

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
15

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
NE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

\

· 's.

Description of diverting works:
WELL (P.I.P. ), PUMP, PIPELINE

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
2.670 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
2. 670

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
I_

A29-04221

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

\ ~.J

4316

f3. o~hec water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14 . Remarks:
P.U IN CITY OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
J
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

._)

15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. Signature(s)

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copieso't the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
------~--------Tit e

-----,,,..,.,.,C'."C"'.=-,-=.:,-=:--------' that I have signed the foregoing
organization
document in the space below as

of
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the

Organization

I foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent

)

Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

ss.

County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

-------

day

19
Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04221

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

4317

17. Notice of Appearance:
• Notice is hereby given that I,

/

I

Po., tr {(JL b.

I'

Lr::i;:.,+c 1/o

will be
Print Name
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
l ~11 notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
i.;igning aboru)
oul~1fl maj~,o me at the address listed below.
Signature

I'

p r' ·
:J

I, ")\_,,,

j{( IL 1....,I ~

'11.5 (), '9:±:h 80, Se
t.{ btc / q l ) J

Address
Date

''

rb

~3'70:Y

)

A29-04221

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4318

.' . .
•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.
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NOV 13 1.'i~Z
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<I
),N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

·i

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
!dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-04222
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1 . Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

JUN 16, 1898

2. Date of Priority:

3 . source: GIBSON JACK CREEK,. SOUTH FO Trib.
GIBSON JACK CREEK

to: GIBSON JACK CREEK
PORTNEUF RIVER

4 . Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

(

Range
34E

Section
24

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SE
SW

Lot

County
BANNOCK

)
5. Description of diverting works:
DIVERSION DAM & PIPELINE TO RESERVOIR

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
7 . 0 0 0 c. F • s . ( and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
7.000

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
A29-04222
,·-

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

··1

·.·~)

4320

.•

-f2. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO

)

13. Other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

) 14. Remarks:

SEE ATTACHMENT FOR REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. Signature(s)

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copieso7 the docketsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or ~ffirm that I am ------,;;T-,-i.:t...-1-=e________

---=-==--=:-r1r-::-:::-------'
Organization
document in the space below as

that I have sfgned the foregoing
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

Organization
_)foregoing document are true and correct.
,.::)
·;..';.__p

Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

state of Idaho

l

County of ________

l

l ss.

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this - - ~ day
of

19

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04222

of

. Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

+

•l 7. Notice of Appearance:
f)
I'.
,;
Notice is hereby given that I,_rc___:,d,__:....,_,~d~·~,~LL'"-=~D_,_.,___,:\J:J=,.,_~JlL.l..e~;M~·/~6:...._ will be
Prin't Name
,acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
!all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
. ,) signing abovr,h:Yd ~~ mrJle;}'.J' me at the address listed below.
Signature
Address
Date

f&Ji[ (/ /:.pt~
1/1:S n.

~ 1r
/ }l, [tf1)

:f.}l-,

OQ15e_ :rf) ~3'71;;,-)

~

>

)

.·, ')·
.·.·

A29-04222
I

{j

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

.'

•

)

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein .

.· . J
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)
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l'

,

)IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

-39575

A29-04223

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

OCT 01, 1962

2. Date of Priority:
3. source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

)

)

s.

Range
35E

Section
18

l/4 of l/4 of l/4
SE
NE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (333), PUMP, PIPE

6 . water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
01/01

To
12/31·

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
2.670 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
2. 670

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
!'I/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of l/4

L<;>t

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-04223

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

,,
13. Other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14. Remarks:
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR REMARKS.
I

1

15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do _ _ do not _ _ wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

---,===r::-::.::--,---:::=---------'
Organization
document in the space below as

------=,...,..,,--------Title

of

that I have signed the foregoing
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

ss.

County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04223
I

ll·•·,_.,_

-~

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

11. t\otice of Appearance:
'
Notice is hereby given that I'

n
I. 1--...
Va.dr,c, .I-{._., I..).

LQS±:t: /ID

will be
Print Name
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
I all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
,·)signing abov: sp'juld be1/"~ai:j.e? to me at the address listed below.
Signature
Addresse7'1.S
Date

··,96?~
n. 9f:h e:mise, Th "6370V

-C /'-.

'

"t / / Ip ( (l D

A29-04223

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4326

,,

•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

ivHGHOFr Lh-icJ
NOV 1 3 l~~Z
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•<

'

''
):N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Iden t. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-04224
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

SEP 15, 1955

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:
)

\

·.,,:

,,

. ;,i>.

Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
23

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
NE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (121), PUMP, PIPEwINE

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3.890 c.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
3.890

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-04224

Page

1

. Date:

04/16/90

4328

13.' Other Water Rights Used:

SEE ATTACHMENT
,14. Remarks:

)

SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

'I 15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. s i gna tu re {s )

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b. J I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copie's'of the docJ'uil:sheet.
Number of attachments,
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

-------;;;;T'i-.::t-.-:e:--------' that l have signed the foregoing

----=o=-r_g_a,_n,,.....h-=-:a"'t"'"i-=o-::n:-------doc ume nt in the space below as

of

of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

Ocgan1zation
foregoing document are true and correct.
~Signature of Authorized AgenE
)
1 .

Title and Organization
Date
state of Idaho

J

County of

l

) ss.

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

day

19

Notary Public
Seal

Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04224

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

43,:;9

I')-/-

17.'Notice of Appearance:
7'-.
/f _{_ ,/
Notice is hereby given that I,_~raj'~~'~'~·(~L-l"-,~U:"::'-:,~L,~.J),c____...g-c'-'--'-~b~t~tO:..__ will be
Priri'f Name
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
lall notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
'.signing abo/~,s})ould be(}a~ to me at the address listed below.
Signature
Address
Date

1/c{I{.

e,2

/::?~--f~
'77,CS () · '6+·1-) &1·.se,

'-J/J~ fq{)

Ib ~37l!~

-;

•

l

. ,.ID.
i

~J.f:,
..

I
>.,,-_·_-,.-·
.19-·
'

A29-04224

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

•,·

4330

'I ,

'! . ;'~.

.I

'i
i

.'

'

..

•

•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

)

1

ci:·oc:
··· ·
n , Ll~u:.:J

1

1li11'

1
1

NOV f 3 1~!12

lfN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
!dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-04225
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

AUG 15, 1956

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3. Source: GROUNDWATER
4. Point of Diversion:

)

... .) 5.

Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
23

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
NE

Lot.

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (#23), PUMP, PIPELINE

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
4.440 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
4.440

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-04225

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

4332

,

..
I

13 .· Other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT.
14. Remarks:
FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS, SEE ATTACHMENT.
I

15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. Signature( s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.) I/We do _ _ do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For organizations:
I

do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of

Title
----,=-=-::-r-=-::-.:-:.-:c::c-------' that I have signed the foregoing
organization
document in the space below as -------T=i~'~t~l_e_ _ _ _ _ __ of
and that the statements contained in the
organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent

.)

Title and organization
Date
)

State of Idaho

) ss ..
)

County of

subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this _ _ _ day
19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04225

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

43J3

li.• Notice of Appearance:

Notice is hereby given that I,

() J _,_, /_

_/_

/o

rg..-p;:1UL- b. ~Stf'.L
will be
------"+'=p,.,r""i...n"'t'---;'N;=a~m-e~~~___,_"""---

.acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
)all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
1signing abo e stuldr e mai, ed to me at the address listed below.
~

Signature \ ',
Address

11:5

~'-ri:-~

'

n, 911,

tf3o,sc. ID

Date_A..'--1-1/.i...;::/lo'--'-/_,_,q6'--------· _

)

)

A29-04225

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4334

.

',

.'

•

;
I

i
I

REMARKS

I

'
The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.
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·

),IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
i
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-04226
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

OCT 01, 1955

2. Date of Priority:
3. source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:

)
)

Township
07S

Range
35E

Section

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SW

7

Lot

County
BANNOCK

5. Description of diverting works:

WELL (CREE), PUMP, PIPELINE
6. water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose

From
01/01

MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
1.220 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
1.220

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-04226

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

.

\

,13. Other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
} 14. Remarks:
P.U IN CITY OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
l
POWER COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM
16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake Rive,
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pal
a small annual fee for monthly copiesci"l the docket sheet.

!
·'

Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Tit e
-----::-c--c-.,,...,.-=c,:-,'7:::-------' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as
of
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
C)

J

Title and Organization
Dae
State of Idaho
County of

)

) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn {or affirmed) before me this
19 - - -

of

day
Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-04226

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

43.:,7

;1'

.,.

·

Ocd-r It L

Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby give~ that I,

D. LJ.:i Stf

t/D wi 11 be
Print Name
·)acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
,"ll l notices required by law to be mailed by the di rector to the claimant
, .. J;igning abovpshould -~:~~led to me at the address listed below.
Signature~!l ( / (LiJfL~
Address

n.<z+i-i

'775

801' S(

2

ID

Date _ __,_~-1...1.//-"'b-l../-'-'q0;;__ __ _
I

)
r.

"' .. )

''

~

A29-04226

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

43.)8

.'

•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

·
11.il•I c1··0FrL1
'l
\·/···
C.J
1 1

NOV 1 3 1:J~Z
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•'

]rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

l

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
!dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07106
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 7106
POCATELLO, ID

83205

NOV 06, 1972

2 . Date of Priority:
3 . source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4 . Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
23

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4'
NE
SW

Lot

County
BANNOCK

)
·_ )5: Description of diverting works:
WELL (#29), PUMP, PIPES

6 . water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
5. 5 7 0 c. F. S. ( and/a r)

C.F.S
(or)
5.570

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
I

- A29-07106

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

:?)

4340

:~

13~ Other Water Rights used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14. Remarks:
P/D CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
COUNTIES .
.J
THIS CLAIM IS FOR A PORTION OF THE ORIGINAL LICENSE, WHICH
COVERED TWO WELLS.
THE SECOND WELL (#28) IS BEING CLAIMED
SEPARATELY UNDER A BENEFICIAL USE CLAIM TO CORRECT THE PRIORITY
DATE.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR REMARKS.

)

15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesot the docket sheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

---=-...,...,,........=.,..,.--=-=:--------0 r g an i z at ion

of

Tit e
, that I have signed the foregoing

) document in the space below as----------..,....--,----,-------- of
Title
)
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

)

County of

)

) ss.
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

--------· 19

day
Notary Public

seal
Residing at
A29-07106

Page

My Commission Expires
2
Date: 04/16/90

4341

..

17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

+vtc l.

D. Co sfe_flo wi11 be
Print Name
. acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
_)all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
)signing ab ve haul
mai ed to me at the address listed below.
fa

Signature.....1~'~{~·:V....L+..,LJ:.:L.,t::..J,,.!...l<'.'.__ _ _ __
Address
Date

f'J"J.;5 fl.

g-i-,1;

'-f/Jt..,/qo

A29-07106

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4342

~II

,,

..

•

••

l

I
!

REMARKS

I <

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci 1ities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein .

.

:)· )

"; £_:

I : IGl'!QFI/ I ., ..
IV/I
r•
I - ¥tC.J

NOV 13 1~~2

•

)
. . 'll THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
'-.;.;._·

1

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

·

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07118
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205 ·

APR 11, 1973

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3. Source: GROUNDWATER

4 . Point of Diversion:

(

Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
16

1/4 of l/4 of 1/4
NW
SW

Lot

County
POWER

)
5. Description of diverting works:
WELL (AIRPORT), PUMP & PIPELINE
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
04/01

Purpose
IRRIGATION

To
ll/01

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
4.010 c.F.S. (and/or)
8. Total consumptive use is

C.F.S
(or)
A.F.A.
4.010
975.00
A.F.A.

697.5 Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
10. Place of Use:
Township
065

)

:-,).

. -_;,~.

A29-07118

Range
33E

Section
16

Page

1/4 of l/4
SW
NW
SE
NW
NE
SW
NW
SW
1

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
Date:

Acres
40.0
32.0
32.0
40.0
04/16/90

10. Place of Use: Continued

l

Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
16

1/4 of 1/4
SW

SW
SW

SE

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR

Section Acres
17

SE
NE
SE

NE
SE
SE

IRR
IRR
IRR
Section Acres

20

NE

NE

IRR

Section Acres
Total Acres

Acres
28.0
12.0
184.0
32.0
32.0
30.0
94.0
1.0
1.0
279.0

11. Place of use in counties: POWER
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. other water Rights used: ·
NONE
14. Remarks:
AC. IRR.=278.5.
P/U WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF POCATELLO.
Basis of Claim: LICENSE

i
I~

t

I

A29-07118

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

,.16. Signature( s)

(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
.\nderstand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
:.1sin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
_ small annual fee for monthly copiesor the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I a m - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - of
Ti t e
- - - ~ - ~ - - , - , , - . , - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
of
document in the space below as
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
; ta te of Idaho

ss.

{ Jaunty of
Subscribed and sworn !or affirmed) before me this _ _ _ day
19

of

Notary Public
seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

. l

i~Y

A29-07118

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4346

.. ,

\

17. ~otice of Appearance:

Notice is hereby given that I, _ _ _--=-,..,....,---.--=--------- will be
Print Name
\cting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
)11 notices required by law to .be mailed by the director to the claimant
~igning abo'f€2 s uld1~led to me at the address listed below.

//ff

Signature . '·

- ~
C/.\ -"';:;;..../
\....-=:::

13'76~

.I
r:)
' ..

A29-07118

.Page

4

Date:

04/16/90

'

\I
'

4347

\ ..

I

· iN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAXE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

COPY FOR
YOUR FILES

1 . Name:
Address:
OR
Name:
Address:

OWEN K. WARD
1469 W. QUINN
POCATELLO ID

,P ·

A29-07222
3/28/1990
E012569

COPY FOR
YOUR FILES

208-237-0144
83201

OPAL M WARD
1469 W. QUINN
POCATELLO ID

2. Date of Priority:

39576

208-237-0144
83201

AUG 22, 1974

Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4

9

SW

Lot

County
BANNOCK

SE

5. Description of diverting works:
WELL, PUMP & SPRINKLERS.
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
IRRIGATION

From
04/01

To
11/01

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
1.000 C.F.S. (and/or)
8. Total consumptive use is

C.F.S
(or)
1.000

A.F.A.

A.F.A.
128.0 Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
NONE

A29-07222

Page

1

Date:

02/07/94

'

"

"1

i

.·.LO.

Place of Use:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section
9

1/4 of 1/4
SE
SW
SE

NW

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR

Acres
24.0
26.0

Section Acres

50.0

Total Acres

50.0

11. Place of use in counties: BANNOCK
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other Water Rights Used:
NONE

14. Remarks:
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE

~
<"!i.J

A29-07222

Page

2

Date:

02/07/94

4349

.·. .,

n¥c

'17. Nptice of Appearance:
f"I .I .
No t i c e i s he re by given that I , _ _,_H"""?l,"'i:-'-:+/'-CrL~=-=b:===-:'-I...P-""S"lt'"---'--'{i:l.1}1'
.....l..___ wi 11 b
nnt Name
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and th,
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
) ,igning aboT,,l._h~ld b p l . e d _to me at the address listed below.
Signature

/J%d r!J;t.Ct:::::>- ·

Address

11.5 n. 1,+h

oat e

f

~

'13 7C y '

Lr l//Ip • 110

A29-07Zll

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4350

,

)IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07322
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

APR 25, 1976

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3 . Source: GROUNDWATER
4 • Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

)

(

Section
15
16
35

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE
NE
NE
NW
NE

Lot

County
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
.-,::

5. Description of diverting works:
WELLS (l\-30, #31, 4132), PUMPS, PIPELINE
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated ii:
1 7 . O7 0 c . F. S. (and/or )

C.F.S
(or)
17.070

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
A29-07322
'

,

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

)

4351

'.

... 12.

o.o you own the property listed above as place of use? NO

1'3. other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

)
.1.4. Remarks,

P/U WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN
BANNOCK AND POWER COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
16. Signature(s)

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We nave received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) IjWe do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docietsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am-------=.-:-.--------- of
Title
, that I have signed the foregoing
------,o,-r.,..g_a_n.,...,..1-z-:-a-::t-r1-=o:-::n=-------do c ume n tin the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in tne
,:)
Organization
t ·J:oregoing document are true and correct.
signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
state of Idaho

)

County of

)

) ss.

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this _ _ _ day
of

-------

19

Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires
A29-07322

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90 .

n¥r )c,L b,·

17. Nptice of Appearance:
/1 _J
will be
Notice is hereby given that I' -~~-r'""'i~n""ct'-=cNcca~m""e'-'---~~....u......_
l'-11,
\J)' 3:t:C
__
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
~11 notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
. ,,,igning abovr,J,h_~ld b 1pl_ed to me at the address listed below.
Signature

{§/;{_

17:5
Llf/42 {t!O

Address
Date

.

r

!lo

tJ:it=t::::>n.

t+h

&,se

---rf')

'931CY

,

.

)

A29-07322

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

4353

l
,1

!\
!'

'

.' ...
•

,.

•
REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage faci 1 ities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water elaim asserted herein.

'IG~r11OFrl...Itic.)
... ·

rtVJ

NOV 13 l~!:IZ

\rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07375
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1 . Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

FEB 24, 1977

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4 • Point of Diversion:

Township
07S

Range
35E

Section
6

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NW
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

Description of diverting works:
WELL (#15), PUMP & PIPELINE

;:.:, r.,r.·. -..

6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
01/01

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3.340 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
3.340

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet·Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF .POCATELLO
10. Place of use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-07375

1.

)

!?age

1

Date:

04/16/90

13\ Other Water Rights Used:

SEE ATTACHMENT
14. Remarks:

.I

P/U WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF POCATELLO AND VICINITY, LOCATED IN
BANNOCK AND POWER COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
16. Signature(s)

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copieso! the docl<:etsheet •.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Tit e
---,,c--:-=:---r==--=c-------• that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as ------~T~i~t~l_e_______ of
and that the statements contained in the
---,o""r-g:::-ao:-n--r1-=-z-=-a"""t-,-1-=o-::nc------ore going document are true and correct.
signature of Authorized Agent

f

)

Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

)

) ss.

·County of

)

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me

this _ _ _ day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
My Commission .Expires

A29-07375
I

~

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

17. Notice of Appearance:

Ptr.+ric
j__ b 6;,sJ.e__!ID
Print Name
~--

Notice is hereby given that I,

'

will be

.acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
/all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
/;igning abr, P.hou1t,\~ maped to me at the address listed below.

va !Ac u.t. p'\._;;;;=,,,

Signature
Address
Date

~i15 ;; 2,+J.

1

t.// / ~ /_

5D( St:.,

IL)

Page

3

l

)

A29-07375

Date:

04/16/90

4J57

,,

•

RE.MARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and

tank· storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water ·Claim asserted herein.

·. <9

)

ivHCHOFlllricJ
NOV 1 3 l~!lZ

,,

lIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07431
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

2. Date of Priority:

83205-4169

DEC 29, 1977

3. Source: WASTE WATER

Trib. to: PORTNEUF RIVER

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
34E

Section

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
NE

7

Lot

County
BANNOCK

( ) 5. Description of diverting works:
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
IRRIGATION

From
04/01

To
11/01

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
9.280 C.F.S. (and/or)
8. Total consumptive use is

C.F.S
(or)
A.F.A.
9.280
2723.00
A.F.A.

1942.5 Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
10. Place of Use:
Township
05S

A29-07431

Range
34E

Section
25·

Page

1/4 of 1/4
NE
NE
NW
NE
SW
NE
SE
NE
1

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
Date:

Acres
24.0
19.0
39.0
38.0
04/16/90

4359

10. Place of Use: Continued
Township

oss

Range
34E

Section
25

1/4 of 1/4
NE
NW
NW
NW
SW
NW
SE
NW
SE
SW
SE
NE
NW
SE
SE
SW
SE
SE

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

Section Acres
26

NE
SE
NE
SE

NE
NE
SE
SE

IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
Section Acres

36

NE
NW
SW
SE
NE
NE
NW

NE
NE
NE
NE
NW
SE
SE

IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
section Acres

l

I

35E

30

NE
NE
NW
NW

NW

SW
NE
NW
SW
SE

NW
NW

IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

Acres
12.0
14.0
35.0
25.0
11.0
33.0
30.0
39.0
35.0
354.0
8.0
40.0
37.0
4.0
89.0
32.0
37.0
40.0
40.0
17.0
3.0
3.0
172.0

s.o
7.0
40.0
33.0
38.0
39.0

Section Acres

162.0

Total Acres

777.0

11. Place of use in counties: BANNOCK
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other Water Rights Used:
FORT HALL IRRIGATION DISTRICT
14. Remarks:
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE

A29-07431

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

0
.) \)
4 .......

16.'signature(s)

' ·,

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
·)understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
. Basin Adjudication.•
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pa:,
.J J small annual fee for monthly copiesor the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Title
- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

l

state of Idaho
ss.

/ :)county of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of _ _ _ _ _ __

---

day

19
Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-07431

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

43G1

•

17: Notice of Appearance:
/1
/.
Notice is hereby given that I,_~,..,c....:,.(aL-l::'-:~1~(..~.j(.~~b~-__._CLbk*...::u_.,__,{~~=-- will be
1trint Name
·
•1 acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above,
and that
J all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
isigning above, sh uld_z~ mailed to me at the address listed below.
!,• ·" . ' ,,,;-,Signature
' 1.'..:., 7/
.
,
'
Address
Date

'/'J::>

r\ , 'l+h

Bo rse_, Jj)
,

,l..rlup!CiD
r· '

<:;J 16 Y

)
(- )

A29-07431

Page

4

Date:

04/16/90

43-32

'

'
'

. hN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

<)

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07450
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1 . Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

JUN 13, 1978

2. Date of Priority:

Trib. to:

3 • Source: GROUNDWATER
4 • Point of Diversion:

Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
10

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4.
NE
SE

Lot

County
POWER

5. Descriptlon of diverting works:
WELL (~BILLIPS NO. 3), PUMP, PIPELINE
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Fram
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

Ta
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
3.340 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
3.340

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place'of Use:
Township

Range

Section

l/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property 1 isted above as place of use? NO
A29-07450

l )

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

13. Other water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
14. Remarks:
P/U CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK & POWER
COUNTIES.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
16. Signature{s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesoI the doc~sheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of

Tit e
that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as

of
Title
and that the statements contained in the

Organization
) foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent

)
Title and organization
Date
State of Idaho
County of

)

) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of - - - - - - - 19

day
Notary Public

Seal
Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-07450

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

'-

43C4

'

lJ. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

'
•

Address
Date

11:5 n.

':l ! )b

/q 0

)

(\~)

A29-07450

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

I; i
'!. i

•

' '

i

•
)

RE.MARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of.the surface or ground
'
water claim asserted
herein.

\) I

I

1 ,, .•
'IC'/ ·,·10· 11
,·-1L1\-1.::;.J

IV/

NOV 1 3 1:1~2
/1•"1"""""'
•J: ~ :.J t)

'

.,

,

,IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

I

)

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
I dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-07770
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

MAY 21, 1984

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:

)
(

)

Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
12

Lot

l/4 of l/4 of 1/4
SE
NE

County
POWER

5. Description of diverting works:
WELL (WPC PLANT), PUMP, PIPELINE
6. Water is·used for the following purposes:
From
04/01

Purpose
IRRIGATION

To
10/15

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
5.720 C.F.S. (and/or)
8. Total consumptive use is

C.F.S
(or)
5.720

A. F .A.

A.F.A.

715.0 Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
10. Place of Use:
Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
l

1/4 of 1/4
SW
SE
SE
SE

Lot

Use
IRR
IRR

Section Acres

A29-07770

Page

l

Date:

Acres
9.0
9.0
18.0

04/16/90

43G'7

)

.,,

.J
10. Place of use: Continued
Township
06S

Range
33E

section
12

1/4 of 1/4
NE
NE
NW
NE
SW
NE
SE
NE
NE
NW
NW
SE
SW
NE
NE
SE
NW
SE

Lot

use
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

Acres
40.0
40.0
40.0
25.0
40.0
40.0
25.0
3.0
15.0

Section Acres

268.0

Total Acres

286.0

11. Place of use in counties: POWER
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other Water Rights Used:
NONE

)

Remarks:
The maximum rate of diversion for irrigation purposes under
this permit shall not exceed 5.72 cfs.
15. Basis of Claim: PERMIT

l

A29-07770

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

.'·--;.:.I:i
43GB

'16. ,Signature( s)

·(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the snake Rive
Basin Adjudication. 11 (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pa
small
annual
fee
for
monthly
copiesor
the
docfetsheet.
a
)
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
of
Tit e
---,,:----,""",,..-=TT-::-::--------' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
of
document in the space below as
Tit e
and that the statements contained in the
Organ1zat1on
foregoing document are true and correct.
Sign•ture of Authorized Agent
I

do solemnly swear or affirm that

I

am

Title and Organization
Date
state of Idaho

)

) ss .

... 1county of

L}J Subscribed

)

and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal

Residing at
My Commission Expires

A29-07770

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

17._NoticeofAppearance:
• Notice is hereby given that

I,

n

I_ .I,

i'..

J~/l

will be
t:'.'t1JT l<....JL j). CDSTLLIO
-~~"""Pc::r.,.i-=n-:-t--,,N-=a"=m-=e-~'"'-'~~~--

acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
signing abovT\shotld beffiiled to me at the address listed below.
Signature

l~;{J··1

~+:'?

c-/

1 ·G
o-,(,/
/

m

Cl 2+1-, &,se
Date_:::1:1f-·_,.,f:1{o""'--'}'.~_~q:b::::::::::::_,.,-_~_~

Address

't3'16Y

)
(

)

A29-07770

Page

4

Date:

04/16/90
/I ,., ~.,

~i ;:, •

0

;

'.

IIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
)
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number::
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-11339
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
p .o. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

2. Date of Priority:

83205

SEP 01, 1953

3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:

)

( ..J

Township
06S
07S

Range
34E
34E
35E

section
35
l
6

l/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SE
NE
SE
SE
NW
SE

5. Description of.diverting wor_kli:
3 WELLS ( ltl2 I 4t 13, 4115), PUMPS, PIPES

- .

Lot

-

County
BANNOCK
BANNOCK
· BANNOCK
·:: :.·

··'

6. Water is used for the following purposes:
Purpose
MUNICIPAL

From
01/01

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
10.420 C.F.S. (and/or:)

C.F.S
(or)
10.420

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
A29-ll339

Page

1

Date:

0 4/16/90

.,)
'•

• ,l2t Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO

13. other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
THESE WELLS ARE BEING CLAIMED BASED ON BENEFICIAL USE ALTHOUGH
THEY ARE DESCRIBED IN LICENSES 24451 AND 27631. ,;ll.f-/3":fJ--I- ;(t/--11./01
LICENSE G-27631 IDENTIFIED AN ADDITIONAL .89 CFS DIVERSION FOR
WELL #13, THIS ADDITIONAL AMOUNT REFLECTS A MORE ACCURATE
MEASUREMENT, RATHER THAN EXPANSION OF USE, AND THEREFORE IS
BEING CLAIMED UNDER THE PRIORITY OF THE EARLIER LICENSE
(G-24451).
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

(to·!/,-.

15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
Water Right Number: 24451
16. Signature(s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesof' the docKetsheet.
Number of attachments:
)For Organizations:

.;)r

do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of
Title
- - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as
of
Title
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

A29-ll339

Page

2

Date:

04/16/90

,_

• .Sthte of Idaho

ss.

County of
)subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
)

of

day

19

Notary Public
Seal

Residing at

---------------------Pa.tri
c,k b. lo sf-c_llo will be
Print Name

My Commission Expires
17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
signing abova)~~u,¥ be mailed tf/ me at the address listed below.

11:

Signature
Address
. Date

~ U~
Y).

5s-ri.

.

Doi ,se1 :c.D

?3 '7~ ~

~/-Ll. /£LO

)

{,;.)

A29-11339

Page

3

Date;

04/16/90

\.

.'
•

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

ivHGHOFlU1;ii:::.:J
NOV 1 3,..,l~.!12.

. 4.) {<¼

•/

,.

.l IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
) .

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
I dent. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-11342
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1 . Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

2 . Date of Priority:

83205

JUL 2 4, 1952

3 . source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4 . Point of Diversion:

)
(

Township
06S

Range
33E

Section
12

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE

Lot

County
BANNOCK

) 5 .' Description of diverting works:
1 WELL (ill), PUMPS, PIPES
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
1.100 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
1.100

A.F.A.

A.F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

. Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-11342

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

4375

.

.

13.•0ther Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
THIS WELL IS BEING CLAIMED BASED ON BENEFICIAL USE ALTHOUGH
IT IS DESCRIBED IN LICENSE 24451.
(,J.'i-J,38)
f-/-S3
THE LICENSE ERRONEOUSLY IDENTIFIES THE PRIORITY DATE.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
Water Right Number: 24451
16. Signature(s)

(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copieSO! the docfitsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am ------,T=-1,....t,....,.....,.e________
,
-----~-..,...,..--------0 r g an z at on
1

of

that I have signed the foregoing

1

) document in the space below as

)

=-------~-..,...,-------0 r g an i z at ion

of
-----------=T~i~t~l~e------and that the statements contained in the

foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date

State of· Idaho

)

County of

)

) ss.

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of

day

19

Notary Public
Seal

A29-11342

Residing at
Page

---------------

My Commission Expires
2
·
Date: 04/16/90

,. ,
4 .;) t

1•1 ~
V

17 .. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given -that I,

1

P0i±ri'c&
b. Cn.s4-eJfo
Print Name

will be

. acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
\all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claiman~.
:signing abov~horl~- b \ m(. r
to me at the address listed below.
Signature
Address

\)§.
'I 'l -::;

L J ·;,
0
':6 +l-1

.6 6

,S

e.1 ::J:D <i?3 70

'1

Date _ _'-J...:..i-/.,_/..,,b+/_.,q-=--~---------

)

(

')

A29-11342

·. Page

3

Date:·

04/16/90

~

,..,,.,7

•1 .;) '

'.
'

'

•

)
'·

I,
I

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water ahd surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and

tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

·JI

··· ·
1\iJ1' 1c·1·,o·-rL1
.• , . f \-11:.:..J
1

.·.

.,,;,)

43',8

'
!IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

3957 6

A29-11343
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l . Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID
DEC 31, 1940

2. Date of Priority:
'

83205

3. source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4 . Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

Range
33E

section
15

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
NE

Lcit

County
POWER

~- Description of diverting works:
l WELL (PHILLIPS Jl), PUMP, PIPES
6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
2.200 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
2.200

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-11343

Page

l

Date:

04/16/90

43',9

I
iI

13. Other Water Rights Used:
,.
SEE ATTACHMENT

!

Remarksi
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
POWER COUNTIES.
THIS WELL IS BEING CLAIMED BASED ON BENEFICIAL USE ALTHOUGH
IT IS DESCRIBED IN LICENSE 24451. ;:!f-AJ38'
THE LICENSE ERRONEOUSLY IDENTIFIES THE PRIORITY DATE.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.
15. Basis of claim: BENEFICIAL USE
water Right Number: 24451
16. Signature(s)

(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copiesot the doc~sheet.
Number of attachments:
For organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

of

Tit e
that I have signed the foregoing

---=--~-...,.....,--------'
organ1zat1on

i document in the space below a s - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - of

.
:)

Title
and that the statements contained in the

organization
foregoing document are true and correct.

Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
· state of Idaho

ss.

County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
A29-11343

Page

My Commission Expires
2
Date: 04/16/90

4330

17. ,Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

Address
Date

'/'J':J

n.

T:

8a

'-Ifi /le /qo

f?ttPrint
+i---ic..LNameb. r; r, s-1-e (/a

wi 11 be

,se. r,D
J

)
i
' _'.-

.)
I

A29-11343

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

··,---.1
4 J\J

''

•

!

REMARKS

j

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage fact 1 ities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein .

.

.

·.

)

}

ivUGHOFrU1-icJ
)

NOV 1 3 l:l~Z
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''
\IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
!
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-ll344
3/23/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
l. Name:
Address:

CITY .OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID

83205

DEC 31, 1942

2. Date of Priority:
3 . Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib.

to:

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
06S

. )5.

Range
33E

Section
10

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE

Lot

County
POWER

Description of diverting works:
l WELL (PHILLIPS 32) 1 POMP, PIPES

6. water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
1.920 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
1.920

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do.you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-11344

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

J .

t 'r:)
.,

. . . ,-;:> 3
4 ;;;..;

l:'3. other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT

'

14. Remarks:
P/U WITHIN CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND
).
POWER COUNTIES.
THIS WELL IS BEING CLAIMED BASED ON BENEFICIAL USE ALTHOUGH
IT IS DESCRIBED IN LICENSE 24451.
THE LICENSE ERRONEOUSLY IDENTIFIES THE PRIORITY DATE.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

I

15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
water Right Number: 24451
16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docketsheet.
Number of attachments:
For Organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am

------=....,.-..--------Tit e

of

- - ~ - - ~ - . , . . . . - - - - - - - - ' that I have signed the foregoing
Organization
document in the space below as
of
1
Title
i,:t)
and that the statements contained in the
·-----~-~-------Organ1 zat1on
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
state.of Idaho
County of

)

) ss.
)

subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
of - - - - - - - 19

day
Notary Public

seal
Residing at
A29-11344

Page

My Commission Expires
2
Date:
04/16/90

17. Notice of Appearance:
Notice is hereby given that I,

.Pcvh--r
C k
D. CD S;:t-(. tlo
Print"iilame

will be

acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
)all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant
)signing abov[e s~~u1d beAai) c;1__ to
at the address listed below.

.

,\.:

Signature~----il..U--L.JL..~+-,,.~-&k=L--~-"..;..
Address
Date

71~

rJ.

6b, s-(_

j

n

'J/11o/qQ
I

)

)

A29--11344
~--.~.
l~.

(. 1-~i~
(f:·-~

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

''

•

)

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and

tank storage facilities,

which are capable of being fully

recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of the city's sources of water.

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.

'· ··')

J

·· ·
IVll' 1c1··oc:rL1
., I
\·/l:,..i
1

NOV I 3 l~!f2

4336

',

,.

),N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE O~ IDAHO,
)
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN ~ALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:
Ident. Number:
Date Received:
Receipt No:
Received By:

39576

A29-11348
3/28/1990

NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

CITY OF POCATELLO·
P.O. BOX 7106
POCATELLO, ID

83205

AUG 31, 1951

2. Date of Priority:
3. Source: GROUNDWATER

Trib. to:

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

Range
34E

Section

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
NE
SE

1

Lot

County
BANNOCK

)5_ Description of diverting works:
WELL (#28), PUMP, PIPES
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01

Purpose
MUNICIPAL

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
· 5.570 c.F.S. (and/or)

c.F.S
(or)
5.570

A.F.A.

A. F .A.

8. Total consumptive use is

Acre Feet Per Annum.

9. Non-irrigation uses:
M/CITY OF POCATELLO
10. Place of Use:
Township

Range

Section

1/4 of 1/4

Lot

Use

Acres

11. Place of use in counties:
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO
A29-11348

Page

1

Date:

04/16/90

.13. Other Water Rights Used:
SEE ATTACHMENT
Remarks:
P/D CITY OF POCATELLO & VICINITY, LOCATED IN BANNOCK AND POWER
COUNTIES.
THIS CLAIM IS FOR A PORTION OF RT. 29-07106, WHICH COVERED TWO
WELLS.
THIS WELL (i28) IS BEING CLAIMED SEPARATELY
UNDER A BENEFICIAL USE CLAIM TO CORRECT THE PRIORITY
DATE.
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR REMARKS.
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE
16. Signature( s)
(a.)
By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled !'How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication."
(b.)
I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docketsheet.
Number of attachments:
For organizations:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am
'
----=---~::.:,.,.----:---::-------0 r g an1zat10 n

-------,T""1.-,-t..,....,e--~-----that I have signed the foregoing

of

),) document in the space below as --------,T...,....,.t..,....e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ of
1
·:re
and that the statements contained in the
Organization
foregoing document are true and correct.
Signature of Authorized Agent
Title and Organization
Date
State of Idaho

ss.

County of
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this

day

19

of

Notary Public
Seal
Residing at
A29-ll348

Page

My Commission Expires
2
Date:
04/16/90

4338

· 17. Notice of Appearance:
,··
. Notice is hereby given that I,

Pa Print
±-rlcName
t .D. Co.sfc//-a

w111 be

acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that
]all notices requiJed by la~ to be mailed by the director to the claimant
o me at the address listed bel<:Jw.
1.signing abov s oAd be:- a· 1
'.'.) .
signature
(• .
«
Address

'7'7'5

V),

:{)+'--

!Joi

S;e.)

Date _ __,_4--'-/,_J~'-'/_,_90"---_ _ _ _ _ __

i
!
.,'

))

A29-11348

Page

3

Date:

04/16/90

,l·•'"'9

•.t .) ,:, .

•

.'

.

•

'

•

'

)

REMARKS

The Claimant's water supply system for distribution of all of its
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir
and tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully
recharged by the quantity of water available in a 24-hour period
from all of th,e city's sources of water,

Right to use such storage

facilities is therefore claimed as a part of the surface or ground
water claim asserted herein.
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State of Idaho

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
1301 North Orchard Street, Boise, ID 83706 - P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0098
Phone: (208) 327-7900 Fax: (208) 327-7866 Web Site: www.idwr.state.id.us

)

DIRK KEMPTHORNE

Governor

February 12, 2003

KARLJ. DREHER
Director

Dear Water Right Claimant(s):
The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) has completed its initial investigation of
your water right claim(s) for the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA). We have enclosed a
printout showing our preliminary recommendation for reporting your claim.(s) to the SRBA
District Court.
Before IDWR files its final recommendation for your claim with the SRBA District Court, we
ask that you carefully review the preliminary recommendation. If there is any information on the
printout you believe is inaccurate, please fill out the enclosed reply indicating what changes you
believe should be made. Further instructions to assist you with the review are enclosed. For
water rights with an irrigation water use, a Geographic Information System (GIS) computerized
image of the place of use for your claim(s) is also enclosed.

":?\)

You may reply to us in person at one of three public meetings IDWR will be conducting in your
area. The first meeting will be held on Monday, March 3, 2003, at 3:00 p.m. in the
Community Building at Lava Hot Springs, Idaho. The second meeting will also be held on
March 3, 2003, at 7:00 p.m. in the Armed Forces Reserve Center, 611 W Quinn at
Pocatello, Idaho. The third meeting will be held on Tuesday, March 4, 2003, at 2:00 p.m. in
the Senior Center at Downey, Idaho. Please plan to attend one of these public meetings where
you will have an opportunity to learn more about the SRBA process and meet with a department
staff member should you have questions regarding your water right claim. Please bring any and
all information you have which could help the Department understand your claim(s) and
recommend the claim.s(s) accurately.
This process is intended to ensure that IDWR recommends your water right(s) accurately to the
SRBA District Court. This is the easiest and least costly means for you to identify corrections
you believe should be made to our recommendation. Completion of this process is an important
step toward the overall success of the SRBA. Your participation is necessary for IDWR to
provide accurate information to the SRBA District Court.
We look forward to hearing from you.

1®)
Enclosures
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DISTRICT COURT
SNAKE RIVER BASIN ADJUDICATION
STATEOFIDAHO

ROGER BUAOICI<
PRESIDING JU!JGE

SR8A CHAMBERS

P.O. BOX 2707
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303•2701

{208) 736•3011
FAX f,i!OS) 736,,2121

Dear Water Right Claimant:
To help you with your water right claim(s) in the Snake River Basin Adjudication, this letter of explanation is
being sent to you along with information sent by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR). Included are the
following important documents which I ask you to please read carefully because they give you the opportunity to save
a great deal of time and money:
I. .
Preliminary Recommendation. This is IDWR's initial finding and conclusion about your water right
and how it should be reported to the SRBA Court. This preliminary recommendation is not filed with the court, but is
provided to you to help correct errors or resolve any disagreement you may have over its content. This document has
been prepared following IDWR's investigation and may be different than the claim{s) you actually filed.
Therefore, please review this preliminary recommendation carefully to find any errors or disagreements you
have with IDWR's findings.
2.
Error Correction/Settlement Process. This preliminary recommendation is a special service
; ' · yrovided to you by IDWR to help you correct errors and resolve any other disagreement you have before the actual
'' ;fecommendations are ultimately filed with the court.
.

A description of how to work with IDWR is included. Our experience in the SRBA shows that by working in
cooperation with IDWR most errors and differences can be addressed before coming into court. It's well worth your
iime to take full advantage of IDWR' s helpful service. If yoor disagreement cannot be resolved, you will be able to
file an objection to IDWR's actual recommendation when it is filed in court and have the final decision made by the
Presiding Judge.
This error correction service is an important opportunity for you to work together with IDWR to make sure
your water right claim{s) are decreed accurately. There is no cost to you other than your time reviewing the
preliminary recommendation and talking to IDWR about any problem you see. Of course, you may always employ the
services of an attorney if you wish.
The goal of the SRBA is to see that your water right{s) are decreed by the court as accurately and fairly as
possible. It is important to me that this is done efficiently in order to reduce your costs and present you with your
decree.
·
I strongly encourage you to take full advantage of this opportunity to use the fine and courteous services .
provided by IDWR.
Sincerely yours,

~12;.~

~~~~

Roger~ urdick
·
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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COURTESY NOTICE SENT TO ALL RECIPIENTS
OF PRELIMINARY SRBA RECOMMENDATIONS
INBASIN29
CONCERNING WATER RIGHTS ON
FORMER INDIAN ALLOTMENT LANDS
If you are the owner of former Indian allotment lands, you should
evaluate carefully the priority date claimed for any water rights appurtenant
to those lands. The priority date for water rights appurtenant to former
Indian allotment lands is governed by unique legal principals. In some
cases, the priority date for water rights appurtenant to former Indian
allotment lands may date back to the date of the establishment of the Fort
Hall Indian Reservation.
.

)

'

In order to show entitlement to a date-of-reservation priority date,
facts must be developed to establish that the land to which the water right is
appurtenant was former Indian allotment land. In addition to the claimant
obtaining a complete title search, it also will be necessary to provide
information establishing when and by whom water was first used on the
property and the extent of the beneficial use of water made on the property.
Other evidence may also be required which will be evaluated on a case-bycase basis.

If you have reason to think you are the owner of former Indian
allotment property, you may want to consult an attorney to determine
whether you have claimed the proper priority date for your water right.
Any questions concerning this matter may be directed to Ernest
Carlsen, adjudication supervisor, at the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, Eastern Region Office, (208) 525-7161.

'J
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02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IOWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your

recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETORNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY ISi April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-11339

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

{208) 234-6254

1.
Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this propo&ed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:

IDWR Regional Office, 900-N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

02/18/2003
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF Wl\TER RESOURCES
PR!LIMJ:W\RY RECOMMENDA"l'ION OP WA'l"ER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

:i
RIGHT NUMl!ER:

29-11339

Nl\ME l\:NI) l\OORESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

()Ul\Nl':ITY :

10.420 CFS

PRIORITY Ol\Tli::

09/01/1953

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OF 01'.Vli:RSION:
T06S R34E S3S S1!NE Within BJINNOCK County
TO?S R.34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County
TO?S R35E S6 NWSE Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE l\:NI)

PERIOD OF USE:
PUR.PQSE OF USE

PBR.:r.QD OF

MUNICIPl\L

1/01

USE

OOl\NTl'.TY

12/31

10.420 CPS

PI.l'.CE OP USE:

.,)

OTHER PROVIS!ONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT~

RECOMMENDED AS RIGHT NO, 29-2338: This is included for a claim that
is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right claimed is recommended
pursuant to another right. The rernark indicates the water right number of
the OTHER right that is proposed to be ~ecoinrne:nded. If you are not
mai1ed a notice of the recommendation of the OTHER right, then the
OTHER right is recommended in another claimant a name.
RECOMMENDED AS RIGHT NO. 29~2338.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAJ:M ..

Beneficial Use

43J8

02/18/2003
NOTXCJ! OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to 'IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change

your

recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.

YOtrR CllDLXN8 FOR RETORN'XNG A NOTICE OF BlUlOR REPLY XS: April 21# 2003

Kater right number: 29-11343
Cl'.TY 01' !?OCA'l'ELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Nllmller: (208)234·6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

De.scribe the changes you wish· to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portionst

)
I AGREE with this propoSed recomr.uendatiou: o.o che.ngoa nee4 to ~a made.
DA'l'lh

Please print yc,ur name:

IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr.Ste A, l'.d.aho Fallo, ID 83402, 2085257161

43J9

02/18/2003
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES'

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGln" NUMBER:

29-11343

NAME AND 1\DDRESS:

CITi" OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 8320S

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTin',

2.200 CFS

PRIORITi" DATE:

12/31/1940

TRIBUI'ARY:

POINT OF DI:VERSION:
TOGS R33E S1S SWNE Within POWER County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF OSE

MUNICI:PAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

2 .200 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

')
OTHER PROVISI:ONS NECESSARY FOR DEFI:NITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT;
RECOMMENDED AS RIGHT NO. 29-2338:

This is included for a claim that

is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right claimed is recommended
pursuant to another right. The remark indicates the water right number of·
the OTHER right that is proposed to be recommended. If you are not
mailed a notice of the recommehdation of the OTHER right, tben the
OTHER right is rec:Offlfflended in another claimant e name.
RECOMMENDED AS RiGHT NO. 29-2338.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Beneficial use

J
:,.,""
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02/18/2003
liO'l"ICB OF ERROlt

REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form eotn:pletely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR. by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change

your
recanmendation or you want to let IDWlt know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLnti: FOi!. R.E'l'tllW'ING A NO'l'ICI! Oil' ERl<OI!. RJ!PLY IS: l\pril 21, 2003
Water right number: 29~11344
CITY OF !XlCATBLLO
FO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g?
priority date, period of use, sQUrce}:

2.

Deecribe the chang~s yau wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGRB8 with thia proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
6IGH.ATDRE~

Please print your

namei

ZDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402~ 2085257161

4401

02/18/2003
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARV RECOMMEN!lATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE JAW
RIGHT

29-11344

NOMlll!R,

NAME AND

ADDRESS,

CITI OF

POCATELLO

PO BOX 410
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUANTITI,

1.920 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

12/31/1942

TRIBUTARY,

PODIT OF DIVERSION,

TOGS R33E SlO NESE Within POWER County
PllRPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE,
PllRPOSE OF USE

PER!QD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

01JJ\!ITITI

12/31

1.no CFS

PLACE OP USB;

;_;'
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT,
R.ECOMMENDED J\S IUGH'l' NO. 29-2338;

This ie included for a claim that

is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right claimed is recommended
pursuant to another right. The remark indicates the water right number of
the OTHER right that is proposed to be recommended. lf you are not
mailed a notice of the recommendation of the OTHER right, then the
O'l1fER right is recommended in another claimant s name.
RECOMMENDED AS R.IGHT NO. 29-2338.

EXPLANATORY' MATERIAL:

BASIS OP CLAIM -

Beneficial Use

44J2

02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY
Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its reco1M1endation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RE'l'URllING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right nwnber: 29-11348
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)234-6254

1,
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to fflake in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATORB:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 20B5257161

,1·-3
4 ·'.1:"J

02/18/2003
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

)
RIGHT NUMBER:

29-11348

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX: 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUl\Nl'ITY,

5.570 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

08/31/1951

TRIBUfARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T07S R34E S1 NESE Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

OUl\Nl'ITY

12/31

S.S70 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEPlliITION OR .ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
RECOMMENDED AS RIGJIT NO. 29-7106:

This is included for a claim that
is PROPOSED to be disallowed because· ti,.e right claimed is recommended

pursuant to another right.

The remark indicates the water right number of·

the OTHER right that is proposed to be recommended. If you are not
mailed a notice of the recormnendation of the OTHER right, then the
onfER right is recommended in another claimants name.
RECOMMENDED AS RIGHT NO. 29-7106.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Beneficial Use

4404

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21. 2003
Water right nwnber: 29-2274
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 832 05
Telephone Number:

(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source}:

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation aa to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changaa need to be made.
DATEt

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

'

;;·),,

';.·.,
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02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OP IIATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAIi

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-2274

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

21.000 CFS

TRIBUTARY:

The total instantaneous diversion of water from all points of diversion
shall not exceed 39.10 cfs.

06/15/1948

PRIORITY DATE:

POINI' OF DIVERSION:

R33E S10 NESE Within BANNOCK county
T06S R33E S12 NESE Within POWER County
T06S R34E S15 SIINE Within BANNOCK County

TOGS

T06S R34E S15 NIISII Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S26 NENII

Within BANNOCK County

T06S R34R S27 NIISE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34R S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34R SJS SENE

~-.

,:;_!--;)'

•.'

Within BANNOCK County

T06S R34E S35 NIISE Within BANNOCK County

T06S R34E S35 NIISB Within BANNOCJC County
TOGS R34E S35 NIISE Within BANNOCK County
T07S R34E S1 SESE Within BANNOCK County
T07S RJSE S16 SWSW Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE
01/01

MUNICIPAL

QUANTITY

12/31

21.000 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use is within the service area of the city of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Sectiotl 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

4.106

The right holder shall measure and annu.,lly report diversions of water
and/or other pertinent hyd:rologic and system information as required by
Section 42·701, Idaho Cod@.
Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality
standards of the bivision of Environmental Quality of the Idaho Department
of Health and Welfare.
Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall
provide
a means of measurement acceptable to the l)epartrnent from all authorized
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of
diversion.

)

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP ER.ROR
REPLY

)

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
yow:

recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with ite recommendation.
YOmt DEADLINE FOR RETlJRNING A NOTiC~ OP ER.ROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-2324

CIT'/ OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with thia proposed.' recommendation1 no changes need to be made.
DATE1

SIGNATORE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

J.

02/1B/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-2324

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY,

3.000 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/22/1952

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
TOGS R34E S23 SENW Within BANNOCK CoWlty
PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

3.000 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system ae provided for Wlder Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for tbe efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final Wlified decree. Section· 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

'

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

'·...9'·.
•,

\. :.·

4·109

02/18/2003

NOT'ICE O!" ERROi\
REPLY

Pleaae type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to mWR by the. deadline date printed below if you want IDWR. to change
your
recommeruiation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOtTR D&ADl,ZNE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR UPLY ISt April 21~ 2003
Water right nwnber: 29-2338
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 416!
POCAffLLO I:D 83:205

Telephone Number:

(:208):234-6254

Describe the portion of the proposed reeommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use~ source):

1.

2.

Pescribe the changes you wish to make in the pr.oposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to Why you disagree with these portions:

r AGREE with thia proposed recormn.endation: no changes need to b• made.
DATE:

SIGHATORE1

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falla, ID 83402* 2085257161

4·110

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WA.TER RIGHTS ACQlITRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER,

29-2338

NAME ANO ADDRESS :

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

OUANI'ITY,

14. 760 CFS

TRIBUTARY:

The total instantaneous diversion of water from all points of diversion

shall not exceed 39.10 cfs.
PRIORITY DATE:

09/01/1953

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S R33E SlO NESE Within BANNOCK County
-T06S R33E Sl2 NESE Within POWER County

T06S R34E SlS SWNE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E SlS NWSW Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S2 G .NENW Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S27 NWSE Within BANNOCR County
T06S R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County
TOGS R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County

,)

TOGS R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County

··-;,.

County
Within BANNOCK County

TOGS R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK
T06S R34E S35 NWSE

T07S R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCR County

T07S R3SE S16 SWSW Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE ANO

PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

14.760 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights ~s may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

4Jl11

The right holder shall measure and annually report diversions of water
and/or other pertinent hydrologic and system information as required by
Section 42-701, Idaho Code.
Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality
standards of the Division of Environmental Quality of the Idaho Department
of Health and Welfare.
Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall
provide
a means of measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of
diversion.

4112

02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
reccxnmendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April :n • 2003

Water right number: 29-2382
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed recommeadation: no changes aeed to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

4·113

02/1B/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
.)

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-23B2

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCA.TELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

3.820 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

12/21/1956

TRIBUTARY:

ronrr OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E 612 NWSE Within BANNOCK Couri.ty
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

IRRIGATION
PLACE OF USE :

j)

3/15

QUANTITY

3,820 CFS

11/15

IRRIGATION Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S12

NENE

40.0

T06S RJ4B S12

NWNE

40,0

T06S R34E S12

SWNE

40.0

T06S RJ4B S12

SENE

40.0

T06S R35E S07

NENII

40.0

T06S RJSE S07

NWNW

40

TOGS R35E S07

SWNW

40.0

T06S R35E SO?

SENW

410

.o
.o

320 ACRES TOfAL

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINI5I'RATION OF TifIS WATER RIGHT:
FORFEITED/ABANDONED DUE TO NO IRRIGATION USE AT THE CLAIMED
PLACE OF USE FROM. 1975 TO 1989.
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

4 .I ..."I 4
'~

02/18/2003
NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERllOR REPLY ISt April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-2401
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID B3205
Telephone Number:
(200)234-6254

'
1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendaticn:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with thia prcpcsed reecmmendaticn: nc change& need tc be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURB:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID B3402, 20B525?161

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPAR'n.!Em' OF WATER RESOURCES
. ··. )

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGlITS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGlIT NUMBER:

29~2401

NP.ME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

12.130 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/16/1958

TRmurARY:

POINI' OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E S7 NENE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S15 NENW Within BANNOCK County

T06S RJ4E S26 SWSE Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

'12,130 CFS

PLACE OF USE :

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water s~pply system as provided for -under Idaho Law.
OI'HER

PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final wiified decree. Section 42-1412{6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

.License

6
l.,
I
'LL

,. •i ,,

l

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOmt DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-2499

CIT'/ OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recotM1endation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendationt no changes need to be made.
DATB:

SIGRATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Ida.ho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

)

4 !17
1

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-2499

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

4.100 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

12/10/1964

TRIB1JI'ARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S RJ4E S15 NENE Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

MUNICIPAL

01/01

QUANTITY

12/31

4.100 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

,, )
·.·.;·.

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello nrunicipal
water supply system as provided for Wlder Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS HATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

,··'J:"
"'( ..

4·1i8

02/18/2003
NOTICE OP ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendatiCD.
YOUR DEADLINE t'OR RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY ISt April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-211

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4.169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234.-6254.

1.
Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date1 period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with thia proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 H ~ky1ine Dr Ste A, Idaho Falla, ID 83402, 2085251161

Li"
f l.L'i 9

02/18/2003
:n>J\llO DEPAA'l'Ml!NT OF WATER RESOURCES
WATER RIGHTS ACQU1:RED llNt>ER STATE LAW

l'RELIMINARY RECOMMENDATXON OF

RIGHT NUMBER:

29•271

NAME AND ADDRESS!

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO IO

SOI/RCE,

MINK CREEK

QUANTITY,

3.220 CFS

PRIORITY

83205

TIUBUTAAY, POR'l'NEOF RIVER

02/26/1B69

DATE,

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T0BS R34B S13 NESE Within FJ\N'NOCK county

PURPOSE l\ND
PERIOD 01' USE,

PERIOD OF USE

PtJRPOSE OF USE

1/01

MUNICIPAL

QUANTITY

12/31

3.220 CPS

Pµ'-i.CE OF USE,

·)

!, '

Place of use is within the se:rvice area of the City of l)oeatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS lfECBSS/iltY FOR. Dk'.:FINITION OR. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for

the definition of the right& or for the efficient administration of

the water

rights ao may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412 (G) ~ Idaho
Code,

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Decreed

02/1B/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that yau agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETORNING A NOTICE OF ERROR UPLY IS: April 21. 2003
Water right number: 29-272
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)234-6254

l.
Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the propoe~d recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGRBB with this propoSed reCommendationt no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGHATOR.E:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N ~kyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

,:

4·!.21

02/1B/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

\

RIGHT NUMBER:

29~2"12

NAME .AND ADDRESS:

CIT'i OP POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 8320S

SOURCE:

MINK CREEK

QUANI'ITY:

0.560 CFS

PRIORIT'i DATE:

10/01/1901

TRIBUI'ARY: PORTNEUF RIVER

POINT OF DIVERSION:
TOSS R34E S13 NESE Within BA?mOCK County
PURPOSE .AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OP USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUAN'I'I'I"f

12/31

0 .560 CFS

PLA.CE OF USB:

)

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Decreed

02/18/2003

-

,

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-273
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

Telephone Number:

1.

(208)234-6254

Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.

priority date, period Of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE,

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

02/18/2003
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER .RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY REC<lM!!EllDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

)

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-273

MAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCAT£L.LO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE;

MINK CREEK

QUl\Nl'ITY:

J..:llB CFS

PRIORITY DATE ,

10/01/1911

TRIBUTARY: PORTNEUF RIVER

POINT OF DIV!!RSION:

TOSS R34E S13 NESE Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE I\IID
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPQSB OF USE

MUNICIPAL

PERIOD OF USE
1/01

12/31

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use ie vithin the service area Of the City o:f Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under I:daho taw.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSl\RY FOR DEFINITJ:ON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT;

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary :for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412{6~. Idaho

Code.

l!XP1J\IIATORY MATER.IJU,:

BASI:S OF CLAIM - . Decreed

,·,j

4·124

02/18/2003
NOTICE OF l!lll!Oll
!U!PLY

Please type or print clearly~ fill out th.ts form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IOWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you -.,ant to let :IDWR know that you agree with its recotnmendation.
YOll!l DIW:>L:tNE FOR ltETUIUl'l:IIG A NOTICE OF ERROil REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
W~ter right number: 29-4221

CITY OF POCATBLI,O
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO :tD 83205
Telephone Number: (208)234-6254
1.

Describe: the portion of the proposed reccxnmendation with which you disagree (e~g.

priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation;

l.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portion»:

I AGREB with this proposed recommendation: no changea need to be made.
DATEi

SIGNATt!IU!:

Please print your name: ___________________________

IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste Ai ldabo Falls, lD 83402, 2085257161

.

)

-

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

!
RIGHT NUMBER:

29-4221

NAME AND l\DDRESS ,

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY,

2,670 CPS

PRIORITY DATE:

06/01/1943

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OP DIVERSION:

T06S R34E SlS NWNE Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OP USE:
PURPOSE OP USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

2,670 CFS

PLACE OF USE :

OTHER PRov:rSIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN:

There are a number of

circumstances in which a claim is proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This is most commonly included for a claim based on beneficial use·
or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within an exception to the mandatory permit statute, and
beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed. This is also included where a claim is PROPOSED to be
disallowed because the claim is to water that ia not public water subject
to appropriation. This is also included where a right was determined not
to exist in a prior adjudication.
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Beneficial Use

4 :126

02/18/2003
NOTICE OF EJUlOR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change

your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICB OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003

Water right number: 29-4222
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree {e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed reccxmnendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation'as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed recomme.ndation1 no changes need to be made.
DATE1

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:

IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
.:)

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-4222

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CIT.! OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169

POCA.TELLO ID 83205

GIBSON JACK

SOURCE,

. ·----------- .... "··-·-···-·

ciEE°i . .

SOUTH PORK GIBSON JACK CREEK

QUANTITY,

TRIBUTARY: PORTNEUF RIVER

-- ....

)

... -~BUTARY: GIBSON JACK CRE~-~

··--- --~-

.

7.000 CFS
~

06/16/1898

PRIORIT.l DATE:

POINT OP DIVERSION:
T07S R34B S24 SESW Within BANNOCK County
T07S R34E S24 SESW Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OP USE :

PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

1/01

MUNICIPAL

QtmNTITY

12/31

7.000 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESS11.RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
NO LAWFtn. APPROPRIATION SHOWN:

There are 8. number of

circumstances in which a claim is proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This is most commonly included for a claim based on beneficial use
·or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within an exception to the mandatory permit statute, and
beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed. This is also included where a claim is PROPOSED to be
disallowed because the claim is to water that is not public water subject
to appropriation. This is also included where a right was determined not
to exist in a prior adjudication.
NO LAWFµL APPROPRIATION SHOWN.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF Ct.TUM

Beneficial Use

.~ :-,9
4. ·.a.,.;..

02/19/2003

NOTICE OP EltROR.
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR. DEADLINE FOR.RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR. REPLY IS: April 21~ 2003

Water right number: 29-<Q223
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX <Ql69
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208) 234-625,Q

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATOREt
Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83~02, 2085257161

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPAR'IMEm" OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGIIT NUMBER:

29-4223

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

2.670 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/01/1962

TRIBtrrARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T07S R3SE S19 SENE Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OP USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

1/01

MUNICIPAL

QUANTITY

12/31

2.6"70 CFS

PLACE OP USE:

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN:

There are a number of

circumstances in which a claim is proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This is most commonly included for a claim. based on beneficial use
or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within an exception to the mandatory permit statute, and
beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed. This is also included. where a claim is PROPOSED to be
disallowed because the claim is to water that is not public water subject
to appropriation. This is also included where a right was determioed not
to exist in a prior adjudication.
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN,

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Beneficial Use

00

,1 ;I
•l
·.av

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP' ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.

Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOOR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-4224

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234-6254

l.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source}:

.

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3•

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this propoSed recommendations no changes need to be made.
DATE:

S'IGNATORE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N ?kyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

4t31

02/18/2003
IDAHO llEPAATMENT OF WATER RESOURCl!S

.

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRElJ UNDER STATE LAW

)
RIG!!'l' NUMBER,

29•4224

NAME

CIT:< OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO Ill 83205

AN!)

ADDRESS, ,

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

()Ul\N'l'ITY :

3,890

PRIORITl/ llATll:

09/15/1955

TRIBOTARY:

CFS

POINT OF !)I\ll!RSION:
TOGS RJ4E S2J SW11E Within BANNOCX County
PURPOSE .rum
PERIOD t:lF USE:

PURPOSE Of

USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

OUANTIT'.<

12/Jl

J,890 CFS

PI.ACS OF USE:

orHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINIST!U\TION OF TIIIS WATER RIGHT:
NO LAWFUL AFFROPJUATION SHOWN:

There are a number of

circumstances in which a claim is proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This io most commonly included for a claim based on beneficial use
or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within an exception to the mandatory permit statute, and
beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed. This is also included where a claim is PROPOSED to :be
disallowed because the claim is to water that is not p\lblic water s\lbject
to appropriation. This ie also included where a right wa5 detei;mined not
to exist in a prior adjudicatic:xn~
NO LAIIFUL APPROFRIATION SHOWN,

EXPLl\llATORY MATERIAL,

BASIS OF CIJ\IM •

Beneficial Uae

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP' ERROR
REP:t.Y

)
Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETORHING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-4225

CITY' OP' POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
1.

(208} 234-6254

Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.

priority date, period of use, source):

2.·

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

;)
C

I AGRBB with thie proposed. recoiraaendat_ion: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATtJRB:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N ~kyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falla, ID 83402, 2085257161

'.

)
·- 4·!33

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARfflENT OF WATER RESOURCES
·. )

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-4225

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

4.440 CFS

PRIORITY DATE :

08/15/1956

TRIBtrrARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E 523 NWNE Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

MT.mICIPAL

l/01

QUANTITY

12/31

4.440 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN:

There are a number of

circumstances in which a claim is,proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This is most commonly included for a claim based on beneficial use
or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within, an exception to the maJJdatory permit statute, and
beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed. This is also included where a claim is PROPOSED to be
disallowed because the claim is to water that is not public water subject
to appropriation. This is also included where a right was determined not
to exist in a prior adjudication.
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM

Beneficial Use

02/1B/2003
NOTICE OF ERROR

REPLY
Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail,
Return thia reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DKADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-4226
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

1.

(208) 234-6254

Describe the portion

Of

the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.

priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this propoSed recommendationt no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATORE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N ?kyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

A ,1 ,:,

•1 -~

.J

5

02/18/2003
IDAllO llEPAATMBNT OP WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMllllDATION OF WATER. RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER. STATE LAW

.;:')

RIGHT mJMI!ER.1

25•4226

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
l'O BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE;

GROUND WATER.

QUANTITYt

1.220 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/01/1955

TRIBUTARY':

POINT OP DIVERSION:

T0?S RJSE S? NESW Within BANNOCK County
PmlPOSE AND
PllRIOD OP USE:
PmlPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

l/01

MUNICIPAL

QUANTITY'

12/31

1.220 CPS

PLACE OP USE:

)
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSAAY FOR. DEFINIT:ION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER. RIGHT:
NO LAWFUI, APPROPRIATION SHOWN:

There are a number of

circumstances in which a claim is proposed to be disallowed on this
basis. This is most commonly included for,a claim based on benef~cial use
or posted notice that is PROPOSED to be disallowed because the right
claimed is not within an exception to the mandatory permit statute. and

beneficial use of water prior to the mandatory permit statute was not
confirmed~ Thia is also included where a- claim is PROPOSED to be
disallewed becauee the claim is to water that is not public vater subject
to appropriation. This is also included where a right was determined not.
to exist in a prior adjudication.
NO LAWFUL APPROPRIATION SHOWN.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

Beneficial Use

02/18/2003
NOTICE OF ERROR

REPLY

)

Please type_or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29·7106
CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)234·6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGRBB with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to ba made.
DATE:

SIGHATUR.B:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID B3402, 2085257161

..

'

.)

4 •.,.. .;j'··7

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

·)

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7106

NAME AND ADDRESS :

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

5.570 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

11/06/1972

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E S23 NESW Within BANNOCK County
PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

1/01

MUNICIPAL

QUANTITY

12/31

5.570 CFS

PLACE OF USE :

,.)

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocate11o municipa1
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be u1timately determined by the Court at a point in time no
1ater than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6}, Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

4·1J8

02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.

Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.

YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETORNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS; April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-7118

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208) 234-6254

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE,

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline

Di

Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

02/16/2003

IDAHO DEPART>'lENT OF WATER R.E:SOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7118

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATEt.LO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANI'IT'i'

4.010 CFS
1,114.00 APY

PRIORITY DATE:

04/11/1973

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S R33E S16 NWNWSW Within POWER County

PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

04/01

IRRIGATION

PLACE OF USE,

QUANTITY

11/01

4.010 CFS
1,114.00 APY

IRRIGATION Within POWER county
TOGS R33E Sl6

SWNW

40.0

T06S R33E S16

SENII

32.0

TOGS R33E S16

NESII

32.0

T06S R33E S16

NIISII

40.0

TOGS R33E S16

SIISII

26.0

T06S R33E S16

SESW

12,0

T06S R33E Sl7

SENE

32.0

T06S R33E Sl 7

NESE

32.0

TOGS R33E S17

SESE

30.0

T06S R33E S20

NENE

0.5

278.5 ACRES TOTAL

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSAR.Y FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section· 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

..

4 .1 ,-:, 0

29-7118
I.
,

·I

,,

.,,,;;· '

-

900

-

0

-

900

-

1800

2700

3600 Feet

T06S R33E S16 S17 & S20
N
Map prepared by: Carter Fritschle
Date prepared: 01/08/03
1987-1988 NAPP photography
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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02/18/2003
NOTICE OP ERROR

REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your

recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY IS: April 21. 2003

Water right number: 29-7119
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone NUmber:
(208}234-6254

l.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make· in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR· Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

'11 ·I.t '-z,·'. 2

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7119

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OP POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUA!ll'IT'l,

6.000 CFS
1,200.00 'A.FY

PRIORITY DATE:

04/11/1973

TRIBtn'ARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S RJJE S9 SENWSW Within POWER County
PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PER.IOD OP USE

IRRIGATION

PLACE OF USE:

·,

~-.., '
..

04/01

QUANTITY

11/01

6.000 CFS
1,200.00 'A.FY

IRRIGATION Within POWER County
NENW

2.0

TOGS RJJE S09

T06S R33E 509

SWNW

40.0

T06S R33E 509

NESW

34

.o

T06S RJJE 509

NWIIW

2.0

TOGS RJJE S09

SENW

34.0

TOGS RJJE S09

NWSW

40.0

T06S R33E S09

swsw

40.0

T06S RJJE S09

SESW

34.0

T06S R33E 516

NENW

34

.o

T06S RJ~E S16

NWIIW

40.0

300 ACRES TarAL

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final Wlified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code,

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE.

4 .•1 ·': 3
.l

r.~

29-7119

- - - - - TOGS R33E S09 & S16
800

0

800

1600

2400

3200

4000 Feet

N
Map prepared by: Carter Fritschle
Date prepared: 01/08/03
1987-1988 NAPP photography
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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02/18/2003
l!O'l'IC"E OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out thla form campletely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change

your
recomt;'l.end.ation or you want to let I:OWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOmt DEADLINE FOR RBTURH:tNG A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003

Kater right number: 29•7222
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 41G9
POCATELt.O ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234•6254
1.

Describe the portion

Of

the proposed ~ecommendation with ~hich you disagree (e.g.

priority date, period of use, sou:roe):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation!

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions;

)
:t AGREE w!tb this proposed recommendation: no change& need to be made.
SIGNATtl'ltl!: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IIA'l'B:
Please print your natne: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls~ ID 83402, 208$2$7161

:

.)

02/18/2003
IDl\llO DEPARTI<&NT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMME.Nru\TION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER srATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7222

NAME l\ND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATEL!,O
PO BOX 4:1.69
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GRO!JNO WATER

QUANTITY:

1.000 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

08/22/1974

romr

TRIBUTARY:

OF DIVERSION,

TOGS RJ4E 59 SESWSE Within BJWNOCK County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
P!JRJ?OSE OF USE

PER.I.OD OF US:&

IRRJ:GATION
PLACE OF USE:

4/01

QO.ANTIT'i

11/0~

l..000 CFS

IRRIGATION Within ,sANNOCK county
TOGS R34E S09

NWSE

.)

24.0

T06S R34.E S0!J

SWSB

50 ACRES TOTAL

OTHER PROVISIONS N£CESSIIRY FOR DEFI!f.tTION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATl!ll. RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS Slll!JECT TO SUCH GENE!W, PROVISIONS
NECBSSIIRY FOR T!!l! DEFINITION OF n<E RIGHTS OR FOR THE
EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF T!!l! WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE
IJLTIMATl:LY DBTBRMINED llY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER
THAN TNE ENTI\Y OF A FINAi, \'.lNIY.lED DECREE. SECTION 42-14i2 (G),
IOAIIO CODE.

DAS!S OF CLAIM•

License

25.0

State of Idaho
Department of Water Resources
Eastern Region

Water Right: 29-07222

0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5 Miles

N

1 :24000
...

,,:;,'.:,

0

\/<;)

D

CJ

Point(s) of Diversion
Place of Use
Section Lines
Quarter Quarter Lines

s
GIS Place of Use Illustration
1987/1988 NAPP Photography
Prepared by: P. Meyer
Date: December 2001

02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

)

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOOR DEADLINE FOR RETORNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21, 2003
Nater right nwnber: 29-7322
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:

(208)23-4-6254

1.
Describe the portion Of t~e proposed recommendation with which you disagr~e (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

)
I AGREE with this proposed recommendation: no changes need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE:
Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N ~kyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 2085257161

)

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARfflENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
RIGHT mJMBER:

29-7322

N»1E AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELZ..O IO 83205

SOUR.CE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

17.070 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

04/25/1976

TRIBUTARY':

POINT OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E S15 NESB Within BANNOCK CoWlty
T06S R34E S16 NENB Within BANNOCK COWlty

T06S R34E S35 NWNB Within BANNOCK CoWlty

PURPOSE AND

PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

17.070 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

)
Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER ·RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may he ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

,.;,)·:
;--··

.,·.

4·!49

02/18/2003
NOTICE OF ERROR

REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with ita recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE POR R.ETORNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21, 2003

Water right number: 29-7375
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

Telephone Number:
1,

(208)234-6254

Describe the portion ·of the proposed recommendation with vhich you disagree (e.g.

priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

J.

Give a b~ief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this propoBed recommendation: no changes need. to be made.
DATE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 H Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Palls, ID 83402, 2085257161

4·150

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATB LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7375

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CIT'i OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

3.340 CPS

TRIBUTARY:

The total instantaneous diversion of water from all paints of diversion
shall not exceed 39.10 cfs.
02/24/1977

PRIORITY DATE:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
TOGS R33E S10 NESE
TOGS R33E S12 NESE
TOGS

Within BANNOCK County

Within POWER County

RJJE S15 SWNE Within BANNOCK County

T06S R34E S15 NWSW Within

BANNOCK County

TOGS R34E S26 .NENW Within BANNOCK County

T06S R34E S27 NWSE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County
T06S R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County
',

T06S R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County

/)

T06S R34E S35 NWSE Within· BANNOCK County

·:

T06S R34E S35 NWSB Within BANNOCK county
T07S R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County

T07S RJSE S16 SWSW Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USB:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE
MUNICIPAL

FLA.CE OF

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

3.340 CFS

USE:

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
OTI-IER. PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL,

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

The right holder shall meaeure and annually report diversions of water
and/or other pertinent hydrologic and system infonnation as required by
Section 42-701, Idaho Code.

)

Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality
standards of the Division of Environmental Quality of the Idaho Department
of Health and Welfare.

.'

Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall
provide

a means of measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of
diversion.

)

4152

02/18/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS1 April 21. 2003

Water right number: 29-7431
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205
Telephone Number:
(208)234-6254

1.
Describe the.portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree {e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this propoSed. recommendation: no cha.uges need to be made.
DATE:

SIGNATURE,

Please print your name:
IOWR Regional Office. 900 N Skyline Or Ste A, Idaho Falls, IO 83402, 2085257161

,;:.·)
.·.·,.,·

02/18/2003

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7431

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CIT'f OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE,

WASTE WATER

QUANTITY:

9.280 CFS
3,108.00 AFY

PRIORITY DATE :

12/29/1977

TRIBtrr.ARY: PORTNEUF RIVER

POim" OF DIVERSION:
T06S R34E S7 SWNE Within BANNOCK County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

PERIOD OF USE

IRRIGATION

PLACE OF USE:

<})
-~.'.

IRRIGATION Within

04/01

BANNOCK

QUANTIT'f

9.280 CFS
3,100.00 AFY

11/01

Count~

TOSS R34E S25

NENE

24.0

TOSS R34E S25

NWNE

19.0

TOSS R34E S25

SWNE

39.0

TOSS R34E S25

SENB

38.0

TOSS R34E S25

NENW

12.0

TOSS R34E S25

NWNW

14.0

TOSS R34E S25

SWNW

35.0

TOSS R34E S25

SENW

25.0

TOSS R34E S25

SESW

11.0

TOSS R34E S25

NESE

33.0

TOSS R34E S25

NWSE

30.0

TOSS R34E S25

SWSE

39.0

TOSS R34E S25

SESE

35.0

TOSS R34E S26

NENE

8.0

TOSS R34E S26

SENB

40.0

TOSS R34E S26

NESE

37.0

TOSS R34E S26

SESE

4.0

TOSS R34E S36

NENE

32.0

TOSS R34E S36

NWNE

37.0

TOSS R34E S36

SWNE

40,0

TOSS R34E S36

SENB

40.0

TOSS R34E S36

NENW

17.0

TOSS R34E S36

NESE

3.0

TOSS R34B S36

NWSE

3.0

TOSS R3SE S30

NWNE

5.0

TOSS R35E S30

SWNE

7.0

TOSS RJSE S30

NENW

40.0

TOSS R35E S30

NWNW

33.0

TOSS R3SE S30

SWNli

38.0

TOSS R35B S30

SENW

39.0

777 ACRES TOTAL
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

. BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

THE SOURCE OF THIS RIGHT IS WASTE WATER ORIGINALLY DIVERTED BY
THE CIT'f OF POCATELLO.

TOSS R34E

S25 S26
&S36
TOSS R35E
S30

N
\V

E

s
2000

0
'\

(.11

2000

4000

6000

8000

Feet Map prepared by: Carter Fritschle
Date prepared: 11/13/02
1987-1988 NAPP photography
Idaho Department of Water Resources

02/18/2003

NOTICE OP ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want IDWR to change
your
recommendation or you want to let IDWR know that you agree with its recommendation.
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETURNING A NOTICE OF ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003

Water right number: 29-7450
CIT'i OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO ID 83205

Telephone Number:

(208)234-62S4

1.
Describe the portion of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed. recommendation: no changes naad to be made.

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Please· print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Falls, ID 83402, 20B52S7161

4·156

02/1B/2003

ID.AHO DEPAR™ENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tnmER STATE LAW

RIGHT NUMBER:

29-7450

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY,

3.340 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

06/13/197B

TRIBUTARY:

POINT OF DIVERSION:
TOGS RJ3E S10 NESE Within POWER County
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PERIOD OF USE

PURPOSE OF USE

MUNICIPAL

1/01

QUANTITY

12/31

3.340 CFS

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42·1412(6), Idaho
Code.

EXPLANATORY MATERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM·

License

i'i

02/1B/2003

NOTICE OF ERROR
REPLY

Please type or print clearly, fill out this form completely and mail.
Return this reply form to IDWR by the deadline date printed below if you want J:DWR to change
your

recommendation or you want to let IDWR Jmow that you agree with its recommendation,
YOUR DEADLINE FOR RETORNING A NOTICE OP ERROR REPLY IS: April 21, 2003
Water right number: 29-7770
CJ:TY OF POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO J:D B3205

Telephone Number:

(20B) 234-6254

1.
Describe the portion Of the proposed recommendation with which you disagree (e.g.
priority date, period of use, source):

2.

Describe the changes you wish to make in the proposed recommendation:

3.

Give a brief explanation as to why you disagree with these portions:

I AGREE with this proposed recommendatioo: DO changes need to be made.
DATE1

SIGNATURE:

Please print your name:
IDWR Regional Office, 900 N Skyline Dr Ste A, Idaho Palls, ID 93402, 2085257161

02/16/2003
IOl\HO DEPJ\R™ENT OF WATER RESOURCES
PllllLIMINJ\RY RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ACQt.r.CRED UNDER STATE LAW

RIGHT NOMaER.:

29-7770

NAM1l /\Nil ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO ID 83205

GROUND WATER

TRISOTARY:

4 .460 CFS
1,120.00 AF'l

PRIORITY DATE:

OS/21/1964

POINr OF DIVERSION:
T06S R33E S12 NESENE Within POWER County

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:
PURPOSE OF USE

Pl!lUOD OF USE

04/0l

IRIUGATION

PLACE OF US£:

QUANTITY

10/31

4.460 CFS
1,120.00 AF'l

IRRIGATION Within POWER Coµnty

T06S R33E S01

SWSE

5.0

T06S R33E Sl2

27.0

T06S R33E Sl2

NWNE

. 40.0

TOGS R33E Sl2

40.0

T06S R33E Sl2

SEliE

40~0

T05S R33E

Sl2

,o.o

T06'S Rll£ S12

SEIIII

40.0

T05S RJJE S12

26.0

TOGS R33E Sl2

IIESE

7.0

TOGS R33E Sl2

15.0

280 ACRES Tal'AL

ClTllER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION, OR .MlMINISTRATION OF Tll!S WATER RIGHT,

Thie partial decree is subject to such general proVisions necessary for
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ~ltimately dete:t1nined by the court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final w,ified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.

SXPLANJ\TORY MATERIAL,

BASIS OF CJ'..J\.IM -

License

29-7770

TOSS R33E S01 & S12
1000

.--··;

'

.

-

0

1000

Map prepared by: Carter Fritschle
Date prepared: O1/10/03
USGS Digital Ortho-Quadrangle
August 28, 1993 Photography
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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iN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL

-1
)

DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

:l
·7

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In.Re SRBA

.subcase Case Nos. 29-00271, et

·1

Case No. 39576 )'

_______
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)
)
Case No. 39576 )

_____

Subcase Case Nos. 29-00271, et

)

TRANSCRIPT OF AUOIOTAPED PROCEEDINGS
JANUARY 17, 2007

il
. :1

TRANSCRIBED BY:
JEFF LaHAR, C.S.R. No. 640

Notary Public
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TI-IE TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIOTAPED PROCEEDINGS 1
was taken before Brigette Bilyeu, Special Master, at
2
Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court,
3
253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho, on
4
January 17, 2007, in the above-entitled matter.
5

6
7 Special Master

.

. APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL (Continued):
For State ofldaho:
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
BY .MR. DAVID J. BARBER
700 West Jefferson, Statehouse Room 207
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-00 I 0
For Twin Falls Canal Company, North Side Canal
Company, and Milner Irrigation District:
.MR. TRAVIS THOMPSON
.MR. PAUL ARRINGTON
For A&B Irrigation District and Burley Irrigation
District:
MR. ROGER LING
For Minidoka Irrigation District:
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
BY .MR. KENT FLETCHER
1200 Overland A venue
P.O.Box248
Burley, Idaho 83318-0248

1 Ill

[J.. ·

.

_j

2 Ill
3 Ill
4 Ill

.. ' ,, -)
~-· ·.·..~.,J

~

t'age

Brigette Bilyeu
8
APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:
9 For City of Pocatello:
10
11
12
13

BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
BY MS. JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, Idaho 83 702

14
15
16

and
(Present Telephonically)
CITY OF POCATELLO LEGAL DEPARTMENT

17

BY MR. A. DEAN TRANMER

18
19
20

911 North 7th
P.O.Box4169
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

21m

~m

nm
~m

~m

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL (Continued):
For Idaho Department of Water Resources:
(Present Telephonically)
OFFICE OF A TIORNEY GENERAL
BY .MR. GARRICK L. BAXTER
6
322 East Front Street
7
P.O. Box 83720
8
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
O
1
2
3
4
5

M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-9611
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THE COURT: Good afternoon. We are back on 1 Travis Thompson, Paul Arrington with that firm is
the record.
2 here today. A&B Irrigation District and Burley
This is the Court of the Fifth Judicial
3 Irrigation District, represented by Roger Ling.
District in and for the State ofldaho. The Court
4 Mr. Ling is here today in the courtroom.
is sitting in Twin Falis in the Snake River Basin
5
The Minidoka Irrigation District is
Adjudication courthouse. The date is Wednesday,
6 represented by Kent Fletcher. And he's here in the
January the 17th, 2007. And we're beginning at just 7 courtroom today. And I believe that involves - or
after I :30 in the afternoon.
8 that is a complete list of the parties.
We are proceedipg with a large number of
9
ln addition to the parties, we also have
subcases. I think I may read those --·
10 the Idaho Department of Water Resources. They are
Do you want me to read those into the
11 not a party, but are here to assist the Court and
record?
12 the parties. We have Garrick Baxter with the
No. All right.
13 attorney general's office listening in for the
We will just suffice it to say, then,
14 Department, as well as Ray Williams, and we welcome
that these subcases involve the State-based claims
15_ their participation as well.
for the City of Pocatello. The subcase numbers are 16
Counsel, how do you want to start out?
included in the Court minutes. We begin with
17 City of Pocatello motion first and then following up
29-00271, -272, and end with 29-13638 and 29-1363918 with, I guess, the Surface Water Coalition, since
and a large number of subcases in the middle there. 19 they made a motion too? How do you want to proceed
Anyone that needs a copy is certainly welcome to get O in terms of argument? Take up the City's motion
a copy of the Court minutes.
1 frrst and let everybody argue and then the Surface
We are scheduled today for a motion -2 Water Coalition? Or what makes the most sense?
or two motions, actually, on summary judgment.
3
MS. BEEMAN: We thought it might be - this
These are the second dates for hearings on motions
4 is Jo Beeman lt might be helpful to know, does the
ce?

1
·2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

the following individuals and entities are involved 1
THE COURT: I don't really. I thought we'd
in these hearings.
2 have the -· can you folks hear Ms. Beeman?
For the City of Pocatello, we have the
3
MR. BAXTER: Actually -- this is Garrick - I
city attorney, Dean Tranmer, standing by by phone. 4 couldn't hear her very well.
Counsel Jo Beeman is here in the courtroom
5
MS. BEEMAN: I'm at the podium. Is there
representing the City of Pocatello.
6 something more I can do?
· For the state ofldaho, we have David
7
THE COURT: Maybe just speak a little bit
Barber with the attorney general's office here in
8 · louder I think is about the only thing you can do.
the courtroom.
9
MS. BEEMAN: Is this better?
I'm still showing the United States as a
10
MR. BAXTER: A lot better. Thank you,
party; however, again, they were primarily involved, 11 Ms. Beeman.
I believe, in those federal issues. They're still
12
THE COURT: Okay. Yeah,just getting closer
listed as parties, but I don't think we have anyone 13 there, I guess. But yeah, it's not as loud as
for the United States participating.
14 sometimes it is, but...
The American Falls Reservoir,
15
MS. BEEMAN: I think we had discussed among
represented by Tom Arkoosh. And I don't know if 16 ourselves and felt it was fine to have Pocatello go
anybody here is with his firm. I don't believe so.
17 first
But that entity is involved with the briefing. And 18
But in terms of if there should be an
they've called themselves the Surface Water
19 allocation of time, maybe we should discuss that up
Coalition, and other entities of that briefing unit
O front, because we have the two motions for summary
or collection of attorneys are here today to present
1 judgment and then we have the State that responded
arguments.
2 just to Pocatello's motion for summary judgment.
The Twin Falls Canal Company
3
THE COURT: We also have the status
represented -- and the North Side Canal Company, 4 conference that we wanted to take up later, somewhat
also the Milner Irrigation District, represented by
5 in the nature of a pretrial conference. So
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-9611
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1 Ms. Beeman, tell me what kind of -1
I am here to argue Pocatello's motion
2
MS. BEEMAN: That's supposed to be at 3:00. 2 for summary judgment and response to the motion for
3
THE COURT: It is. I mean, we're flexible on 3 summary judgment filed by the Surface Water
4 that, though. Give me your sense of how much tim 4 Coalition. Those motions were filed in compliance
) 5 it will take you to give your - how about if we
5 with the outstanding trial schedule and order for
6 each start out with 15 minutes? 15 minutes for the 6 the 38 subcases.
7
For counsel on the phone, one of the
7 Cily, 15 minutes for then Mr. Barber.
8
MR BARBER: No.
8 documents I'm going to be referring to is the
9
THE COURT: Okay. IS minutes then for the 9 objection matrix that Pocatello filed when it filed
1O Surface Water Coalition, and then 15 minutes for 10 its objection to - amended objection.
11 Mr. Barber. And then we'!! see where we are at that 11
In looking at the motion for summary
12 point.
12 judgment by the Cily of Pocatello and the motion for
13
MS. BEEMAN: Shouldn't the Cily also have a 13 summary judgment by the Surface Water Coalition, I
14 response to the Surface Water Coalition?
14 want to point out that Pocatello asks for summary
15
THE COURT: And you will. But they've got 15 judgment on municipal purpose of use affecting four
16 theirownmotion. J'mjust--J'mjust
16 ofitsstatelawSRBAclaims: 7118, 7ll9, 7431,and
17 suggesting -- I mean, these arguments legally
17 7770.
In companion with that, the Surface
18 overlap 18
19
MS. BEEMAN: Oh, I see. ln terms of total? 19 Water Coalition's motion for summary judgment asks
20 Like Pocatello would have IS minutes 0 that those objections being dismissed.
21
THE COURT: To start out with, just to start
1
In addition, Pocatello is seeking a
22 out with.
2 summary judgment in a fuctual context as to whether
23
MS. BEEMAN: Okay. And that would includ 3 there continues to be a demonstrable injury as of
24 its response to the Surface Water Coalition?
4 November 19th, 1987, for the alternate points of
25
TIIE CDT JRT- Just to stiu:t.us..o.u1-..-~-~'-'-'--'-"'""'-"ion in operation for its interconnected
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1
MS. BEEMAN: That would be fine.
2
TIIB COURT: Let's go 15 minutes, 15 minutes,
3 15 minutes. You're going to have to respond to
4 their arguments. But let's start out with that, and
5 we'll see where we are.
6
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Are we going to
7 overlap? I mean, I don't have a problem overlapping
8 somewhat -TIIB COURT: There's so much that overlaps
9.
10 anyway. Why don't we start out with that
11 assumption, that your arguments will overlap. Your
12 responses to the City of Pocatello's motion and your
13 motion in favor of summary judgment, the way you
14 want it, will overlap some, and we'll see if you
15 need to wrap up loose ends later. I'm assuming you
16 will, but...
17
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Okay.
18
THE COURT: Just to let those folks on the
19 phone know, Ms. Beeman is getting some of her man
20 papers over there. We're not talking and you can't
21 hear us. We're just actually organizing here. So
22 bear with us for just a minute.
23
MS. BEEMAN: May it please the Court and
24 Counsel, I am Josephine Beeman, counsel for the Ci
25 of Pocatello.

1 culinary system.
2
The third component of Pocatello's
3 motion for summary judgment is related to
4 interconnected sources; not interconnected sources
5 with respect to what is called basinwide issue S in
6 the SRBA, but interconnection for purposes of
7 Pocatello's SRBA claims under 4214.S.
8
On the municipal purposes of use, the
9 main point of the law - and it's addressed by the
10 Cily of Pocatello -- has to do with longstanding
11 common law, existing- and existing Idaho statutes
12 and the prior decision of this Special Master
13 relating to the municipal purpose of use.
14
THE COURT: Ms. Beeman, let me just, ifI
15 could, interject a question without having you lose
16 your train of thought there.
17
The four water rights in question, are
18 those -- are all four of those previously licensed?
19
MS. BEEMAN: Yes, Special Master, they are.
O And I wanted to mention that there is another broad
1 issue here to the collateral estoppel of licenses
2 that have been previously issued by the Idaho
3 Department of Water Resources. And I don't believe
4 that's in question, that these SRBA claims that seek
5 municipal purpose of use are based on li~qs~~at

M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-961 l
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w\11 be issued with irrigation as the purpose of
1 Coalition briefing.
use.
2
And for the record, I think counsel and
THE COURT: And let me just tell you what my 3 the Special Master are aware that the decision as to
question is. I don't think that - it doesn't even
4 Pocatello's federal law claim is currently on appeal
5 to the Idaho Supreme Court.
appear to me that there's really much of a dispute
6
So the facility volume decision is
that the uses that the City of Pocatello is putting
those four water rights to could have been a
7 probably the one to look at if it's not appealed.
municipal purpose under a broad definition of
8 We do not know what will happen in the appeal -municipality.
9 Pocatello's federal law claim.
To me the question is, given the
10
The position that Pocatello is taking is
procedural background that we know we're in with
11 one that was not addressed in the facility volume
those with prior licenses.which state that the
12 decision. And that is that an error oflaw, in the
purpose of use is irrigation, and I believe the
1 3 water right license does not provide grounds for
claims - or at least some of the claims niay have
14 collateral estoppel as to the entity that holds the
been amended later. They were claimed by the City 15 license or the same entity that issued the license.
of Pocatello as irrigation rights.
16
In looking at the facility volume
Where does that leave us, especially 17 decision, there's a line of cases that addressed
I mean, doesn't that leave us at the very least in a
18 this issue. None of them are cited in the facility
denial of summary judgment because there are genuine 19 volume decision. The case that Pocatello cited in
issues of material fact if you look at the City's
O its briefing is Kelso versus State Insurance Fund,
bwn claims and you look at the licenses and the
1 which is 134 Idaho Reports 130 997 to the second
supplemental director's report? Doesn't that at
2 591.
least put you in the position - or put the Court in·
3
In that case is discussion of when a
a position of having to weigh genuine issues of
4 state agency can be estopped; it cites cases that
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1
MS. BEEMAN: I want to respond to
1 decision.
2 specifically, first of all, as to the amendments of
2
Pocatello's position here is that as 3 the claim by the City of Pocatello. That is allowed
3 it's wonderful to hear the Court say that these uses
4 and it is allowed with freely-given motions to amend 4 under these four claims need to draw a definition of
5 claims -- these were claims that were amended prior 5 municipal purpose.
6 to the director's report being filed with the SRBA
6
THE COURT: What I was getting at is I don't
7 Court. Pocatello does not feel that is an issue.
7 think there's any dispute among the parties -1
8
But the issue as to whether the licenses
8 don't see - that that's a possibility that it could
9 are collateral and estop the City from farming, this
9 have been or it could have been included in the
,.10 motion for summary judgment the City wants to
10 broad definition. But what rm saying is l think
11 address that head-on.
11 Pocatello kept referring to that in its brief.
12
But I'm saying given its - it's given
12
The major decisions right now in the
13 SRBA Court are the facility volume decision into
13 that for the sake of argument. I'm not saying
14 December 29, 1999, by the SRBA District Judge B 14 that's necessarily the Court's position. l'mjust
15 Wood.
15 saying, given that for the sake of argument we're in
16
Subsequently on January 11th, 2000,
16 a summary judgment mode, the Court now has to decide
17 .there was another decision rendered by SRBA District 17 whether there are no genuine issues of material fact
18 Judge Wood in which the facility volume decision w 18 or whether there are things in the record;facts in
19 cited. The relevant subcase was 36-8099..
19 the record that the Court must weigh.
20
And then this October, current SRBA
O
And going back to one of the questions
21 Judge Malarson (phonetic) issued a decision on
1 ·that I had originally asked, I don't think we
22 Pocatello's federal law claims in which this
2 completely got into the answer on that. My
23 facility volume decision was cited. And these are
3 understanding is that Pocatello's at least initial
24 matters that were cited -- and certainly the
4 claims - and there's no question that those were
25. facility volume decision in the Surface Water
5 amended, but the original claims can still be
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-9611
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1 considered, I think, on summary judgment.
2
When those claims were made in 19- - I
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believe it was around 1990, my understanding is that
the City of Pocatello listed irrigation as the
purpose of use. In addition, the licenses, whether
or not those contain errors of law or whatever,
those must be weighed. It's my -- I would think on
a summary judgment standard that we've got to
address whether those have to be weighed.
Don't those create genuine issues of
material fact?
MS. BEEMAN: On Pocatello's behalf, I would
say no. We filed an amended claim that completely
replaced the prior claim. And that has not -that's the response for Pocatello. (Unintelligible)
has the right to do what it did before. There was a
record before, and that amended claim replaced the
prior claim. But I understand the question the
Court is asking.
THE COURT: Let me ask a question, then, wi
regard to your argument on the collateral attack of
licenses. You cite this case Kelso versus the State
Insurance Fund.
MS. BEEMAN: Yes.

THE CQlffiT· And I think yon were sa ·

age 18

1

Here IDWR is saying we couldn't

2 (unintelligible). That's what the April 7, '06
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
0
1
2
3
4

report states.
However, Pocatello contends that it's
still an error of law. And given the common law of
what constitutes municipal purpose of use, there
should be summary judgment entered that these - the
purpose of use for these rights is municipal purpose
ofuse.
The Depar1ment -- neither Pocatello,
this Court, nor the Department are bound by the
errors of law inside the Department of Water
Resources. And Pocatello maintains that the
director's report, the amended director's report,
that came out- the director's report came out in
2003. The amended director's report was filed in
April of2006 -that both of those are in error on
the legal principle of what constitutes a municipal
purpose of use.
The way in which the Kelso case is
important is really looking at separation of power.
An agency like IDWR does not have the authority to
make errors of law as to what constitutes a
municipal purpose of use. It can't come in and

he common law

Page 20

1 that stands for the proposition that an agency is
1
THE COURT: Well, I guess I'm still confused.
2 notestopped from correcting an error of law.
2 To me the Department of Water Resources was granting
3
How does that help your argument?
3 Pocatello its license based on what it asserted in
4 because in this case, my understanding, ifl'm not
4 the license. r believe Pocatello claimed it as an
5 missing the boat here, is that the Department of
5 irrigation purpose; right? So I don't get how -- r
6 Water Resources, I believe, is the agency that
6 mean, even if you're saying the Department of Water
7 you're referring to that you contend made an error
7 Resources didn't have the authority to make an error
8 of law, I don't understand quite how that's the
8 of law in determining that the purpose of use was
9 municipal.
9 Department's error of law.
10
So that case would stand for the
10
I mean, do you see what I'm saying?
MS. BEEMAN: What's -11 proposition that the Department of Water Resources 11
12 is not estopped from correcting that error oflaw.
12
THE COURT: The City of Pocatello claimed it
13 But in this case we've got a different factual
13 as irrigation.
14 scenario, it seems to me, because the Depamnent of 14
MS. BEEMAN: Yes. The Department asked the
15 Water Resources, I believe, has made a determination 15 board to comply with law. They should have looked
16 ·that it correctly made a determination of - made a
16 at that and said, "This is a municipal use. They
17 correct determination of law and that was that those 17 claimed it as irrigation, but it's municipal. We're
18 were irrigation purposes of use.
18 going to recommend it as that."
19
Am I missing that? To me that seems
19
· Pocatello could have done the same thing
20 different than what the case was saying in Kelso
O that either entity at that time dealt with the
21 versus State Insurance Fund.
1 correct legal conclusion as to municipal purpose of
22
MS. BEEMAN: I see the distinction you're
22 use does not mean that this Court cannot apply the
23 making. In the State Insurance Fund and the Kelso !3 correct legal stance for what municipal purpose' of
24 case, the State Insurance Fund is saying they
4 use is nor the - and rll (unintelligible) 4 :.! r. 5<
25 shouldn't be bound by the statements.
5 Pocatello from correcting that error
Jr
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-9611
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1 amended it's SRBA claim.

1 . alternativ\" points of diversion, and that is the key
2
It really goes to what the executive
2 to 42-1445. TI1ere must be a change.
3 branch can do within its statutory authority. And
3
How do you address that? ·
4 there is law that it doesn't have the authority to
4
MS. BEEMAN: Actually, I think -5 incorrectly -- to change the common law to say that 5
THE COURT: Before we even get to injury.
6 something that is a municipal use isn't. That's how 6
MS. BEEMAN: Well, what the Court has
·7 I would state it.
7 mentioned and what I mentioned are two different
8
THE COURT: Okay. Maybe we can get to -- I 8 things. What we have, the motion to dismiss by the
9 think I widerstand your argument on that. Let me
9 Surface Water Coalition as to objections to 271,
10 get to your second point, and that is your injury as 10 272, and 273.
11 ofl987.
11
What - in Pocatello's second prong of
12
Can you explain that argument to me a
12 its summary judgment -- it actually has three
13 little bit more?
13 separate.
14
MS. BEEMAN: Absolutely. Because as the
14
THECOURT: Right.
15 Surface Water Coalition discusses in their reply to 15
MS. BEEMAN: It's saying as you look at going
16 Pocatello's motion for summary judgment, we have 16 forward to trial, is there any reason to look at
17 discussed the Special Master's ddcision of
17 whether there was injury prior to November 18, 1987,
.18 August 18th of this year. What Pocatello is doing 18 as a result of the City's interconnected wells?
19 in this part of its motion for summary judgment is
19
Let me make certain that I am stating
20 addressed to simplify what needs to be addressed at 0 that correctly, because it is -2'l_trial.
1
THE COURT: I guess what I'm getting at, the
22
Subsequent to the August 18th decision
2 Surface Water Coalition seems to be saying that
23 of the Special Master, we have had the conclusion of 3 there hasn't been -- these alternative points of
24 discovery among the parties and we have had the
4 diversion have not been alternative points of
25...exchange of expert reports And
have the re
Page 22

we

1 determination and the August 18th decision that lhe 1
MS. BEEMAN: And that's also what lhe State
2 injury issue is appropriate for trial, that as I
2 has said in its response. So let me correct that,
3 because that goes to the issue of whether the -3 just stated, we had the conclusion of discovery
4 since then, exchange of expert reports and expert
4
THE COURT: But I mean, if you weren't using
·
5 them, then how do we even get to the point of
5 rebuttal reports.
6
What Pocatello believes is that we 6 looking at the injury analysis? And I guess that's
7 rll try to state this simply. We have IDWR, who's 7 my question.
8
Is there something in the record that
8 not a party. We do have parties before the Court.
9 And in the discovery, what Pocatello did was to ask 9 indicates that the wells have been used as
10 for the information, the facts, the vvater rights,
10 alternative points of diversion for the surface
11 the (unintelligible), having to drill wells or
11 water -- for the surface water rights?
12 having to buy water. The evidence, the facts that 12
MS. BEEMAN: Yes. And Pocatello referred
13 would say yes, there was interest. And yes,
13 that point to Spronk Water Engineers' report, expert
14 42-1425, that's the context in which Pocatello has 14 report, and appended it to the record in the motion
15 sought its summary judgment.
15 for summary judgment.
16 ·
THE COURT: Let me ask you this, and maybe 16
The issue about the alternate points of
17 this helps, maybe it gets us off on a somewhat
17 diversion had a number of venues. You had the
18 different track. But if rm reading the Surface
18 motion to dismiss the objection that Pocatello filed
19 Water Coalition's briefing correctly, they seem to 19 for 271,272, and 273. Then you have Pocatello's
20 be saying, I think, ifrm not mistaken, that there
O motion that there is no 42-1425 injury as of
21 really has not been a change in the way that
1 November 19th, 1987, for the alternate points of
22 Pocatell.o has -- has worked with its water right or
23 has utilized its water right.
24 _
They seem to be saying that the surface
25 water rights have not used groundwater wells as

12

diversion in operatio.n for the. in.terco
.. nnected
3 culinary system.
4
So Pocatello in its riiotion for suinm_f:'{;,--5 judgment does not address the alternate p o ~
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1 diversion for surface water rights. Tt only
2 responds to the Surface'Water Coalition motion to
3 dismiss.
4
THE COURT: Well, I thlnk theirs is still a
5 motion for sWTimary judgment. I might be wrong, but
6 this is a summary judgment hearing. I -- yeah.
MS. BEEMAN: Well, Pocatello's summary
7
8 judgment related to alternate points of diversion,
9 had to do with whether there were - factually is
1 O there any injury in the records as of November 19th,
11 1987, for the alternate points of diversion in
12 operation on that day for the City's interconnected
13 culinary system. I don't know how to answer your
14 question. I wanted to -15
1HECOURT: Yeah, and then maybe if you coul
16 just address your argument with regard to the
17 interconnected sources.
18
MS. BEEMAN: Right. Because I have used up
19 almost 20 minute_s, perhaps a little bit more.
20
The major point J want to say is that
21 Pocatello is asking for acknowledgment in summary
22 judgment that these are interconnected sources
23 related to issues in the subcases. It is not asking
24 for a standard for how to determine an alternate

MS. BEEMAN: That was as to separate sources.
1
THE COURT: Which does deal with
2
3 interconnection I understand, sometimes, usually.
MS. BEEMAN: I've always felt it had to do
4
5 with equitable (unintelligible), whether you could
6 argue that (unintelligible) so we're really
7 (unintelligible). So - but we don't need to go
8 into that. Pocatello didn't raise that.
THE COURT: Right.
9
MS. BEEMAN: But the reason it asked for
10
11 summary judgment on interconnection, because we
12 don't want to get to trial and have the following
13 occur.
14
Well, nationwide (unintelligible) that
15 the purposes of administration, these sources are
16 connected, but you're asking for an alternate point
17 of diversion for a welcoming from the Lower Portneuf
18 River Aquifer when you;re asking for Gibson Jack
19 Creek, Mink Creek. And that's not what Nationwide 5
0 addressed.
1
So the reason that Pocatello asked for
22 summary judgment on interconnection is that -- and
I
3 that may be a belt and suspenders, is so that that
4 issue won't be a problem with respect to the

25....point of djven;ion. It is solely Jookjn
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these sources are interconnected. And it does
1 diversion, the City's objections as to how its claim
that -2 fur alternate points of diversion have been
THE COURT: How does that help us, though?
3 recommended.
And why is the Court being asked to make a
4 ·
THE COURT: And I guess that's where on
detem,ination of that? I mean, there's a general
5 summary judgment I'm completely confused, because I
detem,ination in the SRBA that all water rights are
6 thought summary judgment was supposed to be a ·
interconnected in the Snake River Basin
7 procedural mechanism for the Court to make a
Adjudication. That came from the commencement
8 decision that there were no genuine issues of
order, and that's why those certain parts of the ·
9 material facts.
state were included. So we know that generally
10
But what I'm hearing sounds Iike kind of
everything is interconnecte<!, unless there's proof
11 the opposite, that what will have to happen at trial
otherwise.
12 is that there wil I have to be some sort of a
But how does that help at all? And why
13 determination as to how interconnected those are,
is that somethlng that's appropriate for summary
14 what the results of that is, how that affects
judgment'? I have to completely admit I've missed
15 injury, whether there was a change in terms of
that point.
16 pofots of diversion or possibly purposes of use that
· MS. BEEMAN: Well, maybe you could call it a 17 occurred prior to 1987, but would be consistent
belt-and-suspenders approach. We have nationwide a 18 under 42-1425.
(unintelligible) which relates to conjunctive
19
So I don't understand what rm being
administration of water rights.
0 asked as the Court to do and how that, you know,
Pocatello is not directing its
1 even if we get there and there are no genuine issues
objections to conjunctive administration.
2 of material fact, how that advances the litigation.
THE COURT: Because you withdrew those. Tha 3 I'm really kind of confused on that, if you can help
was originally an objection, but those have been
4 me.
withdrawn now.
5
MS. BEEMAN: In seeking the sumlJ!a:'f,jpi;lgrnent
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (20&)345-961 l
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on interconnection, Pocatello is not trying to
establish a standard for alternate points of
diversion. And the Court's questions about how much
are they interconnected, what is the history of use ·
in the past, those are issues to be addressed at
trial.
The purpose of the summary judgment
motion can be factual and it can be legal.
Pocatello is here. It's seeking a determination
that these sources are interconnected without asking
for further determination about the extent of
interconnection. That's just that the sources are
interconnected.
The issue -THE COURT: Fine.
MS. BEEMAN: -- related to whether there
needs to be a standard for alternate points of
diversion would be addressed at trial. That is not
the purpose of this -THE COURT: All right.
MS. BEEMAN: - this component of the summary
judgment motion.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you,
Ms. Beeman. I think we're about out of time for the
t u d
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motion for summary judgment filed by the City of
Pocatello.
THE COURT: Mr. Arrington,just before you
get too much further,just to make my record
clearer, the Surface Water Coalition is not a
separate party in these subcases -MR. ARRINGTON: Correct.
THE COURT: - but it's kind of a MR. ARRINGTON: Group of entities.
THE COURT: - tag line that you've used to
indicate the following parties: The American Falls
Reservoir, Twin Falls Canal Company, North Side
Canal Company, Milner lrrigation District, A&B
Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District,
Minidoka Inigation District - those entities?
MR. ARRINGTON: Right
THE COURT: So your arguments will apply to
all of those entities?
MR. ARRINGTON: Correct. And when I use the
term "Coalition" or "Surface Water Coalition," it
refers to all those entities.
THE COURT: Very good.
MR. ARRINGTON: All right.
THE COURT: I just wanted to clarify that for

1

!

)

j

;
I
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get to the next speaker. Thank you.
1
MR ARRINGTON: Good.
MS. BEEMAN: You're welcome.
2
THE COURT: You may go ahead.
THE COURT: Mr. Arrington, you're approaching 3
MR ARRINGTON: That's fine.
the podium. Will you be speaking on behalf of all
4·
Your Honor, as I see it, tlhere are four
of the Surface Water Coalition -5 issues that I'd like to address in tlhe time for me.
MR. ARRINGTON: Yes, your Honor.
6
First, you have municipal purpose of use
THE COURT: -- for purposes of the argument?
7 issue; second, we have the alternate points of
Thank you.
8 diversion slash interconnectedness issue; third, the
MR. ARRINGTON: Although Roger told me if I
9 injury issue; and fourth, time pennitting,
forgot anything, he'd jump right up and start
10 Pocatello's motion for attorney's fees that is in
talking.
11 their -- I believe it's their responsive reply to
THE COURT: lfl see himjumping up, I'll
12 (unintelligible).
know why he's doing it.
13
First of all, your Honor, municipal
MR. ARRINGTON: I should have taken an
14 purpose of use. You asked the question to
argument. I seem to have forgotten everything.
15 Ms. Beeman, does this objection raise a question or
1HE COURT: Okay. You're entitled to get
16 an issue of fact. Ms. Beeman answered no. And I
your - do you need to get more papers?
17 have to say I agree with her. I don't think there
MR. ARRINGTON: No, I'm just kidding. I'm
18 is an issue of fact there, although I think for very
just kidding Roger.
19 different reasons.
THE COURT: Okay. All right. ·
0
Section 42-1425, the
MR. ARRINGTON: Thank you; your Honor. May 1 accomplished-transfer statute, requires or allows .
it please the Court, today I am, as I said, speaking
2 the parties to forego tlhe Section 42-222 transfer
for the -- on behalf of the Coalition. I'm going to
3 requirements if that water user can be connected
address both the Surface Water Coalition's motion
4 witlh three requirements.
for summary judgment as well as respond to the
5
First, there must be a change to a
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-961 I
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certain element of that water right; in this case
1 the change from private ownership to municipal
we're discussing the purpose of use. lnere must be
2 ownership would be the change necessary to trigger
a change. Second, that change must have occurred
3 the impact of Section 1425.
prior to November 1987. And third, there must be a
4
There's been no such change. There has
lack of injury to other water rights.
5 been absolutely no change in these water rights.
6
The statute states as clearly as can be
6
TIIE COURT: What if there was a water right
7 in its most elemental requirement that there must be
7 that had been previously acquired by the City of
8 a change. Pocatello has never even asserted that
8 Pocatello and was licensed as an irrigation right -9 there was a change in this water right. This water
9
MR. ARRINGTON: Uh-huh.
10 right was developed as an irrigation right. A
10
TIIE COURT: -- but then there was a change in
11 license was applied for as an irrigation right, the
11 the use? For example, instead ofleasing the land
12 license was issued as an irrigation right. There
12 to a farmer, suddenly the airport started using that
13 was no appeal to these licenses, even one as late
13 as, I don't know, some sort of -- I don't know much
14 as, J believe, 2003 forthese irrigation rights.
14 about airports, I wish I had used another example
15 And then they were claimed before the SRBA as
15. now as I'm thinking out loud.
16 irrigation rights. The use has never changed.
16
MR. ARRINGTON: I'll let you change.
17
The Department analyzed these water
17
TIIE COURT: But the airplanes went off the
18 rights and determined that they were irrigation
18 end of the runway, to be a backup for tlJe runways or
19 rights. There has, in essence, been no change, a
19 something, it had a municipal use. If there was a
20 fact that is undisputed. Therefore, the
0 change, not an ownership, but a change in the manner
21 accomplished-transfer statute cannot apply and
1 in which the water right was used, would that apply
22 Pocatello cannot use the SRBA to change that element 2 under 42-1425?
23 of its water right.
3
MR. ARRINGTON: Ifit happened before 1987,
24
TIIB COURT: To look at Ms. Beernan's argument, 4 the change was a clear municipal use, then
25 I think she's saying that in -- weJl~,Ju;e1-tm=eJj1.lli.L--~~aJ..=rn~plished-transfer stat:ut""e_ _
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look at it this way: If there were a -- for
1
example, the Highlands Golf Course, which does not 2
have any precedential effect here because these are 3
separate water rights, but let's just look at that.
4
If there is a portion of land that is sprinkled to
5
create grass, if it's a farmer that's doing it, that
6
would most likely be an irrigation use.
7
MR. ARRINGTON: Correct.
8
TIIE COURT: If it's a municipality that's
9
doing it, and it's for the benefit of the residents
10
of the municipality, wouldn't you agree that that
11
could be a municipal purpose of use without any
12
other facts, without any licenses or anything else? 13
MR. ARRINGTON: Without any other facts, it 14
definitely could be a municipal right. But I think
15
if we get stuck on the nuances of the definition of 16
what a municipal right can or might be, then we'll 17
lose sight of the law, which is that you cannot use 18
the accomplished-transfer statute unless there has
19
been a change to the water right.
0
And furthermore, as to the Highlands
1
Golf Course water right, there is no precedential
2
value. The facts are a little different. But
3
concluding that was a private right that Pocatello
4
acquired, there was no error there, then certainly
5

would apply.
But once again, we don't have that
situation here. rt just hasn't changed. There has
been no change.
And so we run the risk of getting mired
down in this definition of what municipal use means.
And we shouldn't do that. We should just look at
the statute as a vehicle to make this change,. the
accomplished-transfer statute, and see that it
doesn't apply here.
k, to the error-of-law argument, it is
nnique, as Ms. Beeman said, to some of the facility
volume hearings, But, your Honor, I would remind
the Court that these rights were developed as
irrigation rights, claimed- applied for as
irrigation rights, and licensed as irrigation
rights.
If there was an error of law, as is now
claimed by Pocatello, Pocatello had every
opportunity at that point to challenge this alleged
error of law when the licenses were issued. No such
challenges ever occurred until now through_the
objection process.
1HE COURT: What difference does it make wha1
the purpose of use is here for these wati;.r ~gh,t;il
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. (208)345-9611
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What's the difference between a municipal -- having
1
these rights decreed with a municipal purpose or an
2
irrigation purpose?
3
MR. ARRINGTON: Well, your Honor, when you 4
change the purpose of use say from irrigation to
5
municipal, you're also· changing other elements of
6
that water right, such as season of use, volume,
7
other -- you're changing other elements as well. It
8
doesn't just affect -- it won't just affect the
9
purposes of use.
10
And it leaves open the possibility or
11
the opportunity to use these water rights in ways
12
that were never considered as they were developed,
13
applied for, licensed, and then claimed.
14
THE COURT: Did you say "place of use"?
15
MR. ARRINGTON: I meant "purpose of use." I 16
apologize ifl said "place of use."
17
THECOURT: Well,no,Imeansomeofthe
18
other collateral changes that you're referring to,
19
place of use also or 0
MR. ARRINGTON: Season of use I believe is
1
the one I said.
2
THE COURT: Season of use.
3
MR. ARRINGTON: And -- but what happens is it 4
opens up the water right. It chan
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as well when you open up the water right to
potential uses not considered when it was created.
There's -- if there's no more questions,
I'll move on.
THE COURT: Yes, please do.
MR. ARRINGTON: Let me address real briefly
the injury argument. Your Honor, as far as the
Coalition is concerned, I ~elieve this issue has
already been addressed by the Court and has already
been remanded to the Department in that August I 8th
summary judgment order the Court addressed.
Section 1425, accomplished transfer
claimed by the City of Pocatello, determined that
there were questions of fact created by the 706
report and, at the request of Pocatello, remanded
for further hearing.
The Coalition were unaware that such
further hearing or analysis had taken place yet.
That's really all that I have to say as far as the
injury, the injury claimed by Pocatello. I believe
that should be dismissed because it has already been
addressed by the Court, and I assume is still being
addressed or looked at by the Department.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you.
MR. ARRINGTON: Alternate points ofdiversio

.j
1 determined to be interconnected, that doesn't mean
2 that its right can be passed back and forth from one
3 source to another from groundwater to surface water
4 without analysis or concern. Surface water
5 fluctuates.
6
You go out to the river in May, they're
7 practically flowing over. You go out to the same·
8 river in July, and it's practically running dry.
9 There's so many different things that need to be
10 considered when dealing with transferring from
11 surface water source to a groundwater source. And
12 Pocatello hasn't done anything to allow such-- in
13 essence, a transfer from alternate points of
14 diversion.
15
Pocatello says that, well, prior to
16 1987, and in some indication in one of its briefs,
17 maybe even prior to 1969, it was using these
18 groundwater wells as alternate points of diversion
19 for its surface water rights.
O
Yes;· we look at the 1990 claim. And
1 under sworn statement Pocatello states that they are
2 nothing but surface water rights with surface water
3 diversions.
4
In order to show that these groundwater
t .• , I°'
:;. {.:,
5 wells are being used as alternate points of

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

and interconnection. First of all, interconnection.
l don't understand what Pocatello's summary judgment
motion would accomplish either. It (unintelligible)
determines that these water rights in the Snake
River basin are interconnected. Where we go from
there, I guess, depends on each individual subcase.
Here Pocatello asks the Court to make,
in essence, another determination that these water ·
rights are interconnected. It's already been
determined. It doesn't need to be determined again.
As to the alternate points of diversion,
this goes back to Section - and this -- these
refer, your Honor, specifically to water rights
271 --29-271 -THE COURT: Hang on just a second.
Alternative points of diversion?
MR. ARRINGTON: Alternative points of
diversion.
THE COURT: Okay. Yeah. And give me those
numbers again.
MR. ARRINGTON: In particular to water rights
29-271, -272, and -273. These are the surface water
claims.
THE COURT: Okay.
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1 diversion, logic tells us that Pocatello would have
1
2 to show, one, that their surface water diversions
2
3 went down, which they stated, that their groundwater 3
4 diversions went up, which they stated, but they must 4
5 also show that their groundwater diversions are more 5
6 than the total cumulative diversion rate allowed of
6
7 all the rights allowed at that particular well;
7
8 otherwise, it's just rights for abuse.
8
9
You must show that I need this surface
9
10 water here, I need more groundwater here, I have a 10
11 right here because I need (unintelligible) surface
11
12 water. Pocatello hasn't done that. Pocatello
12
13 hasn't shown that in any of their expert reports or
13
14 anything.
14
15
They say they diverted less from
15
16 surface, increased more from the groundwater for -- 16
17 but as far as the evidence shows, they were doing
17
18 nothing more than just diverting more groundwater 18
19 and less surface water. There's no· connection
19
20 between these two actions.
0
21
THE COURT: Well, let me ask you, kind of
·1
22 similar to this question I asked you before: What
2
23 difference does it make in these water rights if
3
24 they are -- if they are using these alternative
4

25 points of diversion m:_if1be.J¥ells are, a
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1 understand it, the way the Department would
2 recommend those: The well points of diversion are
3 exclusively recognized to be part of the well water
4 rights, those groundwater rights? What's the
5 difference in those water rights as you folks see
6 it?·
MR ARRINGTON: Well, first of all, there's a
7
8 great example in the State's response about this.
9 And I would point the Court to that because,
10 frankly, I can't remember the whole thing.
THE COURT: Yeah.
11
12
MR ARRINGTON: That just coined it
13 perfectly.
14
THE COURT: And rve read that one, all
15 right.
16
MR ARRINGTON: But the essence, what
17 happens, like I said earlier, you've got surface
18 water fluctuations, you've got different things, so
19 there's going to be times in the year where very
20 likely that surface water right would not have been
21 available; that would be water that Pocatello could
22 not have. But now that they have an alternate point
23 of diversion as a groundwater right, it's, in ,
24 essence, going to be available year-round.
25
Surface water availability fluctuates

significantly as the year -- throughout the year,
whereas groundwater rights stay very constant. And
that's going to impact other priorities along the
system and -- but like I said, I would defer to the
State's brief for that example on that.
THE COURT: Can you use a surface water right
through a well?
MR. ARRINGTON: I believe you can. In fact,
I believe the Department transfer memo provides for
such transfers dealing with -- with certain analysis
for such. But I mean, there's a whole lot of
analysis that has to take place, a whole lot that
has to be shown. Just because the water right or
just because sources are interconnected does not in
and of itself mean that you can pass your water
right back and forth.
Finally, your Honor, unless there's any
more questions, I'll address really briefly the
attorneys' fees -THE COURT: No, that's fine.
MR. ARRINGTON: -- matter.
Pocatello filed a motion for attorneys'
fees stating that the THE COURT: Did -- he didn't really file a

MR. ARRINGTON: I'm sorry.
THE COURT: -- argument in one of the briefs.
MR. ARRINGTON: It was part of their
4 responses and things.
5
THE COURT: Right.
6
MR. ARRINGTON: I apologize.
7 .
THE COURT: I just wanted to make sure there
8 wasn't something I was missing.
9
MR. ARRINGTON: There's so much.
10
THE COURT: There is.
11
MR. ARRINGTON: As long as you read it, we're
12 good.
13
THE COURT: I read it somewhere. All right.
14
MR. ARRINGTON: Asking for attorney fees ·
15 alleging that the Surface Water Coalition's
16 discovery responses were, in essence, inadequate.
17 The basis of this is Rule 3 7. However, Rule 37,
18 there are three instances where such motions or such
19 awards will not be allowed. And all three of them
O fit and apply here.
1
The first, Rule 37 (unintelligible) will
2 not be allowed if the party's failing to admit -- in
3 this case it's the Coalition -- had reasonable
. 4 grounds to believe the party might prevail.
5
. Now, we discussed Pocatello -- l drrrl •
1
2
3
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know ifl mentioned this. Pocatello hasn't even
1 is David Barber, deputy attorney general
addressed the lack of change in its water right.
2 representing the State of Idaho 'in this matter. And
\Vhy -- how they can they use accomplished-transfer 3 frankly, I find it very frustrating to be the ending
statute without making any change whatsoever to its 4 argument because I keep wanting to jump up and
water right? The Coalition had a reasonable basis
5 answer all the questions you're posing, your Honor.
to believe that it would prevail on this issue.
6
THE COURT: You kept a list of them and
The second reason, there was good reason
7 you'll answer them in order; right?
to admit Just because the Coalitio!I doesn't agree
8
MR BARBER: I have some of them written
with Pocate\lo's interpretation of the 706 report
9 · down.
does not provide grounds for attomeys' fees as
10
THE COURT: Okay.
sanctions. The Coalition is aware of the -- the
11
MR BARBER: I'd like to begin, though, by
example most used in the briefing is the
12 putting this argument into perspective, and that is
interconnectedness. The Coalition is aware of what 13 that the City of Pocatello is a claimant in this
the Department means when it said interconnected in 14 matter. They, as a claimant, have the obligation to
the 706 report
15 come forward with the evidence and also have the
However, Pocatello has taken that
16 ultimate burden of proof.
definition and now has construed it to mean that a · 17You will see throughout their brief
water right can be moved back and forth between · 18 statements to the effect the State of Idaho or the
surface and groundwater without any :further
19 SWIC did not prove injury, did not prove this or
analysis.
0 prove that. It's not my obligation to prove injury
The Coalition doesn't agree with that
1 or the evidence. It's their obligation to come
and the Coalition denies that.
2 forward with sufficient evidence to show that there
And fmally, the third reason for
3 is no injury present.
d~nying a Rule 37 request for sanctions in the form 4
So we always have to put this into
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instance Pocatello, fails to prove the truth of the
1
2
matter. Pocatello, again, has11't even addressed the
lack of change to their water "right. There is no
3
error oflaw. These water rights, there'are
4
multiple instances throughout this state. Some of
5
them are in the second affidavit (unintelligible)
6
talking of municipalities holding water rights other
7
than -- that are not municipal water rights; whether
8
they be irrigation or hydro or whatever the case may
9
be, they're not municipal rights. And there are
10
situations throughout the state likewise of private
11
entities holding municipal water rights. Toe use of
12
the water is what determines the nature of the
13
right.
14
And in this case the Deparlment has
15
looked and determined that these are irrigation
16
rights and that Pocatello has failed to prove the
17
truth of that matter.
18
And with that, unless there are other
19
0
questions, I'll sit down.
THE COURT: I don't have any current
1
questions. Thank you very much.
2
MR. ARRINGTON: Thank you.
3
THE COURT: Mr. Barber, you're up next.
4
MR. BARBER: May it please the Court, my nan:idl:5

simply ignored that and simply tried to shift that
burden to the State of Idaho, to the Surface Water
Coalition.
Now, I would like to sort of jump around
a little bit I want to address this issue about
the injury and address the issue that I brought up
in my brief that the City of Pocatello has jwnped on
me pretty hard about, arid that was the transfer
processing .memo.
And I have to tell the Court -- and rve ·
been advising state agencies in this and other
states since February 1975. And I have to actually
agree with some of the things they say in their
brief. I have to agree that the transfer processing
memo is not a regulation. It's not enforceable like
a regulation. I've given that advice many times to
state agencies. ru probably do it many times
before I quit practicing law.
The other thing is, they're certainly
right, the memo by its own terms does not directly
apply to an accomplished transfer under 42-1425.
So with those two confessions or
admissions to say, "Why in the world, Mr. Barber,
would you even put that in your brief?''. So if you
were to use my glasses and sort of look at things
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the way I do, it makes perfect sense. And you
1 Dollar Creek. And let's assume that we are a
probably don't want to do that, but let's see if!
2 municipal provider and we divert water from Dollar
can explain that to the Court and to counsel.
3 Creek a quarter mile above Lake Tahoe. And with
First off, the number one issue:
4 that diversion, we take that water, put it over in a
Injury. Injury, whether it's under 42-222 or
5 reservoir, and we serve our community.
6
And so we divert every -- we have a
Section 42-1425, that legal issue is exactly the
same. And that was one of the points I want to
7 diversion for six cfs. We divert every drop of six
make.
8 cfs water that comes down there.
Now, the other one is that if you put my
9
But as :tvfr. Arrington was indicating,
1O glasses on and you look at the transfer processing
10 with respect to surface water streams, it's a common
11 memo, my perception of that memo is that it provide 11 understanding that we have high flows and low flows
12 a more lenient standard than what the common law 12 during the year. It's part of the hydrologic cycle,
13 provides in the stateofldaho. And I was simply
13 so that during the snow-melt period, we might have a
14 cutting the City of Pocatello some slack here. 1
14 very large flow, greater than six cfs. But at some
15 said, "Well, if they're going to use this more
15 point in time, certainly late August, early
16 lenient standard for transfers under 42-222, I don't 16 September, the flow drops much below that to almost
17 have any basis to say we should apply a separate
17 nothing since it's a small watershed going into the
18 standard under the common law.
18 lake there.
19
Now, if they don't want to have the more
19
So let's examine what happens when that
20 lenient standard applied to them, that's fine.
0 municipality has grown a little bit and realizes
21 Let's just do it under the common law.
1 that this Dollar Creek isn't providing enough water
22
And let me explain to you why it's more
2 for its present need. It looks at the idea, says,
23 lenient, and I want to sort of take off on that
3 "Look, well, we've got Lake Tahoe here. _There's
24 example that :tvfr. Arrington referred to and I want
4 plenty of water in there. Let's just move that
25 give you a hypotheru:a.LAnd.I'llJ:i.l,_ll.-"JJ'--~-~d'-'"-point of diversion a quarter mile downstream to the
Page
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1 lake. Instead of having a gravity diversion, we now
THE COURT: Okay. Can I just -- the transfer 2 have a pump diversion."
processing memo, which attachment is it? I'm just
3
Ifwe analyze that under the transfer
trying to -4 processing memo, you would approve it. And you
MR BARBER: I believe it was attached to the 5 would approve it because it says as its requirement
supplemental director's report.
6 that there be at least a 50 percent relationship.
THE COURT: Okay.
7 In other words, if you took 50 percent out at the
MR BARBER: But I don't know which one it is 8 new point of diversion, would that - would there be
off the top of my head. I regret - ·
9 that relationship within one day?
TIIE COURT: I'll find it. Thank you.
10
And since the fact that I posed to the
MR BARBER: Okay. Anyway, let me give you 11 Court, it's only a quarter mile, we don't divert it
this hypothetical, and it's going to be somewhat
12 up at the original point of diversion, we let it
amusing, I hope. But rn also maybe hopefully
13 flow down to the lake, there's going to be almost
instruct you too.
14 100 percent of that diverted down at the lake within
Let's assume that the state ofldaho
15 the same day. The transportation time is very
grows larger than it presently is, that it actually
16. limited between those two points.
includes the water body that is Lake Tahoe that now 17
And so we would -- under the transfer
straddles the California-Nevada border. And if
18 processing memo, we'd say that's okay.
you've ever been down there and seen that beautiful 19
What would we do under the common law?
lake, it's essentially a very large lake with a
O Let's take Idaho's common law and apply it to that
great volume of water bordered on all sides by a
1 situation.
The case tl1at I cited was Sprocket
series of mountains and the Truckee River flows out 2
ofit down towards Reho on its northern end.
3 versus Jones. And it basically says that if you're
There are some very small tributaries
4 a junior appropriator, you have a right to rely on
that flow into Lake Tahoe. Let's take one of them: . 5 the conditions that existed when lou Vi'~e-&'3ur
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1 appropriation. And we're going to asswne there are
2 lots of other junior appropriators around that lake ·
3 and perhaps even on Dollar Creek.
4
And so what happens is that if you
5 looked at that, what would the city get in terms of
6 total volume of water diverted up at its original
7 pod, we'll call it X - I 00 acre feet a year,
8 whatever it might be.
9
!fin fact you go down to the lake
10 itself, you get a full supply, six cfs for the
11 entire year, a much greater quantity.
12
And the way I look at it, is what you've
13 done is you've gone from unreliable surface water
14 supply to a -- in this case, a completely reliable
15 ,surface water supply. Always there. And there is a
16 big difference in the amount of water that the
17 municipality gets, and that different -- that
18 additional water is water that you're taking from
19 someone else.
20
Now, I can't answer the City's question
21 and say, "Who am I injuring?" but I know that
22 greater quantity of water is going to injure
23 someone. And I think that's a conclusion from the

1
THE COURT: I'm just wondering, under
2 42-1425, talking about accomplished transfers, and
3 even under 42-222, do those statutes provide for
4 additional alternative points of diversion? You
5 know, they talk about change of points of diversion.
6 And I was just looking at the statute as we were
7 sitting here.
8
MR. BARBER: And the question you have is an
9 interesting one. 1-- off top ofmy head right now,
10 I'm not aware of a case that says it allows
11 alternate points of diversion. However, this is not
12 a basis for me to argue against the City of
13 Pocatello. I would say it's included within the
14 tenns.
15
If that was the only issue here, I would
16 be in agreement with the City of Pocatello,they may
17 add to the diversion, certainly. And, you know,
18 actually, it happens not on an infrequent basis.
19
Certainly, some of the clients I
0 represent, you will have, for example, a well. And
1 if you're familiar with wells, they wear out. Any
2 number of issues happen with them. And so while the
3 one well is still operating and providing the water,
4 it may not be providing quite as much.
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1
a little bit, instead of that being Lake Tahoe
downstream, we have instead the groundwater aquifer- 2
that's essentially the situation that the City of
3
Pocatello is in.
4
And my answer is exactly the same.
5
Transfer processing memo would say you could do
6
that. But Sprocket versus Jones says no.
7
And so I'm quite happy, let's go ahead
8
and have the Court apply Idaho common law. Don't 9
cut them any slack. Make them go ahead and do that. 10
But it is essentially going to preclude any such
11
transfer.
12
And all you have to do when you have
13
this issue ofan unreliable supply versus a reliable
14
supply on injury, all you have to do is look at
15
under the original right, how much water would you 16
be able to take and under the revised right how much 17
water would they be able to take. And if the amount 18
of water you're able to take under the proposed
19
1.rai1Sfer is more, then there's injury and it should
O
be precluded.
1
THE COURT: Let me ask you another question, 2
Mr. Barber. This is a little bit off what we've
3
talked about before.
4
MR. BARBER: Okay.
.
5
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application for transfer with the Department, and
you say, "I want to add a point of diversion over
here because I have a municipal supply." Maybe I
have a prison or something like that where I have to
have a reliable supply. And so I can't wait until
it fails and then go through the process. I've got
to do it now.
So no, I wouldn't want to use that as a
basis to say no here.
I -- there's been a lot of talk about
the municipal purposes. You asked - one of
questions you ask is, "What difference does it make
with respect to municipal.purpose?" And if you go
back to my brief, I do cite a statute. I think the
citation actually in there is incorrect.
At one point I say it's a 1997 session
law. In fact, it's a 1996 session law but in any
event, the page number is correct. And I apologize
to counsel and the Court for that misstatement.
But suffice it to say, that particular
act made some special provisions with respect to
water rights that are municipal rights.
It basically says that there -- the
forfeiture provisions don't apply in some
circunIBtances, up to your reasonably foreseeabl7l .~ '") 7
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1 need. -And so that's a tremendous advantage, and I 1 think Ms. Beeman and possibly Mr. Arrington would
2 think it's an appropriate advantage. Certainly for
2 like to give short answers, since they've both got
3 a growing city or, for that matter, a prison or
3 motions pending.
4 anything else, anything else that qualifies as a
4
Shall we take a short break so everybody
5 municipal provider, that they have a little more
5 can collect their thoughts and we will come back?
6 flexibility than the Fire Appropriation Doctrine as 6
MR. ARRINGTON: Sure.
7 it originally came about as the common law was
7
THE COURT: Okay. All right. We will - for
8 devised.
8 those of you on the phone, we're going to take about
9
So I would like to point that out to the
9 a five-minute recess. We'll go off the record. And
1O Court, that there is a big difference there. And
10 we are off the record.
11 that also means that 11
(Recess.)
12
TIIB COURT: What's the effect of the date of 12
THE COURT: We are back on the record
13 enactment of that? Does that apply only to
13 continuing in the summary judgment argument for the
14 prospective water rights or-14 City of Pocatello and the Surface Water Coalition on
15
MR. BARBER: That's a very good point. My 15 Ianuary the 17th, 2007. And we're just about to
16 analysis is that that is a prospective application.
16 wrap up with final remarks from Io Beeman and then
17 It's fairly unusual for a Court to apply· a statute
17 Mr. Arrington.
18 retroactively. And I haven't thought about that
18
Ms. Beeman, we'll have the City of
19 issue for some time. Frankly, I do know that
19 Pocatello proceed with about ten minutes of
20 sometimes they do it.
0 argument.
21
But suffice it to say, they have to jump
1
MS. BEEMAN: Thank you. And then you'll ask
·22 through the hoops to do that So I would say it is
2 questions? ·
23 a prospective.
3
THE COURT: I usually do, so...
24
So the caution· I would have to this and
4
MS. BEEMAN; I want to clarify, the Surface
2.5J..w.nuld.pi:w.irle to the Comtis..that hecansi>..the
~ lition is saying that 42-1425 is not
Page 58
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is that special circumstance that applies to
1
municipal rights, there -- the Court, along with the
2
Department of Water Resources assessor, need to be 3
careful about who they hand out and for what rights 4
they hand out that special privilege to.
5
One of the points that we made in our
6
brief, just because you qualify as a municipality
7
doesn't mean that every drop of water that you
8
divert as a municipality is necessarily a municipal
9
water right.
10
And as certainly Mr. Arrington pointed
11
out, there are a lot of municipalities that have .
12
water rights that are irrigation only, certainly
13
other water rights as well. I certainly am not in a
14
position to say that I've studied what the
15
classification of rights are across the state and
16
can give you a good summary of that. But I do know 17
that certainly that does exist.
18
So with that, I'd be happy to respond to
19
any questions the Court might have.
0
TIIB COURT: All right. Thank you,
1
Mr. Barber. I think I interrupted you with the
2
questions I had, so I appreciate your arguments.
3
MR. BARBER: Thank you.
4
THE COURT: Counsel, I do know that I would 5

·
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applicable to Pocatello's motion for summary
judgment on municipal purpose of use. IfJ did not
make it clear during original argument, Pocatello is
looking at an error-of.law argument.
MR. BAXTER: Special Master, I apologize.
MS. BEEMAN: Is this better?
THE COURT: Is that better?
MR. BAXTER: Yeah.
MS. BEEMAN: Sorry.
THE COURT: No problem.
MS. BEEMAN: I was turning to address the
municipal purpose-of-use argumerit by the Surface
Water Coalition. And I wanted to clarify that
Pocatello's motion for summary judgment is based on
the error of law being correctal;,le, and that a
license with an error of law does not preclude an
SRBA claim to correct that error oflaw, nor does it
preclude the Court from granting that purpose of
use.
THE COURT: So is your position that the
Court over the decision of the Department of Water
Resources could correct an error oflaw by the
Department of Water Resources and by the claimant?
MS. BEEMAN: Absolutely. You know what they
say about Courts, you're right even when you're
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wrong, which THE COURT: I haven't ever heard that before.
MS. BEEMAN: Well, rve heard it off the
record a lot. But it's true. Once a decree is
entered, it's a new (unintelligible) proceeding.
And part of the great public good in the SRBA is to
get that right. And Pocatello believes that the
error oflaw is correctable and that motion for
summary judgment is appropriate.
When the Court asks for the effective
change from the purpose of use from irrigation to
municipal, Pocatello is only focusing on, in its
summary judgment, on the purpose of use.· It does
not ask for change in season of use in this motion
for summary-judgment, nor does it ask for a change
in place of use. Those are separate issues that
would have to be addressed at trial.
The summary judgment for municipal
purpose of use is only the purpose of use.
THE COURT: But my question is, though:
What's the impact of that? I mean, is it the City
of Pocatello's position that the change from
iqigation to municipal would effect a change in the
period of use or the season of use or in the place
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MS. BEEMAN: Those are really separate
issues. The - in answer to the question about what
does change in irrigation to municipal mean, it
means that a municipal water right can -- I do
disagree with Mr. Barber's comments.
Part and parcel, the common law for
municipal water rights is that they're exempt from
forfeiture and that cities can grow into those water
rights. And that is -- that is unquestioned in the
common law. And I THE COURT: Well, I don't know that we can
say it's unquestioned. I mean, some states -- I
have followed this -- not recently -- but some
states have -- for example, in I believe it's
Colorado, the Great and Growing Cities Doctrine
comes from the case of Denver. But I don't know how
necessarily solid we can say we are in other states
on that. But I mean, I take your point that -MS. BEEMAN: This is under Idaho's common
law, the law applicable in the SRBA. The common law
in Idaho.
I would give you the cite, but 1 think
its use for the City of Pocatello, there are a
number of cases that predate the 1996 amendment to,
you know, the Idaho code having to do with

1
If you look at the Highlands Golf Course
2 and see what we've done with place of use there, you
3 have municipal purpose of use. There is a
4 designation in the place-of-use comment at the end
5 of the director's recommendation that says where it
6 is currently being used.
7
There are many ways to address this.
8 Pocatello is not going to argue that if it prevails
9 on this motion for summary judgment that that
10 automatically creates some change to the place of
11 use for these particular water rights. Those have
12 to be dealt with on their own merits.
13
Also, on the concern expressed that
14 Pocatello's motion -- not Pocatello's motion, but
.. j
15 the Surface Water Coalition's comments as to those
16 three surface water rights, 29-271, -272, and -273
17 that it pass back and forth the (unintelligible)
18 sources.
19
One of the things that is not at issue
O in these subcases is 42-1426, enlargement. What the
1 Surface Water Coalition is referring to there and
2 also what Mr. Barber is referring to is going from
.')
:i
3 an unreliable source to a reliable source. We're
.'
4 talking about an enlargement.
5
If you diverted this amount, you know, t • .. , 'i

discussion of claims arising.
The other thing - and this is
significant going forward-- our statutes now
provide that ifwe have an irrigation right and
you're subject to an order from the agent, you're
mandated into a groundwater district.
And the municipal purpose of use is also
important for the City of Pocatello because it
allows the City to do its own mitigation and not to
be mandated into a groundwater district. And that's
the statutes Idaho Code 42-5200 and following.
THE COURT: So am I getting this right? The
City of Pocatello will - is not going to be looking
at an expanded season of use by changing the purpose
of use and will not be looking at an expanded place
of use for these water rights?
MS. BEEMAN: The City sees these as separate
issues. To the extent it has objected to the place
of use on whether the water rights (unintelligible)
summary judgment on the municipal place of use,
Pocatello is not going to be in a position of
saying, "Well, summary judgment's been granted on
municipal purpose of use, therefore, enter a surface
area designation for place of use." Now, that's a
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at Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creek, how can you tak
more if you're using a well as an alternate point of
diversion? That is not an issue in these cases.
THE COURT: Let me ask you this: Is there
currently a volumetric limitation on the City of
Pocatello's surface water right? Or is it just a MS. BEEMAN: It's just a rate of diversion.
8
THE COURT: A rate of diversion. ·
9
MS. BEEMAN: In general, Idaho does not
1O impose volumetric limitations on surface water
11 rights regardless of whether it's irrigation or
12 municipal or industrial. It does for groundwater,
13 but not for surface.
14
THE COURT: But isn't that Mr. Barber's
15 point? If you're taking a diversionary right and
16 you're entitled to a diversion and you're changing
17 it from a source that is only available on an
18 intennittent basis and putting that into a
19 groundwater source, isn't that using more - more
20 volume, even though the definitions of the elements
21 may not change? That's how I understood his point.
22 Maybe I wasn't getting it as well as he was putting
23 it or in the same way that you're understanding it.
24 But that was my understanding of his point.
25
MS. BEEM
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have - and remember, this is in reference to
Pocatello's motion for summary judgment on the
injury issue as of November 19th, 1987.
No one has alleged that Pocatello has
diverted more in using wells as an alternate point
of diversion. No one has alleged that Pocatello is
taking more water than would be available in that
surface water source. That simply is not an issue
here.
. The TIIE COURT: I guess the way I look at the
issue that the State ofldaho and the Surface Water
Coalition is raising-- maybe I'm not fully
understanding their point, but I'm trying to see it
this way, or I guess I'm seeing it this way, and
that is that we start out with two separate water
rights: Surface water rights that have as their
source Gibson Jack and Mink Creek, which are surfa
water intermittently available depending on
conditions, and those have a priority date and they
have a season of use and they have rate of
diversion. And then there are the groundwater
rights which have all of those limitatio!JS
individually as well.
And I guess what I was thinking their

1
2
3
4
5
6

argument was, that if you combine these in a sense
or consider them to be just alternate points of
diversion for the surface water right, if you
consider those wells to be alternative points of
diversion for those surface water rights, aren't you
somehow transmuting those surface water rights into
T something more than that, which would involve some
8 sort of an expansion of the right or an enlargement,
9 therefore that's the argument about not allowing
10 them? I guess that's what fm understanding it as.
11 And again, correct me where rm wrong.
12
MS. BEEMAN: Well, we have the statute that
13 addresses that forthe(unintelligible) is 42-1426,
14 the enlargement. And that has not been alleged as
15 an issue here, nor has -you know, the issue that
16 you are raising is appropriate. And the details
17 that have been discussed as for alternate points of
18 diversion and administration of alternate points of
19 diversion are not raised in the summary judgment
O motion.
1
In fact, at trial I anticipate some of
2 the things we will talk about-· and this is a big
3 one -- has to do with basinwide issue five and
4 conjunctive management.
tkind of detail a:ce to be determin=ed-~
Page 68
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by the Court? What are to be determined in later
administration?
One of the things I will be bringing to
the Court is the briefing that the State ofldaho
did in the Gooding County case, If you look at what
arguments are made in the history of the SRBA and
more recently in the Gooding County issues related
8 to conjunctive administration, there's a good
9 formula there for what the Court decides and what is
10 decided in later administrations.
11
Pocatello's summary judgment motion on
12 injury is just where are the facts? And the
13 standard of, you know, the burden of proof that
14 Mr. Barber talks about and that Pocatello has to
15 show no injury and what the common law provides, my
16 answer to that is the legislature in its authority
17 set some boundaries on that in 1425.
18
The legislature finds that many of these
19 changes occurred with the knowledge of other water
O users. And the water has been distributed to the
1 right as changed. The legislature (unintelligible)
2 and declares that the continuation of historic water
3 use patterns resulting from these changes is a
4 little bit (unintelligible). And then it provided
5 no other assisting water right was injured.,is.,a,5ill.d
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1 of a change.
2
The legislature has said
3 (unintelligible) in this. And I was -- Mr. Barber.'s
4 reference to common law, that's one comment.
5
The other is we still use the same
6 50 percent standard from the transfer guidelines.
7 And he and I (unintelligible) you know, the memo is
8 not a regulation. It hasn't been adopted with
9 concern to the SRBA, and I would further think it
10 really is under Nationwide 5, not part of what we
11 are doing in the adjudication, although that is a
12 matter we can discuss at trial.
.
13
All Pocatello was asking is, where in
14 the past were the water rights? (unintelligible) an
15 entry, you want to apply. Are there any facts as of
16 November 19th, 1987? And Pocatello has provided
17 everything it possibly can. It has provided the
18 records of all of this water use, its -- you know,
19 for years and years and years, and discussed -- it
20 has done everything it can. What it asked for here
21 and why it's asking for summary judgment is
22 (unintelligible).
23
Where are the water rights? Where is
24 the injury as of November 19th, 1987?
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1 water supply being changed to a reliable groundwater 1
2 supply, if that were an issue and if that had
2
3 happened as ofNovember 19th, 1987, where are the 3
4 facts?
4
5
The reason Pocatello filed this motion
5
6 for summary judgment was to help (unintelligible)
6
7 which ones may be there or not. And I personally am 7
8 · very glad for the discourse we have had on this from 8
9 all the parties and the Court.
9
10 ·
When you talk about a municipal purpose
10
11
11' of use, there's a reason why municipal rights are
12 not subject to forfeiture. They have to take all
12
13 comments. During the break (unintelligible) I
13
14 wanted to be able to cite to you - there were many 14
15 talks on municipal water rights.
15
16
But constitutionally the
16
17 ·(unintelligible) -- I don't want to be talking
17
18 beyond the record, but when you look at
18
· 19 (unintelligible), Idaho, that the river, municipal
19
· 20 water, they're able to do it because it stands on
0
1
21 the shoulder ofa franchise agreement with a
2
22 municipal water provider.
3
23
There's a reason, a real important
4
24 public reason for why cities have these water
25 rights, that, you know, as the city grows in size,
5

the water rights will move as the city does. It's
not subject to forfeiture.
And if the Court -- well, we have our
trial management conference. Maybe some of these
issues can be addressed in trial briefs.
But - and then Pocatello -- the
components ofits motion for summary judgment were
to help clarify what we do or don't need to do at
trial.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you,
Ms. Beeman.
Mr. Arrington, if you can keep your
comments to about ten minutes.
MR. ARRINGTON: I will try to. I will be as
brief as possible. I want to, in essence, address
what Ms. Beeman said and summarize.
Your Honor, the gist of the Surface
Water Coalition's argument is that Section 1425
requires change. No such change has existed here.
Section 1425 also requires a showing by
the claimant, in this case Pocatello, that there is
no injury and no enlargement. Pocatello hasn't
shown that.
I believe the example given by

There is no showing of a lack of enlargement. When
you change a right from an irrigation right to a
municipal right, there are other necessary changes
that follow. And I find it telling that Ms. Beeman
would not answer your question directly.
When you change a right to municipal
right, you change things like season of use, place
of use. The place of use would become -- I forget
the language that was sought for all the objections,
but something to the effect of in the municipal
boundaries of the City of Pocatello as defined by
such and such statute.
This is a much broader place of use than
the specifically identified -- specifically
identified area where the irrigation rights were.
There was no error of law here. These rights are
irrigation rights. The Department has looked at
them. The Department has made that determination.
Municipalities can hold rights that are
not irrigation rights. I mean -- I'm sorry --.that
are not municipal rights. That's -- I did a search
on the Department's web page, and almost every city
I looked up has rights that were not municipal
rights. So there -- plainly there was no error of
law.
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1
And for those reasons, your Honor, and
2 for those stated earlier in the brief, the Court
3 should deny Pocatello's motion and grant our motion.
4
And unless you have a question, I'm
1
5 done.
6
THE COURT: I don't. Thank you,
7 Mr. Arrington.
8
Thank you, Counsel.
9
MR ARRINGTON: Thank you.
1O
THE COURT: And with that, we stand adjourned
11 on the summary judgment argument. And we're off th
12 record.
13
(Recess.)
14
THE COURT: We are back on the record beca
15 the Court forgot to ask the Department of Water
16 Resources ifit had any additional report, but not
17 legal argument.
18
Mr. Baxter did you have a report that
19 you wanted to give?
20
MR BAXTER: Your Honor, I felt compelled to
21 make a point on behalf of the Department 22
THE COURT: Sure.
23
MR BAXTER: - that the Department disagrees
24 with the conclusions indicated by both the parties
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The City of Pocatello in its brief said
or argued that the transfer processing memo was not
a rule or regulation adopted in accordance with
!DAPA (phonetic), and I agreed with that. And I
hope that's consistent with what Mr. Baxter is_
saying. And I don't know that-· that's at least
7 the way I look at it.
8
THE COURT: Yeah, that's my understanding of
9 it. That's consistent with what he's saying. I
10 know it's hard for us to get close enough to the mic
11 so some ofus on the phone can hear. But that was
12 consistent with what Ms. Beeman was saying and with
13 what Mr. Barber was saying.
14
MR. BAXTER: I appreciate the opportunity,
15 your Honor.
16
THE COURT: No problem.
17
And with that, we'll go back off the
18 record.
19
(Recess.)
O
THE COURT: We are back on the record
1 continuing in the subcases involving the City of
2 Pocatello. The summary judgment we just finished up
3 with.
We also were scheduled for a case
4
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I also have been involved in litigation
1 conference today for any additional issues we needed
over the rule-versus-guidance issue for a number of 2 to bring up.
years with BHU. And the transfer memo is guidance. 3
When we were off the record, the parties
For the Court's reference, 57-5250
4 brought up the issue of the remand that was sought
weighs out (unintelligible) and all written
5 by the City of Pocatello under 42-1425.
documents. They're intended to guide agency actions 6 ·
As you know, the parties then did
(unintelligible) of persons outside the agency.
7 seek-- the Court granted that motion, set out a
This is clearly agency guidance and is
8 deadline for the hearings, and I believe set out
appropriate in the way that the Department is
9 deadlines for 706 report.
implementing it.
10
At the request of the parties, those
So I just wanted to go on the record
11 deadlines were stayed. The order wasn't stayed, but
with that.
12 the deadlines were stayed. And the parties have
THE COURT: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Baxter. 13 asked us to review that again and maybe set some
And actually - and I know that the
14 additional deadlines for a hearing if we need to do
technical end here is sometimes not good, but I was 15 one.
understanding that that's consistent with what
16
Jbe Department may -- and the parties
Mr. Barber was saying.
17 may report that they've taken actions that they
He was, I think, saying that he agreed
18 consider to comply with that hearing. But at any
that it was not a rule, but that it had been
19 rate, if we need to have a 706 report, we will talk
promulgated. And I think Ms. Beeman said the same O about a deadline on that.
thing. But maybe-·
1
We have throvm out the possibility of
Mr. Barber is going to the microphone,
2 having that deadline be on February the 9th. And
so he'll explain it himself.
3 again, that would be basically talking about the
MR BARBER: That's what I hoped I said. I
4 detennination of the Department under the City of
was not- let me back up..
5 Pocatello's claim under 42-1425. And I t};li~th,.llt's
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1 all we need to say about it.
2
We also said that the City of Pocatello
3 wanted to talk to its mayor and city attorney about
4 its position on that. The other parties need to
5 reconnoiter in that regard also. So we are going to
6 set an additional case management hearing tomorrow
7 on January the 18th at 2:30.
8
Anybody have anything to add? If not,
9 we stand adjourned for the day.
10
MR. BARBER: Your Honor, I would like -11
1BE COURT: Oh, hold on. Mr. Barber's
12 standing and going to the podium.
13
MR. BARBER: Yes. !just want a
14 clarification. I have no problem with what you said
15 at all on this. But l'm looking at the Court's
16 order dated the 2nd of August 2006, and with
17 (unintelligible) it refers to a trial management
18 conference and negotiate management order, includin
19 deadlines for trial briefs, et cetera. And that's
20 what you said we were going to do today.
21
We don't have actually a trial brief
22 deadline, unless I misunderstood or did not hear
23 something. And I have no problem putting that trial
24 brief deadline, in terms of discussing, off until
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myself that I didn't have a problem, assuming that's
next week, through some misunderstanding on my p .
SoTHE COURT: Remind me, Mr. Barber, when is
our pretrial conference?
MR. BARBER: The pretrial conference is set
for January 24th. So that's seven days from today.
THE COURT: January 24th. Okay. I'll throw
this out. Let's maybe talk about it tomorrow.
Generally, I set exchange of exhibits and witness
lists and also any trial briefs at the time of the
pretrial conference. We can do it that way. We can
alter it. So maybe -- those are good points.
Let's remember to address those tomorrow
and everybody give me your thoughts on that.
. MR BARBER: T\iat's great. I wasn't -- I
certainly know that practice of the Court. I do not
have a trial brief drafted at this point. And if I
was expected to have one in a week, it would change
what I was doing, certainly, so ...
1BE COURT: Fair enough. We will talk about
it tomorrow, and we'll set deadlines tomorrow.
MR. BARBER: Thank you.
THE COURT: All right. Thank yotL We stand
adjourned.
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TIMELINE
DESCRIPTION

DATE

''

..

04/06/1989

City of Aberdeen files notices of claim for 35-0471 and 35-7808. Each water right
claims 4 points of diversion (wells). Water right 35-0471 is a statutory claim. Water
right 35-7808 claims are consistent with those on the license. (Pocatello Exhibits 172,
173)

08/31/1989

City of Rupert files notices of claim for 36-7115 and 36-7862. Each water right claims
4 points of diversion (wells). Water Right 36-7115 claims I point of diversi?n
consistent with the license and 3 additional points of diversion. (Pocatello Exhibits
174, 176)

02/03/1990

City of Jerome files notice of claim 36-02518. The claim lists one point of diversion
that services 5 water rights. This is consistent with the license. (Pocatello Exhibit 179)

04/19/1990

City of Pocatello files notices of claim for 29-271, 29-4222, 29-272, 29-273, 292274A, 29-2274B, 29-11343, 29-11344, 29-4221, 29-2274C, 29-11348, 29-11342,
29-2324, 29-11339, 29-4224, 29-4226, 29-4225, 29-2382, 29-2401, 29-4223, 292499, 29-7106, 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7222, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7431, 29-7450, 297770. See Exhibit 6, Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman. Water right numbers 29-2274A
and 29-2274B were claimed with multiple points of diversion that were consistent
with the license. Water right 29-7106 claimed a single point of diversion that was
consistent with the license in addition to 2 other points of diversion that were not
consistent with the license. Water right 29-7322 claimed a single point of diversion
consistent with the license plus one additional point of diversion that was not
consistent with the license.

11/02/1992

IDWR issues a recommendation for 36-2518 (City of Jerome) for 6 points of

.)

diversion (wells) with NO condition remark. (Pocatello Exhibit 179)
02/04/1994

.

The SRBA court declares Idaho Code 42-1416 and 42-1416A (the "presumption"
statute and the "accomplished transfer" statute) unconstitutional. Memorandum
Decision and Order on Basin-Wide Issue No. 1, February 4, 1994 .

02/28/1994

The Idaho Supreme Court bolds that IDWR's director has no discretion regarding
carrying out the laws relative to the distnlrution of water in accordance with rights of
prior appropriation. Musser v. Higginson, 871 P .2d 809 (1994).

04/12/1994

In response to the Idaho Supreme Court's February 4, 1994 decision, the Idaho State
Legislature repeals Idaho Code 42-14 I 6 and 42-l 4 l 6A (the "presumption" staMe and
the "accomplished transfer" staMe) and enacts Idaho Code sections 42-1425, 421426, 42-1427 I.C. 1994ldaho Session Laws, ch. 454 §-§ 31-33, p. 1443.

11/01/1994

IDWR adopts the Iwles for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water
Resources. 37-0311-9302, Final Rule, Bulletin Vol. 94-10.

I
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12/07/1994

The SRBA court enters Order Designating Basin-Wide Issue No. 4 to address the
constitutionality ofldaho Code sections 42-1425, 42-1426, 42-1427 as written.

05/17/1995

The SRBA court issues a Revised Memorandum Decision and Order on Basin-Wide
Issue No. 4 declaring 42-1425, 42-1426, and 42-1427 constitutional as interpreted by
the court.

10/02/1996

The Idaho Supreme Court affirms the constitutionality of 42-1425, 42-1426, and 421427, but it applies a different standard than the SRBA court. Freemont Madison
Irrigation District v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 926 P.2d 1301 (1996).

12/03/1997

IDWR publishes notice of intent to promulgate rules for Water Management Rules.
37-0313-9701, Negotiated Rulemaking Bulletin Vol. 97-12.

04/01/1997

City of Rupert files notices of claim for 36-15488 and 36-15489. Each water right
claims 4 points of diversion (wells). Both are beneficial use claims. (Pocatello
Exhibits 177, 178)

10/30/1997

IDWR issues a recommendation for 36-7115, 36-7862, 36-15488, and 36-15489 (City
ofRupert) with NO condition remark. Each water right claims 4 points of diversion
(wells). (Pocatello Exhibits 174, 176, 177, 178)

12/05/1997

The SRBA issues a partial decrees for 36-7115, 36-7862, 36-15488, and 36-15489
(City of Rupert) with NO condition remark. Each water right claims 4 points of
diversion (wells). (Pocatello Exhibits 174, 176, 177, 178)

03/18/1998

IDWR publishes notice of negotiated rulemaking for water right transfers. 37-03149801, Negotiated Rulemaking Bulletin Vol. 98-5.

06/02/1998

SRBA issues a partial decree for 36-02518 (City of Jerome) with NO condition
remark. The water right includes 6 points of diversion (wells). (Pocatello Exhibit 179)

10/07/1998

IDWR published Proposed Water Management Rules. 37-0313-9701, Proposed Rule,
Bulletin Vol. 98-10. The proposed rules contain the following language:
Definition of"Enlargement": "Any increase in one or more elements of a
water right." (page 169)
Enforcement of Diversion Rate and Volume: "Diversion and use of water
shall not exceed the diversion rate and annual diversion volume authorized
under the water right." (page 172)
Enforcement of Point of Diversion: ''the diversion from points other than
the point or points authorized by the water right will not be regulated to
prevent diversion if the following conditions are satisfied: the new point of
diversion is claimed on accomplished transfer and there is no
information available to show that the claim is erroneous or that such use
will cause injury to other water rights or is an enlargement." (page 172)

an

Enforcement of the Use ofWaterRill'hts from Surface Water Sources Prinr

2

to Using Water From Ground Water Sources: "Water shall not be diverted
and used under a ground water right unless the amount of water available
for use from a natural flow surface water right for the same beneficial use is
physically or legally unavailable under the right for the beneficial use
authorized under the rights." (page 173)

"'6

01/26/1999

IDWR issues a recommendation for 35-4071 and 35-7808 (City of Aberdeen) with
NO condition remark. Each water right includes 4 points of diversion (wells).
(Pocatello Exhibits 172, 173)

09/25/2000

IDWR publishes notice of continuation of negotiated rulemaking for Water
Management Rules. 37-0313-9701, Negotiated Rulemaking {2nd Notice), Bulletin Vol.
00-11.

10/25/2000

IDWR publishes notice of intent to promulgate rules for the Eastern Snake Plain
Aquifer Water Management Rnles.37-0315-0001, Negotiated Rulemaking, Bulletin
Vol. 00-12.

11/17/2000

The SRBA issues partial decrees for 35-04071 and 35-7808 (City of Aberdeen) with
NO condition remark. Each water right claims 4 points of diversion (wells). (Pocatello
Exhibits 172, 173)

07/11/2001

IDWR distributes notice of continued negotiation for the General Water Management
Rules. See Exhibit 3, Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman. The rules include the following
prOVISIODS:
Definition of"Elements" of a Water Right: "The elements of a water right
include the source of water, date of priority, the maximum quantity of water
that may be diverted, point of diversion, purpose of use, place of use, extent
of use, period of use, and conditions on the exercise of the water right
included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application." (Exhibit
3, page 3)
Definition of"EXPansion" of a Water Right: "Any increase in one or more
of the elements ofwater right that increases the extent ofbeneficial use
defined and authorized under a valid water right." (Exhibit 3, page 3)
Definition of"Injury": "When water diverted under a junior priority water
right diminishes the amount of water that otherwise would have been: (1)
physically and legally available under the senior water right; (2) diverted
without waste; and {3) applied without waste to the beneficial use
11Uthorized under the senior water right." (Exhibit 3, page 3)

.

Definition of"Presumptive Depletion": "The quantity of water depleted
from a surface water source resulting from the diversion and use of water
from a hydrl!Ulically connected ground water source ..." (Exhibit 3, page
4)
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Definition of"Presumptive Injury": "Injury presumed by the Director to
occur to a senior priority water right because of the diversion and use of
water under a junior priority water right .. _." (Exhibit 3, page 4)
Establishment of Presumptive Injury: "The Director may establish a
presumption of injury to one or more senior priority water rights resulting
from the diversion and use of surface or ground water under a junior
priority water right." (Exhibit 3, page 8)
Establishment and Use of Presumptive Dia1letions: "The Director may
establish presumptive depletions in a surface water source resulting from
the diversion and use of hydraulically connected ground water, or in a
ground water source resulting from the diversion and use of hydraulically
connected surface water." (Exhibit 3, page 8)
Enforcement of the Use of Water Rights From Surface Water Sources Prior
10 Using Water From Ground Water Sources: "Water shall not be diverted
and used for irrigation under a ground water right unless the amount of
water available for use from a natural flow surface water right for the same
irrigation use is physically or legally unavailable under the right." (Exhibit
3, page 12)
Nov2001

Public comments are submitted for the Proposed Water Management Rules. See
Exhibit 4 to Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman.

06/24/2002

IDWR. publishes the Update on the Water Management Rules for the Conjunctive
Administration Workshop hosted by the Idaho Water Users Association. See Exhibit
4, Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman. By this time the proposed rules contain the
following provisions:
Definition of"Elements" of a Water Right: "The elements of a water right
include the source of water, date of priority, the maximum quantity of water
that may be diverted, point of diversion, purpose of use, place of use, extent
of use, period of use, and conditions on the exercise of the water right
included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application." (page 3)
Definition of"Eimansion" of a Water Right: "Any increase in one or more
of the elements of water right that increases the extent of beneficial use
defin~ and authorized under a valid water right." (page 3)
Definition of"Hy:draulically: Connected Ground and Surface Water": "A
ground water source and a surface water source physically interconnected
such that a portion of the ground water can become surface water, or a
portion of the surface water can become ground water, and changes in water
levels within the ground water source affect the amount of water exchanged
between the ground water source and the surface water source." (page 3)
Definition of"Iniurv": "When water diverted under a junior priority water

_,
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right diminishes the amount of water that otherwise would have been: (1)
physically and legally available under the senior water right; (2) diverted
without waste; and (3) applied without waste to the beneficial use
authorized under the senior water right." (page 4)
Definition of"Presumptive Depletion": "The quantity of water depleted
from a surface water source resulting from the diversion and use of water
from a hydraulically connected ground water source ..." (page 4)
Definition of"Presumptive lnjwy": "Injury presumed by the Director to
occur to a senior priority water right because of the diversion and use of
water under a junior priority water right ..." (page 4)
Establishment of Presumptive Injury: "The Director may establish a
presumption of injury to one or more senior priority water rights resulting
from the diversion and use of surface or ground water under a junior
priority water right." (page 8)
Establishm!lnt and Use of Presumptive D~letions: "The Director may
establish presumptive depletions in a surface water source resulting from
the diversion and use of hydraulically connected ground water, or in a
ground water source resulting from the diversion and use of hydraulically
connected surface water." (page 8)
Enforcement of the U~ of Water Rights From Surface Water Sources Prior
to Using Water From Ground Water Sources: "Water shall not be diverted
and used for irrigation under a ground water right unless the amount of
water available for use from a natural flow surface water right for the same
irrigation use is physically or legally unavailable under the right." (page 12)

'

·,

Included in this Update on the Water Management Rules were all of the commentaries
that IDWR received in response to the Proposed Water Management Rules. See
Exhibit 4, Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman.

10/30/2002

IDWR issues the ESPA Transfer Processing Memo which states, 'these policies and
procedures are to be followed until rescinded or amended, or superseded by statute or
rule or court decision." Exhibit E, Supplemental Director's Report, page 1, IDWR
Exhibit 1. The memo contains the following language:
Interconnection: "An application for transfer proposing such a change in
source is not approvable unless the ground water and surface water sources
have a direct and immediate hydraulic connection (at least 50 percent
depletion in original source from depletion at proposed point of diversion in
one day.)" (page 20)
Factors For Considering Injwy: "Reduction in the quantity of water
available to other water rights." (page 19)

_:-,·('..;
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Additional Consideration For Evaluatimr Iniurv: "Location of nearby wells.

5

.'
The location of the nearest production well, including domestic wells, to the
proposed point of diversion, and if different, the nearest production well
down gradient from the proposed point of diversion." (page 2 I)

:

Enlargement: "Enlargement will occur if the total diversion rate, annual
diversion volume, or extent of beneficial use (except for nonconsumptive
water rights), exceeds the amounts or beneficial use authorized under the
water right( s) prior to the proposed transfer." (page 21)
Factors For Considering Enlargement: ''Diversion rate, annual diversion
volume, and number of acres licensed or decreed." (page 22)

02/18/2003

IDWR issues a preliminary recommendation for Pocatello's state law SRBA claims:
29-271, 29-4222, 29-272, 29-273, 29-11343, 29-11344, 29-4221, 29-2274, 29-11348,
29-2324, 29-11339, 29-2338, 29-4224, 29-4226, 29-4225, 29-2382, 29-2401, 294223, 29-2499, 29-7106, 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7222, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7431, 297450, 29-7770. See Exhibit 7, Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman. The preliminary
recommendations have NO condition remark for 29-7106 and 29-7322, the City's
SRBA claims water with multiple points of diversion which differ from the City's
licenses 29-7106 and 29-7322. Licenses 29-7106 and 29-7322 were provided during
discovery and are exh.t"bits 8 and 9 to the Affidavit ofJosephine Beeman.

04/25/2003

Pocatello files new and amended SRBA claims for 29-4222, 29-13558, 29-13559, 2913560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-11343, 29-11344, 29-4221, 29-2274, 29-11348, 29I 1339, 29-2338, 29-2354, 29-4224, 29-4226, 29-4225, 29-2382, 29-2401, 29-4223,
29-2499, 29-7106, 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7222, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7431, 29-7450,
29-7502, 29-7770, 29-7782.

..)

22 of the amended claims include additional alternate points of diversion.

07/11/2003

IDWR issues its Basin 29 Directors Report for Irrigation and Other Uses, which included the
recommendation of Pocatello's 38 state-law SRBA claims: 29-271, 29-4222, 29-2 72, 2913558, 29-273, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 2911344, 29-4221, 29-2274, 29-11348, 29-13639, 29-11339, 29-2338, 29-2354, 294224, 29-4226, 29-4225, 29-2382, 29-2401, 29-13636, 29-4223, 29-2499, 29-7106,
29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7222, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7431, 29-7450, 29-7502, 29-7770,
29-7783.
Rights recommended with alternate points of diversion include condition remark
language.

04/13/2006

IDWR issues Supplemental Directors Report which expressly relies on the ESPA
Transfer Processing Memo by stating, "IDWR' s Transfer Processing Memo No. 24
(October 30, 2002) provides guidance to agents when evaluating a request to change
in source from surface water to ground water or to add a well as an alternative point of
diversion for a surface water right. "(page 11) The Supplemental Director's Report
also contains the following language:

6
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Interconnection: IDWR applies the entire interconnection standard for
change of source that is stated in the Transfer Processing Memo. (page l l)

)

Presumed Future Injury: "This condition is necessary in order to avoid
injury and to assist in the administration and definition of the water rights."
(page 13) "If at some time in the future, the City increases the pumping
capacity of a well within the City's interconnected system, and it reduces
that amount of water available to another user, this condition preserves the
ability of the water users to protect their water right" (page 14) ''Without
the condition, the Department would not have recommended the multiple,
alternate points of diversion because injury to other water rights was
likely." (page 14)
'
Neighboring Well Interference: The condition remark "is again a necessary
parameter when evaluating possible well-interference issues." (page 15)
"When the City pumps water from a well at a diffurent location, it may
cause interference with a different surface water source, or another water
user's well." (page 15) The remark "is important because many other wells
could have been drilled nearby before or after the City-owned well was
drilled or used." (page 15)

..

12/11/2006

The State submits Response Memorandum in Opposition to City ofPocatello 's
Motion for Summary Judgment. The State calls the Transfer Processing Memo the
"correct legal standard" that must be applied by Pocatello in order to determine injury
and interconnection. (page 5) "The standards set forth in the Transfer Processing
Memorandum assist in identifying whether a proposed transfer will injure other water
right. (sic) The City should be required to address these standards instead of ignoring
them." (page 7) "The requirement from the Transfer Memo that an 'immediate and
direct connection between the surface source and the well' exist before a transfer is
allowed would have prevented this additional demand. If the City continues to request
this change in its water right, the City should be required to address at trial the
standards stated in the Director's Transfer Processing Memo." (page 8)

01/17/2007

The State of Idaho participates in the SRBA summary judgment hearing before
Special Master Bilyeu. During the hearing, the State made the following statements:

)'

'.'..

Transfer Processing Memo: "The transfer processing memo is not a
regulation. h's not enforceable like a regulation. h's not enforceable like a
regulation ....they're [Pocatello] is certainly right, the memo by its own
terms does not directly apply to an accomplished transfer under 42-1425."
(Hearing Tr. page 48) "My perception of that memo is that is provides a
more lenient standard than what the common law provides in the state of
Idaho. And I was simply cutting the City of Pocatello some slack here."
(Hearing Tr. page 49) ''The City of Pocatello in its brief said or argued that
the Transfer Processing Memo was not a rule or reirulation adonted in
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accordance with I.D.AP.A, and I agreed with that." (Hearing Tr. page 75)
)

~ : "Injury, whether it's under 42-222 or section 42-1425, that legal
issue is exactly the same." (Hearing Tr. page 53)
Presumption of Injury: "All you have to do when you have this issue ofan
unreliable supply versus a reliable supply on injury, all you have to do is
look at under the original right, how much water would you be able to take
and under the revised right how much water would they be able to take.
And if the amount of water you're able to take under the proposed transfer
is more, then there's injury and it should be precluded." (Hearing Tr. page
54)
02/21/2007

Pocatello amends its claims for surface water rights 29-271, 29-272, and 29-273 to
include alternate points of diversion consistent with the City's prior amendment of
surface water right claim 29-4222 and consistent with the City's statements in its 2003
objections to the recommendations for its four surface water right claims: 29-271, 29272, 29-273, and 29-4222.

02/26/2007

Carter Fritschle testifies at trial that the Transfer Processing Memo "guided" his
analysis in determioing whether Pocatello's APOD claims were admissible. IDWR's
position is that the condition remark language is necessary for municipal APOD
administration. Mr. Fritschle' s testimony also includes the following language from
earlier failed rulemaking:

)

Definition of'H}'.draulicall}'. Connected Ground and Surface Water':
Hydrological connection means showing "that the same water that was in
Gibson Jack Creek or Mink Creek was actually being diverted from one of
the wells" or that "that the surface water is available at the alternate point of
diversion." (Tr. Vol. II page 326)
Standard for Evaluating Interconnection: There must be "the physical
connection and the immediate connection." Physical connection is a
proximity standard where "a diversion from the well would have an impact
on the stream." "We look to see if the location of the alternate point of
diversion is taking water out of the same source." "We need to see an
immediate effect from the diversion at the alternate point of diversion." The
connection must be immediate because "this will go to the issue of injury."
(Tr. Vol. 11 pages 325-33 I)
Establishment of Presumptive Injwy: Injury is "the primary issue when we
recommend an alternate point of diversion; we look for injury." Although,
"we have not conducted an investigation as to which other water rights
might be injured ... it is a concern of future injury." "Without the
condition, the Department would not have recommended the multiple
alternate ooints of diversion because of injury to other water rights was

... )
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likely." {Tr. Vol. 11 pages 331-335)
\

02/27/2007

Dave Tuthill testifies at trial that he relied on the Transfer Processing Memo, the
proposed Water Management Rules, and the proposed ESPA Water Management
Rules in evaluating Pocatello' s alternate point of diversion claims. IDWR changed its
procedures to this "conditioning of the rights" because the condition was "necessary
for the purpose of administration." This conditioning is now applied "to other
municipal water rights as they are recommended in the SRBA" {Tr. Vol. II page 299)
Mr. Tuthill's testimony also includes the following language from earlier failed
rulemaking by IDWR:
"Elements" of water rights: The number of hours per day that a water right
operates is an element "in most water rights, as presented by acre feet
produced, but is not an element for a municipal water right." "Generally, the
limitation on number of hours is limited by the cap on volumetric diversion
for the year." {Tr. Vol. II, pages 289-290)

)

Definition of"EXPansion" of Water Rights: "My use of the word
'enlargement' doesn't refer to the statutory definition, but rather to the
increased volumetric pumping." Pocatello "might increase the duration of
pumping of its interconnected wells." However, a "limitation to the
historical diversion rate does address one aspect of enlargement from my
perspective." "So our understanding of our responsibility through the
adjudication is to appropriately condition a water right so that is cannot be
expanded overtime inappropriately." {Tr. Vol. II pages 292-294)
Definition of"Hydraulically Connected Ground and Surface Water'': "The
Pocatello claims are a bit different in terms of proximity to surface sources
as compared with other cities." {Tr. Vol. II page 308)
Definition of"Injury": When a water right "is expanded over time
inappropriately." As to groundwater, when "there's no recovery of the
system" and this "interferes" with the availability of senior rights. {Tr. Vol.
II pages 232 and 238)
Establishment of Presumptive Injury: The injury Mr. Tuthill testifies about
is "hypothetical." He admits to "presuming injury at some point in the
future:" "It very well could occur. It has occurred this way in my experience
in other locations. I have looked specifically at the City of Pocatello, but
this type ofinjury has occurred in my experience." {Tr. Vol. II page 286-

288)
Standard for Using Presumptive Injury: "We needed to provide some
protection from local interference due to conditions that might change in the
future." "The full impact of that accomplished transfer we might not see for
many years." The condition is necessary because "there were multiple
irroundwater users in the area of the Citv's interconnected wells that could

9
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be affected by Pocatello's alternate points of diversion." This necessity is
presumed because IDWR has not identified any well users, well locations
that would be injured. IDWR "neither inquired of' or is aware of "any
specific claims of injury from other well owners in the vicinity of the City
of Pocatello." (fr. Vol. II pages 239, 286-288)

I

Neighboring Well Interference: "We needed to provide some protection
from local interference due to conditions that might change in the future."
"The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one, well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping
at wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to
diversion from one location as compared with diversion from another
location." Mr. Tuthill then provides a lengthy hypothetical fact situation to
illustrate that "the condition that we crafted was, in part, to address this
situation" where "for the first time now the domestic user experiences a
local [well] interference problem." (fr. Vol. II pages 232-233, 236-240)

03/05/2007

)

The Idaho Supreme Court issues opinion in American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v.
Idaho Department of Water Resources, finding that the Rules for Conjunctive
Management of Suiface and Ground Water Resources are facially constitutional. The
Court overrules the District Court opinion that "the Rules were fatally defective in not
containing a presumption that 'when a junior diverts or withdraws water in times of a
water shortage, it is presumed that there is injury to a senior."' (Emphasis added.)
(page 19)
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

Pocatello's Proposed Findings of Fact

The City of Pocatello, by and through its counsel of record, Beeman & Associates, P.C.,

)

hereby submits its Proposed Findings of Fact.

THE CITY OF POCA TELLO'S MUNICIPAL CULINARY WATER SYSTEM
1.

The City of Pocatello is a municipal water supplier serving a population of over 50,000
residents in a service area of approximate! y 34 square miles. The City has an obligation
to its customers to provide potable water on demand 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

2.

As of November 19, 1987, the City of Pocatello's surface water supply for culinary uses
within the City consisted of diversion works on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, and
the City's associated interconnected delivery system.

3.

As of November 19, 1987, the City of Pocatello's ground water supply for culinary uses
within the City consisted of a system of the following 22 interconnected wells and the
City's associated interconnected delivery system: Wells 2, 3, 7,10 12, 13, 14, 15 16, 18,
21, 22, 23, 26, 27 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34.

4.

The City's interconnected system for culinary water delivers its surface water and ground
water rights throughout the City's culinary service area.

5.

The City has operated an interconnected system for culinary uses beginning in the late
1880s with its surface water rights from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek.
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6.

Since the early 20th century, the interconnected wells which serve as alternate points of
diversion also developed ground water rights to supply the City its interconnected
culinary system. Each time a new well was drilled and added to the interconnected
system, it resulted in a new alternate point of diversion for the City's ground water rights.
Culinary water use from its surface water sources on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
began declining in 1985 and ceased completely in 1993 as a result of changing water
quality regulations.

7.

As surface water diversions declined, the water rights were diverted through the culinary
wells.

8.

Well #44 was drilled in 1999 as a replacement well for the compromised function due to
ground water contamination of some of the 22 interconnected wells that served the City's
culinary uses as of November 19, 1987.

9.

Some of the 22 wells that were interconnected to the City's culinary system as of
November 19, 1987 include: Alameda #1, Alameda #2, Alameda# 6, Alameda #7, Well
#1, Well #4, and Well #6. The wells that are "off line" but may be rehabilitated include:
Well #1. The wells that have been replaced include: Alameda #1 and Alameda #2 were
replaced by Well #29, and Well #1 was replaced with Wen #5.

10.

The ground water rights that provided the water supply to the City's interconnected
culinary system prior to November 19, 1987 and continue to provide a water supply
include the following 21 water rights: 29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221,
29-4223,29-4224,29-4225,29-4226,29-7106,29-7322,29-7375,29-11339,29-11348,
29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, and 29-13639.

11.

The surface water rights that provided the water supply to the City's interconnected
culinary system prior to November 19, 1987 include the following four water rights:
29-271, 29-272, 29-273, and 29-4222.

12.

The source of water supply for the City's 23 interconnected culinary wells is ground
water pumped from the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer (LRPVA). The source of
water supply for one of the 23 City's interconnected wells f!W e11 #32) is ground water
pumped from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA).

13.

The Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer is a highly prolific aquifer.

14.

A large portion of the recharge to supply the aquifer comes from the Bannock Range,
primarily from Gibson Jack and Mink Creeks.

15.

The Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer, Mink Creek, and Gibson Jack Creek are
interconnected sources of water and are considered the same source of water for purposes
of the SRBA decree.

16.

The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer is a large regional aquifer that extends across much of
southern Idaho .
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17.

)

The Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer and the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer are
hydrologically connected.

THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S MUNICIPAL AIRPORT CULINARY WATER SYSTEM
18.

The City provides a water supply for culinary, commercial, and industrial uses in and
around the Pocatello Municipal Airport though a system of interconnected wells (Airport
Interconnected Wells).

19.

The City of Pocatello's Airport Interconnected Wells as of November 19, 1987 consisted
of Wells #35 and #39.

20.

The source of water supply for the two Airport Interconnected Wells is ground water
pumped from the ESPA.
THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S SRBA CLAIM FOR ALTERNATE
POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR GROUND WATER UNDER I.C. § 42-1425

21.

The City of Pocatello's claimed alternate points of diversion under J.C. § 42-1425 for the
following 21 ground water rights serving the City's culinary uses are: 29-2274, 29-2338,
29-2401, 29~2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322,
29-7375, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562,
29-13637, and 29-13639.

22.

The alternate points of diversion claimed for the 21 ground water rights serving the City's
culinary uses are 22 wells that were interconnected as of November 19, 1987, as listed in
paragraph 3, and Well #44. Well #44 is a replacement well for the compromised function
of some of the 22 pre-1987 interconnected City culinary wells as a result of ground water
contamination.

23.

The City of Pocatello's claimed alternate points of diversion under J.C. § 42-1425 for the
following two water rights serving the Pocatello Municipal Airport: 29-7450 and
29-13638.

24.

The alternate points of diversion claimed for the two ground water rights serving the
Pocatello Municipal Airport are two wells that were interconnected as of November 19,
1987.

25.

The claim for alternate points of diversion for ground water rights allows each of the
interconnected culinary wells to be alternate points of diversion for water rights delivered
through the interconnected system. This allows the City to maintain physical delivery of
water even when some of its wells are not operating. From an administrative perspective,
it allows the City to withdraw and deliver water by priority, beginning with its most
senior rights, notwithstanding the well from which the water is pumped.
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26.

Diversion of the 21 ground water rights serving the City's culinary system and the two
ground water rights serving the Pocatello Municipal Airport through alternate points of
diversion occurred prior to November 19, 1987.

27.

The water rights were claimed in a general adjudication.

28.

No water right holder alleged injury as a result of Pocatello' s operation of its alternate
points of diversion for its ground water rights either at the time of the change of point of
diversion or subsequently in these proceedings.

29.

At trial, neither IDWR nor the State of Idaho presented evidence that injury to individual
water rights had occurred as a result of Pocatello's operation of its alternate points of
diversion for its ground water rights.

30.

At trial, IDWR alleged that prospective injuries may occur as a result of Pocatello's
operation of its alternate points of diversion for its ground water rights under LC.
§ 42-1425, but IDWR did not prove any injury as of November 19, 1987 or as of the time
of trial in 2007.

31.

IDWR included the following remark under "OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR
DEFINTI1ON OR ADMINISTRATION OF TIIlS WATER RIGHT" in the recommendation for the water rights associated with the accomplished transfer of point of di version to
address the prospective injury contemplated in the future:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
ground water and between points of diversion for ground water and
hydraulically connected surface sources, water was first diverted under this
right from Pocatello Well No. [_], located in [legal description].

32.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that the condition nullifies the
City's claim for alternate points of diversion for its ground water rights by rendering it
useless during periods that priority administration is necessary and when the City would
most benefit from exercising its alternate points of di version.

33.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that no water rights existing on
the date of the change were injured as a result of Pocatello's diversion of its 21 ground
water rights at the 23 alternate points of diversion serving the City's culinary uses, or
Pocatello's diversion of its two ground water rights at the two alternate points of
diversion serving the Pocatello Municipal Airport.

34.

Pocatello's expert analyzed the magnitude of drawdown in the City's interconnected
culinary wells that existed prior to November 19, 1987 and detennined that due to the
prolific nature of the LPRVA and the relatively small magnitude of drawdown measured
at the wells, Pocatello's alternate point of diversion operations had no significant impact
·
to neighboring wells.
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35.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that there was no enlargement
of the 21 ground water rights serving its culinary system, or the two ground water rights
serving the Pocatello Municipal Airport, prior to I 987 as a result of Pocatello' s diversion
of its ground water rights at the alternate points of diversion.

THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S SRBA CLAIM FOR ALTERNA TE
POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR SURFACE WATER UNDER IDAHO CODE §42-1425
36.

The City of Pocatello's claimed 23 wells as alternate points of diversion for the City's
four surface water rights: 29-271, 29-272, 29-273, and 29-4222.

37.

The 23 alternate points of diversion claimed for the four surface water rights serving the
City's culinary uses are 22 wells that were interconnected as of November 19, 1987, as
listed in paragraph 11, and Well #44. Well #44 is a replacement well for the
compromised function of some of the 22 pre-1987 interconnected City culinary wells
resulting from ground water contamination.

38.

Diversion of Pocatello's surface water rights at the 23 alternate points of diversion
occurn:d prior to November 19, 1987.

39.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that no water rights existing on
the date of the change were as a result of Pocatello's diversion of its surface water rights
at the 23 alternate points of diversion serving the City's culinary uses.

40.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that there was no enlargement
of the surface water rights as a result of Pocatello's diversion of its surface water rights at
the 23 alternate points of diversion.

36.

Pursuant to a settlement agreement with the Surface Water Coalition, the City has further
agreed to limit the annual volume of diversions under the surface water right priorities at
the ground water alternate points of diversion to no more than the amount of water
determined to be physically and legally available at the original surface water points of
diversion.

POCATELLO FILED AN APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER 5452
REGARDING WATER RIGHTS 29-2274, 29-2338, AND 29- 7375.
IDWR EXAMINED AND APPROVED THE TRANSFER ON JUNE 28, 1999
37.

On June 28, 1999, Transfer 5452 was issued approving 13 wells as alternate P,Oints of

diversion for Pocatello 's water rights 29-2274, 29-2338 and 29-7375.

·-.

'

. . ,.'

38.

The approved transfer did not include any remarks to limit the use of the water rights at
the 13 alternate points of diversion or to limit the use of the 13 wells as alternate points of
diversion.

39.

The 13 alternate points of diversion included five wells that were connected to the
municipal culinary system (four wells already connected as of November 19, 1987; and a
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fifth well, Well #44, added in 1999 as a replacement well forpre-1987 interconnected
culinary wells), and one well connected to the airport culinary system. The other seven
wells listed as alternate points of diversion are not part of the interconnected municipal
culinary system or the interconnected airport culinary system.

)

40.

Pocatello claimed the three ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338 and 29-7375) as part
of the 21 ground water rights served by the City's interconnected culinary system of 23
wells; the 23 wells include replacement Well #44. IDWR did not recommend the three
water rights as part of the City's interconnected culinary system, nor did IDWR
recommend the alternate points of diversion which Pocatello claimed for these three
rights.

41.

The three water rights were appropriately claimed in the SRBA by Pocatello under I. C.
§ 42-1425 with 23 alternate points of diversion.

42.

The three water rights are included in the list of 21 water rights for which Pocatello's
expert testified that no water rights existing on the date of the change were injured as a
result of Pocatello's diversion of its 21 ground water rights at the 23 alternate points of
diversion serving the City's culinary uses.

43.

The three water rights are included in the list of 21 water rights for which Pocatello's
expert testified that no enlargement of the water rights as a result of Pocatello's diversion
of its 21 ground water rights at the 23 alternate points of diversion serving the City's
culinary uses.

)

THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S BIOSOLIDS PROGRAM
43.

The Biosolids Program is a municipal operation regulated by the State of Idaho and the
federal government as part of public health and safety responsibilities.

44.

The Biosolids Program disposes of the solids generated in the City's wastewater
treatment process and requires water use in the process. The solids are used as fertilizer
on fields owned by the City and located in the vicinity of the wastewater treatment plant.
The crops grown on the fields that are fertilized with biosolids receive water from four
water rights owned and operated by Pocatello specifically for the Biosolids Program.

45.

The use of water in a Biosolids Program is a municipal use.

46.

The four water rights for the City's Biosolids Program are 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-11344,
and 29-7770. The well associated with 29-7118 is known as Well #42. The well
associated with 29-7119 is known as Well #41. The well associated with 29-11344 is
Well #43. The source of water for 29-7770 is wastewater.

47.

The City of Pocatello claimed a municipal purpose of use for the four water rights that
serve the City's Biosolids Program: 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-11344, and 29-7770 .

. ,)
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48 .

The source of water supply for each of the wells that serve the water rights for the City's
Biosolids Program is ground water pumped from the ESPA.

49.

Water rights 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770 were developed specifically for the
Biosolids Program and have not been used for other purposes. IDWR licensed each right
with an irrigation purpose of use.

50.

The irrigation purpose of use in licenses 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770 is an error of
law.

51.

Water right 29-7770 has a priority date of May 21, 1984 and is properly claimed in the
SRBA. J.C. § 42-1420.

. J

WATER RIGHTS 29-13558 AND 29-13639:
PRIORITY DA TES FOR ALAMEDA WELL #1 AND ALAMEDA WELL #3

'.:;_)

52.

A priority date of 1905 was claimed by Pocatello in the SRBA for Water Right 29-13558
(Alameda Well #1). IDWR recommended a priority date for the water right of July 7,
1924.

53.

A priority date of December 31, 1940 was claimed by Pocatello in the SRBA for water
right 29-13639 (Alameda Well #3). IDWR recommended a priority date for the water
right of October 22, 1955.

54.

At trial, Pocatello demonstrated that water was beneficially used from water right
29-13558 (Alameda Well #1) in 1905.

55.

At trial, Pocatello demonstrated that water was beneficially used from water right
29-13639 (Alameda Well #1) on October 22, 1955.
DATED this 30th day of April 2007.

BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

f.~
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
Z:11776\J 00\UT POsr-TRIAl.17732
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C Spronk Water Engineers Comparison of "Other Provisions Necessary" Language
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ICYJR Recommendations

Pocatello'• Allemale Polnb of Dlvonlon (APOO) Claim for lnten:onnected City Groundwoler Rlghb
Comparison of'"Other Provisions Necessary"" Language
IDWR2DD3
"other ProvlsJons Nacessary'" Language
(Condition attached to point of dlVHSlon)

•re the extent na:::essa,y for admmlstraticn,
CondltJon Language

(3)

(4)

watarwasfirsl epproptiatedausedfrom: •
(11st of wells, priorities, and rates below)

Condition Language Is followed by list of wells,
prforfUK, and diversion rates as deserfbecl In
this row

Ust con&lsta cl aJI historical well numbers,

IDWR April 2006
"other Provisions Necessary'" Language
(Condition attached to point of dlwrslon)

7c the axbJnl nec:;essa,y for admfnislralbn bfttWeen
paints of diVersioo for ground water, end behwen
paints of diversion frrr,round waler and
hydrauNcal/y conneded surface sourt:eS. water was
flfSI appropriated at a used trom:• (11st of wells,
prtoritles, and rates below)

"'11

•ro the extent necessa,y for adminlstratbn beho.een painfs ct
dN8ISlon tor around water, and belwean paints ct diversion for
r,round ..... and hydtaul/ca//yoonneetsd· --

......
was/'itstdivededunder this rirJlil m:m• (1151: cl wells 11.nd ntas
below)

clesalptlons, poortty and diversion rate In the
columll5 below for each recormw:nded water right
In Column a

For waler lights wtth muttlple welle, the Condition language la
folloNed by lhe hlstcrlcaJ well numbers, legal de!Cl"lptlons and
dlver&lon rates lls:ted In the oolumne belOW' for only the
eonespondlng racommtndtd water right In Colwnn a

Water Right Elemants (1)
\Mlter Rjghl No.
(Column a)
(l)
(l)

Prk>my Dale

ON11rsbn Raia
(cfl)

""""
(2)

29-2«11

10'1611958

12.22

10
12
13
15
13

10
12
13
15
13

"

16

91111953
91111953
10/16/1858
10/16/1958

16

1ClMM958

XI

XI

12/10'1964

26
33
21
23

BM/1845

29

26
33
21
23
14
29

,0
S1

,0
S1

32
15

16
29-2499
29-4221
29-4223
29-4224
29-4225
29-4226
29-71013
29-7=

f5l

11110/1984
8/211943
10/1/1962
8'1511055
S/15/1956

12/31/1955
11/611972
,4.125/1976

212411en

(ffl

(l)
(l)
(l)
(l)

(l)
(l)

29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13550
29-13560

29-13561
29-13562
29-13837
29-13830

.,

12/31/1961
8131/1951
7/1611924

12131/1925
12/3111926

8131/1931
12131/1936
12/31/1940
1Ql22/1952

4.10
2.07
0.21
3.69
4.44
0.22
3.80
17.06

14

..,.

w111gss

10/1/1962
BM&1055
8115.11956

12/31/1955
11rensn

412S'11m,

m,ers1ai Ram
(dt)

5.35

B.20
2.22
1.11
0.'9

6.07
4.'6
4.10
2.07
0.21

....
4.44

0.22
6.20
5.57

32
15
34

41'2!i197B
4/2511976
2'2411977
211811985

3.115
2.23
7.00

26

26

8131/1Q51

,.80

2

2

1m1n926

3.12

3

3

12131n926

34

4.00
1.34

Prbrily

.,,.,,...

(5)

(5)

CBI

Hst.'NelNo.

6.02

4.46

7
22

83.22

~

12/31/1940
10/22/1952

7
22

•

XI
26
33
21
23
14
29
,0
S1
32

,...
4.46
3.'6

7
22

9.13

3.68

••

10
12
13
15
13
16
16

15
34
Alameda 8
Alameda 7
2B
Alam~1
Alam~2
1
2
2
3

0.96

4.23
2.45

Hist \\bD No.

'"

4

•

31 wells

.--.~1cf2

Prbrily

.,,.,,

DlvenlonR11te

...

B115'1-

611511948
1111'1053
1111'1053
1111'1053
10'1611958
1011611958
1Mfl/1958
17/10/1964
611/1945
10/1/1962
Q'1511955
&'1511956

12/31/1955
111&'1972
-412511976
"251197"
"25/1"7B
2124110n
7/1811985
12/31/19"1
12f3111Glfl1
8131/1951
7/16119'24
12/31/1925
12fl1/192B
12131/1926

..,.,,

...

121J1/192a
8131/1931
12/31/1938
12/31/1940
10/22/1862

(dt)

Hist WelNo.

Diversion Rate (10')
(dt)

UT
t.OO
5.35
B.20

2.22
1.11
0.'9
6.07
4.'6
4.10
2.07
0.21
3.69
<U4
0.22
3.80
5.57
6.02

3.45
2.23
7.00
1.10

,...

4.80
1.34
,0.96
~

--

Condition Language is folbNed by h16tork:al well number and legal
de&erlptlon that mrresponds to the recorrmandtd water right In
Column a

Ust c.onslste or all historical well numbena, legal

legal desalpllons, priority snd dlveralon rate In
the columna bek1N for each nteommended
water right In Column a

J.' '

l>WR Fabruary 2007
"other PJ'OYlslcm: Necessary'" Language
(Condl!on attached to water right) (9)

...

2.45
0.67
4.23
4.23
245
4.46
3.68

111.D:>

0.80
6,67
4.66

13
16
18

XI
26
33

21
23

14
29
,0
31
32

5.56
6.03
3.46

Alam!da 8
Alameda 7
28
Alameda 1
Alam~2
1 (6!
2

1.10
1,68

...

3

4.23

2.45

4

•

7
22

18 Active

...

la

·Sc)
. .,__

~-·
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(1) Water right elements contained In I0\fJR Reccmmendatlons for each Water Right. Each vanlon of ICM'R"s reeommendaUon for Pocatalo's claim for altomato points or dlversorl for City eulnary intarcomectod
weUs consists ol 18 water rlghts diverted tlvough 22 lntorcomec:ted City wolls as aftamale points ol diversion.

!.."5

,- t

(2) Allematn Points ol Diversion (APOD) listed !or oach watnr right. n,.,. points ol dlvarslcn Include the wells that wore 1ntnrcomectod In 1987 and pro-,!decl water !or the City's cull nary uses.

:r'/

(3) Condition Language contained In each ol the throe versions ol 10\IRs recommendations under "Other Provisions Necessary".

~

(4) Desalpllon ol llsllng that follows the Condition Language desonbed 1n row (3) ror each of tho throe vvrslons ol lDWR's rooommendatlons under "Other Provisions Neee,sary".
(5) Well 1O Is assoclatnd with Water Right 29-2274; Wells 12, 13, and 15 (prlonty 9/1/1953) me assoclatnd with Water Right29-2238; W.1115 (prlorlty 2/2411977) Is associated wlhWatar Right 29-7375. Thaso
water rights are the subject of tho 1999 Tran5fer and were not r&C0"1ffl&nded with 22 altomat.o points of cfivers\on by I0\IVR.

(6) Water Right No. '1$-TTlr2 ls assoclatad withWeH34. W.034 ls racommonded asanAPOD, however, It's WaterRlght29-TT82 lsclalmedwlthonlyono point oldM>rslon at Wal 34.

(7) Wells that are not longer In uso at thoIr original decreed bcations are shown In blue. Replacement we Us referenced In reconvnandaBon shown In (pa1V11thesfs).

(8) In 2003, IDWR n,ccmmended a priority or B/1/1945 lor watar rlght 29-4221.
(9) The February 2007 version or the Condition Is contained In tho final version of the Directof's Raport presented at trial and Exhibit 181, the Court"s List of lndMdual Clslms Usted Vvtth Clrcled Elements That Aro In
Dlsputa. This version or tha Concfrtlon Is also the same Condition povlded to partlas on November 19, 2008.

(10) Tobi diversion ram 0168.44 ds Is tho total rate !or only the active wolls. The total does not Include the wotts that can no longer be dlvartndat their orfg1nal points ol diversion. The total does Include wells that me
temporally out of servlco to due contamination Issues.

·"""''
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30 day of April 2007, I caused a true copy of the
foregoing APPENDIX TO POCATELLO'S POST -TRIAL BRIEF to be served on the
following by U.S. First Class Mail unless indicated as faxed or hand delivered:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
REPRESENTED BY:

US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
STATE OF IDAHO
REPRESENTED BY:

NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

)

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

Z,11776\100\LIT Posr-TRIAL\7784
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EXHIBIT A

)
Subcase Numbers

)

29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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fJISTRICT COURT- SRBA
TY/IN F,\LLS CO .. IDAHO
FILED _ _ _ _ __
Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

2007 APR 30 Pf'l ~ 5~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)

In ReSRBA

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

)

)
)

Case No. 39576

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of
Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief

)
)

)
) ss:
)

I, Josephine P. Beeman, after being duly sworn, state that I am an attorney licensed to
practice law in the State of Idaho. I am over the age of 18 years and state that the following is
based on my personal knowledge:
1.

Attached here as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the State's Opening Brief,
dated November 17, 1995, in the case of Freemonr-Madison v. IGWA and State,
Supreme Court Nos. 22354/22355.

2.

Attached here as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the State's Reply Brief,
dated December 29, 1995, in the case of Freemont-Madison v. IGWA and State,
Supreme Court Nos. 22354/22355:

3.

Attached here as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources' Reply Brief, dated November 20, 2006, in the case of American

AFFIDAVIT OP JOSBPHINE P. B BEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATEU.O' S POST-TRIAL BRIEF - PAGE I
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.
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Falls Reservoir District #2, et al. and Rangen, Inc., et al. v. IDWR and IGWA,

Supreme Court Nos. 33249/33311/33399.
4.

Attached here as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Pocatello's federal
law water right claim.

5.

Attached here as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a letter from IDWR
Director Karl J. Dreher, dated July 11, 2001, to various water right holders and
interested parties regarding "Continued Negotiation of General Water
Management Rules, IDAPA Docket No. 37-0313-9701."

6.

Attached here as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Draft Statewide Water
Management Rules, dated July 6, 2001, interlineated with general comments by
various attorneys, which was published for distribution at the June 24, 2002 Idaho
Water Users Association's Conjunctive Administration Workshop in Sun Valley,
Idaho.

7.

Attached here as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of Pocatello's April 19, 1990
SRBA claims.

)

8.

Attached here as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy ofIDWR's February 18,
2003 Preliminary recommendations of Pocatello's SRBA claims.

8.

Attached here as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of water right license 297106.

9.

Attached here as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of water right license 297322.

10.

Attached here as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the Transcript of
Audiotaped Proceedings January 17, 2007

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DATED this 30th day of April 2007.

._)

I,

• \
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)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 30th day of April 2007.

Public in and for the State of Idaho
Commission Expires:
07-29-2008
•
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.. .
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30 th day of April 2007, I caused a true copy of the
foregoing AFF'IDA VIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCA TELLO'S
POST-TRIAL BRIEF to be served on the following by U.S. First Class Mail unless indicated as
faxed or hand delivered:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
REPRESENTED BY:

US DEPARTMENT OF nJSTICE
ENVIRONMENT &NAT'LRESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
STATE OF IDAHO
REPRESENTED BY:

NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OFIDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

)
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

Z;\! 776\100\LIT l'OST-'lluAL\7780
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers

":·):
..

29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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DISTRICT COURT-S/IBA
TWIN FALLS CO., ID,4HO
FILED _ _ _ __

',_1.--'

\,

~~

2001

rmv
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
DAVID J. BARBER (ISB #2597)
Deputy Attorney General
P.O. Box44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Facsimile: (208) 334-2690

IN 1RE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 39576

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN
SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF

------~---)
The State of Idaho moves this Court for an order striking the Affidavit of Josephine P.

Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brief The grounds for this motion are as follows:
I.

This

Court

entered

its

Eighth

Amended

Trial Scheduling

Order

on

November 21, 2006 and set this matter for five days of trial commencing on February 26, 2007.
When the trial did not conclude on that date, -the Court entered its Notice Setting Hearing on
March 6, 2007, v.ruch set the matter for one additional day of trial on March 8, 2007. The trial
concluded on March 8, 2007.
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN
Page - I
SUPPORT OF POCA TELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF
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2.

I.RC.P. 16(d) provides that "such order when entered shall control the subsequent

course of the action, unless modified at trial to prevent manifest injustice." The City has not
obtained an amendment of the Eighth Amended Trial Scheduling Order that would allow the
presentation of additional evidence after the conclusion of the trial.
3.

. The State ofIdaho's Brief in Support ofMotion to Strike Affidavit ofJosephine P.

Beeman in Support of Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief is lodged contemporaneously with this
motion.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
I.

That the district court set this Motion to Strike Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in

Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brief for hearing on May 4, 2007 at 10:00 a.m. or at such time
as counsel may be heard.
2.

That the district court enter an Order Striking the Affidavit of Josephine P.

Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brief
3.

That the district court grant such other and further relief as it deems proper and

just
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 3rd day of May 2007.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CfllEF, NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

/ku.;Q t

~

DAVIDJ.BARBEr ~
Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division

STA TE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPfllNE P. BEEMAN IN
SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF
Page- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this 3rd. day of May 2007, I caused to be served the original and/or copy
of the STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P.
BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF on each of the following
persons by the indicated method:
1.

One Original to:
Clerk of the District Court
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third Avenue North
POBox2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

2.

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse M~ai=·i----

[ID

Copies to
Special Master Brigette Bilyeu
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third Avenue North
PO Box2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ID Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse M,. . ,. ru.,.,_l_ _ __

City of Pocatello
c/o Josephine P. Beeman
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ID Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile: ~ ~ - - - D Statehouse Mail

United States Department of Justice
Environment and Natural Resource
Division
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033
Boise, ID 83724

D
D
D
D

Jeanette Wolfley
Attorney at Law
202 North Arthur
Pocatello, ID 83204

[ID

[ID

D
D
D
0

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile:
Statehouse M~ai=·1_ _ __
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile: ~ ~ - - - Statehouse Mail

STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHil\1E P. BEEMAN IN
SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF
Page - 3
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IDWR Document Depository
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile: ~ ~ - - [2!] Statehouse Mail

Chief of Natural Resow-ce Division
Office of the Attorney General
State ofidaho
P.O. Box 44449
Boise, Idaho 83 711-4449

Not Applicable

DAVID J. BARBfaR
Deputy Attorney General

45J6
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN
Page- 4
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers

29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
.29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
DAVID J. BARBER (ISB #2597)
Deputy Attorney General
P.0. Box 44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Facsimile: (208) 334-2690
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH mDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA

Case No. 39576

_________

)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P.
BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POSTTRIAL BRIEF

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through the undersigned deputy attorney general,
and submits the State of Idaho 's Brief in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P.

Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Briefin the above-entitled matter.
I II I

II II
II I I

STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFF!DAVIT OF
JOSEPHINEP. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF Page- I
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I.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

i:

The Nature of the Proceedin12:s

The State of Idaho filed a Motion to Strike Affidavit Josephine P. Beeman in Support of

Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief on May 3, 2007. The matter is set for hearing on May 4, 2007.

ii.

Course of the Proceedings

The district court entered its Eighth Amended Trial Scheduling Order on November 21,
2006 and set this matter for five days of trial commencing on February 26, 2007.
The district court entered its Amended Order Setting Deadlines and Additional Pretrial

Conference on January 29, 2007. This order set the date of February 14, 2007 as the deadline to
file trial briefs and exchange witness/exhibit lists.
The district court entered its Order Granting Pocatello 's Motion for One-Day Extension

of Time to File Trial Memorandum and Exchange Witness/Exhibit Lists on February 15, 2007.
The City of Pocatello, hereinafter the "City," filed the City's Notice of Service of

Pocatello 's Witness and Exhibit List on February 16, 2007, which evidenced the City's service of
Pocatello 's Witness and Exhibit List on the State of Idaho on or about February 15, 2007.
When the trial did not conclude on February 26, 2007, the district court entered its Notice

Setting Hearing on March 6, 2007, which set the matter for one additional day of trial on March
8, 2007. The district court stated as follows on the commencement of the trial on March 8, 2007:
"We are scheduled, as you know, for the final day of trial in the City of Pocatello's State-based
claims." Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1012, L. 9-11. The trial concluded on March 8, 2007.
The City served the following documents on the State of Idaho by hand delivery on the
afternoon of April 30, 2007: (1) Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief and (2) an Affidavit ofJosephine P.

Beeman in Support of Pocatello 's Post:Trial Brief, hereinafter "Beeman 's Affidavit."

The

STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRJEF Page - 2

second document purports to authenticate eleven additional exhibits. None of these exhibits
were introduced into evidence at trial; none of these exhibits are listed on Pocatello 's Witness
and Exhibit List.

The State ofldaho filed its Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support
of Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief, Brief in Support of Motion to Strike, and Notice of Hearing on

May 3, 2007. This matter was set for hearing on May 4, 2007 at I 0:00 a.m.

ARGUMENT
I.

THE PRE-TRIAL ORDERS PRECLUDE CONSIDERATION
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF.

OF

BEEMAN'S

I.R.C.P. 16(d) states in part as follows:
After the conference, the court shall make an order which recites the
action. taken at the conference ... and such order when entered controls the
subsequent course of action, unless modified at the trial to prevent manifest
injustice.
(Emphasis added).
I.RC.P. !6(h) states in part as follows:
In the event no final pre-trial conference is held, the court may enter an
order directing the parties to file with the court and serve on all opposing
counsel ... a list of all exhibits to be offered at trial . . .. Any exhibits ...
discovered after such disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to the court and
opposing counsel by filing and service stating the date upon which the same was
discovered. Failure to comply with this rule may be grounds for excluding an
exhibit from admission into evidence ....
(Emphasis added).
Here, the district court entered its Eighth Amended Trial Scheduling Order on
November 21, 2006 and set this matter for five days of trial commencing on February 26, 2007.
When the trial did not conclude on that date, the district court entered its Notice Setting Hearing
on March 6, 2007, which set the matter for one additional day of trial on March 8, 2007. The
trial concluded on March 8, 2007.
STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF Page - 3
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The City has filed "Beeman 's Affidavit," on April 30, 2007. It purports to authenticate
eleven additional exhibits for consideration by the district court. Pocatello 's Witness and Exhibit
List does not list any of the documents that are attached to Beeman 's Affidavit.

In Zolber v. Winters, 109 Idaho 824, 712 P.2d 525 (1986) the Court concluded that a
litigant "had the right to accept the answers to the interrogatories as true." 109 Idaho at 829, 712
P.2d at 530. Later, the Court summarized Shelak v. White Motor Co., 581 F.2d 1155 (5 th Cir.
I 978) by stating that "since the plaintiff never supplemented his responses to include the
accident related heart attack, he violated basis principles of discovery by attempting to present a
case at trial substantially different than that revealed in discovery proceedings." I 09 Idaho at
531, 712 P.2d 830. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals characterized the trial in Shelakv. White
Motor Co. as a "trial by ambush" and succinctly stated the consequence of an inadequate

disclosure of an opponent's contention as follows: "There was a day when litigants learned their
opponents' contentions during trial. That day is said to have ended ... [citations omitted]
Affirrnance of this case would authorize its return." 581 F.2d at 1159-1160.
The City is engaging in trial by ambush. These documents are not documents that were
recently discovered as contemplated in I.R.C.P. 16(h). Rather, many of these documents appear
to have been in the possession of the City for a long period of time. The offering of these
exhibits at this time is simply a trial strategy of ambush by the City. The State of Idaho had a
right to rely on the exhibit list submitted by the City. The district court has no basis to consider
these documents because the trial has concluded; the fact finding has ended. The district court
should not allow the City to make a case substantially different from what it represented in its
own exhibit lists.

STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
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II.

ASSUMING ARGUENDO THAT THE COURT FINDS DOCUMENTS ATTACHED
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF
POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF WERE TIMELY OFFERED, SOME OF THE
DOCUMENTS ARE INADMISSIBLE ON OTHER GROUNDS.
The State of Idaho has the following comments on the exhibits attached to the Beeman 's

Affidavit:

Exhibit 1 is a described as "a true and correct copy of the State's Opening Brief, dated
November 17, 1995, in the case of Freemont-Madison v. IGWA and State, [sic] Supreme Court
Nos. 22354/22355." This description is a misstatement. Counsel has made notations in the brief
regarding statements that counsel believes to be relevant in this matter. These notations appear
on pages 12, 14, 17, and 18.
Exhibit 2 is described as "a true and correct copy of the State's Reply Brief, dated
December 29, 1995, in the case of Freemont-Madison v. IGWA and State, [sic] Supreme Court
Nos. 22354/22355." This description is a misstatement. Counsel has made notations in the brief
regarding statements that counsel believes to be relevant in this matter. These notations appear
on page 9.
Exhibit 3 is described as a "true and correct copy of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources' Reply Brief, dated November 29, 2006, in the case of American Falls Reservoir
District #2, et al. and Rangen, Inc. et al. v. IDWR and IGWA, Supreme Court Nos. 33249/33399.

This document is not relevant to this proceeding.
Exhibit 4 is described as "a true and correct copy of the Pocatello's federal law water
right claim." This document is not relevant to this proceeding.
Exhibit 6 is described as "a true and correct copy of the Draft Statewide Water
Management Rules, dated July 6, 200 I, interlineated with general comments by various
attorneys, which was published for distribution at the June 24, 2002 Idaho Water Users
STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
JOSEPHINEP. BEEMAN IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF Page- 5
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Association Conjunctive Administration Workshop in Sun Valley, Idaho." This document is
inadmissible hearsay.
Assuming arguendo that the consideration of the admissibility of the eleven exhibits was
timely, five of the exhibits are inadmissible on other grounds.
CONCLUSION

The district court should strike the Beeman 's Affidavit, since it was submitted in violation
of the various pre-trial orders of this court. Even if the district court determines to review the
admissibility of the eleven exhibits, five of the documents are inadmissible fur the reasons stated.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 3rd day of May 2007.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CHIEF,
TURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division

STATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this 3'd. day of May 2007, I caused to be served the original and/or copy
of the State of Idaho's Brief in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in

Support of Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief on each of the following persons by the indicated
method:
1.

One Original to:
Clerk of the District Court
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third Avenue North
PO Box2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

2.

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
!RI Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse M.,. . ,-ru.""·1_ _ __

Copies to
Special Master Brigette Bilyeu
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third Avenue North
POBox2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
City of Pocatello
c/o Josephine P. Beeman
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

!RI Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse M~ai=·i---D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

!RI Hand Delivery
D Federal Express
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse M,;--;-ru."'·1_ _ __

United States Department of Justice
Environment and Natural Resource
Division
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033
Boise, ID 83 724

!RI U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

Jeanette Wolfley
Attorney at Law
202 North Arthur
Pocatello, ID 83204

!RI U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile:
Statehouse M~ru.=·1_ _ __

Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile: ~ ~ - - - Statehouse Mail
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IDWR Document Depository
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098

D
D
D
D
(Rl

Chief of Natural Resource Division
Office of the Attorney General
State of Idaho
P.O. Box 44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile: ~ ~ - - - Statehouse Mail

Not Applicable

DAIDUlAR.B
Deputy Attorney General
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
· 29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

Exhibit A

Prui:e 1

ST ATE OF IDAHO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN
IN SUPPORT OFF POCATELLO'S POST-TRIAL BRIEF

DJS~R:cr COURT-SRBA
F1,th J1Jd'cia/ 0· t.
County cf T , ·
,,s net
" w,n FaHs ~ Si ate of rdaho

JosephineP. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

MAY - 7 2007
By
Cieri,;

Deputy C/e 1k

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)
InReSRBA

)
)
Case No. 39576

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

)

Pocatello's Motion for Reconsideration of Order
Granting State's Motion to Strike

)
)

COMES NOW the City of Pocatello, by and through its counsel of record, Beeman &
Associates, P.C., and hereby respectfully moves this court to reconsider its order granting the
State's May 3, 2007 Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's

Post-Trial Brief
Pocatello does not oppose the Motion to Strike to the extent that Pocatello was trying to
provide the Court with any evidence regarding Pocatello's water rights. None of the materials
attached to the affidavit address Pocatello's water rights as such and are not evidentiary.
However, Pocatello does oppose the Motion to Strike and is asking the Court to
reconsider its order granting the motion to the extent that the State is attempting to prevent
Pocatello from making legal arguments based, in part, upon showing that the State's legal
arguments in these subcases differ from and are inconsistent with the State's and IDWR's legal
arguments in cases that have gone to the Idaho Supreme Court. Pocatello's overarching legal
issue is that the State and IDWR have changed their position with respect to J.C. 42-1425
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accomplished transfers in the SRBA and have done so counter to their arguments and the
decisions in Idaho Supreme Court cases.

Pocatello is not aware of any rule of evidence or principle of law that precludes one party from
pointing out as part of its legal arguments the opposing party's legal inconsistencies or changes
in position.
Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman are pleadings filed by the
State of Idaho and IDWR in prior litigation. These documents reflect a change in IDWR's
position regarding burdens of proof on injury and the standard for interconnection.
The State argues Pocatello is "engaging in a trial by ambush," 1 but an "ambush" would
require an element of surprise on the part of the State. Pocatello is not raising a belated legal
I

argument that would catch the State by surprise. The present situation is wholly and factually
distinguishable from Shelak v. White Motor Co., 581 F.2d 1155 (5 th Cir. 1978) where the plaintiff
first announced ms heart attack was causally connected to the automobile accident on the first
day of jury selection. Id.at 1155. Throughout these SRBA proceedings related to its state law
claims, Pocatello has repeatedly raised an overarching legal issue that IDWR changed its position
regarding accomplished transfers under LC. 42-1425. 2 This is not a novel argument. Assuming
arguendo, that at this stage in the litigation, Pocatello were to present new evidence on priority

dates for a water right; that would be a "trial by ambush" as described in Shelak. At present
however, Pocatello is simply using prior pleadings submitted by the State and IDWR to illustrate
discrepancies between those prior pleadings and the State's and IDWR's legal positions with
respect to Pocatello's LC. 42-1425 accomplished transfers in these subcases.
Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman is provided as a courtesy and for the
same purpose it was previously quoted in the record before thls court.
Exhlbit 4 is Pocatello's federal law SRBA claim, which is on file with the SRBA court.

In addition, in these subcases, on December 23, 2004, Pocatello filed a Motion to Stay State Law
.Claims and a Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay State Law Claims to this court. These
1 State of Idaho's Brief in Support of Motion to Stn"ke Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of
Pocatello's Post Trial Brief, page 4.
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filings placed specific content of Pocatello's federal law water right claim before this court.
Pocatello attached a copy of the claim as Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman as a
courtesy to this court.
Exhibits 5 and 6 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman also relate to the overarching legal issue
of the State's and IDWR's change in position with respect to LC. 42-1425 accomplished
transfers in the SRBA.
Exhibit 5 is IDWR's official provision of a subsequent draft of the Water Management
Rules regarding "Continued Negotiation of General Water Management Rules, IDAPA Docket
NO. 37-0313-9701. Exhibit 6 is IDWR's compilation of the content and comments on an earlier
version of the same rulemaking which IDWR provided as material for a water law seminar of the
Idaho Water Users Association.

It is not a matter of evidence to show how a statute has changed or how case law has
changed or how rules have changed; that is, how the law has changed or how an agency's
interpretation of the law has changed. The exhibits all go to establishing what the law is or how
IDWR interprets or changes its interpretation of the law.
Exhibits 7 and 8 also relate to the overarching legal issue of the State's and IDWR's change in
position with respect to LC. 42-1425 accomplished transfers in the SRBA.

Exhibit 7 is a copy of Pocatello's original state law SRBA claims from April 19, 1990.
Exhibit 8 is a copy of IDWR' s February 18, 2003 Preliminary Recommendations of Pocatello' s
state law SRBA claims. Pocatello is not providing these documents to establish the evidentiary
truth of any fact discussed in them, but only to show how IDWR has changed its legal position in
the SRBA with respect to I.C. 42-1425 accomplished transfers.
Exhibit 11 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman is admissible as a transcript of proceedings
before this court.
On January 17, 2007, Special Master Bilyeu presided over a hearing on summary
judgment in the present subcases. Exhibit 11 to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman is a

2 See Tr. Vol. II. p. 246, pp. 255-258, pp. 301 -303, pp. 330-335. See, City of Pocate/lo's Trial Brief.
POCATELLO'SMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION-PAGE 3
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certified copy of the transcript of these audiotaped proceedings. On May 7, 2007 the transcript of

',l

audiotaped proceedings of January 17, 2007 was lodged with the SRBA Court.

DATED this 7n, day of May 2007.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7 th day of May 2007, I caused a true copy of the
foregoing Pocatello's Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting State's Motion to
Strike to be served on the following by U.S. First Class Mail unless indicated as faxed or hand
delivered:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
REPRESENTED BY:

US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
STATE OF IDAHO
REPRESENTED BY:

NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIBF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE,ID 83711-4449
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

Z:11776\100\UT Posr-TRIAL\7800
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EXIIlBIT A
Subcase Numbers (30)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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DISTRICT COURT-SRBA.
FIith Ju<fdal District
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

OCT - 2 2007

---:(~r,__.......,,_,,..

,.,_,,_

By _ _ _ _ _

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE.FIFTH .nIDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)

Subcases: See Attached Exhibit A
MASTER'S REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATION and ORDER
ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

I. PROCEDURALBACKGROUND
The City of Pocatello (hereinafter "Pocatello") filed 38 claims to its state-based water
rights. Objections to the Director's Report were filed by Pocatello. The State of Idaho filed

Responses to Pocatello's Objections.' Several parties referred to collectively as the Surface
Water Coalition participated in earlier proceedings. The Surface Water Coalition settled with
Pocatello on the opening day of trial. The trial went forward with Pocatello and the State of
Idaho as parties.
During the first day of the trial, the parties stipulated that there were no issues remaining
on eight subcases. (These subcases are 29-7431, 29-2354, 29-7502, 29-11344, 29-2382,
29-7222, 29-7782, and 29-13636.) Master's Reports and Recommendations were previously
issued on those subcases. At trial, 30 subcases remained with four major issues in dispute.·
A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29273, 29-4222)
The first issue is whethe~ Pocatello's city wells qualify as alternative points of diversion
for its senior surface water rights. Pocatello's oldest water rights are the surface water rights
1

The United States Bureau of Land Management also filed Objections and the United States Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Bureau of Reclamation, and Fish & Wildlife Services filed Responses which were resolved prior to trial.
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from Mink Creek (29-271, 29-272, and 29-273) and Gibson Jack Creek (29-4222). The

Director's Report for these four rights did not recommend Pocatello's wells as alternative points
of diversion for the surface water rights. Pocatello objected, seeking to add 23 alternative points
of diversion for the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek rights.
B. Condition on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
The second issue is whether a descriptive condition should be placed on Pocatello's
groundwater rights if the rights are decreed with the city's wells as alternative points of
diversion. Pocatello has a large, interconnected well system which implicates multiple
groundwater rights. The interconnected well system supplies the city with water. Pocatello
claimed each right with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. The Director's Report
also recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, the Director's Report
recommended a condition for each right:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well [description] in the amount of _ _ cfs. 2
Pocatello objected, asserting that it is entitled to the alternative points of diversion without a
condition because it completed a valid accomplished transfer.

C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The third issue is whether the purpose of use for three water rights should be "irrigation"
or "municipal." Pocatello claimed a municipal purpose for three rights relating to the city's
biosolids program. These water rights were once used solely for irrigating crops. The water is
still applied to growing crops, but since 1981 the crops have been planted in conjunction with
Pocatello's biosolids program. The Director's Report recommended an irrigation purpose of use
for the irrigation season. Pocatello asserts that purpose should be municipal and season of use
should be year-round.

2

IDWR's proposed condition was slightly different in earlier versions of the Director's Report. This version is
from the Amended Director's Report (Feb. 27, 2007).
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D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)

The final issue at trial is the correct priority dates for water rights 29-13558 and
29-13639. Pocatello claimed earlier priorities than those recommended in the Director's
Report.3

E. Order Denying Motion to Reconsider
After the trial in this matter was concluded and after closing arguments were presented by
counsel, the parties submitted post-trial briefs. In conjunction with those filings, Pocatello
submitted the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief The
Affidavit attached additional evidence. The State ofldaho filed State of Idaho's Motion to Strike
Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief A hearing on the

motion to strike was held May 4, 2007. The Special Master granted the motion to strike on the
grounds that the Affidavit improperly submitted evidence after Pocatello had rested its case and
in contravention of the court's pre-trial orders. Pocatello requested that the Special Master
reconsider the ruling in Pocatello 's Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting State's
Motion to Strike. In Pocatello 's Motion for Reconsideration, Pocatello apparently agreed that it

should not submit additional evidence, but asked the court to consider its legal arguments. The
Special Master agrees that Pocatello's arguments may be considered even though the post-trial
evidence should remain stricken from the record. Therefore, the court's earlier oral order
striking the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Briefremains,
and the motion to reconsider is denied.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
A. Director's Reports

A Director's Report for a water claim is primafacie evidence of the nature and extent of
a water right. LC.§ 42-1411(4); Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho
761, 764, 40P.3d119, 122 (2002). The objecting party has the "burden of going forward" with
evidence to establish any element which is in addition to or inconsistent with the description in
the Director's Report. Id.

3

The two water rights with a priority dispute also have a dispute regarding the condition for the alternative points of
diversion.
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B. Source
The Idaho Supreme Court analyzed whether rights were from the "same source" in Clear
Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 40P.3d119 (2002). The Court
emphasized the requirement that an objector who disagrees with the Director's Report
determination of source has the burden of going forward with evidence in support.
In prior proceedings in Clear Springs Foods, Inc, v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho
76 I (2002), the SRBA District Court discussed whether water rights were from the "same
source." The Court explained that it is imperative to examine the context in which the term
"source" is applied:
Clearly, "source" may have different meanings in different situations. As Mr.
Hardy noted, the Snake River Aquifer is the source (singular) for all relevant
springs and stream flows (plural) involved in these subcases. The springs are
discharged at various points across the north rim or wall of the Snake River
Canyon. But because the springs that feed the Brailsford Stream are different
from the springs that feed the channel for the other four rights, and because those
streams meet for the first time at Clear Lake which is well below the respective
points of di version, then for purposes of administration as between the five rights
involved in this case, the Brailsford stream is a different "source." It is a separate
source for purposes of determining priority in the event of a call between these
respective right holders.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (Subcase 36-02708) (July 9, 1999). In
determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court held that evidence
on which particular springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel, the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two
channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.
Idat 10.
To make a case that water rights are from the same source, the evidence would be
essentially the reverse of that required to show a separate source. Thus, a party proposing that
water rights are from the same source would have to show that both the first right and the second
right are diverting the same water. The connection between the water of the two rights would
have to be so close that the two rights are diverting from the same source.
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C. Accomplished Transfer Statute
Idaho's accomplished transfer statute, I.C. § 42-1425, allows certain changes in
established water rights even if the changes violate the mandatory transfer procedures. The
statute establishes:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987, the date of commencement of the Snake River basin adjudication, may be
claimed in a general adjudication even though the person has not complied with
sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided no other water rights existing
on the date of the change were injured and the change did not result in an
enlargement to the original right.
I.C. § 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source or priority elements.
The statute allows water users to claim water rights with changes to the a!lowable elements if
three prerequisites are met:

1. The change was made before November 19, 1987;
2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.

D. Purpose of Use/Licenses
Idaho Code § 42-202B(6) defines "municipal purposes" as "residential, commercial,
industrial, irrigation of parks and open space, and related purposes." The water rights claimed
for "municipal purposes" here are based on prior licenses. The licenses list "irrigation" as the
purpose of use. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report)
The SRBA Court disfavors collateral attacks on licenses. See Order on Challenge of

"Facility Volllme" Issue and Additional Evidence Issue, 3 SRBA 18, 18.15 (Dec. 29, 1999)

III. FINDINGS OF FACT
A. Wells as Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
The earliest water supplied to Pocatello came from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek,
two major tributaries to the PortneufRiver. The two creeks provided surface water to Pocatello
since before 1900. The Director's Report recommended Pocatello' s surface water rights on

Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, but rejected the city's groundwater wells as alternative
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points of diversion. The Supplemental Director's Report concluded that: I) Water from the
creeks is not used for culinary purposes and, thus, the creek water is not part of the
interconnected well system; 2) The wells are a significant distance from the creeks; 3) Any
change in how water was diverted occurred after 1987; and 4) There is no evidence the wells and
the creeks are on the same source. Having wells as alternative points of diversion would
improperly allow the withdrawal of water from wells using the earlier priority of the surface
water rights. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 11 ).
IDWR does not usually recognize wells as alternative points of diversion for surface
water sources. However, IDWR will recognize a well as an alternate point of diversion for a
surface water source if the two are very closely connected. For example, IDWR recognized a
well as an alternate point of diversion near the Salmon River. In that case, a point of diversion
on an abandoned ditch was changed in favor of a nearby well. IDWR determined that the two
points of diversion were close to each other and the well was so shallow that the ditch and the
well essentially withdrew the same water. Thus, IDWR recommended a change in point of .
diversion from the ditch to the shallow well. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 78, L.
16-p. 79, L. 10)
The Supplemental Director's Report indicated that IDWR referred to IDWR's Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 (Oct. 30, 2002) as guidance in evaluating the wells as proposed
alternative points of diversion. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 11, Attach. 6) The Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 explains that IDWR will recommend a change from surface water to
groundwater if there is an "immediate and direct connection" between the surface source and the
well. The Memo also requires that such changes require the groundwater and surface water
sources to have "a direct and immediate hydraulic connection." The Memo requires that "[t]he
existing point of diversion and proposed point of diversion must be proximate such that
diversions and use of water from the proposed point of diversion would have substantially the
same effect on the hydraulically connected sources as diversion and use of water from the
original point of diversion."
IDWR referred to Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 in making its recommendations.
IDWR concluded that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek do not have a close enough hydraulic
connection to be considered the same sources as the city wells. IDWR found no evidence that
creek water is diverted from the wells. In addition, the wells are located some distance from the
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creeks. The creeks are located between a quarter mile to a mile from Pocatello's nearest well.
(Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 11 -p. 80, L. 3; Ex. 11)

B. Interconnected Well System
Pocatello provides a population of over 50,000 residents with water. A large amount of
the water comes from a large, interconnected well system which supplies groundwater to the
"city proper."4 Pocatello claimed each of the water rights related to the interconnected well
system with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. Pocatello asserted the alternative
points of diversion pursuant to the accomplished transfer statute.
By November 19, 1987, Pocatello's interconnected well system included 22 wells
connected via an integrated pipe and pumping system. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. Map I)
The Director's Report recommended the water rights from the interconnected system and
recognized 22 wells as alternative points of diversion. Thus, the Director's Report recognized
that the interconnected system served Pocatello prior to November 19, 1987. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.
Report at 12, 13.) IDWR did not recommend wells that were not part of the interconnected

system as of 1987.
The wells integrated in the city's system are associated with water right numbers
29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106,
29-7322,29-7375,29-7450,29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-l3561,2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639. These are groundwater rights which pump water
primarily from an aquifer identified as the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (hereinafter
"LPRVA"). The LPRV A forms a finger off of the larger Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer.
(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. IV, p. 772, LI. 12-25; Ex. 101, 102) One of the city's
wells (Well 32) is located in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (hereafter "ESPA").
The Director's Report recommended the 22 alternative points of diversion with a
condition it deemed necessary to prevent injury to other water rights. IDWR would not have
recommended the alternative points of diversion without the condition. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.
Report at 13). IDWR did not recommend the condition in three water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338,

and 29-7375, because th~ condition was not added in previous administrative transfer No. 5452.

4

A smaller well system supplies water to the municipal airport.
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C. Purpose of Use for Biosolids (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello has three wells relating to water rights 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770. All
three rights were licensed with "irrigation" as the purpose of use because the land was previously
used by farmers to grow agricultural crops. These wells were originally used to irrigate crops on
land now owned by the city. Pocatello now uses the water rights in the city's biosolids program.
Pocatello asserted an accomplished transfer changed the use on all three rights to municipal.
The Director's Report for all three water rights concluded that these rights have an
irrigation purpose rather than a municipal purpose. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report attach. K)

1. Irrigation and Biosolids
The evidence at trial showed that these three water rights are still used to grow
crops. The city leases its land to farmers who cultivate the land and apply water to growing
crops. The crops are harvested. However, since I 981, Pocatello has pursued a biosolids
program to treat the city's sewage waste. Since that time, Pocatello has closely monitored its
leases and has limited the types of crops grown.
The biosolids generated by homes and industries in Pocatello are absorbed as fertilizer by
the growing crops. Pocatello's leases now require the farmers to grow crops in a way that
promotes the biosolids program. The farmers are required to grow the specific crops used in the
program. (Testimony of John Herrick, Tr., Vol. II, p. 834, LL 7-25) The farm leases provide
that Pocatello may discharge biosolids onto the soil. (Ex. 168, 169)

2. Licenses
Water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 were licensed for irrigation purposes in 1975.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. K) A valid change in purpose occurred in 1981 after the city's
biosolids program was implemented. Since 1981, the application of water has been on growing
crops, but the purpose of growing the crops has changed to municipal because the crops are
specifically grown to absorb biosolid waste.
Water right 29-7770 was licensed much later. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. M) This
right was licensed in 2003 with an irrigation purpose of use. IDWR did not recommend
changing the purpose of use to "municipal" for 29-7770 because that right was licensed with
"irrigation" as the purpose after the commencement of the adjudication. (Testimony of Dave
Tuthill; Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
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D. Priority Date (29-13558 and 29-13639)
Pocatello disputes the priority for two of its rights. Water right 29-13558 was
recommended in the Director's Report with a priority of July 26, 1924. Pocatello claimed a
priority of June 30, 1905. Water right 29-13558 relates to the first well used by the City of
Alameda. The right was developed by a predecessor to the City of Alameda. Pocatello claimed
the right based on beneficial use. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22)
Pocatello bases its claim ofa 1905 date on several newspaper articles. (Exs. 146, 147, ·
148,150) Exhibit 150 contains an excerpt of an early history of the City of Pocatello. The
document describes the history of early Pocatello resident A.Y. Satterfield who moved to
Pocatello in 1905. The article does not establish a date for the first well, but indicates that the
well was deepened during the term of the first mayor of the City of Alameda. The City of
Alameda was formed from the consolidation of North Pocatello and Fairview on July 17, 1924.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Based on the date of consolidation reported in the newspaper
article, IDWR recommended a priority date of July 16, 1924 (one day prior to the formation of
Alameda) for water right 29-13558. ID WR recommended that date because the well appeared to
be in existence when Alameda was founded. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. 0)
Water right 29-13639 was recommended with a priority of October 22, 1952. Pocatello
claimed a priority of December 31, 1940. Water right 29-13639 was claimed based on a
beneficial use right relating to Alameda Well No. 3. The application for permit on which this
right is based is dated October 22, 1952. (Ex. 154; Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P)
Exhibit 154, the license file, included an application describing the water right with "three wells,
drilled and in use for varying periods .... " The date of the application was October 20, 1952.
Since the application referred to wells which were already in place on October 20, 1952, IDWR
recommended the priority as one day earlier, October 21, 1952. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle,
Tr., Vol. I, p. 196, L. 14-p. 197, L. 8). Despite the date on the application, Pocatello asserted a
date of December 31, 1940. Pocatello presented evidence that the City of Alameda grew from a
population of2,100 people to 4,705 people in 1950. There was no evidence, however, relating to
a priority date of December 31, 1940.

43G1
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JV. ANALYSIS
A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
Pocatello asserted its wells as alternative points of diversion to its senior surface water
rights pursuant to I.C. § 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute. This statute allows for
changes in several elements of a water right. The statute provides that:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987 ... may be claimed in a general adjudication.
I.C. § 42-1425(2). Therefore, a claimant may not change or add points of diversion from surface
water to groundwater unless the two points of diversion are drawing from the same source. The
statute does not provide for a change in the source element. Therefore, the trial correctly focused
on the threshold question of whether Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are connected closely
enough to the proposed groundwater wells to be considered the same source.
Pocatello's expert witness Greg Sullivan provided an extensive and well-reasoned
analysis of the small aquifer from which the wells draw water. The aquifer is called the Lower
PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (LPRVA). Mr. Sullivan described the inflow ofwater into the
LPRVA and the outflow of water from this aquifer. In that analysis, Mr. Sullivan explained that
both Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek contribute significantly to the water supply for the
LPRVA. In Mr. Sullivan's opinion, Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek have a direct hydraulic
connection to the LPRV A. Mr. Sullivan stated that the connection between the creeks and the
aquifer is so close that he considers them "essentially" the same source.
That testimony was contrasted by the expert opinion of!DWR's investigators. Senior
Water Agent Carter Fritschle oversees recommendations in the SRBA as Manager of the
Adjudication Technical Section. Mr. Fritschle is also experienced as a farmer.
Mr. Fritschle found no indication that Mink Creek water was diverted from Pocatello's
wells. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 75, LI. 12-23; p. 709, LL 14-24) Mr. Fritschle does not consider
Pocatello's wells closely connected enough to the creeks to be from the same source. His
conclusion is based on the distance between the wells and the surface sources. The wells are
about¼ mile to I mile from the creeks. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 22-p. 80, L. 3)
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Mr. Fritschle testified that IDWR has recognized a well as an alternative point of
diversion for a surface source where the well was essentially diverting the same water. One
water right on the Salmon River involved a ditch that was abandoned in favor of a nearby
shallow well. The well was so close to the ditch and was so shallow that IDWR concluded the
well was a valid alternative point of diversion. (Testimony of 9arter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 78,
L. 16-p. 79, L. 10) "[I]n this case, they're taking the same water at the groundwater or at the

well that's along the river banks as they were taking at the ditch that was upstream on the river."

Id. There IDWR concluded that the ditch and the shallow well drew the same water from the
same source. In the case of Pocatello's wells, Fritschle concluded the groundwater source was
not close enough to the creeks to conclude that the wells pumped from the same source as the
creeks. Therefore, IDWR did not recommend the wells as alternative points of diversion.
This Special Master concurs with the conclusion found in the Director's Report that
Pocatello's groundwater wells are not alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights.
Pocatello based its assertion of the wells as alternative points of diversion on the accomplished
transfer statute, I.C. § 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source
element. Thus, if Pocatello's groundwater wells do not withdraw from the same source as Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, it seems the alternative points of diversion are not acceptable
under I.C. § 42-1425(2). IDWR essentially concluded that the city's wells in the LPRVA do not
withdraw from the same source as Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. IDWR's reasoning is
consistent with the analysis used by the SRBA District Court and the Idaho Supreme Court in
Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co. In Memorandum Decision a11d Order on
Challenge (Subcases 36-02708 and 36-07218) (July 9, 1999) the dispute was over whether Clear

Springs' rights were from a separate source than Clear Lakes' rights.
In determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court found
that evidence on which springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel; the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two
channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.
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Id at I 0. A showing that two water rights have independent sources or are fed by different
springs supports a finding of a separate source.
In the instant case, Mr. Sullivan testified that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
contribute to the LPRVA. Thus, the creeks and the aquifer are hydraulically connected.
However, aquifers and nearby creeks or rivers are often connected. A close connection between
two water supplies is different than a showing they are the same source. To be considered the
same source, the connection between Pocatello's wells and the surface diversions on Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek would have to be so close that the two were essentially diverting the
same water. Both Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Fritschle presented as knowledgeable and forthright.
Each expert came to a different conclusion, however, on whether the wells draw from the same
source as the creeks.
Having considered all the testimony, this Special Master is persuaded that the city wells,
though closely connected to the surface creeks, derive water from a different source when they
draw from the LPRV A. Although the LPRVA derives a large portion of its water from the two
creeks, it derives a significant portion of water from other sources. Additionally, there is no
evidence that the city wells actually pump water from the creeks. Although the creeks and the
LPRVA are hydraulically connected, they are not the same source.
Finally, even though the ground and surface sources are connected, the city could not
transfer its point of diversion to groundwater without injuring junior groundwater pumpers who
appropriated prior to the city establishing its wells. The significance of the connection between
the groundwater and surface water is not such that groundwater pumping results in depletions to
surface flow. Accordingly, in times of shortage to surface flows, the city could not initiate a
delivery call against prior groundwater pumpers. However, allowing the city to transfer its
alternative source to groundwater would allow the city, in times of shortage, to initiate a call
against groundwater pumpers based on the priority for its surface rights. This results in injury to
junior groundwater pumpers. Under the "no injury rule" juniors are entitled to the conditions as
they existed at the time of appropriation. Crockett v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497,277 P. 550 (1929);

Bennett v. Nourse, 22 Idaho 249, 125 P. 1038 (1912). A senior may not change an element of its
right, including a point of diversion, if the change would result in injury to a junior. Id. This is
exactly what would occur if the city were permitted to treat its wells as alternative points of
diversion for its senior surface rights instead of treating the wells as new appropriations. The
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injury is to the priorities of the juniors because it would essentially cause an abrogation of the
juniors' priority date, even if the damage is not manifest for many years.
In the Clear Springs Foods case, Judge Wood explained that merely because two water
rights are on the same source, a senior seeking to change a point of diversion is not immune from
injuring a junior on the same source.
An example of such a situation occurs where a stream flow divides into two
separate channels, a west channel and an east channel.• Assume a senior
appropriator has a point of diversion_ downstream from the fork on the west
channel. A junior appropriator's point of diversion is also downstream from the
fork but located on the east channel. The "source" for the two water rights is the
same common stream. See Malad Valley Irr. Co. v. Campbell, 2 Idaho 411,415,
18 P.52, 56 (1888)(rights of prior appropriator from natural streams also extend to
tributaries); Scoff v. Watkins, 63 Idaho 506, 517, 122 P.2d 220, 231
(I 942)(particular source supplying natural water course is immaterial). However,
because both points of diversion are located below the divide in the stream, no
matter how much water the junior diverts, the senior's water supply will not be
affected because of the natural flow of the water between the respective channels.
Even in times of shortage, for purposes of administering the respective water
rights, the senior could not make a successful delivery call against the junior, as
the call would be "futile." Stated differently, cutting off the junior's water supply
at the point of diversion would not increase the senior's water supply. See United
States v. Haga, 276 F. 41, 43 (D. Idaho 192l)(holding appropriator on main
channel can complain of diversion from tributary when tributary, if not interfered
with, would make contribution to main channel). Furthermore, the senior would
not be able to manipulate the actual flow of water down the respective channels to
increase the flow in the west channel, as the senior would be changing the point of
diversion. The junior is protected by the "no injury rule" and could enjoin the
senor from changing the point of diversion. See e.g., Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr.
Co., 66 Idaho 1, 9-10, 154 P.2d 507, 515-16 (1944)(citing Crocke/1 v. Jones, 47
Idaho 497, 277 P.550; Morris v. Bean, 146 F.42)(holding a subsequent
appropriator has a vested right to a continuance of conditions as they existed
when he made his appropriation). In essence, the junior is protected by the
respective location of the diversion works on the common source.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (Subcase 36-02708)(July 9, 1999)
The same reasoning applies in this case. As such, the city's wells must be recognized as
separate appropriations rather than alternative points of diversion for its surface sources in order
to protect existing conditions for junior water right holders.
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B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System
Pocatello disputes whether a descriptive condition should be placed on.its groundwater
rights. Pocatello claimed all of its wells as alternative points of diversion for each groundwater
right. IDWR placed a condition or description on the rights because it agreed to include all of
Pocatello's wells as alternative points of diversion for each water right. As of 1987, Pocatello
had 22 interconnected wells which provide water to the city's service area. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.

Report, attach. maps I, 2) IDWR favorably considered the alternative points of diversion
because Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. But IDWR included a
description of the background for each water right to prevent the alternative points of diversion
from displacing existing water rights with senior priorities. IDWR explained this reasoning in
the Supplemental Director's Report:
By listing all of its points of diversion for all of its water rights [without the
condition], the City would be allowed to withdraw water under its most senior
priority water right from any well location.
The State of Idaho operates under the priority system. Water rights which are "first in
time" are also "first in right." Therefore, it seems that IDWR could not allow a 1968 water right
to utilize a 1917 priority date. That scenario seems contrary to Idaho law. To allow Pocatello
the flexibility of using its different wells and to comply with the priority system, IDWR
recognized the alternative points of diversion, but defined each right with the following
condition:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well (legal description) in the amount of _ _ cfs.
Pocatello and the State of Idaho each presented evidence regarding the condition.
Pocatello argued that its groundwater rights should be recommended without the condition.
Pocatello asserted that the interconnected system was in place prior to 1987 and that no other
water rights were injured by adding alternative points of diversion. Three issues relate to the
proposed provision: 1) What does the provision mean? 2) Are existing water rights injured
without the provision? and 3) Is the provision necessary to administer the water rights? Thus,
the evidence at trial focused on the injury issue.
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I. Meaning of the Provision
For a water right originating with Well No. 7, the condition would read:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE, on 12/31/1940 in the
amount of 4.46 cfs.
The condition provides four pieces of information: identification of the well, date of the well,
quantity and explanation of administration.
a. Identification of Well
"Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE." This portion of the
condition is provided to identify the well and provide a legal description by quarter-quarter of
where the well was drilled. The description was included by IDWR to locate the relevant city
well, which is important when determining how the use of a city well is impacting other nearby
wells. "This description is important because many other wells could have been drilled nearby
before or after the city-owned well was drilled or used." (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 14)
b. Date of Well
The information stating "on 12/31/1940" explains when groundwater was first diverted
from the well or water right in question. IDWR included the well date information for
comparison with other water rights.
The date associated with the well is the date water was first appropriated from that
well. This date is important when addressing well-interference issues and
mitigation requirements for aquifer-wide regulation. If at some time in the future,
the City increases the pumping capacity of a well within the City's interconnected
system and it reduces the amount of water available to another water user, the
condition preserves the ability of a water user to protect their right.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 14) IDWR explained that retaining information on the date of the
well is important so the use of alternative points of diversion does not result in changes to
priority dates.
For example, if a well developed by Pocatello in 1990 causes interference with a
neighbor's well that was drilled in 1960, the City's well will be treated as junior
to the 1960 well even though the City, on occasion, could be diverting a quantity
from that well that is associated with a 1950 well owned elsewhere by the City.
Id.
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c. Quantity
IDWR included the quantity of water for each well to identify the amount of water
appropriated from that well under its priority date. IDWR explained:
This quantity is again a necessary parameter when evaluating possible wellinterference issues. Allowing the City to increase the Diversion rate will draw
from any particular well by listing multiple, alternative points of diversion on its
water rights could cause injury to other surface and groundwater users.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 15)
The Supplemental Director's Report explained that retaining the information on well quantity is
important:
For example, if a senior surface water user makes a call and the Department
determines that the City's use of groundwater is causing injury to that senior
surface water user from a certain well, the City has .the flexibility to obtain that
quantity from different well locations to supply its residents with water.
However, the City is still responsible for mitigating any injury associated with the
withdrawal of that quantity for its wells.
Id.

In a nutshell, IDWR included the well location and quantity to "maintain the historical
relationship between various water users."

d. Administrative Language
The remaining portion of the condition explains that IDWR will maintain the information
relating to well locations, priority, and quantity for reference during times of shortage to
appropriately respond to calls. The language is:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, water was first appropriate at _ _ __
This language has become IDWR's standard condition where municipalities have interconnected
well systems and request the flexibility of alternative points of diversion for groundwater rights.
Id. at 16.

2. Injury to Existing Water Rights
Because Pocatello asserted the alternative points of diversion under the accomplished
transfer statute, the experts sharply disagreed on whether existing water rights would be injured
without the condition. At trial, IDWR Director David Tuthill testified that the provision is
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necessary to protect the priority dates of existing wells5 and therefore protect those wells from
well interference. Mr. Tuthill gave an example where an increase by Pocatello in the number of
hours pumped per day at a city well would cause existing shallow wells to dry up. Mr. Tuthill
testified that without the condition, the alternative points of diversion could allow Pocatello to
pump from a well using another well's early priority, but preclude an existing domestic well
from seeking appropriate protection.

3. Necessary for Administration
IDWR concluded that the condition is necessary to maintain the existing system of
priority and therefore to protect existing users during a priority call. Without the condition,
IDWR concluded that Pocatello could assert a priority date earlier than the date associated with
the specific well actually pumping and would inappropriately avoid a priority call. Mr. Tuthill
concluded that the condition is necessary to allow the alternative points of diversion and to
define Pocatello' s water rights:
Q.
So why was the condition created specifically here?
A.
. . . Our understanding of our responsibility through the
adjudication is to appropriately condition a water right so that it cannot be
expanded over time inappropriately....
Q.
So, Mr. Tuthill, when you say 'expanded inappropriately,' do you
mean injury?
A.
That's correct.
The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one, well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at
wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion
from one location as compare with diversion from another location.

(Testimony of David Tuthill, Tr., Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24 - p. 232, L. 25)
The descriptive condition was added so that adding alternative points of diversion did not
allow Pocatello's more junior rights to essentially jump ahead in priority. Mr. Tuthill concluded
that allowing the alternative points of diversion without including the condition would injure
existing water rights.
There are existing ground water users in the area of Pocatello' s well system which are
hydrologically connected to Pocatello's wells. However, IDWR has not investigated whether

' Existing wells are those wells which existed prior to the fonnation of the interconnected system and operation of
alternative points of diversion.
JI,~ ...
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these water users have already sustained damage due to Pocatello's exercise of its alternative
points of diversion. (Testimony of David Tuthill).
Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan disagreed with Mr. Tuthill 's testimony. He concluded
that the condition unfairly weakens Pocatello's rights:

Q. [MS. BEEMAN]. How do you interpret the revised condition for
purposes of water right administration?
A.
Well, I - it's my opinion that the condition essentially neuters the
City's claim, because during times of water right administration that the City
would most - it's most important that the City be able to exercise its alternative
points of diversion.
Q.
Yes. If you could on Exhibit 119 tum to page 14. This is the
Department's 706 report.
A.
Okay.
Q. At the middle of the page, two lines up from the final paragraph on
page 14, could read the language beginning with 'Other wells'? I believe the
sentence begins, 'This description.'
A.
Yes. 'This description is important because many other wells
could have been drilled nearby before or after the City-owned well was drilled or
used.'
Q.
Has IDWR provided any evidence to the Court on the existence of
wells near the City's interconnected wells?
A.
No, they have not.
Q.
If I may, Mr. Sullivan, what you're referring to, in your prior
testimony you indicated that one of the 23 interconnected wells does divert from
the ESP A, is that correct?
A.
Yes ....
A.
Right. And so as I understood Mr. Tuthill's concern- and the City
had a junior well - well, the City had a junior well located inside the boundary,
and it was attempting to exercise different priority, a more senior priority, from
one of its interconnected wells as it's claimed under the alternate-points-ofdiversion theory, just as we've described.
I think that would - that type of operation by the City would be entirely
legitimate, and the neighbor should have not concern about that. ...
We're just talking about a situation where the neighbor looks over his
fence and sees that the City's pumping a well and its not being shut off while his
well is being shut off because he doesn't have any senior priorities.
(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. V, p. 900, L. 7-p. 904, L. 8; Tr., Vol. V, p. 990, L. 10-

p. 993, L. 6.)
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Thus, Mr, Sullivan concluded that operating the alternative points of diversion does not
injure existing rights. Additionally, Mr. Sullivan concluded that Pocatello's rights should be
decreed without a condition to maximize Pocatello's rights.

j

IDWR included the condition to protect against injury to junior rights in order to allow all

'!

the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, IDWR must be protecting against an
injury which is real, identifiable, and material. A theoretical or speculative injury is insufficient.

Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr. Co., 66 Idaho I, 7, 154 P.2d 507, 509 (1944). Pocatello argues that
the condition does not address actual injury, but improperly focuses on speculation about future
injury. This Special Master disagrees.
Where a change or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and
material even if the damage is not immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation system,
undermining a priority date is a seminal injury. Thus, the condition appears to correctly protect
juniors from injury to their priorities. The descriptive language found in the condition identifies
the well associated with the water right and appropriately identifies the quantity of water
associated with that well and its priority date. The Director's Report recognized the other wells
as alternative points of diversion, assuring Pocatello the flexibility necessary for a municipality
with many wells, some of which may fail. But the Director's Report identifies the quantity and
priority associated with the original right so that Pocatello is not inappropriately insulated from
calls by intervening pumpers. If, as Pocatello argues, the alternative points of diversion cause no
injury to juniors, then the condition should not affect Pocatello's rights. Therefore, this Special
Master concludes that the condition recommended in the Director's Report is appropriate and
necessary.
4. Transfer No. 5452 (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-7375)
Three of Pocatello's water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375, were recommended
without the condition and with only 12 points of diversion. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 13)
IDWR did not recommend the condition or the additional points of diversion because these three
rights were subject to a previous administrative transfer. Transfer No. 5452 dated June 28, 1999,
did not include the condition. In addition, Transfer No. 5452 recognized only 12 points of
diversion for these three rights, Because Transfer No. 5452 occurred after 1987, IDWR
recommended these rights as they were determined in the transfer.
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This Special Master concludes that there is not a valid accomplished transfer for these
three rights under I.C. § 42-1425. Since Transfer No. 5452 was issued in 1999 with only 12
points of diversion, Pocatello cannot meet the requirement of a pre-1987 change established by
I.C. § 42-1425. Accordingly the points of diversion should be as recommended.
C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The three water rights near the Pocatello Municipal Airport were licensed for irrigation
purposes with an irrigation season. Pocatello asserted a municipal purpose based on a change of
purpose of use when the city started its biosolids program in 1981.
Pocatello's key witness on these rights was Jon Herrick, a senior employee for
Pocatello's wastewater treatment plant.

Mr. Herrick testified that the wells associated with 29-

7118 and 29-7119 were used for the biosolids program since 1981. (Testimony of Jon Herrick,
Tr., Vol. II, p. 401, LI. 22-24) Pocatello Exhibits 106, 158, 149, 168, and 169 show the location
of the biosolids facilities, the city's biosolids management plan, crop management plan, and farm
leases relating to the program.
Pocatello changed the purpose of use for 29-7118 and 29-7 I 19 when it began using its
water rights for the biosolids program in 1981. Crops were still grown on the land as they had
been for irrigation purposes, and farmers still leased the land from the city. However, after 1981
Pocatello grew the crops to absorb municipal biosolid waste, not to merely grow and market
crops. Thus, water was applied and used for municipal purposes. There was no evidence which
showed a season of use for 29-7118 and 29-71 l 9 outside the irrigation season. Thus, purpose of
use is municipal for 29-7118 and 29-71 I 9, but season of use remains the irrigation season.
Evidence also showed that water right 29-7770 was used for the biosolids program.
Unfortunately, the legal impact of the biosolids program for this right is different than for the
other two rights because this right was licensed in 2003 for irrigation purposes. In the
licensing process, IDWR considered a municipal purpose but rejected that. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.

Report at 21) In the licensing decision, IDWR considered Pocate!lo's 1987 request to define
purpose of use as domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial or "DCM!." IDWR declined
to label the purpose of use for 29-7770 as DCMI. (Ex. l, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
The license ofa water right claimed in the SRBA is persuasive proof of the elements of
the right. However, a license is not conclusive proof. Changes occurring after the license may
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provide evidence io support a change in the elements. Typically, the post-licensing changes are
either a valid administrative transfer or an accomplished transfer.
There was no evidence offered to show an administrative transfer of29-7770 occurred.
Therefore, in order to change the licensed elements, Pocatello must show a valid accomplished
occurred under LC. § 42-1425.
The statute allows changes to a water right if three factors exist:
1. The change was made prior to November 19, 1987;

2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.
Under the unusual procedural history of this case, Pocatello cannot show a valid
accomplished transfer. This right was licensed in 2003. Pocatello cannot make a valid case for
an accomplished transfer under I.C. § 42-1425 because accomplished changes to elements of a
right are required by statute to have occurred prior to November 12., 1987. The license was
issued in 2003 and, therefore, any change after the license does not comply with the statutory
deadline of 1987. A valid accomplished transfer cannot be alleged. Therefore, the purpose of
use is irrigation as originally claimed by Pocatello, as licensed in 2003, and as set forth in the
Director's Report.
D. Priority Dates
1. 29-13558

Water right 29-13558 was claimed by Pocatello for the fust well used by the City of
Alameda. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Pocatello's Objection sought a June 30, 1905
priority date.
The Director's Report recommended July 16, 1924, as the priority for 29-13558. To
support its contention of a 1905 date, Pocatello offered Exhibit 150, an excerpt of an early
newspaper article. The article established that Mr. A. Y. Satterfield moved to Pocatello in 1905.
The article said that Mr. Satterfield gave a speech about the early history of Pocatello and said
Alameda's first well was dug to a depth of 65 feet and was deepened during the term of
Alameda's fust mayor.
Pocatello also offered Exhibit 148, a newspaper article regarding the formation of the
City of Alameda (now part of Pocatello). Exhibit 148 establishes the formation of Alameda on
July 31, 1924. The date of the newspaper article was July 17, 1924. The only evidence
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connected to 1905 appears to be a showing that an early resident moved to the area in that year.
Although that evidence has some probative value, by itself it does not rebut the Director's
Report conclusion that priority is July 16, 1924. Therefore, this Special Master concludes that
the evidence at trial supports the finding of July 16, 1924 as the priority date for 29-13558.
2. 29-13639
Water right 29-13639 was recommended in the Director's Report based on a license.
This water right relates to Alameda Well No. 3. IDWR determined that a prior license
(numbered 29-2324) covered Alameda Well Nos. I, 2 and 3. The license gave a priority date of
October 22, 1952. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P; Ex. 153, permit; Ex. 154 license)
The Director's Report recommended October 22, 1952.
Pocatello claimed an earlier date than the permit and license, asserting a priority based on
beneficial use of December 31, 1940. Pocatello offered evidence to show that Alameda grew
from a population of 2, I 00 to over 4,700 by 1950. However, that does not rebut the Director's
Report recommendation of October 22, 1952, or provide sufficient evidence of a priority of
December 31, 1940. On the other hand, the Director's Report priority of October 22, 1952, is
supported by the permit (Ex. 153) and the license (Ex. 154). Since both the permit and the
license indicate that the wells existed on October 22, 1952, the priority should be advanced to
one day prior or October 21, 1952. This Special Master concludes that the priority for 29-13639
is October 21, 1952.

V. CONCLUSION
After considering the pleadings, evidence, testimony, and legal arguments of counsel, this
Special Master concludes as follows:
A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29273, 29-4222)
Pocatello's surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are among the
oldest rights of the city. These rights should be confirmed. However, the evidence presented at
trial was insufficient to rebut the Director's Report conclusion regarding the city's groundwater
wells as alternative points of diversion. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the
elements as set forth in the Director's Report. Accordingly, the city's groundwater wells should
not be included as alternative points of diversion.
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B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
Most of Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. Therefore, the other
wells recommended in the Director's Report as alternative points of diversion are appropriate.
However, recognizing those alternative points of diversion would not be possible without a
condition such as that recommended in the Director's Report. Without a condition which
identifies the location, date, and quantity of the-original right, it seems that the city could pump
; from a well using an earlier priority date. If using that earlier date undermined the priority of an
existing water right, the alternative points of diversion would impermissibly subvert the priority
system. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the alternative points of diversion and
including the condition set forth in the Director's Report.

C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello established a biosolids program in 1981. That program resulted in the use of
water for 29-7118 and 29-7119 which satisfies a change of purpose of use to "municipal."
However, the period of use established in the Director's Report for these rights was unrebutted.
Therefore, those rights are recommended with a municipal purpose, but no change to the period
of use.
Water Right 29-7770 was licensed for irrigation purposes in 2003. Thus, the legal
conclusion is different than that for 29-7118 and 29-7119.
For 29-7770, the licensed purpose of use in 2003 was irrigation. No valid accomplished
transfer can now occur under l.C. § 42-1425 since the change must be post license and prior to
the statutory deadline of 1987. Therefore, no valid accomplished_ transfer occurred for 29-7770.
Additionally, no administrative transfer was filed after the 2003 license. Accordingly, purpose
of use for 29-7770 is irrigation.

D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)
Pocatello alleged earlier priorities for 29-13558 and 29-13639 than those recommended
in the Director's Report. Considering the pleadings, testimony, and evidence, this Special
Master concludes that the priority date for 29-13558 is July 16, 1924 as recommended in the

Director's Report. The priority date for 29-13639 should be one day earlier than the date
recommended in the Director's Report, or October 21, 1952.
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THEREFORE, considering the pleadings, evidence at trial, and arguments of counsel IT
IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be decreed with the elements set forth in the
attached Spedal M«ster's Recommendations for Partial Decree.
DATED:

<:]ti
}

/,}

,2007.

Specl Master
Snake River Basin Adjudication

45'76
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
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2007 OCT 02 PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SR8A
TWIN FALLS CO,, IDAHO
FILill _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNT1 OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (bl FOR

In Re sRn;,,.
C.ase No. J9S'6

W.ater Right 29-00271

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

C[T'l OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4 Ui9
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

MINK CREElC

QUANTIT1:

3,22

PRIORITY DATE:

02/26/1869

POINT OP DIVERSION1

TOSS R34E Sll

PURPOSE ANO
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE:

TRI81Jl'AR1: PORTNE~F RIVER

CFS

NESE

Pl.JR.POSE OF USE
Municip.al

Municipal
T06S RJJE S02
S03
S04

S09

PERIOD OF USB
Ol-01 TO 12-JI

Within
NWSW

SWSl-1
SWSl-1
SWSE
Nf;SW
SESW
SWSE
NEtlE

SESW
SESW
SESf.:

SH
SlS

S1'

SESf.:
NWNE
SENE
NWNH

SE!IH
NWSH

6W61<

SEEW

NESE
SWSE
NEN'E
S~NE

NWSE

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENH

NS5"

NWSW

swsw

SESH

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENW

NWNH

SWN"W
NESl-1
SWSW

SENW
NWSW

NENW

NWNW

NEN"E
SWN"E
NEN"W

SENE

NESW
NEN"E
SWN"E
NENW

SWNW

nesw
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

County

61<SW

NESW

SWNW

POWl!r

NWSE

SWNW

NENW
SWNW

Sll

QUANTITY
J.22 CFS

NESW

SWNE
NENW

S10

Within Bannock county

SES£

SESW
N"WNE
NWNW

SENW
NWSW
NWNE
6ENE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 1.R.C,P. 54,{b)
File Number: _002'2
Water Right 29-00271
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SR.BA Parcial .Decree Puruuant ~o 1.R.C.P- 54(b) {continued)

PLACE OF USE !continued)
517

.....
Sl!HE

SEJIE

....

s&NH

N£:SH

s,o
R34.E

SOS
S09

SlO

Sll

NESE
SWSE

NESE
NESW
SHSW
HESE
SHSE
SE.NE
N£:S£
SWS.E

......

""""
SESW
SMSS:
NENE
SNNE

.....
.....

NESE

Sll

NENE
SWNE

""""
sw,rn

""""
SHSW
NESE

814

...,,,
.....

.....
SF.Sf:l

St<ISM
1/WSE

SESE
GWNK
NESl'f

s•sw
NMSE:
SESE
NHNE
SEN£

Sl?SM
NWSE
SESS

""""
UWN;.i
S'ENE

SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSS

SESE

""""
NWt<I!

NESS
SltSS

SENS

SENW

NWSW
SESW

.....

NMSS

....""""'"""'

""""

Sl<NE

SWSl<

Nl!SS
SWSE

N1'!1S
..,,.

·NDIW

N£SW

swsw

S21

Within Bannock COt1nty
SESE
NMSW
SESW

NIUlE

"'"'"

517

NWS~
StSE

Sl<SE

m:sw
swsw
SlS

sesw

NE:NE

SEI/W

S1'

I/WSW

N£SE
SHS£
NENS
HES£
NENE
SWE:

SESE

""""
SSNE

SEUW

""""
SESW
IIWSE
SES£

""""
""""
SENW
NHSW
SENE

sSSW
Nl<SE

S£SE
SENS

-·
SENS

NENW

moo<

NBSE

stse
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(cont 1nued)

iLACE OF USE {cont.inuodl
S22

WENE
SWNE
WENW
SWNW

NWNE

NESW

NWS\11'
SESW
JJWSE
SESE

swsw
NESE
SWSE
S23

WENE
SWNEWENH

SWNW
NESH'

swsw
S24

SENE
IIWNW
SENW

-·
SENE
NNNW
SENW

NWSW
SESff

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

IIWNE
NENW
SWNW

SWNS
IIWNM
SENW

t-lESW

swsw

HWSW
SESW

IIWSE

swss

SESE

SESE
S25

NENE
SWHE
NENW
SWHW

NWNE
SENE
NNNW
SENW

NESW

NWSW
SES\11'
NffSE
SESE

SWSH

NESE
SWSE

82'

t-lENE
SWNE
WENW

SWNW
NESW

swsw
S'1

NESE
SWSE
NEHE
SWt-lE

SE!IW
WffSW

SESW
WffSE

SESE

swsw

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWSE
SESE
Sli:SE

NENW
SWNW

NESW

S20

-·
NWN.E
SENS
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NENW
SWNW

SlS

SENS
NWNW
SENW

NES'H
NESE
SBSE

NWSW
NWSE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NWNE

NESW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
NESE
SWSE

SENE
WWNH
SENW
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File Number, 00272
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(continued I

PLACE OF USE {continued)
Sl6

NEHE
Sl<NE

tlWNE

NENH
SWNH

""""

SENE
SEN»
NWSW

NESW
SHSH

NESE
S',o19E
Rl5E S0'1

NEHH

LOT 2

•
•

LOT
Sla LOT l
S19
LOT
S30

(SWNH]
NESH
(SWSlol)
(NWNW)
NESH

LOT l
LOT

'

LOT 3

(SWSlol)
SWSE

(NWSWI
SESW
SESE

NENE

mnrn

SWNE
NEN»

LOT 2
LOT 4

(SHNWJ
NESW
{SWSW)

SENE

LOT l

(NWNWJ

LOT

'

LOT

'

(NWSH]
SESW
NENH
(SWNH)
NESH
{SWSW)
NESS
SWSE

SEHH

SHNE

Sll

LOT l

(NWNW)
SENW

LOT

'

{IDl'SH)
SESH

LOT 4

NHSE

T0'1S RHE S01 LOT l

SESE
(NENE)

LOT

SWNE

(NENW)

LOT

SWNH

LOT

'
•

NESW

swsw
NESE
6WSE
S02 LOT l

LOT

S12

{NENE)

LOT 2

SHNE
{NEmt)

LOT 4

LOT

'

LOT 5
LOT ,

SENE

(NWNW)
SEHW
NHSW
SE:SW
NWSB
SESE
(NWNE)
SENE

SHNW

NESW

NHSW

swsw
NESE
SHSB

SESW
NWSE
SESE

NENE

NWNE

Sl<NE
NEHW

NWNH

SENE

SWN»

SENW

NESW
SE:SW

NWSW
tlESE
SWSE

SESE
NENE
6WNE

RlSE S06 LOT l

(NWNE)

(NWNW)
SENW

NHSE
Sll

SESW
HWSE
SESE
(NWNWJ
SENW
ftfWSWI
SESW

NENW
{NDIE)

NWNE

SENE
LOT 2

(NWNE)

SWNE
(NE:NWJ
(SWNWJ

LOT 4

(NWNW)

NBSH

LOT 6

(NWSW)
SESW
NWSE
SE:SE

(SWSW)
WESE

SWSE

SENE
SENW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PIJRSUANT TO I.R,C,P, 54(b)
Wator Right 29-002;1
File Humber: 002'12
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PLACE OF USE (CC!ntinaodi

.....
NENE

507

LOT

>

LOT 4

""""
IIESW

NWNE

LOT l

(NW!ffl)

LOT

(NWSW}

(SWNW!
l

SESW
SWSE

{SHSW)

-·

t.kSE

......

$ESE

•••

..,..
swsw

""""

Sl7

SWNE

NEM>I

"'""'

NESW

SEtl'W
NWSII

Sl8

SESII

NWNE

MSNS

SWNE
NBMW
LOT l

..,,,,
SENE

....
SE:l!E

LOT l

(SWNW)

(NWNW)

~laco of uso is within the service area af the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply ayst~~ ae provided far under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR 0£FINXTION OR ADMINISTRATION DF THIS WATER RIGliT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUOI GENERAL PROVISIONS
NtCESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RICKTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE. WATER RIGHTS AS MAY 8£ ULTrMATEL\'
DE'r.t;ltu,Utnto BY 1HE r.xnntT AT A POINT IN TIKE NO LATER TUA» THE
ErfrR).' OF A FINAL UNIFIRO DSCaEE. I.e. SECTION 42~1412[6).
RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE
With reapect to the isauea determined by the above judgment or order. 1t ia herebY CERTIFtSO, in accordance
with Rul$ S((b). I,R.C.P .• that tha eourt bas determined that there iu no just reason tor delay ot the entry of a
f1nal judgment and that the court has and dooa hnreby direct that tbe above judgment or ncdor shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may i&aue and an appeal !!'.11ly be taken aa provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John K, Melanson
~residing: Judge of the
Snake River a~uin Adjcdieation

SIU3A PARTIAL DECJI.EE E'UllSU'fLNT TO I .R.C.P, S4 lb)
File NuWler, 00272
water Right 29-00211
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O!STRICT COURT - SRBA
TWlN PALLS CO., 11).AftO
FILEO _ _ _ _ _ __
lN TH~ DISTRICT COUitt OP 'l'HE ¥1FTR JIJDICIAL OIS1RlCT OF THE
STATE Of IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTT OF f'WIN FALLS
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 'TO
I.R,C.P. S4{b} FOQ

In Re SRBA
case No, 39576

W~ter Right 29-00212

l

NAM£ AND ADD8ESS:

cxtY Of POCA.TELLO
ro sox. 4Ui9

po.;ATgLLO, IO

nIB'1t'ARY1 POlnMEUF RIVER

SD\J'I\CE;

MINK CR.EEK

QUANTITY:

O ,S6

PRIOJH't't DATE;

10/01/1901

POINT OF DIVERSION:

TOSS RHE 513

PURPOS£ ANO
PERIOD OF USE:

8l20S

CFS

PURPOSE Of

NESE

USE

PERIOD OF UH
01-01 To 12-31

Kunieip~l

PLACE OF VSE 1

Municipal
T06S R33E S02

Within Sa.nnoek County

Wlthln "f'q-«er County

NBSW

swsw
SOl

SWS1'

SWSE
S04

so,

NESN
SESW
SWSE

·-....
"""'

""""

NES\f
SWS\f

?Jssg

SWSE

SlO

....
....
......

NENE

SWNW

NESW

NESE
S'liSE

Sll

NENW
SWNW

·us:sw
swsw
SU
Sl&

.

""'"'
.,..
""""
NE>«

SHNW

S1'

OUAN't'ITY
0.56 CVS

m<SH
SESW

SESW
SESE

....
swsw

SESE:
NW.NE

.....

SENE
SENW

Z.."WSW

SESH

..........
NW:S£
SESE

·""""

""""
SESW

NWSE

SESE
NWl!W

SEUW
N'!SW
SESW

....!O<NE

SENE
SENW

NESW

NWSH

MENS

ffl'NE

SWNE

SEN£
NW!ll!

""""
SWNM

NESl,f

SWS'H

NESE
SWSE

.............

SE.NII

SR.SA .PARTIAL DECREE PUltSUA.NT TO l.R.C.P. 54{bl
Wat~r Right 29-00l72

Pile Number: 00211
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PLACE OF USE (continued)
S17

SWNE
SWNW

S20

R34E SOB
S09

S10

S11

Sll

NESW
s·..isw
.NESE
SWSE
NENE
NESE
NEswSWSW
NESE
SWSE
SENE
NESE
SWSE
SiofNE
SENiof
NWSiof
SESIII'
SWSE
NENE
SNNE

S13

SWSiof
NESE
SiofSE
NENE
Si1NE
NENW
SNNW

S14

NESiof
SiofSiof
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SiofNE
NENiof
SWNW

I'

NESiof

SlS

S16

917
S21

SENE
SENW
NWSW
SESW
ITT/SE
SE:SE
Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW

SESW
NWSE
SESE
swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESiof
swsw
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
ITT/NW
SENW
NiofSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NiofNE
SENE
NWNW

SENW
m,SW

swsw

SESW

MESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
swsw
NESE
swse
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SiofSE
NENE
NESE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
NESE

m,SE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NWSiof
SESW
NWSE
SE.SE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SENW
NWSiof
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SENE
NWNE

SENE
NWNW

SESE
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PLACE OF USE (COntirn.ied)
S22

SWNW

....

NESW

NIISW

NENE
SIIN£

»£NW

S23

S°'W

swsw

SESW

HES£

....

NIISE

SWSE

SESE

·-....

NWNE

SWNE-

SE!IE

SHllW

""""

tiESW
SlofSW

.,.

Nl<NE

SENS

SWSE

lll!NE

........
SEHW

NWSW
NWSS

SWNE

""""
SHNW
NES!of

""""

NWSE

SWSE

....
........
....

NE!>£

NWNE

SWHE

SE~B

.....

....

SENH
NWSW
SESW

SESE

S2'

SWSW
NESE

SWSE

""

SWtfE

HEllll
SWNII
NESW

swsw

........
Nl':'ISE

swse

·SWNW

NESW

.,,
"'
Sl>

SWSW
HESS
SWSE

............
swm;

NEllll
Slfll"

HE9W
HESS
SESE

S35

....
....
.....

NWNW
SllHW

swsw
SESW
NWSE
SSSE

.""""
.....
....
SENE

.,,.

NWSW

SESW

9ESE

SENE

""""
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NW9E
SESE
SESE

....
SENE

.

SENE

HWNW

.,..

wwsw

Wirf.SE

..,,,.

SWNE

.....

NESW

HWSW

SENE

SEIIW

swsw

sssw

NESE
SWSS

HWSE
SESS

PAGE l

File NUmber: 00271

MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

Oct--02-20074

f!" :•

..J ;J

5

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to 1,R.C.P.

Pl.ACE OF USE

54 lb)

(continued)

(continued)
SJ<

NENE

NWNE

SHNE

SENE

NENW

Nl<NW

SWNW

SENW

NBSW

Nl<SW

SWSW

SESW

NESE

NWSS

SWSE
RJSE 507

tlBNW

LOT 2
LOT 4

{SWSW)

SlB LOT 1

(NWNW)

LOT 4

530

SESE
{NWNW)

LOT 3

(NWSW)

(SWNWJ
NESW

si,

LOT 1

NES'tl
(SWSW)

SENW
SESW

LOT l

SES..i

SWSE

SEBE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE
NENW

LOT
LOT
SH

'
'

(NWSW)

SEWS

LOT

(NWNilll

LOT l

(NWSW)

(SWNW)
NESW

SSIN

(SWSW)

SESW

NENW

SWNE

LOT l

Ct1WNW)

LOT l

(NWSW)

LOT

SENW

LOT

SESW

'
'

NWSE

fSWNWI
NES'tl
{SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

SESE
T07S R34E S01 LOT

(NENEJ

LOT l

(NWNE)

LOT 4

{NWNW)

SWNE

LOT

(NENW)

SENE

SNNW

s"""

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NSSS

NWSE

SWSE
SOl LOT

(NENEJ

LOT

(NENWJ

SESE

LOT

SWNE

LOT

SWNW

'
•

SENB
(NWNW)
SENW
NWSW

NESW

Sl2

(NWNB)

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSS

NENE
SWNE

N'<NE

NENW

NWNW

SESE
SENE

SW!N

SENW

NESW

NWSW

SESW

NESS

NWSE

SWSE

SESE

513

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW
R3SE S06 LOT 1

!NENE)

LOT

SWNE

LOT l
LOT s

{N.E:N'it,1)
(SWNW)
NES..i

LOT

'

LOT

(SWSW)
NBSE
SWSE

LOT

'

•
•

[~Ntl
SENS
(NWNWJ
SENW
(~SW)
SESW
NWSE
SESE

SRDA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P. S4(b)
Water Right ~9-00312

File Number,

00211

MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION w,d ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

PAGE 4
Oct-0~-.rnpJ

...._

4.Jj 6

SRBA Partial Decree Pursu1mt to !.R.C.P. 54 (bl

(continued)

PLACE OP USE lcontinuedl
NEtlE
SWNE

S07

NWNE
SE:l<E

NENW
LOT
LOT

'
•

SOB

S17

(SWtJWI
NESW
(SW'SWJ
NWSE
SESE

LOT

(NWNW)

LOT

(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

SE:NW

SWNW

""""
NWSW

swsw

SWNE

NENW

NNNW
SENN
SlO

LOT 2

NWSW
tJENE
SWNE
tlENW
(SW'Nlf)

SWNW

NESW'
SESW
NWWE

\
LOT l

SE>IE
(NWNW)

SENN

Place ot uee ie within the service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water eupply syatem as provided tor unde~
Idaho La1,1.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR AOHTNISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE rs SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY POR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR POR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE lfATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
OETERHINED BY THE: COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6),

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respact to the ieeues determined by the above judgment or order, ic is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(bl, l.R.c.P., that the court hae determined that there is no juet reason fo~ delay of the entry of a
tinal judgment and that tha court has and doee hereby direct ~hat the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken ao provided by the Idaho Appellate Rulae.

Jahn H. Helanson
Preeiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

I•
i!
,.
'

SR.BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 2,-002;2
File Number, 00271

PAGE 5
oct-02-200 7

4337
MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

2001 OCT 02 PM 01:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIU ~ALLS CO., IDAHO
fIL80 _ _ _ _ _ __

lN THE DISTRICT CO~T OF THE FIFTH JUDICI~L DISTRICT OF TRE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Mn FOa THE COONTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRDA

PARTlAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I,R,C,P. S4(b} POR

case No, 39576

NAM£

J,J{J)

ADDRESS:

CITY 0~ POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
NCATBLLO, lD 81205
Ml!fK CREE.It

TRI.BtrrARY: POltTNE::UF RIVER

QUANTITY:

1.218 CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/01/Ul."J

POINT OF OlVDStON•

TO/JS RHE SU

N'ESS

Within Bannock Co~nty

PURPOSE AND
i;IERlOO OF USE1

PLJ\CB OF USE;

PURPOSE OF USE

PERlOD OF USE

Munlcipal

01-01 TO 1:l-ll

SO<

-..

so,

HlOIE

Mun1c1p,d
TOGS RllE SO:l
SOl

I

I

NESW

.,,

SESE

""""
.....

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NWSE
$ESE
NWNE
SENE

....

S>!SE
NENE
NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESW

NWSl<f
SESW

SEN>I

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENW
$WNW

NWNW

....

NWSW

N'ENI:;:

.....

SWNE
SWl<W

...,
"""'
....
NE:SW

SU

lll<NE
SENE

NESE

NESW
SWSH'

Sl5

. .,.
.....

SES£

swsw

SH

SES!<
SES!<

NESW
SESW
SWSE

""""
SWNW
NBSW

Sn

.....

W1th1n Power County

SWSE

SlrnE

$10

OIJAlITlT'l
l.:llS CFS

NDIE

SES£
SSNW

SESW
><WNW

-NWtfE

""""

SEllW
NWSW
NWNE
SEN£

NWlWI

SWNW

Sl:'.llW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

$W$W

HWSE

SWSE

SABA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. ~4{b)

Water Right ::19-00273

File Uumber: OOlSJ

4538
MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

SRB1\ Partial Decree Pursuant to I. R. C. P. 54 [b) (continued]

PLACE OF USE (continued)
S17

SHNE

SENE

SWNW

SENS
NWSW

NESW

swsw
NESE
S20

RJ4E 508

so,

SlD

SWSE
NEN8

NESE
NESW'-

$12

814

SESW
NWS8

SWSE
SENE

SWSW

SWNE
SENW
NWSN

SESW'
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

NESW

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
$ENE
sESW

NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESW
Sl,,j'SW
NESE
Sl,,j'SE

NWBW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NWNE
SENS
NNNW

NESE

NNNE

SENE
SENW

·NNSW

SESW

NWSE

SNSE

SESE

NENE

NNNE

SWNE

SENE

NENl,,j'
NESl,,j'

NWNW
SENN
NWSW

swsw

SESl,,j'

NESE
SWSE
NENE

IIWSE

SWNW

SNNE
NENW

SWNH
NESH
SWSH
NBS£
817

NWSE
SESE
SWNl,,j'

NWSE
SESE

SWSW

S16

SESE

NESE
SWSE
NENE
Sl,,j'NE

NESW

SlS

NWSW

NESE

SWSW

SlJ

WithiTI Bannock county
$ESE

SWSW

NESE
SWSE
Sll

SESW
NW'SE
SESE

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNN
SENW
NWSW

SESW'
NWSE

swse:

SESE

NENE

SENS

NESE
S21

NENE
NENN

NWNE
SENS
NWNN

NESE

SESE

SWNE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Wat.er Right 29-00273
rila Number, 00153

PAGE 2
Oct-02-2007

i

i

433~
i

MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

SRBA Parti.i.l Decree Puroua.nc to I .R.C. P. 54. (b)

(continued)

PLACE OF USE lcontinuedl
S22

S23

NENE

NWNE

SHNE

SENE

NENW

NWNW'

SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNENENW

SSNW

NWSW'
SESW'
NWSS

SWNW

SE:SE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW'
SENW'

NESN

NWSW

S'<SW

NESE

SESW'
NW'SE

S'<SS

SE9E

MWNE

SWNE

NS"'1

NWNW

SW"'1

SENW
NW'SW
SESW
SW'SE

KSS'<

swsw
MWSE

SESE
S2S

....

NENE
SWNE

SWNW

NESW
SW'SW
NESE

SW'SE
S26

NENE

SW'NE
NENW

S21

SESW
HW'SE
SESE
NW'NE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NESW
SWSl-f
NESE
SW'SE

NW'SW
SES;,,
NWSE
SESE
NW'H!::

NSNE

SWNW
NESW'
SWSW

NESE
SWSE
NENS
NENS

NEtfE
SHHE
NENW

SKNW

NESW
NESE
SESE
SlS

SENW
NWSW

SWNW

SKNS
NENW

S20
Sll
SH

NWNE
SENE
HWNW

NENE

SENS
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
tfWSE
SE.SE
SESE
SENS
NKNS

·SENS
SENW

NWSW
NWSE

NKNE

SHHE

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW
SWSW
NE.SE

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swss

I

I

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURBUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54.{b)
Water Righc 29-0027]
File Number: OOlSl

PAGE l
occ-02-2001

iI

4SJO !I
MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION nnd ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

(continued)

SRBA Partial Decree Pur~uant to I.R.C.P. 54(bl

PLACE OF USE (continued)
SJ6

RlSE SO?
LOT

'

LOT
SlB LOT
61S
LOT

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

ITTl!IE
SeNE

NE.SW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NEHW
(SWNWi
NESW
{SWSWJ

N'NSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NWNW)

NES\f
{SWSWJ
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW

LOT

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
SWNE
(NWNW)

LOT J

(tlWSW)

LOT 2

SJl

SENW

LOT

SEllW
LOT J

(NWSW)
SESW

LOT J

(NlfSWl
SESW

{ITTl!IW)

SJO

LOT

""""

•

SESE

NWNE
SENS

{NWNW)
SENW
{NWSW)
SESW

LOT
LOT

NeNW

'

(SWNWI
NES'N
(SWSWI
NESE
SWSE

'

(NWNEJ

LOT 4

(NWNWJ

LOT

SENW

LOT

SESW
NWSE

TO?S RHE S01 LOT
LOT l

SESE
(NENE)
SWNE
(NDIWJ

LOT

SW>JW

SENW

NESW
SWS\f
NESB

NWSW
SESW
Nl<SE

sws:s:
S02 LOT 1

(NENE}

LOT 3

{NENW}
SWNW
NESW

LOT

SWNE

'

LOT 4

SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsi;;
NENE

NWNE
SENE

SWNE

IOOIW

NENN
SWNN

SEN\/
ll'<SW

NESW

NESE
SWSE

SESW

NlfSE
SESE
NENE

WWNE

SENE

SW>JE
NDIW

RJSE S06 LOT 1

fNrn"EJ

'

{NWNEJ

LOT 4

(Nl-lNWJ

'

(NW.SW)

LOT

SWNE
LOT
LOT

s

LOT 7

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5t(b)
File Number: 00153
water Right ~9-00~73

(NENW)
{SW}JWJ
NES\f
(SWS\f}
NESE
SWSE

SENE

(HWN\f)
SENW

SWSW

S13

SESE
{NW}JE)

wwsw

NESE
s12·

SENE

SENE
SEWW

LOT

SESW

NWSE
$ESE

PAGE 4
Oct-O:.il-:.il007

4....j J, 1
~

SRBA P1u:tinl oecn:,,e Puuuant to I.R.C,P, s,;(b)

PLACE OF USS (continued)

{eonr:inuedl

....

S07

"""2

,,,,.,

NENE

Nl!l/E
SENE

NENW
(SWNW}
NESW

{NWNW}
SENW

{NWSW}

{SWSW}
NWS8

SESO

SWS£

-·

.....

SESE

so,

s-

NWSW-

SMSW
NE!IW

SIOIE

Sl7

....""""
SENK

l'C:SH

SESI<

tl"EN£-

SU

SW'UE:
HENW

LOT>

LOT l

(Swml}

l!l!IIE
SENE
("""'1)
Semi

Pldce of use is within the service area of the City of
poeatello tl\unlcipal water supply system as provided tor under
Idaho t.aw.
OTHER PROVISIONS ~ECESSAAY FOR DEFINITION OR ADHlNISTRATION OF 'IHIS NATER RIGliTa
THIS PARTIAL DEC!U:S IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GE:N£RAL PROVISIONS
NEX:ESSARY FOR THE D~FINITION OF THE RIGRTS OR FOR THE EFFICIIDIT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATRR RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATSLY
DETERMIN&> BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OP A PINAL UNIFIED DECREE, l.C, SECTION 42~1412161,

RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to ths issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby Cf.:RTIF!ED, in accordance
~ith Rule 541bl, I.R.C.P., that the court ha.a determined that there is no juet reaaon !or delay of the ontry of a
final judgment and that th~ court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which ex0cution may issue and an appeal may be ta~en as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson

Presiding: Judge of tho
Snake River Baeln Ad,udication

SRBA PAATIAL D&CRBS PURSUN-'T TO 1.R.C'.P. S<ll{b)
Water Right 2~-00273
File Numberf OOISJ

PA.GS S

Oct ~02-2007

,.,.. "!"'*- -~

4j.J~

2007 OCT 02 PM 02;00
orsTRICT COURT - SRBA
7W1N FAt.LS CO., !n/lHO
1711.,Etl
IN THE 1'!6iTtuCT COlm:T Oli' nrs E"IPTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STAT£ OF i:Oli.KO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF 'tWUf PAL.LS

l'AATXAI, !;)£Ct?EE PURSUANT TO

ln Re SRaA

l.R.C.P. 54{b) FOR
C.aB~ No, 3957&

MAME JUlO ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO

ro aox

1169

FOCATEL40, IO
SOURCE;

GROUND MATER

QW\NTIT¥:

9.69

PRIORITY DATE:

oti/15/1948

POINT OF DIVERSION1

TOGS R3JE SlO

33205

CFS

912
SlS
RJ4E: Sl5

.,.
sn

~1ehin Power Couney

NESE
NESS

SWNE

Within Bannock County

NW-SW
N,:tlW

NWSE
NMSE
NMSE

..........

SlS

NWSE

.,.

TO?S Rl4E SOl
USE 516

swsw

PURI'OS6 ~

PERIOD OF USE:

!?LACE OF USE:

PURPOSE OP USE

PERIOD OF UBE

QUANTITY

Muni.ciplll

Ol-Ql TO U-ll

9,i9

RUE

so2

HESW

S03

swsw

go,

Nl!SW

swsw

SESW
SWSE

NWSE
SESE

swsw
SW6£

so,

-·

SlO

SENS
NWNW

SNNW

sENW

NESW

HWSW

.........

SRBA PARTIAL OECREE PURSUANT TO l,R,C.P, S4(b)
tile Nutnber: 00270

sesw
NWSE
SES£
HWNE

6WSW

-....

HE.SE

!<!fSE

·-·-

SU
SlS

NWN£

NENW

Sl<IIS

Sll

SESE

SWIIS

Sl<SW
HESE
SWSE

Wator Righ~ 2~-02274

...."""".....

witain Power County

Municipal

rus

CFS

·-.,..-·
.
""""
"'"'"
swsw
.,,.

S!l16

!ll<SW

SESW

-·.....
SESE

SBN\i

ws•

....
SESW

SR.BA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(0) (continuedl

PLACE OF USE (continued)
S>INE

NENW
SWNW

Sl6

NESW
NENE
SWNE
N"ENW

SWNW
NESW

SENE
NWNW
SENW

""SW

"""'
6ENE
""""
SD<W

NWSW

swsw·

SESM'

NESE

NWSE

sws~
Sl7

SWNE

swm,

NBSW

sws·,1

NWS;f
SESW

N"ESE

""SE

6WSE

SESE

S20

NENE

R34B SOS

NESE
NESW

S09

SENE
SEWW

swsw

Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW

NESE
SHSE

SESW
NWSE
SESE

SlO

SENE

swsw
NWSE
SESB

Sll

NESE
SHSE
SWNE
SF.NW

NESW

NWSW
SESW
6WSE
NENE
SWNE

swsw

Sl2

swsw
Sll

NESE
SWSE
NElIE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NESW

swsw
NESE
SHSE
Sl4

NENE

SWNE
NENW

SWNW
NESW

swsw
Sl5

Sl6

SRBA PARTIAL DE:CREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P, 54(b)
Water Right 29-02274
File Humber: 00270

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNB
NENW
$WNW
NBSW
$WSW
NBSE
SWSE

SWNW

NWSE
SES&
NWWE
SENE
SESW
1/WSE

SE6E
"""E
SENE
NWWW
SEWW

NWSW
SESW
NHSE
SBSE
NW'NE
SEtlE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESB

NE>IE

NWWE

SWNE

SENE

PAGE 2
Oct-02-2007

4 ·~..J J". 'f"

SRDA FA:tt.J.nl Decree Ptlrs:unnt to I .ll.C. P. 54 (b}

{continued)

Pt.Ac£ OF USE (continued)

""""
NE:SW

'

SMllW

517
521

SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NENE
NESS
NENE

SWl'fe'
NENW

....

MES£

522

NEHE

·SWNW

NESW

SWSW

....
NESE
SWSE

""

.,.

SWNE

,,

1/WNE

.............
....
..........,,,.
........""""....
....
SESE

................
SW'SW

NESB

.....

-·

SENW

NWSW

s~sw
NWSE

.........
....
S!a'.S:.l

NWHB

1/WSE

SWNE

·"'""'
HWSW
SES\!

....

SWSE

SEHR
HWHW
SEHW

.....

....
SESW

NWSE

SEBE

SENE

"'""'
SEm!

NWSW
SESW

NWSE
SESE

....
........
HWHE

5ENE

SENW

swsw

N'\rlSW
SESW

SWSE

SRB,i\ PARTIAL VECREE PURSUMT TO l,R.C.P. 54(b)
WAter Right 29-0221~
File Numberi 00270

NWN£

S!!l!E

sw»w

....
834

S£SE

Nwsw
SESW

SWNW
NESW

Sll

....""""
NWNE

NESW
SWSW
NE6B
SWSB

HENW

""

$£SE
SENE

NWNW

swsw

.,,

NWSW

SESW
NWSE

NF.NW
SWNW

NENW
SlfflK

.

·Nl<filW

NENE

NENB

..,,.

NEN!i::'
SWNS

NWSS

.-·.
SESE

.,.

Mlll!l{

PAGE l
Oct~02.-:Hu)7

'

'
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SRBA Partial Decree Pureuanc co I.R.C.P. 54 (bl

PLACE OF USE {continued)
S~INW

SENW

NE:SW

NWSW
NWSE

NESE
SE:SE
NENE

935

WWNE
SENE

.....

SWNE
NEtnt
SWNN

SENW
NWSN

NESW

swsw-

S36

Rl5E SD?

SENE

NENW

NHNW

SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

SE>/11
tnfSW

NENW
LOT 2
LOT

SlB LOT 1
Sl9
LOT

(SH'NHJ
NESW
(9H9WJ
{NWNHI
NESW
(SHSWI
SHSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW

SlO

LOT

'

LOT
Sll

LOT

SESH
NHSE
SESE

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

(SWNH)
NESW
(SWSH)
SWNE
(NWNW)

NNWE

SESW
tnfSE

SENW
LOT l

(~SH}
SESW

LOT l

(NWSH}
SESH
SESE
NWNE
SENE

LOT

(NWNWI

LOT l

(NWSW}
SESW

SENW

NENW

'

LOT

{SlfflWJ
NESW
(SHSW)
NESE
SHSE

LOT 2

INWNE)

LOT

(NWNWI

LOT

SENW
LOT l

(WWSW)
SESW

SESE
(~~,

LOT

NWSE

SESE
TD1S RHE SDl LOT

(NENEI
SWNE

LOT l

(NENW)
SWNW
NESW
SHSH
NESE

SSNE
SENW
tnfSW
SESW

SWSE
S02 LOT
LOT l

(NENt)
SWNE
(NENW)
SWNW

NESH
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
Sl2

NENE

LOT

'

SENE

(tlHNHI
SEIM
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SESE

NESW

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NNSW

SESW
NWSE

NESE
SWSE

SWNE
NENW
SWtnf

SR.BA PARTIAL OECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-02214
File Number, 00210

LOT

NWSE
SESE
(NWNE)

PAGE ,I,
Occ-02-2001

43j6

SRBA Partial Oecree Pursuant to l.R,C,P. S4tbl {continued)

PL.i\CE:

or use (continued)
SESt

Sll

NkHE
SSNE

NENE
SWNE
NENW

il3SE S06 LOT

'

LOT
LOT 5

(NENEt
S~NE

LOT 2

{NWNZ)

(f.ENHJ

LOT 4

SeNE
tll>mWi

LOT 6

nrnsw)

(SWNKJ
N&SI!

LOT 7

cswswi

SESW
Nl<iS£
SES£

HE:SE:
SWS&

..,,,.

.....

NENE

S07

LOT 2
LOT 4

.....

ffENl!

LOT 1

SENS
lNlflllll

(S!Mli
HESW

LOT l

SENW
{NHSIO

(SWSW}

SESW

NWSE

SWSE

SE:SE

•••

Nl!SW

sn

SWNE

.,.

"'""'
SENW

SWNK

UWNW

NENW

NESW

NWS!I

SESW

NllNE
SWNE

HWNE

NENW
LOT 2

....
swsw

SENE

LOT 1

(S!INW i

{tJlfNWJ
SEN!<

Place ol uae is within the sc~vicc ~r~a of the City of
PQoatello municipal water eupply systc~ as provided for under
Ida.ho Law.
OTHER PROYIS10NS NECESSARY FOR D&FlNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TIIIS KATER RIGHTi
THIS PAllTIAL DECR&B IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GEHBRAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR TMB DEFINlTlON or THE RIGHTS OR FOR TKE &FF1CIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
OtrEllMXNED B'i TH& COURT AT A POINT IN TIM& NO LATER THAU THE.
SNTR'i OP A FINAL U?."lFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1~12!6}.

RULE 54fb) CERTIFICATE

kith respect to the iseuee determined by the ~bove judgment or order, i t i~ hereby CERTIFIED, ln accordance
with Rule 54ibl, l.R,C.P., thAt the court hae determined th.at there ie no jusc reason for deloy of the encry ot a
final judgment and that the court ha.a and dos$ hereby direct that the above judgMnt or order shall be a final
judg:aont upon which executiQn may issue and an appeal may ba taken aa provided by the Idaho AppelLtte Rules,

John M. Melan~on
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin AdjudioAtion

SP.BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l,R,C,P, S4(b)
Filo Number; 00270
Water Right 29~02274

2007 OCT 02 PM 02,00
DlSTRlct' COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., [CAHO
FILED
[N THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE P[FTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF lOAHO, IN AND FOR THE C'OIJNTV OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTIAL DECREE PllRSUhNT TO
I.11..C.P. 54{b) FOR

Caee No. 19576
Water R19h~ 29-02lJS

NAME hND ADDRESS=

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4.1651
POCA.TELLO, ID 9320S

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

9 ,51

PRIORITY DhTE:

09/0l/19Sl

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S Rl3E SlO

CFS

512
515

N£SE
NESE
Si<NE
11\!SW
NENW

Rl4E SlS

""

Wi~hin Power county

Wlthin Bannock County

NWSE
NWSE:

527
SlS

II\ISE

NW9E
SENS
SBNE

T079 Rl4E SOl
Rl5£ 916
PURPOSB AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE1

SESE
SWSW

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Mun1clpal
T06S RJlE S02
S03
304

so,

PERIOD OF USE
01•01 TO 12-H

NE:SW
SWSH

swsw
SWSE
NBSW
SESW
SWSE

SWSE

!00/E

SWNE
NENW

SENE
NWNW

SWNW

SEJIW
NWSW

SWSW
NESS

NESK

swsw
NESE
SWSE

Sl4
515

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S41bl
water Rlght 29-02338
Pile Number: 00269

swsw

NENE

NENB
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

Sll

Withln Power County
NHSW
S8SW
SESW
SESE
NWSE
SESE
NWNE:
SENE
NWNW
SEN""'
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

NESK

SlO

QUANTITY
9.Sl CFS

SESW
NW9E
SESE

NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SBSW

NENW

NENE

SENW

""""

NWNE

PAGE l
Oct-02-2007

43;:;s

SRBA E'artial Decree E'ur9uant to I.R.C.P. 54.{bl

(continued)

E'LACB OP USE {continued)
SWNE
NBNW
5NNW

516

NESW
NENE
SWNE
NBNW
5WNW
NB5W

swsw517

NESE
SWSE
SHNE
5WNW

520

Rl4.E soe
509

NESW
SHSH
NESE'
SHSE
NENE
NESE
NESW

swsw
510

S11

S12

HESE
SWSE
5EHE
NESE
SWSE
SWNB
SENN

Nl<lSl<l
SESH
Sl<lSE
NENE
SWNS

S13

SHSH
NESE
SHSE
NBNE
5WNE

Within Bannock county
SESE
Ni15W
SESW
IDISE
SESE
Sl<lSW
Nl<lSB
SESE
5HNW

NE5W
SHSH
NHSE
SESE
NWNE

5E:!IB
SE'Sl<l
NHSE

SESE
NWNE

SEN'E'

NWSW
SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENE

swsw

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.E'. 54{bJ
File Somber: 00269
Hater Right 29-02338

SESl<l
NWSE
SESE

NESIII

NBNW
SWNW
NESlol

S16

NW5H

NWNH
SENN

5WNa

515

SENE
SENl<l

NENW
5NNW

swsw
S14

SENE
NWNW
5BNW
NWSW
NWNE
SENB
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NHSE

""'"
SESE
NWNB
51mE
NWNW

SENW
IDl5W
SESW
NHSE
SESE
NWNE

NESE
Sl<lSE
NENE
SHNE

SENB

NENH

NWNW

Slo!Nlol
NESH
Sl<lSl<l
NESS
SHSE
NENE
SHNE

SENW

""'"
SESW
Nil5E
SESE
NWNE

SENE

PAGE 2

Oct-02-2007

43:J9

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I. R .C. P. 54 lbl

(continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued)

8ENW
KWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE

NWSE

SWSE

SESE

NENS

SENE

"'

NESE

""

SHNE-

822

KENE

S24

....

NWNE

N1'HW

NWNH

NESE

SESE
NHNE

NENE
SHNE
NSNW
SWNW

BENE
NWHW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

swsw
S23

"""'

""""
""""
tfESW

SEtni

NESE
SWSE'

NWSS

NENE
SWNE
NSNW

NHN£

SESE'
SENE
NHNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW
SWSW
llESE
SWSE

NHSW
SSSW

NWNE
N1'HH
SHNH

""""

NESH

NWSH

swsw

SESW
SWSE

KWSE

NWSE

SESE
NWNW
SENW

SESE
S'5

I

NENE

SENE

NENW
SWNW

NWWW

NESW

swsw
NESS

S26

SWSE"
NENE
SWNE
NENH
SWtlW
NESW

SWSW
NESE
SWSE
S27

NENE
SWNE
N1'HH
SHIIW

NESW

swsw
NBSE
SWSE
S2B
Sll

NENE

834

NENE
SWNE'

NENS

NENW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l,R.C.P. 54(b]
Water Right 29-02ll8
rile Number: 00269

KWNE

SWNE

SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE
SESE
N\ilJE

....
....

SENE

N\ilJW

NWSW

SESW

NWSE
SESE

SENE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
BEBW
NWSE

SESE
SESE
SENS
NHNE
S1'HE
NHNW

PAGE l
Oct-04-4007

46JO

{continued)

SRBA Partial Decree Fursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(bl

PLACE OF USE (continued)
SIMI

SENW
NWSW
NWSE

NESW
NESE
SESE
NENE
SHNE

S35

IOOIE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

NENW

SHNW
MESH

S36

sws..-

SESH

MESE
SHSE
MENE
SHNE

NWSE

SESE
IOOIE
SENE

NENW

Rl5E S07

LOT 2
LOT 4
91B LOT 1
S1'
LOT 4
SlO

LOT

'

LOT 4
S31

LOT l

SMNH
NESH
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
NENW
{SWNH)
NESH
{SWSH)
{NWNH)
NESH
(S~lSW)
S~lSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
(SWNW)
NBSW
ISMS',,I)
SHME
!NWNW)

""""

SENW
NNSW

SESH
NWSE
SESE

LOT l

(1"'1"')

LOT 3

(NWSM)
SESM

LOT J

(NWSM)

SENW

SESW

SESE
NWNE

LOT i

SENE
(NWNW)
SENW

LOT J

LOT

SENN

'

(NWSW)
SESH
NENW
(SHHW)
NESW
(SHSW)
NESE
SHSE

LOT 3

(NHSM)
SESM
NHSE
SESE

LOT 4

'1"079 Rl4E 901 LOT l

(NENEI

LOT

'

(NWNE)

LOT 3

SWNE
(N8NWI

LOT 4

(NMNW)
SENW
NWSW

SWNW

so,

LOT 1
LOT

MESW
SMSH
Nii.SE
SMSE
(MBNE)
SMNE
(MENWJ
SWNW

MESH

swsw
MESE
SWSE
S12

NENE

SHNE
MENH
SWNW

MESH
SESH
NWSE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (b)
Hater Right 29-02338
File Number: 00269

SENE

SESH
NWSE

LOT

'

LOT 4

SESE
!NWNE)
SENE

(NWNW)
SENW
NWSW

EESH
MWSE
SESE
IOOIE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

MHSH
MESE
SHSE

PAGE 4
Oct-02-2007

4CJ1

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I .R.C.P. 54 (b)

(continued)

PLACE OF USE !continued)
SESE
NENE
SWNE

Sl3

NWNE
SENE

NEm!

R35E SD6 LOT l
LOT 3
LOT 5
LOT 7

(NENE)
SWNE
(NENW)
(SWNW)
NESW
(SHSWl
NESE
SWSE

LOT l
LOT 4

SENN

LOT 6

SESE
NNNS

SHNE
LOT 2
LOT 4

(NWSH)
SESH
m<SE

NENE

SO?

(NWNEJ
SENE
{NWNH)

NENW

LOT l

(SNNW)
NESH
(SlolSHJ

LOT 3

SENE
(NWNWI
SENW

NWSE

(NWSWJ
SESH
SWSE

SESE
NWSW

SNNW
SHSW

SWNE
NWNW

NENW
S>INW

SENW

NESW
SESW

NWNW

SOB

Sl7

""'"
NENE

SlB

NWNE

SWNE
NENW

LOT 2

SENS

LOT l

(SWNW)

(NWNW)
SENW

Place of use is within the sorvice area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS HATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEPINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EPFIClENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE HATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE t.rt,TIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A PINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I,C, SECTION 42-1412(61.

RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the ieeuee determined by the above judgment. or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordanco
with Rule S4(b), I.R.C.P,, that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay o~ the entry of a
~inal judgment. and that t.ha court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may isoue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idabo Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge o~ the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAH7 TO I.R.c.P. 54(b)
Pile Number: 00269
Wat.er Right 29-02338

PAGE 5
Oct-02-2007

200? OCT 02 PM 02;00
OlSTIUCT COIJRT • SR.BA
TWIN PALLS CO,, IDAHO
FIL£tl _ _ _ _ __
Ul THE D!STRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF fHE
STATE: OF tDl1-HO, IN MD FOR THE COll'NTY or TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54\h) FOR

C4H ffO, .'.1957&

W~tcr Right 29-02~01

CITY OF l'OCATELLO
PO BOX 41.69
i'OCATELLO, ID Sl20S

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QU-ANT11't:

12.22

P:RtORIT'i DATE:

10/16/1.958

POINT OF Oil!USION':

T06S RHB SH
SIS

<:FS

Within Banno~k County

""'"'

Nlll'W

NWNE
tlESE

' '

lfESE:

N'ENE

Sl6
$2'

SW!IE
SEJ!I!

NWHO
NE:SH

s,g

NENW

s,s

NWSE
SENE

swse
ltWNE

T07S Rl4E SOI LOT 2

(IOO!B

SWNE

SESB
NESE
RlSB SO&
S07

WSE

51'

SEIIE

NESW

P!JRii'OSE AND

PERIOD OF USE~

Municipal
TOGS RUE S02

?<ESW

SOJ

SWBW
SWSE
N~SW
SESW

S04

•••

swsw

........,.,.

JifENW

IIESE
SWSE

&ESE

..,..

SENE

N£IIW

WNW

SI/ml

NESS

SR.BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C,P, 54(b}

File Nu~Der, O-OJ67

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE

.,,
"'"'"

.

wacer Right 29-02401

Within Powe:r county
NWSW
SESW
SESW
SESE

""""
""""
SESW

S!ffiff

510

QUANTITY
12.22 CFS

Pf!RIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-ll

PU'FH'OSE OF USE
Mwi.i.c:ipal

SENW

ltWSE:

mitlE

....

NWS'N

SRBJ!i par1:ial Decree Purauan1: to I.R.C.P, S<4(b)

PVICE

OF

USE (c0n1:inued)

911

Sl4
9lS

tc:ont:inuedl

....
....

NESE
SWSE
NENW
GIINW

Sl<SW
NENll
NENE

··-

s,me-

NESW

916

mllfl!

SWNE
NENW

.,,

....

Nl!S!

SESE
Nli!lll

SBlllf

"'"'"
SESW

WW!lll

tnmE
SEN'E
NWNW
S2NN
NWSN
NWN'E
SENE

....,
SENW

!-IEl;iW

NWSW

swsw

SESl'f
NWSS

N£SE
SMGB
SWllE

S<ME

SW>JM

SEl<M

NESM

lllfSW

swsw

SES1i
NWSE
SESE

tn.:se:
Sl<SE
S20

NllllE

RH.E 508

....

...,.
. ..

Wichin Bannock COUrtt:y

so,

...

NESE
NESK

NESE
SWS2
SENE
N'ESE
SMSE

911

-·
swm:

.....
Sl!SW
SW$£

912

"""'
swsw

....
SMNE

......,..
swss

Sll

l

NENE

""""
NESK

....

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

NENW

'NESW
""""
swsw

....

-·
SHSE

SlS

SRBA PARTIAL PEC'REE PURSUANT TO !,R.C.P. S4fb}
J!Ue Ntlm.be:r: 00267
wac~r Rlghc 29-02401

SESE

sesw

NMSE
SESE
SMSW

·SESE

NESW
swsw
NWSE
SESE

......
OENE

SESW
NWSE
SSSE
Nl<NE
SENS

-·

SENM
lllfSM

se:sw

lllfSE
SESE

lllfNE
S!!NE

""""

....

SENW
HHSW

.-·...
NffSS

P"CE ::Z
Oe1: ~o:i:~lOD'7

4C·.:i4

SRBA Pa~tial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. 5~(b) {continued)

Pl.ACE OF USE {continued)
SW'l-1£

SENE

""""

NWNW
SEtn!

""""
swsw

suw
""""
NW.SE

·....
....-·..
NESE
SWSE

516

SE.SE

WNNE
SENE

..

NM

.,,

""""
SENH
.,.SBSH

NESE

NWSE

Sl7

Nl!NE

SENS

SU

Nl!NE

NE:Slt

....

$ESE

-·.....
-·-..

NBS£

,..,,.

SwtlE

""""
NESE
.....

....

SES£
NWN1l

SENE

NEN"II
Sl!N!I
llES1I

,.,

SESW

SWS'II

NWSE

NESE

SWSE
Sll

USE

.·-...

REN£
SWNB

NWN1l
SENS

....
HE!ffi

Slll/1'

SWNW

.,.

NWSW

....
....

SltSW
N£SE
SWSE

NWSE

NIINE
NEtn!

SIINE
NKNW
SE>IW

""""

NS$W
SKSW
t.fKSE
SE::SE
S2S

.,.

NKSW

SWSE

NHNB

lHi:NE

SWNE

Sl!NE

N£NW

NWNW

·-

"""'

NES>I

NNSW

SWSK
NESt
SWS£

SES,,

....""""

.,.

NENE

SENS
UWNW

SENW
l.fWSW

SWNII

N.ESW

SESW

S'riSW

,,..,
S27

SWSE
NENE

SWNE

·NENW

SRSA PARTIAL DECREE PtJRSUAHT TO I,R.C.P, S4{bj
Fil~ NUm.ber, 002&7
Water Right 29-02401

..

NWSE
SESE

N>ISE

sese

•

""""
SENE

""""
Slll,-W
PAGE 3

oce~o.2~-200,

I

4:::::,s I!
I

SRBA Partial Decree Purouant to I.R.C.P. S4(b) (continued!

PLACE OP USE (continued)
;

NESH
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
S28
S33
S'4

NWSW

SES'/1
NWSE

NENE

SESE
SESB

NEHE

SENE

NENE

NifNE

SHNE

SENB

NENK

NWNK
SENN

SHNHNE:SH
NE:SE
SESE
NENE
SWNE

S3'

NWSW

NHSE
NWNE

SENE
NW!IW

NENW
SKNW

SWNE

SE?IW
NifSW
SESif
NHSE
SESE
NHNE
SE:NE,

NENW

NWNW

NESW
SHSlof
.NESE:
SWSE
S'6

NENE

SWNW

SENN

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NW~)

tlESE
SlofSB
RlSE S01

NENW

LOT 2
LOT
Sl8

'

LOT 1

Sl9

LOT 4

s,o

(SWNWJ
NESlof
jSWSlof)
(mlNlofJ
NE:Slof
(SWSH)
SWSE

LOT 1

9ENW

LOT 3

(NifSW)
SESW

LOT 3

(NlofSlof)
SESK

SESE
NWNE

NENE

LOT 2
LOT
SJl

'

LOT 1

SWNE
NENW
(SWNWI
NESW
{SlofSWI

SENE

LOT 1

(mm"ft)

LOT 3

(NWSW}
SESW
NENW
(SWNW)
NESW
{SlofSW)
NESE
SlofSE

SENW

SWNE

(IDINlof)

LOT 2

SENK

LOT 3

(l™SH)
SESlf

T01S R.34E SOl LOT l
LOT 3

S02 LOT 1
LOT 3

SRBA PARTlAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.~-P- S4(b)
lofater Right 29-02401
File Numbcr1 00261

NWSE
SESE
(NENI!)
SWHE
(NElffi)

LOT

'

LOT 2

(NWNE)

LOT 4

(NWNlof)

SEIIE

SKNW

SENN

NESW
SHSW
NESE
SlofSE
(NENE)
SifNE
(NEN'lof)

NWSW

LOT 2

SESW
NWSB
SBSE
(NWNEJ

LOT 4

(NWNWI

SENE

SWNK

SEIIW

NESlof
SWSW

NWSW
SESW

PAGE 4
Oct•Ol-2007
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SRBA. Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P, 54.(b) (continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued)

....

NWSE
SESE

NESE
SWSE

l

S12

mmE

SWNE

SEH"E

HENW

?lWNW

SHNW

SENW

NESW
SE:SW

NWSW
NESE
SWSE

NWSE

SESE"'
SlJ

RJSE S06 LOT l
LOT
LOT

]

s

HENE

Ml/NE

SWHE
HENW

SEHE

(NENEJ

LOT 2

(HWNE)

SWNE
(NE'.NH)
(SWNWI

LOT

(NWNH)
SEHH
(NWSH)
SESH
NWSE
SESE

HESW

LOT 7

S07

LOT •

908

LOT 6

(SWSW)
HESE
SWSE

mm

NWHE

SWNB

SEHE

HCNW

LOT 2

SENE

{SHHW)
NESW
(SWSW}
HWSE
SE:SE

LOT
LOT ]

SWNW

""""

swsw

HW9W

sn

S~HE

HENW

""""

SWNI!

HESW
SESW

SENW

NlJSW
NENE

S18

NWHE

SENE

SiiNE

LOT J

[NWUW)
SENW
{NWSWI
SESW
SHSB

""'"

(SHNW)

LOT l

(HWHW)

SENW

Place ot use is wichin the service area of che City of
Pocatello fflllnlclpal water supply system ~s provided for under
Id.!iihO L~\ot,
OTHER PROVISIONS JraCESSP.RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To Che e~tent nscess~ry for administration between poincs o(
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion
ror ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground water ~as first diverted under this right from Pocatello
~ell No. l] located in T07S, RJ4E, SOl, SESE in the ~mount of
o.B9 cf~. from Pocatollo Hell Ho. 16 located in T06S, Rl4E, S26,
SWSE in the amount
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
HECBSSAAY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE HATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE CO\Jil;T AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I .c. SECTION 12-1'1.12 (6),

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE P\Jil;SUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(bl
Water Right 29-02401
Pile Humber: 0020,

,

PAGE 5
Oct-0,A-l"DOT
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SRBA Partial Decree ~ursuant to !.R.C.P. 54{bl (contlnuodJ

'

RULE 54 ib) 0:R1'1t'ICATE

1

r

With respect to the iccuen determined by the above jutigruent or order, it io hereby CERTit'IED, in accordance
with Rule S4(b), l.R,C.P., that the court hae deterruined that there is no just reason tor delay of the entry of a
tinal judg:nent and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgruent or ot'd~t shall be a final
judgment upon wbicb execution may iosue and an appeal l!l.'ll.Y ba taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

M. MelanooP
Pres1dlng JUdge of the
snake River uaain Adjudication
John

File Nwnbnr, (10261

200'7 OCT 02 PM 02: 00
DISTRICT CClURT • SRBA
fflIN FALLS CO., IDAHO

FILED _ _ _ _ _ __

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF 1DAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUN'l'Y OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
1.R.C.P. 54(bJ FOR

case No. 39576
Water Right 29-02499

NAME .z:.llD ADDRESS:

C1TY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE1

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY,

4.10

PRIORITY DATE1

12/10/1964

POJNT OF DlVERS10Ni

T06S Rl4E Sl4

CFS

S15

NWNH
NENW
WWNE

S16

NESE
NESE
NENE

S,l

SWNS

Within Bannock county

SEIIW

NWNB

NESI-,
S26

NEIIW

SlS

NWSE
SENE
NWNE

SWSE

T075 RJ4E $01 LOT 2

RJSE 506

WWSE

S07

NESW
SENE

S18

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE Of USE:

{NHNE
SHNE
SESE
NESE

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Municipal
TOGS RJJE 502
SOl
S04

$0,

PERlOO OF USE
01-01 TO 12-Jl

Within Power County
tfESW
SWSH

swsw
SWSE
NESW
SESW
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

NENW
SWNW
NESW

910

Ml/SH

SESH
SESW
SESE
SWSW
WWSE

SESE
NWNE
SENe

NWNW
SENH
NWSW

ewsw

sesw

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENE

SWNE
NENH
SHNW

NESH

SRBA PARTIA~ DECREE PtiRSUAHT TO J.R.C.P. S4(b)
File Numb~r, 00266
Water Right 29-02499

QUANTITY
4.10 CFS

SESE
NliNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

PAGE l
Oct-02·24~
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SRBA Partial Decree Pur.11uant to I.R.C.P. S4 lb)

(continued!

PLACE Of USE (continued)

S11

S1<
SlS

S16

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

m,sE

""""
swm,

""""

NESW
SW6W

NWSW
SESW
NWNW

NENE

NWNE

SWNE-

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW

NWSW

NENE

NWNE

SWNW

I

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
SWNE

NWSW

SESW

S11

NESE
SWSE
SWNE

SESE

swsw
tmSE

SESE
swm,

SENW

NES'~

NWSW
SESW
SWSE

swsw
NWSE
SESE

NE>IE

NWWE

SWNE

SE>IE
SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWSE
SESE

SWNE

SENS
NWWW

NENW
SWNW
NES\I
SWS\I

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWNE

SENW
m,sw

SESW
NW~E
SESE
NWNE

SWNE

SSNE

NE""
sw. .

WWNW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWWE

NESS
SWSE

File Number: 002&5

Within BaMOCk County
SESE

NWSE

swsw

Water Right 29~02499

SESE

NESE
SWSE
BENE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C-P. S4lbf

NWSE

S\ISW

S10

315

SENE
SENW

NESE
NESW

S14

NWSE

NWSW
SESW

RJ4E sos

SlJ

SENW

HBSW
SWSW
HBSE
SWSE
NENE

S12

SENE

""""
""""
SESW

swm,

s,o

$09

SENW

NENW

SWNE
NENW

S17

SESE

NE>IE

SENW

E'AClE 2
Oct.-02-200'1

.•

,

4~ ..i. 0

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. 54(b)

(continue~)

PLACB OF USE (continued)

S16

SWNE

SENE

HENW

HWNW

SHNW

SENW

NESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE

NHSW

HENE

NHWE

SESW
NHSS

....
SW'NE

-

S17

sn

S22

S23

S24

SHNW
NESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE
NENE
NESE
NENE
SHNE
NENH

SESE
SENE

HWNW
SENW

NHSW
SESW
NWSE

SESE
SENE

NWNE
SENE

NHNW

NESE

SESE

HENE

NWHE

SWNE

SENS

NENH

NHNH

SWNW

SENH

NESW
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

NWSW

SESH
NWSE

SESE
NHNE
SENS

HENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENH

NESH
SWSH
NESE
SWSE

NHSW

SESH
NHSE

SESE

HWNE

SWNE

NENH
SWNH

NHNW

NESW

NHSW
SESH
SHSE

SWSH
NWSE

SENW

SESE

s,s

.,,

NENE

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENH

NESH
SHSH
HESE
SHSE

NHSH
SESH
NHSE
SllSE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

HENW

NHNH
SENH
NHSH
SESH

SWNW

s,7

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT ro I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Hater Right 29-02499
Fiie Number1 00266

NWNE

SWNE

HESH
SHSH
HESE
SWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNB

NWS6

SWNE

9ENE

HENW
SWNH

NWNH
SENW

PAGE 3
Oct-02-2001

4~.il

SRBA Partial oocree Purauant to 1.R.c,p. 541bl (continued}
PLACE or USi (C1'r.tinuedJ
NB:SW
SffSW
HeSE
SWSE
NENE
NENE
NSNE
SWNE

...

S28
Sll

""""
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE

.....
...,.
.....

.

SENB

NENW

SENW

SffNfft-JESH
NESE
SESE

SlS

NWSE

"'""'
......
.....

·-N£l!E

SWNE

SEl!E

NESH
SWSff
NESE
SHSE

.

,.

NWSN
SESH

NWSE

.....
.....
SESE

NENE

SHNE

SEll2

""'"
SHNH

,
'

....

SENW
NWSW

NESW

swsw
NE:SE
SWSE

I

RUE SO?

.,..,.

LOT

'

LOT <
LOT l
LO'r

<

·-

1/WSE
SBSE

LOT

(SWNW)

NESW
!SWSW>
!NWN'IO
NSSH
(StitSW)
SWSE:

'

LOT

SE.SW
LO'!' )

LOT 4
LOT l

LOT

TD75 lU4E SCll LOT l
LOT

..,

(NWNWl

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)

LO'r 3

jIDISW)
SESW

{NWNW)
SENff
INWSffl
SESW
NWSE
SESE
INENEl
SWNE:
(NEJll,,l)
SHNH
NESW

LO'!'

'

LO'I' 4

LOT
LOT

'<

......
.,,.

swsw

SRSA PARTIAL nECREE PURSUANT TO t.n.c.p. 54{b)
water Right 25-02495
Plle Number; 00266

(NWNE)

SBNE
(NKNW)
tn<SW

....
.....

Lot 2

Otw}.181

LOT ,

(NWNWi
SEmf

SWNE

(NENW)

NESW
(SWSWJ
NESE:
SWSE:

SESW
NWSB
Se::SE

SWSE

(NBNS)

NE>IW
(SWHWJ

SENW

NESE

LOT

·SENE

Im l

swsw
LOT l

....

NENW

stmn:

sn

tt.'WmO
SESW
$ESE

SWNE:
LOT

SENW
(NW.SW)

mrue

S)O

(NWNNl

SESW

PAGE 4

Oct-02-2007
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SRBA PortiBl Decree Pur1JU1111t to l.R.C.P. 54 Cb) (continued}

PU.CE OF USE (continued)

.,,.

HESE
SWSE
S12

..

SESE

"""·
SEN"E

NENE

swm:

""'"

SENW
""""

SNN\f

....
NESW
SESW

NlfSN

NESE
SWSE

SES2-

Sll

R35E S06

LOT

NENE

NWNE

SWNE
NEHW
{NE»EI

SENE

LOT 2

(tn-lNE)
SENE

LOT 4

(NWNW)

LOT 6

(NWSW)
SESW

SWNE
LOT l
LOT 5
LOT 7

S07

(NENWI

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
NESE
SHSE
NEOE
SllNE
NEON

LOT
LOT

'
'

SENW

NlfSE

SESE
NNNE
LOT

(SWNW)
NESW

SENE
(NNNN}
SENW

LOT 3

(SWSW)
NWSE
SESE

(NWSH]
SESW
SWSE

SOB

""""
NHSW

!MIW

S17

SNNE

NENW

NNNlf
SENW
NNSW

SWNW
NESW
SESW

SlB

swsw

LOT 2

(ENNN)

....
NONE

NENE

SllNE
NEON

LOT l

{NliNlO
SWN

Place or use is wlthln the service area or the City or
Pocatello municipal vater supply system as provided for under
ldsho Lsv.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION QR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT,
To the extent neceSSBry for administration between points or
diversion for ground vater, and between points of diversion for
ground vater and hydraulically connected sur!ace sources, ground
vater was !lret diverted under this right !rom pocatello Weii
No- 27 located in T06S, R34E, Sl4, NWNW.
THlS PARTlA.t. DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSMY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
AOMlNIS'TRATlON OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIKATELY
DSTERHIN2D BY THE COURT AT A WINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6].

SRDA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number~ 00266
Water Right 29-02499

PAGE 5
Oct-02-2007
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Sil.BA Partial Decre.e. Pursuant to I,R.C.P- 54\bJ (continued}

RlJL£ S4(bl CERTlFICATE
With r~epect to the leeuee determined by the above judgment or order. it 13 hereby C£t!TIFI&O, ln accordance
with Rulo S4{b), I,R.C.P,, that the court has determined that there ls no just rea3on for delay of th6 entry of a
final judgment and that the court hae and does hereby direct that the above judgrr~nt or order shall be a tinal
judgment upon which execution may 1$Bue and an appeal l'MY be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules,

John k. Melanson
Presiding JUdge ot the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

BRBA FAATIAL OEC'.REE PU'RSUANT 'TO t.:R,C.P. S4(bj

Water Right l9~0~i99

File Nunib•rt OOl~i

PAO& 6

<lct-02-2007

4J14

2007 OCT 02

PM 02:00

DISTRICT COURT
SRDA
TWIN FALLS CO., !OMO
FILEO _ _ _ _ _ __

IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF TR& F!Fl'H JUDICIAL O!STR!CT 0~ TH~
STATE OF !DARO, IN AND FOR 1V.£ COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
l.R.C.P. 54 {bi FOR

In Re SR.BA

case No. 395?6
water Right 29-04221

CITY OF POCATELLO
4169

oo eox

POCATELLO, ID

QUANTITY:

2 ,67

PRIORITY tlATE:

06/01/1945

POIN~ OF DIVERSION:

T06S Rl4E Sl4

83205

CPS

SlS

within. 11a.nnock county

NwtlW
Nm;W
NW!ra

NESE
Sl6

sn

""""
.,,.,..
""""
NESW
,,,.SWSE:
NSNE

SWNE

SH

.

UEMll

SJS

SEUE

....
NWHS

TD7:S' RHE SOl LOT 2

(N1'NB

SESE

NESE

RlSE S06
S07
Sl8

Pl.lltPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE1

I
PLACE Of' USE 1

NWSE
N&SW
S£11E

Pl.lltPOSE OF USE
Municipal

PERIOD OF USE

QUANTITY
2 .6'1 CFS

01~01 TO 14~31

Within Power County

Munieipal
'1'066 1UlE 502
$03

NESW
SWSH'

NWSW

swsw

SllSW

.....
"""'
.....
....
S!?SN

509

·SWNE

Sl!NW

N.SSW

SffSff

....
NS.SE

SffSE

010

SW;,!E

'"'""

NESW

SRBA PARTIAL DECRER PUR$t:00rl' TO !.lLC.P. 54.{b}
wa:er Right 29-0t221
File Jh.nnhert 00309

$.SW
SESE

.....
........
swsw

SES&

·NlQ!ll

NWSW:

SEBW
NWSE

........
.....
SESE

Ill/NE

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I ,R,C.P, 54 lbl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued)
SWSW
NESE

SWSB
Sll

Sl4
SlS

NENW
SNWW
NESW

swsw

SESW
NWNW

SWNE-

NENE
SWNE
WENW
SWNW
WESW

817

Rl4B

SENW

NESW

""SW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

SESW
Nl'ilSE
SESE

SESW
NW5E

SENE

SESB
swsw
NWSE

SENW
NWSW

SESE
Sl-lNW
NESW
swsw

SESW

NW5E

SWSE

SESE
Nl-lNE
SENE
SESW
NWSE
StSE

Sl<NE

NENE

NESE
SWSE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO !,R.C.P. S4fb)
Water Right 29-04221
File Number: 00309

NWSW

NESE
Sl-lSE

SWNE

Sl5

Within Bannock county
stsE

swsw

swsw

514

NWSW
SESW

SENE

NESE
Sl-lSE

Sll

""NW
SENW

5WNW

NESE
NESW

S12

SENW
NW5W
NWNE
SENS

SWNE

SOS

Sll

SENE

NWSE

NENE

SlO

""""
NWNW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

SlO

S09

SENW
NWSW

NENW
NEWE
NENW
SNNW
NESW

516

SESH
NWSE
SESE
NWNW

NENE
SWNE'
NENW
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NWNE
SeNS

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NESW
SW'SW
NESE
Siol'SE

NWSW
SESW
Niol'SE
SESE

NSWS

NWNE

Nl-lNW
SeNW
NWSW

SESW
NWSB
SESE

PAGE 2
Oct-02-2007

SRBA Partjal Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(bl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (contlnued)

916

Sl7

SHNE

SENE

NEN\I

mrnw

SWNll

SEN\I

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

9ENE

NEN'•
SWNW

"'""'

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NKSK

NENE

SENK

SESK
""SE

SESE
SENE

NESE
S21

NENE
SWNE
NENK

S2'

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENN

NWNW

NENE

S25

S26

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SWNK

SENW

NESW

NlofSW
SESW

NESE:
SWSE
NHNE
NENW

NWSE

SESE
SWNE
NWNW

SWNW

SE.'NK

NESH
SWSW
NWSE
SESE

NWSN

NENE

NKNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW

""""
SENH

SHNW
NESH
SHSH
NESE
SHSE
NENE:
SHNE

SESN
SHSE

NWSW
SESW
""SE

SESE
NWNE
SENE

NENW

NWNW

NESH

NWSW

SEN\/

swsw

SES><

NESE

NWSE

Sl<SE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW

""""

SHNH

SRBA PARTIAU DECREE ~URSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00309
Water Right 29-0422]

9ESH
NWSE

NEN\I

....
S27

SENW
NWSW

SWNE

swsw
S24

NWNW

NESE

SWNH
NESH
SWSH
NE:SE
SHSE
S23

-E
SENE

SENII

PAGE 3
Oct-02-:Z007
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SRBA Partial Oeeree rursuant to 1.ft.C.P. 54{bl {contlrrnedj

~LAC'B OF USE !continued)

.,.

..

NESW

tfWSW

swsw

se:sw

.,,

NESS

-·
-·.

.,.

SJ>

SWSE

SE.SE
SESE

ll£)f3

SENS

..........

,.,,.

""""
8ENE

lll!NS

,.,.

NW!IW

""""

NESW

NBSB

....

9£SE
NENE
SWNE

SJS

.NWNE

-·
""""

....""""

SE.NW

NS5"

.....

swsw

SE!lW

NESE

swss

SESE
NWNE

-·

NEfH?

""

SW!lf!

Sll!IE

Ntnw

'"""

SEmi

NESW

$WSW
NESE
SWSE

....

LOT l
LOT l

(NWSW)
SESW

NSSW

LOT l

INWS'Wl

NSHH

RlSE S07

LO'I" 2
LOT 4
SlS LOT l
Sl9
LOT 4

.,.

LOT

'

SENW

(SWNW)

(SWS',,11
!N'Hml)

sssw

(SWStH
SWSE
NENS
SWNS

....
,...

""""

LOT 1

(l<WNlri)

LOT l

(NWSW)
SESW

ISWNWl

NESW

(SWSWJ

LOT 1

!NlfflW]

LOT

LOT l

{NWSW)
SESW

LOT 4

·-

' """"

»wse

....

T01S RlU SOl LOT l

LOT 2

!NWNR)

LOT l

!NENW;

LOT 4

SOl LOT 1
LOT

SRBA

CSWN'W)
NESW
(SWSW>
NESE

SES&
lNEN&}
SWIil!

....

SENS

\NENE)

LOT

l

jIDl'NW)
SEIN
NWGW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
\WWNEl

SWNE
UIENW)

LOT 4

i"""")

NESW
SWSll
NESE

water

........
SESE

LOT

Sll

.NWSW
SESW
NWSS
SESE
ll'l'WNW)

'

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R,C,P. S4{bl.
File Number: OClog
Right a~-04aa1

....

SEN£

SWNW

SENW

HESW

!WSW

SWSW

SESW

PAGE 4
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54Cbl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued}

512

NESE
SHSE

NHSE
SESE

"'"'
SWNE

IIWNE
SENE
NWIIW

NENW
5WNW

SEIIW
IIWSW

NESW
SESW

NESE
SHSE

NW5E

SESE
513

N,NE

IIWNE

SWNE

5ENE

NIDIW

R::15E S06 LOT 1

(NENE)

LOT 2

INWNEI

LOT 4

INWNW)
SENW
(tlWSW)

5WI/E

LOT
LOT

INBNW)

'

(SNNW)

UlT 7

(SWSW)

ml5W

SENE

LOT 6

5ESW
NWSE

llE5E

S07

SWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SENE

SWNE

NENW

LOT
LOT

LO'r 1

INWNWI

LOT

{NWSN)

'

(SWNW)

4

(SWSW)

SESW

NWSE

SWSE

NES\f

5El!W

SESE

508

SWNW

""""

517

518

IIW5W

swsw

5WNE
NWNW

NENW

SENW
NW5W

llESW
SE9W

NENE

IIWNE

SWNE
NENW

LOT 2

{SWNW)

5WNW

5ENE

LOT 1

INWIIWI
9ENW

Place of use is vithin the &ervice area or the City or
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho Lav,
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent neceeeary tor adl!linistracion between points of
diversion tor ground water, and betveen points or diversion
tor ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground water wss first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well No. 26 located in T06S, R34E, SlS, KWNE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECE9SARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATE:R RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERJ1INED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER nlAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION ~2-141216).

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-04221
File Number: 00309

[IA.GE 5

occ-02-200.,

SRBA P.!l:rtial Decree Pur!h.lllrtC.

t:¢

!.R,C.P, S4(b) h:::untim.ied)

RULE S4{b} amTlftCA.T£
Kith reepsct to the issues determined by C.he nbovc judgmenc. ¢4 order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, 1n accordanc~
wic.h Rule S4(b}, !,R,C,P., that the court has determined c.hat there ie no just reason £or delay of the entry of a
£iMl judgmeht and that the court has and does hereby direcc that the above j~dgioent or order ahall bs a final
jud~ment upon which exccuti¢n may isnue Artd Art appeal l':laY be taken as provided by the Id~ho Appellate Rules,

John~. Melanson
Presiding Judge of c.he
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PU11.SUAIIT TO I.R.C.P. S4{b)
rile N\lrnbor; 00309

PAGE 6
Oct~o2-2001

200? OCT 02 PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIH ~ALLS CO., IDMO
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND ~OR THE COl.mTY OF TWIN FAL~S

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
l,R.C,P, 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Case No, 39576

Water Right 29-04222

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CIT'i OE" POCATELLO
PO BOX 4Ui9
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GlBSON JACK CREEK

QUAHTlTY:

5.00

PRIORITY DATE:

Ob/16/1898

POlNT OF DIVERSION:

T07S Rl4E 524

PURPOSE AND
PERlOD or USE:

PLACE OF USE:

TRlBUTAR'i1 PORTIIEUF RIVER

CFS

NESBSW

PURPOSE or USE
Municipal

Municipal
TOSS R3JE 502

Within Bannock County

PERIOD OF USE

QUMTITY

01-01 TO 12-31

5,00

Within Power County
NESW
SWSW

NNSW
SESW

503

swsw
s~s~

504

NESW
SESW

SESW
SESE
S'i'i'S'i'i'

so,

510

SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NWNE
SENE
NNNN
SENW

NESW
SWS'li
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

NWSW
SESW

SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NENW
SWNW

NESW
Sl4
515

NWSE

SESE
NWNE
BENE

NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SESE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

swsw

SESW

NENW

NNNN
NWNE
SENS
NWNW

NENB
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

SWNB

SENW
NWSW
NWNE
SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE

SENW
NWSW

NESW
516

NNSE

SWSE

NENW
SWNW
NESW

511

CPS

NENE

-l

'

SESW
NWSE

SWSE

SRBA PAR.TIA~ DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P, 54(b)

w~ter Right 29-04222

PAGE l
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4~21

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant. co

I.R.C.P. 54(bl

(continued)

PI.A.CE OF USE (continued)
SWNE

S20

R34E 508
S09

Sll

SENW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENE

Nli'SE
SESE

NESE
NESW
Sli'SW
NESE
S!iSE
SENE
NESE
SWSE
SWl/E

SENW
NWSW
SESW
SHSE
Sl2

Sll

NENE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW

NESW

swsw
NWSE

SESE
NWNB
SENE

l<WSE

NENE

HW>fE

SESE

.....
SENE

SENW
HWSW

swsw

SESH

NESE
SWSE

SESE

NENE

IMNE

SWHE
NENW
SWHW

HWNW
SEHW

NESW

swsw

HWSE

SENE

NWSli
SESH

NESE

HWSE

SWSE

SESE

NENE

MllHE

SWNE
NENW
SWHW

SENE

NESH
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
NEN'E
SWNE
NEHW
SWHW

NESW
SWSH
NESE
SWSE
Sl7

SESE

SESW

SHNW
NESW

616

NWSE

SWNE

SWl/E

sis

Within BaMOCk county
SESE
NWSW
SESW

SHSW
NESE
SHSE

NENW

Si<

SENE

SWNW

NEHE

""""
SENW

NWSH
SESH
NWSE

SESB
NWHE
SEHE

HWHW
SEHW

"'"'"
SESW

NWSE

SESE
SENE

NESE
S21

NEHE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW

""""
SESE

NESE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 54(b)
Pila Number: 00265

PAGE 2
Oct-02-2007

4:;22

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R,C,P, 54 {b)

(c:ontinuad}

PLA.CE OF USE (c:ontLnuedl
822

S2l

NENE

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW
SkSk
NESE
SkSE
NENE

N'WSW
SESW
NWSE

SWNeNENW
SWNW

llWNlf

"'""

SWSW
MESE
SWSE

""

NWNB
NENW

SWMW
MESW
SWSW
MWSE
SESE
625

62'

6'8
SJJ

""

SESE
MWN'E
SENE
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SESE
SWMB
NWNW
SENN

MWSW
SESW
SkSE

NENE
SWWE
NENW

NWNE

SWNW
NESW
SWSk
NESE
SkSE
NENE
SWNE

SENN
NWSW

SENE

WWNW

SESW
NWSE

$ESE
NWNE

SBME

SWNW

NWNW
SENW

M8SW

NWSW

NENW

827

NWNE

SWME

swsw

SESW

NESS
SWSE

NWSE

NENE
Sl<NE

Nl<NE

NENW
SWNW

WWNW

NESW
SWS~
NESE
SWSE
NENE
N'ENE

"'"'
"'""
SWNE

SWNW

N'ESW
N'ESB

SESE
SENE
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

$ESE
$ESE
SENE
NWNE
SllNE
llWNlf

SENW
NWSW
NWSE

SESE

S35

....
MENS

SEN'B

SWNW

NWNW
SENW

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 lbl
Water Right 29-04222
FLle Number 1. 00265

NWNE

SWNE

NWSW'
SESW
NWSE

SESE

PAGE J
Oct-02-2007

4.:;.:;3

(continued)

SREA Par~ial Decree Pursumnt to r.~.C.P. 54 (bl

PLACE OF USE (continued)
NM'NE
SENE
NWNH

NENE
SWNE

536

NENM'
SWNM'
NESW

SENlf
t<WSW

swsw

SESM'
NWSE
SESE

NESE
SWSE
R3SE 907

NENW

LOT

'

LOT
918 LOT l
S19
LOT 4

(SWNW~
NESW
{SWSW)
(NWNW)
NESW

LOT
LOT
Sll

'

(N'INW)

LOT

(NHSW)
SESW

LOT l

(NWSH)
SESW
SESE

SENW

(SWSW)
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW

530

LOT 1

(SWtrnl
NESW
[SWSW)
SWNE

NMNE
SENE

LOT 1

(NWN'W)

LOT ]

(NWSW)
SESW
[SWNWJ
NESW
(SWSM')
NESE
SHSE

SENW

NENW

LOT 1

(NlfflW)
SENW

LOT

'

LOT 3

INWSM'l
SESM'
NHSE
SESE
{NE!iE)

LOT

'

T07S Rl4E SOl LOT 1

LOT 2

SWME

LOT 3

(NEN'W)

LOT 4

SWt<W

SENW

llESW

Nl'ISW
SES\ol
Nl'ISE
SESE
(NM'NEI

swsw
S02 LOT l

NESE
SWSE:
(NENE)

LOT

SWNE

LOT ]

(NENM')

'

LOT 4

SESH

NESE

NHSE

S'lfSE

SESE
NWNE

NENE
SWWE
NENW

SENE
NHNW
SENW

Sl'INW
NESW
SESW
NM'SE
SESE
S13

SEN£

(NWNW)
SENW
t<WSW

SWNW

NESM'
SWSH

Sl2

{tlWNE)
SENE
(NWNW)

NHSW
NESE
SHSE

NENE

NHNE

SW!iE

SENE

MENN

RJSE S06 LOT 1
LOT ]
LOT 5
LOT 7

BRBA PARTIAL DECRBE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P. 54(b)
File N~mber, 00265
Water Right 29•04222

(NENE)
SWNE
(NEml)
(SWN'PI)

LOT

(NWNE)

LOT

NESW

LOT

(NWN'W)
SEN".I
(Nl'ISW)
SESW
NWSE
SBSE

(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

SENE

'
'

PAGE 4
Oct-02·21J07

4 ·J..,,:,4

I

I'

r

SRBA Parti4l Decree Pursuant to I.R,C.P. 54!b) ~continued)
PLACE OF USE (continued)
NWNE

NE>IE
OIINE

S07

LOT

2

LOT 4

NENW
(SHNW)
NESW
{SH.SW)
NHSE

Sl!NB
LOT

LOT

(NWNW)
SENW
(NWSWI

si;;sw
swsi;;

ssss

soo

SWNH

NWNW

Sl7

NWSW

swsw

sw,m

NENW

.....,,

NWNW
SENO
»WSlf
Sl8

LOT J

NDUI
SHNE
NENW
!SWNH)

NESW
SESW
NW!lE
LOT l

SEIis
(NHNWJ

SENO

Place of use ia within the aei:vice area ol! t.he City 0£
POcatello fl'l'IJnicipal W9ter supply Sy$tem as provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCE!SSARY FOR Dll:f'INITION OR ADHINISTAATION OF THlS WATER RIGHT:

TY.IS PAATIAL DEC.Rll:E IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVlSIONS'
NECESSARY FOR THE DEPINlTION OF THE RIGRTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
11.0MtNIS'TRATION OF THE HATER RIGHTS AS HAY BE ULTIHAT&LY
P&TElOUNED t!Y 'MUil COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LI\TBR THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UWIP'IE.D DECREE, I ,C. SE~'tON 42.,1.412 (5),

RU'Ll:! 54th)

CERTIFICATE

With r&apect to the laauea determined by the a.!:x>ve judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
wich Rult 54(bl, I.R,C.P,, th.at the court has determined that there iG no just reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and doea hereby direct that the above judgment or order ahall be a final
judgment upon which executiort NY iaaue and an appeal may be taken ae provided by the Idi:iho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
?residing Judge of the
Snttk4 River B~ain Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL; DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. S4(h)

Pl\GE 5

Oct-02-200;

4

. . . c.,i;

·.,J HIV

2001 OCT 04 P,'-1 02 d)O
DISTIHCT COlmT - SR.SA
iWHI i"ALLS CO,, IDAHO
FILED

IN THE DISTRICT COURT or 'n!:E FINH JUDICIAL DISTUCT OE' 1'.liE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ARD FOR THE COUNT'/ OF TWIN 'FALt.S

PARTIAL DECREE PU'RStL\NI TO
1.P.,C,P. S4lbl FOR

In Re SRBA

Water Righe 29-04223

CIT'/

or

POCATELLO

PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO, ID
SOURt::E,

GROUND WATER

QUAHTITY,

O .21

PRIORITY DATE;

10/01/1962

POINT OF D!VERSIONr

TOGS R.34E Sl4

63205

CFS

SlS

Within Bannock c~unty

NS"NH

""""

""""
NESE
NESE

$16
S'3

HEHE

"'""
SEH!I

HWNE
NESli

NENll

S26

SWSE
NWSE

SJS

SEHE

NWHE
T01S

Rl4E S01 U)T 2

c:nmE
S"'1E
SESE
NESE

•

PURPOSE A.'ID
P&RIOD OF USE,

PLACE OP USE 1

RlSE S06

NHS£

SO?

HtSll

SlO

$ENE

PURPOSE OF USE
Hwlicipl.11

PERIOD OP US!
Ol*Ol TO 12-ll

(IUA.MTIT'/
0.21
CPS

....

Within Power county

Hun}i;ip11l

T06S RJlE 602

Jt£Sw

SOl

Sl/SW
Sl/SW
Sl<SE

$04

•••

NESW
SESW
SWSE
HENS

SWNC
NENW
SWIDI

MESH

swsw
NESB

s,o

-·
SWSE

HERE

""'"'
""""
$WNW

SR.BA PARTIAL DRCREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54!b)
File r:Umbert 0026:4

SESW
SESW
S£9£

SWSII
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

SEllE

.....
"'""'
.....
SESW
fl'WSE

-·-....
SES'E

SEHE
SE.NW

PAGE l
0atw02~2001

4]:;:6

SRBA Partial Decree Pureuant to I,R.C.P. 54(b)

(continued)

PLACE OP USE !continued)

swsw
611

S14
S15

HESE
SWSE
NENH
SWNH
NESW
SWSW
NENH
NENE

SWNENENN
SWNW

S1'

NESW
NENE

SWNE
NENW
6WNW

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
S17

SWNE

SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NBSE
SWSE
S20

NENE

R34E 608
S09

NESE
NBSW

S10

NESE
SWSE
SENE
NESB
SWSE

swsw

Sll

S12

SlJ

SWNE
SENW

S15

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b}
water Right 29-04223
Pile Number: 00264

NlOOi
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWNW
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NNSW
NWNE
SENE
NWNN
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSB
6ENE
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NNSE

SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESW

NWSH

swsw

SESW
SWSE
NENE

NWSE
SESE
NWNE

5"NE
SWSH

SENE
SESW

NESE

NNSE

SWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SEWE:

NENll

NWWW

SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
S14

SES~I
NWSE
SESE

SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENH

NWNE

SWNW
NESH
SWSW
NESB
SWSE

SENW

NENE

NWNE

SENE
NWNW

NWSW
SESW
NWSB
SESB

PAGE 2
Oct-02-2007

SRBA. PiU'Ciill Decree Pursuant to I.R,C.P. 541b)

(continued)

PLA.CE OF USE (continued)

Sl6

SWNE

SENE

NENW
SHN\I
NESW
SHSW
NESE
SWSE

NWNW
SEN\!
NWSW
SESW

NENE

SWNE
NE.,._
SWNW

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
Sl7

NENE

,,.

NESE
NENE
6'1NE
NEN\I

NESE
S2'

NENE

SWNE
NErm
SWN>I
NE6"

swsw
S2l

s"

Water Right ~9-04223

File Number: 00264

NWWE
SENE

NWNW
SESE
""NE
SEHE
N\INW
SEN\!

NWSW
SESW

N>INE

SESE

SWNE

SEHE

NEN\I

NWNW

SWIil<
NESW

NWSW

SOIW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NWNE

NWSE

NEHW
SWNH

SESE
NENE
SWNE

NESW
SW6W
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

SESE
SHNE
NHNW
SENH
NWSH

SESW
SHSE
NWNE

SEtlE

""""
SE""
""'"
SESW
NWSE
SE6E
NWNE
SENE

NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESW

HWSW
SESW

swsw

SRBA PA.RTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(b)

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SENE

NENE

NEN>I
SWNW

S'7

SEHE
NWNW
SENW

N>ISE

NWSE

626

SESE
NWNE

NESE
SWSE

NESW
6WSK

s,s

""SE

SE!IW

NESE
SWSE

NWSB

NENE
SWNE
NElfW
SWNH

NWNE

SESE

,.,..

-·
SENW

PAGE J
Oct-OZ.,,JO~s

4 J.;.

SR8A Partial Dec~eo P~rQ~~nt to l.R.C.P. S4!b!

(continued)

el.JI.CE OF US£ !contin~edl

.....,,..

tlkSW
SES-A

NWSE
SESE

tfESE
SWSE

S28
SJ3
SH

....""'"

tfENE

SESE

""'"
"""'

StmE

-·
·-.,,..
SIOIE

l!m,'W

SWNW_
N£SW
NESS

S£tlW

!!WSW

S>INS

....

"'""'

NWSW

IDISE

SES£
NEIi£

S35

--....
S£NS

..

swsw

SESW

.,,

NESS
SWGR

NW.SE

NENS

N>rnS

·-

N>rnw

HESW

Nl<SW

swsw

SESW

NE9E:

SWSE
R35E SQ7
LOT 2
LOT•

S18 LOT l

Sl9

.,.

""""

LOT l

NESW

LOT

LOT l

(NWSW)

{SW.SW}

Slt"SE
SWN2

(SWNWJ

LOT 4

(SWSW]

NESN

LOT l
LOT

SWNE

931

SEll>!

...
-·....
,

SESE

NEHE

!.OT 2

....

(NWSI-I']

[SWSWI
[NWNW}

NEIIW

(NlffiWJ

,

(SWNW)

NESW

LOT •

·-........
SEHB

SW!IS

NENW

'

(NWNWI
SEtll!
(NWSWI

sssw
NllNW

LOT

(~NW}

LOT 2

(SIMO

LOT

SENW
(~SW)
SE.SW

LOT 4

(SWSW.
NESE
SWSE

'

(NWNE)
$ENE
!tll!NWI

t-lSSW

NWSB

T07S RHE SOl LOT l

SESE
(NENE)

LOT

SWNE::

LOT

'

(NBNW)

!.OT 4

SWNW

SEtlW

NESW

""SW

sssw

swsw

NWSE

RBS&

swss
802 LO't l

(NDr2)

SWtrE
(NENW)

'

LOT 4

(NWl'fE)
SENS
{?.c'WllW)

NESW

SEttw
lfflSW

swsw

S&SW

SWNW

SR.BA !?.MT?At. D£0ES: PURSUANT TO t.R.C.P. 54 !b}
File Numher1 00264
Water Right 29·04223

SE:SE
LOT

PA.OE 4
Oet-0:2~2007

4:.::9

SRB/\ Pa.rr.il'lll Decree Pur.auent to [.R.C,P. 54Cbl (continued)

Pt.ACE: OP US£

(eontinut:1d.l
NESt
SWS£

NWSE
SESE
NWN£
SEHE

-

....""""••trn
SWNE

""'"'
"'""'
NESE

NESW

SESW
NWSE
SESE~

Sll

...."""'
·-....

SWSE
IDINE

SIDfE

R3SE S06 LOT l

(NENEl

LOT l

Ut'WNB)

LOT l

{NfflW)

LOT<

i!M<ll)

LOTS

iSWIDf)
LOT 6

fNWSY:)

NESW
LOT 7

S07

!Sir(S'W)

NIUl'E:

mnm

(SWlU.0

tor,

(SlitSWJ
Nl<SE
SBSE

NESW

SESE

LOT l
LOT J

............
....

.......

SWtlW'
SWSII

""""

.....

NWSW

.....

SESW

NENE

WT l

NENI.I
iSWNW)

SE:»E
(NWNIO
Sc:NW
iNWSWt

SESW
SWS£

I/WNW

Sl8

.....

NWSE

LOT l

Sl7

......

NBS£
SWSE

SWIIE
NEID!

.,.

Sli:US:

LOT 1

SEN£
I NWHW I
SCNW

Place ot uue 15 within the uervlce area ot the City of
po.::atello MUnic1pal water supply ~ystt:1m as provided tor under
Id<lhO l.,,lW,

OTffBR PkOVISIONS NtcES:SAAY POR DEFIN.ITION Olt AOM.lNISTRAT'ION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:

To the extent necessary tor admlnietraelon bet~en points ot
diversion tor ground water, and bet'Wt!~n polnta of diversion
for 9tt11,md water and hydrau.lieally eormoct~ surt.,,ce sources,
ground water ws tiret dtverted under thL~ right trom Pocatello
wall No. JJ located in T07S, RJSE, s1a. SFJm.
THtS PAaRTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVIS!<lrtS

NECESSARY FOa THE DEPtN!TlON OF TH! RIGHTS OR FOR TH£ EFFICIENT
ADHINI:STRATlON OP' THE WATER RIGHTS A$ NAY as tJt.TIHATELY
OETntMIN.SO BY TH.S COURT AT A PO!t:T lN TINE liO LATER THAN TH.£
SNTRY OF A FlNAt. UNlPlEO DECREE. I.C, SEC't"ION 42-14ll(6j.

SRBA ~ARTlAL DECREE PV'RSUNl'T TO 1,R,C,P. 54(bl
Water Right 29~04223

PAG~ 5
0Ctw02~2007

4~30

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I,a,C.P. S~(bl

(continued)

RULE 541b) CERTIFICATE
With reopect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it le hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 541b), I,R.C,P., that the court has determined that there is no juat reaaon for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court hae and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may 1seue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules,

John H. Melanson
fresldlng Judge of the
9nake River Basin Adjudication

• I

SRBA PARTIAL DECaEE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bJ
water Right 29-04223
File Number1 0026~
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2007 OCT Ol PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
THIN FALLS CO., IDA.HO
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE: OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 5'1tb) FOR

In ile SRBA
case No. )9576

Waeer Righe 29•04ll4

HMB AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCA.TELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO, ID 83205

SOURCB:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

3 .89

PRIORITY DATE:

09/15/1955

POINT OF DIVERSION:

TOGS R)4E SH

NWNW

SlS

HEN>
NWNE

CFS

Michin Bannock County

NESE
NESE
Sl6
6'3

NENE

SWNE
SENW

NHNE
NESW
S26

NENW

$35

SMSE
NMSE
SENE
NWNE

T07S R34E SOl LOT l

SHHE
SESE
NESE
NHSE
NESH
SENE

R35E 906
907

SlB

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OP USE:

PLACE OF USE:

{NWNE

PERIOD OE1 USE
Ol-01 TO ll~ll

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Municipal
T069 R33E $Cl
S03
S04

S09

Within Power County
NESW

NWSW

swsw
SMSW
SMSE
NESW
SESW
SMSE

SESM
SESM
SESE
SWSM
NWSE
SESE

NENE

NWNE

SMNE

SENE

NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESM
SWSM

SlO

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENM
SWNM

NESM

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54{b)
File Number: 00263
Water Right l9-04224

QUANTITY
3.89 CFS

SENW
NWSW
SBSW
NWSE
$ESE
llWNE

SENE
llWllW

SEN>I
NWSW

PAGE 1
oce-o:z-200;

SRBA Partial Decree Pureuant to I.R.C.P. 54.(b} (continued)

P~ACE OF USE !continued)

swsw
NESS
SWSE
Sll

NBNN
SNKW

$14

NESW
SWSW
NEN"tf

SlS

IISNS

SWNENENW
$WNW

NESW
$16

NEIIS

SWNE
NENW
SNIIW

NESW

SESW
NHSE
SESE
NHNW
SENW
NHSW
SESW
NHNW
NNNE
SENE
NHNW
SENW
NNSW
NHNB
SENE
NNNN
SENH
NNSW

swsw

sssw

NSSE

NNSE

SWSE
$17

SWNE

SENE

SWNH
NESII

SENW
NWSH
SESH

SWSN

s,o

R.348 SOB
so,

NESE
SHSE
NENE
NBBB
NESW

swsw
NESS
SWSE
S10

$SNS

Sll

NESE
SWSE
SNNE
SENW

NWSW
SESW
SWSE
$12

NENE

$ENE

NENE

SNIIW
NES\f
SHSH
NESS
SHSE
NENE
SNNE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Nurnl::ler: 00263
Water Right 29-04224

NWSE

SESE
SHNW
NESW
SHSii'
NNSE
SESE
NNNE
SESW
NHS£
SESE
NNNE
SBNE
NWMW
SENH

NENH
SNNH
NESW

S1S

Within Bannock County
SESB
NWSW
SESW
NHSE
SSSE
SHSH

SNNE

SWNE
NEIIW

614

SESE

swsw
NESE
SWSE
$13

NWSE

NHEW

SESH
NNSE

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NNNN
SENN

swsw

NWSH
SESW

NESE

NNSB

SHSE

SES£

NENB

NHNS

PAGE 2
Oct-0'2-'2007

4:;33

SRBA Partial Decree Pureuilnt to I.R.C.P'. 5-1, lb! {continued!

PLACE OF USE (continued)
SWNE

S16

NE>rn

SENE
NWN>l

NESW

'"""

NHSW

'"""

SES\oi'
NWSE
SESE

NESE
SWSB
NENE
S1'1NE
NEMW-

S'flNW
NESW

swsw
S17
921

S22

SENE

""""

SENW

""'"
SES\oi'
NWSE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE
NHNW

....

BESE
SENE

?IESE
NENE
S1'1NE

NHNE

Nl!NW

NHNH

swsw

S24

NHNE

NESE
SWSE
NE."1B
NESE

SWNW
NESW

S23

SENW

SESE
SENE
SENW

NWSW
SES\oi'

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENS

NHNE

SESE

SWNE

SENS

NENW

NHNH

SWNW

SENW
NWSW

NBSW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NWNE

NWSS

NENW

NHNW

SES1'1
SESB
SHNE

SWNW

SENW

NESW
SWSW

NWSW
SESW
SWSE

NWSS

SESE
S25

S26

NENE

N>lNE

SWNE

SENE

Nl!NW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NES\f
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NWS1'1
S6S1'1
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NliNW
SEN1'1
NWSW
SESW

NENE

SWNE
NENW

SWNW

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
S27

SRBA P'ARTIAL DECREB PlmSUANT TO I.R,C.P. 54(bl
Wat~r Right 29-04224
File Nul'llber1 00263

NENE

NWSE

SESE
NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW

NIINW

SWNW

SENW

PAGE 3
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to 1.R.C.P. 5,a (b) (continued)

PLACE OP USE (conth1ued)
NWSW
SESW

NESW
swsw
NESE
SWSE

NWSE

S28

NENE

Sll

HENE

S34

NENE

SESE
SESE
SENE
NWNE

S'1NE

SENE

""'"

SENW

S35

NESW
NESE
SESE

-·-

NWSE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

51:.:NE
NWNW

NWNW
NWSW

NENW

SWllW
NESW
swsw

SENW

SWSE

NWSW
SESW
llWSE
SE9E

NENE

NWNE

NESE

5]6

.,
I

SWNE

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW

NWSW

SWSW
NESE

SESW
NWSE
SESE
{NWNW)

SWSE
NENW

RHE S07
LOT 2

NES!<

LOT 4
Sia LOT 1
S1'

SlO

LOT 2
LOT 4
Sll

SENW

LOT

(NWSW)
SESH

LOT 3

INWSH)
SES~/
SESE

(SWSH)
l!OINWI
NESW

L07

LOT

(SWNW)

(SHSl')
SHSE
N'ENE
SHNE

NWNE
SENE

ND!>!

LOT

(SWNW}
NESW
(SWSW)

LOT

]

SWNE

(NWNW}
SENW
(NWSW}
SESW
NENW

LOT 1

{lllfflWJ
SD!>!

LOT 2

{SWNWJ

LOT l

!NWSW)
SESW

LOT 4

(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

LOT 2

(NWNEJ

LOT 4

(NWNWJ
SENW

T07S R34.E S01 LOT 1

....

sgss
(N'DiE)

NESW

S'1NE

LOT l

{NEtJWI
SHNW

SENE

NESW

S02 LOT

LOT

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C.P. 54.(b)
File Ntunber 1 00263
Water Right 29-04224

swsw
N'ESE
SWSE
(NE:N'E:)
SWNE

....

INENW)

NWSW

SESW
NWSE
SESS

LOT 2
LOT 4

(NWNE:)
SEN'g
(NWNW)
SENW

N'ESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

&'AGE 4
Oct-02-2007
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b) (continued)

PLA.CE OF USE {continued)
NESE
SWSE
SlJ

NWSE
SESE
NWNE

NENE

Sll

SWNE

SENE

HENN

HIOOI

SWNN

SENW

HESW
SESW
NWSE
SESE--

NNSW
NESE
SW9E

HENE

NNNE
SENE

SWNE
HENN

R35E 506

LOT l

(NENE)

LOT

(NliNE)

LOT 4

!NNNW)
SENN

LOT b

{NWSW')
SESW
NWSE
SESE

SENE

SWNE
LOT J
LOT s
LOT 7

S07

(NENW)

(SWNW)
NESW
{SHSW)
NESE
SHSE

,oom

HENE

SNNE
NENW
LOT
LOT

'

SOB
Sl 7

{SHNWJ
NESW
(SWSW)
NWSE
SESE
NHNW
NWSW
SHNE
NWNN
SENW
NWSW

SENE

INWNW)

LOT

SENW

wr

J

SNNW

swsw
NENW
SNNW

HESW
SESW

NENE
SWNE

SlB

NENH
LOT 2

{SWNM)

(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

NWNE
SENB

LOT l

INWNW)
SENW

Place of uae io within the service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply ayatem aa provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADKINISTR.11.TION OF THIS WATER RIGHT1

,I

To the extent necaasary for administration between points of
divcr~ion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface aourcea,
ground water waa firs~ diver~ed under thia right from Poca~ello
Well No. 21 located in TOGS, R34E, 923, SHNE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE 19 SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OP THE WATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIKATEL'i'
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO I.ATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A PINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6}.

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 541b)
File Number: 00263
Water Right 29-04224

PAOB S

Oct-02-J007

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54[bl {continued)

RULE 54{b) CERTIFIC11.TE
With respect to the issueG determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIPlED, in accordance
with Rule 5q(b}, I.~.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason !or delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and docs hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be~ !inal
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken ae provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M. Kelaneon
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin ~djudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C,P. S4(b)
Hater Right 29-04224
File Numl:Jer, 00263

PAGE 6
Oct-02-2007

4007 OCT 02 PH 02100
DISTRICT o:;l\Jjl.T ~ SRBA
TWIN FAl..t.S CO., IDAHO

FIL.ED _ _ _ _ _ __

IN Tt!B OfSTRtcr o::>VR'r OF THE FIFTk JUDICIAL. DISTRICT DF Tll8
STAT~ OF IDAHO, IN AHO FOR TkE COUNTY OF TWIN FALl..S

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO

ln Re SRSA

I,R.C.P, S4(bl YOR
Ca.oe llo, l 9576

•

I

CITY OP POCATELt.0
PO BOX 41G9

POCATELLO, ID

01205

SOURCE:
4.U

CFS

PRlORlTY DATE:

08/lS/19$6

POINT OF DIVBRSION1

TOS:S !<HE 914
SU

Within B~nnock county

NWNW
NENW

mmE

Nl:.:8E
NESE
Nl!NE
SW!IE
SENW

SU
S2l

....
NESW
lfENW

SWSE
NWSE

Sl5

SENE

IIW>IE

T07S R31E SOl LOT 2

INW!IE
SW!IE
SESE

R35E $06

NESE
NWSE

SO?

NSSW

SlS

SENE

PURPOSE ANO

PERIQD OF USE 1

Pl,ACl: OF USE1

PURPOSE OF USt:.:

PElRIOD OF USE:

Municipal

01-01 TO 12-31

Municipal

OUAIITIT't
4.44.
CFS

wii;.hin 'PO'W'l;:r CotJnty

T06S R:UE S02

NESW

NWSW
SESW

SOJ

sws•
sws•

SESW

SWSE

SESE

SO<

t:ESW

SWSli

S09

-·

SBSW'

S><SE

SWNE

""'"'
SWNW

....

NESW

»SSE

SWSE
SlO

»EIIE
SWNE
NENW

SWNW
NESW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE Ptl'RSUA.N'T TO I.R.C:.P. S.f.(bl
Water Right 29-04229
File Nuniberi OOlSJ

.............
.,,...
lfWSE:
SESE

·SESW

Ill/SE

SESB
lll<NE
SENE

""""
SEllW

K"~SW

SRBA Part:ial Decree Pur&uzmt to I .R. C. P. 54 (bl {continued}

PLACE OF USE {continued)

swsw
NESE
Si'l'SE
Sll

S14
SlS

NENW
s,mw

SENW

NESW

swsw

NWSW
SESW

NENW

NWNW

NEtra
SWNE·

NWNE
SENE
NWNW

NENW

S16

SWNW

SENW

NESW
SWNE

NWSW
N~NE
SENE

NENW

mrnw

SWNW
NESW

SENW

NENE

swsw
617

NWSE

SNNE

SENE
SENW
NWSW
SESW

NESW

swsw

RJ,aE S08

so,

NES£
SWSE
NENE
NESE
NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
610

S11

swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESW
SWSW

6,mE

swsw
NESE

NWSE

SWSE

....

SES£

NENE

NWNE

NENW

NWNW

gwm,

SENW

NENE

NWSW

swsw
NENE

SESW
NWSE
SES£
NWNE

SWNE

6ENE

NENW
SWNW

SENW

SWSE

SRBA FARTIA.L DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.F. 54(bl
File Numbe~: 00153
Nater Right 29-04225

NWNW

swsw

NWSW
BESW

NESE

NWSE

NESW

SlS

SENE

NESW
NESE

•

NWSE

SES£
NWNE
SENE
SESW

SWNE

614

Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

SENE

SENW

Sll

NWSE

SESE

NESE
SWSE

NWSW
SESW
SWSE
S1'

NWSW
SESW

NESE
SWSE
SWNW

s,o

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNW

SWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

PAGE 2
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SRBA P.arti.al Decree PUr9Uant. to I,R.C,P. S4(bl

(continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued}

SWNE

SENE

HEN'~

HWNlf

SWNW

SE:NH
N!ISH

HESW
SWSW

Sl6

NWSE

SWSE
NENE
6WNE

1/WNE

NENll

SWNW
NESW

swsw
S17
S2l

NESE
SWSE
NEtm
NESE
NEHE

SWNE
NENW

sn

523

NESE
NENE
SWNE

HWNE
SENE

NWNW
SESE
NWNE

NWSE
SESE

1/WNE
SENE

NRSW

N!INW
SENW
NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NWNE

SWNE
I/WNW
SENN
NWSW

SESE

t<WSE

SESW
SWSE

SESE
NENE
SWNE

1/WNE
SENE

6WNW

""""
SE:NW

NESW

NWSW

SWSW
NE9E
6WSE

,,,,,.

NENE
SWNE
NENW

1/WNE
SENE
I/WNW
SENW

SWNW
NESW

SESW

SE9E

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

MWSW
SESW
MHSE
SBSE
NWNE
SENE:

NENW
SWNW

""""

swsw

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(b}
W.at@r Right ·J.9-04225
Pll@ Number1 00153

SENE

SE9W

NENW

527

SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW

swsw

S26

6ENE

I/WNW
SENW
NWSW

SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

NEIC<
SWNW
NESW

S2S

SESE

NEt<W
SWt<W
NESW

SWt<W

S24

SESH

NESE

SEN!!

PAGE 3
Oct-02-2007
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SRBA Partial Oecree Pursuant to l.R.C.P. S4(bl (continued)
Pt.AC£ OF USE t~ntinued}

NBSW
SWSW

NWSW

NESB
SWS'E

NWS£
StSE
SESE
SENE
NWNE
Sl>NE

SESW

-·....

us

.,.
S>l

tl.ENE
SWNE

........

......
""""

.,.

""""

NESW

to,iS<f

....
Nl!SS

SES!::

mm•
S<Nl!

SWtm

·-

SENW

'""'"
$WSW
MES£

SE;SW
l'llrfSE
SESB

SWSE

.,.

.....
NENE

....
........
·....

NlrfNW

NEN\I

NESW
SHSW

R.lSE SO?
LOT

'
'

LOT
SU LOT l
SU
LOT

.,.

SESW
NWSE
SSSB

LOT l

(lllOO')

LOT 1

!NWSW)

LOT 1

(NWS\ll

ISWNWI
NESW
ISWSWJ
INWNWl

sssw

fSWSW}
SNS&

.....
SESE

NEIIE

Slo!NE
LOT

LOT

Slll!B

""""

LOT 1

(NWNWJ

NSSW

LOT J

iNWSW)
SESW

>

[SWNWI

4

lSWSW)

Sll

.........

S!!NII

!»HtlW}

I.OT 2

{SWNW}

WT 3

(WSW}

LOT 4

{SWSWJ
NESE

LOT 2

(Nlo!NEl

LOT f

!N>rnWI

....
NWSE

T07S RJ4E SOl LOTl

(N'E!iE)

SWNB
I.07 3

(NE.NH)

SDIE

....
""""

N<SW

NESE
SWSE

....

LOT l

{NOIB)

LOT J

\Nanti

·-....
NESW

SRBA PAATtlw D.SCREE PURSU1'NT TO :t. R. C. P. 54 (b)

Water R~ght 29-04225

....,....
....

LOT l

sssu

so,

....
.....,,..
....
.....
........
11\/NW

lre!IW

Pile Nu7iber: 00153

.....
.....

...

NWS!s
SESE

LOT 2

{NWNE)

LOT 4

CNWN'Ml

Sl!NE

....
SEN\!

SESW

PAGE 4

oc1:~02-2001
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SRBA Partial Decree PurauAnt ta I.R.C,P. St(b) !continued>

~LACS OF USE (contlnued)

NESS
Sl2

lllf8E

SWSE

SESE

morn

lOOfE

SW!IS
....,,

moo/

SDlE

$WNW
NESW
SBSW

NESE

NWSS

SWSE

SENW

NWSW

.,.,.

SBSB-

S1J

8WNE

!USE S06 LOT l

WT l
LOT S

(lll:mEI
MIS
(NBtl'Wl

{NWNE)

<

(IDOOI)

LOT 6

(NWSW)
SESW

s,:,,s

LOT

(Slttl'Wl

NESW
LOT 7

(SWSWJ
SWSl:l
NB.'~E
SWNE

LOT

LOT

....

'

(SlfN'WI

'

(SWSWl
NWSE

NWNE

""""

("1Mf)

LOT

s,:,,w

NBSW

INWSWJ

LOT

SESW
SWSE:

·-

SESE

•••

NWNW
NWSW
SWNE

Sl7

sws:w

""""

""""

SWNW
NESW

SEIIW
NWSW
NENE

S18

.....
sssw

SWNE
LOT l

NE!ll<

LOT 2

.,,.

NWSE
SESE

NESE
$07

.

LOT 2

(SWNW)

....

SJ:lUl:
(NWNWI

Place ot uee ie within the eervico area of the City of
Pocatello nru.oicipal water supply $yntem as provided for under
IdAho L,=w.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEt'lNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF

nus

W..TE:R RIGHT I

To the extent necessary for adminietratlon between points of
dlvereion tor ground water, and bot\o!Gen points of diverolon
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground v,=ter waa firit diverted under this right from Po<:atello
Well No. U located in 'TOtH:I, ftl4B, :S2l, W'NE.
THIS PARTIAL DEC.REE IS SUSJECT TO SUC'.11 GDJSR.At. PROVISIONS
N£CEssARY FOR ~KE 0£FlN1T10N OP TR£ RIGHTS OR FOR TR£ EFFICIENT
AOHINISTRM'ION QP THE WATER RIGHTS AS KA'( U: ULTIMATELY
DE'TEAkifif.:b BY THE CXIURT AT A POtNT IN TIMS NO LATJlif TliAN TJU:

EHTRY OF A FINJ.L WlPlBO DECRE:£.

SJI.BA PARTIAL D:S:1'51.SE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 [bl

water Right 29-0i235

File Number, QOlSl

1,C. SE,,.,.""TIOH ~2-1412(6).

PAGES
01::t-02-:2007

9RB~ Partial Decree Purauant to I,R,C,P, 54(bl (continuertl

RULE 54\b) CE:R'TIFIC.1\7~
With respect to the iGsues dee~rmined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERT!PltD, in ae~ordance
with Rule S4(b}, I,R,C.P,, tMt the ~ourt has determined that there ia no just reason tor delay of ehe entry of a
tinal judgment and that th• court has and does hereby direct that the above judg~~nt or order eball be a final
judg~~nt upon which exe~utiQn may ieeue and an appeal may be taken aa provided by t.he Idaho Appellate Rules.

John x. Melanaon
Presiding Judge of the
~nake River Sa~in Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECRE£ PU'RSUA.tff TO l.R.c.P. S4{bl
Water Right 29-04225
Pile Nuwberi OOlSJ

2007 OCT 02 PM 02100
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED
IN THE OISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA~ DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUHTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECRE6 PURSUANT TO
I.R.C,P. 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Case No. 3!:1576

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

CITY DF POCATELLO
PO BOX 416!:I
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

0 .22

PRIORlTY DATE:

12/31/1955

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S R34E S14

CFS

""""

Within Bannock County

NENW
NWNE
NESE
NESE
NENE
SWNE
SENW
NWNE
NESW

S15

S16

"'

·-

"'
"'
T07S R34E 501 LOT 2

SWSE
NWSE
SENE
NWNE
(NWNE
SWNE

SESE
NESE
llWSE

RlSE 506

NESW

S07
S18

FURFDSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OP USE:

SENE

PIJRPDSE OF USE
Municipal

Municipal
TOGS RllE 502
SOl
S04

so,

PERIOD OF USE
Ol-01 TO 12-ll

~ESW
SWS'""
swsw
SWSE
NESW
SESW
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
swsw
NESE
SWSE

SlO

NENE
SWNE

""""
SWNW
NESW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREB PURSUA.NT TO I.R.C.P. 5~(b}
File Number, 00288

QUANTITY
0.22 CFS

Within Power County
NWSW
SESW
SESW
SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE

""""
SENK
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

SENE
NWNW
SENN
NWSW

PAGE l
Oct~02-2007

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P, S4(bl

!continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued}

swsw
NESB
SWSE
511

514
515

NBNW
5WNN

5£Nw

NESW
S\oJSW

NWS'<

""""

NENE
5WNE_

5ENE

NWNW
SENW
N\oJSW
N\oJNE
SD1B
NWllW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSB

5WNW
NENE

SHNE

·NENW

NES\oJ
SWSW
NESE
S\oJSE

$17

SWNE

5ENE

SWNW
NESW

SOlW
NHSW
SESW

swsw
?IESE
SWSE

RJ4E

5,0

NENE

SOB

NESE
NESH
SWS\oJ
NESE
SWSE

509

SlO

BENE

Sll

NES.B
SWSE
SWNS
SENW

51'

SU

SlS

SRBA fARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P. S4(bl
Mater Right ~9-04~~~
Pile Hum.be~, oo~eB

NW5E

SESE
Within Bannock County
SESE
NW5W
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SWSW
NWSE

SESE
5WNW
NESW

sws~

NWSW
SESW
SWSE

NW58

NENE

NWNE

SBSB

SWNE

5ENE

swsw

SESW
NWSE
SESB

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW
5WNW
NESW

NWNW
5ENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
SH

SESW
NWN\oJ
NWNE

NE:.l'JW
NESW
51G

SESW
NWSE
SESE
HWN\oJ

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWHE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
S'<5W
NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWNE
5ENE

NWtlW
5ENW
NW5W
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

PAGE

~

Oct-0'Z-2007

•

SRBA Parcial Decree Pursuant co I.R.C.P. 54(b)

(concinuedl

PLACE OF USE (concinu@dl

S1'

SWNE

SENS

NENW
SWNW

lOOIW

NESW

NHS\ol

swsw

SESW

NESE

NWSE

SWSE
NENE
SHNE

NEm<
SHNW
NESW
SHS\ol

SESE

N>INE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSH
SESH

SHSE

NWSE
SESE

NENE

SENS

NESE

Si?

SENW

NESE
S21

NENE
SWNE

NENH
S2'

NESE

SESE

NENE

NHNE

SWNE
NENH

SWNW
NESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE

S2J

NENE
SWNE

NENH
SWNW
NES\l

S24

m<NE
SENE
N>INW

$ENE

NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW

NHSE

-·
SESE

SENS

""""
SENH

NWSW

SWSH

SESH

NESS

NWSE

SWSE

SESE

miNE
NENH
SWNW
NESK

SWNE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

S\lSH
NWSE

SWSE

SESW

SESE
S25

NSNE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE
NWNW
SENH
NWSW

NEm<

S>INW
NESH
SWSW

S2'

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW

SHNH
NESW

827

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PUil.SUAlilT TO I.R.C.P, 54(b}
File Number: OOJBB

Kater Right 29-04226

SES\ol

NWSE
SESE

NWNE
SENE
HWNW
SEHW
NWSH

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SHNW

N',IHB

SESE

SENE
NHNH

SENK

PAGE J

Oct-02-2007

L'I~""
J J'-10

SRBA Partial Decree Pureuant to I.R.C.P. 54 (bl

(continued!

PLACE OF USE lcc:intinued)
NESW

S,8

NENE

Sl3
SH

NENE

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE

NENE
SWNE

NNl<E
SENE

NENN

NWNW

SWNHNESW
NESS
SESE

NWSW
NWSE

NENE

NNNE

SNNE
NEIii!

NNNN

SWNW
NESW

l<WSN

swsw
NESE
SWSE

S3S

SENN

SENE
SEN;,,,

SNSN

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NNSE

SESE

NENE

Sl6

NNNE
SENE

SNNE
NENN

R35E S07

SENN

NESN

NNSN

SWS',,1
NSSE
SWSE

SESN
NNSE

NENN

LOT
LOT 4
Sl0 t.OT 1
Sl9

IDT 4

NNNN

SWNl,j

(SWKW)
NESW
(SWSW)
(NWKW)
NESW
jSWSW)

t.OT
LOT l

LOi J

SWSE
SJO

LOT l
LOT 4
SJl

NNHE

S""E
HENN

SENE
(KWNW)

lSWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
SWNE
(NNNN)

LOT l

i07S RHE SOl LOT 1

(NWSW)
SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NENE)

LOT 3

SWNE
(HENN)

LOT

SENN

LOT J

(HWSW)
SESW

LOT l

(SWNWJ
NESW
{SWSWJ
NESE
SWSE

NENN

SENW

LOT 4

LOT 2

LOT 4

S\Mi
HESW

LOT l

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (bl
water Right 29-04226
File Number: 002B8

(NWSW)
SESW
SESE

HENE

LOT

SOl LOT 1

SESE
{Nrffl'W)
SBNW
(NWSW)
SESW

SWSW
NESE
SWSE
(NENE)
SWNE
(NEtffi)

(NWNE]
SENE
(NWNW)
SENN
IIWSW

SESW
NWSE

LOT l

SESE
(MWNE]

LOT 4

SENE
(...,.)

SWNN

SENW

HESN
6WSN

IIWSI<

SESW

PAOE 4
Oct•Ol-2007

4 ~-l 7

SRBA partial Decree ?ursuant to I.R.C,P. 54(bl (continued)

P~ACE OF USS (continu«dl

.....
........
.....

NES&

SWSE
lll!N£

S12

.....
.....

SWN&

NlfNW

....
SJ!llll

llES\!

NlfSW

SESW

SWSE

·-...
NliSE

SesE_

Sll

R35E S06

NWNE

"
Nt!N1!

LOT l

SEN£

(NE'NE)

{NWNE)

SIil!£
LOT 3

SEN£
[NKJMI

.....

LOT 5

iN!Niq)
(S1iN',0

(NWS1(1

LOT 7

t-fESN
(SWSW)

tfe!SE

NW6E

swse

SESE

LOT 4

sesw

.....

so,

'"""'

SWNE

""'"

LOT

SElra
(NMNMI
SENW

NESW

LOT J

(N'WSW)

LOT 2

($WNW)

LOT 4

ISWSWJ

LOT 2

..........'""'"
-·
.....
....""""

......

SES\/
SWH

SE$E

sos
Sl7

NEm,,

SENW

NESW

SESW

N£N2

SU

(SIMW)

·-.....
·-·

LOT l

·-

SEl!I!
(WWW}

Place of use is within the aerviee area Qf the City of
Pocat•llo municipal water supply eyatern as provided tor undar
ldaha Lill'lt.

OTKllR PROVtSIONS NEC!SSARY FOR DEFWITION DR A-CMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RlOliT:
To the extent necessary for Administration bet~een points of
diversion tor ground ~~ter. and between points of diversion
for ground wt~r ~nd hydraulically connected surface aourcen,
9rovnd ~Ater ""4S first diverted under thia right frnm Poeat~llo
Well No, 14 lDCAted in T07S, RJ58, S07, HRS\(.
THIS PAltTIAL DECREE 16 SUBJ~CT TO SUCH GE»SRA.L PROVISIONS
NECESSAAY FOR THE DBFlNITION OF TlfE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
AOMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIOUTS AS MAY B& lJLTIMATE~Y
DETERHINBO SY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TlHE HO LATER THAN T'HE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFlED DECREE. 'LC. SECTtOt~ 4.2~1412 (Ei),

S~BA PAJlTIAL DECRE& PURSUANT TO t,R,C,P. Si(bi
Water Right 29-D422S
File Numb~r, 002aa

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. S4{b) icontinued)

RULE $4ibl CEllTIPICA.TE
ffith respect to the iseuee determined by the above judg~ent or Qrder, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule S4(bl, I.X.C.P .• that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay Qt the entry ol a
final judgment and that the court has and daee hereby direct that the above judgment or order ehall be a final
judgment ~pon which execution may is~ue e..nd an appeal !My be taken as provided by the Id~ho Appellate Rules.

Johnµ, Melanson
Presiding Judgs of the

Sna.ke River Basin Adjudication

I.R.C:,P. S4(bl
file Numb<lri 002as

SR.BA PAA'I'IAf.. DECREE PURSUAN't TO

Nater Right 29-04226

Pp.QB £

Oct-02-2007

2007 OCT 02 ~M 02:00
Dl$'t'IHCT COURT • SR.BA
't'WIH FALLS CO., rDAHO

FILED _ _ _ _ _ __

I~ THE DISTRICT COtm.T OF THS FI!i'Tff JtmICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STJl.:rB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CDtruTY OF n4IN PJ\Ll.S

In Re SRBA

PARTtAt. DECREE PIJRS\JJ\.NT TO

t.R,C.£1. S4{b) MR
C.i.se No. 39S76

water Right 29~07106

CITY OF POCAtSLLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO. ID
SOURCE1

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

J .SO

PRIOJUTY DATE:;

l.1/06/1972

POINT OF DIV£RSION1

TOGS IU4B SH
SIS

83205

CFS

.........
........
....-·
....
.........
........
....

Within Bannock County

IDII<&

NBSE
NESE
Nll!IS

N'BSW

SENS

T07S Rl4E S01 LOT 2

[IDIINB
SHNE

SESE

RlSE SOG
S07

NESH

51'
PURPOSE:

AND
PERIOO OF USEi

PERIOD OF USE
01•01 TO U<ll

PURPOSE OF USE

MUnicip.aJ.
PLACE: OF USE 1

Municlp,U
T06S Rl'J! 502
SOJ
804

S09

NllSW

SWSW
SWS'foil
SWSE
Nli:SW
SBSlt

........
NENE
NE.'111

SWk<f"W
NESW
SNSW

.....
.............
....
NBS£

sio

SRBA PAll.TlAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P, S4(b~
water Right 29-07106

File Number: 00213

N!ll!S

QUANTITY

l.90

CPS

Within Power County
NWSW'
Sli:SW'
SESW'

....
......,,.
........
..·--·......
S'H'Slt

N1<SE

sass
NWNW

SENW

SE:$"1

$ESE

NWSW

i

I

SA.DA Par-tial Dccr-ce Pur-eunnt to I.R.C,P, 54(bl

[continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued!

swsw
NESE
SWSE
Sll

""""
SWN>I
NESW
SWSW

'"

SlS

""""
NENE

·-

swwe_

S1'

,20

R34E SOB

"'

'"
Sll

Sl2

Sll

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE fURSUANT TO I,R.C,P. 54(bl
File Number, 00289
Water Right 29-07l06

NWNW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
>lWSE

NSSE
SWSE
SWNE
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
W<NE
NESE
NSSW

swsw
NSSE
SWSE
BENE
NESE
SWSE
SWNS
SENW
>lWSW
SESW
SWSE
NENE
6WNE
SWSW
!!ESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

SENE
SSNW
NWSM
SESW
>lWSB
5E6E
Within BaMOCk county
SESE
NWSM
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw

l!ENW
SWNW

NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
Sli'SW
l1WSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
tlWNW
SENW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
NW6E
SESE
tlWNE
SEl!E
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SBSB

swss

SlS

SESW
NWNW
NWNE
SSNE

SWNW

NESW
?-IENE
SMNE
NENW

NESB
Sl<

uwsw

SENW
NWSW
NWNE
SSNE
NWNW
SSNW

SWNW

Sl6

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNW
SENW

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNN
NESW
SWSW
NESE

. ,.
MEME

NWNB

fAGE 2
oc1;-02-2007

6Ra~ ~artial Oecree Pureuan~ to J.R.C.P. S~ib} lcon~inuedl

PLACE OF USB (continued}

S16

SWNE

BENE

NENII

NW>lll

SHlll/

SEN"W

NE:Sill
SWSW
NESE
$1'1SE
Nl:!NE
SWNE

NKBW
SESW
NlotSE
SESE
Nl'tUE:

-·

""""
NESK

SWSW

NESS

...,,,.

SllN<

·-....
NWSIII

NllSE

SWSE

BEBE

517

NENE

SENE

S21

NENE

NESE

....
............
SKN'E

NENW

lillNE

SWNE

HENK

NESE

SWSE
S23

NENE
S'lmS

·""""

...

NKSE
SESE

-·
SENE

NWNN

NNSE

-·....

$W$S

....
·-...........,,
·-............
N"1!E

SWNM

SREU', PAAT1At UBCREE PVRSVA.NT TO 1,A..C.P. 54(bl
Pile Nuntb•rt 00289

SESN

SWSK
NESB

Nr{SS
SESE

.,,

SE!!ll
NNSW

SENN
NWSW

swsw

.,.

"'""'
SESE
""""
sws
""""

l!ESW

lMIW
NESW

S2S

""NE
S£ll£

SESW
SBSE
SIINE

NWNM

.....
""""
SESW
9W9E

-·....
SENE

"'"'"
Sll!IW

S6SW
NW-Sf!

SWSE

SESE

Nl!NE

..""""......

SWNE

swsw

SWSE

NW!IE

SENE

SESW

N!ISE

SWNS

SESE
NW-NE
$ENE

SMl!ll

Nl!NW
SE?n.l

NE>IE

·-

PAGE J
oct~o2~200.,

4",:2
•.J.J

SRBA Psrtisl Oeeree Pursuant to t.R.C.P. 54(b)

(continued)

PL~CE OF USS (continued)
NESW

NWS>I

SWSW
NESS
SWSE
NEN'E

"'
S33
SJ<

SESW
NNSE

SESE
SESE

NENE

SENE

NENE
SWNE

NWIIE

NENW

NWIM
SENN

SENS

SWNW_
NESW
NESE
SESE
NENE
SWNB

SlS

NWSW
NWSE
IIWllE

SENE

NENW
SWNW

NWNW
SENW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

swsw

"'

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NWSE

sw..-.

SENE
NWNW
SEIIW
NWSW

SESE
NWNE

NENW
SWNW

RJSE S0'1
LOT
LOT
S19 LOT
S19
LOT

'
'
'

630

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NENW
ISWNW!

LOT 1

SENW

~s~

LOT J

(SWSWJ
INWNWJ
NESW
!SWSWJ
SWSE

(NWSWI
SESW

LOT J

(NWSWI
SESW
SESE
NWNE

NENE

SWNE
NENW
LOT 2
LOT

931

'

LOT

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
SWNE
(NWNWJ

LOT l

T0'1S RJ4.E S01 LOT 1

(NWSW)
SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NENE}

SENN

(NWSW]
SESW

LOT 2

{SWNWJ
NESl-1'
(SWSW}
NESE
SWSE

NENW

LOT

'

LOT 2

(NWNEJ

'

SENE
(NWNW'J
SENW
NWSW

SWNE
LOT J

(NENW)

LOT

SWNW

NESW

602 LOT 1

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
(NE:NEI

NWSE

SWNE
LOT J

SRB~ PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00289
Water Right 29•0'1106

SENE
(NWNW)

LOT J

SENW
LOT l

SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NWNW)

(NENWJ
SWNW
NESW
SWSW

LOT

'

LOT 4

SESE
(NWNEI
SENE
(NWNW)
SENW
NWSW

SESW

PAGE 4
Oct•Ol-200'1

4:53

SRSA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P, 54(bl (continued•
PLACE OF USE !continued)

..,..
NESE
SWSE

Sl2

IIWSE

....

,SGSE

Sll!lE

SENE

""""
Sl<l!i1

NIINll
SEIIW

NESii
SESW'

NWSW
NESE

l»fSE

SWSE

Sll

sss12:NBNE

Rl5E S06 LOT•

Sl<NE
NEl!l!
(NENE}

LOT :?

(JlWNBJ
SENE

LOT

{lffil'JW)

S!iNE
LDl' l
LOT 5

{N'ENW}

fswsw;

SENK
(NW'Sifl
SESW

NESE

NW'SE

NE6W
LOT 1

SD7

4

(SWNWj

LOT G

SWSE

SBSE

NENE

NWNE

·BWNE

LOT 2

soe

LOT

(H'lolSH)

3

{SWSW)

SES\/

NWSE
SESE

SHSE

·-....

NWNW

......
NWSW

""""

S!iNB

Sl'

SWNW

.,..

.,.

..
NESW

NWSW
NENE

.....

LOT>

.,,,.

(NWNW)

{SWNWJ

NESW

LOT 4

SEllE

LOT l

""""

(S>M!l

SBSW

....
SENE

LOT 1

Ufi:INWl

Place ot use is w1th1n the serv1ce area of the C1ty ot
Pocatello ~µ.p,icipcil water supply syntem as providQd tor under
Idaho Law.
OTHS:R PROVISlONS HEC'.ESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TKIS WATER RIGHT~
To the 4Xtent necessery for edmlnietretion between points of
diversion for grovnd water, and between points of diveraiOli
!OT ground i.tateT and hydraulically connected eurtace ~Tcee,
ground water uas fiTst diverted under th1& right fr0'.'11 Pocatello
Well No. 2~ loc~ted in T06S, Rl4E, S13, NESW.
THIS PUTIA.I, DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH Gt;NE:RAt. PROVISIONS
ll.SCESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR TkE El"F!CIIZNT
ADHUUSTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MJ\\' BE ULTIHATELY
tll?TirRMINtw aY THE COIIRT AT A POINT rn TIME NO LATER THJIJf THE
ENTRY OP A FINAL UNIFtED DECREE. r.c. SECTION 42~1412{61.

SRBA PARTIAt. DECREE PIJRSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b)
Macer Right 29-01106
Filo Number: 00289

PAGES

SRBA. Partial Decree Pursuant to I .R. C. P. 54 (bl (continued)

RULE 54{b) CERTIFICA.TE
With reupect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it ls hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there io no just reason for delay of the entry ot a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an ap~eal may be taken as ~rovided by the Idaho A.ppellate Rules.

John H. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
snake River Basin A.djudlcation

SRBA PAATIAL DECREE PURSUA»T TO I.R.C.P. S4(bJ
Hater Right 29-07106
File Number: 00299

PA.GE 6
Oct-02-2007

2001 OCT 02 PM OJ:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CC., IDAHO
FILED
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH J[JOICIAL DISTRICT OP THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AN~ FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. S-l.(b) FOR

In Re SRBA

cue No. 39516
Water Right J 9· 07118

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 93205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY1

4..01 CFS
1114,00 AFY

PRIORITY DATE,

04/11/1973

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RJJE Sl6

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE 1

"'LACE OF USE:

tnmws·~

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Hunic:ipal
T06S R33E S16

S17

S20

J79.S

Within Power County

PERIOD OF USE.
04.-01 TO 11-01

QUANTITY
4.01 CFS
llH.00 AFY

Within Power County
40.0
NESN 32.0
swsw 2B.O
SENE l.Z.O
SESE lO.O
SWNW

NENB

SE:NK 32. 0

NWSW 40.0
SESH' 1::1 .O
NESE 32,0

0.5

Acreo Total

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADHINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TD SUCH ClDIERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATBR RIGHTS AS KAY BB ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THB
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECR.BE. I.C. SECTION 42-14.L::1{6).

RULB 54.{b} CERTIFICATE
With respect to the iaauee determined by the above judgment or order, it i~ he&eby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court haa determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a
tinal judgment and that the court hag and doe9 hereby direct that the above judgment or order 9hall be a fin.al
judgment upan which execution may ieaue and an appeal may be taken ea provided by the Idaho Appellate Rulee.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snako River Basin Adjudication

SRSA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 51(bJ
File Number: 00311
Heter Right 29-01118

PAGE .1
Oct•02•2007

200? DCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT CDURT · SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO.. lDAl-lD
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTR~CT COURT DF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF ID1\HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.E'. 54.(b) FOR

In Re SR.BA
Ce,se No. 19576

Water Right 29-01119

HN-1E

AND

ADDRESSi

CITY OF POCATELLO
BOX 4.169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

PO

SOURCE:

GROUNP WATER

QUANTITY:

6.00 CFS
1200.00 fl.FY

PRIORITY DATE:

04./11/1913

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S R33E 909

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE:

SENWSW

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Mw,icipal
T069 R33E 509

S16

300.0

Wi&hin Power County

PERIOD OF USE
04.-01 TO II-01

QUANTITY
fi.00 CFS
1200.00 AFY

..

Within Power County
NENW
SWNW
NESIII
SWS',11
NENW

2.0

NWNll

,

.

4.0 .o
34. 0
4.0 .o
34.0

SENN 34.0

NWSW 4.0 .o
SESW 34 .o
40.0

.,,.

Acres Total

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFlNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMOHSTRATIO!II OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).

RULE 54.(bl CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, i& is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., &hat the court has determined that there ie no just reason for delay of tho entry of e,
final judgmen& and that the court hae e,nd does hereby direct that the above judgmen& or order ~hall be a final
judgment upon which execution may iesue and Qn appeal may be &aken e,s provided by the Idaho Appellate Rulee.

John M- Helaneon
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P, 54{b)
File Number: 00153

PAGE l
Oct-02-2007

2007 OCT 02

PM 02100

D1SIRICT COL'RT - S~BA
TWUI FALLS CO,, 1DAHO

FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
lN THE DISTRICT CO'IJ'ltT OF TKE FIFTH JIJDtCIAL OISTRtCT OF TKE
STA't'E OF toA.HO, tN Aun FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTil'd.. OECR££ PU'RSU?.NT TO

I,R,C,P. S11bl FOR
Case No, J957i;

NAME ANO

AOORS:SS,

CITY OF PQCATE'I.,t(l
PO 001.: 110
POC,,,TELLO, ID Sl20S

SOURCE,

QUANTITY:

l.7.07

CFS

PRIORITY DATE:
POINT OF DIVERSION;

,,....
.....

,mirn

T06S Rl4£ S:14
SlS

Within a~nnock Couney

NES:6
NESO:
NEllE

S1'
S'1

SWNE
SSNH
NWNI':?
NESW
NENW

SWSB

NWSE

S35

S:SNE
NWNE

T07S Rl4E

ao1

LOT 2

-·
....
.....

(NwNB

SESE

!USE 506

ffESW

807

SU

Sl!!lS

PURPOSE AND
PE;lIOD OF USE:

PI.A.CE OF USE:

PERIOD OF tJSE
01~01 TO H~ll

Munlci.pol
TOSS lUlE SO:.!

.

SOl

,

•••

N'ESW

swsw
swsw
swss
NESW
SESW
SW$£

........
NENS

SWNE

NESW
SHSW
NESE
SWSE

SIO

-·

NENE

"""'
SWNII

NESI!

SREI-A PAAT.IAL DECREE

Water Right 29-07122

PURSUANT T'J l.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Kumber, GOlSi

QtfANTITY
17.07 CFS

Within ?own~ cauney
NWSW
SESII

.

SESH
SESE

.,.

..,,.

NWSS

sese:.
NWNE:

NWNW
Sl!Nlf
NWSW

.........
.....
SEH

·--·
SlillE

I

NWSW

i
.,..,,. 1

Oct-02-2007
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SRBI\ Partial Decree Pursuant to l .R.C.P. 54 (bl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued}

swsw
NESE
SWSE
Sll

Sl<
SlS

NENW

""s"

NENW

moo,

NENE

NWNE
SENE

NENW
SWNW
NESW

617

""""

SWNH
NESH
SHSH

SWNE

916

SESH
NHSE
SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NESW
SlfSW
NESE
SHSE
SWNE

sNESW
SW'SW
NSSE
SHSE

SENW

SESW

NWNW

s ....
NWSW

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
6ENW
NWSW

SESH
NWSE
SENE
SENW
NWSW

SESH
NWSE
SESE

620

NENE

RJ4.E SOB

NESE

so,

NES!I

""SW

SHSH
NESE
SWSE

SESW

SlO

611

Sl2

SESE
SWSW

NESE

NW6E

Sl!SE
SWNE
SENW
IIIISW

SESE
SWNH
NESH
SWSH

SESW
SHSE

NWSE

NENE
6WNE

NSNE

SWNE
NENW
SWNW

NESW

Sl4

915

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00287
Water Right 29-07322

""SE

6ENE

SHSW
NESE
SHSE
Sll

Within Bannock County
SESE

SESE
t<WHE

SENE
SESW
t<WSE

SESE
IIIIHE
SEHE
IIIINW
SENW
IIIISW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE:
NENW

NWSE

SESE
NWNE
SENS
NWNW

SWNW

s ....

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NE,SE

NWSE

SHSE

SESE

NENS

t<WHE

PAGE 2
Oct-02·2007
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54{bl

(continu,ed)

PLhCE OF USE !continued)

Sl6

SHNE
NENW
SHNW

SDlE
llllNW
SENW

NESW

NWSW

SWSW
NESE
SWSE

sssw

NENE
SWNE

NENW.
SWNW

Sl?

NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
6ENW

NESW

NWSW

swsw
HEBE

SESW
N~SE

SWSE
NENE

SESE
SENE

NESE
S21

S22

NENE
SWNE
NEHW
NESE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
NESE
S23

SESE

swsw
NESB
SWSE
NWNE

NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NENE
SWNE
NEllll

SWHW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
S'6

SWSE
NENE
SWNE:
NENN

SWNW

NESW

S27

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE P\ffiS~T TO I.R.C.P. 54. (bl
W~ter Rigbt 29-01322
pi1e Number: 00201

s"""

NWSW
SESW
HWSE
HWNE
SDlE
NHNW
SENW
llllSW

NESW

S25

_,,

NENE

SWNE

S24

SESE
NWNE
SENS

SWSE

NENW
SWNW

t

tNNE
SENE
NWNW

SESW
11118"
SESE
SWNE

HWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
Sli!ISE
Nli!INE

SSNE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NNSE

SESE
NNNE
SEN<
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SWSW

SESW

NESS

NWSE

SWSE
NENE

NWNE

SliSE

SWNE

BENE

NENli
SWNW

HWNW
SENW

PAGE 3
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SRBA Partial Decree Pu~eunnt to t.«.c.P. S4(bJ (continued)

Pi.,A.CE OF

USE (Continued>

' i

....
....
.....
N".-fSW

""""
swsw
NESS

.,.

SES\il

swss

SE:SE
SE:SE

NEIIS

.....
NENE

SlJ

·-

SH

S'ANS

NBSW

SENS
NWMW
SENW
NWSW

HES£

NWSE

Slllfi!.

-·
......
·SESE

SlS

""""

SWNS

SSNE

""""

NENW
SWNI!

SEU>!
NHS".I
SESW

mi:sw
S'.4SW
KESE
SW'SE

SBSE

.,.

SlG

.,

!lWSE

'

NIINE

SWNW

!.'l-lSW
SESW

NB.SH

SWS\il

NBSE
SWSE
NF.NW

klS& SO?
L<>r

z

•
!31S LOT 1
i.OT

'

!

819
LOT

•

SJO

I.OT l

(H'WNW)

l

!h1i5H)

""',

iNHSH'l

rswmo
NESW
{SWSW>

....
....
.....,,..
.....
.........

!""""I
tSKSW)

LOT

SWS!

NENS

<,QT 2

....
......
........
....
............
S£NE

N>INW

LQT

,

(SWN'W)

SESW

(NHN"!

LQT ,

SE!II!
(HWSWl
SESW

<,QT •

(&WSW)

LQT 1

(NWNil)

LOT Z

(SWN-wl

LQT l

(:NWSWl

!,OT 4

(S"..isw1
HESS

Sll

ffENW

.....
SWSE

SESE

Tll'1S RHE sa1

LM l

(NENEl
SWNB

LOT

LOT 3

(N'ENW)

LOT

$WNW

'

•

N'ES\il

SWSW

....
....
SESW

.SWSB

SESE

S02 t.OT l

(NQIB)

LOT 2

iNWNE)

I.OT l

(NEtl'Kl

LOT°'

(NWNlfl
SEIIII

'"""

SRSA PAATtl\t. r:n:a::RES PURSUANT TO t.R.C.P, S4 {b)

Water Right 29~o7J22

SENE

( fnrarHt
SENW

N\fSS

NESE

....

(NWNEI

Fil& Number, 00287

Nil.SW

NWSW

S'"1SH

SESW

PAGE 4
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SRBA Part:ial Decree Pursuant co I.R,C,P, S4 (bl

tconcinuedJ

Pl.1,,CE OF USE {cont:lnued)
NE9E
SWSE

NWSE

SESE
NWNE

NEIIE

SENS
H>tllll
SE<lll

"""

HENN
SN>IN

.....

NESW
SESW
NW9E
SESE;_

NESE
S',,ISE

NWNE
SENE

HENE
SN>IE

SlJ

HEIDI

RJSE S06 LOT

l

{NEHE)

LOT 2

(NWNE)

LOT 4

(NWNW)

LOT 6

(NWSW)
SESW

SN>IE

LOT 3
LOT 5

[NE!NKl

(SWNW)
NESN

LOT 7

SENS
SENN

(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

NWSE

SESE
NWHE
SENE

HENE

S07

SWNE
NE<lll

LOT 2

..

LOT 4

(SWMW)
NESW
(SWSW)

LOT

(""""l

LOT]

SENW
(mlSWI
SESW

swss

fll/S<

SESE

,

Sl7

""'"'

SN""

fll/SN

swsw

SWNE

NEHW

"""N

NESW

SNNN

SE<lll

SlB

""SN

SESW

NENE

NNNE

5"NE

LOT 2

NENW
ISWNW)

SENE

LOT l

(NWNW}

s ....

Place of uea le wlt:hln t:he eervlco area of che Cicy of
iOcatello ~unicipal wat:er supply syst:em as provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEfINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIOHTi

•

To t:he excent necessary for admlniet:racion bet:ween point.a of
diversion for ground wat:~r, and bet:ween polnt:e of diversion for
for ground wat:er and hydraulically connected surfac~ sources.
ground wat:er was first: diverced under chis right. from Pocat:ello
Well No. 30 locat:ed in T06S, R34E, S]S, NWNE in the all'IOunt of
s.sa cfe, from iocat:elio Well No. 31 locat~d in TOGS, R]4E, 915,
NESE in the amount of 8.03 cfe and from Pocatollo Well No. 32
located in TOGS, R34E, 916, NENE in the amount of 3,46 cfe.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GEr-JERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY POR THE DEfINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR fOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATE~ R[GKT9 AS AAY 86 ULTil'lATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME HO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A PINAL tD.llPIBD DECREE. I,C, SECTION 4.1-1412(6).

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.i. ~4(bl
Pile Number: 00281
Water Right 29-07322

PAGES
Oct-0.!•.1001

....-. 2
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SR9A Partial Decree Pureuant to r.R.C.9. S~(bl

(continued)

RULE 54{bl CERTIFICATE
With reapect to the issues det~rfflined by the above judstrtent or ocder, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in aceordanc•
with Rule S4(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determinwd that there is no juat reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgme.ltt and that the court bas and dcee hereby direct that the above judgment or order slmll be a final
judgment upon which e~ecution may i5sue and an appeal ""'Y be taken ~e provided by tho Id~ho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melancon

Presiding Judge ot the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SltilA PARTIAL DECREB PURSUANT TO r.R.C.p. $4{bi
Water Right 1~·07322
File Number: 0028?

VAGE 6
Oct-02v2007

2007 OCT 02 PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRSA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDtCIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF tDI\HO, IN .Nm FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P, 54{b} FOR

In Re SRB>.
Ca.ae No. 39576

Wa.ter Right 29-073?5

NAME AND ADDRESS;

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO SOX U6~
POCATELLO, IO 83205

SOURCE:

OROUND _WATER

QUANTITY':

2,23

PRIORITY' DATEi

02/24/1977

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RJ3E SlO

CPS

512
SlS

NESE
NESE
SWNE
NWSW

R34E Sl5
S26
927
SlS

Within Power County

Within Bannock County

NEIi"
NWSE
SRNE
NWSE

SENE
NWSE

NWSE
SESE

T07S R34E SOl
R35E S16
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OP USE:

swsw
PERIOD OP USE'
01-01 TO 12-31

PURl'OSE OF USE
Hunicipa.l

QUANTITY
2.23 CFS

Municipal
T06S R33E S02

NESW

Within Power County

803

swsw
swsw

S04

NESW

swsw

SESW

NWSE

SWSB

S09

SWSE

SESE

NENW

NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SWNW
NBSW

SENW
NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NBNE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

NWSE

swsw
Sll

SENB
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE

SWNW

SENW
NWSW
SESW

swsw

SRBA PARTIAL OECRE:s PURSUIU-ll' TO t.R.C.P. 54{b]
File Number, 00286
Water Right 29-073?5

SESE
IOOlE

NESE
SW9E
NSNW
NESW

SH
SlS

SESW

SESW
SESE

NENE

SWNE

SlO

l!IISW

SESE
NWNW

NENW

NWNW

NENB

NWNE

PAGE 1
Oct•02•200?

SR8A Partial Docreo Pursuant co I.R.c.~. S4(bl (continued)
PLACE OF USE (continued)

·-

SWNE

NMNE
SE>IE

N&NW

NWNW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

SWNE:
NE>ra

516

NESW
NENE

....
swsw

NESESW5E
Sl7

SWNE

SWNW
NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
520

NENE

RHB SOB

NESE

509

NESW

SENE

.,,..
NMNW

NWSW

.,,,.

.....
SENS
SEN»

....
.....
NWSW

SESIS

...,.

Within Bannock county

swsw
S10

S11

,..s.

SW5E

$ESE

NESE
SWSE

....
....
,..,...
....
........
....
....
....

.....

....

S"1<E

SES!l

SWSE
NIS~E

""""
swsw
"1lS£
SWSE

SD

-·........
SWNE

NENW

swsw

........
N&S&
SHSE

SH

SWNE

SWNW

Nf.:SW

swsw
$15

swsw

NWSE

S&SE

NESW

swsw

NWSE

SENE

SESH

SESE

NWNE

SENE
SE>Uf

NWSE

SESE

se.-m

NWN'W

NWSW
SSSW

NESE
SW9E

NWSE

NE>lB

NWtm

Sl!NE

$El!E
NWl<W

NENW
SWNW

NESW

..

swsw
NESE

.,.

Nl!NE

SWII&

SRDA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 1$.t (bl
w~ter Right 29~07375
File Nw:li;)•r: 002a,

SESW

NESE

NWS!l

S1'

9ESE

SBSE

....
....
misw

SESW

NHSE

SESE

NlfflE

PAGE l
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursusnt to I.R.C,P,

5'4 lb)

!continued}

PLACE OF USE {continued)
NEllW
SWNN

"'""'

NESW

NW-SW
SESW

swsw
Sl7

SC,W

NESE
SW9E

NWSE

NENE

S!:NE

....
....

SESE

NESE

521

"'

SWNE

Nlf!lE
SENE

NENN

NWNW

NESE

SESE

SWNE

NWNE
S!:NE

NENW
SWNW

NWNW

NESW
SNSW
NESE
NENE
SllNE
NENW
SWNW

SENE
NWNW
SENW

NESW
SW.SW
NESE

NNSW
SESW

SllSE

Sal

.,.

SWSE

NNNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

SNSN
NWSE

SESE
S2S

""""
SWNB
NENW

SWNW
NESW

92'

NWNW
SENW

NNSW
.9ESW
SWSE

....
6!:NE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

NENW

NWNW
BElffi

NESE
SWSE
NENB

....
NENW

SWNW

NESW
SWSW

NESE
SWSE

9RBA PARTlAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R,C.P. 541b)
Water Right 29-07375
Pile Nwnberi 00266

SE9E
SW-NE

swsw

swsw

S'8
9JJ
SJ<

NWSE

NESE
SNSE
NENE
SWNB
SWNW
NESW

S27

SE!IW

NW-SW
SESW
NW-SE
SE9E
NW-NE

NENE
NENS
MENE
SllNE
MENW

SESE
NWNE

SENE

NWSW
SEsw
NWSE

SESE
NWNE
9!:NE
NWNW
SE!IW

""'"
SES,,

NWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE

NWNE
9EME
NWNW

PAGE 3
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SltBA Partial Decree Pun:1.1111-nt to t.R.C.P. St lb!

tcont:.tnuedl

PLACE OF OSE 1cont:.1nued)
SENW
HWSW
NWSE

SWNW

NESlt
NBSE
SF.:SE

-....
WWNE

NE.'IIE

SlS

6WNE

··-....

SllNE

NENlf

•es•
swsw

NWSW
SESW

NEStt

NWSE

.-·""""

SWSE

Sl6

SESE

NENE

SQ.iE

""'"'

N£NW

.,.,.

KWSW
SESW

...,

SKSW

NESE
SWSB

RJSE $07
LOT>
LOT 4

.....

(SWKWJ
NESN
{SNSW)

$18 LOT l
519

(NNNWi

LOT 4

(SWSWl

NESW

""S£

LOT

{NWNWl

LOT l

{NWSW}

SENW
SESW

LOT 3

SES£

NENE

LOT 2

"'""'
.....

....
SES!<

SWSE
530

{NWSWj

SE«.

LOT l

(SWNW)

'""""'

LOT l

SEID<
HiWSW)

(SW:SW)

SE5"

!,OT l

{t,!WNW)

LOT 2

""""

{SWHW)

LOT l

SENW
(NWSW)

LOT 4

NESW
{$WSW)

....
NSSW

!,OT

<

5l1

ses•
......

NESE
5"5£

SESE

T07:S IU4E SQ1 LOT 1

{NENE)

LOT>

{NWNE)

LOT

SENE
('WiOiW)

SIIIIE

LOT l

.........

(NWW)

4

swsw

'
1

SESM

NWSE

NESE
SIISE

so,

SOT

{N&11E)

·-

LOT

,

S£SE
HlWNBI

'

WWNWI

SIDIE

Si<NE

LOT

INCNWl

NESW

swsw

.,,

........
....
NESE
SWSE

SlfKE

N8SW
SESW
NWSE

SR.9A PAATIAL DECREE PIJR.SlmNT TO I.R.C,~. S4ibl
Water R1ght J9-Q737S
File Number, 00286

.....,,..

LOT

.....

NWSlf
SESW
N'WSE
SESE

-·....-·
S!SN8

S!SNM

NEGB
S1<S£

PAGE 4.
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54 {bl

lccntinued)

PLJ\CE OF USE {ccntinuedl
SESE

RJSE

sob

NWHB
SENB

NENE
SWNE
HENW

Sll

LOT 1
LOT )
LOT 5
LOT

'

S01

LOT
LOT 4

SOB

S17

S18

LOT 3

(NENE)
SHNE
[NE:NH)
(SHIDf)

LOT 2

(NWN'EI

LOT

SENE
(NWNH)

HESW

LOT 6

4

SENW

(SHSW1
NESE
SHSE
NEN'E
SMN'E

""""

ISWN'W)
NESW
(SWSW)
NWSE
SESE

(NWSWI
SESW
NWSB
SESE

NWNE
SENE

LOT 1

(NWNWJ

LOT J

(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

SENW

NliHW

SWNW

NWSW

swsw

SWHE
HWHW
SEHW
HWSW
N&HE
SWNE

NENW

HENW
ISWNW)

SWNW

NESW
SESW
NWNE
SBNB

LOT 1

(NWNW)
SENW

Place cf use is within the service area of the City cf
Pocatello municipal water supply system ae provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AtlHINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIOHT:
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION or THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EPFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FillAL UNIFIED DEC'REE. I .C. SECTION 42-1412 fb).

RULE 54(b) CERTIPICA.TE
With respect tc the iosuee determlned by the above ju~gment or order, it is hereby CERTI?IEO, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there Ls no just reason !or delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the ~curt has and dcee hereby dir~~t that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon whlch e~ecution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idahc Appellate Rules.

~ohn H. Melanecn
Presldlng Judge of tho
Snake River Baaln Adjudlcatlon

SRBA PARTIA.L DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (bl
Water Rlght 29-01315
Flle NulN:ler, OOJ8~

PAGE 5
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2007 OCT 02 PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SR0~
TWIU FALLS CO,, iOAHO

FILEtl _ _ _ _ __
Iff THE PISTRICT COURT OF nlE FIFTH JUDIC1AL PlS'tRtCT OF THE
STATE OF IDNIO, Ul AND FOR TKE COUNTY OF THIN FM.LS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. S4(bl FOR

In Re SRBA

case

Ho.

us1,
Weter Right 29-07450

CITY OF' POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO, ID

Sl20S

GROUND WATER

3.H

CFS

PRICRITY IlATE i

POir:1' Ct DIVERSION:

....

NE.SE

T06S RJ JE SJ.O

Ni.thin Power Co~nty

tiE5E

PURPOSE AUD

PERIOD OF USE.:

PURl'OSE OF USE
Municipal

t?L.\CE. OF USS: 1

Municipal

Nitbin Power county
NE.SW-

NWSW

SOJ

swsw
swsw
swse

sesw
sesw

S09

!I
'

NESW
666W
SWSE

....

NWNE
SENE

NEllW
SWNW

NWNW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
SlO

NENS

SWNS

NENH
SWNW

HSSW

Pile Nurnbe~: OOl8S

SSNE
NWIIW

SSIIW
NWSW

....""""

Nll!lE

·-

sssw
mis•

........
SE>r.<

IIWm<
!Ml£

SENW

NHS\/

NE!lS

N1<N£

SIINE
NEffll
SIOOI

....,

NESW
SllSH

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE VUJI.Stl;\NT TO I,R,C,P, 54(b}

-·
SESE

""""
SWNB
""""
NESW

swsw

Sl6

SESW
NWSR

...."'""'

NESE
SWSE

SU
S15

SEHW
I/WSW

............

swsw

Sll

SSSE
SifSW
miSE
SESE

NEN'E

NESW

Kater Right 29-€17450

QUANTITY
l,14 CPS

T05S RJJB: S02

S04

'l

P.E!UOD OF USE
€11-01 TO 12.•Jl

SDI£

.........
SEl!l<

PAGE l
Cct• 02 ~200 7
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SRBA Pa:rti.,1 Dec:ree Pu:rsuont to J.R:.C.P. S4(bl

!continued)

PLACE DP USB !continued)

S1'

S20

RJ4E S08

so,

SlO

sn

SH

NESE
SHSE
SWNE
SWNW
NE;SW
SHSW
NESE
SWSE
NENE
NESE
NESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE
SENB
NESE
SWSE
SWNS
SENW
NWSH
SESW
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

swsw
SlJ

Sl4

HESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNB
NENW
SWNW
NESH'
SWSH'
NBSB
SWSB
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
Sl5

SlG

NBSE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENH
SWNW
NESW
SWSH
NESE·
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
S1'
S2l

SR:BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P. 54{b)
File Number; 00285
Hater Right 29-07450

NESE
SWSE
NENE
NESE
NENE
SWNE

NWSB
SENE
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESB
Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESW

swsw
NHSE
SESE
NHNE
SENE
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NW9"
SESH
NWSB
SBSB
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SBNl'I
NWSW
SBSH
NHSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENN
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
SENE
NWNE
SENE

PAGE 2
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant. t.o I.R.C.11. 54ib}

PUCE OF USE (continued)

.,,
sn

lcont.inued)

....
NllNW

NESE

....

......

.....

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSEf
NEHE

·-·SWSI<

.........
NES£
SWSE

SWNW

S2S

·-....
NESW
SWSW

NESE

N£NE

.........

SWNE

......
SW!IE
SENN

SESW

SWSE

S£N'E

NWSW
5£SW

....
N11SE

SBSE

!lliNE

""""
SEN!<

NWSW

SESW
IIWSE

SWSE

SWNW

....""'"'

NESW

NWSW

NENE

....""'"

SWSE

NENE

SWNE
NSNW

SWNW
NESW
NESE
SESE
NENE
Sl<NE

WEHW

se:se
NWNE

SENW
SESW

NWSE
SSSE
SES£
SENS

NWNE
$SN&

""""
""""
NWSE
SEtnt

""""
SE!IE

SWNW

"'""'

NESW

N>ISW

....
Fil& Numb&ri 002es

SESE

swsw

......,..

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUMT TO l.R,C.P. 54(b)

""""
SESW
NWS£

NESS

NENW

Hater Right ~9·07i50

SE"'1

""""
.....
....

SWNE

S35

SBSW
NWSE
SES£
N'"dN£
SENE

NENE

NESW

S2B
S33
SH

SENW

NWSW

SWNS

S27

.....

NESW
SWSW
liWSS
SESE

1/ENW

.,.

S:ESE
NWNE
SBNE

·-·SWNE

NESW

524

....

SEtnt
SE$!!

PAGE 3
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SRBA PBrtial Decree Pursuant to l.R.C.?. 54lb) (continued)

e[.ACE OF USE (continued)

S36

RJSE S07

NWSE
SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

$ENE

NENW

NWNM

$WNW

SENM

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE"

NWSM

NENW

LOT 2

"'

NESE
SWSE

(SWNW)
NESW
{SWSW)
(NWNW)
NESW
{SWSl-1)
SWSE
NENI?
SWNE

LOT l

SESW
NlfSE
SESE
(NWN\f)

·-

LOT

(NWS\f)
SESW

LOT l

(),IWS\f)
SES\f
$ESE
1JWNE

NENll

LOT l

(11WN\f}

LOT l

LOT 4

(SWNW)
NESW
($WSW}

(IDISWJ
SESW

LOT l

(Nl'INl'I)

'

LOT l

(NWSWJ
SES\f
NWSE
SESE
INENEI

LOT 4

IS\INMI
NESH
(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

LOT 2

{NWNE)

{NENWJ
SWNW
HESW
SlfSW
NESE
SWSE

LOT 4

(NWNN)

[NENEI

LOT 2

(NWHE)

SWNE
{),IEN!'I)

LOT 4

{NWlJ'Wl

LOT 4
LOT l

S19

LOT 4
SlO

LOT 2

Sll

SENE
SENW

SWNE

NENM

LOT

SENW

T07S Rl4E 501 LOT 1

SMNE

LOT l

$0, LOT 1

LOT l

SENE

SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE

SESE
SENE

SWNM

SENM

),!£SW

NWSM

swsw

SESlf
NWSE
SESE

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

S12

NWNE
$ENE

NENW

NWNW

$WNW
NESW
SESW

NWSW

SENW
NESE
SWSE

NWSE

SESE
Sll

NENE

NWNE

SMNE

SENE

Nl!NW

RJSE S06 LOT 1

INENE)
SWNE

LOT l
LOT s
LOT 7

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT T() I.R.C.P, S4(b)
Pile Number: OOJBS
Water Right l9-07450

(NBNW)
(SWNl'IJ
NESW
(SWSW)

'

(NWNE)

LOT 4

(NWNW)

LOT 6

mwsw)

LOT

$ENE

SENW

SESW

PAGE 4
Oct-02-2007
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SRBA P6rtial Decree Pursuant to I,R,C,P- S4lb) lcontinued}

ft.ACS OF USB (contin~edl

LOT 1

NWSE
SESB
NWNB
SBNS
lt>IWNH)

LOT

SENK
(NWSH)

NESE:
SWSE

""'"

S07

SWNE.

NEJIW

LOT 2

(SWNi-1)

NESW
LOT 4

3

SESM

(SHS'H)
NWSE

swss

SESB-

soa

NWIIW
NKSW

Sl7

S!INE

SWNW

swsw
NEITTI

""""
.....

91'

SWNK
NE:SW

.ws•

SESW

NENE

N".-fN.E
SENE

·S\fNE

LOT 2

LOT 1

(SNNW)

(NlilNW)
SEN-.

Place of une in within the service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water aupply eyGtem ~a provided for under
Idaho t,a:w,
OTHER fROVlSIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS HAUR RlGHT1
TO the extent necessary for administration between points of
divaraion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground weter was first diverted under thie r1ghc from Pocatello
Well NO. JS loceted ia T06S, RllE, SlO, NSSE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJ'ECT TO SUCH GEUERAL PROVISIONS
NECSSSARY POR THE DEFINITION OF TaE RIGHTS OR FOR THE, EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY 9£ ULTIKATE~Y
N:Tu.MIN.IW llY '?HE COURT A'? A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTR.Y OF A FWAL UtlIE'I.IW DECllElL l.C. SEcrION 42~1412(61.

RULE 54 (bl CERTlFICATe
With respect to the i&&Ue& determined by the above judgment or order. i~ ie hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule S4tb;, t.R,C.P., that the court he& determined ~hat there ia no ju&t reaaoa for del~y of the entry of a
llnal judgmeat and that the court hes and doeg hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
jud.gm.ont upon vhieh execution may i&eue and an appeal may be teken •& provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjud1<:at1on

SRBA PARTIAL DECJU~B PURSUANT TO t ,R., C,P. 54 (b)
File Uu'l'l\ber1 00285
Wate~ Right 19-07450

2007 OCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
THill F71.LLS CO., IDAHO
PILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COUJI.T OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PUJI.SUANT TO
I.R.C,P. S4(b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

Water Right 29-07770

NAME ANO ADDRESS:

ClTl OF POCATELLO
PO BOX. 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

4,46 CPS
1120.00 AFY

PRIORITY DATE:

05/21/19B4

POINT OF DIVERSION,

T06S RJJE Sl2

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE:

NESElfE

PURPOSE OF USE
Irrigation

Within Po111er County

PERIOD OF USE
04-01 TO 10-31

Irrigation
706S RJlE SOl

SWSE

S12

NE>!£

QUANTITY
4,46 CFS
1120 .00 APY

Within Po~er County

s.o
:n.o

NWNE 40.0
SEN£ 40,0
SENW 40.0
NESE 7.0

40.0
NENW it.O.O
NES1'1 26.0
NWS£ 15.0
SIINE

280.0

Acres Total

OTHER 9ROVISIONS NECESS.I.RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 7HIS WATER RIGHT:
THlS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RICiHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERJIIINIW BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).

RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the is9ues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFlEO, in accordance
with Rule 54(bl, 1.R,C.P .• that the court has determined that there is no just rea9on for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the courc has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order ah.all be a final
judgment upon which execution rna.y iaaue acd an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appollate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Preaiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREB PURSUANT TO I.R.C.F. Sit.lb)
Water Right 29-07110
File NUm!Jer, OOlll

2007 OCT 0~ PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
THIN PALLS CO., IDAHO
PILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT
T.R.C.P. S1.(b) F'OR

In Re SRBA

TO

Case No. J9S76
Water Right 29-11339

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCA.TELLO
PO BOX 1.169
POCATELLO, ID B3205

SOURCE:

GROUND HA.-CER

QUANTITY:

J.Jfi

PRIORITY DA.TE:

12/Jl/l9fil

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RJ4E 511.

CPS

515

""""
""""

Within Bannock county

m<NE

NESE
UESE
?JENE
SWNE
SENW

616
Sll

NWNE

NESW
526

""""
SWSE

S)S

NWSE

-·

SENS

T07S Rl4E SOl LOT 2

(NHNE

SWNE

•

SESE
NESE
NWSE
NESW

RJSE S06
507
518

"UilfOSE AHO
fERIOD OF USE,

PLA.CE OF USE,

SENS

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Municipal
T06S RJJE S02
SDl

PERIOD OF USE
01•01 TO U-31

NESW
SHSH
SHSH
SWSE

so,

so,

SESW

SESM
SESE

swsw
SESE

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NE!IW

"'""'

NWSE

SEIDi

SWSE

NWSW
SESW
NHSE
SESE

NENE

NWNE

swsw
NESE

.........
SW>IE

NESW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Pile NUrnber: 00283
Mater Rigbt 29-11339

Within Power county
NWSW

NESW
SESW
SMSE

SWNW
NESW

S10

QUANTITY
J. Jfi CFS

SENE

NWNW
SEIDi

NWSW

PAGE l
Oct-02-2007

SRBA Partial Decree Pur~uant to I,R.C.P. 54(bl

(continued)

PLACS OP USE (continued)
SHSW

NESE
SWSE

Sll

NENH

S1'

NESW
SWSH
NBNH
NENE
Sl-lNE-

SWNN

Sl5

NENN
SNNN

S16

NESH
NEHE

SESW
NHSE
SBSE

"'""'
SENW

NWSH
SESW
NW?lW
NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SEtlW
NWSW
NWN'E

SWNE

SENE

NENN
SWNN
NESW

NWNW

swsw

SESW
NWSE

HESE

SENW
NWSW

SWSE

S17

SWNE

SENW

HESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE

NWS'~
SESW
NWSE
SESE

S20

NENE

Rl4E S08

NESE
HESH
SHSW
HE:9:E:
SHSE

so,

S10

SENE

NESE
SWSE
S11

S12

Sll

SESH
NWSE

SESE
SWSH
NWSE

SESE
SWNN

N'ESH

NNSH

SWSN

SESW
SWSE

NWSE

NENE

NWNE

SESE

SNNE

SENE

SWSW
NESE
SWSE

SESH
NWSE

NENE

NWNE

SNNW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P, S4(b)
Water Right J9-l1339
Pile Number, 00l83

NWSN

SENW

NESW

915

With.in Bannock County
SESE

SNNE

SNNE
NENW

S14

SENE

SWNW

SESE
SENE

NWNN
SENN

swsw

""""

NESE
SWSE

NWSE
SESE

NENE

NNNE

SESN

St/NE

SENE

NEMW
SWMW
MESH
SWSN

NNNW
SENW

NESE
SWSE

NWSW
SBSW
NWSB
SESE

NENE

NWHE

PAGE 2
Oct-Ol-l007
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SRB.11. Partial Decree Pursuant to I. R. C. P. 54. {bl

(continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued!
SWNE

NEHW
SWNW

S16

NESH
S',.,SH
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NEt,n.f
SWNW

NBSW

swsw
NESE
SHSE
S17

NENE

S21

NENE
SWNE
NENW

SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SENW
NWSW

SESH
NWSE
SESE
SENE

NESE

S22

NESE
NENE
NENH

NWNW

SWNW

SENW
NWSW

SWSE

SESE
NWWE
SENS
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SWNE

swsw

SESW

NBSE
SHSE
NWNE
NENW
SHNW
NESW
SHSW
NHSE
SESE

NWSE

NENE
SNNE

NWNE

NENH

NWNW
SENW

SWNW

NESH

S26

""
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b)
Pile Number, 00283
Hater Right 29-11339

SESW
NWSE

NENE
NENW
SWNW
NSSW

S2S

SESE

SWNE

NESE

.,.

NWNW

NWNE
SENE

NESH
SHSH

923

NWNE
SENE

SESE
9WNE
NWNW

SENW
NWSW

SESW
SWSE

SENE

NWSH

swsw

sesw

NESE

NWSE

SWSE

SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENH

NWNE
SENE

NWNW

SWNW
NESW

SENW
NWSW

SHSH
NESE
SHSE

NWSE

NENE

SWNE
NENH
SWNH

SESH
SESE
NWNE
SENE

NWNW
SENW

-o,r:~, 7
PAGE 3
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SR.BA :Partial Decree P.ur.eua,nt to 1,R,C.P, 51/,{b)

[condnuedl

PLACE OF USE (continued)

'"

SJl

NESW

lll<Sw

swsw
NESE
SWSE
NENE

SESW
NWSE
SESS
SESE

""''"

NWNS

....,.,..

""""
.....

SH

SWNE

.

'"""'
.,.""""

s<.mw-

HESN

NWSE

NESE
SESE
NEJIE

....
·-....-....
..,,,.

835

lll!NE

SENE
NWNW
Sl!IDI

NWSW
SESW

NESW

swsw

NWSE

....

SWSE

SESE

NE>lE

Sl6

NWNE

MWNW
SE»W
NWSW
SESW

NE>IW

..

NESW

swsw

,..

NESE

SWSE
NE."M

RlSE SO?

WT,

(SWNW)

LOT 4
LOT l

(SWSWJ
(NWNM)

NESW

.,, LOT 4
'"
SJO

NESW

LOT

SESE
UMlW)

LOT

(HWSIO

SESW

WT J

(SMSM}
SMSE
NENE
SIOIS

SENS

LOT '

(SKHW)

""'"

LOT J

LOT 4

NASW
(SWSW)
SWNS

LOT

1

(NWNMl

]

SENW
{t.'WSW}

(NWNW)
OlWSWJ
SESW

SENW

NENW

t.oT '
LOT 4

SESM
NWSE
SESl!'

....-·-·

........

(NWSW}

HMNE

LOT 1

'" LOT

·-

(SWNWI

....

NESW

{SWSW}
SWSE

707S R34E SOl LoT 1

!NF.NE)

LOT 2

LOT ]

[NENW)

LOT 4

(NHNEJ
SDIS
(H!.mWI

·-

602 LOT l.

(NDE)
S~E

LOT 2

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SES£
!NWNEI

LOT J

(N~)

....

LOT 4

{NWNWi

swsw'

NESS

swss

SR.9A PAAT!AL DEClt.EE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (bl
W&ter Right 29-ll)Jj

SEl<S

SwNW

SENW

swsw

NHS1'1
S"ESW

PA.Gt:: '4
OCt-02~2007

4~'i'8

SRBA Panial Decree Pur6uant to I. R. C. P. 54 (bl

lcont.inued)

PW.CE OF USE (continued)
NESE
SWSE
SWNE

NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE

NENW

NWNW

NENE

Sll

SWHW
NESW
SESW
NWSE
SESE"
NENE
SNNE

Sll

SENW

NWSW
NESE
SWSE
NWNE
SENE

NENW

RlSE S06 LOT 1
LOT l
LOT s
LOT 7

S07

(Nru,iE)

SWNE
(NBHWI
[SWNW)
NESW
[SMSW)
NESE
SMSE
NENE

LOT 2

(m!NE)
SENE

LOT

(NW~I
SENW

LOT 6

(NNSWJ

s,sw
l<WSE
SESE
NWNE

9ENE

SWNE
LOT 2
LOT

NENW
(SMNWI
NES\ol
(SMSWJ
NWSB
SESE

LOT

(I™tral
SENW

LOT

(NNSWI

SESl'i
SWSE

SOB

NNNW

SWNK

S17

NWSW
SWNE

NENW

S18

SWSl'i

NWNW

S!iNW

SENK
NWSK
NENE

NESW
SES\ol
NKNE

SWNE
NENK
LOT 2

(SWNM}

SENE
LOT 1

INKNWI
BENW

Place of use is within tho servlcs area of the Clty of
Pocatello municipal water supply system n6 provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSMY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS MATER RIGHT;
To the extent. necessary for edminietration between pointD of
diversion for ground water, and between points of d'i-.1ersion
for ground water and hydraullcally connected surface sources,
ground wat.er was flrst diverted under thle right from Alameda
Well No. 5 located in T05S, Rl4E, S14, NESE in the amount of
1,70 cfe and Alameda Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, Sll,
NWSW in the amount of 1,66 cfs.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH OENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF Tl:IE RIGHTS OR FOR Tl:IE EFFICIENT
ADHINISTRATIOtl OF THE MATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO W.TER THAN TIIE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIEO DECREE. 1.C. SECTION 42-1412(61.

SREA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 1.R.C.P. S4(bJ
File Number1 00283
Water Right 29-11339

PAGE S
Oct-02-29!7-. ~,._,

•1-J'

g

SRBA Partial Oecree Pursuant to I,R,C.P. 54(b) (continued)

RULE S4(b} ceRTIFICA1E
With resp~ct to the issue» determined by the above judgment or order, 1~ ie hereby CEitTIPlm, in accordance
~1th Rule 54(b), l,R.C.P., that the court hae determined that there ia no juat Teason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court ha& and dons he~eby direct that the above judgment or order ohall boa final
jud9mont upon which execution NY is&ue and an appeal may be taken as p~ovided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John K. Mel~naon
P~eoiding J~d90 of the
Snake Rive£ Da•in Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P, 5~(b)
Mater Right ~9-11339
fil~ «u!W~r: 00203

PAGE 6

Oet~o2~2001

2007 OCT 02 iM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT· SRBA
THIN FALLS CO.. IDAJ.10
FILED ________
IN THE DISTRICT COURT DF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE DF IOAJ.10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF THIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

water Right 29-l1348

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY 0~ POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 8320S

SOURCE:

GROUND ',,IATER

QUANTITY:

4. 90

PRIO~IT'/ DATE:

08/31/19S1

POINT OF DI~ER9ION,

1'06S RHE S14

CFS

NWNW
HENl-1

S15

wichin Bannock County

NWNE

llESE
NESE

HENE

S16

923

SWNE

SSNW
NWNE

NESW
S2'

N&N>f

S35

SWSE
NWSE
SEHE
HWNS

T07S R)4E SOL LOT 2

(NWNE

"""
SESE
807

NESE
NWSB
NESW

SlB

SENS

R)SE 906

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE:

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-31

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Municipal
T069 R33B 902

NESW

swsw
SOJ

S04

SWSH
SWSE:
NESH
SESH

swse
809

HENS
SWHE

NSHW
SWNW

8l0

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE Pt1RSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 541bl
File Nwnber, 00l81
~ater Right ~9-11348

QU.AN1'1TY
4.90 CFS

Wich.in Power County
HWSW
9ESH
SESH
SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NWHE

....,
SEHE

NWNW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
NWSS
SESE
NWNE
SENE

NESE
S\il'SB
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

NWNW
SENN

NWSW

PAGE 1
Oct-0.1-.1007

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to 1.R.C.P. 54(b)

(continued)

PLACE OF ust (continued)

$11

S14
SlS

1.
$16

SWSli
NESE
SWSE
NEl:lW
SWNW
NESW
SWSW

NWtN
.,,..

SWtfE-

SENE

NENW
SWNW
NES>i

"'"'"

NENE

NNNE
SENS
NHNI!
SENW

Sl-lSW
NESE
SWS£
SWNE:

Slo!SW
N£S£
Sl-lSE

SESW
NWSE
SES£

ll89£

so,

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
SENE

NNSE

SWNE
SSNW
NWSW

SWNN

SWSE
NENE
SWNB

swsw

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R,C,P. 54(b)
Water Right l9-11348
File Number; OOl81

NESW
swsw

.....
SES£

NH11E
SENE
SESW

NWSE
9£S£

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE

NENW

rmNw

$WNW

SENW
NWSW

NESW
swsw
NESE
SWSE

$15

SES£

SWSE

NESE

$14

Within Bannock County
9£8£
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SES£
SWSl-1

NESE
SWSE

SESW

Sll

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SENE
SENW
NNSW

R34t SOS

$1'

SENW

NWSW

SWNW
NESW

NllNE

Sll

SOOI
NWS>i
SESN

NENE

$20

SlO

SES!i:

""""

""""

SWNE
NENM
SWNN
NESW

$11

SESW
NWSE

NENE
SWNE
NOOI
SHNW

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNN

SENW

NE:SW
9W5lol

SESW

),1£$11

NWSE

NWSW

SWSE

SES£

NENS

NWNB

PA.GE l
Oct-O~-l001

SRBA Portiel Decree Pursua~t to I.R.C.P. S4{b} {continued}

PLACE OF USE f~ontinued)
SWNE

NENW
SW>lll
MESW
SWSW

....
MESE
SWSE:

Sl<

llwml

NESE
SWSE
?-JENE
NESE:
NENE
Sl!NE
NSNW

.........
MENE

NENW
SWNW
NESW
SHSN
NESB
SH.SE
NEl'lE
SiftIB

NE?JW

...

SHNW
NESW
5'<SW
NESE
SHSE

.-·.,,.
SliNW

.,,

HESW
SWSW
w..iss
SESB
NENE
SKNE

S26

NENW
SKNW
Ne;sw
SWSW
NESS
SKSS
NENE
SWNE
NENW

SWNW
NESW

....
.,.,..
swsw
NESS

sn

SUI\ PMTtAt. DEO.E'E PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P. S4!b)

NWNE

tIB?-nf

swsw

S2l

SESE

som

NESW

S2l

NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SWNE

·-

Sl7

·SENE
HWN\i

·-

SE:ml

NWSW
SESW
NWBE
SESB
SENE
NWN'B
SENE
NWNli

SESE
N'"'N'E
SF.NE
NWNW

·-....
NWSW
SESW

?fiiSE

Nl!NE
SENE

--SF.NW
NWSW
SBSW

.....

SESE
SHNE

....""""
........,
ll!<NW

SESW
SHSE

·NNMW

NKSW

SESW

NWSE

SESE
IMIE

··SENS

....w
NWSE

SBSB

HW>IS

....

SI/NS

SENS

..,,..

""""

PAO& 3

O.:t-02-1007

4 J. . ;j,., .:.,I'\

(continued)

SRBh Partial Decree Pursuant to l .R.c.v. 54 (bl

~!..ACE OF USE (continued)
NWSW
SESW
tlWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE
?IWNE

NESW

swsw

.,.
~

NESE
SWSE
N£NE

S3J

NENS

'"

NENE

SWNE

SENE

NENW
SNNW-

NWNW

NESN

m/SW

NESE

m/SE

SENW

SESE
SlS

NWNE

NENE

S36

SWNE

SENE

NENW
SColt/W
NESW
SColSW

NWNW
HWSW
SESW

NESE

NWSE

SWSE
NENE
SWHE

SESE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW
NESW

SENW

SENW

NWNE
SENE

"'"'"

swsw

SESW

NWSE
SESE
INWNW)

NESE
SWSE
R35E S07

NEml

LOT
LOT

(NWSW)
SESW

LOT 3

SWSE

(NWSW}
SESW
SESE

NE!IE

NWNE

LOT

(SifNW)
NESW
(SifSW)

SlS LOT

{NW'HW\

819

NESW
(SWSW)

LOT

'

LOT

SlO

SENN

SWNE
LOT
LOT
S3l

'

SENS

NENW

LOT

(NWmll

(SNNWJ
NESW
(51-ISW)

LOT

(NWS1-ll
SESW

SENN

S\<NE

LOT l

(NWNWl

LOT

LOT

SENW
(tiWSW)
SESCol

LOT

,

•

NWSS

T07S Rl4E S01

LOT

SESE
INENE)

LOT

,

S\<NE

LOT 3

!NENNI

LOT

S'<NW

'

NESW

(N'Wtf'"'I
SSNW

S'<SW

SESW
NWSE

(NENE)
IN'EtiW)
SWml

N'ESW
S>lSW

SR.BA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I ,R,C.P. 5,a, (bl
Pile NuTN:ler: 00281
!fat.er Right 29-Ll348

(NWNE)
SENE

NESE
LOT

S>lNS

LOT 3

NES\<

ISWS1-ll
NESE
SWSE

NWSW

S'<SE
S02 LOT

NENW

(SWtiW)

LOT

'

•

SESE:
(NWNEI
SEN'E
(NlfNW)
SENW

NHS""'
SESW

PAGE ,a,
Oct-02-2007

4·~34

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to !.R.C . .P. S4(bl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued)

Sl2

NESE
SWSE

NWSE
SESE

NENE

IDiNE
SENE

SWNE
NENH

""""

...

SENW

SWNH
NESH

NH6H
NESE
SWSE

,

NHSE
SESE'"
613

NENE

HWNE

S',,,JNB

SENE

NENH

R3SE 606 LOT l

WENE)

LOT

2

(NlfNE)

LOT

<

{NlfNW)

LOT 6

SENN
(NWSW)

SWNE
LOT
LOT

(NENW)

s

LOT 7

S07

(SHNW)
NESW
($WSW)
NESE
SHSE

SENE

SESW
NHSE

SESE
NWNE

NENE
SWNE

LOT

LOT

'
4.

NSNW
(SWNWI
NESW
(SWSW)

SENE
LOT l

(NW!ffiJ

LOT

[NWSWJ
SESH
SWSE

SENW

... SE

SESE
SOB

""""
NWSH

S1'

SWNE

SWNH

SHSW
NEtlW

Nlffllol

""""
N'ESH

SENN
NHSW
NENE

SlB

SESH
NHNE

SWNB
NENk

LOT 2

(SWNHJ

SENE

LOT 1

(NWmt)

SENN

Place ot use la within the service area of the City ot
Pocat.eilo municipal wator eup'ply system ae provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
TO the extent necessary for administration bet.ween points of
diversion for ground water, acd bet.ween points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface eourcee,
ground water was firet dive~ted under this right. from Pocat.cllo
Hell Ho. 28 located in T07S, R34E, S01, NESB.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GEH'ERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION' OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADNINISTRAT[ON OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DBTERMlNEO BY THE COURT AT A POitlT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OP A FINAL UNIPIED DECREE. l.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl
Water Right 29-11348
File Nul!lber1 00281

PAGE S
Oct-02•200'1

SQBA Partlal Oacree Pursuant to r.R.C.P. &4fbl {continued)

RULE 54 {b} CERTIFICATE
With reapect to the isnues de~ei:miced by the above judgment or order, it ls hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
wich Rule 54(b), l.~.C,f,, chat the court haa determined thac there is no juet reason tor delay of c.he entry of s
tinal judgment and that the court hae and doos hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a tinal
judgmertt uport which execution may issue and an appe~l 1nrSY ~ t~k~n a~ providod by the Idaho Appellatn Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding audge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRD~ PAR.TIAL DECRBE PIJRSUMT TO I,R.C.F. 54ib>
water Right 29-lll4B
file Wulrtbor~ 00281

PJUJS 6

Oct-02-2007

2007 OCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN PALLS CO., IDAHO
~ILED ________
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE PIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IM AND POR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAlIT TO
I .R,C.P. 54 lb) FOR

In Re SRBA
Caoe No. 39576

Water Right 29-13558

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CIT't OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATE~LO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTIT'f:

1,34

PRIORIT'f DATE:

07/16/1!124

POINT OF DIV~RSION:

T06S RHE S14

CFS

"'""'

S15

Hithi~ Bannock county

HENW

NWNE
NESE
NESE
NENE
S\INE
SENW
llWNE
NESW
SWSE

S16
S23

S26

NENW
SJS

T07S R34E SOl
LOT 2

.R3SE S06
S07
810

i

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OP USE:

PLACE OF USE:

lrnNE
NWSE
SENE
NESE
{NWNE
SWNE
SESE
NWS•
NESW
SEtlE

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-Jl

Munlc:lpal
T066 RJJE S02

NESW

603

swsw
swsw

S04

S09

SWSE
NESW
SESW
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

S10

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE flJR.!:IUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4{b)
Hater Right 29-13558
File Nullll::Jcr: 00280

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW

QUANTITY
1.34 CFS

Hithln Power county
NWSW
SESW
SESW
SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NW!!E
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

PAGE 1
Oct-02-2007

. . ,;;•7
4 ,·JU

SROA Partial Decree Pursuant ta t.R.C.~. 54{b) {continued)
~LACE OP

use

{e0rttinued}
$WSW
NESE
SWSE
Sll

·-·.....

.,..

....

NESW
SWSW

S16

Nf:N5

sirn1::~

.

NENE
SWNE
SWNW

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE:

Sl?

.,.
..,

RHE SOB

....·-

SIINE

9:WS\'f

NESE

SltSE
HEME
NESE
NBSH

swsw
NESE
SltSE

610

SlmE

NESE
S"lfSE
Sll

.....
swm:

NWSW

SESW

........
swss

612

Sll

NKNE

NESE
SWSB
NENE

.....
. ,.,.
SWIIE

....
....
....
NBSW

Sl4

!!'WNW

ID!NE

SENE

....

NWNE

SENS
NWNW
NW.SW
SESW
NWSE:

....

SENE
SE:N•

SESH
NWSE
SES£

Wieti.lri e1um0<:k county
SESE
NWSW
SESH
NWSE
SESE
6:WSW
1'WSE
SESE

.·-.......
,,..
NWSE

HS£

SENE
$SSW

....
........
N'HSE
SES£
SENE
SEID!

SE.SW

NWSS

S!ISE
NSNE

NWN.E

SNNE

SENE

NESS

·swse

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PUASUAHT TO I , R, C. P, 54 (bi
Water aighe 29~13558
File Number: 002ao

NW.SW
SESW

NESS

SWNW
NESW

Sl5

..,..

..,..
........,,..,..

NENW
SWNll

S14
SlS

SESW
HWSE
S£S£

SESE

....""""
....
NWSW

SES"lf
NWSE
SES£

'PAGS 2
oct~o:2~2001

4:38

SR.BA Pil'lrti41 Decree Punuant to t.P..C.P. S4[bl

(ccntinued}

PLACE OF USE icontitmeUJ

....
....
""""
"'""

""""

NESW

NWSW

SW5"

SESW'
NWSI:':
SESE

NESE

swss

S16

mmE
SENE

NI,:t.nf

NWN\f

SWMW

SEN\f
NWSW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

.,,

.,,

NESE
""""

SESW

....

NWSE

SESE

NENS
SWNE

NWNE

NDIH

NWNW

NESE

"""'

....
....
S'11/S
NDJW

},IESW
SW'SW
NESE
SWSE

SWNE

SIOOI

NESW

swsw

NBS£

SWSE
N'"IIE
HEKW
SWKW

SENE

-·....
8SSE
SSWE

NWN\f

...."""
S8Nll

6ESE

NI/NE
SENE

""""
.....
.....
SENW

.....,.,..
!fl<SE

SWNE
SENW

NESW

KWSW

.........

....
...."'""'
....

swsw

NWSE
SESE
SWNE

....
SWNW

swsw

ltESE
SWSE

MENE
S1'N£

"'""
NESW
SWHW

.,,

SENa

ME>IB

NESW

Sll

SENE

SHSW
MES:E
SWSE
NENE
Sl!l!E

·Sl!l!W

SESII

SWSE

SEN£

NWSW
SESW

N\ISE

SESE

·SE>IS

SE>IW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE

SESE

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SEllH

PAGE l
WACer Rlght 29-11558

F.ile N'umber: 0028(1

Oct-<1:.Z-2007

4':}39

(continued)

SRBA Pa~tial Decree Pursuant to I,R,C,P. 54!b)

PL~CE OP USE (continued)
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NWSW

9ESW
NWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE

....
NE>lS

S2B
SJ]

NWNE

NENE

Sl4

S35

s ....

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW'"

SENW

NESW
NESE
SESE

HWSW
NWSE

-·

NE:NE

SENE
...,.

SWNE
NENW

'"

RJSE S07

SWNW

SEllW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENB
SWNE

NWSE

""""
SENE

NE>W

NWHW

SESE

SWl<W

SE. .

NESlii'
SWSlii'
NESE:
SWSE

NWSW
SESW

NENW

NWSE

SESE
LOT 1

{NWNWJ

LOT

(NWSW)
SESW

LOT l

(NWSW)
SESW
SESE

LOT l.

(NNNWJ

LOT 3

(tfWSMJ
SESM

'

ISWNW)
NESM
(SWSM)
NESE

(Slo(NH)

LOT

NESW

LOT 4
S18 LOT 1
S19

LOT 4

s,o

(S'lolSN)
INWKW)
NESW
(SWSW)
SWSE

....

SENN

<ENE

s....

LOT 4

(SWl,IHJ
NESW
(SWSW)

LOT l

(Nwml)

LOT

(NWSWl
SESW
NWSE

LOT 2

931

....
SENE

SENN

NENW

S'"'E

LOT

SENW

LOT 4.

SWSE

SE:SE

T07S RJ4E SOl LOT

1

{N£tJE)

'

(NWNE)

LOT 4

(NWNW)

LOT

SIINE

LOT

INENWI
SNNN

SE!IW

NE5'1

NWS',il'
SESW

swsw
so,

LOT l
LOT 3

SRB~ P~RTI~L DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (b)
Hater Right 29-11S58
File Number: 002B0

SEil£

NESE
SWSE
INENE)
SWNE
(NENWJ
SWNW
NESW
SWSl'f

NWSE

LOT

SESE
(NWNEl

LOT 4

(NWNW)

SEIIE
SE>IW

NWSW
SESW

PAGE 4
Oct-02-2007

4·3JO

SRBA p.,,rtial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. 5-1.(b)

(continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued)
NE6E
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

S12

NWSE
SESE
NWNE

SENE
NWNW

NENW

SWHW

SENW

NESW

NWSW
NESE
S~JSE

SESW
NWSE

SESE"
Sll

NWNE
SENE

NEHE

SWNE
NEHW

RJSE S06 LOT

l

LOT l
LOT 5
LOT

'

so,

(NENE)
SWNE
(NENWI
(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW}
NESE
SWSE

LOT 2

(NWNE)
SENE

LOT 4

(NWtr1111
SENW

LOT 6

(NWSWJ
SESW
NWSE
SESE

NEHE

NWNE

SENE

SWNE

LOT

'

LOT 4

sos
S1'

6l8

LOT 2

NEHW

LOT l

(NWNWJ

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)

LOT 3

NWSE

(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

SESE
NWNW
NWSW

swsw

SWNE

NENW

SENW

SW!N

NWNW

SWNW

SEHW
NWSW

NESW
SESW
NWNE
SENE
INWNWl

NENE
SWNE
NENW
(SlfNW)

LOT l

SENW

Place of use ie within the service area or the City or
Pocatello municlpal water eupply eyatem aa provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISlONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF niIS WATER RlGliT1
To the extent necessary ror admlniatratlon between points of
dlveraion for grouncl water, and between polnta of diveralon
ror ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground water wae firet diverted under thie right from Alameda
Well No. l located in T06S, il4E, S2l, NESW, which was replaced
by Pocatello Well No. 29 located in T06S, Rl4E, 621, NESW.
niIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY POR Tl-IE DEFINITION OF niE RlGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF TH.£ WATER ilGHT6 AS MAY BE ULTIKATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO L.\TER THAN niE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).

)

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANI' TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-llSSB
File Number1 00280

PAGE 5
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I-~-C.P. s,tb} {continued)

RtlLE S4(b} CSRTIFICATE

With respect to the ls&uec determined by che above judgment or order, lt le hereby CERTIPIED, in accordance
with Rule S4tb}, I.&.c.»., that the court has detennlned th.at there is nc just re~eQn Cor delay of tbe entry of a
final judgmenc and chat the CQQrt hae and does hereby direct that the above jud9iuont or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution fflB.y is~ue and an ap~eal may be taken as provided by che Idaho Appellaca Rulss.

John H, Melan-0on

Preeiding Judge of che
Snake Rivet Baein Adjudication

SRBA PARTiiU. DSCREt PUR..SUANT t'O l.R.C.P. S4{b)
Hater Right 29-l3SS9
File Numbet1 00280

PAGE 6
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2007 OCT 02

PK 02,00

DISTRICT COURT ~ SR.BA
TWIN PALLS CO., IDAAO
PILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IM THB DIStRICT COU'Rt OF tHE FIFtH JlJOlCIAL OISTRICT OF TKE
STAU Of' IDAHO,

U1 A.ND FOR THE:

PA.RtIAL

In Re SRBA

DSC'REE

COUNTY OF TWI!f FALLS

PURSUANT

TO

t.fLC.P. S4(b) FOR

~atcr Right 29-13559

NAME AND ADDRESS:

ClTY OF POCATBLLO
PO BOX "169
POCATBLUJ, ID

SOURCE;

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

0.96

ru2os

CFS

U/ll/1925
POINT OF DIV~RSION;

TOOS Rl4B Sl4
S1'

.....

Within &4nnock CDunty

NWllW

>IWNE

....
NESS

NBSE

$16

sn

·-.,,...
SWNS

WWNE
NBSW

·-

SWSE

HWSE

SlS

NWNE
T07S RHE SOl LOT 2

(>ANIU

SWNE
Sl!S8

.....
NESS

....

RJSE SOS

N£SW

S07
SU

E>l.1RPOSS: AND
PERIOD OF USE1

Pt.AC£ OF use:

PURPOSE: OF USE:

PEAIOD OF USE

Munie1pal

01-01

M.unleipd

T(l

12-31

Wit.hill Power County
... SIi
SSSll

TOGS RllE S02

NESH"

so,

SWSll

SI.SW

SWSE

SESE

SW.SH

SO<

so,

NESll

SWSli

SBSll

N";l!:lf.:

SWSE

SESE
NWNE
SENE

NEllS
SWNE
NEmi

....
""""

NE.SW

SlO

NBSE
SWSE
Nl!llE
SWNE

.,"'""...
5"NW

SRBA :PARTIAL OECRft PURSUMT TO t .R.C.P. SHb)
waeer Right 29-t)SSS
Fil* Nulther1 00279

.....
SENli
NWSW

...

.

SESW

SESE
NWN&

i

Sl!NB

""""
.....

I
i.

m,sw

PAGE 1

0et~o2-200,

4393

SR.BA P4rtial Decree Pursuant to r.R.C.P. Si[b) icontlnued)
PLACE OF USE tcontlnu~d)

Sll

.

,

SlS

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

N1'8E

NENW

NWS11

S",.(NW
NESW

Ill/SW

swsw
NENW
NENE

..

SES,_.

?,';,/tft,I

NWNE

SEHE

...,
"'""

N'.l!tl'N

......,..

NB!l&

swrire

Swn;
NIIS'•
mmE
SDIE

""""

SWHW
NESW
SWSil

SENW

NESE

....
....
NWSE

SWS&

SSSE

NESW

swsw

Nl?SE
SWSE

sn

·-

SWNE"'"

NESW

S16

SESE

SWl<E

S£llW

m,sw

NWSE

srue

NWSW

NENE

Rl<tE SOB

•••

....

NESE

NESW

....
........
HESE
SifSE

"10

NESE
SifSE

"11

SENW

SES'W
SifSE

Sll

....

NifSE:
SESE

.

NWSE
SESE

...,,

NESW

swsw
NWSE

SESE
MWNE

SENE
SESW

NENE

MWSE

SESE
!OOlE
SENE

....
MWNW

NWSW
SESW

NESE

NNSE

SWSE
!lENE
SWNS

NWNS

....
....
......,..
NESM

SNSW

SQBA PAATlAL OECR66 ~URSUANT TO I.R.C.P, St(b)
Wat~r Right 29-13559
Fil~ NUtriher1 00279

SESW

SWNE
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NE.~W

$1'

SESE
NWSW

NENB

SWl'IE
NENW
SWNW
NE:SW
$WSW

$1'

Withtn Bannock county

SESE

....
....
....
SEl-iE
SEMW

Ill/SE

SESE

Ill/NE

PAGE:.?

Oct-02 •2007

4394

SRBI\ Partial Decree Pursuant to LR.C,P, 54 (bi

tw..ce

(continued)

OF OSE (continu~d)
SWNE

SIO!E

moo,

.,.,,,
"""'

·NESW

S1'

SE.SW

NtSE
SWSB

NWSE
SESE

"""'
SWNE

NWNE

-·-

NENS

NWNE

SWNE

BENE

NENW

""""'

NESE

SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE

Sl<SE

ssss

SWNW

SllSW

.,,

NENS
N£SE

sYllS

HESS

S!00!
NESW

NESE
SWSE

....·swsw

NESS

swss

NWSE
SESE
NENE

!'£SW
SWSiof
HESE

SENS

NWSW
SESW

HNSE
&ESE

SENN

NWSW

SESW
NWS.£
SESE
SWNE

SESW

SWSE
HWNE
SENE
NWNW

.....
SENW

.....

SESW'

swss

SESS
NWNE

SWKE

SE!'S

!!EN'.

""""

""""
.swsw
NESS

....

SWSE

"""'

·NEHW

Pile Humber: 00279

SE"SE
NWNS

NENE

SW!,,-;l

SRBA PARTIAL OECREE PUllEU,\JIT ~o I.A.c.P, S4\b)

NWNN

NWSW

-·

water Right 29-llS59

SENE

""""
SENW

SWNE
NEID/

S27

NHNS

NE6M

....
.,.

SENS

""""
SWNW
Nll>lW

S2S

SENS
,...,.

....
....
·-.........
·-....

NE>llf

Sl?

NWSW

swsW

SDlll

HWSW
SESW

..

HWSE
SSSE

..,.

SENE

SENW

PMS l

4-.9,2-3.007

j;;J5

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54 (b)

PLI\CE OF

,,

USE

{c:ontinued)

(continued)
NESW

MWSW

swsw

SESW
NWSE
SESE
SESE
SENE

NESE
SWSE

.,.

..

NENE

S3J

NENE

SJ4

NENE

.,,.

SWNB

SENE

NENW

NWMW

SWNW-NESW
NESE
SE:SE:

NWSW
NWSE

ssm,

NWN6
SENE

NENE

S35

SWNE

NENW
SWNW

MWMW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

SENW

SWSW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

SESE
NlilNE

NENE

SJ6

RBE S01

SWNE

SENE

NENW

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESM

NWSW

SWSM

SESW

NESE
SWSE:

NWSE

NEMW

'

(SWMWI

LOT 4
SlS LOT l

(SWSWI
(l,IWNWI

LOT

Sl9

NESW

NESW

LOT 4
SJO

LOT l

SENW

LOT

(m,JSW)
SESW

LOT J

{NWSWJ
SESW
SESE
NWNE
SENE
(m,JNW)
SENW
INWSW)

(SWSWJ
SWSE
NENE
Sl<NB
NENW

LOT

'

LOT 4
S31

{SlfflW)
NE:SW
{SWSW}

LOT l
LOT

SESW

SWNE

LOT l

(NWNW)

LOT

SENW

LOT

T01S Rl4E S01 LOT l

(t-lHSW)
SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NENE)

S02 LOT l

(NENW)
SWNW
NESW

LOT

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 1.R.C,P. 54,b]
Vile Number, 00219
Water Right 29-1JS59

'

LOT 4

llENW
(SWNW)
NBSW
(SWSWI
l,IESE
SWSE
(tlWNE)
SENE
(}lWm,J)
SENW
NWSW

SWSW

SESW

NESE
SWSE
UlENE}

NWSE

SWNE

LOT

'

LOT 4

SMNB

LOT

SESE
(NWNW}

(NENW)

LOT

'

LOT 4

SESE
(HWNE)
SENE
(NWm,J)

ssm,

""""
NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

PAGE 4
Oct-0:Z-2001
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SRBA ParciaI Decree Pursuanc co I.R,C.P, 54 (bl

(continued)

PLACE OF USE !continued)
NlfSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE

NESE
SlfSE
NENE

512

5WNE
NEU\/

NWNW

5WNW

SENH

NESH

NW5W

5ESW
NWSE

NESE
SWSE

SESENENE
SWNE

513

NWNE

SENE

NENW

R35E 5015 LOT
LOT 3
LOT

[NEN'E)
SHNE

LOT

(NlfNE}
SENE

(NENW)

LOT 4

{NWNW)

LOT 0

(NHSH)
SESK

NESW
(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

LOT

507

SENH

(SWNW)

NHSE

SESE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
LOT 2

ISWNW)

LOT

NESW
{SHSH)

'

NHNE
SENE
LOT
LOT

NW5E

{NWNK}

SENW
(NWSHJ
SESH
SlfSE

SESE
508

NWNW

SWNH

HHSH

SHSK
NENH
SWNH
NESH
SESK
NHNE
SENE
{NWNW)
SENW

SWNE

91'

NHNH
SENW

NWSH

NEHE
.9HNE

S18

HENW
LOT 2

(SWNW)

LOT l

Place of use is within che service area of the City of
Pocacello munici~al water supply system as provided tor under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADHINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
diversion for ground water, and between poincs of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground water wau first diverted under chic right from Alameda
Well No. 2 located in T06S, R34E, S23, NESH, whi~h was replaced
by Pocatello Well No. 29 located in T06S, R34E, 521, NES~.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY roR THE DEFlNITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFIClENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE HATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THB
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-141216),

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4{bl
Hater Right 29-13559
File Number: 00279

PAGE 5

Oct-0~2~7j7

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(b)

(continued)

RULE S4(bl CERTIFICATE
With respect to the iseuee determined by the above judgment or order, it ia hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court hag determined that there lg no just reagon for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may iaaue and an appeal may be takan as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rule~.

N. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

~ohn

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-13559
File Number: 00279

PAGE
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2007 OCT 02 PM 02!00
DISTRICT COUilT • SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO,, !DA.HO
?ILiD _ _ _ _ _ __
tN TIH! DISTRIC,"I' COURT OF Tt{E PlFTH JUDICIAL DlST!UCT OF THE
STATE OF lDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY Of NIN FALLS

PAATIAl, DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. S4[b) FOR

ln Re SREIA

Case No. l9576

Water Right 29-13560

NAME A.NO ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
P'O SOX 4.169
FOCATEl,LO. ID anos

SOURCE::

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

!t.U

FR:IORlTY DATE t

U/Jl/H26

POlNT OP DIVDSlON,

TOGS R34E Sl4
SlS

GFS

Within Bannock County

""""

.....
HENN

NESE

NESE
NENE

il6
823

·.-·--..
....-·
SENl!

""""
""SH

SWSE

S2G

.,.
T07S R34E

soi

.,.

.,..

LOT 2

\N'MNE

SESE

.,.

R3SE S06
S07

PURPOSE AND
PERIOO OF USE;

PlJ\CF! Of USE;

!!ESE
HESW
SE!IE

PtmPOSE OF US£

PERIOD OP US£

Munidpal

Ol•Ol. TO l2•H

HUnicipal
T06S RllE S0:2

..,
so,

•••

NESH

s•sw
SWSll
SWSE
NESW
SBSW
SWSE

.....
NENE

..,.

SWNE

SRBA. PARTIM. DECREE PURSUAl'IT TO I ,R,C,P, 54 (bl

File Nut:.bar1 00273

swsw

..,..

""""

swsw

NWSE

SWSE
NENE
SlfflS
NENW

SESE
NWNE
Sfll'E

NESW

councy

NWSE
SESE
NliNE
SENE

NESS

·Water Righc 29~11560

WltJ1-1n Po1"er
NWSW
SESW
SESW
SESE

N\iSW
SESW

NESW

SlO

QUANTITY
ILU CPS

........
....
PAGE l
occ-02-2001

4 .:;.)g

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P, 54(b)

(continued)

PI.A.CE OF USE (continued)

Sll

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE
NENH

NWSE

SWNI<

NESW
$14

SlS

$17

SESW

NENW
NENE
SWNE""
NENW

NWNW

NESW'
NENE
SWNE
NEN'W'
SWNH'
NESW'
$WSW
NESE
SWSE
SWNE

SWNH'
NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
$20

NENE

Rl4E S08

NESE
NESW
$WSW
NESE

S09

SlO

SliSS
SENS

NESS
SWSE
$11

Sl2

SU

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right ~9-ll560
File Number: 0021a

SENS
Nl<NW
SBNW
mlSW
NWNE
SENS

NWNW
SBNW
NWSW

SESW
NWSE
SENS
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSS

SBSE
Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NWSS

$ESE
SWSW
NWSE
SESE

SWNE

SWNW

NESW

....

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

SlS

Nl<NE

SENW
NWSW
SESW
SWSE
NENE
Sj,i'N'E

SWNS
NENW
SWNW

Sl4

""""

SENH
m<SW

swsw

SWNW

$16

$ESE

NENS

swsw
NWSS

$ESE
NWNE
SENS

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNS
SENS

NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SSS\I
NWSE

SESE
IC,INS

SWNE

SENE

NENW
SWIDI
NESW
SWEW

NWNW
SENW
mlSW

NBSE
SW9£

SESW
NWSE
SESE

NENE

m<NS

PAGE 2
oct-o~-2001
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant ta I,R,C.P, 54{b) (continued)

PLACE OF USE (continued)
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

HESW
SHSW
NESS

916

S1'

SHSE
HENE

SENE:
NWNW
SEN\!
NW9W

SESW
Nl<SE

SESE

SWNE
NE:N\("
SWNW

l!WNE
SENS
NWNW
SE:NW

NESH
SW"SH
NESE
SHSE

NW'SH
SESH
NWSE
SESE

NSNE

SE:NS

NESE
921

82'

NSNE
SWNS
NE:NW
NSSE
NSNS

SHNE

""""

5"NW

NESW

S'3

S24

S'5

9J6

swsw

SESH
tlMSE

SWSE
NSNE
SWNS

SESE
NHNE

NENH

SENE
NWNW

SWNW
NES>I

SENW
tlMSW

swsw

SE.SW

Nli:SE
SWSE

NWSE

WWNE
NENI'
SWNW

SE.SE
S\,'NE

NWNW

NESW

SEHW
NWSW

swsw

SE.SW

YWSE::

S>ISE

SE.SE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SHNW
NESW
SHSW
NESE
SHSE
NENE
S>INE

NWNE

SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SE.SH
NWSE

SE.SE
NWNE
SENE
NW!IW

SWNW

SENW

NESW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE

swsw
NESE
SHSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

SRBA PAi.T[AL DECREE PURSUANT TO [.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 0021e
HBter Right l9-ll560

SE:SE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

NESE

!IENW

827

NWNE
SENS
NWNW

SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SE!IW

PAGE l
Oct-Ol-l007
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!continued)

SABA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(bl

PLACE OF USE (continued)
NESH'

NWSW

swsw

SESW

WESE

U\ISE

SWSE

SESB
SESE
SENE

S28

WENE

S33

NENE

S34

NENE:
SWNE:
NENH'

....
SENS

""""
"""

swuw-

SJS

NESW
NESE
SESE

"""

NEJ<E

NHNE

U\ISE

SHNE

SENE

NEJ<H

NHNH

SHNH

SENH

NESW

?JESE
SWSE

NWSW
SESW
NWSE:
SESE

NENS

NWNS

'""'

SENE

swsw

.,,

tlENW
SWNW
NESW
SWS~
NESE

""""
SSNW

NWSW

SESW
NWSE

SW6E

AlSE S07

NENH

LOT

'

LOT 4

S18 LOT 1
S1'

LOT 4

{SWNWI
NESW
{SWSWI
{NWNWJ
NESW
(SWSW}
SWSE

LOT 1

SSNW

LOT 3

{NWSWI
SESW

LOT 3

(NWSW}
SESW
SESE

LOT

(NWNW)

LOT

(NWSW)

NENE

S30

LOT

'

LOT 4
S31

LOT 1
LOT 3

{SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
SWNE
(Nl-lNWl
SENW
(NWSWl
SESW

SSNW

s,:sw
NENW

LOT 4

(SWNW)
NESW
{SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

LOT

'

(ITTINEJ

LOT 4

(ITTIMW)

LOT

'

NHSE

TO'JS R34E 901 LOT 1
LOT 3

SESE
(NEKEI
SWNE
(NEITTI)

'"""

so,

LOT 1
LOT 3

(NEITTII

SHNE

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAHT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00278
Water Right 29-13560

SENE
SENN

NSS,,

5WS1'1
NESE
SWSE
(NEHE)

....
SENE

SWNE
NENW

SESE
(NWNW)

U\ISW
SESW
U\ISE

LOT

'

LOT 4

SESE
(ITTINB)
SENE

(ITTIMW)

SWNW

SENN

NES1'1
SWS1'1

U\ISW

SSSW

PAGE 4
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4 tb) !continued}

PLkCE OF USE (continued)

SlJ

NESE
SWSE

NWSE
SESE

NENB

NW!IE

SWNE

SD>E

NENW
9WNW

""""

NESW
SESW

NWSW
NESE
S'WSE

9ENW

lllf9E

SESE913

NWHB
SENB

NENE

s...
NENW

R35E S06 LOT 1
LOT
LOT 5

LOT 7

INSHE)
SWWE

LOT

{NENH)
(SHNH)
NBSW

LOT 4
LOT

(NWNE)

6

(SWSW)
NESE
SWSB

NENE

907

SWNE

HENW
LOT l

(SWlm)

trE9S

LOT 4

SOB

917

LOT 1
LOT J

(SWSWI
""SE
SESE
NWNW
NWSW
SWNE

SBNW
(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

swsw
NENW

SWl!lf

NWSW

NE:SW
SESW

NENE

NWNE

9WNE
NBNW

LOT 2

SENB
(NWNWJ

SWNW

""""
SENW
918

SENE
(NWNH)
SENW
(NWSW)
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

{ SKNN}

SENE

LOT 1

(H\INW)

SENW

Place of use is within the service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal Wiltcr supply system as provided for under
Idaho Lav.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT,
To the extent neceEEary for administration between points of
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion tor
ground water and hydraulicaliy connected surface source~, ground
water vas tirst diverted under this right from Pocatello Well
No. 1 located in T07S, R34E, SOl, Lot l (NHNE] in the amount of
2.45 cfs, from Pocatello Well No, 2 located in T07S, R34E, SOI,
Lot 2 (NWNEI in the amount ot 2 .45 cte and from Pocatello Woll
No. 3 located in T07S, R34E, S01, SWNE in the amount of 4.lJ
cfs. eocatello Well No. 1 v~e replaced by Pocatello Well No. 5
located in T06S, RJ4E, SlS, NWNE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUB.JECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEPINITION OP THB RIGHTS OR FOR THB EPFICI£NT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIHATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LP,TER TKAN' Tl-IE:
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECR£E. I.C. SECTION 42-14I216).

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAHT TO I.R,C.P. S4{b\
Water Right 29-13560
File Number: OOl78
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SRBA P~rti&l Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(b) tcontinuedl

RULE 54(bl CERTIPICATE

With reap~ct to the is5uee determined by the above judg~t or ordar, it iB hereby C£Rt1Fl£0, ifi aceordanco
with Rule S4{bl, I.R.C,P., that the court has determined cMc there is no ,use reason tor delay ot the entry of a
fin.,.l judgment and that the court Ms and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order ah.all be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken a$ provided by the ldaho Appellate Rule$,

John H. Melanson
Pre31ding Judge of the
snake River Basin Adjudication

'

~RBA PARTIAL ntCREE PURSU~t TO l,A.C,P. 54ib}
File ~umber~ 00278
Water Right 29-13560

PAGE 6
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2007 OCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TIIIH FALLS CO., IDJ\HO
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0~ THE
STATE OF IDMO, IN AND FOR THE COtrn'TY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (bl FOR

In Re SRBA
Case tlo. J957&

Water Right 29-13561

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY' OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID BJ205

SOURCE:

OROUND

QUANTITY',

4..2)

PRIORITY DATE1

OB/Jl/1931

POINT OF DIVERSIOtlr

TOGS Rl4E 514

NWITTI

S15

NENW

WATER
CFS

Nithin Bannock Councy

ITTINE

NESE
NESE
S16
S2l

NENE

SWNE
S<NW
NWNE

NESW
S26

NEITTI

SJS

NWSE

SWSE
SENE

NWNE
T07S Rl4E S01

LOT

2

(NWNE
S"1lE

S07

SESE
NESE
NH'SE
NESW

S18

SENE

RJSE S06

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE=

PLACE OF USE,

PERIOD OF USE
01•01 TO 12-31

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

"unlcipe.l
T065 RJJE 502
SOJ

S04

so,

NESW
SNSW
SNSW
SNSE
NESW
SESW
SWSE
NENE

SWNE
NENW
SWNH'
NESH'

swsw
BlO

NESE
SWBE
NENE
SHNE
NENW
SWN>I

NESW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl
Wat.er Right 29-ll561
File Number1 00277

Ql.JPJfl' ITY'

4.23

CFS

Within Fower County
NWSW
SESW
SESW
SESE
SNSW
Nl/SE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESH
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENB
NWNW
SENW

""'"
PAGE l
Oct-02-2007

4705

SRBA. Partial Decree ~ursuant to I.R,C.P. 54 Cb)

{continued)

PLACE OF USE (concinued}

swsw
S11

NSSE
SWSE
NE!!W
SW!!W
NESW

swsw
914
S15

616

S17

NENW
NENE
SWWE
NEN\ol
SWNW
NESW
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
SWNE
SWNW

NESW

swsw

S20

RHE S08

so,

NESE
S",ISE
Nl::NE
NESE
NESW

swsw

S10

Sll

Sll

NESE
SWSE
SENE
NESS
SW8E
SWNE
SENW
NWSW
8ESW
SWSE
NENE
SNNE

swsw
913

NESE
8W8E
NENE
SWNE
NENW
9WNW

NBSW

swsw
914

815

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(b)
Mater Righc 29•13561
Fil= tlumber: 00277

NESE
SWSB
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
HESW
SWSW
tlBSE
SWSE
NENE

SESW
NWSE
SESE

""""

SENW
NWSW
SBSW
NWNW
NWNE
SBNE
NWNW
SBNW
NWSW
NWNE
SBNE

NWNW

SBNW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SENE
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
Wichin Bannock COuncy
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
NWSE
Sll:SE
SWNW
NESW
SWSW
N\ISE
SESE
N\INE
SENE
SESW
NWSE
SESB
N\INE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
HWtlE
SENE

""""
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

PAGE 2
occ-02-2001
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SRBA. P;;i.rtial oecree Pureuant to I ,R,C,P. 54 (b}

(continued)

PL~CE OP USE {continued)

Sl6

Sl7
S2l

sn

SWNE

SEI/E

""""
SWNW

"'""'
SENW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNII

NWNE

NES'~
SWS'~
NESE
SWSE
NENE
NESE
NENE
SWI/E

NDlW
NE.SE
NEHE
SWI/E
NENW
SWHW

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
923

NBNE

SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NESW
SW9W
NESE
SWSE
S'4

NIINE

NENW
SWNW

NES1'1
SWS'~
NWSE

szs

SESE
NE1lE
S'1NE
NENW
8WNW

NESW

SRBA PARTIA~ DECRBB PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(bJ
File Number: 00277

SENE
lll!NE

SENE
NWNW

SESE
NWNE

SENE
NWNII
SENW
NW6W
SESli
NWSE

SESE
NWNE
Sl!NE

HWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
Sl'INE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

SESW
SWSE
NIINE
SENE
NWNW
SENW

NENE

NWNE

SWNE

SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW

NBSW
SWSW
MESE
SWSE

Wacer Right 29-13561

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

NESE
SWSE

NENW
SWNW

S27

SENE
NIINW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

swsw
S26

SESE

NENE

SESW
NWSE

SE.SE
NWNE

SWNE

SENB

NENW
S<INW

NWNW
SENW

PAGE 3
Oct-D'l-2007
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. 54(bl

(concinuedl

PL~CE OF USE (continued)
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE

NNSW

SESW
NNSE

SESE
SESE

S'8

NENS

S33

NENE

SENE

S34

NENE

>IWNE

SWNE

S1'NE

NENW

"'""'
S1'NW

SWNl'l'NESW
NESE
SESE

NWS'ii
NWSE
NWNE

NENE
S\INE
NENW

Sl5

SO,E

NWNW

SWNW

SENW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW
NWSE
SESE

NESE

SWSE
S36

NENE

WNNE

SWNE

S<NE

NENW

""""
SE.NW

SWNW
NESW
Sl'l'SW

NWSW

NESE

I

SWSE
RJSE S07

NENW

LOT 2

.,,

LOT

•

S18 LOT l

LOT

4

{Sl'l'NWI
NESW
(SWSWJ
(NWNW)
NESW
{SWSWJ
SWSE

LOT l

SENW

LOT J

(NWSW)
SESW

LOT l

(NWSW)
SESW
SESE
NW!IE

NENH

S30

SWNE

NENlf

LOT

LOT

'

CSNNW)

4

ISWSWJ

S31

NESW

SENE

LOT

(NWHN)

LOT J

(WfilSW)
SESW

LOT 2

{SWNWJ
NESW
(SWSWI
NESE
SWSE

S1'NW

5'/NE

LOT l

(NWNW]

LOT 3

(NWSW)
SESW

NENW

SEHW

LOT

4

TOlS RJ4E SOl LOT l

SESE
{NENE)
SWNE

LOT

LOT J

{NENW)

LOT

'

NNSE

4

LOT J

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C,P. 54(b)
File Number: 00271
Wacer Right 29-13561

INWNE)
SENE

(NWNW)

SWNW

S<NW

NESW

NWSW
SESW

swsw
S02 LOT 1

SESW
NWSE
SESE
{NWNW)

NESE
SWSE
(NENE)
SWNE
(NENW)

NWSE

LOT

'

LOT 4

SESE
{NWNE)
SENE
(NWNW)

SWNN

S<NW

NESW

NWSW

swsw

SESW

PAGE 4
Oct-02-200'1
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I .R.C.P. 54 {bl (continued)

PI.A.CE OF USE (continued)
NESE
SWSE
Sl2

NWSE

SWNE

SESE
N"PINE
SENE

NENW

NWNW

NENE

SWNW
NESW
SESW
NWSE
SESE"
NENE

S13

SSNW

NWSW
NESE
SWSE
NWNE

Sl<NE

R35E S06 LOT 1
LOT 3
LOT 5
LOT

'

so,

NENW
(NENE}
SWNE
(NENW)
(SWNW)
NESW
{SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

BENE

LOT 2

(NWNEI

LOT

4

INWNWI

LOT

6

{NWSW]
SESW

SENB

SENW

mlSE

SESE
OIWNE

NENE

SWNE
NENW

LOT 2
LOT 4

SOB

S1'

S18

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)
NWSE
SESE

LOT l
LOT

NWNW

SWNW

NWSW

swsw

SWNE

NENW

NWOIW
SENW
m<SW

SWNW
NESW
SESW

NENE

OIWNE

SWNE
NSNW
LOT 2

·sENE
(NWNW)
SENW
(NWSW)
SESW
SWSE

(SWNW)

SEWE
LOT l

{NWlJW}

SEWW

Place oC use is within the service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided Cor under
Idaho Lol.W.

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT,
TO the extent necess.l.:ry for .l.dministr.l.cion between points of
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground water was tirsc diverted under thi~ right from POc.l.tello
well No. 4 located in T06S, R)4E, S)S, NWSE
THIS PARTIAL. DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSAR~ FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR POR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS t-<AY BE ULTit-<ATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412{6].

SRBA PMTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4{b)
Pile Number: 00277
Water Right 29-13561

PAGE 5
Oct•O:Z-2007

SR.a.\ Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(b) ti::ontinue,d)

RULE S4(b) CERtlFlCAt~

With respect to the ie&uee dete:rmined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(bf, I.R.C.P .• that the court hu determined that there io no juut reason tor delay of the entry of a
final judg~~nc and that the ~ouct ha& and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a fin.al
judgment upon ~hich execution may isuue and an ap~eal NY be taken au provided by the {daho Appellate Rules,

John N. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basirt Adjudica~ion

t

SRB~ PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT to r.a.c.P. 54lbl

4710

2007 OCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TMlN P.ht.t,S CO., IDAHO
PlLED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN TH~ DISTRICT COURT OP TH~ FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDJ\HO, IN /\ND POR THE COUNTY OP TWIN PALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
1-R.C.P. 54(b) POR

In Re SRBA
CoiiPB No. )9576

Water Right 29-13562

tlAME

AND

ADDRESS:

CIT\' OP POCATELLO
PO BOK 4169
POCATELLO, lD 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTIT\';

2.45

PRIORIT\' DATE:

12/31/1936

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S Rl4£ Sl.4

CFS

NMNN
..,..

sis

Wichin Bannock County

NWNE
NESE
N:SSE

I

·ND/E

S1G

S23

SENW

NW>JE
NESW

S2G

NENW

SJS

NNSE

SMSE
SENE
NNNS

TO?S RJ4E SOl LOT

2

(NHNE
SWNS

SESE
NESE

PURPOSE AND
PERI.OD OP USE:

PLACE OF USE:

Rl5E S06

NNSS

so,

NESH

SlB

SSNE

PURPOSE OP USE
Municipal

Municipal
T06S RH£ S02
SOJ

S04

PE:JUOD OF US£
01-01 TO l.2-Jl

....
N8SW
SHSW

SH9£
NESW
SESH

SESH

SESH
SES£
SWSH

NENW

NNNW

swsw
NESE
SWSE

SRBA PARTtAL DECREE ~URSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl
Water Right 29-I.3562
Pila Number1 00216

NWSN

....

NENS

SWNW
NESH

S10

Wit:hin Ji>ower county

SWNS

swse
SOO

QUANTITY
2 .45 CFS

NENE

NWSE
SESE
SDIE
SSNN

NWSW
SEBW
NW8£
SESE
NW>JE

SWNE

SENS

NENW

NNNW

SWNW

SENN

NESW

NWSW

PAGE 1
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SRBA. Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(bl (continu~t.lj

PLACE OF USE (continued)

SU

SWS'H
NESE
SWSE
NEN'H

swim
NESW

swsw
S14
SlS

916

NENW
NENE
SWNENENW
SWNW
NESW
NENE
SWN.E
NENW
SWNW
NESW

swsw
S17

NESS
SWS.E
SWNE
SWNW
NESH

swsw
920

RHB SOS

so,

NESE
SWS.E
NENE
HESE
NESW

swsw
610

911

S12

SlJ

NESE
SWS.E
SENS
NESE
SWSE
SWNE
SENW
NWSH
SESW
SWSE
NENE
SIINE
SHSH
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SHNE
NENW
SWNW
NESH

swsw
S14

S15

SRBA PARTIAL D~CREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number1 00276
Water Righ~ 29-13562

NESE
SHSE
NENE
SHHE
NEHW
SWNW
NESW
SWSH
NESE
SWS.E
NENE

SESW
mlSE
SESE

""""
SENW
NWSW
SESW

""""
NWNE
SENE

""""
SENW
NWSW
NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESH
NWSE
SENE
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
Within Bannock County
SESE
NWSW
SESW
NHSE
SESE

swsw
NWSE
SESE
SWNW
NESW

swsw
NWSE
SESE
NHNE
SENS
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NHNE
SENE
HWNW
SENW
NIISH

SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE
SENE
HWNW
SEN\/
NWSH
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

PAGE 2
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SR8A Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R,C,P, S4tb) !continued)
P~ACE OF USE {continued)

............
........
·--·-........
....
SI/NE

.,.
.,,
""
,,

SlofSlof

SWSE
S"11E

NESS

SKS:S

NE>ll!

NES:S

. .
·-....""""
SWNS

•=
•ess
.....
.,,.

........
....""'"
swsw

Nl?SE

""

NENS

NBSW

. ,.
·-,..·-..
....
swsw

Nl::!1£

62'

NWllE

NSSW

swsw

""

NBNE
SWNE
N1?NW

·NESW
SWSN

..,,.
NESS

•••

SWS!l

....
·"'"'"
,....
...,.
SWNE

6'1SW

)IESE

SWSE

SJ?

SWNE
SWNW

SllBA PAATlAt DEnEE PtntSUAHT TO I,R,C.~. S4{b)
Water Right 29~1J5G2
Ptle Nwnber: 0021,

-......
.....

,.,.Sl!ml
SESW

SESB
.,.,..

....
.....·-...
........
.."'''"......
SENE

NWSE
SESE
SENE

SENB

SESE

....
SENN

SESW

"""'

SBSE

NHNE
SENE

""""
.....

....
NWSW
SESW

SESE
SWNE

NWNW
SSNW

WSW
SESW
SWSE

...
,....
·-....
....
....
N>INE

.,.SENE

SENW
NWSW

SESW

IIIISB

SE:SE
SENE

SSNW

SESW

SESE

l

N>INE

$£?1£
,r,mw

t
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54Cb) !continued}

PLACE OF USE (continued}

S28
S3l
SJ<

NESH
SHSH
NESE
SHSE
NENE
NENE
NENE
SWNE
NENN

NHSH
SESH
NHSE
SESB
SESS
SENE
NWNE
S6NE

SWNlr

SENH
NWSN
NWSE

""""

N6SW
NE'SE
SESE
NENB
SWNE
NENW

S35

NWNE
SENE
NWNW

SENN
NHSW
SESW
NWSE
SBSE
NWNE
SBNE
NWNW
SENW
NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

S!INlO

NESW

swsw
NESE
SWS6
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW
NES•
SWSH
NESE
SWSE

83'

RJSE S07

NENII

LOT

2

LOT
SlB LOT l

'

619

LOT<

SJO

LOT 2
LOT

Sll

'

LOT l
LOT

T0'1S R34E 601 LOT

l

LOT

S02 LOT l
LOT

HESH
(SHSH)

'""""'
NESH
ISHSHl
SHS6
NENE
SHNE
NENH

LOT

)

LOT 3

LOT l

{S',,INi'I)

NESH·
{SWSW)
SWNE
(NWNW)
SENH
!NWSW)
SESW
NHSE
SES£
(N6NE)
6WNE

LOT 3

(HENN)

LOT

SWNH
NESW
6W6W
NESE
SWSE
(HENB)
SWNE
(NENW)
SWNW

NESW
SHSW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P, 54(b)
File Number, 00276
Hater Right 29-13562

,.,,.,,,

LOT

[SlffiW}

LOT 2
LOT 4

LOT 2

'

LOT
LOT

'

SENW
(NW6W)
SESW
(NWSW)
SESW
SESB
NWNE
SENE
(HHNW)
SEN•
(NHSW)
SESH
NENW
(SHNW)
NESW
(SHSH)
NBSB
SHSE
{NNNE)
SENB
(NHNHJ
SENW
NHSW
SESH
NWSE
SBSE
{NWNB)
SENE
INWN\i)
SENW
NWSW
SES\i

PAGE 4
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SRBA Partial Decree I'ureuant to .: . R. C. P. S4. {b)

(continued)

PLACE 0~ USE {concinued}

Sl2

'"
RJSE S06

LOT l

NESE
S',116E

NWSE

NSNS
SWNS

,ram,

NWNS
SENE
NWNW

6WNW
NESW

NWSW

SESE

SENW

SESW
NWBE
GEGE
NENE

NESE
SWSE

SWNS

SliNB

NENN
(NENE)

NWNE

LOT 2

{NHNE)

(NENW)

LOT 4

(NWNW}

(SWNW}
NESW
(SHSW)

LOT 6

(NWSW)
SESW

SHNS
LOT
LOT

s

LOT 7

SENS
BENW

NWSB

NESE

SHSE

SESS

NDIE

NWNE

.....

S07

l

l!FJIW
LOT

NESW
LOT 4

so,
Sl7

i

{NWNW)

LOT J

(NHSW)

SENW

(SHSWJ
NHSE
SBSE
NWNN
NWSN

S£SW

SWNS

NEIi'!

NNNW

SHNN

SENW

NESH'
$ESH
NWNE

SHSE
SNll'f
SNSN

NNSN

NEN'E
SWN'E

SlQ

LOT 1

NENW

t.OT 2

'"'"

LOT l

ISHNil'l

(SWNW\

SENS
(t,r'lilNW)

SEIIW

I'lace o[ use iD wichin che service area ol the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system ae provided for under
ld5ho Law.
OTHER PROVISION'S NECESSARY FOR DEPINITION' OR IUlHINISTRATlON OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To che extent necossary for administration between points of
diversion for ground water, and. between point~ of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connecced surl5ce sources,
ground water was first diverted under chis right from Pocatello
Well No. 6 located in T06°S, Rl4E, Sl5, NWSE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBaECT TO SUOi GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EPFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE ',IIATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DE:TERHIN'ED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIHE NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY 0~ A PINAL UNIPIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-141216).

SRBA PART!AL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bJ
File NUrnller: OOJ76
wacer Right 29-1JS6J

.,

P-'OE 5
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursu~nt to I.R.C.P. S4(b)

(continued)

RUL& 54{bl CERTIFICATE
With respect to the iesues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
wlth Rule S4lb), I.R.C.P., that tho court hae determined that thero is no just rea~on !or delay o! the entry o! a
!ln.;il judgment and that the court bas and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Ruleo.

John M. Melanson
Presiding ~udge o! the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECRE& PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b)
Pile N'lnnber1 00276
Natar Right 29-13562
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2007 OCT 02 PM 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
THIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED _ _ _ _ _ __
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE Pl.lRSUA>,IT TO
I.R.C,P, 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Cue No. 39576

Wac.er Right 29-13637

NAME JI.ND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX. 4169
POCJI.TELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

OUANT!T't:

4.46

PRIORITY DATE:

12/Jl/19-40

POINT OF DIVERSIONi

TOGS R34E SU
SlS

CFS

""""

Within Bannock County

NENH

NH>OE

NESE
NESE
NEHE

"'
52]

SWNE

SENH
NHNE
NESW

5"

NENN

swse:

535

NHSE

SENE
NHNB
T075 R34E S01 LOT 2

ltiWH"e

SNNE
SESE

NESE
NNSE
NESW

RJ5E 906
607
518

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OP USE 1

SENE

PURPOSE OF USE
MUnicipl!ll

Municipal
'?06S RJ3E 602

PERIOD OP USE
01-01 TO l:il-Jl

Nit.hin Power counc.y
llESW

""SW

sws·,.,

SESW
SESW
SESE

SO)

swsw

804

NESW

SWSE
SESW
SWSE
609

SE9B

NESN
SWSW
NESE

NWSE

SWSE
N<NB

swu,

SES'E:
NWNE
SENE

NENH

NWNW

SW!IE

SRBA PARTil>.l, DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-13637
File Number: 00275

..

6HSW

,,,.

""""
SENE
""""
""""
SESW

HEME

NENW
SWNW

SlO

QUANTITY
4.4G CFS

6E>JW

SWNW

SEN>!

NE6H

NHSW

PAGE 1
Oct-0l-l007

4717

SRBA Partial D•er•o RuraUAnt to t.R.C.P. S4lb) [continued}

PLACE OF USE (COrttinued]
S11S!I
tmSE

Sll

.....
.,..,.

NENll

NESW
S11SW

Sl4
SU

·-

··NENE

SWNE•
SIMI

NESW

S16

NSNE:

S11NE

SWNW

.

,..SESW

SES£

·""N)/

""'"'
SESW
NWNW

fflll'N:S:
SEtUl:

""""
.....
SEN!!

IOOlE

SINE
IOOlff

NSSII

SEN!!
wwsw

Wl?SE
'"""'

HWSE

nsw

SWSE
Sl7

S20
R.J4E SOS

sos

SWNC
$WNW
NESW
SWSW
NESE

SSN'E
SEtlW
NWSW
SESW

SWSE

SESE

NENE

........
.........
NESS
N'ESW

S>ISS

SlO

Sll

swsw

l!WNE

SENE
S£SW
NWSE
SES&
NWNE

SWffE'

.....,..,.
....
·-........
....
SHS>I
HESS

S\fSE

HJ!NE

SWl!W

S1'SW

SRBA i'ARTIAL DECREE PUltSUANT TO I,JLC,1>, 54(b)

File NUM"lbori 0027$

SESE

s...

SW$£

Water ~ight 29-13~37

swsw
NWSE

Nl!llE

S>IS•

SlS

SESE

NWSE
SES£
SWNW
NESW

..
....
......,..

NENC

CO!ITT<y

NWSE

NESS

SliSR

Sl<

Withio aa.n.nock
SESE
N\'ISW
SESW

SENS

,.,.SENlf
.,,.

Sl2

WWSE

.........
....
SENN

llWS•

1rws&
S&SE
m<NE
SEIIS

.....
.,,.
""""
sesw

NIIS¥
BE9E
NW>IE

PAGE 2

Oct-02-2001

4718

....

PLACE OF USE (continued)

SWNW
""""
NESII

swsw

s1,

NESS
SWSE
NENE
SWNE

""""
SWNW

....
NESK
SWS11

SWS<

Sl7

NEN5

.....
HES£

S2l

·-....
SllNE

S22

NENE

SWNE

...."""".....

S23

S2S

SENE

!WNW
SENW

tni!SW
SESW
>IIISE

SESE
SENE

.....
IIWNE

""""

SESS
mrns
SISllE

""""
SENW

SESE

..,,.

·.....

HWSE
NWNE

SWNE

SENE

""""
SWSW

SENW
NWSW
SESW

NWNW

NESE

NWSE

SWSE
:UWNE

SBSE

.,,.

NESW
SWSW
NWSE
SESE
UENE
SWNE

·swsw

........-·

-.,,,.
SWIIE

SIISW

N:ESE
SWSE

·-....
SWNE

SR.BA PARTIAL DECREE t'URSUAN'T TO :r.R,C.P. S4.(b}
Water Righc 29-13637

SESE

"'"'"
SESW

NESS
SWSll

827

-·
NWSE

NESE
SWSE

NESW

•••

SENK

NWSW'
SESW'

swsw

N!lSW

S24

·S&:!IE

SWNE

MWNW
SENW

NWSW

SESW
SWSE

....

NWNS

·-..
SENW

.,.

Sl!SW
IIHSE

SESE

..
·.....
""""
...

SENE

NWS\/

suw

N'IISE
SESE

SENE

IOOIW

se:,,w

PAGE 3

oct-c1~~cc7
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SRBA Partial Decree Pureuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b)

(continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued)
NESW
SWSW
NESE
SWSE
NDIE

S28

sn

NI/SW

SESW
NWSE
SESE
SES£
SENE

NDIE
NENE
SWNE
NEN!I
SWNW"

S34

NWNB
SEN£
NWNW
SENW

NESW
NESE
SES£
SJS

NWSW
NWSE

NENE
SWNE
NENW
SIMI

NWNE

NESW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
NWNE

SEN£
NWNW

SENW

swsw
NESE
SWSE
NENE
SWNE
NENW
SWNW

Sl<

SENE
NWNW
9Eml

NESW
SWSW
NESE:
SW9E
R35E SO"J

NENW
LOT 2

LOT <
SlB LOT l

.,,
S30

LOT 2
LOT

S31

'

LOT l

LOT

(SWNW)
NESW
(SWSW)

LOT J

(HWSW)
SESW

'""""'

LOT J

(NWSW)

NESW

LOT 4

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
(NWNW)
SENW

(SWSW)
SWSE

SESW

NENE
SWNE
NENW

NWNE
SENS

(SWNWJ
NESW
lSl<lSl<ll
SWNE
[NWNW)

SESE:

LOT

(NWNWJ

LOT 3

(HWSWJ
SESH'

LOT 2

(SWNWJ
NESW
(SWSl<l)
NESE
SWSE

SENW

NENW

SEN!I
LOT 3

(NWSW)
SESl<l

LOT

'

NWSE

T07S RHE .901 LOT l

SESE
(NENE)

LOT 2

(NWNE)

'

(NWNW)

SENE

SWNE
LOT 3

(NENW)
SWNW
NESW

so,

LOT l
LOT 3

Sl<lSW
NESE
SlofSE
(NENE}
SWNE
(NENW}

SENII
NWSW
SESW

LOT 2

Nl<lSE
SES£
(NWNE)

LOT 4

(NWNW)

SENE

SWNW

BENW

NESW

NlofSW
SESW

swsw

BRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P. 54(bl
Water Right 29-1363"1
File Number 1 00:2"15

LOT

PAGE 4
Oct-02-200'1
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. 54(b) {continued)

PLACE OP USE (continued)

Sl2

Sll

NESE
SWSE

NNSE

NENE
SKNE
NENW
SKNW

NNNE

SESE
SENE
NNNW

SENN

NESW
SESW
)UfSE
SESE-

NWSW
NESS

NENE

NKNE

SWNE

SENS

SWSE

NEN>l

R35E S06 LOT l
LOT 3

(NENEI
SWNE
(NEt-rW)

s

(Swml)

LOT

LOT 7

S07

NESW
(SWSW)
NESE
SWSE

LOT 2

(NWNE)

LOT 4

{NKNW)

LOT S

(NWSW)
SESW

SENS
SENN

NWSE

SESE

NENE

NWNE

SENE

SWNE

NENW
LOT

LOT 1

(NWNW)

LOT 3

(NWSW)

'

(Swml)

LOT 4

(SWSW)

SESW

NNSE

SWSE

NESW

SE>rn

SESE

soe

NNNW

SWNW

SWSW

Sl7

NNSW
SWNE

NENW
SWNW

NNNW
SENW

NESW

NNSW
Sl8

SESW
NWNE

NENE

SWNB
NENW

LOT 2

(SWNW)

LOT 1

SSNE
(NNNW)
SENW

Place at use le within the service area at the City at
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided tor under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIOHTi
To che extent necessary for administration between points ot
diversion tor ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface aources,
ground water was first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S3S, NWSE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEPINJTION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFPICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OP THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. r.c. SECTION 42-1412(61.

SRBA PARTIAL PECREE P!,JRSVANT TO I,R.C.P, 54(b)
Water Right ~9-13637
File Number, 0027S

PAGE S
Oct-02-2007
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SRBA Part.ial Decree Pursuant. t.o I.R.C.P. 54 {b)

(cont.inuedl

RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE
Wit.h respect to the is~ues det.ermined by the above judgment or order, it. iD hereby CERTIFIED, ln accordance
wltb Rule 54(b), I.R.C.F., that. t.he court has det.errnined t.hat there le no just reason for delay oft.he entry oe a
final judgment and that. t.he court has and does hereby direct t.hat the above judgmenc or order shall be a elnal
judgment. upon which execution may lssua and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John H. Melanson
Presiding Judge oe t.he
Snake River Basin Adjudicat.lon

I

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PlJRSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 54(b}
File Number1 0021S
Water Right 29-1]6]7

PAGE 6
Oct-02-2007
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2007 OCT OJ PH 02:00
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDJ\HD
FILED
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IH AND FOR THE COUN'I"i DF TWIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I,R.C.P. 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA
Cc1se No. 39576

Water Right 29-13638

NAKE AHD ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID BJ205

SOURCE:

OROUND WATER

QUANTIT't,

2.20

PRIORITY DATE:

12/Jl/1940

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RJJE SlO

NESE
NESE

$15

SWNE

PURPOSE AHO
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE OF USE:

CFS

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO U-Jl

Munic:ipal
T06S RllE SOl

NESW

$OJ

swsw
swsw

S04

$09

Sll

$14
Sl5

SWSE
NESW
SESW
SWSE

SESH

SESW
SESE
SWSW
NWSE

SESE
NWNE

S><NE

SENE

NEIil/
SIOIH

NWNW

NESW

NESE
SW.SE

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE

NENE

NIOIE

SENW

SWN'E

SENE

NENH

NWNW

SWNW
NESW

SENW
NWSH

SWSH

SESW

N'ESE
SWSE
N'ENW
SWHW

NWSE

NSSW

NWSH

SESE
NWN'W
SE!lll

swsw

SESW

NENN

""Ill/
NHNE

N'EN'E
SWN'E
SWNW
NESW

N'EN'E
SWNE
NEN\I

SIOOI
WESW
$WSW

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P, 54(b)
Water Right 29-13638
File NumbeA; 00274

Ill/SH

NENE

NEID<

Sl6

QUANTIT't
2.20 CFS

Within Power County

....

$10

Within Power County

8EHE

IOOllf

.....
SENN

....

IMlE

,

SDlE

SEIi\!

""SW

SBSW

SR.BA Partial Decree Pursuant r:o l.R.C:.P. S4{b}

{continued)

~I.Ace OF USE (contlnu~d)

....
....

N£S£

SWS£

SL7

SWNll

NBSW

.,.

SWSW
tfESE

"'''"

Nl!SE

-·s-..
SENS

.,.S'ESW

SES&

Within Bannock County

R3U S08

NESt

so,

NESW

SES&
NWSW

NESE

NWSE

SlO

SU

swsw
SWSE

SESE

SEl:rn

......

swsw

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

.,,

SENW

swsw

SESW

swn

NWSS
SESE

........
......"""",.,
....
....""""
SWNW

NESE

NENE

""""

NESW

swsw
NilSE
SlS

SENE

IIW!IE
SSNE
NWNW

SEHi/
IIWSW

SES\f

....
NWSE

SES6

SEN£

....
....
Nl!IIW

S£11W

NWSE
SESE

NENE

NWNE

SNNE

SENE

....
.........
.............""""
SWNII

""""

NESK

NI/SK

SWSW

....

SW.SE

NESE

SWSli:

S21

SWSW
N'rl'S.E

SWSE

NESE

517

SIMI
llESW

SESE
NWNE

SWNt

i

SESB

......,..

SESW
S'IIS<

Sl3

SESW

""""
NESE
>IEXE

.....

SENK

SE:Slof
IIWSS

-·...
·-....
-·
SENE

NWNII

SESW

SE<S
SEl!E

Sl1NE

SRBA PARTIAU OECREE PURSUANT TO t,R.C.P. S4Cbl
Water Right 29~lJ6J8
Pile Number, 00214

47;::4

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. S4(bl

(continued!

Pt.ACE OF USE (continued)

S22

NENW
NESE
NENE
SWN"E
NSNW
SWlfll
NSSW
SWSW

923

NHNE

seas
NHNW
SEN\I

NWSW
SESW

NESE:
SHSE

NWS6

N6W6
SWW6

NWN6
SBHS
NWNW
SEN\I
NWSW
SESW
NWSS

""""
SWNW
NESW

sws~
S24

"'""'
SESE

NESE
SWSE
NWNE
>IENW

SESE

SESE
SWNS

SWNW

""""

NES'ii

>!WSW

swsw

SESW
SHSE

>IWSE

SEITTI

'

SESE
925

NE>IS

SWNE
NE>IW

SWNW
NESW

SWSH
NESE
SHSE
926

NS>IE

SWNE

527

NWWE
Sl:NE
NWNW
SENW

NWSW
SESW
NWSE
SESE
>IWNE
SENS

Nl:NW

NWNH

SHNH
NESH
SWSH
NESE
SHSE
NOJE
SHNE

SENW
NWSW

NWNE
SENS

""""

""""

SWNW

NE9W

SESH
NWSS

SESE:

SS>IW

s,e

NESE
SWSE
NENE

NHSW
SESH
NWSE
SESE
SESE

S33

HEWS

SS>IE

SH

NEN"E
SWN"E

swsw

....
NENW

Nl::SH
NESE
SESE

SJS

NENS
SWNE

""""
SWNW

NESW

swsw

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P, 541b}
Water Right 29-13638
Pile Nufflber: 00274

...."""'. .
SENE

NWSH

""'"

-·....
SENE

""""

SS>IW

SESW

PAGE 3
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( cont i nuedl

SRM Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(bJ

PLACE OP USE

(contirlUed)

SJ6

NESE
SWSE

NWSE

NENE

NWNE
SENE
NWNW
SENH
NWSW

SBSE

SWNE

NEln<
SWNW
NESW

SHSW

SESW
N'liSE

NESE
SWBE"

NENW

RJSB S07

LOT 2

•

.,
l

t

I

LOT
Sl8 LOT l
Sl9
LOT 4

LOT l

SESE
INWNW)

LOT l

INWS\i)

(SWNW)

NESW

SE!n<

(SWSW)
(NMNW}
NESW
{SMSW}

SESH
LOT l

SWSE
NENE

SlO

SESE

NWNE
SENS

SWNE

LOT 2
LOT
531

•

LOT l

NENW

LOT l

[NWNWJ

(SHNWJ
NESW
(SWSW)

t.OT 3

(NWSWJ
SESW

LOT 2

(SWNW)

LOT 4

NESW
(SWSW)

SWNB
(miNW)

SENW

NENW

SENW
LOT l

(NWSWI
SESW

NESE

NWSE
T07S RJ4E SOl LOT

SESB
(NENEJ

SWSE
LOT

SWNE
LOT 3

(NENW)

LOT

SWNW
NESW

so,

INWSWJ
SESW

'

•

!NWNE]

SENE
fNWNW]

SENH
NWSH

swsw

SESW

NWSE

LOT l

NESE
SWSE
(MENE)

LOT l

{MENW)

SESE

LOT 2

INWNEJ

LOT 4

SENE
INWNW)
SENW

SWNE
SWNW
NESW
SHSW

NWSW
SESW

NWSE

NESE
SWSB

Sl2

SESE
NWNE

NENE
SWNB

SENE
NWNW
SENH
NWSW

NEIIH
SWNW
NESW
SESW

NESE
SWSE

NWSE
SESE

Sll

NENE
SWNE
NBNW

RJSE 606 LOT

(NBNE)

NWNE
SENE

LOT 2

(NWNE)

t.OT •

(NWNW)

SWNE
LOT l
t.OT 5

(NENW)
(SWNW)

NESW
LOT 7

ERDA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File RUmberi 00274
Water Right 29-13638

SENS

(SWSW)

LOT

•

SE!n<
{NWSW)
SESW

PAGE 4
oa,.01-20Q.il
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 511b)

(continued)

Pl.ACS OF USE (continued)

S07

LOT 2
LOT

•

SOB

NESE
SWSE
NENE
SHNE
NEIIH
(SNNW)
NESW
(SWSW}
NWSE
SESE-

NWSE
SESE:
NWNE
SENE
LOT 1

(Nwmt')

LOT

(HWSW)
SESW
SWSE

SENW

SWNW

""""
IIHSW

swsw

....""""

Sl7

SWNE

""""
SWml

tlESW
SESW

m,sw

NENE
SWNE

SlB

LOT 2

""""

-·
SENE

LOT 1

(SWNW)

(IDUlW)
SENW

Place of use ie within the service area of tha City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT,
To the extent necessary for administration between pointe of
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground wacer and hydraulically connected surfaca sourceB,
ground water was first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well No. 39 located in TOGS, R33E, Sl5, SHNE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE E:FFICIDIT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE W~TSR RIGHTS AS MAV BE ULTIMA.TELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT ~T ~ POINT IN TIHE NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I .C. SECTION 42-1112 {61.

RULE S4(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the lssues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court ha~ determined that thare iB no just reason for delsy of tbe entry of a
!inal judgment a.nd that the courc haB and does horeby direct that the above judgmenc or order shall be a final
jud91J10nt upon which sKecution may issue and an appeal may be taken ae provided by the Idaho ~ppellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Baein Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANl' TO I,R,C,P. S~(b)
Water Right 29-13638
Filo Numbor: 00274
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2007 OCT 02 ~H 02;00
DCSTRCCT COURT - SRBA
'T'WIN FALLS CO., IDJ;HO

F[LED _ _ _ _ _ __

llt THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlF'TII JtroJCJN:. WSTRlCI' OF
STAff OF IDM;O, nr AJJ'D FOR THE COUNTY OF T,;:lN FALLS

In Ra SR9A

nre:

PMTU.L DEC.REE PURSUA.)J''f' TO
l.R.C.P. 54 {b) FOR

eaee Nu. l957G
Water Right 29-13631

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BO:< 4169
POCATELLO, ID 8l20S
GRDlJND 'MATER

QUANTlTY,

l .68

PRIOR.tTY DATE:

l0/21/1952

POWT OF DlVB'RSION:

TOGS Jtl4E Sl4

CFS

--E-·

Within Bannock county

""""

915

....
,....,.
N£SE

si,

NEIIE

··-....

S2l

N<S><

626

sws•
,,.,.

S35

u,.,,.

NWS

T07S R34£ $01 LoT 2

Stf'HE
SESE
NESE

PURl'OSE ANO
PERIOD OF USE:

US& SOG

NWSE

S07

Nl?SW

Sl8

SEil!!

PEt\IOD OP US£
Dl-Ol TO 11-31

PU'RPOS!{ OF USE

kunicipl'l
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swsw
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Water Right 29-13639
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PLACE or USE (contlnued)
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SHSH
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SHSE
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swse

Sl2

NEHE
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SWSH
NSSE

SWSE
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SlS

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P, 54~b)
Water Right 29-1363~
Pile Number1 00273
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SHSW
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NWSE
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Pt.ACS OF USE (continued}
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PLACE OF USE lconclnued)
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PLACE OF USE !cQntinuedl
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SENW

Place of uee is •,d,th1n the service area of the Cit:y o{
Pocatello munlcipal w&c.er supply ayac.em aa provided for under
Id4ho Lo.v,
OTHER PROVISIONS M£CE$SARY FOR OEPINITIOH OR AD~l.NlSt'RATION OF THIS WhTeR RIGHT;

To the extent necessary tor ad~ini&traticn between point:D of
diversion for ground vater, and between points of dlverslon
for ground wat:er and hydraulically connected surf4ce sourc•s,
ground water ~as first dlv~rted under this right from Poc3t•llo
Well No, •• located in T06S, R34E, S2J, SENK.
THIS PARTrAt. OECJU!E IS SUBJECT TO SUCH CCNERAt. PROVISIONS

NBC£SSMY FOR TH£ D£FlNIT10N OF Tl!i:: RlGHTS QR FOR TUB 8FFICIE!fT

A.C»mltSTM.TION OF THB WATER lUGUTS AS MAY 13£ !JLTIMATEt.'I
Olffli:t:U(INEO BY THE COURT A.T A POINT IN TIME NO t.ATER TH~ 'l'Hit
ENTRY OF A PlNAL UN1PIEt> DECREE. I.C. SECTION 4l-l4l2(6).

SRBA PAB.TlAI.! DiCR.Zi: PIJlt.SVAKT TO l,R,C,P, Silb}
Water Right 29-13619
Vile Number: 00273

PNJS S

SRBA PaTt1al Decree flursuant to I.R,C.P. 54(bl !continued]
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RULE 54(b) C'ERTIFtChTE

Mith respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTlPtBO, in accordance
~itb Rule Stlb), 1,R.C.P., chat the court has determined that therc is no junt reason tor delay ot the entry ot a
fin.n.l judgment and that th• court has .ind does he-reby di.recc that the above judgment or order ehaU. be a final
judgm.enc upon which e~ecucion may issue and an appeal may be tar.on as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
iresiding Judge of ths
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SQ.BA PAR'l'tAL .DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 {b}
File Nuimeri 002~1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL'lTI:-sI'RT"C1'71V-'Til"V.-_ ____,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)

Case No. 39576

l
J

___________

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
SPECIAL MASTER'S
RECOMMENDATION

)

)

Water Right(s): 29-00271
(SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A)

On October 02, 2007, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase(s)
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl), Section 13a.
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative order l, Section 13a, any party
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month.
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the
Presiding Judge.

DATED October 02, 2007.

JAN~ CONNELL
Deputy Clerk.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE

PAGE l
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Exhibit A

Subcase Nos:
J

1
'

-29-.00271
29-00272 -29·01)0273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

·-

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE
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DISTRICT CQURT-SRBA
Fmh Judicial District
County olTwin Falls - State of Idaho

OCT - 2 2007
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Case No. 39576
Water Right(s): 29-00211
(SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT

A)

CERTIFICATE OF Ml\.ILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S
RE!?ORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECREE and NOTICE
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION were mailed
on October 02 1 2007, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to
the following:
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MA.IN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700

'

UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

I
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
JANE CONNELL
Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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Exhibit A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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DISTRICT COURT-SABA
Fifth Judicial District
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

OCT 1 6 2007

STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY G:NERAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

By _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,=
Clerk
• Deputy Clerk

October 12, 2007

Special Master Brigette Bilyeu
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 3'd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

RE: City ofPo~atello Subcases (See Allachment A)
Dear Special Master Bilyeu:
· The Idaho Depa..rtment of Water Resour~ {"IDWR") has had an opportunity to
review the Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion lo Reconsider
issued by you on October 2, 2007.. Upon reyijlw,_IDWR lies a concern that it wishes to
bring to your attention.
·'
.

.

In its Director's Reports for water right nllI!lbets 29-271, 29-272, 29-273, 292338, 29-2491, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4222, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 297106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560,
29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638 ·and 29°13639, IDWRreco=ended the place
of use for these municipal w~ter rights as:

Place of use ls within the senice area of the City of Pocatello·
municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law.
The Bureau of Land Management C'BLM") subsequently filed objections to this
place of use description; however in the Joint Motion to D.ismiss Objections filed on
November P, 2004, the BLM agreed \o withdraw the place of.use objections and agreed
to the place of use element~ recommended by IDWR. T'ne Order on Joint Motion to
Dismiss Objections was issued on November 22, 2004 'allowing tlie withdrawal of the
BLM objections.
.
The October 2, 2007 Special Mas/er 's Report .arid Order on Motion to Reconsider
r~co=ends the place of use wiih .a qu?fler-quarter de~ription of the acreage instead of
the general place use
above. ,It. ._apJiears
to .IDWR
. description provided
.,
.
. ,.
. ' that in the place

of

•'

.

.

~

.

Natural Resources Olvlslc:\ - Water Rtt&0urces Section
.
. , PO. Box ~720 Boise, Idaho 83720-000B

T&lephcna:; (208) 287-4801: Legal f=AX: {208) 28i"·6700
'

;

,,

,,.
CORRESPONDENCE.FROM.GARRICkt·BAXl'.Hfl.

• ·

.

":

.

•,•

'

-4740

of use element for these water rights should be described by the City ofPocatello's
s~ice area as provided above instead of the quarter-quarter description of the acreage.
If you should have any questions or comments, please don't hesitate to contact me
at 287-4811.

cc:

Josephine Beeman
Larry Brown
Fred Price

4"'-'jl
' ',1;

CORRESPONDENCE FROM GARRICK L. BAXTER

"Attachment A"

29-271
29-272
29-273
29-2338
29-2401
29-2499
29-4221
29-4222
29-4223
29-4224
29-4225
29-4226
29-7106
29-7322
29-7375
29-7450
29-11339.
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)

Subcases: See Attached Exhibit A
AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATION and ORDER
ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

I. PROCEDURALBACKGROUND
This Amended Master's Report and Recommendation a,1d Order on Motion to

Reconsider makes no changes to the Master's Report and Recommendation and Order issued
on October 2, 2007 other than describing the place of use for Pocatello's municipal rights as
"Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal water supply system as
provided for under Idaho Law" and deleting references to quarter-quarter legal descriptions in
the place of use.
The City of Pocatello (hereinafter "Pocatello") filed 38 claims to its state-based water
rights. Objections to the Director's Report were filed by Pocatello. The State ofldaho filed
Responses to Pocatello's Objections. 1 Several parties referred to collectively as the Surface

Water Coalition participated in earlier proceedings. The Surface Water Coalition settled with
Pocatello on the opening day of trial. The trial went forward with Pocatello and the State of
Idaho as parties.
During the first day of the trial, the parties stipulated that there were no issues remaining
on eight subcases. (These subcases are 29-7431, 29-2354, 29-7502, 29-11344, 29-2382,
1

The United States Bureau of Land Management also filed Objections and the United States Bureau oflndian
Affairs, Bureau of Reclamation, and Fish & Wildlife Services filed Responses which were resolved prior to trial.
G:IBASIN FOLDERSIMRR\29MRRIAMENDED City of Pocatello.doc
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29-7222, 29-7782, and 29-13636.) Master's Reports and Recommendations were previously
issued on those subcases. At trial, 30 subcases remained with four major issues in dispute.

A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29273, 29-4222)
The first issue is whether Pocatello's city wells qualify as alternative points of diversion
for its senior surface water rights. Pocatello's oldest water rights are the surface water rights
from Mink Creek (29-271, 29-272, and 29-273) and Gibson Jack Creek (29-4222). The

Director's Report for these four rights did not recommend Pocatello's wells as alternative points
of diversion for the surface water rights. Pocateilo objected, seeking to add 23 alternative points
of diversion for the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek rights.
B. Condition on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221,29-4223,29-4224,29-4225,29-4226,29-7106,29-7322,29-7375,29-7450,29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
The second issue is whether a descriptive condition should be placed on Pocatello's
groundwater rights if the rights are decreed with the city's wells as alternative points of
diversion. Pocatello has a large, interconnected well system which implicates multiple
groundwater rights. The interconnected well system supplies the city with water. Pocatello
claimed each right with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. The Director's Report
also recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, the Director's Report
recommended a condition for each right:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well [description] in the amount of __ cfs. 2
Pocatello objected, asserting that it is entitled to the alternative points of diversion without a
condition because it completed a valid accomplished transfer.

C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The third issue is whether the purpose of use for three water rights should be "irrigation"
or "municipal." Pocatello claimed a municipal purpose for three rights relating to the city's
biosolids program. These water rights were once used solely for irrigating crops. The water is

2

IDWR's proposed condition was slightly different in earlier versions oftbe Director's Report. This version is
from the Amended Director's Report (Feb. 27, 2007).
/l ,.. , -
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still applied to growing crops, but since 1981 the· crops have been planted in conjunction with
Pocatello's biosolids program. The Director's Report recommended an irrigation purpose of use
for the irrigation season. Pocatello asserts that purpose should be municipal and season of use
should be year-round.
D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)

The final issue at trial is the correct priority dates for water rights 29-13558 and
29-13639. Pocatello claimed earlier priorities than those recommended in the Director's

Report. 3
E. Order Denying Motion to Reconsider

After the trial in this matter was concluded and after closing arguments were presented by
counsel, the parties submitted post-trial briefs. In conjunction with those filings, Pocatello
submitted the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief The

Affidavit attached additional evidence. The State of Idaho filed State ofIdaho's Motion to Strike
Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief A hearing on the
motion to strike was held May 4, 2007. The Special Master granted the motion to strike on the
grounds that the Affidavit improperly submitted evidence after Pocatello had rested its case and
in contravention of the court's pre-trial orders. Pocatello requested that the Special Master
reconsider the ruling in Pocatello 's Motion/or Reconsideration ofOrder Granting State's

Motion to Strike. In Pocatello 's Motion/or Reconsideration, Pocatello apparently agreed that it
should not submit additional evidence, but asked the court to consider its legal arguments. The
Special Master agrees that Pocatello's arguments may be considered even though the post-trial
evidence should remain stricken from the record. Therefore, the court's earlier oral order
striking the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Briefremains,
and the motion to reconsider is denied.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
A. Director's Reports
A Director's Report for a water claim isprimafacie evidence of the nature and extent of
a water right. LC.§ 42-1411(4); Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho

3

The two water rights with a priority dispute also have a dispute regarding the condition for the alternative points of

diversion.
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761, 764, 40 P.3d 119, 122 (2002). The objecting party has the "burden of going forward" with
evidence to establish any element which is in addition to or inconsistent with the description in
the Director's Report. Id.

B. Source
The Idaho Supreme Court analyzed whether rights were from the "same source" in Clear
Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 40 P.3d 119 (2002). The Court

emphasized the requirement that an objector who disagrees with the Director's Report
determination of source has the burden of going forward with evidence in support.

In prior proceedings in Clear Springs Foods, Inc: v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho
761 (2002), the SRBA District Court discussed whether water.rights were from the "same
source." The Court explained that it is imperative to examine the context in which the term
"source" is applied:
Clearly, "source" may have different meanings in different situations. As Mr.
Hardy noted, the Snake River Aquifer is the source (singular) for all relevant
springs and stream flows (plural) involved in these subcases. The springs are ·
discharged at various points across the north rim or wall of the Snake River
Canyon. But because the springs that feed the Brailsford Stream are different
from the springs that feed the channel for the other four rights, and because those
streams meet for the first time at Clear Lake which is well below the respective
points of diversion, then for purposes of administration as between the five rights
involved in this case, the Brailsford stream is a different "source." It is a separate
source for purposes of determining priority in the event of a call between these
respective right holders.
Memorandum Decision and Order on C/zallenge (Subcase 36-02708) (July 9, 1999). In

determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court held that evidence
on which particular springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel, the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two
channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.
/dat 10.
To make a case that water rights are from the same source, the evidence would be
essentially the reverse of that required to show a separate source. Thus, a party proposing that
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water rights are from the same source would have to show that both the first right and the second
right are diverting the same water. The connection between the water of the two rights would
have to be so close that the two rights are diverting from the same source.

C. Accomplished Transfer Statute
Idaho's accomplished transfer statute, LC. § 42-1425, allows certain changes in
established water rights even if the changes violate the mandatory transfer procedures. The
statute establishes:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987, the date of commencement of the Snake River.basin adjudication, may be
claimed in a general adjudication even though the person has not complied with
sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided no other water rights existing
on the date of the change were injured and the change did not result in an
enlargement to the original right.
LC.§ 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source or priority elements.
The statute allows water users to claim water rights with changes to the allowable elements if
three prerequisites are met:
1. The change was made before November 19, 1987;

2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and

3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.
D. Purpose of Use/Licenses
Idaho Code § 42-202B(6) defines "municipal purposes" as "residential, commercial,
industrial, irrigation of parks and open space, and related purposes." The water rights claimed
for "municipal purposes" here are based on prior licenses. The licenses list "irrigation" as the
purpose of use. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report)
The SRBA Court disfavors collateral attacks on licenses. See Order on Challenge of

"Facility Volume" Issue and Additional Evidence Issue, 3 SRBA 18, 18.15 (Dec. 29, 1999)

III. FINDINGS OF FACT
A. Wells as Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
The earliest water supplied to Pocatello came from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek,
two major tributaries to the PortneufRiver. The two creeks provided surface water to Pocatello
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since before 1900. The Director's Report recommended Pocatello's surface water rights on
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, but rejected the city's groundwater wells as alternative
points of diversion. The Supplemental Director's Report concluded that: I) Water from the
creeks is not used for culinary purposes and, thus, the creek water is not part of the
interconnected well system; 2) The wells are a significant distance from the creeks; 3) Any
change in how water was diverted occurred after 1987; and 4) There is no evidence the wells and
the creeks are on the same source. Having wells as alternative points of diversion would
improperly allow the withdrawal of water from wells using the earlier priority of the surface
water rights. (Ex. I, Supp: Dir. Report at 11). ·
IDWR does not usually recognize wells as alternative points of diversion for surface
water sources. However, IDWR will recognize a well as an alternate point of diversion for a
surface water source if the two are very closely connected. For example, IDWR recognized a
well as an alternate point of diversion near the Salmon River. In that case, a point of diversion
on an abandoned ditch was changed in favor of a nearby well. IDWR determined that the two
points of diversion were close to each other and the well was so shallow that the ditch and the
well essentially withdrew the same water. Thus, IDWR recommended a change in point of
diversion from the ditch to the shallow well. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 78, L.
16-p. 79, L. 10)
The Supplemental Director's Report indicated that IDWR referred to IDWR's Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 (Oct. 30, 2002) as guidance in evaluating the wells as proposed
alternative points of diversion. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 11, Attach. 6) The Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 explains that IDWR will recommend a change from surface water to
groundwater if there is an "immediate and direct connection" between the surface source and the
well. The Memo also requires that such changes require the groundwater and surface water
sources to have "a direct and immediate hydraulic connection." The Memo requires that "[t]he
existing point of diversion and proposed point of diversion must be proximate such that
diversions and use of water from the proposed point of diversion would have substantially the
same effect on the hydraulically connected sources as diversion and use of water from the
original point of diversion."
IDWR referred to Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 in making its recommendations.
IDWR concluded that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek do not have a close enough hydraulic
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connection to be considered the same sources as the city wells. IDWR found no evidence that
creek water is diverted from the wells. In addition, the wells are located some distance from the
creeks. The creeks are located between a quarter mile to a mile from Pocatello's nearest well.
(Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 11 -p. 80, L. 3; Ex. 11)

B. Interconnected Well System
Pocatello provides a population of over 50,000 residents with water. A large amount of
the water comes from a large, interconnected well system which supplies groundwater to the
"city proper." 4 Pocatello claimed each of the water rights related to the interconnected well
system with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. Pocatello asserted the alternative
points of diversion pursuant to the accomplished transfer statute.
By November 19, 1987, Pocatello's interconnected well system included 22 wells
connected via an integrated pipe and pumping system. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. Map I)
The Director's Report recommended the water rights from the interconnected system and
recognized 22 wells as alternative points of diversion. Thus, the Director's Report recognized
. that the interconnected system served Pocatello prior to November 19, 1987. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir.

Report at 12, 13.) IDWR did not recommend wells that were not part of the interconnected
system as of 1987.
The wells integrated in the city's system are associated with water right numbers
29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106,
29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639. These are groundwater rights which pump water
primarily from an aquifer identified as the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (hereinafter
"LPRVA"). The LPRVA forms a finger off of the larger Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer.
(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. IV, p. 772, LL 12-25; Ex. 101, 102) One of the city's
wells (Well 32) is located in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (hereafter "ESPA").
The Director's Report recommended the 22 alternative points of diversion with a
condition it deemed necessary to prevent injury to other water rights. IDWR would not have
recommended the alternative points of diversion without the condition. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir.

Report at 13). IDWR did not recommend the condition in three water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338,
and 29-7375, because the condition was not added in previous administrative transfer No. 5452.
4

A smaller well system supplies water to the municipal airport.
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C. Purpose of Use for Biosolids (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello has three wells relating to water rights 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770. All
three rights were licensed with "irrigation" as the purpose of use because the land was previously
used by farmers to grow agricultural crops. These wells were originally used to irrigate crops on
land now owned by the city. Pocatello now uses the water rights in the city's biosolids program.
Pocatello asserted an accomplished transfer changed the use on all three rights to municipal.
The Director's Report for all three water rights concluded that these rights have an
irrigation purpose rather than a municipal purpose. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report attach. K)
1. Irrigation and Biosolids

The evidence at trial showed that these three water rights are still used to grow
crops. The city leases its land to farmers who cultivate the land and apply water to growing
crops. The crops are harvested. However, since 1981, Pocatello has pursued a biosolids
program to treat the city's sewage waste. Since that time, Pocatello has closely monitored its
leases and has limited the types of crops grown.
The biosolids generated by homes and industries in Pocatello are absorbed as fertilizer by
the growing crops. Pocatello's leases now require the farmers to grow crops in a way that
promotes the biosolids program. The farmers are required to grow the specific crops used in the
program. (Testimony of John Herrick, Tr., Vol. II, p. 834, LI. 7-25) The farm leases provide
that Pocatello may discharge biosolids onto the soil. (Ex. 168, 169)

2. Licenses
Water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 were licensed for irrigation purposes in 1975.
(Ex. l, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. K) A valid change in purpose occurred in 1981 after the city's
biosolids program was implemented. Since 1981, the application of water has been on growing
crops, but the purpose of growing the crops has changed to municipal because the crops are
specifically grown to absorb biosolid waste.
Water right 29-7770 was licensed much later. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. M) This
right was licensed in 2003 with an irrigation purpose of use. IDWR did not recommend
changing the purpose of use to "municipal" for 29-7770 because that right was licensed with
"irrigation" as the purpose after the commencement of the adjudication. (Testimony of Dave
Tuthill; Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
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D. Priority Date (29-13558 and 29-13639)
Pocatello disputes the priority for two of its rights. Water right 29-13558 was
recommended in the Director's Report with a priority of July 26, 1924. Pocatello claimed a
priority of June 30, 1905. Water right 29-13558 relates to the first well used by the City of
Alameda. The right was developed by a predecessor to the City of Alameda. Pocatello claimed
the right based on beneficial use. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22)
Pocatello bases its claim ofa 1905 date on several newspaper articles. (Exs. 146, 147,
148, 150) Exhibit 150 contains an excerpt ofan early history of the City of Pocatello. The
document describes the history of early Pocatello resident A. Y. Satterfield who moved to
Pocatello in 1905. '[he article does not establish a date for the first well, but indicates that the
well was deepened during the term of the first mayor of the City of Alameda. The City of
Alameda was formed from the consolidation ofNorth Pocatello and Fairview on July 17, 1924.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Based on the date of consolidation reported in the newspaper
article, IDWR recommended a priority date of July 16, 1924 (one day prior to the formation of
Alameda) for water right 29-13558. IDWR recommended that date because the well appeared to
be in existence when Alameda was founded. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. 0)
Water right 29-13639 was recommended with a priority of October 22, 1952. Pocatello
claimed a priority of December 31, 1940. Water right 29-13639 was claimed based on a
beneficial use right relating to Alameda Well No. 3. The application for permit on which this
right is based is dated October 22, 1952. (Ex. 154; Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P)
Exhibit 154, the license file, included an application describing the water right with "three wells,
drilled and in use for varying periods . .' .. " The date of the application was October 20, 1952.
Since the application referred to wells which were already in place on October 20, 1952, IDWR
recommended the priority as one day earlier, October 21, 1952. (Te~imony of Carter Fritschle,
Tr., Vol. I, p. 196, L. 14-p. 197, L. 8). Despite the date on the application, Pocatello asserted a
date of December 31, 1940. Pocatello presented evidence that the City of Alameda grew from a
population of2,100 people to 4,705 people in 1950. There was no evidence, however, relating to
a priority date of December 31, 1940.

IJ
4 -··-1
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IV. ANALYSIS
A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
Pocatello asserted its wells as alternative points of diversion to its senior surface water
rights pursuant to LC.§ 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute. This statute allows for
changes in several elements of a water right. The statute provides that:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987 ... may be claimed in a general adjudication.
LC. § 42-1425(2). Therefore, a claimant may not change or add points of diversion from surface
water to groundwater unless the two points of diversion are drawing from the same source. The
statute does not provide for a change in the source element. Therefore, the trial correctly focused
on the threshold question of whether Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are connected closely
enough to the proposed groundwater wells to be considered the same source.
Pocatello's expert witness Greg Sullivan provided an extensive and well-reasoned
analysis of the small aquifer from which the wells draw water. The aquifer is called the Lower
PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (LPRVA). Mr. Sullivan described the inflow of water into the
LPRVA and the outflow of water from this aquifer. In that analysis, Mr. Sullivan explained that
both Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek contribute significantly to the water supply for the
LPRVA. In Mr. Sullivan's opinion, Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek have a direct hydraulic
connection to the LPRV A. Mr. Sullivan stated that the connection between the creeks and the
aquifer is so close that he considers them "essentially" the same source.
That testimony was contrasted by the expert opinion ofIDWR's investigators. Senior
Water Agent Carter Fritschle oversees recommendations in the SRBA as Manager of the
Adjudication Technical Section. Mr. Fritschle is also experienced as a farmer.
Mr. Fritschle found no indication that Mink Creek water was diverted from Pocatello's

wells. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 75, LL 12-23; p. 709, LL 14-24) Mr. Fritschle does not consider
Pocatello' s wells closely connected enough to the creeks to be from the same source. His
conclusion is based on the distance between the wells and the surface sources. The wells are
about¼ mile to 1 mile from the creeks. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 22 - p. 80, L. 3)

Li."·':-:
2
~ i J
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Mr. Fritschle testified that lDWR has recognized a well as an alternative point of

diversion for a surface source where the well was essentially diverting the same water. One
water right on the Salmon River involved a ditch that was abandoned in favor of a nearby
shallow well. The well was so close to the ditch and was so shallow that lDWR concluded the
well was a valid alternative point of diversion. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. 1, p. 78,
L. 16-p. 79, L. 10) "[I]n this case, they're taking the same water at the groundwater or at the

well that's along the river banks as they were taking at the ditch that was upstream on the river."
Id. There IDWR concluded that the ditch and the shallow well drew the same water from the

same source. In the case of Pocatello' s wells, Fritschle concluded the groundwater source was
not close enough to the creeks to conclude that the wells pumped from the same source as the
creeks. Therefore, IDWR did not recommend the wells as alternative points of diversion.
This Special Master concurs with the conclusion found in the Director's Report that
Pocatello's groundwater wells are not alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights.
Pocatello based its assertion of the wells as alternative points of diversion on the accomplished
transfer statute, LC.§ 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source
element. Thus, if Pocatello's groundwater wells do not withdraw from the same source as Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, it seems the alternative points of diversion are not acceptable
under LC.§ 42-1425(2). IDWR essentially concluded that the city's wells in the LPRVA do not
withdraw from the same source as Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. IDWR's reasoning is
consistent with the analysis used by the SRBA District Court and the Idaho Supreme Court in
Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co. In Memorandum Decision and Order on
Challenge (Subcases 36-02708 and 36-07218) (July 9, 1999) the dispute was over whether Clear

Springs' rights were from a separate source than Clear Lakes' rights.
In determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court found
that evidence on which springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel; the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two
channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.
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Id. at I 0. A showing that two water rights have independent sources or are fed by different
springs supports a finding of a separate source.
In the instant case, Mr. Sullivan testified that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
contribute to the LPRVA. Thus, the creeks and the aquifer are hydraulically connected.
However, aquifers and nearby creeks or rivers are often connected. A close connection between
two water supplies is different than a showing they are the same source. To be considered the
same source, the connection between Pocatello's wells and the surface diversions on Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek would have to be so close that the two were essentially diverting the
same water. Both Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Fritschle presented as knowledgeable and forthright.
Each expert came to a different conclusion, however, on whether the wells draw from the same
source as the creeks.
Having considered all the testimony, this Special Master is persuaded that the city wells,
though closely connected to the surface creeks, derive water from a different source when they
draw from the LPRVA. Although the LPRVA derives a large portion of its water from the two
creeks, it derives a significant portion of water from other sources. Additionally, there is no
evidence that the city wells actually pump water from the creeks. Although the creeks and the
LPRVA are hydraulically connected, they are not the same source.
Finally, even though the ground and surface sources are connected, the city could not
transfer its point of diversion to groundwater without injuring junior groundwater pumpers who
appropriated prior to the city establishing its wells. The significance of the connection between
the groundwater and surface water is not such that groundwater pumping results in depletions to
surface flow. Accordingly, in times of shortage to surface flows, the city could not initiate a
delivery call against prior groundwater pumpers. However, allowing the city to transfer its
alternative source to groundwater would allow the city, in times of shortage, to initiate a call
against groundwater pumpers based on the priority for its surface rights. This results in injury to
junior groundwater pumpers. Under the "no injury rule" juniors are entitled to the conditions as
they existed at the time of appropriation. Crocke/1 v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497, 277 P. 550 (1929);

Benne// v. Nourse, 22 Idaho 249, 125 P. 1038 (1912). A senior may not change an element of its
right, including a point of diversion, if the change would result in injury to a junior. Id. This is
exactly what would occur if the city were permitted to treat its wells as alternative points of
diversion for its senior surface rights instead of treating the wells as new appropriations. The
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injury is to the priorities of the juniors because it would essentially cause an abrogation of the
juniors' priority date, even if the damage is not manifest for many years.
In the Clear Springs Foods case, Judge Wood explained that merely because two water
rights are on the same source, a senior seeking to change a point of diversion is not immune from
injuring a junior on the same source.
An example of such a situation occurs where a stream flow divides into two
separate channels, a west channel and an east channel.• Assume a senior
appropriator has a point of diversion downstream from the fork on the west
channel. A junior appropriator's point of diversion is also downstream from the
fork but located on the east channel. The "source" for the two water rights is the
same common stream. See Malad Valley Irr. Co. v. Campbell, 2 Idaho 411, 415,
18 P.52, 56 (1888)(rights of prior appropriator from natural streams also extend to
tributaries); Scott v. Watkins, 63 Idaho 506, 517, 122 P.2d 220, 231
(1942)(particular source supplying natural water course is immaterial). However,
because both points of diversion are located below the divide in the stream, no
matter how much water the junior diverts, the senior's water supply will not be
affected because of the natural flow of the water between the respective channels.
Even in times of shortage, for purposes of administering the respective water
rights, the senior could not make a successful delivery call against the junior, as
the call would be "futile." Stated differently, cutting off the junior's water supply
at the point of diversion would not increase the senior's water supply. See United
States v. Haga, 276 F. 41, 43 (D. Idaho 192l)(holding appropriator on main
channel can complain of diversion from tributary when tributary, if not interfered
with, would make contribution to main channel). Furthermore, the senior would
not be able to manipulate the actual flow of water down the respective channels to
increase the flow in the west channel, as the senior would be changing the point of
diversion. The junior is protected by the "no injury rule" and could enjoin the
senor from changing the point of diversion, See e.g., Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr.
Co., 66 Idaho 1, 9-10, 154 P.2d 507, 515-16 (1944)(citing Crockett v. Jones, 47
Idaho 497, 277 P.550; Morris v. Bean, 146 F.42)(holding a subsequent
appropriator has a vested right to a continuance of conditions as they existed
when he made his appropriation). In essence, the junior is protected by the
respective location of the diversion works on the common source.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (Subcase 36-02708)(July 9, 1999)

The same reasoning applies in this case. As such, the city's wells must be recognized as
separate appropriations rather than alternative points of diversion for its surface sources in order
to protect existing conditions for junior water right holders.
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B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System
Pocatello disputes whether a descriptive condition should be placed on its groundwater rights.
Pocatello claimed all of its wells as alternative points of diversion for each groundwater right.
IDWR placed a condition or description on the rights because it agreed to include all of
Pocatello's wells as alternative points of diversion for each water right. As of 1987, Pocatello
had 22 interconnected wells which provide water to the city's service area. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.

Report, attach. maps I, 2) IDWR favorably considered the alternative points of diversion
because Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. But IDWR included a
description of the background for each water right to prevent the alternative points of diversion
from displacing existing water rights with senior priorities. IDWR explained this reasoning in
the Supplemental Director's Report:
By listing all of its points of diversion for all of its water rights [without the
condition], the City would be allowed to withdraw water under its most senior
priority water right from any well location.
The State of Idaho operates under the priority system. Water rights which are "first in
time" are also "first in right." Therefore, it seems that IDWR could not allow a 1968 water right
to utilize a 1917 priority date. That scenario seems contrary to Idaho law. To allow Pocatello
the flexibility of using its different wells and to comply with the priority system, IDWR
recognized the alternative points of diversion, but defined each right with the following
condition:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well (legal description) in the amount of _ _ cfs.
Pocatello and the State of Idaho each presented evidence regarding the condition.
Pocatello argued that its groundwater rights should be recommended without the condition.
Pocatello asserted that the interconnected system was in place prior to 1987 and that no other
water rights were injured by adding alternative points of diversion. Three issues relate to the
proposed provision: 1) What does the provision mean? 2) Are existing water rights injured
without the provision? and 3) Is the provision necessary to administer the water rights? Thus,
the evidence at trial focused on the injury issue.

,.,.,. .
4 .. .JlJ
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1. Meaning of the Provision

For a water right originating with Well No. 7, the condition would read:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE, on 12/31/1940 in the
amount of 4.46 cfs.
The condition provides four pieces of information: identification of the well, date of the well,
quantity and explanation of administration.

a. Identification of Well
"Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE." This portion of the
condition is provided to identify the well and provide a legai description by quarter-quarter of
where the well was drilled. The description was included by IDWR to locate the relevant city
well, which is important when determining how the use of a city well is impacting other nearby
wells. "This description is important because many other wells could have been drilled nearby
before or after the city-owned well was drilled or used." (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 14)

b. Date of Well
The information stating "on J2/31/1940" explains when groundwater was first diverted
from the well or water right in question. IDWR included the well date information for
comparison with other water rights. ·
The date associated with the well is the date water was first appropriated from that
well. This date is important when addressing well-interference issues and
mitigation requirements for aquifer-wide regulation. If at some time in the future,
the City increases the pumping capacity of a well within the City's interconnected
system and it reduces the amount of water available to another water user, the
condition preserves the ability of a water user to protect their right.
(Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 14) IDWR explained that retaining information on the date of the
well is important so the use of alternative points of diversion does not result in changes to
priority dates.
For example, if a well developed by Pocatello in I 990 causes interference with a
neighbor's well that was drilled in 1960, the City's well will be treated as junior
to the 1960 well even though the City, on occasion, could be diverting a quantity
from that well that is associated with a 1950 well owned elsewhere by the City.

Id.
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c. Quantity

IDWR included the quantity of water for each well to identify the amount of water
appropriated from that well under its priority date. IDWR explained:
This quantity is again a necessary parameter when evaluating possible wellinterference issues. Allowing the City to increase the Diversion rate will draw
from any particular well by listing multiple, alternative points of diversion on its
water rights could cause injury to other surface and groundwater users.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 15)
The Supplemental Director's Report explained that retaining the information on well quantity is
important:
For example, if a senior surface water user makes a call and the Department
determines that the City's use of groundwater is causing injury to that senior
surface water user from a certain well, the City has the flexibility to obtain that
quantity from different well locations to supply its residents with water.
However, the City is still responsible for mitigating any injury associated with the
.withdrawal of that quantity for its wells.
Id.
In a nutshell, IDWR included the well location and quantity to "maintain the historical
relationship between various water users."
d. Administrative Language

The remaining portion of the condition explains that IDWR will maintain the information
relating to well locations, priority, and quantity for reference during times of shortage to
appropriately respond to calls. The language is:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, water was fust appropriate at _ _ __
This language has become IDWR's standard condition where municipalities have interconnected
well systems and request the flexibility of alternative points of diversion for groundwater rights.
Id. at 16.
2. Injury to Existing Water Rights

Because Pocatello asserted the alternative points of diversion under the accomplished
transfer statute, the experts sharply disagreed on whether existing water rights would be injured
without the condition. At trial, IDWR Director David Tuthill testified that the provision is
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necessary to protect the priority dates of existing wells 5 and therefore protect those wells from
well interference. Mr. Tuthill gave an example where an increase by Pocatello in the number of
hours pumped per day at a city well would cause existing shallow wells to dry up. Mr. Tuthill
testified that without the condition, the alternative points of diversion could allow Pocatello to
pump from a well using another well's early priority, but preclude an existing domestic well
from seeking appropriate protection.

3. Necessary for Administration
IDWR concluded that the condition is necessary to maintain the existing system of
priority and therefore to protect existing users during a priority call. Without the condition,
IDWR concluded that Pocatello could assert a priority date earlier than the date associated with
the specific well actually pumping and would inappropriately avoid a priority call. Mr. Tuthill
concluded that the condition is necessary to allow the alternative points of diversion and to
define Pocatello's water rights:
Q.
So why was the condition created specifically here?
A.
. . . Our understanding of our responsibility through the
adjudication is to appropriately condition a water right so that it cannot be
expanded over time inappropriately....
Q.
So, Mr. Tuthill, when you say 'expanded inappropriately,' do you
mean injury?
That's correct.
A.
The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one, well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at
wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion
from one location as compare with diversion from another location.
(Testimony of David Tuthill, Tr., Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24 - p. 232, L. 25)
The descriptive condition was added so that adding alternative points of diversion did not
allow Pocatello's more junior rights to essentially jump ahead in priority. Mr. Tuthill concluded
that allowing the alternative points of diversion without including the condition would injure
existing water rights.
There are existing groundwater users in the area of Pocatello's well system which are
hydrologically connected to Pocatello's wells. However, IDWR has not investigated whether

'Existing wells are those wells which existed prior to the formation of the interconnected system and operation of
alternative points of diversion.
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these water users have already sustained damage due to Pocatello's exercise of its alternative
points of diversion. (Testimony of David Tuthill).
Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan disagreed with Mr. Tuthill's testimony. He concluded
that the condition unfairly weakens Pocatello's rights:

Q. [MS. BEEMAN]. How do -you interpret the revised condition for
purposes of water right administration?
A.
Well, I - it's my opinion that the condition essentially neuters the
City's claim, because during times of water right administration that the City
would most - it's most important that the City be able to exercise its alternative
points of diversion.
Q.
Yes. If you could on Exhibit 119 turn to page 14. This is the
Department's 706 report
A.
Okay.
Q. At the middle of the page, two lines up from the final paragraph on
page 14, could read the language beginning with 'Other wells'? I believe the
sentence begins, 'This description.'
A.
Yes. 'This description is important because many other wells
could have been drilled nearby before or after the City-owned well was drilled or
used.'
Q.
Has IDWR provided any evidence to the Court on the existence of
wells near the City's interconnected wells?
A.
No, they have not.
Q.
If I may, Mr. Sullivan, what you're referring to, in your prior
testimony you indicated that one of the 23 interconnected wells does divert from
the ESPA, is that correct?
A.
Yes ....
A.
Right. And so as I understood Mr. Tuthill's concern- and the City
had a junior well - well, the City had a junior well located inside the boundary,
and it was attempting to exercise different priority, a more senior priority, from
one of its interconnected wells as it's claimed under the alternate-points-ofdiversion theory.just as we've described.
I think that would - that type of operation by the City would be entirely
legitimate, and the neighbor should have not concern about that. ...
We're just talking about a situation where the neighbor looks over his
fence and sees that the City's pumping a well and its not being shut off while his
well is being shut off because he doesn't have any senior priorities.
(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. V, p. 900, L. 7- p. 904, L. 8; Tr., Vol. V, p. 990, L. 10p. 993, L. 6.)
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Thus, Mr. Sullivan concluded that operating the alternative points of diversion does not
injure existing rights. Additionally, Mr. Sullivan concluded that Pocatello's rights should be
decreed without a condition to maximize Pocatello's rights.
IDWR included the condition to protect against injury to junior rights in order to allow all
the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, IDWR must be protecting against an
injury which is real, identifiable, and material. A theoretical or speculative injury is insufficient.

Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr. Co., 66 Idaho 1, 7, 154 P.2d 507, 509 (1944). Pocatello argues that
the condition does not address actual injury, but improperly focuses on speculation about future
injury. This Special Master disagrees.
Where a change or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and
material even if the damage is not immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation system,
undermining a priority date is a seminal injury. Thus, the condition appears to correctly protect
juniors from injury to their priorities. The descriptive language found in the condition identifies
the well associated with the water right and appropriately identifies the quantity of water
associated with that well and its priority date. The Director's Report recognized the other wells
as alternative points of diversion, assuring Pocatello the flexibility necessary for a municipality
with many wells, some of which may fail. But the Director's Report identifies the quantity and
priority associated with the original right so that Pocatello is not inappropriately insulated from
calls by intervening pumpers. If, as Pocatello argues, the alternative points of diversion cause no
injury to juniors, then the condition should not affect Pocatello's rights. Therefore, this Special
Master concludes that the condition recommended in the Director's Report is appropriate and
necessary.
4. Transfer No. 5452 (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-7375)
Three of Pocatello's water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375, were recommended
without the condition and with only 12 points of diversion. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 13)
IDWR did not recommend the condition or the additional points of diversion because these three
rights were subject to a previous administrative transfer. Transfer No. 5452 dated June 28, 1999,
did not include the condition. In addition, Transfer No. 5452 recognized only 12 points of
diversion for these three rights. Because Transfer No. 5452 occurred after 1987, IDWR
recommended these rights as they were determined in the transfer.

I',,,., 1
a' U

•1
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This Special Master concludes that there is not a valid accomplished transfer for these
three rights under LC. § 42-1425. Since Transfer No. 5452 was issued in 1999 with only 12
points of diversion, Pocatello cannot meet the requirement of a pre-1987 change established by
I.C. § 42-1425. Accordingly the points of diversion should be as recommended.
C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The three water rights near the Pocatello Municipal Airport were licensed for irrigation
purposes with an irrigation season. Pocatello asserted a municipal purpose based on a change of
purpose of use when the city started its biosolids program in 1981.
Pocatello's key witness on these rights was Jon Herrick, a senior employee for
Pocatello' s wastewater treatment plant.

Mr. Herrick testified that the wells associated with 29-

7118 and 29-7119 were used for the biosolids program since 1981. (Testimony of Jon Herrick,
Tr., Vol. II, p. 401, LI. 22-24) Pocatello Exhibits 106, 158, 149, 168, and 169 show the location
of the biosolids facilities, the city's biosolids management plan, crop management plan, and farm
leases relating to the program.
Pocatello changed the purpose of use for 29-7118 and 29-71 I 9 when it began using its
water rights for the biosolids program in 1981. Crops were still grown on the land as they had
been for irrigation purposes, and farmers still leased the land from the city. However, after 198 I
Pocatello grew the crops to absorb municipal biosolid waste, not to merely grow and market
crops. Thus, water was applied and used for municipal purposes. There was no evidence which
showed a season of use for 29-7118 and 29-7119 outside the irrigation season. Thus, purpose of
use is municipal for 29-7118 and 29-7119, but season of use remains the irrigation season.
Evidence also showed that water right 29-7770 was used for the biosolids program.
Unfortunately, the legal impact of the biosolids program for this right is different than for the
other two rights because this right was licensed in 2003 for irrigation purposes. In the
licensing process, IDWR considered a municipal purpose but rejected that. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.
Report at 21) In the licensing decision, IDWR considered Pocatello's 1987 request to define

purpose of use as domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial or "DCMI." IDWR declined
to label the purpose of use for 29-7770 as DCMI. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
The license of a water right claimed in the _SRBA is persuasive proof of the elements of
the right. However, a license is not conclusive proof. Changes occurring after the license may
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provide evidence to support a change in the elements. Typically, the post-licensing changes are
either a valid administrative transfer or an accomplished transfer.
There was no evidence offered to show an administrative transfer of29-7770 occurred.
Therefore, in order to change the licensed elements, Pocatello must show a valid accomplished
occurred under LC. § 42-1425.
The statute allows changes to a water right if three factors exist:
I. The change was made prior to November 19, 1987;
2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.
Under the unusual procedural history of this case, Pocatello cannot show a valid
accomplished transfer. This right was licensed in 2003. Pocatello cannot make a valid case for
an accomplished transfer under LC. § 42-1425 because accomplished changes to elements of a
right are required by statute to have occurred prior to November 19, 1987. The license was
issued in 2003 and, therefore, any change after the license does not comply with the statutory
deadline of 1987. A valid accomplished transfer cannot be alleged. Therefore, the purpose of
use is irrigation as originally claimed by Pocatello, as licensed in 2003, and as set forth in the

Director's Report.
D. Priority Dates

I. 29-13558
Water right 29-13558 was claimed by Pocatello for the first well used by the City of
Alameda. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Pocatello's Objection sought a June 30, 1905
priority date.
The Director's Report recommended July 16, 1924, as the priority for 29-13558. To
support its contention of a 1905 date, Pocatello offered Exhibit 150, an excerpt of an early
newspaper article. The article established that Mr. A.Y. Satterfield moved to Pocatello in 1905.
The article said that Mr. Satterfield gave a speech about the early history of Pocatello and said
Alameda's first well was dug to a depth of 65 feet and was deepened during the term of
Alameda's first mayor.
Pocatello also offered Exhibit 148, a newspaper article regarding the formation of the
City of Alameda (now part of Pocatello). Exhibit 148 establishes the formation of Alameda on
July 31, 1924. The date of the newspaper article was July 17, 1924. The only evidence
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connected to 1905 appears to be a showing that an early resident moved to the area in that year.
Although that evidence has some probative value, by itself it does not rebut the Director's

Report conclusion that priority is July 16, 1924. Therefore, this Special Master concludes that
the evidence at trial supports the finding of July 16, 1924 as the priority date for 29-13558.

2. 29-13639
Water right 29-13639 was recommended in the Director's Report based on a license.
This water right relates to Alameda Well No. 3. IDWR determined that a prior license
(numbered 29-2324) covered Alameda Well Nos. 1, 2 and 3. The license gave a priority date of
October 22, 1952. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P; Ex. 153, permit; Ex. 154 license)
The Director's Report recommended October 22, 1952.
Pocatello claimed an earlier date than the permit and license, asserting a priority based on
beneficial use of December 31, 1940. Pocatello offered evidence to show that Alameda grew
from a population of 2,100 to over 4,700 by 1950. However, that does not rebut the Director's

Report recommendation of October 22, 1952, or provide sufficient evidence of a priority of
December 31, 1940. On the other hand, the Director 's Report priority of October 22, 1952, is
supported by the permit (Ex. 153) and the license (Ex. 154). Since both the permit and the
license indicate that the wells existed on October 22, 1952, the priority should be advanced to
one day prior or October 2 I, 1952. This Special Master concludes that the priority for 29-13639
is October 21, 1952.

V. CONCLUSION
After considering the pleadings, evidence, testimony, and legal arguments of counsel, this
Special Master concludes as follows:

A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29273, 29-4222)
Pocatello's surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are among the
oldest rights of the city. These rights should be confinned. However, the evidence presented at
trial was insufficient to rebut the Director's Report conclusion regarding the city's groundwater
wells as alternative points of diversion. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the
elements as set forth in the Director's Report. Accordingly, the city's groundwater wells should
not be included as alternative points of diversion.
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B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
Most of Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. Therefore, the other
wells recommended in the Director's Report as alternative points of diversion are appropriate.
However, recognizing those alternative points of diversion would not be possible without a
condition such as that recommended in the Director's Report. Without a condition which
identifies the location, date, and quantity of the original right, it seem,s that the city could pump
from a well using an earlier priority date. If using that earlier date undermined the priority of an
. existing water right, the alternative points of diversion would impermissibly subvert the priority
system. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the alternative points of diversion and
including the condition set forth in the Director's Report.
C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello established a biosolids program in 1981. That program resulted in the use of
water for 29-7118 and 29-7119 which satisfies a change of purpose of use to "municipal."
However, the period of use established in the Director's Report for these rights was unrebutted.
Therefore, those rights are recommended with a municipal purpose, but no change to the period
of use.
Water Right 29-7770 was licensed for irrigation purposes in 2003. Thus, the legal
conclusion is different than that for29-7118 and 29-7119.
For 29-7770, the licensed purpose of use in 2003 was irrigation. No valid accomplished
transfer can now occur under LC. § 42-1425 since the change must be post license and prior to
the statutory deadline of 1987. Therefore, no valid accomplished transfer occurred for 29-7770.
Additionally, no administrative transfer was filed after the 2003 license. Accordingly, purpose
of use for 29-7770 is irrigation.

D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)
Pocatello alleged earlier priorities for 29-13558 and 29-13639 than those recommended
in the Director's Report. Considering the pleadings, testimony, and evidence, this Special
Master concludes that the priority date for 29-13558 is July 16. 1924 as recommended in the

Director's Report. The priority date for 29-13639 should be one day earlier than the date
recommended in the Director's Report, or October 21. 1952.
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THEREFORE, considering the pleadings, evidence at trial, and arguments of counsel IT
IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be decreed with the elements set forth in the
attached Amended Special Master's Recommendations for Partial Decree.
DATED: October

6'0, 2007.

Snake River Basin Adjudication
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: AMENDEDPOC)
10/29/07
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE PIFTH JUOICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IOARO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54tbl FOR

Re Sil.BA

case No. 39576
Water Right 29·00211

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, 10 83205

SOURCE•

MINK CRESK

QW\NTITY:

3.22

PRIORITY

TRIBUTARY: PORTNEUF RIVER

CFS

02/26/18:651

DATE r

POINT OF DIVERSION,
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

TOSS R34E S13

"""'

PURPQSE OF US£
Municipal

Within Bannock county

'.r'ElUOD OF USS

QUANTITY

01~01 TO 12-31

3.22

CFS

Place of use io within the service area o! the City o!
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho t,aw.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTR.A.TION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
TiiIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SOCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NEC&SSJ.:RY FOR li:l'.E DEFINITION OF THE RIGHT$ OR FOR Tl!& EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS A1J M.AY BB ULTIMATELY
DET&R.NINED BY li:l'.E COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO I.ATER THAN THS
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. l,C, SSCTION 42~1412(61.
RULB S~(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the ieeuee determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in acco~dance
wich Rule 54 (bl, I.R.C,f,, thcit the court:: has det::erlllined that there is no just retuon for dele.y of the entry of a
!in&l judgment and th.at the court has and doee hereby direct that the above judgment or otder ~hall be a final
judgment upon which execution ~ey iGGUe end an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate R~lee.

RECOMMENDATION

\

OC1>3 0 2007
.•

\

SRBA PARTIJ\L DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R,C,P. S4(b)
Water Right:: 2~-002?1
File Number; 002?2

John M, Melanson
Presiding J'Udge of the
snake Rivet Basin Adjudication

lN THE DISTRICT COU'Rt OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF ID1'.HO, IN' MD FOR THE COU?lTY OF TWIN FALI..S

PARTJA~ DECREE PURSUANT
I.R.C.P. 54. [b) FOR

In Re SRBA

n~r

Z'JI! - •' -~r: ll1 !O: 50

TO

,.;

Case No. 39575
Water Ri9hc l9·00l7l

NAME! AND ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCA.TELLO
PO BOX U09

POCATELLO. ID
SOURCE1

MniK

CRBEK

QUANTITY 1

0.50

CFS

PRIORITY DATE:

10/01/1901

POINT OF DIVER9IONi

TOSS RJ4.E 913

PURPOSE MD
PERIOD OF USE 1

83l05
TRI8l11'ARY, PORTNEUF RIVER

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

tHthin Bannoc:k County

PERIOD OF' USE
01-01 TO ll·ll

QUMTITY
0.56 CFS

PI.A.CE OP USE;
Place of uee is within the service aren of the City of
Pocatello municipal wate= supply system as provided for under
ldaho 1..aw.
OTHEa PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION

or

THIS WATER RIGHT1

THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH OENERAL PROVISIONS
NECSSSARY FOR THE DEFIN[TION OF THB &IGHT9 OR FOR THE EFFICIE:NT
ADMWISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGIITS AS HAY BE UI..TJKATE~Y
DE"TB&MniEO BY 'IKE COL'RT AT A POINT IN TIME NO I.ATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DBCREE. :t.C. SECTION 4.2-14.12101,

RULE 54.{b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issuee detaTI11ined by the above judgment er order, it ia hereby CERTIFIED, in ac:cordance
with .Rule 54[b), I.R.C,P., that the cccrt has determined that there is no juct reason fer delay of the entry of a
final jud9111Cnt illld th~t the court hae and doe~ hereby direct that the al:lcve judgment or order shall be~ finni
judgment upon vhic:h execution n1ay issue and an appeal may be taKen !IS proviCsd by the Idaho Appellate .Rule!I.

___

,_

.,. .........

-..-----,

J'ohn M. Melanson
PreBiding Judge of the
Snake River Bania Adjudication

RECOMiviENDATION
OCT 3.0 2007

fARTIAL DECRBE PURSUANT TO l,R,C,P. S4(b)
File Number: 00271
Water Right l9-0027l

SRBA
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IN THE DISTRICT COLJRT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE'
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THS COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

?77

PARTIAL OS'CR.EE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P, 54(b] FOR

tn Re SRBA
Caee No. 39576

l·.-:
:_
1 ·,-,1 .. ,

!"!r"-7 "'.1(1

-~

''·i

·_,·..:r:.._;:;:r-.·~"'
... rd...:;,\

, , . '. _.1
J•T;\~ 1-;..:. ';~;,

water Right 29-00273

Fl= ;.-;h . --'- . . ...,., f''D·"lJ~O
'" •
"-l.f,.. - - - - - - - - -

NAME ANO ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO
eo BOX '4169
POCATELLO, ID 93205

SOURCE:

HINK CRE:EK

QUANTITY,

1,218 CFS

PRIORITY DATE,

10/01/1917

POINT OF DIVERSION,

TOSS R34E Sll

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE=

TRIBUTARY= PORTN£V'F RIVER

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

NESE

Within Banoock County

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-JJ.

QUANTITY
l,218 CFS

PLACE OF USE=
Place of use is wichin the service area of the City of
Pocatello rtNnicipal water supply system as providud for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECE:SSARY FOR OEFIHITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS ~ATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIA~ DECREE 19 SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINIT10H OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR TH.E EFFICIENT
ADMINISTR.ATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETEilM1~ED BY THE COURT AT A POINT I~ TlHE NO LATER THAN THE
E:NTRY OF A FI~AL UNIFIED DECREE. I.e. SECTION 42-1~12{6).

RU~E S~!b) CERTIPICATE
With respect to the ~seues deterrnined by the above judgment or order, it ~B h~reby CERTIFIED, in B~~Qrda.n~e
with Rule 54fbl, I.R.C.P,, that the CQUrt h.ao dete't'fflined th.at there ~s no juet reaeon for delay of the entry Qf a
tin&l judgment and that the court has and dQeB hereby direct th.at the above judgment or order shall be a fin~l
judgment upon which axecution may issue and an appeal may ba taken as prQvided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

.--------~-------,

John K, Melanson
Presiding Judge ot the
Snake River Basic Adjudication

RECOMMENDATION

~~

\ ocT 3 .o__

-~~JU
-Jr

1---"'-='fA=tti~·~

5RBA l'AATIA~ DECREE: PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number, 00153
~ater Right 29-00273

PAC& l

Oct-25-2007
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THB FIPTH JUDICIAL bISTRIC1 OF THE
STATE OF tOJ\JiO, IN AND FOR nlB COUNTY OF 'IWIN FALLS

7f!J7 !JCT ?D t.il !0: 50

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C,'P. S4 {bl FOR

In Re 9RBA
Cue Mo. J957&

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCA.TELLO
PO SOX 4169
POCATELLO, IO 83205

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

CIU1'NTITY1

9.651

PRIORITY DATE,

06/lS/l94B

fOINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S R)JE 910

NE9E

512

NESE

S15

SWNE

915

""'"

CFS

lU'IE

S26
S27

SJS

Within Power County

Within Bannock County

NENW

~WSB
NWSE
~WSB
NWSE
SENS
SENS

T07S RHB .S0l
RJSE 516
PURP09S ANO
PERIOD OP USE,

SESE
SWSli'

PURPOS~ OF USE
Municipal

PER 100 CF U9E
01 ·0l TO 12-Jl

QIJ1tl,ITITY
9.69 CFS

PLACE OF USE1
Placo of use is within tho eervico area of the City of
Pocatello municipal watsr sapply syste• as provi~ed !or under
Idabo Lav.
OTHER P~OV18IONS NECESSAA~ FOR DEFINITION OR ADHINJSTRAT10},I OF nlIS WATER RIGHT,
THIS PARTIAL DECREE 19 9UB.JECT TO SUCH GENBRAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DBFINITIO~ OP THE RIGHTS OR F'OR THB EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
OETERMINE:O BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A PINAL UN'IFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 44-1414(6).

RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE
Hith respect to tho l•suc~ deterr.1.tned by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIPIED, in accordance
with Rule S4(bl, I.R.C.P., tbat the court has detc~ned that the=e is no just rea•on for del~y o! the entry or a
final judgment and chat the court bee and ~oee hereby ~irect that che above judgment or order shall baa fin~l
judgment upon which e1ecucion m.ay iee~e and an appeal may be taken a& provided by the Idaho APPellate Ruleg.

RECOMMENDATION

ocr s o 2001
SR.DA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 1.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Nur:lber: 00270

~cbn M. ~elanscn
Presiding ~udge o~ tho
Snake River B~sin lldjudication

PMS l

Oct-29-4007

4 •. • 1

;

"1 ...•,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
S~ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~WIN FALLS

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT
I ,R,C,P, 54 (b) FOR

In Re SRBA

Z7!7 UCT ?0 AM !O: 50

TO

:.. 1 :. ;

case No. 39576

:·;,! .·, ~

· :~T°'SRBA

°tlJ';JJf~ ;.;;,; ' •.. c:·1., 1,Q,),,u,o

FlLEb_··-_··_~__-_____

NAME

ADDRESS:

AND

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATEL~O, ID B3205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

9.53

PR!ORlTY DATE r

0!:1/01/USl

POI~T OF DIVERSION:

T06S RHB S10

CFS

912

NESE
NESE

515

SWKE

RJ4E SlS

NWSW

S26
S27

NENW

SJS

Within Powe~ county

Within Bannock county

NWSE
NWSE
NWSE
NWSE
SENE
SENE

T01S R34E SOl
R3SE: Sl6
FlJRPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PLACE

OF

PURP0SE OF USE
Municipal

SESE

swsw

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO iJ-ll

QUANTITY
9.53 CFS

USE;

Place ct uee ts within the eervice area of the City oC
Pocatello municipal water eupply ayetem as provided !or under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AOMIUISTAATION OF TIIIS WATER RIGHT:
THIS PARTIAJ., DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIAATE.LY
DETERHINED BY THE COUR~ A~ A POINT IN TIME NO ~ATER THAN TBE
ENTRY OF A FINAL LDJIFlEiD DECREE. r.c. SECTION 42-1412(6).

RULE 541b} CERTIFICATE
Wlth respect to th!! iaaue&r determined by the above judgment or ordei·. it ia hereby CERTIFIED, in accord4nce
with Rule 54(b), l,R.C.P., that the court hae determlned that there is no just reaao~ for delay of the entry of a
final ~udgment and that the court ho.8 and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order sball be a final
~udgment upon which execution m~y ie~ue 4nd an oppeal mD.Y be taken ao provided by tho Id~ho Appell~te Rulee.

,----·-·-------,
RECOMMENDATION

John M. He lanBon

Prosiding Judgo of the
Snake Riv~r Bosin Adjudication

OCT,~- Ii-.~~

SRBA PARTIAL DECRE~ PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Numberi OOJ69
Water Right J9-0ll38

lN

Tff;J

DISTRICT COURT OF THE F1FTfl JUtllClAL OtSTIUCT OF

nlE

STATC Of' lDAAO, lN ANO POR THE:: C:O!JNTY OF 1'.WlN FALLS

PARTIAt., 06:CREE PURSUANT TO
l.R,C,f'. 54ibl FOR

In Re SRBA

Mf 10: 50

case No. H57$

CITY OP POCATli:tt..0
PO BOX H&Si

toc:~TELLO, 15

QUANTITY;

12 .:U

PRIORITY OJI.TE;

lo/H/19Sfl

SllOS

CFS

·-....
N'WNW

Kithin Bannock County

NESE

.,.
S2J

YES£

.....
.....

m,.,

SEHW

....

IIBSW

NEUi'f

SJ5

T07S R34E SOl LOT 2

ln<SS
SSNE
IDU!E

(N'WNE
SWPIE'

....
....
SESE

RlSE $06
$07

PURPOS!:: AND

PER IOO

OF USE 1

""

NHS&

NES'.r

PURPOSE OT? USE
l•h.micipal

PERIOD 01" IJSE
Ol~ol TO 1:l-l1

QUANTITY
12.l:I CPS

Place of ue& ie withln the servic~ area ct th~ City oc
Poe4Ccllo municipal waccr uupply ~yuccm AU provided tor under
Idaho Law.

OTHER PJWVISIONS NtCESSMr F'OR OEFINITIOK aa A.OMI~lst'RATioN OP THIS WATER RIGHT;
To che extent neceaeary (or adminiocracion between points ot
divereion tor ground water, and betwe~n points of diversion
Cor grourtd •~ter 4nd hyd<aolicalty connecced surcace source•,
ground .acer waa llrac diverced urntar this right from Pocatello
wetl No. 11 located in T075. Rl4B, S-01, $SSE ln the at\Ounc o!
0,&9 cf•, frQ.1't to,z4tello W~ll No. 16 located ln TOGS, !04£. 92&,
SWSE in the amount
THIS PAATIAL DECRU IS su&JEC'r TO SUCH OEHOUU. ~VISIONS
e:ECES:t!AJP( FOR THE D£P'tt.lI'TION OP THE !HGHTS OR FOR THE .SPPICIE'NT
ACMIHISTAArtaa OF TIIE ti.ATER RIGHTS AS MA'l BE ULTIMAnlLY
OE'TEJUUNED A't TH! COURT AT A POINT Itt TIME NO LATEi< TIIAll"",,_;Tl!=E...,_ _ _,_,

_,, " • .,_ ...... -

SR!U\. .P~RTUd, t,E:CRCE PU1HJUA.t17' 'fO I.R.C.J>. S4fbl

~NtiATION

I oc,; a o2001 \

SRSA Partial Decree Pursuant to r.R.C.P. S4(bl (continued)

With ~espect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order. it 1a hereby CERTIPiil>, in aecord~nce
with Rule S~(b). I.R.C.P., that the court Ms dat~rmined th~t there 1n no juut reason for delay ot the entry ot n
final judgment and that the court baa and does hereby direc~ that the above judg~ent or order Sh4ll be a final
judgr,i,ent upon which executioo ~ay i~sue and an appeal may be tYXen e• provided by the ldabo Appeliate Rules.

~elanson
Presiding Judge ot the
Sn&ke River Basin Adjudication
John k,

SRD~ PARTIAL DECREE PURSVA."lT TO I.R.C.P, Silb)
Pile NU!tlber, 00267

IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN' AND FOR nu: COUNT'! OF THIN FA.LLS
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT
I.R.C.P. S4(bJ FOR

In R.e SRBA

:rn, r.cr ?O

TO

AN 10,

so

Ci158 Ne. J9S76
Water Right 29-02499

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 41&9
POCATELLO, ID SJ.105

SOURCE,

GROUND WATER

QUA."ITITY;

4.10

PRIORITY DATE:

12/10/1964

POINT OF DIVER.SIC~:

TO&S lll4E Sl4

CFS

S1'

........
""""
....

Withln Bannock County

NENK

N'ESE
NESB

S16

"'

SHNE

NWNE

N'ESlf
926

NENW

93$

SWSE
NWSE
SEN<
NKNE

T01S RJ4E SOl LOT 2

llllfflE

SHNE
SESE

....
NESE

RJSE SOCS
SOl
S18

PURPOSE AHO
PERIOD OF USE i

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

NESk

SENE

PERIOD OF USE

QUANTITY

01-01 TO 12-31

4.10

CFS

PLACE OF USE:
Place of use is within the service area ol ~he City of
Pocatello municipal water supply 5yetem as p•cvided for under
Ido.hc Law.

OntER PROVISION'S NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION' OR AD~INISTR.ATION OF 'llllS WATER RIOHT1
To tha extent nec~aaury for admini~tration b~tween pcintB ol
diversion for ground water, and beLween points of diversion tor
ground water and hydr~ulically connected surface sources, ground
water was first diverted under thi~ right from Pocatello Meli
No. 21 located in T06S, RJ4£, 914. N"oliNW.
TlrIS PARTIM. DECREE lS SUBJECT TD SUCH GEllERAL Pll.OVISIO~S
NEC£SSAR.Y FOR THE OEPINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIEIIT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RlGln'S AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT P.T P. POINT IN TIME NO t.ATE:R TIIAN THE
&NTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. 1.C. SECTION 42•1412(&1,

RECOMMENDATION
OCT 3 0 2007
SRBJ\ PARTlAL DECJl:EE PURSUANT TO I,R,C.P, 54(b)
File Number, 0026&

PAGE l
Oct-2s-,001

SRBA Parth.l Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54{bJ

(continued)

RULE 54(bl CERT[FICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, lt 19 hereby CERTIFIBD, in accordance
with A~lo 54[b), I.R.C.P., that the court ha9 determined that there 19 no ju~t reaaon for dolay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above jud9111ent or order shall be a final
judgment upon wbich execution rn.sy issue and an appeal rn.sy be taken sa provided by ths Idaho Appellate Rule~.

John M. Melsnaon
Prcniding 3udge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

•

6RBA PARTIAL DECREB PUR51J}.!lt TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 0O26~
Water Right 29-02499

PAGE: J
Oct -25-JCQ7
I

'

II

••J ,-,.•

, h

IV;

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP TH£ FH'"!'ll JLrnlClAL DISTR1CT OF TRe.
STATE OP IDAHO, 1N ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF fillN PALLS

;n, r.r-r . . ,n 1r1

PARTIAL 3ECREE PURSUANT TO
t.n.c.P. 54(b) FOR

In Re SRB:>.

'·

•i

.,;,,

·'"

"

[t):

50

Case :-lo. 39S7G

~ater Right 29-04221

NAME ANO ADDRHS9:

CITY OP Mf:;ATf;t,,t,Q
r'O 'BOX 4.169
POO,Tt!.t.0, lD

SJJOS

SOURCE:

l.~,

CPS

PRlORlTY DATE;

OG/01/1945.

POINT OP OtVB..~SION;

T06S RHE Sl4
SlS

....
·-....
....
·-·-....-·
.,,,,,
........

Within Bannock county

l!Wl'E
NESE

s,s
S23

.,.

NENE

SWSE
W<SE

NWllE

T07S Rl4t $01 LOT 2

(Hlf!IE

SESE

.,.

RlSB SOI>
S07

PURPOSE Mm
PERIOD OF USE1

PURPOSE OJ' USE

Municipal

.....

·-

i'E:RIOO OF USE

QUANTITY

01~01 TO ll-Jl

2,67

CPS

Pt.AC£ Of' USE 1

place ot use ia within the service a~e~ of the City ot
~oeatello municipal water eupply syecem as provldcd for under
lditho Lav.

OTHER PROVISIOllS NElCESBARY FOR DEPlPITION OR A.DM[N[STRATIO~ OP THIS WAT~R RICHT:

To the e»:tent l)eceasary t:ot: administratton between points at:
diveralon for gt:ound w~t,r, and betw~en paints of diversion
t:or ground water and hydt:~ulicotly connected su~t:ace saurc~~.
ground water was !it:Bt diverted under thi$ ~i9ht Crom Pocatello
Moll Na. 26 located ln T06S, Rl4E, S15, NWNS,
ffllS PARTIAL DBCR8E IS 9UB.1ECT TO SUCi COBRA~ PROV[SIOUB
N£C!8SARY FOR TJfB DEFINITION OP THE RIGRTS OR FOR TlJEi EFPECIENT
ADMINISTRATION OP Ttt.E WATER RIGHTS A8 MA.Y B-1:? ut.T!l'\ATB.l.T
DJn'ERMH'liD BY THE COURT AT A POINT 7),1 TIME NO t.ATmt TIUH THE:
El'mY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECl'IO~ 42-1412(6).

RECOMMENDATION
OCT, S O2007
SR.BA t'ARTIAL DECREE PURSUAMT T~ I.R,C.P, 54{b}
File Number1 60209
Water Right 29-04221

PAO£ 1

Oct-25-2007

4';'77

SR.BA Partial Dec~ee Pursu~nt to

x.~.c.p.

S4(bl (continu~dl

RU'LB 54(b) CERTIFICATE

With re~pect to the 1ssuea determined by the ab0Ve jud9ment o~ orde~. it ie hereby CERTlF!SP, in accordance

with ltule S4(bl, [,R,C.P,, th.at the court h~a determined that there is no just reason !or delay of the entry of a
tin.al jud9mant ond that tho court haG and does hereby direct that the abov• judgmi,nt or order shall be a tinal
judgment upon which ~xecution may issue and an appeal rrr.ay be taken ae p~ovided by the rdaho Appellate Rµlce.

John H. Melonson
Preuidlng Judge of the
Snake ru..ve~ Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 'tO !.R.C.P. S4ib}
Water light 19~04111
File Numbe~: 00309

P~GE 2

Occ~2s-2001

4778

IH THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FirTH JUDICI~L DISTRICT OF THE
9TATE OP IDAHO. IH A>ID FOR THE COIJHTY OP T~IH FALLS

!JI 10: 50

PARTIAL DBC'REE 1:'URSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54.(b} FOR

In Re SRSA.
case No. 39S76

~ater Right J9·0422J

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF .POCA.TELLO
1?0 BOX 41.6~
1:'0CATBLLO, ID BJ20S

SOURCE:

GIBSON JACK CREEK

QUAl-lTITY:

5,00

PRIORITY DATE:

Oli/lli/1696

POINT OP DlVERSIOHi

T07S RJ4E 524

1:'lJRPOSE AND
PERIOD Of' USE,

TRIBUTARY1 PORTNEUF RIVER

CFS

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

NESESW

Within Bannock County

PERIOD OP USB
01·01 TO ll·Jl

QUA>ITITY
5.00 CFS

.PLACE OF USE,
.Place o~ uee is within the service area of tbe City of
Pocatello municipal water supply sys~em ao prcvided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMIHISTRATIO~ OF TKIS WATER RIGHT,
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUOI GENER.AL PROVISIONS
~6CE95ARY FOR THE DEFINITIO~ OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OP THE WAT~R RIDHT9 AS MAY BE ULTIMATE~Y
DETERMINED BY THE COURT 1,T A POINT IN T!ME 1:0 LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINA~ UNIFIED DECREE, I.C, SECTION 42·1~12(61.

RULE S4(b. C£RTtFlCJI.TE
With respec~ to the issues determined by ~be above judgment or order, i~ 15 hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule S4(b), I.R.C,P., ~hat the court bas determined that ~here is no just reason [or delay of ~he entry of a
Cinal judgment and that the court ha~ and does hereby direct that the above judgmen~ or order uhall tea Cinal
judgmen~ upcn ~hich execution inay issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho ,\ppellate Rules.

John N. Melanson
Presiding Jlldge of the
Snake River Ba~in Ad~udication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C.P, 54(bl
Na~er Righ~ 29-04222
File Number: 0026S

P~GE 1
Oct-~5-.1007

4'?';'9

Ul THE DtSTRtC"r COUil'r OF 'i'Kl': PIFTH JUOlCIM, DISTRICT OF THE
STA.TE OF IDAHO, IN rum FOIi. TI-IJ;: COUNTY Of' 'NIN f'ALt.S

Ml 1:1, 50

PARTIAL DECll.EB PURS~.l\NT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR

ln lte SRSA

Cass NO. l9S"l'6

W&ter Right l9-042ll

HA.HE ANO ADDRESS:

CITI OP POCATELLO
PO BOX -1169
POCATELLO, ID

8)205

GROUND WATER.
QUANT[Ti::

O,ll

CFS

PRIOlttT'i DATE,

10/01/1952

POINT OF DIVERSION;

T06S Rl4~ 9:14
Sl5

.·-........
...,

Within Bannock Counr.y

........
.....
,...
....
......
........
NSSZ

Sl6

S23

....,.

SW>lE

»ESW

NEl<W

swsa

NWSE

N"•IJll

Tois R34E SOl LOT 2

IN"~NE

5'/NE

RJ5E 506

S07
S1'
.PURPOSE AND
t"ERlOD OP USE:

PURPOSE OP USE
Huniciplill

NWSB

l>ElHOD OF USE

01~01. TO 12-31

QUA.111' lT'I
0,21 CFS

PU.CS OF U6Ei

Place o.f use is within r.he ser•.dce &rell" of the City oC
Pocatello fflunicipal water supply ayatem as prqvided fo~ under
Idv.ho Lv.w.

OTHER FROVISIONS NECEtS9ARY 90R ~EFINITION OR .\DMINISTRATIOH OP THI$ ~ATER RICHT1

To tha extent nece$&ary for administration bet~een points of
diversion !or ground water, ~nd bctwoen paintu af div~rsion
!or ground -~or ~nd h.ydr~ul!cally con:noc~ed ourf&ce •o~rceo,
ground ~ater -a tlr~r. diverted und~r tbi& right from Pocatello
Woll No. ll located in TOtS, Rl5£, SIB, SBNB,
THIS PAP,T:::AL DEOU3E IS straJ:SCT TO SUCtt Qa.NERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY fOR THE DRfI~ITIOH OF 't'HE RIGHTS OR FOR. TllE SFFICJE:Nf
ADXINISTRATION OF TJU:!: WATER IlIGHT9 AS KA'i BE tn.TlAATEL\'
DSTERMIN£!) B.~ 'Tit£ COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN TH!
E...rfirtY OF A FIHAL l'N!F!ED OEC'REE. I.C, SS:CTIOH 42•1412!ti),

RECOMl\fnc:NOATION
SRBA PARTIAL DS:CRE.B PURSUMT TO I.R.C,P. 5Hbl
l'ile Numberi 00264

I OC{ 3 0 2007
il1I

!

PAGE 1

ocr.~2s~200,

4 ',"8 0

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to r.R.c.~. S4ibl !continued)

RVLE S4ib) C!R?!P!CA.TR

ffith respect to the icsues determined by the Abavo judgmont or order, it is her~by C£RTIFlED, tn accordance
vlth Rule 54(bi, I.R.C,P,, that the court has deterndned that there is no just reason tor delay of the entry ot a
final judgment and that the court has and doe~ hereby direct ~h"t th• "bove ju.dgment or order •h~ll be a final
judgment upon which execution 111,;1y isaue acd an appe-..1 may be taken au provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M, M$1Anson
Preti1dine JUdge of the
Snake River Bocin Adjudication

JU THE OlSTRtCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DlS'MUCT' OP TIIE
ST~TE OF [DARO, !N AND ?OR THE COUNTY OF TWlN YALLS

1"lJ
'!,

PARTIAL P&CREE PIJRS\.1AN'T TO

In Re SRM

I.R.C,P. S4(bt FOR

c~

0 All JO: 50

tl,.iT -,.
;, .

Cue No. J9S"Hi

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO

aox

<11&9

POCAT&ttLO, I~

S320S

\.

SOURCE:

QUANTtTYt

l.89

'

CFS

tRIORtT'i' OAT£r
l>Oll:l!T OP DlVQSto»<

.,,

T'.O&S RHE SH

""""
.......

t;Or,"W

NE.SE

.,,
S23

.....
...,
tlESE

·MWNE

.,,

NB.SW

NBHW

SWSE
SJS

!IWSE

...."'""
SENE

T07S ~J4E SOl LOT 2

,""""
S"5E

NES£

Rl!SB 806

.,.
507

NWSB
NESK

.....

Pt.rRFOSS'A)tt)

rnrno OP uni

PlilU'OGa OF' USE:

Munieipttl

PERrOO 01 USE
Ol-Ol. TO 1'2-ll

Place ot use is within the service area

oe

th9 City ot

PQqatello munlcipel vater oupply dystem ae provided Cor under
IdnhQ LAW.

OTHER PROVISIONS NBCESS~RY iOR DEFlNITIQ# OR ADMINISTRATION OP TttIS ~ATDi RICffT:
To the extent r.eees9ery lor edminiat~ation between points o!
diversior. tor ground ~ator, and between poincs at diversinn
for grau~d ~acer and hydr~ulically connected surface soureee,
ground water was first div~rted under tble rlght from Pocatello
~ell No. ll locate~ in TOES, ~l4£, S2l, S~NE.
THIS PARTIAt, DECREE lS SU'i!JECT TO SUCH ti&NEIU\L PROVISIONS
NEC£SGARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF tllB RIGHTS OR FOR TH£ EFFICtDT
APMIM!STAATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTlMTCLY
D~Tml.MIH£0 BY TRE COURT AT A POINT tM TIME NQ LATER THAM TR£
6!.IRY OF A PINAL UNIFIED DECRBE.
I.e. S!C'TlON 4z~141zts>.

RECOMIVia::NDATION
ocI 3 o_ 2001
SRBA PART[AL DECR£B PtmSUANT TO I.R.c.r. S4fb)
Water Right 29-04224
Filt Number: 00263

j

'j(!Jti_l),:,y_';/{:3/I

1----lt?;r.u;if.•fi~y:~~-

L..---~·-~·_..:.:-=....•c-'-'-'--------·

.

;.,,
4,~.;:,2

SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. S4(b! (continued}

~1th ceepect to the issues detemincd by ;ho above judgll'lfl'nt oc order, it io hereby CERTlPIED. in accord~nce
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that ;he court has detertftined that there is ~o ju•t reason £or dl,lay of tho entry of a
fLnal judgment and that the ccurt has and does hereby direct that thq abov, judgment or order shall be a Clnal
jud~a:ient upon which execution 1116Y issue and an appoal NY be ;aken •3 provldad by the rdaho ~ppellote Rules.

John M, "elaneon
Pr~~idlng Judge of tha
Sr\4.ke Stiver Basin Adjudication

SRSA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. S4Cbl

~ile NulN:lur1 00263

P,IIJJE Z
Oct·2l~2001

4;g3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JutlIClAL DISTRICT OP THE
STATE OF 10AHO, IN AUD FOR THE COIJNiY OF T'"~IN FALLS

In Re SRBA

1:n rrr ?O

PARTIAL DECREE PURSIDtNT TO
I.R.C.i'. 54(b) FOR

·

·

••

0

'

AM

10: 51

Caae No. 39576
Nater Right 29-04225

NN4E

AND

ADDRBSS:

~lTY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO, ID
SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY=

4

PRIORITY DA.TE,

OB/l5/Ul56

POINT OF DIVERSION1

T05S Rl4E SH

,44

83205

CFS

515

516
523

""""

Within Bannock County

NENW
•WN2
NESE
NESE

....
SWNE

SENW

""''"
""""
SWSE
"ESW

526
5lS

T07S Rl4E SOl LOT 2

RlSE S06
507
S18

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE1

PURPD6E OF USE
Hun.lcipal

IIW5E
SE:IIE
MWNE
(NWNE
SWNE
SESE

"""'

IIWSE
NBSW

5E:IIE

PERIOD DF USE
Ol-Ol TO 12-ll

QUANTITY
4,44 CF9

Pt.A.CE OP U6B,
Place o! ua~ ia within the aorvic~ area of th~ City of
Pocatello municipal wat~r supply ~ystem as provided !or under
Idabo 1,,-lw.
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCE6S.ARY POR D~Fl~lTlON OR ADMINlSTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
TO the e,-:tent neceaaary .for adminiatration b~tw~en pointa of:
diversion for ground w~ter, and between pointa of diver~ion
.for ground water and hydraulically connected GurftlCC sourc~s,
ground water wa~ first diverted under thia right Erom Pocatello
W~ll No. 21 located ln. T06S, Rl4E, 923, NWN'E:.
THlS PAJlTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH CENER.AL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THC DEFINITION OF THE RlGH'TS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS HAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETE.RNINED ilY ntE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE, I.C. SECTION 42-1412{6}.

~--------,·-----1

9RBA i'ART!A.L OECRSE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b)
Hater Right 29-04225
File Hu~er: OOiS3

PAGE l
Oct-25•2007

•~,
4 ' ;:, q
I

•

SRSA Pucial Cot'!,Crail PUrtlUIU'lt to r.R.C.P. !H{hl

(ccm::ioued}

RU'ul: S4(bl CERTlFZCATt

Wll:.h reepect: to the in::rnen dct:.l?rmincd :by the above judgment or or~cr, it io h&re'by CER1'H'IED, in accordance
w11:.h Rule S4{'bl. I.R,C.P,, that t:.he court has determined t:.hat. t:.hera ia no 1uat:. :eaaon tor delay of the entcy or a
t'inal j\ldgnenr. 11.M th11t t:.he cou'-rt ha!J ,and doe,; hereby direct. r.h.::it. t.he llbove judgmn:nt. o-r oi:der shalt he A final
jud9t'l@nt upon which execution may iaaue and an appeal may he taken as provided by the !dam Appellat:.e Rules.

John K. Melo.neon
Presiding Judge o! ~he
Snake River Basin Adjudication

r

i'AIJE 2

File Number, oo1Sl

oae~~s~~oo,

4·;·35

;.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IOAHO, IY AND FOR THB COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

m OCT 30

7

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I .R.C.P. 54 (bl FOR

In Re SRBA

•n.
,,111 i,_;.

Ca11e N~. J9S76
water Right 49-04226

NAME

AND

ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATBLLO, ID eJ405

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

0.22

PRIORITY DATE1

12/31/1955

POINT OP DIVERSION:

T06S Rl4E Sl4

NWNW

Sl5

NENW
NWNE
NESE
NESE

S16

NENE

SOl

S~NE
SENW
NWNE
NESW

S26

llENW

SJS

NWSE

CFS

~lthin Bannock County

SWSB
SENS

NWNE

T07S Rl4E SOl LOT 2

(NWNE

SWNE
SESE
NESE
Rl5E

51URPOSE A>,ID
PERIOD OF USE:

so,

NWSE

so,

NESW

sie

SENE

llURPOSS OP USE
Municipal

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-31

QUMTITY
0.22 CFS

PLACE OF USS:
Place of 1.111e ie within th~ 11orvice area of the City of
PocAtello ITTllnicip11,l ~Ater i.upply system AB provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS mX:ESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMlHISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent neceeeary for administration between point.a. of
diversion for ground water, and between points of divereion
for ground water and hydra11lically connected surface sources,
ground ~ater ~ae firet diverted under this righc from .-OcAtello
Well No. 14 located in T07S, RJSE, 907, NESW.
THIS PARTIAL DECRSZ IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GmEAAL PROVISIONS
NECESSMY FOR ntE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EPPIClENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY SB ULTIMATELY
DETERHIN£D BY ntE COURT AT A POH,"T IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A PINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 4l-1412(61.

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54lbl
File Nurnber, 002B8
Water Right 29-04226

PAGE 1
Oct-25-2007

5I

SRBA Partial necree Purslli1int to t.R.C,P. S4!bl (continued!

RULE S4. (bl CERT1FICAT'B
With respect co the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it io hereby CERT!Ft£D, in aecordoru:c
~ith Rule 54fh), 1.R.C,P., that the court haa determined that thore is no just reason tor delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that th• court has and docs hereby direct th&t the above judgment or order ob.all bes tinal
judgment upon vhich e~ecvtion IMY innua and an dppeal oay be tdken as provided by the tdl:ihD Appellata Rule~.

John M. Helanaon

Freniding Judge of the
Snake River Battin AdjUdicotiQn

water Right 29-04226

PAGE 2
Oct-::25~2001

IW TRE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL OISTRICT OP ntE
STATE OP lOAJl.0, HI AND FOR THE COlfNT'I' OE' TWIN FALLS

7

87 QCf ?, O nit'! ,·o·,- 5 I

PARTIAL DECREE PIJRSUAllT TO
I,R.C,P, 54.lbl FOR

In Re SR.Bil.
Case No. 39576

Water Right 29-07106

NAME 1lli'D ADDRESS,

CITY OE' i'OCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND h'il.TER

QUANTITY,

3.90

PRIORITY DATE:

l.l./06/J.972

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T065 R34E 514

)JWNW

SlS

"'"'"
mms

CFS

Within Banoock County

NESE
NESE
$1'

S2J

NENB
5wrra
SENN

NWNE
NESW
526

Nllllll

SJS

SWSE
WWSE
SENE

ww~e:
T075 R34E 501 LOT 2

(NWNE
SWNE
SESE
t~£SE

i'lJRPOSE ANO
PERIOD OF USE:

RJS8 S06

0/WSS

607
518

56NE

PURPOSE OP USE
Munlclpa1

NESW

PEJl.10D OF USE
-01-01 TO 12-Jl

QUANTITY
J .90 CPS

PLAC'E OF USE,
Place of use i& within the service area of the City of
Pocatello na.inicipal water supply syetem aB provided for undor
Idaho Law,
OTHER PR0VI910NS ff6CE9SARY FOR OEP!NITION OR A.CMINISTA.ATION OP THIS HATER RIGHT:

TO the extent neces~ary !or administration batwecn points of
diveraion lor ground wator, and betweon points ot diveraion
for ground -..·ater and hydraulically connectl!id surface sources,
ground water was fir&t diverted under thia right !rom Pocatello
Well No. 29 located in T06S, R34E, S2J, HESW.
THIS i'ARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH QENERA!t PROVISIONS
~ECE98AR~ FOR THE D£FI~ITION OF ntE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFPICIENT
ADHl~ISTRATION OF THE Hil.TER RIGHTS AS MAl BE ULTlMATEL~
DETERHlNEO Bl TH6 COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO t.ATER THAN rnE
ENTRY OF A Pl~A.l., UNIPIED DECREE. I.C, SECTION ~2-1~12(6].

RECOM!ViEND1\TiON
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l,R.C.P. S~(b}
Water Right 29-07106
File Hulllberr 00289

0CT.: S O2007
l'AGB l

oct-:.is~:.ioo7

.5RBA Partial Decreo Pur:.uant to I .R.C.P. 54 (bl

lc:on~lnuedl

RULE 541b) CERTIFICATE
With respect tc the i~9uee dete'tn1inod by the above judgment er order, it is hereby CE:RTIFI?D, in accordance
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., th.At the court has determined that there ie no juet reaeon tor delay of the entry of a
final jud9ment and that the court ha.9 and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execucion NY ·i59Uc 9nd an appeal may be taken aa provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John H, Helanaon
Presiding Judge of the
.5nnke RiYer Baein Adjudication

SRBA P~RTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C.P. S4(bl
Hater Right 29-07106
File Number! 00209

PAGE 2
Oc<·2Stf07J ·::

'·

}•v

9.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fir-TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE:
STATE OP IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNl'Y OP THIN FAJ..LS

Case

?;:'\7 f'\..,.T -.,0
· .·• ,:1. { _...

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. S4(bJ FOR

In Re SRBA

m10, s1

No. 19576
water Right l9-07J22

NAME

AND

ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, 10 63205

SOURCE;

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

l7.07

PRIORITY DATE:

04/25/19'16

POINT OF OIVBRSION:

T06S RHE Sl4

mmw

SlS

NENW

~FS

WithLn Bannock county

"'""

NESS
NESE

916
Sll

NENS

SWNE
SEIDi

NWNE
NBSH
S'6

NEID!

935

,_.

S.SE
N>ISE
SEtJE

moo:

TO'i'S R34E SOl LOT 2

SWNE

SESE
NESB

PURPOSE A.'<D
PERIOD OF USE:

RJSB S06

NWSB

907
918

NESK
SfOOE

PURPOSE OP USE
HunLclpal

PEtRIOO OF USB
01-01 TO ll·ll

QUANTITY'
17.07 CFS

PLlr.CE OF USE;
Place or uea ie within the service a~oa of the City of
POcate11o municipal water eupply system as provided ror under
Idaho t.aw.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESS~RY FOR DBFtNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIOHT1
Ta the extent necesaary for adminietration between pointa of
diversion for ground water, and between paints of diversion far
far ground water and hydraulically connected surface eourcee,
ground water was first dive~ted under this right from Pocat~llo
Well No. 30 located in T06S, R34B, S35, NWNE in the amoun~ at
5.56 eta, from Pocatello Well Na. ll located in TD6S, 8348, 615,
NESE in ~he amount oC B.Ol cfs an.d t~om Pocotella Well ~a. Jl
located in T06S, R34E. S16, NENE in th~ amount of 3.46 cfs.
THIS PARTIAL DBCJl:EE lS SU11JEt"T TO SUCK GENERAL PROYISTONS
NECESSARV FOR THE OEFI~ITION OF THE RlGHTS OR FOR TRE EFFICIEtlT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIC/JTS AS MAY' BB ULTIMATELY
DETERHINEO Bl' THB COURT AT A POINT IN TIMB NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FIUAL UNlFlED DECRi.i.l:i. I.
~~li•lr3t·Z,t,6i""1""-----•-i

SQBA ~ARTIAL DS~REE PURSUANT TO T.R,C,P, S4(b)
File ~UmbGr, OOlB'i'
Water Right 29-07122

PAGE 1
Oct•lS·lOO'i'

r

SRBA. Partial Decree i'ur.!luant to I.R.C.P. S"(bl (continued.}

RULB 54(b) CERT[F[CATS
l~ith reepect to t:he issues determined by the above judgn-ent or order, it ill hereby C£R'fIFIED, i:,. accordance
with Rule S4(bJ, [,R,C.P., that the courc has determined thac Chere is no just r~aaon !or d~lay a! the entTY o! a
final judgment and that the court has ~nd do~c hereby direct thac the above judgment or ord~r ahall be a linal
judgment upon which execution rnllY iBeue and an appeal rnllY be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rulee.

Jobn ~. Helanson
PTesiding uudge of the
Snake River Bssin Adjudication

SRBA P~RTIAL DECREK PURSUANT TO J.R.C.P. Sq(b)

Water Right 29-07l22

File Nurnbar1 00281

P~GE 2
Oct-25-2001

ZN THE DtSTRICT COURT OF TH£ PtFTH JlJDtCIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OP IDAHO. IN Al.ID FOR THE COUNT'i OP fflnl FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUA..~T TO
I.R.C.P. 54(bf fOR

?f:.7

Case No. 39576

o·:r ?o mio, sI

~ater Rignt ~9-07375

NF.HE AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4Ui9
POCATELLO, ID 8H0'5

SOURCE:

GROUND W'ATER

QUANTITY:

2,23

PRIORITY DATE 1

02/H/l"J??

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RJ3E SIO
Sl2

NESC

SlS

SWNE

.,,

NWSW
NENW
NWSE:

CFS

RHB S15

S27
SlS

NESE

Witnin Power County

Within Bannock county

SENE

NWSE:
SENE
NWSE
NWSE

T07S RJ4E 501
RJSE S16
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PURPOSE: OF USE

Munki'1al

SESE

.swsw

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO l'J·ll

OUANTin
2.lJ CFS

Pr.ACE OP USE,

Place of use is within the eervice aroa of the City of
Pocatello municipal vate~ eup~ly system as p~Ovided fo~ under
ldaho Law.
OntER PROVISIONS HECESSMY FOR DEPIMITION OR ADHIHISTAATIOt,1 OP THIS WATER RIQHT,
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH OBNEAAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIOHTS OR POR THE EFFICIENT
ADHINISTRATIOH OF THE WATER RIOHTS AS MAY BB ULTIKATE:l.Y
DETERNINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO I.ATER THAN 'I'HE
I .C. SECTION 42-1412 (l:i).
EllTR~ OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE.

RULE 54 (b} CE:RTIFICATE

With ree'1ect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order. lt is hereby CERTI~IE'D, in accordance
1,1ith Rule 54lbJ, I.R.C,P,, that tt",c court h11o11 determined tnat there is no just rcaoon for delay of the entry o[ a
final judgment and tnat the court has and does hereby direct that the abovs judg~ent or order 9nall be a tinal
judg~ent upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provld~d by the Id11oho Appellate Rulee.

RECOMl'~SiNDATiON

I

OCT-3 0 2007

I

Joha M. Melanson
Presiding Judge ot the
Snake Rivar Baeln Mjudication

1----i~~~~;t
___l
SRBA PMTIAL DECREE P~RSUAN'i" TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl

Water Ri9ht 29-07375

File Number: 00291:i

PAGE l

Oct-25~200,

l!l 'tHB DIS'fiUC'f COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICU,L DiSTUCT' OF 'rH'E
!i'T.:lTf': OF IDAHO, HI MO PDR 'tHE CoUN'tY OF TIJIN 'FALLS

2f.1? O~T ?D NJ

~ARTIAL DECREE ~!JRSUAHT 'tO
l,R.C.P. 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA

IQ:

51

case No. J9576

NA.~£ A.Nt;I

ADDRESS,

CITY OP POCJ..TELL~
?O BOX 4169

?Qt:Jr,TELLO, ID

8J~OS

GROUND WATER

QUAHTlT\":

J ,34

PTUQRIT'l OAT£:

D&/1.3/1978

POlNT OF O!VER9!DN,

T06S Rl:lE S10

NE:SE:
NESB

515

S>INE

PURPOSE Al'm
PERIOD OP rJS£,

Pl.ACE

OP

CFS

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

Within ~ower County

PERIOD OF' USE

Dl-01 TO 12-ll

QUAN'l'Iff
J ,H CFS

USE:

Place of use is within the service area ot the City of
Pocatello municipal wator supply system as provided for under
Jdaho t.av,
OflltR

PROV[SlONS NECESSARY OOR DEFINITION OR MlKINISTRATION OF TRIS WATER RIGYT1
To the extent necessary far administration between painta of
diversion for ground water, and batwccn points ot diveraion
for ground watar ar.d hydraulically cannocted surface eources,
ground water vae firet diver~ed under this right ,re~ Pocatello
Well No, )S located iQ T06S, RJJB, S10, NESE.
THIS PARTIJU, DBCReB lS S:mJLr:r Ttl SUCH GENERA~ PROVISIQ~S
NECESSARY FOR TiiB DBFINifION OP' THE RIGKTS OR FOR Tl-IE £P'F[C!z:NT
AO."CIN!STRATfO.'I' OF THE 'WATER RIGHTS AS MA!!!' .BE UL'!'Ik1',:f£r.y
DE'tER.'1UIED 8¥ Ti!£ COURT A'r A POlNT UI TlHE NO LATi!lt THA."J' TH£
E:N'Til::t OF' A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.e. SECTION 42~1412[6t.

~ULE S4{b) CBRTIFit:J!,TE
~ith re3pect to the i:~ue3 determined by the above jcdgment or order, it ia hereby CERTlP!W, in aceord~nee
!oli.tb Rqle 54 tb>, f. R.C. P., that the court has determined 1:hat tt-.ere i11 no just. reason ror delay or tbe enccy ot a
final judg,:i,cot and that th• court has 4nd dces hereby dir~ct: that the above ju~nt or ord~r shall be a fioel
judgment upon which execution rriay isaue aud an Appeal may he ,::ak:en 48 provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules,

;ohn M. l'lelan3on
Presiding Judg~ of the
snake Riv~r Basin Adjudicstlon

Sllfl:A PARTIM. DEC'M:K PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. $4 lb)

File Numbcr1 00285

PAG£ 1
Oct:~25•20-01

ut

TitB O!STR!CT COURT OP TH'E <'l?Tli JUDICllU. OISTRlCT OF THE

STATE OF 10111UO, IN ANO GOil THB COUNTY 01' 'NIN F'AL.1$

PMTIAL DECREE PURSUM"'T TO
l,R,C,P. 54 !bi FO'R
Case No, 39576

Water Rlght 29-llll9

CITY 0i' POC7'1"BLLO
PO 80X Uf.9

POCATELt.0. IO

83Z0S

SOURCE;
QUA?ITI1'Y 1

3.36

CPS

PRIORITY OATB1

l.2/Jl/U61

POINT OF DIVERSION1

TOGS RJ4E 514

....

!
r
Mlthln Dannock County

.""""
,..,..

815

NESl'i:

.,.

NBS&

NENE

.

........

SJS

HWSE

S2l

SWN&
Si.,,"iM

HESM

,.

SNS&

S!lN&

TO?S Rl4E SOl LOT

a

"'""

(NW!ll!

smra
GESS:

.,. ..

RJ,!;,E .906
$07

PURPOSE AND
P~IOtl OF US&:

Pt.ACE OF

NE:SE
NMSE
HESM

.,,

PURPOSE OU USE
Municipal

i'ERIOD Of USE

QUANTITY

Ol·Ol TO U:~ll

J,JG

CFS

use;
Place of u~e iu within the service area o! the City of
Pocatello municipal water aup~ly &ystem 4& providod for under
Idaho t,.iw.

O"fHZR PROVISIONS NECESSARY fOR ORFTNITION OR ADMIN!STAAT!ON OP THIS MATO RIGHT:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
divQr$ion for ground water, and he~ween ~oln~s of div~r8ion
for ground water and hydraulically connected ourfiAi::e c.ources,
ground water ~as first diverted under thi3 ri~ht from Alameda

well No. 6 loeated in To,n, Rl4B, Sl4, NBSE 1n che aMOunc of
l,70 cCu and Alameda Wall Mo, 7 located in T~SS. Rl4B, Sll,
NWSW ln the amount of l.66 eta,

nns

PARTIAL lJBCRR'B

ts

SUBJECT TO SUCR C.liNERAt. "PROVISIONS

N&CSSSARY FOR THS 0£PtN?TlON OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE ZFFlCtE:NT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER Jt!CMTS AS M.Ak' 92 tn,T!HATEL.Y
DETERMINED BY THE COU'il:T AT A POINT Uf TIHE NO t.J!\TER Tffl\N THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL Wl.PimJ OEOBEP 1.C. seerrorf ..4~....1,41,2.,t"),,--

RECOMMENDAi"ION
9RBA PARTIAL OECREB l'lJRSUAJl'r TD I.ii.,(,?. S4lbl

j ocr, s_o2001

[

--~··

!---~;;:~~~~~
.

·--~·-·

SRBA Partinl Oecr~e Pt.lrauant to I,R.C,P- S4ib) tcontlnuedl

RULE 54 (b) ctraTIPIO\TS

With reepect' to the i:n.ueo determined by the ahovl'! judgmut or order. it 1.!I hereby O:i<"t'lFIEO, in 4i;;cr;rd,:mcf:I
~itb ~ule 54fbl, l,R.C.P., chat the court has determined that there is no juec roascn tor deley of the entry of a
finel jUrlgment 4nd th4t the cou~t h&s ar.d does hereby direct that the &hove: judgtMlnt or order shall be a fina.i
~udgrnent upon ~hich executlon m.ay issue ar.d an appeal mt:iy be taken aa provided by the Ida.ho Appellato Rules.

John H. MelAn&on
Presiding Judge of the
Snake Rivor Basin Adjudicac.ion

SRe.J,, PAATIAL DECRE& PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. S4(bl
Water Right 29•J1Jlj
File Number: oo2Bl

IN THE DISTRICT" COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC"I' OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN M-0 FOR THE COUNTY 0~ TWIN FALLS

In Re

?:) UCT ?O t1l 10: SI

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C,P. S4(b) FOR

SJIBA

case No. )95'16
Kater Right 29-ll]~B

NAME

AND

ADDRESS :

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO SOit 4169
POCATELLO, ID B3205

SOUR.CE:

GROUND WATER

QlltWTITY:

4.90

PRIORITY DATE=

OB/31/1951

POINT OP DIVER.9ION1

T06S Rl4E

l

'

CFS

61.4,

,C,,"NW

SlS

NENW

Hithin Bannock County

NWNE
UESE
NC:S6
916
S2J

S26

NENE
SWNE
6ENW
NWN6
N£.9W

IIENW

SW.SE
SJS

NW6E

SE>JE
NWNE

T0'1S R]4E 601 LOT l

(:NWNE
SWNE
SE9E
NE9E

PURPOSE ANO
PERIOD OF USE:

RJSE S06

:N'H'.SE

SO,

NESW

Sl8

SE>JE

PURPOSE OF' USE
J.tunicipo.l

PERIOD OF USE

n-01 ro 12-u

QUANTITY
4 .90
CFS

PLACE OF USE:
PlacB ot use is vi~hin the service area ot tho Clty of
Pocatello municipal water •upply system as provided for under
Ida.ho t...,w.

OTHER PROVISIOt/9 ~ECES9ARY POR. DEFlNITI0!-1 OR ADMINISTRATION OF' THIS 'KATER RlGHT1
To the extent nacaoaary for administration between points o[
divaraion Cor ground ~ater, and bet~een points of diversioD
for ground vater and hydraulically coMected surtace ~ources,
ground vater wai; Ciret diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well NO. l8 located in T0'1S, R]4E, SO], NESE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJEC"I' TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE CEPINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADKINISTAATlON OP THE WAT£R RIGHTS AS HAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DC:CREE. J.C. SEC"I'IO:N ~2-1~12(6).

SRBA PMTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C,P, 54(b)
Water Right l9•11]4B
File Number: 00101

PAGE 1
O~c.-2S-200'1

BR.BA Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R,C.P. 54(bJ (coPtinuodl

RU~E 54tb) CSRTIFICATE
With roepc:~~ to the issues determined by th~ above judgment or order, it is hereby C&RT1Ff£0, in accordance
with Rule S4ibJ, r.R.C.P., that the court has determined th.at there i• no just reaeon for delay of the entry ot o
f1o&l judgment end that the court Ms And d~es hereby direct that the above jvdgment or order shall b« a final
judgment upon which ex~uclon may issue and an appQal rnay b$ taken ae provided by the tdaho Appellate Rul•a.

Jolln M, Melanson

Ptaeidin9 Jud~ of the
SMke River Baein Adjudic4t1on

SRBA, P~RTl~~ DEC~!!B PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(bJ
water Right 29-lllis
File JJutmeri ooae1

47~7

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ?IFTIJ: JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OP IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COl..l?,ITY OF nlIN FALL9

7~7 CCT ':\Q l:K 10: 51

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
t.R.C.P, 54 (bl FOR

In Re SRBA
case No. 3~516

Wate~ Righc 29-13558

NAME AND ADDRES61

CITY Of POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 8J:il05

SOURCE1

GROUND WATER

QUA.\ITITY1

1.34

PRIORITY DATE:

07/16/192<.L

POINT OF DIVERSION;

T06S RHE

CPS

NWt™

'"

Within Bannock county

""'"

SlS

NWNE
NOSE

N&SE
Sl6
S23

NBNE
SWE

Bl<NW
NWNE

NBSJil
SWSE

....

Sl6

NENll

S35

lfliSE

SENS

T07S RJ4E SOl

NESE
LOT,

RJSE S06
907
SlB

PIJR POSE AND
PE:ilIOD OF USE:

PURPOSE OF
HUnicipal

USE

(NWNE

SWNE
SBSE
NWSE
NESlf
SENS

PERIOD OF USE
Ol.•01 TO l2·ll

QUANTITY
l. J4 CFS

PLACE OF USE:
Place of use ig within c:he ser-lice area of the City of
Pocatello IN.lnicipal water 6Upply syscem as proYided for under
Idaho Law,
OTHER PROVISIONS rJECESSAR'i FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF

nus ~ATER RIGHT:

To the extent necessary for administration between points ot
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connecc:ed surface sources,
ground water wa& first diverted under thle right from Alameda
Well No. l locaced in T06S, R34B, SlJ, NESW, which wa& replaced
by Pocatello Well No, J9 located in T06S, RJ4E, SJl, NESH,
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MA'i BE ULTIKATELY
DE"?'ERHIMED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IH TIME NO LATER TRAN THE
ENTRY OP A PINAL UNIPIBD DECREE. J.C. SECTION 42-1412(6).

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54{bl
File Numberi 00280
Wac:er Right 29·13558

P~E l
Oct-25-2007

SRBA Parti~l Decree .-.urouant to !.R.C.P. 54(bl (con~inuodl

RULE St(b} C8RT1FICATE

~ith respect to the. issues d~~ert:1in~~ by the abov~ judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in ~ccordance
~ith R~le S4thl, !.R.C.P •• that the court h~s dctcffl.ined that there is no Juae reason tor delay ot the ent~y or a
final judgment and thftt the ~ourt has dnd does hereby dir(«;t thftt th~ ftbOvQ judgment or orde~ •h~ll be a final
judgment upon wh1ch execution r~y issue .!!.nd Art dppeal may be taken as provided by the ldaho Appell8te Rules,

John K. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIA~ DECRE& PURSUANT TO t.~.C.P. St(bl
Water Right 29-1JS5B
File Nwrbe~· OC280

47J9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI'IE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AllO FOR THE COUNTY OF 'n'IN FhLLS

7'!'7 C~T :? 0 N1 JO: 52

PhRTIAL DBCREB Pl.JRSOPQI' TO
t.R.C,P. 54(bl FOil

In Re SRBA

'i)ii· .,

Case No. Jj576

·1

~l!i(!

··.:.~;;i·~~RR:~

Ft1U...~ ;~.:)., lDAl·:O

r'lLED. ____ "····-·--NNfE

AND

ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO, ID B3205

S01.JRCB1

GilOlJNO WATER

QUANTITYi

0.96

PRIORITY DATE,

12/31/1925

POINT OF OIVERSIOH:

T065 RJ4E Sl4

CFS

S15

....""""

-·

S23

NESE
NESE
NENE
SWNE
SBNW
NWNE
NEStl'

S26

=•
SWSE

S35

NWSE
SEUE

S16

Within aannock county

·-·
NWNE

TO?S R34E 501 I.OT 2

""'"

iBSB S06

BESE
NBSE
NWSE

SlB

NESN
SENS

so,

PURPOSE A!JD
PERIOD OF OSE:

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-31

QUANTITY'
0.96 CPS

PLA.CE OF USE:
Place of use is within the service area or the City ot
Pocatello municipal water supply system ae provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent nccesoary for a~ministration betwee~ points of
diversion for gro~nd water, ar.d between points of divereio~
for gro~nd water and ~ydraulically connected s~rtecc sources,
ground water was first diverted under this rig~t fro.n Alameda
Mell No. 1 located in T06S, R34E, SlJ, NESW, w~ic~ wa• replaced
by POC4tello Hell No. 2j located,~ T06S, R)tE, S23, NE6W.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OK FOR TME EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGMTS AS l'tAY BE Ln.TIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER TRAN nte
ENTRY OP A PINP-L UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION t1-ltl1(6l.

SRBA PARTIAL DECRE:B PURSUANT TO t.R.C.P. 54lbl
~oter Right zj-13559
Pile. Hurr~r: 00l?9

PAGE 1
Oct, 25-200'7

48JO

SRBA Partial Decree Pursu,mnt to l.R.C.P. 54{bl

(c:oTitiTiuedJ

RULE 54lbl CE:RTIPlCA.TE

With respect to the is9ues detorn1im::d by the ,mbove judgrni:!nt or order, lt 1B hereby CERTIP!6D, in ,mcc:ordanc:e
with Rule 5~{bl, I.R.C.P., that the court ha~ determined that there is no juat re,m&on for delay of the entry of a
final judgment a~d that tbe court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which e~ecutlon may l&sus and an appeal rn.,y be tak4n as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rule~.

John M, Melan~on
Prealding Judge of the
Sn.ake River Baain 1'.djudic:ntion

SRBA PARTlAL DECREE PURSUANT TD l.R.C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 29-l]S59
Pile Number: 00279

PAGE 2

Oc:t-2S-2C07

48Jl

IN T!-IE DISTRICT COURT OP THE PIPTH JUDICIA[. DISTRICT OP THE
STATE OF IDMO, IH AND FOR THE COutITY OF TW1N FA[.LS

ln

PARTIAL DE.CREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C,P. 54.(b) FOR

Re SRBA

277

or.r ?O

i111 10, 5 1

Caee Ho. ]9576
Water Right 29-ll560
,.

NAME

AND

ADDRESS:

_________ _

CITY OF POCATBL[.0
PO BOX 4.l69
POCATELLO, ID 83205

''

SOUR.CB;

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY,

9.ll

PRIORITY DA.TE,

l2/ll/l92r.

POINT OF DIVBRSION:

T06S Rl4.E 514

N",mw

SlS

ND<W

CP9

Within Bannock County

N""E
NESS

516

'"

NESE
ti:E:NE
SWMS

,,.

-·

535

"""'
llWSE

SENW

NESW

SNS£

SSNE
NWHE
T07S Rl4E 60l LOT J

PU'UOSli AND
PliR IOD 011' USE 1

(NWf'lE

R35E: 506

SNNE
SESE
NESE
NWSE

507

NESW

518

SSNE

PURPOSE OP USE
Hunic:ipal

PERIOD OP USS
01-01 'IO 12-Jl

QIL\NTITY
9 ,ll

CPB

Pt.ACE OP USE,

Place of use is within the service drea of the City of
iocatello municipal water supply eyetem as provided tor under
Idaho Law.

OTHER PROVISIOI-IS NECBSS-'RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent necessary for admlnietration between points ot
diversion for groucui water, and between points ot dlvoroion for
ground water and hydrauiically connected surface sourcea, ground
water was first diverted under this right from Pocatello Well
!'lo. l located in T07S, Rl4E, 501, Lot 2 (NWNE) ln the amount of
2.45 cfo, from Pocatello Well No. 2 located in T07S, RJ4E, 901,
Lot~ (NWNE} in the amount of 2.45 cfs and from Pocatello Well
No. 3 located in T07S, Rl4E, SOI, SWNE in the amount of 4.23
ctg, Pocatello Well No. l vas replaced by Pocatello Well No. 5
located in T06S, Rl4E, 535, NWHE.
nilS PARTIAL, DECREE lS SUBJECT TO SUCH GDIERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINIT10N OF THE R1GHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADH1HISTRATIOH OF THE WATER RlUHTS AS !CAY 86 ULTll-tA.TELY
DB'T£RMINliD B't THE COURT AT A POINT Iii TINS HO m£R '1'IDUT'tll',,-----~---

\'.1ECOt\llt111ENDATIOt~
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PU'R!it.DUIT TO I.R.C.P, S4{bl
water Right 29-13560
FUe NW!lber: 00278

ocr., s o2001
~··~;(.·~·flill

PAGE l

o -25-:aoo,

r------!A"'--~~~~1;~~~~;,·nii'----

4802

l,:i:R'.81-. Puthl Decree Pursuant to I,A.,C,P, S4.(b)

(continued)

OTU£Jt .PROVlSIOl'IS lcont1oued1
&MTR'/ OF' A FINAL UN!FIEO DECREE.

I,C. SEiCTrOU 42-l4l'lf61.

RtJLe S4!b) Ct'A.tirrcAtE
~ith re•pect to the isouca d•t~mined by the 1.1.bove judgma,nt or o~der, it is hereby CERTIFIED. in ~ccordanco
wich Ru.le s•t.b), !,R.C,P,, th6.t the court hAa deternuned that thel"e i11 no just rrH\t1(11\ tor delay of che entry 0 , ~
final jwign:.ent and that tho court Ms and does horoby direct tha.t the above judgment or order shall be a (in.,,l
judgf!ICnt upon which exe<:ut1ort may iaeue and an appeal ma.y be take~ ag provided by the Idaho lq)pellate Rulea,

John M. Helaneon
PreBidlng Judge of the
9ll..l!l.ke

River Basin Adjudication

s~eA PARTIAL oecn£e ~UANT TO r.a.C.P. S4(bl
Water Right 29•13560
File Numb•r: 00271

4803

IN THE DISTIUCT COUFIT OF n!E FIF'1'H JUDICIA!. DISTR.ICT OF Tl-IE
STATE OF' IDAHO, IN AND FOR TH5 COUNTY OF' TklN FALLS

m7
- ,.. r,rr
l:.,

PARTIAL DECREE P\Ji!SUANT TO
I.R.C.P. !5G lb) FOR

In Re SRBA

,·.· 1 '·, ., ;

Caee No. 39576

'·',, ,'' • •
i

Water Right 29-13561

CITY 0~ POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCA.TELLO. ID B3205

SOUrtCE I

OROUND WATER

QUAHTITY;

'1.23

PRIORITY DATE:

08/ll/1931

POitrr OF DIVERSION:

T06S R34E Sl4

NWNW

S15

HtNW

A/110:51

· · · •· -

..

r•

·; i ··;,R'l,\

~'i'Lt~Er~_;_,; ;~a., iD.tJ-lo
("'

N>.ME AHO ADDRESS;

;o
_.

-------- ------

:-.L

CFS

Within Bannock County

"'""
NESE
NESE
S16

NEHE

S2l

Sl!NE
SEHW
Nl<NE

NBSW
S'6

NEHW

S35

SWSE
NWSE
SENE
Hl!NE

T07S R3'1E 901 LOT 2

RlSE S06
E07
SlB

siuarost

fNlfflE
61<HE

Eil:':SE
NB96
NWSE
l,/ESW
SENE

AND

PERIOD OF USE i

1?1,.JRPOSE OF USE
Municipal

PBRIOD OP USE
01-01 TO l2-ll

QUANTITY
4.23 CFS

Pt.ACE OF USE:
Place of use is within the service area of the City of
P0catsllo municipal water supply ayetem ae provided far under
Idaho LilW.
OTHE~ PROVISIONS NECESSARY rOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RlCHT:
To th~ ~xtent necessary !or administration between points of
diversion for ground water, and between point5 of diversion
tor ground wQtcr and hydraulically connected eurface sources,
gTOund water WQD first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well No. 4 located in T06S, Rl4E, S35, m!SE
THIS PART1Al. DECREE IS StJBJECT TO SUCH OEHERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR 'fflE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF Tl:CE WATER RIO~TS AS MAY BB ULTIMATELY
DETSRMIHEO B¥ Tl-lg COURT AT A POINT IN TIM~ MO LAT~R THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINA!. UHIFI~D DE~EE. r.c. StCTION 42~1412(6).

,------· -·---·---~
SRB.A PARTIAL DECREE l?URSUAN'T TO I. R. C. P. 5G (bl
wutcr Right 29-13561
File Number: 00277

PAGE 1
Oct-25-2007

SRBI\ Partial Dec:ree t>ursuant to 1.R.C.P, 54.(b) {c:ontinuedl

RULS S4(b) CERTIFICATB
With reGpect to the issues determined by the above judgm~nt or order, it i$ heruby CERTIFIED, in accord~nc:c
with Rule 54.lb), r.R.C.P., that the court hae determined that there is no ju»t reason for delay of the ontry of a
final judgment and that the court has and doe5 hereby direct that the above judgment or order ehall be~ [inal
judgment upon ~hich execution ~y ieeue and an appeal ffl&y be taken ae provided by the rdeho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Sn.eike River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PAATIAL DECR~E PLntSUAHT TO I.R.C.P. ~4(bl
Water Right i9-llS6l
File Nul!'ber: 00l77

PAGE :ii
Oc:t-iS-l007

4:JC,5

IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OP ID.r.P-0, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF T'rHN FA[.l.5

zm OCT 30

,\11 10: 51
,' ;· .-'. r
··1· ~-.., •
,i~fl'\;_•..... '.·'·- \ ·-:::ri:F:l;..\
,'lj!.j 1· ' ' 1 •• ,,_.. 10 1-HO
;c;1,..__r-n"'-'"~
..... .-u., , f.. ,

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
l ,R.C.P, 54 lb) FOIi:

In He SRBA

Case Ho. 39576

-

Water Right 29-13562

NAJ"-E! AND ADDRBSS:

Cln OP POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID
B32O5

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUAHTin=

:,il:.45

PRIORlT~ OJ\TE:

12/31/1936

POINT OP DIVBRSlON:

TOGS RJ4E Sl4

NWHW

Sl5

HEHW
N>mE

_____

CFS

Within Bannock Councy

NE!SB:
NESE
516

"1!HE

S'1

somE
SEN1'
NWNE

NESl-1
HENW
515

Sl'iSE
NWSE
SENE

Nl<NE

T07S R34E SOl LOT l

{NifNE

RlSE SO6

SESE
NESE
NWSE
NESW
SEN•

some

507

S1B

PURPOSE ANO
"8RIOO OF USE:

PURPOSE OF USS
Municipal

P&JUOD OF' USE
01-01 TO

n-n

OUAN'TlTY
l .45 CF6

PLACE Of' USE:
Place of use is within the 9ervice area of the City of
Pocatello municipal Yater supply eyscea as provided ror under
Idaho Law.

07HER PROVISlONS NECESSARY FOR OEPINIT]ON OR ADKINISTRATlON OF nt?S WATER RIGHTi
To the extent necegsary for ad~inietration between point~ of
diversion for ground water, and between points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected sur.eace sources,
ground water wag first diverted under this right fro~ Pocatello
Well No. 6 located in TOGS, Rl4E, 535, NWSE.
TllIS ~ARTIAL DECRE!B IS SUBJECT TO BUOl GENERAL PROVISIONS
~ECESSMY F'OR THE OEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATlO" OP THE WATER RIGHTS AS KAY BE ULTIMATeLY
DFn'ERMINED BY TNE COURT AT A POINT IM THIE NO LATER TRP-N TRE
ENTRY OF A FI"AL UNtFlED DBCREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412161,

RECOMfiii[N1'.)ATiON

I

SiBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl
Flle Number: O0l76
1-leter Right 29-1356l
I

OCT- 3 0 2007

!.A; -,,,A' ,,~,1~1
~.",'1.·___
!~,--. -~ !f-L M:,.: -~.:B.-=------_;

i__:t;;_54'@?~tt..~~
' . .

PAGB l
Oc:t~:!5-2007

4J06

SRBA. l'>Artial Decree Pur:e~ant 1;0 I.R.C.P. '54(h)

(cont.inu;:Jd)

RULE S4!b} C"E~TlFICATS
With r:ea~ccc to the i~~ue~ det~imined by the above judgment or onlor, it ls hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
wit~ Rule S41h}, I.R.C,P., th&~ t~a co~rt has ~etel'.'mined th.a~ there is TIO juat. reaao.o for delAy of the entry of a
fir..al judgment and that the court has and does hereby direcc th~t the above judgment or: crder shall be a final
judgecnt upon which execution may iaaue 4nd an appeal m.ay be taker. aa provided by th~ ldaho Appellate Rulas.

John K. Kalanaon
Prueiding Judge of the

Snake niver sanin Adjudi~a~ion

SR.HA FAllTIA~ D3CREE PURSUANT TO l,R,C.P. S4{b)
FJ,h Hufl'iber1 00276
Wate~ ~ight 29-ll551

PAOB ;i
Qct-2s~:2001

IN T~E DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIA~ DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF [OP-HO. [N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

rm
rr- ~_.O
·
,

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUA.MT TO
I .R.C.P. 54 lb) PO'R

In Re 6RBA

,n_.

"I 10: 5 .I
,;;

C&ae No. l!i5"16
~ater Right 29-ll,l"I

MAME AND ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATE~LO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUHD k'ATER

QUANTITY:

4.46

PRIORITY DATE,

ll/ll/1!140

POI.NT

OF DlVERSlON:

r'

CFS

T06S lil4E Sl4

""""
""""
NWNE

915

Within Bannock County

NESE
NESE
S16
Sll

NEWE

SWNE
SENl<

NW?>IE
NESW
NE?>IW
SWSE
ll;rSE
SEtfE

s"
6)5

TO"IS Rl46 $01

LOT 2

"'"'"

(IOOIE

SWNE

SESE

Rl5E S06
S07
918

PURPOSE AflD
PERIOD OF USE:

PURPOSE OF USE
Municipal

NESS
NWSE
NESW
SENE

PE.RIOD OP USE
01-01 TCI ll-ll

QlJANTlTY
4 .U CPS

PLACE OP USE:
Place of use is within the corvice area of the City of
focatello municipal water supply system as provided tor under
ldllho Law.
OTHER PROVlSIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFlNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
to the extent neceeaa~y tor Administration between points of
diversion tor ground water. and between pointc of diver~ion
tor g~ound vater And hydraulically connected aurface ~ourcea.
ground WAter VAD first diverted under chi& right !rom Poca~ello
well No. "I located in T06S, Rl4E, SlS, ~"l,IG6.
TIUS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TCI SUCH GENERAL PROVlS:IO~S
NECESSMY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS Oil. FOR l'ME EPFtCIENT
ADMlNlSTRATION OP THE WATER RIGHTS AS HAY BB ULTIW!.TB~~
DEtERHINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT lff tIME NO t.AtEA THAH ntE
ENTRY OF A FINAL lJNIFtto DECREE. I.C. BEC"l'ION 42-1412161.

~ECOMM!:t.3DATION
SRElA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TCI I.R.C.P, 54{b)
Fiie Number: 002"15
Water R1gh~ l9-ll6l"I

~T 3 o 2007

· ~~~ff~jYf;~"----'1
------~----~=-=_,_ . .

c............. ~ ••

PAGE l
Oct.-25-2007

SRBA Parcial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C,P. Si[b} (contlnuadl

RU~S $4{b} CSRTlFICPi.T£

With respecc co che issuss detennined by che above judgmunt er order, it 1B hereby CUTlP1£D, in ~ccordance
~ich Rule S4(b), I.~.C.P •• that the court ha& deterni:ined that thers i& no just reason for delay o! the encry ot •
final judgment and that che ccun. ha$ and dces her~y direcc ch.Ile che above judgm.ent or order ehall b• a tin.al
judg1T,enc upon which execution may iasue and an appeal may be c.aken aa provided by thfl ?dhho App,ellace aulea.

John M, Melanson
Presiding Judgfl of the

snake a1ver Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTI~~ DECRER PURSUANT TO 1.R,C.P. 54(bl
Pile Number, C0l75

4309

IN T~E DISiRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TME
S"TATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE ctlUln'Y OF 1'WIN PAI.LS

PARTIA~ DECREE PURSUAN1' 1'0
I.R.C.I?. 54.(b! FOR

In Re SRBA

7'.t/? GCT 30 /,M iO: 51

Case No. l957G

NAME AJJD o\DDRESS,

CITY OF FOCA1'EUUO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCEi

GROUND tolATER

QUANTITY,

2 • .10

PRIORITY DATE:

12/11/1940

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T06S RllE SlO

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

CFS

'"
PURli'OSE OF USE
l".unic:J.pai

NESE:
HESE:
SHNE

~ithin li'ower Ccunty

PERIOD OF USE
Ol•Ol TO 12•]1

QUNiTI1'Y
2.20 CFS

PLACE: OF USE:
Place of use ~s within the service area of the City o~
Pocatello municipal water supply system aa provided for under
IdtJ.ho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DSPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGH1'r
TO the extent nece5~ary for administration between points of
divereion for ground water, anct between pointe of divereion
for ground water aod hydraulically connected eurf&ce sourcee,
groWld water was first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Hell No. 39 located in 1'069, RlJE, 615, SWNB.
THIS PARTIAU DECR.E:E IS SUBJECT 1'0 SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR TIIE DEFUII1'ION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIEN1'
ADHINI9TRA1'ION OF T"'AE WA1'ER RlGKTS AS HAY BE ULTIMA1'ELY
DETEIUHNED B'i THE COURT A1' A POINT IN TIMS NO LA1'ER 1'HAN 1'HE
orrRr OF A FINAL ID1IFIED DECREE. I.e. SECfIOU 42-141216).

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With regpect to the iasuea determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule S4Cbl, I,R,C,P,, that the court has determined that there is no just reason far delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has aad dc:cs hereby direct that the above judg~nt or order shall be a final
judg~ent upon which execution ffl4Y innue and an appeal may b~ taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

,----,----·

John H. Melanson
Preeiding Judge ot the
Suake River Basin A.djud1cation
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NAME AND ADDRESS;

C[TY OP POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELl.O, ID 8Jl05

SOURCE,

GROUND MATER

QUA)ITLTY:

3.68

PRIOR!TY DATE 1

lO/ll/1952

POINT OF DIVERSION,

T069 Rl4B Sl4

CFS

S15

""""

Within Bannock County

ND<W

"'°'E

NESE
NESE
S15

NENB

sn

SHNE
SE.'<11

.,.
s;s

NWNB
NESW
NENW

SWSE
NWSE
SENE

T07S Rl~E SOl LOT 2

NWNB
(NHNE
SWNE

507

....

S18

SENE

SESB

NESB

RlSE S05

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

PURllOSE OF USE
Municipal

NES•

llEJllOD OF USE
01·01 TO ll·ll

QUANTITY
l .69

CPS

PLACE OF USE 1
Place·of uee ia within the eervice area of the City of
Pocatello nruniclpal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho t.a..,,
OTHER PROVISIONS HECBSSMY FOR DCPIHITION OR ADHINISTRJ\TION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent neceaeary Cor ~dminiatration between points of
diversion for ground \ll'ater, and bet\ll'een points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface aourcee,
ground water was firet diverted wider this right from Pocatello
Nell Ko. ~2 located in T06S, Rl4E, Sll, s~.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH O~ERAL PROVISIOP~
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THB RIGHTS DR FOR THE EFFICIENT
AOMINISTIU\TION OF' THE WATER RIGHTS AS YAY BB 1Jt.,TlMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN' TIME: NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIEW DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42·L4ll(6).
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I,R.C.P. 5<1.(bl
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
Wich respect to che is~uea determined by the above judgmenc or order, Lt is hereby CE:RTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule S4lb), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court haa and does horoby direct that the above jud9ment or order &hall be a Cinal
judgment upon which execution may issue and &n appeal may be taken as provided by che Idaho Appellata Rula5_

John 1-t. MelAllson
Presiding Judge o! tho
Snake River Basln Adjudi~ation
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL Df~-eP-0~-'l'-HESTATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
SPECIAL MASTER'S
RECOMMENDATION
Water Right(s): 29-00271
(SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A)

On October 30, 2007, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase(s)
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl), Section 13a.
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month.
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the
Presiding Judge.

DATED October 30, 2007.

JAN
CONNELL
Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE
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Exhibit A

Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222.
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE

t
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1ill7 OCT 30 NI
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_
-l~fr&t~-L:j_,________
:6::,iii
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

___________
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
Water Right(s): 29-00271
{SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECREE and NOTICE
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION were mailed
on October 30, 2007, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to
the following:
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872

'

:'

~

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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CITY OF POCATELLO

Represented by:
SARAH A KL1UlN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY

Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT

Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERI.J\.ND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

JANirCO

ELL

~

Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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Exhibit A

Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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DISTRICT COURT-SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
County of Twin Fal!s - Stale of Idaho

Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

Nrr! 2- 8 ,?-001
By

',

' .
l'I~

' \,

Cle1I(

Depi:ty Clerk

I',

Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA
Case No. 39676

)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271 et al. (See Attachment A)

MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND

The City of Pocatello ("Pocatello" or "City") hereby moves this Court, pursuant to SRBA
Administrative OrderNo.1, Section 13a, and Rules 7(b)(l) and 7(b)(3), I.R.C.P., to alter or
amend the Special Master's REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION
TO RECONSIDER 1. Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3), I.R.C.P., a brief in support of this motion will be
filed within 14 days.
The grounds for this motion are as follows:
1.

The Special Master's Order on Reconsideration incorrectly characterized legal

arguments in cases that have gone to the Idaho Supreme Court as "additional evidence".
Pocatello's Motion for Reconsideration was improperly denied.
2.

The Special Master's Recommendation denied alternate points of diversion for

Pocatello' s surface water rights because it relied on and used a standard of "connection" when
determining "whether Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are connected closely enough to the

1

The original Report was filed on October 2, 2007 and an amended version was filed on October
30, 2007. Subsequent amendments are anticipated to the October 30 Report.
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND-PAGE I
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proposed groundwater wells to be considered the same source." The standard applied was based
on an improper administrative rulemaking.
3.

The Special Master's Recommendation incorrectly concluded that I.C.

§ 42-1425's provision for changes in point of diversion "does not provide for a change in the
source element".
4.

The Special Master's Recommendation erred by using a "no injury" standard to

conclude that the alternative points of diversion were not "accomplished transfers".
5.

The Special Master's Recommendation adopts IDWR's limiting condition on the

groundwater rights serving the City's interconnected well system despite the fact that the
condition is unnecessary for the adjudication of the rights and addresses concerns that are
properly determined by the Department in the administration of the rights.
6.

The Special Master's Recommendation mistakenly concluded that correcting the

Department's administrative error of law - licensing water right 29-7770 with an irrigation
purpose of use - would constitute a "collateral attack".
7.

The Special Master's Recommendation failed to apply the "reasonable evidence"

standard to the evidence presented at trial in support of Pocatello's claimed priority date for
water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639. Additionally, as to the priority date issue the City
respectfully requests that the Special Master augment her findings of fact, pursuant to I.R.C.P.
52(b), to include newly discovered evidence that will be discussed in the brief.
DATED this 28 th day of November 2007.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

By

MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND- PAGE 2
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Attachment A (30 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND-PAGE 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On this 28th day of November 2007, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document to be deposited in an official U.S. Post Office receptacle with proper First Qass
postage affixed, addressed to the following:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST #2
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
POBOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDLJNG
615HST
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4 717

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

MILNER IR.RIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
POBOX485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-7'33-0700
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In ReSRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)

Subcases: See Attached Exhibit A
SECOND AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT
AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER
ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
This Second Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to

Reconsider makes no changes to the Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and
Order issued on October 30, 2007 other than:
1.) Correcting the alternate point of diversion language in 29-2401 which was
inadvertently cut off;

2.) Correcting the priority date for 29-4221 to reflect a prior stipulation of August 2,
1943; and
3.) Correcting the alternate points of diversion for 29-7450 and 29-13638 based on the
Amended Director's Reports and deleting the second reference to the NESE.
The City of Pocatello (hereinafter "Pocatello") filed 38 claims to its state-based water
rights. Objections to the Director's Report were filed by Pocatello. The State of Idaho filed

Responses t6Pocatello's Objections. 1 Several parties referred to collectively as the Surface
Water Coalition participated in earlier proceedings. The Surface Water Coalition settled with

1
The United States Bureau of Land Management also filed Objections and the United States Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Bureau of Reclamation, and Fish & Wildlife Services filed Responses which were resolved prior to

~"9 ZJ
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Pocatello on the opening day of trial. The trial went forward with Pocatello and the State of
Idaho as parties.
During the first day of the trial, the parties stipulated that there were no issues remaining
on eight subcases. (These sub cases are 29-7431, 29-2354, 29-7502, 29-11344, 29-2382,
29-7222, 29-7782, and 29-13636.) Master's Reports and Recommendations were previously
issued on those subcases. At trial, 30 subcases remained with four major issues in dispute.
A. Alternative Points of Diversion

for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29-

273, 29-4222)
The first issue is whether Pocatello's city wells qualify as alternative points of diversion
for its senior surface water rights. Pocatello's oldest water rights are the surface water rights
from Mink Creek (29-271, 29-272, and 29-273) and Gibson Jack Creek (29-4222). The
Director's Report for these four rights did not recommend Pocatello's wells as alternative points
of diversion for the surface water rights. Pocatello objected, seeking to add 23 alternative points
of diversion for the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek rights.
B. Condition on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
The second issue is whether a descriptive condition should be placed on Pocatello's
groundwater rights if the rights are decreed with the city's wells as alternative points of
diversion. Pocatello has a large, interconnected well system which implicates multiple
groundwater rights. The interconnected well system supplies the city with water. Pocatello
claimed each right with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. The Director's Report
also recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, the Director's Report
recommended a condition for each right:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well [description] in the amount of __ cfs. 2
Pocatello objected, asserting that it is entitled to the alternative points of diversion without a
condition because it completed a valid accomplished transfer.

2

IDWR's proposed condition was slightly different in earlier versions of the Director's Report. This version is
from the Amended Director's Report (Feb. 27, 2007).
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C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The third issue is whether the purpose of use for three water rights should be "irrigation"
or "municipal." Pocatello claimed a municipal purpose for three rights relating to the city's
biosolids program. These water rights were once used solely for irrigating crops. The water is
still applied to growing crops, but since 1981 the crops have been planted in conjunction with
Pocatello's biosolids program. The Director's Report recommended an irrigation purpose of use
for the irrigation season. Pocatello asserts that purpose should be municipal and season of use
should be year-round.

D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)
The final issue at trial is the correct priority dates for water rights 29-13558 and
.

29-13 63 9. Pocatello claimed earlier priorities than those recommended in the Director's
Report. 3

E. Order Denying Motion to Reconsider
After the trial in this matter was concluded and after closing arguments were presented by
counsel, the parties submitted post-trial briefs. In conjunction with those filings, Pocatello
submitted the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief The
Affidavit attached additional evidence. The State of Idaho filed State ofIdaho's Motion to Strike
Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief A hearing on the
motion to strike was held May 4, 2007. The Special Master granted the motion to strike on the
grounds that the Affidavit improperly submitted evidence after Pocatello had rested its case and
in contravention of the court's pre-trial orders. Pocatello requested that the Special Master
reconsider the ruling in Pocatello 's Motion/or Reconsideration of Order Granting State's
Motion to Strike. In Pocatello 's Motion/or Reconsideration, Pocatello apparently agreed that it
should not submit additional evidence, but asked the court to consider its legal arguments. The
Special Master agrees that Pocatello' s arguments may be considered even though the post-trial
evidence should remain stricken from the record. Therefore, the court's earlier oral order
striking the Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Briefremains,
and the motion to reconsider is denied.

3

The two water rights with a priority dispute also have a dispute regarding the condition for the alternative points of

diversion.
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II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

A. Director's Reports
A Director's Report for a water claim is primafacie evidence of the nature and extent of
a water right. I.C. § 42-1411(4); Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho
761, 764, 40 P.3d 119, 122 (2002). The objecting party has the "burden of going forward" with
evidence to establish any element which is in addition to or inconsistent with the description in
the Director's Report. Id.

B. Source
The Idaho Supreme Court analyzed whether rights were from the "same source" in Clear
Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 40P.3d119 (2002). The Court

emphasized the requirement that an objector who disagrees with the Director's Report
determination of source has the bll!"den of going forward with evidence in support.
In prior proceedings in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho
76 I (2002), the SRBA District Court discussed whether water rights were from the "same
source." The Court explained that it is imperative to examine the context in which the term
"source" is applied:
Clearly, "source" may have different meanings in different situations. As Mr.
Hardy noted, the Snake River Aquifer is the source (singular) for all relevant
springs and stream flows (plural) involved in these subcases. The springs are
discharged at various points across the north rim or wall of the Snake River
Canyon. But because the springs that feed the Brailsford Stream are different
from the springs that feed the channel for the other four rights, and because those
streams meet for the first time at Clear Lake which is well below the respective
points of diversion, then for purposes of administration as between the five rights
involved in this case, the Brailsford stream is a different "source." It is a separate
source for purposes of determining priority in the event of a call between these
respective right holders.
Memorandum Decision and Order on Cl,allenge (Subcase 36-02708) (July 9, 1999). In

determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court held that evidence
on which particular springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel, the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two

G:\BASIN FOLDERSIMRR\29MRR\SECOND AMENDED City of Pocatello.doc
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channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.
Id at 10.
To make a case that water rights are from the same source, the evidence would be
essentially the reverse of that required to show a separate source. Thus, a party proposing that
water rights are from the same source would have to show that both the first right and the second
right are diverting the same water. The connec_tion between the water of the two rights would
have to be so close that the two rights are diverting from the same source.

C. Accomplished Transfer Statute
· Idaho's accomplished transfer statute, LC.§ 42-1425,_allows certain changes in
established water rights even if the changes violate the mandatory transfer procedures. The
statute establishes:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987, the date of commencement of the Snake River basin adjudication, may be
claimed in a general adjudication even though the person has not complied with
sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided no other water rights existing
on the date of the change were injured and the change did not result in an
enlargement to the original right.
LC.§ 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source or priority elements.
The statute allows water users to claim water rights with changes to the allowable elements if
three prerequisites are met:

I. The change was made before November 19, 1987;
2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.

D. Purpose of Use/Licenses
Idaho Code§ 42-202B(6) defines "municipal purposes" as "residential, commercial,
industrial, irrigation of parks and open space, and related purposes." The water rights claimed
for "municipal purposes" here are based on prior licenses. The licenses list "irrigation" as the
purpose of use. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report)
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The SRBA Court disfavors collateral attacks on licenses. See Order on Challenge of
"Facility Vol11me" Iss11e and Additional Evidence Iss11e, 3 SRBA 18, 18.15 (Dec. 29, 1999)

Ill. FINDINGS OF FACT
A. Wells as Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
The earliest water supplied to Pocatello came from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek,
two major tributaries to the PortneufRiver. The two creeks provided surface water to Pocatello
since before 1900. The Director's Report reco!IlIIlended Pocatello's surface water rights on
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, but rejected the city's groundwater wells as alternative
points of diversion. The Supplemental Director's Report concluded that: I) Water from the
creeks is not used for culinary purposes and, thus, the creek water is not part of the
interconnected well system; 2) The wells are a significant distance from the creeks; 3) Any
change in how water was diverted occurred after 1987; and 4) There is no evidence the wells and
the creeks are on the same source. Having wells as alternative points of diversion would
improperly allow the withdrawal of water from wells using the earlier priority of the surface
water rights. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 11 ).
IDWR does not usually recognize wells as alternative points of diversion for surface
water sources. However, IDWR will recognize a well as an alternate point of diversion for a
surface water source if the two are very closely connected. For example, IDWR recognized a
well as an alternate point of diversion near the Salmon River. In that case, a point of diversion
on an abandoned ditch was changed in favor of a nearby well. IDWR determined that the two
points of diversion were close to each other and the well was so shallow that the ditch and the
well essentially withdrew the same water. Thus, IDWR recommended a change in point of
diversion from the ditch to the shallow well. (Testimony of Carter Fritsch le, Tr., Vol. I, p. 78, L.

16-p. 79, L. 10)
The Supplemental Director's Report indicated that IDWR referred to IDWR's Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 (Oct. 30, 2002) as guidance in evaluating the wells as proposed
alternative points of diversion. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 11, Attach. 6) The Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 explains that IDWR will recommend a change from surface water to
groundwater if there is an "immediate and direct connection" between the surface source and the
well. The Memo also requires that such changes require the groundwater and surface water
sources to have "a direct and immediate hydraulic connection." The Memo requires that "[t]he
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existing point of diversion and proposed point of diversion must be proximate such that
diversions and use ·of water from the proposed point of diversion would have substantially the
same effect on the hydraulically connected sources as diversion and use of water from the
original point of diversion."
IDWR referred to Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 in making its recommendations.
IDWR concluded that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek do not have a close enough hydraulic
connection to be considered the same sources as the city wells. IDWR found no evidence that
creek water is diverted from the wells. In addition, the wells are located some distance from the
creeks. The creeks are located between a quarter mile to a mile from Pocatello' s nearest well.
(Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 11 - p. 80, L. 3; Ex. I I)

B. Interconnected Well System
Pocatello provides a population of over 50,000 residents with water. A large amount of
the water comes from a large, interconnected well system which supplies groundwater to the
"city proper."4 Pocatello claimed each of the water rights related to the interconnected well
system with the other wells as alternative points of diversion. Pocatello asserted the alternative
points of diversion pursuant to the accomplished transfer statute.
By November 19, 1987, Pocatello's interconnected well system included 22 wells
connected via an integrated pipe and pumping system. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. Map I)
The Director's Report recommended the water rights from the interconnected system and
recognized 22 wells as alternative points of diversion. Thus, the Director's Report recognized
that the interconnected system served Pocatello prior to November 19, 1987. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.

Report at 12, 13.) IDWR did not recommend wells that were not part of the interconnected
system as of 1987.
The wells integrated in the city's system are associated with water right numbers
29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106,
29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639. These are groundwater rights which pump water
primarily from an aquifer identified as the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (hereinafter
"LPRVA"). The LPRVA forms a finger off pf the larger Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer.

4

A smaller well system supplies water to the municipal airport.
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(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. IV, p. 772, LI. 12-25; Ex. 101, 102) One of the city's
wells (Well 32) is located in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (hereafter "ESPA").
The Director's Report recommended the 22 alternative points of diversion with a
condition it deemed necessary to prevent injury to other water rights. IDWR would not have
recommended the alternative points of diversion without the condition. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.
Report at 13). IDWR did not recommend the condition in three water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338,
and 29-7375, because the condition was not added in previous administrative transfer No. 5452.
C. Purpose of Use for Biosolids (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello has three wells relating to water rights 29-7118, 29-71 I 9, &nd 29-7770. All
three rights were licensed with "irrigation" as the purpose of use because the land was previously
used by farmers to grow agricultural crops. These wells were originally used to irrigate crops on
land now owned by the city. Pocatello now uses the water rights in the city's biosolids program.
Pocatello asserted an accomplished transfer changed the use on all three rights to municipal.
The Director's Report for all three water rights concluded that these rights have an
irrigation purpose rather than a municipal purpose. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report attach. K)
1. Irrigation and Biosolids

The evidence at trial showed that these three water rights are still used to grow
crops. The city leases its land to farmers who cultivate the land and apply water to growing
crops. The crops are harvested. However, since 1981, Pocatello has pursued a biosolids
program to treat the city's sewage waste. Since that time, Pocatello has closely monitored its
leases and has limited the types of crops grown.
The biosolids generated by homes and industries in Pocatello are absorbed as fertilizer by
the growing crops. Pocatello's leases now require the farmers to grow crops in a way that
promotes the biosolids program. The farmers are required to grow the specific crops used in the
program. (Testimony of John Herrick, Tr., Vol. II, p. 834, LI. 7-25) The farm leases provide
that Pocatello may discharge biosolids onto the soil. (Ex. I 68, I 69)
2. Licenses
Water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 were licensed for irrigation purposes in 1975.
(Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. K) A valid change in purpose occurred in 1981 after the city's
biosolids program was implemented. Since 1981, the application of water has been on growing
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crops, but the purpose of growing the crops has changed to municipal because the crops are
specifically grown to absorb biosolid waste.
Water right 29-7770 was licensed much later. (Ex. l, Supp. Dir. Report, attach. M) This
right was licensed in 2003 with an irrigation purpose of use. IDWR did not recommend
changing the purpose of use to "municipal" for 29-7770 because that right was licensed with
"irrigation" as the purpose after the commencement of the adjudication. (Testimony of Dave
Tuthill; Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
D. Priority Date (29-13558 and 29-13639)

Pocatello disputes the priority for two of its rights. Water right 29-13558 was
recommended in the Director's Report with a priority of July 26, 1924. Pocatello claimed a
priority of June 30, 1905. Water right 29-13558 relates to the first well used by the City of
Alameda. The right was developed by a predecessor to the City of Alameda. Pocatello claimed
the right based on beneficial use. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22)
Pocatello bases its claim of a 1905 date on several newspaper articles. (Exs. 146, 147,
148, 150) Exhibit 150 contains an excerpt of an early history of the City of Pocatello. The
document describes the history of early Pocatello resident A. Y. Satterfield who moved to
Pocatello in 1905. The article does not establish a date for the first well, but indicates that the
well was deepened during the term of the first mayor of the City of Alameda. The City of
Alameda was formed from the consolidation of North Pocatello and Fairview on July 17, 1924.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Based on the date of consolidation reported in the newspaper
article, IDWR recommended a priority date of July 16, 1924 (one day prior to the formation of
Alameda) for water right 29-13558. IDWR recommended that date because the well appeared to
be in existence when Alameda was founded. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. 0)
Water right 29-13639 was recommended with a priority of October 22, 1952. Pocatello
claimed a priority of December 31, 1940. Water right 29-13639 was claimed based on a
beneficial use right relating to Alameda Well No. 3. Toe application for permit on which this
right is based is dated October 22, 1952. (Ex. 154; Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P)
Exhibit 154, the license file, included an application describing the water right with "three wells,
drilled and in use for varying periods.... " The date of the application was October 20, 1952.
Since the application referred to wells which were already in place on October 20, 1952, IDWR
recommended the priority as one day earlier, October 21, 1952. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle,
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Tr., Vol. I, p. 196, L. 14-p. 197, L. 8). Despite the date on the application, Pocatello asserted a
date of December 31, 1940. Pocatello presented evidence that the City of Alameda grew from a
population of2,100 people to 4,705 people in 1950. There was no evidence, however, relating to
a priority date of December 31, 1940.
IV. ANALYSIS

A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights
Pocatello asserted its wells as alternative points of diversion to its senior surface water
rights pursuant to LC.§ 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute. This statute allows for
changes in several elements of a water right. The statute provides that:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land
to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under
the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19,
1987 ... may be claimed in a general adjudication.
LC.§ 42-1425(2). Therefore, a claimant may not change or add points of diversion from surface
water to groundwater unless the two points of diversion are drawing from the same source. The
statute does not provide for a change in the source element. Therefore, the trial correctly focused
on tl1e threshold question of whether Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are connected closely
enough to the proposed groundwater wells to be considered the same source.
Pocatello's expert witness Greg Sullivan provided an extensive and well-reasoned
analysis of the small aquifer from which the wells draw water. The aquifer is called the Lower
PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer (LPRVA). Mr. Sullivan described the inflow of water into the
LPRVA and the outflow of water from this aquifer. In that analysis, Mr. Sullivan explained that
both Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek contribute significantly to the water supply for the
LPRVA. In Mr. Sullivan's opinion, Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek have a direct hydraulic
connection to the LPRVA. Mr. Sullivan stated that the connection between the creeks and the
aquifer is so close that he considers them "essentially" the same source.
That testimony was contrasted by the expert opinion ofIDWR's investigators. Senior
Water Agent Carter Fritschle oversees recommendations in the SRBA as Manager of the
Adjudication Technical Section. Mr. Fritschle is also experienced as a farmer.

Mr. Fritschle found no indication that Mink Creek water was diverted from Pocatello's
wells. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 75, LI. 12-23; p. 709, LL 14-24) Mr. Fritschle does not consider
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Pocatello's wells closely connected enough to the creeks to be from the same source. His
conclusion is based on the distance between the wells and the surface sources. The wells are
about¼ mile to 1 mile from the creeks. (Tr., Vol. I, p. 79, L. 22-p. 80, L. 3)
Mr. Fritschle testified that IDWR has recognized a well as an alternative point of
diversion for a surface source where the well was essentially diverting the same water. One
water right on the Salmon River involved a ditch that was abandoned in favor of a nearby
shallow well. The well was so close to the ditch and was so shallow that IDWR concluded the
well was a valid alternative point of diversion. (Testimony of Carter Fritschle, Tr., Vol. I, p. 78,
L. 16 - p. 79, L. 10) "[I]n this case, they're taking the same water at the groundwater or at the
well that's along the river banks as they were taking at the ditch that was upstream on the river."

Id. There IDWR concluded that the ditch and the shallow well drew the same water from the
same source. In the case of Pocatello's wells, Fritschle concluded the groundwater source was
not close enough to the creeks to conclude that the wells pumped from the same source as the
creeks. Therefore, IDWR did not recommend the wells as alternative points of diversion.
This Special Master concurs with the conclusion found in the Director's Report that
Pocatello's groundwater wells are not alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights.
Pocatello based its assertion of the wells as alternative points of diversion on the accomplished
transfer statute, LC.§ 42-1425(2). The statute does not provide for changes in the source
element. Thus, if Pocatello's groundwater wells do not withdraw from the same source as Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, it seems the alternative points of diversion are not acceptable
under I.C. § 42-1425(2). IDWR essentially concluded that the city's wells in the LPRVA do not
withdraw from the same source as Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. IDWR's reasoning is
consistent with the analysis used by the SRBA District Court and the Idaho Supreme Court in

Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co. In Memorandum Decision and Order on
Challenge (Subcases 36-02708 and 36-07218) (July 9, 1999) the dispute was over whether Clear

Springs' rights were from a separate source than Clear Lakes' rights.
In determining whether the two channels constituted separate sources, the Court found
that evidence on which springs fed each channel would be crucial to a finding of separate source.
To even begin to make an argument for independent sources, Clear Lakes would
first have to establish which springs fed the particular channel from which Clear
Lakes was diverting. The record would not support the conclusion that only
certain springs fed a particular channel; the evidence is to the contrary. Since the
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water co-mingled prior to, and contemporaneously with, the formation of the two
channels, the respective channels more accurately constitute different points of
diversion along a common source as opposed to independent sources.

Id. at 10. A showing that two water rights have independent sources or are fed by different
springs supports a finding of a separate source.

In the instant case, Mr. Sullivan testified that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
contribute to the LPRVA. Thus, the creeks and the aquifer are hydraulically connected.
However, aquifers and nearby creeks or rivers are often connected. A close connection between
two water supplies is different than a showing they are the same source. To be considered the
same source, the connection between Pocatello's wells and the surface diversions on Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek would have to be so close that the two were essentially diverting the
same water. Both Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Fritschle presented as knowledgeable and forthright.
Each expert came to a different conclusion, however, on whether the wells draw from the same
source as the creeks.
Having considered all the testimony, this Special Master is persuaded that the city wells,
though closely connected to the surface creeks, derive water from a different source when they
draw from the LPRVA. Although the LPRVA derives a large portion of its water from the two
creeks, it derives a significant portion of water from other sources. Additionally, there is no
evidence that the city wells actually pump water from the creeks. Although the creeks and the
LPRVA are hydraulically connected, they are not the same source.
Finally, even though the ground and surface sources are connected, the city could not
transfer its point of diversion to groundwater without injuring junior groundwater pumpers who
appropriated prior to the city establishing its wells. The significance of the connection between
the groundwater and surface water is not such that groundwater pumping results in depletions to
surface flow. Accordingly, in times of shortage to surface flows, the city could not initiate a
delivery call against prior groundwater pumpers. However, allowing the city to transfer its
alternative source to groundwater would allow the city, in times of shortage, to initiate a call

'

against groundwater pumpers based on the priority for its surface rights. This results in injury to
junior groundwater pumpers. Under the "no injury rule" juniors are entitled to the conditions as
they existed at the time of appropriation. Crockett v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497, 277 P. 550 (1929);
Bennett v. Nourse, 22 Idaho 249, 125 P. 1038 (1912). A senior may not change an element of its
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right, including a point of diversion, if the change would result in injury to a junior. Id. This is
exactly what would occur if the city were permitted to treat its wells as alternative points of
diversion for its senior surface rights instead of treating the wells as new appropriations. The
injury is to the priorities of the juniors because it would essentially cause an abrogation of the
juniors' priority date, even if the damage is not manifest for many years.
In the Clear Springs Foods case, Judge Wood explained that merely because two water
rights are on the same source, a senior seeking Jo change a point of diversion is not immune from
injuring a junior on the same source.
An example of such a situation occurs where a stream flow divides into two
senior
separate channels, a west channel and an east channel.' Assume
appropriator has a point of diversion downstream from the fork on the west
channel. A junior appropriator's point of diversion is also downstream from the
fork but located on the east channel. The "source" for the two water rights is the
same common stream. See Malad Valley Irr. Co. v. Campbell, 2 Idaho 411, 415,
18 P.52, 56 (1888)(rights of prior appropriator from natural streams also extend to
tributaries); Scott v. Watkins, 63 Idaho 506, 517, 122 P.2d 220, 231
(! 942)(particular source supplying natural water course is immaterial). However,
because both points of diversion are located below the divide in the stream, no
matter how much water the junior diverts, the senior's water supply will not be
affected because of the natural flow of the water between the respective channels.
Even in times of shortage, for purposes of administering the respective water
rights, the senior could not make a successful delivery call against the junior, as
the call would be "futile." Stated differently, cutting off the junior's water supply
at the point of diversion would not increase the senior's water supply. See United
States v. Haga, 276 F. 41, 43 (D. Idaho 192I)(holding appropriator on main
channel can complain of diversion from tributary when tributary, if not interfered
with, would make contribution to main channel). Furthermore, the senior would
not be able to manipulate the actual flow of water down the respective channels to
increase the flow in the west channel, as the senior would be changing the point of
diversion. The junior is protected by the "no injury rule" and could enjoin the
senor from changing the point of diversion. See e.g., Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr.
Co., 66 Idaho I, 9-10, 154 P.2d 507, 515-16 (1944)(citing Crockett v. Jones, 47
Idaho 497, 277 P.550; Morris v. Bean, 146 F.42)(holding a subsequent
appropriator has a vested right to a continuance of conditions as they existed
when he made his appropriation). In essence, the junior is protected by the
respective location of the diversion works on the common source.

a

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (Subcase 36-02708)(July 9, !999)
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The same reasoning applies in this case. As such, the city's wells must be recognized as
separate appropriations rather than alternative points of diversion for its surface sources in order
to protect existing conditions for junior water right holders.
B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System
Pocatello disputes whether a descriptive condition should be placed on its groundwater rights.
Pocatello claimed all of its wells as alternative points of diversion for each groundwater right.
IDWR placed a condition or description on the_ rights because it agreed to include all of
Pocatello's wells as alternative points of diversion for each water right. As of 1987, Pocatello
had 22 interconnected wells which provide water to the city's service area. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir.
Report, attach. maps 1, 2) IDWR favorably considered the alternative points of diversion

because Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. But IDWR included a
description of the background for each water right to prevent the alternative points of diversion
from displacing existing water rights with senior priorities. IDWR explained this reasoning in
the Supplemental Director's Report:
By listing all of its points of diversion for all of its water rights [without the
condition], the City would be allowed to withdraw water under its most senior
priority water right from any well location.
The State ofldaho operates under the priority system. Water rights which are "first in
time" are also "first in right." Therefore, it seems that IDWR could not allow a 1968 water right
to utilize a 1917 priority date. That scenario seems contrary to Idaho law. To allow Pocatello
the flexibility of using its different wells and to comply with the priority system, IDWR
recognized the alternative points of diversion, but defined each right with the following
condition:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well (legal description) in the amount of _ _ cfs.
Pocatello and the State of Idaho each presented evidence regarding the condition.
Pocatello argued that its groundwater rights should be recommended without the condition.
Pocatello asserted that the interconnected system was in place prior to 1987 and that no other
water rights were injured by adding alternative points of diversion. Three,issues relate to the
proposed provision: I) What does the provision mean? 2) Are existing water rights injured
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without the provision? and 3) Is the provision necessary to administer the water rights? Thus,
the evidence at trial focused on the injury issue.
1. Meaning of the Provision

For a water right originating with Well No. 7, the condition would read:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE, on 12/31/1940 in the
·
amount of 4.46 cfs.
The condition provides four pieces of information: identification of the well, date of the well,
quantity and explanation of administration.

a. Identification of Well
"Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE." This portion of the
condition is provided to identify the well and provide a legal description by quarter-quarter of
where the well was drilled. The description was included by IDWR to locate the relevant city
well, which is important when determining how the use of a city well is impacting other nearby
wells. "This description is important because many other wells could have been drilled nearby
before or after the city-owned well was drilled or used." (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 14)

b. Date of Well
The information stating "on 12/31/1940" explains when groundwater was first diverted
from the well or water right in question. IDWR included the well date information for
comparison with other water rights.
The date associated with the well is the date water was first appropriated from that
well. This date is important when addressing well-interference issues and
mitigation requirements for aquifer-wide regulation. If at some time in the future,
the City increases the pumping capacity of a well within the City's interconnected
system and it reduces the amount of water available to another water user, the
condition preserves the ability of a water user to protect their right.
(Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 14) IDWR explained that retaining information on the date of the
well is important so the use of alternative points of diversion does not result in changes to
priority dates.
For example, if a well developed by Pocatello in 1990 causes interference with a
neighbor's well that was drilled in 1960, the City's well will be treated as junior
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to the 1960 well even though the City, on occasion, could be diverting a quantity
from that well that is associated with a 1950 well owned elsewhere by the City.
Id.

c. Quantity
IDWR included the quantity of water for each well to identify the amount of water
appropriated from that well under its priority date. IDWR explained:
This quantity is again a necessary parameter when evaluating possible wellinterference issues. Allowing the City to increase the Diversion rate will draw
from any particular well by listing multiple, alternative points of diversion on its
water rights could cause injury to other surface and groundwater users.
(Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 15)
The Supplemental Director's Report explained that retaining the information on well quantity is
important:
For example, if a senior surface water user makes a call and the Department
determines that the City's use of groundwater is causing injury to that senior
surface water user from a certain well, the City has the flexibility to obtain that
quantity from different well locations to supply its residents with water.
However, the City is still responsible for mitigating any injury associated with the
withdrawal of that quantity for its wells.
Id.

In a nutshell, IDWR included the well location and quantity to "maintain the historical
relationship between various water users."

d. Administrative Language
The remaining portion of the condition explains that IDWR will maintain the information
relating to well locations, priority, and quantity for reference during times of shortage to
appropriately respond to calls. The language is:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, water was first appropriate at _ _ __
This language has become IDWR's standard condition where municipalities have interconnected
well systems and request the flexibility of alternative points of diversion for groundwater rights.
Id. at 16.
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2. Injury to Existing Water Rights
Because Pocatello asserted the alternative points of diversion under the accomplished
transfer statute, the experts sharply disagreed on whether existing water rights would be injured
without the condition. At trial, IDWR Director David Tuthill testified that the provision is
necessary to protect the priority dates of existing wells 5 and therefore protect those wells from
well interference. Mr. Tuthill gave an example where an increase by Pocatello in the number of
hours pumped per day at a city well would cau~e existing shallow wells to dry up. Mr. Tuthill
testified that without the condition, the alternative points of diversion could allow Pocatello to
pump from a well using another well's early priority, but preclude an existing domestic well
from seeking appropriate protection.

3. Necessary for Administration
IDWR concluded that the condition is necessary to maintain the existing system of
priority and therefore to protect existing users during a priority ca11. Without the condition,
IDWR concluded that Pocatello could assert a priority date earlier than the date associated with
the specific well actually pumping and would inappropriately avoid a priority call. Mr. Tuthill
concluded that the condition is necessary to allow the alternative points of diversion and to
define Pocatello's water rights:
Q.
So why was the condition created specifically here?
A.
. . . Our understanding of our responsibility through the
adjudication is to appropriately condition a water right so that it cannot be
expanded over time inappropriately....
Q.
So, Mr. Tuthill, when you say 'expanded inappropriately,' do you
mean injury?
A.
That's correct.
The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one, well
interrerence that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at
wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion
from one location as compare with diversion from another location.
(Testimony of David Tuthill, Tr., Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24 - p. 232, L. 25)
The descriptive condition was added so that adding alternative points of diversion did not
allow Pocatell.o's more junior rights to essentially jump ahead in priority. Mr. Tuthill concluded

'Existing wells are those wells which existed prior to the fonnation of the interconnected system and operation of
alternative points of diversion.
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that allowing the alternative points of diversion without including the condition would injure
existing water rights.
There are existing groundwater users in the area of Pocatello's well system which are
hydrologically connected to Pocatello's wells. However, IDWR has not investigated whether
these water users have already sustained damage due to Pocatello's exercise of its alternative
points of diversion. (Testimony of David Tuthill).
Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan disa~ed with Mr. Tuthill's testimony. He concluded
that the condition unfairly weakens Pocatello's rights:

Q. [MS. BEEMAN]. How do you interpret the revised condition for
purposes of water right administration?
A.
Well, I - it's my opinion that the condition essentially neuters the
City's claim, because during times of water right administration that the City
would most - it's most important that the City be able to exercise its alternative
points of diversion.
;

Q.
Yes. If you could on Exhibit 119 turn to page 14. This is the
Department's 706 report.
A.
Okay.
Q. At the middle of the page, two lines up from the final paragraph on
page 14, could read the language beginning with 'Other wells'? I believe the
sentence begins, 'This description.'
A.
Yes. 'This description is important because many other wells
could have been drilled nearby before or after the City-owned well was drilled or
used.'
Q.
Has IDWR provided any evidence to the Court on the existence of
wells near the City's interconnected wells?
A.
No, they have not.

If I may, Mr. Sullivan, what you're referring to, in your prior
testimony you indicated that one of the 23 interconnected wells does divert from
the ESP A, is that correct?
A.
Yes ....
A.
Right. And so as I understood Mr. Tuthill' s concern - and the City
had a junior well - well, the City had a junior well located inside the boundary,
and it was attempting to exercise different priority, a more senior priority, from
one of its interconnected wells as it's claimed under the alternate-points-ofdiversion theory, just as we've described.

Q.

I think that would - that type of operation by the City would be entirely
legitimate, and the neighbor should have not concern about that. ...
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We're just talking about a situation where the neighbor looks over his
fence and sees that the City's pumping a well and its not being shut off while his
well is being shut off because he doesn't have any senior priorities.
(Testimony of Greg Sullivan, Tr., Vol. V, p. 900, L. 7 - p. 904, L. 8; Tr., Vol. V, p. 990, L. 10 p. 993, L. 6.)
Thus, Mr. Sullivan concluded that operating the alternative points of diversion does not
injure existing rights. Additionally, Mr. Sulliv!111 concluded that Pocatello's rights should be
decreed without a condition to maximize Pocatello's rights.
IDWR included the condition to protect against injury to junior rights in order to allow all
the wells as alternative points of diversion. However, IDWR must be protecting against an
injury which is real, identifiable, and material. A theoretical or speculative injury is insufficient.
Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr. Co., 66 Idaho 1, 7, 154 P.2d 507,509 (I 944). Pocatello argues that

the condition does not address actual injury, but improperly focuses on speculation about future
injury. This Special Master disagrees.
Where a change or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and
material even if the damage is not immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation system,
undermining a priority date is a seminal injury. Thus, the condition appears to correctly protect
juniors from injury to their priorities. The descriptive language found in the condition identifies
the well associated with the water right and appropriately identifies the quantity of water
associated with that well and its priority date. The Director's Report recognized the other wells
as alternative points of diversion, assuring Pocatello the flexibility necessary for a municipality
with many wells, some of which may fail. But the Director's Report identifies the quantity and
priority associated with the original right so that Pocatello is not inappropriately insulated from
calls by intervening pumpers. If, as Pocatello argues, the alternative points of diversion cause no
injury to juniors, then the condition should not affect Pocatello 's rights. Therefore, this Special
Master concludes that the condition recommended in the Director's Report is appropriate and
necessary.

4. Transfer No. 5452 (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-7375)
Three of Pocatello's water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375, were recommended
without the condition and with only 12 points of diversion. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 13)
IDWR did not recommend the condition or the additional points of diversion because these three
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rights were subject to a previous administrative transfer. Transfer No. 5452 dated June 28, I 999,
did not include the condition. In addition, Transfer No. 5452 recognized only 12 points of
diversion for these three rights. Because Transfer No. 5452 occurred after 1987, IDWR
recommended these rights as they were determined in the transfer.
This Special Master concludes that there is not a valid accomplished transfer for these
three rights under LC.§ 42-1425. Since Transfer No. 5452 was issued in 1999 with only 12
points of diversion, Pocatello cannot meet the ~equirement of a pre-1987 change established by
LC.§ 42-1425. Accordingly the points of diversion should be as recommended .
. C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
The three water rights near the Pocatello Municipal Airport were licensed for irrigation
purposes with an irrigation season. Pocatello asserted a municipal purpose based on a change of
purpose of use when the city started its biosolids program in 1981.
Pocatello's key witness on these rights was Jon Herrick, a senior employee for
Pocatello's wastewater treatment plant.

Mr. Herrick testified that the wells associated with 29-

7118 and 29-7119 were used for the biosolids program since 1981. (Testimony of Jon Herrick,
Tr., Vol. II, p. 401, LI. 22-24) Pocatello Exhibits I 06, 158, 149, 168, and 169 show the location
of the biosolids facilities, the city's biosolids management plan, crop management plan, and farm
leases relating to the program.
Pocatello changed the purpose of use for 29-7118 and 29-7119 when it began using its
water rights for the biosolids program in I 98 I. Crops were still grown on the land as they had
been for irrigation purposes, and farmers still leased the land from the city. However, after 1981
Pocatello grew the crops to absorb municipal biosolid waste, not to merely grow and market
crops. Thus, water was applied and used for municipal purposes. There was no evidence which
showed a season of use for 29-7118 and 29-7119 outside the irrigation season. Thus, purpose of
use is municipal for 29-7118 and 29-7119, but season of use remains the irrigation season.
Evidence also showed that water right 29-7770 was used for the biosolids program.
Unfortunately, the legal impact of the biosolids program for this right is different than for the
other two rights because this right was licensed in 2003 for irrigation purposes. In the
licensing process, IDWR considered a municipal purpose but rejected that. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir.

Report at 21) In the licensing decision, IDWR considered Pocatello's 1987 request to define
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purpose of use as domestic, commercial, municipal, and industrial or "DCMI." IDWR declined
to label the purpose of use for 29-7770 as DCMI. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 20-21)
The license of a water right claimed in the SRBA is persuasive proof of the elements of
the right. However, a license is not conclusive proof. Changes occurring after the license may
provide evidence to support a change in the elements. Typically, the post-licensing changes are
either a valid administrative transfer or an accomplished transfer.
There was no evidence offered to show an administrative transfer of 29-7770 occurred.
Therefore, in order to change the licensed elements, Pocatello must show a valid accomplished
occurred under LC.§ 42-1425.
The statute allows changes to a water right if three factors exist:
1. The change was made prior to November 19, 1987;

2. No other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured; and
3. The change did not result in an enlargement of the right.
Under the unusual procedural history of this case, Pocatello cannot show a valid
accomplished transfer. This right was licensed in 2003. Pocatello cannot make a valid case for
an accomplished transfer under LC. § 42-1425 because accomplished changes to elements of a
right are required by statute to have occurred prior to November 12, 1987. The license was
issued in 2003 and, therefore, any change after the license does not comply with the statutory
>

deadline of 1987. A valid accomplished transfer cannot be alleged. Therefore, the purpose of
use is irrigation as originally claimed by Pocatello, as licensed in 2003, and as set forth in the
Director's Report.
D. Priority Dates
1. 29-13558

Water right 29-13 558 was claimed by Pocatello for the first well used by the City of
Alameda. (Ex. 1, Supp. Dir. Report at 22) Pocatello's Objection sought a June 30, 1905
priority date.
The Director's Report recommended July 16, 1924, as the priority for 29-13558. To
support its contention of a 1905 date, Pocatello offered Exhibit 150, an excerpt of an early
newspaper article. The article established that Mr. A.Y. Satterfield moved to Pocatello in 1905.
The article said that Mr. Satterfield gave a speech about the early history of Pocatello and said
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Alameda's first well was dug to a depth of 65 feet and was deepened during the term of
Alameda's first mayor.
Pocatello also offered Exhibit 148, a newspaper article regarding the formation of the
City of Alameda (now part of Pocatello). Exhibit 148 establishes the formation of Alameda on
July 31, 1924. The date of the newspaper article was July 17, 1924. The only evidence
connected to 1905 appears to be a showing that an early resident moved to the area in that year.
Although that evidence has some probative value, by itself it does not rebut the Director's
Report conclusion that priority is July 16, 1924. Therefore, this Special Master concludes that

the evidence at trial supports the finding of July 16, 1924 as the priority date for 29-13558.
2. 29-13639
Water right 29-13639 was recommended in the Director's Report based on a license.
This water right relates to Alameda Well No. 3. IDWR determined that a prior license
(numbered 29-2324) covered Alameda Well Nos. I, 2 and 3. The license gave a priority date of
October 22, I 952. (Ex. I, Supp. Dir. Report at 22, attach. P; Ex. 153, permit; Ex. 154 license)
The Director's Report recommended October 22, 1952.
Pocatello claimed an earlier date than the permit and license, asserting a priority based on
beneficial use of December 31, 1940. Pocatello offered evidence to show that Alameda grew
from a population of2,I00 to over 4,700 by 1950. However, that does not rebut the Director's
Report recommendation of October 22, I 952, or provide sufficient evidence of a priority of

December 31, 1940. On the other hand, the Director's Report priority of October 22, 1952, is
supported by the permit (Ex. 153) and the license (Ex. 154). Since both the permit and the
license indicate that the wells existed on October 22, 1952, the priority should be advanced to
one day prior or October 21, 1952. This Special Master concludes that the priority for 29-13639
is October 21, 1952.

V. CONCLUSION
After considering the pleadings, evidence, testimony, and legal arguments of counsel, this
Special Master concludes as follows:
A. Alternative Points of Diversion for Surface Water Rights (29-271, 29-272, 29273, 29-4222)
Pocatello' s surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are among the
oldest rights of the city. These rights should be confirmed. However, the evidence presented at
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trial was insufficient to rebut the Director's Report conclusion regarding the city's groundwater
wells as alternative points of diversion. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the
elements as set forth in the Director's Report. Accordingly, the city's groundwater wells should
not be included as alternative points of diversion.

B. Conditions on Interconnected Well System (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499,
29-4221,29-4223,29-4224,29-4225,29-4226,29-7106,29-7322,29-7375,29-7450,29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, 29-13639)
Most of Pocatello's well system was interconnected prior to 1987. Therefore, the other
wells recommended in the Director's Report as alternative points of diversion are appropriate.
However, recognizing those alternative points.of diversion would not be possible without a
condition such as that recommended in the Director's Report. Without a condition which
identifies the location, date, and quantity of the original right, it seems that the city could pump
from a well using an earlier priority date. If using that earlier date undermined the priority of an
existing water right, the alternative points of diversion would impermissibly subvert the priority
system. Therefore, these rights are recommended with the alternative points of diversion and
including the condition set forth in the Director's Report.

C. Biosolids Purpose of Use (29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7770)
Pocatello established a biosolids program in 198 I. That program resulted in the use of
water for 29-7118 and 29-7119 which satisfies a change of purpose of use to "municipal."
However, the period of use established in the Director's Report for these rights was unrebutted.
Therefore, those rights are recommended with a municipal purpose, but no change to the period
of use.
Water Right 29-7770 was licensed for irrigation purposes in 2003. Thus, the legal
conclusion is different than that for 29-7118 and 29-7119.
For 29-7770, the licensed purpose of use in 2003 was irrigation. No valid accomplished
transfer can now occur under LC. § 42-1425 since the change must be post license and prior to
the statutory deadline of 1987. Therefore, no valid accomplished transfer occurred for 29-7770.
Additionally, no administrative transfer was filed after the 2003 license. Accordingly, purpose
of use for 29-7770 is irrigation.

D. Priority Dates (29-13558, 29-13639)
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Pocatello alleged earlier priorities for 29-13558 and 29-13639 than those recommended
in the Director's Report. Considering the pleadings, testimony, and evidence, this Special
Master concludes that the priority date for 29-13558 is July 16, 1924 as recommended in the

Director's Report. The priority date for 29-13639 should be one day earlier than the date
recommended in the Director's Report, or October 21, 1952.
THEREFORE, considering the pleadings, evidence at trial, and argwnents of counsel IT
IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights b!l decreed with the elements set forth in the
attached Amended Special Master's Recommendations for Partial Decree.
DATED: November

30 , 2007.

lf:5Jjt!if4
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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EXHIBIT A

Subcase Nos:
29-02401
29-04221
29-07450
29-13638

(Subcase list:
SECONDAMEN)
11/30/07

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

ZID7 NOV 30 PM t: 23

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBA

DISTP.!Cl c,_,,rn-SRBA

case No. 39576
Water Right 29-02401

NAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

Qw.NTITY:

12 .22

PRIORITY DATE:

10/16/1958

POINT OF DIVERSION;

T06S R34E S14

TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED
Cf

CFS

S15

NWNW
NENW

Within Bannock County

NWNE

NESE
NESE
S16
S23

NENE
SWNE

S26

N'INE
NESH
NENW

SENW

SWSE
S35

T07S R34E SOl LOT 2

NWSE
SENE
N'INE

INWNE
SWNE
SESE
NESE

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

R35E S06

NWSE

S07
S18

SENE

PURPOSE OF USE
Hunicipal

NESW

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 12-31

Qw.NTITY
12 .22 CFS

Pt.ACE OF USE:
Place of use is within the service area ot the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT1
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
diversion for ground vater, and betWeen points of diversion
for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources,
ground vater wae first diverted under this right from Pocatello
Well No. 13 located in T07S, RJ4E, 901, SESE in the amount of
0.89 cfs, from Pocatello we'll No. 16 located in T06S, R34E, 926,
SWSE in the amount of 6,67 cfs and from Pocatello Well No. 18
located in T06S, R34E, Sl5, NENW in the amount of 4.66 cfs.
nus PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR 'n!E EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DE.9t"ERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN HE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE.

I.C. SECTION 42·1412 (6)

~

RECOMf~LJENDATION
NOV 3 0 4oo;ti

SRBA PA.RTJAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00267
Water Rig!.: 29-02401

~------...,,,,,,,..,
07

SREA P.::i.rtial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54 (b)

(continued)

RULS 54 (b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CE:R.TIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54 lb), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason tor delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution may is&ue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge of th11
Snake River Baein Adjudication

SREA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)
File Number: 00267
Water Right 29-02401

4~.:i 9

Nov-28-2007

rn THE: O(S'rRu..-r COURT OF THE: FIFTH JUDICIAL OtSTRICT OF THE:
STATE OF IOAHO, HJ ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

2Ul7 MGV 30 PH I: 23

PARTIAL OecREE PURSUN:IT TO
l,R,C,P, 54(b) FOR

In Re SRBJ.

··1···;~o1i·
":
U,nlV,

case No. 19515

1,.,;1

j

.

~'r-..,cie,:,A
VI\~

,.: ...•.,>,d

TWIN
co.,
rlLEOF,~U.S
__
_IDAHO
_
UAME AND ADDRESS:

CITY OF ?OCATELLO
PO OOX HO
POCATELOO, IO B320S

SOURCE:

GROU'NO WATER

QUANTITY:

:i,57

PRIORITY DATE:

08/0l/194.3

POINT OF OIVERSIOU1

TOGS RHB SH

CFS

SlS

.,.
S2l

""""

........
NSl!!I

NWUE

·-.,,..
NSNE
SIINS

NWNS

S>G

SJS

TO?S Rl4E S01 LOT l

.

RlS& SOG

,

S18

PURPOSS A.NO
USEt

PEJl.100 OP

PURPOSE! OP USE
>1u11ieipa.l

N-

....
""""
........
........
SWSE
tJ\oJSE

tN\fflE

NK.SF!
SENE

P.SRIOO Of US:S

1u~o1 TO n-ll

2.,.,.

QUAlfTlTY

crs

FL ACE OF US'E;
Place of u&o ia withtn tho ,orvtee area of the City ot
Poeatallo municip~l water •upply uyatom ~a provided tor under
Idoho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS m:CESSARY FOR OEPUHTION OR AtlHUHS:TRATlON OF THlS WATER RIGHT,
To Che oxtont neca,aary for administration between pointo o,
divernL~n for ground water, and bet~••n points of divaraion
for ground water ~Tid hydraulically connected uurface sourcee,
9rourid wbter wa• first dlverted undor this right ,rom ?oeatollo
W~ll No. 2, lOCbted in TOGS, Rl4E, sis. NWNE,
THIS PARTIAL OECREE IS: S:t.mJECT TO SUCH GENERAL FROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE: OE:FINtTION OF 'l"tiE RIGHTS OR fOR THE EFFICIENT
AOHlNISTAATIOH OP THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATgL~
De:TE:RHINED B't' THI!! COURT AT A POlUT IN TIME NO LATER THJUl THE:
E!NTRY OP A PINA~ UNIFIED OECREE. t,C. SltCTION 42#1412(6) •

...-------- ·--·----·,
RECOMMENDATION
NOV 3,, 0 2007

8RBA FARTIAL DEc:REE PURSUANT TO

Mater Right 29-G422l

I.R,C.P, S4{b)

SkDA PartiGl Decree Purouant

to

!,R.C.P. S~(b) !continued)

RULS S4(b) CERTIFICATE
With ~eap•ct to the issues deterained by the abOve judgment or order, it is hereby C£RTIFtED, in accordance
with Rule 54{b), t.R.C.P., that the court has determined thot the~e i~ no juat reason fer delay of the ent~y of a
final judgment and that the ccurt has and doea hereby direct that tbe above judgment or order sMll be a final
judgment upon which execution ma.y issue 4nd an appeal l'!\lly be taken as provided by the IdahO Appellate Rulee.

John N. Helaneon
Pre,iding Jud9e ot the
Snak• River aaain Adjudication

SR9A PARTIA~ DEC1t££ FVi!SUA.KT TO I.R,C,P. S4(bl
Water Right 29~~4ll1

PAGE 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH J'UDICIA!.. DISTRlCT OF' 1HE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF T',,IIN FALLS

2ID7 NOV 30 PH I: 23

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(b} FOR

In Re SRBA

'

Case No. 39S76

NAME AND ADDRESS,

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATE!..LO, ID 83205

SOURCE:

GROUND WATER

QUANTITY:

3 .J4

PRIORITY DATE:

06/13/1978

POINT OF DIVERSlON:

T06S RJJE S10

NESE

SlS

SWNE

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE,

,-,--"."

~1U

Water Right 29-074S0

.

l r~p__; I L ,/:.iT··SRBt4

1.WIN

FILEDF1~LLS
__CO., IDAH'O

---

CFS

PURPOSE OF USE
Nunicip11.l

Within Power County

PERIOD OF USE
01-01 TO 1:2-Jl

OU~ITY
J .34 CFS

PLACS: OF USE;
Place or use is within the service area or the City or
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided ror under
Idaho t.aw.
OTHER PROVISlONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT,
To the extent ncccosary for 11.dmini9tration between points or
divarsion for ground water, 11.nd between points of diver~ion
ror ground water and hydraulically connected &urrace source~,
ground water wae rirst diverted under this right from Pocatello
Mell No. JS located in TOEiS, RJJE, SlO, NESE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUClf GENER.AL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EE"FICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
OETER11INED BY THE COURT AT A POlNT IN TIME NO LATER TH.AN THE
E:NTRY OF A FINAL UNIPIEO DECREE, I.C. SECTION 42-1412[6).

RU!..E S4(bl CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determ.ined by the above judgment or order, it io hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54[b}, I,R.C,P., that the court has determined that there Ls no just reaoon ~or del11.y or the entry of a
rinal judgment and that the court has and does horeby direct th11.t the 11.bove judgment or order shall be 11. final
judgment upon which c~ecution may issue and 11.n 11.ppe11.l may be t11.ken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John N. Mel11.n~on
Pre11.ldin9 Judge of che
Snake River Baain Adjudic11.tion

______ ____ _____

,

...,

,..

,

RECOMMENDATION
NOV 3 0 2007
SRBA PARTIAi.. DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b)
File Numbor: 00:285
Water Right ~9-074S0

PAOE 1
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IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OP TWIN PALLS

2ffi7 NOi/ 30 PH f: 23

PARTIAL DECREe PURSUANT TO
I .R.C.P. 54 lb) FOR

In Re SRBA

GJ.;Tr;!CT ', .;J:U-SPBA
T_Wm
co ._'__
IDAffo
F·ILEOF/lLL.3
___

caee No. ]9576

NAME AND ADDRESS1

CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169

POCATELLO, ID

83205

SOURCE:

GROUNO WATER

QUANTITY:

2 .20

PRIORITY OA.TEi

12/Jl/1940

POINT OF DIVERSION;

T06S RJJE SlO

NESE

815

"""'

PURPOSE AND
PERICO OF USE,

CFS

PURPOSE OP USE
Municipal

Nithin Power County

PERICO OP USE
01-01 TO 12-Jl

QUANTITY
2,20 CF'S

PI.ACE DF USE:
Place of use is within tho service area of the City of
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provlded for under
Idaho Law.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
To the extent neceeeary for adm.1nistration between points of
diversion for ground water, and between points of diveraion
for ground water and hydraulically connecced surface sources,
ground water was first diverted under this ri9ht from Pocacello
Well No. 39 located in T069, RJ3E, 915, SWNE.
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUOf. OEHERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR THB EFFICIENT
ADKIHISTRATION OF THE ~ATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
06TERHINBD BY THE COURT A.T A. FOIHT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OP A PINAL tnlIPIEO OECRE'E. I.C. SECTION 42•1412(6).

RULE S4(b) CERTIFICATE

!
'I

,.I

~i~h reepect to tha ieeues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 5C(bl, I.R.C,P., that the court has decert11ined chat there is no just reaoon for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final
judgment upon which execution 11111,y issue and an appeal 11111y be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

John H. Melanson
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Baein Adjudication

RECOMMENDATION
Nov 3 o_ 2007
SABA PARTIAL OECREB PURSUANT TO I,R,C,P, 54{b)
File Number, 00274
~ater Ri~ht 29-1363S

I

1--~cie~~~,q,
SW.f.lAL A,:· A.---,

PACE 1
Nov-28-2007
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207 NOV 30 PM f: 23
1;l31r1g/i :~ '...,'-::iT-SRBA
1WIN

F.4U..S CO IDAJ/0

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DW4'iiJ.I<G-T-QF....XHE.._
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
SPECIAL MASTER'S
RECOMMENDATION
Water Right(s), 29-02401
29-04221
29-07450
29-13638

On November 30, 2007, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase(s)
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl), Section 13a.
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month.
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the
Presiding Judge.

DATED November 30, 2007.

Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

Water Right(s): 29-02401
29-04221
29-07450
29-13638

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECREE and NOTICE
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION were mailed
on November 30, 2007, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to
the following:
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
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AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
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DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208·934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436·4717
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303·595-9441
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NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
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TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:·
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
Case No. 39676

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos,-29-00271 et al. (See Attachment A)

CITY OF POCATELLO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND

1.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S ORDER ON RECONSIDERATION
INCORRECTLY CHARACTERIZED LEGAL ARGUMENTS IN CASES THAT HAVE
GONE TO THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT AS "ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE".
POCATELLO'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION WAS IMPROPERLY DENIED.

In a recent District Court decision involving the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators
(IGWA) 1, District Judge John Melanson, noted that "IGWA has taken one position in one
proceeding [referring to IGW A's legal position in AFRD#2, an Idaho Supreme Court
proceeding2] and then adopted the exact opposition position in a similar proceeding involving
similar issues [referring to IGWA v. IDWR]". In accordance with IGWA's original legal
position in AFRD#2, Judge Melanson dismissed IGWA's application for TRO, Complaint for
Declaratory Relief and Writ of Prohibition and Preliminary Injunction in IGWA v. IDWR.
This court has the same authority regarding parties' changes in legal position in similar
proceedings. As Pocatello stated in its Motion for Reconsideration, "Pocatello's overarching
legal issue is that the State and IDWR have changed their position with respect to LC. 42-1425
accomplished transfers in the SRBA and have done so counter to their arguments and the
decision in Idaho Supreme Court cases." This is not a matter of evidence; it has to do with

1

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators v. IDWR (Fifth Judicial District No. CV 2007-526) (IGWA v.
IDWR). See June 12, 2007 Order (Affidavit of Josephine Beeman, December 13, 2007, Exhibit I.)
2

AFRD#2 refers to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in AFRD#2 et al. v. IDWR, et al, No.
33249/33311/33399, Slip Op. 40 (Idaho, Mar. 5, 2007).
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Pocatello's right to make a legal argument that the State and IDWR took one position in
proceedings at the Idaho Supreme Court (AFRD#2 and Fremont-Madison cases), and then
adopted the exact opposition position in a similar proceeding involving similar issues
(Pocatello' s accomplished transfers at the SRBA court).

2.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION INCORRECTLY
CONCLUDED THAT I.C. § 42-1425'S PROVISION FOR CHANGES IN POINT OF
DIVERSION "DOES NOT PROVIDE FOR A CHANGE IN THE SOURCE ELEMENT".
Pocatello respectfully disagrees with the Master's statement that LC. 42-1425 does not
provide for a change in the source element. Master's Report, at I 0. Pocatello refers the Master
to the recommendations and partial decrees for 29-00071, 29-02219, and 29-10341 as examples
where the source element of the water right was specifically recommended and decreed with the
following statement: "RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN SOURCE
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE." Pocatello understands that I.C. 42-1425
is routinely applied to changes in source because the source element is a descriptive aspect of the
point of diversion element.
Idaho Code 42-1425 is not a legal basis to deny Pocatello's claims that its interconnected
wells are alternate points of diversion for the city's surface water rights.

3.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION DENIED
ALTERNATE POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR POCATELLO'S SURFACE WATER
RIGHTS BECAUSE IT RELIED ON AND USED A STANDARD OF "CONNECTION"
WHEN DETERMINING "WHETHER MINK CREEK AND GIBSON JACK CREEK
ARE CONNECTED CLOSELY ENOUGH TO THE PROPOSED GROUNDWATER
WELLS TO BE CONSIDERED THE SAME SOURCE." THE STANDARD APPLIED
WAS BASED ON AN IMPROPER ADMINISTRATIVE RULEMAKING.
The Master's Report uses a "same source" analysis to examine Pocatello's claims that its
interconnected wells are alternate points of diversion for the City's surface water rights. The
City's claims are based on LC. 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute, which specifically
applies to the SRBA. The Master's "same source" analysis relies on a standard where "the
connection ... would have to be so close that" the alternate points of diversion "were essentially
diverting the same water" as the surface water rights. Id. at 12. The "same water" standard is
not articulated in 42-1425, but is found in IDWR's Transfer Processing Memo #4 (October 30,
2002) (Exhibit 1, Supplemental Director's Report, Attachment 6) (Transfer Memo). However,
the Transfer Memo explicitly states that it applies only to "processing applications for transfers
of water rights pursuant to Section 42-222,-Idaho Code ..."; in contrast, the legislature
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expressly stated that 42-1425 was to avoid the "impractical and unduly burdensome" procedures
of42-222.
IDWR's Transfer Memo is an internal document of the Department and does not provide
a binding legal standard for evaluating alternate points of diversion established prior to
November 19, I 987. Further, these internal policies and procedures of the Department have not
been subjected to the process for formal administrative rulemaking under the Idaho
Administrative Procedures Act (Idaho Code § 67-52), and their application here to Pocatello
directly contradicts 42-1425.

It was error for the Department to apply the Transfer Memo to Pocatello's claim for
alternate points of diversion under 42-1425. And, it was error for the Master's Report to defer
to the Department's misapplication of the Transfer Memo to Pocatello's alternate points of
diversion.

In an adjudicative proceeding for the water rights for the City of Pocatello, it is
inappropriate to apply standards for interconnection based on an unpromulgated 2002 Transfer
Memo developed as a guideline for a statute that is expressly inapplicable to Pocatello's alternate
points of diversion established prior to November 19, 1987.
4.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION ERRED BY USING A
''NO INJURY" STANDARD TO CONCLUDE THAT THE ALTERNATIVE POINTS OF
DIVERSION WERE NOT "ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFERS".

In analyzing the City's §42-1425 accomplished transfer of alternate points of diversion
for its surface water rights, the Master's Report states that "even though the ground and surface
sources are connected, the city could not transfer its point of diversion to ground water without
injuring junior ground water pumpers who appropriated prior to the city establishing its well." Id.
at 12. This conclusion is incorrect for two reasons. First, the analysis incorrectly applies the "no
injury" restriction contained in §42-1425 by looking to possible future injuries rather than actual
and identifiable injuries as contemplated by §42-1425. Second, the analysis of complex factual
circumstances required to attempt to identify possible future injuries is not appropriate in the
SRBA and comes within the expertise of the Department in administering the rights, an exercise
that requires examinations and hearings to be conducted first in the Department's administrative
forum.
The Master's Report applies a similar "no injury" analysis to the limiting condition for
Pocatello's interconnected ground water rights. In the interests of space and the convenience of
the Court, a fuller critique of the Report's analysis appears below.
POCATELLO'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND - PAGE 3
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5.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION ADOPTS IDWR'S
LIMITING CONDITION ON THE GROUND WATER RIGHTS SERVING THE CITY'S
INTERCONNECTED WELL SYSTEM DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE CONDITION
IS UNNECESSARY FOR THE ADJUDICATION OF THE RIGHTS AND ADDRESSES
CONCERNSTHATAREPROPERLYDETERMINEDBYTHEDEPARTMENTIN
THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE RIGHTS.

The Special Master's Report concludes that, although recommending the alternate points
of diversion for Pocatello's interconnected well system is appropriate, "recognizing those
alternate points of diversion would not be possible without a condition such as that
recommended in the Director's Report." (Emphasis added.) Id. at 23. The Director's SRBA
and administrative practices are counter to this conclusion.
The SRBA process requires only such remarks as are necessary for the administration of
the right by the Director. Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2)0). In addition, the SRBA adjudication
process decrees water rights based on a "snapshot in time" as of the commencement of the
SRBA on November 19, 1987. In this context, and consistent with IDWR SRBA practices until
2003, the cities of Aberdeen, Jerome, and Rupert had the water rights serving their interconnected culinary water systems recommended and decreed with alternate points of diversion
without such a condition. The Notices of Claim, IDWR Recommendations, and SRBA Partial
Decrees are in Pocatello Exhibits 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, and 179. These are
uncontroverted adjudicated facts.

In 2007, IDWR testified that a condition on such interconnected water rights is necessary
because of the Departroent' s evolving understanding of conjunctive water administration.
(David Tuthill's testiroony, at 9-10, Appendix A, Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief.) However, 20
years have already elapsed since 1987, and there is no record before the court that the Cities of
Aberdeen, Jerome, Rupert, or Pocatello have been administered by the use of such a condition.
There is no basis in the record for decreeing the adjudicated facts of Pocatello's interconnected
well system differently from the adjudicated facts for the Cities of Aberdeen, Jerome, and
Rupert.
Further, the Master's Report correctly notes that "IDWR must be protecting against an
injury which is real, ideotifiable, and material. A theoretical or speculative injury is
insufficient." Master's Report & Recommendation at 19, citing Beecher v. Cassia Creek Irr. Co.,
66 Idaho 1, 7, 154 P.2d 507, 509 (1944) (emphasis added). However, the Master's Report only
identifies two of the three criteria from Beecher, and then only conditionally: "Where a change
or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and material even if the damage is
POCATELLO'S BRIEF IN Sur
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not immediately manifest." Ibid (emphasis added). The word "would" expresses a possibility
that a change might undermine a priority date. However, there is no record that Pocatello's
operation of its interconnected we11 system did undermine a priority date as of 1987, or even as
of 2007. Beecher expressly limits the type of injuries that may be protected against to those that
are (I) real, (2) identifiable, and (3) material. The three terms together contemplate a present
injury to an identifiable water right. The Master's Report finds no "identifiable" injury because
there is no evidence of injury.
The complex realities of the conjunctive management of water must be recognized. The
evolving understanding of both the scientific physical realities of the waters of the state and the
best practices for conjunctively administering water rights must be encouraged in order to
promote the highest and best use of the waters of the State of Idaho. However, those complex
factual matters are appropriately left to the expertise of the Department in administering the
waters of the state. In American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v. IDWR (AFRD#2), the Supreme
Court ofldaho (relying on the State's assertions) recognized "the complexity of the factual
determinations that must be made in determining material injury, whether water sources are
interconnected and whether curtailment of a junior's water right will indeed provide water to a
senior." AFRD#2 et al. v. IDWR, et al, No. 33249/33311/33399, Slip Op. 40 (Idaho, Mar. 5,
2007) at 16. The AFRD#2 court recognized that "water rights adjudications neither address, nor
answer, the questions presented in delivery calls," and that "a partial decree need not contain
information on how each water right on a source physically interacts or affects other rights on
that same source." Id. at 18-19.
IDWR' s interest in future conjunctive administration is entirely appropriate, but AFRD#2
correctly instructs this court why the condition on Pocatello's interconnected ground water rights
"need not" be included in the adjudication.

6.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION MISTAKENLY
CONCLUDED THAT CORRECTING THE DEPARTMENT'S ADMINISTRATIVE
ERROR OF LAW - LICENSING WATER RIGHT 29-7770 WITH AN IRRIGATION
PURPOSE OF USE- WOULD CONSTITUTE A "COLLATERAL ATTACK". IT DOES
NOT.
Water Rights 29-71 I 8, 29-7119, and 29-7770 have all been used to carry out Pocatello's
biosolids program to treat the City's sewage waste, and as to two of these rights-29-7118 and
29-7119- the Master's Report concluded as a matter of law that because "Pocatello grew the
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crops to absorb municipal biosolid waste ... water was applied and used for municipal pUipose."
Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, at 20.
The Master's Report also found that 29-7770 "was used for the biosolids program" but
then erred as a matter of law in reporting 29-7770 with an irrigation pUipose of use based on
IDWR's previous license of29-7770 with an irrigation pUipose of use. This was a legal error by
the Department because application of water to municipal biosolids sewage waste treatment
program is a municipal use as a matter of law.
Courts are not bound by errors oflaw committed by administrative agencies. Kelso v.

State Ins. Fund, 997 P.2d 591, 134 Idaho 130, 138 (2000), If this were not so, administrative
agencies could make and/or change law. The Special Master has already concluded as a matter
of law that the application of water to carry out the City's biosolids program is a municipal use.
The Special Master is not barred, but rather has a duty to correct the Department's error oflaw.
Since these three rights have only been used for Pocatello' s biosolids program,3 it is not
necessary to use the accomplished transfer statute in the analysis. The accomplished transfer .
statute applies only to changes in use.

7.
THE SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FAILED TO APPLY
THE "REASONABLE EVIDENCE" STANDARD TO THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED
AT TRIAL IN SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S CLAIMED PRIORITY DATE FOR
WATER RIGHTS 29-13558 AND 29-13639. ADDffiONALLY, PURSUANT TO J.R.C.P.
52(B), THE CITY RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS THAT THE SPECIAL MASTER
AUGMENT HER FINDINGS OF FACT WITH NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE.
Pocatello offered evidence from multiple sources that would "lead a reasonable mind to
conclude" that the wells associated with water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639 were in place and
diverting water by the dates claimed by the City (June 30, 1905 and December 31, 1940,
respectively). The Special Master's Report erred in recommending the dates in accordance with
the recommendation of the Department.4
While it is well established that the Director's Report constitutes primafacie evidence,
"the 'primafacie' status accorded to the Director's Report in I.C. § 42-1411(4) constitute[s] a
rebuttable evidentiary presumption." State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho

' Toe uncontroverted testimony is discussed at footnote 90, p. 40, Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief.
4

The Special Master's Report recommended 29-13558 with a priority date of7/!6/1924, as recommended
in the Director's Report, and 29-13639 with a priority date of 10121/ 1952, one day earlier that recommended in the
Direetor's Report. The one day advancement of29-13639 was based upon the change in position of the Department
at trial.
'
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736,745,947 P.2d 409 (1997); quoting State v. United States, 128 Idaho 246, 255-256, 912 P.2d
614 (1995). The rebuttable presumption in favor of the Director's Report means that ''the facts
contained therein are presumed to be correct until such time as a water claimant produces
sufficient evidence to rebut that presumption." Hagerman at 746 (emphasis added). Bongiovi v.

Jamison explains that evidence sufficient to rebut the presumption must rise to the level of
"substantial evidence". 110 Idaho 734, 718 P.2d 1172 (1986). Substantial evidence is defined as
"such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion; it is more
than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance." Evans v. Hara 's, Inc., 123 Idaho 4 73, 478, 849
P.2d 934 (1993).
At trial, the Department (Carter Fritschle)5 indicated that the Director's Report
recommendations in 2003 for 29-13558 and 29-13639 did not include review of the additional
evidence that Pocatello presented at trial:
Pocatello Exhibit 147: "A Scant Supply in 1924" article
Pocatello Exhibit 148: Pocatello Tribune article, dated 07/17/1924
Pocatello Exhibit 150: Alameda Enterprise article, dated 07/20/1952
Pocatello Exhibit 151: Polk's Pocatello City Directory 1962
Pocatello Exhibit 153: City of Alameda Application for Permit
The evidence was submitted to support priority dates earlier than 7/16/1924 for
29-13558 and earlier than 10/21/1952 for 29-13639.
The Department (Carter Fritschle) stated that it required evidence of the date the wells
wen; drilled and put into service. 6 However, the evidence provided by the City reasonably
I

supports the conclusion that the water rights in question were operating before the dates the
Department recommended, particularly considering population growth, the functioning villages
that formed Alameda, and the sworn statements in Alameda's 1952 application for permit. 7
The evidence provided by the City in support of its priority date claims for 29-13558 and
29-13639 is sufficient to rebut the presumption in favor of the Department's recommendations.
"Once the presumption is rebutted, it disappears and the facts upon which the presumption is
based are weighed with all other facts that may be relevant." Hagerman at 746, quoting
MCCORMICK, EVIDENCE§ 345, at 823 (1972).
5

Tr. p. 196, line 16-19.

6

Definitive as to when the well was drilled and when it was put into service (Tr. p. 199, lines 7-9).

7

See timeline in Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief, pp. 44 and 45.
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In addition to the evidence presented at trial, the City has recently discovered two maps
of the City of Pocatello depicting municipal water facilities and describing the municipal water
systems. These maps were created by the Sanborn Map Company and are dated September of
1892 and May of 1921.
The standard for allowing the introduction of additional evidence in conjunction with a
motion to alter or amend the report of a special master is discussed in Order on Challenge
(Consolidated Issues) of "Facility Volume" Issue and "Additional Evidence" Issue, Subcases

36-2708 et al., (December 29, 1999) ("Facility Volume"), citing In Re SRBA Subcases
36-00061, 36-00062, and 36-00063, Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge

(September 27, 1999). Pursuant to I.R.C.P 52(b), a court may augment its :findings of fact on·
four grounds: (1) correction of manifest error; (2) newly discovered evidence; (3) change in law;
and/or (4) to supplement or amplify its :findings. "Facility Volume" at 20-21. Pocatello has
newly discovered evidence. The "Facility Volume" decision explains two limitations for
consideration of newly discovered evidence. First, "the rnovant may not introduce evidence that
was available at trial but not proffered." Id. at 21. The late 19th/early 20th century Sanborn maps
were not known to the City, and not discovered until July 2007. Second, "It is improper for a
party to move to amend in order to advance new theories based on evidence that was proffered at
trial or to reassert arguments already rejected by the court." Ibid Pocatello meets both tests.
Further, the City is not advancing a new theory but is providing newly discovered evidence in
support of priority dates that it has claimed throughout the SRBA proceedings.
DATED this 13 th day of December 2007.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On this 13th day of December 2007, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document to be deposited in an official U.S. Post Office receptacle with proper First Class
postage affixed, addressed to the following:
AMERICANFALLSRESERVOIRDIST#2
Represented by:
C 1HOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301MAINST
POBOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone:208-934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA
Represented by:
US DEPAR1MENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATIJRAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

MINIDOKA lRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone:208-678-3250

A & B IRRJGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDLING
615 HST
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

MILNER IRlUGATION DISTRICT
NORTII SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L 1HOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
POBOX485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303--0485
Phone: 207.733.0700
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29-11348
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Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)
)
)
)
)
)

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39676

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

Subcase Nos. 29-00271 et al. (See Attachment A)
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN IN
SUPPORT OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO
ALTER OR AMEND

)
) ss:
)

I, Josephine P. Beeman, after being duly sworn, state that I am an attorney licensed to
practice law in the State of Idaho. I am over the age of 18 years and state that the following is
based on my personal knowledge.
1.

I am counsel for the City of Pocatello in this matter.

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the June 12, 2007 Order

Dismissing Application for Temporary Restraining Order, Complaint for Declaratory Relief, Writ
ofProhibition and Preliminary Injunction, in Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, et al. v. Idaho

Department of Water Resources, et al., Jerome County District Court Case No. CV 2007-526.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
Dated this 13th day of December 2007.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On this 13 th day of December 2007, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document to be deposited in an official U.S. Post Office receptacle with proper First Class postage
affixed, addressed to the following:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST #2
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone:208·934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF nJSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATIJRAL RESOURCES DN CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 837 II -4449

MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200OVERLANDAVE
POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250 ·

A & B IRRICATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDLlNG
615 HST
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone:208-436-4717

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE303
POBOX485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-733-0700
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IN 'l'HE DIS'l'RICT COURT OF 1'HF.: 1-'U"l'H JUDI
STATF. OF JDAHO, IN AND FOR THE co,tn,;,-,,v
IDAIIO GROIJND WATER
Al'\,ROPRIATORS, INC, MAGIC
VALLEY GROUNDWA'fER
DJS'l'RICI' nnd NORTH SNAKF.
Gt{OUNI> WATERDISTRtC'f,
Pfafntfffs
VS,

ll>AIIO l>li!(IARTMF.NT OF
WATF!ll RF.c;ouRCli:S lllld DA.YID
TUTIIIU,, JR, IN HTS OFFICIAL
CAJ>ACI'l'Y AS nnmCTOR O}'
'fin~ IDAllO Dltl'ARThiEN'1' 011 ·
WATlm RF.SOURCES,
D~rcmlnnts,

)
)

)
)

C1m1 No, CV 2007-526

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER DISMISSING APPI,ICATION
FOR TEMPORARY RF.STRAINING
ORDRR, COMrI,AINT FOR
DECLARATORY REJ,mF, WRl'J' 01r
PROHIBITION A.ND l'RF:UMARY

)
)
)

INJUNCflON

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

11ml

ULUF.: 1,AKli:S TROlrr FARMS, ,
)
INC,l CLEAR LAKES TROUT CO., )
INC.1 ANITA I(. HARDY; RIM
)
vrnw TROUT cpMrANY, INC.1
)
,IOI IN W. "Bir.I." JONES, JR, and )
. Dl~LORm~ ,I ONES; CLEAR
)
srl~INGS l•'OODS, INC.; RANGF.N )
INC.; AMl!:RICAN FALLS
)
RRSII.RYOIRD(STRICT NO, 2;
)
A&ll IRRIGATION DIS'l'RICT1
)
BURI,F.Y TRIUGA'J'ION
)
DIS'fRICT; Mll,NlilR
)
ll<Hl<lAl'ION OISTRICT; NORTH )
SIDF. CANAi. CO.; and TWIN
)
JIALLS CANAi, CO,,
)

(nicrvcnors.

------------

)
)
)
• I•
1/VJ~~:};\t~t;
ORD~,~ C:O~!rl...\lltr l'OR IIY.('I..\R,\'l'()R\'

1/Rl>}.ll OISMJS.qJ/ifl APl'l,IC"..\TIO.~ FOR Tl~PORAIIY ll
Rf,J,m,,; 11·11rrm1 FROJUnrtrON AND l'IIELIJKIJ'i,IRV

l'oflt JorJ

Exhibit 1
Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Suppo,
of Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend
-'Cem berl,
u,.,.... \,J. •
3 200 7
_ .·00271, et al.
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I,

'l11is mull~r ct1n1c 1,cforo the C'.ourt pul'!luan\ 1o an App//~allonfor Temporary Restrerlni11K

Order mid Or,/cr 10 Show Gimse and (:Cmp/(1/nlfor Daclararo'>' l1c//ef. Wrll ofPl'<lhth/1/tm,
Trtnipi~ar)' R~slm/11/ng Ori/er and PrcTlminary l,vunc/icm filed Mo.y 7, 2007, l11rough COWlSDl,

by the Idaho Grom,~ Waler Appropriators, el al. 011 May 31, 2007, Iha Qlllle was n.'\.~ign~'ll 111 this

Cuurt l>nscd on the dlsqualifi,;11lio1, 1if\hc Honorable John Outler.
2.

Motions to intcrvcme v.-ere tiled by Clear Spring.,; foods, Inc,. Bluo J.akos 'l'roul Farm,

Inc,, <•f rrf,, Rnngen lnc., Jolin W. ~nil~· Jones, Jr. and Delores Jones and American Jlalls

Reservoir l>lAUict #2, 11/ "'· ('"Surfo.ca Wntct Coalition"), ·1110 motions to intcrvcno wcra grnntc:d
via a scpnmto ord~r issued June I, 2007.
3,

Motions to dismiss were filed by the Idaho D~partmcntof Wat~r Resources and !he

vnriou~ intervcnors, Ql[cglng tnrer afta: tba Court's lack ofJurfsdiotlon for follure to cxhnU!,I
adminlsrrntivc 1-cmcdi~.
4.

A hcorlng was he!~ on Lhe matter on Junu 6, 2007, wherein the Court granted tha motions

to dis111iss nnd dismis~ !he action without p1tjudice, and to avoid further dclny, s1a1vd tho b:i.1is

for ii• decision on tho record in open court,

H.
ORPER
Tl mTrnFORP., for thQ reasons s!lltcd on tho record In open co\lrt, acopy of the trnnscript
of lhc Court·~ oral niling fa attached horelo, the Mot/ori lo Dismiss is granted nml thu
A1•plk,1//rmfor Tc111pcm11y Restraining Onf~r, l'omplainl for Dec/walory.Re/;ef, Writ of
l'rohibilion rrml l'relimlm1ry Jryunclion is dl.i;miR~cll without prejudice.

RULE S4(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect lo lM issues detcrmln~ by the above judgment or order II ls hereby
CllRTlfl!Ell, i1111coordc.ncC!: wllh Ride 54(b), Ut.C.P., that the court h~s determined thnl 1l1cro Is
no Just rca.~on for d~lay of the c:ntry of n final judgment mid that tho courl hQS 11ncl docs horcby
direct thnt lhc nbovc judgment or order shall be a linnl judgment upon which execution moy
is~nc ond an nppcal m11y ba takon 11S provided by the Idaho Appollatc Rules.

UROP.lt DlS.\JIS.~JSC, ,1rrJ.ll\tTION FOIi Tt.•irOMRV RI>;
.
Rt:r.u,v. \\'RI l'nF1•11011wrr10.~ ,\NO l'llf.LL't11NARI' INJU~~lf:~11(,; ORO~,~ r.oMrMJNJ' l'OR ll£CURA'rORV

r,ijohU

4 ,~, •·:2
~J I
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THE COORT:

1

Wo're on record in Case Number CV

i

2001-526, Idaho Ground Appropriator$ and others, versus

3

Idaho Department of water Resources.

4

present with counsel -- or I should say that counsel for

5

the parties nre present, as are counsel for the

6

intervenors,

7

lMlttGr and I wil.l do so at thie time.

I am prepared to rule from the bench in this

The doctrine of prtor appropriation has been th~

8

9

~he partiQs are

low in ldaho for over 100 yea:.s.

It is set forth.in

01.l:r.

1Q

State conetitution at Article 15 and in our statutes at

11

rdnho code Section 42-106, which was e.nactcd in 1899,

12

P;.ior appropriation is a just, although sometimes har.sh,

13

m~thod of administering water rights here in the desere,

14

whore the demand for water often e~ceed$ water available

15

for supply.

16

tho roalty that in times of scarcity, if everyone woro

17

allowed to share in tho roaouroe, no one would hava enough

18

for their needs, and so first in ti:me - fir$t in right is

19

the hula,

20

applied, junior appropriators may face economic hardship or

21

GVan ruin.

22

The doctrine is just becausa it acknowledges

1he doctrine is harsh, because when it is

I say these things in an introductory.way so the

23

p~rties ~nd othe,.people who may be interostact will know

24

that l know the possibla consequences of my ruling today,

?5

Mnd I do not take this decision or its consequence lightly,
,

..
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1 but it Is q dacl:rlon \hat I benovc to be mandated b'/ law.
i My decision totlay 1s bascid •lmplY and &oldv upon the fact
3 th~t tlia plalntlfi'G h~e not exhaust<:d their aamlnlstra~~
4 remedic:;.
!i
I do ag~ that thc:re may tie solTJQ coloreble

6 defenru, such os reoscnable pumping levels, Mlle call
? and rea.,,n;ibton~ of diVers!on. '!his, however, Is not the
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
-19
20
21
22

23

2~
25

proce<!dln9 In whlcll ~lcsa l11aucs shOllld be raised. In
Amorlcam Falls Reservair District Nun1ber Two ver&IS Idaho
Dcpartn1ent or Wlltcr Re&J<!ress, i43 Idaho 86J, In a case
Qedded In March or this year, dti!d by the parties, tho
t'0Urt dc~lt with strikingly similar circumstances: A
dedar<1tory Judgment action bl'llU(lht while an ;idmlnlslraliVII
proc~cdlng was pending, In Amcrialn Falls Ne. 2 It was
s11m100 wa~ usal':!I challenging the manner ilnd process by
which the Dtre<tor responded to a dellVeiy call <19alns:
ground water pumpers. The rumice water users to11!:ended
that tho Dirt>:h,r's response W!ls contr.iry to raw and
ultimately unconltjtuVonal. AlthOU!Jh both the 5\/r!llce
warer u!;<lrs and Iha around water pumpers, lnduding Idaho
Grcund Water lls•rs Association, requested a hearing before
tha Dfro-.ior, prior to Ille hea~ng being conduaed ttie
surface waler users filed ;xn ad!on for declaratory reuot
dlal!englng, amon9 other things, the consatut1onally of
the ni!es cl conjunttlve management: Tho very .ame niles

l

2
3
4

s
,6

7

e
9

10
11
12

13

14
16

16
17

IS

19
20
21

n

23

24
25

ground waw pumper.; appeared In defense ol the Dlni,;u,~s
app!lc:atlon or the nires, lndudln9 an a111umcnt U,~t the
surface waier u,;ars must fir>t e:<haust l:holr ~dminlstra.lll/C
rcme<!les before sacking jlJdlclal revk:w. In Its oponlng
brier on appeal !G-NA argllill:I: Mormer, Iha lcglsl•tllre
already has sp~lfied I.ha proa,ss tor r=Mng cllaRenaM
to such unlowful agency ed!on. 111a proper proccdura Is
through Judlclel review, pu1aUant to t11e Administrative
Prcccdures Act, Idaho Oide Section 67-5270: not a
collateral attack ., tho plainliffs nave undertaken here.
lhe APA also contains entlro se<tlcns on aaan,;y
heartng pn;,tedures, evldene<!, and olller relatm m~tters,
~.g. Idaho Code S<!ction• 67-5212, hear1ng p~ro; and
67•5271, evldenQ!, nie Department applies these as part or
Its niles. The district coorl'• apprwch ln..--ses out
adminl5tnlijve 1'1w, end quate.
That's from Iha affidavit or Mr, Arrington,
l:>chlblt I to Hie !GW/1 oPenlng brtef, page six.
Apparently the s"pr<ime Court agreed with lmVA,
holding that administrative rerne<Jies must ba Ol(hau:ste~
berora evan constltu~onal 11.ues i:.in be raised before the
Dlstr1ct Court, unleri !her& Is a faciijl dla!lcnso, The
Supremo Coult hold, quote: lmpoft.lnt policy consldora~011s
underlla the requll'llmcnt for exhausting administrative
rem~ies, suc;h ;,s provicfing the oppMunlty fer ml~gaUng

PIJ90 3

l

2
J

4
5
5

7
6
~

!0
11

12
13
14
15

lo

17·
18
19
20
21
22

whld1 govern the Olrecto~• response to this ~f.
In American FiiRs No. 2 tho court reaffirmed the
lona-sL'lndi11a-goncral niqulrement that a partv not saek
dotlaratory roller unijl •dmlnlstral/111> "'m•dios havo boon
cxhau•le<j unless t11at party Is cllDlll!llglng the rule's
fadal const1tuconaf11Y, The COUit n,l11!d on Idaho Coae
SO<;Con 67-5271 and th~ Regen versu, Koctenat County case,
l41Hd~ho r.u, a 200-1 case.
In th• cas~ now before tlM coU!t, IGWA, I'll
refer to It •• botli f)ilrtles hill'<! referred to it •• Idaho
Gn,un<t Wotor Approprtators Association by !Is acronym •
!nil/ally requested ij hearing be/ore.the director. ThG
heiirtng wM placed on hckl when nio constitutional
dinllens'l9 to the nilc:i of ainJundlve management was
raised In American Falls Na, 2. . FlllallY, because bath
=es lnvolvad oppfioatill!J af tho liilme n,fes, •fter tho
suprern• r::«rrt ISsued Its runng In American Falls No. 2,
the Plror:tar lssw:l ii nc~<:Q or pctcnUol curtailment Qn
MoY1D, 7.0117, almool: tr month ago. 1nowa of re·noudng
er l'l!queiuna lnmedlilta hearing befol'll the PlrGCtar and
•raulng fl> dainl.9 al!<l dl!f..,.,,,, 1r.wA filed tho Instant
..,,;en. I\S •IJ<h, the, Dlroctcr h•s not developed a

23 luR'a<bn1nim.ll\"e
~1 d~enso!'n,!se:!.
25

"'"''d and I\JUng on the claims and

=lcilny, to llm<rlc.,n """" Na. 2, IGWA and 1110
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r
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er rurlng l!l'rnrs without JUlllclal lntervenUon, deferring
to the administrative prco,sses estiblfsticd by the
leglslature and th~ administrntlva body ond the sense tJI
comity for the quasl-judldal funct1ons or the
adm1n1s1r.1ttvo body. That's rrom Amerlran Falls No. 2,
quoUng White ve/'SWl aannOCI: County cammlssionors, 139
Idaho 396, at 401 • ~02,
Frankly, this Court, despltr:i the dlfl'ere11ccs
pclnl:ed cut by tha pl,1lnHlfs, has dlfftculty l11
meanlngfully distinguishing American Falls No. 2 and the
lnstmt
Althougl\ American Falls f-10, 2 dealt with a
constlwllonal challenge, the und•~Vinll principles ~re the
,
same, and l:he supreme Court defined the scope or the
l!XCl!J)!IOns to the e>l1i1ust1on or admlnlstra~ve remeates
requlremcrrt. '!he csi;onO) of what was at ft.sue In Ameri<.1n
F.llfs No. 2 was t!1e manner In which the Dlrettcr respon~ed
tc tho dellvcry call, AlthOtlgh the ac;tlon was argued and
ana~ es a ~dal rnallenga1the Supremo Court held it
was an as-ilpplled challoll!ft!, and It, hcld that an a.5'\lpplle<I
challenga did net p,wido an oxr.cP!Jon tc the cxhausllcn of
the admlnlstlaUve remedies requirement.
The ccurt reasoned, qUO!I!: To hold othelwlso
would mean l:hat a party lmPSe grl~van,;e prl!Sents Issues of
!'act or mlsapPUcations or rules or pofrdes coufd
ncnetheless b)lpa$$ his admlnlsb.tlye l'e(lledies and go

....

=·
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............
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L straight to tho co~rth=• by tho simple ""l)edlent of
;i rai.clng a o:mstitutlonal Issue, Agijln, from American Fans
3 No. z, dtiog Foremost lnsuran;-a versus Pubfi~ $el'/lca
4 comrnlsslon 985, 6,W, 2d 7!l3.
5
Although I~A has not rramed Iha Issues lo terins
6 · or a C011SUD.rtlonal chaUcnge, It Is no110thc~s l'ill~ng
7 l5$11E!!l pertaining to the perceived misapplication or rules,
B and raising Issues or fact and law, wt11c/l accordln~ tc the
~ holding In .o.menean falls No.~, ml!St ~r$ be ruled on by
10 theedrnlnlsb;ltivo agency prior to seeking judldal review,
U
'll1Cl surface water users In AmBliC11n Falls No, 2
12 ra1Sl.d lsl;ucs pertaining to Iha lowfulness of th<>
13 Olr<!c!O<'s ~"'" In o dcTive,y call, They simply
1~ asserted thD! the Infirmatles rose to tho level or
15 rnns~l11llonal proportiQllS bocauso of \he property ~gh!J
15 at sl:alc.e, llll:lmately, tho cllslrlct court In that case
17 applied a f.ldnl challenge anolysis bealusa tho blrector'5
18 ad:lons, allhouah alleged to pa contrary to law, were
19 corols!,,nt with the con!unctlve management rules,
20
NOIJetheless, the supreme Court rejected tha
;!1 ~-call~ J,ybrld app~th that Is es appfied in the fodol
22 cl1alllll\!jo and h~ld that administrative remedll!S must first
23 be exhaWLed, Toe rasult er tho holdlng Is that whether a
Z~ party raises IC!l•I or factual J$Sue!I, or alleges that such
25 Issues rise II) U,e level er on os-appllcd constll:ll~onal

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
B
g

10
11

12
13
14
15
18
17

18
10
2a
21
22
23
a1
2S

not pcn;lll!SIW!.
"5 no12d at the lieglmlng or mvcommeiil:s, tho
prior approprliltlon doi;\Jlne 6Cl!letirnt!$ lc:ds 10 • harsh
result, but IUs ju5!. If the court wen,to block ~llS
ni:tlon 110w, every proposal curtallml!fll: would flr..1 be
de<ldE!d In the Ol\lrts lnslood of whe!u tho logc:laliltll
lnmnded: Af. tha Idoh<! Depment ot Water Resources. Wo
would hilva J~dlClol administration or watl!r rights,
Perhap5 If Ole Amt!rlcan l'ilils ~· t,lo. 2 had not
tlkcn pl11ennd there was noh rr.e-yeorturtaTiment plao
~ll'Clldy In place) and IGWA was being noijl1ed o/ the
OJJ!allmenc ror the nn;t Ume ~~ Iha planting =•on
had alnlDdY comm~; •nd lftlle r!ghtm •
pre-airtallmc:nt hearlng were plafnlY established; and II'
IGWA did not have ll'la rcmcdy of manda1111l£i or Porliapo 0~10r
remedies i;uch Qs thojUdiciol mieW mentlcned, pcthaps
lhen their a,yumcnt thatjtl!o'lke (equJres ill1 cxccp\lon to
ei;J,ous~on or admlnlsliaWa remedies would MVe more
man1.
n,e'plalnb'll's dalm that tho Director has
e~•d his outnorlly lulso wttfiout merit, The fild 1G
that we do not~ know wluit the Director will ®· Th•
CJUes!ion of the DiredotHulhor1ty must nrst be raised
In the adrnlt\1"craUve proomllng, Idaho Ci,de Secilon
42-M2 vasl. the l)iroi;torwlth lhe eulhorily to aistrlbum

Pos• 1

P•ge g

1 Wlll:i:r nom •II notural mrw v.1thln • water district In
IGW/\ ha~ raizcd two =o;cptioM to the l!llhoust/an
2 0""1rdonce with th• prtor approprtauon dod:r/ne, ,'JI Ute
or admlnlstfo~vo remedle• doctrine that wero mentlOned,
J right$ at l$SUa h""'I been reported or a<lfijdlc;a,ted ~nd hava
but not d)WJ<!;ed bytha supremo court In Am0rtc,m Falls
4 baon ini:klded v.llhln a wall:r disvi<;t,
No. 2. Tho first being, When th• tntorest:ofjU>tic~ to
s
~ lar os the open.Hon ofthe.oround watar
requ1ro; •nd tho se(;Dntl belnq: wnen the agency Is ac:t:ins
6 management act, Idaho Code section 42-237 (a), cl seq., nnd
cuts Id~ the scope or Its authorH:y. As I tncnUoned Q
7 Idaho Coda Section 42-602 and 607,' the court wm direc.t
mamont ogo, l~A WllS • piutidpont In tt,e M')ona,n Falls
8 lr.-NA's attcn~on to Ji,, analy,ls Ill 11:s own appellal:ll Mor
No. Zcaso and i:ven ~do/o<:i!ted dlsmlffll of tl,e tase because 9 In Iha American Falls t,la. 2 case, wherein IGWA assort<:d
surfa~ waler users had (ailed l:o exhaust administrative
ID lhot the two pr=e. were lndepsndent of ench olhor.
,.medl.,., 1'J,e, S~prema C<lurl emrrned IGWA'• paslt!on,
11 Specillc:ally, quote: 11,e rules embody lho broad concepts
T11a court h~s dirRci1lty nni11no the Ju~ce
12 or Iha act wRhln the a,ntext of rho depnitmon~•
required /or th.it m«:8Dtlon Ill cxha1J5tton or admlnl$tnit!ve
13 traclil!on:11 contmw c:aso prgc:ess; rather thon the gr~und
l'e!l'>!di;; doclrine whi!n l®JA has taken one posl~on In one 14 w.it.r bc•rd proa,ediog, Tho boDrd prccas, remains
proceedi,1g end 11\an adolltod the exact Qfllloslto poslllon In
15 Independently av.liable under the act. ll's In tho
• ~lmllor pro,:eedlna, lnvoMng s!rnllor Issues.
1li oflidovit af Mr, Alringt.on, Exhibit 11 the !GWA cpenlll!l
Toe couJt ho• Cop~ered tM Justlc:e of th•
17 brier, pnge 11,
plalntlfl's causa, 'Tllo Urning al' tho proposed airtl~mont
18
lf th~ pialnllffil deslrea hearing and~ ttio
>ilould not have ccmo 05 • surprJ--..c. This c,,$0 ho$ boon
19 Djrectcr rails t.o Ct)t1dUd thal hearing, Ulelr remedies mav
OOlno on Since 200S, Iha i:urtnllnlElnC wns p;u,: of a
20 lnciude mnndnmus, poSSlbly Judidal rllVlnw: Nat a l'OQucst
fl'i&'V13'1r·r>h•••d-ln o,,t,,flmont, and it had only been put
21 dr.it this court decide U.. IsllUes ll!!l they bclll!W should
on Mic! Ds II l't!Slllt <If th0 Amene11n Falls No. i ta50.
22 h•v= been decided In t~e admlnlstraHva proceedIna.
Hor0, iha r,l•inlifi'J ~oscttk>n th•t tho lntal'!lsts cl
23
In sumrnaiy, ltlis oction prir.ldes a text book c.se
JU:;tla, l'C(JUlro 1/1• court to <!>o!rclso a~thority ovor the
24 In &1Jpport or the need for 0Xh1)ljstion of admln!Woltlw
Dl!P•rtmonr bolon, cxhaust10<> •dmlnlSll'auve l'IY!laa1.., Is
25 n:media, Tb dote the Dlre®r h4:i not ruled on !he

1 cllallence, admJn~trative romadles must first be e><hausted.
2
3
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5
6
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1 un~e1t/lno claims and~. But despite !he fact that
z tl1e samo t:lalm,i, issues and del'cnses are ralsecl In at foa.t
3 throe lflfl"~entJu~sdlc~ons, tlia e>illaust!o,, requirement
1 avoids forum shopping, fVCids doddlng cases on a pJocamcal
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)

Case No. 39576

)
)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -)

NOTICE SETTING HEARING
SUBCASE NOS: SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A

Please be advised that Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU
has set for hearing the MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND, AND MOTION FOR ONE
DAY EXTENSION TO FILE BRIEF.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2008 at 10:30 AM (MT)
SRBA
DISTRICT COURT
253 3RD AVENUE NORTH
TWIN FALLS , ID
Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number
225-383-1099 and when prompted entering the code 926509.

Dated:

DECEMBER 19, 2007

JANETCC>LL
Deputy Clerk
Snake River Basin Adjudication

FILE COPY FOR 00272
FILE COPY FOR 00272
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I Certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE SETTING
·HEARING was mailed on DECEMBER 19, 2007, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone, 208-436-4717

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
12 0 0 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 5 0 W FORT-ST. MSC 033 _ _ __
BOISE, ID 83724
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FAILS

)
)
)

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

SUBCASES: See Attached Exhibit A
(Pocatello State-Based)

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND

I.

PROCEDURALBACKGROUND

The City of Pocatello (hereafter "Pocatello") filed claims in the SRBA to its state-based
water rights. After Director's Reports were issued, Pocatello filed Objections. The State of
Idaho filed Responses to the Objections. Additional parties, referred to collectively as the
Surface Water Coalition, participated in earlier proceedings. The Surface Water Coalition settled
with Pocatello on the opening day of trial. Pocatello and the State of Idaho continued as parties
throughout the trial.
The primary issues at trial were: 1) Whether Pocatello's city wells qualified as
alternative points of diversion for its senior surface water rights; 2) Whether a descriptive
condition should be placed on Pocatello's groundwater rights if the rights are decreed with the
city's wells as alternative points of diversion; 3) Whether three water rights should be decreed
with an "irrigation" purpose of use or a "municipal" purpose of use; and 4) Whether two claims
(29-13558 and 29-13639) should have earlier priority dates than recommended in the Director's

Report.
A Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider was
issued October 2, 2007, and an Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on

Motion to Reconsider was issued October 30, 2007 (which corrected only the place of use to
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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indicate it was the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal system). Pocatello filed a

Motion to Alter or Amend.

II. ISSUES

Pocatello filed a timely Motion to Alter or Amend the Amended Master's Report and

Recomme11dation. The Motion to Alter or Amend sought a ruling on: I) Did the Master's
Report rule correctly on additional evidence submitted after trial; 2) Did the Master's Report
rule correctly on LC. § 42-1425; 3) Did the Master's Report rule correctly by denying
Pocatello's wells as alternate points of diversion for its surface water rights; 4) Did the Master's

Report correctly include a limitation on Pocatello's interconnected well system; 5) Did the
Master's Report correctly determine the purpose of use for water right 29-7770; and 6) Did the
Master's Report correctly determine the priority dates for 29-13558 and 29-13639.
Pocatello provided well-reasoned arguments regarding these issues, but after further
consideration, the Motion to Alter or Amend is denied.

III. ANALYSIS
A. Additional Evidence

After these subcases were tried and after closing arguments by counsel, the court allowed
the parties to file post-trial briefs. Pocatello submitted a post-trial brief and an Affidavit of

Josephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post Trial Brief. Attached to the Affidavit were
11 additional exhibits. Exhibit I is a copy of the State of!daho's opening brief in a 1995 case
which went to the Idaho Supreme Court. Exhibit 2 is a copy of the State of Idaho's reply briefin
the same 1995 case. Exhibit 3 is a copy oflDWR's reply brief in a 2006 case which went to the
Idaho Supreme Court. Exhibit 4 is Pocatello's federal law water right claim. Exhibit 6 is a copy
of the draft statewide water management rules from 2001. Exhibits 5 and 7-11 are similar. The
State ofidaho objected to the additional exhibits as impermissible additional evidence submitted
after the close of Pocatello 's case and in violation of the court's pretrial orders. See State of

Idaho's Brief in Support ofMotion to Strike Affidavits ofJosephine P. Beeman.
The Special Master granted the Motion to Strike on the grounds that the Affidavit of

Josephine P. Beeman improperly submitted evidence after Pocatello had rested its case and in
violation of the court's pretrial orders. Pocatello filed Pocatello 's Motion for Reconsideration

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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urging the court to consider the attachments as "legal argument," rather than additional evidence.
The Special Master denied the motion. Pocatello's argument on the Motion to Alter or Amend is
the same. As stated in the earlier Amended Special Master's: Report and Recommendation, this
court has considered all of Pooatello's legal arguments, including the legal arguments related to
the stricken attachments. However, the post-trial evidence was not properly offered, did not
comply with the pretrial orders, and should remain stricken from the record.
B. I.C. § 42-1425

The trial focused on whether Pocatello's senior surface water rights from Mink Creek and
Gibson Jack Creek were connected closely enough to the groundwater wells proposed as
alternative points of diversion to be considered the same source. This became a critical focus
because I.C. § 42-1425, the accomplished transfer statute, does not provide for a change in

source.
The Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation held that Idaho's
accomplished transfer statute, I.C. § 42-1425, allows for certain changes in established water
rights even if those changes violate the mandatory transfer procedures. The accomplished
transfer statute provides for changes in "place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of
use, or period of use." I.C. § 42-1425. The statute does not provide for changes in source or
priority elements. Pocatello argues that IDWR has recognized changes in source under this
statute. However, this court adheres to the analysis that the statute does not provide for a change
in the source element.
C, Pocatello's Wells as Alternate Points of Diversion

The Amended Special Master's: Report and Recommendation did not recognize
Pocatello's groundwater wells as points of diversion fur its oldest surface water rights out of
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. This finding was made considering the evidence at trial,
including the Supplemental Director's Report, and the testimony of Carter Fritschle and Gregg
Sullivan,
Pocatello argues that the Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation was
improperly based on IDWR's Transfer Processing Memo No. 4; Exhibit I, Supplemental

Director's Report, attachment 6. Pocate)lo argues that the Transfer Processing Memo is not
binding in SRBA proceedings.

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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Pocatello misunderstands the basis of the holding in the Amended Special Master's

Report and Recommendation. The Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation
analyzed whether Pocatello's surface water rights were from the same source as the wells
because Pocatello claimed the wells as alternate points of diversion under I.C. § 42-1425.
That section of the code does not provide for a change in source. The court's analysis
was based on LC. § 42-1425 which does not provide for changes in source. In addition, the
court's analysis relied on cited case law which analyzed when water rights are considered the
same or different sources. Pocatello's argument that the Amended Special Master's Report and
Recommendation improperly followed Transfer Processing Memo 4 is incorrect. The court's

analysis did not depend on Transfer Processing Memo No. 4.

D. Conditions on Interconnected Wells
Pocatello claimed the water rights associated with its large interconnected well system,
claiming the other wells as alternative points of diversion. Pocatello explained that water rights
in its interconnected system have used other wells as points of diversion if one well is unusable.
Thus, the Director's Report recommended 22 wells as alternative points of diversion, but added
a condition the Director deemed necessary to prevent injury to existing water rights. The

Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation agreed, recognizing the alternative
points of diversion and requiring the condition. The condition states:
The extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for groundwater and hydraulically
connected surface sources, groundwater was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well (legal description) in the amount of _ _ cfs.
The condition provides four (4) important pieces of information including the
identification of the well, date of the well, quantity, and explanation of administration. IDWR
concluded that other wells would be injured without this condition. The Amended Special
Master's Report and Recommendation concurred with that conclusion. Pocatello argues that

the Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation improperly relied on evidence of
"speculative injury" to other water rights.
Pocatello argues that IDWR Director David Tuthill's testimony provided evidence of
only speculative injury. This Special Master disagrees. Mr. Tuthill's expert testimony referred
to Pocatello's wells injuring existing groundwater rights by leap frogging in priority ahead of
senior rights. Mr. Tuthill testified that unless information about the priority, location, and
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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quantity of each well was identified, the use of each well would improperly move ahead of wells
with senior priority dates. The injuries to which Mr. Tuthill referred are not speculative. Where
a change to a water right moves it ahead in priority, the injury to existing rights is real and
immediate, In a prior appropriation state, the priority of a water right is perhaps the seminal
element. A diminishment to the priority of an existing right is real and immediate. IDWR
properly considered this impact. The condition was added so that the addition of alternative
points of diversion did not allow the more junior rights to jump ahead in priority. Mr. Tuthill
concluded, and this Special Master agrees, that allowing the alternative points of diversion
without the condition would inflict a real, identifiable, and material injury on existing rights by
subverting the priority dates.
E. Purpose of Use of 29-7770

Pocatello argues that the purpose of use for 29-7770 is "municipal." The Amended

Special Master's Report and Recommendation concluded that the purpose for 29-7770 is
"irrigation." TheAmended Special Master's Report and Recommendation held that Pocatello
established a biosolids program in 1981 and, based on that, recommended a "municipal" purpose
for 29-7118 and 29-7119. However, 29-7770 was licensed in 2003 with "irrigation" as the
purpose of use. The license date is legally significant. Even though Pocatello now leases the
land associated with this right to a fanner who is required to grow crops to promote the city's
biosolids program, the 2003 licensure established the purpose as "irrigation." Thus, the right
does not qualify for a valid accomplished transfer since the right was licensed after the
commencement of the adjudication.
F. Priority Dates for 29-13558 and 29-13639

Pocatello disputes the priorities for 29-13558 and 29-13639. TheAmended Special
Master's Report and Recommendation concluded that the priority for 29-13558 was July 16,

1924. Pocatello sought an earlier date of June 30, 1905. Pocatello argues that the evidence does
not contradict a finding of June 20, 1905, and urges the court to change the finding. However,
the evidence is not sufficient to prove a priority of June 30, 1905. Pocatello argued that an
earlier date could have been possible. But, ultimately, the court must look at the evidence
presented. After weighing the evidence, the court continues to conclude that the priority date
proved for 29-13558 is July 16, 1924.

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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The Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation concluded that priority for

29-13639 was October 21. 1952. Pocatello sought an earlier date of December 21, 1940. The
city argued that there is no evidence to contradict the earlier date of December I 940. However,
the court starts with the Director's Report which recommended October 21, 1952. That date was
based on the license file which described the water right with "three wells drilled and in use for
varying periods." The application for permit on which the license was based is dated
October 22, I 952. Since the language in the permit and license indicates the wells were already
in use on October 22, 1952, IDWR recommended a date one day earlier. Thus, the priority date
was recommended as October 21, 1952. TheAmended Special Master's Report and

Recommendation concUJTed. Pocatello argues that the priority could have been December 21,
1940, since no evidence contradicts a date that early. However, the SRBA starts with the prima

Jacie weight accorded the Director's Report conclusion of October 21, 1952. Pocatello has the
burden of production and the burden of proving the earlier date of December 21, 1940. This
Special Master holds that the evidence presented was insufficient to prove the date of
December 21, 1940. The priority date for 29-13639 is October 2 I, 1952.

IV. CONCLUSION
After considering the pleadings, evidence, testimony, and legal arguments, the Motion to

Alter or Amend is denied. Pocatello's oldest water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
should be confirmed. However, the evidence at trial showed that the city's groundwater wells
are not alternative points of diversion for these surface water rights. Pocatello's well system was
largely interconnected prior to 1987, and it is appropriate to recognize the wells as alternate
points of diversion as the Director's Report did. However, those alternative points of diversion
are properly tied to a condition which identifies the location, date, and quantity of the original
wells. Without such a condition, these alternative points of diversion would impermissibly
subvert the priorities of existing rights.
Water right 29· 7770 was licensed in 2003 with an irrigation purpose. The licensed
purpose was not a mistake oflaw. No valid accomplished transfer can now occur under LC.

§ 42-1425. Such a change would have to occur after the license and prior to the statutory
deadline of 1987. Therefore, no valid accomplished transfer occurred for 29-7770. Accordingly,
the purpose of use is irrigation.

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
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Pocatello alleged earlier priorities for 29-13558 and 29-113639 than the dates
recommend in the Director's Report, After reconsidering the pleadings, evidence, and testimony
at trial, the court is persuaded that the priority for 29-13558 is July 16, 1924. The priority for 29-

13639 is October 21, 1952.
THEREFORE, considering the pleadings, evidence at trial, and argument on the Motion

to Alter or Amend, the Motion is denied.
Dated May

6l3

2008

Snake River Basin Adjudication
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER DENYING
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND was mailed on May 28, 2008, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
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C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
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Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
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JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
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Subcase Nos:
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29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment A)

CITY OF POCATELLO'S
NOTICE OF CHALLENGE

I. INTRODUCTION
City of Pocatello, and by and through its counsel of record, pursuant to Administrative
Order 1, subpart 13, hereby gives notice of challenge to the Special Master's Order Denying
Motion to Alter or Amend dated May 28, 2008. The affected subcases are state law-based
SRBA claims filed by Pocatello.
The Special Master's Order denying Pocatello's Motion to Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending determination of the City's federal law claim 29-11609 was entered January 14,
2005. The Special Master's Order Granting in part and Denying in part the City of Pocatello's
Motion for Summary Judgment on IDWR's Authority Under 42-1425 was entered August 18,
2006. The Special Master's Order Granting in part and Denying in part the City of Pocatello's
Motion for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under
LC. 42-1425 was entered February 16, 2007. The Special Master's oral Order granting the
State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial

4B90
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Brief was issued May 4, 2007. The Special Master's REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
and ORDER on MOTION TO RECONSIDER1 was filed October 2, 2007.2 The City of
Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend, was filed November 28, 2007. A hearing on the Motion
to Alter or Amend was held on February 27, 2008. The Special Master's Order Denying the
Motion to Alter or Amend was filed on May 28, 2008.
IT. ISSUES ON CHALLENGE

Pocatello raises the following issues on challenge as they may arise in the Order denying
Motion for Stay, the Orders Granting in part and Denying in part Summary Judgments, the
Special Master's Report and Reco=endation, the Order on Motion to Reconsider, and the
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend:

I. Because SRBA subcases are tried before the SRBA court without a jury, the appropriate
legal standard for Motions for Summary Judgment is the su=ary judgment standard in nonjury trial cases (the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon
the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the su=ary judgment despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences) -- not the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried
by jury (all facts are to be liberally construed for the non-moving party and any reasonable

1

This Order denied Pocatello's Motion to Reconsider the May 3, 2007 oral Order Granting State's Motion
to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial Brief.
2 An AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO
RECONSIDER was filed October 30, 2007 which made no changes to the October 2, 2007 Special Master's Report
and Recommendation "other than describing the place of use for Pocatello's municipal rights as 'Place of use is
within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law' and
deleting references to quarter-quarter legal descriptions in the place of use." This uncontested correction affected 27
of the 30 subcases in the October 2, 2007 Special Master's Report and Recommendation: 29-00271, 29-00272, 2900273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02401, 29-02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226,
29-07106, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07450,29-!1339, 29-!1348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639.
A SECOND AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION
TO RECONSIDER was filed November 30, 2007, making uncontested clerical corrections to 29-02401, 29-04221,
29-07450, and 29-13638.

l
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inferences drawn in that party's favor). It was error to decide Pocatello's Motions for Summary
Judgment using the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried by jury.
2. Pocatello is not aware of any rule of evidence or principle oflaw that precludes one party
from pointing out as part of its legal arguments the opposing party's legal inconsistencies or
changes in position.
3. The Special Master incorrectly characterized legal arguments in cases that have gone to the
Idaho Supreme Court as "additional evidence". The Special Master's oral Order granting the
State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in support of Pocatello' s Post Trial
Brief (May 4, 2007) and Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider (Oct.
2, 2007; amended Oct. 30, 2007; amended Nov. 30, 2007) incorrectly characterized the exhibits
attached to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post Trial Brief as
impermissible additional evidence.

4. The Court incorrectly adheres to the analysis that I.C. §42-1425, the accomplished transfer
statute, does not provide for a change in source. For the purpose of transfers of water rights, the
"source" element of a water right is simply an aspect of the "point of diversion".
5. The Court applies an incorrect test, whether Pocatello's senior surface water rights were
"closely connected enough" to the groundwater wells proposed as alternate points of diversion
"to be considered the same source", when evaluating Pocatello's alternate points of diversion for
its senior surface water rights.
6. The Court improperly weighed the evidence and expert testimony presented at trial regarding
the degree of interconnection within the aquifer.
7. The Court incorrectly concluded that any change to how water was diverted from Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek occurred after 1987.
8. The Court improperly required the condition imposed on Pocatello's interconnected well
system. This condition was inserted after the licensing stage. The dispute over the condition.
forces the court to undertake the exact type of complex technical analysis that is properly left for
IDWR in administering the water right and is an inappropriate determination at the decree stage.
9. The Special Master's decisions do not reference the Idaho Supreme Court decision in
Fremont Madison which is controlling as to 42-1425.
10. There is no mention of the APA legal standards with respect to IDWR's unpromulgated rules
(the transfer guidelines). Court relies on the guidelines in its decision.
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11. The decisions do not discuss a standard for review of evidence at trial.

12. This is not a standard at the SRBA court, and the only one I am aware of is in IDWR's
statements that are based on its unpromulgated guidelines re transfers. The court should not
legitimize what is counter to the APA.
13. Agencies errors of law are not subject to collateral estoppel. This is in error as a matter of
law.
14. This section appears to address IDWR's prima facie evidence, with no mention of Pocatello's
evidence, except for comments that "no evidence was presented" ... as to various matters -which may be a reference to the Master's factual conclusions regarding the totality of the
evidence.
15. No findings about nature of water system from which Pocatello diverts its water.
16. The Court has an obligation to consider the evidence before it which includes Pocatello's
trial evidence. The decisions do not consider Greg Sullivan's testimony and the interconnection
of the sources. IDWR did no investigation. This is the standard from IDWR's transfer guidelines
which can't be applied because they have not been promulgated under the APA.
17. The decisions as to the priority dates for the Alameda wells are counter to the reasonable
evidence standard. There was evidence about population growth and number of wells from
which priority can be inferred under the reasonable evidence standard.
18. Pocatello's evidence burst the prima facie bubble and IDWR had no countering evidence.
testimony is only part of the evidence in the record. Error of law?
19. The different source conclusion is unsupportable. If supportable, then this decision stands
for the proposition that the wells are not connected to the surface water system either upstream or
downstream from the LPRV A.
20. 42-1425 is the applicable law. The "injured" water user has to raise that issue. Those that did
settled with Pocatello, and the court cannot base a decision on IDWR's unpromulgated rules to
defeat that settlement.
21. The court allowed the testimony counter to the Director's report.in over the objection of
Pocatello. Assign this an an error of law on that grounds and also on the grounds that this is
counter to the legal standards which attach to 42-1425.
ID. TRANSCRIPTS

Transcripts of the following proceedings have already been prepared and provided to the
parties and to the Court:
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•

January 12, 2005: Hearing on Pocatello's Motion for Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending determination of the City's federal law claim 29-11609;

•

January 17, 2007: Hearing on Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under LC. 42-1425;

•

February 26-March 1, March 8, 2007: Trial

A transcript of the hearing on Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend, held February 27,
2008, is being requested and will be provided to the parties and the SRBA court under separate
cover. No other hearing transcript is requested for purposes of Pocatello's Notice of Challenge.

IV. MOTIONFORSTAY
A Motion to Stay accompanies this Notice of Challenge. The Motion explains that
Pocatello's federal-law SRBA claim 29-11609 is now pending proceedings before the United
States Supreme Court. That appeal may moot the recently concluded proceedings before Special
Master Bilyeu for these thirty (30) state-law claims or may require the Special Master's Report

& Recommendation to be modified to be consistent with the mandate on appeal.
Dated this 11 th day of June 2008.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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29-00272
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29-13560
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29-13638
29-13639
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11th day of June 2008, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing CITY OF POCATELLO'S NOTICE OF CHALLENGE to be served on the
following by the method indicated:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST #2
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301MAINST
POBOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208·934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 03 3
BOISE, ID 83724

Via US.mail

Via email
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATUR.AL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
WKENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250

Via U.S. mail

Via email

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDLING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWINFALLSCANALCOMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN A VE W, STE 303
POBOX485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-733-0700

Via email

Via email
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

Via U.S. mail
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com
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Attorneys for City ofPocatello
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
lnReSRBA
Case No. 39576

___________

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment A)

MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN
THIRTY (30) ST ATE LAW CLAIMS

The City of Pocatello respectfully submits this Motion to Stay the SRBA Proceedings for

thirty (30) of the City's state law claims for which a Notice of Challenge is due June 11, 2008.
Proceedings on the thirty (30) claims before SRBA Special Master Bilyeu concluded with a May
28, 2008 ORDER DENYING MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND.
Pocatello's federal law SRBA claim29-11609 was appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court1
and is now pending proceedings before the United States Supreme Court.2 That appeal may
moot the recently concluded proceedings before Special Master Bilyeu for these thirty (30) state
law claims or may require the Special Master's Report and Recommendation to be modified to
1

Idaho Supreme Court No. 33669: IN RE: SRBA CASE NO. 39576, SUBCASE NO.29-11609,
CITY OF POCATELLO,Appellants, vs. STATE OF IDAHO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES, Respondents. The decision of the Idaho Supreme Court was entered
Februazy 19, 2008. A timely petition for rehearing was denied, and a final judgment was entered by the
Supreme Court ofldaho on April 3, 2008. The City of Pocatello's time to Petition the United States
Supreme Court for a Writ of Certiorari to the Idaho Supreme Court expires July 2, 2008.
2

The City of Pocatello has filed with the United States Supreme Court an Application for
Extension of Time to File a Petition for Writ of Certiorari. The Application seeks an extension to August
1, 2008 to file the Petition for Writ of Certiorari. A June 3, 2008 service copy of the City's Application is
attached to this Motion.
MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN TIIlRTY (30) STATE LAW CLAIMS -PAGE 1

be consistent with the mandate in the appeal. Pocatello requests that this Court stay the
proceedings on these thirty (30) state law claims until after the mandate in the appeal.
The City's basis for this Motion will be explained in more detail ina brief to be submitted
by Wednesday, June 25, 2008. IRCP 7(b)(3)(C).
Pocatello requests the court to schedule oral argument on this matter.
Respectfully submitted this 11 th day of June 2008.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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Attachment A (30 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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CERTil!1CATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11 th day of June 2008, I caused a true copy of the
foregoing MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN THIRTY (30) STATE LAW CLAIMS
to be served by U.S. First Class Mail on:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST #2
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301MAINST
POBOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

Via U.S. mail

Via email
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATIJRAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATIORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250

Via U.S. mail

Via email

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDLING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

MlLNERIRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWINFALLSCANALCOMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
POBOX485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-733-0700

Via email

MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:

W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE

Via email
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Via U.S. mail
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase No. 29-00271, et al
(See Attached Exhibit A - City of
Pocatello)
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON
MOTION TO ST AY PROCEEDINGS
IN THIRTY (30) ST ATE LAW
CLAIMS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing in the above-captioned matter is set
for Tuesday, July IS, 2008, at 3:00 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the Snake River Basin

Adjudication District Court, 253 3 rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. Parties may
participate by telephone by dialing the number 1-918-583-3445 and when prompted
entering participant code 406128.
DATED: June 12, 2008.

Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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EXHIBIT A (CITY OF POCATELLO)
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
6/12/08
NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS

4902

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE SETTING
HEARING ON MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS IN THIRTY (30) STATE LAW
CLAIMS was mailed on June 12, 2008, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717
NOTICE
Page
8
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NOTICE SETTING HEARING ON MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:

SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
BEEMAN & ASSOCIA1ES, P.C,
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
office@beemanlaw.com
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello

I/

IN TB£ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
)

InReSRBA

)

Case No. 39576

)
)

)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (sec Attachn,ent A)
NOTICE OF ERRATA FOR
CITY OF POCATELLO'S
NOTICE OF CHALLENGE

I. INTRODUCTION
City of Pocatello, and by and through its counsel ofrecord, pursuant to Administrative
Order I, subpart 13, he.reby gives notice of challenge to the Special Master's Order Denying
Motion to Alter or Amend dated May 28, 2008. The affected subcases are· state law-based
SRBA claims filed by Pocatello.
The Special Master's Order Denying Pocmello 's Motion to Stay Its State Law-Based

Claims pending determination of the City's federal law claim 29-11609 was entered on January
14, 2005. The Special Master's Order on Summary Judgment, entered on August 18, 2006,
granted in part and denied in part the City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
IDWR's Authority Under 4;2-1425. The Special Master's Second Order on Summary Judgment,
entered on February 16, 2007, granted in pait and denied in part tho City of Pocatello's Motion
for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under I.C. 421425. The Special Master's oral Order granting the State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of
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Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial Brief was ilisued May 4, 2007. The
Special Master's REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER on MOTION TO
RECONSIDER1 was filed on October 2, 2007. 2 The City of Pocatello's Motion to Alter or
Amend was filed on Novembe1· 28, 2007. A hearing on the Motion to Al~r or Amend was held
on Februm-y 27, 2008. The Special Master's Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend was filed
on May 28, 2008.
IL ISSUES ON CHALLENGE
Pocatello raises the following issues on challenge as they may arise in the Order denying
Motion for Stay, the 0L"ders G1anting in part and Denying in part Summary Judgments, the
Special Master's Report and Recommendation, the Order on Motion to Reconsider, and the
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend:
1. Because SRBA subcases are tried before the SRBA court without a jury, the appropriate
legal standard for Motions for Swnmary Judgment is the SUllllllfil')' judgment standard in nonjury trial cases (the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon
the undisputed evidence propedy before it and grant the summary judgment despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences) -- not the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried
by jury (all facts are to be liberally construed for the non-moving party and any reasonable
inferences drawn in that pmty's favor). It was error to decide Pocatello's Motions for Sumtn111y
Judgment using the surnmm-y judgment standard for cases to be tried by jury.

1This Order denied Pocatello's Motion to Reconsider the May 3, 2007 oral Order Or1lnting State's Motion
to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial Bl'ief.
2 An AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RBCOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO
RECONSIDER was filed Ootober 30, 2007 which made no changes to the October 2, 2007 Special Master's Report
and Recommendation "other thm describing the place of use for Pocatello's municipal rights IIS 'Place ofuse is
within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal water supply system as pt'ovlded for under Idaho Law' and
deleting references to quarter-quarter legal desaiptions in the place ofuso." This unconto,tod concc1ion affected 27,
of the 30 subcases In the October 2, 2007 Speolal Ma,1er·s ltepo,t and Recommendation: 29-00271, 29-00272, 29·
00273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02401, 29-02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226,
29-07106, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639.
·
A SECOND AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION
TO tu;CONSJDER was filed November 30, 2007, making uncontested clerical coITOctions to 29-02401, 29-04221,
29-074S0, and 29-13638,
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2. Pocatello is not aware of any rule of evidence or principle of law that precludes one party
from pointing out as part of its legal arguments the opposing party's legal inconsistencies or
changes in position.
3. The Special Master incon-ectly characterized legal arguments in cases that have gone to the
Idllho Supreme Cowt as "additional evidence". The Special Master's oral Order granting the
State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in support of PocatelJo's Post Trial
Brief (May 4, 2007) and Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider (Ocl
2, 2007; amended Oct. 30, 2007; amended Nov. 30, 2007) incorrectly characterized the exhibits
attached to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post Trial Brief as
lmpermissible additional evidence.

4. The Court incorrectly adheres to the analysis that l,C. §42-1425, the accomplished tr11I1Sfer

statute, does not provide for a change in source. For the pwpose of transfers of water rights, the
"source" elemont of a water right is simply an aspect of the "point of diversion".
5. The Court applies an incom:ct test, whether Pocatello's senior surface water rights were
"closely connected enough" to the ground water wells proposed as altel'Illlte points of diversion
"to be considered the same source", when evaluating Pocatello's alternate points of diversion for
its senior surface water rights,

6, There is no mention of the APA legal standards with respect to IDWR's unJ)l"omulgated rules
(the transfer guidelines), Couit relies on the guidelines in its decision,

7. The Court improperly required the condition imposed on Pocatello's interconnected well
system, The dispute over the condition forces the court to undertake complex technical analysis
that is properly left for IDWR in administering the water right and is an inappropriate
deteimination for SRBA proceedings.

8. Idaho Code§ 42-1425 is the applicable law. The "injured" water user lias to raise that issue.
Those that did settle with Pocatello and the Comt cannot base a decision on IDWR's
unpromulg~ted rules to defeat that settlement. .
9. The Special Master's decisions do not reference the Idaho Supreme Court decision in
·

Fremont Madison which is contt'Olling as to 42-1425.

10. Agencies' errors of law are not subject to collateral estoppel. This is in error as a matter of
law
11. The decisions do not discuss a standard for review of evidence at trial.
12, The Court's Findings of Fact address IDWR's prfmafacie evidence, with no mention of
Pocatello's evidence, except for comments that "no evidence was presented" ... as to various
matters.
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13. There are no findings about the nature of water system froirl which Pocatello diverts its
water.
14. The CoU11 incorrectly concluded that any change to how water was diverted from Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Ci-eek occurred after 1987.
15. The Court improperly weighed the evidence and expert testimony presented at trial
regarding the degree of interconnection within the aquifer.
16. The Court allowed in IDWR testimony counter to the Director's Report, over the objection
of Pocatello. This is an ei.Tor oflaw on that grounds and also on the grounds that the testimony is
counter to the legal standards which attach to 42-1425.
17. The decisions as to the priority dates for the Alameda wells are counter to the reasonable
evidence standard. There was evidence about population growth and number of wells from
which priority can be inferred under the reasonable evidence standard.
III,

TRANSCRIPTS

Transcripts of the following proceedings have already been prepared and provided to the
parties and to the Court:
I

•

January 12, 2005: Heating on Pocatello's Motion for Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending dete.nninatlon Qfthe City's federal law claim 29-11609;

•

January 17, 2007: Hee.ring on Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under I.C, 42-1425;

• February 26-March 1, Mat-ch 8, 2007: Trial

In accordance with Administrative Order I,§ 13(d), Pocatello intends to request a
transcript of the hearing on Pocatel!o's Motion to Alter or Amend, held February 27, 2008, and
to provide the transcript to the parties and the SRBA court. Due to Pocatello's pending
proceedings before the United State Supreme Court reflected in the City's Motion for Stay, filed
with the Notice of Challenge and discussed below, Pocatello intends to wait until a decision ls
issued on the Motion for Stay before proceeding further with the formal transcript request and
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the accompanying fee No other hearing transctipt is requested for purposes of Pocatello's
Notice of Challenge..
IV. MOTION FOR STAY

A Motion to stay accompanies this Notice of Challenge. The Motion explains that
Pocatello's federal-law SRBA claim 29-11609 is now pending proceedings befotc the United
States Supreme Court. That appeal may moot the recently concluded proceedings before Special
Master Bilyeu for these thirty (30) state-law claims or may require the Special Master's Report
& Recommendation to be modified to be consistent with the mandate on appeal.

Dated this 251h day of June 2008.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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Attachment A (3 0 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29--02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25th day of June 2008, I caused a ttue and correct copy
of the foregoing CITY OF POCATELLO'S NOTICE OF ERRATA FOR NOTICE OF
CHALLENGE to be served on the following by the method indicated:
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST 112
leprmnted by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAINST
POBOX:l2
OOODING, ID 83330
l'horu,: 208-934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMBRICA
Represented by:
USDEPAR!MBNTOFJUSTICB
ENVIRONMBNT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, lD 83124
ViaU.S.mall

Via email
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL I\ESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, lD 83711-4449

M!NIDOKA lRR!GATION DISTRICT

Via U.S. mail

Via email

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGERDl.JNO
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

MILNER lRRIGATION DISTRlCT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COWANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by;
TRAVIS L THOMPSON '
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
P0)30X48S
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-733-0700

Viaemall

Represented by:
W KENT PLBTCHBR
1:ilOO OVERLAND AVE
POBO:X:248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250

Via email
DlllECTOR OF JDWR
POBOXB3720
BOISE, ID g3 720-0098
Via U.S. mail
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BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Counselors and Attorneys at Law
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, Idaho 83702,6049

Josephlne l'. Beem.an
fo.beemanfb,emanlaw,com

Phan~ (208)331-0950
Fax (208) 331 ·0954

offioe®beemanlaw,rom
June 25, 2008

·,~

'-'0TRiC1 C01
Cou~t Fifth Judie;
sourc ' Yo/ Twin Fall°

C Tho!lll!S Arkoosh
DavidHoida
301 MninSt
POBox32
Gooding, ID 83330

US Department ofJusti
Environment&, Nat'!
550 West Foit Street, SC 03
Boise, lD 83724

Natm'al Resources Div Chief
Stat;i of Idaho
Attorney General's Office
POBox44449
Boise, ID 83111 ·4449

W Kent Fletcher
1200 Overland Ave

RogerDLing

POBox396
Rupert, ID 83350-0396

Director Of!DWR
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

l1e:

;AT-s.c,aA
D,srr;ct

s · state of Idaho

·

JUN 2 5 200B

By

POBox248
Bw-ley, ID 83318
Travis L Thompson
113 Main Ave W, Ste 303
POBox485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Judge John Melanson
SR.BA District Couit
P. O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, lD 83303

Notice ofErrata for Pocatello 's June 11, 2008 Notice ofChallenge

Dear Court and Counsel;
The "errors" con-ccted by the Notice of Errata for Pocatello's June 11, 2008 Notice of
Ch.allenge were the result of; (1) unintended inclusion of unedited material when counsel's work
was inten'llpted by her deughter's emergency hospitalization dwing the night and moming of
J'une 10/11; and (2) statements regarding transcript preparation that did not properly account for
the simultaneous filing of Pocatcllo's Motion for Stay,
To show the corrected "errors", a oopy of the June 11, 2008 Notice of Challenge in
ti:acked fonnat is enclosed with this letter.

Sincerely,

.P-~J/(

BEEMAN &ASSOClATBS, P.C.

Enclosures
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BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Counselors and Attorneys at Law
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-6049
Phone (208)331--0950

Josephine P. Beeman

Jo.beernan®beemanlaw.com

Fax (208) 331-0954

office@beemanlaw.com
June 25, 2008
JfSTRiCJ

C Thomas Arkoosh

DavidHoida
301 Main St
POBox32
Gooding, ID 83330

c

US Department ofJusti
Cou t Fifth JudicC!YRT-SRBA
Environment & Nat') sow-c n Y Of Twin Fatf: District
550 West Fort Sn-eet, SC 03
• st ate at Idaho
Bolse, ID 83724

JUN 2 5 2008

Natmal Resources Div Chief
State ofldaho

Attorney General's Office
POBox44449
Boise, ID 83711-4449
RogerDLing
POBox396
Rupert, ID 83350-0396
Director OfIDWR
POBox83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

Re:

Travis L Thompson
113 Maln Ave W, Ste 303
POBox48S
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Judge John Molanson
SRBA District Comt
P. 0. Box 2707
Twin Palls, ID 83303

Notice ofErrata for Pocatello 's June 11. 2008 Notice ofChallenge

Dear Court and Counsel:
The "errors" con·ected by the Notice of Errata for Pocatello's June 11, 2008 Notice of
Challenge were the result of: (1) unintended Inclusion of unedited material when counsel's work
was interrupted by her daughter's emergency hospitalization dwing the night and mo,ning of
June 10/11; and (2) statements regarding transclipt preparation that did not properly account for
the simultaneous filing of Pocatello's Motion for Stay,
To show the corrected "errors", a copy of the June 11, 2008 Notice of Challenge in
tracked format is enclosed with this letter.
Sincerely,

Enclosures
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Josephine P, Beelllll!I #1806
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES, P.C.

409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)

office@bee!Ilanlaw,com
Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

I

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)

)
)

Subcase Nos, 29-271 et al. (see Attachment A)

NOTICE OF ERRATA FOR
CITY OF POCATELLO'S
NOTICE OF CHALLENGE

I. INTRODUCTION
City of Pocatello, and by and through its coU11Sel of record, pursuant to Administrative

Order 1, subpart 13, hereby gives notice of challenge to the Special MllSter's Order Denying
Motion to Alter or Amend dated May 28, 2008. The affected subcases are state Jaw-based
SRBA claims filed by Pocatello.
The Special Master's Order Denying Pocatello 's Motion to Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending determination ofthe City's federal law claim 29-11609 was ente,:ed on January
14, 2005. The Special Master's Order on Summary Judgment, entered on August 18, 2006,

granted in pan and denied in part the City of Pooatello's Motion for Summru:y Judgment on
IDWR's Authority Under42-1425. The Special Master's Second Order on Summary Judgment,

entered on February 16, 2007, granted in part and denied in part the City

of Pocatello's Motion

for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under LC. 421425. The Special Master's oral Order granting the State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
409 West Jefterson Street
.Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
office@beemanlaw,com
Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST.ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
)

I

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

Subcase Nos, 29-271 et al. (see Attachment A)

)
)

NOTICE OF ERRATA FOR

)

Cl'IY OF l'OCATELLO'S

)

NOTICE OF CHALLENGE

I. INTRODUCTION
City of Pocatello, and by and through its counsel of record, pursuant to Administrative
Order 1, subpart 13, hereby gives notice of challenge to the Special Master's Order Denying
Motion to Alter or Amend dated May 28, 2008. The affected subcases ai-e state Jaw-based
SRBA claims filed by Pocatello.
The Special Master's Order Denying Pocarello 's Motton to Stay its State Law-Based

Claims pending determination oflli.e City's federal law claim 29-11609 was entered on January
14, 2005, The Special Master's Order on Summary Judgmenr, entered on August 18, 2006,

granted in part and denied in part the City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
IDWR's Autho1ity Under 42-1425. The Special Master's Second Order on Summary Judgment,
entered on February 16, 2007, granted in part and denied in part the City ofl>ocatello's Motion
for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under l.C. 421425. The Special Master's oral Order granting the State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of
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Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial Briefwe.s issued May 4, 2007, The
Special Master's REPORT AND RECOMMBNDATION and ORDER on MOTION TO
RECONSIDER 1 was filed on October 2, 2007. 2 The City of Pocatello's Motion to Alter or
Amend was filed on November 28, 2007. A hearing on the Motion to Alter or Amep.d was held
on February 27, 2008. The Special Master's Ordet Denying Motion to Alter or Amend was filed
on May 28, 2008,
Il. ISSUES ON CHALLENGE

Pocatello raises the following issues on challenge as they may arise in the Order denying
Motion for Stay, the Orders Granting in part and Denying In plllt Summary Judgments, the
Special Master's Report and Recommendation, the Order on Motion to Reconsider, and the
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend;
Because SRBA subcases are tried before the SRBA court without e. jury, the appropriate
legal standard for Motions for Summary Judgment is the summary judgment standard in nonjury tdal cases (the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon
the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the summary judgment despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences) - not the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried
by jw-y (all facts are to be liberally construed for the non-moving party and any reasonable
inferences drawn in that party's favor). It was e1Tor to decide Pocatello' s Motions for Summary
Judgment using the summary judgment standard for cases to be tr1ed by jury.
1,

1

Thi, Orde,- donied Pocatello's Molton to Reconsider the May 3, 2007 oral Order Granting State 's Motion
to Strike Affidavit of Jo,ephino P. Jleeman In Suppon ofPocatello's Post-trial Brief.
1

An AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO
RECONSlDER was filed October 30, 2007 which mado no changes to the October 2, 2007 SpeoiBI Master's Report
and Recommendation "other than describing the place of use for Pocatello's municipal right, as 'Place ofuse is
within the service area ofrhe Ciry of Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law' and
deleting references to qlllll1er-qumter legal descriptions in the place of use." This uncontested correction affected 27
of tho 30 subcoses In the October 2, 2007 Special Mastel"s Repon arul Recommendation: 29-00271, 29-00272, 2900273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02401, 29-02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226,
29-07106, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29--07450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and 29-13639.

A SECOND AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION
TO RECONSIDER was filed November 30, 2007, making unconlested clerical c011"ections to 29-02401, 29-04221,
29-07450, and 29-13638,
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Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-trial Brief was issued May 4, 2007, The
Special Master's REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER on MOTION TO
RECONSIDER1 was filed on October 2, 2007. 2 The City of Pocatello's Motion to Alter or
Amend was filed on November 28, 2007. A hearing on the Motion to Alter or Amend was held
on February 27, 2008. The Special Master's Order Deeying Motion to Alter or Amend was filed
on May 28, 2008.
II. ISSUES ON CHALLENGE

Pocatello raises the following issues on challenge as they may arise in the Order denying
Motion for Stay, the Orders Granting in part and Denying in pait Summary Judgments, the
Special Master's R.epo1t and Recommendation, the Order on Motion to Reconsider, and the
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend;
1, Because SRBA subcases are tried before the SRBA court without a jury, the appropriate
legal standard for Motions for Summary Judgment is the summary judgment standard in nonjury trial cases (the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based.upon
the undisputed evidence properly before it and g1:ant the summary judgment despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences) -- not the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried
by jury (all facts are to be liberally constiued for the non-moving pa,ty and any reasonable
inferences drawn in that party's favor). It was e1Tor to decide Pocatello's Motions for Summary
Judgment using the summary judgment standard for cases to be tried by jury.

1

This Order donied Pocatello's Motion co Reconsider the May 3, 2007 oral Order Granting State's Motion
to Strike Affidavit of Josephino P. Beeman In Suppolt of Pocorello"s Post-trial Brief.
2

An AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT ~D RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION TO
RECONSIDER was filed October 30, 2007 which made no changes to the October 2, 2007 Special Master's Report
and Recommendation "other lhan describing the place ofuse for Pocatel!o's municipal rights as 'Place ofuse is
within the service area ofrhe Ciry of Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law' and
deleting references to qulllter-qUB1ter legal descriptions iii the place of use." This uncontested correction affected 27
of tho 30 subcases In the October 2, 2007 Special Master's Report and Rocommendation: 29-00271, 29-00272, 2900273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02401, 29-02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29,04226,
29-07106, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07450, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 2913562, 29-13637, 29-13638, and29-l3639.

A SECOND AMENDED MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION and ORDER ON MOTION
TO RECONSIDER was filed November 30, 2007, making uncontesred clerical con·ections to 29-02401, 29-04221,
29-07450, and 29-13638,
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2. Pocatello is not aware of any rule of evidence or principle oflaw that precludes one party
from pointing out as part of its legal arguments the opposing party's legal inconsistencies or
changes in position,
3. The Special Master incorrectly characterized legal arguments in cases that have gone to the

Idaho Supreme Court as "additional evidence". _The Special Master's oral Order granting the
State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in support of Pocatello's Post Trial
Brief (May 4, 2007) and Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider (Oct
2, 2007; amended Oct, 30, 2007; amended Nov. 30, 2007) incorrectly characterized the exhibits
attached to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatcllo's Post Trial Brief as
impennissible additional evidence.
4. The Court incorrectly adheres to the analysis that I.C. §42-1425, the accomplished transfer
statute, docs not provide for a change in source._ For the pU!pose of transfers of water rights, the
"source" element ofa water right is simply an aspect of the "point of diversion",
5. The Comt applies an incorrect test, whether Pocatello's seaior surface water rights were
"closely connected enough" to the ground_water wells proposed as alternate points of diversion
"to be considered the same source", when evaluating Pocatello's alternate points of diversion for
its senior surface water lights,

I 0. Thcrcis no mention of the APA legal standards with respect to IDWR's unpromulgatcd rules
(the transfer guidelines). Court relies on the guidelines in its decision,
6. The Co11ft H!lIJFOJlerly w~igl>ee! the e,.sidesee f!fld eiipsrt testimoffY jlresested at trial reg11Fe!i11g
ihe degree of i11teFeo11Beetie11 v;ithin the aftllifer.
7. The Cellrt in£eFFeGtly ee11ek!ded that any ehaage to hew Wiltef '.','!IS di-¥erted J:i,em Mi!!lc CFeek
a!!a Giesen JaelE Creek oeellfl.·ed after 1987,
8, The Court improperly requfred the condition imposed on Pocatello's interconnected well
system. _This eenditio11 ,,,l!!!l inse~ed &aef tl!e lieensing stage._ The dispute over the condition
forces the court to undertake the em1et tyjle of compiex technical analysis that is properly left for
IDWR in administerlng the water right and is an inappropriate dete1mination at the deefee s!ftge
for SRBA proceedings.

20. Idaho Code§ 42-1425 is the applicable Jaw, The "jnjured" water user has to rajse that issue.
Those that did settle with Pocatello and the Court cannot base a decision on IDWR's
unpromulgated rules to defeat that settlement.
9. The Special Master's decisions do not reference the Idaho Supreme Court decision in
Fremont Madison which is controlling BS to 42-1425.
13. Agencies' enurs of!aw are not subjeci to collatera) estoppel. This is in e1Tor BS a matter of

law
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2. Pocatello is not aware of any rule of evidence or principle oflaw that precludes one party
from pointing out as part of its legal arguments the opposing party's legal inconsistencies or
changes in position,
3. The Special Master incorrectly characterized legal arguments in cases that have gone to the
Idaho Supreme Court as "additional evidence".•The Specie! Masw's oral Order granting the
State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in support ofPocatello's Post Trial
Brief (May 4, 2007) and Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider (Oct
2, 2007; amended Oct, 30, 2007; amended Nov. 30, 2007) incorrectly characterized the exhibits
attached to the Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post Trial Brief as
impcnnissible additional evidence.
4. The Court incorrectly adheres to the Malysis that J.C. §42-1425, the accomplished transfer
statute, docs not provide for a change in source._ For the pmpose of transfers of water rights, the
"source" element of a water rigbt is simply an aspect of the "point of diversion",
5. The Comt applies an incorrect test, whether Pocatcllo's senior surface water rights were
"closely connected enough" to the ground.water wells proposed as alternate points of diversion
"to be considered the same som-ce", when evaluating Pocatello's alternate points of diversion for
its senior surface water lights.
10. There is no mention of the APA legal standards with respect to IDWR's unpromulgated rules
(the transfer guidelines). Cow1 relies on the guidelines in its decision.
6. The Ca1ut improperly weighe~ the e•.~desee ood eiipm testimo11y !lfesemed lit trial li8gar~i11g

ihe degree efiftteFeell!leo!io11 withia the aquifer.
7. The Cel!rt mGOFFeol!y eoaellided that ~· oliaage ta how weter 'Nas cliYerteEI fi,om Miiik Creek
Elfld Giesen Jaelc Greek eeelHl.·eEI after 1987.
8, The Court improperly required the condition imposed on Pocatello's interconnected well
system. _Thls eendi!ian was inseflea M\ef the lieensiag stage._ The dispute over the condltion
forces the court to undertake the elf~et tyjle ef complex technical analysis that is properly left for
IDWR in administering the wmr right and is an inappropriate deteimination at the E!eCfee stage
for SRBA proceedings.
20. Idaho Code§ 42-1425 is the applicable law. The "injured" water user has to raise that issue.
Those that did settle with Pocatello and the Court cannot base a decision on IDWR's
unpromulgated rules to defeat that settlement.

9. The Special Master's decisions do not reference the Idaho Supreme Court decision in

Fremont Madison which is controlling as to 42-1425.
13. Agencies' errors of!aw are not subieci to collateral estoppel. This is in eiTor as a matter of
law
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1Q. There is lle mehtioft ef th:e AP,As. Iegal stae.Saa:"ds •witk Fe913eet te ID\VR1s UHJlfBHttdg&ted ndes

(the tl:'ftftSfeF gllide!iRes~ .•CelR't Felies BR the guidelises iR ite deeisieR,
11. The decisions do not discuss a standard for review of evidence at trial,
14. The Court's Findings of Pact address IDWR's prlma fac{e evidence, with no mention of
Pocatello's evidence, except for comments that "no evidence was presented" ... as to various
matters.
15. There are no findings about the nature ofwaier system from which Pocatello diverts its
water.
7. The Court inco1Tectlv concluded that any change to how water was diverted from Mjnk Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek occurred after 1987.
6. The Court improperly weighed the evidence and expert testimony presented at trial i-egarding
the degree of interconnection within the aquifer.

21. The Court allowed in ID'WR testimony counter to the Director's Report, over the objection

of Pocatel!o. This is an error oflaw on that grounds and also on the grounds that the testimony is
counter to the !,;;gal standards which attach to 42-1425.

17, Tho decisions as to the priority dates for the Alameda wells are counter to the reasonable
evidence standard. There was evidence about population growth and number of wells from
which pri01ity can be infen·ed under the reasonable evidence standard.
12. This is net a slandani al !lie SMA eem'!, l!Ht! the ellly B11e I llfll Peea!ello is 1W,-a1·e ofie i11
IDWR's ~atemeR!s that l!fB based OR its ll!ljlremulgated guidelines regal'Eiing transfers. _The soert
~shee!d oot legitimi2;e what is Gewm;r te ths APA.

13 . .t'.ge11sie( e1-rer-s ef law are 11et s11~est te sellatefal estejlJlel. _This is i11 errer as a ma.tteF of
1 law.

.

.

14. This seetien lljljleaFs to address IDV.'R'ap~iH1afaeie e>,>idenee, wilil Re meR!iell ef Poea!elle'a
eYidenee, ei,eejlt fer eomments that "ne e'lidonee was presentsd" ... as to 'IQnOllS mattGF&
whie!i may be a fefereooe ta the Maste!"'s fuetllal eeael11sieas regaraing the totality efthe
evideaGe.
15. Ne HHdings about na!llre of•,,.'llter system frem vAiieh Poeatella dr,erts its 'hiller.
1~- The Collli has BR ol'lligatioR ta eeRSider the e•,<iclenee befere it whieh iaGllides Peeatel!e's
trilll e-Adeaee.•The deeisieRS de not eensideF Gfeg S't!lw1ftft's testimeey (Sprenk Water
ERgmeergl BHd the iRle,eemeetiBH Bfllie sBmees.• IDWR did RB iw,esligetieR. This is the
stftftdllfEI Hefl! IDWR's tfaHsfer geideliaes vAlieh ean't ell!lllet be applied beeaese they hiwe net
bsea prnmlllgatGd ll!ldGF ths APA.
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1Q. TheFe is ll.o meatiall. afthe APA legel staftelards vAth feSjleet ta IDWR's lllljlf8Hltilgated mies
(the t1·aliSfeF gllidelme~. _Callft Fe!ies aH Ille gt1iaeliRes iH its aeaisieH.

I I. The decisions do not discuss a standard for review of evidence at trial,
14. The CoUit's Findings of Fact address IDWR's prlma facie evidence, With no mention of
Pocatello's evidence, except for comments that "no evidence was prc;sented" ... as to various
matters.
15. There are no findings about the nature of water system from which Pocatello diverts its
water.
7. The Court incorrectly concluded that any change to how :water was diverted fi;om Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek occurred after 1987.
6. The Court improperly weighed the evidence and expert testimony presented at trial regarding
the degree of interconnection within the aquifer.

21. The Court allowed in IDWR testimony counter to the Director's Report, over the objection
of Pocatello. This is an error of Jaw on that grounds and also on the grounds that the testimony is
counter to the legal standards which attach to 42-1425.
17. The decisions as to the priority dates for the Alameda wells are counter to the reasonable
evidence standard There was evidence about pgpulation growth and number of wells from
which priolitv can be infen-ed under the reasonable evidence standard.

12. This is Reta staHdard at the Sru3A ea11ft, aaa the ellfj' eHe I am Poeatel!e is awat·e of is iH
IDWR's statemCHls that are bll:'led en il9 ll!ljlFBftllllgated geideliaes Eegllfdi11g trnnsfers. _The eourt
£filgtsho11ld Hal legitimi~e •1,-hat is tiouatGr to ths APA.

13. f.geneies~ e-.E£ers ofla,.v are net suejeet le eellaternl estO!l!lel. _This is iH eFFOr as 11 matter of
law.
H. This seelieH ftWCllfB le address IDWR'sprl/11t1,V1ele evidooee, vlilh He meHtieH ofPoeatolle'a
w.-ideRee, eJEC9Jll for eemmeHts that "Re e'lideaee •.voo presented" ... as to Y,irious mattGF&
which may be a refeFonee te the Maste!"'s faemal eenelusiol!S regElfE:liag the totality ofthe
e\•idenee.
lS. }le findings aeaut natu£e efwater si•stem a,em \'fflich Peeatello aj,,•erts its Vi'ater.

16. The Court has all ebligatioH ta eoHSider the evideaee eefore ii which iaell!Eies Poeatelle's
Ifie! e-liaeaee. _The deeisieHs de not consider Gfeg S1111i¥en's testiffleey (Smonle Water
EHgiaeefS;) and tlie mte,eoHneetion efthe se11fees.• IDWR did Ha iw1estigatioft. This is the
a!ll!ldl!l'EI mm IDWR's tfll!lsfeF geidelines which oan!J: ear.net be !ljlplied because they ha•;e net
esen prnmlllgatro under ths llPA
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17. The decisia11s es ta the flriority Elates fer the .".lameda wells llfe eel!ffler te the 1·easeaaele
e'l'ide.iee sta11daff!. There \Voo e-vieleaee aee\lt flOflUletio11 gl'O't'f1fl a11d IH!m9er of wells H'Ofll
whleh J!HOrity ellll be iRfeireel lHleler tho reaso11eble e·ndenee sta11darEI.

18. Poeatello's evideaee 'etlFSI theprl:riafaele Bl!bble aad IDWR had no eom!!eril'lg e,,ide11ee,
testimear Testimew1 is OHl:j· Jlalt ef-ll!e e·tideaee ia the reeoni. Ilrror oflwN?
19. The aifferent SOl!ree eo11elmie11 is lHlSllJlf)OrtaWe. JfSllJlJlOrteble, then this elecisie11 stands
for the fll'OflOsitioa that the wells are net eoaaeeted to the s!lfftlee water system either tljlstream 01·
de,;mstrellfll. irem the LPRVf..
29. lelaho Goda § 42 142§ is the awlieaele lw,'f. _The "iajw:eel" water user has to mise that issue,
These that die! settled with Peeetelle, llll.E! the eour-t ~oar.not base a deeisien en ID'WR's
Ullfl1'8mlligated !"'.lies to defeat that se!tlo~

21. The eeurt ~al!owod !!!_the testimo1ir cOtlftter to the Direetor's rBaport,._ie O¥er the

objeetioa of Peeftlello. _.",sslgn @is a11 ~al! ea:or oflaw eH that grelll!ds and also ee tile
is eeuate.· ta 1he legal s!aaatll'Els whieh attaeh to 12 112$.

graURds that this

III. TRANSCRIPTS
Transciipts of the following proceedings have already been prepared and provided to the
parties and to the Coult:
• January 12, 2005: Hearing on Pocatcllo's Motion for Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending determination of the City's federal law claim29-11609;
• January 17, 2007: Hearing on Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under I.C. 42-1425;
• February 26-March I, March 8, 2007: Trial

In accordance with Admjnjstratiye Order I.§ 13(d), Pocatello intends to request,¼
transcript of the heaiing on Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend, held February 27, 2008, i!1
beieg ~eq.iested 1111el will be and to provideEI the transcript to the parties and the SRBA court,
ueder seJJarate eo·,er. Due to Pocatello's pending proceedings before the United State Supreme
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11. The deeisiells as ta the Jlfiori<y dates fer the Alameda wells aFe eauftter te tl!e Feasonaele
e:11iele11ee S!Clllel!lfd. Thefe woo e¥ielenee abo\lt !l8!lllllfflOII gfo•,•,th l'IOO B\iffWer of wells ficom

which prierity efl!! be ieferr@d llllEler the Ieaseeoble e•ndenee stll!ldarEI.

18. Peeatelle's g•.ridence bUfSI ate prlmafaele bubble and lDWR had no counterillg eYielenee,
lestimo113r Te!l'!imenv is OH!y part efthe e'lielenee ie the reeerel. .llr;er oflll'N?
19. The dlffereat se\H-ee eoHeillsiee is 1H151lJlportal;ile. Jfsuppertable, the11 tl!is dseisien staaels
fer the prepesitiea !hat the wells are net eeeneeted to the s\H'ffiee vffller system either upstreEll'll er
ele'.'lllstream fhim the LPRVA.
2Q. Ielaho Geel@§ 42 142S is the El}ljllieable law. _Tho "illjw:ed" water user haste raise that iseae,
Those !hat did settled ,,"litlt Poeatelle, eREi the oeurt ~ear.net base a deeisien 011 IDWR·s
uapre!ffi!lgateel fl!!es to elefeat !hat settle;aem.
21. The eoiirt Court a.llowod in the 1estlmoay cOl!Rter to the Direolor's rRl!jlort~,Je 8¥er the
objeetieft of Peeatelle. _Assign @is llfl ~llfl el'f6r eflaw 011 loot grnueds and alse ea the
greoods that this is seunte,- to lhe legal slllllelfl!'e!s 7..hisl!. attael!. to 4;! 1425.

III. TRANSCRIPTS
Transcripts of the following proceedings have already been prepared and provided to the
parties and to the Court:
• January 12, 2005: Hearing on Pocatello' s Motion for Stay its State Law-Based
Claims pending determination of the City's federal law claim 29-11609;
• January 17, 2007: Hee.ring on Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on
Municipal Purpose ofUse, Interconnection, and Injw-y Under I.C. 42-1425;
• February 26-March I, March 8, 2007: Trial

In accordance with Administrative Ordel' I.§ 13(d), Pocatello intends to request Ag
transcript of the heaiing on Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend, held Febru111-y 27, 2008, is
being EO'J.Uesteel tlfle! •,¥ill be and to provided the transcript to the parties and the SRBA court"

1111e!er sepaF&te eo•fer. Due to Pocatello's pending proceedings before the United State Supreme
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Court tefle<:ted in the City's ~otion for Stay, filed with the Notice of Challenge 1111d discussed
below. Pocatello intends to wait until II decision is lssued on the Motion for Stay before
proceeding further with the fonnal transc1i.pt request and the a.ccompanylng fee No other
hearing transcript ls requested for purposes of Pocatello's Notice ofOlallenge.
IV. MOTIONFORSTAY

A Motion to Stay accompanies this Notice of Challenge. The Motion explains that
Pocatello's federal-law SRBA claim 29· 11609 is now pending proceedings before the United
States Supreme Court. That appeal may moot the recently concluded proceedings before Special
Master Bilyeu for these thirty (30) state-law claims or may require the Special Master's Report

& Recommendation to be modified to be consistent with the mandate on appeal.
Dated this I I th day of June 2008,
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Anomeys for the City of Pocatello

By_ _ _~ - - - - - - - Josephine P, Beeman
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Court reflected in the City's Motion for Stay, filed with the Notice of Challenge and djscussed
below, Pocatello int.ends to wait until a decision is Issued on the Motion for Stay before

I

woceeding further with the formal transcript request and the accompanying fee, No other
hearing transcript ls requested for prnposes of Pocatello's Notice of Challenge.
IV. MOTIONFORSTAY

A Motion to Stay accompllllies this Notice of Challenge. The Motion ex:plains tha.t
Pocatello' s federal-law SRBA cl&im 29-11609 is now pending proceedings before the United

States Supreme Court. That appeal may moot the recently concluded proceedings before Specilll
Master Bilyeu for these thirty (30) state-law claims or may require the Special Master's Report

& Recommendation to be modified to be consistent with the D)I11ldate on appeal.

Dated this 11th day of June 2008,
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATBS,P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

By_ _ _--,-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Josephine P, Beeman
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Attachment A (30 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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Attachment A (3 0 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11 th day of June 2008, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing CITY OF POCATELLO'S NOTICE OF CHALLENGE to be served on the
following by the method indicated:
AMERICAN FALLS RBSERVOIRDlST 112
Represented by:
C 'IHOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
POBOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phono:208-934-8872

UNITBD STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVffiONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
SSO WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
Via U.S. mall

Via email
STATE OF IDAHO
ltopresented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by;
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
POBOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
l'hone: 208-678-3250

Via U.S. mail

Via omail

A & B lRRIGA nm-i DISTRICT

MILNER !RlUGATION DISTRlCT
NORTHSlbECANALCOMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
R<:presontcdby:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
POBOX48S
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 207-733-0700

BURLEY JRIUGATION DISTRICT
Represented by;
ROGERDLING
POBOX396
RUPERT, JD 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717
Via email

Via email
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISB, ID 83720-0098
Via U.S. mail

Josephine P, Beeman
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11th day of June 2008, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing CITY OF POCATELLO'S NOTICE OF CHALLENGE to be served on the
following by the method indicated:
AMERICAN FALLS RBS'EllVOIR 01ST 112
Represented by:
CTHOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
P0BOX32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Repre!1lnted by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L R:ESOUllCE:S
SSO WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83124

Via U.S. mail

Vfaemail
STATEOFIDAHO
llopreiented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATEOFIOAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, fD 83711-4449

MINIDOKA IRRlGAT!ON DISTRICT
llopiescntcd by:
W l<ENT FLETCHER
1200 OVEllLAND AVB
l'OBOX248
BUJU.EY, JD 83318
Phone; 20&-678-3250

Via U.S. mail

Via email

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT

MILNER llUUGATlON DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWlN FALI.S CANAL COMPANY

BURLEY IRlUOATION DISTRICT
Repmented by;
ROOERDLING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-43 6-47 l 7

VlaemaU

Represented by:
TR.AVIS L THOMPSON

113 MAIN AVB W, SIB 303
POBOX48S
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phono: 207-733-0700
Via email

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID S3720-009S
Via U.S. mall

Josephine P, Beeman
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Josephine P, Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 west JeITurson su-eet
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-09$4 (Facsimile)
io.beeman@beemanlaw.com

Aitorneys for City ofPocaiello
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO; IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

siiliciise Nos. 29-211 a a1. (see Afui.cliiiieiii A}

)
)
)

THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
STAY PROCEli:DINGS IN TmRTY (30)
STATE LAW CLAIMS

)

----------)

INTRODlJf:TION

The City of Pocatello tespectfully sti15niits this Btiefin support ofMotfoii to Stay

Proceedings in Thirty {30) State Law ciaims. 1
The Motion ro Stay is addl'essed to the No1ice ofChallenge proceedings arising from

sRBA Special Msstei: Bilye\i's May 28, 2008 Vi-Jer De,iflni: tviaUon Ta Alter Or Aiiieiiatai: ilie
thircy (30) state law claims. The City of Pocatello's Notice of Challenge and Motion to Stay

were filed June 11, 2008 with SRBA District Judge Melanson.

'A!J governed by SRBA Administrative Order 1, this Brie/is submitted purs111mt to lllCP 7(b)(3)(C) which
pravidM that a brief in support ofe. motion mAy be filed within fourteen (14) days of the motion. The City of
Pocatello's.Mot/011 to Stay Proceedings 111 Thirty (30) State Law Claims was filed and served on JW!e JI, 2008; the
14-<lay deadline to file the brief is June 25, 2008.
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The Motion to Stay Proceedings /11 thirty (30) State law Claims advises the Court that
Pocatcllo's federal law SRBA claim 29-11609 which was appealed to the Idaho Supreme Courf

is now pending proceedings before the United States Siijireiile CotiitJ

that appeai may moot the recently ·conciuded proceedings before Special Master Bilyeu
for these thirty (~ 0) state law elaims or may require the Special Master's Report &

Recoiiiiiieiidii.tioli to oe modified to lie coiisisteiit with the mandate in the appeal, Pocatello

requests that this Cowt stay the proceedings on these thirty (30) state law claims until after the
mandate in the appeal. These 30 state law claims are part of the 38 state law claims filed by tlie

City iif Pocatello iii the SRBA.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF POCATELLO'S FEDERAL LAW £!,AIM 29-11609 TO THE
CITY'S STATE LAW CLAIMS IS COMM:ON TO ALL 38 STATE LAW CLAIMS

Oii Deceiiilier 23, 2004, as part oflli.e jiroceedhigs on iill 38 state law SlUiA ciaims,
Pocatello filed a Motion and Memorandum ro Stay its State Law-Based Claims pending
detennination of the City's legal entitlement under its SRBA fudi:itul-law daiiii 29-11699, 4
Special Master Bilyeu denied Pocaielio;s motion for siay by order of ianuary

i,i, 2005.

' raaliii supreme Coiii'i No. 3366~=- iJ-1. ~:_ ~it?A_ tA~i:! }.i'Q j9_5jii,jP!i¢Asi:i ii,b.. i9-i iiio9,
c:/i_"l_Qr_PQ¢.A'fi:!L!4,_A_pp~£11.ts,vs. STA.TE OF IDAHO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES, Rsspo11de11ts. The decision of the Idaho Supreme Court was entered
February 19, 2008. A timely petition for rehearing was denied, and a final J11dgment was entered by the
Supreme Court ofldaho on April 3, 2008. The Cicy of Pocatello's time to petition the United States
Supreme Conrtfor a Writ of Certiorari to the Idaho Supreme Court expires July 2; 2008.
3

The €ity of Pocatello has filed with the United Stntos Supreme Court an Applicetio11 for
Extension of Time to File a Petition for Writ of O:rtiorari. The Application seeks an extertsiciii tii Aiigiliit
1, 2008 to file the Petition for Writ ofQrtioi'ari. A Jii.tic 3, 2008 service copy of the City's Appllciitioii
;,vas referenced in the rwre 11 Motioi1 to Stay Proceeifings ;;, Tnirfy (311} Stale L.n~ Claims, blii
inadvertently Wiis iiot iitiiiclied. Filed Ws aaie is iiii. .Ailileii.iiiim to Uie .Moiion tp StllJI _Proceed/r;gs in
Th/r'fy (311) Siaie Law Claims, attaching Pocaielio's Application to ihe United States Supreme Court
~ Pocateiio;s December 2004 Motfo11 ro Stay its State Law-Based Claims and Memorandum in
S11ppor1 ofMotion to Stay are attached t.o this Brief. See footnote 5.
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F6116witig denial of lhe City's Motio11 for Stay in January 2005, and prior to
commencement of trial on February 26, 2007, objections were withdrawn or settlements entered
for eight of the City's 38 state law subcases. Those resolved sulicascs did Mt address or resolve
the issue raised in Pocaielio's :ititi4 Motionjor Stay. When partiai decrees were entered for the
eight resolved subcases in July 2007, Pocatello filed a Motion for Reconsideration ofEight (8)
Partial Decreei because ofUie pending iippeal

to the Idaho Supreme Court. 6

iif Piicatello's reaeraJ. laW SRBA claim 29-11609

Th.e Motianjor Reconsideration was refeJ.Ted to Special Master

Bilye\l for hearing on October 10; 2007; and is presently scheduled for continued hearing before

Si;ieciiil Master Bilyeu on Jlily 9, 2-0os.
The Motion/or Reconsideration explained that the pending appeal "may moot the eight
partial decrees or may require the eight paitial decrees to be modified to be consistent i.vith the

mandate in the appeal/;

morder io circumvent a iater appeai, 7 the City requested th.is Court to

withdraw the entry of judgment and delay entry of judgment for the$e eight water rights until

after the mandate in the appeal.

In i"uiy 2007, when the Motion for Reconsideration ,vas filed, the City's remaining 30
state law SRBA elaims were pending decision follow~ trial before SRBA Special Master

' The MiJtionfor ReconsiJeriitliiii ofEigftl_ (8) _Pariial_ Decrees aTJ_d iJ,:iejjl! 81fpport Of#~r/on/or
Reccmsiiieralion ofEighi {8) Pc11·ijal Liec~es are !J.tl~c~ed _to this brief. The BriefIn Support OfMotion
Jor il~consfrieratfo_'! ofEight {8) Partial Decrees includes Pocatello's December 2004 Motion ta Stay Its
State Law"!Jased Claims and Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Stay. This court may take judicial
notice of Its O'\\'Il records in the case befon: it. Larson v. State, 91 Idaho 908,909, 435 P.2d 248,249
(1967).
6

At the time the City filed the Motion for Reconsideration ofEight (8) Partial D-e-ct~es. ·
briefing had not yet been completed in the Idi:ihci Stip~mc Ci:iiiit appeal; Pocii:tellii' s Rejify brief on
appeal '>vii~ c1ue August 1s, 2001. rdiiho Siijireiiie court ~o. 33ii69, IN RE: sRiiA ~A~E N9-. ~~~76,

SUBCASE NO. 29-11 i509, CllY OF_ F,O_CATEI,,Ip, App~//_ll_l!js1_ys 0 STAt~ OF IDAHO, UNITED
StAtE.s Or AMElUCA, and SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TR!BES, ReJpor,dents.
1

First Security Bank v. Neibaur, 98 Idaho 598, 570 P.2d 276 (1977).
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Bilyeii. The Cify of Pocatello's Notice ofChallenge and Moiian io St!IJI Proceedings in Thirty
(30) State Law Claims, filed June 11, 2008, complete the City's requests to this Court to stay the
proceedings on all thilty-eight (38) of Pocatcllo's state law SRBA claims until after the mandate
in the appeal of Pocatello;s federal law ciaim 29-i i609.

IT IS APPROPRIATE TO STAY THE STATE LAW CLAIMS PROCEEDINGS UNDER
THE STANDARD TIIAT COURTS HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO CORRECT ERRORS
OF FACT AND LA\VIN ORl>ER TO CIRCUMVENT A LATER APPEAL

In iuiy 2007, due to the ponding appeal of Pocateiio;s federai iaw SR.BA ciaim. 29-i i609
at the ldaho·Supi-eme Court; l'oeatello respectfully reg11ested this emnt to reconsider the partial

decrees for 29-2354, 29-2382, 29.1222, 29-7 431, 29-7502, 29-7782, 29-113411, and 29-13636.
Pocatello specifically asked that this Court withdi-aw the entry ofjudgment nnd delay entJ:y of

judgment for these eight water rights until after the mwidate in the appeal.
Now, in June 200&, Pocaiello's federal law SR.BA ciaim 29-1 ii509 is pending
proceedings before the United States Supreme Court; following entry of decision by the Idaho
Suptei:ll.e Coutt. Pocatello respectfully requests this court to stay the proceedings on the City's
remaining state iaw ciaims pending the mandate on appeai.
ffiGP 59(e) was the premise for the July 2007 Motion for Reconsideration; but its

p\ii'jiose is also sewed by the present Matron ro Stay Proceeiiiiigs iii Tliirty (30) Staie Law
Claims. 8 It is appropriate to allow the court to correct errors of fact and law which have

occurred in its proceedings in order to circumvent a later appeal. 9

• Pociite!lo •siii'esent Moiioii Jor s;a; \vas m;;a iii ailvruice mwiy nna1 Jiiiiiirneiii roi tiii: iiftcci:eii

JRCP i l(aj(:i.j (Ii) provides i:hai: a motion for reconsideration of any
interiocutory orders of the i:dai cowt may be made at eny time before the entry of finai judgment
jij siaie law SRBA claims.
9

Firsr Security Bank v. Netbaur, 98 Idal10 598, 570 P.2d 276 (1977).
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The City lias a1ways m:tenaea mat me aeruru onts 2004 1\lo:tloii fer stay woiila oe
presented to this Court upon review ofthe Special Master's proceedings as to all 38 state law

claims, fullowing conclusion of the proceedings that went to trial.

Based on the foregoing; the City of Pocatello respectfully requests that its Motion to Stay

Proceedings In Thiny (30) State Law Claims be gtililted.

Respectfuiiy submitted this 25th day of june 2008.
BEBI\1AN & ASSOCIA1ES P,C.

Attorneys for thli City of Pocatello
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ARacnffient A (30 stiocases)
29-00271
29-00272
29=00273
29-02274

2~-0233g
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-M222

;~-9'!ii3

29-04224
29-04225
29-04ii6
29-07106
29-07118

29-07i i9
29-07322
29-07375
29•07450
29-07770

29-il:339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29°13560
29-135(il

29-i3.562
29-13637
29-136lS
29-13639
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25ih day of June 2008, I caused a true copy of the

foregoing POCATELLO'S BRlEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY
PROCEEDINGS FOR THIRTY (30) STATE LAW CLAlMS be served by the method

inaicatea on:

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DIST #2

Represented by;
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
DAVfDHEfDA

301MAINST
iii:i si:i:itii
aooriiNa
iD 83330
--·
--···,··~·····-Phone: 208-934-8872

UNITED STATBS OF AMERJCA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

via u.s. maii

Via emaH

stAtii oii ii5AH6
Represented by:

Mii-iitiokA. iRRiGAtibN tiismicr
Rcpresenied by,

NAtt1RAL RESbtnlCES Iirtr CHIEF
StAtli OF IIiAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S dFFICE
Pd !!bx 44449
BOISE, lb 8371 i-4449

POBb:Xi<l8

via u:s. mall

Viii email

A &B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT

MILNER IlUUOATl'.ON IiISTlUCt
:NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPA:N'Y
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPAi-lY
Repreiieiiioo Iii
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303

Reffee·seilted by:

ROGERDLING
POBOX396

RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone:206-4364717
Via email

WRENT !"LETCHER
1200 dVE.RLANJ:i AVE
BURLEY, n:i 8ti is

Phone: 2o8-1i1s-12so

POBOX48S

TWIN FALLS, !D 83303-0485
Plioiie: 207-733-0100

Via email
DIRECTOR. OF IDWR.
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720>0098
Via U.S. mail
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Anna R. Trentadue #15 l9
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West 1e.fferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950

. OE/lAffi'M~~I (it,

1\/ATfRAAAol !!'!r.!Fr

(208) 331-0954 ('Facsimiie)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

anna.trentadue@beernanlaw.com

Auomeys for City ofFocalello
IN THE nrsT1i1cr ci:iim.1: oF r'iiE 'Fim JUDICIAL nISTR1cr oF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 'l'HE COUNTY OF 'fWIN FALLS
!

Ii'IReSRBA

)
}

Case No. 39576

)

_________

)
)

Subcase Nos. 29~2354, 29-2382, 29-7222.

~9.-?M!,29-1so2.29-7182,29-11344,ana
29-13636
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
EIGHT (8) PARTIAi:, DEeREE:S

The City of Pocatello respectl'clly submits ibis Motlan Jar Reco11Jlderatlon oJEight (8)
Pal'tial Decrees: 29-2354, 29-2382, 29-7222, 29-7341, 29-7502, 29-7782; 29-11344; and 29-

13636. In accmtlauce wlth SRBA A:d!iilitisttative Diller 11 anti Idilho Riile of Civil Procedure

59(e), Pocnteiio; s Motio11 must be "served not iater than fourteen (14). days arter entry ohhe
judgment" These partial de&rees for the E:ity of Poentello were entered July 16; 2.007; the

service deaollne for Rule 59(e) is July 30, 2001.
Pocatello 's federal law SRBA claim 29-11609 is curre11tly on appeal to the Idaho
Supreme Court. 2 That appeal may moot th!lse 8 partial decrees or may rnquire the 8 partial

decrees to be modified lo be consistent with the mandate in ihe appeal. Pocatello requests that
1 Mminlstrall~e Oro.et !. Rule J.a provloes: "[1]he lirlgatniii of tlie SR.BA wlll lie govi'.rlied by the w.tici
Rules of Civil Pr.scl:i:lutc (LR.Cl',), Idalio Rule.1 ·otBvlilci= {I.R.E,J, li.rul !lie Idalio ApJjollate Rill.es ctA..R.J."

' hlnhll Supreme Court No. 33669: ll'!Rl::, SRBA CASE NO. 39576, SUBCASE NO. :!.~-11~?, CITY OP
l'OCATELLO. i1ppllllm,1r, 'I'S. STATE OJI mllHO, UHIT.5D STATES OF AMERICA, rurd SHOSHQr
BANNOCK T.RIBES, Rapondeiiu.
'.

Poc,,:rau.o's MOTIONFOl!. RECONS!Dl!l\AT{0N OPE!ClHT(8) PAl\'l'IALPl!CI\Jl!!S: PMll I
l'OCATELLO'S BRfllF lN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY PROCEEDINGS
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this Court withdraw the enti·y of judgment ttnd delay enti:y of judgment for these 8 water rights
until after the mandate in the appe:111. The City's basis for this Motion will be explained in more
detail 1n a brief to be submitted by Monday, August 13, 2007, IRCP 7(b)(3)(C).
Pocatello reqtiests the court to schedule oral argument on this matter,
.Respectfully su\mrlttcd this

3ui-t day of Joly 2007.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY tturt on ttie
day of July 2007, I caused a true copy of the
foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDEMTION OF EIGHT (8) PARTIAL DECREES to
be served by U.S. First Class Mail on:
UN1TED STATES OF AMERICA
!IBPRESBNTED BY:
US DEl?ARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVJRONMBNT & NAT'L RESOURCES
SSO WESr FORT STRBET, MSC 033

BOISE. lD 83724
STATE OF IDAHO
REPRESENTED BY:
NATURAL RESOURCES nrv CHIE.F
STATE-OF IDAHO
'
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFPJCB
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX&3720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
GARRICK BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
IDAHO DBPARTivffiNT OP WATER
RESOURCES
322 BAST FRONT STREET
POBOX83720
BOISE, IDAHO 83720--0098
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RECEIVED
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Josephine P. Beeman #1806
Anna R. Trentadue 117519
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, lD 83702
(:208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
jo.beeinan@beemanlaw.cqm
anpa.i:mntadue@beemanlaw.com

OEPAR'IMl:NfOF

"IATERRESOURCEE

Ar:tomeys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In ReSRBA

Case No. 39576

_________

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-2354, 29-2382, 29-7222,
29-7431. 29-7502, 29-7782, 29-11344, and
29-13636
BRIBF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF EIGHT (8)
PARTIAL DECREES

INTRODUCTION
The City of Pocatello respectfully subr.nits this Brief in Support ofMotion/or
Reconsideratio11 of Eight (8) Partial Decrees: 29-2354, 29-2382, 29-7222, 29-7431, 29-7502,

29-7782, 29-11344, and 29-13636.
A~ govemed by SRBA Administrative O!'der 1,1 this Brief is submitted pursuant to IRCP

7(b)(3)(C) which provldes that.a bJ:iefin suppoi1 of a motion maybe filed within fourteen ~14)
days of the Motion. The City of Pocatello's Motion/or Reconsideration ofEight (8) Partial

Decrees was served on Illly 30, 2007;2 the 14-clay deadline to file tb.e brief is August 13, 2007.
1 Administrati<te Order 1, Rule La p,0vldes: "[tJhe litigntion of the Sl<BA will be goverooo by !he Idaho
Rule! of Civil Pi·oeedoro (I.R.C.P.), ldaho Rute, of Evidente (l.R.S.), and tile Idaho Appclfate Rules (!.A.R.)."
1 Pocatello submiued the Motion for Reco11Sidaralion ofEisht (8} Pdrt/41 Decrees pUL-suant lO IR.CP 59(e)

whlch requirns that the motlon be served "nol later than fourteen (14) days after entry of the Judgment" The partial
decrees for W-2354, 29-2382, 29-7272, 29-7431. 29-7502. 29-7782, 29-11344, and 29-13636 were cnrered on July
16, :W07; Uie deadline for setviee oflhe Motion Ill Reconsidel' under !RC? S9(e) was July 30, 2007.

!'OCAT!!LI..O'S llR!llP IN SUPPORT 0FMO'l'!ONF0R RllCONSJnEl!ATlON OF EIGHT (S) PARTIAL DECR1ll1S ·PAO!! l
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Pocatello filed the Motion to Reconsider because the pending appeal of Pocatello's
federal law SRBA claim 29-11609 to the Idaho Supreme Cowt

3

may moot these 8 pmtial

decrees or may require the 8 partial decrees to be modified to be consistent with the mandate in
the appeal.
These B partial decrees arise from 8 of Pocatello's 38 state-law SRBA claims.

On

December 27, 2004, as part of the proceedings on all 38 state-law SRBA claims, Pocatello filed a

Motion 01ul Memorandum to Stay its Stat~ Law-Based Claims pending determination of the
City's legal entitlement under its SRBA federal-law claim :29-11609. 4 Special Master Bilyeu
denied PocatelJo's motion for stay by order of Janu~ry 14, 2005. The other 30 state law SRBA
chums are pending decision following a 2007 trial befol'e SRBA Spec!nl Mast~ Bilyeu.

RULE 59 (e) IS AN APPROPRIATE STANDARD FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF THE EIGHT PARTIAL DECREES
The purpose of lRCP 59(e) is to allow the court to con-ect errors of fact and law which
have occU1Ted in its proceedings in order to circumvent a later appeal. s Due to the pending
appeal of Pocatello's federal law SRBA claim 29-11609, Pocatello respectfully requests this
cou1t to reconsider the partial decrees for 29-2354, 29-2382, 29-7222, 29-7431, 29-7502, 29-

7782, 29-11344, and 29-13636. Pocatello l'equests that this Court withdraw the entry of
judgment and delay entry of judgment for these 8 water rigb.ts until after the mandate in the
appeal,

3

Idaho Supreme Court No. 33669: IN RE: SRBA CASE NO. 39576, SUBCASE NO. 29-11609, CITY OF
POCATELLO, Appellants, vs. STATE OF IDAHO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, •nd SHOSHONEBANNOCK TRIBES, llerpo11de11t,. The briefing in lhis appeAl will be completed with the filing of Pocate.llo's
Reply brief, due August 15, 2007.
4

Pocntello's Motion to Stay and M•morand1,m ill S11ppor/ of Motion to Stoy ere ettuchcd to this Bri•f in
Suppon of Motion for Reco~sideration. Thi& court moy tnkejudiciel notice of its own records in the case before iL
Larson v. Srate, 91 !daho 908,909,435 P.2d 248,249 (1967).
5

First Security Bank v. Neibmll', 98 Idnho 598,570 P.2d 276 (1977).
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POCA TELLO'S STATE-LAW SRilA PROCEEDINGS
AS RELATED TO TH£ llULE S9(e) STANDARD
The issue of the relationship betwoon Pocntello 's federal law claim 29-J 1609 a11d the
City's stnte-law claims, addressed in the 2004 Motion/or Stay, is common to all 38 state-law

claims. Following denial of the City's Motion for Stay in January 2005, and prior to
commencem(lllt of trial on Febrnary 26, 2007, objections were withdrawn or settlements entered
for eight of the City's 38 state law subcases. These eight (8) partial decrees arise from those

resolved subcases, but those subcru:es do not address or resolve the issue raised in Pocatel!o's
2004 Mo1ionfor Stay. The remaining 30 state-law claims were hied before Special Master
Bilyeu.
The City has always intended that the denial of its 2004 Motion for Stay would be

pl-esented to this Couct upon review of the Special Master's proceedings as to all 38 state-law

claims, following conclusion of the proceedings that went to tdal. If the appeal of Pocatello's
federal law claim is still pending at that time, the City anticipates that lt will address that issue as

appropriate under the circumstances.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, the City of Pocatello respectfully requests that its Motion for
Reconsideration of Eight (8) Partial Decrees be grantco.
Respectfully submitted this 13th day of August 2007.

BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES P.C.
Attorneys for the CiLy of Pocatello
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13TH day of August 20D7, l caused a tme copy of the
foregoing BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ElGHT (8)
PARTIAL DECREES be served by U,S. First Class Mail on:
UNITED STATBS OP AMERICA

REPRESENTED BY:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BNVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID B3724
sTATE OF IDAHO

REPRESENTED BY:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIBF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATI'ORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449

C. TOM ARKOOSH
A.RXOOSH LAW OFFICES, CHTD.
POBOX32
GOODING, IDAHO 83330
W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
POBOX248
BURL'EY, IDAHO 833 l8 .

BOISE, ID 83711-4449

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISB, ID 83720-00!)8

SARAH A. KLAHN
v\lHITE & JANKOWSKI. LLP
511 SIXTEENTH STR.EBT, SUITE 500
DENVER, COLORADO 80202

ROGER D. LJNG
LING ROBINSON & WAl.KER
POBOX:396
RUPERT, IDAHO 83350
JOHN A. ROSHOLT
TRAYrS L. THOMPSON
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
113 MAlN AVB. WEST, ST.IJ.TB 303
TWll'l FALl..S, IDAHO 83301-6167

))AVIDHBIDA

POBOX:l:l.
GOODING )D 83330

Z)ZOSS\8037
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RECEIVED

409 Wost Jofferson Street

DEC 2 8 2004

Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
· (208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
office@beemanlaw.com

DEPAA'!Meflr OF

WATER AESOURCeS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TiiE FIFTH .roD1ClAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 'fVVlN FALLS

In Re SR.BA

_________
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcose Nos. 29-00271, et al. (s~e attached)

POCATELLO'S MOTJONTO STAY ITS

STATE LAW-BASED CLAIMS

Pocatello moves to stay itll claims in tbe 38 subcases listed herein. These 38 state
law-based clai1TIS are "dual-based" claims because the stato law-based claims are for water' also
claimed by Pocatello uurler ledero.1 law in subcase 29-11609. The state law-based claims should
be stayed for at least two 1~sous:

I.

1110 SRBA court in Basin-Wide Issue No. 12 (Subcase No. 91-00012) detennlned

that the claims with the earlier priority dat~ iu a dual-claim should proceed first. Pocatello claims
a June 14, 1867 priority date for its federal law-based cfaim, which is earlier than the priority

dates nnmed in it6 state !aw-based claims.

I Not~ that lhe federal claim (29-11609) ls broader t4aii lhe state-based claims, because Pocatello
hii• clnimod its fedorol waler right otm~idont with U1e Act of September I, 1888, e.g., from "the waters of

nny rivei-, creek, stream, or spring flowing tln-011gh the Port Hall Reservation in the vlcinfty of said town [of
Pocatello) ... as may be nec ..sary to provide said town with proper water and sewerage facilities." See 'j4
and Romark #15 of Pocatello'a fodcral claim 29-11609. These sources rnclude, wil110111 limitation, the
8lackfool River, Portnouf River, Snake River, Bannock Creek, Jeff Cabin Creek, Mink Creek, Lincoln
Creek, Roll\csnak.e Cr~ek, Ross Fork Creek, Sand Creek, and Toponcc Creek.

POCATnLU>'SMOT!ONTO STAY [T8CLAIMS-PAOB I
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Prosecuting both the state law-based claims and the federal law-based claim at the

same time frustrates judicial economy aud is um1eeess11.rily costly to the litigants in bo\n ca&es.

Pocatello would prefer to rely on its federally claimed right. Once the fecumll rigl1t decree enters,
Pocatello will move ID dlsmlss whatever pill'! ofil'll state-based claims is dupliCfltive of its federal
Jaw-based claim.

Pocntello respectfully requests that its motion be g111nted.
DATED this 23rd day ofDec~mber2004.

l

BBE!MAN & ASSOC!ATES,P.C.
Attomoys for the City ofl'oci1tello
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
W-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29--02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04221
29-0422:l
29-04224
2.9-04225

29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
l9,07ll9
29-07222
29-07322
29-0737S
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-1:3637
29-13638
29-13639
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Josephine P. Beeman #I 806
BeemEIIl & A.!lsociates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-0954 (Facsimile)
office@beemanlaw.com

lN THE DISTRICT COD RT OF THE FIF'l'R JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF lPAilO, fN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA

Case No. 39576
_________

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attach.ed)

l'OCATELLO'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STAY ITS STATE LAW-BASED
CLAIMS

Pocatello seeks to stay the proceedings in its state law-bused claims in the 38 subcasee
he.cin. Thes" are "dual-based" claims, which the SRDA court defines !Ill claims to the same

water under separate legal theories. See Special Master's Amended Recommendation Re:
Ba.sin-Wide Issue 12, June t4, 1996 at 3 (hereinafter ''Issue 12 Order") (affmned in its entirety /ry
Judge Hurlbutt's Ordet, April 25, 1997), 1 Here, Pocatello's federal law-based claim seeks
entillement under federal law for the water represented by ils 38 state law-based c!ail11!J.

However, the federal law-based claim Is also bronder1 because itcl~ims sources consistent with
the Act of September 1, 1888, and also complies with I,C. § 42,1409(l)(c)(ii),

I Judg<> Hurlbutt'• Order nt page S reads: '1'. A Single Water Rights Cnunot Bo Decreed Wid1
Both a State and Federal Basis. This recommendation Is adopted in its entirety."

2 In its federnl law-based claim, Pocatello has claimed watt,r righti; consistent with the Act of
Septomber I, I888 (see lj4 and Remork#l5 of Pocatello's fcdc:rel claim,), e.g., from "the waters of any
river, creek, stream, m· spring flowing thro11gh the Fon Hall Reservation in the vicinity of said town [of
Pocatello) •.. as may be necessary to provide said town with proper water and sewerage facilities." These
sources include, without limitation, the Blackfoot River, PortneofRivec, Snake River, Bannock Creek, Jeff
Cabin Creek, Mink Creek, Lincoln Creek, Rattlesnake Creek, Ross Pork Creek, Sand creek, and Toponce
Creek.

1
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Although the federal law claim is broader than the state-based claims, where the federal

claim and state claims overlnp, they differ ouly by priority date. These are "dual-based" claims.
Special Master Haemmel'le framed the inquiry before the co11rt when faced with a "dual-based"

cIaim as follows:
(l) whether an implied or express reserved right exis1s when the s11111e water
source alreiidy hM been appropriated under state gi:ouruls or (2) whether a statebased claim exists where the same water has been reserved•... fu.summal')", for
both expre.95 and implied reservations, the court concludes that a stawbased claim
for any pm:pDse of use would preclude a federal reservation for the same waler
where tlte state-based claim has an earlier priority date. On the other hand, if a
federal !"'..S61Vation predate8 a sMe-based claim, then ll!e earlier foderal
reser1ation precludes the ~tale-bused claim ....

The comt goes on:
If the Btate--based half of a "dunl-based" claim js objected to and has an earlier
priority date, th.en the court should dete!Illine the state-based claim first. If the
Cou11 finds that a state-based right exists, thon the fode1-al 1-eserved claim should
be dismissed as a matter of law. Ou the other hand, if the federal reserved claim
has an eal'!ie1· priority date, then !he fede.,:lll reserved claim should be detem1ined
first. If the court finds that a federal rese1Yod right exists, then the subsequent
state-based claim should be dismissed as a matter of law.

Pursunnt to SRBA court procedures, then, Pocatello's state-based claims should be stayed
until its fe<leral law-based claim can be determined by the court. Pocatello intends to rely on its
federal law-based right to the extent it is decreed; staying its state-based claims which it will be
required-to dismiss following the determination of its federal law-based claims promotesjudicill.l

economy and preserves th.eresources of the litigants.
For !be reasolls stated above, Pocatello respectfully requests that proc;:edings on stale

law-based cl elms be stayed until determination of its rederal law-based claim. Such stay should
be in force until 60 days following fmal delennination ofits federal Jaw-based claim, including
the expiration of the parties' tightl! to appeal, when Pocatello must either file a motion to dismiss

its sta~based claims or set II status conference for the state-based claims.
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DATED this 23rd dayofDecembet 2004.

BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Atlomeys for the City of Poce.tello
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

[1

ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase No. 29-00271, et al.
(See Attached Exhibit A)
NOTICE SETTING STATUS
CONFERENCE

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a status conference in the above-captioned
matter is set for Tuesday, December 16, 2008, at 2:30 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the
Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court, 253 3 rd Avenue North, Twin Falls,
Idaho. Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number 1-918-583-3445 and

when prompted entering participant code 406128.
DATED: July 16, 2008.

J
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

4949
NOTICE SETTING SfATUS CONFERENCE

EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271.
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401.
29-02499
29-04221.
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-071.06
29-071.J.8
29-071.J.9
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-J.J.339
29-J.J.348
29-1.3558
29-1.3559
29-J.3560
2 9-J.3 56 J.
29-1.3562
29-1.3637
2 9-J.3 63 8
29-J.3639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
7/J.6/08
NOTICE SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE SETTING
STATUS CONFERENCE was mailed on July 16, 2008, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented.by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717
NOTICE
Page
1

7/16/08
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NOTICE SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:

'

SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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DISTRICT COURT-SABA
Fifth Judicial District
County ofTwin Falls - State of ldahc

DEC 1 8 2008
By __

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDIC

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

) Subcase No. 29-00271, et al
) (See Attached Exhibit A)
)
)
) CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER
)
)
)

On May 28, 2008, Special Master Bilyeu filed an Order Denying Motion to Alter
or Amend in the above-captioned subcases. Pursuant to Administrative Order 1
(''AOJ''), section 13(c), any party seeking to challenge the Order must have filed a Notice

of Challenge within 14 days following the date the Order was filed, or on or before June
11, 2008.
On June 11, 2008, Claimant City of Pocatello ("the City) timely filed a Notice of
Challenge to the Order. Also on June 11, 2008, the City filed a Motion to Stay
Proceedings, due to the City's pending Petition for Certiorari before the United States
Supreme Court on the federal basis for these same claims. After a hearing, this Court
granted the City's Motion to Stay Proceedings.
Subsequently, the City's Petition for Certiorari has been denied and the time
period for filing notices of challenges has now expired. Pursuant to AOJ, section 13, this
C/zalle11ge Sclzeduling Order will govern this challenge. Further, the time computation

provisions ofI.R.C.P. 6(a) shall apply and should be referred to by the parties in the event
that any dates herein fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday. It is hereby
ORDERED that the following schedule will apply:

CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER (29-00271. el al.)

4952

Page l of2

LODGING OF TRANSCRIPTS

Transcripts are to be lodged by April 1, 2009.

BRIEFING SCHEDULE

Challenger's Opening Brief is due by: April 22, 2009.
Respondent's Responsive Brief is due by: May 6, 2009.
Challenger's Rebuttal Brief is due by: May 20, 2009.
Parties shall take notice that this briefing schedule modifies the schedule set forth
inAOJ, section 13(e).

ORAL ARGUMENT

Pursuant to AO1, section 13(e)(4), only those parties who filed briefs will be
allowed oral argument. Oral argument will be heard on Thursday, June 18, 2009 at
2:00 p.m. at the Snake River Basin Adjudication Courthouse, 253 3 rd Avenue North,
Twin Falls, Idaho. Telephone participation will be available by calling 1-918-583-3445

and entering 406128 when prompted.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated ~ -

Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER (29-00271, el al.)

Page 2 of2

EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
·29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
12/17/08
CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the CHALLENGE
SCHEDULING ORDER was mailed on December 18, 2008, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone, 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID .83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

Page
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CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO· 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

iz,eputy cierk

2009 APR 10 PM 04:12
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA
TWIN FALLS CO., IDAHO
FILED - - - - - - - IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA

)

Case No. 39576

)
)

----------------)

ORDER SETTING HEARING
SUBCASE NOS: SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A

Please be advised that Special Master JOHN M MELANSON
has set for hearing the MOTION FOR LEAVE TO PARTICIPATE.
TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 2009 at 02:00 PM (MT)
SRBA
253 - 3RD AVENUE NORTH
TWIN FALLS, ID
Parties may participate by telephone by dialing the number
918-583-3445 and when prompted entering the code 406128.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated:

APRIL 10, 2009

JOHN M MELANSON
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

FILE COPY FOR 00272
FILE COPY FOR 00272
ORDER SETTING HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I Certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER SETTING
HEARING was mailed on APRIL 10, 2009
, with· sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717
(Order Setting Hearing)
Page
2 4/10/09
ORIGINAL COPY

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202.
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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Exhibit A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Order Setting Hearing)
Page
3 4/10/09
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Christopher H. Meyer, [ISB No, 4461j

DISTRICT COURT
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County
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601 Weat Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
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n Fsl/s • State of Idaho
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Fax:
Office:208-388-1300
208-388-1200
chrlsmeyer@glvcmspursley.com
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johnmershllll@givenspursley.com

Attorneys for United Water Idaho, City ofNampa, and City ofBlaclifoot
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE P1F111 JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OFTHESTATEOFIDAHO,INANDFORTHECOUNTYOFTWINFALLS
In ReSRBA

Subcase Nos.: 29-00271, et al.

(See Attached Exhibit A)
Case No. 39S76
UNITED WAn:R IDAHO, CITY OF
NAMPA, AND CITY OF BLACKFOOT'S
MOTION FOR LEAVE To PARTICIPATE
OR TO PARTICIPATE AS AMICI
CURIAEI STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR LEAVE; REQUEST FOR
HEARING; AND MOTION FOR
SHORTENTING OF TIME

MOTION FOR LEAVE

This motion is filed pursuant to section 10.k of AO) on behalf of United Water Idaho, the

City of Nampa, and the City of Blackfoot (collectively, ''Providers"). Providers move for leave
to participate in this subcase or, in the alternative, to appear as amici curiae. Their brief on the
merits is lodged simultaneously with the filin11 of this motion.
STA.TEMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTTON FOR LEAVE

Providers are providers of municipal water to customers within their respective service
, areas. The City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") ls challenging a condition relating to "alternative

MOTION FOR LEAVE

Page I of9
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points of diversion" imposed on its inwtlcipal water rights by the Idaho Departl!lent of Water
Resources ("IDWR") in its recommendations.

In response to Pocatello's challenge, the Special Master recommended that the condition
be retained as recommended by IDWR(declsions of October 2, 2007, October 30, 2007 and May
28, 2008), Pocatello has challenged those decisions in the case now before the Court.

The disposition of this challenge will affect Providers' interests as a practical matter, and
their Interests are not adequately represented by the parties to this challenge. The precedent set
by this challenge will apply directly to Providers whose water rights are subject to identical
"alternative points of diversion" conditlons. 1 Providers did not object to those conditions in their
own water rights based on their clear understanding of the meaning and limited effect of that
conditional language,· Providers are now concerned, however, that an interpretation of the
language could be rendered by this Court that is at odds with Providers' understanding of how
tho so conditions will operate. This is not a "generalized Interest," Thfa could have serious and

unintended consequences directly effecting how Providers' water rights would be administered

in the event of coajunctive administration. Accordingly, Providers believe it would be valuable
for the Court to be informed of the assumptions and understandings under which Providers
operated in their decision not to appeal the conditional language, In particular, the distinction
between how the condition will open,te differently under three: scenarios (well interference,
reiional administration, and geographically-limited administration) was not articulated in the
decision below.

1
As this Court noted In 111 Ord,r D1nylng Morion ro Panic/par,; Ord,r Alluwfng Am/cw Curia,
Participation on L,ga/ /s,uu In Subcase No. 79-13S97 and Con,olid,tcd Subcase No. 7S-13316 (Apr. 2001) ot 6,
"L•&•I precedence ts a recognized ground for allowing lntarvondon as a matter ofrig:hl or by perml11lon."

MOTION FOR LEA VE

Page 2 of 9
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Page 4

This motion is timely under section IO.k of AO! and l.R.C.P. 24 (which is incorporated
by reference in section 10.k), Providers did not s~k to participate in the matter before the
Special Master because they did not object (or plan to object) to similar conditions in their water
rights. Providers believe that the Special Master's decisions on Pocatello's challenge Is
collliistent with Providers' understanding of how the conditions will operate, Those decisions,
however, contain some ambii',lity that have caused concern. The pending challenge presents a
sensible and timely opportunity for Providc:rs to provide input to the Court and to seek
clarification as to how the conditions will operate, if they aro rotainod by the CourL
Providers will address only the "alternative points of diversion" Issue. They will not
address any of the other Issues that may be Included within Pocatello's challenge.
There will be no prejudice. --Providem have worked closely with both Pocatello and the
State in preparing this brief. In order to avoid any swprise or misunderstanding, Providers made
available to both Pocat=llo and the State a complete draft of the brief on March 2, 2009, In order
to further assure no prejudice, a copy of the proposed brief will be lodged simultaneously with
I

this motion, well in advance of the date set for filing of the opening brief on April 22, 2009.
For the11e reasons, Providers respectfully inove this Court for leave to participate in the
City of Pocatello's challenge or, in the alternative, to participate as amici curiae.
If the Court determines that full participation is pot appropriate, but that participation as
amici curiae is appropriate, we ask that the brief submitted herewith be deemed an amici curiae
brief,
Providers ere authorized to state that the State does not oppose this motion. The City of
Pocatello has declined to consent to this ·motion.

MOTION FOR LEAVI
2''911..J
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REQUEST FOR HEARING

Providers request that this motion be set for hearing prior to April 22, 2009, the date of
the opening brief in this matter.
MOTION FOR SHORTENING OIi' TIME

Providers move for shortening of the time allowed for responding to this motion In order

that it may be heard prior to April 22, 2009. Providers learned only yesterday from counsel for
Poe11tello thllt Pocatello would oppose this motion.

DATED April ID, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,

GIVENS PURSLEY !LP

.,~~~
John M. Marshall

• !

'

'

I
I

MOTION FOR LEAVE
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Exhibit A
S'Jbcase Nos:

29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13S58
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

MOTION FOR LEA VE
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CERTli1CA.'J'E OF SERVJCE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on April IO, 2009, the foregoing was filed, served, or copied
as follows:

ORIGINAL FILED
Clerk of the District Court
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third Avenue North
PO Box2707
Twin Fells, ID 83303-2707

f:

U. S, Mall

_ _Hand Delivered "'•-

.,... Overniibt Mall

~

,.,.., Facsimile
- - B-mall

SER.VICE
Director ofIDWR
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

X

U.S. Mell
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Chlef, Natura.I Resources Division
Office of the Attorney General
St.ate ofldaho
POBox44449
Boise, ID 83711-4449

x

U, S, Mail
Hand Delivered

United States I>ep1U1ment of Justice
Environment & Natural Resource Division
SSO West Fort Street, MSC 033
Boise, ID 83724

X

Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Josephine P, Beeman
Beeman & Aseociates PC
409 West Jefferson
Boise, ID 83702-6049
Office: 208-331-0950

x

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail

Facsimile
E-mllil

u. s.

i

l

Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Fax: 331-0954

l

jo.beeman@becmanlaw.com

'

E-mail

1

j

J

l

!
MOTION FOR LEAVE
~1_2
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A. Dean Tranmer

City Attorney
City of Pocatello

x

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Faoslmilc
E-mail

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

911 N, 7th Stn:ct
P.O.Box4169
Pocatello, lD 8320!5
FIil!:: 208-239-6986
dtranmer@pocatell o.us

COURTESY COPIES
Hon. John M. Melanson
Presidini Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 3rd Av,;. N.
P,O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Fax: 208-736-2121
Email: judgem@srba.state.id.us

B-mail

Hon. Brlgetta Bilyeu
Special M!ll!ter
Snake Rive1 Basin Adjudication
253 3rd Ave. N.
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Office: 208-736-471S (din,cf)
bbilyeu@srba,state.id. us

x

Nicholas B. Spencer, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
Office: 208-287-4813 direct
Fax: 208-287-6700
nlok.spencer@idwr.idaho.gov

x

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

E-mail

U.S. Mall
Hand Delivered
Overnipt Mall
Facsil)lile
E-mail

1

l

'

l

i

I
l
\

!
'

!

MOTION 1101\ LltAV£
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Phillip J. Rassier, Esq.
Deputy Attorney Geni;.ral
Ida.ho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front Street

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
F8X: 208-287-6700 ,
phil.ras.sler@ldwr.idaho.gov

Garrick Baxter, Rsg.
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Departmmt of Water Resources
322 Es.st Front Street
P.O, Box; 8J7ZO

X U.S. Mail
_ __,Hand Delivered
___overnight Mail
_ _ Faosimile
_ _ E-mail

X U. S.Mail
___H.and Delivered
_ _Overnight Mail
Facsimile
- E-mail
__

Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Email: garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
CLIENT COPms
Gregory P. Wyatt
Vice President and General Manager
H, Scott Rhead
Director of Engineering

United Water Idaho Inc.
8248 W. Victory Road
P.O. Box 190420
Boise, ID 83719-0420
Fax: 208-362-3858
greg,wyatt@unitedwater.com
scott.rhclid@unitedwater.com
Michael J. Fuss
D!rector, Public Works Department
City of Nampa
Nampa City Hall
411 Third Street South
N11111pa, ID 83651
Fax: 208-465-2261
fusSlll@cityofuampa.us

MOTION FOR Ll!AVE

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ _.Hand Delivered
_ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimlle
X E-mail

_ _ U,S,Mail
_ _Hand Delivered
_ _Overnight Mall
_ _ Facsimile
X E-mail
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Ron Harwell
Public Works Direotor
City of Blackfoot
l S7 N. Broadway
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Fax: 208-785-8602
ron@cityot"blackfoot,ori
Roxanne BroWI1
Stuart Hurley
SPF Water Engineering, LLC
300 E, Mallard Dr., Ste. 350
Boise, ID 83706
rbrown@sp~r.com
shurley@spfwater.com

MOTION FOR LEAVE

_ _ U,S,Mail
_ _Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail

-x- Facaimilo
P,-mall
_ _ U,S.Mail
___H.and Delivered
_ _Ov-ernight Mail

_ _ Facsimile
X

E-mail
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LODGED
. DISTRICT COUR i-SRBA

Christopher H. Meyer, [!SB No. 4461]
r-Fifth Judicial District
vounty of Twin Falls - Slate of Idaho
John M. Marshall [!SB No. 5678]
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
APR l 3 2009
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Office: 208-388-1200
1'
Fax: 208-388-1300
Df- 1 r'l\.fl.,rk
chrismeyer@givenspursley.com
johnmarshall@givenspursley.com
Attorneys for United Water Idaho, City ofNampa, and City of Blaclifoot

f

By_~----------------~1(.~,c;e~.,k

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
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INTRODUCTION

The City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") has filed a challenge to decisions Special Master
Bilyeu issued on October 2, 2007, October 30, 2007, and May 28, 2008. Among other issues,
Pocatello challenges a condition recommended by the Idaho Department of Water Resources
("IDWR") dealing with alternative points ofdiversion. 1 This brief is filed on behalf of United
Water Idaho ("UWID"), the City of Nampa ("Nampa), and the City of Blackfoot ("Blackfoot")
(collectively, "Providers"). Providers are providers of municipal water to customers within their
respective service areas. Simultaneously with the filing of this brief, Providers have submitted a
motion for leave to participate or to participate as amici curiae.
ARGUMENT

I.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS BRIEF IS LIMITED TO EXPLAINING HOW THE CONDITIONS,
IF RETAINED, SHOULD WORK,

UWID, Nampa, and Blackfoot have or will soon receive partial decrees for each of their
municipal water rights. Like Pocatello, Providers submitted claims for their municipal water
rights identifying alternative points of diversion for each of the wells serving their respective
integrated delivery systems, based on an accomplished transfer under Idaho Code § 42-1425.
These sets of alternative points of diversion were recommended for approval by IDWR subject to
essentially the same condition that Pocatello opposes in its challenge. The condition reads:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
division for ground water, and between points of diversion for
ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources, ground
water was first diverted under this right at [name of well] located
in [quarter-quarter description].
1
The terms "alternate points of diversion" and "alternative points of diversion" mean the same thing-that
the holder of the water right may select which, among multiple points of diversion, to use. Follett's Modern
American Usage and Fowler's Modern English Usage suggest the better term may be "alternative," meaning a
choice, rather than "alternate," which traditionally implies a systematic rotation or alteration. However, the term
"alternate" is also used to describe a substitute for another thing, which comes closer to the meaning here. Both,
then, seem to be correct.

4J70
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At the time IDWR included this condition in the recommendations, Providers were aware
of Pocatello's ongoing challenge to it. UWID, Nampa, and Blackfoot discussed the condition
with IDWR and, based on their understanding ofIDWR's intent, elected not to challenge the
condition.
UWID, Nampa, and Blackfoot do not oppose Pocatello's contention that the condition
should be eliminated altogether. For instance, Pocatello made the argument that if other water
right holders are concerned with the effect of alternative points of diversion, they should file an
objection and provide evidence of how their rights might be affected. None did. If Pocatello
prevails, Providers would expect the same treatment as Pocatello receives. 2
The purpose of this brief, however, to not to re-argue Pocatello's position. Its purpose is
to clarify how the condition should be understood to operate (if the Court determines it should be
retained) so that its effect is consistent with IDWR's intent. For the reasons explained below,
Providers are concerned that the Special Master's Decision could be read to alter the meaning of
the condition upon which Providers based their decision not to object. Accordingly, Providers
submit this Brief to ensure that the Court fully understands and articulates the effect of the
condition in its decision and order.

II.

THREE SCENARIOS FOR ADMINISTRATION

Providers have always understood that the condition, at its core, is intended to prevent
injury and thus operates differently- or, rather, comes into play or not - depending upon the
type of water rights administration involved. Based on that understanding, Providers elected not
to challenge the condition. The purpose of this brief is to inform the Court of these key

2

In some cases, Providers expressly reserved the right to seek lifting of the condition as to them, if
Pocatello prevails in its challenge.
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distinctions and to request that they are confirmed in the Court's decision - again, should the
Court retain the condition despite Pocatello's challenge.
Providers can conceive of three scenarios in which administration of their ground water
rights might occur:
1. a "local well interference" scenario;

2. a "broad, regional administration" scenario; and
3. a "small, geographically-limited administration" scenario.
While many variations might be imagined, we think these three categories usefully
describe the range of situations. We discuss each in turn, beginning with the local well
interference scenario.

A.

First scenario: local well interference

Suppose a city owns four wells, each with a water right for 1,000 gpm; and suppose the
priority dates are 1920, 1945, 1970 and 1985, respectively. Assume that the wells are part of an
integrated diversion and delivery system. Assume that, based on accomplished transfer, the city
obtained partial decrees for each water right identifying all four wells as alternative points of
diversion for each other, subject to the condition quoted above in Part I. The alternative points
of diversion provision would allow the city to pump any water right, or any combination of water
rights, from any well. For example, if the 1920 well caved in and the city were able to improve
production from the 1985 well, it could pump both the 1920 water right and the 1985 water right
from the newer well-without seeking a transfer.
Suppose, however, that doubling the production out of the 1985 well interfered with a
nearby I 950-priority well owned by a person we will call Mrs. Smith. In other words, going
from 1,000 to 2,000 gpm expanded the cone of depression around the city's 1985 well, which, in

..) ,.,,,
, ..,
'
.
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turn, impaired production at Mrs. Smith's welL If the city's water rights had alternative points of
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diversion subject to no conditions, the city would be within its rights and Mrs. Smith could not
complain about additional water, under a 1920 water right, now being diverted out of the city's
1985 well. The effect of the condition, however, is to retain a record of the original well and
priority date for each water right in order to preserve Mrs. Smith's right to complain of injury
from this change in how the 1920 water is pumped. In short, without the condition, Mrs. Smith
loses. With the condition, Mrs. Smith wins.

B.

Second scenario: broad, regional administration

The "regional administration" scenario lies at the other end of the spectrum. Suppose
now that there is no Mrs. Smith and no local well interference problem, but that the city has the
same four wells as described above. Suppose further that IDWR imposes region-wide
administration covering the entire valley, including all of the city's service area. This might be
due to a conjunctive administration delivery call. It might be due to declining aquifer levels
throughout the region (as opposed to interference from a discrete neighboring well through an
expanded cone of depression, like the first scenario). For whatever the reason, IDWR orders the
curtailment of all water rights in the valley junior to 1980. At this point, the city can no longer
pump its 1985 water right, but it can still pump 3,000 gpm from its three more senior water
rights. Due to the alternative points of diversion provision in its partial decrees, the city has the
ability to select from which well or wells to pump that 3,000 gpm. It might pump 750 gpm out
of each of the four wells. It might shut down the 1920 well, while pumping the full 1,000 gpm
out its three more recently installed wells. Or it might select any other combination that added
up to 3,000 gpm. The point is that the condition does not come into play and does not restrict the
city's choices in any way (so long as the change does not create some new injury), despite the
fact that there is aquifer-wide administration of the city's water rights.

4373
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The reason is simple: In this situation, the water shortage is regional (encompassing the
municipal provider's entire water system). The administration is not limited to specific well
locations. Accordingly, it does not matter from which well the city pumps its 3,000 gpm.
Pumping from each of the wells has the same effect on the regional water supply.
Likewise, if the city provided mitigation for the curtailed 1985 water right, it would be
allowed to pump any of its four water rights from any of its wells-just as if there were no
administration.

C.

Third scenario: small, geographically-limited administration

The third example is in between the first two. Suppose IDWR imposed administration
within a small area, such as within a ground water management area that covers only half the

1

city's water system. Suppose that within the curtailment zone, all wells junior to 1980 were
curtailed. Suppose further that the I 920 and 1985 wells were located within the curtailment
zone, and the 1945 and 1970 wells were located outside it. The city, again, loses 1,000 gpm
under its 1985 right.
Under this situation, the condition would come into play. It would prevent the city from
pumping the 1945 or 1970 water (associated with wells outside the curtailment area) from the
1985 well. That would be improper, because the effect would be to bring water rights from
outside the curtailment area into the curtailment area, thereby undermining the purpose of the
curtailment.
However, even here the city would have some flexibility under its alternative points of
diversion. The city could decide from which of the wells within the curtailment area it wants to
pump 1,000 gpm under the 1920 right. It might pump 500 gpm from each, or it might prefer to
take the entire 1,000 gpm out of its newest well. Likewise, if it chose, the city would be free to
take the 1920 water right (associated with a well within the curtailment area) and pump it from a
PROVIDERS' BRIEF
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well outside the curtailment area And, of course, the city would be free to pump its water rights
associated with wells outside the curtailment area from any of its wells outside the curtailment
area (again, assuming no local well interference or other injury resulted).
The reason is the same as in the second scenario. It makes no difference whether the
1920 water is pumped from the 1920 well or the 1985 well. Both have the same effect on the
ground water management area. But moving senior rights in from outside an administration
zone will not be allowed under the condition, because that would defeat the purpose of the
administration, thus requiring IDWR to further constrain pumping, and thus injuring other water
right holders.
We offer these illustrative examples because it appears that these distinctions may not
have been clearly articulated in briefing and testimony to the Special Master and, in any event,
were not reflected in the Special Master's decision. While, the Special Master's decision is
consistent with preservation of the distinctions described above, it is subject to
misinterpretation. 3 It could be read (we would say mis-read) to suggest that the holder of rights
subject to the condition may no longer use alternative points of diversion any time that its water
rights are under administration. 4 That is plainly wrong. If that were the meaning of the

3

The operative provision of the Special Master's decision is this: "But the Director's Report identifies the
quantity and priority associated with the original right so that Pocatello is not inappropriately insulated rrom calls by
intervening pumpers. If, as Pocatello argues, the alternative points of diversion cause no injury to juniors, then the
condition should not affect Pocatello's rights." Special Master's Decision at 19 (Oct. 30, 2007).
4

This concern derives from the Special Master's quotation of testimony from David Tuthill, who testified
on behalfoflDWR. Director Tuthill testified that the conditions are required because of two concerns: "The two
areas we are concerned about were, number one, well interference that could happen in the future as a result of
increased pumping at wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion from one
location as compare[d] with diversion from another location." Special Master's Decision at 17 (Oct. 30, 2007).
Providers have conceded that that the conditions, if retained, would prevent a municipal water right holder from
utilizing alternative points of diversion as a trump card in a well interference contest. But, except in unusual
conditions where pumping from one well had a different effect on other right holders than pumping from another,
we do not believe the conditions should constrain use of alternative points of diversion in the context of a regionwide curtailment resulting rrom, for instance, conjunctive administration.
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condition, it would defeat the very purpose of alternative points of diversion, and Providers
would never have agreed to the condition.
CONCLUSION

In sum, if it is retained by the Court, the condition should be explained so as not to
prevent the use of alternative points of diversion any time there is administration of the holder's
water rights. Rather, we respectfully urge the Court to make clear that the condition operates
only to the extent necessary to prevent injury. Thus, Providers and Pocatello will retain the
flexibility to divert their ground water rights from any of their wells, even during times of
administration, so long as doing so does not injure other water right holders.

Providers are confident that Mr. Tuthill agrees with Providers, and that he did not intend to say that
alternative points of diversion cannot be employed simply because conjunctive administration is in place. But his
unexplained reference to a conjunctive administration concern could easily be misunderstood.
Providers' concern also extends to the Supplemental Director's Report Regarding City of Pocatello 's Basin
29 State-Based Waler Rights (Apr. 13, 2006) ("Director's Report"), which states at page 14: "The date associated
with the well is the date water was first appropriated from that well. This date is important when addressing wellinterference issues and mitigation requirements for aquifer-wide regulation." The Director's Report continues on
the next page to explain how this might work in an aquifer-wide regulation: "For example, if a senior surface user
makes a call and the Department determines that the City's use of ground water is causing injury to that senior
surface water user from a certain well, the City has the flexibility to obtain that quantity from different well
locations to supply its residents with water. However, the City is still responsible for mitigating any injury
associated with the withdrawal of that quantity from its wells. In addition, when the City pumps water from a well
at a different location, it may cause interference with a different surface water sousce, or another water user's well.
Hence, an additional reason for describing the. well with the quantity and date as it was originally appropriated is to
maintain the historical relationship between various water users."
Providers have no quarrel with this statement in the Director's Report. Ous concern, however, is that it
may be misunderstood. The city should be constrained by the original well information only when use ofan
alternative point of diversion would, in tusn, cause some new injury-beyond that which resulted in the aquifer-wide
custailment in the first place. While such a situation is possible, we suggest that it would be relatively rare in an
aquifer-wide curtailment. The key point, once again, is that the aquifer-wide curtailment itself does not restrict the
city from using any of its alternative points of diversion. It may freely pump its most senior water rights from any of
its wells, even during administration, so long as doing so does not, in itself, cause some new injury-for instance by
creating an enlarged cone of depression next to Mrs. Smith's well in the hypothetical above or by changing
hydraulic relationships with a river that result in injury to a surface user.
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DATED April 10, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
GfVENS PURSLEY
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

) Subcase No. 29-00271, et al
)
)
) ORDER GRANTING AMICI CURIAE
) PARTICIPATION TO UNITED WATER,
) CITY OF NAMPA AND CITY OF
) BLACKFOOT AND AMENDED
) CHALLENGESCHEDULINGORDER
)
)

This matter came before the Court pursuant to a Motion for Leave to Participate

or to Participate as Amici Curiae, filed through counsel, on behalf of United Water
Idaho, City of Nampa and City of Blackfoot; and a Motion to Amend the Challenge

Scheduling Order, filed through counsel, by the City of Pocatello. A hearing was held on
both Motions April 23, 2008. After hearing the arguments of counsel, the Court
ORDERED AND DOES ORDER THE FOLLOWING:

I.
ORDER GRANTING AMICI CURIAE PARTICIPATION
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion for Leave to Participate or to

Participate as Amici Curie is Granted as to Amici Curiae participation. The Court will
consider the Amicus brieflodged April 13, 2009. Amici participants will also be
permitted to be heard at oral argument. Within fourteen (14) days of this Order,

counsel for Amici shall provide a list of those water rights claimed by United Water
Idaho, City of Nampa and City of Blackfoot where remarks similar to those at issue
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in this proceeding were either recommended in the Director's Report and pending/or
were decreed by this Court.

II.
ORDER GRANTING AMENDED CHALLENGE SCHEDULING ORDER

IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that he Motion to Amend the Challenge
Scheduling Order is Granted. The Challenge Scheduling Order entered December 18,

2008, is amended as follows:

BRIEFING SCHEDULE

Challenger's Opening Brief is due by: June 3, 2009.
Respondent's Responsive Brief is due by: June 17, 2009.
Challenger's Rebuttal Brief is due by: July 1, 2009.

ORAL ARGUMENT
Oral argument will be heard on Thursday, August 13, 2009 at 1 :30 p.m. at the

Snake River Basin Adjudication Courthouse, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Telephone participation will be available by calling 1-918-583-3445 and entering 406128
when prompted.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated

\)rf.-:\

;2'-\ ,"ZDif1

res· mg Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

t..-"'8
J .::,
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EXHIBIT A - CITY OF POCATELLO
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list:
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING
AMICI CURIAE PARTICIPATION AND AMENDED CHALLENGE SCHEDULING
ORDER was mailed on April 24, 2009, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
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STATE OF IDAHO
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STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
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BOISE, ID 83711-4449

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
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Phone: 208-934-8872
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CITY OF BLACKFOOT
CITY OF NAMPA
UNITED WATER IDAHO
Represented by:
CHRISTOPHER H MEYER
601 W BANNOCK ST
PO BOX 2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720
Phone: 208-3B8-1200
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950
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BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
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SARAH A KLAHN
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Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
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Phone: 208-733-0700
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May 6, 2009
Josephine P. Beeman, Esq.
Beeman & Associates PC
409 West Jefferson
Boise, ID 83702-6049
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

Re: Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al; Briefof United Water Idaho, City ofNampa,
and City ofBlackfoot Addressing
Dear Jo:
I understand that at the April 23, 2009 hearing on Providers' Motion for Leave you asked
us to provide to you the language of!he conditions in Providers' water rights dealing with
alternative points of diversion. As set out on page 3 of our amici curiae brief, it reads:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
division for ground water, and between points of diversion for
ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources, ground
water was first diverted under this right at [name of well] located
in [quarter-quarter description].
It is my understanding that this language is identical to the condition language
recommended for Pocatell9' s water rights.
Note that this language appears on the water rights of the City of Nampa and United
Water Idaho. It does not appear on the water rights for the City of Blackfoot. This may be due
to an earlier transfer that implemented the alternative points of diversion before this language
was developed by the Department. In any event, the City of Blackfoot anticipates being subject
to the same language in future transfer applications as it further consolidates its alternative points
of diversion.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER

Josephine P. Beeman, Esq.
May 6, 2009
Page2

If there is anything else I can provide, please let me know.
Sincerely,

~~

Christopher H. Meyer

cc:

Hon. John M. Melanson
A. Dean Tranmer, City of Pocatello
John Marshall, Givens Pursley ·
Garrick Baxter, IDWR ·
Nicholas B. Spencer, State ofldaho
Michael J. Fuss, City of Nampa
H. Scott Rhead, United Water Idaho
Ron Harwell, City of Blackfoot

CHM:ch
SSS963_1: )0-.142 pleadings
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment A)

CITY OF POCATELLO'S
OPENING BRIEF ON CHALLENGE

· In response to the Special Master's rulings in the above captioned subcase, 1 including the
May 28, 2008 Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend, .the City of Pocatello (Pocatello, or the
City), by and through its counsel ofrecord, Beeman & Associates, P.C., submits this Opening
Brief in Support of Challenge. 2

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Pocatello's Challenge is both factually and legally complicated; but at heart, it is a
relatively simple story. Pocatello is responsible for providing water to its municipal customers
and citizens, who depend on the water for purposes ranging from drinking water to fire
1

Pocatello challenges the following rulings or orders issued by the Special Master: (in chro~ological order)
(I) Order on Summary Judgment, entered August 18, 2006; (2) Second Order on Summary Judgment, entered
February 16, 2007; (3) the Special Master's Oral Order granting the State's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine
P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-trial Brief. issued May 4, 2007; (4) the Special Master's Report and
Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, filed October 2, 2007; (5) the Amended Master's Report and
Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, filed October 30, 2007; (6) the Second Amended Master's
Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, filed November 30, 2007; and finally, (7) the
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend, entered May 28, 2008.
2

The Opening Brief on Challenge will refer to Pocatello's extensive post trial briefing for detailed factual
and legal analyses that are summarized here.
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protection. To ensure reliable daily operations and to respond to emergencies, Pocatello's water
delivery system is both interconnected and redundant. Interconnected wells serve the entire
culinary delivery system and can replace each other's operation when a well fails or is under
repair.
This operation enables Pocatello to provide unifonnly for the public health and safety
needs of its customers/citizens within the City's service area. All parts of the service areafrom the oldest to the newest -- share equally in the right to water delivery to meet public health
and safety needs and as benefited by the City's senior priority water rights.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
A. Consideration of Complex Factual Matters in Pocatello's Trial Below.
1.

Was it error as a matter of law for the Special Master to approve IDWR's condition
on ground water rights for Pocatello's interconnected well system when
consideration of the condition required proceedings counter to the processes
endorsed by the Idaho Supreme Court decisions in Fremont-Madison 3 and American
Falls?"

B. Conditions on the Water Rights for the Interconnected Well System.
1.

Was it error as a matter of law for the Special Master to conclude that Pocatello
could not have its interconnected wells decreed as alternate points of diversion for
its municipal groundwater rights under the accomplished transfer statute unless the
decree included a condition to protect junior water rights?

2.

Did the Special Master commit error and imperrnissibly constrain Pocatello's
exercise of its water rights by recommending several of Pocatello's groundwater
rights claimed under the accomplished transfer statute with condition language that
identifies nonexistent wells?

3

Fremont-Modison Irr. Dist. & Mitigotion Group v. idoho Ground Woter Appropriotors, Inc., 129 Idaho
454,926 P.2d 1301 (1996)(hereinafter Fremont-Madison).
4

Americon Foils Reservoir District No. 2 v. idoho Deportment of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 154
P.3d 433 (2007)(hereinafter American Falls).
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3.

Was it an error as a matter oflaw for the Special Master to conclude that the
Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brief
submitted additional evidence in violation of pre-trial orders?

4.

Was it an error as a matter oflaw for the Special Master to conclude that placing a
restrictive condition on five wells claimed as alternate points of diversion for
Pocatello's interconnected groundwater rights under the accomplished transfer
statute did not amount to a collateral attack on Pocatello's approved Formal
Transfer No. 5452, which listed the same five wells as alternate points of diversion
without the condition?

C. Wells as Alternate Points of Diversion for Surface Wat!lr Rights.
1.

Was it error as a matter of law for the Special Master to conclude that in order to
obtain an SRBA decree for an accomplished transfer claim of groundwater points of
diversion for surface water rights, the City of Pocatello must first meet a burden of
proof that its surface and groundwater points of diversion draw from the "same
source" within these hydraulically connected sources?

2.

Did the Special Master err as a matter oflaw by using incorrect standards oflaw to
determine whether Pocatello's surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek were closely connected enough to Pocatello's interconnected groundwater
wells to be considered the same source?

3.

Did the Special Master incorrectly apply the "substantial evidence" standard of
review to conclude that Pocatello did not begin using its interconnected
groundwater wells as alternate points of diversion for its surface water rights until
after November 19, 1987?

D. Municipal Purpose of Use for Water Right 29-7770.
1.

Was it an error as a matter of law for the Special Master to conclude that changing
the purpose of use for water right No. 29-7770 from "irrigation" to "municipal"
would constitute a collateral attack on a prior license?

E. Priority Dates for Alameda Wells.
1.

Did the Special Master incorrectly apply the "substantial evidence" standard of
review to conclude that Pocatello' s offer of evidence in support of the City's
claimed priority dates for water right Nos. 29-13689 and 29-13558 was insufficient
to overcome the prima facie evidence in the Director's Report.?
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PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
Toe City of Pocatello filed 39 claims in the SRBA to confirm and protect the water rights
that the City owns and operates for the benefit of its citizens, and to satisfy attendant public
health and safety requirements. 5 Pocatello's federal law claim was denied; 6 eight of the City's
state law claims have been issued partial decrees 7; and the remaining 30 state law claims8 are at
issue in this challenge in which Pocatello seeks the following dispositions:
1.

Toe removal of a condition on 18 ground water rights9 for the interconnected well
system that serves the City's culinary delivery system in-town and on 2 ground
water rights10 for the interconnected well system that serves the City's culinary
delivery system for the airport. Toe condition reads as follows:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for ground
water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was frrst diverted under this right from
Pocatello well [description] in the amount of_ cfs.

2.

Toe decree of 23 alternate points of diversion for 4 surface water rights 11 and 21
ground water rights ii associated with the City's interconnected culinary delivery
system;

s The City of Pocatello filed 38 state-law SRBA claims and one federal law SRBA claim to document and
obtain a judicial decree for the City's municipal water right(s) as of November 19, 1987, the date of the
commencement of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA).
6

The federal law claim 29-11609 which had the potential to moot the City's 38 state-law claims was
disallowed in 2008. Idaho Supreme Court No. 33669: In re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase No. 29-11609, City of
Pocatello, Appellants, v. State ofldaho, United States of America, and Shoshone-Bannock Tnlles, Respondents
(February 19, 2008)(rehearing denied April 3, 2008; cert. denied USSC docket 08-135, December 8, 2008).
7

Prior to commencement of trial on February 26, 2007 for the City's 38 state law claims, objections were
withdrawn or settlements entered for eight of the City's 38 state law subcases: 29-02354, 29-02382, 29-07222,
29.07431, 29.07502, 29-07782, 29-11344, l!lld 29-13636. Partial decrees for these eight subcases became final
following final disposition of the PocateUo's federal law claim 29-11609.
8

29-00271, 29-00272, 29-00273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02401, 29-02499, 29.04221, 29-04222,
29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226, 29-07106, 29-07118, 29-07119, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07450,
29-07770, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638, l!lld
29-13639.
9

29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, and 29-13639.
10

29-7450 and 29-13638.

11

29-271, 29-272, 29-273, and 29-4222.
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3.

A municipal purpose of use designation for water right 29-7770; and

4.

A 1905 priority date for Water Right 29-13558; and a December 31, 1940 priority
date for Water Right 29-13639.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Pocatello provides a population of over 50,000 residents with water.
As of the start of the SRBA, a large amount of the water to supply Pocatello's current
population came from the City's large, interconnected well system which has been in operation
since before November 19, 1987. The 22 wells integrated in the City's in-town system as of
November 19, 1987, are associated with 23 water rights. 13 A smaller well system supplies water
to the municipal airport. 14
No groundwater users in the area of Pocatello' s well system or elsewhere filed objections
to the City's accomplished transfer claims for its interconnected wells. As of the conclusion of
trial in February JM:arch 2007, IDWR had not investigated whether the existing ground water
users in the area of Pocatello's well system (which are hydraulically connected to Pocatello's
wells) have already sustained damage due to Pocatello's exercise of its alternate points of
diversion." 15 The surface water users who participated in the proceedings settled with Pocatello
and the City has offered this settlement as an effective resolution of all of the City's objections.

12

29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322,
29-7375, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, and 29-13639.
13

The Special Master's report lists the 22 wells (2, 3, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34) that were interconnected to the City's culinary system as of November 19, 1987. lt is
undisputed that well 44 has been part of the interconnected system since 1999 to replace compromised function due
to ground water contamination of some of the 22 wells. The City's concern about the water rights associated with
the interconnected wells is limited to the 21 water rights listed in footnote 12, of which 18 Qisted in footnote 9) have
the condition Pocatello seeks to remove.
14

Id. at 7.

15

Special Master's Report & Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 17-18 (October 2,

2007).
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Toe earliest water supplied to the City of Pocatello, since before 1900, came from Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, two major tributaries of the Portneuf River. Toe Lower Portneuf
River Valley Aquifer which is hydraulically connected to Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek
provided additional supply for the City's interconnected delivery system for culinary water as the
City developed municipal wells. From above ground, the Creeks are located between a ¼ mile
to a mile from Pocatello' s nearest wel!. 16
Toe SRBA court has already determined that all sources of water in basin 29 (the
PortneufDrainage) will be administered as connected sources of water within the Snake River
Basin, and that all sources of water in basin 29 (except "Spring tributary to Papoose Creek") will
be administered as connected sources of water within basin 29.

In making its recommendation (confirmed by the Master) that the City's groundwater
wells should not be alternate points of diversion for the City's surface water rights in Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek, IDWR referred to its administrative Transfer Processing Memo No. 24
(October 30, 2002).
STANDARD OF REVIEW
Litigation in the SRBA is governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (l.R.C.P.) and
the Idaho Appellate Rules (I.A.R.). 17 Toe Special Master's conclusions oflaw are not binding
upon the district court, although they are expected to be persuasive} 8 Toe Court shall adopt the

16

See Statement ofFacls in Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to
Reconsider at 5-9, (October 2, 2007).
17

Administrative Order 1 (AO!),§ !(a).

"North Snake Ground Water District v. Gisler, 136 Idaho 747, 40 P.3d 105 (2002)(citing State v.
Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736, 740, 947 P.2d 409 (1997).
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Special Master's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. 19 The court must carefully
consider objections to the Special Master's report. Where the findings of fact are clearly
erroneous, the court may, in whole or in part, adopt the report, modify it, reject it, receive further
evidence, or remand the report with instructions. 20
A Director's Report for a water right claim is prima facie evidence of the nature and
extent of a water right. 21 An objecting party has the "burden of going forward" with evidence to
establish any element which is in addition to or inconsistent with the description in the Director's
Report. 22 Generally, an objector must present "substantial evidence" to overcome the rebuttable
presumption established by the Director's Report. 23 Substantial evidence is defined "as such
relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion; it is more than a
scintilla, but less than a preponderance." 24
ARGUMENT

A. It was error as a matter of law for the Special Master to require proceedings that
violated the mandates of the Idaho Supreme Court decisions in Fremont-Madison
and American Falls.

1. It was improper for the Special Master to hold a trial on injury and

interconnection because, according to the American Falls decision, questions
involving issues such as conjunctive management and interconnection should be
dealt with by IDWR in administration and are not properly dealt with in the
SRBA.

19

AO!,§ 13(f); 1.R.C.P. 53(eX2).

"Id
21

LC.§ 42-1411(4); Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 ldaho 761,764, 40 P.3d 119,
122 (2002).

"Id.
•

23

Clear Springs Foods, Inc., 136 Idaho 761 at 764, 40 P .3d at 122.

24

Evans v. Hara 's, Inc., 123 Idaho 473,478, 849 P.2d 934, 939 (1993).

50:30
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The condition imposed by IDWR has improperly focused attention on factual matters that
do not belong in the SRBA according to the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in American Falls.
Indeed, IDWR took the position in the American Falls case that it is only later "in subsequent
conjunctive administration of individual rights in response to a delivery call" that the Director
should detennine the highly complex facts that relate to the specific interrelationships or the
degree of connectivity between specific water rights. 25

Pocatello agrees, as did the Idaho

Supreme Court, when it stated that "water rights adjudications neither address, nor answer, the
questions presented in delivery calls."26 These questions include "information on how each
water right on a source physically interacts or affects other rights on that same source. " 27 They
also include "how the various ground and surface water sources are interconnected, and how,
when, where and to what extent the diversion and use of water from one source impacts the
water flows in that source and other sources."28 The Court's conclusion in American Falls was,
"[t]hat is precisely the reason for the conjunctive management rules and the need for analysis and
administration by the Director."29 IDWR's position as to the accomplished _transfers for

"See Brief of Defendant-Appellant at 32, American Falls Reservoir Dis. No. 2 v. Idaho Department of
Water Resources, Nos. 33249, 33311, and 33399 (Idaho Nov. 20, 2006X"Adjudicating a water right is not the same
as administering a water right, and while the presumption of interconnection applies to adjudicating water right
claims in the SRBA, it does not provide a sufficient factual basis for the subsequent conjunctive administration of
individual rights in response to a delivery call, as the SRBA court recognized.").
26

A & B Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411,422,958 P.2d 568,579 (1997).

27

American Falls, 143 Idaho at 862, 154 P.3d 433,448 (citing A & B Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho
Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411,422, 958 P.2d 568, 579 (1997)).
28

Id

29

Id
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Pocatello's SRBA state law claims is directly opposite to IDWR's position and the decision in
American Falls, and should be disallowed.30
B. The Court should reverse the Special Master and recommend Pocatello's in-town
culinary groundwater rights free of the limiting condition imposed by IDWR.

1. Because the Idaho accomplished transfer statute limits inquiries into injury to
those situations where a party objects to the accomplished transfer based on a
specific injury, and no such parties objected to Pocatello's accomplished transfer,
IDWR did not have the authority impose an injury-related condition on
Pocatello' s water rights.
No injury analysis should have been triggered in the review of Pocatello's accomplished
transfers based on a plain reading of LC. § 42-1425 and Fremont Madison. As the claimant
under LC. § 42-1425, Pocatello was not required to prove by a preponderance that the change did
not injure any other water right which was in existence as of the date of the change because the
court in Fremont-Madison specifically rejected this interpretation as counter to the plain
language of LC.§ 42-1425.31 Instead, someone other than the claimant must first come forward
and object to the accomplished transfer. The procedure for opposition to an accomplished
transfer requires at least two parties: the claimant and an objector, specifically an objector
claiming injury. Only at that point, with two parties, could there be an assignment of the burden
of proof. 32 Because there was never an objector claiming injury from Pocatello's state-law
claims for accomplished transfers, Pocatello was never in a position to have the burden of proof

30

See Brief of Defendant-Appellant at 32, American Falls Reservoir Dis. No. 2 v. Idaho Department of
Water Resources, Nos. 33249, 33311, and 33399 (Idaho Nov. 20, 2006).
" Freemont-Madison, 129 Idaho at 461-462.
32

Id.

5002
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to show whether its accomplished transfer "injured a water right existing on the date of the
change."33
Even if an injury analysis had been appropriate, the Special Master erred in concluding
that other water right holders would be injured by Pocatello's accomplished transfer because
Pocatello's Settlement with the Surface Water Coalition nullifies IDWR's concerns about injury.
Furthermore, IDWR is primarily concerned with future injury, which is not a proper concern
under the terms of LC. § 42-1425. 34 Pocatello's interconnected well system has been in
operation since before the commencement of the SRBA and for more than 20 years following the
commencement ofthe SRBA, and the City and has been operating some of its wells since the
early 1900s. Injury as manifest as IDWR's concerns would be evident by now, considering how
long Pocatello has operated its interconnected well system. No one did come forward to assert
injury, so it is not unreasonable to assume that there has been none that was not dealt with in the
Stipulation with the Surface Water Coalition, or cannot be better dealt with in administration,
rather than by the use of a restrictive condition.

2. The condition language inaccurately identifies nonexistent wells and should be
removed because it prevents proper and effective operation of Pocatello's
interconnected system of wells.
The Special Master's Report notes that, "[t]he descriptive language found in the condition
identifies the well associated with the water right and appropriately identifies the quantity of
water associated with that well and its priority date." 35 On the contrary, IDWR's condition

33

LC.§ 42-1425.

34

See, Stipulation and Agreement Between Pocatello and the Surface Water Coalition in Pocatello 's SRBA
Subcases 29-271 et seq. (February 26, 2007).

" Special Master's Report & Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 19 (October 2,
2007).

,, .'\ ... """
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language lists several wells that no longer exist, specifically: Alameda well 6 and Alameda well
7 (listed in the condition for water right 29-11339 which has a priority of December 31, 1961),
Pocatello well 4 (listed in the condition for water right 29-13561 which has a priority of August
31, 1931), Pocatello well 5 (listed in the condition for water right 29-13560 which has a priority
of December 31, 1926), and Pocatello well 6 (listed in the condition for water right 29-13562
which has a priority of December 31, 1936).36 In times of priority administration, when the City
is most dependent on its senior water rights, the portion of the water rights associated with these
wells would not be able to be diverted because the wells no longer exist; the water right amount
associated with the non-operable well would be unusable.
As it is written, the condition prevents full use of Pocatello's recommended water rights,
and so should be removed.

3. The Special Master's Order on Reconsideration incorrectly characterized legal
arguments as impermissible additional evidence.
The Special Master improperly struck Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 to the Affidavit ofJosephine P.

Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brie/ 1 in her Oral Order issued on May 4, 2007. 38
Throughout the SRBA proceedings related to its state law claims, Pocatello has repeatedly raised
the overarching issue that IDWR changed its position regarding accomplished transfers under
I.C. § 42-1425. The exhibits were not "new evidence" constituting a "trial by ambush" as
described inShelakv. White Motor Co.. 39 Rather, Pocatello simply called the court's attention to

36

See Pocatello's Post Trial Briefat 33-35, In re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00271 et al.
(April 30, 2007)(discussing the testimony of Harold Hargreaves and Jay Ulrich).

2007).

37

See Affidavit ofJosephine P. Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Briefat I (Apr. 30, 2007).

38

See Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 3 (Oct. 2,

"SeeShelak v. White Motor Co., 581 F.2d 1155 (5 th Cir. 1978).
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prior pleadings submitted by the State and IDWR to illustrate discrepancies between those prior
pleadings and the State's and IDWR's legal positions with respect to Pocatello's LC.§ 42-1425
accomplished transfers in these subcases.
4. The restrictive condition placed on Pocatello's interconnected groundwater rights
should be removed because it constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on
Pocatello's approved Formal Transfer No. 5452.
It is extremely important that the city's water rights be treated and administered
uniformly. Uniform treatment is not possible with the condition. To illustrate, under Pocatello's
Formal Transfer 5452, completed in 1999, several wells were listed as alternate points of
diversion for the three water rights at issue in that transfer. 40 Specifically, Wells 7, 10, 12, 13,
and 44 do not have the condition when they are listed as points of diversion for 29-2274, 292338, and 29-7375. 41 These wells are conditioned, however, in the Special Master's
Recommendation issued on October 2, 2007 .42 What this means in terms of properly
administering the water rights in times of a call is confusion. The same wells have the condition
in relation to some water rights but not others. This can only confuse and complicate
administration and illustrates the fact that the condition is inappropriate and that the issues
involved should not be dealt with in the SRBA, but in an administrative setting, as pointed out in
the American Falls case. Furthermore, by adding the condition to wells that were approved
without the condition in a Formal Transfer, IDWR impermissibly collaterally attacks the Formal
Transfer.

40

Formal Transfer No. 5452 makes up the last two pages of IDWR's Exhibit 11; see Pocatello 's Post Trial

Briefat 33.
41

In addition, well 39, which is one of the wells used for the airport culinary system is unconditioned in
Transfer No. 5452 but does include the condition in the Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on
Motion to Recon.,ider (Oct. 2, 2007).
42

See Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion lo Reconsider (Oct. 2, 2007).
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C. It was error for the Special Master to find that Pocatello's groundwater wells were
not properly points of diversion for its surface water rights because the issue of
interconnection was not properly considered under American Falls, the Special
Master applied incorrect standards to determine interconnection, and the Special
Master incorrectly determined that a request for the alternate points of diversion
amounted to a change in source.
It was error of law as a matter of law for the Special Master to conclude that in order to
obtain an SRBA decree for an accomplished transfer claim of groundwater points of diversion
for surface water rights, that the City of Pocatello must first meet a burden of proof that its
surface and groundwater points of di version draw from the "same source" within these
connected sources. The SRBA court has already determined that all sources of water in basin 29
will be administered as connected sources of water within the Snake River Basin, and that all
sources of water in basin 29 (except "Spring tributary to Papoose Creek") will be administered as
connected sources of water within basin 29. Furthermore, the American Falls decision prohibits
judicial intervention into matters statutorily entrusted to IDWR and specifically identifies the
issue of interconnection as one that should be dealt with administratively rather than in the
SRBA. 43
Furthermore, when evaluating whether the surface and groundwater sources were sufficiently
interconnected to be the same source, an inquiry which should not have been undertaken
according to the Court in American Falls, the Special Master applied standards which should not
have been applied to Pocatello's accomplished transfers. The Special Master applied the law
from the Clear Springs case, but Clear Springs dealt with the degree of interconnection between
two surface sources, not to the interconnection of surface and groundwater. 44 Because the two

43

See Brief of Defendant-Appellant at 32, American Falls Reservoir Dis. No. 2 v. Idaho Department of
Water Resources, Nos. 33249, 33311, and 33399 (Idaho Nov. 20, 2006), supra note 2625.
44

See Clear Springs Foods, supra note 22; Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on
Motion to Reconsider at 10-13 (Oct. 2, 2007).
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situations are highly distinguishable, the standard should not be applied to Pocatello' s request for
accomplished transfers.

The Special Master also discussed IDWR's Transfer Processing Memo No. 24, and used it as
a standard by which to judge the proper degree of interconnection between the two alleged
sources. 45 Because the Special Master applied the standard from TPM No. 24, which is a
guidance document and which has not been approved under the proper procedures set out in the
Administrative Procedures Act, the Special Master erred as a matter of law. Furthermore, it was
an error of law for the Special Master to conclude that the sources were not interconnected
because Pocatello's expert testimony sufficiently rebutted IDWR's prima facie evidence
regarding interconnection under the substantial evidence standard.

D. It was error as a matter of law for the Special Master to conclude that changing the
purpose of use for water right No. 29-7770 from "irrigation" to "municipal" would
constitute a collateral attack on a prior license because the SRBA can review and
correct an agency's errors of law in this proceeding.
Water Right 29-7770 has only b~en used for the City's biosolids program. It has the same use
as Water Rights 29-7118 and 29-7119, which IDWR stipulates both have municipal purposes of
use. By stipulating to this, IDWR admits that legally the wells associated with Pocatello's
biosolids program have municipal purposes ofuse. 46 Mr. Herrick's testimony established that
water rights associated with the biosolids program have always exclusively been used for land
application ofbiosolids. 47 This application is quite distinct from irrigation of the land. Jay
Ulrich's testimony establishes that at the time 29-7770's application for permit was submitted,

45

Special Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at I 0-13 (Oct. 2,

46

See Pocate//o's Post-Trial Brief at 40-41 (discussing Mr. Henick's and Mr. Ulrich's testimony

2007).

regarding water right No. 29-2770).
47

Id.
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the biosolids plant was already in operation. Pocatello requested the irrigation designation in
order to expedite the long-overdue licensing of 29-7770.
Pocatello is not arguing a change in use for water right 29-7770. Instead, Pocatello is arguing
the use has always been within the broad definition of "municipal", and that legally this right
must be changed to a more appropriate descriptor. To the extent this corrects an error of law in
the license IDWR issued for this right, IDWR is not estopped to correct its errors of law. 48 The
Department, by its administrative actions, cannot perpetuate mistakes of law or fact. 49 It is an
error oflaw for the purpose of use to be listed as municipal because the purpose of use for water
right 29-7770 is exactly the same as that of water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119, which the Special
Master and IDWR have agreed are municipal. It is appropriate for the court to correct this
mistake of law, despite the way in which the license was obtained.

E. The Special Master incorrectly applied the "substantial evidence" standard of
review to conclude that Pocatello's offer of evidence in support of the City's claimed
priority dates for water right Nos. 29-13689 and 29-13558 was insufficient to
overcome the prima facie evidence in the Director's Report.
Pocatello offered evidence from multiple sources that would "lead a reasonable mind to
conclude" that the wells associated with water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639 were in place and
diverting water by the dates claimed by the City (June 30, 1905 and December 31, 1940,
respectively). The Special Master's Report erred in recommending the dates in accordance with
the recommendation ofthe Department. 50

48

See Pocatel/o's Post-Trial Briefat 39-42..

49

See, Kelso & Irwin, P.A. v. State Insurance Fund, 134 Idaho 130, 138 (2000).

'° The Special Master's Report recommended 29-13558 with a priority date of7/16/l924, as recommended
in the Director's Report, and 29-13639 with a priority date of!0/21/1952, one day earlier that recommended in the
Director's Report. The one day advancement of29-13639 was based upon the change in position of the Department
at trial.
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Municipal rights must be proved by the same quantum of evidence as other water rights:
substantial evidence. 51 IDWR did not base its priority recommendation on the substantial
evidence provided by Pocatello and the Special Master did no thorough analysis of the evidence
offered. 52
CONCLUSION
Pocatello respectfully requests this court to reverse the Special Master's decision and
enter:
•

Partial decrees without condition for 18 ground water rights for the interconnected well
system that serves the City's culinary delivery system in-town and 2 ground water rights
for the interconnected well system that serves the City's culinary delivery system for the
airport;

•

Partial decrees for 23 alternate points of diversion for 4 surface water rights and 21
ground water rights associated with the City's interconnected culinary delivery system;

•

A partial decree for municipal purpose of use designation for water right 29-777; and

•

Partial decrees with a 1905 priority date for Water Right 29-13558; and a December 31,
1940 priority date for Water Right 29-13639.

Dated this 5th day of June 2009.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

"See Clear Springs Foods, Inc., 136 Idaho 761 at 764, 40 P.3d at 122., cited at page 6 of this Brief
(Standard of Review).

"See Timeline of water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639 at page 44 of Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief
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Attachment A (30 subcases}
29..00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29..02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13S59
29-13S60
29-13S61
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF
POCATELLO'S OPENING BRIEF ON CHALLENGE

COMES NOW, the State ofidaho, by and through the undersigned deputy attorney general
and submits the STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S
OPENING BRIEF ON CHALLENGE in the above-entitled matter.

INTRODUCTION
This controversy relates to the determination of the water rights of the City of Pocatello,
hereinafter ("Pocatello") acquired under state law. In its Opening Brief on Challenge ("Opening
Brief'), Pocatello seeks the following dispositions: (1) removal of a condition on 21 ground
water rights for the Pocatello's interconnected well systems; (2) the decree of 23 alternate points
of diversion for the afore-mentioned 21 ground water rights as well as 4 surface water rights; (3)

,. ,
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a municipal purpose of use designation for water right 29-7770; and (4) priority dates of 1905
and 1940 for water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639, respectively. Based up'on the arguments set
forth herein, the State respectfully requests that Pocatello' s challenge be denied.
ARGUMENT

The condition on Pocatello's water rights is necessary to prevent injury to
other water rights and was correctly investigated and analyzed by the
Special Master.

1.

A.

The condition on Pocatello' s water rights is necessary to prevent
injury to other existing water rights.

In the matter at hand, Pocatello claimed all of its wells as alternative points of diversion
for each of its groundwater rights.

The Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR")

recommended the water rights as Pocatello claimed them, but included a condition stating:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of
diversion for groundwater, and between points of diversion for
groundwater and hydraulically connected surface waters,
groundwater was first diverted under this right from Pocatello well
(legal description) in the amount of_cfs.
Pocatello objected to the condition, stating that there was no injury to other water users as a
result of Pocatello's interconnected well system, in place prior to 1987. Contrary to Pocatello's
assertion, the record demonstrates that the condition is necessary to avoid injury. The Director
of IDWR at the time, Dave Tuthill, testified as to the necessity for the recommendation as
follows:
Our understanding of our responsibility through the adjudication is to
appropriately condition a water right so that it cannot be expanded over time
inappropriately ... The two areas that we were concerned about were, number one,
well interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping
at wells and, secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion
from one location as compared with diversion from another location.
Tr. Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24 through p. 232 L. 25.
t· -"\--;
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David Tuthill explained the concerns about well interference as follows:
Are there specific examples under which that
Q [GARRICK BAXTER].
you think - you can think that injury could arise with regards to alternate points of
diversion as recommended here in the - in the Department's recommendation here
and as to neighboring water rights?

A.
Yes. As an example, if this is a municipal well, let's say, for
example, the priority date of this well is June 1st , 1970, as an example, and let's say,
for an example, historically this well was pumped for an average of 12 hours per
day. And let's say, for example, that this well is - has been drilled next to another
existing domestic well with a priority date of 1950. And let's say, for example, that
the history of this municipal well is to have been pumped for 12 hours per day
without problem and the system has reached an equilibrium in the area and the
domestic well has never been injured as a result of pumping of this junior municipal
well.
Let's say, for example, that this well is combined through the adjudication
process with another well, which it's interconnected with, that has a priority date of
6/1/1930. And this well is pumping 12 hours per day.
As the city is small, say, in the year 2006, this has not been a problem for the
domestic user. All of these wells are in a system where they've reached equilibrium.
There has been no local interference problem. Each well has - creates its own drawdown of the aquifer. But with the existing pumpage, there's really - we have never
seen a problem with local interference.
Let's say in the year 20 IO the purnpage of this well increases to 24 hours per
day. As the system has - as the city has grown, there's a greater need for water, and
this change from 12 hours per day to 24 hours per day has increased the draw-down
in this well.
And for the first time now the domestic user experiences a local interference
problem. And the domestic user historically in experiencing this problem would
have had an option to go to the City and to say, 'Hey, your 1970 well is interfering
now. It hasn't historically. But now that you're pumping 24 hours per day and
there's no recovery of the system, this well now is interfering with my 1950 well.'
So the domestic user might say, 'Help me out, provide some remedy
municipal well.' Which if this well were by itself and not interconnected to other
wells, it would have a 1970 priority date. The 1950 could possibly seek some
compensation, could seek some help.
However, if through the adjudication process we've identified another well
that's - that's on this system, what the municipal well provider could say is, 'Well,
wait a minute, We're actually not diverting our 1970 priority date at this location.
We're diverting our 1930 priority date at this location. So actually, domestic user,
while you have a 1950 priority date, we're declaring that we're diverting our 1930
priority date from this location so we're senior relative to well interference.'
So the condition that we crafted was, in part, to address this situation. In part
the condition states - the intended statement is that relative to local interference, as
in this situation, the priority date for this well would be 6/1/1970, and not 6/1/1930.
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S OPENING BRIEF ON
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Tr. Vol. II, p. 236, L. 5 through p. 239, L. 12. I
David Tuthill also testified as to his concerns about conjunctive administration:

Mr. Tuthill, the Department's concern about
Q [GARRICK BAXTER].
conjunctive administration, currently does the Department have a boundary for the
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer?
A.
Yes.

Q.
Does the City of Pocatello have wells outside the boundary of the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer?
A.
Yes.

Q.
Okay. Can you describe a situation in which you see injury arising,
given the one well inside the ESPA boundary and series of wells outside the ESPA
boundary?
A.
Yes. As an example, in the example I've depicted here, if depending on at any given time where that line is drawn - and that line can change it there's a well inside the line - and there is one right now on where it has drawn that has a junior priority date, then - and if there are wells outside the line with
senior priority dates, then the City of Pocatello -for example, in this case - could
argue that they could continue to pump the well that's inside the boundary under a
senior priority date water right, thus not being equitable to other wells that are within
the ESPA boundary, wherever that is drawn.
Q.
Mr. Tuthill, can you explain that? I don't A.
In other words, I'll state it another way. Within the Eastern Snake
Plain Aquifer there might be a call on water rights of a certain date. Let's say, for
example - let's say, for example there's a call for water rights prior to 1975.
If this call were to occur within this area, then water rights junior to 1975
would have to either cease pumping or be part of a mitigation plan. Water rights
senior to 1975 wouldn't be curtailed in the same way.
So if the City of Pocatello were able to say, 'Well, the priority date that
we're using today at well No. 1 is 1960,' then that well could continue pumping
even though it was originated as a 197 5 priority water right.
Tr. Vol. II, p. 244, L. 14 through p. 245, L. 4; Tr. Vol. II, p. 250, L. 19 through p. 252, L. 2.

In their Amicus Brief filed April 13, 2009, United Water Idaho, City of Nampa and City
of Blackfoot also described factual scenarios in which the condition recommended by the
Director would be necessary to protect other water users from injury or to preserve the Director's
ability to administer the rights. The State concurs with the analysis therein of how the condition

e::- .. -
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would affect administration of Pocatello's water rights under the various scenarios.

The

condition simply functions to protect other water users when Pocatello's use of its wells as
alternative points of diversion would cause injury. The condition is necessary to ensure that
alternative points of diversion are not used as a mechanism for avoiding administration on the
basis of priority and historical use. In determining whether the condition should be included in
the partial decrees, therefore, the Special Master was obliged to investigate whether the condition
was necessary to the exercise of the right to avoid injury to.existing water rights.
B.

The Special Master properly addressed the issue of injury in analyzing
the condition recommended by the Director for Pocatello's water
rights.

Pocatello claims that the Special Master erred as a matter of law by holding a trial on the
issue of injury in determining whether the condition recommended on Pocatello's water rights
was necessary to administer the water rights. Pocatello cites American Falls Reservoir Dis. No.
2 v. Idaho Department of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 433 (2006), as prohibiting

the Special Master from hearing evidence regarding injury and interconnection of water rights.
Contrary to the City ofPocatello's contention, there was no discussion by the Court in American
Falls about what the SRBA can or should consider in issuing a partial decree; the Court in
American Falls merely stated that a "partial decree need not contain information on how each

water right on a source physically interacts or affects other rights on that same source." 143
Idaho at 877, 154 P.3d at 448.

In this case, where Pocatello was protesting a condition

recommended by the Director, it was appropriate for the Special Master to review the issue of
injury in determining whether the condition was necessary.
C.

The Special Master properly analyzed the issue of injury m
determining the necessity of the condition.
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Pocatello also argues that the Court should reverse the Special Master and recommend
Pocatello's rights without the limiting condition recommended by the Department because the
statute authorizing accomplished transfers limits inquiry into injury to situations where a party
objects to the transfer. This is an incorrect reading of the accomplished transfer statute. Idaho
Code § 42-1425 states that certain changes to a water right may be claimed in a general
adjudication "provided no other water rights existing on the date of the change were injured and
the change did not result in an enlargement of the original right." The statute goes on to outline
the procedure for dealing with objections to a change under the statute, but does not limit inquiry
into injury to only those cases where there has been an objection.
The Director is authorized to include in his report on a water system "(i) conditions on
the exercise of any water right included in any decree, license, or approved transfer application;
and

G) such remarks and other matters as are necessary for definition of the right, for

clarification of any element of a right, or for administration of the right by the director." Idaho
Code § 42-1411. In the matter at hand, the Director provided testimony that use of alternative
points of diversion without a condition limiting diversion by priority and diversion rate could be
injurious to other existing water rights. Furthermore, the Special Master noted that "[w]here a
change or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and material even if the
damage is not immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation system, undermining a priority
date is a seminal injury. Thus, the condition appears to correctly protect juniors from injury to
their priorities."

Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to

Reconsider, issued October 30, 2007 ("Amended Report"), p. 19.
The language in the condition serves to maintain the priority associated with each of
Pocatello's wells while allowing the flexibility and efficiency of an interconnected well system.
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This is a necessary protection of other existing water users and for the Director's administration
of the water right, and does not affect Pocatello's rights adversely. In fact, the condition merely
ensures that Pocatello will divert. its water in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine.
Finally, as noted in the Special Master's Amended Report, IDWR would not have recommended
the alternative points of diversion without the condition. Amended Report, p. 7.
The Special Master's findings with regard to the necessity of the condition are
well supported. in the Amended Report. The Court shall adopt the Special Master's findings of
fact unless they are clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2). Pocatello has presented no evidence
that the Special Master erred in recommending that the condition be included on the Pocatello's
water rights, therefore the Court should uphold the Special Master's recommendation.
Alternatively, should the Court determine that the water rights should be decreed without the
condition, the State respectfully asks that the rights not be decreed as alternative points of
diversion.
D.

The condition as it exists on water rights for which certain wells do
not exist does not preclude Pocatello from diverting under those water
rights.

The condition recommended by IDWR does not prevent Pocatello from using this water
right, but protects other water rights from injury. To explain this, it is helpful to examine a
hypothetical scenario. First, assume a municipality has Water Right #1, which was developed at
Well A in 1955 for 2.0 cfs. Next, assume you have a domestic water user with Water Right #2,
which was developed at Well Bin 1970, several miles away from Well A. Now assume that the
municipality has Water Right #3, which was developed in 1980 at Well C for 1.5 cfs and Well C
is near Well B. Further assume that the municipality's water delivery system is interconnected
and Water Right #1 lists both Well A and Well C as points of diversion. Finally, assume Well A
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is eventually abandoned by the municipality and the municipality now wants to divert the full 3.5
cfs through Well C.
Absent IDWR's recommended condition on interconnected rights with accomplished
transfers of the points of diversion, there would be no record of the original development for
interconnected water rights. IDWR's recommended condition protects other water users by
identifying how much water was developed under each water right at each original well.
Without this history, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for IDWR to evaluate injury to other
water rights if a municipality consolidates its water rights at fewer wells. Under the above
hypothetical, if the increase in pumping from Well C from 2.0 cfs to 3.5 cfs causes well
interference for owner of Well B, the owner would have a difficult time getting relief from that
injury without IDWR's recommended condition in the water rights. A municipality could argue
that they are entitled to withdraw the full 3.5 cfs of their water rights without concern for the
historical diversion rate. And while the increase in pumping in the hypothetical scenario above
is small, the impact of consolidation could be much greater for municipalities who hold a large
portfolio of interconnected water rights. The condition recommended by IDWR ensures that
consolidation of water rights at individual wells will not injure other water rights.
The original legal description for the wells also comes into play in times of small
geographically limited administration. The original legal description is important so that water
rights developed outside the area of administration are not transferred into the area of
administration. If Water Right #1 was developed outside the current area of administration but
Water Right #3 was developed inside the area of administration, the Department would view the
use of Water Right# I at Well C as injury to water right rights within the area of administration
that have a priority date between Water Right #1 and Water Right #3, such as Water Right #2. In
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conclusion, it is appropriate for municipalities to have flexibility in their delivery systems, but
that flexibility should not come at the expense of injury other water users.

2.

The Special Master properly struck exhibits of the Affidavit of Josephine
P. Beeman in Support of Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief that constituted
impermissible additional evidence.

Pocatello asserts that IDWR has changed its position with regard to accomplished
transfers. Following trial, the Pocatello filed an affidavit in which it submitted as exhibits prior
pleadings submitted by the State and IDWR Pocatello states that the exhibits were ''to illustrate
discrepancies between those prior pleadings and the State's and IDWR's legal positions with
respect to Pocatello's LC. § 42-1425 accomplished transfers in these subcases." Opening Brief,
p. 12. Pocatello clairos that the Special Master incorrectly characterized the exhibits as evidence,
when they were, in fact, legal arguments.
The affidavit accompanying the exhibits contained no legal arguments. As the exhibits
themselves were prior pleadings submitted by the State and IDWR, they can not be characterized
as Pocatello's "legal arguments." Rather, Pocatello submitted the exhibits as evidence of the its
contention that the State and IDWR have changed position on accomplished transfers. Thus, the
exhibits were offered by Pocatello as evidence.

Pocatello itself says that the exhibits were

provided to "illustrate" discrepancies on the part of IDWR. Thus, the Court should affirm the
Special Masters order stricking the affidavit and post trial brief(? I don't have the order to check
this edit).

3.

The Special Master's Amended Report recommends that water rights 292274, 29-2338 and 29-7375 be decreed as recommended by IDWR-in
accordance with Transfer No. 5452.

Three of the Pocatello's water rights are subject to a formal transfer dated June 28, 1999,
which designated 12 alternative points of diversion, and did not include the condition discussed
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S OPENING BRIEF ON .
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above. Because the transfer was issued in 1999, the Special Master concluded that Pocatello
could not meet the pre-1987 change requirement necessary for an accomplished transfer under
Idaho Code§ 42-1425. Therefore, the Special Master's Amended Report states that the points of
diversion for those water rights should remain as recommended, and that the water rights should
be decreed as in the transfer, without the condition.
Pocatello claims that the Special Master has collaterally attacked Transfer No. 5452 "by
adding the condition to wells that were approved without the condition in a Formal Transfer."
Opening Brief, p. 12 (emphasis added). This argument is based on the fact that the twelve
alternative points of diversion listed in the transfer for these three unconditioned water rights
include wells that are also listed as alternative points of diversion for water rights which have
been recommended with the condition.

Pocatello states that this creates confusion and

constitutes a collateral attack of the transfer because "[t]he same wells have the condition in
relation to some water rights, but not to others." Opening Brief, p. 12.
This argument is without merit, because it is water rights that are conditioned in the
SRBA, not wells. A water user can divert water under multiple water rights using the same well.
Those water rights may have different priority dates as well as different uses. The fact that three
of Pocatello's water rights do not have the condition does not create any confusion, as IDWR
administers water by water right, not by conditions placed on individual wells. Pocatello's
argument that conditioning other water rights constitutes a collateral attack on Transfer No. 5452
is untenable, given that the Amended Report recommends that the water rights subject to the
transfer be recommended as determined therein-without the condition. Thus, the Court should
uphold the Special Master's recommendation.
4.

The Special Master properly determined that Pocatello's ground water
wells cannot be designated as alternative points of diversion for its surface
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water rights under Idaho Code § 42-1425 because such a change would
amount to a change in source.

Pocatello claims that the Special Master erred as a matter of law in finding that Pocatello
was required to show that its ground water and surface water rights were diverting from the same
source in order to obtain an accomplished transfer for ground water points of diversion.
Pocatello's rational is that "[t]he SRBA court has already determined that all sources of water in
basin 29 will be administered as connected sources of water within the Snake River Basin, and
that all sources of water in basin 29 (except "Spring tributary to Papoose Creek") will be
administered as connected sources of water within basin 29." Opening Brief, p. 13. Pocatello
seems to be arguing that connected sources of water are to be considered the same source of
water. This is clearly erroneous; source is an element of a water right, whereas interconnection
of water sources bears on administration of water rights. Carried to its logical conclusion,
Pocatello's rational would mean that a groundwater user on the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer
could claim his well as an alternate point of diversion for a surface water right diverting from the
Snake River.
Pocatello construes the Special Master's investigation into the source element of the
subject water rights as an error as a matter of law, claiming that American Falls Reservoir Dis.
No. 2 v. Idaho Department of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 433 (2006) prohibits

judicial intervention into issues of interconnection.

As discussed above, this is a

mischaracterization of the Court's comments in that case. Tue issue in American Falls was a
constitutional challenge to the conjunctive management rules in the context of a delivery call.
The Court did not address what the SRBA can or should consider in issuing a partial decree; the
Court in American Falls merely stated that a "partial decree need not contain information on how
each water right on a source physically interacts or affects other rights on that same source." 143
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S OPENING BRIEF ON
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Idaho at 877, 154 P Jd at 448.

Furthermore, in this matter, the Special Master was not

determining a degree of interconnection for purposes of administration, but whether the ground
water and surface water rights were diverting from the same source. Source is an element of a
water right and completely within the purview of the SRBA.
Pocatello asserts its ground water wells as alternative points of diversion for its senior
surface water rights, claiming an accomplished transfer under Idaho Code § 42-1425. Idaho
Code § 42-1425 (2006) (2) states in part as follows:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning land to
which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the
provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, [1] prior to November 19,
1987, ... may be claimed in the applicable general adjudication even though the
person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided
[2] no other water rights existing on the date of change were injured and [3] the
change did not result in an enlargement of the original right.
Id. (emphasis added). The statute allows for the change in every element of a water right except

the source element. Thus, if Pocatello's groundwater wells are not drawing from the same
source as its surface water rights, an accomplished transfer is not authorized by the statute.
Pocatello does not appear to dispute that a change in source is not authorized by Idaho Code §
42-1425, rather it claims that because its Basin 29 rights are connected, there would be no
change in source if its ground water wells were used to divert water under its surface water
rights.
The groundwater rights in question divert from the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer
("LPRVA"), while the surface water rights divert from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek.
Pocatello's expert testified that the sources are so closely connected as to be essentially the same
source. IDWR's witness testified that, while the sources were hydraulically connected, the
distance between the wells and the creeks (1/4 mile to 1 mile) was great enough that the wells
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S OPENING BRIEF ON,_
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could not be said to be drawing the same water as the surface rights would. After reviev--ing the
testimony of both witnesses, the Special Master concluded that
"[ a] showing that two separate water rights have independent sources or are fed
by different springs supports a finding of a separate source ... the city wells,
although closely connected to the surface creeks, derive water from a different
source when they draw from the LPRVA. Although the LPRVA derives a large
portion of its water from the two creeks, it derives a significant portion of water
from other sources."
Amended Report, p. 12.
The Special Master's findings of fact should be adopted by this Court unless they are
clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2). Pocatello has presented no evidence to support rejecting the
Special Master's findings of fact. Rather, the Pocatello claims that it was an error as a matter of
law for the Special Master to investigate whether the Pocatello's water rights divert from the
same source. On the contrary, the SRBA is charged with determining the nature and scope of
water rights, including the water source. The Special Master properly undertook an analysis of
the source elements of Pocatello's groundwater and surface water rights to determine if an
accomplished transfer of alternative points of diversion was authorized by Idaho Code § 421425. After hearing the expert testimony of Pocatello's witness and the Department's witness,
the Special Master concluded that such alternative points of diversion would amount to a change
in source, which is not authorized by the statute.

5.

The Special Master properly denied Pocatello's request to change the use
designation for water right 29-7770 from irrigation to municipal.

Pocatello argues that the Special Master erred as a matter of law in finding that changing
the designated use of water right 29-7770 from irrigation to municipal would require either a
valid administrative transfer or an accomplished transfer.

Pocatello argues that the Special

Master can and should change the use designation to correct the Department's error of law in
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designating the use as irrigation. Furthermore, Pocatello states that it is not arguing for a change
in use for the water right, rather that the use has "always been within the broad definition of
"municipal", and that legally this right must be changed to a more appropriate descriptor."
Opening Brief, P. 15. "It is an error of law for the purpose of use to be listed as municipal
because the purpose of use for water right 29-7770 is exactly the same as that of water rights 297118 and 29-7119, which the Special Master and IDWR have agreed are municipal." Id.
In fact, as set forth in the Special Masters Amended Report, Pocatello itself sought and
obtained the licensed water right in 2003, claiming irrigation as the purpose of use. Pocatello
claims that the Department erred in designating this water right' s use as irrigation, yet states in
its brief that "Pocatello requested the irrigation designation in order to expedite the Jong-overdue
licensing of 29-7770." Pocatello cannot now claim that the Department erred in issuing the
water right in accordance with the Pocatello's claimed use.

Circumvention of a department

backlog through listing irrigation as the purpose of use does not justify now changing the use to
municipal. There is no agency error with regard to the purpose of use of water right 29-7770,
Pocatello simply seeks to change it now without going through the formal transfer process.
There has been no valid .transfer to change the licensed elements of water right 29-7770,
either administrative or through an accomplished transfer under Idaho Code § 42-1425.
Therefore, there is no evidence to support a change in the elements of the water right to be
decreed. This Court should uphold the Special Master's decision in maintaining the purpose of
use as irrigation.

6.

The Special Master properly found that Pocatello did not present
sufficient evidence to overcome the prima facie evidence presented in the
Director's Report concerning the priority dates of water right nos. 2913689 and 29-13558.
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The Director's Report is considered to be prima facie evidence of the elements of a water
right. Idaho Code § 42-1411. The facts in a Director's Report are presumed to be correct until
such time as a water claimant produces sufficient evidence to rebut that presumption. State v.
Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736, 745-46, 947 P.2d 409, 418-19 (1997).

Idaho Rule of Evidence 301 states that a presumption in a civil action or proceeding is rebutted
"by the introduction of evidence sufficient to permit reasonable minds to conclude that the
presumed fact does not exist." "The trier of fact has the primary responsibility for weighing the
evidence and determined whether the required burden of proof on an issue has been met." Clear
Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 765, 40 P.3d 119, 123 (2002). The

Court shall adopt the Special Master's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P.
53(e)(2).
Pocatello claims that the Special Master did not correctly apply the standard of proof in
her analysis of whether the facts presented by Pocatello were sufficient to overcome the prima
facie evidence of priority in the Director's Report. This argument attempts to disguise a matter
of fact as a matter of law. The Special Master did not apply the wrong standard of proof, but
rather determined that the evidence offered by Pocatello did not rise to the level of substantial
evidence required to rebut the Director's Report.
Pocatello claims that water right 29-13558 is for the first well used by the City of
Alameda. Pocatello offered evidence in a newspaper article dated July 17, 1924 that the City of
Alameda was formed on July 31, 1924. Based upon the date of the article, and the lack of any
evidence to the contrary, the Director recommended a priority of July 16, 1924. Pocatello seeks
a priority date of 1905, based upon the claim that a Mr. Satterfield came to the area in 1905, and
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that later, in 1952, the same Mr. Satterfield said that Alameda's first well was deepened during
the term of its first mayor.
There is nothing in Pocatello's evidence to suggest that the well existed when Mr.
Satterfield arrived in the area, or his arrival in 1905 precipitated the construction of the well. As
Pocatello presented evidence that Alameda was not formed until 1924, it is difficult to see how
deepening the well during the term of the first mayor indicates a priority of 1905. As stated in
the Amended Report, "[a]lthough that evidence has some probative value, by itself it does not
rebut the Director's Report conclusion that priority is July 16, 1924." Amended Report, P. 22.
This Court should uphold the Special Master's finding that there was insufficient evidence to
meet the standard required by I.RE. 301, and support the finding of priority made by the
Director.
The evidence offered by Pocatello to rebut the Director's Report regarding priority of
water right 29-13639 is even more tenuous. The Director based his determination of priority on
an earlier license for the specific well which gave a priority date of October 22, 1952. Pocatello
asserts that beneficial use was made under the right on December 31, 1940, but offered no
evidence of such beneficial use. Rather, Pocatello offered evidence that Alameda's population

grew from 2,100 in 1940 to 4,705 in 1950. Growth in population is not sufficient evidence to
determine the priority date of a specific well. The Special Master, after reviewing the evidence,
stated that the proffered evidence "does not rebut the Director's Report recommendation of
October 22, 1952, or present sufficient evidence of a priority of December 31, 1940." Amended
Report, p. 22.
The Special Master applied the appropriate standard of review in analyzing Pocatello' s
evidence, and found that the evidence was not sufficient to meet the required burden of proof.
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Pocatello has presented no evidence that the Special Master's findings were clearly erroneous,
therefore, this Court should uphold the Special Master's findings and deny the Pocatello' s
request for earlier priority dates.
CONCLUSION

Pocatello has failed to demonstrate that the Special Master committed any errors of law.
Neither did Pocatello present any evidence that the Special Master's findings of fact were
erroneous. The Court should therefore uphold the Special Master's recommendations and issue
partial decrees for the subject water rights in accordance with the Amended Master's Report and
Recommendation.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIBD this 6 th day of July 2009.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CHIEF, NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
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Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450.
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)
CITY OF POCATELLO'S
RESPONSE TO BRIEF OF UNITED
WATER IDAHO, CITY OF NAMPA,
AND CITY OF BLACKFOOT
ADDRESSING ALTERNATIVE POINTS
OF DIVERSION CONDITION

INTRODUCTION

The Providers present a set of broad and general scenarios to suggest how a condition
similar to Pocatello's could be generally administered. Because the court must resolve
Pocatello's challenge based on the specific facts and issues in the City's SRBA proceedings,
Pocatello responds to the Providers' Amicus Brief based on the SRBA record for the City's
interconnected municipal delivery system in town. 1
•
•

Pocatello's intown delivery system involves 22 existing wells, 21 ground water rights,
and four surface water rights.2
The existence of the 22 wells as of November 19, 1987 is not an issue;3 and the
individual well capacities as of November 19, 1987 are not a major issue. 4
1

For purposes ofresponding to the Providers' Amicus Brief on the "alternative points of diversion"
condition, Pocatello's response relies on the record for the City's intown delivery system. The City's Notice of
Challenge includes additional issues: the delivery system at the airport, alternative points of diversion for the City's
surface water rights, priority dates for the Alameda wells, municipal purpose of use for [get number], and inclusion
ofwell 44. The City's Opening Brief on Challenge (filed June 5, 2009) and the City's Reply Brief in Support of
Challenge (to be filed August 3, 2009) address all issues.
2

The four surface water rights and 2 l ground water rights are listed in Appendix A. The 22 interconnected
wells are listed in Appendix B to this Response Brief.
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•
•

•
•

The rates of diversion for the 21 ground water rights and the four surface water rights are
not at issue. 5
The priority dates of the four surface water rights and 19 of the 21 ground water rights
are not at issue. 6
Alternate point ofdiversion conditions are recommended for eighteen of the 21 ground
water rights.
The 22 wells are recommended as the alternate points of diversion for each of the 18
ground water rights.
Pocatello addresses four points in its Response Brief:
1. The overall operation of the alternate points ofdiversion condition (Pocatello's
and the Providers') for the entire intown interconnected system (Pocatello's and
the Providers').

2. The record and the issues in Pocatello's Notice of Challenge.
3. Accomplished transfers and the role of the SRBA's November 19, 1987 "snap
shot in time".
4. The administration of SRBA rights already decreed with alternate points of
diversion but without any alternate points ofdiversion condition.

3

The pertinent "snapshot in time" for Pocatello's claims under J.C. 42-1425 captures the status of the 22
interconnected wells serving as alternate points of diversion for the City's associated ground and surface water
rights as of November 19, 1987. The snapshot represents the final configuration of the wells, which were variously
developed, reconfigured, and/or replaced according to the City's needs during the preceding 82 years.
4

The total combined capacity ofPocatello's 22 interconnected wells as of November 19, 1987 is between
. 95.49 cfs and I 00.34 cfs. There is a 4.85 cfs variance/range primarily because the physical capacity listed for wells
14 and 33 is shown as 2.23 cfs and 2.67 cfs, respectively, in the SWC-Pocatello Stipulation Agreement (Feb. 23,
2007), but listed in the 2003 Director's Report (July 10, 2003), and the 2006 Supplemental Director's Report (April
13, 2006), as .22 cfs and .2 I cfs, respectively.
The 2003 Director's Report, the 2006 Supplemental Director's Report, and the 2007 SWC-Pocatello
Stipulation Agreement all agree on the individ~al well capacity for 15 of the 22 wells (wells 2, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,
21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 31, 32, 34).
Seven of the 22 wells (wells 3, IO, 14, 27, 29, 30, and 33) are listed among these three documents with
varying capacities as of November 19, 1987; however, the total combined variance is at most 4.85 cfs, Appendix B
to this Response Brief tabulates the information summarized in this footnote.
' The 21 ground water rights and four surface water rights total 114.668 cfs. The recommended rates of
diversion for these rights are listed in Appendix A to the Response Brief. The rates of diversion are not contested
6

The priority dates for the 21 ground water rights and four surface water rights are listed in Appendix A to
the Response Brief.
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1.

In contrast to the Providers' scenarios, any administration under the
condition leaves Pocatello with no use or reduced use of six operating
wells and no use or reduced use of its six most senior water rights.

Understanding that the condition is to operate only when necessary for administration,
there is a dramatic difference between the Providers' scenarios and how the condition would
operate system-wide for Pocatello's intown interconnected system.

All of the Providers' wells are accounted for in the conditions for the Providers' four
water rights, so it is a matter oflocation, priority date, and/or "some new injury" as to whether a
particular well can operate during administration.
In contrast, if the condition(s) now recommended for Pocatello is used in administration,
six of the City's 22 operating wells are either not listed or listed with reduced capacity7 and
seven non-existent/replaced wells are listed. 8 Five of the City's most senior water rights (of the
18 for the intown system) have no operating well identified in the condition, and a sixth senior
water right (of the 18) has operating wells for only part of the right. 9

2.

Pocatello's proceedings are based on the November 19, 1987
"snapshot in time" of the SRBA proceedings and the
requirement that accomplished transfers be established
practices as of November 19, 1987.
A.

Pocatello's proceedings do not involve increases in individual
well capacity after November 19, 1987.

Each of the Providers' examples is based on a common factual scenario involving an
integrated diversion and delivery system made up of four municipal water rights and four
municipal wells, each diverting 1000 gpm and with priority dates respectively of 1920, 1945,
7

Wells IO, 12, 15, and 34, all operating now and as ofNovember 19, 1987, are not listed. Wells 2 and 13
are listed below their current and November 19, 1987 established capacities.
8

The seven non-existent/replaced wells are Pocatello wells I (and its replacement well 5), 4, and 6; and
Alameda wells I, 2, 6, and 7.
'Ground water rights 29-11339, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13561, and 29-13562 have no operating wells
identified. Ground water right 29-13560 bas two operating wells and one non-existent well listed.
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1970, and 1985. Because the Providers' examples are also based on water rights claimed in the
SRBA as accomplished transfers, the elements of each water right were established as of
November 19, 1987.
The Providers' four wells, each with a 1000 gpm diversion rate ( capacity) as of
November 19, 1987 help illustrate that increases in the capacity (1000 gpm) of individual wells post-November 19, 1987 - is not an issue in Pocatello's Notice of Challenge.
Prior to trial, using the Providers' 1000 gpm as an analogy, IDWR was concerned about and the condition was necessary to address -- increases above 1000 gpm for any of the wells. At
trial IDWR agreed that increases above 1000 gpm were no longer a concern because Pocatello
had already stipulated that there would be no increases in the November 19, 1987 diversion rates
for its individual wells, absent administrative approval. At trial, IDWR then testified that the
condition was necessary to address increases in tire lengt/r oftfme I/rat 1000 gpm was pumped
from any of the wells. This analogy illustrates the following discussion of Pocatello's record on
Challenge.

In its April 2006 Supplemental Director's Report, IDWR explained that the "Other
Provisions Necessary Condition" was necessary -- for eighteen ground water rights 10 serving the
City's interconnected culinary delivery system in-town and two ground water rights 11 serving the
City's interconnected culinary delivery system at the airport -- in order to prevent injury that
could result from the City's operation of the alternate points of diversion (wells) claimed for
these water rights under the accomplished transfer statute. 12 Specifically, IDWR was concerned

!O 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-11339,
29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, and 29-13639.
11

29-7450 and 29-13638.

12

Supplemental Director's Report Regarding City of Pocatello's Basin 29 State-Based Water Rights at 1214, In Re SRBA Case No. 39576 (April 13, 2006XSupplemental Director's Report).
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about injury to other water users due to a possible future increase in capacity or rate of diversion
at any of Pocatello' s wells serving as alternate points of diversion. On page 14 of the Report,
IDWR explained: "[i]f at some time in the future, the City increases the pumping capacity of a
well within the City's interconnected well system, and it reduces the amount of water available
to another water user, [the] condition [would preserve] the ability of a water user to protect their
water right." 13 By analogy to the Providers' scenarios, this is IDWR's concern about increases
above 1000 gpm for any of the wells.

IDWR further explained that the purpose of the "other provisions necessary condition"
was to "preserve the historical relationship between various users," 14 and again identified the
specific diversion rates of Pocatello's individual wells as the "historical relationship" to be
preserved:
Allowing the City to increase the diversion rate withdrawn from any particular
well by listing multiple, alternate PODs on its water rights could cause injury to
other surface and ground water users. 15
By analogy to the Providers' scenarios, this restates IDWR's concern about increases above
I 000 gpm for any of the wells.

In its agreement subsequently negotiated with the Surface Water Coalition, and also
offered as settlement to the State and IDWR, Pocatello stipulated that it would not increase the
capacity of any of its interconnected wells beyond the well's individual capacity which existed in
1987 without first seeking administrative approval. 16 The State and IDWR did not accept the
Pocatello/Surface Water Coalition Agreement as settlement of Pocatello's objections to the
13

Supplemental Director's Report at 14.

14

Supplemental Director's Report at 15.

15

Supplemental Director's Report at 15.

16

See Stipulation and Agreement Between Pocatello and the Surface Water Coalition in Pocatello's SRBA
Subcases 29-271 et seq., (Feb. 23, 2007)(IDWR Exhibit No. 43 at trial).
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"Other Provisions Necessary Condition." However, at trial, Director Tuthill specifically
acknowledged that Pocatello's Stipulation Agreement with the Surface Water Coalition would
"take care of' IDWR's concerns about possible injury from an increase in the rate.of diversion
(pumping capacity-the "1000 gpm") of any well beyond that well's capacity established as of
November 19, 1978. 17
Possible injury due to an increase in the established rate of diversion from any individual
well -- the alternate points of diversion -- was not an issue at trial because the record established
that there would be no increases in the diversion rates for individual wells, absent administrative
approval. By analogy to the Providers' scenarios, increase above 1000 gpm for any of the wells
was no longer a basis for the condition and was not an issue at trial; and Pocatello's record is not
a basis for a condition (as suggested in the Providers' Amicus Brief) that allows increases above
the November 19, 1987 established well capacity without prior administrative approval.
With the condition no longer necessary to protect against the increases in well capacity
cited in the Director's 2006 report to the court, IDWR's trial testimony focused instead on
possible injury from increases in tlze length of time that a well's established capacity was
pumped. This was a new position for IDWR, not previously articulated in the record before the
court. With reference to the Providers' scenarios, the capacity of each well would be 1000 gpm,
but the injury concern would come from the weJJ pumping more hours per day than it had
pumped historically.
At the beginning of his testimony, Director Tuthill expressed IDWR's fears about injury
broadly: (1) well interference that could happen in the future as a result of pumping wells for
longer periods of time; and (2) conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion from
17

Transcript of Proceedings, Volume II at 292, lines 18-25, through p. 293, lines 1-4, In Re SRBA Case No.
39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al., (February 26, 2007); see also, Director Tuthill's testimony at Tr. Vol. JI at
293, Ins 18-24.
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one location as compared with diversion from another location. 18 Later in his testimony,
Director Tuthill clarified these issues by providing the court with illustrative examples. His first
example cites well interference based on a scenario where a 1970 priority municipal well
historically pumped 12 hours per day, increased pumping to 24 hours per day in the year 20 I 0. 19
Director Tuthill further explained, in contrast to the April 2006 Supplemental Director's
Report, that the condition was imposed in order to provide water users protection from local
interference due to increases in the volume pumped over time, not due to increases in the rate of
diversion from specific wells. 20 At trial, Dire~tor Tuthill acknowledged that the Supplemental
Director's Report did not contain anything about possible injury resulting from increases in the
number of hours per day that the City operates its wells.

21

If the "alternative points of diversion" condition is retained, the Providers' Amicus
brief does not address administration where there is no change in established well capacity
for the "alternative points of diversion."
B.

Providers' scenarios interpret the "snap shot" and the
accomplished transfers to permit the subsequent doubling,
tripling, or quadrupling of November 19, 1987 well capacities.

Each of the Providers' example scenarios describes a situation where there is a dramatic
increase in the rate of diversion (capacity) at one or more wells, far beyond the well' s 1000 gpm

18

Tr. Vol. II at 233, In. 20-25; see also, Director Tuthill's testimony at Tr. Vol. II at 293, Ins 18-24.

19

Tr. Vol. II at 237, In 23, through p. 239, In 14.

20

Tr. Vol. II at 240, Ins 7-12 ("However, because of the- of the power of the municipal right and the
opportunity to continue to pump and to increase the volume pumped over time, our assessment was that we needed
to provide some protection from local interference due to conditions that might change in the future.").
21

Tr. Vol. II at 289, In 8 through page 290, In 5 ("The 706 report does not explicitly state that aspect. It
does refer to injury between surface and groundwater, but does not explicitly state the number of hours pumping.
That's correct.").
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rate of diversion (capacity) that was established as of November 19, 1987.22 Tbis is problematic
because the issue presented at trial in Pocatello's proceedings was whether IDWR could
rightfully impose the condition based on concerns about future injury from increases in the
length of time (hours per day) a well's established capacity (1000 gpm) was pumped, NOT from
future increases in the individual well's established capacity.

C.

The condition proposed for Pocatello's water rights is
different from the Providers' condition because Pocatello's
condition lists wells no longer in existence on November 19,
1987, omits wells that were in existence on November 19,
1987, and lists individual well capacities that do not
correspond to November 19. 1987 well capacities.

Pocatello has 21 ground water rights and 22 operating wells associated with the City's
interconnected intown system. All 22 wells are listed as alternate points of diversion for the 18
ground water rights with the condition. However, the alternate points of diversion conditions which will operate in times of administration - include only 18 of the 22 operating wells, list two
operating wells with reduced capacity, and identify seven non-existent/non-operating wells. 23
The condition for Pocatello's eighteen water rights and the example condition for the
Providers' four water rights each begin with identical introductory language concerning future
administration:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for ground
water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right ....

22

See, e.g., Providers' Brief at 2 (the Providers set up their first example by assuming the partial decrees
obtained for each water right under the accomplished transfer statute would allow the hypothetical city to pump any
of its water rights, or any combination of its water rights, from any well, and further, that if the city could "improve
production from the 1985 well, it could pump both the 1920 water right and the 1985 water right from the newer
well-without seeking a transfer.")
23

See footnotes 7 and 8, supra. In addition, these seven wells are not currently in operation and were not in
operation as of November 19, 1987. The wells are documented in Pocatello's historical well development but
IDWR never recommended these wells as points of diversion for the City's municipal water supply because they no
longer existed or were no longer in operation as of November 19, 1987.
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Following this common introduction, the Providers' four wells are identified by the
conditions. In contrast, of the 22 wells operating in November 19, 1987 and operating today, the
City's conditions do not identify four wells, list two with reduced capacity, and identify seven
non-existent/replaced wells.
Ten24 of the eighteen ground water rights have conditions that match the Providers'
example: 25
•
•
.•
•

the condition identifies a single well;
the well is in existence on November 1.9, i 987;
the well's capacity as ofNovember 19, 1987 is identified; and
the well's capacity as of November 19, 1987 matches the rate of diversion for the
associated water right.

Five of Pocatello's water rights have conditions that do no not match the Providers'
example because the Pocatello conditions only identify wells no longer in existence and no
longer operating on November 19, 1987.26
3.

SRBA decrees confirm accomplished transfer practices
in existence as ofNovember 19, 1987.

The redundancy cited in Pocatello' s testimony and briefing is redundancy among existing
well capacities: when a well fails or needs repair, production from other wells on the system will

24

29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-11348, 29-13637, and 29-13639.

"The condition for the Providers' four water rights and Pocatello's eighteen water rights each begin with
identical introductory language concerning future administration:
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for ground water,
and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected surface
sources, ground water was first diverted under this right ....
Following the common introduction, the condition is tailored to each ground water right to identify a well
(or wells) - by name and legal description -- from which ground water was first diverted for the specific ground
water right. For the Providers' four ground water rights, a different well is identified in each of the conditions; each
well is in existence on November 19, 1987 with a capacity that matches the rate of diversion for the associated water
right. The ten Pocatello ground water rights in Footnote 24 have similar conditions to the Providers' scenarios.
26

29-11339, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13561, 29-13562.
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be increased to maximum capacity and/or operated for more hours, but there is no increase to

any individual well's capacity established as of November 19, 1987.

In the Providers' scenarios, a primary reason for the condition is to address increases in
individual well capacity post-November 19, 1987 -without prior approval through IDWR's
transfer process. The premise is that SRBA decrees with alternate points of diversion confirmed by accomplished transfers pursuant to 42-1425 -provide notice that any of the
alternate points of diversion (APODs) can be increased to divert up to the combined rates of
diversion for all the water rights served by the APODs. In the Providers' examples, the four
ground water rights total 4000 cfs. Therefore, the individual wells which each had a capacity of
1000 cfs on November 19, 1987, could each have its capacity increased to 4000 cfs, so long as
only 4000 cfs is diverted at any one time for all the wells combined. The accomplished transfer
is deemed to allow combined well capacities to increase from 4000 cfs to 16,000 cfs.

4.

Effect on existing SRBA decrees for ground water rights
without the APOD condition.

The historical relationship that must be proved for accomplished transfers is what existed
as of November 19, 1987. The SRBA decree confirms that relationship. The Providers'
scenarios presume that the historical relationship includes future increases in well capacity.
Pocatello' s record preserves the well capacities in existence on November 19, 1987 and
establishes the diversion of multiple water rights at these wells (alternate points of diversion)
within the individual well capacities as ofNovember 19, 1987.
What notice is provided by the decree of accomplished transfers in the SRBA? The
notice is that Pocatello has exercised and will continue to exercise its various priority ground
water rights at the alternate points of diversion listed in the City's SRBA claims, IDWR's 2003,
2006, and 2007 reports, and the 2007 Pocatello/SWC Stipulation. The claims were documented
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by an extensive record summarized in the City's ground water development timeline. This is
notice that these ground water rights and priority dates are diverted from these wells at the well
capacities stipulated prior to trial. It was not notice that the city would increase any individual
well's capacity, post-November 19, 1987, without fust obtaining prior administrative approval.
At this point in the SRBA adjudication, there have been many ground water rights
decreed with alternate points of diversion without any APOD condition. If the condition is
necessary as IDWR/Providers claim, it is necessary because of a presumption that November 19,
1987 well capacity can be increased - for any and all of the wells that are APODs - limited only
by the combined rates of diversion of the water rights served by the APODs. If, instead, the
APODs are operated without increases in individual well capacity- as Pocatello's record
establishes - the condition is unnecessary.
This interpretation is reasonable and practical for administration of SRBA decrees with
· APODs. Otherwise, ground water rights already decreed with APODs in the SRBA without the
condition would be understood to have the ability to increase individual well production up to
the total cfs of water rights served by the APODs. This is not consistent with the "snap shot in
time."
CONCLUSION
According to IDWR, the condition is a necessary tool that IDWR must have in order to
properly administer a municipal water system with alternate points of diversion. Pocatello
disagrees with IDWR's position on the condition in the abstract but, more importantly,
Pocatello's challenge addresses the condition as it has been applied to Pocatello's unique factual
situation. The Providers' Arnicus Brief does not address factual issues which leave Pocatello
without access to operating wells and senior water rights during times of administration. Nor
does the Arnicus Brief address the operation of the condition when there is no change in the
POCATELLO'S REsPONSE To PROVIDERS' BRIEF -Page I I
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November 19, 1987 well capacity, only a change in the number of hours the well is operated
(diverted volume).
The Providers' Amicus Brief begins with four wells with a combined capacity of 4000
gpm. The Providers' scenarios presume the four wells can increase their combined capacity to
16,000 gpm without an approved transfer. Pocatello's record begins and ends with 22 wells with
individual capacities totaling 95.49 cfs to 100.34 cfs. The only changes in these individual
capacities would occur with notice to other ground water users through the IDWR transfer
process.
Dated this 20th day of July 2009.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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INTRODUCTION

This is the reply brief of United Water Idaho, the City of Nampa, and the City of
Blackfoot (collectively, "Providers"). This brief responds to City ofPocatello 's Response to

Brief of United Water Idaho, City ofNampa, and City ofBlackfoot Addressing Alternative Points
of Diversion Condition ("Response"), which was filed on July 20, 2009. 1
Apparently Pocatello is in agreement with key observations made by Providers in their
opening brief. The city's main point is that its situation is different. We do not see those
differences as being significant, but debating those differences is not the goal of this reply.
Instead, we hope to re-focus attention on what we see as the key point-how the alternative
points of diversion ("APOD") conditions should be construed to operate if the Court retains
them.
.ARGUMENT

I.

THE FACT THAT SOME APOD CONDITIONS IDENTIFY ORIGINAL WELLS THAT
ARE NO LONGER IN OPERATION DOES NOT PROHIBIT USE OF APODs LISTED ON
THE FACE OF THE WATER RIGHT.

In its Response, Pocatello states that the city's water rights situation is complicated and
"dramatically different" from the three hypothetical scenarios presented in Providers' opening
brief. Response at 3. We continue to think that those three scenarios capture the essence of the
conversation regarding AP ODs.
To explain the complexity of its situation, Pocatello notes that some of its water rights
contain an APOD condition that identifies only wells that are no longer in operation. This is

1

In undersigned counsel's experience, reply briefs are not ordinarily filed by amici. However, this case has
followed an unusual cowse in which the City of Pocatello provided a separate response to amici 's brief and the
Court authorized filing of reply briefs. Court's Order of July 21, 2009.
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neither surprising nor complex. This would occur naturally when the weU or wells that served as
the point of diversion when the water right first was developed are no longer in operation.
Apparently, Pocatello is concerned that if no current weU is listed in the APOD condition,
the city would not be able to divert water under the water right from any weU during times of
administration.2 This is not so. Even if no existing well is identified in the APOD condition as
an original well, the water right identifies many other wells (APODs) on the face of the water
right under the heading "Point of Diversion." In the absence of injury, the city is free to divert
water under the water right-even during times of administration-from any or all of the APODs
listed on the face of the water right (asswning wells are within the curtailment area).
For example, even if a conjunctive management curtailment order were in effect, the city
could pump water under its senior water rights from any well listed as an APOD, irrespective of
what wells are listed as the original wells in the APOD condition, so long as the new weU(s)
being used are not causing injury to another person's adjacent well.
II.

POCATELLO'S CONTENTION THAT MORE APO OS SHOULD BE LISTED ON THE
FACE OF ITS WATER RIGHTS IS A SIDE ISSUE THAT HAS NO BEARING ON THE
OPERATION OF THE APOD CONDfflON.

PocateUo contends that the list of APODs on the face of its water rights is too short. For
example, Pocatello complains that the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") included
on the APOD list only those wells that may be claimed via an accomplished transfer and not
other wells associated with water rights that were subject to a post-1987 formal transfer.
That is an interesting argument, but it has nothing to do with the subject of Providers'
amici curiae brief. That is, it has no bearing on whether an APOD condition should be imposed

or how it should operate. If Pocatello is correct and the list of APODs is too short, then by all
2

Pocatello contends that the APOD conditions "leave Pocatello without access to operating wells and
senior water rights during times of administration." Response at I I.
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means the Court should add additional APODs to the list of wells from which Pocatello's water
rights may be diverted. If, on the other hand, the Court sides with IDWR and rules that the
authorized AP ODs should not include rights subject to formal transfer but only those subject to
accomplished transfer, then the City's solution is a simple one: wait until the partial decrees
issue and then file transfer applications covering its entire portfolio to sweep together all of its
pre-and post-SRBA rights under a new umbrella list of APODs.

3

The key point is that

Pocatello's dispute over which wells to include on its list of APODs has nothing to do with the
operation of the APOD condition.

III.

IF THE APOD CONDITION IS RETAINED, ITS LIMITED APPLICATION SHOULD BE
EXPLAINED.

What is important for the Court to note, and the sole reason that Providers have sought to
participate as amici, is that the wells listed in the APOD condition are relevant only under very
specific circumstances. The APOD condition will come into effect if and only if diversion under
the water right causes injury to some other water right. The important question, which we hope
the Court will clarify, is when that would be.
As we tried to illustrate in our opening brief, injury would occur in only two situations:

(1) where the pumping results in local well interference and (2) where the pumping subverts
local administration by bringing in a water right historically associated with a well located
outside the area of administration. These are relatively rare situations. The point that is so
important to Providers and, we should think, would be important to Pocatello too, is that the
original wells listed in the APOD condition are irrelevant and impose no constraint at all when
(1) there is no administration and (2) when administration is broadly based, meaning that the

'This is what Providers intend to do. We hope and trust that IDWR will work with them to make this
process as painless and efficient as possible. After all, the hard work has been done. A transfer that does no more
than consolidate and expand the list of APODs should be a ministerial matter.
I'..~
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curtailment area includes both the original well location and the location from which the water
right is now being pumped.
Some day conjunctive management will come to the Treasure Valley and other places,
just as it has come to the Magic Valley in the Snake River Plain. When that day comes, there
could be geographically broad curtailment of junior ground water rights affecting one or more of
the Providers. In that situation, it is of vital importance to Providers that they be allowed to
pump water under their more senior rights from any well within their integrated delivery
system-even if the wells listed in the APOD condition are shut down. It is important for the
Court to explain in its ruling that pumping senior rights (those that are not subject to curtailment)
from newer wells will not cause injury per se because, in a geographically broad-based
curtailment, it matters not a whit whether a senior water right is pumped from one well or
another. Moving the point of diversion to some other well that better suits the city's needs will
not increase the burden on other rights, so long as both locations are within the same curtailment
zone.
IV.

THE APOD CONDIDON APPLIES IN ALL INJURY SITUATIONS, INCLUDING
INCREASES IN DIVERSION RATE AND VOLUME.

Changes in how a water right is used may cause injury to become manifest after a transfer
or adjudication of the right. For example, a water right used at less than its full authorized rate or
volume may result in no injury to an adjacent senior well. Later, when the right is pumped at the
full authorized rate or volume, injury may result. IDWR imposed the APOD condition to ensure
that if conditions of use do change, injury allegations may be evaluated on the basis of the
historical relationship between various users. In other words, the APOD condition prevents the
city from defending its increase in rate or volume by asserting that it is pumping some other
senior right in its portfolio.

e:--1-3
~~:J
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In responding to this point, Pocatello draws a distinction between injury based on
increases in diversion rate and increases in diversion volume. Pocatello' s position is that
increases in diversion rate are impossible because (1) the city entered into a stipulation4 and
(2) such increases are not allowed in any event. Providers take no position with respect to the
stipulation,5 but vigorously object to Pocatello's position as to the latter point. 6
Pocatello also contends that IDWR may not raise concerns about increases in diversion
volume because IDWR did not specifically call out this type of injury in the Director's Report.
Response at 7 n.21. It is not apparent to Providers why IDWR would be required to describe to
the city each type of injury that someday may occur. In any event, it is certainly a matter of
concern to Providers how volume-based injury would be considered in other APOD conditions.
As we see it, it makes no difference whether the injury is based on increases in diversion rate or
diversion volume. Injury is injury.

If a city pumps a 1920 water right out of a 1985 well and in so doing injures a nearby
1950 water right, it is our understanding that the APOD condition will provide relief of some
sort7 to the 1950 water right holder. This would be so irrespective of whether the injury results
from increasing the diversion rate or increasing the number of hours per days of pumping (i.e.,
increasing the diversion volume).
4

Pocatello explains in its Response that it entered into a stipulation with certain objectors under which the
city has agreed not to increase its diversion rate for any well beyond 1987 levels.
5

Providers are in no position to express a view as to the effect or effectiveness of such a stipulation,
particularly as to persons or entities that were not parties to the stipulation.
6

Pocatello contends that the "snapshot'' taken by the SRBA in 1987 fixes the maximum diversion rate for
any well listed on the permissible APODs. This is most certainly not the case. Absent some limiting condition, the
whole purpose of having APODs is to allow water rights to be moved around and/or stacked at any given well as the
water right holder deems appropriate. Providers object most vigorously to the suggestion that they are prohibited
from deepening a well or otherwise increasing its pumping capacity, so long as injury to others is avoided.
7

That remedy may not necessarily be curtailment of the city's well. It could be, for instance, a requirement
that the city provide a substitute supply by providing free municipal water.
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For example, there might be injury because the city has increased the pumping capacity
of the 1985 well and is now pumping both the 1920 water right and the 1985 water right out of
the 1985 well. 8 Or there might be injury because the city is pumping at the same diversion rate
but for more hours per day. In either case, IDWR' s position is that this constitutes injury, and it
is unfair for the city to swap in a 1920 water right under an accomplished transfer to defeat the
injury claim. 9 The same would be true in the one other scenario in which the APOD condition
would come into play-the small, geographically-limited administration scenario.
The bottom line is that the APOD condition, if it is retained, will protect against all types
of injury. If Pocatello can escape the APOD condition by entering into a stipulation to avoid one
particular type of injury, Providers would like to do so as well.
CONCLUSION

Providers express no opinion as to whether IDWR is correct in its assertion that the
APOD condition is necessary to prevent injury. 10 Likewise, Providers leave it to Pocatello and
IDWR to argue about which rights should be included in the city's list of APODs.

If, at the end of the day, Pocatello persuades the Court that the APOD condition is
unnecessary, so be it. Providers-and presumably many other municipal providers-would be
delighted to have that condition lifted from their water rights as well.

8

As noted above, Pocatello contends this kind of injury cannot occur because of its stipulation. The
stipulation, however, does not address other types of injury.
9

See Fremont-Madison Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., 129 Idaho 454,458,
926 P.2d 1301, 1305 (1996) (Basin-Wide Issue No. 4), which upheld the accomplished transfer statute noting that it
is applicable only to transfers that avoid injury and enlargement.

'°

Providers have explained repeatedly that they take no position as to whether the APOD condition should
or should not be imposed. "UWID, Nampa, and Blackfoot do not oppose Pocatello's contention that the condition
should be eliminated altogether." Providers' Opening Brief at 4. We do not understand why Pocatello says that
Providers claim the condition is necessary. Response at 11.

5)J5
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But if the Court sides with IDWR and finds that the APOD condition is appropriate to
prevent injury, it is important that the Court also make clear that the APOD condition will not
restrict a city's ability to pwnp from any of its authorized APODs when there is no
administration or when there is an area-wide curtailment that encompasses both the original well
site and the new well site. In other words, the APOD condition should apply only where there is
localized well interference or a geographically limited curtailment in which a senior water right
historically associated with well(s) outside the curtailment area is pumped from within the
curtailment area.
DATED July 31, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

B y ~
Attorneys for Intervenors United Water
Idaho, City ofNampa, and City of
Blaclifoot

t'"' ·-
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Exhibit A

LIST OF SUBCASES

Subcase Nos:

29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

t ... r-: ,..,
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_ _ _ Hand Delivered
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_ _ Facsimile
- - E-mail

Clerk of the District Court
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 Third A venue North
POBox2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
SERVICE
Director ofIDWR
POBox83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General
Clive J. Strong, Chief
Shasta Kilminster-Hadley, Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division
POBox44449
Boise, ID 83711
Fax: (208) 854-8072

X U.S. Mail
_ _ _Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
___ Facsimile
___ E-mail
X

U.S. Mail
- - -Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
___ Facsimile
___ E-mail

Attorneys for State ofIdaho
United States Department of Justice
Environment & Natural Resource Division
550 West Fort Street, MSC 033
Boise, ID 83724

X U.S. Mail
--~Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
_ _ E-mail

Josephine P. Beeman
Beeman & Associates PC
409 West Jefferson
Boise, ID 83702-6049
Office: 208-3 31-0950
Fax: 331-0954
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com
Attorneys for City ofPocatello

X U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
___ Facsimile
___ E-mail
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A. Dean Tranmer
City Attorney, City of Pocatello
911 N. 7th Street
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83205
Fax: 208-239-6986
dtramner@pocatello.us
Attorney for City ofPocatello

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Sarah A. Klahn
White & Jankowski LLP
Kittredfe Building
511 16 St., Ste. 500
Denver, CO 80202
Attorneys for City ofPocatello

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

Bruker, Rosholt & Simpson LLP
113 Main Avenue W., Ste. 303
POBox485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Attorneys for North Side Canal Co. Ltd.

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

C. Thomas Arlcoosh
Capital Law
301 Main St.
PO Box 32
Gooding, ID 83330
Fax: (208) 424-887 4
tarkoosh@capitollawgroup.net
Attorney for American Falls Reservoir

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

David Heida
Capitol Law
301 Main St.
POBox32
Gooding, ID 83330
Fax: (208) 934-8873
dheida@capitollawgroup.net
Attorneys for American Falls Reservoir

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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Roger D. Ling
615 H St.
POBox396
Rupert, ID 83350
Fax: (208} 436-6804
rdl@idlawfum.com
Attorney for A&B Irrigation District and Burley Irrigation
District

__,,_u. S. Mail
Hand Delivered
--~
_ _ _Overnight Mail

Travis L. Thompson
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson LLP
113 Main A venue W., Ste. 303
POBox485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Fax: (208) 735-2444
ttt@idahowaters.com
Attorneys for Milner Irrigation District, North Side Canal
Co. Ltd., North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal
Company

X U.S. Mail
--~Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Facsimile
_ _ _ E-mail

W. Kent Fletcher
1200 Overland Ave.
PO Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
Fax: (208) 878-2548
wkf@pmt.org
Attorney for Minidoka Irrigation District

_ _ _ Facsimile
_ _ _ E-mail

X

U.S. Mail
--~Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
- - E-mail
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Hon. John M. Melanson
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
253 3rd Ave. N.
P.O. Box 2707
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Email: judgem@srba.state.id.us
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Hon. Brigette Bilyeu
Special Master
Snake River Basin Adjudication ,
253 3rd Ave. N.
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Office: 208-736-4715 (direct)
bbilyeu@srba.state.idus
Nicholas B. Spencer, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Office: 208-287-4813 direct
Fax: 208-287-6700
nick.spencer@idwr.idaho.gov

X

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
_ _ E-mail

--~

--'"'--u. s. Mail
- - ~Hand Delivered

_ _ _Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_ _ E-mail·

Phillip J. Rassier, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov

--'-"--U.S. Mail
_ _ _,Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
_ _ E-mail

Garrick Baxter, Esq.
Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
322 East Front Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
Email: garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
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Gregory P. Wyatt
Vice President and General Manager
H. Scott Rhead
Director of Engineering
United Water Idaho Inc.
8248 W. Victory Road
P.O. Box 190420
Boise, ID 83719-0420
Fax: 208-362-3858
greg.wyatt@unitedwater.com
scott.rhead@unitedwater.com

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ __,Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
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X E-mail

Michael J. Fuss
Director, Public Works Department
City ofNampa
Nampa City Hall
411 Third Street South
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Fax: 208-465-2261
:fussm@cityofuampa.us

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ _ _Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
--'"'-- E-mail

Ron Harwell
Public Works Director
City of Blackfoot
157N. Broadway
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Fax: 208-785-8602
ron@cityofblackfoot.org

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ _ _.Hand Delivered
_ _ _Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
___,:i,__ E-mail

Roxanne Brown
Stuart Hurley
SPF Water Engineering, LLC
300 E. Mallard Dr., Ste. 350
Boise, ID 83706
rbrown@spfwater.com
shurley@spfwater.com

_ _ U.S.Mail
_ _ _.Hand Delivered
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lN nm DISTRICT COURT OF THB FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA

Case No. 39576

_________

!

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see a:ttached Exb:i'llit A)

STATE Oll IDAHO'S REPLY TO CITY OF
POCATE.LLO'S RESPONSE TO A!vfiCUS BRIEF

)
)
)

COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and throuil,l the Ut1dersigned deputy attorney genmll
and submits the STATE OF IDAHO'S REPLY TO THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S RESPONSE
TO A.MICUS BRIEF in the above-entitled matter, · The Am.icus Bri,;f introduced three factual

scenarios in which the alternative points of diversion candition recommended by the Di:rectot
would come into play. In its RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATEUO'S OPENINO BRIEF ON
CHALLENGE ("State's Response"), the State concm:red with the analysis provided in the
Amious Brief of how the condition would atfect •rimini$1'ta.tion of Pocat.ello's water rights under
the tbtei: seenarlos discussed.
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A. The eonditio11 is nccl':llsary to prevent local well interference attributable

to Poeatello's use of al:ternafive points of diversion.

In Pocatello's response to the Amicus Brief, it cl.aims that the fust scenario of well
interference da~ribed by Amici is not applicable to Poc:atello's water rights because the City has
stipulated that it would not increase the capacity of its wells without first seekine administrative

approval. The first scenario describes an ~ple oflocal well interference, in which, if the City
had two wells, one with a 1920 priority date and one with a 1985 priority date, .each diverting

1,000 gpm, each designated as an alternative point of diversion, the City could seek to divert
both water rights out of the newer well. However, doubling the amount diverted from the 1985
well from 1,000 gpm to 2,000 gpm could expand the cone of depression around that well,
'1'/l\lSUlf! injury to nearby water users with existing water rights. The condition recommended by

the Director would provide a record of the original priority and diversion rate of a particular well

so that nearby water users could be protected from injury caused by a change in pumping at that
well.
Pocatello claims that tbls scenario could never occur with its water ~ts because it
stipulated, in an agreement with the Surface Water COalitfon, that it would not increase the
ca:pacity of its wells beyond 1hat "Wmch existed in November, H}87, without fust seeking

mi:nistrative approval. Tb= are two reasons why said stipulation does not relieve the
necessity of the recommended oondlti.on. First. the State: and the Idaho Depanment of Water
Rl:sources ("ID WR") were not parties to and did not accept the stfpul.ation. The agreement
between Pocatello and the Surface WatJ:r Coalition does not create a binding agreement between
'

Pocatello and the State or IDWR, may not be enforceable by IDWR, and presumably could be

dissolved by the parties in the future. Finally, the agreement con!llins provisiollS that are
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not accepted to settle the objections raised by

Pocatello.
Secondly, although an agreement not to increase well capacity beyond that existill( in
1987 would, if binding between IDWR and Pocatello, assuage certain concerns about well

interference due to increases in diversion rates, it falls to address other examples of well
interference, such as increases in the volume of water pumped from a particular well. Althou~
the particular eicample of local well interference J;>rovided in the Amicus Brief dealt with

increased diversion raws, the ~ effect occurs if there is an increase of volume diverted from a
particular well that creates injuey to another user.
In the example provided by the Director at trial, local well interference "WOuld occur when
'

Well 1, historically pump~ 12 hours a de.y under Water Right A, begins pumping 24 hours a

day under Water Rights A and B. Without the condition to indicate that in 1987, Well 1 was
only J;>umping under Water Right A, which necessitated just 12 hours of pumpllli daily, a
domestic user adversely affected by the increased draw down of the City's well would have no
basis to claim injury from the increasedpumpage from Well 1. The Director's testimony clearly
described the need for the condition to preserve infonna.tion about the orieina). well where injury
is not caused by ineteased well capacity, but by an increase in the volume of water diverted. See

Staie' s Response, P. .3.
Pocatello claims that because it has agzeed not to increase capacity at its wells, there is no
charule for local well interference, and therefore the condition is unnecessary. However, the
Director's tes~ony demonstrates that the condition is necessazy to prevent well interference
under other scenarios than increases in diversion rate. Furthermore, Pocateilo's promise not to
increase well capacity without adroinj<;trative approval is not binding as to the State or IDWR,
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and therefore does not alleviate concCl'llS about increases in diversion rates, as set fO?th in the

:first sceDario provided in the Amicus Brief. The condition on the decrees provides the necessary

assurance that Pocatello will not use its alternative points of diversion in such a way as to callSC
injury to other water users.

B. The condition is necessll.l'y in the case of small, geographically-limited
11dl1'1i11istration.
Although the City of Pocatello did not address the second and third scenarios provided in
the Ainicus Brief in its response, the State feels it necessary to e,nphaslze the necessity of the
condition in tbe case of a geographically-limited administration affectin~ some but 11Dt all of
Pocatello' s wells. In bis testimony at trial, the Director described the other area of concern to be
addressed by the reoo!lllilended condition: conjunctive administration "relative to divetSion from
one location as compared with diversion from another location." Tr. Vol. II, p. 231, L. 24
through p. 232 L. 25. The Director further testified as to specific examples when the condition
would be necessary in a conjunctive administration scenario. See State's Response, P. 4.

The Alllicus Brief addresses this same situation in its third scenario, and accurately
describes why the condition would be necessazy in a situation where there was administration of
an a.ea containing some, but not all of Pocatello's wells. The condition would restrict the City
from pumping a water right from outSide the curtailment area from a well inl!ide the curtailment
area. The necessity of the condition in this scenario is clear; without it, the City collld use
alternative points of diversion to undermine the curtailment,
Fillally, the second scenario described by Amici is that of a broad, regional
administration in which there is curtailment of all water rights in the region with a priority date
junior to 1980. In that example, tl:ie City would be unable to divert under its 1985 water rtght,
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but could use the 1985 well to pump Wll.WC 1lllder its other, more senior water rights, so long as
doing so would not ca.use a new inj11cy', The State llil'ees with Amici that,

ill 1hls scenario, the

condition would not restrict the City's ¢hokes in any wa:y.

C. The conclliion In no way precludes the City o! Pocatello from w;mg its
operating wells or its water rights originally diverted from wells no
lon.ger in existence.
Pocatello claims that the colldition will operate differently for its Wilier rights t.ban for 1he
I:ight.<; described In the.Amie.us Brlefbecausethe eonditlous on some ofPocat.ello'nigh1s list wells
that oo longer exist As e:tplained in the Stam.'s Respolll!e, the condition re.commended by IDWR

serves to document the origin&! development of the water right in order to prevent injury to othe:users if the City consolidates its rights in fewer wells, For those wat.er rights that were mst
diverted under wells that no longer exist, the listing of the original well in the condition functions
to pmnit admlnistra:lion based on the right's original point of diversion.

Pocatello co:i:npla!ns that listing non-operating wells would mean that it could not divert
under its most senior tights. On the ,.;onlraty, each of those rights Jim 22 points of diversion,
representing the City's 22 operating wells, under which it can be used. The original well is listed
because, if admini~on of the right is necessacy, wonnation a.bout the origmal point of

diversion, including location and diversion rate, is needed to ensure that otl!er water usei:s are not
injured by the City's use of alternative points pf diversion. The sc=.arlos mentioned above
provide clear ~pies in wbioh intbmiation about the original well would be necessa.ry for
administration of water rip in au interconnected system.

Pocatello also sbl.t.es that the conditiollS on its water rights only lin 18 of the City's 22
operating wells. This iJI correct, As disC\!Ssed In Pocatello's Opening Brief, three of its water
rights, 29-2274, 29-233S, and 29-7375, were recommended without the condition because they
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were subject to apost-1987 administrative transfer, Transfer No. 5452. Wells No. 10, 12, and
IS, were among the wells that made up the original points of diversion for those rights. They are
not included in an alternative points of diversion condition because Transfer No. 5452 did not
have the alternative point of diversion langUage. These wells are listed a.s alternative points of
diversion on all 22 of the City's water rights, however, and Poca:tcll.o i_s not precluded from using

thew. by the fact that they are not listed in a condition.
Well No. 34 is the point of diversion for water right 29-7782. The proof of beneficial use
for the license was filed in 1990; however, Well No. 34 came on line in August of 1987. Wmr
right 29-77&2 does not have the alternative points of diversion condition because it was licensed
with only that one point of diversion. However, because Well No. 34 came on line before
November 19, 1987, it is listed as one of the points of diversion on the rights that were not part
of Transfer No. 5452.
Finally, Pocatello claims that two of its wells, Wells No. 2 and 13, are listed with reduced·
capacity. Tbi.s is inaccurate-- the conditions list dive-rsion rates, not well capacity. Single wells
are often the original point of diversion for multiple water rights, each with a different rate of
diversion, all of which may be less than the well's total pumping capacity. Wells No. 2 and 13
are both associated with two water rights each. Well No, 2 is associated with Water Right Nos.
29-2274 and 29-13560. Water right No. 29-2274, was recomme!lded without the condition, as
described above, and therefore does not list Well No. 2. Water Right No, 29-13560 lists Well
No. 2 in the condition as follows:
" ... ground water was first diverted Ullder this right from Pocatello Well No. 1
located in 107S, R34E, S01, Lot 2 (NWNE) in the amount of 2.45 cfs, from
Pocatello Well No. 2 located in T07S, RJ4E, S0l, Lot 2 (NWNE) in the amount
of2.4S cfs ... "
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Although the total c~acity of Well No. 2 may be greater than 2.45 cfs, the condition is
only concerned with the rate at which water under this specific right was first diverted-not the
total capacity of the well. Well No. 13 is similarly associated with two of the City's water rights,

(29-2338 lllld 29-2401) only one of which has the condition. The condition on 29-2401 states
simply that water was diverted from that well under that right in the amount of .89 cfs. There is
no reference to the Well No. 13's total capacity because it is the water right that is administered,
not the well. The fact that Wells No. 2 and 13 have a greater pumping capacity than the
diversion rate of the water rights on which the they are listed has no impact on Pocatello's ability
to use its water rights or its wells to their full extent,

CONCLUSION
The condition on the City of Pocatello's water rights is necessazy to prevent injury to other
water users. The Amicus Brief provided an accurate depiction of why the condition is necessary as

well as how it would affect the City's use of its water under the three sceiiarios presented therein.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED t.ltls 3rd day of August, 2009.

STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
AITORNEY OENERAL
CLIVEJ. STRONG
DEPUTY A1T0Rl\1EY GENERAL
CHIEF, ATURAL RESOURCES DMSION
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29--07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT gF THE
'

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
CaseNo.39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)

CITY OF POCATELLO'S
REPLYTOSTATEOFIDAHO'S
RESPONSE BRIEF

The City of Pocatello (City or Pocatello) replies to the State ofldaho's Response Brief as
follows:
A. The alternative points of diversion condition placed on Pocatello's ground water

rights should be removed because it is unnecessary and contrary to established law
and practice.
One of the must crucial issues in this case is whether Pocatello's claims for accomplished
ttansfers injure any other water users and thus require conditioning. The State's Response brief
and the Providers' brief both attempt to illuminate the problem by providing hypothetical
examples to illustrate how the condition would work and why it might be necessary for
administration. The hypothetica[s suggested by the Providers and the State only address
situations where after November 19, 1987 there has been an increase in individual well capacity
at an alternative point of diversion. Because Pocatello stipulated before tJ.ial that it will not
increase the capacity of its wells beyond the individual capacities established as of November 19,
1987 without first obtaining administrative approval, the Providers' and State's hypotheticals do
not apply to the record before the co111t The condition placed on Pocatello's water rights should
be supported by the record and applicable SRBA case law, and if not, the condition should be
removed. 1
1

To the extent that the Pl'oviders ftnd the State ask the court to tnle on the condition based on the
hypotheticals, the court is asked to rule on facts outside the record.
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There is not an issue as to the 22 points of diversion listed with the l 8 ground water
rights where the condition is recommended. The existence of the 22 wells as of November 19,
1987 is not an issue; 2 and the individual well capacities as of November 19, 1987 arc not a major
issue.3

1. IDWR does not have the authority to impose a condition on municipal water
rights claimed in the SRBA as accomplished transfers based on fears of future
injwy where no water right holders have como forward to allege injury during the
SRBA proceedings.
The State argues that the condition is necessary to avoid future injury to other water users
as a result of Pocatello's operation of its integrated municipal system with multiple alternative
points of diversion. 4 Pocatello disagrees with this assertion for several reasons. First, IDWR
does not have the authority under the accomplished transfer statute, or under I.C. 42-1411 to
condition a water right based on hypothetical future injury. Although the State points out that
the Director has the authority to include "conditions on the exercise of any water right included
in any decree, license, or approved transfer application," and !'any l'eillBl'ks ... as are necessary

2

The pertinent "snapshot in time" for Pocatello's claiins under I.C. 42-1425 captures the status of
the 22 interconnected wells serving as altem•tc points of diversion for the City's associated ground and
surface watet· rights as of November 19, 1987. The snapshot represents the final configuration of the
wells, which were variously developed, reconfigured, 8lldlor replaced according to the City's needs
dw-ing the preceding 82 yeers,
'The total combined capacity of Pocatello's 22 interco11I1ected wells as of November 19. 1987 is
between 95.49 cfa and 100.34 cfs. There is a 4.85 cfs variance/range primarily because the physical
capacity listed for wells 14 and 33 is shown as 2.23 cfs and 2.67 cfs, respectively, in the SWC-Pocatello
Stipulation Agreement (Feb. 23, 2007), but listed in the 2003 Director's Repon (July 10. 2003), and the
2006 Supplemental Director's Report (April !3, 2006), as .22 cfs and .21 cfs, respectively.
The 2003 Director's Rep01t, the2006 Supplemental Director's Report, and tbe2007 SWCPocatello Stipulation Agreement all agree on the individual well capacity for 15 of the 22 wells (wells 2,
7. 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 31, 32, 34).
Seven of the 22 wells (wells 3, I 0. 14, 27, 29, 30, HDd 33) are listed among these threo documents
with vaiyillg capacities as of November 19, 1987; however, the total combined variance is at most 4.85
efs. Appendix B to this Response Biieftabulatos the information summarized in this footnote.
4

In their Response to Pocatello" s Opening Briefon Challenge, the Stato contends that "the record
demonstrates that the condition is necessary to avoid iajuty." Stato of Idaho's Response to City of
Pocatello's Opening Bl'iefon Challenge st 2, In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcasc Nos. 29-00271, et al.
(Jul. 6, 2009)(hereinafter State's Response), The St!ite also contends that the condition "simply functions
to pmtect other water users whon Pocatello's use of its wells as alternative points of diversion would
cause injury." State's Response at 5.
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for definition of the light, for clarification of any element of aright, or for administration of the
right by the director," the Director's power to do so is not unlimited, In fact, that power is
specifically limited by statute. J.C.§ 42-1411.
Where specific statutory mandates dictate procedures for particular processes, the general
powers of the Director to condition water rights are modified by the more specific and particular
procedures unless the intent was clearly otherwise. In the caso of an accomplished transfer,
'\\hich is specifically excepted from the list in the first part of 1411 excerpted above, the
legislature had a specific purpose in mind, to allow water light holders to confam their water
rights as they had been historically developed despite the fact that changes were made to those
water rights without prior administrative approval. Essentially, the accomplished transfer statute
is a shortcut mechanism that the legislatw-e put in place to bypass the more time-consuming
analysis normally required by Idaho's mandatory transfer statute, LC. § 42-222. 5
2. The condition is not necessary because ho other water right holders were lnjw-ed

by Pocatello's operation of its interconnected in-town culinary system as of
November 19, 1987, or even twenty years later as of trial in 2007.
No water right holders came forward to allege injury as a result of Pocatello's claimed
accomplished transfer. It is incumbent upon those water light holders to come forward and
allege injury dwing the SRBA proceedings. Pocatello has used its water rights in the claimed
manner for more than 20 years since November 19, 1987 without encountering allegations of
injury from other water users. IDWR cannot step into the shoes of water right holders it believes
to be injured; IDWR does not have standing to allege injury on behalf of those not present before
the court. Accord!.ng to Fremont Madison,6 the inquiry should end upon a finding of no injury
on the date of the change, assuming that there has been no enlargement of the original light. 1n
otheL· words, if no water right holders or interested persons have come forward and alleged
injury, the accomplished transfer must bo granted unless there has been an enlargement.

' LC. 42-222 became mandatory In 1969 and many of the sccomplished transfers in the SRBA
process would have occun·ed befo1-e this date.
' The Fremont Madison decision is discussed at length in Pocalello's Post-Trial Brief, pp. 20-26,
and accompanying footnotes 50-65.
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3. Even iflDWR had the authority to impose a condition based on fears of possible
future injury to other water light holdel:ll, the condition is unnecessary because
IDWR's fears regarding future injury from the operation of Pocatello's
interconnected municipal system are unfounded and can be better addressed in
existing rem~ies outside the SRBA
Special Master Bilyeu found that "where a change or accomplished transfer would

undermine a priority date, the iajury is real and material even if the damage is not immediately
manifest" By stating that the condition "protect[s]" junior water users, the Special Master
acknowledges that the injury will not occur until some hypothetical and unknown future date, if
ever. The dispute is not yet ripe for the court's review.
If the "injury to priority" is in fact present and not future, the Special Master has allowed

IDWR to step into the shoes of the injured persons and effectively use the condition to make a

claim on their behalf, IDWR's real concern is whether or not those who may suffer well
interference in the future as a result of Pocatello's operation of its interoonnected well system

will have a remedy. A remedy already exists: the well owner can commence an aetion against
Pocatello based on well interference or the well owner can ask IDWR to establish and administer

a reasonable pumping lift level.
4. By asking the Court to consider hypotheticals and facts which are not in the
record before the Cow1, the State and the Providers raise matters that arc

appropriate in a rule.making,
The cowt has been provided with a specific sc:t of factual circlllllStances and questions of
law to address. The State and the Providers refer to the condition based on facts not before the

court, and ask that the court 1ule on the condition generally rather than on the condition as it has
been applied to Pocatello. This appears as a request for a 111lemaking without proper notice to
interested persons and opportunity to comment.
As discussed in Pocatello's Response to the Providers' Brie~ IDWR's concerns about

injury due to possible future Increases in capacity at Pocatello's wells a.re unfounded. Despite
Director Tuthill's testimony at trial, that IDWR's concexns about injury from increases in rate of
dive1-sion were "taken care of' by the stipulation agreement between Pocatello lllld the Surface
Water Coalition, the State raised the concerns again in its Response to Pocatello's Opening Brief
on Challenge.7
1

The State's Respon.so, at p. 7, poses a hypo!hetical where a municipality increll!les the rate of
diversion (capacity) at one of its imerconnecl!ld wolls to make up fol· the loss of one of its earlier priority
wells. There is little doubt that mo!'e than doubling the rate of diversion 1i'l:nn a particular well in an
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The argument is made in general tenns as if the State were asking the court to authorize
IDWR to place the condition on all int~rconnected municipal water rights with multiple
alternative points of diversion. This is not a rulemaking where the general merits of an IDWR
policy going forward should be debated, but rather a specific case to be analyzed and decided
according to its particularitios. 3 The only issue appropriate for decision is whether the condition
is necessary for the administration of Pocatel!o's water rights, not the rights of other hypothetical
municipalities.

5. The conditions, as written, contain significant factual errors that unjustifiably
impair Pocatello's ability to operate its legitimately established interconnected
intown-culinary water system.
Pocatello's record is evidence of the inherent practical problems that make the use ofan
alternative points of diversion condition complicated, difficult, a.nd impracticable,
IDWR's recommendations acknowledge that Pocatello legitimately operated its
interconnected municipal water system in the manner claimed sin.ce prior to November 19, 1987.
The enth-e pUI]lOse of the accomplished transfer statute is to confirm such Jong-term historical

use; the statute itself acknowledges that the changes making up the accomplished transfer are
often made largely with the ltnowledge of other water users.
IDWR was provided with detailed infonnation about the development of Pocatello's
interconnected wells during this litigation. 9 By placing the condition on Pocatello's water rights,

interoonnectcd system could potentially negatively affect other nearby wells. In its stipulation agreement
with the Surface Water Coalition, Pocatello has agreed not to increase the rate of diversion at any of its
wells beyond the levels established •~ of November 19, 1987 without first seeking administrative
approval. What is moro disturbing, however, is that both the State and the Providers assume that such a
step could even ho possible.
8

The discussion of unauthorized rulemaking in the context of tho Asarco is discussed at length at
pages 37-40 and footnotes 79-87 ofPocatello's Post-Trial Brief.
9

City of Pocatello's Ground Water Development Timeline (April 25, 2003) (attached to this
Reply Brief) was submitted with Pocatello's 32 amended SRBA claims on April 25, 2003 and appears
multiple times with Pocatello's water rights in IDWR Exhibit I. Despite the e,ctensive record o!ted in the
development timeline, the Stnte, at p. 8 of!ts Response, argues that the condition is necess111y for
administration because without it, there would be no record of the original development for Pocatello's
interconnected water rights. The State goes on to say that withont this history, it would be "diffieult, if
not impossible, for IDWR to evaluate injwy to other water rights if a municipality consolidates its water
rights at fewer wells." Consolidation of municipal water rights at fewer wells is not an issue in
Pooatollo's proceedings.
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IDWR has effectively denied the historic use because Pocatello's most senior water rights are not
usable during times of administration. 10
The conditions placed on Pocatello's water rights do not accurately reflect the
development information provided to IDWR before and during trial. As discussed in Pocatello's
Response to the Providers' Brief, the condition 11 lists wells no longer in existence and thus does
preclude Pocatello from diverting certain senior rights. 12

The inaccuracies and problems with the condition as applied to Pocatello indicate that,
as a matter of policy, well interference and priorily date disputes should be addressed on specific
and articulable facts raised by the real parties in interest, as is provided in existing administrative
mechanisms available through IDWR.
6. The State and the Providers suggest an interpretation of the accomplished transfer
statute that would result in a major change from the status quo with serious
adverse policy implications.
The State and the Providers suggest an Interpretation of the accomplished transfer statute
that would allow a municipal water right holder to combine the rates of diversion under its water
rights and divert the total combined rate of diversion from a single well that was originally
developed and approved with a lower capacity. Based on this interpretation, the State argues that
the condition is appropriate for Pocatello' s water rights to address the risk of injury to other
water right holders if a city abandons one well and then doubles the capacity of another well. 13
10

The record from trial that discusses this impact to Pocatello wes fully discussed in footnote 2
of Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief, a portion ofwhioh is excerpted here: "Moreover, IDWR identified wells
that are no longer in existence, specifically Alameda well 6 (29-1 I 339) and well 7 (29-11339), Pocatello
well 4 (29-13561), well 5 (29-13560), and woll 6 (29-13562), and under the condition these water rights
would not bo ablo to be diverted because the wells do not exist, Tr. Vol. III, pp 517-519 (Jay Ulrich).
The condition would prevent other interconnected wells in times of administration from pumping the
nonopcrable wcll's wator; thus, ihe water right amo11nt associated with the non-operable well would not
be usable. Tr. VoL ill, pp. 504-505 (Jay Ullich)." See also discussion of Harold Hargreaves' testimony
and Jay Ulrich's testimony in the text and footnotes on pp. 33-35 of Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief.
11

IDWR has changed the remal'k for this condition three times, as doscribed in detail in footnote

I I ofPocatello's Post-Trial Brlef(May I, 2007).
12

See footnote 10, Sllpra.
The State provided an cxlllllple on pp. 7-8 of ils Response. The example supposes that a
m1micipality holds two water rights, #s I and 3. Water right #I was developed at well A in 1955 for 2.0
cfs, 8nd water right #3 was developed in 1980 at well C for 1.5 cfs. The example then supposes that the
municipality could abandon well A at some time in the future and divert the combined cfs of the two
water rights from well C without providing notJce to other water right holders through the administrative
n·ansfer process. The example is not possiblo under Pooatello's facts.
ll
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This interpretation of 42-1425 is a change from the status quo. By filing claims for
accomplished transfers in the SRBA, a water right holder effectively gives formal legal notice to
interested persons of the location, capacity, rate of diversion, and priority date of the water rights
and interconnected wells subject to the accomplished transfer as of November 19, 1987. This is
nue for municipal water right holders who already have SRBA decrees with alternative points of
.diversion.
The State now suggests that these partial decrees are notice that after November I 9, 1987,
the municipal water right holder could increase (double, quadruple) the rate of diversion at a
single well without providing any prior notice to other water tight holders who might be injured.
The State's Response explains why this interpretation actua!Jy worsens the potential
injury to other water users:
[A] municipality could argue that they are entitled to withdraw the full 3.5
cfs of their water rights without concern for the historical diversion rate.
And while the increase In pumping in the hypothetical scenario above is
small, the impact of consolidation could be much greater for municipalities
who hold a large portfolio of interconnected water rights. 1ho condition
recommended by IDWR ensures that consolidation ofwate.r rights at
individual wells will not injure other water rights.
In suggesting that the condition ensures protection to other water users, the State does not
address the unconditioned rights already decreed with alternate points of diversion.
B. Water right 29-7770 should properly be recommended with a "municipRI," rather
than "Irrigation" purpose of use.

It is appropriate for the SRBA court to change the purpose of use designation for water .
right 29-7770 because the designation is Wl'Ong as a matter of law. The State incon-ectly argues
that the purpose of use designation rot water right 29-7770 should remain listed as "i11igation"
despite the fact that the water Jight has only and always been used in a munioipal capacity for the
City's biosolids program.
IDWR stipulated that water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 each had a municipal purpose of
use. 14 Water right 29-7770 is used in exactly the same manner as water rights 29-7118 and 297119. Where a water 1ight lists a purpose of use designation that IDWR acknowledges is clearly
wrong, it is en error oflaw which the SRBA court hes the power to correct.
14

Special Master's Repon and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 10-13, In

Re SJIIJA Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00271, eta!. (Oct. 2, 2007).
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Pocatello does not have the power to alter purpose of use law in ldaho when it fills out a
water right application. 15 When ID'1fR evaluated Pocatello' s application for 29-7770, IDWR
en-cd as a matter of law by issuing the license with an "irrigation" purpose of use rather than a
''municipal" pmpose of use. To hold that the purpose of use designation must remain listed as
"ir:rlgation" when IDWR acknowledges the actual use is municipal, would effectively allow
Pocatello to change the purpose of use law regarding "Irrigation". 16 The court should
recommend water right 29-7770 with a municipal pmpose of use.

CONCLUSION
The Court should reverse the Special Master and recommend Pooatello's in-town and
airport culinary ground water rights free of the condition. Pocatello incorporates its briefing
below on all issues raised in the City's Notice of Challenge.
Dated this 3RD day of August 2009.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attoineys for the City of Pocatello

By

f.{j./#1/tt#

15

Kello & Irwin, P.A. v. Stale Insurcmce Fund, 134 Idaho 130, 138 (2000)(citing Curry v. Ada
County Highway DlsL, 103 Idaho 818, 819, 6S4 P.2d 911, 912 (1982). The State.essentially argues that

Pocatello should be estopped from having the purpose of use desig11atlon for water tight 29-7770
co!'rected because Pocatello itself requested an irrigation purpose of use in order to eKpedite the licensing
of29-7770. For equitable estoppel to apply, however, there must be 11. "false representation or
concealment of material facts." Pocatello'& statement regarding the purpose of use foi·water right 2-7770
is a mistaken statement of law, not fact; the1·efore, Pocatello should not be estopped from having the court
correct the designation.
1
'

See Kelso & lrw/11, P.A., 134 Idaho at 138.
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Attachment (3 0 subcases)
29-0027]
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HERE.BY CERTIFY that on the 3'4 day of Augu~t 2009, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following by U.S. Mall:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHlllF
STATE OFIDAHO
ATTORNEY GBNERAVS OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICS
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCBS
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

PIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISB, JD 83720-0098
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August 14, 2009
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John M. Melanson

Judge ofthe SRBA Court
P. 0. Box2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Re:

r

County F/1rth ~udicia/ District
0
wm Falls - Stateo f Idaho

~

/ By_
_

fHl~rk

Der/11'Y<i/etk

City of Pocatello -In Re SRBA Case No. 39S76, Subc1111es 29-00271, et
Notice of Challenge Argument, Thursday, August 13, 2009

K

Dear Judge Melanson:
During oral argument on Thursday, August 13, in the above-mentioned matter, I made
reference to the record regarding the State's "change in source" argument and IDWR Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24, which IDWR and then Special Master Bilyeu relied on to detennlne
interconnection between Pocatello's surface and ground water sources. These are the specific
citations to the record:
1. February 27, 2008 hearing on Motion to Alter or Amend: Jo Beeman' s statements
regarding "source" as a descriptive aspect of the point of diversion and describing
decrees in the SRBA which were issued with a statement that the "right includes
accomplished change in sow-ce pursuant to 42-1425." See Transcript of Telephonic
Hearing Before Special Master Bilyeu at 26-28, Feb. 27, 2008 .1
.
2. January 17, 2007 hearing on summaq judgment: David Barber's statements that IDWR
Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 is not a regulation, is not enforceable as a regulation,
and does not directly apply to an accomplished transfer under I.C. § 42-1425. See
Transcript of Audiotaped Proceedings at 48-49, Jan. 17, 2007.

1

The same decrees ere discussed in the City of Pocatello's December 13, 2007 Brlefin Support of Motion
to Alter or Amend at 2, In Re.'lRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al C'Poeatello refers the MASter to
the recommendattons and pa11lal decree, fo, 29-00071, 29-02219, and 29·10341 as examples where the source
element of the water right was apeclfically recommended and decreed with the following statement 'Right Includes
accomplished change In source pursuant 10 section 42-1425, Idaho Code.' Pocatello understands that J.C. 42-142S ls
routinely opplied to changes in source because the sourc,: clement is a descriptive aspect of the point of diverdon
element,").
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Judge Melanson
Re: 29-271 et al
August 14. 2009
Page2

Whe;i asked at the end of oral argument whether additional briefing would be prnvided,
Pocatello declined. After discussing the matter with Dean Tranmer, City Attorney for Pocatello,
Pocatello would like to provide additional briefing. Pocatello would like to clarify its arguments
regarding the errors made by the Special Master in her findings of fact and conclwions of law on
the issue oflisting Pocatcllo's ground water wells as alternate points of diversion for the City's
surface water rights. Specifically, Pocatello would like to address the issue you raised in a
question to Ms, Kilminster-Hadley regarding the "clearly erroneous" standard of review. AJ; the
subject of the briefing does not involve the alternative points of diversion condition, no ftuther
participation by Chris Meyer on behalf of the Providers would be :necessary.
Sincerely,
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C,

~,,_.,.,~

co: Sh,..i. Kllinlnstcr.Hadlcy {Slate)
Chris Meyer (Providers)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL D ~ 1 ~ THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN fAfoLS -_

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al
(See Attached Exhibit A)
ORDER ALLOWING POSTHEARING BRIEFING SCHEDULE

On August 13, 2009, oral argument was held in this matter. On August 17, 2009,
the City of Pocatello requested additional time for post-hearing briefing. Also on that
date, the State ofidaho stated its opposition to the City's request for additional briefing.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that City's request is granted and the following
briefing schedule shall now apply:
The City of Pocatello' s post-hearing brief is due by: September 4, 2009.
The State ofidaho's reply to the City's post-hearing brief is due by:

September 18, 2009.

LANSON
---:i,._,,:iling Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

ORDER ALLOWING POST-HEARING BRIEFING SCHEDULE

Pnge 1 of!
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EXHIBIT A

Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322 ·
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559.
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
8/20/09
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ORDER ALI.OWING POST-HEARING BRIEFING SCHEDULE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

:i: certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER ALLOWING
POST-HEARING BRIEFING SCHEDULE was mailed on August 21, 2009,
with sufficient first-class postage to the following:
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148
NORTH SIDE CANAL CO LTD
Represented by:
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF BLACKFOOT
CITY OF NAMPA
UNITED WATER IDAHO
Represented by:
CHRISTOPHER H MEYER
601 W BANNOCK ST
PO BOX 2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720
Phone: 208-388-1200
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
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CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone, 208-331-0950
STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 H ,sT
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436 4717
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL CO LTD
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
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(Certificate of mailing continued)
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TllE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOll THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
)
InReSRBA

)

Case No. 39576

)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)
CIT\' OF POCATELLO'S
POST-HEAro:NG BRIEF

)

INTRODUCTION

A p1imary issue in this case is whether Pocatello's senior surface water tights on Mink

Creek and Gibson Jack Creek should be decreed with the City's wells as alternate points of
diversion pursuant to Idaho's ll.CCOmplished transfer statute, LC. § 42-1425. According to the
Special Master and the State, resolution of this issue rests on the threshold question of whether
Pocatello's swface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are closely connected
enough to its interconnected wells to be considered the same source. 1
Pocatello has argued throughout these proceedings that the Special Master erred in her
analysis of this question. Specifically, by focusing on a "same source'' analysis, the Special
Master (1) muiidentified the core legal issue, (2) utilized Incorrect standards of law, and (3)
improperly applied those standards of law to the facts In the record.
During oral argument on August 13th, 2009 the State represented the issue before the
Court ns a matter of determining whether the Special Master's findings of fact on the issue of
1

Specie.l Mester'• Report and Re<:omrnend"1io~ at 10 (October 2, 2007).
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interconnection should be upheld under the clearly erroneous standard of review. 2 Because
Pocatello believes that the issue before the court is a more complicated matter involving several
mixed questions of law and fact, Pocatello requested that additional briefing be allowed, The
purpose of this brief, consistent with the City's August 14, 2009 letter to the Court, is to identify
the factual and legal errors made by the Special Master on this issue and to clarify for the court
how those errors might be evaluated in reference to the clearly erroneous standurd of review.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Litigation in the SRBA is governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (I.R.C.P,), the
Idaho Rules of Evidence (I.R.E.), and the Idaho Appellate Rules (I.A.R.).3 The District Court is
not bound by a Special Master's conclusions oflaw, although they are expected to be
persuasive. 4 The Court shall adopt the Special Master's findings of fact unless they are clearly
erroneous. 5 The Court must carefully consider objections to the Special Master's report. Where
the findings of fact are clearly erroneous, the Court may, in whole or in part, adopt the report,
modify it, reject it, receive further evidence, or remand the report with instructions. 6
A special master's findings, which a district court adopts ln a non-jury action, are
considered to be the findings of the dlstdct court.1 In reviewing a special master's findings of
• Tr. p. 46-47 (Augwt 13, 2009).
'Administrative Order 1 (AO!), § !(a).

• North Snaks Ground Water District v. Gisler, 136 Idaho 747, 40 P.3d 105 (2002XcitingStare v.
Hagerman Water Right Owner9, Inc., 130 Idaho 736,740,947 P.2d 409 (1997)).
5

AO!,§ 13(f); J.R.C.P. S3(e)(2).

4 Id.

'I.R.C.P. S2(a): Memorandum Decision and Order on Cbollenge; Order of Partial Decrees at 5-7, In Re
SRBA Case No, 39S76, Subcases 5S-10288B, et al. (Jan. 3, 200S)(citingSecc<11>1be v. Wee,, 115 Idaho 433,435, 767
P.2d276, 278 (Ct. App. 1989)); see also, Higley v. Woodard, 124 ldeho 531,534,861 P.2d 101, 104 (Ct. App.
1993).
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fact, the district court's task is to determine whether they are supported by substantial, although
perhaps conflicting, evidence.8 A reviewing court may regard a finding as clearly erroneous only
if the finding is without adequate evidentiary SUOJ?ort or was induced by an erroneous view of the
law. 9 The parties are entitled to an actual review and examination of all of the evidence in the
record, by the referring dlstl'ict court, to determine whether the fmdings of fact are clearly
erroneous, 10
A Director's R.epo1t for a water right claim is prima fecie evidence of the nature and
extent of a water right. 11 Generally, an objector must present "substantial evidence" to overcome

the rebuttable presumption established by the Director's Report. 12 Substantial evidence is
defined "as such rel~ant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion; it
is more than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance."13

' Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge; Order of Partial Dei:rees at 5-7 (citing Seccambe y.
Wees, 115 Jdabo 433,435,767 P.2d 276,278 (Ct. App. 1989)); see a/so, Higley Y, Woodard, 124 Idaho 531,534,
861 P.'.ld 101, 104 (Ct. App. 1993).
• Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge; Order of Partial Decrees at S-1. (citing Wright and
Miller, Federal Pr"cl/c• 011dProcedure § 2585 (1995))(emphasis added).
10

Id. (citing Locklin v. lJay..(1/o Color Corp., 429 F.2d 873, 876 (7th Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 91 S.Ct. 582

11

J.C. § 42-1411(4); Clear Sprin~ Foods, Inc.

(1971)).
Y.

Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 764, 40 P.3d 119,

122 (2002).
11

Clear Springs Foods. Inc., 136 Idaho 761 at 764, 40 P.3d at 122.

"Eww v. Hara's, Inc., 123 Idaho 473,478, 849 P.2d 934,939 (1993).
POCATl!LLO'SPOST-HllAR!NOBRJEF-Page3
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ARGUMENT

The Special Master's factual and legal conclusions regarding whether Pocatello's surface
water rights should be decreed with the City's wells as alternate points of diversion are flawed in
several respects.
First, the Special Master incortectly concluded that the crux of the issue is whether the

surface water rights are so closely connected to the City's groundwater wells that they may be
considered from the "same source." Second, the Special Master made her determination
regarding the degree of interconnection between Pocatello's wells and surface water rights
without employing a proper or articulable standard and in contravention of the Court's decision
in AFRD#2, which stated that such determinations belong in the administt·ative arena.
These factual and legal issues were further compounded because the Special Master did
not apply the proper summary judgment standard for a non-jury proceeding. 14 Under the clearly
ei.Toneous standard, based on these factual and legal e1wrs, Pocatello asks the court to reverse
the Special Master and decree the City's surface water rights with the City's wells listed as
alternate points of diversion pursuant to the accomplished transfer statute, I.C. § 42-1425. The

14

This was the first issue Identified in Pocatello's Notice of Challenge. The Special Master
applied the wrong standard for summary judgment proceedinga without a jruy. SRBA subcases ere tried before the
SRBA collrt without a jury, The summary judgment standard is that used in non-jury trial cases. Tho trial court as
the trier of faet is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences bnsed upoo the undisputed evidence ptoper!y
before it and grant the summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting inferences. In/ermounta/n Eye &
Laser Centers, P.L.L.C. v. Miller, 142 Idaho 218, 222. 127 P.3d 121, 125 (2005). This is a different slandanl from a
case to be tried to aju,y. When a court .reviews a snmmary judgment motion filed in a case to be tried to ailllY, all
facts are to be l!be:r11lly construed for the non-moving party and any reasonable inferences drawn In that party's
favor. G & MFarmrv. Frmkln1garion Co., 119 Idaho 514,517 (1991).
The Special Master applied the summary judgment standard in a case to be tried to ajury. "Tho
fact& are hoerally corutroed in favor of the non-moving pmty who is to be giVllD the bonefit of all favorable
inferences which might reasonably be drawn from the evidence." G&M Fanns v. F,mklTT/gation Co., 119 Idaho
514, 808 P.2d 851 (1991). The burden of proving the absence of genuine issues ofmaterial fa.eta re.,16 on the
moving party. Petrosevikv. Salmon River Cmial Co., 92 Idaho 865,425 P.2d. [February 16, 2007 Second Orc!oron
Summary Judgment, p. 2]
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City's April 30, 2007 proposed findings of fact (Appendix A to the City's Ap1il 30, 2007 post

trial briet) are Attachment A to this brief.
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The Special Master erred as a matter of l11w regarding the accomplished
transfer statute I.e. § 42-1425's lawful application to changes in source.
Under the clearly erroneous standard, the Master's finding that Pocatello's
wells divert from a different source than Mink Creek and Gibson Jaek Creek
ls invalid for purposes of determining whether the City's wells may be
decreed as alternate points of divei:sion for the City's senior rights on Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek.

The Special Master's denial of Pocatello' s claims for alternate points of diversion at the

City's surface water rights is based on an inaccurate legal interpretation of the accomplished
transfer statute LC.§ 42-1425. The Special Master's October 2, 2007 Report and

Recommendation states that I.C. § 42-1425 does not provide for a change ln source.1s This
conclusion was based on the Special Master's analysis of the language in LC.§ 42-1425(2)
which includes "change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or pw.]]ose of use or period of
use" but does not include "change in source." 16 The same language, also without "change in
source," appeai'S in Idaho's statutory transfer statute I.C, § 42-222 and in I.C. § 42-1416A, the
predecessor to l.C, § 42-1425. 17 However, since a change in source necessatily includes a
change in point of diversion, this statutory l11I1guage is not to be interpreted as prohibiting

changes in source. See A. Lynne Krogh-Hampe, lnjwy and Enlargement in Idaho Water Right
Transfers, 27 ldaho L. Rev. 249, 251-252 (1990-91), p.261.

"May 28, 200B SRBA Ordor Denying Motions to Alter or Amend, p. 4
16

42-142.S ('2) "Any change of place of use point of diversion, nature oq,umose of use or period ofuse of
a water right by any per~on entitled to u,e of water or owning any land to which water has been made oppurtonant
either by decree of the court or under th,, proviaions of tho constitution and smtutos ofthls stnte, prior to November
19, 1987, !he date of commencement of the Snake River basin adjudication, ... may be claimed in tho applicable
general a<ljudicaUon evi,n though tlu, per,on hasnot complied with sections 41-108 end 42-222. Idaho Code, •..
11

42-222. CHANGE lN POINT OF DIVERSION, PLACE OF USE, PERIOD OF USE, OR
NATURE Of! USE OF WATER UNDER ESTABLISHED RIGHTS - FORFEITURE AND EXTENSION Al>l>EALS, (l) NJ.y person, entitled to the use of water whether represented by llccrue issued by the department of
water resources, by claims to water rights by reason ofdiver.sion and application to a beooficial use as filed under
the provisions of this chapter, or by decree of the court, who shall desire to ohange tho point of diversion, place of
use. period ofuse or nature ofuse ohll or part of !he water, under the righulu,ll first make application to the
dep!Utniont of waler re.!O\ln:es for approval of such change.

I.C. § 42-I416A Prior change In point of divealon. place ofuse. period ofus•, oriutpre of wie of
water right claimed In a general adJ11aJcation. -(1) If.my pason entitled to the use of water has made a chPngo
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The observed practice at the SRBA court confums the absence of an outright legal
prohibition to changes in source under the accomplished transfer statute I,C. § 42-1425. The
SRBA court has issued partial decrees with changes in source pUISuant to the accomplished
transfer statute I.C. § 42-1425. T'wo such partial decrees arc in Attachment B to this brief. 11 In

those partial decrees, the language ''RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN
SOURCE PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE" appears with the source
element Pocatello provided this language to the Special Master as an example of the established
SRBA law regarding changes in source under the accomplished transfer statute. In accordance
with the SRBA court's independent determination of matters before it, as articulated by the
Idaho Supreme Court in State v. United States, 128 Idaho 246, 258-59, 912 P.2d 614, 626-27
(1995), 19 the decrees represent the SRBA court's independent determination that an

accomplishe4 change in source pursuant to section 42-1425, Idaho Code, is in accordance with
Idaho law, The Special Master's response did not acknowledge these existing SRBA
determinations confirming the lawful scope of section 42-1425, Idaho Code:

in point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use of all ora part of tile water, including a change as
part ofan exchange as defined by section 42-105, Idaho Code, prior to enl!yofan order commencing a.general
adjudication pursuant to section 42-1408, ldabo Code, qnd the person entitled to tho use of water has not complied
with the requirements of sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, regarding such changes, the following shall
apply••• " [In 1994 SRBA Judge Hurlbutt found LC. § 42-14 I6A unconstitutionally vague [M=orarulum Decision
and Order on Basin-Wide Issue No. t, ConstilUlionality ofr.C. § 42-1416 and I.C. § 42·1416A, as Written ar 16, 18,
In Re SRBA C'1r. No. 39.576, ~ · No. 91-00001 (Februa,y 4, 1994)] which led to the passage ofl.C. § 42-1425. ]
because it lacked "smndlll'ds, criteria or guidelines as to how, when, and what proof must be taken to assorc the
911b,tan1ive criteria ofl.C. § 42-222 [were) met
"'The SRBA partial decrees are for water rights 29-02219 and 29-10341. The same decrees, and a third,
are discussed in the City ofPocBtello's December 13, 2001 Brief in Support ofMolionto Alter or Amend at 2, In Re
SRBA Ca:e No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-00211, et al.
9

Although these decrees were referenced an(! quoted in the City of Pooatello's December 13, 2007 Brief
in Support of Motion to Alter or Amend at 2, the Special Master did not respond in aocordanre with the legal
standard frmn Stare v. United Stares, 128 ldaho 246, 258-59, 912 P.2d 614, 626-27 (1995). Instead, the Special
Master responded that, ''Pocatello argues that IDWR has recognized changes in source under this stalllle. However,
this court adheres to the analysis that the stature does not provide for change in the source elenient"
'
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"Pocatello argues that IDWR has recognized changes in source under [I.C, § 42-1425].
However, this court adheres to the analysis that the statute does not provide for change in
the source element."
Order Denying Motions to Alter or Amend at 3, In Re SRBA. Case Na. 39576, Subcase Nos. 2900271, et al (May 28, 2008).
The Special Master's conclusion that "[I.C, § 42-1425] does not provide for a change in
the source elemeot" is an error oflaw.

Based on the incorrect legal premise that l.C. § 42-1425 does not provide for II change in

the so11rce element, the Special Master concluded that a claimant may not change or add points
of di.version from smface water to groundwater unless the surface water points of diversion and
the ground water points of diversion arc drawing from the Sll!De source20

•••

are drawing the

same water. 21 The Special Master defined the crux of the matte:.: for Pocatello as whether the
City's surface water rights are so closely connected to it.'! groundwater sources that the wells may
be considered the same source.22

Pursuant to LC, § 42-142S's lawful application to changes in source, and under the
clearly erroneo\IS standard, the Master's finding that Pocatello's wells divert from a different
source than Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek is invalid for purposes of determining whether
the City's wells may be decreed as altemate points of diversion for the City's senior rights on
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek.

"' Special Master's Report & Recommendation 1111d Order on Motion to Reconsider at 10, !11 Re SRlU Co.re
No. 39576, Subcase NM. 29-00271, et al. (October 2, 2007); 1;ee also, Socond Order on Summary Judgmont at 6•7,
In Re SRBA Case No. 39516, S\lbcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (Februazy 16, 2007).
1l tho "same water'' language appesrn in the Special Master's Repo?t & 11.ecommendalion and Order on
Motion to Rccoruiderat 12,Jn Re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29--00271, ot al. (October 2, 2007).

22

Special Master's Report & R=mmendalion and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 1O; see also, Second
Order on Summary Judgment at 6-7.
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The Special Masrer's determination of the degree of interconnection between
the City's wells 11Dd surface water rights is clearly erroneous because it Is not
based on a wgitilnate or orticulable standard (stlllldards which AFRD/#2
identifies 11s not addr~ed by woter right adjudications and as within the

expert administrative province ofIDWR).
Pocatello's briefs following u:ial h1we directed the Court to the decision in American

Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v. Idaho Department of Water Resources 2l and its determination
that "water rights adjudications neither address, nor answer'';

•

"info1mation on how each water right on a sow-ce physically interacts oo- affects

other rights on that same source."

• ''how the various ground and surface water sources are interconnected, and how,
when, where and to what extent the diversion and use of Willer from one source
impacts the water flows in that source and other sources.(citation omitted)"

These are questions presented in delivei.y ca!Js.24
The second round of Bllilllll8IY judgment motions, briefs, and order confirmed the
physical interconnection of Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek, Lower PortneufRiver Valley
Aquifer (LPRVA), the Snake River, and the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA).25 The purpose
of Pocatello' s Motion for Summary Judgment regarding interconnection was to confinn this
physical interconnection so thnt the fact of the sources' interconnection would not be till issue at

"American Falls Reservoir Di&tr/Cl Na. 1 p, Idaho DepattmenJ ofWater Res011rces. 143 Idaho 862, 154
P.3d 433 (2007) (hen,inqfter AFRD/12).
"'ld. at 18.
a, Pocatello moved for summary judgment under l.R..C-P. 56 till! Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek, Lower
PortneufRi~crValley Aquifer (LPRVA), !he Snm River, 11nd the Eastern Snake PlainAquifer(F.SPA) are
inten:onnecred S(llln;eS of water. Cily OfPocatello'• Mo1io11for SummaryJudgmBlll on Mul'//cipal Purpose o/Uie,
/11/ercom,ect/011, And b,Jey w,der J.C.§ 41-I42J al 3 (November 30, 2006). Toe Speclal Masler gramcd
Pocatello's motion as to the interecmnection of these sources, but held only th.at "then: is a general relationship
between the sources and wuter rights at Issue." The Special Ma.!ter' s underahmding was that ''this general
Interconnectedness doe., not resolve lhe Issue ofinjmy or prove that Pocatello'! wells mny be added as allelnl!!e
points of diversion." Sec-ond Ord..-cm Summnry Ju~gmeut at 12 (Feb!llaiy 16, 2001).
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trial.16 "[T]he issue related to whether there needs to be a standard for alternate points of
diversion would be addressed at 1rial."17 Pocatello also advised the Special Master and counsel
that the State's b1iefing in the AFRD#-2 case [detem:rined by the Idaho Supreme Court in later

2007] would brought to the Court because ''there's a good fonnula there for what the Court
decides and what is decided in later administrations. ,,zs
If I.C. § 42-1425 did not provide fora change in source and if it were appropriate for the
court to consider the degree of interconnection between Pocatello' s surface water rights and its
groundwater wells, the Special Master's determination is clearly enoneous because it does not
provide or apply a workable or legitimate standard by which to judge the degree of
interconnection.
In the Second Order on Summary Judgment, the Special Master stat.ed the crux. of the

matter BS whether the SllDllce water rights at Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are so closely
connected to the groundwater sources, that the wells may be added as altemutive points of
diversion;19 and that the connection must be "so close that the ground water and sw:face water
are essentially the same source."30
The Special Master acknowledged 1hat there is no real controversy regarding the general
interconnection ofthese sources (i.e., LPRVA, Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek, ESPA), but
stated that a determination of general interconnectedness is insufficient to support such a
finding.31

26

Transcriptp. 271ine )2 lo page 28, line 3.
"Transcript, p. 28, liaGS2·19.
"Transcript p. 68, linos S-10.
211
Second Order on Summary Judgment at 6 (Febnuny 16, 2007)(ernphasis added).

,o Second Order on Summmy Judgment al 6-7.
31 Id.; se~ also, Master's Report & Recommendolion and Order OD Motion to Reconsider at 12 (stating that

"Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek and the LPRVA are hydreulically connected.").
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Confusingly, however, the Special Master stated in her Report and Recommendation that
"a close connectio11. between two wmer supplies is different than a shovnng they are the same

source.n'.ll The Special Master also :refm.:red to Cartet Fritsoble's temmony at trial that the wclls
are a "significant distance from tbe creeks." 33

The Speeial Master does not discuss any of Greg Sullivan•s testimony in detail regarding

how one might determine the interconnection of two sources and merely cites Frltschle's
testimony and IDWR's conclusion that the two sources are too far apart. This is not something
that a court could reliably apply.

Dated this 41h day of September 2009.
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES,P.C.

Attorneys for the City of Pocatello

By~~_!__!_l~ii

~ti'

31

Masrer's Repon.&Reeomme.ndalil)n and OroermMotion to Reronsiderat 12.

33

1dat7.
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Attachment (30 suhcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

j
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4™ day of September 2009, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following by U.S. Mail:
NATIJRAL RESOURCE$ DIV CHml'
STATE OF lDAHO
AITORNEY GENBR.AL'S OFFICE

POBOX44449

US DEPAR1'MEN1' OF JUSTICE
BNVJRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724

BOISE,lD 837ll-4449

DllU!CTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720--0098
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Clll:hlopher H. Meyer
John M. Marshllll
Givens Purs.tey LLP
P. 0. Bo,,: 2720
Boise, lD 83701-2720
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Josephins P. Beeman #1806
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Bolse, ID 83702
(208) 331-0950
(208) 331-095'4 (Facsimile)
jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF"l'HJUDlCIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)
InReSRBA

)

Case No. 39576

)
)
)

)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et el. (see attached Exhibit A)

Pocatello's Proposed FJndlngs of Fact

The City of Pocat~llo, by and through its counsel of record, Beemmt & Assoelares, P.C.,
hereby submits illl Proposed Findings of Pact.

THE ClTY OF POCATELLO'S MUNICIPAL CULINARY WATER SYSTEM
1.

The City of Pocatello Is n municipal water supplier servinl! a population of over 50,000
residents in a service area of approxlmalely 34 squm:e mlles. The City has en obligation
to Its customers to provide potable water on demand 24 hours II day, 365 dayx a year.

2.

AB of November 19, 1987, the Cityof Pocatello's surface water supplyforculimnyuses
wlthln the City consisted of diversion works on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, end
the City's associnted intercOJ1nected delivel)' system.

3.

As of November 19, 1987, the City of Pocalello's ground water supply forcullnw:ynset
within the City coru:isted of a aystern of the followln8 22 interconnected wells and lhe
City'& aasocieted Interconnected delivezy system: Wells 2, 3, 7,10 12, 13, 14, 15 16, 18,
21, 22, 23, 26, 27 28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34.

4.

The Clty's lnten:onncctcd system for culinmy wetor deHven; its snrillCll WDter and grouod
warer rlghtR throughout the City's culimuy service are11.

5.

The City has operated en intereonnected l!)'Stem for culinary uses beginning In the late
1880s with its surface water rights from Mink Creel:: end Gibson Jack Creek.
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6.

Since the early 21f' centmy, tht1 interconnected wells which serve DS altemate points of
diversion also developed ground wmer right& to supply the City its interconnected
culinary system. Bach time a new well was drilled and added to the interoonnected
system, it resulted in a new llltemate point of divendon for lhe City's ground water right&.
Culinary water use from its surface ~ sowces on Mink Cn:ek and Oibson Incle Creek
began declining In 1985 end ceased completely in 1993 a.s a result of changing water
quality regulations.

7.

As sutface water divm'Sions declined, the water rights were diverted. through the culinary

wells.
8. ·

Well it44 was drilled In 1999 as a replacement well for the compromised fimcaon due 10
ground water contamination of some of the 22 ir:iterconnt.Cted wells !hilt served the City's
cullnazyuses as of November 19, 1987.

9.

Some of the 22 wells that were fnterconnected to the City's culinlllY sy,,,tem us of
November 19, 1987 Include: Alameda#!, Alameda#2, Ahu:neda#6, AJameda#7, Woll
#1, We1H#4, and Well #6, Tho wells Iller me "off line" but may be rohabilitated Include:
Well #1. The wells that have been replaced include: Alameda #1 and Alamooa 112 were
replaced by Well 1129, and Well #1 was replPCed with Well #15.

10.

The gro\lJ\d water rights that provided lhe water supply 10 the City's interconnected
culh1my system prlorio November 19, 1987 and continue lo provide a water supply
incluoo the following 21 water rlghtll: 29-2274, 29--233R, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221,
29-4223, 29-427.4, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-11339, 29-11348,
29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, end 29-13639.

11.

The surface water right& that provided the water s!lpply to the City's inte11:omiected
culinary system prlor to November 19, 1987 include the following four water rights:
29-271, 29-272, 29-273, and 29-4222.

12.

The source of water sapply fbr the Oty's 23 interconnected c:ulllllllY wells is ground

waler pumped from the Lower Portncuf Rlvc:r Valley Aquifer (LRPVA). The sowce of
water supply for one of the 23 City's interronnected wells (Well #'.32) la grolllld water
pumped from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ~PA).
13.

The Lower Portnellf River Valley Aquifer is a highly prolific aquifor.

!4.

A large portion of the rechmge lo cupply the aquifur comes from the Bannock Range,
primarily from Gibson Jack and Mink Creclc5.

15.

The Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer, MlnkCreek, and Gibson Jack C=k: ere
interconnected sources of water and are =idered the same source of wlltf:r for pUiposes
of the SRBA decree..

16.

Tho Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer is a large iegional aquifer that aittends across much of
southern Idaho.
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The Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer end the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer are
hydl'ologically connected.

TilE CITY OF POCATELLO'S MUNICIPAL AIRPORT CULINARY WATER SYSTEM
18.

The City provides a water supply for culilllllY, co=rcial, and industrial utes in Bild
around the Pocatello Municipal Airport thOllgh a system of inten:onnected wells {Airport
Inmrconnected Well,;).

19.

The City of Pocatello's Airport Intercomtected Wells as of November 19, 1987 consisted
ofWells#JS and#39,

20.

The source of WIiier supply for the two AiJport Inmrconnectcd Wells ls ground water
pumped from the ESPA.

THE CITY OFPOCATEl,T.O'S SB.BA CLAIM FOR A!lTERNATE
POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR GROUND WATER UNDER I,C. § 42-1425
21.

The City of Pocatello's claimed mtemate paints of divmian under J.C. § 42-1425 for tho
following 21 ground water righlll serving the City's culinlll)' uses are; 29-2274, 29-2338,
29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-422.S, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322,
W-737'5, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13'558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13'561, 29-13562,
29-13637, and 29-13639.

22.

The altemete points of diversion claimed for the 21 ground water rlgbts 11ervlng the City's
culinary= arc 22 wells that W1ITT:lnterconne0ted as of November 19, 1987, as liatedin
paragrapli 3, and Well #144. Well 4t44 is a replncc:meot well for the compromiBed function
of some of the 22 pre-1987 lnreroonnected City cuJinar)I wells as a re.suit of gro1md wafer
contamination.

23.

The City of Pocatello'& claimed altemate points of diversion under LC. § 42-1425 far the
following two water rights serving thePoelltello Munlclpal Alxport: 29-7450 and
29-13638.

24.

The altemaie points of diveralon claimed for the two ground water rights serving the
Pocatello M11nicipal Airport are two wells that were interconnected as of November 19,
1987.
-

2S.

'Tho claim for altematc poinlll of diversion for ground we.tee rights allows each of !he
mt.erconnccted oulinary wells to be Dlternllle points of diversion for water rights delivered
through the interconnected system. This allows the City to maintain physical dclivecy of
water even when some of its wells are not operating, From an admlnlsuative perspective,
le allows lhe City to withdraw and deliver watJ:r by priority, beghmlng with illl most
senior 1igb 1s, notwithstanding the wall from which the water jg pumped.

10
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26.

Dlvmion of 1he 21 ground watec rights serving the Clty's culinm:y system and the two
ground waler rights serving the Pocatello Municipal Ai.iport through altemale poinls of
diversion occun-ed prior lo November 19, 1987.

27,

The water rights were claimed in a general alljudication.

28.

No water right holder ollcged injmy ns & result of Pocatello's operation of its ellC111atc
points of diversion for its ground water rights either at the time of the ciumge of point of
diversion or subsequently in thc:60 proccc:dlngi;.

29.

At trial, neither IDWR nor the Stnte of Idaho presentai evidence that injury to individual
waler rlghts had occwred Ill! a remilt of Pocatcfio's operation of Its alternate points of
diversion for Its ground water rights.

30.

At tlial, JDWR alltgr:d that prospeclive injuries may occur as n res alt of Pocatello'&
operation of its alternate points of diversion for Its ground water rights µndcr LC.
§ 42-1425, butIDWR did not prove any lnjucy a& of November 19, 1987 ores oflhe tim=
of trial In 2007.

31.

IDWR included the following remarlc under "OTiil!R PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR
DBFINI'I1ON OR ADMINISTRATION OF TIIlS WATER RIGHT' in the recommendation for the water rights a~ociated with tho accomplished transfer of point of diver&lon ta
ad.chess the prospective il\iury contemplated In the future:

To the extent neceSSIIIY for administration between points of divcrsl on for
ground water and between points of diversion for ground water und
hydraulically connected surface somces, wetcr was first divaru,d under this
right from Pocatello Well No. LJ, located Jn [legal description].
32.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court ~grees, that tho condition nullifies the
City's claim for lllteroato points of diversion for its ground water rights by rendering It
useless during periotb that prlorlty admini.&tiatlon is neccssmy end when the City would
most benefit from exercising its 111.temll!e points of diversion.

33.

At trial, Pocaiello's export tastified, and this Court agreea, that no water right,; ~stlag on
the date of the change were injured as a result of Pocatello's diversJoo of its 21 ground
water rights at the 23 alternate points of diversion serving the City's Clllinmy uses, or
Pocatello' s diversion of its two ground water rlghts at the two altemBl<l point, of
divenioo serving the Pocatello Mlllliclpal Airport.

34.

Pocatello's expert analyzed the magnitude of drawdown in the City's lnt=ted
culinary wells that axisted priw to November 19, 1987 and determined that due to tho
prolific nature of the LPRVA and the relatively ~mall magnitude of drawdown measured
at the wells, Pocatello'& altcmam point of diven.ion operations had no significant impact
to neighboring wells.

II
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At trial, Pocatello's e;,;pert testified, and this Court agicc8, that there was no enlargement
of the 21 grour:id water righlll &Bn'ing its culinary &ystem, or the two ground water rights
serving the Pocatello Municipal Airport, prior to 1987 ns a result of Pocatello's dive.rsion
of its ground water rights at the altemate points of diversion.

THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S SRBA CLAIM FOR ALTERNATE

POINTS OF DJYlIB,filON FOR SURFACBWATERUNDER IDAJ!O CODE§ 42-1425
36.

The City of Pocatello's claimed 23 wells 113 alternate points of diversion for the City's
four surface water rights: 29-271, 29-272, 29-273, and 29-4222.

37.

The 23 alternate poinlll of diversion claimed for the four surface water rights sening !he
City's cullnmy uses are 22 wells that were Interconnected as of November 19, 1987, es
llsted in paragrnpb l l, l!l1d Well #44. Well #44 ls a replacem,::rtt well for the
compromised function of some of the 22 pre-1987 lnterCOnnected City culinary wells
resulting from ground water contamlnllllon.

38.

Diversion of Pocatollo'o surface, water righlll at the 23 altemat,:: points of diversion
occmrnd prior to November 19, 1987.

39.

At trial, Pocatello's expert testified, and this Court agrees, that no water rights lllristlng on
the date of the change were 118 a result of Pocalello's dlvenlon of il5 Bwface water right!:
at the 23 alternate points of diversion semng lhe City's culinacy uses.

40.

At trial, Pocatcllo's expert tealified, and t:hls Court agrees, that there was no enlargement
of the surface water rights as a result of Pocatello's dlvernon of 118 irurface water rights at
the 23 alteroatc points of divcn;ion,

36.

P1.1t11uant to a ISet!lement agreement with the Surface Watec Coalition, the City !las further
agrood to limit the annual volume of dlvemons under the surface water right priorities at
the ground water alternate poJnts of div"'3ion to no more lhan the amount ,;,f warcr
detcnnined to b6 physically and legelly available at the original surface water point& of
diversion,

POCATELLO FILED AN APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER 545.Z
REGARDING WATER RIGHTS 29-2.2'74, 29-2338, AND 29-7375.

IDWR.EXAMINlIDAM).APPROVEOTHETRANSFERON,JVNE28,199.9
37,

On June 28, 1999, T:ran!fcr 5452 was issued approving 13 well9 llll alternate points of
diversion for Pocatello's water rights 29-2274, 29-233 8 lllili 29-7375.

38.

The approved transfer did not inalnde any remarks to limit the nse of the walI!r rights at
the 13 alternate points of divel&ion or 10 limit the use of tho 13 walls as alternate points of
diversion.

39.

The 13 altemare pairtts of diversion Incloded five wells that were connected to the
.municipal culinmy system (four wells already connected as of November 19, 1987; and a

I tl

r.
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fifth well, Well 1144, ndded in 1999 as a replacement well for pre-11187 interconnected
culinary wells). and one wall connected lo the airport culinary system. 'llle other seven
wells listed as alternate points of diversion are not pm:t of the interconnected RllllJ!clpal
culinary sysrem or !he lnteroonnei:!ed airpon culinacy system,
40.

Pocatello claimed the tha:e ground w11terrlght11 (29-2174, 29-2338 and 29-7375} as part
of the 2t ground water rights served by the Qty' s Jmei:connected culinaty S)'$tem of 23
wells; the 23 wells include replaeetnmit Well #44. IDWR did not recollllllelld the three
waterrlght& as pllrt of the City's in1eito11nected culinary system. nor did IDWR
reeonnnond the altemar,, pcmt!! of divmlon which Poelltello clalmed for these three
tights.

41.

The three waierrights were appropriately claimed In the SRBA by Pocatello under LC.
§ 42-1425 with 23 altemate poinlll of diver.ion.

42.

The three water rights 111-e Included in the listof 21 water rigbt& for which Pocatello's
expert testified lliat:no water rights Cltlst!ng on the date of !be change were injured as a
ttl5ult of Pocat,,llo's diveni.ion of its 21 ground walllr ri!hts at the 23 alternate points of

divel'slon serving the City's cullnmy uses.
43.

The lhree water rights nrtdneluded In the list of21 water rlghl& fonvhfch Pocatello's
expert tesl:.ificd lb.at no enlargement of the wlllel' rlghts os a result of Pocatello' s diversion
of Its 21 ground water fight& at the 23 alternate polnls of diversion serving the City's

culinacy uses.
TIIE CITY Of POCATJg,LO'SBIOSOLIQS PROQMM
43.

The Biosolids Program i.'l a municipal operation regulated by tbe S1etc of Idaho and the
federal govemmenl as part of public health and safety respons!billtlcs.

44,

The Biosolids Program dispose& of the solldli generated in the City'a wastewater
treatment process and require:s Wa1l\r use ln the p:rocc,&s. The solids llfC 11Sed Ill! rertili2fll'
on fields owned by tile City and located In the vicinity of tho waatew11tar treatment plant
The crops grown on the fields that are fertilized with biosolids receive water from four
warer rights owned and openl!ed by Pocru:ello ,peclfically for the Blosolid& Program.

45.

The use of water In a Biosollds Program i.s a lllllUlcipaI use,

46,

The four wlltm' rishts for Iha aty•a Biosolid'a Ptognun 111'6 29-7118, :W-7119, 29-11344,
and 29-7770. The well assocl111edwith 29-7118 ls known as Well #42, The well
associated with 29-7119 is known 11.!1 Well #41. The well usociated with 29-11344 is
Well #43. The source of walu fur 'J.9.
la Wa&~ater.

mo

47.

The City of Pocatello cllllmeda municipal pw:pooo of use forlhe foorwalflrrighlll tl1ll1
sen,e theC:lty'sBiosolids Program: 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-11344, and29-7770.

-'O,;.' ....
.J (
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48.

The~ of Wl!Iet supply for each oflhe wells that serve !he water rights for the aty·s
Bloiollds frogmen is ground wmer pumped from tile ESPA.

49.

Water rights 29-7118, 29-7119, and 29-7770 were developed specific:nlly for !he
Biosolids Progillm lllld have not been used for other purposes. IDWR licensed each right
with an lrri,gation purpose of mie.

50.

The irrigation purposeofu&einlicenses 29-7118, 29-7119, and29-mo lsMerrorof
Inw.

51.

Waterrlght 29-7770 has a priority dat.e of May 21, 1984 and is properly claimed in lhe
SRBA. I.C. § 42-1420.

WATER RIGHTS 29-USSS AND 29.136391
PRIORITY DA,'.fffi FOR ALAMEDA WELL #1 AND ALAMEDA WELL #3
52.

A priority date of 1905 W!IS clllimed by Pocatello in the SRBAfur Water Right 29-13518
(Alameda WeU #1). IDWR .recommended a priority date fur lhe water right of Jilly 7,
1924.

53.

A priorley dl!m of December 31, 1940 Willi claimed by Pocatello In lhe 8RBA for waler
right 29-13639 {Alruneda Well #3). IDWRrecommended a priority date for tho water
right of October 22, 1955,

54.

At trial, Pocatello demonstrated !bat water was beneficially used from water right
29-13SSS (Al8Dlcda Well fl) In 1905.

5:S.

At trial, Pocnrello demonstrated tbat water was beneficially used from wamrright
29-136:39 (Alameda Well #1) on October 22, 1955.
DATED !hi& 30111 day of April 2007.

BEI!MAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attomeyll for the City of Pocatello
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LAWR.ENCEG. WA.SDEN
Anomcy General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attomey General
Chief, Natural Resources Division

2009 SEP 18 P 1 55

SHASTA KILMINSTER-HADLEY (ISB #7889)
Deputy Anomey General
P.O. Boie: 44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Facsimile: (208) 334-2690
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA

Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Eic:hibit A)
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF
POCATELLO'S POST-HEARING BRIEF

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through the undersi2lled deputy attorney general
and submits the STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S POSTHEARING J3RIEF in the above-entitled matter.

l.

Tbe City of Pocatello's Post-Hearing argument that a change in source u
permissible under Idaho Code § 42•1425, raises a n~ lssue that is not
properly before the Court.

SRBA Administrative Order #1 states that a notice of challenge shall contain a detailed
description of the issues, and that "[o]nce raised and detailed, the issue(s) on cballellie may not
be amended to include additional issue(s) not specifically identified in the Notice of Challenge
except on motion and leave of the court." A01 § 13(c), In its Opening Brief on Challenge
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S POST-HEARING BRIEF
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("Opening Brief'), the City of Pocatello articulated three challenees to Special Master Bilyeu's
determination that its groundwater wells could not be designated alternative points of diversion
for its surface water rights at Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. First, the City argued that the
Special Master erred as a matter of law in considering the degree of Interconnection between 1he
City's ground and surface water rights under American Falls, Second, the City argued that the
Special Master erred, in applying the standards of the Clear Springs case and IDWR's Transfer
Processing Memo No. 24 to the City's water rights. Third, the City argued that it was an error as
a matter of law for th~ Special Master to conclude that the sources were not interconnected
because Pocatello's expert testimony sufficiently rebutted IDWR's prima facie evidence.
Nowhere in its Opening Brief did Pocatello argue that the Special Master erred in
concluding that Idaho Code § 42-1425 does not authorize a chanie in source. Rather, the City
argued that the Special Master applied the wrong standal'ds in determining whether its
groundwater and surface water rights diverted from the same source.
[W)hen evaluating whether the surface water and groundwater sources
were sufficiently interconnected to be the same source, an inquiry which should
not have been undertaken according to the Court in American Falls, the Special
Master applied standards which should not have been applied to Pocatello's
accomplished transfers, The Special Master applied the law from the Clear
Spri11gs case, but Clear Springs dealt with the degree of interconnection between
two surface sources, not to the interconnection of surface and groundwater,
Because the two situations are highly distinguishable, the standard should not be
applied to Pocatcllo's request for accomplished transfers,
Opening Brief, p. 13-14. In fact, in the State's Response to the City ofPocatello's Opening Brief
on Challenge (''Response Brief"), it pointed out that, ''Pocatello does not appear to dispute that a
change in source is not 11-uthorlzed by Idaho Code § 42-1425, rather it claims that because its

Basin 29 rights are connected, there would be no change In source if its ground water wells were
used to divert water under its surface water rights." Response Brief at 12. Pocatello did not rebut

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S POST-HEARING BRlEF
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the State's assertion. Thus, the issue of whether Idaho Code§ 42-1425 authorizes a change in
source is therefore not properly before this Court ll!ld should not be decided in this consolidated
subcase.
Similarly, Pocatello's attempt to supplement the record 'IVith partial decrees that the city
offers in support of Its claim on this new issue is improper. In its Post-Hearing Brief, Pocatello
attaches two partial decrees not introduced into evidence during the trial and not previously
presented to this court on challenge. The decrees are offered in support of the City's position on

an issue that is not properly before the Court. Furthermore, even if the issue had been properly
raised in Pocatello's challene;e, if counsel wanted to submit additional evidence, counsel should
have sought to open the record to additional evidence. This was not requested in the notice of
challenge. The oppommity to do !bis was not provided for in the court's Challenge Scheduling
Order and was not requested at the oral argument on the challenge. Attempting to get this court
to entertain new evidence after we have already had the hearing on the challenge is improper.
The court should disregard Pocatello's aneinpts to improperly supplement the record in this way.

2.

The Special Master properly detcrniincd that Pocatello's ground water wells
cannot be designated as alternative points of diversion for Its surface water
rights under Idaho Code§ 42-1425 because such a change would amount to a
chani::e in source.

Pocatello asserts its ground water wells as alternative points of diversion for its seiuor

surfac:e water rights, clalmini an accomplished transfer under Idaho Code § 42-1425. Idaho
Code§ 42-1425 (2006) (2) siates in part as follows:
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period
of use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning land to
which water bas been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the
provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, [1] prior to November 19,
1987, ... may be claimed in the applicable ieneral adjudication even though the
person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided
ST.A.TE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S POST-HEARING BRIEF
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[2] no other water rights existing on the date of chanae were injured and [3] the
change clid not result in an enll!fgemcnt of the original right.
ld. (emphasis added), The statute allows for the change in every element of a water right excepl
the soUICe element. Pocatello argues in its Post-Hearing Brief that the omission of"source" from
the listed elements permitted to be changed should not be read to disallow changes in soUICe,
"However, since a change in source necessarily includes a change in point of divcrsion, this
statutory language is not to be interpreted as prohibiting changes in source," Post-Hearing Brief,
p. 6, This inductive reasoning is simply wrong; changes in points of diversion that draw from
the same source are explicitly permitted. Changes that would result in the new point of diversion
drawing from a different water source, are not,
IDWR has not taken an unreasonably narrow reading of the statute. The Department has
recognized that there are hydrologic scenarios in which a groundwater right and a closely
connected surface water right are actually diverting the same water. In those cases, IDWR may
recognize a change in point of diversion from surl'ace to groundwater, because the actual soUICe
of the water is the same,
Pocatello's gxoundwater rie}lts divert from the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer
(''LPRVA"), while the surface water rights dlvcrt from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek.
Pocatello's expert testified as to how the creeks and the aquifer are hydraulically connected,
IDWR' s witness testified that, while the sources were hydraulically connected, the distance
between the wells and the creeks was great enough that the wells could not be said to be drawing
the same water as the surface rights would. After reviewing the testimony of both witnesses, the
Special Master concluded
"(a] showing that two separate water rights have independent sources or are fed
by different springs supports e. finding of a separate source ... the city wells,
although closely connected to the S1lrface creeks, derive water from a different
source when they draw from the LPRVA. Although the LPRVA derives a large
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S POST-HEARING BRIEF
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portion of its water from the two ~eeks, it derives a significant portion of water
from other sources."
Amended Report, p. 12.
The Special Master's findings of fact should be adopted by this Court unless they are
clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2), Pocatello has presented no evidence ta support rejecting the
Special Master's :findings of fact. Rather, the city claims that it was an error as a matter of law
for the Special Mast.er to investigate whether Pocatello's water rights divert from the same
source. On the contrary, the SRBA is charged with determining the nature and scope of water
rights, including the water source. The Special Master properly undertook an analysis of the

source elements of Pocatello's groundwater and surface water rights to determine If an
accomplished transfer of alternative points of diversion was authorized by Idaho Code § 421425. After hearing the elCpert testimony of Pocatello's witness and the Department's witness,

the Special Master concluded that such alternative points of diversion would amount ta a change
in source, which is not authorized by the statute. A3 Pocatello has presented no evidence that the
Special Master's findings were clearly erroneous, the Cowt should uphold the Amended Report.
3.

The Special Ma~ter pro11erly determined that even if the propo11cd transfer
was otherwise proper wider Idaho Code § 42-1425, it would cause injury to
e:llstlng water 11~ers, and is therefore Impermissible under the stalute.

Idaho Code § 42· 1425 states that certain changes may be claimed "provided no other
water rights existing on the date of the change were injured and the change did not result in the

enlargement of the original riibt." In her amended report, Special Master Bilyeu determined that
the proposed transfer would result not only in an impermissible change in source, but also would
cause injury to existing water rights.
Finally, even thought the ground and surface sources are connected, the
city could not transfer its point of diversion to groundwater without injuring
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junior ground water pumpers who appropriated prior to the city establishing its
wells. The significance of the coooecti.on betwec:n the groundwater and SUJface
water is not such that groundVl'lUer pumping results in depletions to surl'ace flow.
Accordingly, in times of shortage to surl'ace flows, the city could not initiate a
delivery call against prior groundwater pumpers. However, allowing the city to
transfer its alternative so race to groundwater would allow tlie city, in times of
shortage, to initiate a call against groundwater pui:npers based on the priority for
its sw:face rights. This l*Jults in injury to junior groundwau;r pumpers. Under
the "no injury rule" juniors are entitled to the conditions as they existed at tho
time of i,,pptop1iation. Crockett v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497, 277 P. 550 (1929);
Bennett v. Nowse, 22 Idaho 249, 125 P. 1038 (1912). A senior may not change
an element of its right, inc,luding a point of diversion, if the change would result
ill injury to a junior. Id. This is exactly what would occur if the city were
permitted to treat its wells as alternative points of diversion for its senior surface
rights iostead of treating the wells as new approprl!\tions.
Amended Reportp. 12.
Idaho law has long held that junior appropriators have a vested right to a continuance of
the conditions existing on the stream at and subsequent to the time they lllade their
appropriations, and that no proposed change in place of use or diversion Will be permitted when
it will injuriously affect such established rights." Crockett v. Jones, 47 Idaho 497, 504, 277 P.

550, 552 (1929). The City's water rights frooi Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek have priority
dates extending back 1o before 1900. Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are small surface
water tributaries of the Portneuf River. Small surf.ace watersheds may have widely fluctuating
flows during each year, and from year to year as drouibts come and go. The effect of the City's
proposal to designate its groundwater =lls as alternative points of diversion for its surface water

rights is to transform an unreliable surface water supply to a ground water supply that will
always be there.
The City's surface water rights on Mink Creek and Oibson Jack Creek are naturally
ourtaned in times of severe drouitbt when those tributaries run dry. Allowini P=tello to
designate its groundwater wells as altematlve points of diversion for those rights would
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essentially allow the City to divert groundv;ater under surface water rights that would not
normally be satisfied in times of low flow;. Additionally, junior water rights were developed
with the impact of a very early and large water right now held by the City from an umeliable
water supply, If the change is allowed, those water rights will then divert from a very reliable
water supply, The total volwue of water diverted will thus increase and operate to the injury of
other water users. Likewise, if we look at the en~ water system, this change would add a water
demand that, under the priority system, would have otherwise been cut-off during the drought,
That additional demand will operate to the injury of water users downstream of the City.

CONCLUSION
Pocat~llo has failed to demonstrate, both in its previous briefing and In oral argument that
tbe Special MIister committed any errors of law. Neither did Pocatello present any evidc.nce that the
Special Master's findings of fact were clearly erroneous. The Court should therefore uphold the
Special Master's n:commendations and issue partial deer= for the subject water rights in
accordance with the Amended Master's Report and Recommendation.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this I 8th day of September Z009.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J, STRONG
DEPUTY ATIORNEY GENERAL
CHIEF, ATURAL RESOURCES DMSIO:N
Su,,.q.,n;
Depu Attorney eneral
Natural Resources Division
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Suboa.se Numbers
29-00271
29--00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-0422S
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-07431
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
29-11344
29-11348
29-1355&
29-13559
29-.13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
Z9-13638
29-13639
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)
ERRATA TO
CITY OF POCATELLO'S
REPLY TO STATE OF IDAHO'S
RESPONSE BRIEF

The City of Pocatello (City or Pocatello) hereby submits an errata to the City of
Pocatello's Reply to the State ofldaho's Response Brief, dated August 3, 2009.
On the very last line in footnote 3, on page 2, reference is made to an Appendix B. There
is no Appendix B to the Reply Brief. Instead, the last sentence of footnote 3 should actually
read:
"Appendix B to the City of Pocatello's Response to Brief of United Water Idaho, City of
Nampa, and City of Blackfoot Addressing Alternative Points of Diversion Condition,
dated July 20, 2009, tabulates the information summarized in this footnote."

Dated this 21 st day of September 2009.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al
(See Attached Exhibit A)
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON CHALLENGE
(City of Pocatello)

Ruling: Order of the Special Master is affirmed.

I.
APPEARANCES
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN, Beeman & Associates, P.C., Boise, Idaho, on behalf of
Challenger City of Pocatello ("Pocatello").
SHASTA KILMINSTER-HADLEY, Deputy Attorney General, Boise, Idaho, on behalf
of Respondent State ofldaho.
CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER AND JOHN M. MARSHALL, Givens Pursley, LLP,
Boise, Idaho, appearing amici curiae on behalf of United Water Idaho, City of Nampa,
and the City of Blackfoot ("Municipal Providers or Providers").
JOHN M. MELANSON, Presiding Judge of the SRBA, presiding.
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II.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
I.

The above-captioned water rights were claimed in the SRBA by the City of

Pocatello. 1 Pocatello filed Objections to the recommendations contained in the

Director's Reports issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"). The
State ofldaho filed responses to Pocatello's Objections.

2.

Following summary judgment proceedings and a trial, the Special Master issued

a Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider on

October 2, 2007. The Special Master recommended that !) the ground water wells could
not be included as alternative points of diversion for Pocatello's surface water rights; 2) a
remark identifying the location, date, and quantity of the original right was necessary for
the interconnected well system where multiple points of diversion were established under
the accomplished transfer provisions ofldaho Code§ 42-1425 to prevent injury to
existing water rights; 3) water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 should be decreed with a
municipal purpose of use, while water right 29-7770 should be decreed with an irrigation
purpose of use; and 4) the priority date for 29-13558 should be July I 6, I 924, as
recommended in the Director's Report, while the priority date for 29-13639 should be
October 21, 1952, which is one day earlier than the date recommended in the Director's

Report.

3.

On October 30, 2007, the Special Master issued anAmended Master's Report

and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, which amended the Place of
Use description for Pocatello's municipal rights.

4.

On May 28, 2008, the Special Master issued an Order Denying Motion to Alter

or Amend.

1

The claims are based on state law. Pocatello also claimed the use of the water pursuaot to federal law
under a single water right claim. The federal law basis for the water was resolved in a separate proceeding.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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5.

On June I I, 2008, Pocatello timely filed a Notice of Challenge to the Master's

Report a11d Reco111111e11datio11. Also on June 11, 2008, Pocatello filed a Motion to Stay
Proceedings, due to Pocatello's pending Petition/or Certiorari before the United States

Supreme Court on the federal law basis for these claims. After a hearing, this Court
granted Pocatello's Motion to Stay Proceedings. However, certiorari was later denied.
On December 18, 2009, the Court issued a Challe11ge Scheduli11g Order, initiating the
resumption of the Challenge proceedings.

6.

On April 10, 2009, United Water ofldaho, City of Nampa, and City of Blackfoot

filed a Motion for Leave to Participate or to Participate as Amici Curiae. After a
hearing, the Court granted the Motion to Participate as Amici Curiae.

III.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION
Oral argument on Challenge occurred August 13, 2009. The Court granted
Pocatello's request for additional briefing. The final post-hearing brief was filed
September 18, 2009. Therefore, this matter is deemed fully submitted for decision the
next business day, or September 19, 2009.

IV.
BRIEF STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
At issue are thirty state-law based claims filed by the City of Pocatello. 2 The
water rights are used to provide municipal water service to residents and water users
2

The water rights include: 29-00271, 29-00272, 29-00273, 29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221,
29-1222, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7118, 29-7119, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450,
29-7770, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638,
and 29-13639. Pocatello filed a total of thirty-nine claims in the SRBA. In addition to the thirty claims at
issue Pocatello also has eight water rights that have been decreed and one federal claim that was
disallowed. Those claims are not at issue.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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within Pocatello's in-town service area and to its airport facility. The two water services
are independent of each other. Water for the in-town service area is provided through an
interconnected system supplied by twenty-one ground water rights delivered through
twenty-two wells. 3

The wells were developed at different times and are located

throughout the in-town service area. Pocatello claimed the wells as alternative points of
diversion for each of the twenty-one ground water rights, meaning Pocatello would be
authorized to withdraw water under its most senior priority right from any well location.
Pocatello also holds four surface rights diverted from Mink and Gibson Jack Creeks, both
tributary to the PortneufRiver and the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer. 4

The

Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer provides the source for the ground water rights.
The surface rights carry the most senior priorities. Pocatello also claimed the twenty-two
ground water wells as alternative points of diversion for the surface water rights meaning
Pocatello would be authorized to withdraw water for its surface rights from any well
location.
Water service for the airport is provided through a smaller separate
· interconnected system supplied by three ground water rights associated with three wells.
Pocatello claimed two of the wells as alternative points of diversion for each other.
Pocatello relies on the accomplished transfer provisions ofldaho Code§ 42-1425 for
establishing the wells as alternative points of diversion for each other and for its surface
rights. The interconnected water systems for both the in-town service area and airport
were in existence and in operation prior to the commencement of the SRBA on
November 19, 1987, as required by Idaho Code§ 4.2-1425.
IDWR recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion for the ground
water rights as claimed based on the application ofldaho Code§ 42-1425, with one
exception. In order to prevent injury to existing ground water rights of third parties
IDWR recommended that the following condition or remark appear in the face of the
3

The system is supplied by twenty-three (23) water rights but only twenty-one of the ground water rights
are at issue: 29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 297106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 2913637 and 29-13639.
'Mink Creek rights: 29-271, 29-272, and 29-273; Gibson Jack Creek right: 29-4222.
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Partial Decree for eighteen of the water rights in the in-town service area5 and for two of
the three water rights supplying water to the airport. 6
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for
ground water, and between points of diversion for ground water and
hydraulically connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted
under this right from Pocatello well [description] in the amount of_ cfs.
IDWR's basis for recommending the condition was twofold, "number one, well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at wells and,
secondly, conjunctive administration concerns relative to diversion from one location as
compare [sic] with diversion from another location." Amended Master's Report and
Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 17 (quoting Tuthill testimony).
IDWR did not recommend the ground water wells as alternative points of diversion for
the surface rights. Pocatello objected to the inclusion of the conditions and to IDWR's
recommendation that the ground water wells not be decreed as alternative points of
diversion for the surface rights. No third party ground water right holder filed an
Objection or Response to IDWR's recommendation.

Water right 29-7770 was licensed with an "irrigation" purpose of use in 2003.
Pocatello asserts that an accomplished transfer has changed the purpose of use for this
licensed right from "irrigation" to "municipal." IDWR recommended 29-7770 with an
"irrigation" purpose of use in its Director's Report consistent with the license.
Finally, Pocatello claimed a priority date of June 30, 1905 for water right 2913558, based in part on newspaper articles about the early history of the cities of
Pocatello and Alameda. However, the Director's Report for 29-13558 recommended a
priority date of July 16, 1924, which is one day before the City of Alameda was founded.
Similarly, Pocatello claimed a priority date of December 31, 1940 for water right 2913639. The Director's Report for 29-13639 recommended a priority date of October 22,
1952, based on an application for a pennit for the right. The Special Master concluded

5 Three of Pocatello's groundwater rights (29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375) were recommended without the
condition because those rights were subject to administrative transfer No. 5452, which did not include the
condition and occurred after 1987.
6

Water rights 29-7450 and 29-13638 were recommended with the condition.
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that the priority date should be one day earlier than recommended in the Director's
Report, or October 21, 1952.

V.

ISSUES RAISED ON CHALLENGE

The City of Pocatello raises a number of issues on Challenge. The Court
summarizes the issues as follows:

I.
Whether the Special Master erred in applying the amnesty provisions of LC. § 421425 by conducting a hearing on injury in the absence of an objection by a third party?
2.
Whether the Special Master erred in recommending a condition on certain ground
water rights used for Pocatello's interconnected well system in order to prevent injury to
existing rights?
3.
Whether the Special Master erred in not listing interconnected ground water wells
as alternative points of diversion for the Pocatello's surface water rights?
4.
Whether the Special master erred in striking an affidavit filed by Pocatello in
conj unction with its post-trial brief?
5.
Whether the Special Master erred in recommending water right 29-7770 with an
irrigation instead of a municipal purpose of use?
6.
Whether the Special Master erred in recommending certain priority dates for
water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639?

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Poealello)
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VI.
STANDARD OF REVIEW OF SPECIAL MASTER'S FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
A.

Findings of fact of a special master.

In Idaho, the district court is required to adopt a special master's findings of fact
unless they are clearly erroneous. AOI, section 13f; I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2); Rodriguez v.

Oakley Valley Stone, Inc., 120 Idaho 370,377,816 P.2d 326,333 (1991); Higley v.
Woodard, 124 Idaho 531,534,861 P.2d 101, 104 (Ct. App. 1993). Exactly what is meant
by the phrase "clearly erroneous," or how to measure it, is not always easy to discern.
The United States Supreme Court has stated that "[a] finding is 'clearly erroneous' when,
although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the entire evidence is left
with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed." U.S. v. U.S.

Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395 (1948). A federal court of appeals stated as follows:
It is idle to try to define the meaning of the phrase "clearly
erroneous"; all that can be profitably said is that an appellate court,
though it will hesitate less to reverse the findings of a judge than that
of an administrative tribunal or of a jury, will nevertheless reverse it
most reluctantly and only when well persuaded.
U.S. v. Aluminum Co. ofAmerica, 148 F.2d 416,433 (2 nd Cir. 1945) (L. Hand, J.).

A special master's findings, which a district_ court adopts in a non-jury action, are
considered to be the findings of the district court. I.R.C.P. 52(a); Higley, 124 Idaho at
534,861 P.2d at 104. Consequently, a district court's standard for reviewing a special
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master's findings of fact is to determine whether they are supported by substantial, 7
although perhaps conflicting, evidence. Higley, 124 Idaho at 534, 861 P .2d at I 04.

B.

Conclusions oflaw of a special master.

A special master's conclusions of law are not binding upon a district court, but
they are expected to be persuasive. I.C. § 42-1412(5); State v. Hagerman Water Right
Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736,740,947 P.2d 409,413 (1997). To the degree that the

district court adopts the special master's conclusions of law, those conclusions become
those of the court. Id. at 740, 947 P.2d at 413; Oakley Valley Stone 120 Idaho at 378,
816 P.2d at 334. This permits a district court to adopt a special master's conclusions of
law only to the extent they correctly state the law. Id. Stated another way, the
conclusions of law of a special master are not protected by or cloaked with the "clearly
erroneous" standard. Further, the label put on a determination by a special master is not
decisive. If a finding is designated as one of fact, but is in reality a conclusion of law, it
is freely reviewab!e. Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2588 (1995);
Eastv. Romine, Inc., 518 F.2d 332,338 (5 th Cir. 1975).

The bottom line is that findings of fact supported by competent and substantial
evidence, and conclusions oflaw correctly applying legal principles to the facts found
will be sustained on challenge or review. MH&H Implement, Inc. v. Massey-Ferguson,
Inc., 108 Idaho 879,881,702 P.2d 917,919 (Ct. App. 1985).

7

Substantial does not mean that the evidence was uncontradicted. All that is required is that the evidence
be of such sufficient quantity and probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that the finding -whether it be by a jury, trial judge, or special master -- was proper. It is not necessary that the evidence be
of such quantity or quality that reasonable minds must conclude, only that they could conclude. Therefore,
a special master's findings of fact are properly rejected only if the evidence is so weak that reasonable
minds could not come to the same conclusion the special master reached. Mann v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 95
Idaho 732, 518 P.2d 1194 (1974); see also Evans v. Hara's Inc., 123 Idaho 473,478, 849 P.2d 934, 939
{1993). Substantial evidence is defined "as such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to
support a conclusion; it is more than a scintilla but less than a preponderance." Clear Springs Foods, Inc.
v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 765, 40 P.3d 119, 123 (2002).
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VII.
DISCUSSION

A.
The Special Master did not err procedurally by conducting a hearing on
injury in the absence of a third-party objection to Pocatello's accomplished transfer
claim.
Pocatello argues the Special Master erred procedurally by conducting a hearing
on injury despite the absence of a third-party objection to its accomplished transfer claim.
Pocatello argues Idaho Code § 42-1425 limits inquiry into injury to existing rights only to
situations where an existing water right holder (other than the claimant) objects to the
accomplished transfer. This Court disagrees. A plain reading of the statutory language
provides just the opposite.
Idaho Code§ 42-1425 specifically provides a mechanism for memorializing in
the SRBA previously unauthorized transfers. J.C.§ 42-1425 (2). While the statute
waives the otherwise mandatory administrative transfer requirements ofldaho Code§§
42-108 and 42-222, it does not waive the rest of the SRBA procedures for processing a
claim. Accordingly, the statute should be read in the context of the rest of the SRBA
adjudication processes. The statute does not eliminate the Director's authority and
statutory duty to investigate the claim and file a Director's Report. See Idaho Code 421410 and 42-1411. The statute contemplates the filing of an initial Director's Report. In
the event an objection is filed to a claim for an accomplished transfer then IDWR is
required to file a "supplemental report." (i.e. supplemental to the initial report.) J.C. §
42-1425 (2) (a). A Director's Report necessarily includes the authorization to determine
"conditions on the exercise of any water right included in any decree, license, or
approved transfer application" and "such remarks and other matters as are necessary for
definition of the right, for clarification of any element of a right, or for administration of
the right by the director." J.C. § 42-1411 (2)(i) and (j).
Idaho Code§ 42-1425 (l)(c) provides that "the legislature further finds and
declares that examination of these changes by the director through the procedures of
section 42-222, Idaho Code, would be impractical and unduly burdensome. The more

limited examination of these changes provided/or in this section, constitutes a
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reasonable procedure for an expeditious review by the director while ensuring that the
changes do not injure other existing rights or constitutes an enlargement of use of the
original right." LC.§ 42-1425(l)(c) (emphasis added). Idaho Code§ 42-1425 (2) sets

forth the criteria required to qualify for an accomplished transfer under the statute. Injury
to existing rights is not the only inquiry into whether a claim qualifies under the statute.
In addition, the subsequent changes to the original right as claimed must have occurred
prior to the commencement date of the SRBA; the changes to the original right are
limited to the elements provided for in the statute, and the transfer cannot result in an
enlargement of the original water right. See LC.§ 42-1425 (2). Nowhere does the
statute require IDWR to accept Pocatello's claim as aprimafacie showing of compliance
with the statutory criteria nor does Idaho Code§ 42-1425(2) limit these criteria to the
circumstance where an objection is filed by a third party. 8 This would potentially
eliminate any review by the Director as contemplated by LC.§ 42-1425 (i)(c). Rather, in
the event an objection is filed to the accomplished transfer then Idaho Code § 42-1425
requires additional measures and procedures including a supplemental report filed by the
Director. LC. § 41-1425 (2)(a). In this case an objection was filed by Pocatello thereby
appropriately triggering an inquiry into injury.
A similar issue presented itself in the context of an administrative transfer in
Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414, 18 P.3d 219 (2001). In Barron, the Idaho Supreme

Court rejected transfer applicant's argument that because no party came forward to
protest the proposed transfer, IDWR was required to accept the applicant's showing of
non-injury, non-enlargement and favorable public interest without an examination. Id. at
441, 18 P.3d at 226. Although the amnesty provisions of LC.§ 42-1425 waive the
application of the formal transfer requirements, the purpose of the statute is not to put the
claimant in a better position than had the transfer requirements been followed by
overlooking whether the transfer results in injury or enlargement in the absence of an
objection by a third party. Accordingly, the Spedal Master did not err in inquiring into
the issue of injury to existing water rights.

8

For example, the statute is not applicable to a claim based on an enlargement of use irrespective of
whether or not an objection is filed. LC. § 42-1425(c)(2)(b). Accordingly, the only way in which the
existence of an enlargement can be determined is through an investigation by IDWR.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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B.
The Special Master did not err in recommending the condition in order to
prevent injury to existing water rights of third parties.
Pocatello argues the Special Master erred in concluding that the interconnected
system of wells could not be decreed as alternate points of diversion under the provisions
of the accomplished transfer statute without also including a condition specifying the date
and particular well from which each water right was first established. For the reasons set
forth below this Court affirms the ruling of the Special Master.
Idaho Code§ 42-1425 authorizes changes to the place of use, point of diversion,
nature or purpose of use, or period of use elements of a water right made prior to the
commencement date of the SRBA (November 19, 1987) where the water right holder
failed to comply with the statutorily defined transfer requirements. 9 See LC. § 429

Idaho Code§ 42-1425 provided as follows:
Accomplished transfers. -(I) Legislative fmdings regarding accomplished
transfers and the public interest.
(a) The legislature finds and declares that prior to the commencement of the Snake River
basin adjudication, many persons entitled to the use of water or owning land to which
water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under provisions of the
constitution and statutes of this state changed the place of use, point of diversion, nature
or purpose of use, or period of use of their water rights without compliance with the
transfer provisions of sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code.
(b) The legislature finds that many of these changes occurred with. the knowledge of other
water users and that the water has been distributed to the right as changed. The
legislature further finds and declares that the continuation of the historic water use
patterns resulting from these changes is in the local public interest provided no other
existing water right was injured at the time of the change. Denial of a claim based solely
upon a failure to comply with sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, where no injury
or enlargement exists, would cause significant undue financial impact to a claimant and
the local economy. Approval of the accomplished transfer through the procedure set
forth in this section avoids the harsh economic impacts that would result from a denial of
the claim.
(c) The legislature further finds and declares that examination of these changes by the
director through the procedures of section 42-222, Idaho Code, would be impractical and
unduly burdensome. The more limited examination of these ch.anges provided for in this
section, constitutes a reasonable procedure for an expeditious review by the director
while ensuring that the changes do not injure other existing water rights or constitute an
enlargement of use of the original right.
(2) Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period of
use of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land to which
water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the provisions of
the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19, 1987, the date of
commencement of the Snake River basin adjudication, may be claimed in a general
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1425(2). The statute authorizes the change only where no existing water right is injured
at the time of change or where the change does not result in an enlargement of the
original water right. Id. The statute does not expressly define what constitutes "injury"
to existing water rights. Pocatello argues that IDWR's reasoning in support of the
condition incorrectly takes into account future injury as opposed to injury that occurred at
the time of the change to the water right. This Court disagrees. Pocatello's argument
incorrectly assumes that the concept of"injury" is limited to immediate physical
interference with the existing right of another at the time the change to the water right
was made. The SRBA Court previously rejected that same argument in the context of a
contest made to the application of the other amnesty statute, Idaho Code§ 42-1426, with
respect to enlargement claims.
At issue in Order on Challenge (A & B Irrigation District) Subcase Nos. 3602080 et. al. (April 25, 2003) (Hon. R. Burdick) was a contest to a subordination
condition recommended by IDWR with respect to enlargement claims where the claimant
failed to provide mitigation for the injury as required by statute. The claimant in
protesting the subordination condition argued that there was no injury to other water
users. The SRBA Court disagreed and held that to the extent an enlargement claim is
adjudication even though the person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222,
Idaho Code, provided no other water rights existing on the date of the change were
injured and the change did not result in an enlargement of the original right Except for
the consent requirements of section 42-108, Idaho Code, all requirements of sections
42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, are hereby waived in accordance with the following
procedures:
(a) If an objection is filed to a claim for accomplished change of place of use, point of
diversion, nature or purpose of use or period of use, the district court shall remand the
water right to the director for further hearing to determine whether the change injured a
water right existing on the date of the change or constituted an enlargement of the
original right After a hearing, the director shall submit a supplemental report to the
district court setting forth his findings and conclusions. If the claimant or any person
who filed an objection to the accomplished transfer is aggrieved by the director's
determination, they may seek review before the district court If the change is
disallowed, the claimant shall be entitled to resume use of the original water right,
provided such resumption of use will not cause injury or can be mitigated to prevent
injury to existing water rights. The unapproved change shall not be deemed a forfeiture
·
or abandonment of the original water right.
(b) This section is not applicable to any claim based upon
enlargement of use. [LC., §
42-1425, as added by 1994, ch. 454, § 31, p. 1443; am. 1996, ch. 186 § 7, p. 584.]

an

The statute was amended in 2006 to address the northern Idaho adjudications but remains the same
in substance.
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given priority over an existing right on the same source without mitigation, the injury to
the existing water right is per se even though at the time the enlargement was established
there was sufficient water to satisfy both the enlargement claim as well as the rights of
existing water right holders. The SRBA Court's analysis focused on the injury to the
priority dates of existing rights on the same source in times of shortage. The SRBA
Court relied on the Idaho Supreme Court's analysis of injury in Fremont-Madison Irr.

Distv. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., 129 Idaho 454,926 P.2d 1301 (1996):

In Fremont-Madison, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the
enlargement provision of J.C. § 42-1426 (2) was constitutional only
because of the mitigation provision, the Court held:
[S]ome injury from an enlargement can be identified if the
enlargement takes priority over a validly established water
right held by a so-called junior appropriator. The junior
appropriator will not receive the water that he/she would
have received but for the enlargement if there is not
enough water to serve all water users. It is difficult, if
not impossible, to perceive of a situation in which an
enlargement would not injure an appropriator who had
an established right if the enlargement receives priority.
However, there is at least the possibility that an
appropriator seeking an enlargement of one water right may
accept a diminution of another water right held by the same
appropriator to assure that the enlargement of the one water
right will not reduce the total volume available to the junior
appropriator.

Fremont-Madison at 461. Implicit in the [Idaho Supreme] Court's
reasoning is that to the extent a previously unauthorized enlargement
claim is retroactively given senior priority over an existing right on the
same source, without mitigation (i.e. a substitute source of water), the
injury is essentially per se because the priority of the affected right on
the system has been diminished. At the time an enlargement occurs
the affect on other appropriators may not be physically apparent or
apparent because there may be sufficient enough water supply at the
time to satisfy all rights on the system as well as the enlargement.
However, the relative priority dates on a system only become
significant when there is not enough water to supply all of the rights
on the system. Hence, the essence and value of a water right in a prior
appropriation system is the priority date. To the extent a claimant is
entitled to retroactively receive a valid water right with a priority date
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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senior to other appropriators on the same source the juniors are per se
injured irrespective of the extent of the water supply. The mitigation
provision preserves the order of priorities on a system by preventing the
available water supply to juniors from being diminished as a result of the
new or enlarged right.
The inclusion of the subordination remark satisfies the
constitutional concerns raised in Fremont-Madison by protecting the
order of priorities of existing rights while at the same time permitting
previously unauthorized enlargements to be decreed with the priority
date as of the date of the enlargement subject to being subordinated to
any junior rights existing as of the date of the enactment of J.C. § 421426(2), if any. The standardized remark allows the provisions of J.C.
§ 42:1426(2) to be applied and implemented without identifying each
and every affected water right.

Order 011 Cltalle11ge (A & B Irrigation District) at 25-26 (emphasis added). On appeal,

the reasoning and decision of the SRBA Court was affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court.
A & B Irr. Dist. v. Aberdeen-American Falls Ground Water Dist., 141 Idaho 746, 118

P.3d 78 (2005).
Although the issues in the instant case do not involve enlargement claims or the
application ofldaho Code§ 42-1426, the reasoning regarding injury to existing water
rights is equally applicable. Specifically, injury to an existing water right is not limited to
the circumstance where immediate physical interference occurs between water rights as
of the date of the change. Injury also includes the diminished effect on the priority dates
of existing water rights in anticipation of there being insufficient water to satisfy all rights
on a source (or in this case a discrete region of the aquifer) and priority administration is
sought. Even though the priority administration may occur at some point in the future,
injury to the priority date occurs at the time the accomplished transfer is approved. The
Special Master correctly acknowledged this principle: "Where a change or transfer would
undermine a priority date, the injury is real and material even if the damage is not
immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation system, undermining a priority date is a
seminal injury. Thus, the condition appears to correctly protect juniors from injury to
their priorities." Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and Order on
Motion to Reconsider at 19.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocalello)
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Contrary to Pocatello's assertion this is neither future injury nor is the injury
speculative. To the extent Pocatello is authorized to transfer a point of di version for a
water right from a well or wells located in vicinity where there is no significant hydraulic
connection with wells of existing water users, to a different well developed subsequent to
existing rights where there is a significant connection and the right being transferred is
senior to existing rights, the injury to the schedule of priority dates of existing users is per
se. But for the transfer of the alternate point of diversion existing users would have the

more senior priorities in the vicinity. Pocatello's argument ignores the very purpose and
significance of the priority dates of existing users. The purpose of a priority date is to
provide for administration in time of scarcity. At the time the alternative point of
di version was established there may well have been sufficient water to satisfy all rights.
Hence, it would not be necessary to regulate according to a priority schedule.
Even though the "source" of all water rights involved is "ground water" and all
rights are supplied from the same aquifer, the aquifer may not be homogenous as between
the discrete regions where the wells are located. The closer wells are in proximity to one
another the greater the potential for well interference over time or in times of shortage. It
is erroneous to assume that the relative affects from ground water pumping between wells
is uniform throughout the aquifer just because the "source" of all of the rights is labeled
"ground water." The condition eliminates the need to establish the highly complex facts
that relate to the specific interrelationships or degree of connectivity between specific
rights until such time as priority administration becomes necessary. Pocatello correctly
points out that such a determination is typically beyond the scope of the SRBA
proceedings and is a determination more appropriately associated with delivery calls. See
American Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 877, 154 P.3d 433,448 (2006)

(partial decree need not contain information on how each water right on a source
physically interacts or affects other rights on the same source.) However, if and when
that determination is necessary the condition eliminates any injury to the priorities of
existing rights.
The condition in no way prevents Pocatello from using its wells as alternative
points of diversion for each other. The condition only has significance in the event of
priority administration at which time the senior priorities of existing users are protected.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocalello}
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The very fact that Pocatello contests the condition is an acknowledgment that without the
condition the priorities of existing water rights will be diminished in favor of the
alternative point of diversion for one of Pocatello's more senior rights. i.e injury. If
however, the wells from which the alternative points of diversion never result in
interference with the wells of existing users then priority administration between wells
will not be triggered and the condition will not pose any limitation on Pocatello's rights.
The Special Master also acknowledged this point - "[i]f, as Pocatello argues, the
alternative points of diversion cause no injury to juniors, then the condition should not
affect Pocatello's rights."

Amended Master's Report and Recommendatio11 and Order

011 Motion to Reconsider at 19. Therefore, the Court concludes that the inclusion of the

condition is necessary to define Pocatello's rights. The recommendation of the Special
Master is affirmed on this issue.

1.
The Scenarios provided by the Municipal Providers illustrate why the
condition is necessary to protect existing rights. The Court concurs with the
Provider's assessment of the application of the condition.

The Municipal Providers briefed three different scenarios illustrating the
circumstances under which the recommended condition would apply. The Providers seek
clarification of the application of the provision over concern that the Special Master's
recommendation could be interpreted too broadly. The Court has included the scenarios
in the footnote because they aptly illustrate the adverse affect to the priorities of existing
water users absent a condition. 10 The Providers assert that the Special Master's

IOThe Provider's presented three different scenarios to illustrate under what circumstances the condition
would come into play.
A.

First scenario: local well interference.

Suppose a city owns four wells, each with a water right for 1,000 gpm; and
suppose the priority dates are 1920, 1945, 1970 and 1985, respectively. Assume that the
wells are part of an integrated diversion and delivery system. Assume that, based on
accomplished transfer, the city obtained partial decrees for each water right identifying
all four wells as alternative points of diversion for each other, subject to the condition
quoted above in Part I. The alternative points of diversion provision would allow the city
to pump any water right, or any combination of water rights, from any well. For
example, if the 1920 well caved in and the city were able to improve production from the
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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1985 well, it could pump both the 1920 water right and the 1985 water right from the
newer well - without seeking a transfer.
Suppose, however, that doubling the production out of the 1985 well interfered
with a nearby I 950-priority well owned by a person we will call Mrs. Smith. In other
words, going from 1,000 to 2,000 gpm expanded the cone of depression around the city's
1985 well, which, in turn, impaired production at Mrs. Smith's well. If the city's water
had· alternative points of diversion subject to no conditions, the city would be within its
rights and Mrs. Smith could not complain about additional water, under a 1920 water
right, now being diverted out of the city's I 985 well. The effect of the condition,
however, is to retain a record of the original well and priority date for each water right in
order to preserve Mrs. Smith's right to complain of injury from this change in how the
I920 water is pumped. In short, without the condition, Mrs. Smith loses. With the
condition, Mrs. Smith wins.
B. Second scenario: broad, regional administration
The "regional administration" scenario lies at the other end of the spectrum.
Suppose now that there is no Mrs. Smith and no local well interference problem, but that
the city has the same four wells as described above. Suppose further that IDWR imposes
region-wide administration covering the entire valley, including all of the city's service
area. This might be due to a conjunctive administration delivery call. It might be due to
declining aquifer levels throughout the region (as opposed to interference from a discrete
neighboring well through an expanded cone of depression, like the first scenario). For
whatever the reason, IDWR orders the curtailment of all water rights in the valley junior
to I 980. At this point, the city can no longer pump its 1985 water right, but it can still
pump 3,000 gpm from its three more senior water rights. Due to the alternative points of
diversion provision in its partial decrees, the city has the ability to select from which well
or wells to pump that 3,000 gpm. It might pump 750 gpm out of each of the four wells.
It might shut down the 1920 well, while pumping the full 1,000 gpm out its three more
recently installed wells. Or it might select any other combination that added up to 3,000
gmp. The point is that the condition does not come into play and does not restrict the
city's choices in any way (so long as the change does not create some new injury),
despite the fact that there is aquifer-wide administration of the city's water rights.
The reason is simple: In this situation, the water shortage is regional
( encompassing the municipal provider's entire water system). The administration is not
limited to specific well locations. Accordingly, it does not matter from which well the
city pumps its 3,000 gpm. Pumping from each of the wells has the same effect on the
regional water supply.
Likewise, if the city provided mitigation for the curtailed I 985 water right, it
would be allowed to pump any of its four water rights from any of its wells - just as if
there were no administration.

C. Third scenario: small, geographically-limited administration
The third example is in between the first two. Suppose IDWR imposed
administration within a small area, such as within a ground water management area that
covers only half the city's water system. Suppose that within the curtailment zone, all
wells junior to 1980 were curtailed. Suppose further that the 1920 and 1985 wells were
located within the curtailment zone, and the 1945 and 1970 wells were located outside it.
The city, again, loses 1,000 gpm under its 1985 right.
Under this situation, the condition would come into play. It would prevent the
city from pumping the 1945 or 1970 water (associated with wells outside the curtailment
area) from the 1985 well. That would be improper, because the effect would be to bring
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determination could be read too broadly to preclude under any circumstances the use of
alternative points of diversion any time priority administration is implicated. The Court
concurs that in a circumstance involving regional priority administration a municipal
provider may still be able to exercise alternative points of diversion within the region
undergoing administration so long as the well under which the original right was
established is also located within the region subject to the administration. However, a
water right originating from a well located outside the region of administration with a
priority date senior the priorities being regulated could not be diverted from wells within
the area of administration in an effort to avoid regulation within the region of
administration.

2.
The three scenarios apply to Pocatello's rights despite the volume
limitations place on Pocatello's wells.
Pocatello argues that the situations presented in the three scenarios are
distinguishable and do not apply to its circumstances because Pocatello has already
stipulated with the Surface Water Coalition to not increase the volumes beyond historical
amounts in use at the time the accomplished transfers were established in 1987. See
Stipulation and Agreement Between Pocatello and Surface water Coalition in Pocatello 's
SRBA Subcases 29-271 et. seq. (filed Feb 26, 2007). Pocatello argues that there is no
injury to other water rights because the volume of water pumped from each weil would
water rights from outside the curtailment area into the eurtailrnent area, thereby
undermining the purpose of the curtailment.
However, even here the eity would have some flexibility under its alternative
points of diversion. The city could deeide from whieh of the wells within the curtailment
area it wants to pump 1,000 gpm under the 1920 right. It might pump 500 gpm from
each, or it might prefer to take the entire 1,000 gpm out of its newest well. Likewise, if it
chose, the city could be free to take the 1920 water right (associated with a well within
the curtailment area) and pump it from a well outside the curtailment area. And, of
course, the city would be free to pump its water rights associated with wells outside the
curtailment area from any of its wells outside the curtailment area (again, assuming no
local well interference or other injury resulted).
The reason is the same as in the second scenario. It makes no difference
whether the 1920 water is pumped from the 1920 well or the 1985 well. Both have the
same effect on the ground water management area. But moving senior rights in from
outside an administration zone will not be allowed under the condition, because that
would defeat the purpose of administration, thus requiring IDWR to further constrain
pumping, and thus injuring other water right holders.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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not exceed beyond what was established on the date of commencement. Pocatello's
argument misses the point. To the extent the use of the alternative point of diversion
interferes with the well of a pre-existing senior water right the priority of senior right is
injured -

irrespective of the reason for the interference. Further, the fact that the volume

pumped may not increase does not address the issue of avoiding a regional administration
by pumping a senior right originally located outside of the area of administration from an
alternative point of diversion inside the area of administration in order to avoid being
regulated.

3.
The fact that some of the original wells referenced in the condition are
no longer in operation does not constrain Pocatello's use of the water right.
Pocatello argues the condition for some of its rights lists wells no longer in
operation preventing effective operation of its interconnected system of wells. Pocatello
argues because in times of priority administration when it is most dependent on its senior
rights the portion of the rights associated with such wells would not be able to be diverted
because the wells no longer exist.
Pocatello's argument does not provide a legal defense. However, the condition
only comes into play in times of priority administration. To the extent Pocatello's use of
the right through an alternative point of diversion interferes with the well of an existing
right then Pocatello has still has the option of diverting from other wells not causing
interference. This is no different than with Pocatello's other rights. In the event of
regional administration, Pocatello could still divert from alternative points of diversion
within the region subject to administration, provided the original well no longer in
operation is also located within that same region and is senior to the priority being
regulated. This is also no different than with any of Pocatello's other rights. Pocatello is
correct that to the extent the well no longer in operation is located outside of the area of
regulation, Pocatello would not be able to revert back to the original well to avoid
regulation as the well is no longer in operation. Pocatello would still be able to divert the
right from alternative wells, if any, located outside of the area of regulation.
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4.
The recommendation that the condition apply to alternative points of
diversion, where the condition was not previously imposed on water rights diverting
from the same wells, does not constitute a collateral attack on the transfer
proceedings.
1bree of Pocatello's rights on its system underwent a formal transfer in 1999
approving alternative points of diversion. The alternative points of diversion for these
rights share the same wells claimed as alternative points of diversion for the rights at
issue. The alternative points of diversion for the three rights were not conditioned.
Pocatello argues diverting both conditioned and unconditioned rights from the same wells
causes confusion and complicates administration of the water rights. Pocatello also
argues that by adding the condition "to wells" that were previously unconditioned
constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on the formal transfer.
This Court disagrees. First, it is routine in the SRBA for multiple rights to be
decreed from a single well with different restrictions, limitations and priority dates. _The
situation in this case is no different. Next, the condition applies to the water right not the
well.

5.
The Special Master did not err in striking the Affidavit of Josephine
Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Brief
The parties filed post-trial briefs. Pocatello also filed the Affidavit ofJosephine P.

Beeman in Support ofPocatello 's Post-Trial Briefwhich includes 11 exhibits. This
Court has reviewed the Affidavit. The various exhibits include briefing filed in other
cases (Freemont-Madison v. /GWA and American Falls Reservoir Dist. #2 et.al.); a letter
dated July 11, 2001 from IDWR regarding "Continued Negotiations of General Water

Management Rules, IDAPA Docket No. 37-0313-9701"; "Draft Statewide Water
Management Rules" to name a few. The State moved to strike the Affidavit on the basis
that the presentation of evidence had closed. The Special Master granted the State's
motion but held that she would consider it legal argument. In the past IDWR
recommended municipal rights as alternative points of diversion as claimed without
imposing any limiting condition.
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Pocatello argues that the Affidavit was submitted as legal argument to demonstrate
that IDWR has changed its position with respect to conditioning municipal water rights.
Pocatello states in its post-trial brief:
This brief addresses all of the issues presented in the Court's six-day trial
of Pocatello's 38 state-law SRBA claims. Perhaps the most consistently
reoccurring theme is that the Idaho Department of water resources
(IDWR) has changed its position with respect to Pocatello's municipal
water rights from IDWR's prior investigation and recommendation of
similar municipal rights in the SRBA.
Pocatello 's Post-Trial Brief at I. Idaho Rule of Evidence 401 defines "relevant
evidence" as evidence having the tendency to make the existence of any fact that
is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less
probable without the evidence." I.R.E. 40 I. Clearly the Affidavit was submitted
as evidence in support of the factual allegation that IDWR has changed its
position with respect to recommending municipal right. To the extent the
contents of the Affidavit were previously admitted into evidence Pocatello could
appropriately refer to the contents in the brief. To the extent tlie contents were not
previously admitted into evidence then the Special Master appropriately found the
Affidavit to be "additional evidence." Pocatello's labeling of the Affidavit as legal
argument is not binding on the Court. Accordingly, the Special Master did not err
in considering the Affidavit a legal argument only.
Finally, the Special Master's ruling did not result in prejudice to Pocatello."
Apparently, IDWR admitted at trial changing its position after gaining a better
understanding how conjunctive management is to be implemented and the relative affects
conjunctive management has on existing rights. Pocatello states: "At trial, IDWR
explained that it purposely changed its position in 2003 because the Department had
evolved in its understanding of conjunctive administration since the mid-1990's."
Pocatello 's Opening Brief at 11.

IDWR's change is position would be expected. The

ruling of the Special Master is affirmed.

C.
The Special Master did not err in recommending that Pocatello's ground
water wells not be decreed as alternative points of diversion for its senior surface
rights.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City or Pocalello)
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Pocatello claimed its ground water wells as alternative points of diversion for its
senior surface rights diverting from Gibson Jack and Mink Creek. The Special Master
recommended that the accomplished transfer claim be disallowed. The Special Master
concluded that the provisions ofl.C. § 42-1425 do not authorize a change in the source
element of a water right. The Special Master also found that although Gibson Jack and
Mink Creeks contribute to the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer (LPRVA) from
which the ground water rights are pumped the two are not the same source. The Special
Master found that although the two creeks contribute to the LPRVA, the LPRVA derives
a significant supply of its water from other sources. This Court affirms.

1.
Idaho Code§ 42-1425 does not expressly authorize an accomplished
transfer to the change in source element.

Idaho Code § 42-14 l l sets forth the elements required for defining a water right.
The "source" of the right is one of the enumerated elements. I. C. § 42-14 l l (2)(b ). The
accomplished transfer provisions ofldaho Code§ 42-1425 authorize changes to the
"place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period of use" but does not
expressly authorize a change to the source element. Presumably for the very reason that
the injury to the water rights of existing water users on the "new" source is per se. A
change in source is essentially the appropriation of a new water right. However, in the
case of a new appropriation the priority date is junior to those of existing users on the
new source while a transferred right retains its original priority thereby shifting the
schedule of existing priorities on the new source resulting in injury to existing priorities.
This Court acknowledges and Pocatello has argued that Partial Decrees have
been issued which refer to accomplished transfer to source. The Court responds as
follows. First, the source element listed in a license or prior decree is not dispositive of
the issue as a source can be described generally or in more specific terms. Two sources
can share such a significant connection that the affect of a transfer from one source to
another would have no affect on the priorities of existing users; i.e. diverting from either
"source" has exactly the same affect on the rights of existing users. Second, the rights
described by Pocatello were investigated by IDWR insuring that no injury resulted to
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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existing rights. For example if a right is transferred to a different source and there are
either no rights diverting from the new source or the right being transferred is the most
junior then there is no injury to existing rights. Lastly, the accomplished transfer claims
were uncontested so any precedential value is limited based on the absence of a
meaningful record. In this case, despite ruling that LC.§ 42-1425 did not authorize
changes in source, the Special Master nonetheless appropriately allowed Pocatello the
opportunity to prove the absence of injury to existing users.

2.
The evidence does not support that the surface and ground water
rights are diverted from the same source.
The Special Master heard conflicting testimony on the degree of
interconnectedness between the surface and ground water sources and determined the two
to be connected but separate. The Court has reviewed the testimony of Pocatello's expert
Greg Sullivan and concludes that the evidence overwhelming supports the Special
Master's finding. Mr. Sullivan testified that "roughly at least half the supply, if not more
is coming from these tributaries. So that would be half the supply of the Lower Portneuf
River Valley Aquifer comes from Mink Creek- or primarily comes from Mink Creek
and Gibson Jack Creek with some other coming from other tributaries."

TR. Vol. IV

pp. 801-02. Mr. Sullivan then concludes that because of the existence of this hydraulic
connection, Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek and the LPRVA are essentially the same
source. TR. Vol. IV pp. 802-03. The testimony does not support the conclusion. The
Court will not disturb the Special Master's finding.
By allowing the transfer the injury to the priority dates of existing ground
pumpers would be unavoidable. The two sources are sufficiently disconnected such that
ground water pumping has no affect on the surface sources. While evidence was
presented that the two creeks contribute to the aquifer no evidence was presented
supporting that the aquifers contribute to the creeks. As such, Pocatello could not seek
regulation of ground water rights to satisfy its surface rights as the rights presently exist.
However, by approving an accomplished transfer, Pocatello would be able to divert its
surface rights from ground water wells and thereby seek regulation of existing wells
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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where no such right previously existed. Pocatello fails to address the issue of the water it
would receive from sources other than Mink or Gibson Jack Creek which contribute to
roughly the other half of the supply of the aquifer. The finding of the Special Master is
affirmed.

D.
The Special Master did not err in recommending water right 29-7770 with an
irrigation purpose of use.
Pocatello claimed a "municipal" purpose of use for water right 29-7770. The
Director's Report recommended the purpose of use as "irrigation." Pocatello holds three

water rights (29-7118, 29-7119 and 29-7770) used exclusively for a biosolid waste
treatment process.

Biosolids generated in conjunction with Pocatel!o's sewage

treatment process are applied to specific crops which absorb the waste as fertilizer. The
three water rights were originally licensed with irrigation purposes of use. Licenses were
issued for water rights 29-7118 and 29-7119 in 1975. Pocatello implemented the
biosolids treatment program in 1981 and thereafter began using the rights in conjunction
with the program ever since. Although the Director's Report recommended the purpose
of use for the two rights as originally licensed (i.e. irrigation, the Special Master
concluded that Pocatello successfully changed the purpose of use for 29-7118 and 297119 from irrigation to municipal based on the application ofl.C. § 42-1425).
Water right 29-7770 does not share the same procedural posture. A license was
issued for 29-7770 in 2003 with an irrigation purpose of use. The Special Master
concluded that the provisions of the accomplished transfer statute were inapplicable
because the license was issued after the commencement date of the SRBA and
recommended the right with an irrigation purpose of use. This Court affirms.
In this case the license is controlling. This Court has long held that the SRBA
cannot be used as a mechanism for reconditioning or collaterally attacking a license. The
Court also addressed this issue as applied to these same claims in the context of

Pocatello's alternative legal theory based on federal law. In Memorandum Decision and
Order on Cflalle11ge a11d Order Disallowing Water Right Based on Federal Law,

Subcase No. 29-11609 (City of Pocatello-Federal Law Claims) (Oct. 6, 2006), affm 'd
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on other grounds, Pocatello v. State, 145 Idaho 497, 180 P. 3d 1048 (2008), this Court
held:

Licenses are and have been consistently treated in the SRBA the same as
prior decrees for purposes of binding the parties and their privies. In
Order on Challenge (Consolidated Issues) of "Facility Volume" Issue
and ''Additional Evidence" Issue, subcases 36-02708 et al. (Dec. 29,
1999), the SRBA Court affirmed a special master's ruling that the SRBA
was not the appropriate forum for collaterally attacking licenses
previously issued through administrative proceedings.
The SRBA cannot serve as a second opportunity for IDWR
to recondition a license which it had a full opportunity to
condition when the license was originally issued. See e.g.,
Matter of Hidden Springs Trout Ranch, Inc., v. Alred.
Having determined that LC. § 42-220 binds the state to
licensed rights, those same licenses are also binding on the
license holder. If a party is aggrieved by any aspect of a
license, that party's remedy is to seek an administrative
review and then, if necessary, a judicial review of the
license.
LC. §§ 42-170l(A) and 67-5270; Hardy v.
Higgenson, 123 Idaho 485, 849 P.2d 946 (1997). If the
license is not appealed when issued, any attempt to appeal
the license in a subsequent judicial proceeding, like the
SRBA, would constitute a collateral attack on the license.
[footnote 5 cited]. See e.g., Mosman v. Mathison, 90 Idaho
76, 408 P.2d 450 (1965); Bone v. City of Lewiston, 107
Idaho 844 693 P.2d 1046 (1984).

Id. (quoting Supplemental Findings of Fact and Co11clusions of Law
(Facility Volume) (July 31, 1998); see also Memorandum Decision and
Order on Challenge; Order on State of Idaho's Motion to Dismiss
Claimant's Notice of Challenge, subcase 36-08099 (Jan 11, 2000)
upholding subordination remark contained in a license for hydropower
water right claim).
Like a prior decree, a licensed right is not conclusive as to the
extent of the water right, since a license does not insulate a claimant from
practices occurring after the license was issued such as abandonment or
forfeiture. However, unlike a prior decree, the binding effect of a license
extends beyond the parties to the administrative proceeding and their
privies. The Idaho legislature also acknowledged the binding effect of
prior licenses and decrees in enacting Idaho Code § 42-1427 which
provides a mechanism for defining elements of water rights not described
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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in prior decrees or licenses. Accordingly, the City is also bound by its
prior license for water right claim 29-07431.
The bottom-line is that a party cannot have its water use
adjudicated or administratively determined in one proceeding and then readjudicate the right under a more favorable legal theory in a subsequent
proceeding.

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge and Order Disallowing Water right
Based 011 Federal Law at 12-13. (footnotes omitted). The significance of the permit and
licensing method of appropriating a water right was not intended as a procedure for
"registering" a pre-existing water use appropriated under the constitutional method.
Rather it is a separate means of acquiring a water right. Crane Falls Power & Irr. Co. v.

Snake River Irr. Co., 24 Idaho 63, 82, 133 P.655, 674 (1913)(citing Neilson v. Parker, 19
Idaho 727, 115 Pac. 488 (191 !)). Accordingly, Pocatello's redress should have been
through the administrative licensing process. Ironically, Pocatello states in its opening
brief that it "requested the irrigation designation in order to expedite the long overdue
licensing of29-7770." Pocatello 's Opening Brie/on Challenge al 15. Apparently
Pocatello received the exact purpose of use for which it applied.
Pocatello argues that IDWR erred as a matter of law in designating the purpose of
use as irrigation instead of municipal because the water has always been used in
conjunction with the biosolids program and in exactly the same manner as 29-7118 and
29-7119. This Court does not find the irrigation purpose of use designation inconsistent
with the manner in which the water right is beneficially used. The designation of
municipal is a more general purpose of use encompassing various purposes of use
required of a municipal provider. Idaho Code§ 42-202B (6) defines municipal purposes
as "residential, commercial, industrial, irrigation of parks and open space, and related
purposes." While the irrigation of crops in conjunction with waste treatment could fall
under the broader definition of municipal it could also fall under the more specific
designation of irrigation. The water right is used to "irrigate" crops, which is entirely
consistent with an irrigation purpose of use, albeit the designation does not have the same
broad scope and flexibility as a municipal designation. In the event Pocatello wishes to
use the water right for a different specific purpose that would otherwise also fall under
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CHALLENGE (City of Pocatello)
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the broader definition of municipal, it will have to proceed with a formal transfer
proceeding. The ruling of the Special Master is affirmed

E.

The Priority Dates for 29-13558 and 29-13639.

1.
The Special Master did not err in recommending a July 17, 1924,
priority date for water right 29-13558.
Water right claim 29-13558 is based on beneficial use. Pocatello claimed a
priority date of June 30, 1905. The Director's Report recommended a priority date of
July 16, 1924. Following a trial on the merits, the Special Master held that the evidence
presented by Pocatello in support of the claimed priority date was insufficient to rebut
presumptive weight of the Director's Report. The water right was associated with the
first well used by the City of Alameda. The Director's Report recommended a priority
date of one day prior to the founding of Alameda on July 17, 1924. The recommendation
relied on a historic newspaper article submitted by Pocatello in support of its claim. The
article states that the City of Alameda was founded July 17, 1924, and that the depth of
the well was increased during the term of Alameda's first mayor. The logical inference
being that the well was in existence prior to the establishment of Alameda, however, the
article does not state when the well was drilled. The Special Master found that the only
evidence connecting the well to Pocatello's claimed priority of 1905 was a showing that
an early resident moved into the area sometime in 1905. The Special Master concluded
that Pocatello' s showing was insufficient to rebut the presumption created by the

Director's Report. On Challenge Pocatello argues that it offered evidence from multiple
sources that the well was in place and diverting water by June 30, 1905. Pocatello does
not cite to specific facts in the record supporting that the well was drilled and in use in
1905.
The Director's Report is considered to be prima facie evidence of the nature and
extent of a water right. LC. § 42- I 411; State

11.

Hagerman Water Right Owners, 130

Idaho 736, 745, 947 P.2d 409, 4 I 8 (1997). The primafacie status constitutes a rebuttable
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evidentiary presumption governed by Idaho Rule of Evidence 301. McKray v.

Rosenkrance, 135 Idaho 509,514, 20 P.3d 693,698 (2000) (citing State v. Hagerman
Water Right Owners). The presumption shifts only the burden of production not the
burden of persuasion. McKray at 514, 20 P.3d at 698. The claimant of a water right has
the ultimate burden of persuasion for each element of a water right. l.C. § 42-1411(5).
The presumption is rebutted by the introduction of evidence sufficient to permit
reasonable minds to conclude that the presumed fact does not exist. l.R.E. 301; Bongiovi

v. Jamison, 110 Idaho 734,718 P.2d 1172 (1986) (fact presumed until opponent
introduces "substantial evidence" of nonexistence of fact); Krebs v. Krebs, 114 Idaho
571, 759 P.2d 77 (Ct. App. 1988). Substantial evidence is defined "as such relevant
evidence as a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion; it is more than a
scintilla but less than a preponderance." Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout

Co., 136 Idaho 76 I, 764, 40 P .3d 119, 122 (2002).

If rebutted, the presumption

disappears and the facts on which the presumption is based are weighed together with all
other relevant facts. Id. The trier of fact has primary responsibility for weighing the
evidence and determining whether the required burden of proof on an issue has been met.

Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 136 Idaho 761, 765, 40 P.3d I 19,
123 (2002). The Court shall adopt the findings of fact of the Special Master unless
clearly erroneous. 11 l.R.C.P. 53(e)(2).
The Special Master, after weighing the evidence, determined "although the
evidence has some probative value, by itself does not rebut the Director's Report
conclusion that priority is July 16, 1924." The Special Master's findings are not clearly
erroneous. The evidence supports a finding that the well was in existence prior to the
founding of the City of Alameda. However, this Court concurs that insufficient evidence
was presented to establish a more specific priority date. Accordingly, the earliest priority
the evidence supports is a priority of one day earlier than the founding of Alameda. The
finding of the Special Master is affirmed.

The Special Master's recommendation of a priority date one day
2.
earlier than the licensed priority for water right 29-13639 is affirmed.
11

See supra standard ofreview of findings of fact of Special Master.
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The Special Master found that water right 29-13639 is based on prior license 292324. The prior license covered Alameda wells I, 2 and 3. Water right 29-13639 relates
to well number 3. The licensed priority date for 29-13639 is October 22, 1952. The
Director's Report recommended a priority of October 22, 1952, based on the prior
license. Pocatello claimed a priority of December 31, 1940, based on beneficial use. The
Special Master determined that although Pocatello presented evidence regarding
Pocatello's population growth, the evidence was insufficient to establish a specific
priority date including the claimed priority of December 31, 1940. The Special Master
made the finding that the pennit and license support that the wells pre-existed October
22, 1952, and therefore concluded that the priority should be advanced one day prior of
October 21, I 952. This Court disagrees.
Water right 29-13639 is based on a former license. Pocatello's claim is not to the
use of additional water from the well not previously covered under the license.
Pocatello's claim is for an earlier priority for a previously licensed water right. For the
reasons discussed above, the Court finds this to be a collateral attack on a previously
licensed right and concludes that the priority date should be consistent with the license or
October 22, 1952. However, the State did not contest the Special Master's recommended
priority for this right. The State argued that the priority should not be any earlier than the
priority date recommended. Even disregarding the former license, the evidence does not
support an earlier priority. The Court thereby affirms the recommendation of the Special
Master.

VIII.
CONCLUSION AND ORDER
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and AOI section 13f, this Court has reviewed the
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Special Master's Report and
Recomme11dation and wholly adopts them as its own.

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the Challenge is denied. Partial Decrees for
the above-captioned order will be entered pursuant to a separate order consistent with this
Memorandum Decision.
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IX.
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment or order it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that
there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and
does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which
execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate
Rules.

(.
JQ,-,....,vi
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)
CITY OF POCATELLO'S
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND
NOVEMBER 9, 2009 MEMORANDUM
DECISION AND ORDER ON
CHALLENGE

DESCRIPTION
The City of Pocatello (City or Pocatello), by and through its counsel ofrecord, Josephine
P. Beeman of Beeman & Associates, P.C., hereby moves this court to alter or amend the District
Court's November 9, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge pursuant to I.R.C.P.
7(b)(l), 7(b)(3), and 59(e), or, in the alternative, to reconsider the Memorandum Decision and
Order on Challenge pursuant to I.R.C.P. l l(a)(2). A brief in support of this motion will be filed
within 14 days in accordance with I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). Oral argument is requested.

MOTION
Pocatello respectfully moves this Court to amend its November 9, 2009
Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge entered in the above captioned subcases to
address or provide for the following:
1.

Enumerated findings of fact and conclusions of law.

2.

I.C. § 42-1425 does not contemplate and was not intended to authorize IDWR to
engage in an injury analysis where no third parties objected to the claims based on
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injury, and where IDWR has not identified any water rights that would be injured
as a result of the accomplished transfers.
3.

LC.§ 42-1425 does not apply to transfers accomplished prior to May 26, 1969;
therefore, J.C.§ 42-1425 cannot properly be used as justification for conditioning
a transfer accomplished prior to May 26, 1969.

4.

Unlike J.C. § 42-1426, which has a per se injury rule in the case of enlargements,
J.C. § 42-1425 does not have a per se injury rule for accomplished transfers.

5.

The Providers' scenarios set out in footnote 10 of the Memorandum Decision and
Order on Challenge 1 are not based on facts in the record before the Court and do
not provide a basis for a decision affecting Pocatello's water rights or directing
IDWR's administration of similar rights in the future.

6.

IDWR improperly changed its position with regard to the administration of
municipal water rights without engaging in rulemaking procedures under Idaho's
Administrative Procedures Act.

7.

No specific legal standard exists for determining whether a sufficient degree of
interconnection exists between surface and groundwater points of diversion so as
to be considered the "same source."

8.

Pocatello presented sufficient evidence under the substantial evidence standard to
rebut the allegations of injury and lack of interconnection between Pocatello's
surface and groundwater sources in the Director's Report.

9.

LC. § 42-1425 does not prohibit accomplished transfers of source.

I 0.

As a matter of!aw, an "irrigation" purpose of use designation does not apply to a
municipally owned water right beneficially used for biosolids waste treatment in
accordance with federal law.

11.

Pocatello presented sufficient evidence under the substantial evidence standard to
support its claimed priority dates for water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639.

12.

It is not a collateral attack on a prior license for Pocatello to claim a priority date
consistent with beneficial use for water right 29-13639 predating the subsequent
license.

1

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (City of Pocatello) at page 16, In Re SRBA Case No.
39576, Subcase Nos. 29-271, et al. (November 9, 2009).
POCAlcLLO'S MOTION TO ALlcR OR AMEND-Page 2

Pocatello offers the following as an example of the grounds supporting its Motion to
Alter or Amend:
1.

The lack of detailed and enumerated findings of fact and conclusions of law
resulted in confusion regarding the facts of the case. This is illustrated by several
factual errors and inaccuracies in the description of Pocatello's claims and water
system. For example, the wells and water rights in existence prior to May 26,
1969 were not identified by either the Special Master or the Court and should be
identified because the accomplished transfer statute only applies to transfers
accomplished in violation of the transfer requirements that became mandatory on
May 26, 1969.

2.

The Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge does not define what
constitutes "interference" for the purposes of administering the condition on
Pocatello's water rights.

Dated this 23RD day of November 2009.
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES,P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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Attachment (30 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
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29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 23 rd day of November 2009, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following by U.S. Mail:
NATIJRAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
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US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
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IN THE DI&'TRiCf COUR'f OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DlSTIUCT OF THJt
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF T\VIN FALLS

foReSRBA
Case No. 395'/6

)
)
)
)

)

Subcase Nos. 29-271 et al. (see Attachment)

CITY OF POCATELLO'S
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
ALTERORAME.t"\IDNOVEMBER9,
2009 MEMORANDOM DECISION AND
ORDER ON CHALLENGE

DESCRIPTION
The Cify ofPocateUo (City or Pocatello), by and through its counsel ofrecord, Josephine
P. Beeman ofBeeinan &Associates, P.C., files its Brid'in Suppoii of the City's November 23
,\fotion to Alw or Amend the Court's November 9 Mtmorandum Decision a11d Order on
Cl:mllengt: (November 9 Decision).
1, THE NOVEMBER 9 MEMORANDUM DECISION SHOULD BE

AivIENDED TO PROVIDE ENUMERATED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.
The following statements are from the Collrt' s "Brief Statement of lvfaterial Facts,"
Section IV, pages 4·6 tN ovember 9 Decision):
(1)
"Waler for the in-town service area is provided through an interconnected system
supplied by twenty-one grolllld watei: rights delivered through twenty-two wells, The wells were
developed at different times and !U'e located throughout the in-town service area."
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The charts below should be included in the November 9 Decision to identify the dates the
City's 21 ground water rights and 22 associated wells were developed for the interconnected
municipal system In-town.

THE21 WATERRIGRTSFORPOCATELLO'S
IN-TOWN INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM
Water ru~1it No.
29-2274
29-2338
29-2401
29-2499
29-4221
29-4223
29-4224
29-4225
29-4226
29-7106
29-7322
29-7375
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13639

Priority Date
6/15/1948
9/1/19S3
10/16/1958
12/10/1964
8/2/1943
10/1/1962
9/15/1955
8/15/1956
12/31/1955
11/6/1972
4/25/1976
2/24/1977
12/31/1961
8/31/1951
7/16/1924
12/31/1925
12/31/1926
8/31/1931
12/31/1936
12/31/1940
10/22/1952

THE 22 INTERCONNECTED WELLS FOR

POCATELLO'S IN-TOWN SYSTEM
Date
Well /I

2
2
3
7

10
12
13
13

drilled\

re<lrilled
12/31/1926
6/15/1948
12/31/1926
12/31/1940
6/15/1948
9/1/1953
9/1/1953
10/16/1958

QQ

Township

Range

Section

7S

34E

I

NWNB

7S
6S

34E
34E
34E
34E

I

35

SWNE
ITT/NE

26

NENW

35

SENE

I

SESE

6S
6S
7S

34E
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14
15
15
16
18
21
22

!2/.ll/1955
9/1/1953
2/24/1977
10/16/1958
10/16/1958
9/15/1955
10/22/1952
8/15/1956
6/1/1945
12/10/1964
8/31/1951
11/6/1972
4/25/1976
4/25/1976
4/25/1976
10/1/1962
2/18/1985

23

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

7S

35B

7

NESW

7S

35E

6

NWSE

6S
6S
6S
6S
6S
6S
6S

34E
34E
34E
34E

26
15
23
23
23
15
14
1
23

SWSE
NENW
SWNE
SENW
NWNE
NWNE

34E
34E
34E

7S

34E

6S

34E
34E
34E
34E
35E
34E

6S
6S
6S
7S
6S

35
IS

16
18
15

P. 4

NWNW
NESE

NESW
NWNE
NESE
NENE
SENE
NESE

(2)
"Water service for the airport .is provided through a smaller separate
interconnected system supplied by three gro\llld water lights associated with three wells.
Pocatello claimed two of the wells as alternative points of diversion for each other." 1
It should be explained that the airport hes an interconnected system supplied by ground

water rights 29-7450 and 29-13638 delivered 1hrough intercollllected wells 35 and 39. A third
water right at the airport, 29-11344, is diverted through well 40 which is not intercol1)).ected with
·wells 35 or 39. IDWR Exh. 1 (description ofoirport system); Pocatello Exh. 181 (29-7450,
29-13638, 29-11344), and the Special Master's Report and Recomtnendation for 29-7450,
29-13638, and 29-1134.
The charts below should be included in the November 9 Decision to identify the dates the

City's 2 ground Vlllter rights and 2 associated wells were developed for the interconnected airport

system.
TIIB l WATER RIGHTS FOR POCATELLO'S
INTERCONNECTED AIRPORT SYSTEM

W11.ter Hi.l!ht No. Prioritv Date
29-7450
6/13/1978
29-13638
12/31/1940
1
The two wells are claimod as allemate points of diversion for specific water rights. The well, are not
claimed 11, altemeto poiut9 of divciiion "for each other,"
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29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13639

P. b

12/31/1926
8/31/1931

12/31/1936
12/31/1940
10/22/1952

THE 22 INTERCONNECTED WELLS FOR
POCATELLO'S IN-TOWN SYSTEM

Well#

Date drilled/
1'edrilled

Date drilled/

beforeMa:i:

Ma:i:16, 1969
or later

26, 1969

2
2
3

7
10

12
13

13

14
15
15
16
18
21
22

23
26
27
28

12/31/1926
6/15/1948
12/31/1926
12/31/1940
6/15/1948
9/1/1953
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
12/31/1955
9/1/1953
2/24/1977
10/)6/1958
10/16/195&
9/15/1955
10/22/1952
8/!5/1956
6/1/1945
12/10/1964
8/31/1951

29
30
31
32
33
34

redrilled
Township

Range

Section

7S

34E

1

NWNE

7S
6S
6S
6S

34E
34E
34E
34E

l
35
26
35

SWNE
NWNB
NENW
SENE

7S

34E

1

SBSB

7S

35E

7

NESW

7S

35E

6

NWSE

6S
6S-

34E
34E
34E
34E
34E
34B
34E
34E
34E
34E

26
15

SWSE
NENW
SWNB
SENW

6S

6S
6S
6S
6S

11/6/1972
4/25/1976
4/25/1976
4/25/1976
10/1/1962
2/18/1985

7S
6S
6S
6S
6S

7S

34E
34E
35E

6S

34E

23
23
23
15
14
l

23
35
15
16

18
15

QQ

NWNE

NWNE
NWNW

NESE
NESW
NWNE
NESE
NENE
SENE
NESE

(4)
"The interconnected water systems for both the in-town service area and ail:port
were in existence and in operation prior to the commencement of1he SRBA on November 19,
1987, as required by Idaho Code§ 42-1425,"

Based on the City of Pocatello's water rights (and associated wells) developed prior to
May 26, 1969, the statement should be amended to include, "In addition, for the City's in-tovvn
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system, I 8 ground water rights were developed prior to May 26, 1969, and were being delivered
through 17 wells. all also developed prior to May 26. 1969.
(5)
"IDWR recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion for the ground
water rights as claimed based on the application ofldaho Code § 42-1425, with one exception."
.

This statement should be amended in accordance withl.C, § 42-1425's application to

transfers accomplished in violation of the transfer requirements that becrune mandatory on May
26, 1969. The sentence should read:

IDWR recommended the wells as alternative points of diversion for the ground
water rights as claimed based on the application of Idaho Code§ 42-1425 ;With
ane eieellJ)tian to transfers accomplished in violation of the transfer requirements
that became mandatory on May 26, 1969.
(6)
"In order to prevent injury to existing ground water rights of third parties IDWR.
recommended that the following conditions or remark appear in the face of the Partial Decree for
eighteen of the water rights in the in-town seivice area and for two of the three water rights
supplying water to the airport:

To the extent necessary for administration between points of divei"Bion for ground
water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello well [description] in the amount ofcfs.
In accordance with the application ofI.C. § 42-1425 to transfers accomplished in
violation of the traruifer requirements that became mandatory on May 26, 1969, the condition (if
ultimately determined to be valid legally) should read:

FOR PRE-MAY 26, 1969 WATERRIGHTS1
The priority date of this ground water right is senior to May 26. 1969 and the
following points of diversion for this ground water right were established pdor to
May 26, 1969 and the following points of diversion for this gmund water right
were in existence prior to May 26, 1969 in the capacities listd below. In
addition, the condition should also state: To the extent necessary for
administration between points of diversion for ground water, and between points
of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected surface sources~
following points of diversion for this ground water right were established
subsequent to May 26. 1969. on the dates and in the capacities listed below.
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Well
#

Water Ri!!ht No.

Priority Date before
Mav26, 1969

29·2274
29-2338
29-2401
29-2499
29-4221
29-4223
29-4224
29-4225
29-4226
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561

6/15/1948
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
12/10/1964
8/2/1943
10/1/1962
9/15/1955
8/15/1956
12/31/1955
12/31/1961
8/31/1951
7/16/1924
12/31/1925
12/31/1926
8/31/1931

29-13562
29-13637
29-13639

12/31/1936
12/31/1940
10/22/1952

Date drilled/
redrilled
before Ma:f 26,

Capacity
(cfs)

1969
2
2
3
7
10

12
13

13
14
15
16
18
21
22
23
26
27
28
33

12131/1926
6/15/1948
12131/1926
12/31/1940
6/15/1948
9/1/1953
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
12/31/1955
9/I/1953
10/16/1958
10/16/1958
9/15/1955
10/22/1952
8/15/1956
6/1/1945
12/10/1964
8/31/1951
10/1/1962

2003
2006
2007
Condition Condition Condition Stipulation
3.12
2.45
2.45
.67
missing
3.12
4.23
4.23
4.23
4.46
4.46
4.46
4.46
4.46
miss;na
5.35'
5.35
6.23
6.20
6.20
missing
6.20
2.22
2.22
missin.e:
0.89
.89
.89
3.11
0.22
.22
.22
2.23
1.11
1.11
missinl!
6,(,7
6.67
6.67
6.67
4.66
4.66
4.66
4.66
3.89
3.89
3.89
3.89
3.68
3.68
3.68
3.68
4.44
4.44
4.44
4.44
2.67
2.67
2.67
2,67
4.10
4.10
4.10
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
0.21
.21
2.67
.21
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Well
#

Dare drilled/
redrilled

Capacity

Mav26,l262

(cfs)

P. 9

or later

30

2/24/1977
1U6/1972
4/25/1976

31

4/25/1976

32
34

4/25/1976
2/18/1985

15

29

2003
2006
2007
Condition Condition Condition Stinulation
2.23
missing
223
3.34
6.20
3.90
3.90
4.01
S.51.
5.58
6.23
5.57
8.02
8.02
8.03
8.02
3.45
3.45
3.46
3.45
missinil'.
7.00
7.00
7.00

FORPOST-MAY26,1!>69WATERRIGHTS:
The priority date of this ground wamr right is junior to May 26. 1969, To
the extent necessary for admini!!f.ration between points of diversion for ground
water, and between points of diversion foi: ground water and hydraulically
connected surl'iwe sources, ground water W!'IS first diverted under this right from
Pocatello Well N&i-4 [list] located in :roes, R3113, S'3S, NVi1SE[l@gal descriptinul,

Priority DateWater Right No.

29-7106
29-7322
29-7375

May 26, 1969 or
19.ter
11/06/1972
4/25/1976
2/24/1977

(7)
"IDWR's basis for recommending the condition was tlvofuld, "nwnber one. well
interference that could happen in the future as a result of increased pumping at wells and,
secondly, conjunctive administratlon concerns relative to diversion from one location as compare
[sic] v.it.h diversion from another location. Amended Master's Report and Recommendation and
Order on Motioµ to Reconsider, at 17 (quoting Tuthill testimony)."
The November 9 Decision does not define whai constitutes "interference" for the

purposes of administering the condition on Pocatello's water rights.
(8)
"Warer Right 29-mo was licensed with an "irrigation" purpose of use in 2003.
Pocatello ~ei:ts that an accomplished transfer has changed the purpose of use for this licensed
right from 'irrigation• to 'municipal.' IDWR reoommended 29·7770 with an "irrigation"
purpose of use in its Director's Report consistent with the license. 11
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The record shows that Pocatello argued that the irrigation purpose of use was an error of
law by IDWR that was correctible by this Court. Pocatello did not pursue a legal &rglll11ent that
the purpose of use was an accomplished transfer in use pursuant to I,C. § 42-1425.

2. I.C. § 42-1425 DOES NOT CONTEMPLATE AND WAS NOT
INTENDED TO AUTHORIZE IDWR TO ENGAGE IN AN INJURY
ANALYSIS WHERE NO THIRl) PARTIES OBJECTED TO THE
CLAIMS BASED ON INJURY, AND WHERE IDWR HAS NOT
IDENTIFIED ANY WATER RIGHTS THAT WOULD BE INJURED
AS A RESULT OF THE ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFERS.
a. I.C. § 42-1411 does not provide IDWR with the authority to investigate
injury or impose a restrictive injury-based condition on a water right
claimed under I.e.§ 42-1425 in the absence of a third party objector.

Although Pocatello agrees with the Court that I,C, § 42-1425 should be reed in the
context of the Director's authority and statutory duty to investigate claims and file a Director's
Report, Pocatello does not agree that the authority to file a Director's Report necessarily includes
the power to place an injury-related condition on a water right claimed under I.C. § 42-1425 in
the absence of a third party objector. 2 Specifically, both the statutory context and legislative
history indicate that I.C. § 42-1411 does not authorize a Special Master to hold a hearing on
injury or authorize the Director to impose a restrictive injury-related condition on an
accomplished transfer claim where no third parties have objected.
To understand why both the Special Master's inquiry into injury and the Department's
imposition of an injuiy-based condition were improper, it is necessary to examine both the
legislative history and statutory context ofl.C. § 42- 1425. This examination leads to three
important conclusions: First, the D.irector's general powers to define and condition the elements
of a water dght under I.C. § 42-1411 are modified and reStricted by the more specific provisions

'See Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge (City of Pocll1ello) at 9,/'1 Re SRBA Case No. 39576,
Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al (Nov. 9, 2009).
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ofI.C. § 42-1425, which exclusively define the Director's authority with regard to claims for
accomplished transfers.3 Second, as discussed in section 2(b) below, the legislature understood
that many accomplished changes were made with the knowledge of other water users and, more
importantly, that water has been distributed to the dght as changed, often for many yeats (for
example, in Pocatello's case, water has been distn'buted as changed for decades since 1969).

Third, when the legislature rewrote Idaho's accomplished transfer statute in 1994, it specifically
excluded language from the prior version that extended the Director's powers under LC, § 421411 to accomplished transfer claims. From this, it can logically be inferred that the legislature
did not intend the Director to have the authority to place conditions on claims for accomplished
transfers in the same way he or she might condition other kinds of water right claims.
When construing a statute, the court's duty is to determine what the legislature intended
its statutory language to mean by looking at the literal wording of the statute as well as the
context, the object in view, what evils were meant to be remedied, the history of the times and of
the legislation upon the same subject, public policy, contemporaneous construction, etc.4
Additionally, ''when a statute is amended, it is presumed that the legislature intended it to have a
meaning different than that aCGorded to it before the amendment. "5 It is also the court's duty to
give a statute an interpretation which will not render it a nullity.6

3 See Ctry ofSandpoint v. Sat1dpolnt Independent Highway Dislrit:t, 126 Idaho 145, 149, 879 P.2d 1078,
1082 (1994)(bolding that ''when there are opecific statutes addressing 8TI isme, tho~e st!UU!es control over more
general statutes''); Nampa Charter School, Inc. v. DeLaPaz, 140 Idaho 23, 28, 89 P.3d 863, 868 (2004). See also,
Pocatello's Reply Brief In Support of Motion for Summaiy 1ud~ent OJI IDWR's Authorily Uadcr l.C. § 42-1425 at
4, In Re SRBA Case No. 39S76, Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al (June 9, 2006).

'Messenger v. Burns, 86 Idaho 26, 29-30, 382 P2d 913,915 (1963).
'Dellou.rse v, Higginson, 9S Idaho 173, 176,505 P.2d321 (l973}(citlng Wellardv. Marcum, 82 Idllho 232,
239, 351 P2d 482 (1960)); see also, Athay v. Stacy, 142 Idaho 360, 366, 128 P.3d 897, 903 (200S)(reh'g den., Feb.
3, 2006);A11derson v. Rayner, 60 Idaho 706, 713, 96 P.2d 244 (1939).
6 DeRoz,,se v.

Higginson, 95 ldsho ll! 176. See also, Filer MUlual Te/ephO'le Co. v. Idaho Stare Tax
Commission, 16, ldaho 256,261,281 P 2d478 (1955); Sampson~- Layton, 86 ldaho 453,457,387 P.2d 883 (1963).
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Idaho's first accomplished transfer statute, J.C.§ 42-1416A. was enacted in 1989 as a
practical alternative to satisfying the provisions of I.C. § 42-222. 7 The statute gave "amnesty'' to
water right holders who had changed or transferred their water rights without first filing Bil
application and complying with the p1·ovisions set out in l,C, § 42-222 by allowing them to claim
the rights as changed in the SRBA. 8 Based on the statutory language and the legislatw-e's
statements of purpose and fiscal impact, it appears that the legislature's lJlllin objectives in
enacting LC. § 42-1416A were (1) to protect the long-standing status quo uses of water made by
certain water users despite their violation of the mandatory administrative approval requirements
set out in 42-108 and 42-222, and (2) to save time end money by allowing the changes to be
claimed in the SRBA rather than engage in a separate end contemporaneous administrative
proceeding.~
In pertinent part, LC. § 42-1416A provided that:
(1) If any person entitled to the use of water has made a change... and the person
entitled to the use of water has not complied with the requirements of sections 42-108
and 42-222, Idaho Code, regarding such changes, the following shall apply:
(a) the water right may be claimed in the general adjudication as
changed and an application for change of the water right is not required to be :filed
pursuant to section 42-222, Idaho Code; and
(b) the water right may be determined by the director in the:
director's report pursuant to section 42-1411, Idaho Code, and decreed by the
district court pursuant to section 42-1412, Idaho Code, as changed, if the change
meets the substantive criteria of section 42-222, Idaho Code for approval of
such changes, provided that the change may be approved subject to
'Act of March 27, 1989, ch, 97, § 1, 1989 Idaho Sess. Laws 226 (eodified at l,C. § 42-1416A, repealed
1994); Act of April ll, 1994, ch. 454, §§ 24, 31, 1994 ldabo Sess. Lftws 1443, 1471, 1474 (codified at I.e. § 42·
1425, which was amended in 2006 to provide for the northern Idaho adjudieati.cm.1). See al.ro, Phillip J. Rmsier,
Idaho's Adj1,dicarion Preswnption Srahltes, 28 Idaho L. Rev. 507, 514 (1992)(citlng the smemcnt of purpose
accompanying S.B. I 065, which became I.e. § 42-1416A, on filo with the Legislative Council Library, Statehouse,
Boise, Idaho).
• Act of March 27, 1989, ch. 97, § 1, 1989 Idilho Sess. Lam 226.
9 Act

of March 27, 1989, ch. 97, § 1, 1989 Iclaho Sess. Laws 226 (codified at I.C. § 42-1416A, repealed
1994); Act of April 11, 1994, ch. 4S4, §§ 24, 31, 1994 ldaho Sess. Laws 1443, 1471, 1474 (codified at I.C. § 421425); Statement ofPw-pose and Fiscal Impact Statement accompanying S.B. I 06S, on file with the Legislative
Council Library, S111tehouse, Boise, Idaho. See a/Jo, PhiUip J. Rassier, Idaho's Adjudication Presumption Statutes,
28 Idaho L. Rev. 507, SIS n. 38 (1992).
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conditions necessary to satisfy the substaDtive criteria of section 42-222,
Idaho Code, for approval of such changes. LO

Despite the legislature's good intentions, several challenges were raised to I.C. § 421416A11 and, in a 1994 decision by Judge Hurlbutt, I.C. § 42-1416A was found
unconstitutionally vague because it lacked "standards, criteria or guidelines as to how, when, and
what proof must be taken to assure the substantive criteria ofI.C. § 42-222 [were] met." 12 In
part as a result of Judge Hurlbutt's decision, the legislature repealed I.C, § 42-1416A and

drafted the current 11CComplished transfer statute, I.C. § 42-1425, n

10

-

Act of March 27, 1989, ch. 97, § 1, 1989 Idaho Sess. Laws 226 (codified at J.C. § 42-1416A, repealed
1994Xemphasis addea).
ll See Memorandwn Decision and Order on Ba,iin-Wide Issue No. l, Constitutionality ofl.C. § 42-1416
and J.C. § 42-1416A, as Written at 2-4,ln Re SRBA Ca,e No. 39;76, Subcase No. 91-00001 (February 4, 1994)
(listing in its discll9•ion of procedural history the various parti~ who iss11ed challenge• to the constitutionality of
§42-1416A).

"Memorandum Decision and Order on Basin-Wide Isruc No. I, Constitutionality ofl.C. § 42-1416 end
J.C. § 42-1416A, as Written at 16, 18,ln ReSRBA Ca•• No. 39576,, c..c No. 91-00001 (February 4, 1994)(st..ting
that, abs,cnt standards or guidelines notifying the claimants or the court tl9 to when and how to apply th~ staMe, a
person of reasonable imelligence i• left to guess at the statute's core meaning and the court could only apply the
statute through speculation which constitutes arbitrary action).
"Act of April 11, 1994, ch. 454, §§ 24, 31, 1994 Idaho Sess. Laws 1443, 1471, 1474 (amended in 2006 to
include reference to northern Idaho adjudication, Act ofMa,ch 30, 2006, ch. 222. § 3, 2006 Idaho Sess. Lllws 660,
662). See also, Statement of Purpose for H.B. 969 (RS 03976C2) on file with the Legislative Council Library,
Statehouse, Boise, Idaho (stating in subpoint five thll! the changes reflected in 42-142S were intended to address
Judge Hurlbutt's coneem& wilh regard to 42-1416A by repe&ling the offending sectiono and "by enacting new
prO\isiono that •pecify !he intent of the legislature with moro precision").
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1.C. § 42-1425 reads, in pertinent part:
"(2) Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or
period of use of a. water right by any person entitled to use of water or o\\-'Iling any
land to which water has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or
under the provisions of the constitution and statutes of this state, prior to
November 19, 1987, the date of commencement of the Snake River basin
adjudication, ... may be claimed in the applicable general adiud±cali(in eyen
1hough the person has not complied with sections 41-108 aDd 42-222. Idaho Code,
nrovided no other water rights existing on the date of the change were
ioh1red Jtnd the change did not result In an enlargement of the original right.
Except ror the consent requirements of section 42-1081 Idaho Code, all
requirements of sections 42•108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, are hereby waived
In accordance with the following procedures:
(a) If an objection js filed to a recommendation for ac,;:om.plished change of
place of use, point of diversion, nature or puzpose of use or period of use, !l!,g
dlstrlot court shall remand the water right to the director for further hearing to
determine whether the change inhn-ed a water right existing on the date of the
change or constituted an enlargement of the original rig!!!. •~." 14

Comparing the two statutes, it is important to note that several provisions in I.C.
§ 42-1416A ftl'e conspicuously absent in I.C. § 42-1425. For example, in I.C. § 42-1425 the

legislature eliminated the language from I.C. § 42-1416A which provided that the "water right

may be determ.ined by the director in the direi!tor's report pursuant to section 42-1411,
. Idaho Code." The legislature also changed the substantive cl'iteria by which accomplished
transfers were to be judged. Claimants under § 42-1425 are not required to show 1hat the change
met the substantive criteria of seetion 42-222, as was required under 42-I 416A. 1s Additionally,

·the legislature removed !he l1111guage from 1416A which said that the ehange "may be approved
subject to conditionB necessary to satisfy the substantive criteria of section 42-222." 16

1
'

LC. § 42-142l (Michie 2008)(ell\phasis added).

"LC.§ 42-1425 (Michie 2008)("all requirements of seetions 42-1408 and 42-222, Idaho Code, are hereby
waived, in 111:cordanee with the following procedures ..."),
16

,a.
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These changes are significant and, according to the rule in DeRousse v. Higginson, we
must presume that when the legislature amended§ 42-1416A by removing and or changing these
provisions, the legislature intended the new version codified in § 42-1425 to have a meaning
different than that accorded to§ 42-1416A, 17 By removing the provisions in 42-1416A which
gave the Director the authority to determine the water right claimed "pursuant to 42-1411," and
removing the language which provided that the right could be "approved subject to conditions
necessary to satisfy the substantive criteria of section 42-222," the logical conclusion is that,
under § 42-1425, the Director is NOT supposed to determine the water right "pursuant to 421411" and that the Director can NOT approve the water right "subject to conditions necessary to
satisfy the substantive criteria of section 42-222,"
This, however, is exactly what the statute would mean, if the Court allo-ws JDWR to
impose a restdctive, injury-based condition on Pocatello's water rights in the absence of a third
party objector.
b. Based on a plain reading of the statute, legislative intent, and the Idaho
Supreme Court's decision in Fremont-Madison, an inquiry into injury is not
triggered under I.C. § 42-1425 unless there is a third party objection.
Contrary to the Court's finding in the November 9, 2009 Memorandum Decision and
Order on Challenge, 18 an investigation into injury is not triggered 1mder I.C. § 42-1425 unless a
third party objection is filed to an accomplished transfer claim. This interpretation is supported
by both the plain language of the staMe and a contextual analysis of the statutory scheme and
legislative hist01y swTounding I.C. § 42-1425. Furthennore, this interpretation is consistent

"DeRoussev. Higglhson, 95 ldaho 173, 176, 505 P.2d 321 (l973)C'when a statute is amended, itis
presumed that the legislature intended it to have a meaning diff=t than that accorded to it before the
amcndment")(citing Wellardv. Marc11m, 82 Idaho 232,239,351 P.2d482 (1960)); see a/so, A1hayv. Stacy, 142
Idaho 360, 366, 128 P.3d 897, 903 (2005Xreh 'g den., Feb. 3, 2006); A111kr:on v. Rayner, 60 Idaho 706, 713, 96
P 2d 244 tl939).
1

M¢morpndum Decision and Onler on Challenge (City of Pocatello), In Re SRBA Case No. 39576,
Subcasc Nos. 29-271, el al. (Nov, 9, 2009),
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with the Idaho Supreme Court's analysis in Fremont-Madison. 19 Because no third party

objectors came forward to protest the City of Pocatello's claims for accomplished transfers under
I.C. § 42-1425, it was improper for IDWR and the Special Master to engage in the injury
analysis which led to the recommendation of a restrictive injury-based condition on the City's
interconnected municipal water rights.
i. A plain reading ofI.C. § 42-1425 supports the conclusion that an inquil'y
into injury is not triggered unless a third party objects to the accomplished

transfer claim.
An examination oftbe statutory language and legislative history ofl.C. § 42-1425 leads

to the conclusion that an injury analysis is not triggered unless a third party has objected to an
accomplished transfer claim. By its very terms, I.e. § 42-1425(2)(a) requires that an objection
be :filed before a hearing on injury is triggered. 20 Although§ 42-1425(2)(a) does not specify that
the triggering objection must be that of a third party, it is the logical conclusion when§
l 425(2)(a) is read together with the legislative history and the rest of the statute.
I.C. § 42-1425(2)(a) exclusively defines the procedures that apply to accomplished
transfer claims.21 These procedures were designed by the legislature to address specific issues
and are materially different than the procedures applied to other types of claims.22 The
legislature intended this "amnesty," or "accomplished transfer" law, (originally codified at I.e. §
42-14 l 6A), to save time and money by giving the Director ofIDWR the authority to recommend

"See In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 129 ldsho 454 (1996)(Frcmont-Mlld.i.!ott).
,. J.C. § 42-142S(2)(a) ("If an objection is filed to a recommendation for accomplished change ofplace of
use, point of diversion, n0ture or purpose of use orperfod of=, the dlstrict court shall remand the woter right to the
director for further hearing to detennine whether the change injured a water rigbl existing on the date of the change
or canstitmed an enlergement of the original right.").

:, LC.§ 42-1425('2) (Michie 2008)("Except for the consent requirements ofsection 42-108, Idaho Code, all
requirement. of sections 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, are hei-eby waived in accordance with t!ie following
procedun:s: ... "),

"'See J.C. § 42-1425 (§ 42-l425(2)(b) (sta~ng that the procedures set out in§ 1425(2) are not applicable to
any claim based on an enlargement ofuse).
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water rights with changes that were made without the required prior administrative approval
between May 26, 1969 (when administrative approval for changes and transfers became
mandator?3} and the commencement of the general adjudication on November 19, 1987,24 In
particular, the statute was meant to avoid the necessity of taking administrative action separate
from the adjudication effort on all water rights claimed in the SRBA that had been changed
without the prior administrative approval required by LC. § 42-222.:2.1
In the findings set out in§ 1425(1), the legislature expressly acknowledged that many

accomplished changes had occurred ''with the knowledge of other water users" and that "the
water has been dishibuted to the right as changed," often for a significant period oftime. 26 Tho
legislature also specifically declared that "the continuation of these historic use patterns is in the
local public interest',27
Economic factors were also of concern, Detailed examination of the claims through the
procedures of§ 42-222 (which had been required under a previous version of the statute) was

"'Act of March 27, 1969, ch. 302, §1, 1969 Idaho Sess, Laws 905 (adding the followingplll'agraph to J.C.§
42- !OB: ".After the effectivo date of this act, no person shall be authorized to change the pain! of diversion or place
of use of water unless he ha.s first applied for and received approval of the depwtment of reclamation under the
provision, of section 42-222, Idaho Codo.")(effeclive May 26, 1969; current version at J.C.§ 42-108 {2008)).
24

Act of March 27, 1989, ch. 97, § I, 1989 ldaho Sess. Loll'li 226 (codified at l.C. § 42-1416A, repoalod
1994); Act of April 11, 1994, ch. 454, §§ 24, 31, 1994 Idaho Sess. Laws 1443, 1471, 1474(codified at J.C.§ 421425); see a/so, Phillip J. Ra.,.ier, Idaho's Adjudicatio11 Pre.wmplion Statutes, 2B Idoho L Rev. 5rr7, 514
(1992)(citing the statement of purpose nccompenying S.B, 1065, Which became I.e.§ 42-1416A, on file with the
Legislative CounCJl Library, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho).
,.. Phillip J, Ressler, Idaho's Adjudication Presumption SlaMes, 28 Jdaha L Rev. 507,514 (1992)(citing
the Statement of Purpose accompanying S.B. 1065, which became LC. § 42-1416A, on file with the Legislative
Council Library, Stlltehouse, Boise, Idaho).
26
ln pertinent part, J.C.§ 42-1425(1)(b) (Michie 2008) provides: "The lcgi!laturedinds that m.my of these
changes occmred with the knowledge of other water users and that the water has been dmributed to the right as
changed. The legislature further finds and declares that the continuation of the historic waicr U$e patterrn m;ulting
from these changes is ill. the local public inte~ provided that no other existing water right was injured at the time
of the change.H
Many of the wells Pocatello hrui claimed as alternate points of diversion under J.C. § 42-1425 M\'C been
diverting water "as changed" for more thil!l 40 years (e.g. wells 2, 3, 7).

"Id.
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declared to be "impractical and unduly burdensome."28 Furthennore, according to the
legislature, approval of accomplished transfers through the procedures set forth in I.C. § 42-1425
-would avoid the hat.sh eoonomic impacts that would result from a denial of the claim,29
The Statement of Pw:pose accompanying H.B. 969 (which became I.C. § 42-1425) also

sheds light on the legislature's objectives. In the fiscal nore section of the Statement of Purpose,
the legislature indicated that the proposed legislation was intended to protect the water uses of
sorne water users who had failed t.o follow tho statuto1y procedure for development of some of
their water uses, and to ''protect significant investments by water users and tax base for local.
governments by helping to maintain stetus quo water uses."3-0

It seems appropriate to draw the following conclusions; (1) The legislature understood
that many of the ch!mges (between May 26, 1969 and November 19, 1987) were accomplished
with the knowledge of water users that may have been affected. (2) The legislature understood

that water had been distributed "as changed," often for a significant period of time. (3) The
legislature wanted to protect, to the greatest extent possible, the investments of water users
represented by the accomplished changes. (4) The legislature lntended the abbreviated review
procedures set out in § 1425 to decrease the need for costly administrative proceedings as much
as possible, (5) The legislature intended to protect water right holders whose rights were injured

at the ti.me of the accomplished changes by providing them with the means ond opportunity to
assert their superior inrerests.

t1l I.C.

§ 42-142.5(1)(o) (Michie 2008),

11 I.C.

§ 42-1425(1)(h} {Mfohie 2008).

io Statementof Pw:p0$e/Fisefll Note =ompanying H.B. 969 (RS 03976C2)(on file with the on file with the
Legislative C;iwicll Library, Stl!tohouse, Boise, Idaho).
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it Fremont-Madison and Barron v. IDWJ/.

In Premont-Madison, the focus was on IDWR's determination of lnjul"y and under I.C. §

42-1425, the only person who can claim injury is a third party objector. By contrast, i.mder l.C. §
42-1426, eilher the claimant for an enlargement or third party could claim injury (claimant could
claim injury from the way that mitigation was applied for the enlargement}; therefore, tbe

detennination of injury by IDWR could be reviewed by either party. But the only perron who

can claim injmy under l.C. § 42-1425 is a third pat1y, and when IDWR bm made a determination
of injury following an objection by a thud party, either party could appeal the injury issue.
The rule from Barran v. JDWR does not apply because Sar1·on mvolved a transfer under
I.C. § 42-222, which is subject to different burdens of proof and procedure than claims filed
under the accomplished transfer statute, I.C. § 42- I 425, the controlling statute in this case.
3, LC,§ 42-1425 DOES NOT APPLY TO TRANSFERS ACCOMPIJSB'.ED
PRIOR TO MAY 26, 1969; TIIEREFORE, I.C. § 42-1425 CANNOT
PROPERLY BE USED AS JUSTIFICATION FOR CONDITIONING A
TRANSFERACCOMPLJs:HED PRIOR TO MAY 261 1969.

It was an error oflaw to ree4lmmend a OOllditlon on P<icatello's water rights
with priority dates earlier thlll\ May 26, 1969 that mtrictii the City's llse of wells
established 1111 alternate points of diversion for the City's Interconnected municipal
qstem prior to May 26, 1969.
IDWRrecommended Poca.tello's wells as alternative points of diversion for the City's
gro\lndwater rights with a limiting condition based on the application ofl.C. § 42-1425.11
However, IDWR does not have the authority under I.C. § 42-1425 to recommend a condition on
any of Pocatello' s water rights with priority dates earlier than May 26, 1969 that :restricts the
City's Ulle of wells established as a1temate points of diversion prior t.o May 26, 1969. Therefore,
ii See Me!llllrandllm Decision and Ordot on Challenge (City ofPocatello) at 4-1, In re BR.BA Ca18 Na.
39$76, Svbcase Nos. 29-271, et al. (Nov. 9, 200il)(''IDWllttenmmended the wells as altmuitive poinfll of diversion
for the grOlllld waterrights as claimed based on me applicatil)n ofldaho Code § 42-1425, with one exception:
... IDWR reconmumded that [a] condition orr=rk appear in tho fate of1he partial decree for eighteen cf the wmer
rightli in the in-town gen,ice area and for two ofthe thrt:e water right, supply water to the airport."),
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if the Court allows the condition to remain on Pocatello's w£tter rights, the condition for each

right must be modified to list (and allow the City to divert water from) all of the City's wells that
were established as alternate points of diversion for that right prior to May 26, 1969.
Appropriate C!)nditions were discussed above (pages 6 - 8).
Water users in Idaho have been able to change or secure the tl.'ansfer of some portions of
11

water right by filing an application with the State since at least 1903.32 Although the

procedures for acquiring an administrative transfer have been available for more than one
hundred years, water right holders were not required to obtain admini!!tr3.tlve approval of
changes or transfers until LC. § 42-222 made such approval mandatory in 1969.33 Before
adm.inistrarive approval became mandatory, the right to make a change in use of a water right

was held to be a constitutional right inherent in the right of property ownership similar to the
constitutional right to appropriate water, although not expressly stated in the Idaho constitution. 34
As discussed in sections 2.a. and b. above, Idaho's accomplished transfer statute was

created to provide the Director of ID WR with the authority ta recommend water rights with
changes that wen: made without prior administrative approval between May 26, 1969 (when
administrative approval for changes to water rights and transfer became mandatory), and the

31 Act ofMerch 11, 1903, § II, 1903 Idllho Sess. Laws 223,234 (providing that "any pernon owning MY
land to which water has been made appurtenant either by a decree of the court or wider the provisions of this act
lllllYVoluntarily abandon th1> use of such water in whole or inpnrt ... and tronsfertbe same to other land," and that
"such a person deslring to change the place of use of such water shall first lllllke application to the S~
Engineer ... ").
"Act of March 27, 1969, ch. 302, §1, 1969 Idaho Seu. lAws 905 (adding aporagraph to lC. § 42-108
providing tha~ "[o]lter tho effective dato oflhi! act, no person shall be authmi2:ed to change the point of diversion or
place of use of water unless he has first applied fnrand received approval of the d e ~ t ofredAmMion under the
p:rovisions of section 42-222, ld&ho Code.'1(effecdve May 26, 1969; c=nt version et LC. § 42-10& (2008)); ue
al,o, Phillip J. Riwitt, Idaho's A.dj11di1U1l/011 Premmp/1011 SID:£11/e.t, 28 Idaho L. Rev. 507, S14 (1992).
H H,'1/eresr lrrigal/011 Dtstrtctv. Nampa, 51 Idaho 403,409, 66p.2dl15, 117 (1931); Ftrs1SeClfrtry BOJJh.
StD:te, 49 Idaho 740, 744, 291 P. 1064, 1065 (1930)C'The statute empowering the commissioner of reclamation to

authorize a change in tho place ofuse ... neither added to nor detracted from a property right which already
exlsted.'1: see also, A. Lynne Krogh-Hampe, l'lfury OJJd Enlargemem fnltiaho Waler Rfght Tr((llsjers, 27 ldaho L.
Rev. 249, 251-252 (1990-91).
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commencement of the Snake River Basin' Adjudicatloll! on November 19, 1987 .35 Toe·text of
LC.§ 42-1425 confinns the statute's linµted application. Section (l){a) ofl.C. § 42-1425
describes the purpose and scope of th~ accomplished transfer statute,
.

'

•

f

"The legislature finds and declares that prior to commencement of the Snake
River basin adjudication and the northern Idaho adjudicatiollll, many persons
entitled to the use of water or owning land to which water has been made
appurtenant either by decree of the court or under provisions of the constitution
and statutes of this state changed the place of use. point of diversion, nature or
purpose of use, or period of use of their water rights v.>:ithout compliance with the
transfer provisions of sections 42-108 and 42-222. Idaho Code." 36
Therefore, LC. § 42-1425 does not apply to changes to water rights (clllimed in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication) that were accomplished prior to May 26, 1969.
IDWR cannot now retroactively use the provisiollll of l.C. § 42-1425 to place a condition
on a water right that would impede a water right holder from diverting water in accordance with
changes rightfully accomplished prior to May 26, 1969 because water right holders had a
constitutional right to make changes to their water rights without prior administrative approval
up until May 26, 1969, The interconnection of the wells and the existence of the water rights
p1ior to May 26, 1969 is not in contest. Those water rights and wells are listed, again:
Well#

Water Right No.

Priority Date before
May 26, 1969

29-2274
29-2338
29-2401
29-2499
29-4221
29-4223
29-4224

6/15/1948
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
12/10/1964
8/2/1943
10/1/1962
9/15/1955

2
2

12/31/1926
6/15/1948

3

12/31/1926

7

!2/31/1940
6/15/1948
9/1/1953
9/1/1953

Date drilled/

redrllled
before MaI 26, 1969

10

12
13

"Ael ofMarch 27, 1989, ch. 97, § I, 1989 Idaho Sess. Laws 226 (codified atI.c: § 42-1416A, repealed
1994); Act of April 11, 1994, cl\, 454, §§ 24, 31, 1994 ldaho Scss. Laws 1443, 1471, 1474 (codified at l.C. § 42142S); see afro, Phillip J. Rassier, ldalw '; Adjudication Presumption Statutes, 28 Idaho L. Rev. 507, 514
(1992)(citing 1he statement of purpose accompanying S.B. I065, which beoome J.C. § 42-14 I6A, on file with the
Legislath•e Council Library, Stateholl.!le, Boise, ldllho).
' 6 I.C.

§ 42-142S(l)(a) (Michie 2008) (emphasis added).
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29-4225
29-4226
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13639

8/15/19S6
12/31/1955
12/31/1961
8/31/1951
7/16/1924
12/31/1925
12/31/1926
8/31/1931
12/31/1936
12/31/1940
10/22/1952

13
14

15
16
18
21
22

23
26
27

28
33

P. 3

10/16/1958
12/31/1955
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
l 0/16/1958
9115/1955
10/22/1952
8/15/1956
6/1/1945
12/10/1964
8/31/1951
J0/1/1962

The conditions recommended on Pocatello's water rights are improper because they were
imposed under the auspices ofI.C. § 42-1425 and can be applied to prevent the City from
diverting its pre-May 26, 1969 water rights from wells that were added as alternate points of
diversion prior to May 26, 1969.
Pocatello 's water Iight 29-13561 can be used to illustrate the problem. Water right
29-13561 has a ptiorlty date of August 31, 1931 and was recommended with the following
condition:
"To the extent necessary for administiation between points of diversion for
groundwater, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right from
Pocatello Well No. 4 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE."37
The well in the condition, Pocatello Well #4, isno longer in existence38 • However, Pocatello's
Well# 7 has been an alternate point of diversion for 29-13561 since December 31, 1940 when
Well #7 was chilled. This will soon be 69 years.39

"See recommended partial decree for water riglit 29-13561 issued with Amended Master's Report nnd
R.ecommMdation and Order on Motion to Reconsider, Ir,~ SR1lA Case Na. 39576, Subcasc Nos. 29-271, et al.
(Oct. 30, 2007).
"See City of Pocatello's Response to BriefofUnlted Water Idaho, City of Nampa, and City ofB!ac!dbot
Ad<)ressing Alternative Points of Diversion Condition (City's Response to Providers' Brief) at 3, n.8, In Re SRJJA
Case Na. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29-271, et Ill. (July 20, 2009)(identifying the seven non-existent or replaced wells
listed in the conditions placed on Pocatello'• water rights).
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Assume the following hypothetical: A nearby private well owner, Ms. Smith, has a

January l, 193 5 priority waterright which diverts from a single well. If Pocatello' s diversion of
water right 29-13561 out of Well# 7 interferes with Ms. Smith's well, IDWR could apply the
condition as written to prevent Pocatello from diverting water right 29-13561 from Well# 7
because Ms, Smith's water right has a priority that is senior to the date Well# 7 was drllled.40
4. UNLIKE I.C. § 42-1426, WHICH HAS A PER SE INJURY RULE

IN THE CASE OF ENLARGEMENTS, I.C, § 42-1425 DOES NOT
HAVE A PER SE INJURY RULE FOR ACCOMPLISHED TRANSFERS.
The Special Master applied aper se injury rule under42-1425 to affinn IDWR's

recommendation that Pocatello's wells are not alternate points of diversion for the City's senior
water rights. The November 9 December was ln accord.
In reaching her conclusions, the Special Master incorrectly utilized standards of law
applying to transfers under l.C. § 42-222, rather than I.C. § 42-1425, and incorrectly presumed
that injury would result from Pocatello's use of city wells as alternative points of diversion for

the City's surface water rights. Because the Special Master's determination of the facts was
directed by her legal conclusions, the Court can and should re-evaluate the facts in a manner
consistent with the law and evidence in this case.
11,

The Special Master's factual conclusioll8 on the iS$Ue of injury were
induced by an incorrect view of the Jaw,

The Special Master's analysis of injury began with her presumption that that injury to
junior rights would result if there were intervening rights appropriated by other users after

9

See

Pocarell.a's Woll Develop1nent Time line, Appendix J3 to City of PocateUo's Response to Brief of
United Water Idaho, City of Nampa, and City ofBIJlokfoot Addressing Alternative Points ofDiVl:l'S!on Condition, h,
ReSRBA Ca$eNo. 39576, SubcasaNos. 2~-271, etal (July 20, 2009).
'

""See November 9, 2009 Memomndum Decision and Order on Challenge (City of Pocatello) at 19 (stating
that "[t]o the extent tha use of the alternate point of diversion interferes with the, well of a pre-existing senior water
righ~ the priority ofth• senior right is injured-irrespective of!he re,ison for the interference'').
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Pocatello appropriated its surface water rights, but before the city drilled its wells for the
altemate points of diversion.41 The Special Master cited no authority to support this statement
and did not address the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Fremont-Madison, which squarely
contradicts the use of such a presamption.42 Pocatello has consistently argued throughout the
brlefmg that it was improper for both IDWR 1:1nd the Special Master to begin with a presumption
that put Pocatello in the position of having to disprove injllI)' despite the fact that no injured

water rights were identified and no water right holders objected on the basis of injury.
In Fremont-Madison, a hearing on whether a claimed change injured another water right
ho.Ider only occurs under I.C. § 42-1425 if/when an objection is filed to the aocomplisbed
transfer claim. 4' No objections were filed in Pocatello•s case. As a result, the Special Mester' s
entire discussion of the injllI)' issue relies on the mistaken premise that Pocatello was required to

rebut IDWR's unsupported allegations of injury.
It is also contrary to the legislature's stated intent for IDWR to engage in an il\iUIY
analysis where no ,vater right holders objected and where the Department was unable to identify
any water rights injured by the change. Allowing a presumption of iajllI)' in the absenne of
concrete and specific supporting fucts (e.g., water right numbers) forces the claimant to objectto
the director's report and engage in additional adminislmlive proceedings that would not
otherwise have been necessary. These additional proceedings are not consistent with the
legislature's attempt to make the§ 42-1425 review process streamlined and cost effective:

"The purpose ofI.C. § 42-1425 (was] to &tJ"eamline the adjudication
. process by providing 11 ;rabstitute for the transfer process required by J.C. § 42-

41

Second Order on Swnmaey Judgme.nt at 8 (wherein the Special Master ste:ted that "It should be pointed
out lh!ll if there are intervening rights appropriated by other ll.!Cl:S from !he same so= after Pocablllo appropriated
its surface right but befocc drilling its wells for the alternate pointis of diversion, il\jury to Jlllllo:r right$ is presumed.'?
•

42

Second Ordor an SUmmal)' Judgment at 8,

"'1lr re SRBA Case No, '9S7ff, 129 Idaho 454, 461-62, 926 l' .2d l:l0l, _
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222 and to protect existing water uses which were the result of past transfers
regardless of compliance with statutory mandates.',1 4
The legislature created Idaho's accomplished transfer statute in response to concems that
it would be necessary to take administrative action separate from the adjudication effort on all
water rights claimed in the SRBA that had been changed or transferred after 1969 in violation of

the mandatory approval provisions in LC. § 42-222.45 The legislature stated that the
accomplished transfer statute "would result In substantial savings to IDWR and to water right
claimants ... because it would not be necessary to conduct a separate administrative proceeding
to evaluate the change in use at the same time the water right [was] being determined in the

general adjudication."46
The court should interpret I.C. § 42-1425 in a manner consistent wlth legislative intent
and Fremont-Madison by holding that it was improper for the Special Master to presume injury

in this case and that 1DWR cannot force persons making claims wider I.C. § 42-1425 to object to
or refute allegations ofinjury ifno injured water rights have been identified and where no
objections alleging injury were filed. Claimants under I.C. § 42-1425 ru-e subject to different
review processes and burdens of proof than claimants under I.C. § 42-222.47

i, Fremo111-Madlton,

129 ldllho at 458-59 (emphasis added).

0 Phillip J. Rassier, ldaho '• Adjudication Presumption Statutes, 28 Idaho L. Rev. S07, 514 (1992) (citing
the statement of pu,pose accompanying S.B. 1065, which bcCllllle J.C. § 42•14!6A, on file wllh the l.egldative
Council Librwy, Sta~house, Boise, Idaho).

"Fiscal lmp~t Statemrot accompanying S.B. !065 (which becllm$ I.C. § 42-1416A, Idllho's fim
acaompllsbed trnmfer statute), on file with the LegislatiVl> Council Library, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho; A.ct of March
27, 1989, ch. 97, § I, 1989 Idaho Sess. Laws 226 (codified at LC.§ 42-l416A, repealed 1994). See al,o, Phillip J.
Rtm.ier,ldaho's A<!fudication Pres11mption Sratules,28 Idaho L. R.,,v. 507, 514-515, n, 38 (1992).
41

See I.C. §§ 42·222, 42-1425; ,ee at.a, testimony of Carta Fritsthlc, Tr. Vol II, p. 338, L 6-p. 340, L.
18 (Februa,y 27, 2007)(''the level of investigation fur an accomplished change in paint of diversion, place of use, In
the SRBA is not the same level a.< the investigation as through WI actual filing ofa transfer under 42-222").
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Because the accomplished transfer statute modified the criteria and ieview procedures for
claims,48 most importantly with regard to when separate administrative proceedings or inquiry
into lnjury are required, it is error to apply a ''no injury rule" to Pocatello's :factg,
The only standard used by IDWR, the Special Master, and now the District Co1111 to
detennine the degree of interconnection between sources comes from Transfer Processing Memo
No. 24. 49 The determination of interconnection is therefore invalid and should be found clearly
erroneous.
b. The Special Master's conclusion of injury is clearly erroneous because it
is not supported by adequate evlden~ and was reached without any

discussion of or consideration for the mitigating effects of Poeatello's
agreement with the Surface Water Coalition.
A party is entitled to an actual review and examination of all the evidence in the Jecord

by a referring district court upon review ofa Special Master's recommendntion.50 Pocatello's
agrellttlent with the SWC is an essential component of any discussion of injury because the
agreement is designed to mitigate injury to other water users from Pocatello's use of its wells as
alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights. The Special Master's determination of

injury,5 1 did not mention or discuss the extensive expert testimony on Pocatello's agreement with
the Surface Water Coalition (SWC).

"See prior discussion ofl.C. § 42-1425 imd Fremonr-Madison, arguing that the mostcruoitll effeot of the
accomplished tl8nSfer statute is to change whsl a claimant must prove end WHEN separate administrative
proceedings or inquiry lnto injuiy are required.
49

The Speolel Master stated in her Order l'.>enying Motion to Alter or Amend that "where a change to a

water right moves it ahead in priority, the injury to existing rights is real and immediate.» Order Denying Motion to
Alter or Amend at 5, In Re SRBA. Caso No. 39576, Subcase Nos, 29-271 et al. (May 28, 2008),
"'Locklin~- Day-Glo Color Corp., 429 F.2d 873, 876 (7th Cir. 1970), Cl!l't. denied, 91 S.Ct. 582 (1971).
See also I.C, § 42-1412 (5X"The district colllt or special master shall conduct the trial without a jury on an objection
or any group of objections in accordance with the Idaho rules of civil procedure."); I.R.C,P. 53(eXl) (stiling in part,
"The master shall ptepare a report upon the matters submitted to the nwtcr by the order of reference and, if required
to mako findings of fuct and conclosioru, oflaw, the master shall set them forth in the report, separately stated."),

s, See Master's Report ot 12; Order Denying Motion to Alter Amend at 3 (''The Amended Special Master's
RepoJt end Recommendation did not recognize Pocatcllo's groundwater wells as points of diversion for its oldest
POCATELLO'S BRIBPIN SUPPOllTOFMO'TIONTOALTBROllAMEND-Page25
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The November 9 Decision, at 18, refers to the agreement with the Surface Water
Coalition, stating that, "Pocatello has already stipulated .. , to not increase the volumes beyond .
. . amounts ... established in 1987." The Stipulation and Agreement, at p. 15, in fact,
establishes limits on rates of diversion, not volumes."
The exercise of this water right at any of the 23 alternate points of
diversion listed below, by itself or in combination with the other listed water
rights, will not exceed the respective rate of diversion at each diversion listed
below, unless pursuant to an approved administrative action, including, but not
limited to, a section 42-222 transfer.
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4

Pocatello Well No. and rate of diversion

7S

34E

1

NW

NE Well No.2 in the amount of3.12 cfs

7S

34E

l

SW

NE Well No.3 in the amount of 4.46 cfs

6S

34E

35

NW

SE WellNo.7 in the amountof4.46 cfs

6S

34E

26

NE

NW Well No. 10 in the amount of6.23 cfs

6S

34E

35

SE

NE \Vel1No.12inthcamountof6.20cfs

7S

34E

I

SE

SE Well No. 13 in the amount of3.I I cfs

7S

35E

7

NE

SW Well No. 14 in the amount of2.23 cfil

7S

35E

6

NW

SE Well No. 15 in the amount of3.34 cfs

6S

34E

26

SW

SE Well No. 16 in the am.cunt of 6.67 cfs

6S

34E

15

NE

NW Well No. 18 in the amount of 4.66 cfs

6S

34E

23

SW

NE Well No. 21in the amount of3.89 cfs

6S

34E

23

SE

NW Woll No. 22 in the amount of3.68 cfs

6S

34E

23

NW

NE Well No. 23 in the amount of 4.44 cfs

6S

34E

15

NW

NE Well No. 26 in the amountofl..67 cfs

6S

34E

14

NW

NW Well No. 27 In the amount of 4.9 cfs

surface water righl!l out ofMink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. This finding wa.s mede C$$idering the evldeneo at
trial, including the Supplemtntal Director's Report, and the testimony of Carter Frltschlo and Greg Sulllvan.").
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34E

1

NE

SE

6S

34E

23

NE

SW Well No. 29 in the amount of 4.01 cfs

6S

34E

35

NW

NE Well No. 30 in the amountof6,23 cfs

6S

34E

15

NE

SE

6S

34E

16

NE

NE Well No. 32 in the amountof3.45 cfs

7S

35E

18

SE

NE Well No, 33 in the amount of2.67 cfs

6S

34E

15

NE

SE

7S

35E

16

SW

SW Well No. 44 in the amount of 4.46 cfs

P. 11

Well No. 28 in tho amo\1t1t of 4.9 cfs

Well No. 31 in the amount of8.02 cfs

Well No. 34 in the amount of7.00 cfs

The Special Master concluded, as did the District Court, that the significance of the
connection between the ground water and surface water is not such that ground water pumping
results in depletions to surface flow and that accordingly the City would not be able to initiate a
delivery call against prior groundwater pumpers. 52 Even if IDWR lmd properly triggered
proceedings on the issue of injury, it was error for the Special Master to conclude that injury
would result because neither IDWR's nor the Special Master's conclusions are supported by
adequate evidence.
The Special Master began by stating that the significance of the (hydro logic) connection

between Pocatello' s groundwater and surface water points of diversion is not such that pumping
would result in depletions in surface flow. 53
The Special Master's findings and conclusions on the issue of injury should be
disregarded as clearly eiToneous because they do not address or talce account ofvitnl contrary

evidence and testimony and because they lack sufficient factual support,

"November 9 Decision, at 23.
,, Master's Report Ill 12.
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The Special Master's factual finding that Pocatello's use of its wells as altemati:ve points

of diversion for its surface water rights would cause injury to other water right holderss.i is
primarily based on statements made by Carter Fritchle at trial and IDWR's Supplemental
Director's Report.ss However, neither carter Fritsoble's testimony nor the Supplemental
Director's Report account for the protections against injury set out ln Poeatello's agreement with
the SWC. Despite the extensive expert testimony about the operation of the SWC agreement, the

Special Master did not even mention the SWC agreement in her Master's Report or her later
Order Denying Motion to Alter or Amend.56 The Special Master's failure to mention or addn:ss

the SWC agreement is particlliarly worrisome in light of the fact that s!W'eral ofi1S piuvisions
were specifically designed to deal with concerns about injury. Furthermore, Mr. Frltschle's and
IDWR's factual analyses of the injury issue are not basod on sufficient facts for the Special
Master to properly adopt their positions without more detailed findings regarding the nature of
Pocatello's water system and the pertinent hydi:ologic environment.

54

Mo.llet'& Report at 6 (citing the Supplemental Diree!or's Il.epOtt at II).

" SH Master'a Report at 6-7, l 0-12. In her findings of thctseetlon Mp~ 6, the Special Ma&terrestates
funr conclw:ion$ Ji-om the SUpplemenllll Diimor's iepart and concludes thllt "having wells as !llt(lmfttiVll points of
diversion would improperly allow th11 withdrawal of water from wells 11Slng the earlier priority of~ srice water
rights." At pages 10,12, the Special Muter relies specifically 011 Carter Frilschle's tcstimruly regarding 1h11
interoonneclian of end dislllnce between Po~llo'& ground llod surface poill!s of diversion. On page 11, the Spe1>ial
Maater s!otcs that she "concur• with the conclusion found in tlHI Director's Report !hilt Pocaiello's groundwater
wells are not alternative points of diveJ'Sioo for its su.rfaee wat~ rlghw."
"See Master's Report and Onle.r Denying Mol.ion to Alll>r or Amend.
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S, TllE PROVIDERS' SCENARIOS SET OUT IN FOOTNOTE 10 OF
THE MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON CIIALLENGE57
ARE NOT BASED ON FACTS IN THE RECORD BEFORE THE COURT
AND DO NOT PROVIDE A BASIS FOR A DECISION AFFECTING
POCATELLO'S WATER RIGHTS OR DIRECTING IDWR'S
ADMINISTRATION OF SIMILAR RIGHTS IN THE FUTURE,
The Providers' scenarios are not based on facts in the record before the Court. The
Providei-s' scenarios each en vision a situation where a municipal provider can drastically
increase the rate of diversion at one well by combining the rates of diversion associated with all

alternate points of diversion. Pocatello has agreed not to increase the rates of diversion in its
individual interconnected wells beyond what existed at the commencement of the SRBA. See
quoted material from the agreement with the Surface Water Coalition, p. 15, supta.

6, IDWR IMPROPERLY CHANGED ITS POSITION WITH REGARD
TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF MUNICIPAL WATER RIGHI'S
WITHOUT ENGAGING IN RULEMAKING PROCEDURES UNDER
IDAHO'S ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT.
The November 9 Decision, at p. 21, acknowledges that, "IDWR admitted at trial
changing its position after gaining a better understanding how conjunctive management is to be
implemented and the relative affects [sio] conjunctive management has Oll existing rights....
IDWR's change in position would be expected."
The following chronology from the exhibits and testimony at trial establish that IDWR's
change in position is represented by the Department's BSPA Transfer Processing Memo (issued
October 30, 2002.

10130/2002

IDWR issues the ESPA Transfer Processing Memo which states, 'these
policies and pwcedures are to be followed until rescinded or amended, or
superseded by statute or rule or comt decision." Exhibit E, Supplemental
Director's Report, page I, IDWRExhibit 1. The memo contains the
following language:

Interconnection: "An application for transfer pl'oposlng suoh a
change in source is not approvable unless the ground water and
surface water sources have a direct and immediate hydraulic
connection (at least 50 nercent depletion in orimnal source from
s, Memorandum Decision and order on ChaUengc {City of Pocatello) at page 16, In Re SkBA Case No.
39.576, Subcasc Noa. 29-271, et al (November 9, 2009).
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depletion at proposed point of diversion in one day,)" (page 20)
Factors For Considering Injury: ''Reduction in the quantity of water
available to other water rights." (page 19)
Additional Consideration For Evaluatiru!: Injurv: "Locm:i.on of
nearby wells, The location of the nearest production well, including
domestic wells, to the proposed point of diversion, and if different,
the nearest production well down gradient from the proposed point
of diversion." (page 21)
Enlargement: ''Enlargement will occur if the total diversion rate,
annual diversion volume, or extent of beneficial use (except for
nonconsumptive Wllter rights), exceeds the amounts or beneficial
use authorized under the water right(s) prior to the proposed
transfer." (page 21)
Factors For Considering Enlargement: ''Diversion rate, annual
diversion volume, and number of acres licensed or decreed."
(page22)
04/13/2006

IDWR issues S11pplemental Direcror 's Reporl for the City of Pocatello' s
SRBA claims. The Supplemental Director's Report expressly relies on the
ESPATransjer Processing Memo by stating, "IDWR's Transfer Processing
Memo No. 24 (Octobe!' 30, 2002) provides guidance to agents when
evaluating a request to change in source from surface water to ground water
or to add a well as an alternative point of diversion for a surface water
right."(page I 1) The Supplemental Director's Report also contains the
following language:
Interconnection: IDWR applies the entire interconnection standard
for change of source that is stated in the Tl'ansfer Processing Memo.
(page 11)
Presumed Future Injury: ''This condition is necessary in order to
avoid injury and to assist in tho administration and definition of the
water rights." (page 13) "If at some time in the future, the City
increases the pwnping capacity of a well witlrin the City's
interconnected system, and it reduces that amoum of water
available to 1111other user, this condition preserves the ability of the
water users to pl'otect their water right." (page 14) "Without the
condition, the Department would not have ,·ecommended the
multiple, alternate points of diversion because injury to other water
rights was likely." (page 14)
Neighboring Well Interference: The condition remark "is again a
necessary parameter when evaluating possible well-interference
issues." (page 15) "When the City pumps water from a well at a
different location. it mav cause interference with a different surface

l'OCA11!LLO'S BRIEF IN STJPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR.AMEND-Pogo 30
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water source, or another wrrter user's well." (page 15) The· remark
''is important because many other wells could have been drilled
nearby before or after the City-owned well was drilled or used."
(page 15)
01/17/2007

The State ofldaho participates in the SRBA summary judgment hearing
before Special Master Bilyeu. During the hearing, the State made the
following statements:
Transfer Processing Memo: "The transfer processing memo is not a
regulation. It's not enforceable like a regulation. It's not
enforceable like a regulation ....they're [Pocatello] is certainly
right, the memo by its own terms docs not directly apply to an
accomplished transfer under 42-1425." (Hearing Tr. page 48) "My
perception of that memo is that is provides a more lenient standard
than what the common law provides in the staie ofidaho. And I was
simply cutting the City of Pocatello some slack here." (Hearing Tr.
page 49) "The City of Pocatello in its brief said or argued that the
Transfer Processing Memo was not a rule or regulation adopted in
accordance with I.D.A.P.A., and I agreed with that." (Heai:ing Tr.
page 75)

~ ; "Iajury, whether it's under 42-222 or section 42-1425, that
legal issue is exactly the same." (Hearing Tr. page 53)
Presumption of Injury: "All you have to do when you have this
issue of an unreliable supply vernus a reliable supply on injury, all
you have to do is look at under the original right, how much water
would you be able to talce and under the revised right how much
water would they be able to talce. And if the amount of water you're
able to take under the proposed tl.'ansfcr is more, then there's injUIY
and it should be precluded." (Hearing Tr. page 54)
02/26/2007

Carter Fritschle testifies at trial that the Transfer Processing Memo
"guided" his analysis in determining whether Pocatello's APOD ·
claims were admissible. (Tr. Vol. 11 pages 331-335)

02/27/2007

Dave Tuthill testifies at trial that he relied on the Transfer Processing Memo,
the proposed Water Management Rules, and the proposed ESPA Water
Management Rules in evaluating Pocatello's alternate point of diversion
claims. IDWR changed its procedw::es to this "conditioning of the rights"
because the condition was ''necessary for the purpose of administration."

-''iii.,·
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In acknowledging and accepting IDWR's change in position as expected, the November
9 Decision does not address that the change in position wiis based on IDWR's failure to engage

in rulemaklng procedures under Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act. This was briefed
ex1ensively in Por;atcllo's April 30, 2007 Post-Trial Brief; at pages 37-39,

7, NO SPECIFIC LEGAL STANDARD EXISTS FOR DETERMINING
WHETHER A SUFFICIENT nEGREE OF INTERCONNECTION
EXISTS BETWEEN SURFACE AND GROUND WATER POI!IITS OF
DIVERSION SO AS TO BE CONSIDERED THE "SAME SOURCE."
The Special Master committed reversible error by making a determiuatlon regarding the
degree ofinteni!nne11tlon between the City's wells 11nd surface water rights without
reference to a legitimate or articulable standard.
a. The Specl11I Master utilized an improper and unworkable legal standan:I to
reach her conclusion that Pocatello's groundwater wells do not withdraw
from the same source as its surface water rights.
Supplemental Director's Report states that Pocatello's point of diversion from Mink
Creek is approximately six miles away from the closest Pocatello wcl.l. ' 8 Supplementlll
Dlrector's Report also states that this "faot'' is importmt when determlnlng whether it is
approp1iate to treat points of diversion as alteITlllte points of diversion for both a surface and a
groundwater right.59 Supplemental Director's report relies solely on IDWR's TPM 24 :in
reaching its conclusion that "there is no factual basis for recognizing the wells as alternate points
of diversion for these surface water streams."
This is to be compared with what was presented by PoCiltello, Pocatello offered the

testimony of several city employees as well as an expert who visited Pooatello's oources 1111d
undertook !Ill in depth analysis of the nature of the aquifer and surface water sources, and who
produced voluminous records to support his conclusion that the LPRVA has an immediate and

"Supplemental Director's Report Reg;m:ling City <lf P()l)atello's Basin 29 State-Based Wate-r Rights 111 l 1,
In Ile. SRll.4 Cos, No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29..00:271, et el. (April 13, 2006)(Dlrector's Report)(oiting Map S
attached to Director's Report).
s~ D~r's Report at 11, supra n. 3.
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direct hydraulic connection to Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. In the face of the
overwhelming, thorough, and highly detailed analysis undertaken by Pocatello's expert, the

Special Master's CODC!uslon (agreement with lDWR.'s conclusion) seems clearly erroneous if not
arbitrary. The only basis for IDWR's decision WIIS that the two sources seem too far away from
one another. This is a situation where the finding in the director's report that the two sources
were insufficiently connected was based on little to no evidence and not determined according to

any articulable standard that would allow Pocatello to 1-ebut it. In contrast to the evidence
preseDted by Pocatello, IDWR's finding is unpersuasive and should not be given the same
wei,ght. H ever there were a time where one party clearly offered enough evidence to rebut the

prima facie status of the director's report, it is here.
Furthermore, the Special Master doesn't actually engage in any analysis ofthe evidence

thirt WAS pl'esented by Pocatello. The Special Master explains that Pocatello's expert witness

provided an extensive and well-reasoned malysis of the LPRVA, he described the inflow and
outflow from this aquifer and in his llJlalysis he explained that both Gibson Jack Creek and Mink
Creek contribute significantly to the water supply for the LPRVA. In his opinion, OJC and Mink

Creek have a direct connection to the LPRVA such that they are essentially the same source:.
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8. POCATELLO PRESENTED SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE UNDER
THE SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE STANDARD TO REBUT THE
ALLEGATIONS OF INJURY AND LACK OF INTERCONNECTION
BETWEEN POCATELLO'S SURFACE AND GROUND WATER
SOURCES IN THE DIRECfOR'S REPORT.
n. Language used by the Speeial·Master and adopted by the November 9
Decision is taken from Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 which the State
admits does not apply to the facts of this case and is therefore an Improper
basis of the decision.
In her findings of fact section, the Special Master stated that the Director's Report
concluded that "water from the creeks is not used for culinary PllIJ!OSes and, thus the creek water
is not part of the interconnected well system." 60 The findings of fact section also detailed the

way in which IDWR's conclusions were based on an analysis taken from TPM 24. Because all
agree that TPM 24 Is not a valid document in this case, to the extent that the SM adopted factual
findings from the Director's Report that were based on IDWR's analysis, those factual findings
are invalid and should be held clearly erroneous because Pocatello provided sufficient evidence
to prove its claims and IDWR's factual conclusions/findings are unsupported by the evidence
because they rely on TPM 24.
The Special Master did not discuss the evidence in detail other than to say that she
concurred with IDWR. The Special Master acknowledged that Pocatel\o's expert provided and
"extensive and well-reasoned analysis of the [LPRVAJ," and that he "described the inflow of
water into the LPRVA and the outflow of water from this aquifer," and ultimately concluded that
"both Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek contribute significantly to the water supply :fur the
LPRVA... [and] have a direct hydraulic connection to the LPRVA. H 61 Although she stated that
the creeks "contribute" to the LPRVA, she concluded that this was not sufficient. She did not

60

Master's Report at 6.

61

Masler's Report at 10.
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say why this wasn't sufficient and could identify no standHid which made this insufficient.

IDWR found this insufficient based on the standards used in TPM 24, which are invalid. SM
also stated that there is "no evidence" that creek water is divcrted through the wells. This is
incorrect and inconsistent with her acknowledgment that the creeks contribute to the LPRVA
which supplies the wells. Although the Special Master claimed not to have relied on Tl'M 24, it
is the only source of legal standards and included some of the very same language she used in
her conclusions. The SM did not analyze the evidence provided by Pocatello in detail other than
to generally state 1hat Pocatello's expert concluded one thing and that IDWR concluded another.

It is not sufficient for the SM to simply state that she found IDWR's arguments more persuasive,
particularly when they were not based on adequate evidence considering the invalid TPM 24 and
the falsely analogy to the Salmon River example.
IDWR's analysis was also based on the distance between the two sources, but IDWR's
''distance based" reasoning is not adequately supported by the evidence. Considei.ing the false
analogies and lack of detail provided by IDWR in support of its arguments regarding
interconnection, Pocatello provided more than sufficient evidence to rebut any prima facie
evidence contained within the Director's Report. This is even assuming that the information in
the dil.'ector' s report is properly accorded the status of prima facie evidence, which is
questionable considering the problems a de$cribed above.
b. There is not sufficient evldentiary foundation or analysis in the Special
Master's decisions to support II finding that any change in Pocatello's
diversion ofsurface water oecurred after 1987.

One of the bases for IDWR's refusal to recommend Pocatello's wells as alternate points
of diversion for the City's senior surface water rights pursuant to I.C. § 42-1425 was the
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Department's belief that the change, if any, in how the water was diverted occurred after I 987. 62

Other than simply stating this belief in its April 2006 Supplemental Director's Report, the
Department provided no discussion or analysis to support its conclusion.
Jn the findings of fact section of her October 2, 2007 Master's Report end
Reco=endation, the Special Master made a passing mention ofIDWR's conclusion regarding
the timing of Pocatello's change in use of surface water. 63 Although this fmding could have
been dispositive on the issue of whether Pocatello's wells should be listed as alternative points of
diversion for the City's surface water rights, the Special Master never again mentioned or
discussed the timing of Pocatello's diversion of surface water at its intel.'connected wells.
Although it is not clear whether the Special Master merely intended to report what was
said in the Director's Report, or whether she meant to adopt IDWR's finding as her own, the
Special Master's failure to discuss or analyze the timing issue is striking, particularly in light of
the amount of evidence and testimony presented by Pocatello at trial. Pocatello offered the
testimony of several City employees and its expeit, Greg Sullivan, as well as multiple exhibits
based on water use data, 64 to s~port a fmding that the City began divcrt.ing smface water from
its interconnected wells before 1987.

62 Supplcmcntlll birector's Report Regarding City of Pocatcllo's Basin 29 State-Based Wale, Rights o1 11,
In Re SRBA Ccm No. 39576, Subcase Nos. 29·00271, et al. (April 13, 2006)(Direcmr's Report); see a/so, Testimony
of Carter Flitsch le, Tr. Vol Il, p. 332, L, 10 through p. 333 (February 27, 2007)(whcrein Mr. Fritschle smtes thot
there WM no evidence to indlwe that Pocatello quit diverting at the original po!nt9 of diversion and muted diverting
surface water ft! additiorud pointa of diven;ion prior to 1987).
., Masler's Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider at 6, In Re SJ/BA Ctr:e No.
39576, Subcase Nos. 29-271, et al. (October 2, 2007)(Mastcr's lleport)C'The Supplemental Director's Repllrt
concluded that: ... Any cl!ange In how water was divc.ted occurred after 1987'').
"Pocatello offered •everal exhibits at trial which evidenced the declining diversions at Mink Creek 811d
Gtoson Jack creek and the concomitant Increases in groundwatu diversions at the City wells prior to 1987. For
example, City of Pocatello Exhibit 143, a chart inc.luded lo Mr. Sullivan's expert roport summarizing annual water
l!le from 1964 through 1987, showed a trend of increasing groundwll!cr use ag a p=ntage of supply in the late
I980s, with a concurrent decline in the S\lmlce water diversion. See Tr. Vol VI, p. 1029, L. S through p. I031, L. 1
(March 8, 2007). See also, City of Pocatello Exlnl!it 139 (consisting oh table from Mr. Sullivan's eXpertreport
titled "City of Poca1ello, Summa,y of Monthly Surface Water Use (1980-1987)"); City of Pocatello Exlnoit 112
(consisting of a memo written by Tom Pekker on March 31, 1989 setting forth !he yearly totals fonvater production
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Mr. Hargreaves testified that beginning in the early 1980s, the city's diversions at the

surface water sources gradually declined over time until the city ceased using surface water for

culinary purposes altogether in 1993.65 Mr. Dekker also testified that by the time the City quit
using surface water for culinary purposes, the pe:l'centage of surface water being used for
culinary purposes was a "lot lower" than it had been previously.66 Pocatello's expert, Greg
Sullivan, explained that as the City's diversions at Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek began to
decline in the 19&0s (up until 1993, when the City ceased diverting at the surface sources due to

concerns about turbidity and the cost of water treatment), the City made up fur the lost supply by
diverting its surface water rights at its wells. 67 He emphasized the importance of Pocatello's
claims for altemative points of diversion, stating that it is important that the City be able to
continue to exercise its senior surface water rights as it has throughout history and prior to
1987.68

At tdal, Carter Fritschle testified that IDWR's conclusion (cited by the Special Master in
her findings of fact)69 that "the change, if any, on how the water was divei.1ed occurred after
1987"70 was based on a 1998 letter71 from the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality

fi-om surface supplies from 1964 through 1988); City of Pocatello ExhH,it Ill (consisting of monthly repor1s
detailing Wllter production in Pocatello's system from 1962 to 1993); City ofPocatello Exhibit 113 (consisting ofa
documen1title'1 "City of Pocatello Yearly Warer Consumption fi-om 1956 to Present" (ending in 1989),)
"'Tr. Vol IV, p, 738, L. 18 throughp. 739, L. 10 (March!, 2007),
66

Tr. Vol Ill, p. 426, L. 15 through p. 427, L. 9 (February 28, 2007) ("[W]hen they required that the
surface water bo treated, then wo quit using surfuce water. By that time the percenhlge was a lot lower. So it was
better to drill wells.").
61

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1024, L. 9 through p. 1025, L. 7, p. 1033, L. 25 through p. 1037, L. 25 (March 8, 2007).

61

Tr. Vol VI, p. 1023, L. 24 through p. 1024. L. S (March 8, 2007).

m Master'! Report at 6, supra n. 4.
70 Supplemental Director's Report at 11, supra n.
71

3.

See Exhibit Dto the Supplemenhll Director's Report {contains Oct. 26, 1998 letter from IDEQ to Fred

Asia).
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(IDEQ) which indicated that Pocatello had diverted water from the original surface points of
diversion at Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek after I 987, 72 IDWR first made this argument in
its Supplemental Director's Report at page 12, n.8:
''Notably, the City continued to use the surface water rights after 1987. So, even
if the City could show an immediate and direct connection between the surface
sources and its wells, an accomplished transfer would not be appropriate because
the change in practice did not occur prior to I 987. See I.C. § 42-1425. This fact
is demonstrated by a letter from the IDEQ that required the City to cease
operation ofits surface wate. soumes for culinary pmposes in 1998. See
Exhibit D."

IDWR seemed to be saying that the City's claim for additional points of diversion at its
interconnected wells could not be approved if the City had diverted any of the surface water from
the original points of diversion at Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek after 1987. This argument
confuses a the nature of an accomvlished alternative point of diversion with an accomplished
change in point of diversion, and does not accurately reflect the nature of Pocatello's claim under
I.C. § 42-1425. 73
By adding an alternative point of diversion to a water right, a water user gains the ability
to

divert its water right at the original point of diversion and the alternative point of diversion. A

change in point of diversion, by contrast, would require that II water user abandon the original
point of diversion listed on its water right and take up a new point of diversion at another
location. In the case of such a change in point of diversion, evidence that the water user
continued to use the original point of diversion would defeat the claim. Pocatello's claim under
I.C. § 42-1425 is for alternative points of diversion. NOT tm. accomplished change of point of
diversion. Therefore, the 1998 letter from IDEQ is not a proper basis for the denial of
Pocatello' s claim for alternatl.ve points of diversion for its surface water 1ights.

12

Tr. Vol. II, p. 332, L. 10 through p. 333, L. 14 (Februlll)I 27, 2007),

73

Cito to Pocatello's SRBA cl81ms here?
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Directly in response to Mr. Fritschle's statement about the IDEQ letter, Pocatello's
expert, Greg Sullivan, testified that any evidence that Pocatello diverted its surface water at the
original points of diversion after 1987 is consistent with the City's use of its wells as alternative
points of diversion for the surface water rights. He stated that the City could divert the water at
the original point of diversion, or at an alternative point of diversion, or some combination of the
two, so long as the flow rates are not exceeded.74
During cross examination, Mr. Fritschle himself confirmed the distinction between an
alternative point of diversion and a change in point of diversion and agreed that an altemative
point of diversion would allow the City to divert watei· either nt the new points or at the original
points of diversion, or split the right between the two.75
9. l.C. § 42-1425 DOES NOT PROBIBlT ACCOMPLISHED
TRANSFERS OF SOURCE.

The November 9 Decision states that J.C. 42-1425 does not eXpressly authorize a
change in source element. However, the Order, at p, 22, states that:
A change in source is essentially the appropriation of a new water right. However,
in the case of a new appropriation the priority date is junior 10 those of existing

users on the new source while a transferred right retains its original priority
thereby shifting the schedule of existing priorities on the new source resulting in
injury to existing pdorities.
The error of a ''per se" injury analysis under 42-1425 has already been discussed above. The
Court's analysis of what constitutes a ''change in source" is impm1ant to exernine because of the
extensive trial record regarding this factual issue.

1

i

Tr. Vol II, p. 333, L. 23 through p. 335, L- l (Felnuary 27, 2007).
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10. AS A MATrER OF LAW, AN "IRRIGATION" PURPOSE OF USE
DESIGNATION DOES NOT Al'PLYTO A MUNICIPALLY OWNED
WATER RIGHT BENEFICIALLY USED FOR BIOSOLIDS WASTE
TREATMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW.
The primary function of water right 29-2770 was never intended to be irrigation. The
material in the following exhibits from trial are discussed below as proof that water right
29-2770 was established as a municipal right, in accordance with federal Jaw to facilitate the
disposal ofbiosolid waste.
Ell:hibit 155 -2/2/204 City of Pocatello I 1t1i Annual POTW Biosolids Repo1t-This
annual biosolids report is filed with the U.S. EPA for the City of Pocatello's Biosolids
Beneficial Recycling/Reuse Site. It is required by federal sludge regulations, and
demonstrates that the water right is used to reduce biosolids.
Exhibit 156- 9/7/1999 City of Pocatello National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Pe1mit - This NP DES pe1mit gives the City of Pocatello authority under the
federal Clean Water Act to discharge wastewater from its wastewater treatment facility
into the PortneufRiver, and shows that the water right is used to process waste,
Exhibit 157 -Part 503 Final Rule Signed 11/25/1992, "New Sludge 1ules" - These
federal regulations set the criteria for classification of solid waste disposal facilities and
practices. The City of Pocatello uses this water light to comply with these federal solid
waste disposal rules.
Exhibit 158 - 2/1998 City of Pocatello Biosolids Management Plan - The Biosolids
Management Plan is filed with the U.S. EPA, Region X, It describes the procedures the
City of Pocatello uses in the beneficial recycling/reuse ofbiosolidsthrough land
application on agricultw:al fields. The City uses the water right to accomplish this
process.
Exhibit 159 - 5/17/2005 City of Pocatello Crop Management Plan - The Crop
Management Plan describes how specified acres will be planted as part of the City's land .
application ofbiosolids. The water right is used in this agricultural activity as part of the
City's process to manage and dispose ofbiosolids,
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11. IT IS NOT A COLLATERAL ATTACK ON A PRIOR LICENSE FOR
POCATELLO TO CLAIMAPRIORITYDATE CONSISTENT\VITH
BENEFICIAL USE FOR WATER RIGHT 29-13639 PREDATING THE
SUBSEQUENT LICENSE.

It was an error of law for tbe Court to find thatPooatello's claimed beneficial use priority
date fur water right 29- J3639 is an impermissible collateral attach on a previously lioensed right,
Pocatello claimed a priority of December 3l, 1940 based on beneficial use. The Court

concluded that the pliority date should be consistent with the license.
In tbe SRBA, IDWR has long had a policy allowing people to prove the existeDCe of

beneficial use rights that were subsequently documented with licenses having junior priority
dates. Poma! guidance to agents investigating such water right claims in the SRBA can be
found in the original Claims Investigation Handbook issued in 1993.
Watertight 29-13639 is based onafonner license. Pocatello's claim is notto the

additional use of water from the well not previously covered by the license. Pocatello's claim is
for an earlier priority date for a previously licensed water right.

Dated this 9th day of December 2009.

BEE.MAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
By

().~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of December 2009, I caused a true md correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served 011 the following by U.S. Mail:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE. OF IDAHO
ATIORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX44449
BO!SB, ID 837ll-4449

US DEPARTMENT OF IIJSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 W£S1' FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, JO 83724

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISB, ID 83720-0098

Christopher H. Meyer
1o.h:n M. Marshllll
Givens Pursley LLP
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701·2720
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29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29--04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF GREG SULLIVAN'S TESTIMONY

(February 2007)
During direct examination by Ms. Beeman, Mr, Sullivan described the PortneufRiver
and its relation to the city of Pocatello. :Mr. Sullivan testified that the PortneufRiver arises in the
mountains to the east of Pocatello and is composed mostly of snowmelt runoff with an average
flow of about 200,000 acre feet per year. Mr. Sullivan testified that there ere several diversions
from the PortneufRiver upstream of Pocatello consisting of irrigation ditches l Oto io miles
upstream which irrigate the PortneufRiver Valley. Mr. Sullivan explained that other large
irrigation ditches divert water from Marsh Creek, a tributary of the PortneufRiver upstream from
Pocatello. Mr. Sullivan testified that the Portneuf River reaches the municipal area (Pocatello) at
the Portneuf gap and flows through the town of Pocatello. He indicated that there are a few
small relatively inconsequential surface diversions from the PortncufRiver in that area but that
the city does not use any wnter from the PortneufRiver for illl supplies, so the river flows

relatively undisturbed to American Falls ResctVoir, where it joins the Snake River.
Ms, Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan questions regatding Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek. Mr. Sullivan testified that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek were the city's first
sources of water and that the creeks are tributaries that join the PortneufRiver in the vicinity of
the town of Pocatello. Mr. Sullivan explained that, although lhere are other tributaries in the
area, Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek have the most flow because they have larger drainage
areas and are fed by geographically larger and more elevated watersheds, He stated that the
developern of Pocatello's original water supply piped water from Gibson Jack Creek and Mink

Creek, despite the existence of closer tributaries, because Gibson Jack Creek and Mink Creek
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were more dependable supplies that could be diverted at elevation, which meant the water could
fl.ow by gravity into the reservoir system and on into the city's pipelines.
Mr. Sullivan also testified that Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek typically flow year
round, He explained that because the flow of the creeks is dominated by :mowmelt, the creeks
have peak flows dming the runoff period in the spring and early summer but the base flow
component is fed by groundwater. In response to a question about the diversion works on the
creeks from Ms, Beeman, :tl1r. Sullivan testified that the creeks were the original sources of water
for the city and that the creeks were initially developed by a private water company but the city
took over in the early 20th century,
Next, Ms. Beeman asked Mr. Sullivan to describe City of Pocatello Exhibit 108, which
contains copies of photographs Mr. Sullivan took during a tour of the City's facilities in October
of 2006. According to Mr, Sullivan, one of the photos depicts the Mink Creek drainage, as
viewed from the north side of the PortneufRiver Valley near the Portneuf gap looking up the
Mink Creek drainage. Another photo shows one of the open-air reservoirs into which the City's

· surface water was diverted, as well as the 5 million gallon tack used for storage.
Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan several questions about the Lower PortneufRiver
Valley Aquifer. Mr. Sullivan testified that the majority of Pocatello's water supply comes from
wells constructed in the LPRVA A smaller portion of the city's supply, that water used near the
airport for biosolids and culinary purposes, comes from the Eastern Snske Plain Aquifer. Mr.
Sullivan described the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer as an alluvial aquifer and generally
explained the nature of alluvial aquifers and how they are formed. 1
Before continuing with Mr. Sullivan's testimony 011 the Lower PortneufRiver Valley
Aquifer, Ms. Beeman introduced City of Pocatello's Exhibits 131 and 132. Exhibit 131 is a

1 Tr,

Vol. IV,p. 772, L 16 through p, 774, L. 4 {Man:h !, 2007).
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1996 draft report prepared by John Welhan and others titled "The Lower PortneufRiver Valley
Aquifer: A Geologic/Hydrologic Mode and Its Implications for Wellhead Protection Strategies."
Exhibit 132 is a July 2006 report prepared by John Welhan titled ''Water Balance and Pumping
Capacity of the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer, Bannock County Idaho." Mr, Sullivan
testified that the conclusions drawn by Mr. Welhan in exhibits 131 and 132 were reasonably
reliable and represented the best available information on the LPRVA. Mr. Sullivan also stated
that he primarily relied on the reports for their descriptions of the LPRVA, the sources of water
for the LPRVA, and the water balance for the LPRVA; Mr. Sullivan stated that he had no reason
to disagree with the conclusions drawn in those parts of the reports.2
In reference to Exhibits 131 and 132, Mr. Sullivan described the geology and hydrology
of the Lower Po1tneufRiver Valley Aquifer, specifically how the aquifer was formed and the
aquifer's sources ofrecharge. Relying on Exhibit 132, Mr. Sullivan testified about the primary
sources of supply or recharge to the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer. Mr. Sullivan testified
that there are three lllain sources of inflow to the Portneuf River: first, there is inflow at the
Portneuf gap; second, tributalies from the southwest (including Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek); and finally, a small amount of water originates from the Pocatello Creek drainage in the
east. 3
Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to describe in more detail the source of inflow to
the LPRVA from the various tributaries to the southwest. Mr. Sullivan testified that he agreed
with Mr. Welhan'a conclusion that most of the inflow to the LPRVA from those tributaries
originates from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek (b11Sed on the fact that they have the largest
watershed areas and highest elevations). Mr. Sullivan explained that a lateral extension of the

2

Tr. Vol. N, p. 766, L. 21 through p. 781, L. 11 (Match l, 2007).

3 Tr.

Vol. N, p. 790, L. !S through p. 795, L. 19 (Msrch L, 2007).
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LPRVA extends up into Mink Creek somewhat-that when Mink Creek flows do'Wn out of the

molllltains and gets close to the PortneufRiver, the water flows over the alluvial material and
seeps into the LPRVA. He stated that it is typical of an alluvial system that the alluvial aquifur
receives much of its supply from the surface source and that the suiface supply is connected to
and interconnected with the subsui:faee mpply.4
Although Mr. Sullivan acknowledged that Mr. Welhen's reports did not break down the

percentages of inflow to the LPRVA from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek separately, Mr,
Sullivan testified that he thought that between 50 to 75 percent ofthe SUpply of the Lower
PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer comes primarily from Mink Creek and Gibson Jeck Creek.s
Mr. Sullivan also testified that he considered the Lower PortncufRiver Valley Aquifer,
Mink Creek, and Gibson Jack Creek to be essentially the same sow·ce from a hydrologic

standpoint, Mr. Barber objected to Ms. Beeman's line of questioning on this subject and asked,
in aid of objection, whether Mr. Sullivan meant that the sources are merely in hydraulic
connection with one another. Mr. Sullivan replied that that was one of the points he was trying
to make but also that the LPRVA, Mink Creek, and Gibson Jack CJ:eek are closely ccnnected and

that the surface supply in Mink Creek is one of the primary sources of water to the LPRVA, Mr,

Sullivan clarified that the LPRVA, Mink Creek, and Gibson Jack Creek are Jn direct hydraulic

connection and that from a hydrologic standpoint he would consider them fue same som-ce, just
that Mink O:eek and Gibson Jack Creek are on the surface while the LPRVAis underground. 6

In response to another question from Ms. Beeman, Mr. Sullivan testified that, based on :Mr,

4

Tr. Vol. IV, p. 796, L. 15 through p. 800, L. '.U {Mllrnh l, 2007).

•Tr.Vol. IV, p. SO l, L. 13 tbrollgh p. 802, L. 24 (March l, 2007)(Mr: SulliYlll also indicated 1bat a small
portion of!he inflow to tl1e LPRVA from lnbulllrles was attn"'butable to Cusick Creek and Ci!y Creek, but reiterated
that the \Vllter comes primanly from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creok}.
·
6

Tr. Vol. IV, p. 802, L 25 lllrollgh p. 806, L. 2 (Mmch 1, 2007).
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Welhan's work, recharge from the tributaries to the southwest including Mink Creek and Gibson
Jack Creek is the source of most of the groundwater for the Lower PortneufRiver Valley
Aquifer.7
A little later on, Mr. Sullivan testified about CityofPocate!lo's Exhibit 107, which is
titled "Photographs of Surface Water Diversions and Wells, City of Pocatello" and contains more
photographs taken during Mr. Sullivan's October 19-20, 2006 site visit Mr. Sullivan stated that
the first page of photographs in this exhibit were taken at the point of diversion for the sw·face
water right on Mink Creek and include depictions of the diversion house, concrete works, and
head gates. 8 Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to describe the underlying structure of the
ground beneath Mink Creek, in reference to the photos. Mr. Sullivan testified that there is not
much of an alluvium structure so high on the Creek (near the point of diversion) and that the
alluvium is more prominent lower Ol1 the creek, although there is alluvial material present. He
eiq,lained that the creek flows on a gravelly, sandy material, although he wasn't sure how deep it
was in the particular area shown in Exhibit 107. Mr. Sullivan further testified that the diversion
works on Mink Creek are roughly five to seven rniles from the PortneufRiver. 9
Ms. Beeman followed up by asking Mr. Sullivan whether there was an increasing alluvial
structure from the point of diversion on Mink Creek to the PortneufRiver, Mr. Barber initially
objected to this question on the grounds that Mr. Sullivan is not a geologist and should not testify
regarding soils. Mr. Barber also wanted to know whether Mr. Sullivan had done any
investigation of the alluvium from the point of diversion all the way down to the PottneufRiver.
Mr. Sullivan replied that he had observed the alluvial material in the creek bed but had not

'Tr. Vol. IV, p. 806, J... 7-14 (Match I, 2007).
'Tr. Vol. V, p. 858, L. 17 through page 860, L. 20 (Mmcli 2, 2007).
9

Tr. Vol. V, p. 850, L. 21 through page 863, L. 12 (M!lfcli 2, 2007).
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investigated the depth of the material. Mr. Barber had no objection to Mr. Sullivan's testimony
as long as lt was limited to what Mr, Sullivan had observed on the surface. 10

Mr. Sullivan then went on to describe page 2 of Pocatello's Exhibit 107, which shows
four photographs taken at the point of diversion for the City's Gibson Jack Creek diversion. Mr.
Sullivan testified that the first photo is an overview picture of the diversion sllucture which
shows that water is diverted from the natural channel of Gibson Jack Creek into a concrete
structure, from which the water can either be sent into a pipeline or allowed to overflow back
into the main channel of Gibson Jack Creek. He described the second picture as another photo of
the overflow sll.ucture taken from the downstream side looking upstream. The third picture, he
testified, is one taken from the top of the diversion stl'Ucturc looking downstream with water
flowing back into Gibson Jack Creek after it had passed over the overflow. The folll'th picture
also depicts the inlet to the concrete structure where water is taken out of Gibson Jack Creek. 11
At this point, Mr. Sullivan's testimony began to focus mainly on Pocatello's claim for
alternative points of diversion for its groundwater rights. After some testimony concerning
pumping from alternative points of diversion and well-interference, Mr. Sullivan's direct
examination was placed on hold so that Mr. Barber could perform his diiect exwnination of
Carter Fritschle. 12 AJJ a result, some of the following testimony from Ms. Beeman's continued
direct examination of Mr. Sullivan is partially in response to Mr. Fritschle's testimony,
Ms, Beeman began her continued direct examination of Mr. Sullivan by asking him

whether he was present du1ing the testimony by Pocatello staff members describing the City's

10

Tr. VoL V, p. 858, L. 17 through page 860, L. 20 (March 2, 2007).

11 Tr. Vol. V, p. 863, L. 20 thTough page 865, L. 12 (March 2, 2007)(Mr. Sullivan also testified regarding
page 3 ofOOibit 107, which depict.s photos of the Well 16well house and facilities, and page 4 oftheexhibi~
which shows pictureS of the city's well houses at wells 28, 27, 10, and 21.).

"Tr. Vol. V, p. 993, L. 18 through page 994, L. 21 (March 2, 2007).
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surface water rights, and asking Mr. Sullivan to explain how thoso water rights were established.

Mr. Sullivan testified that the water rights on Mink Creek originated from an early District Court
decree and that the water right on Gibson Jack Creek is based on a beneficial use claim. Ms.
Beeman then had Mr. Sullivan examine Pocatello Exhibit 129, which Mr. Sullivan testified was
the decree issued by the Bannock County District Court on June 51\ 1926 in the case ofSam B.

Smith v. City ofPocatello that evidenced the City's Mink Creek water rights. Following up with
the exhibit, Ms. Beeman asked Mr. Sullivan to descdbe the irrigation season listed on the decree,

Mr. Sullivan replied that the irrigation season is described as the portion of the calendar year
beginning on the 15th of April and ending on the 15th ofSeptember. 13

Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to describe how the City has used its surface water
rights. Mr. Sullivan testified that the City had diversion structures on Gibson Jack and Mink
Creek and that the City diveited water into a pipeline which delivered the water into m open
reservoir system on a bench west of the City from where the water was put into the City's water
distribution system. Mr. Sullivan explained that this diversion continued well into the early to
mid 1980s when the diversion from surface water sources began declining. From the early to
· mid 1980s, the surface water use declined and eventually, in the early 1990s, Mr. Sullivan
testified that the culinary used ended, although there has been occasional irrigation use of surface
waters

since that time. 14
Mr, Sullivan next testified about the difference between an alternate point of diversion

and a change in point of diversion. Mr. Sullivan explained that an alternate point of diversion is
like a change in point of diversion in that the city would be diverting the righ!s at a different
point but that the city would retain the ability to alternatively diveit the water at the original
"Tr. Vol Vl, p. 1017, L. 18 through p. l 020, L. 2 (March 8, 2007).
"Tr. Vol Vl, p. 1020, L. 3-17 (March 8, 2007).
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point (which is not possible when the point of diversion is completely changed). Mr. Sullivan
then referred to Pocatello Exhibit 122 to explain Pocatello's claims for surface water alternate
points of diversion. Using the chart from Exhibit 122, Mr. Sullivan listed the water rights
associated with the cit:y' s claims on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, Mr. Sullivan also
referred to Pocatello Exhibit 104, a map showing the location of the alternate points of diversion
for the city's S\llface water rights. 1:;

Mr. Sullivan went on to explain why the claim for alternate points of diversion for the
sutface rights is so important to Pocatello. Mr, Sullivan testified that the surface water rights are
the city's senior water rights and that, because the city no longer diverts that water_at its surface
wate:r points of diversion, it is important that the city be able to continue to exercise those
priorities as it has throughout the city's history by claiming the wells as alternate points of
diversion. Mr, Sullivan then confirmed that the claims for alternate points of diversion for the
city's surface water lights were claimed 118 accomplished tral!Bfers asserted in a general
adjudication, and that the change in use occurred prior to 1987. 16
Mr. Sullivan indicated that part of his testimony was based on the testimony from the city
staff; specifically, Mi:. Sullivan referred to the staff testimony pertaining to the city's declining
use of the surface water rights from the 1980s on. Mr. Sullivan testified that the declining use of
surface water was due to the increase in water quality regulation which required the city to treat
the water before incorporating the surface water into its culinary system, Mr. Sullivan explained
that there were also increasing concerns about turbidity in the supply and that the city would

"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1020, I. 21 through p. 1023, L. 9 (March 8, 2007).
16

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1023, L. 24 through p. 1024, L. 8 (March 8, 2007).
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sometimes choose not to divert the water because of turbidity or suspended solids (typically
during times ofrunoff). 17
Next, Ms. Beeman asked Mr. Sullivan to testify regarding Pocatello's Exhibit 143, a
chart included in Mr. Sullivan's expert report ,mmmarizing annual water use from I 964 through
1987, Mr. Sullivan explained the sources of info1mation used to generate the chart and stated

that the pUJpOse of the chart was to illustrate the city's use of surface and groundwater 3ll.d how
those uses had changed over time. Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan ifhe recalled Mr.
Dekker's testimony about the discrepancies in surface water use data during the late 1980s and
whether the data in Exhibit 143 was affected by those discrepancies. Mr. Sullivan replied that
the data in Exhibit 143 was affected by the discrepancies because the discrepancies occurred
during years covered by his chart in Exhibit 143. Mr. Sullivan explained that Mr. Dekker's
memorandum (Exhibit I 12) showed 435 acre feet less surface water use for 1986 than was
shown in Exhibit I 13 (yearly water consumption data). He also stated that Mr. Dekker's
memorandum showed surface water use 112 acre feet greater than in the yearly water
consumption data for the year 1987. Mr. Sullivan explained that he used the data frtim Mr.
Dekker's memorandum, rather than the totals from the yearly water consumption data in Exhibit
113, based on a review of the records and interviews of the city staff which indicated Mr.·

Dekker' s memo.randum was 'the most reliable information, 18

Mr. Sullivan testified that because the purpose of Exhibit 143 was to illustrate general
trends in the data, the relatively small discrepancies in the totals for surface water use in 1986
and 1987 did not change or affect his conclusions. He explained that the chart shows a trend of
increasing groundwater use as a percentage of supply in the mid and late 1980s, with a
17

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1024, L. 9 through p. 1025, L. 7 (March 8, 2007).

11

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1027, L. 15 through p, 1029, L. 4 (Man:h 8, 2007).
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concuttent decline in the surface water use from that time on. Those trends would have
remained the same, regardless of which data was used (either the numbers from Mr. Dekker's
memo or from the yearly consumptive data). Mr. Sullivan went on to testify about the
conclusiom he was able to draw from the cha.rt in Exhibit 143. Mr. Sullivan concluded that
during the period ofthemid to late 1980s 1he city's total water use increased overall, as did the
peiwntage of water supplied from groundwater, while use of surface water declined. Ms.
Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan how the city made up fur the reduced supply as the surface
water use declined. Mr. Sullivan replied that the city made up for its decreased surl'ace water use
by increasing groundwater use. 19

Returning to an earlier topic, Ms. Beeman again Mired Mr. Sullivan whether he would
consider the alternate points of diversion claim to be a change in point of diversi?n. Mr. Sullivan
stated that, as he testified earlier, it is similar to a change in that the city is seeking to divert the
water at a different location, but that the city is also seeking to retain the original location as ·
well. Mr. Sullivan then stated that "yes, it is a change in point of wversion.',20
The t()pic of testimony was then turned toward the nature of the city's current surfaCll

water di.versions. Mr. Sullivan explained that there is a small use of water from Gibson Jack
Creek that is used for irrigation at Wild Horse Ridge subdivision. 21
Ms. Beeman then asked Mr, Sullivan to identify Pocatello Exhibit 139, which is a table

from Mi:, Slllllvan's expert report titled "City of Pocatello, Summary of Monthly SUlface Water
Use (1980-1987)" based on the Dekker memorandum (Exhibit 112) and the city's monthly water

use reports (Exlnoit 111). Ms. Beeman asked Mr. Sullivan whether there is a point at which the

1"Tr. Vol.

VJ, p. 1029, L. S lbroughp. 1031, L. l (March 8, 2007}.

'°Tr. Vol VI,p. 1031,L.2·12{March8,2007).
21

Tr. Vol. VI,p.103l,L.13·19(March8,2007).
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decline in surface water use is shown on the table. Mr. Sullivan referred to the table and listed
the declining numbets for surface water use from 1980 to 1987. Mr. Sullivan also explained the
significance of several months of zero surface water use during 1985 and 1986 (months with
zero surface water use were April-May 1985 and March-May 1986).22
Referring to Pocatello's Exhibits 111 and 139, Mr. Sullivan testified that the months
showing a zero for sutface water use were those months in which the city did not divert water at
the 01iginal point of diversion for the surface water rights. Mr. Sullivan explained that the city
had become increasingly worried about turbidity in the water and so, during times of nmoff
when silt and other materials were stirred up in the water, the city ceased diverting swface water
into their system. Mr. Sullivan further concluded that because the city was not diverting water at
the surface soutces during this time, the city had to make up for that supply by diverting the
water at its wells. 23 Ms. BeelIIBll. then retwned to her earlier questions about the city's use of
water at the Wild Horse Ridge subdivision. Mr. Sullivan reiterated that the surface water is used
for irrigation of lav.'llS in common areas and throughout the subdivision.14

Ms. Beeman then changed tacks and began asking Mr. Sullivan questions about whether
any other water rights might be injured by Pocatello's use of its wells as alternative points of
diversion for its surface water rights. First, Ms. Beeman asked whether they city would be
enlarging the flow rates for its surface water rights. Mr, Sullivan responded that the flow rates of
5cfs each on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek would still limit the diversion of water from the
smface water rights at the alternate points of diversion. He also testified that the city has
21
'Ir. Vol. VI, p. 1031, L 23 through p. 1037, L. 25 (March 8, 2007)(Mr. SulliVftn testified that another
month, June of198S, also showed zero surface water U9e acoordiog to tho data in Exhibit 111 but that through
discussions with the city and a review of the records, It was detennined that thero were actually di,•ersions in that
month so the zero for that month listed in Exhibit 143 Is incorrect.).

:n Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1033, L. 25 thro11ghp. 1037, L. 25 (Mlll'ch 8, 2007).
24

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1038, L. 1-11 (March 8, 2007).
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proposed additional conditions pursuant to a settlement with the Swface Water Coalition that
would help ensure that there w~uld be no enlargement of the city's rights by operation of the
alternate points of diversion. Mr. Sullivan testified that the city had agreed to limit its exercise
of the surface water rights such that the annual diversions at the wells under the surface wate,:
right priorities would be limited to the amounts measured and physically available at the original
points of diversion. :l..l

Mr. Sullivan then went on to answer some questions about bow the limitation/condition
on Pocatello's diversion of surface water contained in the agreement with the SWC would be
administered. Mr. Sullivan testified that there are two meclianisms contemplated in the
agreement with the SWC. In the first mechwtlsm, the city would measure and keep track of the
water avrulable at or near the original points of diversion, leave the water in the original creeks to
flow on downstream, and divert the 81.nface water priorities at their wells. Through an
accounting process, Mr. Sullivan explained that the city would make sure that the annual
diversions at the wells would not exceed the annual volume measured in the creeks. Mr.
Sullivan then described the second mechanism as a process whereby the city would divert the
water at the original points of diversion into its pipeline and then convey that water to the
PortneufRiver where it would be released, making sure to keep track of the measurements to
ensure that its exercise of the surface water rights at the alternate points of diversion would not
exceed the amounts measU1-ed and delivered to the PortneufRiver. Mr. Sullivan indicated that
the first me.cbaoism would be preferable because it would not require the city to maintain the
several miles of pipeline needed in the second mechanism, and because it would enhance the
flows of Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek as they continued downstream.26

:i,

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1038, L, 12 through p. 1039, L. 8 (March 8, 2007),

20

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1039, L, 91hrough p. 1041, L, 22 (Maroh 8, 2007).
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Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to explain how the two mechani!!!Ils, if exercised,

-would operate to prevent injury to other water users (and whether the mechanisms would amount
to an enlargement of Pocatello's water rights). Mr. Sullivan replied that there would be no injury

from the operation of the wells as al teinate points of diversion in this manner because the city
would be foregoing its divei:slons at the original points of diversion and diverting the water
instead at the alternate points of diversion, as it has been doing. Therefore, he eXplained, there
would be no increase in the rate diverted and the volume would be limited to the amounts
physically available at the creeks, which he thought should be sufficient to prevent any injury.

Ms. Beeman inquired as to what might happen if, dming the irrigation season, other users on the
creeks diverted the city's water that was left in the creeks. Mr. Sullivan replied that the city ha$

the right to use the stream channel to convey its water and that if another· water user did use the
water, it would be an injury to the city's water right that would be a matter for administration by

IDWR.21
Ms. Beeman then asked how the city's surface water diversions for irrigation at Wild
Horse Ridge would be accounted for in the proposed administration of its swface water rights.
Mr. Sullivan explained that 1o the extent the use continued, the amount of water used would be
accounted for so that the combined use of water at the Wtld Horse Ridge subdivision and the
ll!ll.OUnt of water diverted through the

city's '\VCl.ls would not exceed the annual volume limit

defined by the physical measurements in the creek.
In response to another question by Ms. Beeman about whether the oity is seeking t.o

ex.empt itself from priority administration by diverting surface water through its wells as
altemate points of diversion, Mr. Sullivan explained that the water tights still have p1iorities and
would be subjeot to administration just like any other water right, just that they could be diverted
27 Tr.

Vol VI, p. 1042, L. 2 through p. 1043, L. 13 {March 8, 2007).
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at additional locations when not subject to administration. Mr. Sullivan also testified that be was
unaware of any claims by other water users against the city, nor did he know of any objections to
1he city's SRBA claims for alternate points of diversion. Notwithstanding the lack of objections
to the city's use of its alternative points of diversions for the surfaoo water rights, Mr. Sullivan

indicated that he had analyzed the potential ofinjmy to other water users as a result of the city's

alternate points of diveniions for its surface water rights. 28

Ms. Beeman next referred Mr. SulliVBll to Mr. Fritschle' s testimony wherein Mr.
Fritschle stated that IDWR denied Pocatello's claim for altemate points of diversion be1:ause of.
evidence that the City continued to divert its surface water rights after 1987. Mr. Sullivan stated
that he did not agree with Mr. Fritschle's reasoning on this matter because any evidence that the
city diverted its surface water at the original points of diversion after 1987 is consistent with the
city's use of its wells as alternate points of diversion for the surface water rights. He explained

that the city could dive1t the water at the original point of diversion or at an alternate point of
diversion, or some combination oftbe two, so long as the allowed flow rates are not exceeded.
Therefore, he said, any evidence that in l 998 the city was diverting at the odginal points of
diven;ion is consistent with operation of alternate points of diversion (and not a reason to deny
the claim). Mr. Sullivan clarified that his example of a diversion in 1998 was in reference to
ID\VR's use of a 1998 letter:from Idaho DEQ to show that the city used surface water after
1987.29
Mr. Sullivan went on to testify as to how he had analyzed the city's claim for alternate
points of diversion of its surface water rights. Mr. Sullivan stated that he looked at several things
in considering whether the city's operation of the wells as altemate points of diversion could

,. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1043, L. 1 through p. 1044, L. 14 (March 8, 2007).
29

Tr. Vol. Vl, p. !044, L. 15 through p, 1045, L. 19 {March 8, 2007).
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affect local groundwater rights or surface water users (i.e., injure other users), Ms. Beeman

specifically inquired as to whether Mr. Sullivan looked at the interconnection of the sources. Mr.
Sullivan replied that the sources are interconnected from a hydrologic as well as an
admini~trative standpoint. When asked how exactly he analyzed the potentlal injury to local

groundwater rights in the Lower Pol'llleufRiver Valley Aquifer, Mt. S\lllivan explained that the
analysis was much the same as the one he used to analyze the alternate points of divers.ion for the
city's groundwater rights. Mr. Sullivan reiterated that the city had agreed not to increase the
pumping rates at its weil.'l beyond the rates that existed in 1987, and also :referred to his earlier
testimony about the water level measurement and drawdown levels in the city's wells. He
explained that the drawdowns in the wells are generally less thllil 10 feet and that the drawdoWII
in the aquifer outside of the casing would be much less than 1Ofeet. Furthermore. he stated that

the aquifer is very prolific and that any change in the operation of the senior priorities at the
wells would not have any impact on or injure local groundwater users. 30 .
With regard to the injury of other surface water users (as opposed to local groundwater
users), Mr. Sullivan testified that he did not believe the exeicise of the city's wells as alternate
pointll of diveraion would cause injury to smface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack
Creek because of the nature of the hlstorical diversion at the original points of diversion. Mr.

Sullivan explained that when the city operated its surface water tights at the original points of
diversion, the city reduced the flow ofthe creeks by running water through a pipeline for use in
the city, which made the water unavailable :for other creek uaers. Ifthe city were to Instead
utilize one of the two mechanisms provided for in its agreement with the SWC, the flow

available to other smf.u:e water users would not oo reduced, which would actually eohance the
flows (and benefit surfacewater\!Sers, if nothing else). Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to

'"Tr. Vol. VI,p.1045,L. 20throughp. 1047, L. 13 (Marcl, 8,:2007).
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explain what effect the change would have on return flows as compared to the city's historical
use of surfaee water. Mr. Sullivan testified that because the water was historically diverted
entirely out of the basin, there were no local return flows to Mink Creek or Gibson Jack Creak,
so it wouldn't be an issue if the water were instead diverted fi:om its wells a.s alternate points of
diversion.3 1
Mr. Sullivan further illustrated bis point by drawing a picture on the white board

depicting the Portn.eufRiver, Mink Creek, and Gibson Jack Creek, While referring to his
diagram, he desCJ.ibed the city's traditional use of the water and reiterated that if the city uses
either or the two mechanisms provided for iu its agreement with the SWC (either divert the

""'*"" Wl:ttt:f rlghtlS thr<lugh the pipeline 10 be discharged In lllb river, or leave the water ln·
stream) there would be no injury or reduction in flow to the detriment of other local users. Ms.
Beeman had Mr. Sullivan's drawing admitted as Pocatello Exhibit 184 for illusn11tion putp0ses

only.ll

Ms. Beeman then continued her direct elC.altlination of Mr. Sullivan by cling Mr.
$\lllivan whether he had analyzed the potential fur injury to w.atc:r rights on the Porlneuf River

and Snake River, and how such sUTfaee w11ter rights might be injured by a change in point of

diversion of the city's surface water rights (*1he question was framed in terms of a CHANGE ill
point of diversion, rather than an addition of alternate points of diversion). Mr. Sullivan testified
that he had unalyzed the potential for such injury and that such water rights could potentially be
affected if the city's use of alteniate points of diversion changed the timing, llll!aunt, or location

"Tr. Vol. VI, p. I047, L. 14 through p. 1049, L. lS (March B, 2007).
"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1049, L. 16 through p, 1051, L.17 (March 8, 2007).
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ofwhe.re the right was exercised in a way that reduced the water supply available and needed for
reasonable use under another water right.33

Mr. Sullivan testified that in analyzing the potential iqjury to rights on tho PortneufRiver,
he first identified whether the.re were any water rights on the PortneufRiver between Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek on down to the Snake River. After reviewing IDWR's tabulation
of those water rights, Mr. Sullivan observed that there were relatively few water rights in that
reach of the river and that most of them are very smaU diversions. In comparison to the total
flow of the river through the city, Mr. Sullivan opined that the surface rights on the Portneuf and

Snake would have sufficient water.34 Mr. Sullivan testified that if the city diverts its surface
water rights from its wells, the location of the depletion of water !IS a result of the exercise of
those rights would effectively be moved from the original points of diversion to a point further
downstream. If anything, Mr. Sullivan thought that such a move would enhance the flows
through the relevant portions of the l'ortneuf River and result in a net increase which would only
help any existing users on the creeks or the PortneufRiver rather than injure them. 35
Ms. Beeman next directed Mr. Sullivan's attention to his analysis of potential injury to
Snake River surface water rights as a result of Pocatello's operation ofits alternative points of
diversion, asking whether he had analyzed whether there would be any enlarged use of the city's
smfare water rights which might affect Sllllke River surface water users. Mr. Sullivan replied
that the conditions in place (SWC agl.'eement) would prevent any enlargement of the city's use of
the surfiice water rights when they are diverted at the alternate points of diversion. Ms, Beeman

then asked Mr. Sullivan to explain his analysis of the potenti!!l for injury to Snake River surface

"Tr. VoL VI, p. 1051, L. 19 through p. 1052, L. 10 (March 8, 2007).

"Tr. VoL VI, p. 1052, L. 11 through p. 1054, L. 14 (March S, 2007).
,s Tr. VoL

VI, p, 1053, L. 20 through p. 1054, L. 14 (March S, 2007).
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users similar to those asked regarding PortneufRiver users. Mr. Sullivan's explained that Snake
River rights would be injured in much the same way PortneufRiver rights would be injured and
that his analysis was done in much the same way (i.e., he first examined IDWR records for water

rights th!rt could potentially be injured, and so on).
Ms. Beem.an asked Mr. Sullivan to clarify if, in terms of the original amount of depletion
from the city's exercise of its surface water rights, there would be any difference ifthe rights
were to be exercised at the alternative points of diversion. Mr. Sulliwn replied that ultimately
the same volume of water is removed or depleted and that the difference would only be that
where the water was diverted at the original points of diversion the effect would be relatively
immediate, whereas the effect would be somewhat delayed if the water were pumped out of the
wells.36
Ms, Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to explain in more detail how a change in timing

might injure another water right Mr. Sullivan testified that even if the city didn't enlarge the
overall amount of water, but th!rt there was a change in timing such that during a ce1tain part of
the year there was a reduction inflow to a downstream user that caused a shortage in bis supply,
that could be considered a timing related injury. In other words (as restated by Ms. Beeman), if
the city diverts its surface water priorities at the wells, it could delay the effect of the pumping on
surface water flows. Mr. Sullivan then described his use and the general operation of a
spreadsheet tool developed by IDWR that allows analysis of impacts from pumping on the Snake
River. In response, Ms. Beeman introduced Pocatello Exhibit 137, which Mr. Sullivan testified
consists of pages printed from the spreadsheet tool titled "The ESPA Groundwater Rights
Transfer Spreadsheet Based on Enhanced Snake Plain. Aquifer Model by Donna M. Cosgrove

and Gary S. Johnson," dated February 2005. Referring to Exhi"bit 137, Mr. Sullivan stated that

"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1054, L. 15 through p. 1056, L. S (March 8, 2007).
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the spreadsheet tool allowed him to simulate the effect of pumping the city's wells and evaluate
how long it would take for the pumping to affect the Snake River and where the River would be
affected.37
At this point, Ms. Beeman introduced Pocatello Exhibit 138, which Mr. Sullivan
described as a figure from his rebuttlli expert report entitled "Amwal Depression Resulting from
Surface Water Diversions and Groundwater Pumping at Alternate Points of Diversion, City of
Pocatello." Mr. Sullivan stated that Exhibit 138 shows the effect on the Snake River that results
from the exercise of the city's surface water rights at their original points of diversion, and at the
alternate points of divers.ion at the city's wells. He explained that the city's historical diversion
at the original points of diversion caused a 100% depletion in surface water flows but that if the

city diverts the water at its wells, the depletion effect on the surface water flows goes down. Mr.
Sullivan continued by saying that when the city stmted pumping the water out of the wells, there
would be no impact on the sw:face streams because it takes a while for the effect to the reach the
Liver but that over a number of years, if the city continued to divert the surface water out of its
wells, the effect of the pumping on the stream would eventually grow until it reached the level
that existed when the water was being diverted at the surface points of diversion. In other words,
there would be a change in the annual timing ofthe depletions, but it would be a beneficial
change because of the lag effect; the surface streams would see an increased flow on a transient
basis during

the transition period until the city's pumping effects again reached a steady state.

Mr. SulliVBII concluded that there would be no adverse timing impact on the Snake River flows
from an annual standpo.lnt, therefore, no injury to Snake River rights.3 1

37

Th. Vol. VI, p. 1056, L. 16 through p. 1062, L 8 (March 8, 2007).

11

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1062, L. 13 through p. 1065, L 19 (March 8, 2007).
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Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to explain his analysis of changes in the seasonal
timing of depletions with reference to Exhibit 139, which is the summary of monthly surface

water use. Mr. Sullivan explained 1hat Exhibit 139 shows that when the city diverted water at
the original surface points of diversion, the diversions occurred year round and were relatively
steady from month to month so that historically, the diversion resulted in a steady seasonal
depletion of the surface flows. If, however, the water is diverted at the city's wells, he went on,
the use would still be relatively steady because the city would cootlnue to divert year rouod. Mr.
Sullivan continued by saying that because 1he effects of pumping are attenuated and delayed in
getting to the Snake River, the seasonal distribution of the effect of pumping on surface flows
would be further flattened. Mr. Sullivan concluded that historically there was a flill emct of the
city's use of water on the surface system, where flat means Mt changing much from month to

month. By moving the diversion to the wells, there would continue to be a flat distribution of the
seasonal timing of the depletions on the stream flows and, therefore, there would be no material
change or injury as a result of the operation of the alternate points of diversion. 39
Mr. Sullivan next addressed the question of whether the city's surface water right
priorities are subject to a priority call from downstream surface water rights. Mr. Sullivan stated
that historically, they haven't been; he didn't think that the PortneufRiver had been administered
against calls from the Snake River, although he acknowledged Mr. Tuthill' s testimony that this
may change in the future. With regard to any administration that would occur, however, Mr.
Sullivan indicated that the city's surface water rights are senior to most of the downstream rights
and that the Surface Water Coalition members, who own most of the downstream water rights on
the Snake River, had stipulated to the city's water rights claims. Mr. Sullivan agreed that the

"Tr. Vol. VI, p. l06S, L. 20 throughp. 1067, L. 2S (March 8, 2007).
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SWC members were apparently satisfied that the city's diversion of its surface water rightl! at
alternate points of diversion would not cause them any injury. 40
At this point, Ms. Beeman introduced Pocatello Exhibit 116, Mr. Sullivan's expert report
titled "Spronk Water Engineers, Inc., Expert Report Dated September 29, 2006, Prepared for the
City of Pocatello, Claimant" After the Exhibit 116 was admitted, Ms. Beeman introduced

Pocatello Exhibit 117, which Mr. Sullivan testified was the rebuttal report he prepared for this
case entitled "Spronk Water Engineers, Inc., Expert Rebuttal Report Dated December 1, 2006,
Prepared for the City of Pocatello, Claimant." Mr. Barber objected to the admission of Mr.
Sullivan's rebuttal report on the grounds that it was in rebuttal to the Rockaway Report which
was not offered as evidence:, and therefore not relevant. The court overruled the objection IIIld

allowed both reports in.41

Mr. Barber then began bis cross-examination of Mr. Sullivan, After II few introductory
questions, Mr. Barber asked Mr. Sullivan some questions regarding the settlement agreement

with the SWC, specifically, where exactly water would be returned to the PortneufRiver under
the terms of the agreement Mr. Sullivan pointed out the location of the proposed reentry site on
Exhfbit 104 (map).42 Mr. Sullivan also answered some general questions about which part ofthe
PortneufRiver channel had been lined with concrete within the city and explained the distinction
between the north and south sections of the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer. 43

Mr. Barber asked Mr. Sullivan some questions regarding Exhibit 132, The Water Balance
:md Pumping Capacity of the LPRVA, Bannock County, Idaho, by John A. Welhan :from 2006.

' 1 Tr, Vol. VI,
41 1)-.

p. 1068, L.1 throughp. 1069, L 4 (March 8, 2007).

Vol. VI, p. 1071, L. 3 through p. 1073, L. 13 (March 8,2007).

41

Tr. Vol. VI, p.1078, L. 13 through p. 1080, L. 2 (M(lr(:h 8, 2007).

43

Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1080, L. 8 through p. 1082, L. 9 (March 8, 2007).
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Specifically, Mr. Barber asked Mr, Sullivan to read a section of the report which stated that
"(t}hese results indicate the total demand was already at 100 to 115 percent of system capacity
more than a decade ago." Mr. Barber aslred Mr, Sullivan if, in reference to the statement, the
demand is taking more than the system capacity 1here would be a drawdown of storage in the

aquifer. Mr. Sullivan was at first not sure what Mr. Barber meant by system capacity and so
there was some clarification as to Mr. Barber's meaning during which Mr. Sullivan explained 1he
general principles behind a water balance. As additional clarification, Mr. Barber read onother

excerpt from the ~port concerning aquifer recharge in a below normal year and stating that
"storage water level in the southern aquifer has declined by more than l Ofeet since 1975 and
represents direct evidence that long term demand has exceeded long tenn capacity for more than
two decades." When asked whether he agreed with the statements from Welhan's report, Mr.
Sullivan replied that he had not done an independent investigation of the variability of the
aquifer recharge between a dry year and a normal water year but that the Welhan report generally
represented the best information available on the LPRVA." 44
Mr. Barber then took Mr. Sullivan through figures listed in the Welhan report pertaining
to the 1994 southern aquifer water balance and the annual recharge from the PortueufRiver,
asking Mr. Sullivan whether he agreed or disagreed with the numbers listed. Mr. Sullivan said

that he had no reason to disagree with the numbers Jll'Ovided. Mr. Barber also asked Mr. Sullivan
ifhe agreed with the numbera listed in the report for domestic well withdrawals. Mr. Sullivan
replied that he was not !llll'e how the dome,tic well data Willi deteimined because the wells a,.-en't

metered therefore he could not venture an opinion on them. Mr. Barber then asked Mr. Sullivan
some questions about the numbers listed in the Welhan report for total municipal withdrawrus
from the aquifer for the 1993-!14 period. Mr. Sullivan indicated that the City's records showed
"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1099, L. 9 through p. 1103, L. 2S (March 8, 2007).
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much less water withdrawn than in the Welhan_report. Finally, Mr. Barber asked whether Mr.
Sullivan had any reason to disagree with the data in the Welhan report showing that there was a

.46 billion gallon decrease in storage per year within the aquifer. Mr. Sullivan responded that he
wasn't entirely sure how the Welhan numbers were generated and explained that generally
storage changes are estimates based on variable numbers. Mr. Sullivan then stated that he had
not done any independent calculation to determine a different figure from that listed by
Welhan. 45

Then, in response to some questions regarding the different sections of the LPRVA, Mr.
Sullivan stated that there is some limited connection between the Portneuf River and the aquifer
in the southern upper portion of the LPRVA, particularly during flooding periods when water
would flow into the aquifer from the river. Mr. Barber followed up by IISklng whether, absent
those flooding periods, there was much recharge of the LPRVA by the PortneufRiver. Mr.
Sullivll!l responded that Mr. Welhan's work indicated that there was not. Mr. Sullivan also
stated that he agreed with a statement in Mr. Welhan's report that the LPRVA is relatively small

and that anytlring done to change the water balance can affect the aquifer. For CXll!llple, he
explained, ifthere is a drought there would be less inflow whioh would affect the storage in the
aquifers. Mr. Sullivan then stated that he had no reason to generally disagree with Mr. Weihan's
finding that because the LPRVA is II small watershed, its principal aquifer is prone to large

annual pumping-induced storage fluctuations or seasonal S'\\fags in groundwater level.46
After a series of questions in reference to Pocatello Exhibit 13 3 (CH2M Hill report with

domestic well inventory) and State's Exhibit 304 (blown up version of table 4 from CH2M Hill
report) concerning the water levels of Pocatello's domestic wells, Mr, Barber again -turned to the
"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1104, L. 1 through p. 1108, L. 14 (Merch 8, 2007).

"rr. Vol. VI,p. JI09, L. 23throughp. 1!13, L. 14 (March 8, 2001).
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issue of the wells as alternative points of diversion for Pocatello's surface waler rights. Mr.
Barber began by asking Mr. Sullivan how mucl!. water would be returned to the LPRVA were the
city to utilize the option provided fOl' in the agreement with the SWC wherein the city would
allow its allotted surface water to flow down Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek to the Portneuf
River. Mr. Sullivan stated that some of the water would seep into the aquifer but that he was not
si.u:e how much. 47
Mr. Barber then asked Mr, Sullivan if it were true that if the city exercised the other

option described in the SWC agreement and diverted its surface water rights at the original
points of diversion and conveyed the water to the PortneufRiver by pipeline, that essentially
none of the water would operate to the benefit of the upper southern aquifer, Mr. Sullivun
replied that there would be a difference in recharge between the two exwnples and that it was
possible that the second option described in the SWC agreement would provide less recharge to
the southern aquifer than the first option. Mr. Barber followed up by asking whether it was
correct that the further one t111nsported the water downstream, the less opportunity tbe water
would have to seep into the upper southern aquifer. Mr. Sullivan responded that it would depend
on the connection and where the water was discharged. Furthermore, Mr. Sullivan explained
that the discharge might still be in a recharge zone, even if the discharge were moved
downstream. Mr. Barber again asked Mr. Sullivan whether there would still be less recharge
were the city to divert the WRter through its pipeline rather than leave the flows in-slream. Mr.
Sullivan replied that there would be less 1·echarge at Gibson Jack but that he didn't know whether

there would be less recharge to the overall aquifer. 48

"Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1128, L. 9 through p. 1129, L. 2 (Mllrch 8, 2007).
"Tr. Vol VI, p. 1131, L. S through p. 1132, L. 19 (March 8, 2007),
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Mr, Barber followed up by asking Mr. Sullivan to confum that if water flows in from

Mink Creek III!d flows down the Portneuf River, it has the entire distance until it gets to the
channelized portion of the PortneufRiver to recharge the aquifer, Mr. Sullivan replied that there
is a pretty llmited conne.:tion, at least according to Mr, Welhan, between the river and the aquifer
in that area. To clarify, Mr. Barber asked Mr, Sullivan whether he meant that even from Mink
Creek there is a limited connection between the river and the LPRVA. Mr. Sullivan then agreed
that where Mink Creek discharges into the PortneufRiver, there's limited recharge of the aquifer
from that point downstream and Mr. Welhan' s work indicates recharge generally happens during
over-bank-flooding periods. Finally, Mr. Barber asked whether, given the situation where the
city diverts its surface water rights through its pipeline and releases the water into the Portneuf

River, the water released would primarily NOT recharge the upper southern aquifer. Mr,
Sullivan replied that he didn't know exactly because it would depend on whether the water was
released over a recharge zone but that the water may still have the opportunity to flow over such
a recharge zone into the aquifer. 49
Mr. Barber then asked Mr. Sullivan some questions in reference to State ofidaho Exhibit
301, which is a partial decree of water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. Mr. Barber

inquired whether Mr. Sullivan was familiar enough with the city's points of diversion for its
surface water rights to know whether the 1ights listed in the decree were upstream or do\l/llstream
from the city's diversion. Mr, Sullivan stated that he was not Mr. Barb1;1:then asked Mr.
Sullivan to assume hYPothetically that the water rights listed in the decree Y,ere all downstream
and that the city did not divert its Mink Creek and GibsonJackrights end instead Jet the wat.er
flow downstn:am, as contemplated in the SWC agreement. Mr. Barber then asked, assuming all
this, whether from the city's pel'spective some administi:ative mechanism was necessazy to
0 Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1132, L. 20 through p. 1134, L. 15 (March 8, 2007).
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prevent the downstream water holders from taking the water that would otherwise have accrued
to the city's right.s. Mr. Sullivan stated that such was not his testimony. Rather, Mr. Sullivan
indicated that it would be sufficient for the city to leave the water in the river and that if someone
else picked up the water, it would represent an illegal use by the surface water user. so
Mr. Barber then asked whether there is anything in 1he SWC settlement agreement that
requires the water to go past all of the other surface water diversions downstream. Referring to
IDWR Exhibit 43 (SWC agreement), Mr. Sullivan directed Mr. Barber's attention to
''Remark/Condition No. 2." Mr. Sullivan testified that Remark/Condition No. 2 essentially
provides that exercise of the city's surface water rights at the alternate points of diversion will be
limited to tho amount of water delivered from these sources to the PortneufRiver and which is
delivel'ed past any intervening water users during the stated period, Mr, Barber asked again
whether some administrative mechanism would be required to have the water delivered past the
intervening water users. Mr. Sullivan stated that this was correct but that he thinks it is IDWR's
obligation, Mr. Barber then asked Mr, Sullivan whether the city would have to divert the water
through its fucilities directly to the river if there is no such administrative mechanism. Mr.
Sullivan agreed that Mr. Barber was Iight. 51
Next, Mr. Barber asked some questions in reference to Pocatello Exbibit 143 end
Pocatello's annual water use. Looking at the years 1985-86, Mr, Barber asked ifit was con-ect
that there was a little less than 16,000 acre feet used total during those two years. Mr, Sulliven
confinned that the number of acre feet was correct and then testified that 16,000 acre feet would
represent about 22 cfs of continuous flow. Mr. Barber then directed Mt, Sullivan to look at
Pocatello Exhibit 125, and to confhm that the city could divert22 cfs if the city started diverting
,o Tr. Vol. VI, p. I 134, L, 16 through p, 1137, L. 13 (Maroh 8, 2007).

,·1 Tr. Vol. VI, p. l 138, L, 18 through p. 1140, L. 5 {March 8, 2007).
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from its: earliest water rights up through water right 29-13637 with a dllte of Dec. 31, 1940. Mr.
Sullivan confirmed that this was correct Mr. Barber then referred Mr. Sullivan to his earlier
testimony wherein Mr. Sullivan stated that theie was a period of time when the city did not divert
any ofits sutfac:e water (from the original points of diversion) and that the city instead diverted
the sudace water at its wells as alternate points of diversion. Mr. Barber continued bis line of
questioning by asking why he (Mr. Barber) should believe that any surface water was diverted

from the city's wells rather than assume the city had diverted groundwater based on the priorities
shown in Exhibit 125. After an objection by Ms. Beeman, Mr. Barber clarified that he wanted to
understand the bases of Mr. Sullivan's conclusion that the city was diverting surfeoe water from

its groundwater wells during those periods (when the city reported no diversion of surface wat.er
1

at the orlginal points of diversion).52

In response, Mr. Sullivan replied that he thought he had 'testified that tne city would have
been exercising those very valuable priorities and that it would not make sense for the city to
give up those priorities when it was not diverting them fi:om 1he original points of diversion. Mr.
Barber then asked Mr. Sullivan whether, looking at Exhibit 125 and !liluming that the 22 cfs
would provide 16,000 acre feet II ye1:1r, there are sufficient groundwater rights to provide or
respond to a peak demand if it OOCU1Ied. Using 1987 as a reference year, Mr. Sullivan stated that
there are. peak demands up to three times the 22 cfs end that there would be enough groundwater
priorities to exercire or to divert that mte. At this point, Mr. Barber ended llis cross.
examination.53
Upon redirect examination, Ms. Beeman again asked Mr. Sullivan to refer to Exhibit
125. Considering ihe exhibit, Ms. Beeman asked how the city would meet a peak demand with
s,'I'l'. Vol Vl,p.1141, L. 3 throughp. 1143, L. 3 (March 8, 2007).

"Tr. Vol Vl,p. 1143, L. 4 thnlughp. l144, L.13 (Mm:ch 8,2007).
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its groundwater right'! if there were a priority administration with a cutoff date of September 15,
1955. Ml', Sullivan replied that,, in such a situation, the city would only have 53.04 of cfs in
priority, which would be less than the peak demand of 66 cfs. Ms. Beeman then asked what
would happen if, in the same situation, the city were to operate its wells as alternate points of
diversion for its sunace water rights, assuming the flows were present and available in Mink
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. Mr. Sullivan responded that operation ofthe wells as alternate
points of diversion for the surface water rights would add another 10 cfs which. would allow the
city to divert 63 cfs, close to the peak demand of 66 cfs. 54
Ms. Beeman then directed Mr. Sullivan to Mr. Barber's questions in reference to
Pocatello Exhibit 132 (2006 Wclh.an Report). Ms. Beeman asked Mr. Sullivan whether water
balance would change depending on whether Pocatello exercised its surface water lights at their
original points of diversion or at the wells as alternate points of diversion. Mr. Sullivan replied,
no, the water balance is done on a global, aquifer-wide basis, therefore, whether the city were
pumping the water out of one well or another, it would still pump the water and there would be
no net effect on the balance. Ms. Beeman then asked Mr. Sullivan to clarify whether pumping
surface water from the city's wells would cause water levels to go up and down in the same way
as if the city pumped from the original surface points of diversion. Mr. Sullivan testified that the

ovel'all level in the aquifer would still go up and down in response to pumping regw:dless of
where the·pumping occurred. Ms. Beeman then followed up with Mr. Sullivan on Mr. Barber's
earlier questions regarding Pocatello Exhibit 115 IIIid the historic water level data for Pocatcllo's
wells. 55

-" Tr. Vol VI, p. 1144, I. 25 through p. 1146, L. 3 (March 8, 2007).
"Tr. Vol VI, p. 1146, I. 7 through p. ll47, L. 12 (March 8, 2007).
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

)
)
)
)
)
Case No. 39576
)
)
_________ )

Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al. (see attached Exhibit A)

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF
POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through the undersigned deputy attorney general
and submits the STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO THE CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION
TO ALTER OR AMEND in the above-entitled matter.

BACKGROUND
This controversy relates to the determination of water rights claimed in the SRBA by the
City of Pocatello, hereinafter "Pocatello."

After Pocatello filed

Objections to

the

recommendations of the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"), there
followed summary judgment proceedings and a trial. On October 2, 2007, the Special Master
issued a Special Master's Report and Recommendation in which she recommended that I) a

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTERe~
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remark identifying the original location, date and quantity of water rights with multiple points of
diversion established under Idaho Code § 42-1425 was necessary to prevent injury to existing
water rights, 2) ground water wells could not be claimed as alternative points of diversion for
Pocatello's surface water rights, 3) water right 29-7770 should be decreed with an irrigation
purpose of use, and 4) the priority dates for water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639 should be July

I 6, 1924 and October 21, 1952, respectively.
On October 30, 2007, Special Master Bilyeu issued an Amended Master's Report,
amending the place of use description for Pocatello's municipal rights. Pocatello filed a Motion
to Alter or Amend the Amended Master's Report, which was denied in a May 28, 2008 Order
Denying Motion to Alter or Amend. Subsequently, on June 11, 2008, Pocatello filed a Notice of
Challenge to the Amended Master's Report. The Challenge was heard on August 13, 2009, after
which Pocatello requested additional briefing, which was concluded on September 18, 2009. On
November 9, 2009, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge. The
Decision denied the Challenge, affirming the Special Master's Report and adopting the findings
of fact and conclusions of law therein as its own. The Decision was certified as a final judgment
for appeal, pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 54(b).
On November 23, 2009, Pocatello filed the Motion to Alter or Amend, or in the
alternative, Motion to Reconsider, which is currently before this Court.
SUMMARY

In its original Challenge before this Court, Pocatello sought the following dispositions:
(1) removal of a condition on 21 ground water rights for the Pocatello's interconnected well
systems; (2) the decree of 23 alternate points of diversion for the afore-mentioned 21 ground
water rights as well as 4 surface water rights; (3) a municipal purpose of use designation for

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND
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water right 29-7770; and (4) priority dates of 1905 and 1940 for water rights 29-13558 and 2913639, respectively. After full briefing and oral argument, the Court denied each of Pocatello's
requests and affirmed the Amended Master's Report in its entirety. Now, the City, in effect, is
seeking rehearing of every one of the issues raised in its Challenge.

In addition, Pocatello

presents new issues and legal theories for this Court to decide--despite the fact that a final
judgment has been entered.
The State will fust address the procedural defects of Pocatello' s pleading, and then will
discuss why it is improper for the City to introduce new issues and legal theories at this stage in
the proceeding. Although the Sate maintains that these new issues are not properly before the
Court, it will address the merits of these new issues. Finally, the State will briefly address
Pocatello's treatment of issues previously pied and decided by the Court.
ARGUMENT

1.

Pocatello's action is not properly brought under I.R.C.P. 59(e) or I.R.C.P.

ll(a)(2).
Pocatello brings the current Motion to Alter or Amend pursuant to LR.C.P. Rule 59(e),
or, in the alternative, as a Motion to Reconsider pursuant to LR.C.P. 11(a)(2). As an initial
matter, a motion for reconsideration of a memorandum decision certified as a final judgment
cannot be brought under I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2). Any motion for review brought after final judgment
has issued must be pursued as a motion to alter or amend under I.R.C.P. 59(e). As the Idaho
Supreme Court stated in Lowe v. Lym, "The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for a
petition to reconsider a memorandum decision.

As such, the trial court correctly treated

appellant's petition as a motion to alter or amend judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. 59(e)." 103
Idaho 259, 263, 646 P.2d I 030, I 034 (I 982).

Addressing a party's motion to reconsider

dismissal of a case, the Idaho Supreme Court stated "a party may only make a motion to
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND
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reconsider interlocutory orders or orders entered after the entry of final judgment. I.R.C.P.
1 l(a)(2)." Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 71, 175 P.3d 754, 760 (2007).

In the current

proceeding, the Memorandum Decision and Order was a final judgment and therefore, the Court
should reject Pocatello's request for reconsideration and treat its motion as a motion to alter or
amend pursuant to I.R.C.P. 59(e).
Po·catello's motion to alter or amend the final judgment should be denied because the
City has failed to establish grounds for relief under I.R.C.P. 59(e). I.R.C.P. 59(e) provides a
mechanism whereby the court can correct factual or legal errors made during the proceedings. It
is designed to function as a "corrective action short of appeal."

Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259,

263, 646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (1982). Pocatello has not presented any evidence that the Court's
ruling reflects errors made during the proceedings. Rather, Pocatello restates its original claims
on Challenge, essentially demanding a re-hearing of its Challenge in its entirety. The City makes
no showing of factual mistakes in the Court's decision requiring corrective action short of
appeal; likewise the City has not identified any legal errors, but rather now seeks to advance new
legal theories after entry of the final judgment. The City is improperly seeking to use Rule 59(e)
as a substitute for appeal. As Pocatello has failed to demonstrate any factual or legal errors, its
motion should summarily be denied.
2.

.

Pocatello may not assert new legal theories and claims that were not
raised in its Challenge.

In its Motion, Pocatello claims that the accomplished transfer statute does no apply to
changes made to water rights before I 969, when it became necessary to seek a formal transfer
for changes to water rights. Therefore, the City reasons that the Director has no authority to
recommend a condition on water rights based upon such pre-1969 changes. This is a new legal
issue never before argued in this subcase. AOI § 13(c) states that "[o]nce raised and detailed,
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND
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the issue(s) on challenge may not be amended to include additional issue(s) not specifically
identified in the Notice of Challenge except on motion and leave of court."
Since Pocatello did not raise the issue of pre-1969 changes before the Special Master at
trial or subsequently in its Notice of Challenge, Pocatello is precluded from raising the issue on a
motion to alter or amend a final judgment. The limited purpose of a motion to alter or amend in
the SRBA under AOI § 13(a) has already been described: "the Rule (AOI § 13(a)) does not
provide a mechanism for advancing new legal theories and/or evidence that was discoverable
during the pendency of the action ... " Order on Challenge (Consolidated Issues) of "Facility

Volume" Issue and "Additional Evidence" Issue, subcases 36-02708 et al at 21.

Thus,

Pocatello's request should be denied.
3.

Pre-1969 changes to water rights are subject to injury analysis pursuant
to Idaho Code § 42-108 and Idaho Code § 42-1425. Additionally, the
Director can recommend conditions and remarks on any water right
pursuant to his authority under Idaho Code§ 42-1411.

In the event this Court determines that the pre-1969 issue is properly before the Court, the
State asserts that Pocatello's argument is misplaced. Contrary to Pocatello's assertion, pre-1969
transfers are subject to an injury analysis. Pocatello argues that, prior to the enactment of Idaho
Code § 42-222 in 1969, water right holders could make changes to their rights at will, and
therefore, the accomplished transfer statute can only apply to those changes to a water right
occurring between 1969 and 1987, the date by which a change must occur to be authorized under
Idaho Code§ 42-1425. The City asserts that before the 1969 enactment ofldaho Code§ 42-222,
which required administrative approval of changes to a water right, water right holders had a
constitutional right change their water rights as they wished. Accordingly, the City claims, the

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
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Director has no authority to approve or disapprove of.changes occurring before 1969, and cannot
impose a condition based on an analysis of injury resulting from such changes. 1
Pocatello's argument is misplaced.

Despite the lack of mandated administrative

approval, water right holders desiring to change their water rights prior to 1969 could only do so
if the change was not injurious to other water users. Idaho Code § 42-108 states that a water
right holder may change the point of diversion so long as the change does not injure the water
rights of others. This limitation has been part of the statute since it was enacted in 1899. Idaho
common law dating from the early I 900's also holds that a person cannot change their water
right if others are injured thereby. Walker v. McGinness, 8 Idaho 540, 69 P. 1003, 1006 (1902);
see also Montpelier Milling Co. v. City of Montpelier, 19 Idaho 212, I 13 P.741, 745 (1911).
"[A] prior appropriator has no right to change the point of diversion, when it will in any manner
injure a subsequent appropriator." Bennett v, Nourse, 22 Idaho 249, 125 P.1038, 1039-1040
(1912); see also Crockett v. Jones, 42 Idaho 652,249 P.483 (1926),

'
Pocatello argues that:
IDWR cannot now retroactively use the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-1425 to
place a condition on a water right that would impede a water right holder from
diverting water in accordance with changes rightfully accomplished prior to May
26, 1969 because water right holders had a constitutional right to make changes to
their water right without prior administrative approval up until May 26, 1969.
Motion at 20. This analysis is incorrect because, as discussed above, prior to 1969, water right
holders had a constitutional right to make changes to their water rights only if such changes did

not cause injury to other water users. Idaho Code § 42-1425(2) states that changes to water
rights occurring prior to 1987 may be claimed in the SRBA "even though the person has not
complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222" provided no other water rights were injured.
1

Although in some places in its Motion Pocatello asserts that all water rights with priority dates senior to 1969 are
outside the scope ofldaho Code§ 42-1425, the State understands the City's actual argument to be about changes
made to its water rights prior to 1969, not the priority date of the right.

STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
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Pocatello hangs its hat on the requirement of administrative approval mandated by Idaho Code §
42-422 but neglects the reference in Idaho Code § 42-1425 to Idaho Code § 42-108, which

requires that any of the changes permitted therein cause no injury to other water users.
The Special Master determined that Pocatello's claimed changes in points of diversion
undermined the priority of other water rights, and that:
Where a change or transfer would undermine a priority date, the injury is real and
material even if the damage is not immediately manifest. In a prior appropriation
system, undermining a priority date is a seminal injury. Thus, the condition
appears to correctly protect juniors from injury to their priorities.
Amended Report at 19. The Court agreed with the Special Master's analysis, stating that:
Injury also includes the diminished effect on the priority dates of existing water
rights in anticipation of there being insufficient water to satisfy all rights on a
source ( or in this case a discrete region of the aquifer) and priority administration
is sought. Even though the priority administration may occur at some point in the
future, injury to the priority date occurs at the time the accomplished transfer is
approved.
Memorandum Decision at 14.

This analysis makes clear that Pocatello's designation of

alternative points of diversion for its water rights caused injury to the priority of other water
rights-regardless of whether the change occurred before or after 1969. To the extent that such
changes occurred before 1969, they are not in compliance with the requirements of Idaho Code §
42-108. To the extent that they occurred after 1969, they are not in compliance with Idaho Code

§ 42-222. In both circumstances, however, the water right changes, if claimed, come under the
purview of Idaho Code § 42-1425.

The Director is therefore unquestionably vested with

authority to analyze such changes and to recommend the condition thereon.
Finally, Pocatello neglects the language of Idaho Code § 42-1411, which empowers the
Director, when recommending a water right, to add such conditions and remarks "as are
necessary for definition of the right, for clarification of any element of a right, or for
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administration of the right. .. " This authority is distinct from that provided by Idaho Code § 421425. As shown in the course of this proceeding, the condition on Pocatello's water rights is
necessary for the administration of the rights in times of shortage, under scenarios of both local
well interference and regional administration.

Thus, even without the analysis conducted

pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1425, the Director is empowered to impose the condition as a
necessity for administration under prior appropriation.
Pocatello's argument that the accomplished transfer statute does not apply to its water
rights is unavailing. Under State law, it is not permissible to change a water right in such a way
as to injure someone else's right. As pointed out by both the Special Master and the Court, if, as
Pocatello contends, there is no injury to other water rights from its use of alternative points of
diversion then there is no cause for concern about the condition, which only comes into play if
administration is required.
The very fact that Pocatello contests the condition is an acknowledgment that
without the condition the priorities of existing water rights will be diminished in
favor of the alternative point of diversion for one of Pocatello's more senior
rights, i.e. injury. If however, the wells from which the alternative points of
diversion never result in interference with the wells of existing users then priority
administration between wells will not be triggered and the condition will not pose
any limitation on Pocatello's rights.
Memorandum Decision at 16.

The City's motion to alter and amend on this issue should

therefore be denied.

Pocatello has simply reiterated its previous arguments on the remaining
issues in its Motion and has not shown legal or factual error in this
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order.

4.

A.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1425, the Special Master properly
addressed the issue of injury in analyzing the Director's
Recommendations for Pocatello's water rights.
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Pocatello argues in its Motion that the Special Master's inquiry into injury is not
authorized under Idaho Code § 42-1425.

"A plain reading of LC. § 42-1425 supports the

conclusion that an inquiry into injury is not triggered unless a third party objects to the
accomplished transfer claim." Motion at 15. The Court disagreed, holding that: "[a] plain
reading of the statutory language provides just the opposite." Memorandum Decision at 9.

The

Memorandum Decision clearly sets forth the rational used by the Court in reaching its decision.

See Memorandum Decision at 9-19. Pocatello presents no evidence that an error of fact or law
has occurred-the City simply repeats its previous arguments and makes clear that it stridently
disagrees with the Court's conclusions. Thus the motion to alter and amend should be denied.

B.

The Special Master's findings of fact with regard to Pocatello's
surface water rights are supported by well-documented analysis and
have not been shown to be clearly erroneous.

Pocatello argues that:
"The Special Master's findings and conclusions on the issue of injury should be
disregarded as clearly erroneous because they do not address or take account of
vital contrary evidence and testimony and because they lack sufficient factual
support."
Motion at 27.

Pocatello states, as it has before, that it offered persuasive testimony that

demonstrates a direct hydraulic connection between Mink and Gibson Jack Creek and the Lower
Portneuf River Valley Aquifer ("LPRVA").

Pocatello is again equating hydraulic

interconnection with diversion from the same source, and ignores both the standard of review
and the analysis offered by the Special Master in her Amended Report.

In the Report, after reviewing the testimony of both witnesses, the Special Master
concluded that
"[a] showing that two separate water rights have independent
sources or are fed by different springs supports a finding of a
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
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separate source ... the city wells, although closely connected to the
surface creeks, derive water from a different source when they
draw from the LPRV A. Although the LPRVA derives a large
portion of its water from the two creeks, it derives a significant
portion of water from other sources."
Amended Report, p. 12. The Court reviewed the Special Master's conclusion and the testimony
of Pocatello's expert, regarding the degree of interconnectedness between the surface water
rights and the City's wells and found that: "the evidence overwhelmingly supports the Special
Master's finding." Memorandum Decision at 23. With regard to the injury analysis, the Court
stated:
By allowing the transfer the injury to the priority dates of existing ground
pumpers would be unavoidable .... While evidence was presented that the two
creeks contribute to the aquifer no evidence was presented supporting that the
aquifer contributed to the creeks .... Pocatello fails to address the issue of the .
water it would receive from sources other than Mink or Gibson Jack Creek which
contribute to roughly half of the supply of the aquifer. The finding of the Special
Master is affirmed.
Memorandum Decision at 23-24. The Court shall adopt the Special Master's findings of fact
unless they are clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2). In this case, the Special Master's findings of
fact are well supported in the Amended Report, and, upon review of the evidence, this Court has
reached the same conclusion as the Special Master. Once again, Pocatello points to no error, but
rather takes exception to the District Court's conclusion. Pocatello's disagreement with the
Court's conclusion must be pursued on appeal rather than through a motion to alter or amend.

C.

The Special Master's analysis of whether allowing Pocatello to
designate its well as alternate points of diversion for its surface water
rights causes injury to existing rights need not have addressed the
agreement between the City and the Surface Water Coalition.
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Pocatello is particularly concerned that the Special Master failed to discuss the import of
the City's agreement with the Surface Water Coalition ("SWC"). Pocatello characterizes the
agreement as:
an essential component of any discussion of injury because the agreement is
designed to mitigate injury to other water users from Pocatello's use of its wells
as alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights .... The Special
Master's failure to mention or address the SWC agreement is particularly
worrisome in light of the fact that several of its provisions were specifically
designed to deal with concerns about injury.
Motion at 25-28. As discussed in the State's Reply to City of Pocatello's Response to Amicus
Brief ("State's Reply"), the agreement with the SWC only addressed one possible reason for well
interference-increased diversion rate due to increased well capacity. State's Reply at 2-3.
Additionally, it is not binding on non-signatory parties or the State. Furthermore, Pocatello
asserts on one hand that no injury to other water rights exists, while on the other hand pointing to
an agreement with the SWC that "is designed to mitigate injury to other water users from
Pocatello's use of its wells as alternative points of diversion for its surface water rights." Motion
at 25. By Pocatello's own admission, the agreement is designed to prevent or alleviate injury to
other water rights that would otherwise occur from the Pocatello's use of alternate points of
diversion. If anything, the rational behind the City's agreement with SWC supports the Special
Master's conclusions regarding the existence of injury to other water rights.
The Court has already addressed this issue as well. In response to Pocatello's argument
that its agreement with the SWC prevents injury, the Court stated:
Pocatello argues that there is no injury to other water rights because the volume of
water pumped from each well would not exceed beyond what was established on
the date of commencement. Pocatello's argument misses the point. To the extent
the use of the alternative point of diversion interferes with the well of a preexisting senior water right the priority of senior right is injured - irrespective of
the reason for the interference.
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Memorandum Decision at 18-19. The Special Master's findings are not clearly erroneous, and
there has been no showing of legal or factual error. Pocatello is simply using its Motion to reargue an adverse decision by the Court.

D.

The Special Master did not rely on IDWR's Transfer Processing
Memo 24 in reaching her conclusion that the Pocatello's surface and
groundwater rights do not divert from the same source.

Pocatello claims that the Special Master relied on IDWR Transfer Processing Memo 24
("TPM 24") to determine whether the City's surface water and ground water rights divert from
the same source. This is not true. The Special Master's analysis began with the determination
that Idaho Code§ 42-1425 does not permit a change in source (a determination that Pocatello did
not take issue with or raise in its Notice of Challenge). Then the Special Master conducted her
analysis of whether the surface and ground water rights divert from the same source, that is to
say, divert the same water. The Special Master listened to and understood the testimony offered
by both the City's witnesses and IDWR, and determined that,
... the city wells, although closely connected to the surface creeks, derive water
from a different source when they draw from the LPRVA. Although the LPRVA
derives a large portion of its water from the two creeks, it derives a significant
portion of water from other sources.
Amended Report at 12.
The Special Master relied on the evidence and testimony offered at trial, not on TPM 24.
This Court stated that it had "reviewed the testimony of Pocatello's expert Greg Sullivan" and
then concluded "that the evidence overwhelmingly supports the Special Master's finding."
Memorandum Decision at 23. Pocatello is attempting to color the Special Master's findings and
conclusions as legal error, when in reality the evidence and testimony Pocatello presented during
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trial was simply not persuasive enough to rebut the prirna facie evidence provided by the
Director's recommendation.
E.

Despite finding that Pocatello's change in use of its surface water
rights occurred after 1987, the Special Master analyzed the change
under the accomplished transfer statute, both as to source and as to
injury before reaching the conclusion that groundwater wells could not
be alternate points of diversion for the City's surface water rights.

This is another procedurally improper argument.

The City of Pocatello listed this

argument in its statement of.the issues in the Notice of Challenge, and then failed to offer any
briefing on it, either in its Opening Brief on Challenge or in any subsequent briefing. Tilis
current Motion is the first time in this proceeding that Pocatello sets forth any argument on the
issue. To argue issues for the first time after entry of a final judgment is improper and should be
disallowed. What's more, this argument constitutes the ultimate red herring. Although a finding
that the City's rights were not changed prior to 1987 could have been dispositive on the issue, the
Special Master chose not to dispose of the issue on that basis. Instead, the Special Master
undertook a complex analysis of whether the transfer was otherwise authorized by Idaho Code §
42-1425. As discussed above, the Special Master determined the change was not authorized, as
it amounted to a change in source, and furthermore, that it was not authorized because such a
change would necessarily injure other water rights. The City's attempt to argue this issue at this
time constitutes a disregard of the rules of procedure and therefore should be summarily denied.
F.

The scenarios presented by Amici provide an illustration of how the
condition on Pocatello' s water rights could be administered.

Pocatello argues that the scenarios described by Amici do not apply to Pocatello's water
rights because the City has agreed not to increase its well capacity in a stipulation with the SWC.
As discussed above, this argument misses the point, as there are other reasons for well
interference not addressed by the City's agreement with SWC. Additionally, the agreement has
STATE OF IDAHO'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF POCATELLO'S MOTION TO ALTER OR
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no impact on the potential for avoiding a regional administration by diverting an out-of-region
senior right from a well inside the administration area.
G.

There is no error as a matter of law in the designation of water right
29-2770 as irrigation.

Pocatello claims that water right 29-2770 must be recommended with a municipal
purpose of use.

The City states "[t]he primary function of water right 29-2770 was never

intended to be irrigation." Motion at 40. Pocatello continues to offer no explanation as to why
it, presumably in good faith, "requested the irrigation designation in order to expedite the long
overdue licensing of29-2770." Opening Brief on Challenge at 15. Regardless, the point is moot
because water right 29-2770 was licensed well after the commencement of the SRBA and
therefore is not entitled to seek a change in the nature of use under the accomplished transfer
statute. If Pocatello wishes to change the nature of use of 29-2770 to the more broadly defined
municipal designation, there is a formal transfer procedure for such changes.

5.

The State should be awarded its attorney fees and costs because
Pocatello's Motion is procedurally defective and is without reasonable
basis in fact or law.

While the State respects the right of the City of Pocatello to seek redress under the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, and does not as a general practice request attorney's fees and costs, it
does so in this proceeding because the City of Pocatello has demonstrated a disregard for
procedural requirements, timeliness and judicial efficiency. It has repeatedly asserted claims and
legal theories that were not raised in its Challenge. It has repeatedly cast its failure to persuade
the Special Master, and now this Court, as legal error on the part of both. Pocatello seeks now to
have its challenge reheard in the guise of a motion to alter and amend, and introduces new issues
and legal theories never before raised, and some that it raised but neglected to argue. As a result,
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the State has been forced to spend considerable time and resources responding to the City's
pleadings. Because there is no reasonable basis in fact or law for Pocatello's motion to alter or
amend, the State should be awarded its reasonable attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 12-117.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated herein, Pocatello's Motion should be denied in its entirety and the
State awarded its reasonable attorney fees and costs.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14th day of January, 2010.
STATE OF IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVEJ. STRONG
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CHIEF, NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

SHAS
Deputy ttorney General
Natural Resources Division
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Numbers
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02354
29-02382
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07222
29-07322
29-07375
29-0743 I
29-07450
29-07502
29-07770
29-07782
29-11339
. 29-11344
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13636
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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Subcase Nos. 29-00271, et al.
(See Attached Exhibit A)
ORDER ON MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND
(City of Pocatello)

Ruling: Motion to Alter or Amend the Judgment, Denied.

I.
APPEARANCES
JOSEPHINE P. BEEMAN, Beeman & Associates, P.C., Boise, Idaho, on behalf of
Challenger City of Pocatello.
SHASTA KILMINSTER-HADLEY, Deputy Attorney General, Boise, Idaho, on behalf
of Respondent State ofldaho.
CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER AND JOHN M. MARSHALL, Givens Pursley, LLP,
Boise, Idaho, appearing amici curiae on behalf of United Water Idaho, City of Nampa,
and the City of Blackfoot.
·
JOHN M. MELANSON, Presiding Judge of the SRBA,pro /em, presiding.

II.
BRIEF PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On November 9, 2009, this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order
011

Chalfeuge (City of Pocatello) ("Order"). The facts and procedural history of the

Challenge are explained in the Court's Order and are incorporated herein by reference.
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On November 23, 2009, the City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") filed a Motion to Alter
or Amend the Court's Order, pursuant to LR.C.P. 59(e). 1 On December 10, 2009,

Pocatello filed its Brief in Support of Motion to Alter or Amend ("Brief'). On January 15,
20 I 0, the State ofldaho ("the State") filed a Response to the City ofPocatello 's Motion
to Alter or Amend ("Response").

III.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION

Oral argument occurred in this matter on March 22, 2010. The parties did not
request the opportunity to submit additional briefing and the Court does not require any
additional briefing in this matter. Therefore, the matter is deemed fully submitted for
decision on the next business day, or March 23, 20 I 0.

IV.
ISSUES

A.

Issues Raised by the City of Pocatello.

Pocatello raised a number of issues in its Motion to Alter or Amend. The Court
summarizes the issues as follows:
I.

Whether this Court erred by failing to enumerate specific findings of fact and

conclusions oflaw in its previous Order?
2.

Whether LC.§ 42-1425 authorizes IDWR to engage in an injury analysis when no

third parties objected to the claims?
3.

Whether LC. § 42-1425 applies to transfers accomplished prior to May 26, 1969?

4.

Whether Pocatello presented sufficient evidence to rebut the Director's Report's

allegations of injury and lack of connectivity between Pocatello's surface and ground
water sources?

As distinguished from a Motion to Alter or Amend a Special Master's Recommendation. pursuant
to SRBA Administrative Order I § I 3(a).
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5.

Whether a specific legal standard exists to determine whether a sufficient degree

of connectivity establishes that surface and ground water points of diversion occur on the
same source?
6.

Whether J.C. § 42-1425 prohibits accomplished transfers of source?

7.

Whether injury to a priority date is injury per se under LC.§ 42-1425?

8.

Whether IDWR improperly changed its position regarding the administration of

municipal rights?
9.

Whether the Providers' scenarios are based on facts in the record and whether this

Court could consider such scenarios in reaching its decision?

l 0.

Whether water right 29-7770 was properly recommended with an "irrigation"

purpose of use?
11.

Whether Pocatello's claim of an earlier priority date is a collateral attack on the

license issued for water right 29-13639?

B.

Issues raised by the State ofldaho.

The State raises only one issue in its Response to the City of Pocatello 's Motion to

Alter or Amend. The Court summarizes the issue as follows:
I.

Whether the State should be awarded costs and attorney fees pursuant to LC. §

12-117?

V.
DISCUSSION

For the reasons already stated in this Court's previous Order, Pocatello's Motion

to Alter or Amend is denied. In its Motion and Brief, Pocatello repeats many of the same
arguments made in its previous motions and briefings to this Court. However, each of
the arguments raised by Pocatello will be addressed below.

A.

Pocatello's Motion is properly framed as a Motion to Alter or Amend under

I.R.C.P. 59(e).
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In its Motion to Alter or Amend, Pocatello stated:
The City of Pocatello ... hereby moves this court to alter or amend the
District Court's November 9, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(l), 7(b)(3), and 59(e), or, in the alternative, to
reconsider the Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge pursuant to
1.R.C.P. l l(a)(2).
In its Response, the State argued that this Court should treat Pocatello's Motion as
. a motion to alter or amend, because a motion for reconsideration should only be utilized
to reconsider interlocutory orders. In addition, the State asserted that Pocatello has raised
new legal theories and claims that were not raised in the Notice of Challenge, in violation
of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e).
Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) governs motions for reconsideration. It provides that "a motion
for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any
time before the entry of final judgment, but not later than fourteen (l 4) days after entry of
the final judgment." (Emphasis added). A Rule l l(a)(2)(B) motion for reconsideration
is addressed to the discretion of the court. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586,592, 21 P.3d
908,914 (2001).
Rule 59(e) governs motions to alter or amend a judgment. It provides that "a
motion to alter or amend the judgment shall be served not later than fourteen (14) days
after entry of the judgment." Pursuant to Rule 59(e), "a district court can correct legal
and factual errors in proceedings before it." Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 71, 175 P.3d
754, 760 (2007). A Rule 59(e) "motion to amend a judgment is addressed to the
discretion of the court." Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259,263,646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (Ct.
App. 1982).
The distinction between a motion for reconsideration and motion to alter or
amend ajudgment is significant in that Rule l l(a)(2)(B) permits a party to present new
evidence in conjunction with a motion to reconsider, whereas new evidence may not be
presented under Rule 59(e) in conjunction with a motion to alter or amend. Johnson v.
Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,472, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App. 2006).

In this case, the Court's Order contained a Rule 54(b) certificate, providing that:
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With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment or order it is
hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the
court has detennined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the
above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which
execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho
Appell ate Rules.

Order, p. 30. (Emphasis added). Since the Order is deemed a final judgment by the Rule
54(b) certificate, it is no longer an interlocutory order. As such, a motion to reconsider
under Rule 11 (a)(2), which only applies to "interlocutory orders of the trial court," is not
appropriate.
Rule 59(e), which is applicable to judgments, is available to Pocatello to request
that the Court alter or amend the Order. However, Pocatello is precluded from
attempting to present any new evidence. The State argues that Pocatello has attempted to
introduce new evidence and legal theories in its Motion and Brief Specifically, the State
asserts that Pocatello never briefed or argued the issue of whether pre-1969 water rights
are ex(,mpt from the Director's review under LC.§ 42-1425, prior to filing its Motion.
This Court agrees.
At oral argument on the Motion, Pocatello cited a portion of the subcase record in
2006 where the State raised a similar argument during briefing on summary judgment. In
addition, Pocatello cited another portion of the record in 2007, where the Special Master
allowed Pocatello to provide evidence of its pre-1969 transfers. Pocatello also presented
the Court with a document_at oral argument that cited a portion of Pocatello's Response
Brief on Summary Judgment from 2006. In its Response Brief on Summary Judgment,

Pocatello argued that the city was not required to file a transfer application for any wells
that began operating prior to 1969. This Court has reviewed the record in ·detail and was
unable to locate where in the record Pocatello establishes a date certain that the
interconnected wells were in place. Rather, arguments raised by Pocatello only refer to
the fact that the system was in place prior to 1987. Moreover, while this issue may have
arguably been raised briefly by the State and Pocatello, and impliedly by the Special
Master on summary judgment, Pocatello did not raise this issue before this Court on
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Challenge. Nonetheless, this Court will address Pocatello's pre-1969 argument further in
Section D, below.

B.

On Challenge, this Court does not make enumerated findings of fact.
Pocatello argues that this Court erred by failing to provide enumerated findings of

fact and conclusions oflaw. Under Administrative Order 1 ("AOJ"), this Court "shall
accept the Special Master's findings of fact unless clearly erroneous." AOJ § 13(f).
Upon a Notice of Challenge, the presiding judge reviews a Special Master's

Recommendation and may "in whole or in part, adopt, modify, reject, receive further
evidence, or remand it with instructions." Id.; I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2). This Court is not the
finder-of-fact, and in these circumstances, is not required to list enumerated findings of
facts or conclusions oflaw. Regardless, Pocatello requests that this Court accept seven
proposed modifications to the Court's recitation of material facts in its previous Order.
The Court will amend its previous decision to include four charts provided in
Pocatello's proposed findings of fact numbers (I) and (2). 2 These charts clarify and
further describe the water rights at issue and provide a more understandable record.
However, Pocatello also requests the Court to amend its previous decision to clarify
which of Pocatello's water rights were developed prior to May 26, 1969. 3 Pocatello
argues that this date should be included because J.C.§ 42-1425 (also referred to as the
accomplished transfer statute) does not apply to transfers occurring before that date.
Therefore, Pocatello contends that J.C.§ 42-1425 cannot be used as ajustification for
placing a condition on a transfer that occurred prior to May 26, 1969. This Court
acknowledges that some of Pocatello's rights were developed prior to 1969. However, as
this Court will explain in further detail below, the distinction between a pre-1969 right
Four charts entitled, "The 21 Water Rights for Pocatello's In-Town Interconnected System," "The
'22 Interconnected
Wells for Pocatello's In-Town System," "The 2 Water Rights for Pocatello's
Interconnected Airport System," and "The 2 Interconnected Wells for Pocatello's Airport System" are
attached to this decision as exhibits.
26, 1969, the Idaho legislature repealed and reenacted I.C. § 42-222, which set out new
'proceduresOnforMayobtaining
a change to a water right. Also on that same date, I.C. § 42-108 was amended to
state that "[a]fter the effective date of this act, no person shall be authorized to change the point of
diversion or place of use of water unless he has first applied for and received approval of the department of
reclamation under the provisions of section 42-222." 1969 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 303, § I, p 906.
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and one developed after 1969 is insignificant, because any transfer occurring prior to the
May 26, 1969 adoption of LC.§ 42-222 was still subject to the earlier statutory transfer
requirements for points of diversion, as codified as LC.A. § 41-216 as early as 1943, as
well as the common-law "no injury" rule. The procedures set out in LC. § 42-222 (and
the earlier J.C. § 41-2 I 6) codified the common law rule that senior water users could not
change the place of use or point of diversion, if such a change would injure other rights.
Further, injury to a priority date is per se (see Section F below). As such, this Court
declines to amend its previous decision to include modifications in Pocatello's proposed
findings of fact numbers (3), (4), (5), and (6).
Finally, this Court declines to amend its previous decision to define what
constitutes "interference" in Director Tuthill's testimony, as requested by Pocatel.lo in its
proposed finding of fact number (7). However, this Court will amend its previous
decision to clarify the record regarding Pocatello's argument that IDWR made an error of
law in recommending its purpose of use for water right 29-7770 as "irrigation," pursuant
Pocatello's proposed finding of fact number (8).

C.
A plain reading of the transfer statutes allows the Director to engage in an
injury analysis absent a third-party objection.
Idaho Code § 42-1425 allows the Director to approve water right claims for
claimants who failed to follow the transfer procedures set out in LC. § 42-222, provided
that such transfers do not injure other water users and do not result in an enlargement of
the original water right. In order to allow such claims, the Director must perform an
"expeditious review" of the transfer to determine if injury or an enlargement has
occurred. LC.§ 42-1425 (I) (c).
Pocatello argues that the Director's authority to perform this review does not
include the power to place an injury-related condition on a water right claimed under J.C.
§ 42-1425. As explained in the Court's previous Order, the Director's authority to
process a water right claim in the SRBA is not waived by J.C.§ 42-1425. Rather, J.C.§
42-1425 exempts both the Director and the water right claimant from following the more
"burdensome" procedures set out in LC. § 42-222, and prevents the Director from
dismissing a water right claim for a failure to follow such procedures. However, the

52S6
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accomplished transfer statute does not preclude the Director from investigating water
right claims in accordance with his other statutory duties. For instance, J.C. § 42-141 I
defines the broad power of the Director to determine the elements of a water right "to the
extent that the director deems appropriate and proper, to define and administer the water
rights acquired under state law." LC.§ 42-1411 (2) (Emphasis added). In addition, the
Director shall include "such remarks and other matters as are necessary for the definition
of the right, for clarification of any element of a right or for administration of the right
by the director." LC. § 42-141 I (2)

G) (Emphasis added). Such power and authority still

applies during the Director's "expeditious" review to ensure that the accomplished
transfer does not injure other existing rights. While the Director is not required to follow
the procedures set out in LC. § 42-222, the Director must investigate any injury that may
have occurred to other water rights, regardless of whether a third party files an objection.
As stated in the Court's Order, the Director is not required to accept Pocatello's water
right claim as a prima facie showing that no injury to other water rights has occurred.
Further, the condition imposed in this case only applies through the administration of
water rights during times of shortage, and does not affect the appropriation or right to use
the water rights at issue. As discussed in this Court's prior decision, the transfer of
ground water rights adds complexities not otherwise present in transfers related to surface
water sources.
Therefore, this Court will not disturb its earlier determination that the Director has
the authority to investigate injury and impose an injury-based condition on a water right
claimed under LC. § 42-1425 in the absence of a third-party objection. As such, the
Special Master did not err by inquiring into injury to existing water rights.

D.

Pre-1969 transfers.
The tenor of Pocatello's argument in its Opening Briefon Challenge was that the

water rights at issue were a part of the city's interconnected well system, which had
"been in operation since before November 19, 1987." Opening Brief at 5. See also
Opening Briefat 10 ("Pocatello's interconnected well system has been in operation since
before the commencement of the SRBA ... "). Because Pocatello did not specify a date
when the well system was developed, this Court appropriately focused on the application
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of the accomplished transfer statute to these pre-1987 rights in its earlier decision. Now,
Pocatello argues that the accomplished transfer statute does not apply to water right
transfers accomplished prior to May 26, 1969 .4 In essence, Pocatello contends that the
Director cannot justify placing a condition on the pre-1969 rights by relying on I.C. § 421425, because prior to 1969, the Director had no authority to approve such a transfer. In
other words, Pocatello asserts that prior to the enactment ofl.C. § 42-222 in 1969, water
users were not required to follow any procedures to transfer a point of diversion, and
therefore, J.C.§ 42-1425 does not apply to those pre-1969 rights. However, this is not a
correct statement of the law. The requirement to file an application for a change in point
of diversion became mandatory in 1943. See 1943 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 53, p. I 01. See
also SRBA Court's Order 011 Cltal/enge (A & B Irrigation District) Subcase Nos. 36-

02080 et. al. (April 25, 2003) (Hon. R. Burdick) at 20, ajj'd sub nom. A & B Irr. Dist. v.
Aberdeen-American Falls Ground Water Dist., 141 Idaho 746, 118 P.3d 78 (2005).

Further, this Court is unable to find in the record any indication that Pocatello's
interconnected well system was developed prior to 1943 and was somehow exempted
from this requirement. In addition, it appears that only 6 of the 21 ground water wells at
issue have priority dates earlier than 1943. Therefore, Pocatello's pre-1969 argument is
irrelevant, unless Pocatello can demonstrate that the city's interconnected well system
was established prior to 1943. Even then, the argument would at best only apply to six
wells.
Moreover, Pocatello's argument that no mandatory transfer procedures existed
prior to 1969 is not dispositive of the issue before this Court, because the "no-injury" rule
was in place at the time the pre-1969 transfers allegedly took place. The common law
prior to 1969 made clear that a water user may not change a point of diversion, if such a
change would injure other water rights. See First Security Bank v. State, 49 Idaho 740,
745, 291 P. I 064, I 066 (1930) (holding that in an action involving a change in place of
diversion, the reasons why the change will or will not injure other appropriators may be
considered). Idaho Code § 42-222 and its predecessors codified this "no-injury rule,"
While this argument may have been addressed by the State and Pocatello at summary judgment in
2006, the issue of what transfer procedures were in place prior to 1969 was not fully briefed to this Court
on Challenge. Further, it does not appear that the Special Master addressed this specific legal question,
either.
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beginning in 1899 with the passage of House Bill 183, which stated in part that "[t)he
person entitled to the use of water may change the place of diversion, if others are not
injured by such change ... " 1899 Idaho Sess. Laws§ 11, p. 381. As explained below and
in the previous Order, injury to the priority date of a water right is injury per se. This
concept was established in Fremont-J.1adison Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Ground Water
Appropriators, Inc., 129 Idaho 545,461,926 P.2d 1301, 1308 (I 996), and in this Court's

Order on Challenge (A & B Irrigation District). These cases were decided after the
adoption of the amnesty statutes. IDWR, consistent with the holdings of the Supreme
Court, has included remarks to allow the statutes to operate as intended, while protecting
the priorities of junior water users in times of administration. Further, since the Director
has engaged in conjunctive management, the concept of injury has broadened beyond
what was previously understood. In this case, the Director found such an injury, yet still
allowed Pocatello to claim the alternative points of diversion, so long as a mitigating
condition was included. At the time a claimant files a claim in the SRBA, the Director
still maintains the authority to examine such transfers for injury to other water rights,
especially since the "no injury" rule has been well-established for over 100 years.

E.

Separate source issues.
Pocatello argues that the Special Master and this Court erred by disallowing

ground water wells on the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer ("LPRVA") as
alternative points of diversion for senior surface rights diverting from Gibson Jack and
Mink Creek. Pocatello asserts that (1) Pocatello presented sufficient evidence to rebut
the allegations of injury and lack of interconnection between Pocatello's surface and
ground water sources; (2) no specific legal standard exists to determine whether a
sufficient degree of interconnection exists between surface and ground water points of
diversion; and (3) LC. § 42-1425 does not prohibit accomplished transfers of source.
Under I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2), this Court shall accept the Special Master's findings of
fact unless they are clearly erroneous. As the trier-of-fact, the Special Master has the
responsibility for weighing the evidence presented and determining whether the required
burden of proof has been met. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Clear Lakes, 136 Idaho 761.
765, 40 P.3d 119, 123 (2002). After taking testimony and weighing the evidence
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presented, the Special Master determined that the creeks and aquifer were two separate
sources. The evidence presented included testimony from IDWR, a Supplemental
Director ·s Report, and Pocatello's expert testimony demonstrating that the creeks

contributed significantly to the LPRVA. The Special Master, however, was not
convinced that the creeks' contribution to the aquifer was significant enough to
demonstrate that the creeks and the aquifer were the same source. This finding was not
clearly erroneous because it was supported by substantial and competent evidence. This
Court also cited portions of the record where Pocatello's own expert testified that the
LPRVA is supplied from sources other than Gibson Jack and Mink Creek.
Pocatello also argues that the Special Master's decision to rely on the testimony
ofJDWR and the Supplemental Director's Report is arbitrary, because no specific legal
standard exists to determine the degree of interconnectedness between surface and
ground water points of diversion. The connectivity between the creeks and the aquifer is
a factual question. The legal standard that the Special Master must apply is whether
Pocatello presented sufficient evidence to rebut the Supplemental Director's Report as to
the elements of its claimed water rights (including source). As mentioned above, and in
the previous decision, Special Master correctly applied this legal standard and determined
that Pocatello had not met its burden.
Finally, Pocatello argues that LC.§ 42-1425 does not prohibit accomplished
transfers of source. As mentioned in the previous Order, I.C. § 42-1425 only authorizes
changes to the "place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use, or period of
use." The accomplished transfer statute does not expressly allow changes in source,
presumably because the injury to water users on the new source is per se (see section F
below). A change in source is essentially the appropriation ofa new water right. For
example, if a water user with a 1939 priority date wishes to change from Source A to
Source B, water users o.n Source B with junior priority dates would not be put on notice
that the new demand on the source is senior to their water rights. The expectation would
be that this is a new water right junior to existing water rights on the source. In other
words, the senior water user, through an accomplished transfer of source, shifts the
schedule of priority on Source B without ever putting the existing users on notice by
following statutory transfer procedures, during which existing users would have the
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opportunity to object. However, in the event of a new appropriation on Source B, the
new appropriator acquires a water right junior to existing users on the source, and all
users on that source are on notice of the appropriation of this new, junior right. However,
if that new appropriator is instead deemed to have an accomplished transfer pursuant to
J.C. § 42-1425, that user usurps the existing priority scheme on that source, without
providing proper notice to existing users. For the reasons mentioned above and in the
previous Order, J.C. § 42-1425 does not authorize transfers of source. This Court
acknowledges that there may be rare circumstances were a water table could be so high
that ground and surface water sources could be indistinguishable, in which case the
application ofl.C. § 42-1425 may fall into a grey area. However, this is not one of those
circumstances.

F.

Injury to a priority date is injury per se.
Pocatello argues that J.C.§ 42-1425 does not have an injury per se rule.

Specifically, Pocatello repeats its earlier arguments that the Special Master applied the
wrong legal standard by concluding that injury to a priority date is per se. Therefore,
Pocatello argues, the condition to mitigate for such injury should not be included on the
face of Pocatello's rights. As this Court stated in its previous Order, the Special Master's
ruling on this issue is affirmed.
Relying on the reasoning in this Court's Order on Challenge (A & B Irrigatio11
District), and the Idaho Supreme Court's reasoning in Fremont-Madision Irr. Dist. v.

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc, 129 Idaho 454,461,926 P.2d 1301, 1308
( 1996), this Court determined that injury to an existing water right is not limited to the
circumstance where immediate physical interference occurs between water rights as of
the date of the change. Injury also includes the diminished effect on the priority dates of
existing water rights in times of shortage. As demonstrated by the example in Section E,
above, an accomplished transfer from Source A to Source B may not immediately affect
the existing users on Source B. However, during times of shortage, the transferred senior
water right on Source B would take priority over rights that had been on that source long
before the accomplished transfer. To allow such a transfer would result in injury to the
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existing users' priority dates at the time the change is made, regardless if there is
enough water to satisfy all the users on the source at that time. At the time the "transfer"
took place, the expectation of existing users would be that a new right is being
appropriated, not the transfer of an existing water right to a new source has occurred.
Hence, there would be no reason for junior users to protest. As demonstrated by this
example, such an injury to a priority date in a prior appropriation system is a seminal
injury. Therefore, a mitigating condition is proper to protect existing users.
Further, the same is true when the source for all of the rights is listed as "ground
water." As the Court explained in its previous Order:
Even though the "source" of all water rights involved is "ground water"
and all rights are supplied from the same aquifer, the aquifer may not be
homogenous as between the discrete regions where the wells are located.
The closer wells are in proximity to one another the greater the potential
for well interference over time or in times of shortage. It is erroneous to
assume that the relative effects from ground water pumping between wells
is uniform throughout the aquifer just because the "source" of all of the
rights is labeled "ground water." The condition eliminates the need to
establish the highly complex facts that relate to the specific
interrelationships or degree of connectivity between specific rights until
such a time as priority administration becomes necessary.
Order at 15. In such a situation, IDWR utilizes the ground water model to determine the

amount of possible well interference, in order to protect existing users. The condition
placed on Pocatello's right does not prevent any of the accomplished transfers from
talcing place. Instead, the condition properly protects existing users, in order to avoid
injury. If it is true, as Pocatello claims, that no injury would ever result from decreeing
these alternative points of diversion, then the condition would never come into effect and
Pocatello's use of such alternative points of diversion would not be altered. However,
Pocatello's argument that the remark a places a limitation on its rights during
administration is a tacit acknowledgement of injury to existing users.
Pocatello also argues that the Special Master did not have substantial evidence to
support the determination of injury to priority dates as per se. This Court disagrees. The
Special Master's determination was supported by substantial evidence and is therefore
not clearly erroneous.
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G.
IDWR changed its position regarding the administration of ground water
rights.
Pocatello argues that IDWR has improperly changed its position regarding the
administration of ground water rights. As stated in the previous Order, IDWR
acknowledged a change in position, because IDWR' s understanding of conjunctive
administration had evolved, due to developments in the conjunctive management rules,
and decisions by this Court and the Idaho Supreme Court. Pocatello argues that placing a
condition like the one at issue in this case is a change in position that requires IDWR to
follow the rule-making procedures of the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act
("IDAPA"). However, it appears that the "change in position" that Pocatello refers to is a
better understanding of conjunctive management and aquifer resources in the State of
Idaho. This understanding affects what the Director deems as "necessary for the
· administration" of ground water rights within his authority under I.C. § 42-14 I 1(2). The
Department should not be hindered by prior misconceptions or misunderstandings of
such a quickly evolving area of the law.

H.

The Providers' scenarios were utilized by the Court for illustrative purposes.
Pocatello argues that the Providers' scenarios were not based on facts in the

record, and do not apply to the rights at issue in this case, because Pocatello has agreed
not to increase the rate of diversion in its individual interconnected wells beyond what
existed at the commencement of the SRBA. This Court acknowledges that the scenarios
were not based on facts in the record. Rather, the scenarios were properly considered by
this Court to illustrate effectively the adverse effects to the priorities of existing water
users, absent the inclusion of a condition.

I.
The Special Master did not err in recommending water right 29-7770 with an
irrigation purpose of use, or recommending the priorily date for 29-13639.
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Pocatello argues that evidence presented at trial demonstrates that water right 297770 was never intended as an "irrigation" water right. 5 In essence, Pocatello repeats its
previous argument that the Special Master erred by recommending water right 29-7770
with an "irrigation" purpose of use, because the disposal of biosolids waste is a
"municipal" use. However, as the Court stated in its previous Order, water right 29-7770
was licensed in 2003 with an "irrigation" purpose of use. In addition, Pocatello claimed
this water right with an "irrigation" purpose of use in order to expedite the right's long
overdue licensing. See Pocatello 's Opening Brief on Challenge at 15.
The Special Master concluded that the provisions of J.C. § 42-1425 were
inapplicable to this water right because the license was issued after the commencement of
the SRBA, and recommended 29-7770 as licensed. Pocatello had ample opportunity to
object to the "irrigation" purpose of use during the proceedings on the license. Therefore,
Pocatello may not use the proceedings on the subcase to collaterally attack the license for
this right. Further, biosolids waste disposal is consistent with an "irrigation" purpose of
use, because the water is used to irrigate crops.
Pocatello also argues that it was an error of law for this Court to find that
Pocatello's claimed priority date for water right 29-13639 is also an impermissible
collateral attack on a previously issued license. Water right 29-13639 is based on a prior
license, with a priority date of October 22, 1952. Pocatello claimed an earlier 1940
priority date. Again, for the reasons stated above, this Court finds this to be a collateral
attack on a previously issued license. As such, this Court affirms the decision of the
Special Master.

J.

The State ofldaho will not be awarded costs and attorney fees.

In its Response, the State requests that this Court award the State costs and
attorney fees, pursuant to J.C.§ 12-117. The State argues that Pocatello improperly
raised new legal theories on the Motion to Alter or Amend that were not raised on
Challenge. The State also asserts that Pocatello is inappropriately repeating its earlier

In ils Brief. Pocatello refers to water right no. 29-2770. However, that water right was not at issue
in this subcase. The Court assumes that Pocatello meant to refer to water right no. 29-7770.
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argument to this Court. While this Court agrees that many of the issues raised on the

Motion were decided and explained in its previous Order, and that Pocatello has not
prevailed, this Court does not find that Pocatello filed its Motion without a reasonable
basis in fact or in law. As such, the State will not be awarded costs and attorney fees.

VI.
CONCLUSION AND ORDER
Therefore, for the reasons mentioned above, and for the reasons already stated in
this Court's previous Order, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Pocatello's Motion lo Alter

or Amend is Denied.
VII.
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that
there is no just reason for delay of the entry of the final judgment and that the Court has
and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon
which execution my issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate
Rules.

Dated:(4Mt

//l,1 JJ/0.
(.
J
M.MELANSON
Presiding Judge, pro tern
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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EXHIBIT A
Subcase Nos:
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639

(Subcase list: BEEMANGP
4/12/10
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·The charts below should be included in the November 9 Decision to identify the dates the
City's 21 ground water rights and 22 associated wells were developed for the interconnected
municipal system in-town.
THE21 WATERRIGHTSFORPOCATELLO'S
IN-TOWN INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM

Water Rfaht No.
29-2274
29-2338
29-2401
29-2499
29-4221
29-4223
29-4224
29-4225
29-4226
29-7106

29-7322
29-7375
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13S61
29-13562
29-13637
29-13539

Prioritv Date
6/15/1948
9/1/1953
10/16/1958
12110/1964 .
8/2/1943
10/Ul962
9/15/1955
8/15/1956
12/31/1955
11/6/1972
4/25/1976
2/24/1977
12/31/1961
8/31/1951
7/1611924
12/31/1925
12131/1926
8/31/1931
12131/1936
12/31/194-0
10/22/1952

THE 22 INTERCONNECTED WELLS FOR
POCATELLO'S IN-TOWN SYSTEM.
Dete
Well if
2
2

3
7

10
12

13
13

Township
dn1led\
redrilled
12/31/1926
7S
6/15/1948
18
12/31/1926
12/31/1940
68
6S
6/15/1948
6S
9/1/1953
9/1/1953
7S
10/16/1958

QQ

Range

Section

34B

1

34B

HE

l
35 ·

34B
34B

26
35

mvNE
NENW
SEN£

34B

1

SESE
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NWNB

SWNE

14
15
15
16
18
21

.1./31/1955
9/1/19S3
2/24/1977
10/16/1958
10/16/1958
9/1S/195S
10/22/1952
8/15/1956
6/1/1945
12/10/1964
8/3111951
11/6/1912
4/25/1976
4125/1976
4125/1976
10/1/1962
2/18/1985

22
23

26
27
28

29
30

31
32
33
34

7S

35B

7

NESW

7S

35E

6

NWSE

6S

34B

6S

34B
34E

26
15
23

SWSB
NENW
SWNE
SENW
NWNE
NWNE

6S
6S

34E

23

6S

3-4B

6S
6S
7S
6S

34B
34B

23
15
14
1
23
35
15
16
18·
1S

34E

6S

34E
34B
34E

6S

34E

7S

35E
34B

6S

6S

NWNW
NESB
NESW

NWNB
NESE

NENE
SENB
NESB

(2)
"Water service for the airport is provided thtOugh a smaller separate
in!crcomiccted system supplied by three ground water iights associated with three wells.
Pocatello claimed two of the wells as alternative points of diversion for each other." 1
It should be explained that the airport has an interconnected system supplied by ground

water rights 29-7450 and 29-13638 delivered 1hrough intercomlected wells 35 and 39. A third
water right at the airport, 29-11344, is diverte<l through well 40 which is not int=oru;tected with

wells 35 or 39. IDWR Exh. 1 (description of aupo1t system); Pocatello Exh. 181 (29-7450,
29-13638, 29-11344), and the Special Master's Report and Recommendation fot29-7450,
29-13638, and 29-1134.
The charts below should be included in the November 9 Decision to identify the d.atas the
City's 2 ground water rights and 2 associated wells were devcloped.forthe interconnected airport
system.
THE 2 WATER RIGHTS FOR POCATELLO'S
INTER.CONNECTED AIRPORT SYSTEM

Water · ht No. Prior· Date
29-7450
6/13/1978
12/31/1940
29-13638
the twO Wtlls ~ cl.aimed as ali=~ points of divmion for specific~ rights. The wells a.-e not
claimed Ill al.temste points Clf divcruon "for eacll other.n
1
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THE 2 INTERCONNNECTED WELI.S FOR
POCATELLO'S AIRPORT SYSTEM
Well#

Airport
System

35
39

Date
Township
drilled
and
redrilled
6/13/1978
6S
12/.31/1940
6S

Range

Section

33E

10
IS

33E

QQ

NBSE ..
SWNE

,.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER ON
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND (CITY OF POCATELLO) was mailed on April
12, 2010, with sufficient first-class postage to the following,
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
PO BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83201
Phone: 208-234-6148

STATE OF IDAHO
Represented by:
NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:.
C THOMAS ARKOOSH
CAPITOL LAW GROUP, PLLC
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
ROGER D LING
615 HST
PO BOX 396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
Phone: 208-436-4717

CITY OF BLACKFOOT
CITY OF NAMPA
UNITED WATER IDAHO
Represented by:
CHRISTOPHER H MEYER
601 W BANNOCK ST
PO BOX 2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720
Phone: 208-388-1200

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
Represented by:
DAVID HEIDA
301 MAIN ST
PO BOX 32
GOODING, ID 83330
Phone: 208-934-8872
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
JOSEPHINE P BEEMAN
409 W JEFFERSON ST
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-331-0950

ORDER
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SARAH A KLAHN

WRITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL CO LTD
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
113 MAIN AVE W, STE 303
PO BOX 485
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0485
Phone: 208-733-0700
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Represented by:
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NATL' RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
US DEPT OF JUSTICE, ENRD
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
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County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

Josephine P. Beeman (Idaho Bar# 1806)
Beeman & Associates, P.C.
409 West Jefferson Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
TELEPHONE: (208) 331-0950
FACS!MlLE: (208) 331-0954
EMAIL: jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com
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Attorneys for City of Pocatello

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
In Re SRBA Case No. 39576
Subcase No. 29-271 et al.
(see Attachment)

__________
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Appellant,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

TO:

)

)
)

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. _ _ _ __

CITY OF POCATELLO'S
NOTICE OF APPEAL
(Filing Fee: $86.00)

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD,
SPECIFICALLY:

THE STATE OF IDAHO and its atlorneys of record
Clive Strong, Deputy Attorney General
Shasta Kilminster-Hadley, Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division Chief
State of Idaho
Allorney General's Office
POBox:44449
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449
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AND TO: THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named appellant, the City of Pocatello, appeals against the above-

named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order on Motion to Alter or Amend
entered with an IRCP 54(b) certificate, in the above-entitled action on the 12th day of April,
2010, the Honorable Judge John M. Melanson, presiding.

2.

The City of Pocatello has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

order described ih Paragraph 1, above, is a final judgment, order, or decree appealable under and
pursuant to Rule l l(a)(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules.

3.

The City of Pocatello provides a preliminary statement of the issues it intends to

assert on appeal, which under Rule 17(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, does not prevent the City of
Pocatello from asserting other issues on appeal:

a.

Should the SRBA Court amend its decision to clarify which of Pocatello' s

water rights were developed prior to May 26, 1969?
b.

Should the SRBA Court have enumerated findings of fact and conclusions

of law in its Order because of errors in the Special Master's Findings of Fact.
c.

Should the SRBA Court amend its decision to define what constitutes

"interference" in Director Tuthill' s testimony?

d.

Did the SRBA Court incorrectly find that the IDWR Director has the

authority to engage in an injury analysis of a water right claimed under I.C. § 42-1425 and
impose an injury-based condition in the absence of a third-party objection?
e.

Did the SRBA Court incorrectly apply the accomplished transfer statute to

Pocatello's pre-1969 water rights?
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f.

Did the Special Master and the SRBA Court err by disallowing ground water

wells on the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer ("LPRVA") as alternative points of diversion for
senior surface rights diverting from Gibson Jack and Mink Creek?

g.

Did the SRBA Court err in finding that I.C. § 1425 does not authorize

accomplished transfers of source?

h.

Did the Special Master have substantial evidence to support the determination

of injury to priority dates as per se?
1.

Did the SRBA Court err in its determination that a substantive change in

position in the administration of ground water rights by the IDWR does not require IDWR to follow
the rule-making procedures of the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act?
J.

Did the SRBA Court appropriately use scenarios that are not based on facts in

the record and do not apply to the rights at issue in this case to illustrate adverse effects to the
priorities of existing water users, absent the inclusion of a condition?

k.

Did the Special Master and the SRBA Court err in recommending water right

29-7770 with an irrigation purpose of use, or recommending the priority date for 29-13639?

4.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

Designation of Transcripts: Transcripts of the following proceedings (items (a)

through (e)) have already been prepared and provided to the parties and to the District Court:
(a) January 12, 2005: Hearing before SRBA Special Master Brigette Bilyeu on
Pocatello's Motion for Stay its State Law-Based Claims pending determination of
the City's federal law claim 29-11609;
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(b) January 17, 2007: Hearing before SRBA Special Master Brigette Bilyeu on

Pocatello's Motion for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use,
Interconnection, and Injury Under I.C. 42-1425;
(c) February 26-March 1, March 8, 2007: Trial before SRBA Special Master Brigette
Bilyeu;
(d) February 27, 2008: Hearing before SRBA Special Master Brigette Bilyeu on
Pocatello' s Motion to Alter or Amend the Special Master's October 2, 2007
Report and Recommendation and Order on Motion to Reconsider;' and
(e) August 13, 2009: Hearing before SRBA Judge John Melanson's on Pocatello's
Notice of Challenge.
IN ADDITION, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a), Pocatello requests a transcript
of the following:
(f) March 22, 2010: Hearing on Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend the SRBA

Court's decision.
6.

Designate of the Record: The City of Pocatello requests the following documents

to be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 of
the Idaho Appellate Rules:
No.
1

2
3
4

Document
Basin 29 Director's Report for Irrigation and
Other Uses
Joint Motion to Dismiss Objections
Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss Objections
City of Pocatello' s Motion for Summary
Judgment on IDWR's Authority Under 42-1425

1

Filed by

IDWR

Date
7-11-03

us

11-17-04

Pocatello
SRBA
Pocatello

11-22-04
5-4-06

The original Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed on October 2, 2007 and an
amended version was filed on October 30, 2007.
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No.

5
6

7
8
9

.
10. ..
11

12
13
14

15

16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

Document
Brief in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment on IDWR's Authority Under 42-1425
Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of
City of Pocatello's Motion for Summary
Judgment on IDWR's Authority Under 42-1425
Joint Response to City of Pocatello's Motion
for Summary Judgment
Response Memorandum in Opposition to City
of Pocatello's Motion for Summary JudQTilent
Joint Motion to Accept Stipulation and
Agreement between the City of Pocatello and
the United States
Stipulation and Agreement between the City of
Pocatello and the United States
Reply Brief in Supp9rt of Motion for Summary
Judgment on IDWR's Authority Under LC. 421425
Order Dismissing Portions of Objections and
Responses with Preiudice
Order on Summary Judgment
Motion for Summary Judgment on Municipal
Purpose of Use, Interconnection, and Injury
Under LC. 42-1425
Brief in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment on Municipal Purpose of Use,
Interconnection, and Iniurv Under I.C. 42-1425
Affidavit of Joyce Angell in Support of Motion
for Summary Judgment on Municipal Purpose
of Use, Interconnection, and Injury Under LC.
42-1425
Motion for Summary Judgment
Memorandum in Support of SWC Motion for
Summary Judgment
Affidavit of Travis L. Thompson in Support of
SWC Motion for Summary Judgment with
exhibits
Response Memorandum in Opposition to
Pocatello's Motion for Summarv Judgment
Response to Pocatello's Summary Judgment
Motion
Second Affidavit of Travis L. Thompson
Response Brief to Surface Water Coalition's
Motion for Summary Judgment
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Filed bv
Pocatello

Date
5-4-06

Pocatello

5-4-06

Surface Water
Coalition
IDWR

5-25-06
5-25-06

us

6-6-06

Pocatello

us

6-6-06

Pocatello
Pocatello

6-9-06

SRBA

7-14-06

SRBA
Pocatello

8-18-06
11-30-06

Pocatello

11-30-06

Pocatello

11-30-06

Surface Water
Coalition
Surface Water
Coalition
Surface Water
Coalition

11-30-06
11-30-06
11-30-06

State

12-11-06

swc

12-12-06

swc

12-12-06
12-12-06

Pocatello

No.
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45
46
47
48
49

Document
Affidavit of Celeste Thaine in Support of City
of Pocatello' s Response Brief to the Surface
Water Coalition's Motion for Summary
Judgment
Reply to Pocatello's Response to Surface Water
Coalition's Motion for Summarv Jude:ment
Affidavit of Paul Arrington
Affidavit in Suooort of Pocatello's Reply Brief
Reply Brief
Parties Stipulation Regarding 42-1425 Remand
Order Vacating Fact-Finding Hearing
Surface Water Coalition's Trial Brief
Surface Water Coalition's Witness & Exhibit
List
Trial Brief
List of Witnesses
Witness & Exhibit List
Trial Brief
Motion for Judicial Notice of Records in
Related Subcases & Memorandum in Suooort
Motion to Leave to File Amended Notices of
Claim (29-271, 29-272, & 29-273)
Motion to Take Judicial Notice
Second Order on Summary Jude:ment
Order Granting Motion to Amend Claims
Order Resolving Motion to Take Judicial
Notice
Certificate of Service and Amended Director's
Reports for 29-2401,29-2499,29-4221, 29-4223,
29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322,
29-11339,29-11348,29-13559,29-13560,2913561, 29-13562, 29-13637, & 29-13639
Special Master's Report and Recommendation
for 29-2354, 29-2382, 29-7222, 29-7431, 297502, 29-7782, 29-11344, & 29-13636
Post-Trial Brief
Post-Trial Brief
Annendix to Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief
Affidavit in Support of Pocatello's Post-Trial
Brief
Motion to Strike Affidavit of Josephine Beeman
in Support of Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief
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Filed by
Pocatello

Date
12-12-06

swc

12-21-06

swc

SWC

12-21-06
12-21-06
J2c21-06
1-26-07
1-26-07
2-14-07
2-14-07

State
State
Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello

2-14-07
2-14-07
2-15-07
2-15-07
2-15-07

Pocatello

2-15-07

State
SM Bilyeu
SMBilveu
SM Bilyeu

2-15-07
2-16-07
2-23-07
2-23-07

IDWR

3-20-07

SM Bilyeu

4-13-07

State
Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello

4-27-07
4-30-07
4-30-07
4-30-07

State

5-3-07

Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello/State/SWC
IDWR

swc

No.
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70

71

Document
Brief in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavit
of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of
Pocatello's Post-Trial Brief
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting
State's Motion to Strike
Special Master's Report & Recommendation
Letter from Garrick Baxter (IDWR) to Special
Master Bil veu
Amended Special Master's Report &
Recommendation
Motion to Alter or Amend
Second Amended Special Master's Report &
Recommendation
City of Pocatello' s Brief in Support of Motion
to Alter or Amend
Affidavit of Josephine P. Beeman in Support of
Pocatello' s Motion to Alter or Amend
Notice Setting Hearing (for Feb 27 2008)
Order Denving Motion to Alter or Amend
Motion to Stay Proceedings in (30) State Law
Claims
City of Pocatello's Notice of Challenge
Notice Setting Hearing On Motion To Stay
Proceedings In Thirty (30) State Law Claims
Notice of Errata for City of Pocatello's Notice
of Challenge
Letter from Jo Beeman to Court and counsel
regarding Notice of Errata being filed
City of Pocatello's Brief in Support of Motion
to Stay Proceedings in Thirty (30) State Law
Claims
Notice Setting Status Conference
Challenge Scheduling Order
Order Setting Hearing
Brief of United Water Idaho, City of Nampa,
and City of Blackfoot Addressing Alternative
Points of Diversion Condition
United Water Idaho, City of Nampa, and City
of Blackfoot's Motion for Leave to Participate
or to Participate as Amici Curiae; Statement in
Support of Motion for Leave; Request for
Hearing; and Motion for Shortening of Time
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Filed by
State

Date
5-3-07

Pocatello

5-7-07

SRBA
IDWR

10-2-07
10-12-07

SRBA

10-30-07

Pocatello
SRBA

11-28-07
11-30-07

Pocatello

12-13-07

Pocatello

12-13-07

SRBA
SRBA
Pocatello

12-19-07
5-28-08
6-11-08

Pocatello
SRBA

6-11-08
6-12-08

Pocatello

6-25-08

Pocatello

6-25-08

Pocatello

6-25-08

SRBA
SRBA
SRBA
United Water

7-16-08
12-18-08
4-10-09
4-10-09

United Water

4-10-09

e·
-.... 8
'." I ' ,

..,_'

I

No.
72

73

74
75
76
77

78

79
80
81
82
83
84

85
86
87

88

89
90

Document
Amended Notice of Hearing on Motion for
Leave to Participate and Motion for Extension
of Time
Order Granting Amici Curiae Participation to
United Water, City of Nampa and Blackfoot
and Amended Challenge Scheduling Order
· Letter from Chris Meyer to Jo Beeman
regarding language conditions
City of Pocatello's Opening Brief on Challenge
State of Idaho's Response to City of Pocatello's
Onening Brief on Challenge
City of Pocatello's Response to Brief of United
Water Idaho, City of Nampa, and City of
Blackfoot Addressing Alternative Points of
Diversion Condition
Reply Brief of United Water Idaho, City of
Nampa, and City of Blackfoot Addressing
Alternative Points of Diversion Condition
City of Pocatello's Reply to State of Idaho's
Response Brief
State of Idaho's Rep! y to City of Pocatello' s
Response to Amicus Brief
Letter to SRBA Court Requesting Additional
Briefing
Order Allowing Post-Hearing Briefing
Schedule
City of Pocatello's Post-Hearing Brief
State ofldaho's Response to Pocatello's PostHearing Brief
Errata to Pocatello's August 3, 2009 Reply to
State's Julv 6, 2009 Response Brief
Memorandum Decision & Order on Challenge
Pocatello's Motion to Alter or Amend Nov. 9,
2009 Memorandum Decision & Order on
Challenge
Pocatello' s Brief in Support of Motion to Alter
or Amend Nov. 9, 2009 Memorandum Decision
and Order on Challenge
State of Idaho's Response to City of Pocatello' s
Motion to Alter or Amend
Order on Motion to Alter or Amend
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Filed by
Judge Melanson

Date
4·17-09

Judge Melanson

4-24-09

Chris Meyer

5-6-09

Pocatello
State

6-05-09
7-6-09

Pocatello

7-20-09

Providers

7-31-09

Pocatello

8-3-09

State

8-3-09

Pocatello

8/14/09

SRBA
J. Melanson
Pocatello
State

8/21/09
9/4/09
9/18/09

Pocatello

9/21/09

SRBA
Pocatello

11/9/09
11/23/09

Pocatello

12/10/09

State

1/14/10

SRBA Melanson

4/12/10

g
-' '
v-.
t· -, ,.,,
,

EXHIBITS
EX

DOCUMENT

PARTY

#
1
2

JDWR
JDWR

3

IDWR

4

IDWR

5

IDWR

•6

IDWR

7

IDWR

8

IDWR

9

IDWR

10

JDWR

April 13, 2006 Supplemental Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-271
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Smith et al. vs. City of Pocatello et al. Decree
Water Right No. 29-272
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Smith et al. vs. City of Pocatello et al. Decree
Water Right No. 29-273
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Smith et al. vs. City of Pocatello et al. Decree
Water Right No. 29-4222
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Posted Notice
Water Right No. 29-7118
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
License
Annlication for Permit
Water Right No. 29-7119
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Llcense
Aoolicalion for Permit
Water Right No. 29-7770
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
License
. Annlieation for Permit
Water Right No. 29-13558
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
License for 29-2324
Article
Water Right No. 29-13639
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim for 29-11343
License for 29-2324

'
•
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EX

PARTY

DOCUMENT

11

IDWR

12

IDWR

13

IDWR

14

IDWR

15

IDWR

16

IDWR

17

IDWR

18

IDWR

19

IDWR

20

IDWR

21

IDWR

22

IDWR

23

IDWR

Water Right No. 29-2274
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Transfer
Water Right No. 29-2338
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Transfer
Water Right No. 29-7375
Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Transfer
Water Right No. 29-2401
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-2499
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-4221
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-4223
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-4224
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-4225
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-4226
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-7106
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-7322
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-11339
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim

#
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EX

PARTY

DOCUMENT

#
24

IDWR

25

IDWR

26

IDWR

27

IDWR

28

IDWR

29

IDWR

30

IDWR

31

IDWR

32

IDWR

33

IDWR

34

IDWR

35

IDWR

36

IDWR

37

IDWR

38

IDWR

39

IDWR

40

IDWR

41

IDWR

Water Right No. 29-11348
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13559
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13560
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13561
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13562
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13567
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim for 29-11343
Water Right No. 29-7450
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim
Water Right No. 29-13638
Amended Director's Report
Amended Notice of Claim for 29-11343
Water Right No. 29-2354 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-2354 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-2382 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-7431 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-7502 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-7782 (resolved)
Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-11344 (resolved)
Amended Director's Report
Water Right No. 29-13636 (resolved)
Amended Director's Report
Hand drawn diagram of Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek by Carter
Fritschle - for illustrative purposes
Hand draw diagram by Dave Tuthill - for illustrative purposes
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EX

PARTY

DOCUMENT

#
. 42

IDWR

43

IDWR

101
102
103
104

Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello

105

Pocatello

106
107
108
109

Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello
Pocatello

Hand drawing of ESPA boundary as of 2005 by Dave Tuthill - for illustrative
purnoses
Stipulation and Agreement Between Pocatello and The Surface Water
Coalition in Pocatello's SRBA Subcases 29-271 et seq.
Map of Eastern Snake River Basin (oversized)
Map of Pocatello Vicinity and LPRVA (oversized)
Map of All SRBA Claims, City of Pocatello (oversized)
Map of Surface Water Rights Alternate Points of Diversion, City of Pocatello
(oversized)
Map of Ground Water Rights Alternate Points of Diversion, City of
Pocatello(oversized)
Map of Biosolids Water Rights and Wells, City of Pocatello (oversized)
PhotoE!faphs of surface water diversions and wells
Photographs of Pocatello and Vicinity
City of Pocatello, Existing System Hydraulic Schematic

110

Pocatello Idaho Department of Water Resources, Table, City of Pocatello Claims
(www .idwr/idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/SearchWRAJ/asp)

111

Pocatello Water Department, City of Pocatello, Monthly Report (January to December,
1962 - 1993)

112

Pocatello Memorandum from Tom Dekker, City of Pocatello Water Department, to Ivan
Legler, City Attorney, City of Pocatello (March 31, 1989) (Surface Supply
from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek)

113

Pocatello Report, City of Pocatello, Yearly Water Consumption from 1956 to Present
(April 12, 1989)

114

Pocatello Daily Mink Creek Use for June 1985

115

Pocatello City of Pocatello Historical Water Level Data for City's wells (beginning of
period of record to March 2006 (print out of spreadsheets prepared by the City
of Pocatello Water Department)

116

Pocatello Spronk Water Engineers, Inc., Expert Report Dated September 29, 2006,
Prepared for the City of Pocatello

117

Pocatello Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. Expert Rebuttal Report Dated December 1,
2006, Prepared for the City of Pocatello

118

Pocatello Summary of State-law SRBA Claims
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EX
#
119

PARTY DOCUMENT
Pocatello Idaho Department of Water Resources, Supplemental Director's Report
Regarding City of Pocatello's Basin 29 State-Based Water Rights, dated April
13, 2006, and list of exhibits

120

Pocatello Idaho Department of Water Resources Director's Supplemental Report
Exhibit F

121

Pocatello Brockway Engineering PLLC Rebuttal Expert to Spronk Water Engineers Inc.
Expert Report Dated September 29, 2006 Prepared November 2, 2006

122

Pocatello Table-Ground Water and Surface Water Alternate Points of Diversion
Claims

123

Pocatello Table - 38 State-law SRBA Claims and Sublisting of IDWR
Recommendations for Ground Water Claims with Alternate Points of
Diversion

124

Pocatello Idaho Code Section 42-1425

125

Pocatello Example- Ground Water Alternate Points of Diversion Claim (APOD), with
Cumulative Rate of Di version, Example Illustrating APOD Operation

126

Pocatello Graphs - Measured Ground Water Levels for Interconnected Wells

127

Pocatello Table - Average Measured Pumping Drawdown 1987, City of Pocatello Wells

128

Pocatello Figure - Interconnected Wells, Average Measured Ground Water Level
Draw down During Pumping, Beginning of Record to 1987

129

Pocatello Decree, Smith et al. vs. City of Pocatello et al., June 5, 1926

130

Pocatello Welhan, I.A., and Meehan, C., 1994, Hydrogeology of the Pocatello Aquifer:
Implications for Wellhead Protection Strategies, 30th Symposium,
Engineering Geology and Geotechnical Engineering, Boise, Idaho

131

Pocatello Welhan, I.A., Meehan, C, and Reid, T., 1996, The Lower Portneuf River
Valley Aquifer: A Geologic/Hydrologic model and Its Implications for
Wellhead Protection Strategies

132

Pocatello Welhan, John, 2006, Idaho Geologic Survey Staff Report, -5-6, Water
Balance and Pumping Capacity of the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer,
Bannock County, Idaho
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Pocatello CH2M-Hill, 1994, Hydrogeology and Assessment of TCE Contamination in
the Southern Portion of the Pocatello Aquifer - Phase I Aquifer Management
Plan

134

Pocatello Cosgrove D.M, Contor, B.A., and Johnson G.S., Enhanced Snake Plan
Aquifer Model Final Report, Prepared for the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, with guidance from the Eastern Snake Hydrologic Modeling
Committee, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute Technical Report 06002, July 2006

135

Pocatello Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer lllustrations

136

Pocatello Figure - Centroid of Annual Well Production

137

Pocatello Idaho Department of Water Resources, Enhanced Ground water Rights
Transfer Spreadsheet (version 2.2)

138

Pocatello Graph - Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and
Ground Water Pumping of Alternate Points of Diversion.

139

Pocatello Table - Summary of Surface Water Use (1980 - 1987)

140

Pocatello Order, April 19, 2005, In The Matter of Distribution of Water to Various
Water Rights Held by or for the Benefit of A&B Irrigation District, American
Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation
District Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, and Twin
Falls Canal Company

141

Pocatello Amended Order, May 2, 2005, In The Matter of Distribution Of Water To
Various Water Rights Held by or for the Benefit of A&B Irrigation District,
American Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner
Irrigation District Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company,
and Twin Falls Canal Company

142

Pocatello Second Supplemental Order Amending Replacement Water Requirements,
December 27, 2005

143

Pocatello Graph - Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and
Ground Water Pumping of Alternate Points of Diversion

144

Pocatello Resume of Gregory K. Sullivan, P.E.

145

Pocatello Resume of Karen Wogsland
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#
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• 147

PARTY

DOCUMENT

Pocatello Well #21 Documents: File Wells 10/21/1947; Minutes of Adjourned
Meetings of the City of Alameda City Council, 3/31/J 955 and 8/8/1955; City
of Alameda 1954-554 Municipal Water Project, Pine Street Pumping Station
Pocatello "A Scant Supply in 1924" from Griffin, H. Leigh Pocatello Portrait: The
Early Years, 1878-1928, pp 170-171

148

Pocatello July 17, 1924 The Pocatello Tribune article

149

Pocatello 4/10/1952 Alameda Enterprise news article

150

Pocatello 7/20/1952 Alameda Enterprise news article

151

Pocatello "Alameda The Fastest Growing City in the State ... " Polk's Pocatello City
Directory 1962

152

Pocatello 7/31/1952 Alameda Enterprise news article

153

Pocatello City of Alameda Application for Permit

154

Pocatello IDWR file for License 29-2324

155

Pocatello 2/2/2004 City of Pocatello 11th Annual POTW Biosolids Report

156

Pocatello 9/7/1999 City of Pocatello National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Permit (Permit No. ID-002178-4)

157

Pocatello Part 503 Final Rule Signed 11/25/1992, "New Sludge Rules"

158

Pocatello 2/1998 City of Pocatello Biosolids Management Plan

159

Pocatello 5/17/2005 City of Pocatello Crop Management Plan

160

Pocatello License 29-2274

161

Pocatello License 29-2338

162

Pocatello License 29-7375

163

Pocatello Transfer No. 5452

164

Pocatello License 29-7-770
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DOCUMENT

Pocatello Permit 29-7770

166

Pocatello

Application for Permit 29-7770

167

Pocatello

10/12/1989 Letter from Jay Ulrich to Harold Jones, IDWR, re: Pennit #297770, Additional Information and attachments

168

Pocatello

11/1991 Farm Lease between City of Pocatello and Smith

169

Pocatello

11/1991 Farm Lease between City of Pocatello and Smith (different
document)

170

Pocatello 5/6/1969 Deed of Release made by U.S. Administrator of the Federal Aviation
to the City of Pocatello

171

Pocatello Records of related cases listed in Pocatello's Motion for Judicial Notice

172

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 35-4071 (City of
Aberdeen)

173

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 35-7808 (City of
Aberdeen)

174

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-7115 (City of
Rupert)

175

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-7656 (City of
Rupert)

176

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-7862 (City of
Rupert)

177

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-15488 (City of
Rupert)

178

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-15489 (City of
Rupert)

179

Pocatello Notice of Claim, Director's Report, Partial Decree for 36-2518 (City of
Jerome)

180

Pocatello Historical Map of Pocatello Water System - Offered & Withdrawn

181

Pocatello

Court's list of individual claims listed with circled elements that are in dispute
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#
182

DOCUMENT

Pocatello Hand drawn diagram by Greg Sullivan

183

Pocatello Pump Effect - APOD Illustration

301

State of
Idaho

Partial Decrees entered in the SRBA Court where the point of diversion is
from Gibson Jack Creek or Mink Creek and any tributary thereof. (These
partial decrees were provided in the State's 2/15/07 Motion to Take Judicial
Notice and later submitted as an exhibit.)
List of Partial Decrees:
29-274C
29-274D
29-274E
29-274F
29-2740
29-2741
29-275
29-276B
29-276C
29-276D
29-276E
29-277A
29-2257
29-2323
29-4235
29-4273
29-4339
29-10608
29-10843
29-10923
29-11079
29-11300
29-11331
29-11345
29-11526
29-13434

302

State of
Idaho

Hand drawing of cone depression by Harold Hargreaves
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7.

I certify:

a.

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

b.

That Appellant City of Pocatello has made arrangements with Court

Reporter Maureen Newton for the fees for preparation of the reporter's transcript of the
March 22, 2010 hearing.
c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.

d.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid. ·

e,

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

_to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this 24th day of May 2010.
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Attorneys for the City of Pocatello
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of May 201.0, I caused a true and 1:9rrect copy
of the foregoing document to be served on the following by U.S. Mail:
·
US DEPARTMENT OF .JUSTICE
ENVIRONMENT & NAT'L RESOURCES
550 WEST FORT STREET, MSC 033
BO!Sll, ID 83724
.

NATURAL RESOURCES DIV CHIEF
STATE OF IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
POBOX-44449
BOISE, ID 83711-4449

CHRISTOPHER H. MEYER
JOHN M. MARSHALL
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P. 0. BOX 2720
BOISE, ID 83701-2720

DIRECTOR OF IDWR
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720--0098 ·
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-5200

Attachment (30 subcases)
29-00271
29-00272
29-00273
29-02274
29-02338
29-02401
29-02499
29-04221
29-04222
29-04223
29-04224
29-04225
29-04226
29-07106
29-07118
29-07119
29-07322
29-07375
29-07450
29-07770
29-11339
29-11348
29-13558
29-13559
29-13560
29-13561
29-13562
29-13637
29-13638
29-13639
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA Case No. 395576
Subcase No. 29-271 et al.

________________
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Appellant,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES,

)
)

________________

)
)
)

Respondent.

SC DOCKET NO. 37723-2010
DIS:RICT ~~l'.1':il'".: S"''R,;:8;-::A---.
11th
Caunty of 1' ·Jud1c1a1 Distri"t
"
win

Falls - State of Idaho

JUN - 3 20!0

l

~

__s__Y_-_-_-_-:~:~:=:=:=~·~::::_-=::-_::_=_==-De':-~::_!Y_~-::i

To:

THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT and
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on June 3, 2010, I lodged
a reporter's transcript of all assigned appellate
transcripts, consisting of the March 22, 2010 city of
Pocatello's motion to alter or amend November 9, 2009
memorandum decision and order on challenge, 27 pages in
length, for the above-entitled appeal with the Clerk of the
District Court, County of Twin Falls, in the Fifth Judicial
District.
A PDF copy has been emailed to sctfilings@idcourts.net.

~~~Linda Ledbetter
Official Court Reporter

NOTICE RE REPORTER 'S TRANSCRIPT
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